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WARP, UOCK Sc CO.’S 

NEW FICTION 
7s. net 

From att 3ooksetters and Libraries 

A HAZARD OF THE SNOWS 
By OTTWELL BINNS 

A fine, dean romance of love an<f adventure amongst the silent wastes 
of the great Nortb-West, and of the struggles of man and woman to conquer 
the untamed tyranny of Nature. 

" For a ‘ rattling good story,' told with spirit and some ingenuity of plot, 
Kr. Binns may generally be counted on."—Yorkshtre Observer. 

WILTON’S SILENCE 
By PAUL TRENT 

A powerful and holding story of love, sacrifice and misunderstanding in 
a breezy West African setting. 

*' Mr. Paul Trent always interests Hts dialogues are natural, and any 
book beaiug his name is sure to be worth reading.”—Datly Express. 

BONES IN LONDON 
By EDGAR WALLACE 

A narrative of the career of Bones and his friends in London business life 
—full of tmeezy and whimsical humour. Everyone who has enjoyed this 
author's earlier books about Sanders and Bones and that fasdnating black 
scamp, Bosambo, in West Africa must rt-ad this further chronicle. 

WRYCHESTER PARADISE 
By J. S. FLETCHER 

” For a plot with enme involved in the ' domestic interest' and a narra¬ 
tive well written and steenng clear of absurdity, few can beat Mr. Fletcher 
at bis best.”—Morntng Posl 

BERRY & Co. 
By DORNFORD YATES 

A group of Society sinners, whose very behaviour is so attractive that 
the sternest of censors could hardly find it in his heart to urge them to sin 
no more. 

" Mr. Yates can be strongly recommended to any one who thinks*that 
the British take themselves too seriouslv.’*—i’uncA. 

THE LOVE HATER 
By GUY THORNE 

The most striking psychic novel that has yet been written. In powerful 
and dramatic manner Mr. Thorne warns us of the remarkable horrors lying 
in wait for experimenters in the occult. 

FIGS FROM THISTLES 
By ISABEL M. PEACOCKE 

*’ There is something of an old- fashioned ring about Mist Peacocke's books ; 
they are so eminently healthy and intelligible, they contain no mysteries, 
no problems other than the old, old story of love and its vagaries. The 
wnter has a happy knack also of indicating true character.”—Yorkshire 
Observer. 

THE DUPLICATE DUKE 
By HEADON HILL 

There is clean, goed w-orkmanship and clever invention in this excellent 
stary~-a most ingenious puzzle unfolded with consummate skill. 

•BRILLIANT NEW^YEAR NUMBER, 
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WINDSOR 
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l«ARJORXE BOWEN. REX CbLVIl^. 
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and other well>Hnewn Ant&wre. 
A Waaltli ef Clever lllonratloM kr OISTINQUISNED ARTISTS. 

WARD^ lock & CO., LTP., 
$ialisbtiry Square, LONDON, E.C.4 

M AOM ELAI rs I JST 
j 

Edition de Luxe 

THE COLLECTED WORKS OF 
. LORD MORLEY- 

In 15 monthly volumes. 8vo. 21i. net each. 
Sold in Sets only. 

0 
This edition contains a Portrait of the Author from the 
Painting by the Hon. John Collier, and is uniform wth 
Messrs. Macmillan's well-known Edtiions da Luxe of 
Tennyson, Pater, Matthew Arnold, Thomas Hardy, etc. 
Limited to 500 copies for England and 250 copies for 
America. 

NEW AND COMPLETE EDITION 

THE NOVELS AND STORIES OF 
HENRY JAMES 

In 35 monthly volumes. 
In two styles— 

Crown 8vo. 7*. 6cl. net per volume. 
Pocket Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 7s. M. net per volume. 

I. RODERICK HUDSON [/4». 

THE WORKS OF 

RUDYARD KIPLING 
Uniform Ediiion of the Prose Works. Ex. cr. 8vo. 

7b 6d. net per volume 

Pocket Edition. Printed on Thin Paper, with Gilt Tops. 
Fcap 8vo. In limp leather, Tb. dd. net; in blue cloth, 
6a net per volume. 
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From Sea to Sea. I.ettrraOt I'l-ivel. 
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Austrated. 
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Puck of Pook's Hill. Illustrated. 
Actions and IteacUoDs. 

Rewards and Fairies. Illustrated. 

A Diversity of Creatures. 

Letters of Travel (1893-1913). 

S011.3 from Books. (Pocket edi¬ 

tion. 

This stork le nol published tn the 

Uniform Edition, but is isauad ifi 

Cr.Kvo,pnce7''.6d. net, uniftrm with 

the Poetical tl iirhs 

Also in extra gilt cloth, gilt edgoa. 7b 6d. net each. 

Captains Courageous. 

Soldier Tales. , 

The Service Kipling. In 2t 
3s. net each. 

Plain Tales from the Hills, s vots. 

Soldiers Three. 2 vob. 

Wee Willie Wifikie. 2 vols. 

From Sea 

Tbr Jungle Book. 

Second JungM Book. 
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Just So Stories for Little ChUdroi. Ulostratedby theAothM'* 
4to. 6s. net. 
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set to muaio by Edward GemiAn. Music folio. 6b. net*. 
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flews notes. 

No Christmas Numbtr of The Bookman has met 
with a more enthusiastic reception than has been 
given to our last month’s issue. The entire edition, 

which was considerably enlarged just before print¬ 
ing, was sold out before publication, and we wish to 
apologise to the large number of applicants for 

copies that could not be supplied and to thank very 
warmly the many readers whose letters of con¬ 

gratulation we greatly appreciate. 

Just before her death Mrs. B. M. Croker had 
completed a new novel which she entitled “ The 
House of Rest," and it will be published by Messrs. 

Cassell in the spring. 

Messrs. Georg© Philip and 
new and revised edition of their admirable " Handy 
Vedume Atlas of the World" {4s. 6d. neti. It 
contains a full reference index, eighty pages of 

• ciescriptive notes, which arc in themselves a minia¬ 
ture geography, and the seventy-seven coloured 

, maps have been brought thoroughly up to date in 
Sjpcprdance with the readjustments that the war 

I Tlav© published a 

has made all over the earth. The book is clearly 
printed, compactly bound, and the right convenient 

size for the pocket. 

The death of Olive Schreiner in Cape Colony, 
removes one of the most distinguished women 
writers of the late Victorian period. It is nearly 
fortj’ years since the publication of " The Story of 
an African Farm " made her famous. Issued as 
bv “ Ralph Iron " it aroused considerable sensation 

in the literary world of the day, and there w’as much 
speculation regarding the authorship. Then it 
came out that this novel, which was largely auto¬ 
biography. was written by Olive Schreiner, the 
daughter of a missionary in Basutoland. It remains 
the author's only widely knowm book, and it pro¬ 

vides an instance of the theory that every one can 
write one good book, but comparatively few can 
continue to write them. Although Oliver Schreiner 
wrote several others, among them " Dreams " and 
" Trooper Peter Halkett of Mashonaland," they 
enjoyed neither the vogue nor the popularity of 

her first. 

Mr. Sydney Pawling, who has been for many 

years sole partner writh the late Mr. Heinemann, 
has been joined as partner by Mr. F. N. Doubleday, 
President of the distinguished American publishing 

house of Messrs. Doubleday, Page & Company. 
Mr. Pawling retains control of the London business, 

the title of which remains unchanged. 
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" Stories and Ballads of the Far Past,” by Nora 

Kershaw, a collection of sagas and Faroese, Danish 

and Shetland ballads, most of which are here 

translated for the first time, will be published early 

this year by the Cambridge Press. 

” The Kaiser's Letters to the Czar ” (12s. 6d. net), 

the famous Willy-Nicky correspondence that throws 

revealing sidelights on the Kaiser’s private character 

and on his secret intriguings 

in Europe when he was pre¬ 

paring for the great war, has 

been published by Messrs. 

Hodder & Stoughton. It 

is, as Mr. Winston Churchill 

says, ” one of the most re¬ 

markable series of letters 

which have ever seen the 

light.” 

Mr. Keighley Snowden’s 

biography of Sir Swire 

Smith;, "The Master 

Spinner,” announced by 

Messrs. Geo. Allen & Unwin, 

is due for early issue. It is 

understood to tell the life 

of a romantic man of 

business in something like 

story form, intimately. Sir 

Swire was a great humanist, 

and almost as well known Mr. 

in America as in his own whose new book,-a Man o 

country. He seems tg have 
whose new book, “A Man of the Islands," was recently 

published by Messrs. Hutchinson. 

Story of the many adventures through which a 
young man had to pass before he discovered wisdom. 

Lord Bryce's " Modern Democracies ” will be 

published this month* in two volumes by Messrs. 

Macmillan, who have also in hand a new edition of 

the works of W. E. Henley, to be completed in 

five volurues. 

The latest addition to Messrs. Macmillan's popular 

Highways and B y w^ y s 

series is " Highways and 

Byways of Northumbria,” 

by P. Anderson Graham. 

(7s. 6d. net), illustrated with 

many beautiful, very deli¬ 

cately finished drawings by 

the late Hugh Thomson. 

There is much in common, 

in its grimly pictorial 

realism and its whole atti¬ 

tude towards war, between 

the verse of Wilfred Owen 

and that of Siegfried 

Sassoon, who has written 

an introduction to the 

" Poems” of Wilfred Owen 

which Messrs. Chat to tS: 

W i n d u s have published 

(6s, net). They have, as 

Mr, Sassoon says, a 

sustained nobility and 

originality of style, and 

their profoundly self- 

Mr. H. de Vere Stacpoole, 

been loved everywhere, and to have left diaries full revealing humanity touches with the beauty of 

of humour and shrewd observation, not without poetry things 6f pity and terror and makes the 

their value for the nineteenth century. barbarism and wrong that gave rise to them the 

The fifth and sixth volumes just added to Messrs. 

Nelson's excellent " New Age Encyclopaedia ” 

{3s. 6d. net each) well maintain those qualities of 

utility and accuracy which are indispensable in 

any work of reference that is to be of real assistance 

to the busy man of to-day. They continue to 

justify the editor’s claim that this is essentially an 

up-to-date Encyclopaedia, giving full attention to 

living men and living movements, to modem his¬ 

tory apd geography and, without omitting any 

■ essential lore of the past, preferring new knowledge 

to what has become old lumber. 

" Thei* Pilgrim of a Smile,” by- Norman Davey, 

the first novel of a new writer, which Messrs. 

Chapm^ & Hall are publishing this month, is a 

OHarpars 

Am. No.. 

more abhorrent by contrast. When time winnows 

the war poets, as it will, Wilfred Owen will be 

among the few that will survive. 

In " The Murder ol ndwin L/rood ” {6s. net; Cecil 

Palmer) Mr. Percy L. Carden makes another of the 

many attempts that have been made to solve the 

mystery of JDickens’s unfinished novel. He has 

studied Dickens’s manuscript and his notes for the 

story and collated these with the printed book to 

good purpose, and his ingenious working 'out of 

the problem is described by Mr. B. W. Mati, in an , 

introduction, as one of the most important con-, 

tributions to the subject. • 

Of the four one-act pla3^ by Margaret Macaamark 

("Love-Fibs.” "Light Grey or' Dark?"' 

.UsiM.:- 
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Witch” and “Mrs. 

Hodges ”), published by Mr. 

C.W.Daniel. “The Witch” 

is the only failure—its story 

is too crudely improbable; 

and* " Love-Fibs ” is the 

most entirely nSuccessful— 

a delightful bit of rustic 

comedy, its dialogue crisp' 

and natural and its three 

characters simply and 

cleverly presented. 

Mr. Arthur J. Rees. \ 

whose fifth novel has just \ • 

been published by Mr. \ 

John Lane, is an Anglo- \ 

Australian, born at Mel- \ 

bourne in 1875, who has 

done a great deal to link 

the Homeland and the 

Commonwealth t oget her *},o.e striking aove'. “ti 
. , . published by 
by means of journalism. 

His Welsh descent showed itself in his first pub¬ 

lished venture, " The Merry Marauders,” a capital 

mixture of wit and wisdom, and he has developed 

power and grip in a series of remarkable detective 

stories since. The first of these was ” The Mysterj' 

of the Downs,” wTitten in conjunction with Mr. J. 

Watson, and last year's '* The Shrieking Pit ” has 

now b e e n succeeded by 

” Tlie Hand in the Lark,” 

with ” The Moon Rock " 

to follow in due course 

next year. ” The Hand 

in the Dark,” by the way, 

has already run through 

several editions in the 

States. 

The exhibition of etch¬ 

ings by members of the 

Print Society recently 

invited to America by the 

American Federation of 

Arts, was exhibited during 

Nbvember at the most 

important Gallery in 

Washington—the Corcoran 

Gallery of Art. Two-thirds 

of the exhibits found pur¬ 

chasers. The exhibition is 

BOW on view in Philadel- 

And will be shown in 

all the important cities in 

the States. The Print 

Society is a new society 

of etchers and collectors 

founded at Ringwood, 

Hampshire, by the young 

British landscape ‘painter 

and etcher, E. Hesketh 

Hubbard, A.R.W.A. Its 

first publication, “On 

Making and Collecting 

Etchings,” reviewed in our 

Christmas Number, went 

out of print within a 

month of publication. We 

understand Mr, Hubbard 

is now bringing together 

an exhibition of etchings to 

tour the British Isles. 

Miss D. K. Broster. Messrs. Jarrold are pub- 

striking aove', "The Yellow Poppv," ugs recently llSlllng £L nCW and ChCap 
]ii)blisbed by Messrs. Duckworth. 

edition of Mr. George 

Goodchild’s “ Tiger's Cub,” a film version of which 

the Fox Film Company are producing in this 

country. The story was founded on the popular 

play, in which Miss Madge Titlicradge made such 

a success as the “ Cub,” a part taken by Miss Pearl 

White for tlic cinema. 

A booklet of devotional 

\'ersc entitled, “ For 

Remembrance; A Circle of 

.Sunny Messages,” by 

Daphne Hammonde, which 

Messrs. Alexander Moring 

have published, is the yvork 

of a pioet whose faith, 

ennobled by suffering, gives 

force and beauty to her 

lines. There is a verse for 

every month—each with its 

message of hope inspired 

by the changing beauties 

of the year—and the whole 

is printed by the De La 

More Press vnth excellent 

taste. 

Mr. Arthur J. Keei. 

The Index to \’olume 

LVIII of The Bookman 

will be given in our next 

Number. 
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Photo by Cosmo Rowt. Mr». Victor Richard, 

whose new novel, “A Reckless Puritan,'' has ]ust been 
published by Messrs. Hodder & Stougbioo. 

NOTES ON NEW BOOKS. 

In " Merlin’s Isle : A Study of Rudyard Kipling’s 

England " (2s. 6d. net; GyldendaJ), Mr. W. Worster gives an 

interesting realisation of Mr. Kipling's vision of England, 

as he has himself revealed it in his stories and poems. 

'■ Kipling's Englishmen, and Kipling’s England,” says Mr. 

Worster, ” are of one type from the Stone Age to our day,” 

and if he does not altogether prove that, he shows that 

his Englishmen have certain great qualities that have 

alM'ays been common to the race. A book that all lovers 

of Kipling will find pleasure in reading. 

Mr. William Rothenstein's ” Twenty-Four Portraits ” 

(21S. net; Allen & Unwih) are of men famous in latter-day 

art, science, politics and letters, with Dean Inge as a 

solitary ecclesiastic and Lord Haldane as a selected 

politician, T. E. Lawrence, an exception among empire 

builders, and Sir Edward Elgar representing music. There 

is no need to praise Mr. Rothenstein, or to say Inore 

than that he has never done finer, more exquisitely 

finished work than in these portraits, especially in those of 

Max Beerbohm, John Galsworthy, H. G. Wells, Thomas 

Hardy, John Dr^nkwater, Arnold Bennett and John 

'Masefield. But when you look again at his Bernard Shaw, 

or A. E. HouSman, the other A. E. (who is George Russell), 

W. H. Hudson, or Edmund Gosse, you are inclined to go on 

adding to this list of the best of them, and in the end are 

satisfied to be glad of every one in the series and are 

tempted' to take the book to pieces and frame them ioc 
your walls. 

• ” 'T'he Straight Furrow,” by C. Rutherford (7s. net; 

Melrose), ^ a good readable story set in a’-'sleftpy English 

village and revolving around the sweet-natured, childish 

little Philippa Stapely, her lovers, and her ne’er-do-well 

pick. The characters arc lightly sketched in— 

Gervase with his advanced views, Blakiston with his shrewd 

business instinct, and the various worthies of that rural 

world, teeming with gossip about each other and meting out 

pious disapproval to Dick Stapely, patronising pity for his 

loyal sister, and thrilled with delicious horror at Gervase’s 

conception of life. Philippa, infatuated by Gervase’s 

unusualness, believes herself in love with him, even though 

she learns of an unfortunate marriage contracted in his 

youth. Blakiston, whose sole object in coming to the 

village has been to renew his acquaintance with her, in 

endeavouring to do her a service earns her scorn and dis¬ 

trust. The interest increases as the plot unfolds to a nafural 

and satisfactory conclusion. If this is a first novel, as it 

appears to be, it shows very considerable promise. 

Juliet may have said, ” What's in a name ? ” but if she 

had been in the shoes of the hero of Mr. Harold MacGrath’s 

new novel, ” The Man with Three Names ” (8s. Cd. net; 

Hutchinson), she would have been driven to the conclusion 

that there is very much in it indeed. First introduced to 

us as Brandon Cathewe, a man of extraordinary daring, 

he takes our breath away by demanding the privilege of 

paying court to a beautiful girl whom he has never spoken 

to in his life. Her father consents, half in jest, on certain 

conditions, which he believes to bo quite beyond the 

range of possibility, Ixnng fulfilled. But nothing us lieyond 

the range of |)o.ssibility to a man of Brandon Cathewe s 

calibre. To begin with, he isn’t Brandon Cathewe at all— 

unknown and ill-clad—but a famous writer named George 

Cottar. And he isn’t really George Cottar either, but 

some one else whose name is unenviably notorious. How¬ 

ever, he takes up the gauntlet an<l through intricate 

happenings and a sequence of exciting episodes, arrives at 

a climax which leaves the reader more than satisfied with 

a story that is as enjoyable as it is ingenious. 

Mr. NloholM E-rwAtt. 
ADthor pf "Britlph Seent SprvtoP Do^ ilM Great War," 

joat pubUabad by Maaara. HureUnaon. 
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THE BOOKMAN GALLERY. 

WILLOUGHBY WEAVING. 

IJi voyaging through the perilous seas of present-day 

verse, the adventurer must be prepared to encounter 
conflicting tides and adverse winds, and ij is no easy 

matter for him to get his bearings and steer a direct 
course for the ultimate haven of his desire. Not for 

many years has the output of poetry been so great, and 

of Such diverse kinds, as within the past six or seven 

years, and perhaps never before has the examiner of it 
been so baffled in striving to sift the grain from the 
chaff, or in his judging of 

poets whom he may deem 

worthy and unworthy of 
high marks. It is close on 
four years since the present 

writer first became acquainted 

with Mr. Willoughby Weav¬ 

ing's enchanting Muse, and 

the familiarity with his 
work, bred from a “ love at 

first sight,” has grown into 

something like a steady 

admiration. Among the 
poets of the day who are 
iacile princeps. Mr. Weaving 

must take a worthy place, 

and in awarding him that 
position one is, at the same 

time, aware of the fact that 

certain particular forms of 

his verse have not been 

perfected, or even entirely 

conquered. Happily Mr. 

Weaving has youth on his 
side, and the rapid and 

maturing development that 

has accompanied his succes¬ 
sive performances gives one 

sufficient confidence to hope for complete mastery of 
his medium, which surely he is destined to gain. 

When Mr. Weaving first saw the light the gods must 

have decided he was to be a poet for, apart from the 

poetic ring of his surname, the fact that he was born 
in June, 1885, is not without significance. If there be 

any time of the year that one associates with the " weav¬ 
ing ” of poetic dreams it is the month of roses. His 

early days were spent at Cuttesloe and Wolvercote, 

near Oxford, and then at Pewet, near Abingdon, in 
Berkshire. When ten years old he attended a prepara¬ 

tory school in Oxford, and about 1906 he went up to 

Pembroke College, Oxford, of which seminary he became 

a scholar. From scholar he turned teacher, for, after 

leaving Oxford about 1910, he took up the profession 

of schoolmaster and, except for his period of war-service 
as Lieutenant in the Royal Irish Rifles during 1914-1916, 

he has continued in that role ever since. He always 

refers to this practical side of his life with enthusiasm, 

*' being,” as he says, " as much devoted to the three 
Graces of Education as I am to the Musical Nine. 

Fortunately,” he adds, ” I have never grown out of 

my first childhood—being made thereby exempt, I hope, 

from my second—and find my greatest delight and chief 

companionship in children.” For some time he has 
been settled in Ireland, '' this delightfully uncomprom¬ 

ising land,” to quote him again ; and at present he is 

an active partner in the management of a boy's pre¬ 

paratory school in County Down. For one who is so 
avowedly a music-maker, a dreamer of dreams, and a 

lover of children, few occu¬ 

pations could give him more 
genuine satisfaction than 

that of familiarising the 
young mind with all that’is 

best in education. 

” The height of poetry is 

to speak the language of the 

gods.” Thus spake, not 
Zarathiistra, but Mr. 
Santayana, the philosopher. 

It is rarely that poets of our 

time gain that height, but on 
turning to Mr. Weaving’s 
" The Starfiolds, and Other 

Poems ” (1916), a ^■olume 

that contains so much of 

burnished beauty and which, 
though only his second 

production, seems to me 

to enshrine his most finished 

work, in the “Ode to 

Memory ” Mr. Weaving has 
attained that ideal. The 

ode reads Uke a fragment of 

Keats or Tennyson • which, 

Inthertu having lain undis- 

co\ercd, has but come to 
light. One recognises a traditional distinction in the 
following SIX noble lines, more perfect in their poetic 

endowment than anything I can remember by Rupert 

Brooke and as surely the work of a born poet as is Alan 

Seager's familiar sonnet, ” Written in a Volume of the 
Comtesse de Noailles ” ; 

“ Memory, thou high-walled Garden, where I find 
The sweetest and the choicest flowers of all, 
Most fragrant shrubs, most delicate tendrils twined. 

And honey-dropping boughs ambrosial. 
And all of beauty that my heart can dress— 
An ordered garden, a sweet wilderne.ss.” 

In Mr. Weaving's subsequent volumes, ” The Bubble, 

and Other Poems ” (1917), " Heard Melodies ” (1918) 

and ” Daedal Wings ” (1920), many of his inspired 

pieces sustain ” the language of the gods,” though in 

as many his Muse hesitates and fails him at rather 
critical moments. He trusts so confidently to his 

spontaneous and unquestionable inspiration, which is 

remarkably fecund, that, after his setting down the 
expression of it, one would advise him to cast aside the 

r. Willoughby Weaving. 
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prompting pen and, with eraser in hand, to mould the 

material into durable shape. It is well with him that 

he can rely so continuously upon the sublime afflatus, 

that he can venture with ease upon innovations of new 

and original metrical forms, but if he is to reach that 

pinnacle of fame toward which his trained powers seem 

to be bringing him, he will have to look to keeping all 

his faculties in perfect condition for the formidable 

effort. 

His latest book, " Algazel,”* gives evidence that he 

has already prepared for that feat. His command of 

the supernatural in this poetic narrative of Eastern 

magic leads him to a completer mastery over his material 

than he has hitherto shown. The theme is largely 

concerned with the transference of a wicked man’s soul 

into the body of a good man. Whether the play be 

actable or no, tragedy here receives completely satisfying 

poetic treatment in a strange and wondrous atmosphere. 

Th^ sonorous lines in some of the verse ring out with 

strong and sweeping melody. Thus Algazel to Miriam : 

" I could not blacken with my frosty touch 

All that bright blossom, nor freeze within her throat 
The fountained music of the singing bird. 

It is not long before a fairer mate 

Shall pipe you to the bough’s end. . . . 

I was but looking down a dreary vale 

That spreads before me like too true a dream. 

Give me your hand. I fear no touches now'. 

The warmth may melt some winter from my heart. 

Winter so warmed lies down at last to die. 

Smiling on Spring who passes on his way 

To make the sad world meny once again." 

He has visualised his characters with unfailing distinctive¬ 

ness, the poetic diction is consistently dignified, and the 

plot is ever held steadily in view. If it is true, as we 

have been assured from several quarters recently, that 

the poetic drama is coming into its own, that there is 

the bright prospect of its renaissance, Mr. Weaving’s 

tragedy should be earmarked for early stage presentation 

along with Mr. Symons’s " Tristram and Iseult ” and 

Mr. Gordon Bottomley’s lately published plays. 

Mr. Weaving’s first work, “ Poems " (i9i3)» showed 

that while he had not yet steadied his feet, he was well 

on his breathless way to a Promised Land of poetic 

accomplishment. To realise his rapid advance one has 

only to compare “ Daedal Wings ’’ with his earliest 

poetry. His development has been as sure as it has 

been swift. Originality is patent in all he touches in 

spite of a near relationship, now and again, to Keats, 

to Tennyson, and sometimes to Swinburne, which 

means that his Muse is for ever occupied with the simple, 

the sensuous, and the passionate. The fact that so 

many of his pieces are short and in the lyric strain 

testifies to his being eminently a poet of passing moods, 

^hich have been caught, like flashing fish, in the net 

of his song. 

A former schoolfellow, and a very close friend of the 

poet, has assured me that Mr. Weaving “ has dallied 

much of late with the ' Planchette,* with which he 

certainly obtains curious results—recondite messages 

from Diirer, quasi-Shelleyan fragments, and the like. 

To my mind," he says," these curiosities merely indicate 

the importance of the subconscious element in his 

genius. I have known him conceive and compose a 

considerable amount of excellent verse while apparently 

engaged in conducting, quite creditably, an argumeqjt, or 

other conversation or business. He has a certain lean¬ 

ing towards * spiritualism ’—ghosts, vi^ons, visititions, 

which his residence in Ireland has perhaps accentuated." 

This same friend has told me that in his early days 

Mr, Weaving was a good tennis-player, and was fond 

of sport with the gun. It was when he went with *Mr. 

Weaving for country walks that he discovered how close 

and true were the poet’s observations and love of nature. 

In natural objects " he had a habit of detecting associa¬ 

tions and resemblances, ... a certain appearance of 

radiating cloud-wisps, such as wind and the laws of 

perspective often conspire to bring about on a rough 

day—this was ' the mouth of the wind,’ as of some 

blowing Boreas in old woodcuts!" 

Mr. Weaving’s means of courting inspiration, though 

1 should be among the first to imagine it came unsought, 

is simple and unaffected. " Given a quiet room," he 

says, " myself alone, a couch, tobacco, paper and a 

Waverlcy fountain pen (a long-trusted and never-failing 

source of inspiration), I will produce or not, as the spirit 

takes me.” It is hardly necessary to inquire further 

into Mr. Weaving’s personal life, for we shall find abund¬ 

ance of idealised autobiography, that is, the higher 

autobiography of the soul and its emotional manifesta¬ 

tions, in all his work. But he has told me that (to 

repeat his own words) " there is a small zany in my 

mind prompting me to write the true story of my life, 

and he laughs so heartily behind his hand that there 

must be something very entertaining in it. From sheer 

curiosity I shall some day do his bidding, perhaps." 

The most fitting epilogue to this survey of him, as well 

as the best summary of his attitude to life, finds expres¬ 

sion in his poem, " Content," in " Daedal Wings ” : 

“ I could live on for aye ai^ 

Never grow weary of Wtwfd agen, 

So much I love the sea, the eaMh and sky, 

And the sweet converse o^ a(|h’felIow-mcn. 

I have no wish for fairer things than those. 

Nor yet conceive how things could fairer be ; 

Nor dream of an here-after that could close 

These earthly days with mor^ sincerity. 

The beauty of the fields and floods and hills, 

The splendour of the human form, the fine 

Swift vigour of the pardlike soul that fills 

The form with love—for these I should repine. 

Oh, when I die returning whence I came 

May 1 awake to find life still the same." 

At present Mr. Weaving is irell in the forefront of the 

younger poets; may it be his fate, as there seems 

every prospect it will be, to soar to the higher circles 

of fame, beyond the obscure murmurs of the prevailing 

poetic winds, and there to " dance on the stairs of the 

sun." 

• " ^gazel: A Tragedy.” js. net. (Elkin Mathews.) 
W. M. Parker. 



THE READER. 

THE LONDON OF RUDYARD KIPLING, 

By Arthur Bartlett Maurice. 

DIAGONALLT, across the rough board table, his 

eye, which I had been avoiding—for I was 

not yet hungry for the society of my compatriots— 

caught mine. Then, in the course of a few minutes, 

some one undertook the labour of departure, and there 

was the general unscrambling of legs made necessary 

by the closeness of the quarters ; and, sliding along the 

narrow bench, he was 

opposite me, and making 

his appeal for temporary 

companionship with the 

expected and conventional 

platitudes. I had heard 

them all before in the same 

place from other American 

lips. 

Nodding toward “ye 
famous chaii ”—^lie had 

been gobbling “ ye famous 

pic ■’—he spoke of him with 

offensive proprietorship as 

“the Doctor." Also, I 

knew that in his heart at 

the moment was the prayer 

of the Pharisee, and that 

he was comparing himself 

approvingly to certain 

Americans of steamer 

acquaintance, now probably 

calling loudly for drink at 

the bar of a hostelry a mile 
to the west. 

“ So few of us over here 

take advantage of-ourjShl 

opportunities," hff«a^say- 

ing fatuously, and With just 

the slightest affectation of 

an English accent. " To think of him filling that chair, 

and Boswell sitting silent in the corner there and 

taking notes ; and poor ' Noll' Goldsmith waiting for 

a favourable moment to wheedle a small loan." 

" Are you aware,” I asked icily, " that there is no 

'direct evidence that ‘ the Doctor,' as you call him, ever 

came to the ' Cheshire Cheese,’ here, at all ? ” 

Over the face there came something so expressive of 

unexpected hurt that I softened somewhat. 

“ Of course, living as he did so long in Gough Square 

close by, it is morally certain that he came here not once 

but many times. But the direct evidence is still lacking. 

* Ye famous chair ’ looks the part; be content with that. 

After all, relatively, what does it matter ? Why the 

pumped-up reverence ? What do you really know of 

Dr. Samuel Johnson ? In short, you know just about 

fts much of Dr. Johnson as I do, which is very little, and 

in your secret heart you care even less. Now isn’t that 
true?" 

“ I suppose it is. But why spoil the illusion ? " 

“ Why pretend that it hurts ? It doesn't. And 

sometimes destroying illusions makes room for realities. 

For example, do you know your Kipling ? " 

“ I’ll say so.” In the colloquialism there was the 

ring of assurance and sincerity. “ That’s my middle 

name, and papers from the old home town.” There 

was no trace of the English 

accent now, and I thought 

of “ An Error in the Fourth 

Dimension,” and Wilton 

Sargent after he had 

stopped the Great Induna, 

and things had begun to 

happen. “ Once, when I 
was very young,” he con¬ 

fessed sheepishly, “ I was 
guilty of writing stories and 

poems. But I found that 

they were all bad imitations 

of ' Plain Tales From the 

Hills ’ and ‘ Barrack Room 

Ballads.' So I reformed.” 

The ice was broken. The 

pose gone, the man became 

possible. We talked; we 

passed from story to story,' 

from line to line, and for 

us, from the stuffy little 

room with its sawdust 

covered floor and its murky 

walls, the shadow of the 

pompous Doctor had passed 

for ever. I had been right, 

and he had been right. He 

had not known Dr. Johnson, 

but he did know his Kipling. 

Now when an American who wears a collar can recite 

snatches from “ Mandalay,” and “ Danny Deever,” 

and “ The Recessional,” it means nothing. The lack 

of ability to do so makes him conspicuous. But when 

he can cap with the next line your line of “ Tomlin¬ 

son,” or " The True Romance,” or “ McAndreWs’ 

Hymn,” or “ The Mary Gloster,” he' is to be tolerated ; 

and when he knows the Centurion of the VII Cohort 

of the XXX Legion, and thrills to the marvellously 

prophetic “ France ” and to “ Sussex,” he is worthy 

of being admitted to a degree of intimacy. It was 

“Sussex” that was rolling from my friend’s—I had 

reached the point of so considering him—lips. 

*' And here the sea fogs lap and cling. 

And here, each warning each, 
The sheep bells and the ship bells ring 
Along the hidden beach.” 

It was like Charlie Mears of “ The Finest Story in 
the World.” He gasped with the pure delight of Sound. 
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" The sheep bells and the ship bells ring." he kept 

repeating. " Maybe I shall have great-great-grand¬ 

children, and there will be a Kipling’s London for them 

to come over and see." 
" \^’hy the future generations ? Just round the 

corner from your hotel, at No. 19, Villiers Street, is a 

building known as the Embank¬ 
ment Chambers. You might 

spare a moment to glance up at 

the windows some day if you 

happen to pass by.” 

“Aprh?" The French was 

preferable to the affected English 

accent. 
" 1 haven’t the time to begin 

to tell you what was written 

there. Koughly, say everything 

from Kipling’s pen from 1889 ri) 

1891. But it was from the door¬ 
way there that iX)or Dick Heldar 

groped blindly down to the water’s 

edge for the sense of the Thames 

damp and the feel of the ships 

that wafted the scents of the 
East. It was from that doorway 
that Bessie Brooke slipjxid, bound 

for ' south o’ the river,’ after hav¬ 

ing scraped away the face of the 

‘Melancholia.’ It was at that door¬ 
way that Torpenhow first found 

her. By that doorway probably 

passed Badalia Herodsfoot on the 

way to Gunnison Street. Enter and climb the staircase 

and you will find the diggings where Eustace Cleevcr, 

who knew the moods of the cities and the fields, listen¬ 

ing to the voices of the fresh-faced young subalterns, 

learned the lesson that the lips that have a sufficiency 

of kissing have no time for song, and cursed his art, for 
which he would be sorry in the morning. On a table 

that was once there Charlie Mears scrawled the words, 

meaningless to him, that told of the agony of the galley 

slave. It was there*—r” 

But my friend of the “ Cheshire Cheese" was on his 
feet. 

" Westward along Fleet Street and the Strand, you 

say ? The turn to the left before you come to the 

Charing Cross Station ? I’m on my way. I’m beating 

it while my shoes are good. Me ! I just want to stand 
across the street and take off my hat." 

11 

A narrow, sloping thoroughfare, lined along one side 

most of the way by the grimy, smoke-smudged walls of 
the Charing Cross Railway Station, Villiers Street con¬ 

nects the Strand with the gardens of the Victoria 

Embankment. To the immediate east is a little humpy 

hill over which one zigzags through crazily twisted lanes 

on the way to Adelphi Terrace, the Savoy quarter, and 

the Temple beyond. It is the region of the " dark 

Marches " to which turned the mind of Private Ortheris 

in his madness. It is a region about which, incidentally, 

a few scutt books might be written without more than 

scratching the surface of the subject. But that, in a 
A^ord, is London. 

The last door at the bottom of the Villiers Street slope, 

as one goes in the direction of the river, is numbered 

" 19," and over it there is the lettering: " Embank¬ 

ment Chambers.” It was there that Rudyard Kipling, 
then " the Man from Nowhere," in the flush and glow 

of the early twenties, lived during two of the years that 

are linked with his richest pro¬ 

duction. It was there that he 

found Bohemia,' which is not a 

locality but a state of mind, an 

outlook up>on life, and a condition 

of struggle. It was there also- 

that for the first time in hisriife, 
he meditated upon existence as a 

man does working spiritually and 

physically within four wall> ; and 

to the tales that were written 

there we must turn for the only 

reflection of tin* turmoil and 
clamour of great ciiie-; that is to 

be found in all the Kiplmg range. 

That place and that period were 

needed to round (ml the life. To 
Kipling that habitation in the 

Embankment Chamhi'is was what 

the Rue Lesdiguieres w as t o- 

Balzac ; the lodging in tlu* Kue 

du Dragon, later to be pictured 
as the home of Marius of " Les 

Miserables," to Hugo; Furnival’s 

Inn to Dickens; the quarters in 

the Rue Visconti, whence he 
journeyed to the discover}* of Terre's Tavern of " The 

Ballad of the Bouillabaisse," to Thackeray ; and a 

combination of Fontainebleau and the Latin (Hi.irter 

attic to Stevenson. 

It is a busy street now, Villiers Street, with tlie tide 

of humanity ebbing and flooding. Far inta the night 
it overflows the sidewalks between Strand and river 

front. It was a busy street at the dawn of the golden 

nineties. But it has changed, as even old London 

streets occasionally will change. Just opposite? the 

Chambers—where now, in a cinema theatre, film> that, 
despite heavy British attempts at camouflage, flicker 

shriekingly their .American origin, are being ground out 

—there was, in tlte years 1889-1891, a Gatti restaurant. 

And behind the restaurant was a muric hall that, to one 

living where Kipling lived, did not need to be entered, 
but could be enjoyed and criticised through eye and 

ear from the comfort of an arm-chair drawn close to 

the window above. 

If you are a real Kiplingite you are entitled to know 

at least something of the repudiated book, which is 
"Turnovers" or “Abaft the Funnel," for in those 

pages is to be found, as nowhere else, something of the 

moods and dreams and ennuis of the worker when fame 

was only in the making. There is, for instance, one 

chapter, " My Great and Only," telling of the inspiration 

of the song : “ And that's what the Girl told the 

Soldier.” It was born of that music hall and its ascend¬ 

ing strains, and of the applause of the billycocks 

and the bonnets and the refrain that was the ironic 

precursor of militant suffrage, and which told how» 
when husbands 

19, Villiers Street, Strand, 
where Mr. Kipling li\ed when he wrote 

“Dadaha Herodsfoot. 
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“.Stagger home tight about two, 
An’ can’t light the candle, I taik the broom 'andle 
An’ show’ ’em what women can do.’’ 

Then the bonnets, on promotion, murmuring softly to 

the billycocks : “ Xot me. Bill, not me.” 

East is cast and west is west but sometimes the twain 

do meet. At moments the pavement below became 

the City of Dreadful Xight and 

the Gate of a Hundred Sorrows. 

There were sights and sounds 

of Villiers Street that were not 

those of the music hall--sights 

and sounds as grim and terrible 

as lines of “ At the End of the 

Passage ” or “ 

Beast.” Once it was the grev 

man who became the red man. 

On the opposite sidewalk, just 

below the windows, he stood, 

hesitating and slightly swaying. 

In the fading light, with the long 

beard of age and the dust-covered 

clothes beneath, he gave the im¬ 

pression of being all grey from 

head to foot. Then, hideously, 

the colour scheme changed. 

There was a quick movement, 

and everything was red. He 

had cut his> throat from car to 

ear. The thing crumbled to 

the pavement ; men came and 

carried it away; there was the 

hurrying of pails and the 

splashing of water-dipped brooms then life went on 

again as usual. 

There is a mine of Kiplingiana to which to turn for 

the flavour, the flotsam and the jetsam of those years 

Some of it is perhaps not strictly accurate, but it serves 

a purpose. Some years ago. in a Xew York club, the 

late Robert McClure gave the writer of this paper his 

version of the origin of what eventually became “ Stalky 

and Company.” It was a story linked with those 

Embankment Chambers rooms. Mr. McClure was in 

London buying material for an American literary 

syndicate, and in the Villiers Street quarters, accord¬ 

ing to the talc, Mr. Kipling—for those, it must be 

remembiTed, were the lean years—outlined the tale of 

schoolboy life at Westward Ho ! as it was beginning to 

form in his mind, ending with the tempting promise : 

“ Why it will suit you down to the boot heels.” There 

was-the working table of those years which 1970 will 

probably seek for the purjxise of enshrining in some 

museum—of course it will not be the right table at all 

upon which visitors of future generations will be gazing 

with reverent eyes. There is a link besides the mere 

writing between that table and “The Finest Story in 

the World.” R. Thurston Hopkins, in his “ Rudyard 

Kipling: A Literary Appreciation,” has recorded: 

“ Kipling at that time had been burning the midnight 

oil and generally overworking himself. On his table he 

had graved the words : ' Oft was I weary when 1 toiled 

at thee ’—the motto -which the galley slave carved on 

his oar.” 
Also of those days in the Embankment Chambers is 

C. F. Monkhouse’s story of the writing and selling of 

" The Record of BAdalia Herodsfoot ” : 

« 

“ I went to sec liini one day and found him in the throes 
of composition. The room was knee deep in manuscript. 

He called out to me when I entered that he was just finish¬ 
ing and that I was to sit <lown and keep quiet. I did sit 

down and gathered up the manuscript, which 1 read. It 
was ' Tiic Record of Badalia 
Herod.sfoot ’ 1 liked it, though I 

thought It a little out of lus line. 
I remember we talked over the story 

and went and dined at the Solferino 

in Rupert Street. I don’t fancy 
tlic place exists now. Then the 
holidays came and I did not see him 
for several weeks. I criticised a 

story he had written for Lloyd’s 

■ The Mark of the Beast ’ 
was My criticism was that the 

readers of l.lovd'^ Weekly would 
not understand the story. * Why 
not,’ I said, ‘ giv’c them “ The 
Recor<l of Ba<lalia Herodsfoot ’’ ? ' 
‘That’s a good idea,’ .said he. 

■ Where is it ? ’ We hunted high 
and low. We searched the rooms. 
Kipling sal back m black despair. 
The manuscript had been stolen ! 

Rut at length we found it on the 
dust-covered top of a liooksheif. It 
was transferred to the editorial 
ofiicc of the Detroit Free Press, 

where it appeared in the Christmas 
number 

III 

But this is an article designed 

to deal, not at all with the 

belated tribute of in American admirer, and to a 

minor degree only with the London that marked the 

period of Rudyard Kipling’s Bohemianism ; but with 

the actual London trad of certain of the stories and 

poems. There is much more to that trail than even the 
sound Kiplingito is likely to recall on the spur of the 

moment. It was none the less London when it had an 

Indian setting. Listen to Stanley Ortheris ; 

" Xo. I’m sick to go ’omc -go ’ome -go ’ome. No I 
ain’t mamniv sick, cause my uncle brung me up, but I’m 
sick for London again ; sick for the sounds of ’er, and the 

sights of ’er, and the stinks of ’cr ; orange peel and hasphalt. 
and gas coming in over Van'all Bridge. Sick for the rail 
going down to Box ’III with your gal on your knee, and a 
new clay pipe in your faicc ; that and the Stran’ lights ' 

where vou knows every one, and the copper that taikes 
vou in IS a old friend that tuk you up before when you was 
a little smitchy boy lying loose between the Temple and the 

dark Harche.s. ” 

But that was Ortheris in his madness and in India. Be 

sure that if he ever came to settle down as the pro¬ 

prietor of the little taxidermist shop in the Tottenham 

Court Road of his dreams, it was a sadly discontented 

Ortheris, singing loudly with his creator, and perhaps 

there too is an autobiographical touch : 

"I’m sick o’ wasting leather on these gritty paving stones, 

And the blarsted Hcnglish drizzle wakes the fever in my 
bones; 

'Tho I walks with fifty ‘ousemaids outer Chelsea to the 
Strand, 

An’ they talks a lot o’ lovin’, but wot do they under¬ 
stand ? ’’ 

The Mark of the 

View of the Strand from 
the Adelphi Arches, 

(he “dark hatches ' that were known lo Orilieris. 

It 
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The trail, too. properly 
begins at No. iq. Villiers 

Street. Given the knowledge 

that it was there that the 
stories were written, it is 

to them that one turns for 

corroboration. Of ctm rse 

those were the diggings of 

Torpenhow and Dick Heldar. 

Of course it was there that 

Eustace Cleewr “ listened 

to interludes in a strange 

tongue." Of course those 

were the stairs that Charlie 
Mcars, coming from his home 

in the north of London, 

climbed to gasp over Long¬ 

fellow’s “Lost Youth." 

What other spot in London 
would have fitted all the 

flashes of description in 

“ The Light That Failed " ? 

It was after his twenty-four 

days of temporary starv’ation 
when he lodged in a street 

by the East India Docks 

and subsisted on sausages 

and potatoes, that Dick 

found the Embankment 

Chambers. “ Good place to bank in ; bad place to 

bunk in,” said Torpenhow one night as he leaned 

out of the window overlooking the city. “ My God ! 

What a city to loot! ” was Dick's reply. His heart 

was never there. As for Maisie, she preferred her 

untidy little room, “in the north, the black north, 

all across the Park." to such sights as Dick offered 

her; “ A big, dead, red city, with raw green aloes 

growing between the stones lying out neglected on 

honey coloured sands.” And as for the “ red-haired 

girl.” she seemed to spend most of her time shopping in 
the Edgware Road. 

Looking from their windows at night Torpenhow' and 

Dick could see to the north the great glare of lights 

about Leicester Square and Piccadilly Circus, and below’ 
them the river boats of the Thames. Torpenhow first 

found Bessie Brooke lying in the doorway. Villiers 

Street is exactly the one that Bessie would have followed 

in an invasion of the wicked heart of London from her 
home “ south o’ the river.” It all fits, just as it should 

fit. Just beneath the Embankment Chambers is the 
little garden where Dick brooded in the darkness that 

had engulfed him, and close by are the streets leading 

toward Westminster Bridge through which he stumbled 
under the guidance of Beeton or of Beeton’s boy “ Alf.” 

They are not pleasant to recall, those chapters. Happier 

was the day when, led by Bessie's hand, he found tht? 

ship that bore him eastward to the kindly release of 

his death' in the charge on the square. The Embank¬ 

ment Chambers! With the memory of “ The Light 

That Failed,” “ A Conference of the Powers ” and 

" The Fin^t Story in the World,” and the knowledge 

that there was the setting of them all, the American of 

the “Cheshire Cheese” seems justified in his avowed 
resolution to “ take off his hat.” 

There is the comic odyssey, 

“ Brugglesmith.” It is no 

indiscretion to speak of it 
as having been autobiogra¬ 

phical, or at least as having 
had an autobiographical 

basis, fur the simple reason 

that no human mind could 

possibly have invented it 

entirely. The “ Breslau,” on 

the deck of which the narrator 

first fell in with his Old Man 
# 

of the Sea, and was by turns 

lauded as “ the immortal 
author of “ V'anity Fair,” and 

reviled for his peacock vanity, 

was lying below London 

Bridge. In the dinghy the 

two shot under the bridge, 
and then on land began the 

series of e.xtraordinary ad- 

venture> that carried them 

to Fleet Street, by the Law 
Courts near St. Clements 
Danes, ujiand down Holywell 

Street “ whicii never goes to 

bed," along the Strand, 
through CcK'kspur Street, to 

Piccadilly Circus, past Ajjsley 

House into Knightsbridge—“respectable Knightsbridge” 

—through Kensington High Street, where the Old Man of 

the Sea professed to love his captive and guardian as a 

son, into the Addistm Road, and on to the final destina¬ 

tion of ■■ Brugglesmith," which was as near as the 

drink-tied but, otherwise, embarrassingly eloquent 

tongue could get to Brook Green, Hammersmith. 

Fleet Street, too, is of the tales, even when it i> not 

actually in the tales. As an institution rather than a 
street it was in the mind of Rudyard Kipling W’ho lived 

in the Fmibankment Chambers, just as it had been in 

the mind of Thackeray when, some forty years before, 

he penned that famous descriptive chapter of “ Pen- 

dennis.” Between the lines of “The Light That 

Failed ” the presses whir and crash as they whirred and 

crashed in the heat of an Indian night at the beginning 

of “ The Man Who Would Be King.” In the direction 

of Fleet Street Dick Heldar disappeared with hot anger 

and grim resolve. Fleet Street was as the breath of 
their nostrils to Torpenhow and the Nilghai and all the 

rest of the war correspondents, who, in the strange lost 

version of the story, not to be confounded with either the 

happy ending or the unhappy ending, gathered to sing 

to the falling curtain Julia Ward Howe’s “ Battle Hymn 

of the Republic.” Nor should one forget the comical 

dismaying effect of Fleet Street, and Printing House 

Square, where “ there would probably be a bishop 

in the office,” on the American journalist Kellar who, 

in “ A Matter of Fact,” had somewhere in the South 

Atlantic witnessed the death of the sea-serpent and the 

agony of its mate, “ blind, white, and smelling of musk.' 

It was in Berkeley Square that Tomlinson, fleshless, 

bloodless, without the shadow of a personality, vacillat¬ 

ing between good and evil, and therefore equally ab¬ 
horred by God and devil (the type always most of all 

Brook Green. Hammeremitb. 

the final detitmatlon of the Old Maa of the Sea 

in " Brugglesmiih.' 
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detested by Rudyard 

Kipling), gave up the ghost, 

and started upon his profit¬ 

less journey through the 

upper and nether stars. It 

was back to Berkeley Square 

th^t the “grim black 

stallions ’’ w<jre.to l>ear him 

with the devil's parting 

admonition : " Look that 

ye win to worthier sin ere 

ye.come back again.” It 

was the Cromwell Road that 

was cursed in the dying 

prayer of Sir Anthony 

Gloster. Then there i> the 

Gunnison Street of “ The 

Record of Ba<lalia Herods- 

foot.” Said Badaha : 

“ I’m Gunnison Street. 1 
know what'.s whal, I <lo. an' 

they don’t want your religion. 

Miim, nol a single-. Excuse 

me It’sp all right when thev 

come to die, but til! they die 

what they want is things to 

eat. 1'hc men they’ll shilt for 

themselves The women they 

can’t shift for themselves, 

specially bein’ alwas's confined. Thev wants things if they 

Clin get cm anyways. If not they dies, and a good 30b, 

too, for women is cruel put upon in (Junmson Street." 

Perhajis. as Mr. Monkhouse thought, ” The Record 

of Badalia Herodsfoot ” was a little out of what, ni the 

year 1890, was considered 

the regular Kipling line. 

But no slum of Indian heat 

and fever clings more „ per¬ 

sistently and hauntingly in 

the memory than the Gun¬ 

nison Street where Badalia, 

on her wedding day, a flare 

lamp in either hand, danced 

on a disearded lover’s winkle 

barrow ; where the Reverend 

Eustace Hanna and Brother 

Victor of the (.)rder of Little 

Ease laboured for souls; and 

where Sister Eva, youngest 

and most impressionable of 

the Little Sisters of the Red 

Circh*, went about on her 

errands of gentle mercy. 

There was an actual number 

mentioned, Xo. 17, and the 

suggestion that it was 

.somewhere in the East 

End. But to Whitechapel 

or Limehouse turn not for 

Gunnison Street, but to 

HennesseyV Rents, where 

Tom Herodsfoot had 

established himself with his new woman. For the real 

(lunnison Street which was at once the locale and partly 

the inspiration of the story was in the Soho region, a 

sini>ter luile alley that winds and twists close by Seven 

Diah. 

Gunnison Street. 
TIk' home of Badniia llerodifoot. 

E. T. RAYMOND. 

By R. Ellis Roberts. 

The writing of Characters i* a greatly neglected 

art. Time was when it was a favourite exercise 

•with our essayists. Overbury’s Character-; and Earle's 

Microcosmography set a fashion which was followed by 

many other authors, esjx'cially by historians from 

Clarendon and Burnet to Macaulay and John Richard 

Green, whose studies of notable personages give to 

their chronicles that touch of gossip which makes the 

w'hole world grin. Since Green we have had no one 

really good at this art : lor Mr. Herbert Paul in his 

history of modern England, is more preoccupied with 

affairs than with persons, and his sketches of character 

are coloured more by consideration for opinion than 

by attention to temperament. The writing of separate 

characters has been left to novelists. nothing is more 

lamentable about the books of memoirs, the biographies 

and the essays of the recent decades than the failure 

of the author to give a concrete, three dimensional 

description of the notable persons met, loved or quar¬ 

relled with. We have had plenty of scandal, but little 

gossip, with the exception of that feast of it provided 

in Mr. George Moore’s accounts of his life in Ireland. 

Of course there have always been journalists who have 

attempted a little of what I mean by character writing, 

but most journalists liave not the time for the real care 

and trouble invoh-od in producing a sketch of a man's 

character, as apart from his opinions, his professions, 

hl^ clothes or hi-, habits. They fasten, as does the 

caricaturist, on to the orchid and the collar, and are 

conleiu if the man is roughly recognisable. E. T. Ray¬ 

mond is a journalist : but his character sketches are of 

a very different calibre from those of the ordinary 

writer. It may not be unsuitable, in discussing the 

works of an author of character studies, to attempt a 

slight sketch of Mr. Raymond. 

He is a big, friendly, shy person, intellectually 

alert rather than subtle, and not at all nervous except 

in manner. He strikes me as being impatient of the 

ordinary journalistic absorption in affairs and easy 

acceptance of current events at current value. He 

has a sense of perspective and proportion : and knows 

well enough that success, like manners, is often an acci¬ 

dent of birth. He is of broad rather than deep sympa¬ 

thies, and has no use for persons whose pose is kept 

up in their own thoughts. Humbug may have a place 

in the economy of public life, but it should be discarded 

with one's public manner. A countryman by birth, he 

mixes with his appreciation of London that sound. 
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deep-rooted conviction of the countryman that there is 

something incurably frivolous about town life. What 
he really respects and likes, I feel, are the things one 

can’t gossip about. As a youth, after a period of 
apprenticeship on the provincial press, he came to 

London. He has been connected with many London 
papers, including the old Standard ; and he was for a 

time in Japan. His dropping into the work which 

resulted in those two delightful books, “ Uncensored 
Celebrities” and “All and Sundrv,” was in a way 

accidental. Mr. A. W. Evans—better known as 

” Penguin ”—took over Everyman : he liked Mr. 

Raymond’s work, and he suggested to him the idea 

of these critical appreciations of well-known men. 
It was a happy thought. For months many readers 

turned tirst to the pages in which E. T. Raymond, 

week after week, subjected to his shrewd analysis, 

quick comment and keen humour the characters of 
the heroes of the bar, the press, the public and the 
club at St. Stephen’s. There had been nothing like 

them in recent journalism. They did not pretend to 

the personal touch which distinguishes the gossip 

of “ Toby. M.P.” or " T. P.” : they were at once less 

intimate and more serious. They w-ere an effort to 
view their subjects if not sub specie wternitahs, at any 

rate in a guise not quite so transient and casual as tlie 

manner of to-day usually is. They put the man, very 

deftlj’ and considerately, in his place. They are stereo¬ 

scopic, and remain on the retina as portraits which 

may not be altogether true, but are certainly veridical. 

Mr. Raymond, whose one fault is modesty, thought of 

them largely as new's. He did not anticipate the 

interest they would rouse in circles where ordinary 

reading include> nothing but novels—even if good 

novels. He seems still a little unconscious of what he 

has done. Let me for a few paragraphs trv to examine 

precisely what that is. 

II 

In the first sentences of the first sketch of his first 

book Mr. Raymond reveals his preoccupations : 

■' It IS not very material to this or any other generation 

that Mr. Lloyd George has been ‘ filmed.’ But po^tentv, 

in its study of this time. wUl be grateful that he has been 

painted by a man of genius.” 

Mr. Raymond has no use for the merely superficial. 

The camera and the film can only give us the swift, 

mechanical picture of externals: it needs art and 
a great artist to give us a study of that in a man which 

makes him what he is to us, and to himself. The 

world of to-day is excessively obsessed by external 

^sts. Never pierhaps have men been so taken at 

face value. We do not even trouble to examine their 
niouths, as we would a horse’s : we take as evidence 

the words which issue from them. We have lost our 

sense of character and retained only a sense of the 

theatre. If a man acts well we cease to be curious 

about him, unaware or forgetful of the stern truth that 
acting is a ve^ small part in life, and at the best, is 

the lo'^st of the arts and theleast indicative of character. 

At the rqot of Mr. Raymond’s sketches, I believe, lies 

a deep impatience with this facile acceptance of our 

politicians, our lawyers, our journalists and generals. 
'He is determined to restore, if he can, a sense of the 

importance of truth to a generation wholly set on 

admiring plausibility ; to turn our eyes away from the 

spectacle of success to consider the great problem of 

righteousness. And he has not done this with the 
heavy denunciation of the prophets ; he knows that 

would not get the attention of those he wants to rouse 
and so he adopts a spirit of lightness which has a pun¬ 

gency as acute as any more ill-natured satire, and is 

far nearer the* truth. If Mr. Raymond is suspicious of 

success, he is quickly alive to real greatness. There are 

certain temperaments which do not appeal to him. He 

cannot really understand the Cecils: he respects Lord 

Robert, but he has against him a grndgt' which is quite 

unreasoned, similar really to the grudge some people used 
to have against the poor. Lord Robert Cecil—in the 

more considered study in ” All and Sundry ”—gets his 

full meed of praise, for Mr. Raymond has a simple test 

for statesmen, which he tells us in his devastating 

sketch of F. E. Smith, now Lord Birkenhead : 

■■ There is one infallible touchstone to-day for a man 
of affairs. Are they mere creatures of the moment, or 

have they .some touch with the eternal Their attitude 
towards the full policy of President Wilson —its refusal 
to parley with evil no less than its search for a healing 
formula—tlistinguishes statesmen as the sheep arc separated 
from the goats. Every fool can jxnnt out the difficulty 

of that policy, but every truly wise man knows that those 
difficulties must cither be conquered, or they will conquer 
mankind ” 

His range c>f appreciation is really very wide. He 

is not so much independent of, as superior to, the 

ordinary party distinctions: he insists on judging 

politicians by their loyalty to their own better standards. 

In judging non-political figures he is not always so 

happy. It is quite evident in his sketch of the Bishop 

of London that he knows nothing of ecclesiastical 

affairs, and not much of the organi^ed churches : an 

ignorance which is a real disadvantage when you arc 
endeavouring to estimate the character of a bishop. 
Nor does he show any acquaintance with the character 

of so well known a man as Mandell Creighton. To 

any who ever met, or heard, or has even read anything 

by, Mandell Creighton or William Temple, Mr. Ray¬ 

mond's sentence, ” neither of them gave the notion of 
having anything specially to do with spiritual things," 

is quite ludicrous. Apart, however, from this study, 

the essays in ” All and Sundry ” show a wider range 

and as much humour as those in “ Uncensored Cele¬ 

brities. ’ ’ Mr. Raymond has a very happy gift of simile— 
an alluring talent. Who could resist going on with ?Ln 

essay which began : ” There is no very obvious con¬ 

nection between Mr. Bonar Law' and the Ancient 

Mariner ” ; or that on Lord Derby, when Mr. Raymond 

writes : ” He is entitled to 4he same sort of respect 
one pays to a fifteenth-century manor house now being 

used as a tavern ” ; and not even Mr. Chesterton in 
an irreverent poem reached the description of Mr. 

Walter Long as ” a pedigree squire. Few others are 

so genuine.” 
Mr. Raymond is rarely unkind—^his sketch of T. P. 

O’Connor in ” All and Sundry ” is the one excep¬ 

tion to his good temper. Mr. O’Connor may or may 

not be ” very much the stage Irishman " : but I confeu^ 

I cannot see the point of Mr. Raymond's remark wJhen 
he writes about the rebels of Easter week, “ we might 
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still have had to shoot them, but we might liavc shot 

them understandingly, and taken better measures to 

avoid future shootings, but for the comical contrast 

between Mr. O’Connor the Irish stalwart, and ' Tay Pay ' 

as universal provider to the Cockney passion for trifles.” 

As a specimen of Mr. Raymond at greater length I 

would commend this paragraph, out of the essay on 

Mr. Leo Maxse: 

” One wonders sometimes how he ' 'stapes killing.' 

For it is no light risk nowadays to deal critically with the 
mighty. There was a time 
when the pamphleteering bravo 
coaid say much what he liked 
of a minister. There is an old 
story of a troublesome North 
Country visitor at a Kiviera 
hotel, who declined resolutely 
to pay thirty francs for butter 
he had not eaten. The staff 

was in a quandarv. It w'as 
against the hotel-keeper’s 
morality to waive a charge once 
made ; on the other hand, the 
Englishman clearly would not 
pay. The tactful manager got 

out of the difficulty by one of 
those inspirations which only 
occur to master-m*nds. ' Put 
it on to the bill of the Grand 
Duke,’ lie told the clerk; ' I am 
quite sure His Highness will not 
mind.' Such disregard for small 
charges was common enough 
among the statesmen of a few 
years ago. Confident of their 
own integrity, they cared little 
who assailed it from without, 
and tlicy knew exactly how to 
deal with attacks in the House 
of Commons Gladstone never 
brought actions for libel over 
the ‘ murder ’ of Gordon, 

Parnell met The Tiuics forgerv 
by a simple denial in the 
House of Commons. But some modern ministers have 
developed a strange sensitiveness to Press criticism, and 
if it cannot be dealt with by blandishments, they are 
quite prepared to use all the terrors of the law, criminal 
as well as civil. To tell the exact truth about public men 
to-day is as exciting as big-gamc hunting, and far more 
expensive.” 

in 

There are those who felt certain, when they heard 

Mr. Raymond had undertaken to write a long book 

on Mr. Balfour, that it would not be a success. ” He 

is obviously a hundred-yards man,” they said. I feel 

that the publication of “ A. J. Balfour : A Biography ”• 

leaves the question undecided. This book is not so 

good as were the essays in the two previous books: 

but the subject may have as much to do with it as the 

author. Mr. Balfour is emphatically not the right 

subject for Mr. Raymond. His clear, arid, devastatingly 

• “A. J. Balfour." By E. T. Raymond. 12s. 6d. net. 
^Collins.) 

lucid, dispassionate, religious and philosophical tempera¬ 

ment is too remote from Mr. Raymond's understanding- 

He has confessed as much by getting another hand 

to write some pages on Mr. Balfour’s philosophy: 

for Mr. Balfour is his philosophy, and if you cannot 

appraise that, you cannot get near the man. This is 

not to say that the book has not in it plenty of good 

and amusing and wise things. It has. It has, too, 

a very interesting theory that, at the time when he 

seems to have been most excluded, most oppressed by 

his colleagues and least con¬ 

siderable in the nation’s 

counsels—during the years 

of the Tariff Reform con¬ 

troversy—Mr. Balfour was 

})erforming his life’s work 

on the defence ot Great 

Britain and the Empire. Mr. 

Raymond deals almost exclu¬ 

sively with Mr. Balfour’s 

public career; indeed the 

book IS misnamed by being 

called a biography—it is 

really a careful account of 

Mr. Balfour's influence and 

position in the Unionist 

party. A great part of the 

l)ook is given to the war 

record of one whose energy 

always surprises his enemies 

as much as his laziness annoys 

his friends. When George 

Wyndham said, " Arthur does 

not care enough for these 

tilings: he remembers there 

has been an ice age, and he 

knows there will be an ice 

age again,” he forgot that 

it is sometimes those who have the best sense of 

proportion who take the keenest interest over the 

small things. After all, if there is going to be another 

ice age, it is important that we should make our¬ 

selves warm now, and leave a warm world for our 

children. It is no use anticipating discomfort. Mr. 

Balfour's devotion to political life is remarkable in one 

who seems so remote from manv of its immediate 

issues. No doubt its flnesse appeals to him ; but there 

is as much opportunity for finesse in social life. Nor 

am I sitisfied with Mr. Raymond’s belief that in 

politics ” he adopts the habitual cynicism of all players 

in that fascinating game of mixed chance and skill ” 

—a judgment which leaves oddly out of account, in that 

“all,” so considerable a personality as Gladstone. And 

I am not sure of Mr. Balfour. There remains a real 

problem which Mr. Raymond admits he has to leave 

unanswered—which will perhaps never be answered : 

why did Mr. Balfour enter politics ? I would suggest 

that it would be worth while to consider the possi¬ 

bility that he was actuated merely by a sense of duty. 

Fiioioby Mauii& Foi. Mr. E. T. Raymond. 
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THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
JANUARY. 1921. 

.4 uswen to these competitions [each on a separate sheet hearing the name and address of the sender) should her 
font'arded not later than the r^th of the month to 

■'The Prize Page,” Thk Bookman. Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd., Warwick Square, London, E.C.4. 

Colonial and foreign readers please note that Competitions 11., 1]\ and V. are the same each month, and ijiat 
for the next tivo months the first prize will be for the best original lyric. 

Special Notice.—Competitors must please keep copies 

1.—Prize of One Guinea is offered for the best 
original lyric. 

II.—A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
quotation from English verse applicable to any 
review or the name of any author or book 
appearing in this number of The Bookman. 
Preference will be given to quotations of a 
humorous nature. 

III.—A Prize of Three New Books is offered for the 
best Valentine in four lines of original verse 
addressed to any well-known person. 

IV^—A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
review, in not more than one hundred words, 
of any recently published book. Competitors 
should give the names of Authors and Pub¬ 
lishers at head of review. 

V.—A copy of The Bookman will be sent post free 
for twelve months to the sender of the best sug¬ 
gestion for The Bookman Competitions. The 
Editor reserves the right to use any suggestion 
submitted. 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR NOVEMBER-DECEMBER. 

I.—The Prize for the best original lyric is divided, 
and Half a Guinea each awarded to Arthur 
Eaglestone, of 15, Fitzwilliam Street, Parkgate, 
Rotherham, and to Kathleen Morrison, of zg, 
Lilybank (iardeiis, (ilasgow West, for the 
following: 

-Ml SIC. 

I have drawn down into my lute 
The dying stars—the blackbird's flute. 
The golden threads of morning light. 

And slumb’ring now within the strings 
Are half a hundred little wings 
That brushed the moon but yesternight. 

I need but touch just softly—so ! 
.And singing winds and waters flow 

And dreaming birds awakened flash ! 

Or fiercely .on a quicker note 
Arouse the lancc—the quarter coat, 

And trumpets m the tourney crash. 

And yet—and yet—alack a day ! 
I have a mind to cast away 

My pearled ebon instrument. 

For how shall I, unworthy, vain. 
Awaken into life again 

. The magic with her laughter blent ? 

Arthur A. Eaglestone. 

GII^Y LOVE. 

A gipsy sang a wild sweet song. 
Which echoed through the woods and stirred my heart. 

* * • « * 

Piercttd were her ears with rings of gold 
That stood out bold 
Against hir dusky hair 
And soft neck round and bare, 
While berries wondrous big and red 
Encircled like a crown of jewels her head. 

'/ their verses ; the Editor cannot undertake to ntnrn them. 

She saw me then and slowly came. 
Her eyes aflame 

Uith qufstioningo. She smiled 
.And in my heart a wald 

Sweet love was born. There was a moon 
High up above that summer night in June. 

.And now across the dusty grass 
The horses pass 

Dragging their caravans. 

The gentle breeze that fans 
'J'hem on their way whispers and sighs. 
.And oh ! the blackness of her deep set eyes. 

.And still I hear the gipsy sing 

That wild sweet song which stirred my heart. 

Kathleen Morrison. 

We also select for printing 

LENT Lir,Ii:s. 
Xow shades cluster utuler 

Tiie flowers and chairs, 
.And he<lgerow and wainscot 

Are muffled in gloom , 
Now softly arc shining 

Through dusk-sweetened airs 
.A moon in your garden, 

.A lamp m your room. 

But the moon is so young, 
A'oiir lamp is so low. 

That nothing at all 

Can 1 see where I pa.ss. 
But the yellow' Lent hhes 

With green stems Ik-Iow 

That stand on your table, 

That nod on your grass.” 

(C. .A. Macartney, ii. Rue des Beaux Arts, 
I’ans, Oiemc.j 

From the large number of lyrics recciv'ed we select 
for special commendation the thirty by G. B. Chase 
(Wallingford), John Uronstield (Prestwich), Cicely Nevill 
(Dunedin, N.Z.), G. Lawrence Groom (London, N.W.), 
Phyllis Erica Noble (Forest Rise), Pearl Luschcr 
(Rochester, r.S..A.), Una Malleson (London, W.), L. M. 
Priest (Norwich), K. McEvoy (Cricklewood), Ivan 
Adair (Dublin), "Link Lodge” (Forest Rise), William 
King (Edinburgh), Diana Patrick (Wallingford), M. B. 
(Caine), Maud Slessor (Rottingdean), Olga Mills (Croy¬ 
don), Stanley Stokes (Exeter), Faith Hearn (Florence, 
Italy), .Mary Forbester (Leicester), Oscar Williams 
(New York), Muriel Grainger (Hampstead), G. C. 
Comfort (New Barnet), Dulcima Glasby (London, N.W.),. 
Delphinc Stringer (Cromer), G. M. Tuckett (Barry 
Docks), A. M. Wall (Nottingham), Cecil Thomas (Quetta),. 
M. D. Baynes (Pitchcombe), A. M. Hughes-Carr (Bal- 
ham), William A. G. Kemp (Northwood). 

II.—^The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best quota¬ 
tion is awarded to Ethel Mulvaney, of 21,. 
Drury Street, Dublin, for the following: 

THE BREATHLESS MOMENT. By Muriel Hinb. 
(Lane.) 

” Awaiting the sensation of a short, sharp shock, 
From a cheap and chippy chopper on a big black block."* 

W. S. Gilbert, The Mikado. 
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We also select for printing: 

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MARGOT ASQUITH. 
(Thornton Butterwortli) 

“ There must he something gooJ in you. I know— 
Or why does every one abuse you so ^ " 

Owen .Seaman, In Praise of Po". 

(Edith M. Dean. Clare Hall, Clare, Suffolk.) 

QUACK OBJECTS Bv Coulson Kernahan. (RTS) 

One little, two little, three little, four little, 
. Five little nigger boys ; 

Six little, seven little, eight little, ninj little, 
Ten little nigger boys ” 

Old Xnrscrv Rhymes. 

(Sybil Senior, 2, Compton Street, Eastbourne.) 

• “ PUSSYFOOT ” JOHNSON. Bv F. A. Mackenzie. 

(Hocldcr it Stoughton ) 

" Drink to me only with thine eyes.” 

Ben Joh.nSon, To Cch.a. 

(J. .M. Johnston, Knowetop Lodge, .Motherwdl.) 

MODERN ENGLISH STATESMEN. 
By G. K. Stirling Taylor (Allen A Unwn ) 

So mueh they talke<l, so very little s.-ud ” 
Churchill. The liosnad. 

(Kfv. Edwin C. Lansdown, 11, Guildford Road, 
Tunbridge 

IRISH ME.MORIES. 
By E. SoMtKViLLU \Ni> Martin Ross. (Longman^.) 

” The i-ile is. full of noises ” 
'] he TniiResI, Act III., S(. ir. 

(.XmiK- Robinson, j, Punn Lea Road, Weston, Bath.) 

Ill -Tiic Prize of Thkki; .Vew Books for the reply 
in not mure than three hundred word^ to the 
<|uestu)n ; If it were ptissiblc for \ to ^pelld 
.in ex’ening with any faintin') author of the past, 
which one would you r.ither meet and why ? 
1-. awarded to Miss Dultin, of Riddel Hall. 
Straiimiller’s Road. Belfast, for the following: 

Whom shall I choose ' Stott Lamb Warm, 

human personalities botli, and 1 feel 1 could be at else with 
either. I would give much to hear that delightful laugli 
of Sir 'N’alter's, winch all but .sounds in 1-oi'khart's descrip¬ 

tion—or to catch the Heeling delight of a stammered pim 
from the lips of Lamb. Hut on consideration, I 1eel I 
know them both verv vcell already The same objection 
applies to l>r Johnson ; ilianks to Ho/.zy's nuluslry, I 
have spent many evenings in the Doctor's (.ompany. 
Besides, 1 might he nervous : one ol those sledge’-hamnior 
retorts, I feel, would wither on my hp-. ull my carefully 
prepared and intelligent questions 

No. I will be bold, and give* my vote for an evening 
with Shakespeare Not altogether for the ilelight of 
hearing the author of " Hamlet ” discuss philosophy, and 
the inventor of the Witches, of the ghosts of Hamlet's 

father and of Banquo give his views on psychic phenomena. 
Not even that I long to question the creator of i’ortia, of 
Lady Macbeth, of Kosahnd, and Jidict, as to his opinions 
on the emancipation of women, eliciting perhaps a comment 

on Mrs. Asquith's .Autobiography ami the psycJioIogy of 

Christabel Pankhurst. 
Delightful, certainly ! But the real joy of my evening 

with Shakespeare would be the aftermath. Think of 
demolishing the commentators, of sweeping into hmbo the 
millions of foot-notes that encrust his works like barnacles 

on a stately ship ! Of proving beyond question that Lady 
Macbeth was tall and ma.sculine (or frail and feminine, as 
the case may be) ! Of settling once ami for ever the 

identity of the Dark Lady of the Sonnets ! And, oh, 
wondrous thought, of informing a breathless world on 

unimpeachable authonty that Shakespeare was (or was 

not) Bacon! 
I choose Shakespeare. 

Other replies are very good indeed, and but for lack 
of space wc should have printed several. The authors 

Mr. Ruaaell Green, 
whose new book ot poein< “ Pass)0.i<," Messrs. 

Holden & Hardlnghai . are publlshinf. 

chiefly favoured by comiietitors are Shakespeare and 
Dickens. Lamb, Johnson, (ioldsmith. Stevenson, have 
(.ach a good following, an<l from two to four papers 
each are devoted to Chaucer, Homer, Carlyle, Rnskin, 
Burns, Charlotte Bronte, Thackeray, Keats, M’ords- 
worth, Jack London, Colendgi*, Byron, Borrow, and 
anu'iig the many who would each be welcome to one 
comiH'titor are St. Luk(“. Thomas Traherne, Plato, 
.Mrs. Riddell and Twells Brex. One competitor rather 
anticipates things, and names an author who is still 
living. \Ve select for special commendation the twelve 
rejflies by Victor S. Pritcliett (Bromley), Mabel M’estby 
Nunn (Cheltenham), Hilda Fletcher (Highgate), K. 
Norman Browne (Bournemouth), H. \. \Tinting Gibbs 
(Epsom), R. A. Finn (Surbiton), J. 1^. Sisson (Wallasey), 
E. M. Riiglcn-C.regorv (Weston-super-Mare), Kathleen 
Ida Noble (Forest Rise), M. P. Lillie (ITlapool), A. M. 
Warren (Moffatt), Sidney Anderson (West Didsbury). 

D’.—The Prize of Half \ Guinea for the best review 
is awarded to Gertrude Pitt, of 8, Wyndham 
Crescent, N.iq, for the following: 

IN THE MOUNTAINS. (Macmillan.) 

Surely there is no one but " Elizabeth ” who possesses 
this fascinating blend of humour and philosophy ? War 

has laid a ruthless hand upon her ; the gaidens and solitary 
summers of the Fatherland are forgotten, the “ Man of 
Wrath ” is no more, and in mountain solitudes she seeks 
healing for her sorrows. But soon ” cheerfulness is break¬ 

ing through," the seclusion is invaded, and in supervising a 
middle-aged romance, her zest for life returns. There are 
wise and witty aphorisms on many subjects, mcludiag 
Tobacco and Kissing, intriguing lures betraying an ardent 

book-lover, and a " hitherto-unpublished " letter from 
Henry James I 
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W'e also select for printing ; 

NEEDLECRAFT FOR OLDER GIRLS. 
By Margaret Swanson. (t.ongmans.) 

This book is a Compendium of P.sychoIogy based upon 
Needlecraft as used by the growing girl. The many 
illustrations—verbal and pictorial—are designed with this 
purpose, and in.stcad of an epitome of Needlecraft, at a 
certain stage, one is conscious of having read an interesting 

treatise on the “ Psychology of the Adolescent.” The 
importance given to ” Stitchery ” as a means of self- 
expression should make the book invaluable to those who 
advocate ” home-making ” for girls, while those who fear 
the loss of ‘‘ womanliness ” in the future education of 

girls will rejoice greatly that their fears are vain ! 

(J. A. Jenkins, Edge Hill College, Liverpool.) 

This prize would have been awarded to J. R. McCallum 

(Oxford), but he has considerably exceeded the hundred 
words. We select for special commendation the twenty 
reviews by Alan G. Fraser (Broadstairs), R. M. Jefferyes, 
(Sloane Square). E. M. Liddell (Chepstow), W. Curran 
Reedy (Forest Gate), W. Swayne Little (Dublin), E. M. 
Peet (Southport), L. Mugford (London, S.W.), Winifred 
Bates (Bridport). E. Hicks (London, N.W.), Isabella 
Griffin (\^'olverhampton), Barker Ogden (Wimbledon), 
M. K. Boothby (Newby), Winifred M. Davies (Deiby), 
E. G. Horner (Surbiton), F. Webster (Walworth), 
F. A. Douglas (London, S.W.), Ernest A. Fidlcr (Green¬ 
wich), B. Noel Saxelby (Manchester), Sybil Sandeman 
(London, S.W.), N. M. Butterhcld (Ilford). 

✓ 

V.—^The Prize br One Year’s Subscription to 
The Book.man is awarded to Quecnie Sebtt- 
Hopper, 25, The Crescent, Whitley Bay, 
Northumberland. 

ENGLISH LITERATURE.* 

By George Saintsbury. 

Few, if any, persons who take a real interest in 

English literature, and who read Professor Elton's 

earlier ” Survey " of its progress from 1780 to 1830, 

will not be anxious to see what he has to say of the 
other fifty years that followed. There are of course still 

some differences in estimate of our w-hole body of letters 

from the death of Johnson to that of Scott, and more 

on details of person and book. But something like a 

communis sensus, both in the original meaning of the 
Latin, and the transferred one of its English equivalent, 

has, or ought to have, been reached respecting all this. 

How far that is from being the case with regard to what 

is loosely called Victorian literature or, with a little 

more precision, Early and Mid-Victorian, everybody 

knows. Was this literature, in spite of the drawbacks 

and foibles which, like all other jieriods, it showed in 

some ways, in others the equal or almost the equal of 

the greatest ? Or was it, with some redeeming features, 
a lamentable exhibition of sentimentality, pretension, 

snobbishness, prudery, cant, false wit, etc. ? Or ought 
one to adopt or construct for oneself, one of the almost 

infinitely possible shades of opinion between these two 

extremes ? For a period like the present, in which 
individuality of thought is certainly not the strongest 

element, and in which myriads of half-educated 

folk undulate from one loudly-voiced gospel to 

another, a guide who can offer a soundly twisted 

rope to hold by through the whole maze ought to be 
welcome. 

For such a guide’s office Professor Elton has some 

remarkable qualifications, independent of his undoubted 

intellectual ability and his personal and professional 

acquaintance with his subject. Perhaps the most 
important of all of these for the company who are 

likely to make use of his services, is that of age and 

consequent starting-point. He is neither a fossil of 

the first half of the nineteenth century, nor a suckling 

of the earliest twentieth. He is one of those who, 

coming to such years of discretion as they were ever 

to att£n ^ the early eighties, found themselves in 
the ebb of j^at tide, both of production and of reception, 

"A SurvQr of English Literature, 1830-1880.'’ By QUver 
Elton. Hon. D.Litt., Professor of English Literature in‘the 
University ZJvnrpool. 2 vois. (Edward Arnold.) 

which had begun to flow at the opening of the period 

of his present book. These eighties themselves, earlier 

and later, were to be nearly as curious a reaping-time 
for the great one*; of the immediate past as the thirties 

had been. Carlyle, Newman, Arnold, Browning, were 

to go in the actual decade ; and Tennyson to follow soon 

after. Even the so-called Pre-Raphaelite phase of 

poetry was not new to the young men of that day. 
So they vefy generally revolted, as at such times young 
men will do, and they ver\' often spoke unadvisedly 

with their lips, as revolters always do; though out 

of youth there comes always much, and out of revolt 

often something, that is worth heeding. 
It may be left to the twenty-first century, if it cares 

to take up the usual though possibly not very estimable 

habit of its forerunners, to look up any earlier utterances 

of Professor Elton's and compare them with this. It 

is pretty certain that if any apparent inconsistency 
be found it will go to prove, not any transaction or 

compromise such as is often charged against advancing 

years, but merely that quality of balanced judgment 

which should be their best acquisition.- Differ^f course 
one may ; if anybody could read eight hundre<yj|ages 

of somebody else’s literary criticism and agre^^ith 

everything in it, it is a question whether he ought not 

to go and hang himself—being evidently " a thing of 

no value, only a duplicate.” The questions of import¬ 

ance in such a book are: "Is it well informed?” 
"Is it distinguished by critical ability ? ” and last, 

but perhaps most important of all, " Is the writer 

capable of giving, and willing to give, due praise to the 

literary value of things with which, on non-literary 

points, he does not sympathise ? ” Or to put these 
queries in different words : " Does this man know ? " 

" Does he understand ? " " Can he in the true sense, 

judge ? ” and " Can he put his judgments so that they 

are worth reading ? ” In Professor Elton's case ^ 

these questions may, allowing for the inevitable differ¬ 
ences of personal opinion just referred to, be answered 

cheerfully in the affirmative. 

Seme of these differences, and the most instructive 

of them, turn perhaps not so much on personal taste 

as on personal experience. For instance, Mr. £ltoa 
thinks Blanche Amory ” almost a failure "and" jarring 
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Whence it is clear that he has never met her, and per¬ 

haps likely that he has never read the Memoirs .of that 

ittongol minx, Marie Bashkirtseff.in whom Blanche turned 

up alive, though at a longer interval, as another master¬ 

piece of Thackeray's—Costigan—after their respective 

book-creations. (Since these lines were written another 

writ^ has compared Marie to a living lady, who is, 

however, not nearly so like her as she is like Blanche.) 

The present reviewer is proud to say that he has met, 

talked to, danced with, etc., if not the perfect Blanche, 
quite a number of what may be called " Blanchettes ”— 

mere Nature’s attempts at what Art had already antici¬ 

pated and perfected. Whether our author’s state or 

ours be more gracious, who shall decide ? Other dis¬ 
agreements d Vamiahle may perhaps arise from a certain 

generous habit which Professor Elton has of sometimes 

disregarding that disagreeable but useful functionary— 

the Devil's Advocate. For instance, again, in echoing 

the common praise of S. R. Gardiner, he gives the 
unwary no warning that there are persons, not quite 

fools or quite ignorant of the period, who utterly deny 

that historian's real impartiality, though they admit 

and indeed urge a most dangerous simulation of it in 

him : who say that Gardiner’s omissions are some¬ 
times as treacherou> as Macaula\’’s “ plurals ”—indeed 

much more so, because they hide instead of proclaiming 

themselves. These opponents may be right or they 

may be wrong; but their e.xistence should perhaps 

not be passed over. So also it might not have been 
quite superfluous to mention that the “ massive frag¬ 

ments ” (p. 73) of Lord Acton’s never completed ofus 

or opera, drew from some even of those who had taken 

him on trust reluctant reminiscences of Stemc and 

Sydney Smith and Horner and the parish bull. But 

it may no doubt be contended that an excess of gener¬ 

osity in a survey like this is very much more of a merit 

than of a fault. For it is mucli better for the reader 

who is not likely to g(» further to know the successes 
rather than the failures of the subjects : while those who 

arc, as many should be, induced to undertake direct 

study, will, if they are good for anything, soon discover 

the blots as well as .the beauties. 

Th^s •all the more to be allowed our author because 
he nSWt turns a merely " foolish face of praise ” on 

any of his heroes or te.vts. There are, perhaps, no 

three writers (to take examples of the most diverse 

•kinds) with whom he would seem to be in more 
sympathy than Dickens, Mark Pattison, and George 
Meredith. " Mark " has j)erhaj>s no “ whole-hoggers,” 

and he would probably have been as rude to them— 
if they had existed and he had been brought in contact 

with them—as Browning was the reverse to his. But 

the two pages on the Rector of Lincoln here are admir¬ 

ably just, and here the blots, though not dwelt on, are 

at least allowed. So, with Dickens, though Mr. Elton 

may approve a stream of tendency which some deplore, 

it does not in the least induce him to mask the extra¬ 

ordinary inequality in art, taste, logic, style—everything, 
which characterises that great writer. And though he 

is an undoubted Meredithian, the swagger of the Mere- 

dithian stalwart, which has often amused the true 

Comic Spirit so much, is a quite impossible attitude for 

hirp Indeed, by quoting that simple yet final utterance 
of " O I George, why don't you write as you talk ? ” 

in which Sir Francis Bumand summed up the spoken 

or unspoken thought of all (except idolaters) who ever 

had a conversation of any length with the novelist— 

he has put on record most of the reasonable indictment 

against his subject. 
But such animadversion only touches points of the 

general handling, while that general handling itself, 

though difficult to characterise briefly, is the thing 

which makes the book valuable. Once more one may 
disagree with Mr. Elton in some respects, such as his 

apparent concession sometimes to the latest of critical 

heresies, the confounding of form and matter after all 

the pains that have been taken to keep them distinct 

and all the advantage which the distinction has con¬ 
ferred on those who observe it. Still, in one passage 

on Swinburne's marvellous miniature, “ Love laid his 

sleepless head,” he restores to us as ” outline " what 

certain esteemed but perhaps mistaken critics would 

take away from us as ” form.” Indeed we rather like 
'' outline,” which reminds us of Mr. Mantalini. His 

general estimates of the poets come always ” right in 

the main,” whether they be Tennyson or Browning, 

Arnold or the Rossettis, Swinburne or Morris. Nor is 
he less successful with, or less interested in, the prose- 
writers. The opening chapter on Carlyle is one of the 

best discussions of that by no means easy subject known 

to us. “ Macaulay and Froude ”—a felicitous and 

rather audacious coupling—gives opportunities for a 

different kind of evaluation : and the section devoted 
to Newman is one of the most remarkable in the whole 

book. For once here is a looker-on—for it cannot be 

impertinent to assume that Professor Elton backs the 

side neither of the Tractarian nor of the Evangelical, 

nor of the Roman Catholic, nor of the Anglican indignant 

or regretful at Newman’s secession—who does see the 

game steadily and clearly. As in the case of the Carlyle, 

it may be recommended as a quite exceptionally good 

treatment of the subject for the general reader. 
But that reader ought perhaps to be most indebted 

to Mr Elton for his notices of minor writers. It is in 

regard to them that the historian of literature on a 

large scale in point of time and matter, and a small 

one-in point of space, feels the cramp and confinement 
most. He has to gi\c tliree lines where he would like 

t.» give thirty, and thirty where he would like to give 

three hundred. Professor Elton has had the room, 

and has allotted it well and wisely. Perhaps only those 

who have gone over the whole of the same ground 
carefully themselves are justified in saying—and we 

think they can say it—that he has scarcely left out any 
author who had a distinct right to come in. 

And even this commendation does not exhaust the 

merits of the book. Such a book may be a very faithful 

chronicle or catalogue without ” finding the whole,” 

or communicating that whole to its readers. Not 

merely in a short but excellent summing up but through¬ 

out his work Professor Elton has pointed out, to all 

but Mr. Wilful Wontsee and Mr. Impotent Cantsee, the 

remarkable combinations of nobility and variety in 

spirit, of precision and freedom in form, which character¬ 

ised the period and which, to say the least, have not 

been quite so perceptible since. So he may be safely 

pronounced to be bene meriius of the time and the 
country of his birth. 
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MRS. C. A. DAWSON SCOTT. 

By Edwin Pugh. 

JAM not snrc whether Mrs. Dawson Scott is at her 

best in her home or in lier books. 

That she is great both in her home and in her books 

there is no gainsaying. A woman whose qualities, like 

her eyes, lie in ambush—to spring out upon you suddenly. 

She is all womanly, motherly. .And she has that magic 

gift of the mistress of a salon which transforms half-dead 

creatures into ])alpitant human beings. 

It doesn't matter, of course ; but I am not overmuch 

in love with what is known as literary and artistic 
society. I would rather any 

day talk with a common 

w’orkman in the tap-room of 

a pothouse than with the 

highest of highbrows. But I 
have met at Mrs. Dawson 

Scott’s house men and women 

of flesh and blood whom I 

have shunned at other houses 
as mere figments whose skin 

seemed made of parchment, 

and whose veins seemed filled 

with ink. 

Mrs. Dawson Scott has a 
girlish habit of clasping her 

hands together, not in a 

prayerful attitude, rather as 

if she would hug herself for 

very joy in the capture of 

your friendship, your confi¬ 

dence. She seems always a 

little surprised, a little ex¬ 

cited, at finding that you and 

she understand one another. 

" Oh, yes ! ” she exclaims. 
That expresses her acceptance, 

her acclamation of thf truth 

of. things. She has a very 

passion for truth. I have never read any books that 

were more free from fake than her books. It must be 

the truth, even if it be improbable truth, unkindly 

truth, that she seeks after and expounds. 

When you are reading her stories you feel that you 

are not so much hearing about people as living with 
them. She does not lead or drive you ; she goes with 

you ; and such is her compelling force that if you love 

her company, as I do, you can only say in the spirit of 
Ruth : “ Whither thou goest, I will go ; and where thou 

lodgest 1 will lodge: thy people shall be my people, and 

thy God my God.” 
I feel sorry for the many who have not as yet read 

her books. When I read “ Against the Grain,” better 

and more aptly named in America, “ The Rolling 

Stone,” I felt sorry for myself on reflecting that this 
was the first book of hers I had read. And then I 

foupcfthat it was not the first. I had read " Wastralls,” 

and I ha^ not forgotten it. I had only forgotten the 

author's name. Since then I have read " The Story of 

Anna Beames," ” Mrs. Noakes,” and her last wonderful, 
terrible novel, ”The Headland.” I have read all these 

books at least twice. I have also read most of her 

poems—more than twice. They are poems. 

I would not like to say off-hand which of her books 

1 like best. There is ” .Against the Grain,” otherwise 

” The Rolling Stone,” with its especial' appeal to my 

temperament. It is hard to realise even now that a 

woman wrote that book. One would have thought 

that the character of her hero, Harry King, was so 

altogether outside a woman’s experience. This is not 
to question that women have the fighting spirit. “ The 

female of the species is more 

deadly than the male.” But 

in Harry King Mrs. Dawson 

Scott projected a man to 
whom the love of fighting for 

sheer fighting’s sake was the 

beginning and the end of life. 

There was nothing worth 

having that hadn’t to be 
hmght for. And, indeed, the 

fighting was far better worth 

while than the end to be 

gained by the figliting, .And 

it was real fighting, not the 
fighting of wits against wits, 

mind against mind, but the 

physical conflict of brute 

strength and skill against 

brute strength and skill. In 

less sure hands such a theme 

would be rejK'lient, such a 

man hateful. In Mr». Dawson 
Scott’s hands the theme is 

made intensely attractive, the 

man mo-^t lovable. 
.As a rule women have a 

crude taste in men. That at 

least is one of the faults that 

most men find in most women’s books. .And perhaps 

Mrs. Dawson Scott is not wholly free from this reproach, 

which however is not to say that her men arc not real 

men. Reuben Noakes is a very real man—and utterly 

abominable. He is a selfish hon viveur to whom the 

only things that matter are the so-called ” good things ” 
of life, which include drink, cards and racing. Truth, 

honour, the well-being of his wife and children : these 

are as nothing to him. But—he is outwardly kind, he 

is very fond and gentle and caressing, he has curly hair; 

and so all else is forgiven him, everything, everybody 

else is sacrificed to him—by his wife. 
Again, in ” Wastralls,” there is the dark, sullen 

Leadville Byron. ” Love did not at any time come 

easily to him, and all the emotion of which he was 

capable had long been concentrated upon Wastralls.” 
In order to possess this farm he marries its owner, 

Sabina Rosevear—" big, ripe, fair, a woman who might 

have stepped out of the Elizabethan age "—only to 

find that she is now as much in the way of his ambition 

as she had been before he wooed and won her. She 
treats him almost as if he were an irresponsible child. 

PhoiobyE.o.Hobp*. Mrs. C. A. Daweon Scott. 
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She meets with an accident, and becomes loathly to 
his senses. He plots to murder her, and thinks he has 
succeeded. And when I read that he had not succeeded, 
that by this attempted murder ho had for ever ruined 
all his hopes, I was as sorry for him as if I had known 
him. Is it possible to pay a higher tribute to the* power 
of the^iuthor than that, especially as my sympathy was 
obviously misplaced and should have been with the 
triumph of the dea’d Sabina ? 

And then there is Stephen Barclay in ” The Story of 
Anna Bcames " ; fierce, coarse, cunning, shallow, some¬ 
thing of a dare-devil, something of a windbag, something 
of a <A)ward. He fascinates poor Anna in the time of 
her second blooming. Her narrow life has warjx-d hei 
imagination. She does not understand. He seduces 
her, deserts her, marries her under compulsion, and is 
finally instrumental in cncomi)assing her death in child¬ 
birth. He is not very like Mrs. Dawson Scott’s other 
men ; and yet there is that likeness in unlikeness of 
the primitive male whose appeal to the average woman 
seems irresistible. 

And now this latest, greatest hook, “ The Headland.” 
It differs a little from Mrs. Dawson Scott’s other books 
in that it deals mainly with (h-based rather than with 
predomiiuinl types. And yet it resembles her other 
books m that story i*- so inimitably told that it 
cannot be retold. It i'' indeed tins exquisite economy 
of means which makes it so hard for the mere reader 
to render again any of Mrs. Dawson Scott’s work at 
all adequately. On the one hand you have the broad 
effects : the wide spaces and elemental forces of Nature 
in raw travail, naked and unashamed—the Headland 
rocks under you as you read I—on the other, the fine 
close etching in of detail. And anyway no oiu" ever 
reads any first-class story—and above all Mrs. Dawson 
Scott's stories—solely for the sake of their plot. (.)no 
reads them because they mirror life, its beauty and its 
ugliness, its comedy and tragedy : life reflected, as 
only it can be, by the light of genius. 

One is, however, chary of the use of that word 
“ genius.’' All those who are geniuses know it, but some 
know it who arc not geniuses. There’s the rub. Genius 
is a simple thing, and so, like all simple things, profound. 

Mrs. Dawson Scott’s genius lies more in her humanness 
than in her tragic faculty. It is her humanness that 
I started out to insist upon. And I have strayed a 
little from my starting-point. I like best in her work 
that lively insight into the depths of what we call the 
commonjilace. Her peasants, her humbler folk, her 
minor characters generally : these are the simple souls 
she delights in and introduces to us with the same 
delicate unconscious art that she would employ in 
introducing a prizefighter to a })oet. Her sketches of 
such people are as subtle and finished as her full-length 
portraits. 

There is Tunks. ” ' Poor Tunks ! ' said Anna Beames 
lightly.” But poor Tunks, with his gooseberry-coloured 
eyes and uncouth figure, is inestimably richer in the 
guerdon of manhood than her tinsel idol, Stephen 
Barclay, or her three bowelless brothers, the vicar and 
the two doctors. And Tnspin Job in ” The Headland," 
glimpsed, as it were, in u flash of lightning, yet fully 
revealed in just those few words of stern condemna¬ 
tion touched with pity that any hone^t man might pass 
upon any such h(»rrible degenerate as Hendre Pendragon : 
” Up to tricks agen, is a ? 

But this brief, feeble ajipreciatioii of Mrs. Dawson 
Scott and her work would have to be rewritten—it would 
have to be one of many other essays on other phases of 
her work—to be commensurate witli its worth. 

1 ]ia\e said that Mrs. Dawson Scott is a poet. If 
.shi' had nc^•er written a line of verse, or even a line of 
prose, she would still be a poet. She has the poetic 
vision. That she has chosen to follow the tragic Muse 
in the pursuit of her art means merely that she sees in 
the bigger issues of life all that they involve of lesser 
issues. But, says she : 

" . . Give me the siin 
l-’icrcc on my head, the sand 

Hot. blistering beneath my naked foot— 
(iive sun or storm 
So tliat I live ' ’■ 

And -igain : 

“ But I can look 
l-'rom the dark face that dreams above my heart 
And lauRh ’ 

IBew Boohs. 

CHESTERTON THE UNCHANGED.* 

Mr. Chesterton docs not change. Like another public 

character of festive reputation he is still going strong. 
He writes the same little es.says m the same old way, 
indicating infallibly what is wrong with llie world ami 
putting it right with suspicious ease, reducing all the 
difl&culties of life to a pair of simple alternatives, greet¬ 
ing the obvious with a cheer, puncturing the windbags, 

exposing the humbugs, and sometimes exposing himself 
in the process. There is an example of this self-exposure 

in the present volume—an essay on Meredith that Mr. 
Chesterton’s better angel should have made him suppress. 
He is welcome, of course, to praise Meredith as highly as 

he pleases—but does he really find it necessary to slander 
'Thomas Hardy in the process ? He once permitted liim- 

self to describe Hardy as ” the village atheist brooding 

• " The Uses of Diversity.” By G. K. Chesterton. 6s, net. 
(Methuen.) 

over the village idiot.” So far from repenting, he now 
writes thus : 

'* Mr. Hartly i.s wholly of our own generation, which is a very 
unpleasant thing to be. He i.s shnll and not mellow. He docs 
not worship the unknown (iod : he knows the God (or thinks he 
knows the God) and dislikes Hun. He is not a pantheist : he 
IS a pandiabohsl. The great agnostics of the Victorian age said 
there w,aB n<» purpose in Nature. Mr Hardy is a mystic ; he 
says there is an evil purpose Swinburne and Thomas 
Hardy talk almost m words of one syllabic ; but the philo¬ 
sophical upshot can be expressed in the most famous of all words 
of one syllable—damn. Their words are common w'ords ; but 
their view (thank God) is not a common view. They denounce 
in the style of a sf»elIing-book.” 

There is a point at which an alleged honest opinion is 
not entitled to the least respect. Mr. Chesterton has 

reached that point here. A man who declares that Hardy 
is ” shrill and not mellow ” is no more respectable than a 
man who declares that the sun is green and not luminous. 
Mr, Chesterton is great enough to be told bluntly that 
such an utterance from him is silly, if uot disgraceful. 
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Its intellectual level is no higher than that of a suburban 
debating society at wluch crude young men argue about 
" Capital ” and “ Labour without any idea of what they 
mean by these empty words Mr. Chesterton (who will 
sometimes sacrifice truth to an antithesis)can no more get on 
without his pair of alternatives than G. P. R. James could 

get on without his pair of horsemen, and so, m order to 
discuss Meredith he has to invent a bogey-man to which 

he attaches the name of Hardy. I am not going to argue 
with Mr. Chesterton, I will simply tell him that Thomas 
Hardy is one of the glones of English letters ; that he is 

almost the only novelist w’e can set without shame by the 
side of Flaubert, Dostoevsky and Turgenev : that “ The 

Dynasts ’’ is the greatest poem produced in Europe since 
“ Faust " : and that m writing as he does of such a man 
he is simply making a public exhibition of folly. I profess 
that I admire Mr. Chesterton as a cheerful, courageous 
and wholesome influence in these horrid times ; but 1 
hope my admiration is not inconsistent with an honest 
resentment. 

Let us turn to more pleasant matters.' The essays in 

this volume, as in all its predecessors, show Mr. Chesterton’s 
happy combination of gravity of purpose with le\dty of 
manner. Here, as elsewhere, his hand is heavy on the 

so-called “ I^dy Bountiful.” I rejoice in the castigation, 
for I know the spirit of the people who run the poor as an 
occupation or duty or amusement. Heartily do I enjoy 
Mr. Chesterton's " Ballade d’une Grande Dame,” the 
essential truth of which is unquestionable. In the present 
volume he connects our Lady Bountifuls. our hard, heart¬ 
less, uncharitable charity-mongers, with Jane Austen, 
above all people, and his essay may be starred as an 
excellent example of his penetrating, revealing criticism. 

There are other subjects here on which be enlarges w’lth 
pleasure to himself and delight to his readers—detective 
stories, Christian science, spintualisra and the joys of life. 
I like his reference to the Coventry Nativity Play (produced 
a couple of years ago) as an example of mediaeval, humorous 

reverence ; but I wish he had said a faithful w'ord about the 
performers, who, when I saw it, drawled and droned out 

their lines like a pale young curate intoning collects. 
Surely, in minimising the liveliness of the play they were 
minimising the essential reverence ' 

Well, here is the volume, w-ith its faults and its many 
merits. You must be a crusty old creature if you cannot 
receive it with joy, gratitude and admiration. 

George Sampson. 

THE END OF THE ROMANOVS.* 

The old Russian slogan, ” Life for the Tsar, " sounds in 
bitter ironic contrast when the dire fate of the last of the 
Tsars in 1918 is considered. But it wa.s not the great mass 
of the Russian people who desired 6r decreed the massacre 
of their Imperial Family. The crime was the work of a 
number of polyglot Jews, headed by Lenin, who w’ere in 
the pay of Germany, and the actual assassins were certain 
of these Jews assisted by soldiers of Magyar and Lett 
nationality. 

These facts are further established in Mr. Robert Wilton’s 
book. He had special opportunities for elucidating the 

facts of the murders which the Bolshevists had entangled 
in a network of lies, for they gave out a false report of the 

execution ” ; they destroyed the bodies of their victims, 
but later invented a bogu9 funeral; and they staged a 
mock trial of assassins with imaginary names. But murder 
will out. 

In April, 1919, Mr. Wilton being in Ekaterinburg, the 
scene of the murders, met N. A. Sokolov, the investigating 
magistrate who had been appointed by Koltchak to ascer¬ 
tain ^he truth about the end of the Imperial Family. 

“ Tl^Last Days of the Romanovs from March 15th, 1917.” 
Part 1; The Narrative of Robert Wilton, Special Correspondent 
of The Times. Part II: The Depositions of Eye-Witnesses. 
Illustrated from actual photographs. 15s. net. (Thornton 
Butterworth.)’ 

“ He was relentless, tireless, full of resource in the pursuit 
alike of murderers and beasts of prey. ... It is thanks to 
him that an overwhelming mass of evidence has been built 
up into a structure that cannot be overthrown.” Mr. 
Wilton was w’ith Sokolov during many months of the 
inquiry. 

One is glad to find that the author produces fresh evidence 
to prove that the Empress was never pro-German, as 
many people no doubt still innocently believe; 

” She hated Germany with a bitterness and .a fervour equalled 
only by he*’ contempt and loathing for the Russians—always 
excepting the peasants, whom she imagined to be endowed with 
all the virtues and qualities that Rasputin was supposed to 
possess.” 

I 

When the Bolshevists wanted to take the Tsar to Mpscow, 
he turned to his followers and said : ” You see they want 
me to sign the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. But I would 
rather cut off my hand than do so.” The Empress, much 
agitated, interposed : ” I am also going. Without me 
they will persuade him into doing something, as they did 
before. . . . The Germans know that their treaty is 
valueless without the Tsar's signature. They want to 
separate him from his family in order to frighten him into 
some disgraceful act ” She lost all self-control, at times 
pacing the room like a caged tigress, and then bursting 
into a storm of tears. 

Mr. Wilton relates the whole course of the Via Crucis of 
the Imperial Family from Tsarskoe-Selo to Tobolsk, and 
then to Ekaterinburg, where their final agony began and 
ended : 

“ The prisoners wore in a trap from which there was no escape. 
There was no privacy, not even for the girls—no cnnsidenation 
for decency or modesty. . . The guards sang revolutionary 
songs devi.scd to hurt and sh>'ck the feelings of the prisoners, 
containing foul words such as no man should dare to utter in the 
presence of innocent girls : but the revolutionary warriors 
delighted in wounding the modesty of the Grand Duchesses ip 
this and in still more repulsive ways, by filthy scribbling and 
drawings on the walls and by crowding round the lavatorj’— 
there was only one for the prisoners and the warders.” 

Oil tlic night appointed for the murders—July ibtli, 
1918—the Imperial Family and the four faithful attendants 

who remained with them were conducted to a semi-base- 
ment room, and this is how they were dispatched : 

” The twelve revolvers volleyed instantly, and all the pnsotiers 
fell to the ground. Death had been instantaneoub in the case 
of the parents and three of the children, and of Dr. Botkin and 
two servants Alexis (the young Tsarevich) remained alive in 
spite of his wounds, and moaned and struggled m his agony, 
Yurovsky finished him with his Colt. One of the girls—pre¬ 
sumably the youngest Grand Duchess, Anastasia—rolled about 
and screamed, and, when one of the murderers approached, 
fought <lc.>.perately with him till he killed her. . . 

That .same night llie bodies were mutilated and burned, 
and the ashes cast into the disused shaft of a mine. 

Surely the most appalling crime in all the annals of 
history, for at any rate the five children were ipnocent of 
any offence. 

S. nA Ellis. 

THE SUNNY SIDE OF SPEECH.* 

Many of us can recall with interest the alternating 
dullness and brightness of the English hour at school or 
college. The dull hour perhaps predominated, but the joy 
of tfie other hours made up for it. Those who wish to 
recall those happier interludes cannot do better than turn 
to Miss Alethea Chaplin’s pages, where they will find the 
old charm revived. In her bibliography she mentions that 
'' Archbishop Trench’s books, ' English Past and Present * 
and ' On the Study of Words,’ are still suggestive.” This 
is faint praise, and only Miss Chaplin’s own sprightliness 
reconciles us oldsters to this lack of enthusiasm for the 
ideals of our youth. 1 looked, without much hope 1 
confess, to see whether Sullivan’s ” Dictionary of Deriva¬ 
tions found a place of honour in Miss Chaplin’s list. 

To one who has worked through a dictionary and been 

* ” The Romance of Language;*' By Alethea Chai^. 
7s. 6d. (Sidgwick and Jackson.) { 
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examined on it page by page it is almost impossible not setting forth, against the background of Queen Mary’s epoch, 

to think of that dictionary more highly than one ought to a humanist who took verse in his academic stride, was 
think. No doubt Miss Chaplin is right in omitting a book readily acknowledged. This author’s biography of George 
that must be very old-fashioned now, and perhaps never Buchanan stand*, unrivalled as a description of that scholar, 

was quite authoritative. For she is nothing if not modern. But (ioethc—the evoker of orbic verse, the equally 
Still, entertaining a.s she is throughout, she does not lack distinguished wieldcr of a prose often as clear as Genesis, yet 

her slightly and pages. This is written 111 praise, not in encyclopt^dic in its themes, shot through and through 
blame^ One cannot, one should not, be bnlliant all the with tlieorv of a’.sthctics, subtly cnncherl from a uniquely 

time—a lesson that some of our literary young men do large vocabulary '■ N\'as it not a too daring enterprise 
not seem to have learned. Miss ('haphn relieves the for this paheographer to track the e.xpencnces of such 
fascinating brilliancy of her romance of words l)\*occasional genius in its upper air? No. The Scot has succeeded, 
expositions on language in general, and <m the history of His performance is heroic, in its jog-trot fidelity to common 

English in particular. .sense; m its balanced presentment of a creator of epic 
There is nothing that is remarkably novel m the book. who is himself eponymous in the evolution of Germany's 

The ^ound has been well covered many times before, science no less than of its letters , in the scale of values 

but one need not l>e quite so pcs.simistic as our authoress bv which lie ranges forth other writers in (ioethe’s company 

w^hen .she says that she will '* not attempt the impossible— —for instance, the loyalties of Schiller : the first-rate 

the making of discoveries.” There arc things still to be comedy of J.avater's sentimental prankings . the revelation 

found out with regard to language, and slic herself indicates of Voltaire as an acid test in history, while the seer beyond 

quite a number of them in the text. The next best thing the Khinc is a spirit of fostering, charitable impulse ; the 

to answering a question is to slate it clearly, and this .Miss quantification of this thinker’s loose relation to classic 

Chaplin has done in many cases, though it is only fair to literatures No signal discoveries mark these pages. The 

say that she answers many more questions than she leaves criticism of poetic matters is broad rather than penetrating, 

in the air. We have all our pet aversions m style, and The corpus of poetic extracts—sometimes m the original, 

one of mine is the irritatingly hopelc.ss wish of this type ; sometimes in translation—does not at all impress one with 

” If only those sculptured lions could speak, what stories this biographer's j>ower to rank, as an illustrator of genius, 

they would tell ! ” It is seldom, however, that Miss beside a Coleridge or an Arnold. It is surely, by the way, 

Chaplin IS vague like this. Indeed she is generally a pity that a book constnictetl to be a gift to plain English 

partirularlv chrert and effective m her statements. What readers should marshal the many quotations in its foot- 

could be more straigh* than ” From this j>oint of view notes without English renderings. Not seldom, this 

[namely, that simplifrcation of a language is a gain, not a stout-hearted professor of Scottish history, surveying his 

loss] Englisli IS the most advanced and the most enlightened mighty subject—no less now than the king of all modern 

of all languages, and therefore the most suitable for express- humanists—intrigues us to doubt whether he did not 

;ng the wants and thoughts of men.” If some readers are share the spasm of dismay that occasionally visits many 

not sure that thev speak gootl enough English to take students of (iocthc. Was there a considerable element 

credit to themselves for the mastery of such a perfect of sham—of lath and plaster—in this imposing potentate ? 

instrument, Miss Chajjhn is rea<Iv with the comfort that Why did Professor Hume Brown choose for his two goodly 

many of our •'O-called mistakes m grammar have historical volumes these fearsome jiortraits as frontispieces ? In our 

justification, and even those who make ■'join ” rhyme with more placid moments we arc glad to fall back on the 

line ” have behind them the magisterial example of Pojie. testimony of niaiiv a literary friend of (ioethe's. that this 

Some of the obiter dicta here mav call for comment. I am skald's bearing and countenance were godlike. We trust 

not sure that thi- experience of our troops m France would our own J.ockliart when he pencils to Scott this note : 

justify the statement that the interjections ” are among ” One must be struck with the majcsiic I'leauty of Goethe’s 

the last bits of a language to be acquired by a foreigner.” countenance, the noblest certainly by far that I have ever 

I learn from the title page that Miss Chaplin has published yet seen ” Vet Stciler’s jxirtrail that opens Hume Brown’s 
” General Knowledge Papers.” This is a clanger signal, first volume suggests a defaulting solicitor caught in a 
and all young people preparing for their first school examina- forgery ^lachse's portrait of senility in the second volume 

tion should earnestly pray that 
this book may not fall into the 
hands of examiners eager for 
interesting and puzzling 
questions. If their prayer is 
unanswered the only resource 
of the young people will be to 
buy £0^!“ themselves and read 

this entAncingly instructive 

volume. 
Jc>HX .\nAMS. 

GOETHE.* 

How came it to pass that 

Dr. Hume Brown, a man 

engaged in the exposition of 
Scottish Chronicles, should 

devote his holidays during 
many years to the construction 
of a new ” Life of Goethe ” ’ 

No one would have claimed 
for Professor Hume Brown 
prerogative as poet or critic of 
poetry. His capacity for 

• Life of Goethe.” By Pro- 
fesBor P. Hume Brown, F.B.A.. 
witii Prefatory Note by Viscount 
Haldane. Illustrations. Two Goethe** House in Weimar. 
Volumes. 369. net. (Murray.) From •■Ute of Ooeth>' by P. Hume Brown (jthn Murray). 
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really could serve to indicate one of the dealers in old 
clothes who until lately haunted the southern corner of 

Professor Hume Brown's University. The first picture 
might be lal>elled, “ Found Out ” ; the second, “ Worn 

Out.” It must have been with some subconscious smirk 
that our author allowed these disembowelling hmnings to 
issue from his collection. 

But we recover from such shocks. On a sober attempt 
to achieve opinion about Goethe, we reach the positives 
that cumulatively ]>rove his to have lx*cn as many- 
chambered a brain as modern Europe has known. While we 
go back to him. and again, back, we arc conscious of power 
hidden in calm ; Rhadamauthus in serene Pcntehc. Yet, as 

soon as our gaze leaves this marble figure, forth issue from its 
flanks sprites of ebricty, vanity, malice, impiety, shoulder¬ 
ing their way among nobler phantoms equally alive— 
individuality demanding its birthright back from the dead 
hand of authority, a hunger for Greece's beauty as mordant 
as that of Petrarch, a conviction that life has its philosopliv 
for untiring industry, the joy with which some men can 

dismiss in song the fevers of the soul, a sensing of order in 
external nature that matches Bacon's, and. at points, 
anticipates the discoveries of Darwin. It is a breathless 
book, this truly admirable biography, for the student 
willing to realise that Ciocthe's activity, as laid out here 

from ampler material than Lewes commanded, is a rupture 
of seals, a veritable Day of Judgment for ideals that 
nourished the last century's soul. 

Miss Haldane is to be thanked for her labours in bringing 
together these chapters which her friend, Hume Brown, did 

not live to pass for press To ruminant mortals, up in 
years, such solid, sound, bold yet not over-bold page-s 

^dignified by something of dear old David Masson's confi¬ 
dence in honest research) \vill come as the greatest literary 
windfall of the year. The same ruminants, if thev bestow 
the.se two volumes on students born to this yeasty ferment 
called the twentieth century, will be presenting a fair 
substitute for a university education. 

One chapter Hume Brown had not even sketched out. 
But Lord Haldane, having the mind of his associate from 

divers travels and " far-ben ” talks, supplies that missing 
chapter, in much the same judicial, lucid English that 
forms the staple of this biography. Lord Haldane's 

pronouncement deals with the Second Part of " Faust.” He 
attaches far higher value to that performance than Lewes 

does. Let us not care so much whether, in this secoml 
“Faust,” Goethe squanders a zest for ” playing with tin 

soldiers,” and, so far as ornament goes, moves more usually 
in realms of mere fancy Jhan in those of authentic imagina¬ 

tion. Goethe set out, from intrepid youth, to face Life 
alone ; impatient of tradition, though grateful for creation's 
zest ; possessed with determination to question nature 
through every sort of first-hand experience ; and relying 
on no sort of God that the Christianity of his times would 
have acknowledged. In the second “ Fau.st,” this explorer 

returns from his voyagings through tempests, to give his 
verdict, his philosophy, about Life; a verdict and a 
philosophy rescinding, or at any rate transcending, the 
utterance of the first “ Faust.” Pagan Goethe’s judgment 
is delivered without prime reference to Gods or Christs. 

Yet the judgment is precisely and wholly that preached 
Dy Jesus, and never more needed than by To-day : Self- 

conquering is Life Eternal. ” Stirb und werde.” Lord 
Haldane's analysis fitly completes a right worthy book, and 
fs itself a gift to whatever elements of modern democracy 

are at least as sincere in testing the spirit of man as Goethe 
was. 

Eric Robertson. 

RIGHT ROYAL.* 

li. *' Right Royal ” Mr. Ma.sefield has told a stirring tale 
and, if li^ had been content to do only'''that, his poem 
would have been even finer and more effective than it 
actually is. Charles Cothill is riding his own horse in the 

• "Right Royal.” By John Masefield. 6s. net. (Heine- 
mann.) 

race for the English 'Chasers' Cup over Compton Course. 
Right Royal is a good horse: 

" A noble horse of a nerv>' blood, 
By O Mon Roi out of Rectitude,” 

but ho has a tendency to .sulk or funk on the course, and 
111 the past has ” hardly earned his entry money.” The 
night before the race, however. Charles dreams a dream 
of such heartening prophecy that in the morning he* backs 
the animal for all he is worth. Should he lose, he will 
have not only to sell his property, but to abandon all 
hope of his lady, ” the golden lady Em.” And there is a 
heavy field against him, eight of whom, as his trainer 

savs: 
I 

" could give him a stone, r 
And twelve should beat him on form alone ” 

,\ftcr the usual difficulty of getting the horses into line, 
tlie flag goes down, and Charles and Right Royal start 
well. But at the third obstacle, a hurdle and ditch, the 
horse jumps early and falls, and though his rider, who has 

kept hold of the rein, is soon mounted again, thirty lengths 
have been lost, and for the moment Charles is in despair: 

" Across, the wet ploughland he took a good pull. 
With the thought that the cup of his sorrow wa.s full. 
Fijr tlic speed of a .stag and the strength of a bull 
Could hardly recover the ground he had lost 
Right Royal went dully, then snorted and tost, 

” To>t his head, with a whicker, went on, and went kind, 
And the horse's great spirit touched Charles in the mind 
Though Ins bruise made him dizzy and tears made him blind, 
He would try to tin- finish, and so they would find " 

So he goes doggedly on, sorely tempted to try by a spurt 
to catch up the field, but controlling himself to bide his 
time. Horse after horse drops out, coming to grief or 
unable to stay the course, but still there is a big field of 
great hor.se.s well ahead of him, and almost to the end 
Charles's case seems hopeless. It is not till they have 

entered the straight leailmg to the winning post that his 
moment comes : 

" Then Charles judged lus second, but he could not tell how. 

" 13ut a glory of sureness leaped frim hor.?c into man, 
And the man .said, ‘ Now, l>eauty,' and the horse saiil, ‘ I can.’ 
.And the long-weary Royal made an effort the more. 
Though his heart thumped like drum-beats as he went to the 

lore 

" Neck and neck went Sir Lop<*/ and Soyland together, 
Soyland first, a short head, with his neck all in lather ; 
Botli were ridden their hardest, both were doing their best, 
Right Royal reacheil Soyland and came to his chest.” 

Right Royal passes Soyland and, after a tremendous 

struggle, passes Sir Lopez, the favourite. For a moment 
he leads, but he has not yet won : 

” A hooped black and coral flew up like a shot, 
With hghtning-like effort from little (»avotte. 
The little bright marc, made of nerves and steel springs, 
Shut level beside him, shot ahead as with wings ” 

Gavotte, however, ” died to nothing ” ; but then 

" Soyland came once again 
Till his muzzle just reached to the knot on his rein. 

" Then a whirl of urged horses thundered up, whipped and blown, 
Soyland, Peterkinooks, and Red Ember the roan. 
For an instant they challenged, then they dropped and were 

done, 
Then the White Post shot backwards—Right Royal had won.” 

So Charles is not ruined after all. and though 

“ For the bets on Right Royal which Cothill had made 
The taker defaulted, they never were paid,” 

he lives happy ever after with ” bright Emmy Crowthorne.” 
It is admirable narrative poetry. Not only the details 

of the race and the looks and characters of the horses, as 
brilliantly individualised as if drawn by A. J. Munnings, 
but all the surroundings, the lively crowd and the shouting 
bookies, the landscape and the weather, are vividly 
rendered. There is an exciting quality in the descrip¬ 

tion of the finish which cannot quite be conveyed by 
fragmentary quotation. Only Mr. Masefield could have 
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written the poem, and only Mr. Masefield would have 
given it the faults winch mar it. 

For Mr. Ma.sefield. as he ha.s repeatedly shown, will never 
be content with a merely concrete presentment of a story. 
He has a metaphT.’Sical mind, for ever questing after an 
unrealised ideal of beaiitv, which insists on expressing its 
longings without due regard to the appropriateness of the 

occasion. Hence, in " Right Royal, ” an unconvincing 
machinery of Hcljicrs and PViends, who influence the fates 
of the horses, and a whole succession of thoughts which pass 
through CothiH'.s mind when he ought to be-»and surelv 
would be—thinking only of winning his race. The swing 
of the story, moreover, is constantly intermitted bv a 
succession of similes, which, though they may be beautiful, 

are q^ite unnecessary ; for there is no need to liken racing 
horses to anything but themselves to convince us of their 
beauty. And one regrets all the more these external 
decorations which appear—though one knows lliev are 
not—meretricious, because Mr Masefield can convey the 
beauty an<l thrill of the form and motion of horses so 

finely without them. 
Francis Bicki-hv. 

OLIVER ONIONS’S NEW NOVEL.* 

Any novel coming from the jxjn of so accomplished a 
craftsman as Oliver Onions is always worth reading ; for 
it is bound to contain elements which are surprising, 
arresting an<l uliosyncratic Whether the author i.s writing 
passionate tales from a far riding, ironical romances of the 
modern advertising or ncw-spaix*r world, searching studios 
of the camp-followers of att in Hampstead or Chelsea, 
fantastic ghost stones which link the ages together, or 
sombre records of a crime passwm-l committed in the 
underworld of pre-war London, his point d’appni is always 
fresh, unexpected and allusive. More e.specially does Mr. 
Onions shine—take for instance the famous trilogy which 
begins with “ In Acconlaure with the lividcnce,” continues 
with “The Debit Account,” and concludes w'ith 'J'he 
Story ol Louie ”—when he seeks to squeeze the full value, 
corporal, pictorial ami psvcliological, out of a baffling 

murder problem. As a mere example of happy mastery 
in unravelling the threads of a mystery and of keeping 
the reader all the time in an attitude of keen suspense, 

A Case in Camera ” is quite worthy of the wTiter of ” The 
Moon Stone ” and of ” The Woman in White ” ; for, 
thoi;gh the web of the story is less complicated, the knot is 
never cut by Wilkie Collins’s favourite device of coincidence 
and melodrama. Given his initial kink, which, though 

seeming inexplicable at first sight, is eventually elucid¬ 
ated by the most natural solutions. Mr. Onions disentangles 

motive and action with such dexterity, and with such a 
reliance on the reader's own jierspicacity. that when the 
air-pilot’s motive for killing his observer is finally revealed, 
when too the artist on whose studio the parachute hail 
crashed describes how from the cellar of his studio he w-as 
an eye-w'itness of the whole astounding affair, you realise 

that the clues have all been gvieii and not a single one 
obtruded needlessly. Hut ” A Case in Camera ” is some¬ 
thing more than a thrilling detective story. You w’ant to 
know of course why the pilot, who kept his colleague's 

portrait in his wrist-watch, killed his observer. You want 
to know how the artist was able to see the whole tran¬ 
saction from the cellar of his studio, and why he and the 
brother artist who concealed the incriminating pistol 
deliberately hushed up the whole business. But in the course 
of satisfying your curiosity on these p>oints you are forced 
to observe the strange reactions of the case on the conduct 

of the leading characters, the artist and his wife, the brother 
artist and his fiancee, the journalist who tells the story, 
the piolice inspector who takes the case in hand, and the 
estate agent—the man in the pub—who passionately but 
unsuccessfully endeavours to throw the light of full pub¬ 

licity upon it. You will note too. with an interest that 
should make you feel that here is a case in which killing is 

• “ A Case in Camera." By Oliver Onions. 7s. 6d. net. 
(Arrowsmith.) 

no murder, that the young pilot and his sweetheart are the 

victims of no reactions, and regard the killing of an observer 

on the skylight of a Chelsea studio as quite in the ordinary 

nature of occurrences aeronautical. On the other hand 

you cannot help feeling that ^Vestbury, who discovered 

the younger artist with the pistol concealed about his person, 

had a distinct grievance, rank outsider as he was. Mr. 

Harry Wcsthiiry, land and estate agent by profession, 

reader of John hull and of The Daily Sketch in his 

spare time, and would-l>e Public Pro.secutor at the house of 

call he '' iise.s,’’ is a brilliantly original piece of character¬ 

isation, a tyiK* of pub-frequenter never so far as I know 

depicted before, but here realised with the most admirable 

humour and verisimilitude Next to Harry \\’estbury I 

like Joan Morrow, the voung airman’s fiancee, a delightful 

young woman of the dav. just emerged from flapperdom, 

w'lioni the author remlers with real insight anil realism and 

with onlv the tiniest touch of malice. 1 shouUl like to say 

more about Mr Onions’s latest characters ; but I think I 

have shown that those who want entertainment and new 

ideas from their fiction should on no account omit to read 

‘‘ A Case in Camera ’’ 

W. A. L. B. 

DR. DENNEYS LETTERS.* 

The late Principal Denney was one of the foremost 

theologians in our country He brought to the study of 

theology a first-rate training in tlassio and in philosophy, 

but he had bv nature a mind of remarkable acuteness. 

These qualities are known to readers of his published work. 

When he wrote upon theology, it was with a trenchant, 

original thnisl ; there was no jnoiis fumbling with phrases, 

no amiable evasion of awkward issues Dr. Deiinev saw 

things for himself, and said what he had to say with the 

conyiction of a man who had applied his full mind to the 

subject Even when he did not convince vou, even when 

he was somewhat impatient ot notions which did not appeal 

to him, you at least felt that there were no echoes in his 

argument, and no commonplace jihrases in his paragraphs. 

It will be a revelation to some that he could also write 

letters, real Icticrs. I'or over a quarter of a century he 

seems to have been corresi>onding more or less regularly 

W'ith Sir William Rolx'rison Nicoll, and this book contains 

a delightful selection ol his letters. We are grateful indeed 

to the editor for thus rare memento of his friend. The two 

men h'ld common interests “ We were not always of the 

same mind,” says Sir William, " but we never differed in 

sympathy ” A good letter require.s a good receiver. No 

man can write out Ins mind with ease and security unless 

he can count uixin a iriend who will read what he writes 

with a sympathetic mind Evidently Dr Denney felt this. 

And, again, he could write a letter without becoming ofificial. 

" Lo public lie pardoiiiiera I’ennui eii aiioune groupe,’’ 

Voltaire once w’rote It is the unpardonable sin in some 

eminent men’s letters, eg, in Wcstcott’s and in Matthew 

Arnold's I hey arc too improving in their correspondence. 

Now, while Dr, Denney is never pla^Tul, he relaxes ; he 

treat.-, his corrcsixindcnts as human beings, and he writes 

a letter as he talked, w’ith case, crispness and point. One 

particular pleasure of this book is the sense which it leaves 

of a living mind, moving rapidly, and expressing itself with 

candour and even abandon upon men and things. For 

example, after reading Professor Kirsopp Lake’s book on 

the Resurrection, he lets himself go. ’’ We have enough 

and to spare of the kind of man who splits the world into 

two unrelated sections called historical and spiritual, but 

mostly they do not quite realise what thev are doing. The 

odd thing in Lake is that he has some perception of it, yet 

doe.s not seem to mind. ‘ To think that he should know 

what he is, and be that he is ’—it is a spectacle, if not for 

men and angels, for philosophers and Christians to wonder 

at,’’ Or again, after reading the Hibbert Journal decennial 

supplement, he breaks out: " I never read such a produc¬ 

tion ; the Plain of Shinar would have been a liaven of rest 

• “ Letters of Principal James Denney to William Robertson 
Nicoll." 7s, Od. net. [Hodder & Stoughton ) 
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and a seat of light and leading in comparison with it. 
What struck me most in many of the papers was their 
conceit. It is like walking through a madhouse, where 
everybody that talks, talks about himself; and though 
there are obiter dicta of comparative sanity, the whole thing 
is as mad as Legion.” 

But the letters reveal much more than drastic, caustic 
judgment. They show a man who was generous, loyal, 
absorbed in the service of the Church, and alive to tlie 

public issues of tlie day. There arc several letters wliich 
recall Hardv's line about George Meredith : 

'■ His note was trenchant, turning kind.” 

There arc others which prove that the writer had true 

public spirit and real penetration. In December, 1916, 
for example, he wrote ; ” A widely diffused feeling that 
eveiy’body in the country was more deeply concerned about 
the war than the Government was the real power which 
upset the Asquith Cabinet, and any Government which 

leads can count on support.” A hit in the bull’s eye ! 
Dr. Denney was versed in English literature, especially 

of the eighteenth century. He constantly read Johnson, 
Pepys, Horace Walpole, Swift and Burke. He writes 
once : ” Like you I have read Pepys twice, though not in 
twelve months, and think it in the strict sense of the term 
the most interesting book I know. There is not a square 

inch of it that has not interest, and it is as much a miracle 
in its way as ' Othello.’ ” I never could get him to see the 
greatness of ” Tom Jones.” Perhaps there was something 
about Fielding which repelled the puritan in him And 

he was cool about George Eliot. ” She is only good—and 
then no one can be better—when she is dramatic ; when 

she is herself, she is like other preachers out of pulpits.” 
I notice that he agrees with Lord Rosebery ” on two main 
points—that ‘ Vanity Fair ' is incomparably Thackeray’s 
greatest book, and that ‘ Esmond ' is odious.” This is 
sad reading. ” Vanity Fair ” may be the masterpiece, 
but “odious” for “Esmond”? “Odious”! It was 
George Eliot who thought this novel was “ the most un¬ 

comfortable book you can imagine,” but I am in anguish 
to find Lord Rosebery and Dr. Denney flinging stones at 
this incomparable romance. However, this is not the 

place to defend “ Esmond.” I think more will agree with 
Dr. Denney that “ The Fortunes of Nigel,” among the 
Waverley Novels, is “ the be.st of those w’hich are not the 

very best.” And who cannot understand what led him 
to protest that “ as for all the profound reflections on the 
dramatic art in * Wilhelm Meister,’ I had a thousand 
times rather study the Vincent Crummleses ” ? But it 

would be endless to dip‘into these letters for suggestive, 
provoking criticisms. He knew his way in book-land, 
and he speaks his mind. ^Vhat this volume may do for 

some readers who are outside the Scottish Church is to give 
them some notion of how finely trained a mind w'as at 
work in this Scottish theologian, hqw cultured it was, in 

the best sense of the word, and how unprovincial. Ij^hall 
end this notice with quoting two words about popular 

works. “ The Encyclopa'dia Britannica is a wonderful 
book. Monro’s article on Homer is worth any money.” 
As for the “ Cambridge History of English Literature.” 
it is “ a terrible book. It is like being shown through the 

co-operative storps. There is everything in it you want, 
^nd everything you don’t want, and an impression from 

which you capnot get away that the whole thing comes 
short somehow of being first-class.” Which is frank, and 
not unfair. 

James Moffatt, 

TRANSLATORS AND POETS. 

When all the most evocative and expressive words of 

every 4iuman language shall unite in English, a language 
will exist suitable for every sort of literary translation. 
Ks it however, poetry is well-nigh untranslatable 
except in the minds of those to whom such expressions 
as “ Dear Sir ” and “ your favour to hand ” contain the 
music of huinan intercourse. When Akenside asked: 

" Who, Sappho, wounds thy tender breast ? ” she might 

have answered “ my translators,” not because they have 
always lacked skill, but because she was Greek and they 
were not. What she had to convey was analagous to 
the passion and scent of “ ruinous lilies ”—feeling, not 
anecdote. That is why I rate the “ Danish Ballads.”1 
translated by Miss Smith-Dampier, higher as a carrying 
vehicle than the Sapphic “ rendering ” of the agilp and 

enthusiastic Mr. Stacpoolc and the more interesting 
experiments in presentation by the distinguished scholar. 
Dr. .Arthur S. Way The ballads, as is the case with 
bardic verse, .seem to rise to poetry by the decree of life 
itself : 

“ They took a hair of Sipnild's head 
To bind him foot and hand ; 
His haughty heart had broken 
Ere he would bur-st that band.” 

Interesting as old fairy tales where prettiness is not 

a tyrant and the magical seem.s to say ” I am true,” are 
these ballads of long ago at one of which the interpretative 

pen of Mr. Edward Van .\ndcl had already given me a 
peep. Even a prosaic person, if he can be spiritually 
warmed by love, valour and danger, will be able to lose 
himself in Miss Smith-Dampier’s pages. 

Human sympathy with that karmic yearning of the 
body, called by so many harsh names though cxpre.ssive 
ever of the bane of monotony, the pain of solitude, is 
needed if Sappho is to be liked in translation. The loss 
in mere witchery of sound is heartbreaking : what is left 

is little more than a complaint and a manifestation of 
the dulcitude of the animal in liiimanitv. Dr. Way* lias 

done work of rare fa.scination to the student of the Greek 
poetess. He has avoided bathos , he is dignified, clever 
in artistry, and the translation iwhich he has appeiuled 
to his Sapphic poems) of ” Pervigilium Vonens’’—a com¬ 

position by an unknown ancient poet—contains a refrain 
of curious haunting charm : 

" Tomorn who ne'er hath lovcil shall love, and who hath loved 
shall love tomorn.” 

-As for Mr. Stacpooles I am not at all sure that Sappho 

gains by the whitewashing chivalry of his preface. One 
may deeply regret that her name should contribute to 
the terminology of erotic science without finding it at all 

useful to insist fienly on the innocence or normality of 
her passional life. Mr. Stacpoole is an accomplished 
versifier, and distinctly rises to poetry' in a new rendering 
of Ovid's heroic Epistle XV, supposed to be wTitten by 

Sappho to Phaon. 
Original poetry of very high quality is to be found in 

” Don Folquet and Other Poems.”4 The .story of a trou¬ 
badour who turned priest, wluch opens the volume, is 
richly endowed with irony though it glitters with the 
tints of romance. But if 1 be asked to give a reason for 
naming Mr. Walsh a genius (a word I dp not limit in liter¬ 
ature to the masters of the ethereal or sublime), I quote 

this sonnet inspired by a well-known nursery rhyme ; 

“ Her opera chaperon was heard to say— 
■ Miss Moffet's nerves, you know, were quite unstrung, 
Because a spider—when she was quite young— 
Sat down to join her at her curds and whey. 
The specialists declared to our dismay 
Her life itself upon the balance hung ; 
Since even the shock, they said, of being stung, 
Could hardly worse upon her system play.’ 

“ And as the music died away, there came 
Into the box a monster wi^ a name 
Rcnou*ned of old—but now for debts known wider— 
Miss Moflet's little face looked pleased and vain. . 
We saw that they had cured her nervous strain 
As Prince Tarantula sat down beside her.” 

1 ” Danish Ballads.” Translated by E. M. Smith-Dampier. 
6s. 6d. net. {Cambridge University Press.) 

* " Sappho and the Vigil of Venus.” Translated by Arthur 
S. Way. 3s. 6d. net. (Macmillan.) 

* “ Sappho : A New Rendering.” By H. De Vere Stacpoole. 
3s. 6d. net. (Hutchinson.) 

* "Don Folquet and OtherTPoems.” By Thomas Watah, 
78. 6d. net. (John Lane.) “ 
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Mr. Edwin Markham, humorous, tenderly Christian, 
presents in his “ third book of verse "» a very substantial 

proof of his ability to maintain the reputation he made 
with '' The Man With the Hoe." As a raconteur he is 

workmanlike and interesting—a poet who could be read 
to children at a Sunday school with a fair chance of appre¬ 
ciation. The poem that particularly struck me in his 
collection is " Kest in Flight," pithily paradoxical, and 
beginning : 

*' The flying arrow, knowing its path is made. 
Goes singinR softly at the bow's lx:hest ; 
Taking its destined journey unafraid— * 
In every moment of the flight at rest.” 

Presumably it is the charm of tlyj ludicrous which 

accoi^nts for a revised and enlarged cchtion of " Verses 
from Fen and Fell ”• by Mr. Thornely, whose " White¬ 
wash ” I have admired for twenty years. Ills address of 
the male mantis to the mate who will eat him is an out¬ 
burst of affection of great worth to hypochondriacs. 

L’nfortificd by an arti.stic theory like Mr. Douglas Ainslic, 
-Mr. Thornely uses terminal a.ssonanccs offensive to an 
academic car. He uses them, however, far less frequently 
than the admirable poet whom 1 have named. Some of 
his serious poetry deserves to be read attentively, e g , 
" Peace in Peril,” 

The pathos of a mcw.cuto won belongs to the last book 
on my list.’ Hobert Kemp was a minister at Blairgowrie 

where he lived for thirty-four year-s. Born in 1856, he 
died in 1913 after living one of those lives compounded 
of devotion, innocent domesticitv and literary w'ork which 
the typical man of Fleet Street views with a sense of tears 
on the hidden side of his eyes. Tlie little book to which 
Sir John Ilerkless ha.s contributed a svmpathetic memoir 
w'lll be doubtless treasured by Mr. Kemp's friends, but 
there is something in it for those who have no link of ivy 
or rosemarv with the gentle poet. He was no arid theo¬ 

logian. His Truth would not '' call a creed her bridal 
veil," but his Christianitv' was fervent and so his work, 

winch is not without a light, even frolicsome, aspect, 
conveys a feeling of freedom blent with reverence. 

W. H. Chessox. 

FICTION AND THE SCIENTIFIC SPIRIT." 

Novelists to whom their labour is an art pure and simple, 
and readers for pleasure pure and .simple, may wonder at 
the unchanging output of Mr. Eden Plulljx>tts, which is 
not greatly concerned with their judgments. What sus¬ 

tains him ? And what is it that he puts out steadily, like 
a good workiuan ? Both cjuestions arc of high interest to 

literature, and of curious interest to such persons. 
I do not know Mr. PluUpotts, nor how he would answer 

them. But he seems to me to stand conspicuously an<l very 

ably for the scientific spirit in fiction. Years ago the first 
clumsy innovations made in that spirit, by foreign workers 
mainly, provoked a rather stupid controversy betw'ccn 

" idealists " and " realists." This turned on manners and 
taste as well as on literary aim. The innovations them¬ 
selves have had effects of many kinds, which it is the busi¬ 

ness of criticism to trace. To artists they seemed menacing, 

and yet it may now be thought that art is none the w’orse 
for them. The art of the novel lias learned to make use 
of science. But, with Mr. Phillpotts, the case i,> rather 
that science makes use of art; and it does so, I think, in 
a specially English way. By this time, too, the bulk and 
consistency of his work challenge for him a comparison 

with certain French, Russian and Scandinavian masters. 
I shall not attempt this in a review of " Orphan Dinah." 

• "The Shoe-s of Happiness and Other Poems.” By Edwin 
Markham. 7s. 6d. net. (Alexander Moring.) 

• "Verses from Fen and Fell.” By Thomas Thornely. 
Second edition. 5s. 6d. net. (Cambridge University Press ) 

’ " Poems." By Robert Kemp. With a Memoir by Sir John 
Herkless. (Oxford: Blackwell.) 

• " Orphan Dinah.” By Eden Phillpotts. 9s. net. (Heine- 
mann.) 

The point is made in order only to do justice to his English 
humour, calm and fairness, and to rank him. 

The scientific spirit lends an inexhaustible interest to 

the study of simple folk leading plain lives, and to the work 
of making books about them. One must have some touch 
of it in order to relish such books, no doubt. There is in 

Mr. Phillpotts, however, so much warm humanity that he 
rarely pursues the study of a group without achieving, as 

if by chance, some scene or passage of life that fastens on 
our memories. He is as much a realist of the noble as of 
the ignoble. I cannot recall, at the moment, any scene in 
fiction that moves one so unexpcclcdlv, if not without 

intention, as the proposal of marriage made in tliis l>ook by 
Thomas Palk, the chivalrous but unromantic farm hand, 
to a piteous and astounded old maid who was the victim 
of her father’s plausible selfishness It is unexpected 
because this w'riter’s interest is equal and just in all his 
characters, and because he cannot contemplate a coup 

monie. Susan and Thomas are not the heroine and hero \ 

they are just two casual luenilKTS of the grouji studied. 
'I'he story of Dinah and her lover, J.awreiice Maynard, is 

told to illustrate the stupid crueltv of the marriage law in 
Its disregard of special cases, and the still more stupid 
cruelty of dull minds. Those two are sterling stuff. But 
they nc\’cr divert attention Jrotn the other actors in a small 
community of Dartmoor rustics, drawn with invincible 

insight, easily. For a critic, indeed, the ease of draughts¬ 
manship is paramount over purpose and storv. To make 
such actors discuss high philosophv quite naturally is the 
unique fetch of Mr. PlulljKitts' >kiU, as one has often had 
occasion to reflect 

Although there are fewer smiles in this book than in 

some others from the same pen, it strikes me as in truer 
balance than any of the earlier work, in respect alike of art 
and of human outlook. One sees that Mr. Philljwtts has 
definitely passed the stage of theory as to both, and that he 
writes now with a fortunate liberty. The scientific spirit, 

for him, means always a sincere quest and statement of 
truth for its own sake ; but he is chiefly a man, in quick, 
sagacious touch with Jus fellows of both sexes, and not a 
doctrinaire above them. I have found “ Orphan Dinah ’* 

a fine novel. 
Klic.hixv Sxovvnr.x. 

A TOO-CANDID BIOGRAPHER.* 

If the name of Jolm ThoniaH Smith is not unknown to 
the general reader of to-<lav il i'' because it is leinembered 
as that of the author fit " A Book for a Raniv Dav "— 

a delightful, gossipy book about old J..ondon and its 
characters. It is eminently suitable for a rainy or any 
other kind of da.y. and the same thing mav perhaps be 
said of another chaiacteristic work—“ Xollekens and His 

Times.” It IS now many years since the nrst book was 
reintroduced to the notice of the public by Mr. Whitten, 
and once more we arc indebted to the same industrious, 

able and enthusiastic editor for a similar obligation. 
Although not a Londoner born Mr. Whitten's knowledge 
of a London that is past is extensive 

Many of us have been eagerly and impatientlv looking 
for the appearance of the present work, a.s it was 

announced for early pubhcjition Ixffore the war. an«l, as a 
matter of fact it was, Mr. Whitten informs us, " compiled 
and in print in the summer of 1914. but its publication has 
been delayed by the events and conditions of the last six 

years." Smith’s so-called biography was published in 
1828. and the following year saw a second edition. After 
1829 it remained out of print until, in 1895, Mr. Edmumt 
Gosse edited an edition in one volume, excluding what 

formed the second volume of Smith’s work, viz., the 
Memoirs of Nollekens's contemporary artists Mr 

Gosse truly calls it the " most candid biograph\ " in tlie 

• " Nollckens and Hi.s Times, and Memoirs 01 Contemporary 
Artists from the Time of Roubiliac, Hogarth and Reynolds to 
that of Fuseli, Flaxman and Blake.” By John Thomas Smith. 
Edited and annotated by Wilfred Whitten. 2 Vol- , 31s. fid. net. 
(John Lane.) 
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language. Candid it certainly is, but it is more than that. 
It IS a most spiteful production, and it would be almost 

impossible for a biographer to be more unsympathetic. 
Smith, whose father was for .some time Nollekens’s principal 
assistant and who himself when a lad was employed in the 
workshop, had been told by the sculptor that he had been 
mentioned in his will, found when the latter was read that his 
share ol the ;^2oo,ooo was an extremely meagre one—a paltry 
;^ioo as a recompen.se for his trouble and responsibilities as 

one of the three executors. When the will was signed and 
witnessed some five years before Nollekens died, Smith 

was not even mentioned, and it was only after the death 
of one of the two original executors—for at first there were 

only two—that Smith and an additional on# were appointed. 
It must have been very galling for poor Smith, and perhaps 

it is not to be wondered at that he felt resentful after 
having been for years buoyed up with the hope and, as he 
thought, the prospect of inheriting no insignificant portion 

of the old miser's thousands. There were also many others, 
apparently, who looked upon themselves as prospective 

legatees, for Smith prints a list of nearly ninety people 
who he stated had been each promised ;{i,ooo, very few 
of whom were even named in the will. So great was 

Smith’s chagrin, and that of another of the executors, that 
the will was disputed in the Court of Chancery, but their 

appeal was unsucce.ssful. One may or may not sympathise 
with the unfortunate legatee in his disappointment, but 
there can be no disputing the fact that such a disgruntled 
being was not the proper person to write the biography of a 
man who possessed so many very peculiar habits and 
eccentricities as Nollekens did. In spite of so manifest a 
bias to the prejudice of his victim, or rather, perhaps, on 

account of such bias, it must be admitted that Smith’s 
*' Nollekens and His Times ” is a most amusing and enter¬ 
taining work. It IS by no means a work of art, being, as 
it IS, entirely formless, rambling and discursive, but it 

can be read with keen enjoyment if taken up at different 

times and not at one gargantuan mouthful. 
Nollekens was one of the most celebrated bust sculptors 

of his time—he was born in 1737 and died in 1823. His 
most famous one was that of C. J. Fox. Among others 

were those of Sterne and Johnson. His statue of Pitt was 
subscribed for by the University of Cambridge, and 

he was paid the large sum of ;^4,ooo. Many statues and 
monuments of his are to be found in country churches, among 
them that most beautiful monument to the Hon. Mrs. 
Howard, in Wetheral Church, a few miles out of Carlisle. 

Smith speaks of Nollekens as a sculptor appreciatively 

on the whole, although he compares him unfavourably 
with Flaxman. It is nfore especially when he writes of 

the old sculptor’s thrifty habits, his meannesses and his 
eccentricities; when he sets himself out to relate as many 
as possible of his breaches of decorum—it is in those circum¬ 
stances that he shows his animus, although professedly 
recounting the stories to amuse his readers. Nollekens was 
undoubtedly a miser in grain, though occasionally he pould 
be,, and was, very generous, and Smith would have us 

believe, when he can record such instances, that he " receives 
infinite pleasure ” by so doing. Some of his stones are 
certainly very funny. Here is one of them: 

" Mr. Nollekens, on entering his barber's-shop, was always 
glad to find another shaver under the suds, as it afforded him 
an opportunity of looking at his favourite paper, the Daily 
Advertiser. When his turn arrived, and he was seated for the 
operation, he placed one of Mrs. Nollekcns’s curling-papers, which 
he had untwisted for the purpose, upon his right shoulder, upon 
which the barber wiped ms razor. Nollekens cried out,' Shave 
close, Hancock, for I was obliged to come twice last week, you 
used so blunt a razor.’ ' Lord 1 Sir,’ answered the poor barber, 
‘ you don't care how I wear my razors out by sharpening them.' 

Nollekens, who had been under his hand for upwards of 
twenty years, was so correct an observer of its application that 
he generally pronounced at the last flourish, ' 'That will do ' ; 
and before the shaver could take ofi the cloth, he dexterously 
drew down the paper, folded it up, and carried it home in his 
hand, for purpose of using it the next morning, when he 
washed hnnself.” 

Smith does not add that Nollekens left this barber a legacy 
of nineteen guineas. 

The book is so full of good things that it has been 
described as ” one of the best books of anecdote ever 

published.” There is, however, one instance in which 
Smith embellished a story. It is one where he tells us of 
a dinner party given by Mr. and Mrs. Nollekens when he 
was working for the former, which must have been some 
time between 1779 and 1782, for he was only with him 
for three years. Smith was not present during the dinner, but 

he state.s he overheard the conversation from the adjoining 
studio in which he was working. As Mrs. Nollekens’s father. 
Justice Saunders Welch—Johnson’s friend and a successor 
of Henry Fielding in the Westminster magistracy—was 

present, and as he died in 1784, the dinner must have taken 
place before that year, and yet one of the guests 

quotes a few lines from Cowper which were not written 
before 1791 and not published until 1803 ; and Mrs. 
Nollekens refers to remarks made by Captain Grose and 

Boswell on the Hawkinses, which she may have read in 
the works ol those writers, published in 1803 and 1791 
respectively. 

Mr. Whitten has performed his editorial duties admirably, 
and his edition must henceforth be regarded as the standard 
one. Most of his notes are informative and extremely 
interesting, and there appear to be very few misprints in 
the two volumes. On p. 74 (Vol. I) the date 1752 is, 

certainly one, as Smith was not born until 1766. 
In his note (p. 200) on Cibber’s figures, formerly over 

the entrance of old Bethlehem Hospital, he states that 
Pope’s well-known lines on him " arc often quoted to show 
that Pope was among the detractors of tho.se figures, but 

they do not seem to bear the brunt of the satire.” He 
might perhaps have added that Pope himself, in one of his 

notes to the poem, admitted that the statues were ” as the 
.son [of the sculptor] justly says of them, no ill monument.s 
of his fame as an artist.” On p. 305 he remarks that 
Antonio Verno is now best remembered by Pope’s lines 

(which he quotes). Might not Mr. Whitten have also 
nameil Charles Lamb's references in his two e.ssays on 
Christ’s Hospital ? The illustrations are many and well 

reproduced. That of the author is a most delightful one. 
S. Butterworth. 

THE ASSURANCE OF ART.* 

” The Age of Innocence " is beyond everything else a 
triumph of the artistic freedom of Mrs. Wharton. It may 
be as good or less good than its predecessors—it is enough 

that it is Mrs. Wharton’s and that no other living author 
handles with such fine ease the changing but authentic 

portraiture of the social aspect. She is in that respect 
inimitable. In this country the art of comedy flavoured 
by satire, never ver^' cordial to the English palate, has 

fallen into neglect and disrepute. 
Jane Austen is alone in her kingdom. Thackeray, in 

whose austere immobility is the redemption and perfection 
of humour, has no successor. The acceptance of the writer 
of great satirical comedy might almost be regarded as a 
proof of genius since its reception is so timorous and tardy. 
The capacity, moreover, to desert a familiar but never 

in her case down-trodden road is an example of the instinc¬ 
tive assurance of Art. When a novelist has scored a 
triumph—even a very small one—in one particular vein 
he is warned (should he have ideas) by his publisher that 
people who like stories about vicars in the country will 

resent vintners in the town. 
The tendency, the road of the highest applause, is tow^ards 

repetition until if you like a blue lagoon you know the 
author without any further mental strain, and if you care 
about the monkey house your way is clear. 

So when Mrs. Wharton writes of New ’York in 1875 she 
asks for trouble. The reviewer works up a paragraph or 

• '* The Age of Innocence.” By Edith Wharton. 8s. 6d. net. 
(Appleton.)—'' The Happy End.” By Joseph Hergesbeimeiv 
9s. net. (Heinemann.)—” In Leading Strings.” By J. K. 
Pulling. . 7s. 6d. net. (Sidgwick & Jackson.)—” The Islands of 
Desire.” By Diana Patrick. 8s. 6<1. net. (Hutchinson.). 
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THE GIFT OF TONGUES 

Remarkable New Method of 

^Learning French or Spanish 

It has sometimes been said that the British people do 
not possess the " gift of tongues." Indeed, Disraeli, whose 
".Life" is now being widely read and dfecussed, once said 
that ^/e were " noble barbarians, speaking no language 
but our own.” This is not the view of the well-known 
Pelman Institute, which has just opened a special depart¬ 
ment for teaching Foreign Languages through the post by 
an entirely new and most interesting method. 

The view of the Institute can be given in the following 
words: 

"The British people live on an island. Therefore they 
have fewer opportunities of coming into contact with 

■foreigners than are possessed by their Continental neigh¬ 
bours. But apart from this fact they can learn languages 
just as easily as can anv other race. 

" Anyone can learn foreign languages if taught on right 
lines. Given the right method, a foreign language can !.«; 
acquired with surprising ea.se. But the right method is 
essential. Many people have failed to learn—say—Fiench, 
after years of school tuition because they have been taught 
by wrong methods. Consequently, their efforts have 
ended either m total failure or in very imperfect success.” 

No Translation 
The New Pelman metliod of learning languages by 

correspondence is one of the most remarkable educational 
achievements of the century, and the French and Spanish 
Courses, which are now ready, arc fully described in the 
literature which can be obtained, gratis and post free, by 
anv reader of the Bookman who writes for it to the 
acUlro.ss printed below. 

Based on an entirely new principle, the Pelman method 
IS simplicity itself, and one of the most striking features of 
these Courses is that they do not contain a single English 
word“but are written entirely in either I'rench or Spam.sli. 
And yet, even if you do not know the meaning of a single 
word of these language.s. you can study cither of these 
Courses with ease, and read the lessons without a mis¬ 
take, and without " looking up ” any w'ords in a French- 
English or Spanish-Enghsh Dictionary. This sounds almost 

incredible, yet it is perfectly true. 

Another important fact about this new method is that 
it enables you to read, write and speak French or Spanish 
without bothering your head with complex grammatical 
rules, or burdening your memory with the task of learning 
bv heart long vocabularies of French or Spanish words. In 

spite of this, when you have completed one of these Courses, 
you will be able to read French or Spanish books and 
newspapers, and to write and speak French or Spanish 
accurately, grammatically and fluently, and without that 
hesitation which comes when the language is acquired, as 
it usually, but wrongly, is, through the medium of English. 

The process of learning French or Spanish by the Pelman 
method is an extremely fascinating one. The difficulty 
of teaching Pronunciation by correspondence has been 
overcome by an ingenious device, and so simple and 
effective is the whole method that it enables you to acquire 
a thorough, practical mastery of the language in question 
in about one-third the time usually required. Write to-day 
for a free copy of the book describing this method (mention¬ 
ing the language—French or Spanish—in which you are 

interested) to the Pelman Institute (Modern Languages 
I>epartment), 88, Bloomsbury Mansions, Hart Street. 

Lohdon, W.C.i. 

Great Success of New Pelman 

Course 

INTERESTING SECRETS OF BUSINESS PSYCHOLOGY 
EXPLAINED 

THE public is giving a great welcome to the New Pelman 
^ Course. 

From every side and from men and women of every rank and 
occupation letters asking for particulars are pouring in. 

It is already evident that the populanty of the New Course 
will exceed even that attained by the Course which produced 
such remarkable results during the war. 

This increased pbpularity is fully justified, for every one agrees 
that the New Course is a great improvement on the old one. 

Indeed, the well-known journal Truth, which has carefully 
examined both, is of the opinion that the New Pelman Course 
is ” TOO per cent.” better than the former one. 

. This improvement is largely due to two facts : 
ist : The New Course is based on the untque experience gained 

tn tramtng the minds o) over 500,000 men and women oj every 
type, age, position and occupation. 

2nd: The New Course embodies the results oj important 
discoveries recenilv made tn the Science oj Psychology. 

.4^n interesting book, containing a full description of this 
greatly improved system of scientific Mind-Training, together 
with a reprint of the important Report issued by Truth on the 
New Pelman Course, can be obtained, gratis and jiost free, by 
any reader who wTites for it to-day to the Pelman Institute, 
JO, Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.I. 

The New Habit. 

Thousands of men and women are spending delightful evenings 
at home this winter with the " Little Grey Books ” issued by 
the Pelman Institute. 

They arc wonderful little Ixioks, these. Every one who has 
read them says so And those who have not yet had the 
opportunity of reading them little realise how much genuine 
pleasure, as well as profit, can be derived from these Home 
Guides to Scientific MiiuJ-Training 

" Pelmanisin,” says Miss Lillah McCarthy, " is now my 
Sunday rccrc.ition. I take a dose of this new mental tonic, and 
at once experience a sense of rest and content. After this 
pleasant exercise I feel braced up, ready for my week’s work, and 
sure that I .sliall be able to do my lKi.st. That is the secret 1 
have learnt from Pelmanism—it makes you do your best; and, 
moreover it makes your best lietter than you thought it possible 
to lie I am now a Pelman enthusiast, and am prescribing my 
reme<ly wherever and whenjver I encounter a friend who would 
be better fin it —Ihcre are many who would.” 

An .‘Vcsukbing Game. 

*' .\nd,” she adds, ” Pelmanism is a most .absorbing game, 
aiul one which c.ich player can learn for himself or herself. At 
any rouvenient moment one may take up the ‘ Little Grey 
Books,' and enjoy real mental recreation—to employ that much 
abused word in its proper sense. In my experience, Pelmanism 
docs more than educate in the ordinary .sense of the term. It 
re-ercates the mind, fills one with a new energy for work, 
stimulates one to a greater determination of will-power, and 
increases the capacity for concentration ” 

Thou.sands say the same Pelmanism is being practised 
everywhere. It is the new Habit, and a very fascinating and 
profitable Habit, too. It is just the thing for the long winter 
evening''. Write to the address printed below and see. Full 
particulars will be sent you, gratis and post free. 

The Peksonal Test. 

The best test of any system is the personal one. 
Many thousands of men and women have made this personal 

test of the Pelman System and have reixirted the result to the 
Institute. 

Here arc a few extracts from their letters, in which they report 
the results they have secured from the Pelman Course. 

” I have improved 300 per cent, in salary.”—Clerk. 

" I benefit lo the extent of /i .000 this year.”—Importer. 

" I have secured three increases of salary in five weeks.”— 
Branch Man.xoer 

” Recently n*ceived a nsc in salary of £200 a year.”— 
Electrical Engineer. 

” I have more energy, can acquire fresh knowledge more 
readily and pleasantly, and can recall and use previously acquired 
knowledge more easily and more extensively.”—Doctor. 

” I attribute my success mainly to the results derived from 
your excellent Course.”—Managing Director. 

'* Can do my sermons better. Have gained confidence in 
extempore preaching.”—Clergyman. 

** I began this Course after I had been out of the Army about 
a month, and it was just what 1 required. I know what I want 
out of life now and intend to get it. I have gained greatly 
in Self-Confidence.”—Buyer. 

And many more similar instances will be found in the litera¬ 
ture you can obtain, free of cost, by writing to-day to the 
Pelman Institute, 20, Pelman House, Bloomcbury Street, 
London, W.C.I. 
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two on the necessity of novelists to avoid the war, the 

public feel vaguely as though they were asked to wear 
bombazine (whatever that was), and those eager readers 
who want to know just w'hat America is thinking about 

everything in these critical days are a little surprised and 
chilled by Mrs. Wharton. 

She, unlike so many of her English contemporaries, has 

no religion to teach, no grievance to air, no political betrayal 
to reveal. Her subjects are people, of a period perhaps, 

but people whose characteristics of snobbery, isolation, 
conservatism and humbug are not i>eculiar to the year ’75. 

Into the serene, exclusive atmosphere of the miniature 

Dresden china New York society passes the Countess 
Olenska, as the leaven enters the dough. With her comes 

the breath of the greater world, the world on the threshold. 
" All the old ladies had got out their faded sables and 
yellowing ermines, and the smell of camphor from the front 
pews almost smothered the faint Spring scent of the lilies 
banking the altar.” That was the old world waiting for 

the knock at the door. But no extract, no deliberate 
choice of all the words relegated to sounds of praise can 
give anything but a second-hand, mustv conception of 
the Van der Luydens, who must be studied not in extracts 
but in chapters if you would possess for all time their 
unforgettable savour. 

It is the highest compliment to an artist to say that one 

never questions a word or action of her characters as 
unnatural or frankly beyond belief. When any writer can 
step back half a century and write as though the people 

lived next door there is no more to be said. 
Joseph Hergesheimer in ’* The Happy End ” has written 

a set of seven notable studies. Here again is an author 

fortunate in a lesser, perhaps, but admirable isolation in his 
work. There are few living writers can handle so power¬ 
fully as Mr. Hergesheimer the old immortal situations 

surrounding failure, sacrifice, courage and love. There is 
a peculiar and haunting beauty and rhythm m his prose 

that recalled to my remembrance the evening I heard 

Vachcll Lindsay recite in his intensely moving fasluDn 
.some of his American verse. In one of Jiis talcs the scene is 

laid in a bar where the negroes are carried away bv the 
singing of an aged woman : 

The magic of her feeling swept like a fl<amc over the room f 
shrill mirth, mocking calls, curses, were bound in a louder and 
louder volume of hope and praise. They were on their feet, 
swaying in the hysterical contagion of melody, the unutterable 
longing of their alien isolation. 

” ‘ God’s chariot coming.’ The song filled the roof, hung 
with bright strips of paper; it boomed through the windows 
and doors. Sobbing crie^ cut through it, profound invocations, 
beautiful shadowy voices chimed above the weight of sound, 
. . . The harmony wavered and sank, and out of the shuddering 
silence that followed Lemuel Doret turned again from the city.'* 

In the works of Mrs. Wharton and Mr. Hergesheimer 

there is the assurance of art weaving without calculation 
from its eternal loom. Two other novels, different in type, 
performance and ability, are ” In Leading Strings-” and 

” The Islands of Desire.” Mr. Pulling in the former opens 
with a pickpocket called Kit who, saving a manner of 
speech altogether too academic for a street arab, promises 
excellent sport if nothing more. Unfortunately he is 
associated with clergymen, artists and, finally, a girl who. 

however cleverly drawn (and Mr. Pulling has a nice vein of 

satire), rather tends to make the progress and development 
of Kit subservient to a study of temperament. 

But the first quarter of the book is first-rate. 
Miss Diana Patrick wrote recently ” The Wider Way,” 

which I ventured to criticise as an example of comedy, 

style and lucidity sacrificed to third-rate melodrama. In 
" The Islands of Desire ” the background is well laid in one 
of the Northern factory districts with which the author is 
evidently at home, and the plot concerns the daughter of 
a :ail1-owner, who seeks her island of desire and suffers 
disappoin^ent. The scene shifts to the second generation, 
and Rise's daughters are overtaken by the old eternal 

unrest. 
As in her last book. Miss Patrick writes with feeling and 

humqur,. but one cannot forget a recent article by Sir 

Robertson Nicoll on the epidemic of dots. A sentence like 
the following should, I think, be avoided : 

“ ' You do not believe,’ asked Rose quite calmly. ‘ No, not 
yet, but you will . . . when he does not come back . . . when 
we hear what ha'* happened . . . when she returns to tell us, 
as surely she will. ... As for me, I am quite, quite certain.' ” 

pREnKRiCK Watson, 

THE RECOLLECTIONS OF THE 
. EMPRESS EUGENIE.* 

M. Augustin Fiion was a well-known French man of 

letters who acteil as private secretary to the Empress 
Eug6nie during her Regency in 1870. and, owing lo lus 

position, was able to speak of the political and other events 
of that critical period with authority and knowledge. 
The publishers announce that the present " Recollections ” 

were left among his MSS. with specific directions that they 
were not to be published during the lifetime of the Empress. 
'I'hey were not intended by him in any way as a biography 
of the Empress Eugenie, still less as a panegyric, but as a 
conscientious record of unbiased personal evidence con¬ 
cerning persons and events which have been the .subject 
of much bitter controversy. 

M. i'llon tells us that he Icmiul the Einjire.-.s entirely 

different, physically, mentally anti morally, from the 
woman he had imagined her to be ” There was no posing, 
no striving after effect ; she was far simpler und more 
natural in her movements and m her sjiecch than anv of 
the ladies who surrounded her, ami she seemed to tliink no 
more of playing the part of a pretty woman than of a^^umlng 

the role of an Empress.” Sincerity was the doininani note 
of her character, and she laid stress upon the devolopment 
of character above all things. ” The courage to think,” 
she said, " must precede the courage to act.” Instead of 

a ” flawless beauty who reigned like a fairy queen m the 

midst of theatrical splendour,” M. Filon found in her a 
woman who possessed both heart and brain>., ami who 
inspired him wnth passionate loyalty. 

The idea that the Empress Eugenie wa^i inriueiic-d bv 

any motive of vulgar ambition in her marriage with Prince 
Louis Napoleon is emphatically repudiated by M J'llon. 
” She detested jiolitics from the first moment that she 
understood them.” he writes, ” and she not only disliked 

power, but she had no desire for luxury.” In spite of tlic 
Emperor’s amator>' delinquencies, she believed that he 
never ceased to love her, and that he invariably acted 

honestly. After the tragedy of Seilan they were more 
firmly united than before. 

The Emjiress used to go slumming in Paris, and on these 

occasions she disguised herself as an old lady witli sjiectacles, 
a large hat and a thick veil. Like Marie Antoinette, she 
loved homely amusements, and was fond of arranging, 

ornamenting and changing her surroundings. 
M. Filon says that the political role the Empress Eugenie 

was supposed to play has been strangely exaggerated and 

distorted. There never was a ” party of the Empress ” ; 
her only party was that of the Emperor. During the 
terrible days of her regency, she showed amazing courage 
and self-reliance, combined with a self-effacing devotion 
to the interests of the Empire. ^Vhen her Majesty came 
to England she resumed without any effort the ways of 
private life; but if she renounced without a sigh of regret 
all her retinue and splendour, she never forgot her great 
duties and continued to use all her influence for the good 

of the Empire. 
No one who reads these illuminating ’* Recollections ” 

can fail to tender homage to the memory of one of the 
noblest and most fascinating figures of recent time.s. 

As M. Filon well says, the Empress Eugenie was 

" The principal figure in a wonderful picture, the incarnation 
of French Society at a time when France swayed the world by 
her thought, above all when she was dazzlingty pre-eminent in 
the domain of art and taste, and enjoyed an incomparable and 
fascinating social prestige.” 

• “ The Recollections of the Empress Eugtoie.” By Augustin 
Filon. With eight half-tone plates. 21s. net. (Cassell.) 
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Though surrounded by selfish schemers, she gave herself 
over to dreams and generous indignation ; and she remained 
a convinced idealist in the midst of a society bent wholly 
upon material ends. What the world worshipped she 
looked upon with contempt, and she adored what the world 
derided. Meredith Starr. 

BARBELLION AND HIS WORK.* 

Although the personality of every living man*or woman 
is probably of interest, could we perceive the complex of 
thought which controls the visible actions, the expression 
of personality in writing is extremely difficult, and wlicn 
■done deliberately, as in the form of journal or diary, is 
npt to be disappointing. For though we may not .shut a 
door, or strike a match, or play a game, without betraying 
our personality in some way or another, we shrink from 
those final'' confessions ” and betrayals which in black and 
white give the real self and its thoughts about the world. 
That IS why the great diarists are few in number, and 
Pepys fascinates us to-day because he gave us an inside 
view of his mind, uncurtained by pretence. I'or the same 
reason Barbcllion’s recent “ Journal of a Disappointed 
Man ” and its companion volume. " A Last Diary,” will 
stand among the most remarkable (ontribntions to tins 
form of literature. I imagine, in a very long period. Bruce 
Frederick Cummings—there is no need now to conceal his 
real name—suffered that heart-aching, heart-breaking 
•conibinati'in, a passionate love of life and the worhl s 

beauty and a physical frailty that doomed him io be 
continuously in ill-health, with, later, the ccrtaiiiLy of 
early death. But his >\nll-power w-as tremendous; where 
many another man would have given in and accepted 
the n'.le of invalid, he fought his illness and worked to the 
last possible hour. ” 1 am not going to be hK'aten.” he 
said, after a severe attack. ■' if I develop all the diseases 
in the doctor s index. 1 moan to do what I have set out 
to do if it has to lie done in a Bath chair ' ” .\gaiii and 
again, ’ says his brother in the finely sympathetic charactcr- 
skctcli whicli forms the introduction to the latest book. 
” he spurred liimsclf on to work with an appalling 
expenditure of nervous energy. . . . Surely there never 

was a lialf-dcad man more alive ” 
The ’■ Journal of a L)isapi>ointod Man ” offended some 

readers, and its reception by the critics varied, prol>ablv 
atconling to temjx'rament ; for hardly any hook of recent 
years has been so charged with that vague quality 
” temi>eraincnt ” or has more dehnitcly demanded one 
sympathetic with its own. It was. one might say, an 
appeal, a hand stretchetl out to find a friendly clasp, and 
those who hastily termed it ” morbid ” missed the jioint 
of It perfectly, the fact is that when a man is ill in body, 
his mind is often extraordinarily active and perceptive, 
critical and competent ; the w'ord ” morbhl ” is out of 
place. It was a question, once moie, of temperament 
and frustrated ambitions ; impatience, candour, his recur¬ 
ring expression of a sense of defeat, occasionally even 
of bitterness, are not to be confused with morbidity. 
Excellent, in him, the blend of literary man and scientist: 
proportipnately strong liis disappointment, his resent¬ 
ment_revealed clearly in this second volume—as it became 
more and more sure that he would not live to explore and 
record the world that enthralled him. Even its ^.mallest 
evidences—a blackbird’s song, murmurs of overheard 
conversation from those who passed his room, the contrac¬ 
tion of a muscle, the consoling cigarette—held his attention, 
and in setting down his impressions of these minutiae he 
made each sentence a little window into his soul. The 
sadness of it all is almost intolerable; the courage of the 
man is prodigious, inspiring. The ” Last Diary" was 
written with death at his elbow, and he longs unutterably 
ior the fullest life; he sometimes sorrows for himself (who 
•would not ?) but his love for his friends shines with a 

tender radiance through the shadows. 

• "A Last Diary.** By W. N. P. Barbellion. 6s. net. 
(Chatto & Windus.) 
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The book is one to chide the grumbler, to make him give 
thanks for the mere ability to get up in the morning and 
walk about. One feels an intense wish to have met the 
writer, a keen regret that it was possible, on many a day- 
had one only known—to have called upon him, with the 
daring of desired friendship, and p>erhaps helped him to 

pass a tedious hour, taking all chances of the frowns and 
coolness that might deservedly have been the portion of 
so casual a visitor. Yet those who read intelligently will 
gain a distinct impression of the author, and it is hardly 
possible to praise too highly the quiet, thoroughly percep¬ 
tive and illuminating sketch of Bruce Cummings and his 
career which Mr. Arthur J. Cummings has given as a 

preface. 

Wilfrid L. Randell. 

flovel flotes. 

THE GIRL IN FANCY DRESS. By J. E. Buckrosc 
8s. 6d. net. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 

" The Girl in Fancy Dress is a comedy of love and 

laughter, where the love interest predominates, but the 
humour never lags far behind. It might be taken as a 

satire on snobbery, though there is no malice in its sting. 
The Walgroves ctre expecting two guests—an heiress and a 
poor relation—and it seems to them an admirable solution 
of the family difficulty that Anthony, the handsome but 

penniless son, should marry Cynthia Rayburn, the heiress. 
All except Anthony are delighted. Cynthia arrives, in 
borrowed clothes (after a motor accident), to find herself 
mistaken for the country cousin, whom the Walgroves have 

not seen. Quick to read the situation, and disgusted with 
the cold reception given to her as Nellie Walgrove, she 
decides to play the part. Anthony, suspecting nothing, 

falls in love with her. Cynthia fears the consequences 
when her disguise becomes known, but hesitates to let the 
light of day into the fairy story which she and Anthony are 
building up about each other. He is the fairy prince and 

she is the little goose-girl or the Cinderella of his boyish 
dreams. There are times when the game seems to be over, 
but Mrs. Buckrose keeps up the tension and excitement, 
and the golden days slip on for the Girl in Fancy Press. 
One evening the real Nellie appears and Cynthia'.s house of 

cards tumbles at her feet. Anthony feels that she has been 
playing with him and they part. Misunder.standings 

follow, but the story closes to the sound of wedding bells— 
as tales of disguise and mistaken identity have ended since 
Elizabethan days. The novel is brightly written. Cynthia 
is a gay, irresponsible and very human character. If she 
takes unnecessary risks with her happiness, life to her is 
a comedy and she will pass through it only once. 

FORWARD FROM BABYLON. By Louis QcjlcHng. 
8s. 6d. net. (Christopher.) 

The Jew in fiction has been the theme of many an 

interesting disquisition, and the general verdict seems to 
he in favour of books where the Hebrew interest is centred, 
'as in *' Ivanhoc,” upon a champion of his race contending 
with alien rule and some degree of persecution. Where, as 
ifi ■' Daniel Deronda," the scene is laid in a Jewish interior, 
the interest hardly succeeds in holding the average reader, 
and in spite of much brilliant work, " Deronda ” is usually 
voted one of George Eliot's failures. There is the same 

high intention in Mr. Golding’s novel, and he makes his 
colour vivider, if his task is the harder, by surrounding 
his hero with the squalor of a north-country town. Philip’s 
fathc^is a schoolmaster intent on preserving the strictest 
racialism ^nd ritual, and when he discovers Milton's 
“ Ode ou Christ’s Nativity ” among the lad's favourite 

reading, there is an explosion which leaves a fierce conflict 
through the rest of the story. Philip takes to himself a 
group of, associates and kindred spirits whose progressive' 

notions lack his own exalted idealism, and vision perishes 
among sordid conditions without enlisting much of the 

reader's sympathy. In all this Mr. Golding displays real 
artistry and a faculty of power, but the fight for liberation, 
while it has all the logic on its side, and strikes a shrewd 
balance between filial duty and the advance towards 
enlightenment, needs elements of attraction to broaden 
the appeal, and some of these are conspicuously wanting. 

The book therefore must stand as a bold and creditable 
exercise in the rendering of a difficult' environment, and 
prompts uS to expect something from the same pen which 
shall be none the less powerful by making a better bid for 
popularity. There is a great romance yet to be written 

inside this world df Yiddish and " Gollus ” (the dispersion 
into exile), but it must avoid all bitterness. * 

THE BARTERED BRIDE. By Mrs. Patrick MacGiH. 7s. 6d. 
net. (Herbert Jenkins.) 

If “ The Bartered BridC ” does not appear on the films 

it will miss its vocation. As an enthralling film drama it 
leaves nothing to be desired, and there is many a cinema 
star who will covet the part of lovely little Molly 0.sborne 
—" Carter’s Kid ”—living a solitary, browbeaten life in 
the frozen wilds of Lone Pine Station. Her brutal step¬ 

father beats and bullies her and ultimately sells her for 
the sum of fifty pounds. But, although she is cliildlike 
and innocent, Molly has spirit, and escapes from her 
purchaser to look for Jack Lorimer. who has formerly 
befriended her and avenged an insult offered to her in the 
low-down saloon where she was forced to dance for the 
amusement of customers. She finds Jack, only to bring 

pangs of malicious jealousy to the girl who designs to win 
Jack’s love for herself—and so a succession of sensational 
happenings pursue poor little Molly till she takes refuge at 
last in her lover’s arms. It is an excellent story of its type, 
teeming with lively interest, and deserves the success 

accorded to Mrs. MacGill's previous novels. 

DEAD MAN^S PLACK AND AN OLD THORN. By 
VV. H. Hudson 7s. 6d. net. (Dent.) 

This volume contains two stories, the first belouguig to 

the days of King Edgar, the second to our own times. 
" Dead Man’s Plack ” is the story of Queen ElfruU and 
her crimes, and it is told by Mr. Hudson with the skill and 
charm that he can always command. But, if he will forgive 
our ingratitude, we don’t want tliis kind of thing from liim. 
We want from Mr. Hudson not history, but natural history. 

Other people can tell historical anecdotes as well as he ; 

but no one can tell as he can such a story as “ An Old 
Thorn.” The thorn stands on the Wiltshire Downs, 
strange, solitary, lashed by all the winds that blow across 
the naked hills, yet it is grown upon with ivy, serpent-wise. 
To it clings also the tradition that whosoever sliould hurt 
the tree must suffer in expiation. Johnnie Budd injures 
the tree and suffers. He lived in the great days of dear old 
England when the gentlemen on the bench had much 
pleasure in sending the lower classes to the gallows for 
theft. Hard times come. Johnnie, now married; and in 
desperation, steals a sheep ; and the judge (who expatiated, 

as usual, on the enormity of the offence, and expressed his 
determination ” to put a stop to that sort of thing ”), 
sentenced John Budd to be hanged. And as he crawled 

in misery up the hill to his doom, thinking of his wife and 
little ones whom he had sinned to save, and was now leaving 

in abject want, he passed the Thorn, to which, too late, he 
now paid his tribute of repentance. This beautiful, tragic 

story is Mr. Hudson at his best and exhibits his strange 
and almost disquieting understanding of the. forms of life 

that we stupidly call inanimate. 

A RECKLESS PURITAN. By Mrs. Victor Rickard. 
8s. 6d. net. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 

Georgie Desmond, the daughter of an Irish clergyman, 

attracts and marries an aristocratic Englishman, Eustace 
Clint, whose standard of morab was not hers. She found 
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herself, a wild but strict girl, plunged into English society, 
among people who lived for pleasure. " They did not 
believe in anything except motor-cars, and some main 
political principle which was established to keep out the 
hungry masses.” Georgie's puritanical soul is at last 
stirred to rebellion by the discovery of her husband's 

unfaithfulness. She luns away, and eventually becomes 
a general servant in a London flat. This part of the book 
is particularly clever and interesting. Mrs. Rickard 
draws the mistress?, a fussy philanthropic lady, and also 
an odious creature called Miss Angela Dubarry, wtio between 
them make poor Georgie’s life miserable. She has now 
met another man who is worthy of her love, a reticent 
Government official. But unluckily her husband insists 
on tracking her down. Miss Dubarry accuses her of theft, 
and she is actually imprisoned. Then the clouds break. 
The husband is killed off, and Georgie at last marries her 
real mate. It is rather rushed towards the end. But the 
reader would not have forgiven Mrs. Rickard if she had 
defrauded this charming, reckless girl of happiness. The 
narrative flows brightly from the beginning. Where the 
authoress is excellent, is in the delineation of the women- 
characters, both in Ireland and in England ; her women 
are of all sorts, old and young, but she has a particularly 
good eye for ” cattishness ” in her sex. The heroine is 
vital at every pore. '' Sacrifice and death are fine things 
and can be met finely, but it takes a great deal of saint¬ 
liness to stand still and be pinched, for months together.” 
Georgie Desmond, before and after her marriage, had to 
stand a good deal of pinching in life ; she was not always 
saintly, but she had humour, she was clean, and she was 
plucky—qualities which go far towards saintliness of a 
healthy ty]>e. It is a pleasure to read about so impulsive 
and charming a heroine, in days when most novelists make 
their women reckless, but by no means puritan. 

OUR ELIZABETH. By Florence A. KiJp..lrick. 6d 
{Thornton Butterworth ) 

Elizabeth started her career as a figure of fun in some 
sketches contributed to Punch. Expansion into book form 
has not dulled her infinite variety. This lank and angular 
scrvant-girl, with her fondness for furthering love affairs 
and breaking china (when the Signs of her Dream Book so 
ordain), who is always ready to lend a helping hand to Fate 
on those occasions when Fate is slow, bears us on in a 
stream of laughter. Her comments on her fellow creatures, 
and her machinations with their futures arc unfailingly 
diverting. The comedy is never forced and there is no 
pressing of the hits. You either take tlicm or leave them, 
and you usually take them. The liumour is not more 
elaborate than it is in actual life and it comes as unex¬ 
pectedly and as freely. Mrs. Kilpatrick achieves her effect 
without caricature. We arc looking straight all the time 
at the people she shows us, and seeing things from their 
standpoint, wc are amused by what amuses them. The 

book is sure of a miscellaneous public among sisters and 
uncles and cousins and aunts. In particular, to housewives 
who are finding the servant problem press heavily on their 
spirits, we would commend this exceedingly amusing tale. 

THE ELEPHANT GOD. By (Jordon Casscrly. net. 
(Philip Allan.) 

Mr. Gordon Casserly has lived in India for a number of 
years, and writes with an intimate knowledge of the natives 
and of the general conditions obtaining in that vast country 
whose area is more than forty times the size of England. 
■' The Elephant God ” shows the high degree of affection 
and understanding which can be established between a 
man and an elephant. Badsha, the particular elephant 
of this story, saves his master’s life on several occasions, 
and initiates him into the secret customs and gatherings 
of the wild elephants over whom Badsha rules with kingly 
authority. Both Badsha and his rider are regarded by 

the superstitious natives as the incarnations of gods, and 
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are believed to possess terrifying occult powers. There 
arc some excellent descriptions of the jungle, and also of 
the gay life in Darjeeling. Mr. Casserly is sufficiently 
candid to admit that the great god Snob is the supreme 

deity of Anglo-Indian society. In Major Dermot (the 
Elephant God himself) our author has eloquently portrayed 

the most attractive type of Indian Army officer—a type 
which, unfortunately, is not so universal as it might be. 
Mr. Casserlj-’s local colour is on the whole better than his 
characterisation; he has succeeded in conveying the 

atmosphere of India, and his accounts of the various 
hairbreadth escapes in the book are particularly well 
done. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE RUINS. By Edward Shanks, 
ws net. (Collins.) 

Having achieved some measure of success as a poet, Mr. 
Edward Shanks has tried his hand at a novel, giving us in 

“ The People of the Ruins,” a story of the English Revolu¬ 
tion and after. The book is to a certain extent a counter¬ 
blast to Mr. Oliver Onions's penultimate tale, " The New 
Moon ” ; for it predicts a cataclysm in our social system 
—to take place in 1922—and, instead of depicting an 
England under reconstruction, with a highly developed 

system of scientific and mechanical invention, it shows us 
an England of 2,000, which is living on the remnants of 
the undeveloped system of the previous century. Gas and 
electric light maintain a feeble existence. A few trains 
run from north to south. The inhabitants of London live 
in the broken-dowm houses of 1900. The secret of con¬ 
structing big guns is the property of three old grey-beards. 

The monarchy has gone and the country is ruled by an 
hereditary Speaker. The North of England and Wales 
are independent states, paying a nominal tribute to the 
Speaker. Throughout the land every mechanical art is 
djnng, the fine arts, literature and music are dead, the 

spint of progress has been killed, nothing is being kept in 
repair. The account of how a young scientist, wdio has 
seen service in France in the great war stumbles into this 

decaying England and dies in a futile attempt to save it 

from the onrush of Welsh barbarism is the theme of Mr. 

Shanks’s very original and imaginative storv. 

THE HAND IN THE DARK. By A. J. Rees. 9s. net. 
(Lane ) 

A clever crime mystery by a man who is fast making a 
name as a master in fliis line of modern detectivism. 

The murder on which Mr. Rees works is usually abrupt 
and unaccountable, as every respectable murder ought 

*to be, and usually occurs in good society. This time it is 
the shooting of Mrs. Philip Heredith, wife of the club¬ 
footed heir to a title, and there is no whisper of motive 
such as appears later when wc learn that she has .been 

fashionable and flighty, but never so as to occasion her 
death in her own bedroom while her guests are at dinner 
in the room below. Tlie original element in the story, 
besides an ease and effectiveness of writing too often 
absent in this line of romance, is the way in which suspicion 
shifts from one character to the other and baffles the 
efforts of the professional sleutli-hounds engaged on the 
case. First comes Miss Hazel Rath, daughter of the 
housekeepier ; then Captain Nej>cote, the riff-raff lover of 
the victim—and here suspicion is intensified when w'e 
find she has entrusted him with a diamond necklace under 
clandestine and discreditable conditions. Finally, by the 

persistence of a private detective, Colwyn—the last of 
several relays who tackle the problem in succession—the 
mystery is unravelled, and the murder is admitted by the 
deformed and distracted husband himself. Even at the 

last hour there are genuine and well-contrived surprises, 
and thbut;h^it cannot be said that Mr. Rees has introduced 
us to any characters with whom we experience any special 
sympiathy, he has given us a sense of being personally 
involved in a very real and interesting drama. 

Zbe JSoohman’s Uablc. 

MYSTICISM, FREUDIANISM AND SCIENTIFIC 
PSYCHOLOGY. By Knight Dunlap. >1.50. (St. Louis: 
Mosby Company.) 

Professor Dunlap has the unusual distinction of*being 
at home in both philosophy and science. At the 

beginning of the book we move among the old familiar 
philosophical categories, and the unsuspecting reader does 
not know that the mystical theories are being expounded 
merely to be rent asunder. With genuine mysticism our 

author has a certain sympathy, though he cannot ^dmit 
the claim to a third kind of knowledge that comes neither 

from sensation nor reflection. But his real objectof attack 
is the whole brood of Psychoanalysts, under whatever 
banner they serve. The middle part of the book is given 
up to a merciless analysis of the modern version of the 

philosophy of the unconscious, and the intelligent reader 
will have no difficulty in imagining what devastation can 
be wrought by the appheation of strictly logical categories 
to a system that proclaims that its data are beyond the 
reach of the consciousness. After an ironical and .sar¬ 
castic treatment of the Freudians and all their works, 
Professor Dunlap turns to the constructive side and 

develops the first principles of what he calls Scientific 
Psychology. This is purely biological, is based upon the 
reaction arc, and treats the Lange theory of the expression 

of the emotions as established. A notable book that 
deserves attention. 

LONDON TREES. By 1>. Webster i;s net. (Swarth- 
more Press.) 

During the summer evenings, when the light is long, 
and the parks and s<juares of the City are crowned with a 

mist of green, there will be no more welcome companion 
for the wanderer in London who loves nature than Mr. 
A. D. Webster’s " London Trees.” Its descriptions and 

its illustrations will take him out of doors on many pleasant 

rambles. In these fireside days, there is enjoyment of a 
different kind. Perhaps the qualities which strike one first, 
in the arm-chair as in the open, are the orderly arrange¬ 
ment, the wealth of detail, the concise yet comprehensive 
descriptions. Writing from a twenty-five years’ experience 
of Ills subject, in just over two hundred pages, Mr. Webster 

gives an account of the trees which succeed in London 
with directions as to where the finest may be found. Yet 
the final excellence of the book is not a guide-book excel¬ 
lence, for the author’s concern is not exclusively with the 
object seen. He may be s^ieaking of the Willow, when he 
w’ill turn aside, in the happiest of discursive writing, to 
remind us that Pope is cre<lited with planting the first 
Weeping Willow grown in this country, and that, in the 

garden at Twickenham where the poet passed the last 
years of his life, a tree of this species was flourishing late 
in the eighteenth century. Some of the most interesting 
pages in the volume describe the trees of literary London— 
the Mulberry under which Keats wrote the ” Ode to a 
Nightingale.” the Black Italian Poplar and Lime Trees in 
Dickens’s garden at Devonshire Place, or the Catalpa in 

Gray’s Inn Gardens, ascribed by tradition to Bacon, who 
took over the management of the grounds in 1597. In his 
preface, Mr. Webster gives among his reasons for writing 
the book that no book of a similar kind has been published. 
The work has been done so superlatively well that those 

who come after may find their task thankless. 

ESSAYS. By the late Dr. John Todhunter. With a Foreword 
by Standish O’Grady. 8s. 6d. net. (Elldn Mathews.) 

•4 

The essay, says Dr. Todhunter in the present volume, 
" must not be eloquent, as from the rostrum ; it should be, 
like poetry, a whisper of the personality—overheard.” 
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This might fitly be taken as the key-note of the papers here 
collected, for, with the exception of the first of them, which 
deals with an abstract subject, their value for u|j^es in 
great part in the revelation of the personality from which 
they sprang. And that personality one of rare charm. 

’Todhunter, as Mr. O’Grady’s foreword tells us, was born 

in Dublin, and a shrewd reader might perhaps have guessed 
at his Celtic origin from the essays themselves, for they bear 
in no slight degree the stamp of the Irish character. A 
habit of wistful retrospection, a happy knack of care-free 

and inconsequent meandering, a ready sense of humour, 
and more than a touch of poetry in his composition—all 
these are brought out strongly in these highly individual 
essays. Todhunter, moreover, was a man of wide culture, 

sound scholarship and liberal tastes, and his essays are 
tinged with a decided literary flavour. He is most at home 
among the older English writers—Burton. Browne and 
Sterne form the subject of more than one essay—and every 
page of his book exhales the faint perfume of old leather 
bindings and mildewed leaves. The essays are not of very 
xvide range. The longest and most ambitious is the first — 
on the theory* of the Beautiful—a closely-kmt, but lucid, 
piece of philosophy, in which the conclusion is reached that 
the Beautiful is the revelation of the Divine purpose in 
creation—of the “ Kosmical Order " which is ever struggling 
with the ” Chaotic Order ” of things. The other papers 

are true " wliispers of personality,’* and are not so much 
set literary studies as sparkling little monologues in which 
the author's likes and dislikes—and, incidentally. Ins 
personality—find expression. One ot the best of them is 
the “ Essay upon Essays,” though it is rather less than 
fair to Goldsmith and De Quincey, and perpetuates the 
old injustice to Steele by overlooking him entirely and 
praising Addison at some length. Among the others are 
two delightful appreciations of Charles luiinb and a 
sympathetic study of Herrick. Taken all in all, these 
essays were well worth collecting. 'J'licy are racy, sincere, 
thoughtful, and full of individuality 

HERBERT HOOVER; THE MAN AND HIS WORK. 
By Vernon Kellogg (Appleton. 1 

From the day when war was declared, right down to the 
close of hostilities, and after, Herbert Hoover played an 
important part in European activities. He is not only a 
remarkable American citizen—he is a very remarkable 
man. This biography, written by a friend and associate in 
his work, .should have a hearty welcome in this country' 
for, though evidently written for American readers, it 
throws much light on the working of the mind and the 
methods of a master in organisation. Hoover is nothing 
less than that; the vast task set before lum could only 
have been brought to success by a man of colossal ability 
and determination, and possessed of wonderful mental 
clarity and far-seeing vision. Dr. Kellogg is full of 
enthusiasm for his subject, and gives us a fascinating 
picture of a strong, capable and resourceful administrator 
overcoming all obstacles, and at the same time a Very 
human type of man who could not keep back tears of joy 
when he saw the effects of American help upon the children 
of Warsaw. We are given an account of his childhood and 
early life, of his mining activities in West Australia, China 
add elsewhere, of his invaluable work for tlic relief of 
stricken Belgium and occupied France, and we learn, too, 
ho-.# he tackled the seemingly impossible problem of food 
administration in the United States, where a hundred 
million jicoplc had been unaccustomed to government 
interference in their personal affairs, and above all in their 
"affairs of-stomach and pocket-book." Ten days after 
the armistice, Hoover left the States for Europe, at the 
request of President Wilson, to direct the participation of 
America* in the relief of the war-ravaged countries of 
Eastern Eur<^. It is a splendid record of a ihan, and an 
illuminating -^statement of the gigantic war effort made 
by American citizens apart from their military participa¬ 
tion. and it is a book that Englishmen should read. 
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flews flotes. 

Wc have alwat's git'cn due attention to the 

print ('d^drania and books about music, and from 

time to’time to the stage production of plays that 

have had distinctive literary (jualitv. In respon'««e 

to suggestions from many of our readers, we have 

now arranged to enlarge our programme in that 

direction and shall in ftiturc include the criticism 

of music and the acted drama among the regular 

features of Thk Bookman. Beginning with our 

March issue, wc are devoting some additional pages 

to Music and the Drama, and shall supplement a 

survey of current publications and performances 

with special articles on famous dramatists and 

composes of the past an<l present and on out¬ 

standing topics of musical and dramatic interest. 

“ The Prince of Wales's Book,” which Messrs. 

Hodder & Stoughton are publishing foi St. Dun- 

stan's, is a pictorial record of the voyage^ of H.M.S. 

Renown, in which the Prince made his recent visit 

to Australia. The book is published in aid of the 

soldiers and sailors blinded in the war, and already 

the demand'for it exceeds even the most sanguine 

expectations. 

” The Wreck,” a new novel by Sir Rabindranath 

Tagore, is to be publishi‘d almost immediately by 

Messrs. Macmillan : who have in tlie press " Domes¬ 

day Book,” a new poem by Edgar Lee Masters, 

author of ” Spoon River Anthology.” 

An important bmgraphv that Messrs. Constable 

arc pubhslunK this month is a “ Life of Joseph 

Hodges Choate.” by Edward Sandford Martin. It 

^vill b<‘ in two \'oliimes, the second being almost 

entirely concerned with the record of Choate’s life 

as American Ambassador in this country. 

Mr. Cecil Palnior has in preparation a collected 

edition of the poems of Mr, G. K. Chesterton. It 

is to be issiu'd in an edition dc luxir as well as in 

ordinary form, and will b(i ready before the end of 

ilic spring. 

” Musical Memories.” by Camille Saint-Saens, 

translated from the P'rench by E. G. Rich, a book 

that will appeal to everyone interested in the history 

of music, will bo piiblisht^d shortly bv Mr. John 

3Iurrav. 

Mr. John Lane is to be warmly congratulated on 

the January issue of The Bodleian, a very interest¬ 

ing Aiiatole France number, containing an account 

by Mr. Lane of Anatole France's visit to London in 

1013. and a collection of special articles on the man 

and his work by Robert Blatchford, Frances Ramsey, 

Lafeadio Hearn, W. J. Locke, Edward Garnett, 
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sewousness—is also in preparation tor this spr^, ’ 

and will be published by Messis. Angrold. 

probable title will be “ Bart’s Foolosophy.” 

Every year Who’s Who is a little larger tl^ ' 

it was the year before, and so gives you a comfort^ 

able assurance that the birth-rate of celebrities must 

be steadily on the increase, and if you look through 

the pages in an impartial spirit you will recognise 

that TFAo's rightly opens its doors to men 

and women of note in every walk of life and so 

becomes an essential reference book to professional 

and business men of all sorts. The 1921 edition 

(42s. net; A. & C. Black) still remains conveniently 

in one volume, though it ih large enough to make 

three, and. considering its usefulness as well as its 

size, is the cheapest thing at tlie price to be had in 

the wa\- of books nowada'N'*. 

Photo by EUioll iS- Fry. Dr. G. C. Williamson. 

whose “Daniel Gardner" (John Lane) is reviewed in 

this Number. 

W. L. Courtney, and others. A copy of the number 

will'be sent to anybody who writes lor it to The 

Bodley Head, Vigo Street, W. 

Katherine Mansfield, whose brilliant book of 

short stories, “ Bliss,” was published a few weeks 

ago by Messrs. Constable, is the wife of Mr. John 

Middleton Murry, editor of the Athenttum, for whicli 

in the last two years she has done a good deal of 

reviewing. She was bom in New Zealand, and 

began writing carl}-; her first attempt at literature 

was published when she w’as nine years old, and she 

has been filling notebooks ever since. After she 

came to London she worked for some time on the 

Xew Age, and in 1912 published ” In a German 

Pension,” which she says was a bad book though 

the press was very kind to it. Later, she wrote for 

Rhyihm and the Blue Rd'icu:, then edited by Mr. 

Middleton Murry, and later still she married her 

editor. We share the general admiration of the 

stories in ” Bliss,” but Mrs. Murry is not satisfied 

with tlicm and believes she has done much better 

work in the new book she is now engaged upon— 

another collection of stories, one with a New Zealand 

setting and several that arc character sketches of 

women. ■ She hopes to have this ready for publica¬ 

tion in the coming summer. 

“ Thf Worker’s Holiday and other Stories,” by 

Bart Kennedy, will be published this spring by 

Messrs. W. Rider & Sons. Another book by Mr. 

Kennedy—a book of humour with an underlying 

Mr. Edgar Wallace's new novel, ‘‘ Bones in 

London” (7s. net; Ward. L(»ck), is a breezy, 

delightfully humorous chronicle continuing the 

adventures of Bones and his friends in London 

business circles. The same firm ;is publishing 

” Musgrave’s Luck,” a new romance of love and 

adventure bv Harold Biudloss. 

Katherlo« ]il«iMn«l4 
(Mr*. WMAtMoa 
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It IS thirty years since 

Mr. J. Storer Clouston 

dawned upon a delighted 

world as a new and true 

humorist with “The 

Lunatip at Large." He 

proceeded to justify what 

was hoped of him with " The 

Adventures of Monsieur 

Haricot,”“Count Bunker, ’ 

“ The Peer's Progress, ’ and 

other books that all good 

readers will icmcmbei 

Though he developed 

anothei side of his genius 

in such stories of m\stei\ 

as “The Spy in Black 

he crmhl ncvoi picvent his 

quaint and delightful 

hum 0111 fiom breaking 

Lhiough, just as it i'. con¬ 

tinually breaking through 

in hi'' latest se 11 es of 

;ales, “ I aiiington sCast.N ’ 

Blackwood) Ihcie aie 

oucht^ of it all through the Cairington eases {in 

-Uie ot which he take's liberties with Sheilock 

Holmes s own Dr Watson) ami even in such an 

erie fantasy as the tale of “ llu J)e\ils House 

VII his life, except lor the ^ca^s of the war when he 

vas a vaiie'tv of^incongnious things Mi Storc'i 

.louston has been nothing 

lut a wntei Even when 

le was in ehambers m the 

lemple and [supposed to 

)c w'oiking for the Bar he 

vas chiefly occupied with 

vnting the libretto of a 

-omic opera which has 

ong been lost, unacted 

)uring that same period 

le wiote a series of short 

tones in his[evenmgs and 

lad them [rejected bv a 

nagazine—bethinks it was 

he Idler, but has more 

han forgiven it, for a 

ew years later he worked 

hose same stones up into 

us first and most popular 

lovel, “ The Lunatic at 

-arge.” 

That Mr. Clouston is on 

>ccasion a quick worker is 

evident from the f^ct that 

he wrote ten out of his 

twelve Carrington stories in 

one strenuous fortnight. 

But others in the book 

came with less readiness. 

He spent many months 

over “ The Devil's House,” 

and wiote it three times in 

\ arious forms before he was 

satisfied with it. At present 

Ml C louston IS busy on a 

pla\ which he hopes will, 

m due course, find a pro¬ 

ducer, and has just finished 

a novel—a icturn to the 

adventures of Mi Mandell- 

Essington of “ The Lunatic 

.It Lai go —^the story of 

his doings during a subse- 

(jiient and similar i elapse 

“ London Rover, ’ which 

Mr. J. storer Clouston. 'Messis C assell announce, 

is a senes of stories and 

sketches of life at Limehousc Wapping, Poplar mand 

around the Docks and on Thanies-sidc generally, bv 

H M Tomlin'-on who knows that pait of London as 

vvclland wiltcs about it as cleverl\ asanv man living. 

Messrs Jarrold .ire publishing a new novel by Miss 

Kav (Itiiv'cr strahan It 

has the enigmatic title of 

“ Something that Begins 

with r ” 

1 he C ambndge Press is 

publishing this spring 

‘ Spain Since 1815,” by 

Marques de Leina, Spanish 

Ministerfoi Foreign Affairs. 

“ Notes on Life and 

Letters,” by Joseph Con¬ 

rad, which Messrs Dent 

are publishing early in the 

spring, includes critical es¬ 

says on Henry James, Ste¬ 

phen Crane, Guy de Mau¬ 

passant, and many others. 

Ml J W eedon Birch 

has just joined the ever¬ 

growing ranks of pubhshei- 

authors, and his hrst novel, 

“ The Lure,” published by 

Messrs. G. Heath Robinson 

Mr. J. We«don Birch. J. Birch, is a Striking Mr. J. Weedon Birch. 
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Lrieutenant H. J Gripper. 

romance of 

adventure 

in Matabe- 

leland, in 

w i c h 

country 

5Ir. Birch 

was a pio- 

rccr in the 

clays be¬ 

fore rail- 

'vays had 

d r i V e n 

15 o m c of 

the ro¬ 

mance out 

of it. 

Among the many minor results of the great 

tragedy of the war may be counted the founding of 

another new London publishing firm. The two 

partners, Mr. Daniel O'Connor and Mr. H. J. 

Gripper, first met in France, on active service. 

Mr. O’Connor was the moving spirit of the late firm 

of Herbert & Daniel, and Mr. Hubert Gripper i.s 

an old Malvemian, whose father, Mr. Ernest Gripper, 

was for many years a prominent member of the 

Baltic Exchange. Mr. O’Connor and Mr. Gripper 

Messrs. 

Hatchards, 

the Picca¬ 

dilly book- 

sellers. 

He was 

recently 

manager 

Lieutenant Daniel 

O’Connor. 

to Messrs. 

Duckworth 

& Co. Mr. 

Cape pro¬ 

poses to get 

together a 

general list 

of books— 
Fhotobybasu. Lieutenant Dante: 

f ‘ ^ ^ ' O’Connor, 
biography. 

reminiscences and children’s books. By arrange¬ 

ment with the Medici Society, he will act as 

their sole agent for all their book publica¬ 

tions, and in conjunction with Mr. Philip Lee 

Warner, publisher to the Medici Society, he will 

publish fine editions and fine art books. His first 

publication is the reprint of Charles M. Doughty's 

" Travels in Arabia Dcserta," which is published 

jointly by him and the Medici Society. 

reliev'ed the tediousness of long hospital hours in 

France during the war in di.scussing literary aspira¬ 

tions, which they have now' gone into partnersliip to 

realise. The new firm has an interesting list of 

books in preparation for this spring, including a 

"History of the English People in the Nineteenth 

Century,” by Professbr EUc Halev'V'; " Ireland in 

Insurrection,” by Hugh Martin, with a Preface by 

Sir Philip Gibbs, K.B.E.; " Elizabeth Inchbald and 

Her Circle,” by S. R. Little- 

Messrs. Sclwyn & Blount announce that Mr. 

Wilfrid H. Hulbcrt has joined them as a partnei. 

having for that purpose resigned his directorship of 

Messrs. P. S. King & Son, with w'hich firm he has 

has been associated for many years. 

Mr. F. C». Shaw, the well-know’n authority on fly¬ 

fishing, w'ho recently issued a second edition of his. 

"Complete Science of Fly- 

wood ; *' Curiosities of our 

National Galleries,” by 

W. H. Helm; "Advancing 

Woman,” by Holford Knight ; 

" Literary Impressions," by 

Jules Lemaitre, translated by 

A. W. Kvans; and in the way 

of fiction “ By Olive and Fir,” 

by Anna de Bary, and ” The 

Iron Bell,” by C. E. Lawrence. 

Mr. Jonathan Cape, who is 

the late^ addition to the list 

of Lond<<n publishers, has been 

connected with books and 

publishers for the last twenty 

years, commencing first with 

Pishing,’’[is now in South Africa 

obtaining material for a book 

on Trout fishing in those parts. 

Messrs. Allen & Unwin have 

just published a new edition of 

Mr. St. John Ervine’s play of 

Belfast life, " Mixed Marriage,” 

which was produced at the 

Abbey Theatre in J91T. 

Mr. Winston Churchill is 

engaged on an outspoken narra-f 

tive of his work and personal ex¬ 

periences during the war years, 

and the book will be published 

by Mr. Thornton Butterworth. 
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Mr. Douglas R. Hoole announces that he is now 

representing Messrs. Books Limited, Stanley Paul & 

Co., Jarrolds Ltd., and William Rider & Son, Ltd., 

chiefly in the West and South-West of England. 

It is only about a year since Mr. Hoole was gazetted 

out o{ the army with the rank of captain. Although 

of low medical category he was accepted in the 

army in 1916, and, after a short time .with the 

Artists Rifles, was commissioned to tlie Devon 

Regiment and went to France early in 1917. 

Earl}* in iqi8 he assisted the Army Printing and 

Stationery Services in France. 

Mr. Beard Francis. 

Mr. Beard Francis, whose new book of stories. 

Comedy and Tragedy,” is pubii.died by Messrs. 

Holden & Hardingham. made his debut as a humorist 

with “Higgs and Potter, ' which scored a consider¬ 

able success ; he followed it with “ How Like a 

Man,” a farcical yam about secret societies, mad 

inventors, burlesque detectives, stern men of busi¬ 

ness and other varieties of humanity. In his latest 

volume, as its title suggests, he mingles gravity with 

his gaiety and shows that a man may cultivaie the 

broad grin and yet have a serious side to him. 

Captain C. A. W. Monckton, whose “ Some Ex¬ 

periences of a New Guinea Resident Magistrate 

(John Lane) has reached its third edition in three 

weeks, is one of the few men remaining who can 

speak with authority ol the wild life of white men, 

traders and officials in the New Guinea of a decade 

Mr. Moore Ritchie. 

uliusb MiiKmn novel, “A Woman oi the Desert,* 
Mr. Andrew Melrose has )u>-i |>ubllsheH. Mr. Kitchie 

IS a nephew of Mr. Fiankfori Moore. 

or so ago. He is devastatingly frank and does not 

attempt to whitewash cither his f)wn actions or 

those of his superior officers, but gives a vivid and 

dramatic picture of tlie dithculties and hardships 

that faced the English official out there in dealing 

with savage, races on the outskirts of the Empire. 

What Cheer ? a lively little quarterly pub¬ 

lished by M(‘ssrs. J. Miles iS: Co., the printers, and 

edited by their managing director, Mr. Ralph Frost, 

has just completed the third year of its existence, 

and its latest number amply justifies its assertion 

Mr. Eric Robertson, 
whose new book. "The Hooten Bible** (NUbet). is reviewed 

in this Numbet. 
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that it is “ issiifd to ])romote good felJowship.” It 

is a succession of one good story after another from 

cover to cover. As a sample, here is one that 

should be taken to he^art by all young authors who 

imagine that editors and publishers don’t know 

their business : On having her novel rejected by 

a publisner a lady wrote indignantly saying she had 

proof that it had not been read, as she had pasted 

pages q8 and qq together, and they were still stick¬ 

ing to each other. The publisher replied : “ Dear 

Madam,—When 1 have the misfortune to come 

across a bad egg I don’t feel called upon to hni^ili it.” 

The Everyman Theatre, having weathered the 

first most critical months of a repertory theatre's 

life, opens this year with a special season of Bernard 

Shaw plays. The first, ” You Never Can Tell,” 

produced on January 24th, met with an enthu¬ 

siastic reception. Mr. Brember Wills’s Waiter was 

a delightful character study, and Miss Dorotliv 

Massingham as Gloria and Mr. Nicholas Hannen 

as Valentine were admirable. It will be followed 

by : Candida ” and “ How He Lied to Her 

Husband.” ” The Doctor’s Dilemma,” “ Man and 

Superman,” “ Major Barbara,” and a triple bill 

containing ” The Shewing Up of Blanco Posnet.” 

” How He Lied to Her Husband,” and “ The Dark 

Lady of The Sonnets.” I’he plays arc produced by 

Miss Edith Craig. 

” Lonely Lady -a joyous comedy in three 

acts, by Nita Faydon, makes good entertainment 

at the Duke of York’s Theatre. A strong element 

of farce enters into the story, and the devastating 

effects of golf were never so plainly shown as in 

the relations between Alcen Dennison and her 

stalwart husband. If the fundamental idea of 

the play is not aJtogether new, it is written with 

so much sparkle of dialogue and acted so well that 

it keeps an audience laughing continuously, and 

promises to have a very successful run. 

The Playwrights Theatre, in co-operation with the 

authors, has arranged to give a series of five special 

matinees at the Ambassador’s Theatre for the 

benefit of managers and the public. On the 7th 

February they will present ” Moleskin Joe,” by 

Patrick MacGill, and on 7th March ” Rhoda Flem¬ 

ing,” adapted from Meredith's novel by A. Phillipson. 

NOTES ON NEW BOOKS. 

There are graceful and charming lyrics in '' The Phantom 
« 

Fiddicr, and Other Poems,” by Cyril G. Taylor {3s. net; 

Daniel) ; ftut Mr. Taylor has also a gift of gentle 

irony, which he uses very deftly in such verses as “ The 

Deceased ' ’; and that he has imagination and metrical 

cunning is shown in the forceful arid very striking poem 

that gives its title to this volume, and in “ The Ballade of 

the Winding Road.” It is the pathos of life, the passing 

away of beauty and love and all that makes life dear, that 

appeals to him most prevailingly, and these are the themes 

of Sorrow, ’ of ” Beauty,” of ” The Ones that are not 

Near,” of ” He and She Look Back,” and other Ivrics in 

a little book that gives much to admire and to enjoy.* ( 

Bolivia’s Case for the League of Nations,” by Jo^ 

Carrasco'■{3s net; Selwyn & Blount), is a strong, we»l- 

reasoned appeal for the return to Bolivia of that part of bier 

territory—her otjly outlet to the sea—annexed by cGiile 

after the Nitrate War of 1879. The League lia* n/ade 

possible an appeal against the barbarous old doctrinA that 

might is right, and. as Mr. .\ndrew Boyle say.s in an e.x^llent 

Introduction, this would seem to be a clear case.Tor the 

i.eague to handle, and it could not be more lucidly nor 

more temperately put than it is in these page^. '' 

The story of John Clare is one of those tra-gcdie.s in the 

biographies of poets that have their most famoii-. example 

in the life of Chatterton. But Clare's was tlie more tragic, 

for it laste<l so much longer. ” John Clare : I’oom^ Chiefly 

from Manu.script.” Selected and edited hv Edmund 

Blunden and Alan I’orter (los. CkI. net ; Cobden- 

Samlcrson) tells in a prefatory biography th-* simple, 

poignant narrative of his chequered career, aiul in making 

this large collection of Ins hitherto unpublishcvl work does 

a real service to literature. It is not often that, o\ tT half a 

century after his death, the unpublished work of aiiv poet 

lui'N been so well worth rescuing from obliyioii. 

NEW MUSIC. 

THREE SAILOR SONGS Music by Roher* < uiiingsby 
Clarke. Words by John Masefield. 4s. net (e li.ippcil.) 

A fine set of songs, distinctly original and th.ir.icteristic, 
are Coningsby Clarke’s three Sailor Songs—” Cargoes,”. 
“A Sailor's Prayer” and “The Emigrant”: words by 
John Masefield. They are as refreshing and myigoraUng as 
the tang of salt spray, and are worthy successor.^ to ” Sca- 
I'ever,” which in itself is sufficient praise to those who 
know this w'onderfiil song. To the nmnitiatetl we would 
strongly commend these ” Sailor Songs,” as we believe 
that they will find them the ” something difterent ” that 
is always in demand. 

THE MASTER KNOT. Song Cycle from Omar KhayyAni. 
By Uenis Ashlogh. 3s 6d.net. (Collard, Moutrie ) 

Denis Ashleigh's Song Cycle from Omar Khayyam has 
melody and Eastern mystery in it; yet it retains a sim¬ 

plicity which is particularly desirable in this kind of cycle, 
it should prove a popular setting of the ever-popular Omar 
poems. 

SONGS FROM •MEMORY-LAND. Music by Arthur F. Tate. 
Words by Edward Lockton. 3s. 6d. net. (Carj’.i 

Four tuneful songs—reminiscent of the Guy d'Hardelot 
school—are contained in this album by Arthur F. Tate. 
The songs are pleasing and dainty. ” That Hour With 

You ” has a haunting refrain which makes a special appeal. 

NURSERY SECRETS. A Little Suite for Young People for 
Piano. By Felix White. 2s. net. (Keith, Prowse.) 

Quaint little pieces, with -an easy settii^ suitable for 
little fingers, are '' Nursery Secrets,” by Felix White. 
” The Forbidden Fairy Tale ” (with ghosts in it) will 
delight and thrill small players. This story without words 
should be a great help in keeping youngsters interested in 
their music lessons. ” A Dream of the Russian Ballet,” 
“ Who Broke the New Toy ? ” and ” Why the Flies Go 
Round and Round ” are the titles of the three other pieces 

in this delightful little (dhum. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF KEATS. 

By HrcENE Mason. 

{Octobcy February 2^^rd, 1821 ) 

ON the 15th day of April, 1445, n young giil of 

marvellous beauty was found in bne of tlie ancient 

tombs which*then bordered the Appian W ay. Though 

she had lain for ages and ages in her uninviting retreat 

she was yet alive—at least it almost seemed that «'hc 

lived, so fulfilled were her hair and her eye-' " with the 

sweetness and light of the 

^pring.'‘ An inscription upon 

her grave recorded the bare 

fact that her name was 

Julia—Julia, the daughter of 

Claudius. The beautiful 

maiden was carried in triumph 

to the Capitol, and for a 

short space of time the artists 

and poets of the city came to 

dream over so wonderful a 

vision. The priests and the 

civil authorities, however, 

agreed that such proceedings 

could not be tolerated in 

any reputable society, for the 

one order feared lest tlie 

people should return to 

paganism, whilst the other 

argued that the proper place 

for a dead body was the 

grave. At the first coiu’cnient 

opportunity, therefore, they 

restored Julia to the decent 

obscurity of her home, with 

as little fuss as possible, and 

after the interlude* of tliis 

nine days’wonder, respectable, 

humdrum, commonplace life 

went on as before, undisturbed by any disquieting 

reminder of forgotten and buried beauty. 1 tell this 

story for what it is worth, and 1 do not tell it on 

affidavit. Half-believers—whom I heartily despise 

hint that it is a mere parable of the Renaissance, of 

that time when the Middle Ages took fire from the 

classical torch. If this be true, and my legend but a fond 

thing vainly invented, 1 must console myself with the 

thought that the apotheosis of Julia occurred not only 

on a certain spring morning of the fifteenth century in 

Rome, but has chanced once and again in divers countries 

periods ever since. For wherever art is touched to 

passion and to finer issues by the counsels of perfection 

from a great past, there Julia, the daughter of Claudius 

(perhaps under another name) is borne from her tomb 

with pomp tt) the market-place; and it is because our 

own England of the prosaic nineteenth century witnessed 

such an awakening, that I have ventured to introduce 

my little apologue in a paper on John Keats. 

John Keats died on l-ebruary 23id, 1821. not leaving 

completed his tweiitv-sixth year. Biographies of poets 

arc not alwji\-s Bank-liohclay reading, and m a certain 

sense the life of Keats no excejition to the common 

rule. His poeti>', cojnous and marvellous as it was, 

did not afford him tlie oatmeal on which Meredith some- 

iiow managed to cultivate 

literature, for, a* Browning 

pertinently inquiies, “ What 

porridge ha<l John Keats ? ” 

He was hara-sed continually 

by 11 n a n e i a I ditficultie.s. 

.\mbition j)ul a maggot in 

his brain; pas-.ion fevered 

his Ijlood : and he fell sick 

of a consumption. Critics 

and his contemporaries proved 

often as bleak a- his destiny.’ 

'I'he highest piai-e Keats got 

from Wordsworth, always 
generous in appreciation, was 

lliat Ins ode was a very 

preti\' piece of paganism, 

Byron , with characteristic 

large-heartednes?. wrote to 

his jHihlislier. "No more 

Keats, I eiitieat : flay him 

ali\e ; if some of you don’t I 

nnist skin him nu’self; there 

i> no b(*aring the drivelling 

idiotisni of the manikin.’* 

The careful charity of Black¬ 

wood—solicitous for an erring 

apotliecaiy—bade him back to 

his gallipots, and urged him to 
" stick to his })lasters. pills and ointment boxes.” He 

died a stranger in a strange land, apparenth’ a hopeless 

failure, leaving a name which he mode.stly trusted would 

be inscribed amongst the Knglisli poets, and an epitaph 

w'hich recorded the bitterness of his humiliation. Yet 

the same centu’’y which witnessed his failure, registered 

the complete triumph of his plea upon appeal. The 

growth of no literary fame has been steadier and more 

continuous than tliat of John Keats. A consensus of 

judgment by his peers has pronounced with FitzGerald 

that he is " more akin to Shakespeare, in a perfect circle 

of poetic faculties, than any poet since ” ; with Tenny¬ 

son, that he “would have been, if he had lived, the* 

greatest of us all “ ; with Dr. Bridges. “ If one English 

poet might be recalled from the dead to continue the 

work which he left unfinished on earth, it is probable 

that the crow’n of his country’s desire would be set on 

the head of John Keats.” But even more significant 

of Keats's position in literature than any praise, however 

John Keats. 

Ily ]. S^\»rii. Froiii ilic uneinal watercolour miniature Riven b) 

Keuts to Fanny Hr.ivvnc, and becjueatlied b> Sir Charles Dilki. 

Bail., to the Hampstead Library. 
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glowing and sincere, is the 
astonishing influence he has 

exerted on the poetry of the 
last one hundred years. 
Being dead he yet speaketh 
by the mouth of those 

whose tongue-string he liath 

unloosed. I take it that 

Keats’s peculiar genius may 

be defined, inadequately, as 

a sense of Beauty, quickened 

by imagination, and touched 

with emotion, e.xpresscd in 

tenns of the most compelling 
and flawless art. It is 

impossible to study modern 

English poetry without 

finding evidence's of his 

influence on every side. 
Keats’s conscious--almo>l 

self-conscious — artistry, his 

esthetic, the principles 
underlying and forming the basis of his art. 

devotion to certain forms and schools of verse, 
grave and coloured music, such things as these 

^4*1.4^ ficJ A'€d44tA etJ •/ tAU m 
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Facsimile of part of letter from 

^ Keate to Fanny Brawne. 
Krofa) the oriKlnal which wib foraeriy In the posBesslon of Sir Charles Dilke, But. 

Santa Trinita dei Monti, Rome. 
The house m which Keats died is on the right band side of the steps. 

plainly recognisable in the writings, and as the preferences, 
of his successors. The very greatest of them seem unable 
to e^'Cape this influence, for it is subtle and ambient as 

the air. Tennyson was his creature in a far larger 

"I] measure than the late Laureate ever recognised 

'v“’ —Tennyson e\'en. Rossetti managed to combine 
V* a de\otion to Coleridge with liis worship of ! Keats; but Morris was whole-hearted in 

allegiance, holding him to be the first of modern 

poets. Quite naturally it was the colour, the 
romance, the modia.‘valism, of “ The Eve of St. 

Agnes,” ■' La Belle Dame Sans Merci ” and '' The 
^ Eve of St. Mark ” which inspired their enthusiasm. 

% They were painters all, and the latter fragment 

•' might well lia\'c been torn from the pages of 

• ■' ” The Eartlilv Paradise.” The minor writers of y ,1 
' , the same school followed, and exaggerated, such 
^ salient features, becoming loo frequently but 

garish replicas of a great original. And in these 
-‘$1^ later days—on which the ends of the world seem 

come—the most distinguished of our younger 

’ i. poets dearly have realised themselves in his 
^ mould and music. Flecker, the most gifted of 
pq them all, technically, was saturated with his 

■“ qualities ; and neither Mr. Squire’s Moon, nor 

Mr. Aldous Huxley's Leda, would have borne 

' I quite the same aspect had it not been for their 
creators intimate acquaintance with the master’s 

^ handiwork. 
*4 It would be idle to contend that Keats's 

' • 1 
•V| influence on contemporary literature is so apparent 

now as on that of some previous generations. 

The appalling cataclysm of the war has induced 

3 a new scale of values, aesthetic and moral. The 
themes .selected by* our youthful poets are not 

T't such as lend themselves to ornate treatment; 

1 and young men in a 'hurry have no time to 
J waste on elaboration of technique. But though 

his example may be neglected, it should not be 

concluded that his reputation is on the wane. 

The very reverse is the case. It was but in 1917 

that Sir Sidney Colvin's monumental life of tbe 
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poet appeared, and was received 

deservedly wjth every mark of 

interest and approval. Sir Sidney 
Colvin belongs, of course, to an 
earlier generation, but in the 

appreciation of Keats’s genius 

the Young Guard marches steadily 

to the support of the veterans of 
Marengo. They are in cordial 

agreement with the highest 
estimate of the value of Keats’s 

work, but they emphasise strongly 

the potential capacity of his 
gifts. There is, indeed, every 
indication both in his corres¬ 

pondence and in the Induction 

to “ Hyperion,” that Keats was 

groping his way to a simpler and 
a fuller form of self-expression. In 
this new art the head was to count 

for more than the chaplet, and 
the ann to be worthier than its 

jewelled bracelet. Porphyro and 

Madeline, for instance, ai human beings with haman 
passions, would dominate a rewritten ” Eve of St. 
Agnes,” instead of remaining gracious abstractions, 

purely subsidiary to a sumptuous and obliterating decora¬ 

tion. This may well be true, but discarding prophecy, 
and accepting his work with all its imperfections on 
its head, just as it stands, the commentary- of .Arnold 

on Keats’s modest phrase, ” 1 think I shall be among 
the Englisli poets after my death.” must win heartfelt 

approval from every student of literature, ” He is, lie 
is with Shakespeare.” 

At a time when English poetry was a nymph of measure 

and of restraint, who went attired 

in a gown of Quaker grey, Julia, 

the daughter of Claudius, again 

was discovered in her tomb. 
Amongst the earliest of those 

who came to wonder upon her 

loveliness was John Keats. The 

wind liloweth where it listeth, 

and the divine Spirit of Poetry 

incalculably chose an ostler’s son 

for her moutlipiece. He loved 

the principle of Beauty in all 

tilings. Nature, Greek legends. 

Gothic cathedrals. Renaissance 
]>ictures- -he looked upon them 

all with the eye of a lover. But 
this apjirehension of beauty was 

the more common of the two 

gifts with which he was endowed. 
She gave him also that passion 
for jierfcction which alone 

permits the faultless vision to 

be rendered into the equally 
impeccable line. He was never content until he 
had loaded every rift of his subject with ore. Tlie 

\ ery phrase and verse he discarded in the effort are 

still a treasure-tro\-e for the lesser artist. He is the 

Titian of poets in his glow and colour and sensuous 

grace. I'oj a hundred years his influence is over all 
our literature, and modern writers arc largely the work 
of his hand and the breath of his inspiration. His 

name is written, not in w'ater, as he said in his dejec¬ 

tion. but wherever an English poet gazes simply and 
directly on Beauty, and translates his emotion into 
flawless verse. 

V'-' 

Keats on his Death-bed. 
F4iiUcd l>y Jusepti Severn in 1821. 

EDUCATIONAL PIONEERS. 

By Professor John Ada.ms. 

IN spite of the present depressed state of educational 
stock on the political Exchange there never was a 

time when expert school people showed more initiative. 
The spirit of inquiry and enterprise is abroad. How¬ 

ever unwilling it may be to pay for it, the public is 

certainly deeply interested in education, and very willing 

to talk about it. Mr. Ernest Young may therefore 
confidently expect that his new book will attract atten¬ 
tion and be discussed with some vigour. As editor* he 

presents no fewer than twenty-seven examples of pioneer 

work, each treated by an author who writes from first¬ 

hand knowledge. All the slogans of modern educational 

progress get ample illustration in these two hundred and 

forty-seven pages of remarkably clear type—self¬ 

activity, respect for the educand’s individuality, anti¬ 
bookishness, rational bookishness, open-air teaching, 

learning by doing, all the varieties of the Play Way, the 
care of the body, manual work, the manufacture of 

dunces and their ultimate elimination. The only lack 

is the customary denunciation of educational systems 

in general. Either by inspiring his contributors with 

• "Tbe New Era in Education.” Edited by Ernest Young. 
3s. 6d. net. (Philip.) 

optimism or by rejecting the work of pessimists, Mr. 
Young has succeeded in producing a book marked by 

the rare quality of positive and constructive criticism. 

Adverse comment iS of course not entirely absent, as 

for example in the remark on the ordinary Council 

schools : ” In no w-ay do they fit him [the child] to face 
the jiroblems of life.” Hut such criticisms are rare, 
and w'hen they do (X'cur they are accompanied by a 
suggestion of a definite way of removing the defect 

indicated. Each contributor appears to set out with 
the intention of taking present defects for granted and 

of presenting his contribution in such a way as to 

emphasise positive advantages. No doubt there is a 

certain danger in thus writing from the standpoint of 

an advocate. But we are so accustomed to the boredom 

of reading diatribes against the prevailing educational 

systems that we are grateful for this presentation of the 
actual efforts being made just now to reach a more 
rational practice of education. 

To be sure, many of us are suspicious of such titles 

as ” The New Era," whether in education or in other 

departments. We find so much that is familiar in those 
” new ” schemes but we whose business it is to read all 
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the books on education as they appear, are apt to forget 
that what is trite to us may be pleasantly novel to some 
others. In any case, the present book does not depend 
on the newness of the ideas presented ; its value consists 
largely in the account it gives of the results of experi¬ 
ments that have been actually performed. It is one 
thing to advocate skilfully a particular line of action; 
it is another to e.xempUfy its application to the con¬ 
ditions of real life. Mr. Young is generous enough to 
believe that “ every reader will know of one [experi¬ 
ment] that is better than any herein described,” but 
this polite view is too optimistic. \\Tiat is really meant 
is that the editor is unwilling to claim either completeness 
or finality for any of the schemes he includes in his book. 
He tells us frankly that ” none of the accounts could 
be read to a jury of teachers and get a unanimous 
verdict ” : and this he claims as a merit. Each reader 
will accordingly select some experiment for special study 
or criticism. For myself I am greatly attracted by 
Canon Lonsdale Ragg’s chapter on “ Transmutation,” 
which means the expression in verse of the impression 
produced hy various pieces of music. I do not feel 
competent to deal with the musical side, but was 
attracted by the set of children’s verses. Like Maggie 
TuUiver I may have missed the principle, but I enjoyed 

the illustrations. Several of the schemes are fairly well 
known, but on that very account have an added import¬ 
ance. No one, for example, who has read and admired 
Mr. C. T. Smith’s " The Music of Life ” wiU fail to 
welcome his *' Music and Citizenship.” Mr. Edward 
Green’s account of the school work of the Halifax Public 
Library is full of useful suggestions. But, short of a 
catalogue of the twenty-seven articles, it is impossible 
to do justice to the book; none of the articles is 
negligible Sind some of them are of permanent value. 
That the writers do not think of themselves more highly 
than they ought Jo think is shown by the caution on 
p. 39 against accepting laudatory press notices as % true 
account of what is being done in certain schools. This 
reminds me of Mr. Norman MacMunn's warning in his 
just published “ Child’s Path to Freedom,” that writers 
do a disservice to education when they convey the 
impression that our present teachers are a regenerated 
race, and have given up the old-fashioned methods 
against which so much is being written. We may accept 
his warning, and yet point to the present book, and to 
that published by Miss Alice Woods last year, to prove 
that there is at least a vigorous growing point in the 
present-day educational organism, and that by and by 
the new spirit will leaven the whole lump. 

SIR PHILIP GIBBS. 

By Frederic W’hyte. 

During all the twenty years of our intimate 
acquaintance I have never been able to think of 

Philip Gibbs without thinking also of David Copper- 
field. Even now as a man of forty, with his remarkably 
youthful countenance, he would still look David Copper- 
field to the life if only he wore his hair a little longer 
and his trousers a little tighter. There is a great deal 
of David in his character no less than in his personal 
appearance—in his grave simplicity, his unobtrusive 
humour, his depth of feeling, his wide sympathies, his 
keenly observant interest in everything, human nature 
most of all. And then, into the bargain, there is his 
literary and journalistic career. Had David Copper- 
field gone forth as a “ War Special ” who can doubt but 
that his record would have been just such as the record 
of Philip Gibbs ? Incidentally he would doubtless 
have become ” Sir David." I like to picture Mr. 
Wilkins Micawber inditing a letter of congratulation to 
the young friend whom he can never again address as 
” My dear Copperfidd.” 

' It was on a spot hallowed by memories, not indeed of 
David Copperfield and Mr. Micawber, but of their 
creator, that Philip Gibbs and I first met—at La Belle 
Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, the site of one of the 
celebrated old coaching inns of London, now for two 
score years and more the centre from which the multi¬ 
farious publications of Cassell & Co. radiate over the 
British Empire. Young Philip, whose father was an 
inspector t'f schools, had recently joined Cassell & Co.’s 
editorial as assistant to the manager of their 
Education Department, Mr. H. O. Amold-Forster, M.P., 
^ very serious and strenuous man, and something of a 
celebrity in the world of politics. The twenty-year-old 

new-comer put his back into the work and soon made 
himself quite an educational expert, but a better 
opening which offered elsewhere put an early end to 
this stage in his career. 

The better opening was that of editor of Tillotson’s 
Fiction Bureau at Bolton, in Lancashire. Here also 
he made his mark. As a change from the countless 
novels and short stories which it was his business to 
procure for those wholesale literary purveyors, he 
introduced a curiously interesting new ” feature ” of 
his own, under the effective title, ” Knowledge is 
Power ”—a miscellany of extracts from all kinds of 
books with a running commentary by himself and 
original contributions from chance correspondents, 
famous or obscure. It was a huge success. That gift 
of sympathy which was to be so great a factor in his 
achievements as a war correspondent now revealed 
itself and brought him all kinds of communications— 
thousands of them—from all comers of the globe. I 
doubt whether anybody in England, except Mr. Stead 
of the Review of Reviews, had so wonderful a letter-bag. 

But Eolton is a dismal hole and Philip Gibbs and his 
young wife—whom he had married in his teens—longed 
again for London. So we find him installed pres^tly 
at Carmelite House on the staff of the Daily Mail. After 
the Daily Mail came, if I remember right, the Daily 
Chronicle and a first experience of that work as a 
“ special reporter ” which, with the writing of books, 
was to be his chief occupation during the subsequent 
years. I forget what he published first but 1 know that 
a tiiography of the Duke of Buckingham was one of 
his earliest ventures. Presently the Tribnne, the loud!^ 
heralded new morning .newspaper wditch was to be 
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organ of the Liberal Party, entered on its luckless 

existence, with Philip Gibbs as its literary editor. 

The Tribune died ingloriously within a year, but its 

literary editor turned his experience to excellent account 

in his best novel. “ The Street of Adventure.” 

What year was it that Dr. Cook did noi reach the 

Nortlj Pole ? I forget and 

I am jotting down these 

very imperfect memories in 

a remote village many miles 

away from any reference 

books. Anyway Philip was 

at Copenhagen with a 

number of other London 

journalists, among them 

Mr. Stead, to meet that 

accomplished — explorer. 

Every one else swallowed 

Dr. Cook's concoctions but 

Philip Gibbs refused to do 

so. He smelt a rat and he 

went for the unfortunate 

impostor like a veritable 

rat-terrier. All his news¬ 

paper colleagues thought he 

was making a fool of him¬ 

self—even Mr. Stead urged 

him to desist, declaring that 

he was ruining his wh<ile 

career. I remember how 

anxious I was for him 

myself for he seemed to be 

judging by instinct rather 

than on evidence and there 

was material for a libel 

action in his- every message. But he was perfectly right 

and all ended happily—except for {>oor Dr. Ccok. 

Now I must skip some years and come to the war in 

the Balkans. I suppose there never was so raw a war 

correspondent as the Philip Gibbs who was then sent 

out (by the Daily Graphic) to describe the fighting. 

As the most experienced and most distinguished of all 

the old stagers expressed it, he looked the sort of dreamy 

youth who would always leave his kit behind and never 

know how to get himself a square meal. But within a 

very few weeks he proved himself on the contrary to be 

a young man of much resourcefulness and he accom¬ 

plished his mission right well. So well that, when the 

great war broke out in 1914, he was among the first 

specials ” to go to the front. 

How splendidly he acquitted himself during those 

long and terrible years needs no recounting. In a 

review of one of his war books that same Balkan col¬ 

league of his, cited above, Mr. H. W. Nevinson, whose 

own record of the Dardanelles campaign is a military 

classic, declared generously: ” He has done better 

work than any of us.” That is the general verdict. 

Without Nevinson’s own profound knowledge and 

fastidious literary style, 

without many of the gifts to 

be found among his other 

competitors, Philip Gibbs, 

by right chiefly of his pluck 

and grit and pertinacity 

and his wann sympathy and 

observant eyes, is held by 

almost every one to rank 

first among all the British 

chroniclers of the war. 

What of his future ? Who 

can prophesy? Certainly 

not himself. He has never 

been a far-seeing planner- 

out of his own life. He 

has just jogged along, with 

an occasional big spurt. 

Perhaps the biggest spurt 

of all. brought to a close 

with the ending of the great 

war, is now to be followed 

by another of a new kind. 

His acceptance of the 

editorship of the Review of 

Reviews suggests as much. A 

man must gird up his loins 

in order to follow worthily 

in the footsteps of the brave 

and brilliant founder of that famous periodical. 

Yet many of Sir Philip’s friends would not have been 

surprised if with his latest volume, ” People of Destiny 

—wherein, with a sympathy and appreciation almost 

unexampled among English writers, he has recorded 

his impressions of the United States—he had decided 

to withdraw from London altogether. I fancy that 

a quiet country life with his pen and his books is what 

he really yearns for. even now. He is a genuine book¬ 

man—not a scholai c.xactly, but a real lover of books. 

E.xcept music he has no other absorbing enthusiasms. 

Reading and writing, writing and reading—that i? how 

it is natural to him to spend his existence. Thus 

employed, with his wife and fine young son for company, 

Philip Gibbs is the happy man he deserves to be. 

• “ Pwple of Destiny.” By Sir Philip Gibbs. 15s. 
{Selwyn & Blount.) 

THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
FEBRUARY, 1921. 

Answers to these competitions [each on a'separate sheet bearing the 
forwarded not later than the lath of the 

name and address of the sender) should be 
month to 

” The Prize Page,” The Bookman, Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd., Warwick Square, London E.C.a. 

X.—^A Prize of One Guinea is offered for the best 
original lyric. 

IL~*A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
quotation from English verse applicable to any 
review or the name of any author or book 

appearing in this number of The Bookman, 
Preference will be given to quotations of a 
humorous nature. 

A Prize of Three New’ Books is offered for the 
best four lines of original verse addressed to the 
new Jurywomen. 
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I\’.—A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
review, in not more than one hundred words, 
of any recently published book. Competitors 
should give the names of Authors and Pub¬ 
lishers at head of review. 

V.—A copy of The Bookman will be sent post free 
for txi'elve months to the sender of the best sug¬ 
gestion for The Bookman Competitions. The 
Jiditor reserves the right to use any suggestion 
submitted. 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR JANUARY. 

!•—The Prize for the best original lyric is divided, 
and Half a (iUInea each awarded to Hilary 
Thorpe, of 4, Crane Hill, Ipswich, and to 
Barbara E. 1 odd, of Kirk Sardel Kectorv’, 
Doncaster, for the following ; 

CASTLES IN SPAIN. 

Once, in the sunset, when the light was failing. 
There I saw a castle, a castle all of Spain ; 
(iolden its turrets were and hung with red roses. 

The dim sky was paling 
And the moon on the wane. 

At morning, by the quay-side, where the mist went 
drifting, 

There I saw a tall ship, a-bound for Cathay ; 
Silver her masts were with rigging of cobwebs, 

The summer mist was lifting 
As she went on her way. 

In the rainy Autumn, when the leaves were turning, 
I passed a djing bonfire where the smoke curled slow ; 
In the red ember.s I saw a broken castle 

And a tall ship a-burning 
With the deep below. 

Hilary' I'hori’t:. 

TO DILLYS. 

Where dimples twinkle out and in 
From damask cheek to rounded chin, 
A pixie poked his finger in 
To see if you were fairy kin. 
And found you were, without a doubt. 
For still tliey twinkle in and out. 

Where freckle.s cluster, I suppose. 
The sun—and everyliody knows— 
Mistook your bluShes for a rose. 
Left golden kisses on your nose. 
That all the world might understand 
How you w'cre loved in fairy land. 

Forget-me-nots once chanced to look 
Within your eyes, and so mistook 
Their dew'y deepness for the brook 
And loved them better, so they took 
To growing always there instead, 
Or so at least a fairy said. 

And so, though other men may seek 
The modelled beauty of the Greek, 
1 rather love your dimpled cheek 
.And golden freckles that can speak 

• Of wilder loves and freer grace 
In some remembering fairy place. 

Barbara E. Todd. 

We also select for printing : 

TO CORPORAL B-. D.C.M.. COAL STRIKING. 

Have we not suffered, you and 1, together ^ 
.Together knowrn the worst and best of things, 

The winter trench, the rest in sunny weaker, 
Tb ^'brotherhood a shared endeavour brings ? 

Shall we forget so soon the shrapnel’s wailing. 
The sickly reek of gas-fumes drifting by, 

While still with soul and body well-nigh failing 
■ Wd served the guns together, you and I ? 

Who never knew the places horror-haunted, 
The houseless city and the fruitless land, 

Nor saw your courage shining there undaunted. 
How should we judge you now, or understand ! 

By all that we two gave, not priced with gold, 
What could you a-sk me now and I withhold ! 

(C. A. Macartney, ii. Rue des Beaux Arts, Paris 6e.) 

We select for special commendation the lyrics by 
T. Sharp (Hatfield), Lucy Malleson (West Kensington), 
James Paton (Natal), G. C. Comfort (New Barnet), 
Winnifred Tasker (Llandudno), Kathleen Ida Noble 
(Forest Rise), Margaret Hill (Southampton), Julia 
Wickham Greenwood (Gibraltar), Ian Cameron (Putney), 
E. Mackenzie (Pretoria), J. A. Bellchambers (Highgate), 
Muriel Pinch (St. Leonards), W. H. Forster (Islington), 
Isobel Sim (Pietermaritzburg), Ivan Adair (Dublin), H. 
Drury (Streatham), Link Lodge (Forest Rise), A. E. 
Daniel (Reading), Pearl Luscher (Rochester, U.S.A.), 
Evelyn St. John (London, N.W.), Enid Blyton (Becken¬ 
ham), “ Wanderer” (South Tottenham), Haywood Magee 
(Leeds), C. M. Walkerdine (Thornton Heath), Cicely 
Nevill (Dunedin, N.Z.), .Mark Segal (London, N.W.). 

IL—The Prize of Half (iUINea for the best quota¬ 
tion is awarded to .Mrs. M. E. Brown, of 27, 
Claremont Crescent, Sheffield, for the following : 

THE GRE.AT IMPERSONATION. 

By E Phillips Oppenheim (Hodder & Stoughton ) 
■■ Skim milk masquerades as cream.” 

W. S Gii.bfrt, II.M S. Pinajore, Act II. 

W’c also select for printing : 

OUR EI.IZ.ABETH. Bv Florence A. Kilpatrick. 
(Thornton Butterworth ) 

She caught the rlu-umatics in both of her legs, 
While .scrubbing the cellar and stairs.” 

Max Adeler, Out oj the Hurly Burly. 

(Rev. Edwin C. Lansdown, ii, Guildford Road, 
Tunbridge Wells.) 

THE HAND IN THE DARK By Arthur J. Rees. 
(John Lane.) 

" . . Hts ghost is more tcrnblc far than the gho.sts 
Of many more famous than lie . . 

Robert Fuller Murray, Andrew M'Crie 

(K. J. Noble, Link Lodge, q. Forest Rise, E.17.) 

III. -The Prize of Three New Books for the best 
A’alentine in four lines of original verse to any 
living celebrity is awarded to M. A. Lotz, of 13, 
Belvedere Grove, Wimbledon Common, S.W.19, 
fur the following: 

A VALENTINE. To Ellen Terry. 

This card, ten thousand lovers send 
To Ellen, still the world's good friend ; 
Enchantress of the young and old, 
Within, there lies a heart of gold. 

The replies have been very plentiful, but otherwise 
rather disappointing. The Prize would have gone to 
Evelyn St. John, but her (or his) lines arc not addressed 
to any definite celebrity. W. Swayne Little’s Valentine 
to Sir Martin Harvey would have stood a chance but 
no man can be allowed to rhyme Sir Martin with Sidney 
Carton. We specially commend the twelve sent by 
Barbara J. Parker (Worcester), William Sutherland 
(Sunderland), Jocelyn Irene Ormsby (Gunnersbury), 
M. F. E. C. (Hornsey), Betty Cluff (Cookstown), A, 
Eleanor Pinnington (Roundhay), M. M, Priestley 
(Malvern),, William Donald (Ayr), Elinor M. Dyer 
(Darlington), C. H. Cuddy (Birkdale), Edith Escombe 
(Bishopstokc), A. E. Halliday (Leeds). 

IV.—^The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best 
review in not more than a hundred words is 
awarded to £. Robin, of St. Clement's House, 
Bolsover Street, W.i, for the following: 

. THE CAPTIVES. Bv Hugh Walwjle. (Macmillan.) 
The two impressions that stand out cleaily in this 

book are Maggie Cardinal’s conrageous aiiD|iBcity, mpA 
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the feeling of oppression, as though Maggie and Martin 
were struggling against an unseen evil power. From 

the opening of the book, with the death of Maggie’s 
father and its sordid revelations. Maggie, like “ Alice,” 
wanders, clear eyed, but puzzled, through a ” wonder¬ 
land ” consisting of the Aunts, the parrot, and the 
Inside Saints. And then, later, there is Paul Trenchard, 
and the strange, inconsequential Grace. At last, her 

courige nearly failing her, she rescues Martin from 
himself, and together they find freedom. 

We also select for printing ; * 

BLISS AND OTHER STORIES 
By Katherine Mansfield. fConstable.) 

This audacious and compelling collection of vivid 
episodes and studies has appeared at an opportune moment 
Highbrows are at present concerned with the art of the 
short story, and aver that we cannot hope for pre-eminent 
short stories from English writers, any more than we can 

look for supreme native Grand Opera. ” Bliss ” has given 
the lie direct. Miss Mansfield possesses exceptional power 

of suggestion, commendable reticence and a capacity for 
telling much in few words. These qualities, allied with 

an interest in the abnormal and unpleasant, and a rare 
understanding of children, have produced a brilliant and 

provocative volume. 

(Sidney S. Wright, 12, Swanky Lane, Swanky, Kent.) 

We select for special commendation the reviews by 
M. J. Eayres (Hornsey), Lucy Chamberlain (Llandudno), 
Millicent Burbridge (\VcstcUff-on-Sea), B. C. Hardy 
(Bournemouth), Maude R. Fleeson (Manchester), Sybil 
Waller (Boscombe), W. Swayne Little (Dublin), Vincent 
Hamson (Luton), Frances M. M. Cowper (Oxford), John 
Allen (Bury). J. A. Jenkins (Liverpool), Winifred Bates 
(Bridport), Alfred Green (Skipton), E. Mackenzie (Pre¬ 
toria), Dorothy Hurst (Wolverhampton), Arthur B. 
Lougbottom (Derbj^), Mrs. Kirkland Vesey (Gknfarg). 

V.—The Prize of One Year’s Subscription to 
The Bookman is awarded to Florence Parsons, 
of Norcott House. Ellesmere Road, Altrincham. 

MRS. F. E. PENNY. 

By Clive Holland. 

IN a distinguished group of Anglo-Indian women 

novelists of which Mrs. Flora Annie Steel, Mrs. 

Alice Perrin, Mrs. B. M. Croker, Miss Maud Diver and 
Miss I. A. R. Wylie are prominent members, Mrs. F. E. 
Penny occupies an enviable andjwcll-deserved place, 

both in regard to achieve¬ 

ment and popularity. 

Long residence in 

India, a gift of sympathy, 

powers of keen observa¬ 

tion, and a touch of 
humour form no in¬ 

adequate equipment for 
a novelist who seeks to 
bring before her readers 
the complexifies and 

peculiarities of Oriental 

life and character. Mrs. 
Penny, during her 
twenty-five years in India 

as the wife of the Rev. 
Frank Penny (who was 

a chaplain in Madras) 
and an observer of much 

missionary activity, saw a 

great deal of the inside of 

native life, and of various 

portions of that vast 

Indian Empire to acquire 

a knowledge of which 

must be the work of years. 

In all her books there 

is firstly a good story— 
for Mrs. Penny is 

undoubtedly a bom 

story-teller — and a 

facUity of expression 

which takes the reader 
right into the picture 

without delay. She has, t<X), the gift of observing 

and differentiating character. They are human people 

wlio fill her pages; they do human things; live 
ordinary human lives. The author's high spirits—for 
Mrs. Penny is still young in heart, sympathy and 

outlook—are present in 

the pages of her books. 
Her first novel, “ Caste 

and Creed,” was 

jiublished some thirty 

years ago, and nearly 

every year has seen a 
story from her pen, till 
a full score of volumes 
more than fill a shelf of 

her library. All have 

been quarried from that 

inexhaustible store of 
knowledge and ex¬ 
perience laid up during 

years of observation in a 
country the romance and 

colour of which provide 
a vein of material that 
will never be worked out. 

Mrs. Penny laughingly 

admits that, like many 

other Anglo-Indians, she 

went out to India in 1877 
possessed of the idea that 

she “ knew a lot about 
the country.” But she 

says, ” I soon found I 
knew next to nothing. 

I did not, of course, 

expect to meet a tiger 

on the landing-stage, 

nor to have a snake 
in my bedroom. But 

The ReT. Frenh Penny 

end Mre. Penny 

at tea In tbeir Indian Home. 
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I discovered many things very quickly for which I was 

quite as unprepared as I should have been for the tiger." 

She arrived at the time of one of those terrible human 

crises which afflict India, a famine year. In fact, in 

the year of the Great Famine. 
On arrival at Madras she had to be carried ashore 

from the surf-boat on the back of a coolie. She was 

deposited, armed with nothing but a sunshade, on the 

sands. Her husband, being a mere man, had to wait 

till all the ladies had been carried ashore before landing. 

The famine was brought home to the new-comers 

immediately. On the beach there were thousands 

of villagers from up- 

country who had come 
to the coast because 

there were sacks of rice 

and grain on the shore 

and quays awaiting trans¬ 

port to the famine areas 
of the interior. To obtain 

food was their object. 

The method of obtaining 

it was beautifully simple. 

The natives simply bored 
a hole in the sacks, 
inserted their fingers, and 

caught the little stream 

of rice, as it poured out, 

in their palms. 

Nowadays, when India 

has its .railways, tram¬ 

ways and taxis, Mrs. 

Penny's travelling ex¬ 

periences must appear 

strange. She went to the 

hotel in a “bandy," or 

native carriage. The 

driver sat on the roof! 

And all that could be 
seen of him by the 

passengers inside was ,a 

pair of brown legs, and 

cracked and much scarred 
brown heels. 

The hotel, once the 

residence occupied by General Capper, was in a 

dilapiefated condition. And the owner came, and with 

many salaams requested the “ honourable master ” 
(Mr. Penny) who had just arrived from England to 

advance him two rupees so that he could get the 

honourable master and mem sahib some dinner ! 

Destiny must have brought the future novelist to 
Madras; to the cathedral of which her husband had 

been appointed. A close neighbour of theirs in their 

first home was Mr. (afterwards Sir Charles) Lawion, the 

editor and proprietor of the well-known MikirAs Mail. 

“ I had, even in early girlhood, posselsiAi a love of 

scribbling," Mrs. Penny told me, “ and I soon started 
to see whether my new acquaintance would help me 

to puMication. I wrote something, a sketch if I remem¬ 

ber rightly and had the temerity to send it to the great 

man. It was terrible rubbish, of course, and naturally 

he returned it. But when next we met he smiled 
’ encouragement, and I went at it again.'* 

But it was not till after she went to Trichinopoly 

that the would-be writer succeeded in getting her work 

accepted and published. At last the articles she wrote 

pleased the editor of the Madras Mail, and after a time 
a series was commissioned upon a special subject, and 

she was also asked to do reviewing. She considers the 

early disappointments of rejected MSS., and the training 

she indirectly got from Sir Charles Lawson by way of 

advice and criticism, were most valuable to her as a 

future novelist. And here Mrs. Penny gives a hint 

to beginners. “ Always seek to please an editor. It 

is worth while. The matter of length, and a strict 

adherence to the line he 

wishes taken, and the 
general tone of the paper 

or magazine is far more 

important than many 

novices appear to con¬ 

ceive. It may not be 
flattering to one’s self, 

but undoubtedly an 

article ' just the length ' 

to fill a column or a page 

may gain acceptance 
where something much 

better but too long, or too 

short, will be rejected." 

When Mrs. Penny went 

to the Nilgiri Hills with 
her husband, who was 

appointed chaplain to the 

military station, Welling¬ 

ton, Colonel and Mrs. 

Croker were their next- 

door neighbours. It was 

the late Mrs. B. M. 

Croker, many of whose 

novels have an Indian 

setting, who encouraged 
Mrs. Penny to become 

a novelist. At that 

time Mrs. Croker had 

just published “Diana 

Barrington," one of 

her most popular 

books. Her name had been made by a book, which 

I believe was her first, entitled “Proper Pride." 

There is a good story relating to it. Mr. Gladstone 
had made one of his stirring and fighting speeches -in 

the House. A(terwards he was seen calmly reading a 

book, which so engaged his attention that he did not 

appear even to notice what was being said about him 

by his opponents. Some one looked over his shoulder 
and read the title. The book was by Mrs. Croker, and 

the title of it “ Proper Pride." Naturally the pub¬ 

lishers, by means of the personal paragraph, made the 

most of the fact, and no doubt the incident helped 

that excellent novel to achieve its great popularity. 
Speaking of Mrs. Croker’s friendship, which was 

maintained from those early days in India until her 

death last autumn, Mrs. Penny told me : “ Mrs. Croker 

did not hesitate to advise me to take up novel ^ting. 

She said, not untruly, that journalism, in the end, 

leaves one very much where one was at the b^inning. 

PkotQ by ciiM HMattd. Mr*. F, E. Penny. 
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There is little permanence in such work. She gave 

me most generous encouragement, and was really the 

means of my becoming a novelist. I used often in 

those days to crawl through the hedge that separated 
the two ga'rdens to have a chat upon literary topics.” 

Mrs. Penny's first novel, ” Caste and Creed.” which 

was one of the last novels published in the old two- 

volume form at one guinea, was afterwards rewritten 
and issued at six shillings. In this, and in many of her 

other novels, Mrs. Penny has made good use of her 

personal experiences and knowledge of India and Anglo- 
Indian and native society, and the local colour is always 
vivid and convincing. 

Sometimes Mrs. Penny, as in her story, ” The Sanyasi," 
has taken a definite Indian type as principal character. 

In this way she has been able often to reveal vividly 
and intimately the strange workings of the native mind. 

In the story I have mentioned, the ” Sanyasi,” or holy 

man, who is a religious mendicant and fanatic, plays a 
double part, and both as an ascetic and as a member 

of Anglo-Indian society he exhibits that* astounding 
ability to adapt himself to circumstances which dis¬ 

tinguishes the better-class Indians. At the present 
juncture, when India is so disturbed, an illuminating 
glimpse may be obtained from this novel of some of the 

forces which to-day are making for unrest. There is 

a delightful portion of the book dealing with the Ceylon 

Pearl Fishery. And the girl of mixed race, Averine 
Desormieux, who is the heroine, is a type with which 

Mrs. Penny had considerable personal acquaintance. 
On the question of ” mixed ” marriages Mrs. Penny 

holds very strong opinions. In one of the most success¬ 

ful of her earlier novels, “ A Mixed Marriage," the views 

are developed in a very powerfully conceived and well 
written story. In this, Lorina Carlyon, fired by the 

idea of becoming a reformer and of improving the 

status of women of the harem, whose condition she 

had been told was soul-destroying, married Mir Yakoob 
Ali Khan, an Oxford Indian student who had made 

the acquaintance of St. George Carlyon, Lorina's brother, 
and came to stay with him. The story of how Lorina 

fails in her mission ; her interesting and exciting ex¬ 
periences in the harem as an Indian prince’s bride, 

but with the marriage unconsummated because of 
Indian customs which had not yet been observed, is a 

fascinating one, throwing much light on the attitude 

of native women to foreigners generally. The psy¬ 
chology of the novel is especially good, and by means 

of j.t the reader gains an insight of the kind of life led 
by Indian women of twenty years or so ago, but now, 

in a measure, becoming a thing of the past. 

Mrs. Penny, in speaking of present conditions in 
India, laid especial stress upon the Eurasian question. 

There is a far larger Eurasian population than ib gener¬ 

ally realised by people at home. These children of 

European fathers and Hindu mothers are nowadays 

desirous of being recognised as Anglo-Indians. The 
present unrest is indicative of a testing time which will, 

Mrs. Penny thinks, soon arrive, when the Eurasians and 

Other people of mixed blood will be put to it to vindicate 

their superior claims and hold their own against the 

natives. The Eurasians have never been popular with 

the latter; they have, indeed, been almost more despised 
by natives than by the Europeans themselves. ” They 

have many difficulties to contend with and as time 

goes on,” said Mrs. Penny, ” the English in India will 

be less able to help them.” 
In 1908 Mrs. Penny published an interesting though 

slight volume of reminiscences under the title of ” The 

Coromandel Coast.” In it are gathered together many 

interesting facts and personal experiences relating to 

those Indian days, the subjects of which range from 

fisherfolk to ghosts, from devils to famine. In the 

foreword there is an interesting passage from Mark 

Twain, who writes : ” One thing is sure; they (the 

natives of India) are much the most interesting people 
in the world—and the nearest to being incompre¬ 
hensible. . . . Their character and their history, their 

customs and their religion confront you with riddles 

at every turn . . . riddles which are a trifle more 

perplexing after they are explained than before.” 
I think that it may be fairly claimed for Mrs. Penny 

that, for the average English reader, who does not care 

to devote time to the study of abstruse works upon 

Indo-religion, history and sociology, she has eluci¬ 

dated much, and done not a little to bring to our ken 

the glamour, mystery and complexity of the India of 
the immediate, past. 

In her two recent books we have two distinct phases of 

her work. In ” Desire and Delight ” she tells a charming 
modern love story of Mary Edenhope and the husband 

from whom she was estranged. In ” Diamonds ” we 
have an historical novel of considerable merit, dealing 
with the early days of " John Company,” and alive 

with the exciting adventures that belonged to that 

period, with some diamond smuggling of an ingenious 

character woven into the story. 
Speaking of her Indian days, Mrs. Penny told us 

that her chief amusement, as she did not go in for 

sport, was exploring the bazars, and wandering about 

the streets of Trichinopoly and Madras. As she was 

supposed to possess a lucky hand, and had a son and 
a husband alive, which is considered by natives a great 
blessing, she was generally a welcome visitor to native 

houses. "So long,” added Mrs. Penny, “as-1 kept 

out of the kitchen. If I had entered there the food 
would have had tc) be thrown away, as I should have 

defiled it.” 
Nowadays, though Mrs. Penny is busy as ever with 

literary work in her home at Ealing, where she lives 

with her husband and her daughter, who is a talented 

miniature painter, and has done the cover-designs of 
several of her mother's novels, she still finds time for other 

interests. A charming garden, which in the summer 
is a veritable blaze of colour and full of fragrance, 

claims its share in her spare time. No Indian garden 

ever showed a more gorgeous riot of colour, while a 
huge and almost “ immemorial ” elm diapers the green 

lawn with shadow^ in sunlight. The local Girl Guides 

organisation owes a good deal to Mrs. Penny's sym¬ 

pathy, help and enthusiasm: especially was this so 

in the early days when the movement, locally, was in 
its infancy. But with many other interests, and between 

occasional visits to old friends, and taking part in 

debates at the Women Writers’ Club, Mrs. Penny 

is busily engaged on a couple of new novels, whidx 

she expects to have finished in time for publication 
this year. 
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IRew Books. 

THE DRUDGE AND THE DREAM.* 

The new Cinderella (like Peter J’an) is a nestling of 
“ The Little White Bird." The egg is called Irene. Every 

reader of that delightful fantasy will remember David’s 
brave and implacable little nurse, with her strong views 
of the behaviour of young ladies and gentlemen and her 

passionate belief in the kitchen-drudge w’ho became a 
princess. " A Kiss for Cinderella ’’ is just Irene s romance 

filled out and developed. It was exquisite on the stage, 

and it i.s just as exquisite to read, with its humorous, tender 
accompaniment of comment and description. If you were 
lucky enough to see Hilda Trevelyan as the little drudge 
(alias " Celeste ct Cie., the Penny Friend ") and Gerald du 
Maurier as the peculiar blend of stolidity and romance 
know'n to fact as a Policeman, you will enjoy it doubly. 

You will also enjoy, though a little sadly, the echoes of 
the war that is not yet over—the comradeship between the 
wounded Tommy and the titled probationer, and the 
prophecies of a new’ fraternity of the social classe.s. Well, 
has anybody noticed this new fraternity lately ? Such a 

play as this, with all its frail and gossamer texture, is a 
vastly better sermon than any the churches have produced. 
Barrie’s touch is " infallyable." His play is part fairy talc, 
part fantasy and part pantomime ; but the text of all is 
the simple, unconscious courage of the poor. I w’ish the 

churches had been brave enough to read it to their com¬ 
fortable congregations as a Chnstmas sermon, or message 
for the New Year. 

George Sampson. 

THREE ART BOOKSt 

The debt of genealogists, and searchers after family por¬ 

traits, to Mrs. Nevill Jackson is already considerable ; and 
now this gifted lady increases the national indebtedness by 
placing vdthin reach of thousands of English and American 
families the chance of recovering the portraits of their 

ancestors and kin of the last century. This rare treasure 
dropped into her hands through good fortune. It happened 
in this wise : The great age of the eighteenth century ’' pro- 
filists' ’—the exquisite makers of the famous'' black shadows ’' 
or " shadow portrait miniatures "—had departed ; by the 
eighteen-twenties the black profile had fallen on evil times 

—decay had set in. first thft modelling of detail on the black 
shadow to debauch its whole significance, then the setting 
of it upon a painted or printed background—when there 
came to England the dapper little French refugee, August 
Edouart. This man, plagued by a mad conceit and a 
touchy snobbery that were a very disease, and at the end 
of his resources, had to turn to some means of earninj; a 
livelihood, at that time considered a very vulgar thing to 

do. In 1825, at thirty-six, he discovered that his deft 
fingers had given him an astoundingly nervous skill in 
cutting out of a piece of black paper with scissors, in three 
or four swift minutes, a remarkable fuU-length portrait in 
miniature of any man, woman, child or animal. Fearful 
of being cut by Society, he rechristened the shadow- 
portrait miniature the " silhouette "—by such grim irony 
was it that the name of Louis XVth’s economical Finance 
Minister, Etienne de Silhouette, passing into the slang of 

the streets of Paris lor anything cheap, was to come to so 
exquisite an immortality!—and so, having discovered 
the word wherewith to dignify his calling, Edouart set up 

as artist with a big A. The whole world flocked to his 
“ gallery," the high and the less high, wheresoever he 

• “A* Kiss for Cinderella.” A Comedy. By J. M. Barrie. 
58. net. (Rodder & Stoughton.) 

+ " Ancestors in Silhouette, cut by August Edouart." By 
Mrs. F. F. Nevill Jackson. £3 js. net. (John Lane.)—"Daniel 
Gardner.": By Dr. G. C. Williamson. £s 5s. net. (John 
Lane.)—"Vision and Design.” By Roger Fry. 25s. net. 

went—London, Bath, Edinburgh, Oxford, Cambridge, 
Wales, Ireland, America—for in 1839, at fifty, famous, 
he made for America and there too everybody who 
was anybody came to his studio. Fiercely attacteng the 
debased state into which the " profilists " had allowed their 
art to drift, he was to purify it and bring it back to life. 
He landed in America in the very year one Daguerre 
was registering his appliances for taking " apothecary's 
pictures ’’ in Paris. A man of orderly mind, and setting 
his art very high, Edouart made a habit of doubling his 

black paper and cutting every portrait he made in duplicate ; 
this duplicate he set in a " Reference Folio," recording 
upon it every detail he could gather about his sitter, 
whereby he left us most valuable details of family history. 
By 1835, at forty-six, he had made 50,000 family portraits; 

It is calculated that by 1849 he had made over 100,000 
portraits here and in America. There was now to fall upon 
the self-plagued man at sixty the tragedy of his life, a 
tragedy that at least proved his passionate devotion to 

Hanway. 
From ' Daniel Gardner" (John Lane). 

his art. He had packed in great cases the whole of his 
huge folios of British portraits to take with him to America 
in 1839 as his yritness to his high achievement; he juid 
now in 1849 added the whole record of his American 
achievement. Returning to Europe with his treasure after 
liis ten years of triumph in America in 1849, the sailing 

ship Oneida was wrecked in Vazon Bay, off the coast of 
Guernsey, near Christmas Eve, and but fourteen of the 
priceless folios of his long life's work could be saved from 
the sea before the doomed ship broke up on the rocks—an 
irreparable loss not only to Edouart but to the world, as this 
handsome volume makes only too clear. It broke the 

distracted man; his art was at an end. He gave the 
rescued “ Reference Folios" to the Lukis family of 
Guernsey, who had befriended him in his day of trial, and 
returned to France to die in 1861. From this family of 
Lukis they passed lately with poetic justice to our authoress 
who, with Captain D^mond Coke, has done a nationtd' 
service by bringing back the silhouette into its fitting 
rank in the high achievement of the arts. No museum or 
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August Edouart cutting the 

Silhouette of Liston, the Actor. 

From “Ancestors in Silhouette’ (John Lane) 

library throughout the land can afford to l>e without this 
handsome volume, if only from its priceless genealogical 
value. 

Doctor Williamson is a very sleuth-hound in hunting 

down the careers and masterpieces of men of genius 111 
painting, who might otherwise sink into oblivion or, worse 
still, pass into the ranks of " artists unknown ”—that 
exasperating legion of brilliant men whose high achieve- 
jnent is filched to swell the credit of the already great. 
His services to the history of British painting are already 
remarkable; but in bringing back Daniel Gardner into 
his own he has fulfilled a masterly feat of endurance an<l 

resolution which, had it been but his sole contribution 
to the history of painting, would have placed him in a fore¬ 
most position in this field of research. Once he takes 
hold, he never lets go. By consequence we have here a 

superb gallery of British celebrities and people of fashion 
who strutted their picturesque part in the great days of 
George the Third, hitherto all unrecorded—an amazing 
treasure. The labour, which must have been prodigi¬ 
ous, is serenely hidden within a readable and pleasant 

book free of all hint of weariness. He will be rewarded 

by the necessity of every library and museum and art 
lover to possess it—it must remain the foundation stone 
for all future research. Best of all. its illustrations are 
generous and its list of autlicntic works well recorded. 
The space at mv disposal is all too short to pay anything 
like fitting tribute to this invaluable volume. Dr. William- 
.son has fulfilled his .self-imposed task with consummate 

skill. The publisher also com|icls words of praise. 
'Iliat Mr Roger I'ry should have selected Art as his 
honours ” subject in life was perhaps inevitable in his 

day- Art was upon the town. But that so pleasant a 
jiersonality and so charming a speaker, the moment he 

takes jx*!! in liand, should write in a jargon as baffling 

ns tile Govcrnment-Hnglish in an Income-Tax return, is 
amazing when Ins whole object is to elucidate that subtle 
activity of man winch is Art Still, it is in the great 
tradition Perhaps it conceals from the vulgar herd. 
I'Vaiikly, It IS but tedious \’olapuk to me. Art criticism 
lias always been a failure because the critic has never 
first dug down to the basic significance of art and discovered 
Its supreme necessity to man ; and without that relation 
all judgment is invalid—empty windiness, however Oxford 
the accent Here is an accomphshccl and cultured man of 
vast erudition, of tireless reading and travelling, who has 

never discovereil the basic significance of art. He has 
liied always in tlie rarefied and exclusive atmosphere of 

that intellectual snobbery which is called ajsthetics. He 
Im-. all it.s utter contempt for the people—“ the crowd.” 
He pities them He does not realise that it is he who 
may be the subject for pity, not the world. The jx'Ople 
feel real vital art far more keenly than he. This bcxik is a 
juoof of It Here Mr Roger l-'rv gives his faith to the 
\soiid—the carefullv edited selection of his twenty years 
ol writing ujion art— the volume, 1 fancy, goes back 
tiirtluT than that, and it gives scant idea of the many 
slinncs on uliicli he lias turned his back; but let us dis¬ 
creetly take luni as he desires to lie judged by posterity. 
Mr. l-ry oj«'ns by reminding us that Plato knew nothing 
about art . but uo jilulosopher nor critic ever understood 
the basic sigmlicaiice of art—indeed, jihilosophy, which is 
;in act of rea.son, lias no relation to art. which is the means 
whereby man gams cxjiencnce of life through the com¬ 
munion to jinn by his fellows of their sensations. Art is 
onlv that, but it is all that. it is thereby the supreme 
significance to man next to life itself, for only by and 
through art can man transfer to his fellow men the emotions 
he has felt—and for one thing wo have ourselves experienced 
at first haiKl, wc have exjxnenced millions at second hand 
through this jiowcr to commune with our fellows. Without 
art, man is as one blind, in a narrow jirison. It has nothing 
to tlo with being '' appreciated bv the mass of his educated 
contemjioranes ” Kvery man is an artist in his degree, 
and IS moved by art in his degree Tolstoy i^ame near to 

discovering the basic significance of art, but proceeded 
to cancel and blot it out by applying to art a religious test. 
Even this was lost on Mr. Fry. who denies to your ordinary 
man the power to receive the exquisite perceptions or 
cMuotions of life and arrogates this power to a priggish 
clique. When art, debauched by German kultur which 
has put a baslard scientific aim upon it, came dribbling 
through Italian I'uturism and I'rench Post-Impressionism 
and C'ubism and What Not and Blast from Elsewhere, it 
was Mr. Roger Fry who bowed it into England. Indeed, 
so deeplv is he imbued with the fatuity that art is not for 
the people that he rushes at any painting that baffles him 
and hugs it to his bosom, since he feels sure that what 

baffles him must baffle the vulgar herd What could be 
more significant than the majority of the second-rate 
works of art which he has selected wherewith to embellish 
this his Gospel of Art ? He always reminds me of a verj’- 
erudite man who, when fish was brought to table, begged 
his hostess that the skin might be sent to the kitchen to 
be toasted for him ; who scorned a cheese that did not 

crawl to meet him ; and would only eat his quail if it were 
what the daughter of the house wittily described as 
■' sunburnt.” Haldane Macfall. 
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COLLECTED PROSE OF JAMES 
ELROY FLECKER* 

Flecker’s literary executors have been well advised to 

reissue in one handy volume all the prose that the author 
reprinted, or would probably have reprinted, except his 
novel, “ The King of Alsander.” Flecker's prose writings, 
few as they are, have considerable intrinsic value and 
interest. They also help lovers of the }X>et to understand 
the man, his attitude towards life, towards the arts in 

general, and especially towards the art of poetry. The 
volume contains Flecker's earlv and fantastic stor^' of the 
future, called “The Last Generation,” the charming 
“ Dialogue on Education “ which he published in 1910 

under the title of “ The Grecians,” a few articles and 
sketches contributed to periodicals, and, last and most 
important, about half a dozen critical studies, all of which 
are most intimately self-reveahng. 

Flecker's criticism, no less than his dialogue, “ The 
Grecians,” will make only too clear, to some of his readers, 

the gulf which separates his day from our own. It will 

• “Collected Prose of James Elrov Flecker.” 7s. 6d. net. 

remind many people of a " Humanity ” which now seems 
to have gone from us, and of a generosity of mind which 
seems only too completely to have disappeared with it. 

For Flecker cared for the things of the intellect and for 
the Arts, not for anything that he might get out of them 
in money, fame or social success, but for toeir own sakes. 
He either wrote with gusto, with immense enthusiasm and 

delight, or not at all. He was incapable of becoming a 
“ literary journalist,” as is the fashion even amoTig the 
most distinguished jx>ets of the present time. As a 
journalist he remained an amateur; and I do not believe 

he ever could have acquired the faculty of turning out 
copy to suit an editor’s ” requirements.” But when he 
had something to say in prose about matters which aroused 
in him an enthusiasm of admiration or anger, he stated his 
views with a happy emphasis, with precision and with a 
beautiful clarity. 

The most valuable of his critical studies are those headed 
“ Two Critics of Poetry ” and ” The Public as Art Critic ” : 
though his essays on John Davidson and on the New 

Poetry and Mr. Housman’s “ Shropshire Lad ” are also full 
of interest for the light they throw on Flecker himself, as 
well as on the work of the pioets he discusses. In " The 

Public as Art Critic ” he defines the 
qualities .which the true critic must 
possess, in a passage which deserves 

attention at the present time; 

*' Criticism,” he writes, ” is almost as 
dithcuJt as creation, and there is no royal 
road to the comprehension of the beauti¬ 
ful . . He (the good critic) will know 
that art is divided, not into decadent and 
iiealthy, cia.ssic and romantic, but into the 
two mighty divisions of Good and Bad, 
and that these divisions alone hold true. 
One great dogma alone he must hold—that 
human life is passionately interesting in 
all its phases, that over the filthiest by- 
way.s the sky of night must stretch its 
llowery mantle of stars. The critic must 
1h‘ of purer mould than the poet himself. 
He must have a profound love for man, 
not the vague enthusiasm of the humani¬ 
tarian, but a vivid delight in all the men 
in the world, men sinful, men splendid, 
men coarse, or cowardly, or pathetic. And 
in all the phenomena of nature, sordid or 
.shining, the background to our tragedy, 
he must admire, if not the beauty, then 
the force, the law, the cruelty and the 
power. And with this enthusiasm in his 
soul he will bitterly condemn dullness, 
weakness, bad workmanship, vulgar 
thought, shoddy sentiment as being 
slanders on mankind ; and in this sense 
and this sense only—that it is the glory of 
man—great art is moral." 

In another passage — from “Two 
Critics of Poetry”—he sends, un¬ 
consciously, a message to the age into 

which he was not destined to live, 
which has a still deeper 'significance. 
In direct opposition to the theory 
which dominates our criticism to-day, 
Flecker actually deplores 

“ the absence of political interest in 
modern poetry. The dearth of proud and 
eagle-winged forces in this modem age," 
he says, " is a calamity for art. Whether 
these century-old poets preached an idea, 
as Shelley, Byron and Wordsworth, ran' 
counter to it. as Crabbe, or n^lected it, as 
Keats, they had the inestimable advantage 
of living in a society rent Iw the 
enthusiasms and hatreds of the French 
Revolution. In those good days Shelley 
was not an inefiectual angel whose pretty 
lyrics might be read by simpering girls, 
but a most effectual Devil, liltt a socialist 
of to-day, attacking the very fonndations 
of society. Only during the last year has 
there arisen in England a political crisis 
worthy of the pen; and in this revived 
bitterness of strife lies at least some hope 
for the future of Esgluh poetry,” 
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The essay from which these lines are taken is not dated, 

so that it is difficult to state what precisely was the political 
crisis to which Flecker referred. But the fact that he 
should have considered any kind of '' politics ” worthy 

of a poet's pen must come as a shock to our critical 
reactionaries, who now preach with such fervour the gospel 
of Decadence. 

When the war broke out, Flecker at once saw in it an 

occasidn to which, as a poet, he must rise. His spirit 
became fired with the unselfish, semi-religions enthusiasms 
which, at least in its early days, the struggle aroused in 
the youth of Europe. He wrote sev'eral poems on the war, 
penned a Coronation Ode to King Constantine of Greece, 
and. had he lived, would liavc plunged into political 

controv^sics and indulged heartily in (to quote his own 
words), abuse and invective of pro-Turks, pro-Bnlgars, 
the Liberal Press.” If Flecker were alive to-day it is quite 
certain that the battle of ideas raging throughout the world 
would not have left him indifferent or unmoved. On one 
side or another the generosity of his nature would have 
forced him to take part in the conflict. Perhaps he might 
have tried to do for the British Government of 1920 what 
Shelley and Byron between them did for the government 

■of Castlereagh, just a century ago He might have become 
a Sinn Fciner, or an Auti-Vemzelist, or a Hungarian 

Monarchist. He might '' superblv ” have denounced 
Bolshevism—or have haded it as some of his great prede¬ 
cessors hailed the French Revolution. It is impossible lo 
guess how Flecker would nave reacted to the political 
events of our time. Of one thing only can we l>e sure, and 
that is, that he would have lieeu mcapablc of the meanness 

of spirit shown by those who—because they arc ” artists ” 
—think it justifiable to ignore them. In everything he did 
and said Flecker made it clear tiiat, in his view, in order to 
be an artist it was not necessary cither to resign citizenship 
or to surrender the rights and duties of a man. 

Douglas Goldring. 

THE HUMAN BIBLE.* 

Mr. Eric Robertson, m this hi^ latest volume, claims to 
have written a plain book about the growth of the Bible 
according to modern knowledge ; we shall sec that he has 
accomplished this and indeed something more. There is 
a sense in which he may almost be said to have given us 
that of which he speaks in one place—” the apocalypse of 
a real people’s genius.” His work is called alternatively 
an account of the Jcwi.sh soul, while lu the sub-title it is 
described as ” a study of the Divine,” and such it is when 
that loose and dubious word is understood as the purpose 
of God working through the higher aims, hopes and aspira¬ 
tions of man. In a previous study—” The Bible's Prose 
Epic of Eve and her Sons ”—Mr Robertson examined the 
legends of Genesis and, as we arc told here in the preface, 
his theme is now taken up at the traditional making of the 
Law. The undertaking falls into two divisions, being the 

quest of Jewry after the Kingdom of God and the quest 
followed in Christ after that same Kingdom. The stand¬ 
point is that the Old Testament record of Israel is the best 

hi<«tory in which to study the conduct of a nation in the 
following of such a research. The Gospels are a preaching 

of the Kingdom, an embodiment of the utterances of 
Jewish historians, psalmists, jirophets, carried to a con¬ 

clusion of spiritual logic. The propo.sal is to follow up *' the 
experimental Kingdom ” as conceived and worked for by the 

great leaders of old and thereafter in the teaching of Jesus. 
The result is a living picture, a processional story of leading, 
onward from Moses, through judges, kings and prophets, 

” the evolution of a historic people ” towards power 
through suffering. If it can be said without exaggeration, 
there is not only nothing in cxegeticaJ literature which is 

quite like this ” Human Bible,” but, clothed in their new 
v«ture, the old annals carry a new appeal, assuming 

another life, and a fresh meaning. The truth is that Mr. 

• ” The Human Bible." Bj' Eric Robertson, M.A. 153. net. 
(Nisbet.) 

Robertson tells the stories mainly in a series of powerful 
character-studies—witness his lives of Saul, David and 
Solomon, his accounts of kings '' moving in the shadows of 
prophets,” of prophets as king-makers, of prophets in 

the light of their own vocation, crusading for principles of 
righteousness, of Amos conceiving man as ” mirror of the 
Almighty Spirit,” of the ” immeasurable monotheism ” of 

Isaiah. It is right to call a book of this kind the ” Human 
Bible,” for it is a man of insight’s study at first-hand of 
men and things in Scripture. It is also a book of many 
notable, shrewd and pregnant sayings, while beyond the 
faculty which produces lights like these there is another, 
also notable, bringing j>oint after point forward, each of 
which seems obvious, and yet they will have occurred 
previously to few of us in the way that they are put. 

I have spoken of Mr. Robertson's subject-general as the 
Bible's growth according to modern knowledge. For him. 
as in his opinion for general belief, its unique and plenary 
inspiration is abandoned. God has spoken to the world 
through many good men and in many good books, meaning 
however that these arc registers of liuman consciousness in 
respect of Divine things, or, as it is expressed literally, ’ 
” birthright yearnings of the soul of man.” Somehow— 
but how I know .scarcely—they are God's progressive 

revelation of truth ; but it is to be understood that all tales 
of the Old Testament ” were written hundreds of years 
after the events they purport to describe.” The chronology 
of its making is broadly between 850 and 165 B.c. That 
of the New Testament—which is the picture of a great 
personality m a frame of miracles—lies between a.D. 52 
and 160. It will be seen that Mr. Robertson stands for 
the moderate side of so-called higher criticism. He stands 
also against miracles. These matters are mentioned to 
clear up the point of view ; they are no more of my concern 
otherwise than the alleged democracy of Jesus. As the 
Bible-mossage does not he for myself within the measures of 

an orthodox rule of faith or a gospel of material betterment, 
so it is, I hope, unaffected by cither side of the findings 
of textual scholarship on dates and authorship. On the 
question of miracles Mr. Robertson and I are perhaps 
nearer to one another than we should prove in most things 
else. Perhaps it is not very near. I observe that in one 
place he mentions the ” subliminal self,” which notwith¬ 
standing, it looks that psychical research is for him an 
unopened book. Were it otherwise he might have written 

his account of the Transfiguration from a different point 
of view. In the light of that research there is no difficulty 
in regarding this particular event of the Life in Palestine as 
a memorable psychic vision. So also, from an analogous 
point of view, there is no difficulty about the resurrection. 
I am neither p.sychist nor spiritualist, but with the corre¬ 
spondences of these things the world is filled, as Saint- 
Martin said long ago. I doubt not that the disciples saw 
their Master radiant in the spiritual aura of His unique 

personality on the Mount of Transfiguration and that 
they saw Him also after the death on Mount Calvary : they 
saw and did not understand. But the question is not 
vital. In either case I can say with St. Paul: ” if Christ 
be not risen, our faith is vam.” In their true understand¬ 
ing the Gospel miracles are mighty symbols, from the 
changing of water into wine to the end which crowned the 

work on the Mount of Ascension. Those who reject them 
as fables and those who subject them to a process ol fatal 
explanation, like that of the “ Mysteries of Udolpho,” 
seem to me far from the terra. But Mr. Robertson feels 
that they are symbols, though as one perhaps who puts 

out questing arms in the darkness. 
I am quite sure that Jesus of Nazareth was a seer in 

the highest sense of seership; that He saw what is not 
seen by material eyes ; that He heard things which may 
be uttered everywhere about us, but they do not sound 
within the ears of the body ; that He was in touch with 
another world which does not communicate to man 

through physical senses; and that the visions, the 
auditions, the tactions, belong to what Bohme calls the 

” supersensual life.” It is miraculous like the life of 
Nature and natural as the world of real miracle. Communion ■ 
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with this world is a result of the heart opening to God 
and of God overflowing the heart. It is substantially 
unknown to us, with our partial dedications at their best, 
our half-hearted devotions, our desire to make the best of 

both worlds, but especially of this one. The mind of Jesus 
is an illustration of that exotic but supremely possible 

state, about which it is said that “ eye hath not seen, nor 
ear heard, nor hath it entered into the heart of man to 
conceive what God hath prepared for those who love Him.” 
The reservation does not connote only a future life of 

beatific vision : it is a state winch Christ entered, like one 
who opens a door in the here and now, like one who shows 
us a way. In such showing He is for us the way. the 

truth and the life, until tlierc comes, m fine, that much 
deeper state, of which Hckhart and Ruysbroeck knew, 
when Christ yields up the Kingilom to the Father, and 
God is all in all. This docs not mean the passing of the 
Cosmos, as if withdrawn by I*ara-Brahma ; it comes about 
as and when the uttermost end is attained in every soul— 

the end of the Christ-wav, of the Christ-life and of the 
truth of real experience in Him. The words are : ” that 

you also may be one in Him ” 
Mr. Robertson says that the only way God has ever 

spoken to humanity is through souls. It was to souls 
that Christ spoke ; it is to souls that His life speaks. In 

fine, there is the Christ-life in the soul, and it reproduces 
stage by stage the story of Palestine, from the traditional 
birth in Bethlehem to that moment when in the presence 
of His elect, the Master was taken up into Heaven It is 
a story of inward experience told in symbols, from which 
point of view it is a picture of living miracles in a frame 

of personality. As I understand it, this is the higher 
criticism. In conclusion, however, as to ” The Human 
Bible.” Mr. Robertson’s book marks a certain ciKich ; it 
has been done with the might of his sincerity by a lover 
of the truth as he sees it, and it has raised ” modern know¬ 
ledge ” on the growth of the Bible into literature. 

A E. Waith. 

THE ART OF LETTERS.* 

I doubt the utility of reprinting reviews, because it is a 

kind of mixing of materials wluch is rather more dangerous 
than a mixing of metaphors. A book is something in 
itself, not a convenient cellarage for liquors made up to be 

drunk at once. In the last paper in this volume, Mr. Lynd 
gives us his ideas about book reviewing and excellent sense 
they are, though inclined, rather irrelevantly, to be patron¬ 

ising and in some portions to create an imaginary situation 
and then demolish it. He detests those reviewers, that is 
to say, who denounce the popular, factory-made stuff, 
suggesting with justice that this is to expect figs of 

thistles. But where is Mr. Lynd's Apollyon ? Person¬ 
ally I cannot think of a single writer on modern books who 
wastes his time thus beating the air. If he does exist, .he is 
an undergraduatish Apollyon, who in his Tweedledum 
armour is poorly equipped to guard against Mr. Lynd's 
verbal fencing and, one would have thought, poor sport. 
Otherwise Mr. Lynd's notion of the reviewer’s office is 

sound enough. It is, says Mr. Lynd, to give not an opinion 
but a portrait of the book in question. The reviewer who 
s'.Ates his opinion about a book is stating his opinionatedness 
to the reader of the review. Theorising, generalising, 
sermonising, any departure from the simple rules of portrait¬ 

painting arc a vicious heresy, an ” unreasonable intolerance,” 
a ” detestable habit.” I confess I am puzzled by Mr. Lynd's 
heat in the matter and it is unlike him to lose his equa¬ 
bility in this way, if it is not in some degree a contradiction of 
his owrf theory. If we assume, as we must, that Mr. Lynd 
is not confining a reviewer with a critic, we must cordially 

agree with almost everything he says. The difference 

between the two is obvious — the one sees a separate 

• "The Art of Letters.” By Robert Lynd. 15B. net. 
(Fisher .Unwin.) 

phenomenon in every book, the other sees every book as 

part of the phenomena of books and of life. One need not 
develop the antithesis, because that might imply a censure 
of the reviewer. But he fits his temporary office, just as 

the critic fits his more permanent one. 
Now many of these studies of Mr. Lynd's are not critic¬ 

isms but reviews, nor are they intended to be anything else. 
The question is whether they are properly adapted to the 

measure of a book. I take as an extreme instance Mr. 
Lynd's remarks about Mr. Davies—“ Mr. W. H. Davies 
is by now,a veteran among the Georgians, and one cannot 
easily imagine a presence more welcome in a book of verse. 

Among poets he is a bird singing in a hedge. He com¬ 
municates the same sense of freshness while he sings. He 

has also the quick eye of a bird. He is, for all his fairy 
music, on the look-out for things that will gratify his 
appetite. He looks to the earth rather than the sky, 
though he is by no means deaf to the lark that ' raves 

in his windy height above a cloud.' At the same time, at 
his best, he says nothing about his appetite, and sings in 

the free spirit of a child at play.” And so on. No one 
can seriously contend that having read this in a newspaper 
or magazine, he requires it in a book. Or take the paper on 
William Morris. It is a review of Mr. Compton-Rickett’s 

” William Morris : A Study in Pcrsonalitv ” Mr. Compton- 
Rickett’s book (as Mr. Lynd sees perfectly well) is not in 

the same street with Mr. Mackail's, but all the same to 
get at Morris, Mr. Lynd has to wade t^irough Mr. Compton- 
Rickett. The consequence is that we can hardly see one 
for the other and thanks to this intermediary method of 
interpretation, Mr. Lynd has not a single word to say about 

the most important and intere.sting idea Morris taught the 
world—the interrelationship between use aiul beauty. 
Again and again we are conscious of getting at the master 
at tliird-hand and piecemeal, of occasionalism, if 1 may lie 
permitted to coin a word, and our patience is rather taxed. 
Mr. Lynd is not a thinker or a philosopher, but in a book 

written by him. we want to hear what lie has to say about 
the great man and then to tc.«.t whether we think it true or 
false, not to hear what he has to say about somebody else’s 
remarks about the great man. Mr. J^vnd’s studies are not 

all of this oblique method of approach, but he should, I 
think, have revised those that are. 

The same applies to Mr. Lynd’s method of expression. 
In some remarks about stylelessness he writes: ” It 

is like the rushing to and fro of motor-buses which save 
minutes but waste our peace. It is like the swift making 
of furniture with unseasoned wood. It is a kind of intro¬ 

duction of the quick-lunch system into literature.” That 
is so. A quick lunch is a pleasant thing, but a succession 

of quick lunches is apt to lose its savour. Mr. l^ynd’.s 
preference for the short, epigrammatic sentence in expres¬ 
sion gives brightness and sparkle to a review ; in a book 
it reads like a self-conscious smartness which becomes 
monotonous. Nothing is so wearisome as a perpetual 
glitter and it makes the machinery of workmanship far too 

obvious. I do not suggest that Mr. Lynd deliberately 
writes for effect but that it often looks like it. In one place 
he says of Coleridge at his worst that his work is little but 
the ” dull flappings and slitherings of a penguin.” That 

gives a false impression of Coleridge, because a penguin 

only flaps and slithers when it is out of its truer dement, 
whereas Coleridge floundered by losing himself too much in 

his philosophic clement. It is a commonplace thing to say 
of Shelley that he was ” drunken with doctrine ” and Mr. 
Lynd falls into such superficiality because of his dangerous 
/lair for phrase-making. 

It would be an unjust portrait of Mr. Lynd’s book, if 
I omitted to praise its readableness. Insight, depth of 
thought, breadth of view and imaginative power it lacks 
but he has a highly agreeable way of introducing you to an 
author by apt quotation and comment. He is an easy, 

brisk, conversational writer and he can run on about his 
subject with dexterity and address. He is far more at 
home for instance when he is talking about Horace Walpole 
(his study of him is a long way the best in the book) than 
he is with the great poets or thinkers, and he does a much 
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HOW TO LEARN FRENCH OR 
SPANISH 

GREAT SUCCESS OF NEW PELMAN METHOD 

The new Pcltnan metlunl of UMi.limg I'oreign I.angii.iges by 
Correspondence m alK)ut one-tliird the usual lime has met with 
immcilmte success. 

Those wlio have enrolled eithcj for the J-'rcnch Course or for 
the Spanish Course (courses in other languages arc being jire- 
pared) are enthusiastic in their praise ^ 

It IS already clear that the I'elnian method is effecting a 
revolution in the teaching of Foreign Languages 

Although the Pclinan I^ingiiage Courses are written entirely 
in French and Spanish respectively and do not lontain a wonl 
of Enghsh, yet anyone, even without jirevioiisly knowing a 
single wonl of the Foreign Language in iiue.slion, can fojlow 
thcra with perfect case 

It soimils almost incredible, yet it is perfei tly true. 

NO TRANSLATION 

The great advantage of this ix, of ecnivse. tliat all Ifitiislulion 

IS avoided There are no p.issages of French or Spanish to be 
translalcil into Fmglisli and in. passages of h'.iiglish t<» be trans¬ 
lated into French or Spanish You learn I-'rench in Frencli 
and Spanish in Spanish, so that, when you have completed 
one of these Courses, vou will not only he able to read French 
(or Spanish) books and newspaix-rs. but you will be able to 
write and speak French (or Sisiiush) aicuratcly, gramniatirally 
and fluently, and without that hesitation whudi comes when .i 
Foreign Language is acq.nred, as it too often is, by some inethoil 
involving translation. 

Further, the Polman language Courses enable \ou to learn 
From h or Spinish without hurdeiung your memory w’lth the 
task ot le.vining by heart long strings of I'rcnch or Spanish 

words 
You le.irn tlu-sc words, it is true—the Courses would be useless 

il vou dulii't—hut you learn them as you go along and as you 
want them In fact, you learn them as you would do if you 
were living in France or bp-im—vou learn them by using thc-m, 
and vou le irn them m such a way that you never forget them 

The following are a few e-vtrerls from letters received from 

stuilcnts of this method :— 

On a Paris Visit 

•‘llFf a' l-c -mlv in Puri.\ ef’ht char (/-ivi, and I found mv pleasure 

lireatly a ‘!’in‘’nicd hv briuii able to speak and understand almost 

'cvcvvthni}' I am ifatle coneinced that the Pehirin method is the 

onlvwivlolearna Foreij^n L-.tn:jiui-^c —(/’ loi ) 

“ Delightfully Easy *’ 

“il find v-uir urthod of U-achme makes the reitdiiii; of the French 

laaf:uaf;e d-it^ht/a/lv easv Yoar method is icrtamlv of real 

ioorth and fulfils a hn/’-felf want in the learnnif! of Fiencli 

(ir. los) 

‘Grammar Particularly Interesting’ 

“ In hiindim; vuii the last rreiiises of the French L iiiirSi\ J would 

like lo th ink dll concerned for th ' splendid wav 1 hare been con¬ 

ducted through it , , . j 
" Never in niv life han I eiijovcd aavthing so much as this siuay, 

and I think the Institute ts to be rrrv hcarl.lv congraltiUitcd on 

having inimduced the undoubtedly c.irrrct method of teaching 

Foreign Languages . , , , , 
" All three, parts had a certain ehanii. and I consider it absolutely 

wonderful how easv Vi>u have mule it to pule up P'rciich in an 

unforgettable m-imicr. The fuanimai. partu ularly interesting 

and easily learnt, is a masterpiece “ i u*) 

The following two extracts rclcr to the new Pelmaii Spanish 

Course;— 

“ Elasy to Follow ” 

/ am d'hghled wilh thc\Spanish Course and find il extremely 
interesting and easy to follow."—(>' T Jt'4 ) 

’Bhinking in Spanish 

" 7 received the first tw.i textbooks on .<lpanish. and I consider the 
method as remarkable as tl is simple Trom the beginning one 
can entirely think in Spanish and understand, and this ts the 
only practical way to master a Foreign Language—at least in my 
opinion."—(S.S. 104.) 

The Pelman method enables you to learn French or Spanish 
naturally, simply, and easily, and in about one-third the usual 
time. It is fully described in a little book issued by the Modern 
Languages Deiirtment of the Institute. Write to-day for a 
free copy of this booklet (mentioning the 
Spanish—in which you are interested) to the Pelman Insmute 
(Modwn Languages Dept.), 88, Bloomsbury Mansions, Hart 
Str^, London, W.C.i. 

PRIME MINISTER’S APPEAL 

OPPORTUNITIES IN 1921 FOR MEN AND 

WOMEN WITH TRAINED MINDS 

** whole i-iuTgy of hiismcss men, of workmen and of 
^ slatesmcn is neeilcfl to rcplenisli tlie imjiovenshed 

purse of mankind " 
In these words llie I'rimo Mimsler apjx'als to th«‘ community 

to show in the work of Construclion and Kcconstructinn that 
lies before us the same ” resource and courage which brought us 
triumphant through the nuwl critical i>eriod of our history.” 

Headers can best rcsjxmil to this appeal by bringing their own 
mental powers to the highest ]>ossiblo level of trained efliciency 
and by developing tliose qualities wliioh will enable them to take 
lull advantage of the many opportunities of ndv.inccnicnt the 
present year holds for men and women wnth trained minds 

This is wliat many thousands of people have alreaily decided 
to do, as the letters received by the IVlmaii Institute show. 

A Subaltern writes: 
“ i w.is dining last night with my Lieut -Colonel, and he 

attrilmles lus r.ipitl j>roinolion from C.iptain to Tacut- 
Coloiud in three rears enhrely to Pelmanisin, and strongly 
advised me to t.ike it up ” 

A Doctor writes: 
“ I li.ive more energy, can ai(]iiire fresh knowU'dge more 

readily and pleasantly, and can recall ami use prcviously- 
ac(iuire>l knowleilge more easily and more extensively.” 

An Engineer writes: 
■■ I h.ice been successful in obtaining a must advan- 

t.igeous position, and I attribute my success very largely 
to the imti.itivc developed hy the Ptdman Course ” 

And, if sjuce permitted, hunilrc'ds of letters could be quoteil 
fiom men ainl women who have secured higher positions, in- 
cre.ised their earning jiowers and greatlv developed their all¬ 
round cllnicniy bv means of I’cdmanisin 

Miss Lillah McCarthy’s Opinion. 
Vet Pelmamsm is quite simple and i*asy to practise. The 

e.xercises are well within the ])owers of every reader. The 
Course does not involve a dull, heavy '' grind,” on tlie contrary 
it provides a most enjoyable recreation for the winter evenings. 

” Pelmanisni,” says Miss Lillah McCarthy, " is now my 
Sunday recreation I lake a close of this new mciitai tonic, 
and at once experience a sense of rest and content After this 
pleasant e.xcrcise I feel braced uj), ready for my week’s .work, 
and sure that 1 shall be able to <lo my best That is the secret 
I have learnt from Pelmamsm—it makes your best better than 
you thought it po:,,sible to lie. 

“ And,” she a<lds, ” Pelmanisin is .i nio.xt absorbing game. 
Pelmamsm re-creates the mind, fills one with a new c-nergy for 
work, '.timulates one to a greater determination of will-jxiwer, 
and increases the capacity for concentration ” 

lA'eii the busiest man or worn.in cun .spare a few minutes 
daily for l‘elmamsm, especially wlien minutes so spent bring in 
rich and permanent rewards. 

If, therefore, you wish .— 
To strengthen your will-power, 
To develop y.mr jioweis of concentration, 
To dcvcloj) initiative. 
To act with judgment, foresight and dc'cisioii, 
To become a first-cla.ss organiser and manager, 
To get rid of ” after-war apathy,” 
To develop the power of originating valuable ideas, 
To acquire a strong pcTsoiiahty, 
To banish ditlidence and nervousness, 
To ac<iiiire self-confidence, 
To talk and speak convincingly, 
To work m •>rc easily and more cflicientlj-, 
To brace and strengthen your mind. 
To cultivate a reliable memory, 
To widen your intellectual outlook, 

In short, to make the fullest use of the powers now lying 
perhaps latent or on'y semi-devcloped in your mind, you will do 
well to send to-day for particulars cit the New Pelman Course. 

On writing to-day to the address given below, you will receive 
by return, gratis and post free, 

(i) A copy of Mind & Memory, which contains a 
full descnption of the New Pelman Course, 
what it IS and what it does. 

To.nAv ^ Special Reiwrt issued by 
Truth on the work of the Pelman Institute. 

(j) Information enabling you to enrol for the 
Course on reduced terms. 

This is an opportunity not to be missed by any reader who 
wishes " to do better ” m 1921, and to improve his or her income 
or position in life. 

Write to-day (a post card will do) to the Pelman Institute, 
20, Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.r, and by 
return you will receive full information about the system that 
has done so much for others and the benefits of which are now 
obtainable by you. 
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needed service in rehabilitating that slandered shade. 
It IS jxjrhaps true that Mr. Lynd writes too much, but that 
is a judgment, if judgment it be, that should apply to a 

ponderous rather than a graceful writer. 

H. J MA--SINOUAM. 

A STORM IN THE THEATRE.* 

Miss Storm Jameson has written an arresting and 

stimulating volume. Von will cnioy it, even though 
you don't agree with it, and your interest in tlie theatre 

will probably take fire afresh from its doctrines. 'I'he 
author, as she admits, writes from a thesis. She states 
a case and defends it. The advantage of this to the reader 
is that he always knows where he is, because he always 
knows where the author is. There are few things more 
annoying to a careful reader than a volume of reprinted 

paj>ers in which the critical standard and standpoint change 

from iiagc to page, according to the general tone of the 
periodicals to which the essays were contributed. In the 

present volume there is no such variation Miss Jameson 
demands from tragedy the pity and fear of strength 
defeated, and from comedy .sanity and cnticism ot life. 

But she acknowledges the existence of secondary drama 
by the side of great drama, and give.s thanks for “ the 
fragile distinction of Oscar Wilde and the intellectual 
power of Mr. Shaw's finest work ” Upon imitative 
medioenty and the commercial product her hand is heavv. 

Miss Jameson, it would seem, lia-' been influenced 
mainly by the fierce, austere a'sthctic of Xietzsclie : 

*' In his attack on the aetepted values of morality (slie tells 
us) Nietzsche reminded the world of a truth sujjremely important 
to the artist. There is one thing in life that a man loves more 
than life ; that is, power, power to reach beyond self to the 
finer than self. From the recognition of this truth come all the 
great tragedies of the world If it were not for the knowledge 
of this, and the exultation m it, how were \vc able to bear the 
death that ends the play ^ ” 

Miss Jameson enforces her point bv a comparison of 
“ Justice " and " Ghosts,” the first unsatisfving liecause 

I'alder is merely a feeble, pitiable animal , the second 

nearer to true tragedy because Alviiig could have lived 
finely and, at the end, lifted his hands to grasp the sun 
If you want another example, turn aw'ay for a moment 
from the world of art. Is there not something vastlv 
finer than success and ease and comfortable existence m 
the spectacle of Scott and Oates and their fellows dying 

proudly in the awful solitudes of the frozen South, reaching 

beyond life and self to the something beyoiul life and self ? 
That is tragedy, the death that is greater than life, the 
death that transfigures itself as a mighty gesture, motioning 
mankind to the stars. 

Miss Jameson proceeds from her general principle to a 
particular discussion of the modern dramatist*;, and ciiiefly 
of Strindberg and Ibsen, in whom alone she seems to find 

great original and underivative dramatic power.. Her 
criticism, however, is fearless and unaw'cd. Having found 
her great gospellers, she docs not treat them as canonical 
and unquestionable, but applies her standard ruthlessly 
and exposes their weakness as faithfully as she exhibits 

their strength. From Scandinavia she passes to Germany 
^nd leaves twelve baskets of Sudermann for anyone who 
cares to gather them up. To Hauptmann she is much 
more respectful, and she acknowledges the power of 

Hofmannsthal’s verse even when she cannot praise the 

plays 
In France, Brieux is minced even more* minutely than 

Sudermann. He is ” an advanced old maid who believes 
in t^ feminist movement, possesses a fund of platitudes, 
a passion for reform and a total incapacity to rise above 
the leveV of the platform orator.” Well/^this is at least 

some ot the truth; and if you are inclined to speak up for 
his social sincerity, remember that his critic is looking for 
great drama amd not merely for good intentions. 

* • Modem Drama in Europe.” By Storm Jameson, los, 6d. 
»ct. (CdlUns.) 

Upon the adventures of Ibsen in England Miss Jameson 
says mercifully little. I am old enough to haVe been 
.young in the nineties, and I can remem'ber the grotesque 

imbecility, the shrieking, hypocritical folly manifested, 
almost without exception, by the duly accredited and 
selected critics of dramatic art in this country when they 
encountered the plays of Ibsen. But even more con- 

temptibb than the outraged utterances of Clement; Scott 
and his tribe were the alleged Ibsenitc plays produced in 
imitation by our intelligent playwrights, who were 
convinced‘‘that the one necessary element in an Ibsen play 
was seriou.s adultery, as contrasted with the frivolous 
adultery of the French. With these plays Miss Jameson 
deals faithfully ami joyously. 

Her survey is continued right down to our own days, 
and includes an account of the indigenous drama of 
Southern Europe, including Spain, where luv ignorance 
does not permit me to follow her. .\s I said at the begin¬ 
ning, her Ixiok is provocativ'c and stimulating It is not 

all good--it is patchy, partial and excessive: but the 

margin of critical profit is undoubtedly larg*-. We need 
more critics ol tins fiarless temper, for tlie position of 
England can be stated simply thus: we jiossess the 
greatest dramatist in tlic world and the wor^t theatre 
in Europe. 

tU S. 

THE SECRET.* 

Mr. Laurence Iknyon could not have fuin; i .1 li.if»pier 

title for his new book than ” The Secret, " F'cr his Muse 
IS esscntialiv esoteric ; it is concerned almoxt cntiielv with 
the hidden spirit of things. Ik'yoiid all outv\ar<1 beauty, 
and behind all ugliness and error, it penetrate*, to ” the 

tlear human cause in the heart’s core.” He offers, it is 
true, no new entraiuc into the temples inner shrine for 
tliose who do not already know the wav , he writes onlv 

for the initiated. His art is quiet and wistful, and its 
mam quality is that il perfectly rekindle-* tor u-* siJir’tual 
experiences that wc ourselves have had Tliere i,*. a poem 
m which lie descrilx's a schoolboy, i.solated fn*m Ins fel'ows 
Ihrongli illness, ga/mg from a high wiiulow .»” i beholding 

■' . an iimnense Rlory 
I'lDoding with file the dr««j)s 
Spilled from miraculous leaves 
Of the fresh green lime tree t'lps. 

'■ Washed gravel glittered red 
To .1 wall, and beyond it nine 
Tail limes in the old mn yard 
Fuse over the tall inn sign. 

■' .Ami v'oiccs arose from beneath 
Of boys from school set free. 
Racing and chasing each other 
With laughter and games and glee. 

” To the boy at the high room window. 
Gazing alone and apart, 
There came a wish without reason, 
A thought that shone through his heart 

* '■ ‘ I'll choose this moment and keep it,’ 
He said to himself, ‘ for a vow, 
To remember for ever and ever 
As if it were always now.' " 

• 
That poem has no showy qualities of any kind; nor does 
it open upon new worlds, or interpret anything. To those 
who as schoolboys swore no such vow it might make' 
small appeal; but for those who did, with what fidelity 
of atmosphere and what tender sympathy it revives the 

emotion of that first burgeoning and d^ication of the 

young soul I 

•“The Secret: Sixty Poems.” By Laurence Knyon. 
'9s.net. (Elkin Mathews.) 
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And that poem is typical of Mr. Binyon’s new volume. 

It is a book of spiritual refreshment and renewal. It 
carries us on no strange flights of imagination ; it offers 
us no adventures; it projKDunds no philosophy. But, 
whether the poet muses m the cathedral porch, or describes 
the winter dawn stealing over the wharves on Thames-sidt\ 
while the tide comes flooding up, lie recalls for us things 
that we ourselves have seen and felt and prayed in those 

rare rfoments when we too have broken through the outer 
crust of life, and have come into communion with the 
Secret at its heart. He brings back for us , 

"... the hour 
Of splendour in the grass, of glory in the field ” ; 

and foj any book that docs that, in these days of darkne-is 
and disillusionment, we cannot be too grateful. 

(iiT.TiTKT Thomas 

BEERBOHM ONCE MORE.* 

Now that the publisher is calling Mr. Boerbohin " the 
inimitable Max," it is time this pcculiarlv hackneved 
expression was dropped, even by reviewers. Wu wlio pen 
what we call criticisms have lound it a helpful phrase 
To be able to describe Sylvester Snooks as the Sage of 
CHeapPicle affords pleasant relief to a sticky pen ; and we 
—anvhow. I - found it pleasant to nu knanu' Mr Jieerhohni 
in the manner aftircsaid. Hut the jiraciicc has gone too 

far. A truce to this parroting : especially as lie on wlioin 
the epithet has been fastened must lx- lieartilv sick ol it. 
Besides. Mr JieerlKihm is mutable—if only by himself. 
His " Chnsimas (.arlaiid " has aflorded evidence enough 
of ihal And how else ilid Znlieka Dobson discover her 
conversational stvlc ^ Is it not written in the cliroincles 

of that amazing la«ly ? 
And so, alter such .soinewlKil episcopal }>reliniiiiary we 

come to the delightful little IkxjK'. Mr licerbohm’s latest 
burblmgs, entitled " And Even Now " It is, however, 
rather less even of quahtv than were his earlier volumes ; 
one or two of the essays fall lame and flat, but are fuUv 
compensated for by ‘ No. 2. Tlie I’lnes." by ' \\’illiam and 

Marv " ami some others, luilding those throbs of surjin.se 
from which laughter springs iiuo the heart and out to the 
world again. Tin- individual note exjiresseil bv Mr. 
Beerbohm is e.sscntial His unforced sly Inimour, whicii 
subtly points the follies, extravagances, vanities of the 

times, is an asset too valuable to be wasted or ignored ; 
while all he writes is so finished ami endowed with grace 
of style that to miss a book by the—by him—would be as 
careless as was Oscar Wilde's orphan who had lost both his 

parents 
Some aspect of joy dwells on every jiagc of " And Even 

Now," while here and there arc ,]xmi-pictures wdiich live 

in the mind through the sheer brilliancy of their expression 
and colouring : as the vision of Dr. Johnson laughing with 
great laughter beside a jiost in Fleet Street ; or the 
ponderous super-man Goethe Ix'ing discovered and shown 
a bore by the little painter Tischbcin ; or the humorous 

pathos of the unveiled statue to Umberto, a marble victim 
of local political quarrelling. But the study of Sw'inburne 
at home, and the delicate, wistful sketch, " William and 
Mary,” are the plums of the festival. Even then, the 
particular joy of " No. 2, The Pines ” comes in the note 
preliminary to it. Asked by Mr. Gosse to describe Swin¬ 

burne as he had known him, Mr. Beerbohm found it hard 

to be brief without seeming irreverent: 

** So I took refuge in an ampler scope. I wrote a reminiscential 
essay. From that essay I made an extract, whieh 1 gave to 
Mr^ Gosse. From that extract he made a quotation in lus 
enchanting biography." 

The subtlety is delicious. 

• " And Even Now." By Max Beerbohm. 7s. 6d. net. 
(Heinemann.) 
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Vivid indeed is the picture of the little deaf poet at 
home : his flame of inspiration spent, but his joy of books 
not diminished, enduring and enjoying the smothering 
care of Theodore ^^’atts-Dunton, whose protection of Swin¬ 
burne, so overwhelming, considerate, particular, was in 
many respects beautiful. Mr. Beerbohm shows in this 
essay such a gift for humorously painting character that 
we wish lie would write a full-length biography of somc- 

bod\' sufliciently human to have foibles and weaknesses, 
those essentials of true charm. That cap-and-bclls is not 
Mr. Beerl>ohm's only wear; but that, under the badinage 

and persiflage and wiiat not, heals a heart alive with 
svmpathv and pity, is testified in “ William and Mary.” 
To rc-read this study after the lapse of months is to find 

its beauty even rarer and more moving than before. It is 
a triumph of art. quietly finished, and the more effectual 
because the sensitive colours are touched with the exquisite 
dew of tears. 

C. E. Lawrence. 

WOMEN NOVELISTS.* 
Less and le.ss space is being given in the daily papers to 

reasoned criticism of new iKioks : and never was criticism 

more needed. Whether reviews in daily papers ever did 
much to forming or guiding the taste of the public is 

uncertain; but certainly, m the old days, they w'ere of 
some assistance to the authors themselves by reminding 
them that they were engaged not in a mere private 
enterprise, but in adding to the great body of English 

literature which had been made glorious by their predeces¬ 
sors. So I am glad Mr. Leonard Parsons has thought of 

issuing this seriijs of considered judgments on contemporary 
work. It should do something towards providing the 
body of a critical opinion by which modern writers may 
be judged. Tt is true that some sour-mmded persons 
would deny that our younger authors, except a few poets 
and essayists, arc worth criticism; but that contempt is 

generally harboured by those who are as ignorant as they 
are contemptuous. To these may be commended this little 

guide-book of Mr. Brimley Johnson's. 
Mr. Johnson has chosen a hard task. He is, at the .start, 

confronted by the problem whether there is such a tlung 

as distinctively feminine art—whether, for instance, Miss 
Kaye-Smith is more womanly that Mr. Hugh Walpole, 
or Mr. Compton Mackenzie more masculine than Mrs. 
Mordaunt. Except incidentally, he does not touch this 
side of the question suggested by his title ; and we may take 

it that he is dealing with, the women separately merely 
as a matter of convenience. It is a pity, however, that 
he docs not explain ou what principles he has chosen the 

women he has to repre.sent contemporary novelists. There 
are none here whom I would have omitted except .Miss 
Fulton and, doubtfully. Miss Amber Reeves ; but no survey 

of modern fiction writing by women can pretend to com¬ 
pleteness (which to be fair, Mr. Johnson does not clarra) 

which omits Miss Ethel Colburn Mayne, Bridget Maclagan, 
Mrs. Dawson-Scott, Katherine Mansfield, Rebecca West 
and G. B. Stern. Without a consideration as to work done 

by these women Mr. Johnson's survey omits not only some 
of the l>est recent performances of women novelists, but also 

eijcludes any notice of the thoughts or influences which 
arc conspicuous in the writings of many of the women he 
is criticising. The novelists be judges are May Sinclair. 
Elinor Mordaunt, Rose Macaulay. Sheila Kaye-Smith, 
Ethel Sidgwick, Amber Reeves, Viola Meynell, Dorothy 
Richardson. Virginia Woolf, Stella Benson, E. M. Dclafield, 

Clemence Dane, Mary Fulton and Hope Mirrlees. Anyone 
familiar with modern fiction will immediately be aware 
how different tendencies, how varied an outlook on modern 
life are found in these writers. There is little enough in 
common between Miss Macaulay’s sanely passionate 
humour an^ Miss MeyncU’s solemn absorption; between 

Miss Mirrlees' scientific interest in the morbid and Miss 
Benson's gay defiance of all the blues and the biles. There 

; • " Some Contemporary Novelists (Women)." By R. 
Brjjmley .Joluison. 7s. 60. net. (Parsons.) 

is, that is to say, nothing noticeably in common between 
all these novelists. They do not all belong to the same 

age, to the same way of thinking, to the same conventions 
as did the Victorians, or even their predecessors. One 
thing is noticeable—among these fourteen novelists no less 
than six are marked by a sense of humour far greater, and 
far more freely c.xercised, than in any equivalent list of men 

novelists. The women have the laugh, now; Jane ^usten 
has no disciples, jierhaps, but her unsparing, embarrassing 
honesty is shared by many of the women novelists of 

to-day. •Indeed, if I were asked what distinguishes the 
women from the men, I should say it was a contempt for 
humbug. It is true when the women are taken m, as Miss 
Meynell too often is, and also Miss Richardson and Miss 

Sidgwick, they fall in deeper than any men novelists of 
equal ability, but in nearly all the rest there is a gallant 
refusal to be deceived, a determination to face the worst, 

which is an admirable thing. Clemence Dane, E. M. Dela- 
fielcl, Mrs. M’oolf, Miss Kaye-Smith—each of them, in her 

different w'ay, can prick a bubble with a neat efficacy 
which was not surpassed by Thackeray. And Miss 
Macaulay has in one mcrnly-wise book after another 
devoted herself to showing the average man how like 
Peer Gynt he is, and the average girl how unlike she is to 
Solveig. 

Among these young novelists one is remarkable as the 
inventor of a new method. I confess I do not understand 

Miss Richardson’s methoil—which seems equally composed 
of Sterne, the creed of the Vortex, .and Frcu<l. And 

Mr. Brimley Johnson does not make it clearer. 

" Here, in fact, is a new form of realism, the reproduction 
of life in all the actual minutix of our impres.sions, truthfully 
reaching the infimte ; whilst almost wholly ignoring material 
events or appearances, all the surface of things. If you imagine 
your thoughts and emotions thrown on a film, and illu.strated 
by a phonograph, it becomes obvious that the ' moving picture ‘ 
would go on for years—even to three score and ten. Inevitably 
Miss Richardson is not absolutely literal in this matter. She 
docs, in fact, select; does not give us everything ; but .she 
approaches completeness more nearly than any other writer, 
and completeness is her aim.” 

Now, if there is one thing certain, surely it is that one 

cannot arrive at the infinite, " truthfully " or otherwise, 
by multiplying " actual minutiai "—any more than one 

can arrive at eternity by multiplying time. It is just my 
complaint against Mi.ss Richardson that she achieve.s an 
entirely unlifelike effect, because all people, save lunatics, 
do live with the sensation of a jiermanent, eternal back¬ 
ground giving coherence to their impressions. Life is vot 
" one damn thing after another " ; except in our moments 

of irritation we never say so. All of us, except madmen, 
believe in cause and effect, and if you believe in cause 
and effect you believe in a reality which gives cause its 

validity. It is this reality which Miss Richardson leaves 
out, subsituting for it the very uncertain vehicle of Miriam's 

sensuous impressions. Mr. Johnson also finds Miss Rich¬ 
ardson's style, with its curious reminiscences of Jingle and 
Mr. Pondcrevo, " literally photographic,” whatever that 
may mean. It produces on me the effect of an extremely 
sopliisticated personality obsessed by a passion for form, 
which has takeq a perverse turn. Miriam Henderson's 
hatred of books and men and grammar are the dislikes 
of a person who is preoccupied with all three. 

I feel that Mr. Johnson coming to his task with enthu¬ 
siastic caution has been swamped by his material. He has 

been over-impressed by the more solemn and pretentious 
novelists; it seems odd after the praises he gives to Miss 
Richardson to find him rebuking Miss Stella Benson for 
her “ colloquial jerkiness ” and exhorting her to believe 
" she would be none the worse for more careful grammar, 
and for some of that composed dignity which we of the 
older days have been used to consider essential to good 
writing.” He is at hfe best in his essays on Mrs. Woolf, 
Miss Sidgwick and Miss Delafield; while his essay' on 

Clemence Dane is only marred by the extraordinary 
statement that the author of " The Regiment of Women " 

is " pre-eminently an artist: neither a preacher nor a 

philosopher." r, Ellis Roberts* 
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LISTENERS’ LURES. 

Complete coherence is distressingly rare in verse, though, 
as most people lose their way in jxictry without being sure 
that the poet is to blame, the fact is not often mentioned. 
Coherence is not of course the liighest aim of poetry, but, 
like a staircase, it is very convenient, and it is a pleasure to 
find that the posthumous volumet by the distinguished 
diplomatist. Sir Cecil Spring Rice, has the accessibility of 
a workmanlike budding. \Vc may not call him a poet of 
the highest class, because lie did not quite realise the 
difference between goo<l oratory of the schoO!rooni and 
speech appropriate to gods; but he had extraordinary 
aptitude for writing sonnets, and his masterly eloquence 
again and again electrically warms the Rudicnt soul. His 
last p(9em, dated January 12th. igi8, worthily leads to the 
wor<l that means all that is good in death and a wliole 
heaven besides—" I*cacc ” ; but this glorious if not quite 
perfect sonnet shall serve as an example of liis artistry : 

” Last night I lived a mc-m and abject thing, 
Content in bondage, glad an<l prison-hound, 
With greedy lingers blindly groping round 
For such brief comfort as the hour might bring. 
To-day I am the Norlli-wiml on the wing 
And the wide roaring of the clamorous se.i, 
And the huge heaven’s calm immensity 
And all the bloom and music of the spring, 

“ I lived and loved. Now, is it life or death 
Here in this new va.st world wherein 1 move '> 

Now, when the winds of heaven are my breath 
An<l the great sun the cy«’ whereby 1 see 
1 live not in myself; only in Thee 
T.«Lst night T lovL 1. Thi.«. morning I am T.ovc.'' 

Dr. h'oulko,* an accomjilislied American, writes from 
the \icwpoint of an old man. faithfully loved and loving, 
to whom Nature is a friend He has no Cagliostro-hke 
defence against Death ; but he is serene ; his voice is clear 
and .strong , and when he attacks with satire the singer.s 
of vfvs lihre he exhibits such boyish gaiety as rippled in 
Sir Owen Seaman when in 1895 he parodied Whitman in 
the }\ational Obscf. cr. An example of delicious humour 
IS Dr, Foulke’s narrative, " Tin- Sacrifice," m which a fat 
princess pacifies a volcano hy feeding it with a black pig, 
a white chick and a draught of gin. Our poet seems to 
know that part of America called " Hoosierdom ” in a deep 
and homely way ; his patriotism flames in " war poems " 
which will be readable to-morrow by those who arc too 
tired to read such literature to-day. But when, his Ixxik 
shut, we think of Dr. I'oulke, he figures as a gracious 
lyrist of the love inspired by woman and as a voice of 
appreciation and regret for things too wonderful to be 
contained in anecdotes or histories—the visions of Hellas, 
the beauty and flavour of material forms. 

There is a wealth of tender reverence for girlhood in Mr. 
Sturge Moore’s " Danai- and this is the more jileasing 
because the legend of the persuasive might of a god disgui.scd 
as a golden shower invites cynicism ; certaiiilj’^ the intcrjire- 
tation of shower as light is more valuable to the Muse than 
gold. I think, however, that '' Aforetime " and " Blind 
Thamyris" ofler more to the mental appetite than 
" Danae.” The reincarnation uwlif of " Aforetime " is 
treated so vividly that we feel a sympathetic pang with 
the poet depicting to ns the slave-woman whose maternal 
feeling he brutally snubbed, while sharing her vision of the 
day when she was snatched by slave-hunters. If vers hhrv 
be worth quoting for the sake of pith, surely these lines are : 

" In the close-curtained court 
Those causes arc deferred 
Which most import; 
These wait man’s leisure. 
These daily matters elbow ; 
Merely because 
His panic meanness 
Jibs blindly ere it hear 
What wisdom has prepared, 
Bolts headlong ere it see 
Her face unfolds its smile." 

1 " Poems.” By Cecil Arthur Spring Rice. 7s. 6d. net. 
(Longmans.) 

• "To-Day and Yesterday." By William Dudley Foulke. 
68. net. (Humphrey Milford.) 

• " Danae, Aforetime, Blind Thamyris.” By T. Sturge 
Mbore. 68. net. (Grant Richards.) 
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HUMOROUS BOOKS 
BY MR. BEARD FRANCIS. 

Hiegs ! and Potter 
Crown 8vo. Cloth. Pictorial Jacket 3/6 net 

Third F.dition. 

The Author has a kind of pen-volubility, be 
does * run on so,' that the reader will find that 
a wet afternoon of his own holiday may be 
passed quite agreeably in a perusal of the seaside 
holiday of ‘Higlls and Potter.**’—Dal/y TtUgraph. 

How Like a Man 
Crown 8\o. Cloth. I’lttonal J.ickcl. 6/. net. 

“The author has an immense fund of fecetious 

humour.**—Tim«. 

*• Distinctly entertaininif.'*—ytrAencrum. 

** Delicately humorous.**-- jeotsmon. 

Comedy and Tragedy 
Crown 8v<>. Cloth. Pictorial Jacket. 6/. nci. 
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Ill the myth of TIiamyTis Mr. Moore reads the tragedy 
of the i>oet without an audience fit to hear him. It is 
one that probably every writer of marked individuality 
can at least understand, csjiecially if he is a poet rejected 
by poet«. Mr. Moore conveys his ideas of Thaniyris 
through the mouth of Agenor, a pupil of the centaur 
Chiron. This literary venture is mainly in prose, but i.s 
decorated by songs supposed to proceed from the singer 
whose frenzy cost him his eyesight. Mr. Moore is not an 
easygoing melodist, but he is not commonplace ; he has 
vision . and his occasional awkwardness on the Parnassian 
slopes iloes not precipitate him to the bottom of “ the 
singing hill.” 

Tlic second son of the ex-I*rcinier* is definitely a poet, 
but not fully awake to the difference between poetry and 
” minor ” poetry, or he would not liken a meteor to a 
” tear ” running down ” the cheek of night.” One finds 
in his war poems the graphic force of an unusually intelligent 
sightseer—irony also, as when he addresses 

” shades of gallant horses who have Ivni>wn 
Man in his ardour, thinking him a god." 

His title-poem contains a really beautiful effect of the 
carth’.s recovery of scenic joyfulness after a thunderstorm. 
It is so beautiful, indeed, that in trying to remember a 
similar sensation of pleasure in literature, the most witching 
strains of Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony are the only 
music which invade the mind to the disadvantage of Mr. 
Asquith. It was a happy idea to present the contrast 
between the inaudible lync in the brain of the most beloved 
of amorous poets—Parson Herrick—and the voices of 
rejoicing Nature outside his church : 

" The robin piped upon the yew 
.Vnd thrilling down the avenue 
Through chestnut branches in the cop.sC 
And tangled boughs above the lane. 
More liquid than the falling drops 
The warbler sang again." 

And vet—glory be to printer’s ink !—the lyric victory 

was Herrick’s. 
Mr. Hodges makes effective verse of at least one of 

the common banes of life. There was true art in calling a 
poem ” July ” in which memory pelts a man with the cold 
mud of his past. Characteristically English, Mr. Hodge 
mingles mordant wit with a sad-coloured thoughtfulness. 

Simplified, he might become a sort of Wordsworth ; but 
if he IS a typical Balancer he will not simplify by his own 
initiative : he will remain subtle, contemplative, and with 
eyes for the sirens of the mist as well as for the angels in 
the azure. 

Lieutenant Harold Hill* »is a .singer, a rhapsodist of 
scenery, and his varied rhythm should find favour witli 
composers of vocal music. Being scientific, he is some¬ 
times in touch with one's intellectuality. Es.sentially, how¬ 
ever, he is a bird minus feathers. 

W. H. Chi:sso.\. 

LIFE, LOVE AND JOY.* 

Tlicre comes, if all too rarely, in the experience of a 
reviewer moments when a new work gives him something 
of that tlirilled feeling to which Keats has given expression 
in a memorable sonnet, that combination of surprise and 
delight which belongs to discovery. For my own part I 
have never altogether lost the old zest with which, when 
I first slipped in among the ranks of the reviewers, I took 
up a new work wondering if it was to be something wholly 
fresh and ” great.” In the case of established writers 

'of course their books are taken up with a knowledge that, 
within certain limits, they will be of an already gaugeable 
quality; it Is the work bearing an unaccustomed name 

* ” A Village Sermon, and Other Poems.” By Herbert 
Asquith, ts. 6d. net. (Sidgwick & Jackson.) 

»” Halfway.” By H. S. Vere Hodge. 4s.6d.net. (Selwyn 
d: Blount.) 

• '• Sougs Olathe Highlands and Islands, and Other Poems.” 
By Harold George Hill. (Erskine Macdonald-) 

,/f * " Snow Over Elden.” By Thomas Moult. 9s. net. 
^''riieincmann.} 

that stirs expectancy. When I picked up " Snow Over 
Elden,” the name on the cover was new to me on a work 
of fiction, though I recalled it as one that I had seen 
attached to some short poems. The poet turned novelist 
is by no means always a success, but I had not read through 
the first chapter of Mr. Moult’s story before I realised that 
this was not so much a case of a poet trying his hand at 
fiction, as of a rare master of prose who had. as has not 
infrequently been the case, begun by publishing verse, and 
had now found himself, as the saying is, in the other 
medium. With this book the author takes his place at once 
among the best of our story writers. In a novel of the 
ven,’ slightest in the matter of plot, to employ the con¬ 
ventional term, he has given us something that has all the 
sense of classic completeness about it. ^ 

To attempt any summary of the story would do it an 
injustice—the wonderful charm of it lies in the telling. The 
narrator, ” our Jan,” is the son of a farmer in the Peak- 
land district, and he presents the family circle, the neigh¬ 
bours, the country-side, the ” atmo.sphcre.” with loving, 
intimate knowledge and sweetness of humour all too rare 
in modern fiction—all however is as it were the setting 
for lus own love for Joan Melody. It is perhaps little 
more than the all-important love-chapter in a young man's 
history of which the book consists, yet rarely indeed has 
It been presented in so fre.sh, joyous and feeling a fashion 

as It is herein by Mr. Thomas Moult. 
•Apart from all other consiilerations there is the rare 

literary charm of the whole presentation. The author has 
an individual command of his material which at times 
suggests that something of the .-.evcntccnth century sense of 
language survives among the dciles of Derbyshire, which he 
evidently knows with deepest intimacy. It is a joyous book 
that he has given us, and 1 for one wished it twice a.s long 
as it is. It IS a novel not of promise but of achievement. 

Walter Jerrold.* 

THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES.* 

.Mr. Hill’s treatise is a most remarkable production, both 
m its matter and its manner. It is unprefaced, unpadded, 
impersonal. From the cryptic title page the reader 
passes straight to the first chapter and fimls himself 
contemplating the w’hirling globe of the earth revolving 
like the toothed wheel of a co.smic musical box. and pro¬ 
ducing a series of potential sound waves with a dillertMit 
rate of vibration on each circle of latitude. Tlicn, with 
massive and mathematical calm, Mr. HiU proceeds to work 
out the vibrations on each increasing parallel from pole to 
equator until he gets the great n.sing earth-chord—a 
dominant chord, .starting with C 32, 2 degrees from the pole, 

tlie B flat coming in at 14 degrees. 
By further calculation Mr. JIill proves the scale of nature 

to be the Harmonic Scale, having sixteen notes to the 
octave, with E sharp distinct from F, G sharp distinct 
from A flat, A sharp distinct from B flat and B sharp 
distinct from C. livery musician knows that the octave, 
as most people accept it, i.e., the twelve-note octave of 
the piano, with itj seven white and five black notes, is a 
false octave, deliberately put wrong by a sy.stem of equal 
temperament or tuning, in order that all scales may be 
played on the smallest number of notes. The violinist can 
play a true scale of F sharp and a true scale of G flat; but 
on the piano, Chopin’s ” Barcarolle ” with its signature of 
si.x sharps and his ” Study on the Black Notes,” with its sig¬ 
nature of six flats, are played as if they were in the same key. 
Even our notation breaks down. Bach, writing his Forty- 
eight Preludes and Fugues for the ” well-tempered ” (which 
does not mean ” good-humoured ”) instrument, begins 
with a Prelude and Fugue in C major followed by one in 
C minor. He then passes in alleged semitones up the 
scale, the third Prelude and Fugue being therefore in 
C sharp major and the fourth in C sharp minor; but 
though the latter has its true signature of four sharps, the 
former is written in five flats—the key of D flat major I 

• ” Harxnoma Harmonica.” By Clarence S. Hill. (Novello.) 
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At the last Bach Festival, Miss Myra Hess was announced 

to play the Prelude and Fugue in C sharp major. What 

slic played was a Ih-elude and J''ugue written in D Hat 

major, though called by the other name. 

Mr. Hill insi.sts. then, on the true Harmonic Scale, lint 

he soars after that to lieights where we cannot follow luni. 

Kot content with working out the great dominant chord 

of the ICarth, he gives us the chords of all the planets, aiul 

.so the^taggered reader finds m this book, set down in plain 

music type, the fabled music of the spheres ! What is so 

amazing 1.- not that Mr Mill does it, but that he does 11 

so calmly. He does not argue ; he makes no ifttempt to 

•convince you. he is as unemotional as I'.nchd. lie jusi 

works out an elaborate mathematical calculation, and 

there, visible and audible, is “ the roll &nd march of tli'- 

eteniaT harmony to'which the worlds keep tunc " Widl. 

Jet the maihi'inaticians refute him ! 
i.okoi: Samp-son 

A WORK OF PIETY.* 
If .Anne !>ront'* had not been the sister of Kmily an<l 

Cliarlotte one suspects that she would be remembered 

no move tlian all the other singing ladies of the early and 

mid-A'nlonan days who have passed into the shades. Her 

verse was of the wistful and plaintive order which belonged 

to the imnimT<l women of those days. Slie had not the' 

free an<l wild spirit that burst all bonds of the great 

<'harloltt- and the greater Emily. “ The Tenant of W'lid- 
fcll Hall hail a tragic ^.ituat10ll Jiaiidled with rather less 

skill than Mrs- tlore or other ladv novelists of those davs 

would lia\’e brought to it. The something of the par.son’s 

daughter which was in Charlotte w’as much more in Anne. 

Anne wa'^ a gifted, a talented panson’s daughter, a con- 

\entional parson's daughter rather than the daughter of 

Patrick Rroiite, with his melancholy Irish strain. No one 

could sav that the Brontes carried the disabilities of the.r 

fives gailv It IS perhaps the genius of two of them that 

is responsible for the churchyard tinge that lies over tlicm 

in our view of them. Di*! they ever laugh ? One has no 

record of it Patrick Bronte, bringing his Irish pride 

and In-' Irish melancholy to tlie Yorkshire parsonage and 

to the making of his children, can have brought little or 

nothing of the lambent Irish humour which plays over 

miseries and humanises them. But. to be sure, he was of 

a dom risKr stock. The Ulster stock can be as wild, a^ 

feckles., as the Southerner, but his gaiety ever has a daikne'*s 

in It. 

The Bront'-s, somehow, Jiad a doom, Charlotte escaped 

old-maidenhood only to die before she could taste ihc 

full sweets of her marriage. Amie s lover died. Emily, 

the ficr\ -liearted vestal, was not made for common human 

jovs. Tile fascination that lies over them, to which Mi. 

Clement Shorter has given himself so completelv, is due 

• in some sort to the atmosphere of tragedy in which they 

are steeped They an* of Ireland undoubtedly. Only an 

Irish Protestant could dwell m such an atmosphere of 

gloom, and yet the Irish Protestant can be, has lieen, w-ilder 

than his Celtic fellow’s. 

The Brontes, like Mary Stuart, but very unlike, kce)) 

their lovers and servants long after they are dead. Whcui 

Mr. Clement Shorter reaches the Paradise where he would 

be, surely Emily, Charlotte and Anne will meet him at 

the gates. To him no trifle is xmconsidered if it has touched 

with the famous Three. He is too good a critic. I believe, 

to take Anne Bronte's poems seriously, but because they 

arc hers he counts them valuable, and he is right. She 

sliared the doom of Haworth. It was hard on her, since 

she had not the genius of Emily and Charlotte. One 

suspects that she would have been very happy, poor Anne, 

with her Rev. William Weightman, if only she had had 

a chance. Having lost that bonny-faced lover, who was 

an unconfessed lover, by premature death (the doom of 

the Brontes), she yielded herself up to a gloomy piety, 

• “ The Complete Poems of Anne Brontfi.” Edited by 
Clement Shorter, with a Bibliographical Introduction by 
C. W. Hatfield. J2s. 6d. net. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 
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Editorials, Essays, Litemry and Dramatic Reviews, 
and other mateiiai written bv Walt Whitman as Editor 
of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle in 1846 and 1347. 

Edited bv CLEVELAND RODGERS and JOHN 
BLACK. With a Forew'ord and a Sketch of Whit¬ 
man's Life and Work dining Tw’o Unknown Years. 
Illustrations in Photogiavure. l.imited Edition de 
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By KATSURO HAHA. ISs, net. 

An intensely interesting volume published with the 
co-operation of the Y'ainato Society ot Tokio and the 
Japan Society ot New Yoik. 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE 
ITALIAN PEOPLE 

From the Barbarian Invasions to the Attainment of 
Uintv. By JANhl HtNKOSE TKtVtLYAN. With 
24 IHu-Jtrations and 6 Maps. 3Cs. net. 

“ In wntii't,' a 'luniril coherent an<i accurate history of Italy from the 
third ceniuiv to oiir own day. within some‘five hundreil pagei, Mrs. 
Trcvelyin fits acconipli»h('il a feat which we should have deemed hardly 
possibk, m \ lew of the lascinaimc roinplexlty of the subject. Her book is 
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24, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2 
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THE EARTHEN VESSEL 
By PAMELA GLENCONNER 

.Author of “ Kdward Wyndham Tennant," etc. With an 
Introduction by Sir Oliver Lodge. 6/» net 

Sir Edward Marshalt’Hall, K.C., says : “ To a lawyer 
tlu^ b*.>ok presents the best case f«>r spirit-communjcation 
I have yet seen." 

THE TRUE STORY OF THE 
EMPRESS EUGENIE rR„y8v„ ,2/6 nH 

I3y the Count Hr Soi.s.sons. With 8 illu.strations, 

'•The niest scnsatidiial hook of i<»’t yet jiuhlished."— 
Daily irnij liir 

LITTLE PIERRE 
A new volume in Mr. Ltine's senes of translations of the 

works of 

ANATOLE FRANCE 
("Little Pierre” Ix-longs to the sequence which includes 
" My Fiiend’.s Btuik " and “ Pierre N'oziere ’’) 7/6 net 

NEIV NOVELS 

THE IMPOSSIBLE APOLLO 
By Thomas Cobb 8/5 net 

THE GUARDED ROOM 
By G. I. Wkitham, author of '■ Mr. Manley," etc . 

8/6 net 

JOHN LANE, THE BODLEY HEAD 
VIGO ST. :: W.l 
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wJiich was perhaps all the piety to be had under her cir¬ 
cumstances. Poor Anne again ! She was destine<I to the 

Prontc (loom and only accidentally to its immortality. 
Charlotte wTites of her that her piety " subdued her mood 
and bearing to a perp>clual pensivcncss : the pillar of a 
cloud glided constantly before her eyes ; she ever waited 
at the fool of a secret Sinai listening in her heart to the 
voice of a trumpet sounding long and waxing louder.” 

That was Charlotte's way of putting it. Really, poor 

Anne, turning to heavenly things from an unsatisfactory 
earth, was in the clutch of the terrible thing that often 

stood for religion in those days. The wise saying, ” Fear 
God but do not be afraid of Him,” cannot have reached 
her ears. It says much for religion that it can have survived 

those evil davs, but Anne Bronte was one of the martvrs 

to the tyrannous and terrible thing. 
Mr. Shorter has treated her with the honour due to even 

the least of the Brontes. Here she has a tome of her own 
—she would have liked it to be called a tome—in which is 

enshrined her pensive and pathetic verses. She has all 
the details the true bookman loves—preface, biblio¬ 

graphical preface, bibliographical notes, all the pomp and 
ceremony of the true bibliophile. The book is not for 
the common many, but for the elect few, and the lover 

of libraries will delight in its possession 

Katharine Tynan. 

Bovel IBotcs. 

THE SEEDS OF ENCHANTMENT. By (Gilbert Frrink.au, 
8s. 6d. net. (Hutchinson.) 

In a prefatory note Mr Frankau confesses to a little 
diffidence in offering his public a new story so vastly unlike 
his recent and brilliantly successful ” Peter Jackson; 

Cigar Merchant.” He is right in thinking gentle readers 

like an author to limit himself to the type of story with 
which he has already pleased them ; but he is also right 
in thinking it wise not to condemn himself to work always 
in the same vein until his public grow's tired of it or his 

fertility in that kind is exhausted. A novelist is likelier 

to be interesting if he forgets such considerations and 

follows his natural Ixmt, wherever it may lead him It 
has led Mr. Frankau into remote, unknown, more or less 
imaginary regions of Indo-Chma, with a Royalist French¬ 
man, an Anglo-American merchant-soldicr—both fresh 
from the horrors of the great war—and a Scottish M.D., 
who is an international socialist of sorts, on as wild an 

errand as ever lured adventurers into realms of romance. 
They go ostensibly to buy opium, but in reality to get 

through a bizarre and savage nation into an amazing 
Flower land inhabited by a white Flower People who 

cultivate a miraculous purple bean—the seeds of enchant¬ 
ment that have strange effects on those who eat them. 

How a knowledge of these seeds came to the adventurers, 
by what means they contrived to learn of the whereabouts 

of the Flower People and dispose of what seemed insuper¬ 
able obstacles to their making the journey to them is 
too long a story and too crowded with sensational and 

surprising incident to be summarised ; it is enough to say 
that Mr. Frankau set himself to write a daringly romantic 
tale of mystery, love and adventure, and has done it 

triumphantly. There is an ingenious satirical allegory 
underlying the -talc but wc doubt whether many of Mr. 

Frankau’s readers will detect it. His medical socialist is 
something of an ass and his notions of socialism are 
farcical, but that is - of no consequence—his other two 
adventurers are admirably drawn, and lus story is so 

cleverly done that even certain jarring affectations of style 
<»nnot mar your enjoyment of it. 

THE HILL OF THE CROWS. By Frcdenik Sleath. 
7s. 6d. ni*t. (Herbert Jenkins.) 

Primarily Mr. Sleath’s new book is a study of life in a 

fmall Scottish seaport—and a particularly ruthless study 
it IS. The author knows his ground thoroughly, and in 

wnting of the sordid life of the workers in the North he 
palliates nothing. Every page bears the stamp of truth, 

and if it were not for the vigorous action of the hook its 

uncompromising realism might run the risk of repelling. 
But out of the grey background of dockyards and work- 
•shops start a number of living men and women, and the 

reader is at once carried along by a fine swinging narrative. 
1 he strength of the book lies in its characterisation. Old 

Rilchic Burnet, virtual ruler of Duncorbie and a, great 

man at business despite his tempestuous passions ; the 
cider and t’ounger Alick Cameron ; Jean, the delightful 
heroine : Montgomery, the junior partner, unscrupulous 

but not entirely untouched to finer things, and the almost 
Dickensian Erchic Templeton, are drawn with real ability. 

The construction of the story is quite excellent, though we 
have a feeling that the plot would have gained -by the 

exclusion of the rather conventional episode of the German 
submarine in the penultimate chapter On the whole the 
book IS a remarkably strong piece of work, sincere and 
unfailingly interesting. 

WINSOME WINNIE, AND OTHER NEW NONSENSE 
NOVELS. By Steplicn Le.u (x k 5s net (I^ne.) 

Mr. I.,eacock has returned to one of the first forms of 
humour he ever adopted, and one where he has held his 

own from the first, along with Thackeray and Bret Harte, 

This time he prefers to parody types of current fiction 
rather than individual styles ; sometimes indeed the effort 
is simply that of a man m high spirits extemporising the 
absurd out of the conventional, and turning hackneyed 

phrases inside out for the sake of pure fun. Thus the old 
and crusted lawyer, after revealing his wholesale defalca¬ 
tions, tells his chief clerk to talco Winnie out aiul ” throw 

her on the world ” ; and Lord Mordaunt Muddlcmit, m 
the height of his impassioned declaration, reassures her by 
saying : ” Your birth is all nght. I have looked into it 

myself. While I supposed that you have a lower birth 
and I an upper, I was lK>und to silence.” After the chromo¬ 

romantic comes the ummpeachablv domestic, and another 
story, ” John and I : or how I nearly lost my Husbaiul,” 
is a travesty on the Home-und-Hcarth, or Hcart-antl- 

Home magazine sort of thing. ” The Split in the Cabinet ” 
is the only effort in the book that seems under-written, but 

this is because wc are alre.ady accustomed. |)cihajis, to 
daring lengtlis in the way of contemi>orary ruhcnle m the 
political columns of the papers. Some day the world will 
wake up and realise what a shower of thought and fancy 
is squandered up and down the deserts of newsj)dj>er print, 
but tlien, if tlic world stopped to make such reflections as 

these, It might dwell on the other side of the account and 
comjilain, with reason, that there .should be so high a 

propijrtion of newspajxjr reading which is independent of 
original ideas. Mr. Leacock is of the order of men who 

make everything they touch fresh and original, and that 
IS w’hy his humour remains distinctive and satisfying, even 
when he is working on such well-worn lines as these. 

THE SWALLOW DIVE. By Sylvia I.ynd, 8s. 6d. net. 
(Cas'^ell.) 

Mrs. Lynd’s second novel is a ” glimpse of the world 
as it might have-appeared ten years ago.” It is a story 

of youth, and its picture of a young girl has the darting 
insight, the swift sureness, the beauty and joy of its title. 
Caroline Barrett is a poor relation, living with her grand¬ 
father and an aunt of whose tact it was said, ” Your 
Aunt Mildred is so anxious to avoid treading on my toes 

that she appears to think I have very large feet.” From 
this caged life her first swallow dive was no farther than 
to Kensington Gardens. There she meets Belailsa, a 

curionsly-named young Irish journalist, whose mouth is 
full of witty words. Poverty relea.scs her, she to her 
poor and charming mother, who lives in a dream world 
of lost causes and hopeless freaks, a world where there is 
always confusion. Then she darts into stage-life, into 

love, into a mad elopement, out of it,'over to Ireland, 
back to England. Each dazt has all the careless grace and 
loveliness of the swallow dtve ; she skims past tragedy-—the 
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death of the unfortunate lover, dull, touching, slightly 
mad, who shoots himself while she is having supper with 
Belailsa—as a shallow above rapids. Vet just here the 
book begins to falter. The picture of Caroline in the first 
three-quarters of tlie liook has an exquisite beauty and 
sweet^ss. • How rarely one fccLs the charm of characters 
called^charming ’ But Caroline's wc see and Jiear and 
smell.* And it i.s convej'cd with a rare jxiwer of observation 
and in the wittiest words. The prejiarations for a wedding 
in a middle-class household, the life behind the scenes m 
a spectacular musical play—picture follows jierfcct picture. 
And through it all Hits Caroline—light, .sweet, shallow, 
seen as she .sees life — rosc-coloure<l. Then comes the 
tragedy and the liook loses reality, though the pictures 
of iife*in Ireland are very lovely. It is true that terrible 
things can happen to light natures, that light natures arc 

- often the uncomprehending cause of horrors, but it seems 
hardly jiossible that the sensitive Belailsa and his friends 
should feel suicide and the hideous publicity of the modern 
press subjects for jest. Aiul ('arolinc’s old-fashioned rela- 

‘ tives are won over to forgiveness of this dreadful episode 
in her life by apparently nothing hnt her fhjiixincics on 

fc, the subject —and her improved jirospccts It is a cruel 
book for a busy reviewer ; he dares not skip a hue lest lie 
miss some wise, witty or Ix-autiful thing. Still, his review 
is written for him ; lu‘ lU'ed do little else tlian quote 
Mrs. Lvtid. 

FIRE AND WATER. By .Marwm Deli.irol (liiu kwnrili ) 

The mixture of modern life with recollection of experieiu’cs 
in some jirevions lucanialion upon earth has been more 
than once .il!empte<l by writers of fiction Mr Jviphng’s 
bnlhaul success m " The 1-iiu-st Storv in tlie World " \v,is 
due partly to Ins Jnstorual ihuigination, partly lo his 
instinctive st'iisc that the effort must not be too elaborate. 
“ Fire and Water ’’ has historical imagination, lint it is 
too elaborate Here ise have modern men and women, 
a group of them, wlio are. carrying on relationships ot love 
and wider interests whicli they have passcil through m 
eight or nine previous ages, from Egv])t lo England. A 
tabic at the ciul of the book serves as a chic to these 
successive reincarnations. But the sudden alterations of 
period, although cleverly managcil. are rather hewihler- 
iiig. Simon Deyne, Khodantlie and Hugh t'harlton are 
thoroughly ahve, and one almost resents tlieir repoaled 

. trances ; to go back and pick up their ])re-natal adventures 
- in the middle of their present cxiu*neuce& is to jerk the 

■^mind. "^'ct the author docs succeed in this wcirilly- 
• constructed novel. It is one of the most ingenious 
♦omanoes wc have read, and the intrusion of their mutual 

- tfest IS so managed as lo leave the lovers of to-day more 
’.wiAn puppets. 

^'^teSHEENY. Ify (iiorgc A Birmingham Ss. Oil. net 
\.^'S(Methucn.) 

All readers of “ Spanish Gold ” know what to expect 
from Mr. Birmingham, and in his latest book they will not 
be disappointed. The great ment of hi.s work is its perfect 
spontaneity—the humour wells up like the sparkling waters 
of a spring, and every touch of > haracter is so natural and 
unforced that, however improbable his people may be, they 

- ore always credible and instinct with life. Inisheciiy is a 
‘.^^mall island off the west coast of Ireland, inhabited by a 

number of Flanagans, who arc suspected by the local 
j^spector of police of being virulent Sihn Feiners, but are 
' .actually only guilty of a little traffic in illicit whisky. 
t4nto the midst of them comes the eccentric old archajologist, 

tloyd—to say nothing of a pretty daughter—who, though in 
reality in search of nothing more alarming than historical 
relics, is believed by the islanders to be a government spy, 
while the ardent police inspector is equally certain he is a 
dangerous Sinn Fein emissary. The situation furnishes 
-the basis for a comedy of the first water. Despite the 

^,«lendemess of the plot, the book maintains its interest to 
the last line, and the author’s irre.sistible humour lights up 

every fage. 
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MARIE CLAIRE^S WORKSHOP. By Marguerito Audoux. 
Tran'.lated by F. S. Flint. 7s. 6d. nt't. (Chapman & 
liall ) 

"Marie Claire’s Workshop,” an English translation of 
which has recently been brought out by Mr. J. S. Flint—a 
quite aclmirable translation—possesses all that tender, 
wistful charm and easy unforced pathos that characterised 
Marguerite Audoux’s ” Marie Claire.” The story of life 
in a Parisian dressmaker'.s shop, with leading episodes in 
the liislories of the principal employes, is told with a 
sympathy, with a right choice of detail, ami with an easy 
avoidance of sentimentality that make tlie chronicle of 
the rise and decline of the atelier absorbinglv interesting. 
Superficially it is a grev, drab narrative ; but told as 
Marguerite Audoux tells it—with rare delicacy and 
preci.sion—it becomes quite an idyll So true il is tliat 
subject-matter is nothing, and treatment everything. 

^bc JSoohinan’s liable. 

A SCORE IN METRE. By Thomas Shnrpc. rs net (I'lficld). 

Mr. Thomas Shari>e is a new name in verse. He is not 
a Ja7.7. poet or eccentric of any sort His view and voice 
are quite his own, but he stands upon the ancient wavs 
of song, and writes iu the universal language of poetry 
that is common to Sapjiho and to Shclle\. In the main 
his note is devotional, and he lias achieved tin- rare <ii^- 
tinctioii of writing religious poetrv that has pouer and 
style—liow rare that distinction is let readers of ” Lyra 
Sacra” confess. Indeed, a fine sense of beaiit\- and 
digniU’ 111 word.s, together with a cheerful radiance of 
vision may be called Mr. Sharpe’s nio>.t uotice.ible gifts. 
The poems arc not all of a kiml There are T-ondoii pieces 
and a few that just glance at the war. Mr, Slinrpe is 
evidently careful to give ns nothing nnworlliv of himself 
and las art. The standard of all the poems is \cry high, 
and lovers of poetry will greet Ins name with respect 

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF SOUTH AFRICA. 
Vols. Ill and IV. Bj* F. W. Fitzsimons, F.Z S., 
F.R.M.S., etc. I2S. 6(1. each vol. (Longmans ) 

With these two volumes Mr. Fitzsimnns complete^ his 

scries on tlie mammals of South Africa. 'J'iiev are distinctly 
practical books, giving in plain, simpU; language the 
cliaracteristics and peculiarities of the many mammals 
knowm to inhabit Africa soutli of the Zambesi and Arneve 
rivers. The animals arc dealt with in classification, order, 
Volume III beginning with the antelope.s, and Volume IV 
completing the work with the Aard Vark, or F.arth Hog. 
Between these two orders of Ungulata and Edentata we 
hav^Blbc many diverse orders ranging in size and point 
of importance from the shrew and the mouse to the 
rhinoceros and the elephant, 'i'hc chapter on the elephant 
is particularly informative, and sciwes to enhance our 
respcit for this remnant of the age of monstrous pliysical 
frames. Wc humans ” could witli advantage learn a 
good deal ” from the elephant in rc.spect to " fellow-feeling, 
loyalty and attachment for one another.” There are a few 
short sections devoted to water mammalia, as w-hales and 
seals, though these, we are told, should have been used in 
the previous volumes. VVe must heartily congratulate the 
author oq the arrangement of the work. The ” Systematic 
Index ” he gives is an introduction in itself. A special and 
most important feature of the work is the set of excellent 
illustrations. Tliey are exceedingly well done, and they 
serve to make the book of value not merely to the student, 
but to the general reader as well. 

WARO, LOCK & CO.’S 

NEW FICTION 
7s. net 
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and Libraries 7s. net 

A HAZARD OF THE SNOWS 
OTTWELL BINNS 

A fine, clean romance of love and adwnliirc amonfT^t the Mlent wastes 
of the KTcat No^tL-\^■cst. and of the struggles of m.an and woman to conquer 
the untamed tvrannV of Nature. 

WILTON’S SILENCE 
PAUL TRENT 

A powerful and holding stor\- of love, ^.-icxificc and misunderstanding in 
a brecry West Afnian settine. 

“Mr. IMul Trent alwd\s interests. His dinlocncs arc natural, and Mij 
book bcanne his name is sure to be worth reading.”—Datly Express. * 

BONES IN LONDON 
EDGAR WALLACE 

A narrative of the career of Bonos and ins friends in I/indon business life 
—full of biTcry and whimsical biimoui b very one who has enjoyed this 
author’s earliei l>ooks about Sanders aiul Bones and that fascinating black 
scamp, Hosanibo, m West Africa must ic.id this further clironulc. 

WRYCHESTER PARADISE 
J. S. FLETCHER 

” Tor a plot witti crime ii)\oK<-d in the * domestic interest ’ and a narra¬ 
tive well wnttin .iinl stirring clear ol alisiinlity, few c.m t-eat Mr. I'letchcT 
at his best.”—Vermin; Post 
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DORNFORD YATES 

" Mr. Y.ites can stroneJv recommended to any one who thinks tli.it 
the British take Ihemsclves loo soiioiislv,”—/'imef;. 

THE LOVE HATER 
GUY THORNE 

The most striking psvchie mi\il that has vet Ix-cii written. In powerful 
anti dr.inutic mannei Mr. Thome w.irns us ol the remarkable horrors 1>ing 
in wait lor experiinentr rs in the occult. 

FIGS FROM THISTLES 
ISABEL M. PEACOCKE 

There is something of an oM-fashmned ring about Miss Pcarocke's l>0(,l.s ; 
thev are so rmiuviitlv he.ilthy and intelligible, they eont.ain no iiivstenes, 
no problems other than the old. old storv of love and its s-ag.iiies 'Ihe 
writer has a happy Knack also ol indicating true th.ir.iclor”—Yorkshire 
OhserrcT. 

THE DUPLICATE DUKE 
HEADON HILL 

There is clfati, good workmanship and cles-vi invention in this excellent 
sturv—a most ingenious purrir unfolilL-d with consummate skill. 
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The April Bookman, a Spring Double Number, 

in addition to all usual features and special articles 

by well-known writers on literature, music and the 

drama, will contain a fully illustrated Supplement 

dealing with the new books of the season. 

Adjudication on the large number of MSS received 

in our Two Hundred and Fifty Guineas First Novel 

Prize Competition has been almost completed and we 

hope to announce the result in the April Bookman. 

The latest addition to Messrs. Constable’s admir¬ 

able Makers of the Nineteenth Century senes is 

a volume on “ Cecil Rhodes ” (15s. net) by Basil 

Williams, the general editor of the series, and 

author of the " Life of William Pitt.” Our April 

Number will contain a Bookman Gallery article 

on Mr. Basil Williams and his work, by Captain 

Francis D. Grierson. 

An important autobiography, described by Lord 

NortlicUfie as''** ihe autobiography of our time,” is 

” Edward Jhik,” by Edward Bok, wliich Mr. Thorn¬ 

ton Butterwortli is pubhshing. It tells how, from 

small and unpromising beginnings, by sheer hard 

work and enterprise and the shrewd use of his 

natural abilities, Mr. Bok rose to be one of the most 

successful of men and famous of editors. 

” Wr.yside Trees and How to Know Them,” by 

l*'orstcr Robson, is the first volume in a new ” How 

to Know Them ” scries whicli Mr. Thornton Butter- 

worth has in preparation. Mr. Robson is his own 

artist, and has illustrated his book with a frontis¬ 

piece in colour, collotype plates from pencil drawings 

and numerous pen-and ink sketches. ” Wayside 

Trees,” which is just out, will be followed shortly by 

” Resident Birds,” by E. F. M. Elms ; " Roses and 

Rose Gardens ” and ” Town Gardening.” 

The latest addition to Mr. Fisher Unwin’s admir¬ 

able Storj’ of the Nations scries is “ Belgium : From 

the Roman Invasion to the Present Day,” by Emile 

Cammaerts—the first complete history of the Belgian 

nation from its origins to its present situation to be 

published in this country. 

" Coquette,” a new novel by Frank Swinnerton, 

will be published shortly by Messrs. Methuen. 
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Kingston. 
whose " Remarkable Rogues " Mr. John Lane is publishing. 

Another new publisher, Mr. Perkin Warbeck, is 

signifying his arrival by the publication of three 

books of verse, the first of which " Mice and Other 

Poems,” by Gerald Bullett, contains a preface by 

Sir A. Quiller-Couch. 

A book of drawings in colour by Mr. Starr Wood, 

“ Dances You Have Never Seen,” with a disserta¬ 

tion on dancing by C. N., will be published this 

month by Messrs. Angold 

With its 1921 issue, the Musical Directory (8s. ; 

Rudall, Carte & Co.) arrives within one year of its 

seventieth anniversary. Its lists of professors, 

teachers and traders in London and the provinces, 

with brief accounts of n.usical institutions, colleges, 

academies, charities, and other such information, 

make it a helpful, indispensable handbook for all 

connected with the professional or business sides of 

the musical world. 

Dr. G. C. Williamson has written a series of essays 

on authors, books and miniatures, “ Behind My 

Library Door,” which Messrs. Selwyn & Blount 

are publishing this spring. 

The practical value of occultism in everyday life 

is the subject of Dr. Rudolf Steiner's " Investigations 

in Occultism,” which Messrs. Putnams have in the 

press. 

In “ The Greek Tradition ” Mr. J. A. K. Thomson 

proved himself a scholar of ripe judgment and a 

writer with a style that had both strength and charm. 

In “Greeks and Barbarians,” just published by 

Messrs. Allen & Unwin {8s. 6d. net), he returns to a 

subject he has made his own and, by a method partly 

critical, partly historical, contrasts and elucidates 

the mental and moral ideals out of which Western 

civilisation has grown and shows how Hellenism was 

born of the conflict between Greek and Barbarian. 

Miss M. Morgan Gibbon, whose first novel, " Jan,” 

met with a very favourable reception last autumn, 

has finished a second book. ” Helen Marsden,” 

which Messrs. Hutchinson are publishing shortly. 

” The Right to Strike,” one of the ablest and 

most successful of last year’s plays, presented the 

economic and moral aspects of the strike problem 

with a poignancy of human feeling and dramatic 

effectiveness which made such a powerful appeal 

to crowded audiences that the performance was not 

infrequently interrupted by emotional outbreaks of 

hissing or applause. The play has been translated 

into an equally forcible novel by Ernest Hutcliinson 

and George Goodcliild under the same title (” The 

Right to Strike,” 2S. fid. net), and is published by 

Messrs. Robert Hayes, Limited. 

Mr. John Payne, 

wboie " Posthumous Poems " are revtowed In this Nambar. 
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Sir H. Rider Haggard, whose new novel, 

“ She and Allan,” is just published by Messrs. 

Hutchinson, was born in 1856. He was originally 

destined for the Foreign Office, but in his twentieth 

year accepted a sudden opportunity to go abroad 

to Africa as private secretary to the late Sir Henry 

Bulwei*on his appointment as Lieutenant-Ciovernor 

of Natal. In 1876 Rider Haggard accompanied Sir 

Theophilus Shepstone (of 

whose staff he is now tlie 

only survivor) on the liis- 

torical *Special Mission to 

the Transvaal, and when 

that country w^as annexed 

to the British Empire ran 

up the Union Jack on its 

formal hoisting over the 

new colony. After the 

annexation he was ap- 

pointed Master of the High 

Court of the Transvaal, 

being the youngest man 

who ever held a master¬ 

ship. He also served as 

Lieutenant and .Adjutant 

of the Pretorian Horse, a 

corps raised at the time 

ol the Zulu War. On his 

return to England in 1880, 

he married the daughter of 

the late Major Margitson. 

a soldiei well known in 

Norfolk. He went back to 

ATica a little later and 

lived for a short time near Newcastle in Natal, in 

the house W'ith which readers of ” Jess ” will he 

familiar. (.)n his return to England he was called 

to the Bar at Lincoln’s Inn. 

It w'as W'hile he w’as studying for the Bar that 

he determined to try his hand at fiction. He had 

already written a number o: articles and a political 

history of Africa. His first novel, ” Tliere Kc- 

maineth a Rest,” was rewritten on a friend’s advice, 

and a happier ending substituted. This was pub¬ 

lished under the title of ” Dawn,” and met with 

a certain amount of success. ” The Witch's Head ” 

followed, but it was "King Solomon’s Mines” 

which brought him into world-wide repute, and 

incidentally, as he has been heard to remark, 

destroyed his prospect of success at the Bar, since 

solicitors are not eager to employ an advocate who 

has committed the crime of showing imaginative 

power 1 

The MS. of ” King Solomon's Mines ” was rejected 

by one or two publishers, but eventually came into 

the hands of W. E. Henley and .Andrew Lang, who 

promptly recommended it to Messrs. Cassell, who 

published the book in 1886. In this story first 

appears Allan Quaterniain, who reappears in “She 

and .Allan,” and has been a public favourite in 

fiction for no less than thirty-five years. The Bar 

ha\’ing become impossible 

to him. Rider Haggard 

deckled, not without 

groundUss misgivings, to 

devote himself to literature. 

” She,” perhaps his most 

popular story, was written 

in about six weeks and 

published in 1887. '' Jess,” 

“Maiwa’s Revenge” and 

” Colonel Ouaritch, V.C.” 

followed, each adding to his 

reputation. His career has 

not been devoted entirely 

to writing fiction. Ho is 

a recognised autliority on 

agricultural and rural 

affairs, and has written 

several highlv important 

books on the subject. He 

lias always b(‘en, and 

remains, a great traveller, 

liaving. amongst oilier e.\- 

peditions. journeyed twice 

round tlie world. .At liome, 

he lias been an active 

magistrate for over thirtv years, and on several 

occasions has been nominated a Commissioner of 

the Crown. .As the special representative of the 

Royal Colonial Institute he visited all tlie self- 

governing Dominions during the war to arrang' for 

the post-war settlement of ex-soldiers and sailors on 

ihe land in various parts of the Ivmpire. His new 

work, ” She and Allan.” which is illustrated by 

Maurice Greiffenhagen, A.R.A., tells of the first and 

last meeting of the old hunter, Allan Quatermain, 

and of tlie Zulu warrior, Umslopogaas, with the 

splendid and fickle She-who-must-be-obeyed in the 

ruins of Kor, and of the many adventures that befell 

them there. 

Literary taste is much too v’ariable a quality to 

be described in the singular number, but most of 

us unite in confessing that we can always enjoy 

a good detective story; one distinguished and 

scholarly critic recently declared that nowadays it 

was the only sort of novel he really liked reading. 

Sir H. Rider Haggard, 

whose new rouiancp, '‘She ai.ii Allni’,” Mesbr*-. Hutchinson 
are | ibiibhini;. 

I roin a p.unlini: by W. Siraiii:, .\.K 
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}fc will not be alone in liking 

to read “ The Mysterious 

Affair at Styles ” (7s. 6d. ; 

John Lane), the first novel 

of Mrs. Agatha Christie, 

and the most ingenious and 

absorbingly interesting tale 

of sensation and mystery 

wc have read for a long 

time. Mrs. Christie knows 

all the tricks, and does 

them with the cunningest 

skill, in an easy and attrac¬ 

tive style that must have 

come by nature, for she has 

only just begun to practise. 

She says she nas always 

been fond of detective stories. She wrote this 

first of her own as the result of a bet that she 

could not produce a story in which the reader, 

though given access to the same clues as the detec¬ 

tive, would be unable to “ spot ” the murderer ; 

and, if justice has been done, she must have col¬ 

lected the money. When she was Miss Miller, 

before she married Colonel Archibald Christie, 

C.M.G., D.S.O., in 1914, Mrs. Christie lived at 

Torquay, and during the war she took up dis¬ 

pensing, and worked there as a dispenser at the 

Red Cross Hospital; which may account for the 

girl dispenser in " The Mysterious Affair at Styles.” 

She is at present engaged on a thriller of the most 

pronounced type, dealing with the adventures of 

a boy and girl couple who are seeking a job and 

find themselves involved in mysterious and exciting 

happenings ; and has finished a series of detective 

stories concerning some of the cases solved by 

Hercule Poirot, the quaint little Belgian detective 

who figures so prominently in the Styles affair. 

We take pride to ourselves that with her first poem, 

” Harlequin's Song,” Mrs. Christie won a poze in 

our monthly lyric competition, and owns it was this 

that encouraged her to go on writing. 

We have received from Messrs. Lafleur & Son the 

first Number of Alliance Musicale, a bi-monthly 

musical magazine devoted to all interested in 

orchestral and instrumental music. Notes on 

orchestral and musical news, and articles on ” The 

Rise of the Violin in England,” “ The Orchestral 

Conductor,” ” Shakespeare’s London Theatres,” 

” The Story of the Beggar’s Opera,” the origin of 

the bailed opera, and an account of the beginnings 

and progress of the firm of Lafleur & Son make up 

a varied and interesting miscellany that augurs well 

for the success of the new venture. 

Another excellent first 

Number, that of Music and 

Youth, a new monthly edited 

by E. M. G. Reed, reaches 

us from Messrs. Evans Bros. 

It appeals both to pupils 

and teachers, its fiurpose 

being to make the study of 

music easy and attractive 

to the young. There is a 

musical competition and 

musical puzzles; first 

exercises and studies for the 

piano, and a number of 

varied and well-wHtten 

articles that deftly combine 

instruction with entertain¬ 

ment, including one on Grieg, the first in a series of 

” Lives of Musicians,” by the editor. 

NOTES ON NEW BOOKS. 

Mr. R. L. Gales’s “ Old World Essays ” (8s. 6d. ; Daniel 

. O’Connor) have all the charm and genial humour that we 

have learned to expect of the author of ” Studies in 

Arcady.” Whether he is writing of " Peasant Christianity,” 

of ” Heathen Folk-Lore,” of ” Poems, Bad and Good,” or 

” Street Games Old and New,” he always has something 

to say and his own way of saying it. He is as interested 

in life as in books, and gossips of both with shrewd good 

sense, a gracious idealism, and large discursiveness that 

make delightful reading and leave you the wiser for what 

you have read. 

After reading the stories of some of our psycho-analj'sts 

it is refreshing to read one by Mr. Pett Kidge, who does 

not put on any scientific frills, but in spite of all tempta¬ 

tions retains his delightful sense of humour and remains 

a novelist. In ” Bannerton’s Agency” {7s. 6d. net; 

Methuen) he has written a story of London life and charac¬ 

ter that, being true to the better as well as to the worse 

side of both, is intimately realistic without being merely 

unpleasant. Briefly, it is the story of how Grace Leonard 

left a good situation to marry a man who was an inveterate 

shirker, a drifter, and not fond of work; and of how. a 

practical, energetic young person herself, she took both 

their lives iflto her own hands and, in the result, made a 

man of her husband and a happy woman of herself. The 

book and its very miscellaneous company of men and 

women are all alive, and the whole tale, despite, or because 

of, all the sentiment and pathos that blend with its humour, 

is an excellently entertaining comedy. 

” The Lure of the Honeybird,” by J. Weedon Birch 

(7s. fid. net; G. Heath Robinson & J. Birch), is a capital 

romance of love and adventure in Matabeleland, told by 

one who is obviously familiar with the place and its people. 

It is crowded with incident and dramatic surprises. Pete, 

the sinister half-caste, brings villainy into it and something 

of tragedy; and the romance of it gathers about Marie, 

Mrs. Agatha Christie. 
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the daughter of Hardman, and about the son and daughter 

of the old settler Cranbourne, who were kidnapped as 

small children and brought up among the natives, the 

revelation of their identities at a critical hour clearing away 

certain apparently racial obstacles and making a hai>py 

ending possible. A thoroughly readable yarn. 

Even, though Mr. Maxwell Laurie may take too many 

liberties with the long arm of coincidence, he has in “ The 

black Blanket " {8s. Ccl. net: Werner Laurie) written a 

first novel that makes uncommonly good reading. His 

pictures of life in a West Indian island are admirable, and 
his story of David Sheldon and the tragic vicissitudes 

that result from his having to live under suspicion of being 

a half-caste is one that holds the reader’s interest throughout. 

THE BOOKMAN GALLERY. 

JOHN COURNOS. 
SINCE the dim day.s when "Beowulf” w’as being 

sung to Saxon warriors, while over against them, 
round Gaelic fires, the men were being encouraged by 
Arthurian stories of derring-do, two streams of widely 
different literature have flowed from human minds. 
The two streams—that of the faery tale and actual 
life—do not mingle ; but they flow side by side. The 
same age produces both ; in fact, one may say that 
every age has produced them, for we have the early 
Saxon Chroniclers on the one hand and Giraldus Cam- 
brensis on the other ; we have Chaucer and Malory, 
Shakespeare and Spenser, Hardy and Tennyson, Theo¬ 
dore Dreiser and Hewlett. The one, looking back to 
an heroic past, says : " Here is the Ideal. Let us seek 
to bring heaven upon earth and, dreaming of the 
Golden Age, recreate it.” The other, sceptical of past 
glories, dealing with men and matters as they are, 
leaves it to humankind to develop as it must. 

The faery story—the story of things as they are not, 
as they cannot be—is immensely popular. If a woman 
is not loved, lovely and a queen, she would like to dope 
herself for a brief hour into the ]>elief that she is. She 
would take refuge from hard facts in imaginary happi¬ 
ness. It may be enervating to do so, may leave her 
less able to battle for real joys, but, like a candle in a 
darkened room, it is a solace. 
The story that deals with 
life, the life of to-day, the 
life which W'ells tries to, and 
sometimes does, depict (which 
he would do better if he were 
not always in such a hurry), 
is stiffer material. It urges 
us to give our minds to the 
consideration of problems, to 
think. It says: “ This is 
the state of affairs, here is a 
human story, these things 
happened to these people,” 
and, in the end, most of 
us push aside the ” happy 
ever after ” book in favour of 
strong meat. 

It is such a story—a story 
of actual happenings—a story 
without traditions, rigidly 
confined to the present—which 
John Coumos began in ” The 
Mask,'" which he has continued 
in his just-published novel. 

” The Wall ” (Methuen), and which he proposes to go 
on with in later books. 

When he wrote ” The Mask ” he had some difficulty 
in finding for it a publisher, on the ground, no doubt, 
that mice do not bring forth mountains ; but once 
a sufficiently courageous mouse was found, the book 
leapt into a sort of fame ; and it will be strange, indeed, 
if with the passage of time that fame docs not increase. 
” The Mask ” was published in England and America, 
where it received those column-long notices which so 
warm the heart of a writer. It was translated into 
French, German, Danish, Swedish, Norwegian. It was 
mentioned in connection with the ” Hawthornden ” 
prize (which, however, was awarded to Mr. John Free¬ 
man for verse), and it was generally conceded to be 
great after the manner of Remain Rolland’s ” Jean 
Cristophe,” as great, but different. 

Hitherto Mr. Cournos had only been known as a 
translator of Russian novels, of Sologub ; but, while he 
worked on the art of another, his subconscious mind 
was busy with his own series —the story of a woods- 
goblin who became a newspaper boy in Philadelphia 
and later a newspaper man. For twelve years the 
seed had been germinating; at last it puts forth 
a leaf! 

That " The Mask ” should 
have so easily found its 
public is surprising. As a 
rule, big and original work 
repels rather than attracts. 
The reader finds in it 
something outside his ex¬ 
perience. It may be good; 
it may be the reverse. As 
he is anxious not to make 
a mistake, the book is gen¬ 
erally shelved for considera¬ 
tion—and vhiie appreciation 
is growing the artist starves. 
That this fate has not over¬ 
taken Mr. Cournos is probably 
due to the fact that his book 
owes nothing, articulately, 
to the past, that it stands 
as clear of tradition, con¬ 
vention, the social shibboleth, 
as if novel-writing were his 
patent and this the first 
specimen ever made. For him 
the rules, canons, rtandards of Mr, John Cournos 
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other writers simply do not exist. He makes his own. 

It is not that he differs from the authorities, but that 

he has not happened to notice there are any. He has 

written, therefore, as Neanderthal man drew, that is, 

of the things about him, the things he sees ; and these 

things—industrialism as symbolised by the Three 

Chimneys in “The Wall” ; industrialism as it presses 

on the lives of the people—are of almost universal inter¬ 

est. It is the fact that he is dealing with the day in which 

he lives and with the main preoccupation of that day, 

that has so quickly brought him to the notice not only 

of rtovel readers, but of the more intelligent members 

of a cosmopolitan public. He has something to say, 

and when a man says his say loudly, earnestly, and in 

a convincing manner, people will listen. Once they 

have yielded to his insistent ” lend me your ears,” it 

is for him to hold his audience ; and this John Cournos 

does in several w’ays. 

His subject is intriguing ; he thinks, but he also 

stimulates thought in others. Baruch, old Gombarov, 

and more particularly John, the main character of the 

book (or books), question and leave us to answer the 

questions. 

'' Is it possible.” thought Gombarov, ” that civili¬ 

sation with all its fine ideals, actually dehumanises one, 

makes one incapable of living normally, and inflicts 

upon one a Janus nature which faces in opposite direc¬ 

tions. and renders it impossible to live either an ideal 

or a sensual life ? 

Humanity may be roughly divided into tliose who 

follow authority, and a minority that prefers to think 

for itself. The latter find in ” The Mask " and ” The 

Wall ” a suggestive symbolism, as when youth, hungry 

and clamorous, cries in the house of life, cries to deaf 

ears : ” .And though he went on crying his cry through 

tlie house, no one seemed to hear him, for they were all 

thinking of the dead.” It i> what we spend so much 

of our time doing ; it is perhaps the reason that the 

great artists vouchsafed to us are not recognised until 

—yes, until their dead ears cannot hear the longed-for 

plaudits. 

The reader, caught by‘the subject, held by the thought 

and symbolism, finds in ” The Mask ” and ” The Wall “ 

yet something more. The writing is often slipshod—at 

times Mr. Cournos seems to be lost in a desert of tedious 

words, a desert arid as Sahara; yet there is purpose 

in his journeyings, and much may be forgiven a jnan 

w'ho can turn to us with ; ” One day Spring appeared 

with, as yet, a shy smile ” ; who can say of the girl, 

Raya : ” Quiet, domestic, self-effacing, she was rather 

neglected. Her heart of gold lay quietly and deeply 

within her ; and. covered by homeliness, as gold is 

often covered by the homely earth, it gave out no 

glittei ” ; W'ho can lead us to some such oasis of beauty 

..s the following: “Night lay upon the earth, tender 

and menacing. The earth yielded to his darkness, to 

his tenderness, to his menace. She yielded helplessly 

and unwillingly. She did not like his cold arms, his 

brooding face, his cavernous unfathomable eyes, his 

sepulchral silence. She lay quiet and inert, yielding to 

his einbrace, waiting patiently for the coming of the 

sun, her lover and deliverer ” ; or give us poignant 

imagery such as: " From time to time realisation pene¬ 

trated the fog in which she was immersed, like a bird 

with a small beak of fire, and it pecked at her heart 

with small hot stabs, very small at first, but growing 

deeper and bolder and more frequent. The little beak 

of fire continued to peck at her heart, while under her 

heart a new life stirred.” 

Beauty of writing, that beauty born of thought fused 

into flaming utterance, is the something more that 

Cournos has given us. ' 

“ The Mask ” is the story of a “ woods-goblin more 

familiar •with the soft rustle of trees than with the 

harsh twang of men,” whose family emigrates from 

Russia while he is still a child. Losing their money, 

they cross Euro*pc to seek refuge in what they fondly 

imagine will prove a city of brotherly love, only to find 

themselves caught in the whirl of a civilisation more 

ruthless than the primitive conditions they have left— 

so that to them, “ civilisation appeared to be inverted 

barbarism.” John, starting work when only eleven, 

eventually becomes the mainstay of the family. In 

“ The Wall ” wc learn how hardly this presses on his 

youth, '■ but the chaos of his existence strove towards 

orderliness, his torments towards peace, his pain tow'ards 

beauty.” The book ends when, as love—and John, 

as Edgar Jepson said of Hamlet, was “ a washout as 

a lover ”—has failed to teach him his lesson, and work 

has proved a mere wastage of the fires of j-outh, he 

leaves America for England, and, leaving, finds that 

for him. life is ” just beginning.” 

The books might have had as an alternative title, 

” Childhood and Youth.” This melancholv Russian 

Jew. engaged on a life history, the size of which puts 

to shame the modest trilogies of Arnold Bennett and 

J. D. Beresford, is the most ambitious writer of the 

dav. His conception is mountainous. Unable to 

think episodically, he passes through a series of moods, 

each of which, lasting a couple of years, produces, not 

a complete work but one phase of a whole. Standing, 

as we must, close to this unfinished mass, it is difficult 

for us to estimate its size or aj>praise its \’aJue ; while 

the flaws in it, the ineqinditics of the W’riting, the 

clumsy handling of much of the material, are only too 

apparent. The Queen who made the plum-puddmg 

put in lumps of fat “ as big as my two thumbs,” and 

similarly Mr. Cournos drops in chunks of thought and 

discussion which are not pertinent to the story. But 

the Queen boiled her pudding until the fat made part 

of a savoury whole, while Mr. Cournos has left much 

of his raw. I was not surprised to hear that one pub¬ 

lisher recommended him to study the novels of other, 

possibly inferior, and certainly less ambitious writers. 

He could do so to his gain. Novel-writing is more than 

an art, it is also a craft, and, while his originality is his 

ow'n and will not be influenced by anything he reads, 

he could learn from others how to make his effects with 

less waste of energy, how to select; could say: “ I 

see, that’s how he does it.” Conrad, Frank Norris, 

Theodore Dreiser—to mention only three of the writers 

who have handled effectively the big theme, show in 

their work a sense of proportion and construction. At 

present Mr. Cournos lacks this sense, but then, as with 

the main character of his book, so with him—life is 

just beginning I How many books has he written ? 

Only two. • 

C. A. Dawson Scott. 
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TOBIAS GEORGE SMOLLETT (1721-1771). 

By Gkohgh Saintsbury. 

WHEN Smollett was born two liiindred ygars ago, 

he made up the “ foursome ” of writers who 

were to lay the foundations—and something more than 

the foundations—of the great structure of the English 

novel. I^ut no one of them had as yet done a stroke 

of work that way, unless Richardson's early practice 

as secretary-for-lovc-Ietters to servant-maids be counted 

in. It was, indeed, more 

than thirty years since the 

future author of " Pamela ” 

was born; but nearly 

another twenty were to pass 

before he begat (somewhat 

in his own likeness except in 

sex and good looks) that in¬ 

genious compromise between 

business and virtue. Fielding 

was at Eton ; and though it 

is probable that Sterne, even 

at eight years old, had 

already made up to some 

young damsel of equal 

maturity, he can scarcely 

have begun to make “ copy ” 

of his flames. But in actual 

novel-production Smollett, of 

course profiting by the 

example of two of his elders, 

was much the most precoci¬ 

ous ol the four. Richardson, 

as has been said, if in¬ 

directly, was over fifty when 

he published “ Pamela ” ; 

Fielding, though he had pro¬ 

duced many plays and had 

probably written some other fiction, was thirty-five 

when ■' Joseph Andrews " appeared ; and Sterne, wait¬ 

ing more than as long after Smollett to publish as 

he had been bom before him, was forty-seven when 

“ Tristram Shandy ” introduced not so much himself 

as other people to the British public. But Smollett 

was only seven-and twenty when, after the then and 

at other times usual false starts with poem and play, 

he struck into his own line with “ Roderick Random.” 

This comparative earliness—it must be remembe»‘ed 

that a beginner now even at seventeen would be nothing 

like so early—is to some extent explicable by the special 

character of the book, and also by the special character 

of the man’s genius, though the explanatior does not 

derogate from that genius itself. " Roderick Random ” 

is, as " Pamela,” " Joseph Andrews ” and “ Tristram 

Shandy ” are not, a novel which not merely may be 

said to have possible patterns of at least suggestion 

—that may be said of the others—but which belongs 

to a definitely constituted and pre-existing class, the 

DicaresQuc. It freshens and reforms the model, as 

coini).ired with Spanish. French and English fore- 

runniTS, most remarkably. It is quite different from 

Defoe ; and you may overhaul Mr. Esdaile’s invaluable 

catalogue of our prc-Richardsonian romance-writers 

without finding any one else of whom Smollett is even 

the ]>upil. But it can hardly disclaim membership of 

an already recognised species. And it was tlie less 

likely not to be such a 

member because of the 

peculiar character of its 

author’s gifts. Thackeray’s 

sentence, " I fancy he did 

not invent much,” has, I 

believe, been quarrelled with 

as well as endorsed; but I 

have no doubt myself of its 

correctness. Thackeray was 

a most uncertain critic, but 

it would be difficult to catch 

Ixim out in matters where 

his own craft was concerned, 

and where his critical judg¬ 

ment was not obscured by 

moral or sentimental mists. 

Nor need any admirer of 

Scotland’s first great novelist 

in order of time, and per- 

haps lier second in that of 

merit, be offended at the 

aj)parent limitation. After 

all. numesis, though it may 

be misleading to translate 

it "imitation,” covers obser- 

Tobias Smollett. vation as well as experi¬ 

ment ; and it would not 

lie mere ” fighting a prize ” to contend that invention 

is rather more the business of the pure romancer than 

of the novelist. But these generalities are sterile things. 

Let us turn to the much fruitfuller business of seeing 

what Smollett actually was and actually did. 

The ” was ” need not take us very long; indeed, it 

may almost be dispatched with the satisfactory formula, 

a much better fellow’ than you might at first think.” 

It is of course possible, by looking at the debit side 

only, to run up a rather ugly account against him. 

You not infrequently want at least an ounce of civet 

to overpower his coarseness, and a good deal more 

than an ounce of chivalry to counterbalance his bru¬ 

tality. One longs for some one to give Master Roderick 

a thorough good setting down first; and, if he resented 

it, a comfortable pass through the ribs which might 

allow him a month or tw’o in bed to cool his blood and 

clear out his gall-bladder. Much more does one long 

for some one to thrash Master ” Perry ” within an inch 

of his life ; while the strictest lex talionis might insist 

on his being permanently disfigured and crippled, if not 
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indeed subjected to that extremity of retribution which 

was so nearly inflicted on a character in Richardson. 

The taking money for fathering Lady Vane's porno¬ 

graphy was not pretty, nor was the “ Habakkuk Hilding” 

business, though it must be admitted that Fielding 

himself was not quite guiltless there. The " Travels “ 

are a triumph of t7/-temper, and the “ Adventures of 

An Atom " a desert of rancorous dullness. Let it be 

so. But everybody who really know^s the eighteenth 

century knows that the ugly features here were real 

features of the time, presented without a veil by a 

nature more vigorous than refined ; while ill-health and 

rough, if not exactly bad, fortune exasperated a naturally 

pugnacious disposition. On the other hand Smollett 

seems to have had a great deal of that “ surly good 

nature ” which is one of the historical characteristics 

uniting South and 

North Britain, and 

not the worst of 

them; he was 

admittedly most 

charitable, in deed if 

not in word; and I 

have myself always 

thought his letter to 

Wilkes in favour of 

Johnson’s “ Frank " 

(to be easily found 

in Boswell) not only 

curious and char¬ 

acteristic, but rather 

charming in its way. 

The candid acknow¬ 

ledgment, half jesting 

as it is, of the position 

of the Great Cham 
of Literature”; 

the grumble, "he 

and I were never cater-cousins ” (indeed, except 

politically, they had hardly anything in common), and 

the patient, full and ^essentially good-natured, if not 

quite accurate putting of the facts of the case so as to 

get indulgence if possible, make it very difficult to 

think otherwise than pleasantly of Smollett as a man. 

But what he " was ” in this sense—though it may 

have mattered a good deal to the lady whom men called 

Miss Anne Lascelles, and gods, as some would have it, 

” Narcissa,” to his friends, to his enemies, and perhaps 

to himself—matters very little, if anything, to po'sterity, 

whatever certain busybodies among the said posterity 

may think. The matter for us is what he did—that is 

to say, what he was as a writer, and above all—so 

much above all that nothing else comes in much—as a 

novelist. ” Mourn, hapless Caledonia, mourn,” is not 

very bad rhetorical verse; and the ” History,” which 

is most freely obtainable as bound up with that of 

his countryman, Mr. David Hume, is fair reading ; 

while the translations to which he put his name, and in 

which he may have had more or less hand, are not bad 

translations. He seems, by Johnson's own testimony, 

to ha\ infused into the Critical Rtview, which he 

edited, something better than a mere Grub Street 

spirit. But if these things had stood by themselves 

he would have been to us but as his owm ” copious 

Guthrie,” or, to go a little higher, as Dr. John Campbell. 

Not with such is to be classed the author even of 

” Ferdinand Count Fathom ” and ” Sir Lancelot 

Greaves,” still less of ” Roderick Random ” and ” Pere¬ 

grine Pickle ; least of all of " Humphry Clinker.” 

I have sometimes wondered, though perhaps idly, 

what is the exact position of Smollett on what may be 

called the literary Stock and Share List of tb-day ? 

Editions of him still continue to appear—which, after 

all, is the principal point. The taste for ” strong ” 

things—I purposely use a convenient and widely con¬ 

noting adjectivq—which came in with the nineties, and 

has scarcely gone out yet, should have favoui;ed, and 

in some cases certainly did favour, him. But it seems 

to me that one does not often, at least as often as 

formerly, perceive those fragmentary and floating 

references to him in 

the literary work of 

the actual daj' which 

are the best test 

of sempervirescence, 

and which certainly 

did appear for more 

than a century after 

his death. Scott was 

born in the very year 

in which Smollett 

died ; and before 

Scott's own death 

both Thackeray and 

Dickens had begun 

to write. To all 

three, and to a very 

large number of the 

literary contem¬ 

poraries of all three, 

Smollett was evi¬ 

dently archi-connu. 
They had, to something like a certainty, read him 

early; and Roderick and Strap, Trunnion and 

Hatchway, Morgan and Lismahago, Tabitha and 

Winifred—if not, also, the grimmer pictures of 

” Fathom ” and the oddly blended " interiors ” of 

” Sir Lancelot Greaves,” were members of their mental 

family and furniture of their spiritual home. I would 

venture (with all proper fear and trembling before a 

possible rebuke from my youthful betters) to say that 

it was not very different with me and with a certain 

number of my own contemporaries, though perhaps in 

smaller proportion than had been the case earlier. 

But does this familiarity continue ? I do not say it 

does not; but if it does not I think it is a pity. And 

let none say, " Oh! we've plenty of better things, or 

at least of good enough things of our own.” So, one 

may again timidly urge, had the earlier generations— 

or so they might think. 1770-1800 was perhaps worst 

off in this respect, but, after all, besides the rubbish 

of the mere Terror School and the Minerva Press, it had 

Fanny Burney and Mrs. Radcliffe and Mrs. Inchbald, 

Godwin and Beckford, Moore and Bage. 1800-1830 

had Scott and Miss Austen—quid plures ? And imme¬ 

diately afterwards began the absolute harvest-time of 

the English novel from Dickens to Meredith. Yet 

people could read all these all this time and not leave 

The houae in which 
Smollett was born 

and column raieed to hie 
memory, at Dalquhurn, 
Cardroee. 

From an old print. 
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Smollet t 

unread. 

One at 

least hopes 

that it is 

not other¬ 

wise now. 

course 

it may be 

sa!d, not 
without 

justice, 

that fresh 

accumula- 

t i o n s in- 
e V i t ably 

obscure to 

some ex- 

t c n t the 
first c o n - 

stituents of 
the heap. 

And that 

historical interest which adds so much to the enjoyment of 

those who can enjoy it, may not reasonably be expected 

to appeal to many. But it would, once more, be a very 

great pity if Smollett ceased to be read. That he is 

one of the very greatest of novelists nobody can con¬ 

tend, save in a freak, or because of some extra-literarv 

partiality. But as it has been confessed by wine- 

lovers of unblemished orthodoxy that the very greatest 

growths and vintages are not those one cares to drink 

oftenest, so a practised novel reader may admit that 

something similar happens with novels, and that the 

second growths are here also best suited for repeated 

consumption. Now in this article of re-readableness 

Smollett scores. I should myself put Fielding much 

above him on all intellectual and most aesthetic con¬ 

siderations : I should (to use a common form of ex¬ 

pression, which is a nearly perfect example of a " bull ”) 

be more sorry not to have read all Fielding’s novels 

than I should be to have missed any one of Smollett's, 

even “ Humphry Clinker.” But, 

with the counter-exception of 

” Joseph Andrews,” I am not 

sure that for mere re-reading as 

a pastime, say, in a country inn 

on a rainy day, I had not rather 

find one of Smollett's. And the 

causes of this re-readableness are 

perhaps worth examining. That 

he has few or none of the digres¬ 

sions — the parabases — which 

annoy some people so much in 

Fielding and Thackeray; of the 

retrospects and recitals which 

occur in novelists so different in 

character and date as Scott and 

Trollope; must undoubtedly be 

counted in, though not uni¬ 

versally. For some of us do enjoy 

the first kind of " stuffing,” and 

others, or the same, have been 

gifted by Providence with the 

invaluable 

power of 

skipping 

■with ease 

what they 

enjoy with 

difficulty. 

A Vertor 

causa, or at 

least one 

of wider 

a p piic a- 

tion, is his 

remarkable 

c ombina- 

t i 0 n of 

plenty of 

incident, 

well told, 

and plenty 

of ch ar- 

acter suffi¬ 

ciently delineated. 

The first characteristic is of course the sine qua non of 

the adventure-novelist, whether his subject is a ride 

from Paris to Calais in spite of all the force and fraud 

of a Cardinal Richelieu, or a valetudinarian visit to 

Bath. But it is comparatively seldom that adventure- 

novelists have combined with their tale-telling faculty 

such a gift of characterisation as that which Smollett 

possessed. And it is perhaps in reference to this last 

that examination of his genius is most interesting. For 

sheer narrative power—the gift of telling a tale so that 

the auditor cannot choose but hear, and has no wish 

but to hear—is one of the ultimate mysteries of art. 

It cannot be analysed ; and those who have tried to 

analyse it have, saving their reverences, seldom talked 

to any purpose. But the different fashions of what 

we may call life-presentation in fiction are somewhat 

less ” kHtlc ” to deal with. To schedule them com¬ 

pletely here would bo of course impossible ; but this 

brief notice would be incomplete without, and may 

fitly be completed with, a word 

or two on the fa.shions which 

Smollett himself could and could 

not i>rovidc. Of what may be 

called ” poetical ” character- 

using the adjective in its trans¬ 

ferred and common sense, as 

w'ell as in its original one of 

” creatixe ”—he had no mastery, 

and at this he made no attempt. 

You are not to look in him for a 

Hamlet or a Falstaff, a Beatrix 

Esmond or a Becky Sharp. He 

did not, and no doubt could not, 

analyse like Richardson; nor 

w'ork out a complicated plot with 

perfectly live characters like 

Fielding ; nor indulge in fugues 

of eccentric fantasy like Sterne. 

But he could reinforce that sheer 

narrative gift which has been attri¬ 

buted to him with a remarkable 

The combat between 
Roderick and Captain 
Weasel. 

From " Roderick Random." 

Strap's misfortune in 
the Dining Cellar. 

From Roderick Random." 

ji.y CvTrMtC : 

The three black 
hairs. 

From “ Peregrine Pickle." 
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command of "humours” in the older as well as the 

more modern sense of the word—humours national, 

professional and individual—which seldom offend in 

either of the two directions in which such humours 

often sin—that of over-prominence in the particular 

case, and that of failing to get on with the general 

business. It is curiou'^ how adequate—granting the 

general scheme of the books and not asking them for 

what they do not offer -this characterisation, slight and 

superficial as it may seem to some, really is. For an 

outside and unhackneyed e.Kample, take Jerry Melford’s 

letter." to his friend at Jesus. Smollett can have had no 

interior knowledge of Oxford, and the eighteenth century 

notices of univ^ersity life are, as a rule, by no means 

" convincing,” yet, somehow or other, the slight touches 

here ring sufficiently true. 

Now, to tell your story without stammering or 

boring, and to keep your puppets (even if they be 

puppets) ” never out,” are accomplishments not precisely 

attributable to the first-comer, or to many others besides 

the first-comer, among novelists. But the author of 

" Roderick Random ” showed his possession of them at 

once, and the author of " Humphry Clinker ” left ex¬ 

amples of them,to posterity in a vastly improved degree. 

SIR EDWARD ELGAR, 

By George S.^mpson. 

A FEW weeks ago I heard Elgar’s new ’Cello 

Concerto at the Queen's Hall. The solo was 

played most admirably by Miss Beatrice Harrison, 

whom I pause to salute as a player of genius, with the 

touch of personality that labour can develop but never 

bestow. No quantity of pains that you take (or inflict) 

will make you a genius on viol, lute or shawm. Labour 

will make you technically dexterous, but it will not give 

you the mysterious something that distinguishes genius 

from talent, the interpreter from the recorder. Imme¬ 

diately after the Elgar Concerto came Strauss’s " Tod 

und Vcrklarung.” which I had heard and liked at its 

first performance here in 1S97, and have heard and 

liked many times since. .\s I wended homewards, 

reflecting on the music, it seemed to me that these tuo 

pieces were engaged in a kind of conflict. They took 

at last the shape of two antagonistic forms of art, the 

art that is thought out, and the art that is felt out. 

The contest seems worth following, as it may give us a 

gcneral'view of Elgar and what he represents. A general 

view is certainly all I propose to attempt at the moment. 

I am not going to deny that m the art that is thought 

out there may be a good deal of feeling, and that in 

the art that is felt out tliere may be a good deal 

of thought. * The vital difference is that in the one 

the inspiration is mainly artistic, and in the other 

mainly intellectual. Now it seemed to me that, how¬ 

ever faulty Elgar’s concerto may prove when Jested 

by familiarity, it was genuinely felt out, that its in¬ 

spiration was purely artistic, and that Strauss's tone- 

poem, with all its camouflage of technical effectiveness, 

was something elaborately thought out, that its in¬ 

spiration was mainly intellectual. I believe, in fact, 

that Strauss thinks in the terms of one art and writes 

in the tenns of another. He is like Berlioz, to whose 

" Symphonie Fantastique ” Strauss's “ Tod und Ver- 

klarung ” is almost exactly parallel. Berlioz was an 

immensely clever man with a great knowledge of 

technique ; but Berlioz scarcely exists to-day as a 

musician, because he was a man of letters who tried to 

express himself in music. Strauss, I feel, is that kind 

of composer. What captures one at first in his music 

is its air of literary distinction, and, as this is un¬ 

deniable and even genuine, one goes on liking him 

until (as is always the case) the surface wears off, and 

the nature of the substance exhibits itself. I do not 

merely mean that Strauss’s orchestral pieces are what 

is called " programme music.” That does not matter. 

A great deal of undescribed music is programme music, 

and the tendency of time is to wear out the programme, 

and leave the music—if there is any. Elgar’s " Enigma ” 

variations are programme music of which we do not 

know the programme. Beethoven's great Leonora 

overture is programme music of which the programme 

is immaterial; it would remain a superb composition 

if every other trace of ” Fidelio ” were lost. The point 

I make about Strauss is that his compositions are con¬ 

ceived and carried out in the spirit of literature and 

not in the spirit of music ; and what seems to me 

significant is that he has tended to become more literary 

and less musical. Consider all his tone-poems from 

" Don Juan ” to ” The Domestic Symphony,” and you 

will, I think, admit the truth of this. ” Don Quixote ” 

(another 'cello concerto !) is a specially good example, 

for here he has jumbled his planes, even though in 

certain passages he has perhajTs touched tlie height of 

his purely musical achievement. In trying to occupy 

the desk-chair and the music-stool at once he has come 

heavily to the ground. 

Long before this the patient reader will-have been 

wanting to remark that he had supposed this article 

was to be about Elgar, and it seems to be about Strauss. 

I have not forgotten Elgar. In fact, I have been 

describing him all the time; for the conclusion of my 

homeward reflections on that conflict of artistic prin¬ 

ciples was that Elgar’s great merit consists in his being 

just what Richard Strauss is not—or, if you prefer it, 

in his not being just what Richard Strauss is. There 

are places in his work where he stumbles; there are 

places where he is clearly below his best; there are 

places where he becomes elaborate merely because he 

is concealing a thin patch of invention with technical 

display; but I think there is no place in all the work 

of his I know where he ceases to be a genuine musician, 

moved by the spirit of music. ‘ Where he succeeds, he 

succeeds as a musician; where he fails, he fails as 

Beethoven and Brahms sometimes failed, he fails as a 

musician, without trying for success of an alien order. 

Elgar is a man of serious and cultivated taste in litera¬ 

ture, but he never writes the music of a man of letters. 

That he is a genuine musician is the major proposition 

to be asserted of him ; and I think the next is that he 
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is a genuinely English musician. Some time ago, the 

art-for-art’s-sake people used to maintain that art was 

universal, not national, and that to talk about British 

art was as ridiculous as to talk about British mathe¬ 

matics. (Personally I would not talk about either. I 

know what English is ; I do not know what British is.) 

The fallacy of the contention is obvious. Art is not 

mathematics. Art is the embodiment of a personality ; 

mathematics is not. The desire for unnational art 

comes strangely from the 

countrymen of Shakespeare, 

for Shakespeare is richly, 

almost rankly, English. He 

coiiI(f not conceivably have 

been Irish, or Scottish, or 

Welsh, or I'lencli, or Italian 

or Spanish ; and certainly 

not Ciennan. There is the 

smell of English earth, the 

touch of English weather, 

the breadth of English 

humour, the soul of English 

character in all that he wrote. 

Shakespeare is English ; 

Milton might have hcen 

translated from the Latin. 

Elgar’s music has an un¬ 

mistakably English qujility. 

There is nothing of his that 

could have been written by 

anyone not English- like 

Shakespeare, by the way, he 

IS a west-midlander. Whether 

he writes of Alassio or Spam 

or Bavaria, he writes as an 

Englishman. Even when he 

drops into a sentimental i)iece rb.a„oy a. o Hofi4 

like “ Salut d’Amour ” or a 

popular tune like the ‘'Pomj) .and Circumstance” {or 

” Land of Hope and Glory ”) refrain, it is English senti¬ 

ment, English commonness that he achieves. And how, 

it may he asked, is he specially English ? Well, lie is 

strong, sincere, wholesome, reserved, a little self-con¬ 

scious, humorous without being witty, learned without 

being pedantic, original without being eccentric, emo¬ 

tional and sentimental without losing restraint and a 

care for the decencies of life. He puts all of a reverent 

heart into his work, but he never parades it as a spectacle. 

He is never showy or bedizened, neither is he ever 

dowdy or sordid. You might call his music moral, and, 

in the best sense, it is respectable. It is tlic music of a 

country in which conduct is (or was) three parts of life. 

Think of ” Gerontius,” the subject of which is the 

death of a man and the passing of his soul into eternity. 

How easily a musician with all the resources of a modern 

orchestra and massed voices could let himself run wild 

with such a theme! But Elgar is not metaphysical as 

Brahms would have been, or hysterical as Chaikovsky 

would have been, or realistic as Strauss would have 

been, or ecclesiastical as Franck would have been. 

“ Gerontius " is not like the " German Requiem ” of 

Brahms, touched with the dread and fear of death, or 

like the “ Requiem " of Verdi, an outburst of almost 

romantic emotionalism ; it is solemn, sinreie and deeply 

moving, but nobly restrained, and miadful of the power 

that comes from self-reverence, self-knowledge, self- 

control. By a significant chance the part of Gerontius 

found an ideal e.xponcnt in the late Gervase Elwes, 

himself the embodiment of an English gentleman's 

deep feeling, restraint and dignity. Elgar’s first Sym¬ 

phony is inscribed to a dead king of England ; but it is 

not pompous or abject, and its Funeral March is an 

elegy, not a shriek. Compare his two symphonies with 

any two symphonies of 

Chaikovsky, and you will feel 

tlic difference between what is 

English and what is Russian. 

Scratch a Russian and you 

find a Tartar; scratch ||an 

Englishman and you find a 

gentleman. Even in the more- 

impersonal Violin Concerto 

the national character seems 

to prevail; it is as English 

as the last movement of the 

Brahms Concerto is Hun¬ 

garian. The grace of Elgar 

is English, not Latin. He 

does not glitter, and he does, 

not give us, as Debussy does, 

with French lucidity, a series 

of epigrams or choses vues. 

Elgar is, as I said, almost 

self-consciously English, for 

his favourite musical direction 

is Nobilmenie. It is a good 

word. That is how Cromwell 

lived and Milton wrote, and 

Hampden fought, and King 

Charles died It is how 

Sir Edward EUar. Algernon Sidney went to the 
scaffold, and how Robert 

Scott perished in the .Antarctic. Elgar’s nobffity is not 

a caste ])ossession, and has nothing in common with the 

brute tyranny of the Junker, or the elaborate ceremony 

of the ancien ri'gimc. It is the nobility of soul on 

which he calls, not the pedantry of quarterings—a truly 

English nobility, the nobility of a people, of a land 

where a great peer was also the Great Commoner. 

.Another quality for which he should be praised is 

that he has never written beyond his means. (In 

parenthesis I should like to pay a similar tribute to 

another musician, untimely dead, Samuel Coleridge 

Taylor, who was not a great composer, but who never 

tried to delude the public into thinking that he was. 

He never wrote beyond his means, and his music will 

endure the longer.) The young English composer of a 

generation ago set out with an oratorio on the scale of 

the B minor Mass. The young English composer of 

a time slightly later began with a mythic trilogy on a 

scale exceeding ” The Ring.” The young English 

composer of recent date procured a quantity of forty- 

stave music paper, and, having filled every bar of every 

stave with noises for all possible combinations of instru¬ 

ments (including some new ones), called the product 

a Symphonic Poem. What early music of Elgar's never 

came to performance no one but himself can- say; 

but certainly none of his known works ov erleaped his. 
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capacity. He has never made the mistake of writing 

his last works first. I heard "King Olaf" and other 

pieces in tlie nineties ; I heard " The Dream of Gcron- 

tius ” as soon as it came to London ; I attended the 

Elgar Festival at Covent Garden (and a worse place for 

heanng his music you could never find) ; I have heard 

the first performance of all his later concert works 

publicly given in London ; and I see him through all 

those j'Cars a real musician, developing and expanding 

as naturally as Beethoven developed from the Septet 

to the last Quartets. 

In that development there are the marks of authentic 

growth. Elgar has grown out of himself, stage by stage, 

without any abnormality. Walter Bagehot long ago 

pointed out that an enduring community is one that 

has the gift of conservative innovation, of matching 

new institutions to old. Tliat this is true of art as well 

as of politics Ruskin knew when he said that men of 

genius are known by their respect to law and tradition, 

their work being, not innovation, but a new creation, 

built ujjon the foundations laid of old. That is a very 

important principle. The art of To-day that does not 

contain a little of Yesterday will not have a To-rnorrow. 

We are the heirs of time, 'fhe iconoclasts who cry 

" l.et us have done with the Past; we arc the men of 

the Future,” ignore the simple, supreme and deter¬ 

mining fact that we are all (themselves included) cre.i- 

tions of the Past, and can neither make nor receive 

except as the Past has taught us. Indeed, all that 

we create is part of the Past as soon as it is created, and 

it is the living Past or dead Past according as we add to, 

or merely repeat, the Past that was our forefathers'. 

The original child who decides to be totally unlike its 

parents and to have two heads and four hands will 

perish as the freak it is. “ Es klang so alt, inid uar 

doch so ncu,” exclaimed Hans Sachs, when ho thouglil 

of the puzzling music he had heard. That is the note 

that all enduring art must have, the note of genuine 

ancestry and of a genuine personal quality. Jiectho\ (‘n 

took the symphonv as Mozart left it, and. destioying 

nothing, made it a new creation. Brahms took the 

■symphony as Becthove« loft it, and, changing little 

made it the vehicle of a real contemporary utterance. 

Elgar ha> taken, one by one, all the old clas'sical forms, 

but he has not been mastered by their shapies or in¬ 

timidated by their great traditions. His symphonies 

and concertos are built upon the foundations which 

were laid by the masters of old, but the building is his 

own, not an imitation of theirs. His music, with all 

its homage to the past, is the expression of a new person¬ 

ality. He docs not write, he has nev’er written, the 

Kappelmeistcr music into which the merely academic 

mind so readily drops. 

At the risk of an anti-climax I will add that another 

mark of Elgar’s greatness is that he can do little things 

and do them well. He has “ magnoperated ” with 

the best, but like'-the other masters he has known how 

to unbend, and some of his music has become pbpular 

in the best sense. It is not given to many musicians to 

find a song of theirs become, as " Land of Hope and 

Glory '' has, an accepted unofficial national anthem. I 

am inclined to think it is a weakness of Elgar that he is 

afraid of his popular vein—he seems at times to avoid 

the obvious, and Si-ek the recondite, lest the composer 

of " The A])Ostles ” should be lured into another " Pomp 

and Circumstance.” " He not afraid of greatness ” 

was the fatal advice to one whom ambition was to 

betray. " He sometimes afraid of greatness ” is 

sound advice even to an acknowledged master. But 

not all of Elgar’s minor compositions can be called 

popular. His exquisite part songs are small, but they 

arc not least among his works. 

Elgar had the good fortune to be the son of a wi^rking 

musician, and to grow up 111 the atmosphere of his art. 

His develojmient has thus been natural and whole^ome, 

and not academieally distorted. 'i‘he circinnstaiues 

that pl•e^•ented him from going as a student to Leip.^ic 

perhaps seemed cruel at the time, but the failure savc<l 

his art alive. He has had to work his wav through 

manv forms of professional drudgery, writing or atlapl- 

ing the things that lunl to ho used practicalh’ anil imme¬ 

diately inslvad of the formal inqn'acticable things tli.it 

perish in the Constrvatoire incinerator. Leipsic might 

liave given him a fatally wrong orientation. As il is, 

he is the one modern nui'siciaii of high rank and 

noble acliievcment that Englishmen can claim as 

their {)wn. They can claim Inin with just pride and 

admiration. 
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR FEBRUARY. 

I.—The Prize of One Guinea for the best original 
lyric is awarded to Julia W ickham Greenwood, 
of The Haven, (iibraltar, Spain, for the fol¬ 
lowing : 

• THE CLOTHING OP THE LITTLE 
SOUL. 

My fingers weAve through weary clays • 
The sombre patterns of the mill ; 

But my heart works witli sinning llne.uls 

On garments for you—still • 

# 

The prettv clothes I would have loved 
To dress yon m, had you been here, 

Could not liave been so solt us these 
So delicate and slu'er. 

1 think I hear your little Soul 
Say. in a whis])er, tenderly : 

" My mother cannot kcc}> her thoughts 
From working still for me*. 

■' I must pul on \Nhat she has made 
Of things so dehccile and fair, 

I think they are the very clothes 
A little soul should wear.” 

W’c also select lor punting: 

I'lwtu by 11 ■ • / 
Drunmoud I ming 

Mr. Cy-il G. 
Taylor, 

a siiccf-feslui coinpciitor iii out I’n/v ComiH.'iition's, whose 

first tijuk ill poi'iiis,"'I hi I’li.imoiii published 

hy Ml. C. W. lMiii(.-I, IV.I-. rtvii-»eil in last months 

MilOkMW. 

THE PEHLAE Ol-' DREAMS. 

<')iie met me on the lonely road that runs acro-is the moor, 
His hands an<l liead and feet were bare, his dress was 

mean and poor ; 
But laughter lingered on his hps. his eyes were bright 

Wltll ]OV, 
And so T paiisetl to speak with him—a little barefoot 

boy 

. . . Night’s shadow lell aeros-, the grass, the world lay 

hushed and grew - . 
We stood logellier, he ami 1, and watched the dying 

day. 
Then as the e\emug skies grew red I ]>aul the youth his 

price, 

And went, a harelooL pilgrim, down the road of Sacrifice ! 

(Lucy Malle-'on, _’5, Aunt.)! Road, 
\\esL Ktiisjnglon, \V.14.) 

< hinih he, xMy pack is .stuffed with dreams ; good master, 

lake your fill.” 
He spread them out upon the grass, and carolled loud 

and slinll : 
” I’ve dreams of Love and dreams of Youth and dreams 

ol True Success ; 
I've dreams of Fame and Peace and Hope, and dreams 

of Happiness.” 

The laughing sunbeams caught his wares, and goUl and 

blue tliey .shone— 
A dim mist swam before my eyes. ...” Pack uj) your 

dreams, begone ! 
My time for dreams is o’er,” I cried. ” Why ilo you 

taunt me so ^ 
'J’hey fell and crumbled into dust a score of years ago 

*' There was a dream of Love I wrought, the woof wa.s 

hard to weave, 
So beautiful it seemed, and yet—'twas naught but inake- 

helievc ; 
For one by one the gold threads broke, and ini ' dust 

it fell. 
No more I traffic in the treacherous wares you fain would 

.sell.” 

. . . A little silence reigned, and then the stranger spoke 

again. 
” Dreams arc of costly stuff,” he said ; ” the price of 

Love is Pain. 
You must go barefoot tlxrough the plain and climb the 

distant hill— 
But Love shall wait your journey’s end. Good master, 

take your fill.” 

A LA FIX DES 1*1 XS. 

There an* no more words to say, 

I'or tlic living days an* ilcad, 
Dead and silent every one— 
As the words you uevi-r said, 
As the words yon loukl not sav 

I have no nion* love to give. 

It was poureil out ou the sands ’ 
\\ hat i gave—I gave indeed, 
Xow—my whole soul understands 

Love is no more mine to give. 

.\11 my heart is licggared now ; 
Life has knocked ami jiassed my door. 
1 have strctclicd out cinjity hands, 
Ikirren now of all my stoic — 

All my soul is beggared now. 

(Mrs. Hope, Soulhwold, Sutlolk.) 

W’o also select for syx'cial commendation the lyrics 
by Barbara E. Todd (Doncaster), John A. Hellchambers 
(Higbgate), G. G. Comfort (New Barnet), Margaret 
K. McEvoy (''ricklewood), G. I.aiirencc Groom (Regent's 
Park), Ci. tiwyn (Bruges), Maiy C. Mair (Guildford). 
Ian Cameron (Ihitnej'), ticraldinc Salmon (Canterbury), 
Etliel E. Mannier (Sunbury), X. W. Ware (Ea.stleigh), 
Marjorie Crosbie (\\olvcrhampton), E. A. Macartney 
(Paris), Ivan Adair (Dublin), Edna 1. V. Normeu 
(Bournemoutli), A. E. N. Andrews (Newbury), Doris M. 
Atkinson (J-eeds), Editha Jenkinson (Harrogate), L. M. 
Pri(‘st (Norwich), Winnifred 'l askcr (Llandudno), Isobel 
\V. Sim (Natal), Ivy Vernon-Gand (Bristol), Margaret 
Huggins (Exmoutli), A. Violet Gandy (Bath), \V. H. 
Slicwring (Bristol), Irene Jennings (Windermere), Lorna 
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Keeling Collard (Wincanton), B. J. (Margate), Delphinc 
Stringer (Cromer), Evelyn Waugh (Lancing), R. New¬ 
man (Accrington), L. Freeman (Wolverhampton), C. 
Burton (Norwood), D. M. Holt (Birkdale), Elspeth Carr 
(Barnes), A. T. Charman (Enfield), Vera J. Arlett 
(Worthing), Herbert Lionel Elvin (Westdiff), Norman 
H. Jones (Birmingham), Mary E. Steel (Darlington), 
Vivien Ford (Bristol), E. H. G. (Norwood), Chris¬ 
tiana M, Fazakerley (St. Helens), A. D. Johnson 
(Ealing), Esther Raworth (Harrogate), Muriel Pinch 
(St. Leonards), Clarice M. Coveil (Leeds), N. C. Clyne 
(Charlwood), 1. A. (Mason’s Bridge). Dorothy Nevill 
Fitt (Wangford), J. C. R. (Oxford). J. Binge (Sheffield), 
" Flamen ” (Enfield), P. Hoolc Jackson (Stockport), 
Freda Isobel Noble (Walthamstow), C. R. Girdlcstone 
(Erpingliam), Robert Cogger (Dartford), S. Elizabeth 
Underwood (Gloucester), John McGarvie (Glasgow), 
"Moonstone” (Liverpool), C. M. E. Semixjr (Spilsby), 
Margery Young (London, W'.). G. M. Tuckett (Barry 
Docks), Arthur E. Brown (Cardiff), F. Tylee (Bath), 
Beryl Carter (Hove), E. A. S. (Chingford), G. S. Purnell 
(Sandown), Angela Cave (Bournemouth), Margery 
Hunter Woods (Cheltenham), "Wanderer” (Totten¬ 
ham), 0. J. O’Connor Duffy (Moy), Dorothy C. Trollope 
(East Ham). 

II.—The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best quota¬ 
tion is awarded to John Cullinanc, of 48, Sum¬ 
merville Park, Rathmincs, Dublin, for the 
following: 

FIGS FROM THISTLES By Isabel M Peacocke. 
fWard, Lock.) 

*' Stands Scotland where it did ^ ” 
Macbeth, IV , 3. 

We also select for printing : 

A SCORE IN METRE. By Thomas Sharp. 
(Fifield.) 

Twenty love.sick maidens we, 
T.ovesick all a^’ainst onr will— 
Twenty years hence we shall be 
Twenty lovesick maidens still.” 

W. S. Gilbert, Patience 

(L. H. Freeman, " Auburn,” Paisley Road, 
West Soiithbournc.) 

BONES IN lyONDOX. By Edgar Wallace 
(Ward, Lock) 

" What d'you think of that, my dog ? '' 
Hood, The Bachelor's Dream. 

(B. C. Hardy, Holland Tower, West Cliff, 
Bournemouth.) 

TRICKS OF THE TRADE By J C Squire 

(Hodder A- Stoughton } 
'' He said, ‘ I look for butterflies 

That sleep among the wheat ; 
I make them into mutton pies, 
And sell them in the .street ’ ” 

Lewis Carroll, Through the hooking Class. 

(Mariquita Gutierrez, 25, Pasco dc la Concha, 
San Sebastian, Guipuzcoa, Spain.) 

SOMETHING THAT BEGINS WITH “T.”’ 
By Miss Kay Cleaver Strahan (Jarrold.) 

” Thrift, thrift, Horatio ! ” 
Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act I., Sc. 2. 

(J. T. Harris, The La\\Tis, Witherslack, 
Grange-over-Sands.) 

HL—The Prize of Three New Books for the best 
quatrain addressed to the new juryveomen is 
awarded to Malcom M. Thomson, of 56, Russell 
Square, W.C.i, for the following: 

THE WOMEN OF THE JURY. 

J ustice was aye a woman, though for years 
Men have essayed a feeble imitation ; 

In vain! But now the Goddess reappeans, 
^hen you dispense the justice of the nation ! 

We are not surprised that so good a subject has 
inspired many competitors, but we are disappointed 
that it did not inspire them more. The twelve best 

of the numerous other quatrains received are those 
by M. C. Stanley (Sale), Rev. Edwin C. Lansdown 
(Tunbridge Wells), S. C. Phillips (Bushey Heath), L. 
Thomason (Banbury), M. McDonnell (Lancaster), N. M. 
Butterfield (Ilford), V. Ford (Bristol), Lieutenant R. P. 
Connell (Portslade), W. Sutherland (Sunderland), Mrs. 
Giiy Branson (Birmingham), Jocelyn leme Ormsby 
(Gunnersbury), Percy Lennoc (Hertford). 

IV.—The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best review 
in not more than a hundred words is awarded 
to Kathleen Rice, of The Warren, Devonshire 
Road, Harpenden, for the following: 

A RECKLESS PURITAN. By Mrs. Victor Rickard. 
‘(Hodder & Stoughton.) 

It often happens that the attraction of a chaActer in 
fiction is not actually felt by the reader ; but in this book 

Georgic Desmond’s appeal to the affections is very real. 
Her small indiscretions in her Irish home life are amusingly 
told. Her flirtation with Clint, her marriage to, and 
afterwards her .separation from him, follow one another 

in easy sequence ; her character developing through the 
happenings of her life in a way that endears her to the 
reader. Her intermittent friendship with Lousada and 
the events that lead to their ultimate happiness add 
interest to this pleasant story. 

We also select for printing : 

BLISS AND OTHER STORIES. 
By Katharine Mansfield. (Constable.) 

If a fly on the wall could record its impressions I behove 
they would be marked with the same imjicrsonal touch, 
the same attention to minute detail that characterises 
Miss Mansfield’s work in her volume of short stories. 
Stories ? They are scarcely more than sketches, each 
one a perfect little cameo, a fragment of a life, wonder¬ 
fully suggestive, full of an irony almost amounting to 
cynicism, and painted with a vividness, a ruthless im¬ 
pressionism. Miss Mansfield, in her subtlety, her fine¬ 
nesses, has much that is akin to the work of some of the 
most brilliant French authors. 

(M. C. Smyth. Pirbrighl, West Chff, 
Bournemouth.) 

THE BRONZE VENUS. By Eden Phillpotts 
(Grant Richards.) 

Gloomy’’ prophets have already foretold misfortune and 
despair for 1921, hence this entertaining effort to counter¬ 
act acute national melancholia is specially welcomed. 

Mr. Phillpotts deliberately holds his more imposing per¬ 
sonality in leash, and gives us a gay, irresponsible farce 
that opiens pianissimo and ends in a riotous crescendo of 
sparks, as all good fireworks should. The plot is based 
on the eternal conflict of youth with age, and its triumphant 
determination to marry as it wishes, despite the macadam 
objections and narrow prejudices of adamant parents. 
The author’s " fresh fields " are delightful, but we prefer 

Mr. Phillpotts of Dartmoor. 

(Sidney S. Wright, 12, Swanley Lane, 
. Swanley, Kent.) 

We select for .special commendation the twenty 
reviews by Charles Gcrkcn (Hong Kong), A. R. MaePhad 
(Blackhcath), Enid Blytoft (Beckenham), Lucy G. 
Chamberlain (Llandudno), J. Cnthbert Scott (Chelten¬ 
ham), Winifred Jackson (Solihull), Stella Whittaker 
(East Sheen), Una Malleson (London, W.), C. E. Ellis, 
(Brentwood), B. Noel Saxelby (Manchester), M. J.' 
Ea5n'cs (Hornsey), N. Shorter (Hastings), C. Fell Smith 
(Felsted), Alfred Green (Skipton), A. A. Cocker (Bury), 
L. G. Mugford (London, S.W.), Frances Dickson (Hamp¬ 
stead), W. Swayne Little (Dublin), Winifred M. Davies 
(Derby), Gerald McMichael (Birmingham). 

V.—The Prize of One Year's Subscription to 
The Bookman is awarded to KatUeen T. 
Maryson, of " Jesmbnd," The Park, West 
Hartlepool. 
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ANDREW MARVELL: 

THE POET OF THE GARDEN AND THE SWORD. 

By Edward Wright. 

BO^’tN in the sunset of the Elizabethan age and 

dying in the darkness that followed the Crom¬ 

wellian period, Andrew Marvell is a kind of ^ ghost in 

our literature. He would not now be commemorated 

but for a resurrection from oblivion as remarkable as 

that of Campion. In his lifetime ho had no poetic 

fame, except as a rough lampoonist. He published 

none of his fine verse, and though after his death part 

of his poetry was printed, its worth was not recognised 

and his best piece was not included. For some years a 

few good judges, like Swift, though neglecting his verse, 

remembered him as the 

master of a new prose style, 

and throughout the eighteenth 

century a small succession 

of men of republican bent 

honoured him as one of the 

heroes of the Stewart age 

of corruption. Because of 

their affection fur him as a 

politician, they collected his 

verse, published and un¬ 

published, and printed it as 

a literary curiosity. About 

half a century later, after 

Wordsworth mcrelv hailed 

Marvell in passing as a 

political reformer, Lamb, 

exploring our old literature 

with impeccable taste, found 

the ])oet and acclaimed him. 

At the present time Marvell 

probably has some thousand¬ 

fold more loving admirers 

than he had in his life¬ 

time. 

He would be amazed if, 

ou this third centenary of his 

birth, he could see from what light pastime his fame has 

revived and spread. Poetry was but a toy of his rare 

leisure, in a busy, fighting career of politics and religion. 

Most of it was composed in a Yorkshire country seat, 

during a short seclusion from a world of war, when he 

was acting as tutor to the little daughter of the former 

commander of the Parliamentary forces, Lord Fairfax. 

As soon as Marvell, with the help of Milton, rose to a 

place of power under Cromwell, and brought Dryden 

with him into the Office for Foreign Affairs, his early 

passion for poetry seems to have failed. He had then 

already written his finest work—the “ Horatian Ode 

upon Cromwell's Return from Ireland ”—and did 

nothing more of high quality, though, inspired no doubt 

by Milton’s intensity of purpose, he hoped to bend all 

his powers to the composition of a masterpiece of a 

grave kind. Leisure was what he asked for, in a hastily- 

rh3nned address to Cromwell, but leisure he never hence¬ 

forward enjoyed. A year before the return of the 

Stewarts he became Member of Parliament for the fieice 

Puritanic town of Hull, and succeeded his friend Milton 

as the champion of liberty. After a long and apparently 

vain struggle, both openly as a statesman and covertly 

as the most virulent of satirists, he plotted in Holland 

for the establishment of that Protestant Succession 

which was practically achieved by the Dutch king ten 

years after the great Puritan poet's death. 

Much of Marvell’s poetic work is lost. Some manu¬ 

script copies of his later lampoons, descending into 

terms of abuse that can scarcely be printed, are to be 

found in the British Museum. But there is also an 

important quantity of fine 

verse by him known to have 

existed in private families of 

the English middle class in 

the middle of the eighteenth 

century. The "Ode on 

Cromwell” was then re¬ 

covered from a family of this 

sort, but notiiing else of higli 

value has since been found. 

If old Free Church stocks, 

especially those connected 

with London or Hull in the 

time of the later Stewarts, 

were to look through all 

ancient ]>aix.Ts they possess, 

w'e nnglu lie able to crown 

tile 111 centenary of the last 

of the gieat Puritan poets 

by the recovery of his lost 

works. 

Perhaps Marvell scarcely 

deserves the title of Puritan 

a life of some 

fifty-seven years he passed 

through a variety of religions, 

from Calvinism to Roman 

Caiholicisra, and was perhaps a liberal sort of Church 

of England man, until the jicrsecution of the Free 

Churches and the French treaty with the Stewarts for 

the erection of an absolute monarchy and a general 

return to the Roman system made him one of the most 

active and cautiously daring leaders of the fighting 

school of Protestants. His best verse was composed 

before the age of thirty. He began writing as a travelled 

scholar, perplexed with the events of the civil war and 

longing for peace. He was then a close friend of Love¬ 

lace and other young Royalists of a literary turn of 

mind, and Lord Fairfax, in whose service he entered, 

was not averse to the restoration of the Stewart line. 

Fairfax was solacing himself and cultivating peace of 

mind by making verses on rural themes, and Marvell 

followed him in singing of the gardens, hayfields and 

river by Appleton House, the building of which was 

just finished when the general and the poet arrived 

in 1650. 

In style Marvell was at fust a late disciple of Donne. 

poet. In 

Andrew Marvellt 
From d portrait at Trinity Iloi co. Hull, for wLicb city Marvell 

was tbricc elected M.F. 
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He could imitate his master fairly well in far-fetched 

fancies, and equal Crashaw and Cowley in fantastic 

arabesques. All this was the ruling fashion at Cam¬ 

bridge, where at Trinity College he followed George 

Herbert, Milton and Cowley, and was succeeded by 

Drydcn. But his way of versifying became clearer in 

four years of travel and loving study of classic poets. 

Fanciful he remained, but in a delicate, charming way, 

and, suddenly bringing an intense imaginative energy 

to bear on some garden fancy, he rose into high poetry. I 

sometimes think the only man of his school of landscape 

verse is his riotous French contemporary, Thcophile de 

Viaud, whose 

stanza on a 

flower- and 

rush-edged 

stream : 

" L’ombrc do 
cette flcur 
vermeille 

Etcclle dc ce 
jonc pen¬ 
chant, 

Paraissent 
d’^rc, la. 
dedans, 

Lcs songes 
d e I’cau 
qui som- 
meille ”— 

seems to me 

curiously like 

Marvell’s 

transmuta- 

t ion of a 

pretty conceit into a flower of imagination. The English 

poet, however, has a finer range of natural ecstasy. 

Unmoved by any fierceness of passion like Donne's, 

and not uplifted by any vehement mystic emotion like 

Vaughan's, he could yet in a high mood throw his spirit 

into any object that delighted him. In the small world 

of the Fairfax cstate-r-garden, park and river leas—he 

expressed into poetry a philosophy as large as that 

which Coleridge could not reduce into prose. He was 

a singing Cambridge Platonist. For instance, there is 

the famous stanza in “The Garden," in which, after 

singing that he loves greenness of tree and grass more 

than the hues of flowers, he soars into a most picturesque 

idealism: 

" Meanwhile the mind, from pleasure less, 
Withdraws into its happiness; 
The mind, that ocean where each kind 
Does straight its own resemblance find ; 
Yet it creates, transcending these, 
Far other worlds, and other seas, 
Annihilating all that’s made 
To a green thought in a green shade.” 

That veritably is metaphysical poetry. It is based on 

an extraordinary personal experience. There is an 

ecstasy of spirit in Nature, possibly distinct from the 

ec.»tasy of soul in religion. Wordsworth has indicated 

it, from experience, in some of liis verse ; Richard 

Jefleries and Mr. W. H. Hudson have tried to describe 

it in prose. I suspect the experience is the base of all 

that is of genuine feeling in pantheism. Marvell seems 

to be the first modern poet in Europe to express the 

mood in which he could, while “ casting the body’s vest 

aside," animate a tree, or sing in its boughs like a bird. 

In his two best garden poems he describes this natural 

flight of the spirit into animate things, but at the end, 

afraid perhaps of being laughed at, he closes with a 

cynical flirt of mind, saying that his garden paradise is 

doubly a paradia:, for that there is no Eve in it! 

In exquisite 

detail of 

nature study 

Marvell is 

excelled 

scarcely by 

Shakespeare. 

Later poets, 

inspired 

by Gilbert 

While, may 

now equal his 

woodpecker 

and hatching 

throstle, but 

few or none 

can match 

him in con¬ 

centrating a 

sudden blaze 

of imagina¬ 

tion upon 

some small ordinary object and fusing it into something 

wonderful, as when his kingfisher, “ flying betwixt the 

day and night," dyes the air, and changes, as she recedes 

up-stream, into a “ sapphire-winged mist." Finally, 

his Ode on Cromwell, with its simplicity of structure 

and grandeur of tone, rests without parallel in our 

literature, proving him the true successor to his friend 

Milton, capable of attaining at a leap a height to which 

neither Dryden nor Pope could laboriously climb. 

Marvell’s absorption in politics, at the age of thirty-nine, 

was probably a greater loss to our literature than the 

premature death of Keats. He had it in him to be a 

supreme moulding force during a most critical period 

of fluctuating taste. He justly felt superior to Dryden, 

• whom he came strongly to despise as a frenchified, 

facile rhymer, and by the developing energy of his 

own genius he could have been the torch-bearer in 

English poetry, reaching out and lighting the impression¬ 

able mind of Pope as, by his now forgotten controversial 

prose, he kindled the hard mind of Swift. It might be 

contended that, by reason of the Ode on Cromwell 

and all that was buried with it, Marvell should be 

ranked alongside Marlowe and Keats, although his 

single achievement in the grand style was incomplete 

in quality, having no variety like theirs, and possessing 
no effective power upon other poets. 

Marvell visiting Milton at 
Chalfont St. Giles. 

From tJi«- p.-iiniiDg by Gi orge Doiighton R.A., in the pobses&ion o- Colonel Fairfax. 
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RUSH FOR PELMANISM 

READERS WHO ARE DETERMINED TO 
"GET AHEAD ” IN 1921 

NEW METHOD OF LEARNING 
FRENCH & SPANISH 

HEAD MASTER’S STRIKING TRIBUTE 

The present year is witnessing a record rush for 

Pelmanism. 

Copies of the latest edition of " Mind and Memory ” 
(containing full particulars of the New Pciman Course) 
are now being dispatched to men and vi^nncn m all parts of 

the h'mpire. 

Kcaders who wish to " get well ahead ” in by 
traiinng their minds on scientific lines and thoretiy doubling 
ami trebling their cfficienci’ can obtain a copy of this book, 
gratis and post free, bv writing for it to-day to the IVlinan 
Institute, ’o, T’elnian House, Jfloomsbiiry Stieet, T.oiidon, 

W't. I 

Tlic New IVlman Course is foundtal on tlie experiences ol 
over 500,000 men and women who have trained their minds 
on scientilK lines It embodies the latest discoveries in 
Hiisnicss l‘sv'hology. It is essentially practical, and it 
provides a course of mental triuuing winch bcnclils every 

oiU' who practises it. 

An Arcliiteet writes :— 

'■ siiKT 1 t.onun.iiectl your Course of Instruction my 
elliiieinv h.i-' vastly incrciiseil Mv imome has gone up 
300 ]’cr tent J attribute all this to the Pelmaii Course.” 

A Teaclier writes: — 
•' 1 h.ive found the ' Littie (ircy fk>oks ’ most interesting 

:inc! mslructivc, and wnll have no hesjtalion in reconiniend- 
ing them to .inyone who vv-ishes to obtain a keen power of 
observation and reliable memory, or to gain self-confidence 
and wTll-powcr.” 

A Manager writes:— 
■' After taking up Pelmanism for about tliree months. I 

was offered a very high post in the firm in which I was 
employed This advancement, which incidentally doubled 
my salary, 1 attribute entirely to Pelmanism ” 

A Doctor writes: — 
” I hav'e more energy, can acquire fresh knowledge mon 

rcaihly and pleasantly, and can recall and use previously- 
acquired knowledge more easily and more extensively ” 

Amongst the defects which keeii so many men and 
women back arc ; 

Forgetfulness. 
Brain Fag, 
Inertia, 
Weakness of Will, 
Lack of Ideas, 

( Indefimteness, 
Timidity, 
Mind Wandering, 
Indecision, 
Shyness, 

Lack of System, 
Procrastination, 
Slowness, 
Mental Confusion. 

Pelmanism enables you to conquer and master these 
failings, and at the same time it develops the following 
valuable qualities;— 

—Concentration, 
—Observation, 
—Perception, 
—Judgment, 
—Initiative, 
-Will-Power, 
—Decision, 
•—Ideation, 
—Resourcefulness, 
—Organising Power, 

—A Reliable 

—Forcefulness, 
—Directive Ability, 
-Self-Confidence, 
—Driving Power, 
-Self-Control, 
—Tact, 
• Speaking Ability, 
-Reliability, 
-Salesmanship, 
—Originality, 
Memory. 

Make up your mind to develop these qualities in the 
months ahead. Have done with the second-rate and the 
back seats. Let Pelmanism develop your powers to their 
fullest capacity. Show the world this year what 5’ou arc 
and of what you are capable. Write to-day (a post card 
will do) to the Pelman Institute, 20, Pelman House, 
Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.i. By return you will 
receive, gratis and post free, full particulars of the Course 
that has enabled so many to succeed, and the full benefits 
of which you can now obtain on reduced terms. 

■\/f V wish IS that it may soon make obsolete the' 
hundreds of textbooks on the French language that 

exist to-day.” 

The above slatomont occurs in the course of a striking 
I tribute paid b>- fhe Head Master of a well-known London 
1 School to the new IVlnian method of Learning French and 

Spanish 

I am only too happy,” he says, speaking of the Pciman 
Frencli Course, ” to add one more voice to the chorus of 
apjiroval that has greeted your ('ours de h'raufaxs. It 
merits a universal approval which, I feel sine, it will 

eventually obtain, if it has not obtained it already.” 

For the Pelman Modern J.angiiage Courses to obtain the 
approval of sehoolmasiers and educational authorities is 
indeed a striking proof of their merits. 

The great simplicity of the.se Courses -enabling anyone 
to learn I'Ycneli or Spiimsli in a natural, straightforward 
way and in about one-tlnrd the usual time—is already 

' winning hir them the warm and enthusiastic approval o£ 
j the gcncjul public. 

But it IS only to be expected tliat educational authorities, 
accustomed to their own methods of teaching, will naturally 
view any new method of learning Foreign Languages with 

a certain in.tial doubt and reserve. 'J'his very natural 
attitude has been completely broken down by the out¬ 
standing merits of the new method, and schoolmasters and 

I expert linguists are amongst the most enthusiastic sup¬ 
porters of the Pelman method of learning French and 
Spanish, full particulars of which readers can obtain to-day 
free of charge. 

The Pelman inclhod is based on an entirely new principle. 
It presents no difficulties of any sort, and the very first 
lesson of either of the Courses will amaze you. There is 
not a word of Iinghsh in either of them, yet you can read 
them with ease, and you could do so even if you didn’t 
possess the slightest previous knowledge of French or 
Spanish, it sounds almost incredible, but it is perfectly 
true. 

By following this method you can learn French or 
Spanish in about one-third the time usually required, and" 
you will attain this proficiency without having to spend 
hours, days, and months studying complicated and dreary 
rules of grammaj or memorising long vocabularies. 

There are no passages of French or Spanish to be put 
into English, and no passages of English to be put into- 
French or Spanish. You learn either language in the 
natural way, just as you would do were you staying in 
France or Spam. 

This makes the study extremely interesting, so much so- 
that once you begin it you will go on until you have com¬ 
pleted the Course. By that time you will have acquired 

! a thorough practical mastery of the language in question, 
and will be able to read, write, and speak F'rench or Spanish 
fluently and correctly. 

1 

I Hvciy reader who wishes to acquire a fluent knowledge 
of French or Spanish in a pleasant and easy way, avoiding 
the baffling barriers of grammatical complexities and yet 
enabling the student to speak and write either language 
correctly and grammatically, should at once call or write 
for particulars of the new Pelman method. 

! Call to-day and get full particulars of this remarkable 
system, or write for a free copy of ” How to l.earn French,” 
or ‘‘How to Learn Spanish” (mentioning which you 
require), to the Pciman Institute (Modern Languages 
Dept.), 88, Bloomsbury Maasiwis> Hart Street,. London, 
W.C.I. 
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Bew ffioohs. 

W. E. H* 

Henley ib a boy’s critic. His jxjsitive, knowing, defiant 
manner; lus a.ssurcd movement in a world of slang, swear¬ 

words and s.vords; lus contemptuous dismissal of Senti¬ 
ment and Rhetoric—all of them take youth, and hide, 
for a time, his own fundamental .sentimentality, his own 

incurable rhetoric. Re-reading these major essay.s— 
where, by the way, is the Stevenson, and wiiere the Swin¬ 
burne ?—I can feel in some of them the charm which they 
first exerted. Where Henley is at one with his subject, 
as in the Burns, the Fielding or the admirable scries of 
notes to Byron’s letters, he is the best guide in the world. 
He is not an interpreter. Devoid of the high kind of 

imagination, always too prone to favour mere strength of 
language, vivacity and vigour of expression, he can describe 

a man or a situation with unerring skill. His style in these 
•essays is at its best. He is a little too fond of the para¬ 
phrase, the semi-humorous, buttonholing aside ; he flatters 
his readers by the intensity of interest he assumes in them ; 

and awakes tliat interest by assuming it. Never was a 
gang of notabilities, ordinary folk and nonentities made so 

exciting as in the series of vignettes here called " Byron’s 
World." Some arc caricatures. If Henley did not like 
a man, he first disfigured lum and then took his photo¬ 
graph ; but most of them are unsurpassed for their likeness 
to the originals, for a veracity of impression which at tunes, 

with the subjects he has in hand, reaches the dignity of 
truth. 

It is a different matter when he approaches more consider¬ 
able, more real ^x^rsons. He came as near making an idol 
of Fielding as of any man ; his homage is sincere and 

helps to produce one of his finest essays, yet one feels that 
he ha.s not really grasped the virtue of I'lelding, the curious 
dignity w'hich, granted the national difference, makes 

Fielding, of all our authors, seem closest to Cervantes. The 
" Smollett " is admirable, if one w'ants an essay which 
disapproves of Smollett, a man and a novelist w’ho certainly 

■did little to extort approval, though one gives him readily 

enough admiration and even respect; but Henley here is 
misled a little by the tradition which puts Smollett too 
high for liis deserts. Posterity must surely put him below 
Marryat, even though “ Humphry Clinker " rates higher 
than any one of Marryat's novels. With Hazhtt and with 

Burns Henley is at his b§st; his Burns is more of *' the 
jolly beggar ” than he himself would have cared to seem ; 

there is no trace in the portrait of the Burns who charmed 
women other than raffishly, but it is a portrait, as serene 
and as unimaginative as a Raeburn. In the other essays 
Henley's weaknesses are more apparent. He is humanly 
susceptible to the cliarm of old friendship and old loyalty, 

and this makes his essay on T. E. Brown as unbalanced a 
piece of writing as was ever done by a reputable critic. 
It is a pity; for Brown is a fairly good poet, and it is a 
shame that the sane reader should be put off him by 
Henley’s absurd efforts to rate him above Tennyson or 
Browning. Hugo he falls on much as Thackeray fell on 
Louis XIV, but with less excuse; the old man was some¬ 
thing more than a poseur with a picturesque gift for in¬ 
accurate history, Henley is careful not to mention " Notre 
Lame de Paris.” The Balzac is better, but bearing a 
little too much to the grubby side of a great man ; there 
were moods in Henley when he seemed to believe you could 
best learn the truth by lurking outside the laundry as 
the washing was taken in. , 

It early enthusiasm is not revived by the Essays, it is 
another thing with the Poems. There is truculence 
enough In them. Even the fine patriotism of " Pro Regc 
Nostro ” is^spoiled by the false rodomontade of the last 
verse with its nonsensical " Spouse-in-chief of the ancient 
Sword.” There are too many capital letters; too many 

f “Poems. Essays." By W. E. Henley. 2 vols. 12s. net 

vague, sounding adjectives; too much ejaculation ; too 

many loud-voiced exclamations that we are the people. 
In truth, Henley was done the worst service in the world 
when his friends or his temperament persuaded hinj he 
was a seer. He had no wisdom. What he had was 
kindness, pity, a gift for natural song, and a mind constantly 

aware of thenmminence and the fear of death. What death 
meant to him it is not easy to ascertain. Most of the 
poems which deal with it are full of a sombre content that 
death is the end ; hat in his lines to his daughter there is 
another muse, and he sjieaks for a moment of a more hiiinan 
desire for immortality. The longer, boastful poems, poems 
full of sinister images and violent metaphors, are boys’ 

poems, as the essays are boys’ criticism. The desire to 
shout " lust ’’ and “ crapulous ” and " obscene " and 
" rakehell " very loud and often in the British public’s ears 

was strong in Hcnlev In part it was his form of sharing in 
the " decadence " ; in part, I believe, it was a real anxiety 
to rescue good words from disu.se and misuse ; and in part 
it was a symptom of that " virility," which makes so much 
” masculine ’’ literature seem childish to women and to 

all men who arc shocked by things rather than words. 
The true Henley, the Henley who is a poet and not 

mcrelv a superb craftsman, is to be found not in the more 
ambitious efforts, but m the song.s, in the formal poems, 
w'here he combines Mr. Dobson’s grace with a richness of 
his own, and in some of those irregular poems where he 

excels so consummately the efforts of our modern iiuagistv 
In the shorter .songs there is no trace of that swagger, 
of that insincerity wliich sjioils so much of Henley’s work. 
He is simjile, direct and human, not hiding his weaknesses 
or his wiles in a noisy outburst of buckram courage. 

There are memorable things belonging to the middle 

seventies, the l almouth ballad, the Kew ballad, and 
in their very different way, the Hospital rhymes. 
And this singing Henley remained the truest. As he grew 
older, his essays in the noisier modes, the songs about 
.speed and sword and swash, grew more mechanical, full of 

the old virtuositv but lacking the old gusto. But if he drops 
his tromlxmc and drum (I’m sure he could use the instru¬ 

ments simultaneously) and picks up the old fiddle again, 
music steals over him into his heart, and music flows from 

his lips : 

'■ Dearest, when I am dead, 
Make one last song for me . 

Sing what J would have said— 
Righting life's wrong for me 

“ Tell them how, early and late. 
Glad ran the days with me, 

Seeing how goodly and great, 
Love, were your ways with me I ’’ 

R. Ellis Roberts. 

A SKETCH OF SPURGEON.* 

Great preachers, like great actors, arc soon forgotten. 
Once the immediate recollection of their successes begins 
to fade, their reputation becomes a mystery to the next 
generation. Which is true, even if preachers have oft*en 

the advantage of leaving printed sermons to accredit their 
powers. For sermons only reveal in print a small part of 
the preacher's power. His personality works far more 

richly than words can convey/ And this was true of a 
preacher like Spurgeon. Those who heard him still speak 
of his wonderful voice, his fine Saxon English, and his 
extraordinary power of holding and persuading a Large 
audience. But to read his sermons is not to grasp all 
these factors of his success. The sermons show his rigid 

Calvinism, his absolute belief in verbal inspiration, and 

* ’* C. H. Spurgeon : A Biography." By the Rev. W. Y. 
Fullerton. (Williams & Norgate.) 
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liis devotion to the Pauline theology. Yet we wish to 
penetrate further into his work; he had a true genius for 

preaching, and genius in any department is a challenge to 
the mind. What Mr. Fullerton gives us in this book is 
not, however, a psychological study ; it is a record, drawn 
from contemporary documents and partly from personal 

observation, of Spurgeon's methods and achievements. 
The facts which he tabulates tell the old story. Spurgeon’s 

genius Vas not indebted to training, at least to training of 
a university kind. He read books all through his life. It 
is absurd to think and S]>eak of him as unlettered. But 
preaching was a gift that apparently came to ^im, and, 
although he worked hard at his caJling. realising, as a 

German would say. tfiat a Gabc means an A ufgabe, his best 
work remained spontaneous. He organised a college for 
pastors T he started an orphanage. But pre-eminently 
he was a man called to " speak the Word,” and he kept to 
his calling. 

He came to London in November, 1853. and he died m 
1892. The Metropolitan Tabernacle was opened in 1861, 
and there he preached to crowds with unabated vigour for 
thirty years, the senes of .services being only interrupted 
by tile burning of the original building in i88g and its 
reconstruction two years later. " During all that time he 
was able at every time to command a crowd as great as 
Ciirysoslom in Constantinople or Savonarola in Florence, 
though each of them commanded it for a much shorter 
time.” 

Mr. Fullerton tells several remarkable tales. One is in 
connection with Spurgeon’b seiJiioii duiing the Indian 
Mutiny : ho preached it in the Crystal Palace to over 
23,000 jicoplc. Before the meeting, he went to try the 
acoustics of the building. *' Having to say something, he 
said something worth saying : ' Behold the Lamb of God 
that taketh away the sin of the world.’ A workman busy 
in one of tlic galleries heard the words, that seemed to come 
to him from Heaven, and, smitten with conviction of sin, 
he put down his tools and went home, nor did he rest until 
he was able to rejoice m Christ as his Saviour.” 

Spurgeon was not a ” liookman,” but his biography 
vu'lds a ver\' curious fact about books. Nowadays, it 
anyone mentions Martin Tupper’s ” l^overbial Philosophy,” 
It IS with a smile of contempt. The prosaic platitudes of 
the book fill a modern with amazement that the Victorians 
actually read it with gusto, and took it for poetry. But 
Spurgeon courted his wife by the aid of Tupper’s book 
He marked some lines upon a good wife, and handed the 
book to his future wife, as she sat beside him on the plat¬ 
form when the Crystal Palace was opened. Such was the 
start of their wooing For once Mr. Fullerton’s sense of 

humour deserts him ; he actually writes that ” on August 
2nd. 1854, in her grandfather’s garden, they gave them¬ 
selves to each other, she with her adoring heart and sweet 
face framed in the curls that fell on each side of it, he 
with his clear eye, swift brain, high collar, white tie and 
protruding tooth.” This is not how to describe such a 

rapturous luomcnt. 
The book, however, is briskly compiled and well arranged. 

It does give a vivid impression of Spurgeon’s personality. 
Martineau once said that you could no more think ol 
'■ Heber’s mind without piety than you can of colour 
without extension.” It is impossible to think of Spurgeon 
apart from preaching, and yet he was a preacher because 
he was a personality. Mr. Fullerton’s service is that he 
lets u^see something of the personality. 

James Moffatt. 

LUCINDA.* 

Sir Anthony Hope has secured an unassailable reputation 
among modern men of letters. One hears, it must be con¬ 
fessed, more of writers who liave entered the arena since 
he began to write, and especially of authors who have lately 
caught the public ear. Yet Sir Anthony Hope stands 
where he did—and it must be confessed that the spot on 

"Lucinda.” By Anthony Hope. 8s. 6d. net. (Hutchin¬ 
son.) 

THORNTON BUTTERWORTH 

Ready March 

ROSE GARDENING 
By MARY HAMPDCN 

Author of ‘Flower Culture,’ etc. 

With 8 Pistes in Colour and 90 line drawings 
shewing bedding designs 

The MS. of this mstniciive work uas submitted to one of the 
most prominent and successful rose growers in the country, 
whose opinion is that the information given is comprehensive 
and in every respect reliable. Miss West'.s beautiful series of 
drawings includes several of the mure recent introductions. 

J'auare 8t>o. Cloth, tOs. 6d. not 

Ready April JSy Ike same Author 

TOWN GARDENING 
Illustrated from Photographs 

Describes lully the methods of gaining the best elTccts in beds, 
borders, urns, and the rockery ; how to deal with creepers and 
climbers for walls, fences, verandas, etc. Lists are given of 
plants, trees and shrubs specially suitable for town culture. 

Crobin BVo, Chth. 6s. not 

Ju^l I'uhlisheil 

‘HOW TO KNOW THEM' Series 

No. I 

WAYSIDE TREES 
and how to know thenn 

By FORBTER ROBSON 

^HE aim of this work is to enable the wayfarer 
to know our trees on sight. In its pages the 

beginner will hnd much sound information and a 
thoroughly trustworthy foundation for further study. 
Illustrated by the Autlior, with Coloured Frontispiece, 
ig charming pencil, and 160 pen-and-ink drawings. 

Vticy»i Cloth. 7t. 6d. 

FICTION—8s. net 

PASSOVER-^A Story of Modern 
Poland and Italy 

By Beatrice Baskerville, Author of * Love and 
Sacrifice,’ etc. 

Miss Basken'tlle goes again to Poland in ‘Passover’—un¬ 
questionably the ahle.st book she has written. It tells of the 
love of the eldest son of a rich landowner for a beautiful 
ewess ; of his marrying her in spite of the opposition of his 
amily and the ostracism that thereby must be faced. 

THE TOUR—A Story of 
Ancient Egrypt 

By Louis CouPERUs, Author of ‘ Old People and 
the Things that Pass.’ Translated by Alexander 
Teixeira de Mattos. 

The pages of‘The Tour’ are jewelled with incidents which 
are touched with a strange, haunung beauty . the whole story 
has a deep human interest and a freshness of idea, a power of 
imagination and a persistent sense of comedy that are rare 
not only in modern but in any fiction. 

By the same Author 

OLD PEOPLE AND THE 

THINGS THAT PASS Seennd Edit on 

‘If this book IS typical of his performance, he is a writer of 
very remarkable gilts. Every portrait is a finished master¬ 
piece.’—Times 

62, St. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.2 
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w'hich he stands is one that is envied by all novelists of the 
day who arc blessed—or cursed—with the gift of self- 
criticism. The only argument in literary and popular 
circles about Sir Anthony Hope is around the style of novel 
in which he excels. Is the author of “ The Dolly Dialogues” 
better than the author of ” The Prisoner of Zenda ” and its 
fellows ’ Is he who wrote ” Quisant6 " a greater than 
he who invented ” The Great Miss Driver ” ? Or is he 

who gave us ” The King's Mirror ” a finer fellow than he 
wlio presented us with ” Second String ” ? 

In the case of Sir Anthony's latest book, ” Lucinda,” 

it is true that he docs not ventilate the new-old 
theories of the ” modern ” novelist. He does not 
preach from a text : he is content to give a slice from life. 
Lucinda, who reminds one of the Great Miss Driver, is 

certainly alive, she is certainly real. Perhaps she is not 
quite so admirable a character as she appears at a first 
reading, but she is certainly an alluring creature. She 
behaves abominably to her devoted lover, she is not even 

really true to herself, she is—not to put too fine a point on 
It —a minx ; but, in spite of her defects, she is a delightful 

creature—even though the reader feels she ought not to 
be. Her lover is a despicable creature, and this appears 
above and through the art of his creator. But it is a sad 
blow when the heroine declines at the end upon the worthy 

but dull Julius : if Julius is not so dull as he seems, our 

ajiologics are due to Sir Anthony Hope who, wittingly or 
unwittingly, has maligned him. ” Lucinda ” is an interest¬ 
ing novel, but it certainly does not rank with the best of 
its author. It lacks something of the sparkle, of the 
ioie de vivre of the earlier books. But no author is always 

at his best, and an author is to be judged by his best work 
—and Sir Anthony Hope has to his credit a long series of 
books which ensures him a place of high distinction in 
any history of the English novel. 

Lewis Mr,i.vn.LE. 

THE NEW CAMBRIDGE SHAKESPEARE/ 

This slim volume is the herald of a great and bold under¬ 
taking—nothing less, in fact, than an entirely new revision 
of the Shakespeare canon, in the light of modern researches 

into Elizabethan palaeography and bibliography. With 
this comparatively new study the names of three English 

scholars are specially associated—A. \\\ Pollard, W. Greg 
and J. Dover Wilson ; and we must add, as valuable 
auxiliaries, Percy Simpson, with his study of Shakespeare’s 
punctuation, and E. Maunde Thompson, with his study 

of what he and some Qthcr competent persons believe to 
be Shakespeare's handwriting. The present volume is 
lathered by the University of Cambridge with special fitness, 
for Cambridge is not only the home of poets (Oxford being 
remarkable for turning them out in another sense), but the 
Alma Mater of those two scholars, W. G. Clark and W. Aldis 

Wright, whose ” Cambridge ” edition is the greatest 
modern contribution to the enjoyment of Shakespeare. 

The plain man little knows how much he owes to the 
almost s®cular labours of these scholars. 

The new editor-in-chief is Mr. Dover Wilson, and he 
contributes to the present volume a textual introduction, 
a note on punctuation, and a bibliographical note. There 

is also a note by Mr. Harold Child on the stage history of the 
play, and there are two introductions, one general and one 
pirticular, by Sir A. Quiller-Couch. These mingle scholar- 
s’lip and charm in the blend that is ” Q’s ” own secret. There 
a-e further explanatory notes and a glossary, to which all 
concerned have probably contributed. As an aid to the 
understanding of palaeographical points there is a reduced 

facsimile of some lines in the supposed handwriting of the 
poet, together with a modern type transcription. Finally, 
there is the text of the play, printed in Shakespearean 
fasnion. i.e., with *' dramatic ” rather than grammatical 
punctuation, and without the breaks for the supposed 

acts ’ and ” scenes *' made by various editors. The 

* “ The Tempest.” Edited by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch 
and John Dover Wilson. 7s. 6d, net. (Cambridge University 
Press.) 

“spelling is modern, and there are elaborate new stage direc¬ 
tions, clearly distinguished, however, from the directions of 
the original text. Some of the textual conundrums have 
not been solved. ” Most busic lest, when I doe it ” is here 

left alone ; and we are bound to say that the conjectural 
emendation in the notes is too far-fetched to win acceptance. 
The same may be said lor ” having minted truth ” for the 
difficult "having into truth.” ” Scamels ” is explained, 
no doubt correctly, as ” seamells,” or scamews. Por the 

present we must suspend judgment on the text as a whole : 
we wish first to see more of it. 

In no ^irit but that of entire friendliness to tlie new 
venture we note a few points for dissent. We arc .sorry 
that the issue did not begin with the earlier plays instead 
of the latest, Nfl chronological order is certain ; but we 

know pretty well which plays are early and whil:h late. 
The folio order, here adopted, has nothing whatever to 
commend it, and we think the adoption an act of timidity 
very surprising in such editors. Then the scale of the 

volume seems very restricted The ” Sir Thomas More ” 
facsimile is too small to Ik.* useful—an alphabet in ” English 
hand ” with the letters dccentlv large would have been 
much more licljiful. The annotation seems rather curt 
and tantalising No one wants excessive commentarv; 
but something a little more leisured and lettered would, 

we are sure, have pleased the grccaler number of readers. 
However, these points arc small ; the great fact is that 
here is a genuine recension of our gre.itcst literary possession, 
and every lettered person must ]Missess 1I. 

THE POSTHUMOUS POEMS OF 
JOHN PAYNE.* 

John I’aync, who dicil just ii\e years ago, m i-ehruary, 

191O, was singularly fortunate in the friendship he formed 
with Mr. Thomas Wright, of Olney. Mr. Wright became 
his Boswell. Not only did he note down Payne's conversa¬ 

tion and observations for use in the biography he published 
a year ago, but he founded previously, in 1905, the John 
Payne Society—a most unusual thing to occur during the 
lifetime of a person honoured in tlus way. 

Payne’s greatest achievement was as the translator of 
Arabic and Persian literature, and of Villon. But he was 
also an original poet possessed of genius and a style entirely 
his own—characterised by the use of rare metres, and 
archaic words known only to the vocabularv of a savant. 

Payne published many volumes of verse during his 

lifetime, but in no case did they meet with ailcquatc 
recognition, primarily owing to the fact that they were 
issued privately on several occasions; and, of course, no 
new poet ever does achieve immediate success unless he 
writes in a popular sentimental fashion. 

The present and posthumous volume of poetry, ” The 
Way of the Winepress,” was ready for binding at the time 
of Payne’s death. It now appears under the aegis of the 
John Payne Society—wliich means the poet’s indefatigable 
and enthusiastic friend, Thomas Wright. 

These last poems fully maintain the charm and 
peculiarities t)f Payne’s poetical work. Sadness and some 
measure of resentment with his portion in life's lottery are 
perhaps the predominant notes of his songs ; 

” Yet but a while and I shall sec no more 
The sun nor feel the fountains of the dawn , 
Life with full hands pour upon hill and lawn, 
No more be witness to the mimic war 
'Twixt light and dark, when Day or Night is o'er, 
Or sec the .sun and shade at daggers drawn ; 
I shall not hear the birds : I shall be gone 
Unto the silence and the shadow-shore. 
Sick soul, content thee : thou art going home. 
To the tired traveller, in the evenglome, 
The long way wended, welcome is the inn. 
Though narrow l>e the house and cold the bed, 
At least thou shalt sleep well among thy kin. 
The innumerous generations of the dead. 

« « * » * 

• ” The Way of the Winepress.” By John Payne. (The 
John Payne Society, Olney, Bucks.) 
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“ . . . My songs and I, 
We have too long gone begging by the way. 
But this 1 know ; the world will hark some day 
And shout, applausive, to the hearkening sky. 
Some day ! But then I shall be dead and cold 
And nought thereof shall know, where, buried deep, 
I lie and sleep the unremembcring sleep ; 
No sound will reach me through the unre.sonant mould. 
But you will wish me live and warm again, 
That you may plague me with your plaudits vain.” 

• 
Little is known of Payne’s .amatory experiences beyond 

the romantic affection he entertained for the beautiful 

Mrs. Snee in the earlier part of his life. She dyjd in iSyg, 

at the age of thirty>four, and this abiding loss inspired 

some of his finest poems in later life. Whether or no more 

vivid affections were liis, he could writ^ with real passion, 

us thejioem, ” Love and Love,” in this volume testifies : 

” Wc were lovers, indeed, in our day ; we loved because wc 
must, 

Because of the heat in our hearts, tliat soared to the skies like 
a spire 

And lifted our lives from the swamp, our souls from the mist 
and the mire. 

For love and the worhl well lost we liveil You m.iy style it 
lust ; 

But the lusts of the soul and the sense combine in a. birth 
august, 

To gi-nder a joy divine, a Aanic like .1 flower of fire, 
That dries iiji the dro-^s ol the flesh with the blaze of its bright 

desire. . . 
Wlulst \oiith III our hearts was hot, we jioured out our lives 

like wine 
.\t the altars of l^ove aiul Spring , and now that the fiery fliv'il 
No longer heats in our brain, no longer bods in our blood, 
The love that wi' hi walli sense, hnnis hright at the spint'.s 

shrine ” 

S. M liu.l? 

SHELLEY AND CALDERON.* 

The other essays .are also on English and Spanish poetry 
and poets. It must be said that they are notable critical 
studies, reg.irdcd per se, or apart from the fact that their 
author is using what is to him a foreign language as his 
vehicle of expression. It is a long time since I have read 
a volume of belles-lettres with so much satisfaction, whether 
—as in most cases—one is in more or less full agreement 
or does not accept the judgments, at least unconditionally, 
as in the matter of the essays on Wordsworth. Taking the 
first paper in the first place, it cannot be denied that, as 
to most of us here in England, our knowledge of Calderon 
is practically nothing at first hand and very slight on the 
whole otherwise, though available sources ut their value 
are not especially few or far between. The fervid admira¬ 
tion of Shelley and his fragments of translation communicate 
in reality nothing, unless it is a desire for knowledge, which 
has directed many to Archbishop Trench, but comparatively 
few to. Denis Florence MacCarthy and his version of 
several plays in the original metres. MacCarthy is un¬ 
fortunately not mentioned in the criticism under notice, 
nor are certain other renderings—e.g., those of Edward 
Fitzgerald—which could be cited among experiments 
of past and present days. But it contributes greatly 
to our instruction on manifold points of fact, as well 
as to our delight in the pleasant and suggestive contrast 
between Shelley and Calderdn. After all it is not exactly 
a contrast but a consideration of two great poets, placed 
side by side for the purpose of explaining how it is that 
the author of “ The Cenci ” conceived and cherished 
such enthusiasm for the author of "El Purgatorio de 
San Patricio” and ” El Magico Prodigioso ”—otherwise 
the English nihilist in religion—if that is a correct 
description—for the strictly orthodox and dogmatic 
Spanish priest. The explanation is reached, of course, 
by discovering certain roots of sympathy and likeness of 
disposition, which are drawn out with care and skill. These 
being granted, one feels notwithstanding that ” Prometheus 
Unbound ” and “ Hellas ” arc separated by gulfs from the 
” religious mysteries,” the theological and philosophical 

• *' Shelley and Calderdn, and Other Essays.” By Salvador 
de Madariaga. 15s. net. (Constable.) 
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tragedies which help to swell the incredible sum total of 
Calderon's three hundred and twenty dramatic pieces. 

In “ Sidelights on Spanish Literature " there is an 
interesting set of comparisons between Beowulf and the 
anonymous “ Song of the Cid," between Chaucer and Juan 
Ruiz, Shakespeare and Lope de Vega, Sir Philip Sidney 

and Garcilaso de la Vega. Milton and Calderdn. They are 
sound enough in their way and within the limits of their 
respective measures ; in the case of Chaucer and Juan 
Ruiz they ilescrve to be called convincing; but the com- 
jiarisons after all need be counted only as pegs on which 
arc suspenticd the author's appreciations of the several 
Spanish jxiets. These are the vital points of a choice 

study, and the rest we can take or leave. The most 

naturally attractive of all these papers is that on " Spanish 
Popular Poetry,” partly because it is written in the free 
spirit of the subject, partly because it abounds with excel¬ 
lent specimens, accompanied by lilting, nervous renderings 

which do great honour to Mr. de Madariaga's ability as an 
English writer. In fine, there is a group of essays on 

the ” Case of Wordsworth," " Wordsworth and Beauty,” 
-■ Wordsworth and Truth," " Wordsworth and Virtue.” 
The design is to explain why Wordsworth is not recognised 
abroad at his full and proper value ; why there is a race 
of Wordsworthians ; and why they read everything that 
Wordsworth wrote. It will be remembered that these 

points were raised by Matthew Arnold, who was one of 
the race in question. The explanations contain sound 
criticism, and there are other things arising out of them 
wliich are at once fresh and remarkable. The whole group 
will repay careful study; and yet it seems to me that 
the real Wordsworth escapes in the analysis—perhaps 

because he is like the bird of his own poem, ‘' a wandering 
voice," not heard where we look for him, but sounding 
suddenly unawares. However this may be, he who is the 
essential and true Wordsworth, he unto whom " the 

primrose by a river's bnm ” communicates something 
which is invisible and non-existent for Peter Bell, is not 
present in these papers. There is the Wordsworth of 
Kendal and Grasmere, the Wordsworth of the 
“ Intimations," and a very rare Wordsworth who is of the 

Eternal Kingdom: his is the presence which we miss. 
It remains to add that Mr. de Madariaga's essays are 

entitled to rank with the foremost literary criticisms of 
the present day. 

A. E. Waite. 

THE EARTHEN VESSEL.* 

Very few of the many books wliich deal with spiritualism 
and psychical research have any title to be considered as 
literature in the high sense. But Lady Glcnconner's little 
book has a certain affinity with it. Author and poet, she 
has grace and charm of style, and the spirit messages of 
which she treats were conveyed in many cases by reference 
to passages in the works of classical writers and display a 
fine quality of literary allusiveness. Book tests, as Sir 
Oliver Lodge explains in a preface to the work, represent 
an ingenious form of conveying a spirit message in such a way 

that theories of telepathy, mind reading, and the “ sub- 
consciousness ” of the medium shall be ruled out as ex¬ 
planatory of the communications. In the present instance 
through the medium Mrs. Osborne Leonard were given, as 
emanating from Lord and Lady Glenconner's (Jeparted 
soldier son, the Hon. Edward Wyndham Tennant, directions 
to look at certain pages in certain books the exact where¬ 
abouts of which (although unknown to the medium) were 
particularly described, e.g., " Take out the fifth book 
from left to right and look at page i6 and find a message 
for his mother.” Nearly thirty such '* tests ” are recorded 
in the book, and there can be no disguising the fact that 
some of t'n4m arc so singularly apposite that they would 
be remarkable as apt quotations in the circumstances, 

quite apart from their association with spirit messages. 

* '■ The Earthen Vessel." By Pamela Glenconner. 6s. net. 
IJohP Lane.) 

This is especially the case with the passage in Lewes’s " Life 

of Goethe,” in which there is a really striking parallel with 
the Glenconner family life. Some of the cases given 
convey subtle indications of the personality of the com¬ 
municator—touches of humour and delicate allusions to 
topics in which he was interested in his life on earth. 

These as " evidential material ” are rather matters for 
the artist than for the scientist—dramatisations of per 

sonality and therefore full of interest to the analyst of 
human nature. 

A portioq of the book is devoted to the book tests 
received by the Rev. C. Drayton Thomas who, in experi¬ 
menting with the same medium (Mrs. Leonard), received 

messages for Lady (glenconner to whom he was personally 
unknown. He was directed to refer her to certain pages in 
books unnamed but whose position on shelves in one or other 
of her residences was particularly specified. These also 
turned out to be curiously appropriate. 

Lady Glenconner devotes some chapters to a general 
commentary on the " tests " as reinforcing the general body 

of psychic evidences, and in the course of her remarks 
observes : 

” I marvel that the Church should look on the activities of 
spiritualism as antagonistic to her teaching. In its central 
attack upon materialistic thought it should be recognised us a 
valuable ally.” 

That is a question of course which hardly falls witliin the 
purview of the ordinary reviewer in a journal not closely 
concerned with the polemics of the question. It is 
sufficient to say here tliat the volume ha.s a literary quality 
which raises it above the level of the ruck of such boolc.s, 

some of which belong to Charles Lamb's bib/ia a bibha. 
being mere rubbish; and the " tests ” are distinctly 
interesting—some indeed arresting in their evidential 
quality. 

David Gow. 

THE CYCLOPS ON PARNASSUS.* 

" Everything comes to him who doesn’t wait ” is an 

epigram the late Sir Herbert Tree recorded in lus note¬ 
book. Like many aphorisms, after they are considered, 
we find this one is but a half-truth. Applied to the very 
latest mode in modern verse, it will be considered totally 

inadequate, and especially so if we relate it to the present 
examples. Success might have attended these three 
poets had they paused to consider how ridiculously swift 

and unsure their mechanical facility in verse-making 
carries them away from the essentials of true poetry. The 
headlong gallop of their verse, uppermost in these strained 

efforts, represents in a typical fashion a sign of the times. 
Now it is not hurry and bustle all the time in the present 

books, but in nearly all the pieces the hammering-out of 
verse, ready-made and, like so many " ready-mades,” 
badly-fitting, brings in its wake the wistful reflection 
that the Cyclops have definitely taken up their position 
on Mount Parnassus. In their forge the hammer and the 
anvil have gone to the making of a very metallic substance. 
But the tools Employed have not been used with ringing 
effect. The grass of the sacred mount is strewn with strips 

and rims and rings from the process of working the material 
into some kind of recognisable shape. 

Our little list is headed by Mr. Danford Barney. He is 
the mathematician in excehis. Why had we never realised 
before the close connection between the exact science and 
the poetic art ? Why had it never occurred to us that we 
lived among " minims of humankind ” ? And yet from 
minor dominants and diametrics Mr. Barney finds hJs— 
inspiration ?—well, at any rate, his suggestions for poetic 
treatment. I have always reserved a delightful spite 
against Algebra as a cool, unemotional sirtiject, but Mr. 
Barney has at last put me right and shown me how 

• " Chords from Albireo.” By Danford Barney. 78- 6d. net. 
(John Lane.)—" Desiderium, MCMXV-MCMXVIII." By 
Norman Davey. 6s. net. (Cambridge : Heffer.)—'* Flash¬ 
lights From Afar," By R. Cordon-Canning. 58. net. (Elkin 
Mathews.) 
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emotional an equation can become in the hands of a poetic 
mathematician, or is it a mathematical poet ?—c'e.?/ egal. 

It will be interesting to find out how this mathematical 
phase progresses, and if triangles and Euclid propositions 
will move Mr. Barney’s fellow workers in the same field 
(assuming there be more than one of his species) to the 
same mathematical exactness as diametrics and minor 
dominants have moved him. In fine, many of these 
performances may pass for poetic exercises in higher 
mathematics, but surely no one could be humoured into 
labelling them pure poetry. 

To continue on the lines at which our title# hints, Mr. 
Norman Davey’s work is like a piece of tin battered (for 
we cannot admit that even such a forceful expedient as 
beating could have produced these facble results) by a 
gong-stick. We marvel that it has never entered Mr. 
Davey's head to reflect how superbly the best of his themes, 
such as the scenes laid in Italy, have been set to poetic 
music by master poets, and therefore we cannot be blamed 
if these offerings of his, however well-intcntioned, fail to 
arouse our interest, far less a lukewarm attention. For 
the sort of thing he attempts in his ambitious ” Record 
of an Itinerary ” in Italy wc much prefer to turn to Byron’s 
" Childc Harold ” and Browning’s numerous themes in 
the same vein. There is no doubt that this poem, wnth 
its too facile narrative quality and its satiric comments, 
is simply an unimpressive rendering of the Byronic- 
Browningesque pattern which, like all imitations of a 
master design, can never convey “ the first fine careless 
rapture ” of the firiginal. Again, when we want nursery 
rhymes we would ra'.her consult our Mother Goose book 
than read such indifferent child’s stuff as Mr. Davey’s 
“ .\n Invitation,” “ A Quarrel,” and ” Binkie and IVter 
an<l Me,” scrvc<l up on an ultra-modern platter. It is 
pathetic that Mr Davcv has not jmt his fondness for 
riivmc to better use, and it is p(!rhap.s more pathetic 
tiial his readers should l>e the victims of efforts whicli 
might have been relegated, without misgiving, to the 
waste-paper basket. 

By tlie lime I had finished Mr. Gordon-Cannmg’s book 
1 wondered gravely if 1 had become mad. Perhaps my 
powers of appreciation had suddenly slept. Yet, somc- 
liow, I felt like Douglas Jerrold when, reading ” Sordello ” 
during his convalescence from a serious illness, he cried, 
” O God, I am an idiot! ” but you may remember that 
when ho heard his wife and sister likewise could not under¬ 
stand the poem he exclaimed, ” Thank God, I am not 

an idiot! ” And, on second thoughts, I think that con¬ 
clusion fits into my own case. Recently a poem by Mr. 
Herbert Road in Coterie caused a flutter in the dovecots 
of the critics. The poem contained the following : 

“ Hjs limbs 
Dangle 

Like marionettes 
Over 

a 
niau ve 

Sea ” 

One would imagine it hard to matcli that expression, but I 
think I have found one equally soul-slirring in Mr. Gorclon- 
Canning’s ” A Summary.” Here it is : 

■' Before the War : Work and Sport 
During the War: Mud, Blood, Fear, Prolitcermg. 
After the War : Seventeen minor Wars, Financial 
Ruin, Bolshevism, Forgetfulness ” 

To illustrate the common characteristic of these three 
poets, or Cyclops, as I have named them, I cannot do 
better than quote Blake’s line : 

” The sound is forced, the notes are few.” 

In their eagerness for freedom and noise, they seem to have 
forgotten the goal of all poetry—beauty. No doubt some 
readers will feel sympathetic to noise, and mathematics, 
and complexity as rendered in these books, but for myself, 
and for others alike constituted, if desire for orchestral 
sound in poetry is to be satisfied I would rather hear the 
” easy numbers flow ” than hearken to ” sound and fury, 

signifying nothing.” 
W. M. Parker. 

Air. T. Fisher Unwin s Books 
0 
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FOUR AT A VENTURE.* 

The coming revolution will, if our novelists take it up 
seriously, cither be quite hackneyed when it arrives, or 
else a nice rebuff to false prophets-- almost certainly the 
latter. Or, like most events in life, it will cover so many 

years that none will sav when it hapiKUied or whether it is 
really accomplishetl. .,\lread\’ Mr. Shanks, in “ The People 
of the Kmns," has treated in one vein a subject of consider- 

.iblc imaginative scope. Mr. Beresford is less visionary and 
more practical. He writes in " Revolution ” of tlie actual 
event. Paul Learning, a young ofticc-r in\ alicU'd from the 
armv with shell-shock, is living at homi- m a condition of 
mental inertia, when Isaac Perry, the genius of Labour, 
defies the (lovcrninent anil plans the revolution of our 

jireseut economic system. The cliaraclcr of Paul—or 
rather the tlcft skill by which Mr Beresford establishes him 
as an observer freed bv lus period ol isolation and acnle 

sensibility from the normal and natural,prejudices ol Ins 
class—is beyond praise. In any other < ircumstances one 

could never liave submerged a certain sense of increduljl\’, 
or even repulsion. 'I'here is a moment, for example, when 
Paul see.s his father, a ver}’ conservative, hot-hcaded man, 
shot at his feet w'lthout any emotion more active than a 
pitv for the murderer. In the attitude of Paul, one 

presumes that Mr. Beresford underlines tlie only road to 

peace. It is sacrifice that can alone avad At tlu*. same 
time, there arc occasions when tlic isolation of Paul in a re¬ 
mote village lends to the scene an absence of either tumult or 
tragedy that is rather like the pijmig of a .small bov m the 
Albert Hall. The liorizon for any revolution must be of 
necessity vast and gloomy, against which contending forces 

move and disappear. Not, it should bo added, that emjity 
noise is a finer thing than solitary human emotion, but 
where the whole world teems outside the village of Fyiio- 
more, sonic echo, some vibration of doom or resurrection 
should cross the intervening country-.sido 

It would be an impertinence for a reviewer to suggest 

that Mrs. Wilfred Ward, in “ Xot Known Here,’' has 
allowed her sense of religious observances to dictate to 
her artistic conception, for the obvious reason that such 

things may be inseparable in any w'nter of sincerity. Mrs 
VVard (and many there arc who will agree with her) Invs .a 
quite supreme importance iij>on the sanctity of the marriage 
tie in so far as an illegitimate son may only alone for Jus 
parents’ natural fault by a death at once ignoniimous and 
heroic. It must be explained that Hugh Jfearnier was in 
love w’ith Pamela von Lieben, whose clderlv German 
husband died just before Karl (Pamela's son by Hugh) was 
born. The boy grows up by 1914, fights under the Enghsli 
flag, is captured and shot as a German renegade because 
he will not betray his mother Tins fli'senplion is not 
merely brief, l)ut ridiculous It cannot fail to give an 
impression that Jiere is another story about '■ the war ” 

No idea could be more unjust. There are few writers to-day 
who can handle with such fine distinction and sincenlv 
those simjile human emotions of domestic life w’liich in 
other hands might ring sentimental or false. 

It is too readily assumed that a humorous book is.one of 
the simpler manifestations ol fiction, dependent upon an 
extravagant notion and a spare ten days. The juiblic are 
often at a loss to explain just why a book tickles tliem, 
but they arc quite honest when they are bored, b'or that 
reason, if no otlter, comedy is a risky business and not to 

be undertaken lightly, for the humorist goes down w'ith 
twice the bump of his colleagues. 'I'ako Mr, Eden 
Phillpotts. No author is more rcsjiected in his own field. 
But in '■ The Bronze Venus " he knocks off w-itli a friskiness 
that IS admittedly amazing a farcical comedy very tedious 
indeed. Why .should Mr. Phillpotts, who is so fine an 

artist, attempt what Mr. Wodchouse, who is so competent 
a mechanic, can pull off so very much better ? 

The historical novel has been under a cloud so long that 

• “RC'^lutum” by I P Bcre.sfnrd 7.S. 6d. (Collins.)— 
" Not Known Here ” By Mrs. Wilfred Ward. 8s. 6d. (Hutchin¬ 
son.)—■' The Bronze Venus ” Hy Eden Phillpotts. 8s 6d. 
(Grant Richards)- " I-anlern Lane.” By Warwick Deeping. 
8s. 6d. (Ca.ssell.) 

one wonders why some writer blessed with youth and 

determination and a splendid contempt for his predecessors, 
docs not take it for granted that our ancestors, in spite of 
their garments and their very occasional obligation to un¬ 
sheath a rapier, were j>ersons very similar to ourselve.s. 
But in " Lantern Lane ” Mr. 'VV^arwick Deeping, in a quite 
distinguished but traditional manner, treads the familiar 
stage. The scene is laid in the cheery days of Charles II, 
when our Birthday Honours would liavc struck a hollow 
and unambitious note, a time of much gossip and political 

back-stairs—a period, in short, most promising. But 
Mr. Deepin^/s characters do not whisper scandal, but shout 
the kind of mock-heroic remarks that always convey that 
curious -sense of the footlights and a “ ping ” for the 
curtain. It is a pity. Surely our generation of all others 

has cause to distinguish the trappings of intrigii*. and 
conflict from the real flavour and potency of human life. 

Frkdf.rick Watson. 

THE NAPOLEON CULT.* 

Since the .\rnustice of 1918 there has l>een a falhng-oll 
of literary offerings on the altar of Napoleon, possibly due 
in an appreciable measure to pressing matters of more 

immediate moment, but the incense is again rising. A 
lUctionary entirely dedicated to their special study is 
now available for devotees aiul scholars; terms not 
nece.ssarily synonymous. 

In less than Jive hundred jiages its conijaler Ims contrived 
to compress an immense amount of valuable information 
For those who take no more than a sentimental interest 
in the Corsican there arc articles on such varied subjeils 

as their hero's stoutness, smoking, sniilf, shaving, attemjit 
at suicide, and swords, to mention only those under the 
letter S. In the same section the weightjci mailers of 
St. Helena, the battle of Salamanca, the Peace of Schon- 

bnmn, Sicyos, societv under Napoleon, and liis slrategv, 
receive attention among many substantial notices. 

To do complete justice to the theme would re<piiri! 
several volumes. There are no separate refereiKi-s, lor 
instance, to Bruix, Forfait, Pasqiuer, Chaptal, Segnr. 
Roederer, Bcugnot and Bcausset, but the cutling-down 
process should not have gone so far as to piceludc mention 
umlcr ‘'Russia” or ” Jtussian Campaign (1812)” of the 
fontinental System as .1 contributing factor m the Gie.it 
Disaster. 

One of the obvious disadvantages of history m com¬ 

partments IS e\idenl 111 the article on the Peninsular War. 
No reference is made to the battle of Tudela, though it is 
given a separate entry under its distinctive name. Ratlier 
less tlian justice is done to the naval phase of the Napoleonic 
wars, and the briefest remark suffices for the activities of 
privateers. While Mr. Richardson, despite a .somewhat 
meagre bibliography, gives scholarly estimates of many 
memoir-writers, lie fails to note that tlie ” Memoires ” 
of Constant—whose Clirislian name was not Benjamin— , 
were in all probability not written by the valet but compiled 
from lus notes by another hand. To Napoleon’s railing 
against the climate of St. Helena the compiler adds the 
gratuitous comment, ” as well he might.” Reference to 
Seaton's ” Napoleon's Captivity in Relation to Sir Hudson 
Lowe” (pp. 81-83), would assuredly have convinced him 
otherwise. Considering the vast amount of information 
given, and the fact that the work was not penned by a 
syndicate of writers on the redundant lines of the 
” Cambridge Modern History,” errors of fact are singularly 

few. 
It IS peculiar that no space is devoted to John Sainsbury, 

whose Napoleon Museum in Red Lion Square, and subse¬ 
quently in Piccadilly, did much to arouse interest during 
the forties of last century in the man previously vilified 
by such a large proportion of the population. Even 
Lord Holland’s defence of Bonaparte is dismissed in half 
a dozen lines in the article entitled ” English Opinion 

• ” A Dictionary of Napioleon and His Times (m the light of 
Modern Research).” By Hubert N. B. Richardson, B.A. 30s. 
net. (Cassell.) 
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(Contemporary) regarding Napoleon.” and of biographical 
details there is none. The particulars furnished about 
Dr. Arcliibald Arnott, who attended the dying captive at 
St. Helena, are also inadequate. 

To help lame students over stiles is, or should be, the 
main purpose of all reference books. They ought to be 
time-savers and guides in much the same way as a railway 
time-table precludes an intelligent traveller from arriving 
too soon or too late to catch a train, from missing a con¬ 
nection, and choosing Hu; longest route. Terhaps the 
principal error of omission from this point of view is the 
absence of references such as are given at the*end of so 
many entries m the ” Dictionary of English History,” 
issued by the same publishers. To lake, a case in point : 
after perusing the artuli; on the l>eatli*mask, which ob- 
viousl)’ cannot a(le<inately smn up all the debatable ])oints 
in the 15urtoii-.\ntonmiarelu controvi'rsy, many rentiers 
will be an.'tious lo amplify the details given Additional 
service would have been rendered had inenlum been made 
of sikIi as hook as 1. ]-. D(‘ St .M Watson's ” Storv of 
Napoleon'.s Dealli-nuisk ’ 

IlAHoi.n i 11. Wiinr.LKK. 

BEDFORDSHIRE EARTHWORKS.* 

Tins sumyilnoiis and costly ackhlion to the. ine<igre 
records of Iiiiti''li earliiworks iinforlunatelv leaves a good 
deal to be desired from the standjioint of tlie student of 
tlxc fmbiccl In the first place it is not a complete r<'ooi'<l 
of the known earthwoiks in the shire, hut only professes 
to deal with the jirmcipal oiu's more comprelicnsivelv 
than in works pn'viously puhhslied. Nevertheless several 
appaieiitly unimportant works arc inchuled, wliilc there 
!<■ iu> iiulu .ition of the jirinupli' upon which liie sek’clion 
has been inatle. nor of the number and n.iture ol the earth¬ 
works t'piitted The absence of a ma]>, moreover, is a 
serious tliawback. ami m a work of tins kind such an 
omission is hani tn iinder'.l.ind A map showing the 
])osi{ion of llu- \.irioiis cart.'iwc):ks would have been mort' 
valuable than many t)f Hit; drawings which the author 
gives 

The earlInvorUs dealt with are grcjiipcd as follows uiiiler 
the historical penotls to winch the aiitlior assigns them - - 
Section 1 : I’reliistoric and .\iicienl EarthwoiKs. .Set- 
tion II : The S.i\<m-Danish IViumI. Set tion III; .Norm.in 
Castles. Sul)-'-cttioti. Manors slunving Xorniau InlluiMice. 
Section IV ; .Manors and Domestic Homesteads, Section V ; 
Miscellaneous 

Each division, except the last, is ]>rocodetl by a page 
or two of inlrotluiTion, dealing in a very general way 
with such subp'cts ns tiie historv of tlie period, Norman 
influence m Faiglantl before the ('oiujuest, the rise of tlic 
manor, etc There are also two or three pages explaining 
the technical terms uscrl in describing the Norman castles. 

The atilUor admits that his elassification is largely 
problematical, but he excuses this ” as an endeavour to 
render a story easily uudcrsiootl by the public,” and the 
.same reason aecounls for his giving with the description 
of each earthwork a drawing as w'dl as a plan and for the 
introductory articles before the various .sections. There 
is an increasing tendency for archaeological w'orks to be 
written with an eye on the general public, rather than 
for the scholar, but this always involves the danger of the 
writer falling between two stools. In the presc.rc case 
the endeavour to group earthworks according to their 
supposed historical yxjriods is radically unsound, as the 
author practically admits, and it is a metliod which lias 
greatly hindered the proper study and understanding of 
the subject. Field workers know only too well the man 
who, wlicii .shown an earthwork, demands to know the 
date of it, and it cannot too often be insisted on that, in 
the absence of documentary evidence, it is unsafe to try 
and date any earthwork without the test of the spade. 

• ” The Earthworks of Bedforthhirc ” With (>8 Illustration.s 
By Beauchamp Wadmorc. js (The Bedfordshire Standard 
Newspaper Company.) 
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The introductory articles, again, contain little that 
throws light on the earthworks of the periods they deal 

with, and it is difficult to see what purpose ;they are meant 
to serve. The appeal of the drawings is mainly to local 
interest, though many of them give a very good general 
idea of the character of the earthwork represented. 
Altogether, it seems doubtful whether these concessions 
to the supposed taste of the general public will induce any¬ 
one not already interested in the subject to obtain the 

book, while they are likely to repel those whose interest 
is on the scientific side. 

This, however, would be a pity, for its plans and descrip¬ 
tions give the book a distinct value as a useful, if incom¬ 
plete, record of the earthworks of the county. Such 

records are the more to be prized, as throughout the country 
earthworks arc constantly perishing, whether from the 
effects of time and weather, or from the ravages of man. 

Albany F. Major. 

W. J LOCKE’S MOUNTEBANK.* 

The war effected sea-changes in so many lives, altered 
values for the time being so astonishingly and discovered 
talent which might otherwise have remained hidden in 

such unlikely places, that it is not surprising a novelist with 
Mr. W. J. Locke’s love for what is paradoxical in character 
or circumstance should seizo upon the topsy-turvydom 
of its era and turn it to romantir anoonnt Among it<! 
miracles, soon taken for granted in the stress of events, 
was the emergence from humdrum callings of men with 

the gift of command, with a forccfulness and an adaptability 
that enabled them to absorb the traditions of cur regular 
Army officers and to supply leaders to match the steady 
expansion of our forces in the field. They came from our 

public schools and universities and Inns of Court, but they 
came also from banks and city offices, from the studio and 
the stage, from the newspaper world and the civil service, 
from the store and from the counter. Already much has 
been made in the theatre and in fiction of the game of 
“ general post ” produced in social life by the temporary 

rank which might exalt the employe above his employer 
and compel the wealthy and well-born to take their orders 
from a commanding officer whose home might be some little 
villa in a suburb. But it is none of the ordinary contrasts 
between the war hero and his civilian past, between his 
service distinctions and his private status, on which Mr. 
Locke fastens in his story of *' The Mountebank ” ; he 
plumps boldly for the most extravagant of possibilities and 
conceives of a brigadier-general sprung from the sawdust 
and grease-paint of a French circus. Imagine the dismay 

of Lady Auriol Dayne, an unconventional but fastidious 
woman of the world, when after parting on terms approach¬ 
ing those of tenderness from the gaunt and masterful 

General Lackaday, she discovers him next, the other side 
of the Channel, in the motley of Petit Patou, a clown and 
conjuror, his height and leanness exaggerated in tights, 

his face painted red and white and " made up into an idiot 
grin,” his scarlet wig ending in a foot-high point. There 
is the quintessence, grotesque enough, of Mr. Locke’s 
newest romance. From that figure of farce Andrew 
Lackaday is transformed by the war into a grave and 
gallant British general, and into that masquerade he falls 
back when, his services no longer required save in quite 
subordinate rank, his qualities of leadership obtaining no 

scope in business affairs, he puts off his uniform to seek a 

livelihood. 
The hero of ” The Mountebank ” would not be a Locke 

hero if he had not saddled hims^f with some burden of 
quixotry which ntakes his reassumption of the clown's 
garb more or less imperative. Save for this burden he 
might have waited for the offer of work held out by an 
Australian friend to materialise. But there was Madame 
Patoiv / Chance (or the novelist’s caprice) willed it that 

Petit Patou should stumble in pre-war days against a 

• " The Mountebank.” By W. T. Locke. 7s. 6d. net. 
{Bodley Head.) 

Frenchwoman of the lower class—need it be said that Mr. 
Locke knows Frenchwomen of this type almost as well as 

he knows the highwaj^ and by-ways of France and its 
bohemian life ? Having once been befriended by her, Patou 
deemed it his duty to help her when he found her in hard 
straits. She became his acting partner and soon they began 
to keep house together, though there could be no marriage, 
because she was cursed with a runaway scapegrace of a 
liusband. It was the thought of Elodie which kept Andrew 
Lackaday from declaring his feelings to Lady Aiifiol; it 
was her -necessities which forced him back into clowning. 

His chaqce of happiness might have seemed hopeless had 
he not had for friend Horatio Bakkus, one of Mr. Locke’s 
most amusing and successful creations. An artist with a 
fine voice, a cypic with a flow of epigrams, and lover of 
fine food, a sponging rascal whom it is impossible to dislike, 
Bakkus suddenly, on attaining a competence, runs off with 
the superfluous Elodie. pretending or really believing that 
he is behaving quixotically to Lackaday m an apparent 

act of treachery. The way is clear now for a fairy-tale 
ending, and of course it is a fairy talc Mr. Locke has written 

—written with that charm of style, that happy turn of wit, 
that urbanity of mood, that easy masten,’ of narrative, 
which held us captive, quite a long time ago now, in the 
history of ” The Beloved Vagabond.” 

F G. Bettany. 

GORGEOUS POETRY.* 
The great literary skill with which the author of this 

anonymous volume has captured aud reproduced many 
of the outward characteristics of several ultra-modern 
poets gives legitimati’ pleasure. No harm is done to the 

artists in pointing out the absurd side of ultra-modern 
art nor to those who believe that 111 everv new movement 
there is something which is necessary to make art a living 
force. ” In Death’s Army,” ” Love” and ” The Journey¬ 
man and the Maid,” wc note an apparently serious touch 
(which can usually be detected in true comedy), which 
suggests that our author may become a true poet. The 
following verses, while they are genuine parody, give a 

hint of true art: 

' Tell me, pretty journej'man, 
What h«ist there ’ ’ 
‘ Oranges and roses 
For a Spanish giil'.s hair' 

“ ' Tdl me, naughty journeyman. 
Tell me true, 
Wh.il IS a little maid, 
.\ pretty maid, to do ? ’ 

” ■ .Ml,’ said the journeyman, 
' You have me there, . . . 
Oranges and roses 
For a Spanish girl’s hair.' 

” ‘ That's life,' said the journeyman, 
' Life stripped bare ; 
.\nd the more you can, 
The less you dare.' ” 

When wc put down this volume, we know that we have 
missed something ; there is scarcely any humour, no playful 
banter which is to be found in the best parodies. On 
reading thfe preface, we find our feeling explained and 
justified. This preface is arrogant and intolerant, for tlie 
author finds the work of the poets he has set out to parody 
altogether unpleasing. He says that he has written 
quickly and gaily. We find no gaiety. He asserts that 

his book is not an attack on the upstart poets who try to 
crowd into the cool hall of Olympus, but that he hates 
their work, not because they write of ugly things, but 

because they write so badly. 
Without appreciation and understanding there can be 

no true criticism ; a genuine parodist must have both 
appreciation and understanding; hate can never under¬ 

stand, and without understanding there can be no 

appreciation. 
Austin H. Johnson. 

• '* Gorgeous Poetry, 19H-1920." First Series. 28. net. 
(Philip Allan.) 
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Ifiovel IRotes. 

MAINWARING. By Maurice Hewlett 7s> 6d net (C<illui>» ) 

Mainwaring is an Irishman, clever, well educated, un¬ 
scrupulous, who marries a servant girl and is carried into 
prominence as a politician on the back of the working man. 
A chtftiagogne par excellence, fullv conscious of his power, 
and never for a moment losing sight of his goal—the 
Premiership of England—Mainwaring manufactures strikes 
and indulges m love-affairs with society ladies with the 
ease of the born “ pusher," and is prepared to sacrifice any¬ 
body and anything on the altar of his fetish of self- 
aggrandisement A striking contrast t^o him is his wife 
Lizzie,*a simple, lieaiitiful soul whose only ambition it is 
to do her duty and live an honourable life. A happv union 
of tyj>cs so fundamentally dillercnt i'. obviously impossible, 
so Lizzie .solv'es her own problem by donning print dress and 
cap and serving as parlourmaid in her own house As a 
bare statement this sounds outrageous, but Mr. Hewlett 
presents these two main characters of his novel with such 
perfect skill and balance that we never feel in the presence 
of the improbable—we surrender unconditionally to all 
Lizzie’s arrangements 'I'hc key-note of the book is that 
true happiness can only be found in the fulfilment of Moral 
Law, and Lizzie as a pattern for womankind is a sound and 
beautiful standard 

THE FRIEND OF THE FAMILY. By Fyodor Dostoevsky 
Translated 1>\ Coiislame (.iirnett 7s 6d. net {Hcine- 
maiin ) 

Tlii-^ is the end of a great and excellent venture In less 
than nine years .Mrs (iartudl and the Hoinemann firm 
have produced twelve large volumes of a powiTful and 
formative writer till now imj>erfectly known here The 
war has banished the gold from the binding, deteriorated 
lh<“ jiapor and ad<l''«l four shillings to the jince of ea< h 
volume, but it has not ])re\ei.ted or jiostpoiu**) llie issue, 
and the usual lormal tribute to author ami publisher must 
oil this occasion be paid with unusual sincerity. l-‘e\v 
translators have lalioured more devotedlv than Mrs 
tlarnett ; few publishers liavc served the cause of modern 
Kiiro{X*an hlerature more handsomelv than Me.ssrs. Heine- 
niann Tile jiresent volume shows us the secomlary, 

domestic Dostoevskv rather than the cataclvsnnc, tragic 
Dostoevskv. " Stejxanchikovo ami Its Inhabitants, ” as 
the book IS calleil in Russian, is a stiidv in imjio.stiire. 
The principal character is a consummate knave and hum¬ 
bug who insinuates himself into a family first as a biifloou, 
but presently develops into the tyrant and master of them 
all. Eoma Fomich is a great creation worthy of the artists 
who made Pecksniff and Tartuffe. Jiut he is not a tran¬ 
script from Dickens or Molierc ; he is as entirely original 
as the incredible tragi-farcical circumstances are entirely 
Russian. For the spectator of mixlern events there is 
something thought-compelling in the contrast here shown 
between the grave, simple (and sometimes sinful) peasantry, 
and the screaming, squabbling crowd of masters and mis- 

. tresses, who are either malevolent maniacs or benevolent 
idiots. But such reflections are the readers’ own. for there 
is, of course, no piolitical purpose in this prose comedy, 
which is carried through with unflagging spirit. 

PASSOVER. By Beatrice Baskcrvillc 7s. fid. net (Thornton 
Dutterworth ) 

If Miss Raskerville has certain qualities in common with 
the great Russian realistic novelists, it is because in her 
stories of Polish life she moves among similar scenes and 
among a people who, like those of Russia, are still in many 
ways curiously primitive. She is as vividly realistic, but 
her realism is alive with a spirit of romance, a sense of the 
beauty and sweetness as well as of the unloveliness of 
human character. The grim, semi-barbaric old mother- 
in-law of Hermann Fincklestein is subtly and convincingly 
drawn, and the monstrous vengeance she wreaks upon 
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the Christian landowner, whose son outrages her sense of 
righteousness by marrying into her family, is handled with 

extraordinary dramatic power. The orthodox, unorthodox, 
rich and poor of the Jewish community are sketched with a 
sympathetic understanding, and through a graphic presenta¬ 
tion of racial conflict and local conditions runs the tale of 
Kotek, the son of the wealthy Christian landowner, and the 

girl Miriam. Her brother is keen that, for her own sake 
and for his, she should make so advantageous a match ; 

she herself is at first swayed half by love and half by a 
desperate desire to escape from the Ghetto and the 
ostracism that her birth imposes on her. But by degrees 

her love deepens to as real a passion as Kotek’s, who 
sacrifices everything, breaks his engagement to an heiress 

and alienates himself from his people, to marry her. Then 
in the new life of freedom he opens to her she seems for a 
while to grow reckless in her searcli for pleasure and, not 
without reason, he comes to distrust and doubt her, and 
the misunderstanding leads to estrangement and separation. 

The lives of both drift into the sliadow of tragedy, and the 

lifting of that shadow is brought about so naturally that 
one is scarcely sensible of the art of it all. The story has 
atmosphere and charm and a most pioignant human 
interest; it should give Miss Baskcrville place among the 

most popular, as it will among the ablest, or present-day 

novelists. 

WILTON^S SACRIFICE. By Paul Trent ;s. net. (Ward. 
I^ck.) 

Mr. Trent’s characters we have met before, many times 
in fiction, but if his latest novel contains no surprises, it 

succeeds in being a very readable tale. A high State 
official, whose fraud upon the Government has been dis¬ 
covered by an aide-de-camp who attempts blackmail, a 

strong silent man who suffers for a fault not his own. his 
young wife who, not in his confidence, misjudges his 

motive—these are the principal characters of the story. 
The scene is laid on the West Coast of Africa, where Sir 
John Lurgan, the high Stale official, is Governor. Mr. 
Trent gives a good picture of colonial life, and has reached 

the big success of the book in the character of Addah, a 
beautiful half-caste, who is in love with one of the 

Governor's staff. Addah dies before the question of her 
future has been solved, but her place in the story breaks 
in for a moment, with the reality of a pressing intcr-racial 
problem, upon-the familiar lines of a romantic talc. For 
the rest, Mr. Trent has a gift of easy narrative, and the 
swing with which the story goes will take all but the most 

exacting reader with it., 

A WOMAN OF THE DESERT. By Moore Uiti hie. 8s. 6d. 
net. (Melrose) 

In this novel Mr. Moore Ritchie entertains the reader 
with a vivid picturing of Oriental life in action. He evi¬ 
dently knows the Soraahs as it has been given to very few 

Europeans to know them. The story chiefly concerns the 

activities of two rival Somali tribes who, under the'leader- 
ship of Abrahim Mursaal, a virile and capable fanatic, 
finally unite in rebellion against the Unbelievers, dr agents 
of the British Government. There is a very fine descrip¬ 
tion of a tribal raid, where men galloping wildly “ killed 
and maimed each other neatly with their teeth, making 
for the windpipe like the swift fighting animals they are.” 

It is fascinating to read about these Somahs—people whose 
actions develop like a flash and whose ideas are as change¬ 
able as mercury ; who “ can travel in a second from a 
religious impulse to a tribal massacre, and then to a holy 
war which ends in a conquest of the earth and bliss with 
unlimited wives and endless dancing and gambling m 

the liighest x>oint in Paradise—all within a few minutes 
thought. ’' Throughout this story of primitive passions runs 
tbe-inffuence of a woman, Faduma, the mate of Abrahim. 
“ Allah made us, but Woman and the Sun rule us all ” 

is the key-note of the book which winds up with a stirring 
climax in which a handful of men under Mark Shadd keep 
at bay and ultimately vanquish a horde of wild dervishes 
crazy with thirst. In Shadd, a genius of desert warfare, 
Mr. Ritchie has created a powerful and original character. 

SHE WHO WAS HELENA CASS. By Lawrence Rising. 
8s. 6d. net. (Hodder & 'Stoughton.) 

When you read a first novel which persuades you that 

the mysterious disappearance of its heroine was for three 
years the talk of two continents and which uses only the 
slightest of legitimate improbabilities to help out a difficult 
story, you are unlikely to forget the writer’s name Such 
an author is Mr. Lawrence Rising in his story of Helena 

Cass. Helena in the car-race over the shining Quick¬ 

sands near Avranches, Helena on the Spanish hHl-side, left 
for dead by Don Pedro, who had robbed her at the inn, 

Helena m the convent dress of the Sisters of the Adoration, 
is a new character in fiction. If there is a jingling of the 
mechanism in the reasons which keep her out so long on 

her adventures, that is a matter of small account. The 
adventures themselves are sufficient justification' Mr. 
Rising’s gift of description is one of the features in his 
success. In pictures of clear outline and colour, set among 

the strong lights and shadows of foreign cities near the sun, 
he makes a background which localises the incidents of his 

story without taking the place of the incidents themselves. 
Wc commend to the reader a thoroughly exciting, well- 
told tale. 

THE STORY OF JENNY. By Elizabeth Southwart. 
7s. 6-1 net. (Erskine Macdonald.) 

It IS not every prize novel that justifies the title, but 
in this case there is no cause for doubt because Miss South¬ 
wart has given us here an example of the realistic and 
reflective novel which will answer most of the strictest 
tests we can apply. In three parts or stages she tells the 
life-story and impressions of a village mill-girl in the dales 

of Yorkshire, and although an outcrop of precocity here 
and there threatens to disturb the even tenor of develop¬ 
ment, the steady progression from childhood to youth and 
from youth to womanhood is convincing and unforced. 

Jenny is a creature rich in sensibility, with a shrewd 
mother-wit of her own. to countervail the absence of good 
looks : and in this way she holds her own against the slow- 
thinking but immovable philosophy of her father and the 

shrewish but not unkindly tongue of her mother. It is in 
handling the young men characters—her brother and his 
cronies, especially David and Jonathan, the rivals in her 
affections—that the novel shows its quality and depth. 
There i.s a naturalness without naturalism, and ardour 
without seduction, and in its way the story remains a real 
work of art to the last. 

THE PILGRIM OF A SMILE. By Norman D.ivey. 8s. fid. 
net. (Chapman & Hall ) 

Mr. Norman Davey’s book is a collection of short stories, 
ingeniously bound together by the fantastic frame of a 

Sphinx that suddenly comes to life and grants the wishes 
of four Englishmen who, during a night of revels, find them¬ 

selves making orations in front of Cleopatra’s Needle on the 
Embankment. One of these four men desires the love of 
the most beautiful woman ; one craves for the gift of 
portraying afl human sorrow ; one cries, " Give me the dibs, 
and I'll do the rest myself ” ; while the fourth apologises 
for his curiosity in wishing to know why the Sphinx smiles. 
It is this last one, Mr. Matthew Sumner, we follow on his 
pilgrimage in quest of the reason for a smile. With rare 
skill, and in a language which in clear-cut detail and poetic 
similitude approximates to the best passages in Greek 
classics, Mr. Norman Davey flashes fragments of life on to 
the screen before us, and as the author’s steady hand leads 
us through the maze of human frailties we flit from the 
Riviera to Soho, from Lady Flayne's world-famed English 
gardens to a dingy French from the West End residence 

of an art collector of repute to a small mountain chapel 
in Capri, where in the confessional God Himself asks 
humanity’s forgiveness for creating it in His image. This 
book is one of those rare specimens to which the 
cultured reader will return again and again with quiet 
pleasure. 
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SOMETHING THAT BEGINS WITH ^‘T.” By Kay 
Cleaver Strahan. 7s (>d net. (Jarrolds.) 

While living close to nature has a place in theory and 
may be justified m practice, of itself it gives no plot to the 
novelist. The cveryilay happenings of the simple life do 
not become more interesting or momentous from being 
grouped on paper. Tluis, when Phyllis Winfrcc, aged 
twenty-five, tells her adopted .son of nine years old, and 
through him all readers of the novel, that she is going to 
write a storv which shall be about “ perch-cdifice (their 
home m Oregon) and the trees, and the sky—much about 
the sky—a near-bv neighbour, a Mr. Miser, and other 
thing.s,” we have some mi.sgivings about the result. The 
title of the tale is a challenge, and we read on determined 
to solve its mystery. Before wc discover in the last 
chapter that “ Somctliiiig that begins with ‘ T ’ is Truth, 
" that is what love is,” we have gathered some knowledge 
of American slang and of Mr. Matthew Macclwayne, an 
interesting character, who brings the story to an end by 
marrying Phyllis. There is in the book a good deal of 
nature writing m the line of succession to Opal Whitcley. 
The best of it is the finest part of a rather'inconclusive talc 

CRASHIE HOWE, A HILL PARKH. By Bertram Smith. 
With Introduction by Sir William Robertson Nicoll. 
6s. net. (Simpkins.) 

Bertram Smith was an admirable writer and a brave, 
iinconqucrcd man. Manv of thonc who knew him a.i an 
enthusiastic winter sportsman, and esj>ecially as the great 
literary exponent of curling (otherwise the game of ” Mon ” 
and ” Soop her, Mon ”), did not know that he was fighting 
all the time a losing battle with consumption, He died at 
forty-one ; and there is no doubt that, but for his sheer 
physical determination and rigorous outdoor life, death 
would have claimed him earlier. Beside.s being a curler he 
was a great caravanner, and it is possible that those who 
hotly dispute the merits of Ailsas and Crawfordjohns have 
never read his adventures on wheeK all the way to 
John o’ Groats. They have much to gam. But sport 
did not exhaust his interests. As a writer he has dealt 
most sympathetically with the dehght.-v of youth as seen 
m retrospect. ” Days of Discovcrv* ” and ” Running 
Wild have m them the real thrill of childhood's un¬ 
sentimental, inexhaustible zest for life, and ” ToUy ” is 
perhaps the most genuinely funny collection of schoolbov 
sketches ever written. In the jiresent volume we have 
another aspect of Bertram Smith's capacity—he appears 
as a writer of Scottish idylls. " Crashie Howe ” is a valley 
remote and isolated. There is a sketch of the one shop 
that serves the valley, and of Aggie the shopkeeper, who 
rules both And do you know what a ” Deedler ” is ? 
You must read about Crashie Howe and realise the remote¬ 
ness of a valley where music is unknown to understand 
the office and calling of a “ Deedler ” ” The First Ice ” 
is a sketch of ” the roarin’ game,” and “ The Famine ” an 
intimation of the tragedy that besets the rearer of. sheep in 
a desolate land. There are other sketches, all excellent, 
and they may be commended heartily for their own sake 
and for the sake of the brave spirit who penned them. 
The book has a sympathetic introduction by Sir W. 
Robertson Nicoll 

Zhe Bookman’s ^able. 
ABSALOM: A TRAGEDY: AND OTHER PLAYS AND 

,POEMS. By Torahiko Khori. 5s. net. (Selwyn & 
Blount.) 

Mr I^hori writes in Japanese, but has himself translated 
his play and poems, with the help of Mr. H. M. Sainsbury. 
The bulk of the volume is taken up with " the tragedy of 
Absalom," a variant on the Bible story. It will be enjoyed 
much more oa the stage than in the closet; there is a 

vagueness about the telling of the story which would be 
overlooked if we had the spectacle and the players before 
us. The tragedy of unfulfilled desires, the deaths and 
suicides, would be most impressive, and the dignity of the 
words and phrases would produce its full effect. " The 
Sham Hero : A Comedy for Marionettes,'’ is a Japanese 
version of a story which could be found in all countries 
and in every age, and appropriately staged would make a 
popular appeal. The Prologue to an unwritten 'drama 
arouses expectations which we hope the author will one 
day satisfy. We think most readers will turn more often 
to the poems, as they will be found to be Japanese both 
in matter and manner. 

MY YEARS OF EXILE: REMINISCENCES 'OF A 
SOCIALIST. By Eduard Bernstein. Translated hy 
Bernard Miall. 15s. net. (Parsons.1 

If. in this democratic century, there exists a person in 
whose mind a suspicion yet lingers that a Socialist is a 
not entirely respectable man, he will surely have his last 
doubts dispelled by reading Herr Bernstein’s book of 
reminiscences. For this book is, before and above anything 
else, the work of a kindly and simple soul, a man who har¬ 
bours no animosity against anybody and against whom no 
such feeling seems possible. When the author tells us 
about his exile from Germany and his work in Switzerland 
as editor of the anything but moderate Socialdemokrat, 
which was smuggled into Germany and secretly distributed 
there, we realise that the fight which Herr Bernstein and 
his gallant band of ” comrades ” waged must often have 
been a bitter one. hunted as they were from one country 
to another by the .secret police, always on the alert against 
spies outside and within Ihcir own movement But the 
author’s dispassionate account of that period of the histori- 
of Socialism makes it equally obvious that he has escaped 
from nearly half a century of strife with a mind so charm¬ 
ingly childlike in its kindly serenity that ive gladly forgive 
him for occasionally boring 11s with a style which loses 
itself in sentimental circumstantiality. For the English 
reader the mierest naturally centres round the latter i>ai t 
of tlic book which deals with Herr .Bernstein’s exile in 
London, and his impression of prominent people lu* met 
here Once more the sad story of Eleanor Marx, that most 
ill-fated of unfortunate women, is brought to mind, and 
Mr. Bernstein writes of her youth, her life with Edward 
Aveling, and ultimately her suicide, with the sympathy of 
a sincere friend ^lanv a .shrewd observation is passed on 
the character of famous Socialists like Bernard Shaw, 
Belfort Bax, Cunninghame Graham and Sidney and Beatrice 
Webb, and among the interesting incidents from the 
Sunday evenings at the Engels’ home a particularly amusing 
one relates to Dr. Rudolph Meyer. The book will be 
read with interest not only within, but also outside Socialist 
circles. 

THE GOLDFINCHES. By Sylvia Lynd. 3s- 6d- "et. 
(Cobden-Sanderson.) 

Mrs. Lynd evidently has a partiality for " bird ” titles 
to her books ; following " The Thrush and the Jay ” and 
just preceding " The Swallow Dive," we now have " The 
Goldfinches,” a slender little volume of poems full of 
fragrance and charm. Many a beautiful thought and 
quaint idea does the book contain, and many a vivid word 
picture : 

“ To-night the sky is like a rose 
Above the little town, 

A petal fallen from a rose, 
The chalk-pit on the down." 

And again : 

" Five little poplars in a row 
Stripe writh long shadows half the weald, 

The elm-tree shadows flow, 
Like streams till all^the vale is filled. . . ." 

While for the sympathy and the lilt of it we must quote 
three of the five verses of " The Whistling Boy " : 
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" It is not the whistling of blackbird or wren, 
Nor yet the plump chaffinch that sings m the lane ; 
But a httle starved boy that is crooked and lame, 
A little starved ruffian that hasn’t a name, . . , 

"Sure not from his father such happiness came, 
And not from his mother who left him in shame. 
The song of green fields, of the streams and the groves, 
The song of sweet hopes and of confident kn-es 

“ Oh, what puts that spirit of spring m his breast, 
Oh,,what makes him pipe like a bird by its nest. 
Oh, what makes him whistle like blackbird or wren, 
The little lame ruffian rejected of men > ” 

Mrs. Lynd’s work is sincere and unaficcted, an<l *liere is in 
this book a rare and distinctive quality winch should 
win for her a place of honour among jwets of to-day. 

GUILD .POLITICS. By Ci It Stirling Taylor, qs od net 
(Cecil i^lnuT ) 

If we are to believe Mr Taylor, the statesmen and 
politicians of modern Europe, alter having laid half the 
world in rums, have during the last few years freely 
announced to all the peoples that they do not know how 
to rule ” The result is that in England we are brought 
face to face w’lth the probabilitv of a Labour (iovernment 
in the near future, and the aim of this book is “ to set 
down in outline a policy for a new Labour Party and for 
a new Labour economy.’’ Tlie new Laliour economy I^ 
that embodied in what has come to Iv known as the Guihl 
theory ; and tlie essence of the guild, we are told, is tlie 
central principle that the industrial or trading units form 
the most ration.il basis on whuh to hmld a human .society 
These units should be '‘•'If-controlled, .subject onh’ to Ih’e 
sovereign State The idea! of the guild would lie social 
servi'.e and not iirofil-makmg : and each ginhlsman would 
liavc a vote m deciding affairs jH.*rlaining to his guild Tins, 
then, IS Mr 'lavlor's jxihcy for Labour ; aiul if the Labour 
i’artv accej>t the Guild theiirv ol socielv, it must set to 
to reali'^e 11 Instead of the mere jmisuit ol politics, the 
mam work of 1-abour shouM be the organisation of proilm- 
tion. Let it begin, w>th the help of the Co-ojierativi; mo\-e- 
meiit. the jnactical work of o.'ganising one mdusirv on 
guild lines l^et it demonstrate that tlie thing can be 
done, and the J.abour Party that is to be can llieii com- 
inenee its busine''S. l>y legislating for a fact instea<l of an 
idea So runs .Mr. Taylor's argument, and he does liis 
best to make n attractive bv writing in a light and cas\-— 
not to sav llipjiant —vein, which makes lus liook nuich 
more readable and pcr.suasj\ e ilian many others eontaimng 
far more substance tlian liis 

CARTAGENA AND THE BANKS OF THE SINU. 
liv K B I'untungh.ime (ir.dium 15s net (Hemeiij.iiin ) 

Cunmnghame Graham is a <Uiz/,ling and confusing 
person. He blends in himself a niidlitiule of times and 
places His vivid, rcsjxmsive and daring jirosc finds 
Its material mdiftcrently in riinstian, I’agan, 'I'urk. or 
Jew. m gaucho, seaman, laird or senonta. all his deinami 
of these being that tiiey shoidd have a real life of llieir 
own. In the present volume he is on ground unchallenge- 
ably his, for no one has wnllen like Cunninghame Graham 
of the lost and remote life of the Spanish Americas During 
the war he was sent to examine the cattle resources of 
Colombia, and he here presents, with all his mastery 
of word and phrase, a record of adventure, a gallery of 
character and a vi.sion of things seen in tropical city or 
forest or plain. It is preposterous to think that l>efc»'-c this 
task fell upon him he h?.d laid aside his pen and vowed to 
write no more. Let us hear no more of that ’ Though 
we like him upon a peak in Darien we will not have him 
silent; for this is such a book as only he tan write, a 
history and romance in’one, a collection of unusual informa¬ 
tion about lost regions and a picture of high vivid lights 
or grey tones as the occasion demands. He is an asset of 
contemporary literature. No one else has his unique 
matter and his fearless art. They arc both abundantly 
exhibited in this story of Cartagena de Indias, with its 
buried, forgotten life and its savour of slumbrous romance 
and exotic exuberance. 
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iTDusic- 

BRITISH MUSIC IN 1921. 

By Gkkald Cumberland. 

Even those of 
us w h o are 

only just on the 
borderland of 
middic-age are old 
enough toremember 
the time when 
music in England 
was chaotic and 
fumbling, and held 
in contempt not 
only by our im¬ 
mediate neighbours 
across the sea but 
also by ourselves. 

Three hundred years ago we were the most musical nation 
in Europe ; at the close of last century we had scarcely 
any music at all; to-day we have a musical life both 
diversified and rich, and a group of composers whose 
high talent and soaring aspirations at least equal, if 
they are not actually superior to, anything the world 
can show. 

To trace the social, economic and other causes of 
this rapid development is not possible here ; it will 
be sufficient for my purjKJse if I assert that the figure 
of Sir Edward Elgar has contributed largely to our 
recent musical renascence. He gave our musical life 
dignity ; he was a rallying point for younger men ; 
and the early recognition of his genius by Germany 
and the unstinted praise given him by Richard Strauss 
helped us to realise that in him we had a figure destined 
for immortality. Not that Elgar has founded a 
“ school.” His creative life has been lonely : he has 
had not a single imitator. His genius, strangely sensi¬ 
tive and energised by a nervous organism almost 
hysterical, has fulfilled itself by a rigid self-dependence, 
and even in the years of his greatest popularity many 
of us felt that he was in spirit remote and inaccessible, 
revealing beauty to the world like a snow-clacl moun¬ 
tain peak smitten by the sun. But if he ha5 had no 
imitators, he has shovm the way, and many composers 
of the younger generation have reached their present 
positions through the inspiration of his example. 

Yet such has been the flux of foreign musical influences 
into this country in recent years that Elgar has lost 
some of his hold upon the masses. Lately an orchestral 
concert devoted solely to Elgar’s music—a concert 
conducted by Mr. Landon Ronald, a su])remely fine 
interpreter of this composer's work—was given at 
Queen's Hall to a strangely sparse audience; his 
Second Symphony is not yet widely understood ; 
his recent chamber music has but one admirer where 
” The'Dream rjf Gcrontius ” has a hundred. The truth 
is, the musical masses are still under the astounding 
domination of Wagner, whose lack of reticence and 
splendid vulgarities are in direct opposition to the 

spirituality and intense, sublimated thought of Elgar. 
The Rusl^ians also have recently intoxicated us with 
their new vodka, their barbaric colours and barbarous 
rhythms ; Dobqssy and Ravel have insinuated them¬ 
selves into our psychology, pouring their delicate 
dissonances into our apprehensive ears; and once 
again Richard Strauss, giant-like, strides about our 
land. These foreign influences have disturbed the 
more insular current of our musical life, and on this 
account they have on many hands been deprecated; 
but disturbance is not necessarily disintegration, and 
though there are many signs that the individualities of 
some of our younger composers have been temporarily 
submerged in the sea of Russian and French music, 
the final result can scarcely be harmful. Music, after 
all. is the most cosmopolitan of all the arts, the most 
widely diffused, the most democratic ; to advocate, as 
some writers have done, the erection of artificial bar¬ 
riers between one country and another, and especially 
between our own country and the Continent, is to 
assume that music is hostile to itself, that in it are 
antagonistic forces making for destruction. This of 
course is absurd. 

If Elgar has worked out his own destiny, so have all 
the younger composers. Though Granville Bantock 
has ceased to make his vastly interesting experiments 
in huge masses of vocal sound, he still toys with oriental¬ 
ism ; in everything he writes he stands alone. Frederic 
Delius refuses classification; John Ireland, a little 
Yellow Bookish, packs his music with his own special 
gold ; \’aughan Williams, full of a vague mysticism, is 
cloistered within his owm genius; Rutland Boughton, 
while reforming every one save himself, burns his bright 
lamp in Glastonbury : Joseph Holbrooke, having dis¬ 
carded his Poe-like dreams, is now gloriously but rather 
noisily Joseph Holbrooke ; and Arnold Bax, Eugene 
Goossens and Julius Harrison and a dozen more react, 
each in his individual way, to the influences of their 
environment. For some years it has l>een regretted 
that there is no inner bond of union between these 
composers, no common, well-defined aim such as 
inspired the Lake Poets or the Pre-Raphaelite Brother¬ 
hood. Such an aim, it has been felt, would make for 
strength, for progress on well-established lines. But 
if ever there was any probability of conscious co-op>era- 
tion in the attainment of definite ideals, that probability 
exists no longer. The war destroyed it. The violent 
j'ears of 1914-1918 led to violence in art, to an almost 
morbid intensification of the ego. The creative artist, 
having for five years crushed his individuality, is now 
face to face with the inevitable reaction ; the ego 
within him is clamant for self-expression at whatever 
cost: he must be himself though that self be only a 
faint cry in the noise of multitudes. Hence such 
phenomena as Lord Berners, Erik Satie and Stravinsky, 
ineu who on occasion push music to its utmost limit of 
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hideovisness and whose extravagance is but rarely 

temj)ered by humour. 

It might be thought that among so much varied 

talent there would be much confusion, that the public 

would be bewildered by this cmbarras dc richesscs, and 

that so many conflicting interests would make progress 

slow and difficult. But such is not the case. Never 

at any peruid in our history has the public had so 

many and such reliable guides as it possesses at the 

moment. generation ago our musical criticism was 

contemptible, for it was incompetent, shallow and 

frequently dishonest. To-day, both in London and the 

provinces, newspaper criticism of music may not be 

perfect, for the conditions under which it is produced 

conspire to degrade it, but it is at least well-informed, 

fair-minded and, on the whole, constructive. Such 

writers as Ernest Newman, Edwin Evans, H. C. Colies, 

Samuel Langford and Richard Capell have done an 

enormous amount of spade-work in educating the 

musical taste of the public, in clarifying the public’s 

ideas, and in sifting, day after day and week aftet 

week, the good music from the bad. Ernest Newman, 

indeed, has probably done more to educate the musical 

public than any man living, and no young amateur, 

attracted by music and wishing to understand its basic 

principles, can do better than study his various volumes 

of essays and, in particular, his books on Hugo Wolf 

and \^’agner. 

Music, then, flourishe.s to-day in this countr\- \s ith the 

health, the rich prodigality and the aeb'enturousness 

with which literature flourished in the days of Queen 

Elizabeth, .\mong composers we have many men of 

genius, but only posterity can discloM- how many of 

them are men of the front rank. Elgar, it is agreed, is 

sure of immortality ; of the younger generation Rutland 

Boughton, Arnold Bax and \’auglian W’lUiam*' have 

already produced work that will be heard with delight 

by thousands yet unborn. 

GRANV.ILLE BANTOCK.* 

Professor Granville Bantock lias always held the gorgeous 
Last m fee His " Omar Khayyam ” really suggested the 
Orient and not the djibbahs of the Hampstead Garden 
Suburb In the present set of five songs he has found a 

libretto that has evidently gone straight to Jus heart. The 
words arc adapted from the Chinese by E. Powys Mathers 

and they have a life and charm that is genuinely fresh as 
well as exotic. Ih’ofessor Bantock has given them a 
strongly individual and attractive setting. Possibly they 
might not have been written quite m this way if Stravinsky 
had not written that wonderful piece of chinoi$cYie, " The 
Nighiiiigale ” ; but they are none the worse for that. " The 
Emperor " has an appropriate note of burlesque pomp as 
well as of deep feeling. “The Red Lxitus “ is mystic, 

wonderful, and doubtless has a meaning. “ In the Palace ’’ 
gives us a miniature tragedy of suppression. ” The Peach 
Flower,” likely to be the most popular as it is the most 
obvious in appeal, is a charming study in the symbolism of 

love. “ The Garden of Bamboos ” is an exquisite poem in 
music, with an effective morendo at the close. Personally 
we like “ The Emperor ” and “ The Garden of Bamboos ” 
best of all, with ' The Peach Flower ” as a good third 

• *• Five Songs '* By Granville Bantock. Words adapted 
from ihe Chinese by E Powys Mathers, as. each net. (Elkin.) 
—"Arabian Nights.” For Pianoforte. By Granville Bantock. 
Part III. 28. net. (Swan )—" Five Songs from Dramatic 
Lyrics.” By Robert Browning. Music by Granville Bantock. 
28. uet each. (Swan ) 

Singers of taste and 
intelligence will 
surely welcoi^e a set 
of modern songs with 
words in which there 
is no trace of the 
ineffable lyricism of 
the ballad concert. 
As for P r o f q s s'o r 
Bantock, W'ith his 
daringly subtle 
harmonies and 
rhythms, we need say 

no more than that'he 
has redelivered the 

poems in mu^ic that 
IS a delight to render 
or receive. 

The third part of 
his “ .Arabian Nights ” suite contains pieces five, six and 

seven of that set, entitled respectively, ” On the Way to 
Damascus,” “ A Princess of Cathay ” and “ The Magic 
Horse.” Professor Bantock here employs all the resources 
of an imagination sharply touched by the magic of the 
East, and of a musicianship that can invent delightful 

effects of rhythm, harmony ami exotic melody to illustrate 
these tales of wonder. Players who take the trouble to 
master them will have a new and delightful addition to 
their repertory. 

The Swan Company—publishers of ” The .Arabian 
Nights ”—sjiecialise in the production of iiKKlern high class 
English music. Mcreh as sjK'cimciis of engraving and 

printing their work deserves credit . but most of all they 
must be praiseil for the quality ol the matter tlie\’ put 
forth 'J'he Browning songs of I’rofcssor i-Jantock illustrate 
his power and versatilit\ What woman-singcr of feeling 

and cultivation will not he glad to have finely-imagined 
settings of “ In a Year ' aiul “ .A Woman's T^asi Word ” ^ 
And singers of both scses will bo pleased with “ The 

Guardian .Angel,” “ Mv Star ’ and “ Home Tlionglits,” 
tlie last an especiallv full anti ecstatic setting of words 
that cvcrvbotlv knows ami love--. We recommend these 
songs to lovers of poetry ami music. 

MUSIC AND EDUCATION.* 

riie pre'-eiit >'oluine by M. Jatiues-Dalcrozo is the gospel 
t)f a very important nnivcment. Eurhythmies mav be 

descrilied as embodied music, or appreciation made visible 
111 movement. It mCiins, in school work, an evocation of 

the children's sense of rhythm and the association of real 
personal expression with the message of the music. Music 
thus becomes, not an artificial overlay passively endured, 

but something alive, active, creative. The cagcrne.ss with 
which the Eurhythmic doctrines have been taken up points 
to a general conviction of our failures and necessities. There 
IS no need for us to describe at length the teachings that 

are held passionately by those who hold them at all. We 
should like, instead, as more interesting to unprofessional 
readers, to quote what M. Dalcroze says alKDut the English : 

" As to the musical feeling of the English, it is by no means 
of so low a standard as is generally asserted on the Continent. 
The people undoubtedly love music, and their hearing and vocal 
capacities are normal. As in Sweden, the old folk-songs have 
regained a position of honour ; it is quite common to see 
children dancing and singing in the streets, and their choral 
singing ... is remarkable for its accuracy and balance. On 
the other hand, music is too commonly regarded, in social 
circles, as a mere accomplishment, and its cultivation in schools 
and private' musical academies is largely superficial and con¬ 
ventional. Once the efforts of the reconstruction enthusiasts 
have succeeded in obtaining a due regard for music and 

* " Rhythm, Music and Education." By Emile Jaques- 
Dalcroze. Translated from the French by Harold F. Rubin¬ 
stein, with an Introduction by Sir W. H. Hadow. 15s. net. 
(Chatto & Windus.)—" Twenty Caprices and Rhythmic Studies'." 
By E. Jaques-Dalcroze. ^t II. 4s. net. (Augener.)— 
" Psychology Applied to Music Teaching." By Mrs. J. Spencer 
Curwen. i ss. net. (Curwen.) 

Phota by Vandyk. Mr. Granville 

Bantock. 
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Eurhythmies in the school curriculum, the English people uill 
not slow in attaining a standard worthy of the descendants 
of the great composers who represented it so honourably in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.” 

It would be difficult to state more clearly and cogently 
what is the matter with music in this country. Of the book 
itself we need say no more than that it must be in the 
library of every school and of every music teacher. Musicians 
will be glad to supplement it by the distinctive set of 
” Rhythftiic Studies ” published by Augeners. 

The necessity for a radical reform in our approach to 
music will be plain to every reader of Mrs. J. Spencer 

Curwen's volume, in which there is a tragically significant 
collection of ” howlers ” made by young ladies in genteel 

educational institutions. Consider such answers as these : 

” Palcstrina'.s music is very monotoiiDUs and holy ; when 
listened to*h makes a man soar above all the evil and dark spots 
in his character ” 

” Mozart's operas were .smooth, while Weber's were all large 
chords that only he himself could stretch ” 

Such things point plainly, not only to bad teaching of 
unsuitable matter, but to a hopelessly wrong attitude 

towards the whole purpose of music. Mrs. Curwen’s book 
combines the new psychology with a long practical experi¬ 
ence of teaching. The combination should prove highly 
attractive. George Sampson. 

FIVE SONGS AND A PIANO PIECE.* 

Here are five songs exhibiting four virtues which are 
beroming refreshingly common. The W'ords are of value, 
regard is shown for true accentuation, sense is not sacrificed 
to momentary cffeit, and the 3)iano parts are relevant and 

yet of individual interest. So far they are uniformly 
good ; in tlic extent to which llicy catch the subtler scn.se 
of the lyrics thev vary greatlv. 'J'ho most obviously 
appealing e\-on if not cntiiely satisfying is D. M. Stewart's 
setting of Ma'sefiehl's ” The West Winil.” It is pleasing, 

fiuent, and, except for a rather hackneve^ rosalia in the 
second verse, Inrsh The song will ajipeal most to mezzo- 
sopranos and light baritones. 

Cyril Scott’s setting ol Teresa JToolcy’s “Our T.ady of 
Violets ” combines a ratlier deliberately simple vocal line 
with a piano part which, tliougli subtle, tloes not obtruch^ 
extept at the cn<l of the fourth stanza, where it 
becomes excessive and unheljifiil. Apart from a 
jierverse iump of a ninth, which no singci will enjoy, lh<' 
song is most suitable for mezzo-sopranos. 

To treat afresh and successfully so famous a lyric as 
Sidney’s ” My True Love Hath My Heart ” is a difticull 
problem which John Ireland has hardly solved. Tlic result 

is of course 
interesting, 

but expresses 
nothing of the 
lyric’s curious 

• ■' The West 
Wind.” It y 
1). M. Stewart. 
(A u g e n e r .) 
In E ; B to E.— 
“Our Lady of 
Violets.” By 
C y i 11 Scott 
(Elkin.) In C: 
C to E, and D.— 
” My ’frue Love 
Hath My Heart." 
By John Ireland^ 
(Augener.) InE: 
D to F, and G.— 
“All Night under 
the Moon,” Low: 
C to E, and High. 
and "Valley 
Moonlight.” Low 
and High : D to 
G. By Edgar L 
Bainton. (Win- 
throp Rog.6.r8.) 
—” Ballad for 
the Ranoforte.” 
By Cyril Scott. 
3s. (Elkin.) Mr. Cyril Scott. 
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mingling of conceits and passionate simplicity. The 
feeling becomes indefinably mature—and it is so essentially 

of the springtime of the world. 
The most successful songs of the group are Edgar L. 

Bainton's settings of Gibson’s “ All Night under the 
Moon ” and Bottomley’s “ Valley Moonlight." Both 
achieve beauty by simple means, both have satisfying 
accompamments and vocal lines of a fine and passionate 

sweep which will commend them to tenors. 
In Ills Ballad for the piano (Elkin), Cyril Scott treats in 

characteristic style a few bars from a Troubadour song. 
Structurally the piece is extremely simple. Stating his 
theme without accompaniment, the composer proceeds to 

imjjrovise upon it with increasing emphasis and elaboration 
in a number of clearly defined sections. These compel 

interest until the schrrzando and the three following pages, 
which too often seem mannered and perversely ingenious 
rather than relevant. Lucidity and interest return wdth 

the molio marcato, which leads to a broad and impressive 
conclusion, none the worse for being strongly reminiscent 

of Debussy’s " La Cathedrale Engloutie." 

OLD ENGLISH PIECES AND A PAGEANT.* 

Mr. Norman O’Neill, already known to many players 

and concert-goers by his " Blue Bird ” music and his 

later accompaniments to "Macbeth’’ and " Mary Rose," 
here offers us a set of pieces deserving of wide popularity. 

Without being obviously archaic thev have a real llavonr 
of Old England, and without Ixsing obviously easy, they 
are simple enough to be within the means of any fair 
pianist. The fir.st, called " Real Morris," is a bright and 

rapid dance-form, full of movement. The secomi, " Riga- 
doon " (the one we like best), has the charm of something 
really felt, and, with its effective modulations and varied 
movement, gives the moderate pianist plenty of oppor- 

tunit}^ for exhibiting acquirements of touch and delivery 

• " Three Old English Pieces " !iy Norman O'Neil! rs ful. 
net. (Schott & Co.)—“A I’ageant’’ : For Pianoforte, liy ('yril 
Scott 3s. 6d. net. (Schott A Co ) 

2| )||without burdening liim with technical gymnastics. The 

third, an " Elizabethan March," forms a vigorous and 
/ satisfactory conclusion. We commend these pieces heartily 

to players who want something new as well as good. 
After the " plain " of Norman O’Neill we come to the 

" coloured ” of Cyril Scott. This musician is nothing if 
not ambitious. Having something to say he insists in 

saying it entirely in his own way, and his rhythms, har¬ 
monies and inventions are distinctively original. Some 

have objected that Cyril Scott illustrates not so much a 
style as a formula; but this, at least, should be added, that 
he was quietly producing his musical impressionism long 

before young ladies at the music schools had discovered 
the Preludes of Debussy, and that, having found his vein 

in music, he has not been deterred by objections or deflected 
by the attractions of popularity. The three pieces here 
presented are called, " Sentimental Waltz,” " Exotic 
Dance " and " Processional Dance.” They are unusual 
and attractive, and they do not play themselves—a distinc¬ 

tion that will attract pianists who seek music that is not 
only original but the cause of originality in the player. 

NEW MUSIC RECEIVED. 

From ,\ugi;ner.—Schubert Fantasia • The Wanderer.—Octagon 
Piano Albums, Vol V —Butterfly Waltz for Pianoforte. 
By Erkki Melurlin.—" Etudes dc Concert," for Piano. 
By Arthur dc Greef. In five keys 

From Edwin Ashdown —" Punchinello " ; Suite for Piano. By 
Alee Rowley —Three Lyrics for Piano By .\lcc Rowley — 
" Fairyland ” • Miniatures from Gninra, for I’lano By 
Henry E Geclil 

From Kkitii, Pkowsk & C<i—"Four OM English Sketches,” 
for Piano. By Winifictl M IvcusNursery Secrets " : 
.\ I.itlle Suite for Young IVople, foi Piano By Felix 
White 

From CuArriiLi. & ('o Sometimes in My Dreams ” Words 
by Lillian Gl.inville Musk by Guy d’llaidelot—"Little 
Corner of Your Heart ” Words by May Orton. Music 
by Hermann Lohr 

From J R I.aklevk & Sos —" Tnslessc ’’ Entr’acte for 
Piano By Austin Cr.iyne —" ]*aiil-Nana " . Flower Dance 
By Val Ulieync—"Sweet Memories,” for Piano. By 
Lnneo Calculi. 

tlbe Drama. 

THE FUTURE OF THE THEATRE. 
By St. John Ervtne. 

ONE sign of the 

vitality of 

the theatre is the 

incessant lamen¬ 

tation which it 

creates. I doubt 

whether, there has 

ever been a time 

when ’jeremiads on 

the drama were not 

extensively pro¬ 

nounced, and I am 

very certain that 

there never will be 

a time when jere¬ 

miads will cease to be pronounced. All those who 

mourn over the condition of the theatre—and I have 

done my little bit of howling over it from time 

to time — are testifying to the fact that theatrical 

entertainment is something of a necessity to mankind and, 

nujre importantly, that mankind is never quite satisfied 

with the quality of the entertainment, but is constantly 

demanding improvement in it. So that when I, for 

example, in the Observer print columns of invective 

about the state of the English drama, I am not so much 

proving that that state is rotten as demanding that it 

shall be made lietter. In point of fact, English drama 

is fairly healthy in spite of some very serious handicaps 

in the way of producing fine work which are significant 

of the present time only. But those handicaps are 

hindering the development of every form of art and 

of every form of industry ; they are directly attributable 

to the rise in the cost of production and the false increase 

in wages during the war. I am not an economist, but 

one dqps not require a particular mental faculty to 

understand that unless we can revise our system of pay¬ 

ment in some way that is conformable to real 

needs, all enterprises of whatever kind are likely to 

be in a state of flux for a period and to terminate in 

disaster. 

The condition of the newspapers of this country illus¬ 

trates the position very aptly. So does the condition of 

the theatre. The cost of producing a play to-day is 

out of all reason even if the prices of theatre-seats were 

higher than they now are ; but when one remembers 

that, except in a few cases, the prices of admission, 

apart from the entertainment tax, which does not 

benefit, but positively harms, the theatre-proprietor, 

are exactly what they were before the war began, it will 

not be difficult to realise how very complicated and 

I'h'iiu bv Lena ConneU. Mr. St. John 

Ervine. 
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harassing theatrical production has become. An imme¬ 

diate result of this economic pressure upon the drama 

is that managers tend more and more to produce plays 

which will appeal to enormous crowds, and less and less 

to produce plays which appeal to thoughtful audiences. 

That is the explanation of the spectacular play which 

althouglj it costs a great deal of money to stage, earns 

large sums for its producers because the vast majority 

of theatre-goers like to leave their brains in the cloak¬ 

room when they go to the play and arc quite content 

if their eyes are gratified by pretty pictures. 

These problems of pounds and pencc«will, liowcvcr, 

be adjusted in time, and wc need not seriously perturb 

ourselves about them now. What is interesting to 

consider is just how the theatre is going to develop. 

I think that wc are at the beginning of a very remark¬ 

able era of theatrical enterprise. The war, so far as 

the theatre is concerned, marked the climax of an old 

tradition and, by its abruptness, caused the new era to 

begin almost dramatically. Most changes in institu¬ 

tions take place imperceptibly bj* a process of merging. 

Hut the w’ar caused a most perceptible alteration in 

the condition of the theatre. Tlio actor-manager, for 

example, disappeared almost in a single night during the 

war and, by a merciful dispensation, the great actor- 

managers were prevented from suffering the misery of 

seeing themseh-es left in neglect while their successors 

mounted to authority. Sir Herbert Tree, Sir Charles 

Wyndham and Sir Cicorgo Alexander, the most emini'iit 

and authoritati\ e of the actor-managers, died within a 

few months of each other. They did their work, and 

then passed on with the honour they had earned still 

rich and untarnished. Personal control, such as Tree’s, 

disappeared from the theatre, and the control of syndi¬ 

cates, such as that of Messrs. Grossmith and Laurillard, 

took its place. I doubt w’hether the change is entirely 

for the good of drama. It has indisputable merits, but 

it also has equally indisputable demerits. Time, liow- 

ever, will settle the hash of the .syndicates if they are 

not as good for drama as the actor-manager, despite 

his faults, often was. 

I foresee a great development in the purely mechanical 

side of the theatre. Most of the theatres in England 

are hopelessly out of date. The acoustics are so wretched 

that they may be said to be non-existent. The stage 

is constructed so that the production of any but the 

most simple form of play is a matter of very great 

difficulty. The lighting apparatus is sketchy, and the 

method of scene-shifting is clumsy and w-asteful of time. 

We have hardly begun to understand stage-lighting in 

this country, but in America this part of theatrical 

enterprise has been highly developed, partly because 

electricity is much cheaper there than in England, and 

partly because the American people are more willing 

than we are to make experiments. It is not possible 

for me in the space at my command to give details of 

mechanical development in the theatre, but in a sum¬ 

mary fashion I can prophesy that we are likely to sec 

before long a method of production which will be a com¬ 

bination of light and mechanics. The stage in every 

theatre will probably be a revolving stage. There will 

be large, deep cellars under the stage itself into which 

whole “ sets ” will be sunk after use, so that a' stage 

manager will be able to " set a scene ” of very elaborate 
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character in a few moments. The arid scheme of decor¬ 

ation which consists of hanging curtains and no more 

is not likely to endure upon the stage simply because 

it is dull, and, on the whole, depressing. Scenery is 

likely to become more, rather than less, complicated, 

but the manipulation of it will be so easy that long 

waits between the acts are never likely to take place. 

It will then be possible to produce a Shakespearean 

play as it was written by its author. The use of the 

“ apron ” stage is likely to become a general custom for 

the performance of small scenes between large scenes. 

While the small scene is being acted on the apron stage, 

the large scenes will be whisked round on the revolving 

stage, and the play will proceed with hardly any inter¬ 

ruption. Plays will then tend to be longer and more 

varied in scene. The modern play is a very short 

piece, often played in a single " set.” The Elizabethan 

plays were very long and played in a great variety of 

'‘sets." In “The Merchant of Venice," for example, 

the interest switches backwards and forwards from 

Venice to Belmont in a w'ay that almost breaks the 

heart of the modern producer, cramped by the physical 

conditions of the modern theatre. These troubles will 

■disappear. Some scenes will be composed of little more 

than a few cheap curtains and a great deal of light. 

Other scenes will be of a more elaborate and detailed 

character. But whatever the nature of the scene may 

be it will be manipulated easilj' and swiftly. 

SHAW AT THE EVERYMAN THEATRE. 

The gallant efforts of the promoters of Everyman Theatre, 
at Hampstead, seem likely to succeed. They certainly 
deserve to. In spite of a few casual revivals of the more 
popular plays anyone who washed to see Bernard Shaw’s 
plays on the stage had to journey, these last few years, to 
Vienna or Berlin or Munich or possibly Moscow*. Here is 

Everyman giving us this month and next a repertoire which 
includes “ Candida," “ You Never Can Tell.” " The Doctor's 

Dilemma," ” Man and Superman," “ Major Barbara " and 
" The Showing up of Blanco Po.sonet.” The plays arc being 
produced by Edith Craig, on whose co-operation Mr. 
Maedermott is to be congratulated. It would be difficult 
to improve on the production of “ Candida " and " You 
Never Can Tell " as pieces of intelligent rendering by actors 

who were in some cases very miscast. In “ Candida " the 
chief praise is due to Mr. Aylmer’s Morcll and Mr. Jefferies' 
Burgess. Miss Pratt, as Candida, wrestled with a part for 
which she was not suited—she was at her best in the final 

scene, but it was difficult to think of her as a poet's inspira¬ 
tion. Of the rest Miss Jones's Prossy was an admirable 
study ; but she slightly overdid the exaltation caused by 
champagne. Prossy would be sad in her cups, even though 
excited. The performance of “ You Never (^n Tell " is full 
of pleasant surprises. No visitors to London should miss this 
Shaw season, which w'ill continue till the middle of April. 

THE WONDERFUL VISIT. Bv IT G Wells and St. John 
Ervine. At St. Martin’s Theatre 

Ix5t me say at once that in “ The Wonderful Visit ’' 
the authors, Mr. H. G. Wells and Mr. St. John Ervine, 
and the producer, Mr. Basil Dean, have collaborated to 

provide a very charming entertainment. The two themes 
of the play, the resentment felt by the leading dignitaries 
of the village of Siddermorton at the appearance in their 
midst of aa angel, and their desire to rid themselves of an 
unmarried mother whom the kindly old vicar has shel¬ 
tered, are very adroitly blended. While the three scenes, 
the Vicarage Garden, the War Memorial and the Vicar's 

Study, to say nothing of the very realistic fire which takes 
place at the Vicarage,, are marvels of pictorial and natural 
tfeauty. I don't quite approve of the figures coming to 

life in the vicar's replica of Leonardo’s " Madonna della 
Rocce ”—that seems to me too childish and unworthy a 

trick to be employed even in a dream play. Otj^ilEwise 
I have nothing but praise for the admirably tasteful way 
in which the play has been produced ; for,the poses and 
gestures of Delia, the unmarried mother, and of the rather 
theatrically-clad Angel, are invariably graceful and sug¬ 
gestive. The farce of certain passages is perhaps a little 
old-fashioned. The melodrama, too, wherein the titled 

war-profiteer makes amorous advances to Delia and is 
repulsc^l by the Angel, seems also a little crude. But the 
dialogue in which Delia, kneeling before the War Memorial, 

talks to her dead soldier-lover is poignantly affecting ; while 
every scene in,which the anstocratic Lady Hammergallow 

encounters the too inquisitive Angel or the upstart wav- 
profitecr is full of the most delightful comedy. As tlie 
Angel, Mr. Harold French makes a distinct advance in 
his profession. Needless to say. Miss Compton revels 
in the part of Lady Hammergallow. Her superb aplomb 

and her mastery of witty dialogue are unfailing. Then 

Mr. Lawrence Hanray makes a delightful vicar; while 
Miss Moyna Macgill gives delicate pathos to the character 
of Delia. W. A. L. B. 

THE TEMPEST. .\t the Aldw'ych Theatre. 

'' 1'he Tempest " at the Aldwych Theatre is a pleasant 
and enjoyable but curiously patchy production. Those 
parts of the play that are usually done badly are here done 
very well, and the parts one xisually finds excellent' arc 
here done rather badly. Stephano and Trinculo, oft^ a 
weariness (if no worse), arc thoroughly delightful. Mr. 
Ambrose Manning has solved the problem of being a 
drunken rascal on the stage and a delight to the house, 
and the .scenes in which he is joined by Mr. Louis Calvert 
as Caliban arc in the best sense Shakespearean. Mr. Calvert 
docs nothing ill; and if his Caliban (thank.s to his own 

ineradicable geniality) is hardly vile enough, wc have 
compensation in hearing the often moving lines of his part 
thoroughly well spoken. The boyish (almost girlish) and 
licmused Prince Ferdinand of Mr. Francis Lister seems to 
us entirely nglit in conception and presentation. Of the 
other characters wc will briefly s.ay that they are adequate. 
No attempt, fortunately, is made at elaborate mechanism— 
the general effort is rather on iho side of wdiat may be called 

imaginative realism than material realism, and wc think it 
entirely successful. 

THE BETROTHAL. By Maurice Maeterlinck. At the 
G.iicty Theatre. 

It is as w’cll to endeavour to forget “ The P’u* Bird ” 
when visiting the Gaiety in its present happy freidom 
from musical comedy ; for " The Betrothal ’’ shares ’Hi*, 
handicaps inevitable to sequels, and is very reminisecCE^' 
of the great play w’hicli ran for months at the Haymarket 
in 1910. The differences arc to the disadvantage ofri:ke 
sequel, which has no such thrill of surprise as “ There is tto 
death ” ; no such wistfulness as made the cottagc-scwi*'^ 
in the Land of Memory unforgettable, nothing so 
uplifting as tfie Kingdom of the Future. A breath 
of that music would have been welcome in the great scene 
of “ The Betrothal ” ; when Miss Gladys Cooper, looking 

very beautiful on her throne with its backing of worlds, is • 
recognised as the inevitable mother by her first-born. 
Yes ; forget " The Blue Bird ” ; and a great deal of 
charm will be found in this new entertainment. Tlte 
jest on Destiny is very happy. The comic diminution 
of this cubist figure, portentous in the moonlight of 

the first scene, until he becomes a lisping, fr^ul 
babe-in-arms, was entirely successful. Miss Gladys 
Cooper was delightful as Joy. Mr. Bobbie Andrews, 
as Tyltyl, spoke and acted excellently by the book ; but 
not once did he show any trace of interest in the amaaisg 
circumstances about him. It was nice again to see 
Miss Winifred Emery. Miss Stella Campbell, as “ Light," 
acted excellently and looked picturesque. The play, 

with its pretty ballet, has been thoughtfully and beaurifully 
produced. . 
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Cu. We regret that o\iing to the large number of MSS. 

^ that have had to be considered the judges in our 

First Novel Prize Competition have not been able 

to make their award in time for us to publish the 

result in this Number, but their task is now about 

• completed, and their award will be announced in 

the May Bookman. 

Messrs. Dent are publishing this month, " Torch- 

light: Revolution,” the first of a series of Napoleonic 

novels by the Baroness Aminoff—a vivid, human 

story with the French Revolution as a background. 

Many well-known authors, artists and critics 

were present last month at the complimentary 

to Mr. Arthur Page, of Messrs. Doubleday. 

Page & Co., who are now associated with Mr. Sydney 

S. Pawling in the business of Messrs. Heinemann, 

The guests included Sir Hall Caine, Sir Arthur 

Pinero, Mr. James Douglas, Mr. Arthur Rackham, 

Mr. W. Nicholson, Mr. J. C. Squire, Mr. J. O. P. 

Bland, Mr. Walkley, Mr. Lovat Fraser, Dr. T. E. 

Page, Mr. Robert Donald, etc. The speeches were 

limited to three. Sir Hall Caine was very pleasantly 

reminiscent in proposing the guest of honour, and 

nothing could have been more charming than Mr. 

Arthur Page’s serious-humorous, quietly whimsical 

response. Mr. Pawling, an excellent Chairman, 

followed in a delightfully genial and informal vein, 

and seemed on the whole to agree with Mr. Page 

that, though at the moment most things were more 

or less out of gear, the book trade w'as not in for 

such a bad time as some people expected. 

The new William De Morgan novel, ” An Old 

Mans Youth” (9s. ; Heinemann), is as long and 

whimsically characteristic a story as any he has 

written. The lonely old Eustace John Pascoe 

recalls the history of his past, and the atmosphere 

of the Victorian fifties is reproduced as vividly and 
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with as mattcr-of-fact an effect of truthfulness as 

in Joseph Vance." All De Morgan lovers—and 

they are numerous here and in America—will be 

glad to know that “ The Life of William De Morgan " 

is being written by his sister, Mrs. A. M. W. Stirling, 

and will be published this autumn by Mr. Thornton 

Butterworth. 

Under the title'^of “ Myself," Mr. Thornton 

Butterworth is shortly publishing the reminiscences 

of Lady Tree. He has also in the press,Barbary : 

The Romance of the 

Nearest East," by A. Mac- 

Callum Scott, M.P. 

another name Mrs. Hildyard has proved herself 

a successful novelist, and doubtless it is the practice 

she has had in that direction that has enabled her 

to get so much life and crispness into her characters 

and dialogue and handle a slight theme so deftly. 

“ Westminster Abbey : Its Memories atid Its 

Message," by Mary Sturgeon, which Messrs. Harrap 

arc publishing, is an account of the Abbey from the 

point of view of its connection with English life. 

The book ha^ an etched frontispiece and fifteen 

_ drawings by Louis \Veirter, 

R.B.A. 

Mr. Hugh S. Eayrs, the 

gifted son of the much 

beloved preacher and 

iitierateur, the Rev. George 

Eayrs, who is known to 

many of our readers as the 

author of "Letters to 

John Wesley" and many 

other important works, has 

been appointed President 

of the Macmillan Company 

of Canada. Mr. Hugh S. 

Eayrs went to Canada 

nine years ago, and was 

interested in newspaper and 

magazine work for some 

time. In 1916 he collabo¬ 

rated with T. B. Costain in 

the successful novel entitled 

" The Amateur Diplomat,” 

published by Hodder & 

Stoughton. In 1917 the Macmillans in Canada 

published his biographical study of " Sir Isaac 

Brook,” one of Canada's great military heroes. The 

proudest thing Mr. Eayrs has to say of himself is 

that he is a son of his father, and his father’s many 

friends will wish him every success in his new and 

distinguished position. 

' Messrs. Sidgwick & Jackson, who have just 

published John Drinkwater’s " Mary Stuart," arc 

publishing shortly "The Death of Orpheus," by 

Laurence Housman. They also announce " Madam,’’ 

a new novel by Miss Ethel Sidgwick. 

Mr. Denis S. Wright says 

very modestly in an 

Introduction to his " Musi¬ 

cal Composition " (is. 6d.; 

Perry & Gill), that he has 

aimed at nothing more 

than helping to guide the 

amateur composer in the 

way of writing music which 

may stand a chance of 

success on its merits, be it 

at the hands of a publisher, 

or only at a local concert. 

He has fulfilled his pur¬ 

pose most admirably, and 

amateur composers, and 

even some who are not 

amateurs, will find his very 

practical suggestions and 

advice of real service. 

They are just the little 

matter - of - fact hints and 

information that the beginner especially needs, and 

there are two pages of " Dont’s" at the end 

which may be learned and inwardly digested with 

profit. 

We are promised some sensational revelations in 

Captain Peter E. Wright's " At the Supreme War 

Council," which Mr. Eveleigh Nash is about to 

publish. Captain Wright was assistant secretary 

to the Council and brings a charge against two 

distinguished officers in connection with a leakage 

of information concerning the secret military plans 

of the Allies. 

Mr. Michael T. H. Sadleir, 

whose brllllani novel, “ PriviteKC " (CunsiableX is reviewed 
In this Number. 

A delightful little comedy that amateur players* 

would find easy to produce in schoolrooms or small 

halls is " The Kettle is Singing," by Mrs. Hildyard 

(ts. ; Norwich: Morris Printing Co.). Under 

Mr. L. Bolton, the Senior Examiner at the Patent ' 

Office, who won the Scientific American's £1,000 

prize for the clearest exposition for lay readers 

of Einstein’s theory of Relativity, has been 
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granted the Reward of Merit for Scientific Attain¬ 

ments by the Inventors’ Union. Mr. Bolton’s 

exposition is to be published in book form shortly 

by Messrs. Methuen. 

In an interesting article on “ Dreiser—After 

Twenty Years," Mr. Edward H. Smith writes in the 

current American Bookman : " On the dollar book 

counter of a drug store, the first night of this year, 

I encountered ‘ Jennie Gerhart.' No doubt this 

most palatable of the Dreiser novels had been for 

some time in happy enthronement beside the opera 

of Robert Chambers, Rex Beach and Zane Grey. 

Yet the sight arrested me, and the shopkeeper’s 

assurance that he had sold ‘ quite a lot of copies ’ 

had the ring of the incredible. Dreiser with even a 

small popular audience seems somehow beyond the 

border of expecta¬ 

tion. Within the 

week Dreiser him¬ 

self magnified this 

portent with the 

news that ‘The 

Financier ' is soon 

to be is s u c d in 

.German by Kurt 

Wolff, of Berlin, 

and ‘ Twelve Men,’ 

in French, by 

Ricder ct Cic. 

‘Sister Carrie,' 

‘ The Titan,’ and 

' Jennie Gerhart ’ 

are also to have 

French publication 

from the press of ‘ Editions de la Sirenc,’ and 

the last-named book is to appear serially in 

‘ L’Humanitc.' So this abused Vbermensch among 

our novel makers is discovered in the act of 

invading home popularity and reaching, at the same 

moment, the elevation of international audience. 

Curiously and sadly enough it is now all of 

twenty years since the young Dreiser saw his 

fiist novel issued and the edition all but suppressed, 

and it is nearly twenty since ‘ Sister Carrie ' was 

published by Heinemann in London, where the book 

received its critical baptism. It has taken the 

greater part of a generation for this significant 

literary figure to reach such ‘ success' as comes to 

the common spew of sensational novelists in a 

lustrum. . . . 

“ Seven or eight years ago I encountered Dreiser in 

the flesh. A tall, loose-jointed, greying man sat on 

a bench in a Greenwich Village restaurant, humped 

Mr. Horace Fish, 

whose new novel, “ The Great Way," 
Messrs. Cassell have just published. 

down over 

a table, 

toying 

with a 

napkin 

and listen¬ 

ing a little 

sadly to 

the babble 

of liis com- 

panions. 

He was 

silent and 

abstrac¬ 

ted, ap- 

parently 

absorbing 

what was 

being said and busily culling out for himself what 

was worth remembering. There was abundant 

chance to observe him and make note. His 

face seemed to me tlien a little pale and more 

than a little heavy. His bluish eyes looked dull 

and inexpressive save wlien he lauglied. Then 

they appeared to glance anything but humour— 

rather depression, discouragement at mankind. He 

laughed or guffawed often and usually at something 

that amused no one else, I tlioiiglil at first he was 

laughing in some mistaken notion of being polite. 

Soon enough I discovered that liis explosions were 

outbursts of inner feeling, discharged to hide the 

vibration of some chord of pity—pity again for 

mankind. 

Mrs. Wilfred Ward, 
whose new novel, “ Voi Known Here" (Hutchinson), 

w.(s reviewed in Ust inontb's Bookman. 

"A cer¬ 

tain lone¬ 

liness or 

remoteness 

is a need 

of the 

creative 

artist, and 

it seems 

to me 

that this 

quality is 

especially 

necessary 

to Dreiser, 

not only 

because of 

the kind of 

work he 

does but 

because of 

PkotobyA.CorMi. MiSB Christine 

Campbell Thomson, 

whose novel, “Bourt;oyne ot Go>ne" (Bale, Sons and 
Diinkelason), is reviewed In this Number. 
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the manner 

of its doing. 

I imagine 

that he 

works 

slowly and 

with great 

effort. Un¬ 

less he has 

recently 

yielded to 

the drud¬ 

gery-lifting 

powers o f 

the type¬ 

writer, h e 

writes 

everything 

slowly and 

de liber- 

ately in his close but vague chirography. I fancy 

that words flow no more easily to his pen than his 

tongue, and that enormous imposts of time are neces¬ 

sary to his vast output. Hence, it seems probable 

that Dreiser has had to train himself against time- 

consuming fiiendships and social pleasantries. He 

has had to restrain his enthusiasms, whatever they 

may have been. He has closed his mouth and 

opened his ears, closed his doors and widened his 

windows. So we have here a man friendly but, so 

far as I know, without an absorbing friendship and 

probably incapable of one ; a man closely touched 

and moved by all the pathos of life, akin to all 

suffering, and yet endlessly remote.” 

Mr. Douglas Newton’s new novel, ” Low Ceilings,” 

is the story of the emancipation of a young man from 

his humble surroundings by the unselfishness of a 

woman’s love. It will be published shortly here 

and in America by Messrs. Appleton. 

" In Chinatown,” which Mr. Grant Richards has 

published (2s. net), contains a selection of eight 

stories from Mr. Thomas Burke’s well-known book 

of East London tales, ” Limehouse Nights.” 

A useful, well-arranged reference book for writers, 

speakers, teachers, and the general reader is Mr. 

Gume' Benham's " Classified Quotations ” (12s. 6d.; 

Cassell). Mr. Benham has drawn upon authors of 

all nations and periods, grouping his quotations 

under subject-headings, and furnishing a full index 

bf cross-references and an annotated list of authors. 

Mr. A. Trystan Edwards, whose ” The Things 

Which are Seen ” has just been published by Messrs. 

Philip Allan, is a native of Merthja Tydfil, and was 

educated at Clifton College, and at Hertford,. 

Oxford, where he took first class Honours in Mathe¬ 

matics and read Classical Greats. During the war, 

he served for four years as a seaman in the Royal 

Navy with the 4th Destroyer Flotilla. Since he 

left the Navy he has become an architect, having 

worked in his earlier time under Sir Reginald Blom- 

field, then for two years in . the Liverpool Town 

Planning School, and for a final year with Professor 

Richard and Mr. Gill. 

” The Acquisitive Society,” by R. H. Tawney, 

which Messrs. Bell announce, is a study of the 

organisation of society and industry on the basis of 

its two-century-old principle of individual rights and 

a proposal for their reorganisation on a more moral 

and equitable foundation. 

Nobody interested in rare prints should fail to- 

see the remarkable collection Messrs. Batsford have 

recently acquired. They include woodcuts, en¬ 

gravings, etchings and drawings by or after German, 

Dutch, Flemish, Italian and French masters of the 

fifteenth to the eighteenth century, and twelve 

himdred engraved portraits of persons of rank 

and importance, English and foreign, dating 

between 800 and 1760. 

All who have succumbed to the fascination of 

the Wild West novel should read " The Settler of 

Silver Creek,” by Herman Whitaker, an excellent 

example of this type of fiction, which has just been 

published by Messrs. Collins. 

NOTES ON NEW BOOKS 

For the 

behoof of 

all who are 

concerned 

with setting 

type or 

correcting 

proofs Mr. 

Humphrey 

Milford has 

published a 

new editimi 

of the very 

he p f u 1 

book of 

“ Rules for 

Composi¬ 

tors and 

Readers," 

by Horace 

Mr. A. Trystan Edwards, 

whose new book, “The Things Which Are Seen' 
(Philip Allan), is reviewed in (his Number. 

iif 

V 

Mr. W, DouflMui Nawton. 
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Hart, the printer to the University of Oxford (2s. net). 

The English spellings have been revised by Sir James 

Murray and Mr. Henry Bradley. 

In a recent Number of “ The Chapbook ” Mr. Gordon 

Craig writes of “ Puppets and Poets ” (rs. 6d.; Poetry 

Bookshop). He is caustic about actors and theatre 

management, and perhaps it is his despair over the con¬ 

dition to which these have fallen that has helped to 

stimulate his enthusiasm for puppets and the puppet play. 

Is he, in his glowing eulogy of the puppet and its 

potentialities, writing in all seriousness, or is he—in spite 

of his ^assurance that he is not—offering us elaborate satire 

and irony and pulling our innocent legs ? The answer js 

in one of two words, but for the sake of a quiet life wc will 

not say which. 

A second scries of “ Selected Short Stones '' has been 

added to the World’s Classics series (2s. 6d.; Oxford Press). 

The selections in tliis volume arc of nineteenth and 

twentieth century stories, and begin with examples by 

Mary and Charles I-amb, Hawthorne, Poc, Dickens, 

Wilkie Collins and Mark Rutherford, and end with stories 

by Stevenson, Wilde, Harland and O. Henry, and with 

two by Murray Gilchrist and one by Gerald Warre Cornish 

that are well deserving of a place in any such anthology. 

Whoever Felix Folio may be, it is clear enough from lus 

" Helicon Hill ” (Selwyn & Blount) that he is no 'prentice 

hand. He has a delightful sense of humour, and guys the 

new poets and the new poetry with a light, gay, frivolously 

satirical touch that exposes their little affectations, careful 

eccentricities and general weaknesses so genially that, 

except for the hopelessly serious among them, it should 

set them laughing with us at themselves. His prefatory 

apology is a neat thing : 

" Silence is golden. 
Reader, wilt 

Thou say my breaking 
It is - guilt ? “ 

Perhaps the song of the mass meeting on " Helicon Hill," 

" Occasion Persuades Me," " Philanthrocite the Gay " 

and " Pale Poetry," are the gems of the collection, but the 

spirit of 

laughter 

runs riot 

from cover 

to cover, 

and you will 

enjoy the 

fun of it 

all — unless 

you are one 

of the new 

jxiets your¬ 

self and in 

too deadly 

earnest t o 

sec the ridi¬ 

culous side 

of what you 

are doing 

even when 

it is shown 

to you. 

In " Food 

for the Fed- 

Up ” (6s. : Hodder & Stoughton) the Rev. G. A. Studdert 

Kennedy administers a wholesome, rousing tonic for all 

whose faith in God and man has been shaken by the 

experiences of recent years. He has gone upon the 

assumption that " the hall-mark of the modern mind 

which separates it from the mind of yesterday is the idea 

of progress, the conception of man and man’s world as 

being unfinished things which are in process of creation." 

He is the most unorthodox of men, but his belief in the 

fundamental truths of religion is undimmed by all the 

clouds of war and peace that have passed over it. He 

is as profoundly daring in his interpretation of Christian 

doctrine as he is profoundly religious. He is neither an 

iconoclast nor a dogged adherent to ancient dogma. 

He has no patience with pessimists, not even with the 

pessimism of the " gloomy Dean ” ; 

ills inspiring common sense takes him 

straight to the heart of a problem and 

solves it by whittling away the unes¬ 

sentials and show’ing you that the 

sound and simple core of it is all that 

matters. Here, as in his poems, he 

is racy and outspoken and always 

intensely human in his outlook and 

his sympathies. For the doubting, the 

dispirited, the world-weary and all who 

cannot see that life is moving on 

through these worst of times to some¬ 

thing better, here is a book that will 

help to open their eyes and uplift their 

hearts and convince them that wc are 

not yet at the end, but that now as. 

ever, there is still " a budding morrow 

at midnight." 

" Dawn Songs and Other Poems," bj 
whose socoestful oew novel, *' The Conquering Hero," 

Mr. J. Murray Gibbon, 
Mr. John l.ane publisHed a tew weeks ago. 

Mrs. Florence Barclay, 
whose Hvaih Iasi month Is very widely regretted. She 
was “ discovered " by Messrs. Putnam, and If her first 
novel. " Tbe Kosary,' was also her iiiosi succesafui. Its 
successors have ns .lied It in workmanship and almost 

in |>opulanty 
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Arthur Bennett (2s. 6d.; Sunrise 

Publishing Company), will make a 

strong appeal to those readers who 

are not obsessed by the new poetry 

that does little more than crudely 

exhibit the affectations and eccen¬ 

tricities of the writers of it, but 

still look to find the poet putting 

into his song the thoughts, emotions 

and everyday human exi>erienccs 

which answer to what they too 

have suffered and enjoyed. Mr. 

Bennett does not strain after the 

unusual or go far afield for his 

themes; he finds them now' and 

then in great events of the hour— 

in the death of Rhodes and of 

Irving : in memories of the famous 

dead ; in the natural beauty of the 

world around liim, and especially 

in the little affairs of ordinary life * 

that come intimately home to him- '‘‘(EaucU'JIll S cf 

self. His verse has the twofold 

charm of Wordsworthian sincerity and simplicity in feeling 

and utterance. If there is a wistfulness and subdued 

acknowledgment of personal failure in the delightful 

dedicatory lines " To my Boy,” there is also a hint of 

more than resignation in the faith that his son will fulfil 

the dreams he had once thought to realise himself, and this 

philosophy of hope, this courage in turning always to the 

happier aspect of things, is the prevailing note of the book. 

A guide to success in business, as entertaining as it is 

soundly practical, is " Putnams’ Handbook of Buying and 

Selling ” (i2S. ; Putnams). It starts by disclosing the first 

principles of selling, proceeds 

to defining the essentials of 

'■ shrewd buying,” and tells in 

detail how to run a business, 
• 

winding up with a couple of 

chapters on business w’isdom. 

It is evidently written by men 

who know, and all engaged 

in trade may get useful hints 

from it. 

'' Books and the Man ” {is.; 

Newnes) contains the two 

popular ” John o’ London ” 

lectures that Mr. Sidney Dark 

has recently been delivering 

to crowded and appreciative 

London audiences. He has the 

gift of communicating to others 

the pleasure he has himself 

found m literature; his com¬ 

ments and criticisms are sound 

and suggests and, as Lord ;. 

Riddell says 'u'a foreword, the 

lectures most admirably” map 

. out a voyage of discovery for "‘Si; 

editor ot “The Masterpiece Libraty of Short Stories 
(EJueatidiial Book C<.), lovieweii In this Number. 

«vhec« first novel, ** The Pitcher of Pate,” a sirlkine Russian 
historical romance, Mr. Stanley Paul is just publishing. 

those who are not widely read,” 

and give those who are ” renewed 

opportunities for meeting old friends 

under pleasing conditions and often 

under a new garb.” The character 

sketch of Mr. Dark Iximself in 

Dr. Harry Roberts’s introduction 

is a charmingly intimate and vivid 

essay in personal portraiture. 

” The Nouveau Poor," by 

Belinda Blinders, edited by Des¬ 

mond Coke, and illustrated by 

John Nash (5s. net; Chapman & 

Hall), is a joyous, irresponsible 

farce, with a good deal of wry 

truth in it about life in London 

after the war. Cheerful people will 

like it, and the disgruntled and 

downhearted will find no better 

tonic, for it aims at nothing but 

Mr. J, A. Hammerton, laughter, and hits the mark. 

Jbraty of Short Stones" t_ .. -rup " /oc nof • 
■lewe^i In this Number. iTarC (.QS. net. 

Grant Richards) Mr. Ernest 

Oldmeadow continues the story of Harry Coggin that 

he began last year in ” Coggin,” and continues it in the 

vein of quiet realism and delightful humour that carried 

that first volume of his trilogy to immediate succes.s. 

Like De Morgan, he is a true disciple of Dickens without 

being an imitator. ” The Hare " is a novel to be read 

for the sheer pleasure of reading. 

Barbusse’s " Under Fire ” is commonly spoken of as the 

greatest realistic novel of the war. and there is no need to 

say more of Roland Dorgeles’ ” Wooden Crosses ” (9s ; 

Heincniann) than that for its studies of character, its 

wonderfully detailed pictures 

of how the soldiers of France 
I 

fought and endured, and its 

poignant narrative power, it is 

worthy to be bracketed with 

Barbusse’s masterpiece. 

Dr. Walter Walsh is the leader 

of the Free Religion Movement, 

and his essays on men and books 

in ’’The Endless Quest” (3s.fid.; 

Daniel) all tend to illustrate the 

views of those in that move¬ 

ment. There is one on '* Tenny¬ 

son and the Larger Hope ” ; 

two on Bernard Shaw’s and 

George Moore’s conception of 

Jesus; one on Browning's 

optimism ; othets on the ethics 

and religion of Edward Car¬ 

penter, George Eliot, Lord 

Morley, Whitman and Ruskin. 

They are admirably written 

and, though one may not 

MiM Irie Mar»balli accept all their conclusions, are 

of interest and suggestion. 

Miaa Iria Maraballi 
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THE BOOKMAN GALLERY. 

BASIL WILLIAMS: BIOGRAPHER. 

NO^ sea-serpent having been reported recently, 
somebody has been trjdng to start a Press con¬ 

troversy by asserting that the men who do things, who 
achieve, are not Londoners, though they may live in 
London; that, in short, London may aitraci, but does 
not produce giants. WTiich, as Euclid says, is absurd. 
I forgo^ to mention this to Basil Williams as we sat 
chatting in the Savilc the other day, and I am glad of it, 
for he is a modest man, and has a sense of humour, and 
he was born in London. His father, a barrister, gave 
him the names “ Arthur Frederic," but " Basil " he is 
to the world all the same. In due time he went to 
Marlborough, and from there to New College, Oxford 
{where he took a First Class in Classical Mods, and 
Second Class Lit. Hum.), and then sallied forth into 
the larger world. 

He obtained clerical work with a capital " C." for 
he became a Clerk in the Ilonst- of (.ommons, anti it 
ina^' be that the traditions of that statelv building 
informed his mind to produce (in i()i3) his Life of William 
Pitt, Earl of Chatham, a woik that ga\'e him once and 
for all an honourable place 111 the ranks of biograjihers. 
The actual writing of Ins Pitt took little more than 
two years, but the preliminary delving into the records 
of the past was siircad over something like a decade. 

The young man's peaceful labours were rudely inter¬ 
rupted by the South African W'ar (in those days one 
wrote of it with a capital " "). Away went wig, 
gown and pen, and Basil Williams joined the oldest 
corps in the British Army—the Honourable Artillery 
Company. A battery of the H.A.C. was attached to 
the City Imperial Volunteers, and with them wont 
Gunner Basil Williams to the land which was in after 
years to claim so much of his time and labour. He 
came safely through the campaign (to take part in due 
season in a far greater clash of arms), and found that 
the charm of South Africa had 
seized him. He entered on a 
period of administrative work 
there, and was for a time Secre¬ 
tary to the Transvaal Education 
Department. 

Returning to England, he wTote 

an article for The Times of such 
abUity that its publication was 
followed by an invitation to join 
the band of able men who wrote 
that journal’s leading articles. 
When the great South African 
Convention was held, Basil 
Williams was present as the 
special correspondent of The 
T imes. 

The year 1914 called him once 
more from his desk. At first there 
seemed to be no niche in the 
military wall of discouragement, 
so he devoted himself to the work 

of receiving and caring for the Belgian refugees who 
flocked to Folkestone in thousands during the early 
days. It was strenuous and difficult work, but to 
Basil Williams and his colleagues many a frightened 
woman and hungry child owed mental and physical 
relief. After a time Basil Williams (who received the 
Medaille du Roi Albert from the King of the Belgians) 
went to France with the Red Cross unit organised by 
Mr. (now Major-General) Fabian Ware, and had a very 
interesting, though painful time. 

One day the War Office suddenly realised that even 
middle-aged men who liad dared to return safely from 
a previous war had their po-^sibililies, and Basil Williams 
found himself a Captain in the Territorial Force, helping 
to train the younger men for their job. He would have 
preferred to follow the lads across the sea, but there was 
other work for him at home. In 1916 the military 
propaganda sohenu- was born- and ncarlv died in its 

first davs ])ecau'^e of the Bad T'airies at the bedside— 
and Basil Williams was one of that early band of martyrs 
who struggled desperately, and at last successfully, 
against—let us charitably call it Tradition, 'i'here were 
Lieut -Colonel Davies, Major T'lshcr. Lord Onslow, 
" Monty" Johnstone, A. J. Dawson (who would ftot 
give in to the gas caught at l.a Boisselle), and-but 
this IS not an Army List ! 

Aft<T some preliniinary canters, Basil Williams settled 
down in a little room high up in one of the War Office 
annexes, and took unto himself assistants. He and his 
henchmen formed a sort of military Encyclopaedia, but not 
merely Britaniiica, for they knew many other secrets too. 
So grt!at grow the faith of tlie Intelligence Department 
at last in Basil Williams's section, that one X, a frivolous 
fellow, caused a momontar}’ sensation in the officers’ 
luncheoii-room one day by announcing that the head 
of one of the junior officers of the section had burst— 

owing to the amount of know¬ 
ledge that " Basil" had forced 
into it. During 1918, by the 
way, he found time to compile 
an informing book entitled, 
" Raising and Training the New 
Armies." Afterwards he became 
a Major [and got the C.B.E., 
but he still recognised his old 
friends. 

All this came into my head 
as I sat and drank tea with 
the quiet, rather tired man in 
the Savilc for when we last 
met we both wore a different 
garb and spoke almost a dif¬ 
ferent tongue. I remembered 
how his short, rather stout 
figure used to come flying up 
the stairs with amazing agility 
(amazing to me, of a full habit 
luyself), an attach^ case in one 

Pkoio by Eiiuit & Fry. Major Basil Williams, 
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hand, a cane and gloves in the other; the bright 

eyes behind the gold-rimmed spectacles darting 

keenly about and about. He usually began to talk 

a minute or two before he got to my room, so as to 

save time. He was as indefatigable as he was accurate— 

but I am becoming obituary-ish. 

So much for the man of affairs. Now, as to the 

writer. 

His Pitt, of course, published in 1913, was not the 

effort of an inexperienced pen. Articles and reviews 

he had written in plenty, and in 1906 was published 

the fourth volume of The Times “ History of the War 

in South Africa,” of which volume he was the author. 

As editor of the series of " Makers of the Nineteenth 

Century ” Basil Williams has done valuable work, for 

the lives of great men are a part of the history of their 

time. When Lord Charnwood wrote his wonderful 

“ Life of Abraham Lincoln,” Basil Williams, who edited 

it, would hear no praise of anyone but the author. 

That is as it should be; nevertheless one realises some¬ 

thing of his task, and can share to some extent in his 

joy in the finished product. 

Now Basil Williams has given us another achieve¬ 

ment. For his first biography he went back to the days 

of a man whose greatness had come down to him on the 

wings of time, but in his biography of Cecil Rhodes * 

he wrote of a man the power of whose extraordinary 

personality he had himself experienced, whose voice 

he had heard, whose struggles and triumphs he had 

watched, whose influence on the affairs of Africa had 

impressed him profoundly. While it may be that we 

are still too close to the object to be able to focus the 

telescope effectively, yet {as he replied to my suggestion) 

Rhodes’s biographer had the inestimable advantage of 

being able to obtain first-hand impressions of the great 

statesman’s influence on those actually around him—to 

see him, one might almost say, in the act of making 

history. How Basil Williams has used his opportunities 

wll be appreciated by the readers of his book. 

Cecil John Rhodes was born on July 5th, i«S53, at 

Bishop Stortford, of which place his* father was Vicar. 

It was his poor health that sent him out to South Africa 

at the age of seventeen to join his brother Herbert, 

who had a cotton farm in Natal. 

This book,” says its author, “is not intended to be 

an unrelieved panegjTic of Rhodes or a tract for the 

imperialism he preached and worked for. But it frankly 

sets forth with the belief that he was, with all his grievous 

faults, a great man, and that at the root of his imperialism 

were qualities that have done good service to mankind.” 

With that conclusion I do not think the reader will 

quarrel. Young Rhodes, farmer at seventeen, successful 

diamond-miner at eighteen and a half, " had many sides 

to his character and a rare faculty for keeping all his 

bu^aness interests distinct and becoming absorbed in the 

business of the moment.” For example, he came back 

to England to study at Oxford, and while still an under¬ 

graduate maintained touch with his mining and other 

interests overseas, and dreamed his Empire dreams the 

• " Cecil Rhodes.” By Basil Williams. 15s. net. (Constable.) 

while—dreams in the effort to realise which he became 

one of the great figures of the world. 

Where every page is interesting it is difficult to make 

extracts without spoiling the picture. Yet there are 

portions which are themselves portraits in miniature. 
His religion : 

“ After weighing all the pros and cons in his mind, he 
concluded on a fifty per cent, chance that there was 4 God. 
... he argued, God was obviously trying to produce a type 
of humaruty most fitted to bring peace, liberty and justice 
to the world and to make that type predominant. Only 
one race, so it seemed to him, approached God’s ideal type 
—his own Anglo-Saxon race ; God's purpose then was to 
make the Anglo-Saxon race predominant, and the best way 
to help on God's work and fulfil His purpose in tfiie world 
was to contribute to the predominance of the Anglo-Saxon 
race and so bring nearer the reign of justice, liberty and 
peace.” 

As Basil Williams observes, ” it was a clumsy 

philosophy, like the man ”; nevertheless, clumsier 

philosophers have created great commotions in the 
world before now. 

For wealth, in itself, Rhodes cared little ; but he 

quickly recognised that it meant power, and bent him¬ 

self to acquire it. His struggle with Barnett Isaacs 

(afterwards called Barney Barnato), the eightecn-year- 

old Jew who sailed for Africa with a capital of sixty 

boxes of cigars, which he sold to the diggers at an 

enormous profit, is to me one of the most interesting 

and revealing episodes in the book. Not the least 

striking thing is the final tribute of the vanquished 

Barnato : “ Rhodes has an extraordinary ascendancy 

over men ; he tied me up, as he ties up everybody. It 

is his way. You can’t resist him ; you must be with 

him.” This from a man who prided himself on his 

business acumen and his freedom from sentiment. 

I have no space to examine Rhodes’s career minutely 

—millionaire, politician, sportsman, man of a hundred 

interests and activities. The Raid, of course, cut 

sharply acro.ss his plans, but even before this “power 

and success had begun to spoil him. He became strangely 

arrogant; old friends noted with pain the change from 

his former simple and boyish good-fellowship to the 

almost pompous and overweening attitude of the later 

Rhodes.” It is always painful to discover that one’s 

idol has feet of clay, and to thousands of men and women 

—white and coloured—Rhodes was indeed an idol. 

” Rhodes was indeed a faulty hero,” says his biographer ; 
“ What hero is not ? But he had great aims, some of which 
he attained, and he had the priceless faculty of inspiring 
others with the same aspirations.” 

Such biographies as this are additions to the world’s 

literature. 

Basil Williams has some interesting volumes in 

contemplation, but for the moment he is preparing to 

deliver the Ford lectures at Oxford in the coming term, 

for which he has chosen a very interesting subject, 

“ Foreign Policy in the Eighteenth Century.” After 

that, we may hope for—^but I approach indiscretion. 

Francis D. Grierson. 



THE READER 

THE NOVEL OF THE OPEN AIR. 

By Arthur Rutland. 

JN the last few 

read two essays and 

listened to a lecture 

on •” The Modern 

Novel." Both 

writers and the 

lecturer were 

novelists of the 

younger school, and 

they shared a 

common conviction 

that there is only 

one kind of novel 

tliat can be called 

modern, and some¬ 

how tliat hapjiens 
to he the kind lhe\ 

arc t h e m s e 1 V (' s 

writing. The hali- 

mark of the modern novel is. in their opinion, a free, un- 

lestrained handling of the relations between the sexes. 

They seem to think these matters are only understood bv 

psychological students (or psycj^o-analysts as they call 

themselves now) and will be new to most of us; m 

spite of the fact that Mr. ticorge Moore was writing 

that kind of novel, and doing it better, forty years 

ago, and that, to say nothing of other countries, it has 

been pretty familiar in English fiction right away back 

to the days of Richardson, and earlier. 

So far from being pitifull}’ reduced to a single jiattern, 

the novel was never more varied m style and outlook 
than it is to-day, and the best examples, even as liter¬ 

ature, are by no means all of the same type. As for 

which is the most essentially modern there can hardly 

be any question that what is named, for the sake of 

convenience, the Wild West novel, is that. It is not 

only making the most widely popular appeal to modern 

minds but instead of tracing its ancestry back to Richard¬ 

son, its family was not founded till more than a hundred 

years later. For though you may find loreshadowings 

of it in Fenimore Cooper's stories of piairies and Indian 

braves, of trappers and settlers, and in Captain Mayne 

Reid’s of Mexican adventure, the Wild West novel 

did not really arrive till Bret Harte began to write 

it about sixty years ago. He brought the mining 

«amp with all its accessories, including the saloons, 

miners, good and bad, all very handy with revolvers 

and prone to gambling, road agents, half-breeds, sheriffs. 

Stage-coaches, lynchings, beautiful girls who were 

reverenced by all but the worst of those “ toughs " of 

the back blocks—he brought them all into fiction and, 

with modifications, developments and new additions, 

they have remained there ever since, and no Wild West 

«iovel seems quite complete without some of them. 

Like most of his successors, Bret Harte could draw 

on his memory for the characters and scenes of his 

books, and when he was dismissed as a romancist and 

a sentimentalist by critics who had never seen the 

world in which he had passed his youth, but had " taken 

large and exhaustive views of mankind and society 

from club windows in Pall Mall or the Fifth Avenue,” 

he declared that, except in one instance, he had tran¬ 

scribed all his people and incidents from actual life, 

and had truthfully presented “ a peculiar and romantic 

state of civilisation ” that was bound to seem unreal 

to those who, dwelling in the ordered security of streets, 

with a policeman on point duty at the corner, were 

entirely unacquainted with it. 

The literal truth about any form of life is never 

the whole truth ; romance and reality are as inter¬ 

dependent as spirit and body. No man sees romance 

when he meets it; he calls it romance when he only 
hears about it, but as soon as he is right up against 

jt. 111 California, in Arizona, Alaska, or wlierever it lives, 

it looks as matter-of-fact as the familiar, everyday run 

of things in sophisticated London Paris, or New York. 

But he gives you no authentic picture if he is one of 

those half-realists who can only draw wliat they see ; 

unless he is able to <lo the thing thoroughly and inter¬ 

pret also the spirit of the place and its jieoplc, he is not 

a realist wortliy of the name. Ben Jonson knew Sir 

Philip Sidnev and told Drummond of Hawthornden that 

he was ‘‘ no pleasant man in countenance, his face being 

spoiled with pimples,” but we know Sidney was a poet, 

u gallant knight, the mirror of chivalry, and the painters 

would have left out tlu; soul of the man if instead of 

depicting him as handsome and debonair they had 

failed to see beyond his plain features and his pimples, 

and short- 

sightedly 

perpetu¬ 

ated them. 

Which is a 

parable, 

the bear¬ 

ings where¬ 
of, so far as 

the Wild 

West novel 

is c 0 n - 

oerned, lie, 

as Captain 

B u n s b y 

would say, 

in the 

application 

of it. 

The work 

of the 
many who 

have 

From Cover Design 
or "The Myaoiioiii Rulur,” by Zanc Cri> 

(Hodder). 

Zane Grey. 
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sustained his traditions suffi¬ 

ciently vindicates Bret Harte’s 

claim ; for though most of them 

write of later periods they write 

of similar places and characters 

and, on the whole, confirm his 

representations of tlieni. The 

coming of railways, motor-cars, 

motor-cycles and the telephone 

brings a modern air and all sorts 

of new possibilities into tlie later 

stories, and so far from making 

them less romantic adds as mucli 

to their r o m a n c e as to their 

reality. None of these later 

novelists has done liner work in 

literature, perhaps, than Jack 

London and Owen Wister ; but 

Wister’s masterh' studies of ranch - - 

life and character are outside the 

range of what has come to be 

regarded as the typically \^■ild West novel, which finds 

perhaps its ablest and most typical exposition in the 

virile, stirring, strongly dramatic tales of Jack London 

and Rex Beach. Indeed, this type of novel is no 

longer of necessity a story of the geographical West ; 

it is not limited by the points of the compass, but is 

concerned with certain types of character and condi¬ 

tions of existence as common to the backlancls of Canada, 

Australasia and South Africa as to those of North and 

South America. Ralph Connor’s phenomenally pojmlar 

romances of North-west Canada, and Robert Service’s 

"Trail of ’98" belong to the catalogue; so do the 

bushranger stories of Rolf Boldrewood, Bernard Cronin’s 

"Timber Wolves"; David Hennessey’s dramatic 

bushranging novel, " The Outlaw," Steel Rudd’s " We 

Katyns ’’ and other of his delightful stories of the Aus¬ 

tralian bush ; so do Horace Rose's tales of the South 

African veldt ; and with his first book, " The Lure of 

the Honey-bird," J. Weedon Birch has just added 

Matabeleland to the world-wide 

Wild West of the novelists. 

It would be easy to extend the 

ILst, and a little difficult to know 

where to draw the line, for all 

stories of the Wild West are not 

Wild West stories ; life is not all 

cut to one pattern out there any 

more than it is in London, and 

the true Wild West novel is 

one that plunges for the large 

simplicities of nature and the 

natural man, troubles little with 

psychology, but gives itself whole- 

iicartedly to the spell of the open 

air, the magic of vast spaces, the 

strength and weakness, baseness 

and nobility of humanity in the 

rough, and is more often than 

not, first and last and all the 

time, a breezy, rousing tale of 

adventure' in w h i c h men are 

fighting the wilderness when they 

are not fighting each other, and 

are frequently doing both simul¬ 

taneously. 

That no form of novel is more 

popular than this with modern 

readers is not merely a pious 

opinion of my own but the bare 

restatement of a fact gathered 

from many readers and divers 

booksellers in my goings about 

town. The latter w’ere so much 

in agreeemnt on this score that 

I may fairly offer the 'view's of 
one of them, and one of the best 

known and most considerable 

booksellers in London, as repre- 

( seiitative. He was inclined to 

5 pessimism at first, saying darkly 
JacK London, that the book trade was not 

what it used to be, and seemed 

pained b>’ my fri\'olous suggestion that perhaps, like 
Punch, It ne\'er liacl been. " But look here," I reproved 

him, " your shop is crowded with customers who must 
be buying books, because you don’t sell anything 

else, so it's no good telling me there's notliing doing. 

Let’s come down to details. I sec you have got stacks 

of three \\ild West novels that are just out—what is 
going to happen to them ? ’’ " Well," he said, with 

signs of reviving cheerfulness, “ if any novels are selling 

at present, that is the sort that are. Some sell extra¬ 

ordinarily well." “ \Wio would you say is the liest 

seller among them?" I inquired. " Zane Grey," he 
answered promptly. " He has only come up in the 

last year or two, but he has gone right to the front 

and topped the lot. The older hands hold their ground ; 

there’s always a demand for Jack London, Rex Beach, 

Ridgwcll Cullum and Cyrus T. Brady ; and for style, 
so far as my judgment goes, none of them can beat 

Stewart Edward White. Then there’s Curwood ; as a 

seller, I put him a good second 

to Zane Grey ; B. M. Bower and 

Jackson |[G r e g o r y are going 
ahead ; so is Hulbcrt Fobtner— 

a great man, that—and here’s 

this new book by Dane Coolidge, 
‘ Shadow Mountain,' just in from 

Methuen—a capital story, that; 
and MacLeod Raine and Max 

Brand, Hendryx and Patterson 

White—there isn't an also-ran 

among them, but certainly at 

present Zane Grey is leading the 
field." ■ 

" I didn't know you went ifi 

for so much reading," I ventured. 

" I read as a matter of business so 

that I can recommend things to 
my customers," he said, “ and I 
know what I enjoy," " So, of 

course, you are not surprised that 
the public is going after these 

Wild West yarns ? " " Not a* 

Rex Beach. There is something fresh 
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y-> 

andhealthy 

about 
them; they 

are all alive 

and get you 

out into the 

open air. 

I’m tired." 

li e c o 11 - 

tested, " of 

stuffy, 

grubby 
little tales 

about the 

illicit pa^.- 

s i o n s of 

town-bred 

men and 

women who 

think too 
James Oliver Curwood. m„ch of 

themselves because they haven’t got enough to think 

of. If you have the same passions breaking out in 

some of the Wild West stories there’s plentj- of whole¬ 

some hard work and fighting and robust living to carry 

it off.’’ "And how dc you account for Zane (irey’s 

pre-eminence "He can tell a rattling good tale, 

and the tales he tells are true, or if they are not he 

has an astonishing gift of making them seem so, and 

that gives them an extra grip, 1 take it. But it may be 

luck—I don’t know—for 1 could say the same of I’lder 

B. Kync, (Iregory. Bernard Sinclair, Banish, Henry 

Oyen, and others. All of them deserve the success 

they get, and they don’t all get the success they deserve, 

for these books are like that seaside place—they’re 

so bracing; they’re the best stories out for such de¬ 

pressing times as ours. Have you noticed, b\- the way, 

how well most of them are written ? Now and then 

an im als, 

" The Last 

of the 

Plains- 

m e n , ’ ’ 

which per- 

s u a d e s 

me that 

Buffalo 

Jones was 

a real man, 

whether he 

was or not; 

"The Man 

of the 

F o r e s t, ” 

o n e o f 

the most 

charmi n g 

1 o e ro¬ 

mances 
Dane Coolidge. 

that ever came out of the wilds, and his latest and 

perh.aps strongest piece of work, " The Mysterious 

Rider." In " Bettv Zam* " he goc-. back to the past 

and tells a story that culminates 111 the siege of Fort 

Henry in 1782—the last battle of the American Revo¬ 

lution, a fine, vividly-realised talc of the days when 

the Hiirons, the Delawares, and other such famous 

Indian tribes siill roamed in the West and were a 

constant menace to the early settlers. 

You do not often come upon this Fenimore Cooper 

touch in the modern iiov<*l, but you may enjoy it again 

ill Everett Tomlinson’s " The Pursuit of the Apache 

Chief," which takes you with a party of prospectors 

among the Arizona canons in the country of tbe 

Apaches, and gives you a rush of adventure and some 

of the best Indian fighting I liave read for a long while. 

Charles Alden Seltzer, who proved his quality in " The 

you come across one that tells a 

good yarn in slipshod English, 

but as a rule the literary style 

is better than Scott's or 

Ainsworth’s, and I don’t think 

any highbrow novelist should look 

down on them unless he has 

learned how to be as interesting." 

With all which I was so far 

in accord that I was left with 

nothing to say. 

II 

But there are as good fish in 

the sea as any that my book¬ 

seller brought up in his net. The 

Wild Westerners make up the 

largest of any school of latter- 

day novelists—they are so 

numerous that even if there had 

been no limit to my reading I 

should not have space to write 

of them all. Like my bookseller, 

I can understand the vogue of 

*Zane Grey after reading that 

fascinating narrative of men and 

Stewart Edward WhitOt 
whose new novel, ** The Rose Down," Messrs. Hodder & 

Slonghton are publishing. 

Range Boss ’’ and “ Firebrand 

Trevison,’’ may be relied on to 

prove it again in " The Ranch¬ 

man," which Methuens are 

publishing, and in " The Trail 

Horde,” which, what with cattle- 

raids. desperate shooting affra3'S, 

a true love and an intriguing 

Delilah, seems qualified to give 

the most hardened reader a new 

sensation. Theodore Goodridge 

Roberts knows the West and 

knows how to write about it, 

and would stand high among 

novelists of his school even if he 

had given us no more than 

" P'orest Fugitives ’’ and " Love 

on Smok}' River.” Dane Coolidge 

was, 1 admit, unknown to me 

till I read his just-published 

"Shadow Mountain,” and I 

recommend you to go to it 

and make the acquaintance of 

Virginia, an exasperating, un¬ 

reliable, attractive, altogether 

human girl, and be racked and 
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held in suspense by the story of 

the great fight for the mine that 

had no gold in it but, to the 

confounding of as ri])c a rascal as 

fiction ev’er disclf>sed, yielded a 

metal that, during the war was 

of even higher value. 

“ It’s a wild life, in' the far 

West,” says Johnny l^amsay, in 

William Patterson 

” Hidden Trails,” 

and the same author’s 

Bend ” justify anyone in saying 

so. Johnny is a laggard in love, 

but he is all there at once when 

it comes to fighting, and a 

rattling, lieadlong yarn of reck¬ 

less, jierilous adventure is the 

consequence. Like C u r w o o d , 

Edison Marshall is interested in 

the four-legged p e o j) 1 e of the 

forest no less than in the two- 

legged people of hills and plains, 

and he has made them intensely 

interesting for all and sundry in 

” The Voice of the Pack ” and 

” The Strength of the Pines.” Although he lias worked 

as city editor on several small dailies in Oregon, Edison 

Marshall has spent much of his time in the mountains, 

and owns to ” a great love of the outdoors.” He was 

horn in a log cabm on the Illinois frontier, and some 

of his ancestors ” seemed to be a rather adventurous 

breed, coming to America from England before the 

Revolution, fighting in everv war and moving west 

as far as there were any trails to follow.” There is a 

long string of novels to tlic name of William MacLeod 

Rainc. and I would not have missed any of the four 

I have read—” Wyoming,” ” The Pirate of Panama,” 

” The Yukon 'frail ”—a powerful story of two strong 

men and a tremendous fight for wliat each believed was 

his right—and ” A Man I'-our- 

Scpiare,” which J a r r o I d s 

publish thi-i spring; a talc 

that plunges \’ou into New 

Mexico ” at the time when 

it was a sink for all the worst 

men in Texas, when the cattle 

drive was a real occupation 

f«.)r r e a 1^ men, and when 

Indians and renegade whites 

ru'.tled stock at will.” 

In ” The Untamed ” and 

” The Night Horseman ” Ma.x 

Brand has created an unusual, 

eerie character—“ Whistling 

Dan of the Untamed Soul,” 

who with his black stallion, 

Satan, and his wolf devil-dog, 

goes through these and, I 

believe, other of Brand’s books 

strangelv ^haring the instincts 

of wild things—a small, quiet 

man with the gentlest pos¬ 

sible voice but the quickest 

and most merciless hand with a 

revolver when occasion requires— 

as it often does. The victory 

in ”- I Conquered” by 

Harold Titus is the hard-won 

victory of the raw, rough V. B. 

over his besetting vice. There 

are delightfully quaint touches 

of humour in this and his new 

book, ” The Last Straw,” in which 

a girl inherits a ranch and goes 

to run it herself, unlearns, not 

without humiliations, some of 

the lessons she learned when 

was w'asting a fortune on 

Broadway, and that she rescues 

the ranch from bankruptcy and 

wins through is not so much due 

to herself as to the harsh out¬ 

spokenness of the uncompromis¬ 

ing farm-hand who advised her, 

and w'on her love by doing and 

saying the very things that 

threatened to turn her against 

him. There is humour, too, 

in James B. Hendryx’s “ Prairie 

Flowei>,” and if Tex Beaton is a bit of a sentimentalist, 

he paints 'limber Cit\‘ red with a thoroughgoing 

violence that ycni would not cxj>ect frtun the title and 

rules off headlong into as thrilling and romantit a 

sequence of e\'ents as even a cowboy ever encountered. 

I have only seen two of Honore \\'iUsi('’s books. 

” Still Ian ” has never come mv way. But I read 

"The I’orbidden 'frail” with great admiration--a 

pioneering story with a terribK’ beautiful desert back¬ 

ground. and one that is alive with interest. It is the 

haunting, vast loneliness of the .Xiizona desert that 

dominates her new story, ” Tile Heart of the Desert” 

{Thornton Bnltervvorlh). Cartwell. the cultured \(»rth 

American Indian, is a very child of the desert, and feels 

the j>ull of it at the back of 

his mind, and under stress of 

]»assionate emotion he breaks 

the trammels of civilisation, 

reverts to his primiti\'C ways 

and, in his Indian garb and 

aided by some of his tribe, he 

forcibly abducts the girl who 

had rejected his love, and the 

desjierate hunt after him and 

his ra]>ti\e, and the surprising 

end of it all make a story 

that is full of excitement and 

dramatic surprises and touched 

with strange beauty. For the 

spell of the desert, the heal¬ 

ing charm of the simple life 

and great oj)en spaces harden 

the girl physically and, chang¬ 

ing her outlook, bring about 

developments that are as 

natural as they are unex- 

. pected. 

'The list of these writers is 

White’s 

and that novel 

Paradise 

Plu'lo hv .Sjo// .Sf>n, 
< arliilc. Harold Bindloss, 

she 

ahosc. new rom-iMoc. “ Miisgravi.'s I.iirk,' li'*-' l>*“«ni 

l>ubhihe<{ by M<ssrs. VVdril, Lock. 
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almost inexhaustible. There are Philip Curtiss, Will 

IngersoU, George Goodchild, Ottwell Binns, and. to say 

nothing of others, there is A. G. Hales who more than 

holds his own with the ablest of them all. He has 

unfolded his own story in " My Life of Adventure,” 

and you are aware from that wonderful record that 

his most riotously romantic tales have a backing 

of personal experience. I am not going to talk of his 

notable ” McGlusky ” series ; good as they are, ” The 

Red Hawk ” is bettor, and for a story that has all the 

open-air vigour and spirit of the Wild West in it com- 

nicnd me to ” Joy 

Beancarnis.” Joy 

and her father In e 

at St. Cloud in the 

boarding-house of 

Mammy Thomj)- 

son, the negress, 

and h e r e is a 

sketch of the place 

that offers yon a 

typical Western 

environment in a 

nnt^hell : 

"St. Cloud was 
a rathei insignili- 
cant imning setiU- 
nifiit on its own 

MiSS Honors Willsie. acoounl. but mi- 
onf> of tbt \t'r> few Wild \V<-st ^\omen ])Ortant lU this 

new romance. "Tlu respect — that it 
Heart o; itii Pesert,' Mr. 'lliurntun ‘ , 

Huturworth JUIUpillg- 

off place for the 
bauds ol jnoncer 

prosj'cctors anti hunters who sought to open up the wilder¬ 
ness beyond. It was a rich land, nch in gold, in furs and in 
timber, but it was rugged and wild, hot la summer, almost 
arctic cold in winter. Of law' as men knew it in cities there 
was little or none ; a shenfT in each of the scattered com¬ 

rest of his 

novels of 

Western 

Canada, 

another 
Englishman 

(though 

Hales really 

began as an 

.Australian), 

Harold 

Biiidl o s s, 

rouglied it 

in the coiin- 

t r y t li a t 

was to lie 

such a 

source of 

inspiration 
to li i m Theodore Goodridge 
. Roberts. 

-A n o t h e r 

Englishman, I'Ycdcrick Niven, was m his younger days— 

as ('. S. Et’aiis lias written - “a clerk and a cowpuncher, 

or something eqnallv ndvenfnroiis. in the West of 

America. . . . Ho has fought life grimly with the gloves 

oil and become a humanist.” His first hook, ” Tlie Lost 

Caliin Mine,” was followed by ” Hands Up! ” with for 

hero of both ” a cliix alrous desjieiiido known as the 

.\paclie Kid.” A'ld another Englislunan, Ridgwell 

Ciillum, has goni' into the wild and brought stories hack 

\\illi linn. He Inn mixed with Boer and Kaflir, and 

followed the trail in far placi's with bowie knife and 

rifle ; came near to b<“ing started to deatli in Alaska, 

and had a tough time with a Jiaiid of freeliooters when 

In' was in tlie Kimlx’iley diamoinl mines. He has been 

called ” the n<“w Bret Harte.” but there is no Bret 

Hartian humour oi' sentiinenl in such stories as ” The 
munities, elected by the pcojilc of the district, represented 
order as it was understood in the wilderness, and the 
sheriffs charter was the pair of guns that he earned m Jus 
belt, an<l the limit of his influence was hounded by his 
ability to use them . . . Prosjiocting parties coming out 
or going in added their quota to Ihe mixture of 
humanity, in the main, the prospectors were decent, 
honest men. but when they were not, then they were 
bad to the bone. The same could be said of the callli. 
men who came to St Cloud mostly from the plains 
beyond the Western ranges : the best of Ihesi; were 
white to tin; marrow, honest and ’ncornipliblc, but the 
worst were hangman’s fnut, bad men, born bad, corrupt 
in spite of the glorious scenery in which a good deal of 
their lives wiis spent, cruel and lustful, though the stars 
were their sentinels bv night and the scent of flowers and 

forests their hourly incense H environment were all 
that is rctjuirt’d to make men manly, the.se fellows 
ought to have been supermen ; some of them came 
very near that standard, iH'cause they were born cl''.’.n, 
but there were others, and we shall meet them as wc 
follow Joy Bcaucarnis in the wilderness and along the 
trail of love.” 

It is a story to read, and to make you look 

forward to reading his new one, “ 'l‘ho Long Lone 

Trail,” which is due this spring. 

I am not suggesting that in having lived the wild 

life Jic pictures in liis books .A. G. Hales has done any¬ 

thing exceptional; the great majority of these Wild 

West novelists, I repeat, have done likewise. Before 

he wrote “The Pioneer,” “The Borderer” and the 

Watchers of the Plains,.I'he Niglit Riders,” ” The 

One Way Trail ” or " The Way of tlie Strong.” and in 

fierce elemental passion and grim realism he giies beyond 

anything Harte attempted. 

James B. Mendryx. 
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Jack London, as everybody 

knows, had revelled in the life 
adventurous before he began to 

write and, in the ^^’est and all 
about tile world, went on revel¬ 

ling in it afterwards to the end. 

That Rex Beach had served his 

apprenticeship to the wild nobody 

who has read " Tlie Net,” " The 
Spoilers," “The Barrier," "The 

Nc'er-do-Well," or an\’ of his 

books, will need telling. He was 

born at Michigan and went to 

.school at Florida, where his father 
was in business as an orange 

grower. Tht'V sent him to Chicago 

to study law, but he preferred 

football, and presently threw iij) 

the law to go gold-mining in 
Alaska. Then, having tried his 

hand at various other things, 

he went into the building line, 

David Hennessey. 

Silent Men," ’ Before writing ' The 
Grizzly King ' and ‘ Nomads of the 

North' he lived three years with 
those noble animal characters— 
Thor, Muskwa, Neewa, and Brim¬ 
stone, while ' God's Country and 
the Woman ’ and ' Kazan ’ were 
written in a cabin hundreds of miles 

from civilisation. 
" He swears that he cannot write 

in his owm home, one of the most 
interesting homes that I have ever 
seen. In it are twenty-seven guns, 
all of which have seen service—the 

stocks of most of them are scarred 

with notches recording his kills. 
And the place from cellar to garret 
IS filled with mounted heads and 
furs. But each of these trophies 

of liis days as a killer he regards as 
a martyr. No longer is Curwood 

the lumter, the trapper, the de¬ 

stroyer of wild life. A great light 

has come to him, and in what he 

terms his religion, he believes that 

the wild animals understand he is 

and after seeing and doing moie than enough to write 

about for the rest of his life, he wrote " The Spoilers,” 
and its immediate success settled the question of his 
career. 

Wlio could have had a more ideal beginning for the 

work he was to do than James Oliver Curwood ? He is 

the grandson of Captain Marryat, and his great-grand¬ 

mother was a full-bhxxled Indian princess. Ho made 

money to go to college by trapping in the Michigan 

woods. Later, having worked his w'ay up from reporting 

to the editor’s desk, he abandoned the Detroit News- 

Tribune " to fare forth into the wilds.” For the 

truth that is in Curwood's books, Kay Long, who has 

know'n him intimately for many years, says in the 

American Bookman: 

" James Oliver Curwood is a writing man because he has 
something to say, and he writes only of those things wdiich 
he knows best. His novels arc set in the far north region 

their friend. He has put this conversion of his into a book 
W'hich is announced for publication in the spring. ‘ God’s- 
Country, The Trail to Happiness,' it will be called ; and 
he says it has given him greater joy to write this confession 
and conversion of a killer than anything he has done. 

'■ ' Nature is mv religion,'Jic sjivs ; ’ and my desire, my 

ambition, the great goal 1 wi.sh to achieve, is to lake my 
readers with me into the heart of this nature. 1 love it, 
and I feel that they must love it— if 1 can only get the two 

acquainted.' 
" Curwood’s output to date (and he is still a young man 

in his early forties) is seventeen volumes—novels and 
collections of short stones, and a histoiy’ of the Great Lakes 
—to say nothing of the stories that have appeared only in 

magazines. The very size of his output has lieeu an asset, 
because his writing is easy and facile. In addition, in my 
opinion, Curwood has the greatest sense of the dramatic— 
or I might say melodramatic—of any wntcr in this country. 
He can tell a story supremely well. And what is a novel 
except ' a good story, well told,’ or, as I lielicve Professor 
William Lyon Phcljis condensed it, ' a good storj- ' ? 

of Canada because he not pnly knows, but actually loves, 
that country. I think it is pretty generally know’n that 
Curwood was employed for two years by the Canadian 
Government as an explorer and that he has Jived among 

So, one way and another, it becomes obvious that 

though saloons, card-sharping and shooting-on-sight 

were the Alpha of the Wild West novel, they are not 
the Eskimos. But I am not sure 

whether the public is aware that he 
makes expeditions on his own initia¬ 
tive and at his own expense into 
the unexplored regions. These arc 
thoroughly organised expeditions, 
too, requiring a pack train of twelve 

horses or more, in charge of Bruce 
Otto, the noted guide. Curwood 

and Otto remain on the trail for 
moiitlis at a time, ' living oil the 
land.’ 

These periodic trips serve the 
double purpose of satisfying Cur¬ 
wood's craving for the wild places 
and of furnishing him with authentic 

material for his stories. In his own 
words, ‘ I travelled three thousand 
miles up and down the mighty 
Saskatchewan before I wrote " The 
River's Enc^" and if I had not gone 
down the Athabasca, the Slave and 
the Mackenzie with the wild " river 
brigades ” of God’s country, I would 
not have written The Valley of 

Douglaa DurRin, 
with his CaxMdian buskle or malunute sleigh dog. 

also its Omega. You may follow 

the transition from the lawless to 

the orderly state in more than one 
novel—in Kaine's " A Man Four- 

Square," for example, where the 
shooting is free enough most of 

the way but at the close, " the 

rule of the ‘ bad man ' was over. 

Revolvers were no longer a part 

of the necessary wearing apparel 
of gentlemen of spirit. The 

frontier world gave itself tO' 

ploughing fields and building 

fences and digging irrigation 

ditches and planting orchards." 
To such complexion does all. 

savagery come at last, but the 

interest of these stories does not 

go out with the noise of them, it 

only changes and is often intensi¬ 
fied by the fierce conflict of larger,. 
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more complex influences that get to work on the 

minds and hearts of men when they pass out of com¬ 

parative vagabondage and submit, more or less, to the 

yoke of organised conditions. 

I don’t imagine that Robert Stead ever wore hairy 

trousers and rode a snorting mustang and shot folks 

promiscuously ; but you can’t judge these quiet, gracious 

men by appearances—you never 

know. Anyhow, he was born and 

brought up on a Manitoba farm 

and lived for years in Calgary 

before he migrated to Ottawa, 

wherQ in due season he entered 

upon public life, and has burgeoned 

into a high Government official. 

He gathered his early recollections 

into “ The Homesteaders," which 

appeared four or five years ago, 

and frames an excellent story in 

a setting of pioneer farming days 

in Southern Manitoba. This 

established his reputation and 

paved the way for “ The Cow 

Puncher," a strong romance for 

whose scenes and dramatis 

persona; he went to Calgary : and 

this spring comes " Dennison 

Grant," which uses the foothills 

of the Rockies as a stage for a 

stubborn, embittered dispute over hay-nghts between 

two rival gangs of ranch hands, into and through 

which conilict runs the charming love.-idyll of Dennison 

and the adorable. Zen. 

Another Manitoba author. Douglas Durkin, had his 

birthplace on one of the first homesteads opened uji in 

the Swan River Valley, and led a working, wandering, 

romantic career all about W'est Canada, from the Swan 

River to Oregon, until he settled down to a more ortho¬ 

dox existence. Before the war they had so far tameil 

him that they made him a professor at the University 

of Manitoba, but when I wrote to him at the college 

I learned he was on vacation and had disapjioared into 

irreclaimable parts with guns or fishing-rods. During 

the war he wrote his first book, " Canada's Fighting 

Men,” some of the ballads in which were little Wild 

West novels in verse, as many of Service’s and some of 

Stead's are. But it was the hard, pioneer struggle that 

appealed to Durkin, and this struggle, all the life of a 

new settlement at the time of the coming of the railway 

(he himself at one time worked on the Canadian Pacific, 

I believe), makes a lively background for his first novel, 

" TTie Heart of Cherry McBain.” 

Characteristic, too, of this later phase of the West, 

that is not so wild as it used to be, is Hopkins Moor- 

housc's "Deep Furrows," a 

romance of the Grain Growers 

movement m western Canada. It 

is a big theme and difficult to 

handle, but Moorhouse has not 

been a journalist for nothing, and 

these huge political and economic 

forces take fire and become living, 

eager issues in his hands. 

Whatever fault may be urged 

against the Wild West or Open Air 

novel, nobody can say it is lackirtg 

in variety’. It ranges from the com¬ 

plete idyll (pnnetualed perhaps 

bv some unavoidable shooting), 

through the domestic drama, the 

graciouslv or riotously humorous 

yarn, the pathetic, 

tragic or melodramatic narrative 

of ranching or mining, to the liot 

and hurrying detective yarn, in 

which the detective is jierhaps no 

more virtuous than the enminul ; the mystery story; 

the story of headlong I'xcitiiig adventure; from the 

Indian story niid tin' quit;t or raging love romance to 

the mighty ejiic of business ojierations, the tale of 

man’s inhumanity to man after he has taken the 

feathers out of his hair and emerged re.spectably in a 

top hat. It adds to these varied phases, the story 

more of animals than of men, which is essentially of 

the Wild West and has no jiarallel in any other 

class of fiction, and, by this and by that, it opens 

a door of escape out of monotonously conventional 

surroundings into a world where the conventions are 

mostly forgotten, if they w’cre ever known—a world 

where the most reticent of us may in imagination 

taste, all sorts of excitements that would never come 

to us otherwise, and gratify that passion for romance 

which is native to us all, and, chilled by prosaic surround¬ 

ings, would die of inanition if books did not keep it alive. 

OPEN AIR NOVELS I HAVE READ. 

By Wilfrid L. Randell. 

WHY do we, who have houses and hot-and-cold 

water taps and express trains, like to read 

about people who dwell in tents and log shanties, who 

take their water from rivers and streams, and whose 

journeyings are by horse or afoot across desert or 

prairie or forest ? The answer is easy : although our 

surroundings may seem more prosaic than they really 

are, and although, as R. L. Stevenson said, " a man's 

true life, for which he consents to live, may lie altogether 

in the field of fancy," we like the contrast. " The 

clergyman in his spare hours may be winning battles, 

the farmer sailing ^ps, the banker reaping triumph in 

the arts," and by the aid of those who set down the 

thrill of lands where human nature is reduced to 

clementals, the dream comes to the business. 

If, in the general verdict, some of us think that it is 

still hard to rival our old treasures, the " Swiss Family 

Robinson," " Masterman Ready,” " Robinson Crusoe," 

and others, that may be ascribed to the prejudice 

of affectionate memories. It is simple fact, to be tested 

by any reader, that our " Wild West " authors—a com¬ 

prehensive term, into which factors not entirely" wild’’ 

nor exclusively " west " may be allowed to enter—are 

" out" to tell a good story, and that they succeed 

VHarpafA t 

a. . 
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admirably. Most of them are not concerned with 

subtleties of character analysis ; they tell what happens 

when two angry men face each other over the gaming¬ 

table and the crowd starts shooting. " That is life.” 

they say ; ” read about it, you quiet city people with 

your wall papers and evening papers and income-tax 

papers ; your world is bounded on the north by the 

fire-place and on the south by the bookcase, on the east 

by the office window and on the w'est by Shaftesbury 

Avenue, but our world is wider. Read about it! ” 

And I have been reading about it, and gone past my 

station in consequence. “Gappy Ricks” was responsible 

for that, and Mr. Peter B. Kyne, his creator, may accept 

my best thanks for introducing me to such a fascinating 
old party as Alden P. Ricks,, the 

owner of a fleet of ocean-going 

ships, as hard as nails for busi¬ 

ness, but with a heart as soft as 

butter for his daughter and her 
sailor lover. The 300-page duel 

between Cappy and Matt is some¬ 

thing to make one's eyes water 

with laughter, and the controversy 

by cable between Cappy, as 
owner, in San Francisco, and Matt, 

as mate of a ship, in Table Bay, 

is one of the best bits of genuine 

fun I have read in any sea story. 

Incidentally I am lost in admira¬ 

tion of Mr. Kyne’s knowledge of 

tlie intricacies of the shipping 

world, of insurance, charters, 

traffic regulations, sea-lore and 

law generally. “ The Green Pea 

Pirates ” is another good tale by 

Mr. Kyne—a lively story of Cali¬ 

fornian waters and the South Seas. 

Adelbert P. Gibney, otherwise 
“ Gib,” is the genius and leading 

spirit of a group of three pals 

who share a most extraordinary 

scries of adventures worthy of the 

imagination of a “ film writer.” 
The difference is that these adventures are possible. 

“ Kindred of the Dust,” Mr. Kyne’s latest novel, pub¬ 

lished last September, is the best he has written if style 

and construction are taken as the standard. Hector 

McKayc, owner of the Tyee Lumber Company, and his 
son Donald, are a finely-drawn pair, and the whole story 

is planned on big lines. With great skill the author 

shows how the father was torn between his love for 

Donald and his pride in the family honour. One feels 

that with less action and better study of character 
Mr. Kyne has taken the higher levels of authorship by 

this book, and although for sheer entertainment I am 

going to read “ Cappy Ricks ” again later on, “ Kindred 

of the Dust ” must stand before it as “ quality.” 

So far, we have not discussed the out-and-out 
" thriller.” Whereas you and I, patient readers, pride 

ourseb'es (owing possibly to the little trouble in Europe 

a few yeaj ago) on handling a rifle passably well, the 

Hero, dead shot, can drive nails in trees and shoot 

out the eyes of a portrait at incredible distances—when 
intuxicated ; the Heroine, also dead shot, can ” draw “ 

quicker than lightning, and can shoot—with both hands 

—from the back of a galloping mustang or bronco better 

than you or I could with elbow grounded and careful 

sighting. This comment brings me to Mr. Jackson 

Gregory's book, "The Splendid Outlaw” (Melrose: 

1918). The effect desired is always intensified. In 

ordinary life a man arranges his necktie, puts his hands 

in his pockets, and goes to b&d : but here “ he jerked 

viciously at his neck-handkerchief, drove his hands 

deep into his pockets, and strode off to his bed.” It is 

an exciting tale of the wildest West, with episodes of 

cattle-running, holding up the stage, shooting, card 

playing, nugget-finding, all painted in primary colours. 

It is not so good as " The Joyous Trouble Maker,” by the 
same author, which tells of a con¬ 

flict between a man with an im¬ 

mense sense of humourand ayoung 

lady, millionaire owner of a town¬ 

ship or two and various sections 
of North .America. The bad man 

is here in full force, well-groomed, 

plausible, and—need I add ?-■ • 

with white, w'cll-kept hands, who 
makes love to the heroine for the 
sake of her money. In the end, 

after a book-full of rebellion, the 

domineering little lady capitulates 

to the right lover, and all is 
happiness, with the villain either 

dead or defeated ; I forget which, 

because I have assisted at the 

killing of so many of these villains 
lately. Mr. Gregory takes a long 

step forw’ard with “ The Bells of 

San Juan ” (Melrose), wliere not 

only is the writing restrained and 

the study of rharacter more 
true, but the stor\' itself makes 
a thrilling romance of the West 

without undue adjectival exuber¬ 

ance. The old bell-ringer, know¬ 

ing his bells by name, sounding 

them for death or festival 

or wedding, gives a murmurous undertone to the 

exciting incidents of the little township; and the 
girl w'ho settles in San Juan as a doctor is a heroine 

worth knowing, her rivalry with the incompetent local 

medical man being not the least interesting feature 
of a very pretty plot. And he reaches his high-water 

mark in “ Man- to Man,” his newest romance, which 

opens with the return of Steve Packard to find that his 

sinful old grandfather has jockeyed him out of his 

inheritance, and the way in which he recovers it and 

worsts a whole nest of enemies, and wins the love 

of a girl who is as unconventional as she is charming, 

makes the best of good reading. 

The real, authentic sensation came, however, when I 

read " Tharon of Lost Valley,” by Vingie E. Roe 
(Cassell), published last autumn. " A story can be 

written of Western America in which revolvers are in 

abeyance,” says Mr. Frederick Niven, in his foreword 

to that delightful novel, " The Lady of the Crossing,” 

but Vingie E. Roe doesn't believe it. Tharon was some 

girl. Her blue eyes " narrow into blazing slits ” ; she 

JacKsoD Gregory. 
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was “ the rose of the valley ” ; she plays the har¬ 
monium and sings to the “ boys/' who adore her; she 
can do the “back-hand flip” with two “guns” as 
easily as you or I would take a trick with the ace of 
trumps; she can ride like the wind, pour on an 
assembly of “ toughs ” a torrent of words as prickly as 
a furze-bush and a» stinging as a mustard-plaster; 
in fa(?t, twenty-five years ago she would have made me 
save my pennies for a passage to the nearest port to 
“ Lost Valley.” Thrills in every chapter p lots of 
shooting—in short, a great book for the arm-chair if 
you have fallen out with the psychological novel. 

In a class quite to themselves aiV the stories of 
Mr. J. (). Curwood, whose sympathetic insight enables 

Bernard Cronin. 

him to interpret wonderfully the thoughts of the animal 
world of the West. “ Nomads of the North,” for in¬ 
stance, is a little masterpiece, with Neewa the bear 
cub and Miki the puppy for heroes, and human beings 
as secondary characters. The scene is the Hudson 
Bay Company's territory, where trapper and fur trader 
gain, their adventurous living. The skill with which 
the author “ gets inside ” the .soul of the dog and 
shows the gradual knowledge absorbed by means of 
hard experience is almost uncanny. It is one of the 
best animal novels ever written—and I say this deliber¬ 
ately, not forgetting Mr. Kipling and Jack London. 

, Another excellent story is " Son of Kazan ” (Cassell; 
1917), which tells of Baree, a wolf-dog, from fascinating 
puppyhood. Rejected by the w^olf-pack as an undesir¬ 
able hybrid, he takes his lonely way, and plays his part 
in the revenge for a brutal murder. Such a bare 
outline does meagre justice to a marvellous book. 
Baree is a fierce, lovable, faithful beast, and once 
more Mr. Curwood makes his story as exciting and 

Randall Parrish. 

real as 
the most 
modern 

novel of 
city life. 
“ The Trea¬ 
sure Hun¬ 
ters.” by 
the same 
a u t h o r , 
deals also 
V- i t h the 
H ud s o n 
Ray wilds, 
but the 

theme is 
a hunt for 
gold. A 
very little spice of love seascjiis it, and the company is 
interesting ; but I nmst place- Mr. Curwood’s animal 
studies—tliey are much more than mere stories- first in 
charm and competence. 

Mr. Re.\ Beach has made good use of his knowledge 
of the North-West in ” Tlic- Iron Trail ” (1913), a 
Story of man against nature, m whicli a promoter of 
big schemes—chiefly railroads—is opposed by a flash 
financier. The account of CNfi-il's liuilding of the 
stee! bridge, against time, across a river valley, and of 
the pitiless advance of the two glaciers that threatened 
to destroy all at the very hour of triumph, is one of 
the strongest things this talented author has written. 
Miss Appleton, journalist, is the “ best girl ” of the 
book, and I cannot help thinking that Mr. Beach would 
liave been wiser had he not yielded to the obvious 
temptation. His heroine takes a theatrical flight acioss 
the spidery girders of the newly-finished bridge to 
meet O’Neil --wlio, as the ice-dam suddenly gave way 
and released the dangerous pent-up floods, promptly 
p r opos ed 
to her. ft 
would be 
quite in 
keeping 
with the 
“pictures,” 
but rather 
spoils the 
ending of a 
good novel. 
A more 
satis fac¬ 
tory book 
in many 
ways is Mr. 
Beach’s 

taleofCuba 
and the 
revolution, 
"Rain - 
bow’sEnd” 
(1916),with 
Americans 
as the 

principal FredericK Niven. 
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actors. The dare-devil boy " Jacket ” is an exceedingly 

well-conceived character, and the search for a beautiful 

girl through perils of guerrilla warfare, with her discovery 

disguised as a hunchback, meets all the conditions of 

excitement we can demand. 

I must include, of course, a story of gold-nuggets ; 

and for this nothing could be better than the simply- 

named " Gold,” by Stewart Edward White, which 

reached its fifth edition in 1914. It is a stirring tale 

of the Californian gold-rush in 1849, of the mining camps 

where law, as we know it, was not understood, and the 

game was ev'ery man for himself. The reader who 

wants to gain a good idea of the events of those early 

years of Western civilisation 

when San Francisco was in the 

throes of birth could not do 

better than read this romance, 

which is founded on fact. Mr. 

\Vhite has wTitten other books 

on similar lines, but nothing 

more convincing. His little tale 

” The Claim Jumpers is a 

comedy of semi-wild life in which 

the author himself pokes fun at 

Wild West ” novels, and depicts 

the regulation beautiful girl of 

the camp—who turns out to be 

a Boston young lady of the 

purest blood; so we have plenty 

of sentiment, with a pretty plot, 

but not so memorable a book as 

he has given us in " The Rose 

Dawn,” a brilliant romance of 

the land bosses in California. He 

has never done finer character 

drawing than here, or created a 

more delightful heroine than 

Daphne, with her fantastic, 

imaginary fairy friend “ Dolmen.” 

From gold to wheat is a transition justified by the 

idea that both appeal Jo the primitive in humanity. 

The vast wheat-growing lands of the W'est have their 

own peculiar romance, difficulty and danger, and in 

” The Desert of Wheat ” 2ane Grey scored a triumph. 

The local war between the I.W.W. and the farmers 

provides abundant material for adventure, and the 

description of the burning of the wheatfields and- the 

fight against the spreading flames is thrilling reading. 

The hero, an American born of German parents! goes 

to the greater war in Europe with the first draft in 

spite of the efforts of the girl he loves and of his father 

to dissuade him; and although he returns, badly 

wounded, to his old Western home for a happy recovery, 

there is nothing formal or displeasing about this brilliant 

story. Among many good novels by this author 

*' The Roaring U.P. Trail ” is one of the most exciting. 

” The Light of Western Stars,” a romance of New 

Mexico, IS of the ” cowboy " type, with clever contrasts 

between the life of East and West; but it lacks the 

springs of motive which raise “ The Desert of Wheat ” 

to a higii()r plane. 

If it is not quite ” cricket ” to include Tasmania in 

the " wild West,” my excuse must be that ” Timber 

Wolves,” by Bernard Cronin, embodies all the 

characteristic features of Western stories, and is in ad¬ 

dition a very fine novel. From his offices in Melbourne 

the powerful timber magnate. Frame, pulls the strings so 

cleverly and unscrupulously that he controls a very, 

profitable section of the Tasmanian timber region, 

crowding out all who try to enter the trade, caring 

nothing if he ruins a few promising ventures or breaks 

a few hearts and heads. The final outwitting ‘of his 

gang of ” toughs ” is the theme of the story, and the 

author oi “ The Coastlanders ” has nothing to fear from 

the most exigent critic if he continues to write with 

so sure a style and such fine management of his material. 

Two extremely provoking recent books come next in 

my list—" The Strange Case of 

Cavendish,” by Randall Parrish, 

and " Big Flat,” by Henry Oyen. 

They are provoking because if 

you start one of them you have 

to finish it, no matter what 

happens. You may have in¬ 

tended a ten-minutes read before 

bed ; bed-time will pass unheeded. 

The fire or the family hosiery 

may need mending : you ^o f 

either se.x—will be unaware of 

it. If you are reading one of 

these books on a long railway 

journey, you arc quite likely to 

give the guard your pocket-book 

instead of your ticket. I know, 

for I began one of them in the 

train at York and was horribly 

annoyed when I was thrown out 

at King’s Cross with several 

chapters still left to read. Sure 

thing, Mr. Parrish and Mr. Oyen 

can get the drop on you, and 

you might as well put up your 

hands at once. ” Cavendish ” 

is a “great” story; mistaken identity is the 

foundation of it. but the theme is so deftly handled and 

so cleverly varied that the reader is not let into the 

secret until the end; and the assortment of villains 

is “best mixed,” without a doubt. Stella Donovan, 

the New York journalist who is sent west on the trail 

of a “ scOop ” for her paper, is a smart and capable 

lieroine ; Hattie Lee, of the “ Big Flat,” is another. 

In “ Big Flat ” we have an entirely different kind 

of story, but one with just as much grip. Here the 

grasping representative of a pulping company defies 

the inhabitants of Big Flat district, who refuse to sell 

their land, but in the end he overreaches himself, and 

is beaten by the determination of a little group of men 

led by a settler whose energy and competence command 

success. Incident and character are both finely brought 

out in the prolonged struggle, and the account of the 

hero’s adventures when he purchased a power-tractor 

to puU stumps and clear the land is a genuine bit of good 

humorous writing, with tragedy behind it in the reluct¬ 

ance of the settlers to adopt improved methods, to fight 

the new enemy with the best possible weapons. 

It is books such as these two that give the reality 

of the Wild West, as opposed to, or contrasted with, 

the highly-coloured romance which has no pretensions 

Henry Oyen. 
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save the entertainment of the reader. Strip " The 

Strange Case'-of Cavendish ” of its complicated plot, its 

detective atmosphere, and you have still a living 

picture of the rough town in its embryo, elementary 

stage ; take from " Big Flat ” its company-promoting 

financial basis, and you have a vivid and convincing 

idea of man wrestling with Nature for the health and 

wealth she will ultimately bestow. They are the New 

World or rather, they are a facet of its many-coloured 

general glowing life ; in the Old World, we feel, such 

things can hardly happen to-day. Pigmy man, scenery 

on the grand scale, crude passions, energy hacking a 

path through every tangle, and love—well, much the 

same, we must admit, as we know it over here : of 

such brave matter is the best type of Western novel 
composed. 

I mentioned Mr. Frederick Niven, who has two 

strings to his bow—his fine studies of Scottish life and 

character, such as “ Justice of the Peace " and " Ellen 

Adair,” and his excellent Wild West stories. My own 

preference, among his descriptions of Western ways, is 

the book I alluded to previously, ” The Lady of the 

Crossing,” a cliarming romance of a township in the 

final stages of civilisation ; ne.\t to this comes a regular 

rcvolvcr-and-hold-up story, “ Hands Up,” exciting 

enough to satisfy the niost critical exjUTt in this line. 

Needless to say, all Mr. Niven's work bears the touch 

of the artist in words and of the philosopher; he 

provides much more than mere entertainment—he gives 

sound thinking, ideas, the pleasure of well-wrought 

prose. The pages of The Bookman have already 

contained an estimate of his work, and I will only 

add here that among novelists who treat seriously this 

ever-fascinating theme of the open life in the open lands 

he takes the highest place for style and craft. 

The “ Wild West ” novelist comes of a hardy race; 

as a type, he is probably immortal ; and let us not think 

him insignificant in the domain of fiction. He lets 

us know that the world is still full of life and energy, 

and not a matter of watertight compartments. We 

realise, as we read, that at this very moment there 

exists a sphere of life in rough-and-ready lands where 

all our knowledge of business would be at fault, where 

tlie woodpile and the timber shack take the place of 

office-stool and suburban house ; lands for which we 

could to-morrow buy our ticket and take our pre¬ 

liminary train. But wc either lack courage or have 

not the physique ; we are too comfortable, too ” set.” 

Let us give thanks, then, to these heart v fellows w'ho write 

of iirimitive things, of humanity unsophisticated, and be 

glad that we can enjov their storics--and w'ish we were 

young enough to emulate their heroes. 

THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
APRIL, 1921. 

. 1 ns7t'’t?r.s‘ iu ihcbc comhciilion^ [t'luh nu a acfyurnh' slir.e/ hearing the name and address of flic sender) should 
he jonearded not later than the 14//1 of the month to 

" The I’ri/,c I’.igi ,” Tm: Book.m.w, Messrs Hodder \ Stoughton, Ltd , W arwick S(|uare J-ondon, E.('.4. 
(oloniaL and foreign readers please note that Competitions II, IV and I’ are the same each month, and that 

for the next heo months the first pr\-:c will he for the best original Ivric. 

L—A Fki;5E ok One (iUIKe.a is ollert'd for tlic Ix'st In my little house of dreams, 
original lyric. W'hcre no mortal feel may tread. 

Silently the moonlight gleams, 
Colli as lanterns of the dead. 

IL—A Prize of Half a (iuiSEA is olfered for the best 
quotation from English vorsi' applicable to any 
review or the natm* of anv autlior or book 
appearing in this number of The Bookman. 

Preference will be gi\-en to qiiol.itions of a 
humorous nature. 

III. —A Prize of Three New Book.s is ollered for 

the best brief quotation from English literature 
in praise of music. 

IV. --A Prize of Half a (Guinea is ollered for the best 

review, iu not more, than oiu; hundred words, 
of any recently published book. Competitors 
should give tlie names of Authors and Pub¬ 
lishers at iiead of review. 

V.—A copy of The Bookman will be sent post free 
for twelve months to the sender of the best sug¬ 
gestion for The Bookmvn ('ompetitions. The 
Editor reserves the right to use any suggestion 
submitted. 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR MARCH. 

i.—The Prize is divided, and H.alf a Guinea each 
awarded to G. Laurence Groom, of i, St. Mark’s 
House, Regijut’s Park, N.W’.i, and Irene L. 
Watts, of Glyn House, Kingsgate, Broadstairs, 
for the following : 

ANNIVERSARY. 

April swings upon the bough, 
Dances in the elfin breeze : 
Not a bird is calling now 
Through the arches of the trees. 

Hone y on a 

golden r*late, 
Wine, blood-red, 

in cr y s t .11 
clear : 

Hasten, lest we 
be too late. 

And the board 
be bare, my 
dear. 

Fire, that on the 
hearth we lit. 

Look, love ! is it 
burning still ? 

Can you see the 
light of it 

Dance across the 
window-sill ? 

Tip-toe at the 
door wc stanil. 

So wc paused— 
a year ago. 

Now the latch 
falls to my 
hand. 

Love.whydoyou Ottwell Binns, 
tremble so ? 

whose romance of the forest North-West, “ A Hazard 
G. Laurence of the Snows,*• was recently published by Messrs. 

Groom. Ward Loek. 
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SICILIAN LOVE. 

Because I held your hand a little while 
Beside the murmuring soft Ionian Sea, 

Because I kissed you in a flaming Dawn 
In Sicily—in Sicily, 

I have grown old, and all my life a dream ; 
Still in cold English dawns all pearly grey, 
I see your dark face laughing through the vines 

At sunrise, in San Felice. 

And in a lilac-scented London night, 
. White hands arc gleaming by the Southern sea. 

And all the great heart of the world aflame 
Is calling, passion-wild, to me. 

And my soul, made eternal with the stars, 
Dwells by the dreaming soft Ionian Sea, 

Walking all wondrous days, all starlit nights, 
Alone with thee—alone with thee. 

Irene L. Watts. 

Wc also select for jirinting : 

ROMANCE. 

I rose e’er night was over, 
And sang the lark her praises. 
I found a four-leaf'd clover, 

And gather’d dew-kiss'd daisies. 

I laid them on her window-sill 
When all the world was waking. 

’Tis evening, and they lie there still. 
And Oh, my heart is breaking. 

(Xorman C. Gould, Flat 2, 47, Port-idowii Road, 
Maida Vale, W.Q.) 

THF, DREAMER. 

They do not sec, who stare at me 
With little, life-sick eyes. 

The lovely fire of my desire 

Set flaming in the skies. 

In quietude they think I brood 
Within my hidden world— 

Unloved and lone, as stick or stone 
Into the darkness hurled. 

They do not know, who see me go 
Dream-shrouded down the days, 

How memories stir, to make for Her, 
Sweet-worded songs of praise. 

O poor unblest! I bare my breast 
Of dream and song and shroud. 

That you may find therein enshrined 
Safe hid from careless crowd 

The happiness for which you press 
Tired feet in every place— 

And I have found with beauty crowned 

Upon one quiet face ! 

(Claude Berry, 20. Godolphin Road, Shepherd’s Bush, 
London, \V.i2.) 

Wc select for special commendation tlic lyric.s by 
Vera I. Arlctt (Worthing), G. C. Comfort (New Barnet), 
Lucy Malleson (London, W.). Marjorie V. Miller (Man¬ 
chester). Winifred Jackson (Solihull). Elizabeth E. 
Dougall (Dollar), Kathleen Ida Noble (Forest Rise), 
Colonel Walter Keyworth (Bishop’s Teignton), Julia 
Wickham Greenwood (Gibraltar), C. P. Y. Dawe (Mon¬ 
treal), Cyril G. Taylor (Edinburgh), James Paton 
(Natal). Hester Lawrie (Kersal), A. Thatcher (Bir¬ 
mingham), Dorothea M. Halford (Bealby) Margery 
Young (London, W.), A. Eleanor Pinnington (Exeter), 
Ian Cameron (Putney), “ Hermit ” (Guernsey), F. 

Davidson (Bryansford), Mary F. Moore (Clithcroe), 
^^’innifred Tasker (Llandudno), Ivan Adair (Dublin) 
G. M. Tuckett (Barry Docks), Esther Raworth (Harro¬ 
gate), Lettie Cole (Pontrilas), L. M. Priest (Norwich), 
J. A. Bellchambers (Highgatc), Ismay Trimble (Muswell 
Hill), Milliam Sutherland (Sunderland), X’ivicn Ford 
(Bristol), Margaret Marr (St. Ives), W. A. G. Kemp 
(Northwood), “ Moonstone ” (Liverpool), Ada F. Strike 
(Worthing), J. R. XNilmot (Birkenhead), Jessie Jackson 
(Beverley). Marjorie Ryan Bell (Birmingham), “ Sarni- 
col ” (Merthyr Tydlil), Rachel Bates (Liverpool), Joseph 
Nattrass-(Middlesbrough), Sibyl Young (Hunstanton), 
Pearl Luscher (Rochester, U.S..'\.), A. L. Pearce 
(Sydenham). 

II. —The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best quota¬ 
tion is awarded to Sidney S. Wright, of 12, 
Swanlcy Lane, Swanley, Kent, for the fol¬ 
lowing ; 

P.ASSOVER. By Beatrice Baskerville. 
(Thornton Butterworth.) 

“ I looked at her, and looked again, 
And did not wish her mine.” 

Wordsworth, Two Apnt Mornings, 

Wo also select for printing : 

THE STORY OF JENNY. Bv Elizabeth Southwart. 

(Krskine Macdou.iM ) 

'■ Jenny ktss’d me when wc met, 
Jumping from the chair she sat in ” 

Leigh Hunt. 

(D. A. Grillin, 22, Thcrapia Road, Honor Oak.) 

NOT KNOWN HERE. Bv Mrs. Wii.FBin Ward. 
fHutchinson ) 

” A perfect woman.” 
Wordsworth, She was a Phantom of Delight. 

(Rev. F. Hern, Rowlands Castle, Hampsliire.) 

DANCERS YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN. 
Bv Starr Wood (Angold.) 

*' See how eagerly the lobsters and the turtles all advance 
They are waiting on the shingle—will you come and join 

the dance ? ” 
Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland. 

(Mabel Robertson, " Moresque,” Moldcnhurst Road, 
Bournemouth.) 

THE SILENT CLUE. By Mauie C. Leighton. 
(Ward, Lock) 

" All they ever found was thist his pants an’ round-about.” 
J. W. Riley, Luile Orphant Annie. 

(Rev. Edwin C. Lansdown, ii. (iuildford Road, 
Tunbridge Wells.) 

THE WAY OF THE WINE PRESS. 
By John Payne. (John Payne Society, Olney.) 

sigh’d at the thought that hi.s head 
Would consumedly ache on the morrow.” 

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends. 

(H. G. Walker, 44, Cawdor Road, Fallowfield, 
Manchester.) 

III.—This Prizk, for the best quotation applicable to 
the Prince of Wales, is divided, and Two Books 

are awarded to Jocelyn Iferne Ormsby, of 71, 
Thorney Hedge Road, Gunnersbury, W.4, and 
Jessie Jackson, of 83, Walkorgatc, Beverley, 
East Yorks, for the following : 

" Wrought 
All kind of service with a noble ease 
That graced the lowliest act in doing it.” 

Tennyson, -Gareth and Lynette. 
Jocelyn Ierne Ormsby. 

" For never Prince in grace did more excel.” 
John Dryden, Great Fire of London. 

Jessie Jackson. 

The extraordinary number of replies received is a 
wonderful testimony to the Prince’s popularity. The 
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favourite quotation, sent by some scores of competitors, 
was Chaucer’s “ He was a very perfect, pentle knight ” : 
several sent Rogers’s “ Blest with the charm, the 
certainty to please,” and Shakespeare’s ” He is as 
full of valour as of kindness, princely in both ” ; and 
all these competitors are specially commended, in 
addition to Ernest A. Fuller (Greenwich), Kathleen 
T. Mayson (West Hartlepool}, ^irs. S. Kirkland \'ese\’ 
(Glenfarg), GilbeitH. Forbe«. (London. N.W'.), E. Drake 
(Scarborough), Constance M. Shaw (Leeds), 
Butterfield (Ilford), Mrs. J. B. Young (Croydon), A. C. 
Marshall (Midlotluan), S. M. Isaacson (Loiulort, \\'.), 
M. C. Stanley (London, S.\V.), Olive Forward (Cardifl), 
May W. Harrison (Lincoln). 

• 

I\'.—The^Prize of Half a (iuiNEA for the best review 
in not more than a hundred words is awarded 
to \’inc<“nt Hamson, of in, Dallow l^oad, 
Luton, for tlie following 

GOVERNMENT AM> PEOPT,E. By Conrad (oll. 
(Methuen.) 

Though written primarily as an aid to a school course 
in citizenship, this plain account of the government system 
of England is one we should like to see in the hands of 
every voter. Ignorance of the elementary princijdes on 
which our social life is based is the weaknes.s of modern 

democracy, and were tlic qualification of the voter to 
become knowledge instead of age, we would make Mr. 
Gill's very interesting and usetui work the textbook for 
Study. As a treatise on local and national government, 

it is the best wc have rcail lor a long time. 

W'e abo self'T for jinntmg • 

THE AGE OF INNOCENCE. By Efnxn Wharton. 
(Appleton ) 

The '■ Age of Innocence " is New York society in the 
se venties, and its hyjKicnsics and inconsistencies are 

unmasked by Mrs. Wharton with consummate irony. The 
duel woman character i.s Ellen (ilen^ka, who is separated 
from a scoundrelly husband, and whom " virtuous 
society regards with suspicion. The ” eternal triangle 

theme is treated with originality an<l freshness, and in its 
restraint and polish this novel is a marked contrast from 
most modern fiction Ellen is generous and loyal to the 

wife of the man she loves, and the story closes on a note 
of subdued sadness—the pathos of an unfulfilled love. 

(Winifred M. Davies, ^',7, B'lbingtou Lane, Derby ) 

THE MVSTERTOl'S RI1>ER. By Zanf, Grfy. 

(Hodder tV Stoughton ) 
The Golden West! Accept the escort of ” The 

Mysterious Rider ” and you will fiiiil this El Dorado for 
yourself. For sheer magic of word-painting and creation 
of atmosphere Zane Grey must take a foremost place 
among modern wniters. Columbine and her lover are 
very attractive, while Jack Bcllounds is consistently detest¬ 

able, yet all three lack the onginahty which has touched 
Hell Bent Wade to life. The other characters are finely 
portrayed, particularly the pathetic figure of old Bel- 
lounds. This book has power and charm, and should be 

as popular as any of its predecessors. 
(Mis? N. M. Butterfield, 16.;, Coventry Road, Ilford.) 

wliose “Cotor.icio Jim " (H^yoO, the ino-i siicc^ssfiil of )iis h.»lf.do?«-n 
novels of th'.' We<5!, has iiiM hi en l>) “ The AUskan ' (Lloyd), 
and \mII shortly have another siiccrs^or in *‘Troo|>ec O'Neill,' a talc 

ot the Nuith-Wesi I'nlice. 

DEADI-OCK. Bv Dorotiiy M. Richardson. 

(Duckworth.) 

Thi.s book marks a deculed development in the liistory 
of Miriam Henderson, through whose consciousness it 
is reflected. Thougli the form is materially the same as 
that of Its predecessors, " Deadlock '' liears evidence of a 
maturer skill, and of a surer handling of English. There 

arc many involvetl aiul obscure jiassagcs, due mainly to 
Miss Richardson’s eccentric punctuation, but interspersed 
with tliem are other passages of a quite definite beauty. The 
main theme is Miriam’s relations with Mr. Shalov, a Russian 
Jew, accompanied by interesting digressions on women, 
books, and men, and the eternal fascination of London. 

(.\. R. Mai'I’iiail, ” Craiifoi'd,” Kidbrooko Grove, 
Blackheatli, S.E.^.) 

Wo select for special commendation the reviews by 
B. Noel Saxelby (Manclicsti.T), James A. Ricliards 
(Tenby), (iraco Thompson (Hampstead), Lucy ('hamber- 
laid (Llandudno), A. P. JVarson (Halifax), W. Swayno 
Little (Dublin), P. E. Bentley (Halifax), J. A. Jenkins 
(Liw'rpool), Lucy Malleson (Kensington), J. \\. Good¬ 
win (Healings), Maude R. Flocson (.Mancliestcr), Editli 
Robin (London, W.), G. D. (Brigliton), (jrace (r. Webb 
(Southam), Gerald McMicliael (Birmingliam), K. M. 
I.iddcll (C'licpstow), Hugh Roberts (Bournemouth), 
Laura A. Ward (llalifax, Nova Scotia), Barbara A. 
Todd (Doncaster), F. B. Talbot (Ceylon). 

V.—The Prize of 0.\e Year’s Subscription to 

The Bookman is awarded to M. McDonnell, 
12, Robert Street, Lancaster. 

BAUDELAIRE.* 

By Eugene Mason. 

IT is not necessary to be a French scholar for 

one to take an interest in the life and writings 

of Charles Baudelaire. Baudelaire himself was an 

accomplished student of English literature in certain 

• " Charles Baudelaire : A Study." By Arthur Symons. 
15s. net. (Elktn Mathews.) 

directions, and. more than any other writer, is responsible 

for the vogue of Poe and De Quincey in France. More¬ 

over he is the subject of one of the supreme elegies 

in our language, Swinburne’s wonderfuL ” Avu atque 

Vale.” Baudelaire very nearly enjoyed the privilege 

of perusing this masterpiece in the flesh, for it was 
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composed in his lifetime, some three months before 

he actually died, upon a false report of his death. 

Baudelaire would have enjoyed the experience, for not 

only is extreme justice done to his gifts, but the threnody 

is written with a classical sobriety he was peculiarly 

fitted to appreciate, and incorporates—almost tran¬ 

scribes—certain of the French poet's images into Swin¬ 

burne’s more fluent music. Now Mr. Symons issues a 

sort of prose complement to Swinburne's poem, and in 

■“ Charles Baudelaire, A Study," presents a criticism 

Avhich covers practically the whole range of the French¬ 

man's work. The book is not a biography, for it con¬ 

tains little more than the bare facts and dry bones of 

Baudelaire’s life, but it is a piece of work that no living 

•writer was so fitted to produce as Mr. Symons, not only 

because of knowledge, but also by 

temperament and taste. We may 

not always be able to accept his con¬ 

clusions — the present writer must 

•emphasise .some disagreement in the 

■course of this review—but every com¬ 

petent critic will recognise ungrudg¬ 

ingly the considered principles on which 

those views are based. In a sense, 

even, Mr. Symons is too conversant 

with the French language, and too 

saturated with French literature, for 

his familiarity leads him to write 

such a sentence as " leading a 

deliciously depraved life," w’hich in 

English simply sounds comic; whilst 

his knowledge of books induces him 

to incorporate in " Charles Baudelaire " 

a long essay on Villiers de I'lsle Adam, 

having but the very slightest connection 

with his immediate subject. 

Mr. Symons's qualifications for dealing with Baude¬ 

laire are so pronounced as to include ahnost a liking 

for his personality. It is not absolutely essential, I 

suppose, to love an artist whom one admires—it would 

be easy to adduce illustrations to the contrary—but a 

liking for the man certainly predisposes one to appre¬ 

ciate his work. " In our approach to the poetry, or to 

the prose, of any famous ^v^iter with whom we are 

concerned, we must necessarily approach his personality ; 

in apprehending it we apprehend him, and certainly 

we cannot love it without loving him. As for-Baude¬ 

laire, I must confess that, in spite of the fact that one 

might hate or love the man according to the judgment 

of the wise or of the unwise, I find him more lovable 

than hateful." I admit that Mr. Symons’s expression 

of attachment is not very passionate, but even so it 

goes beyond what most of us would be prepared to 

subscribe. Baudelaire cultivated a cynical and starchy 

detachment; he went abroad scattering the most 

amazing tropes-and theses, and gladly appeared under 

aspects which he imagined would astonish the simple. 

He dyed his hair a rural green ; he compared the taste 

of a child's brain with the kernel of nuts; and he will¬ 

ingly embarked on casual conversation with the for¬ 

midably opening, “ after I had murdered my father." 

These may be legends, at least I am quite willing to 

believe them to be, but there is no smoke without fire, 

and such legends do not exactly portray a lovable 

character with an unconventional sense of humour. 

But Mr. Symons himself gives a description of a portrait 

of the poet. " His face and his eyes are contorted as 

if in a terrible rage; the whole face seems drawn up¬ 

ward and downward in a kind of convulsion; and the 

aspect, one confesses, shows a degraded type, as if all 

the vices he had never committed looked out of his 

eyes in a wide revolt." I suggest the description of 

this engaging personality would interest an alienist 

rather'than the Brothers Cheeryble. 

The fact is that Baudelaire is esteemed not by reason 

of his lovableness, nor for his excellent moral qualities, 

but because this extremely undesirable person happens 

to be a very great artist. On this matter the consensus 

of critical opinion is practically unanimous. Any voice 

raised to the contrary is felt at 

once to be an expression of distaste 

on quite other grounds than those 

of art. Victor Hugo declared that 

Baudelaire had brought a new shudder 

into literature, and poets of a younger 

generation have treated him always 

with marked deference. Mr. Symons 

in his turn praises, and indeed over¬ 

praises him with a fine enthusiasm. 

Had the critic been content to stay 

his hand at " ‘ Les Fleurs du Mai ’ 

is the most curious, subtle, fascin¬ 

ating and extraordinary creation of 

an entire world ever fashioned in 

modern ages," we might have been 

moved to do protest; but on reading 

Baudelaire described as “ the greatest 

French poet after Villon, the most 

disreputable and the most creative 

poet in French literature, the greatest 

artist in French verse, and after Verlaine the most 

passionate, perverse, l\Tical, visionarj^ and intoxi¬ 

cating of modern poets," we may express a mild 

preference for a less flamboyant criticism. Should it 

be true, then so much the worse for France. I can but 

imagine that Mr. Symons’s conception of great poetry 

differs from that of his reviewer. Supreme poetry (to 

quote Mr. Lynd) is not only a transfiguration of life, 

but a noble transfiguration of life ; and much of Baude¬ 

laire is ignoble. It will not do—as certain critics have 

tried—to speak of this disputable portion of Baudelaire's 

poetry as being composed in a heat of indignation. 

The holy and consuming indignation that makes a man 

lean was not in him. He wrote it in the delectation 

of his heart, and as a man thinketh in his heart, so 

he is. 

It does not follow that those who are unable to accept 

Mr. Symons's extreme claim for Baudelaire, have no 

proper appreciation of his genius. “ Les Fleurs du 

Mai " is a title too largely comprehensive, for very many 

poems in the collection are quite unspotted. Its tech¬ 

nical qualities are difficult to overrate, for it is a living 

counsel of perfection to the artist. Every inch of 

surface is worked over in the fashion to which Keats 

and Rossetti have accustomed the lover of English 

literature. And \mth this perfection of form goes a 

s^nse of Beauty in curious contrast with some spec¬ 

tacular ugliness and much sombre imagination. The 
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be&uty is l&rgely exotic, and derivative from the Kast. 

Baudelaire never forgot that early voyage to the tropics, 

where he was shipped off to prevent him becoming a 

poet. The perfume of the limes was ever in his nostrils, 

and his eyes were full of gracious figures, such as that 

of the young Malabaraise, in her thin muslin draperies, 

bearing her pitcher to the well. How much of the 

school of Loti is implicit in Baudelaire! We may 

not account him the greatest poet of France since 

Villon ; but for reasons such as these we willingly 

accept him as one of the most consummate artists of 

his century. 

HOMaOe to KEATS.* 

Hv L.\uki:1s’ck Binyun. 

AS Mr. Shaw says, “ There is no end lo talking 

about poets; and it often prevents jje<>ple fioni 

reading them.” No one tireicforc has jiaicl a truer 

homage to Keats, now that the ceiuiny from liis death 

is turning, than Mr. Cobdcn-Saiiderson with his heauti- 

fully-printod ” Anthology.” 'fho word suggests an 

arrangement of extracts ; but this is really a choice of 

poems both major and minor, onlv ” Endymion ” of 

the former class being excluded And from ” Endy- 

mion ” the editor has taken two of its finest things-- 

the " Hymn to Pan ' and the ” Ode to Sorrow. " In 

spite of the rich ore of beauty in tliis longest poem 

of Keats, the volume is strengthened by its omission. 

It is not a large volume, but how niaiu masterpieces 

it contains! The marvel is that with so mucli of 

perfection achieved we arc all (onviuced, and rightly 

convinced, that Keats’s greatest work was still to come. 

It is extraordinarv that peojile ran ov(*r dwell on his 

immaturity. It is his inatiirity that stagger^. When 

he ceased to write, a year before his death at twent\- 

five, he was changing and starting afresh in a new spirit 

and with a new style ; but his ” first j^eriod ” would 

have remained supreme in its own way as the eaily 

work, the ” jioesie,” of Titian. Of all onr poets Milton 

alone, had he died as young, 

would have left work ns wonderful 

and consummate; but Keats’s 

” Odes ” surpass, I think, even 

the glorious work of Milton's 

youth. 

The best homage we can ]ia\' lo 

Keats is to read him afresh. Xoiu- 

the less, the “ Memorial Volume ” 

which Dr. Williamson has got 

together with amazing energy and 

industry is welcome to all lovers 

of the poet. It would be wel¬ 

come ;f only for the object of its 

publication, which is to secure the 

house in which Keats lived and 

wrote at Hampstead. But it 

contains some contributions which 

make it memorable in itself Chief 

among these is the hitherto lost 

letter written to Woodhouse from 

“Winchester in September, 1819, 

which belongs to Miss Amy Lowell 

• " The John Keata Memorial Volume.' 
253. net. (I.ane.)—" Keats : An An¬ 
thology." Selected and Arranged by 
T. J. Cobden-Sandereon. 8s. 6d. net. 
(R. Cobden-Sanderson.) 

and has been transcribed by her for tins volume. 

Jt doi's not show Keats by anv means at his 

most attractit'o as a letter-writer, but after a page 

of rather forced ” rattle ” about the journey down 

to \\’!nchestcr, suddenlj-, without preface, our breath 

i** taken away and we are transported into an 

enchanted air. Keats is copying out, as if it were 

a men' trifle, his just-fimshed ” Ode to Autumn.” But 

this is not all. '' I will give you a few lines from 

‘ Hyperion,’ ” he goes on : hut the lines are not from 

the first '' Hyperion,” but the second ” Hyj'ierion.’' 

And this is a surprise for all the authorities, who have 

hitherto assumed that this second veision was not begun 

till the poet had returned from Winchester to London. 

It is remarkable how much attention is now focused 

on the second “ Hyperion,” as many pages in this volume 

bi'ar witness ; though to me it has long seemed remark¬ 

able that it has been so comparatively little appreciated. 

No one can understand Keats’s growth, or the fullness 

of his nature, or the direction in which he was moving, 

or the yet greater greatness that he promised, who has 

not absorbed this poem. Mr. Shaw, who pays a tribute 

to Keats’s geniality and capacity of detachment from 

his work, writes of “ the two idle epics, voluptuously 

literary ” ; but he must have for¬ 

gotten the ” lievision of Hyperion,” 

which shows a spirit so utterly 

changed from that which inspired 

” Endymion.” It is the theme of 

Mr. Lascellcs Abercrombie, who 

rightly points out how the 

” Rewsion ” should be read by 

the light of the ” Letters ”—those 

wonderful letters which seem to 

me to contain the wisest and most 

pregnant things ever written in 

English on the poet's creative art. 

Keats was constant and severe in 

self-criticism : criticism not only of 

his art, but of his nature, as the 

" Kevision ” shows. As Mr. Aber¬ 

crombie says, this poem shows him 

” expanding his art so as to include 

those speculative convictions of his 

—what he called his ‘ Theology.’ 

His art, in fact, was on the verge of 

becoming adequate to the man.” 

It is good to see on so many sides 

recognition, not only of the strong 

and manly fibre in Keats's charac¬ 

ter, twined as it was with his- From 

Charles and Mary 
Cowden Clarhe, 

Mar. 1873. 
Kindly lest by Mrs. Meynell. 

‘John Keats Memorial Volume" (John Laoe), 
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supersensitiveness, but also of his intellectual strength 

and subtlety. On the intellectual side how much 

more interesting is Keats than Shelley, witli his 

doctrinaire opinions! Perhaps, however, Shelley 

was on the wav to slough these off: at any rate, 

Mr. do Selinrourt points out a most interesting 

parallel between the last, unfinished works of the 

two ])oets—tlie “ Kcvision of Hyperion" and the 

“ Triumph of Life ''—each of them inspired by Dante, 

each “ a poem of self-purgation.” Shelley had taken 

Love for his lode-star, and Keats Beauty ; and each 

records “ a bitter confession of failure to sjiape his life 

according to the light that was in him.” 

I think in this volume the thing that moved me 

most was the page reproducing two drawings by Joseph 

Severn, hitherto un{)ublished. One is of the Maria 

CrOidher, the brig in which Keats made tliat horrible 

two months’ voyage to Italy ; the other is ” Moonlight 

at Sea,” done on board her. Both drawings have that 

indefinable poetry of feeling wliich Severn put into 

his early work. Keats had seen these drawings made ; 

lie too had watclied this moon rise over the dark, 

restless sea ; and we remember what the moon’s beauty 

had meant for him, the intoxication of its ^pell that 

drenches “ Endymion,” and we remember also the last 

sonnet and the ” moving waters at their priest-like 

task.” For the moment we arc witli him at that 

ship’s side and share the torment of his thoughts. 

Another precious document this volume contains: 

a facsimile of the manuscript of tlic ” Ode to the 

Nightingale.” Can it be, as Sir Sidney Colvin maintains, 

that this is actually the first draft of the ode ? It is 

so smoothly written, with so few erasures or corrections ; 

though the most famous lines of the whole poem owe, 

we find, their supreme beauty to afterthought. Keats’s 

first version : 

“ Charmed the wide casements opening on the foam 
Of keclless seas in faery lands forlorn.” ‘ 

would never have captured tlic minds of every gener¬ 

ation, as the altered lines, with their final felicity, have 

done. But the all-important change of epithets is 

. already made in this manuscript. It is hard to believe 

that a poem of such perfection of shape and richness 

of phrasing could have been born so complete. One 

would have expected a bubbling-up of words and 

images, a torrent poured out upon the page, before 

such distillation could take place. Yet we remember 

that Keats said that the ” Psyche ” was the only one 

of his odes with which he had taken *' even moderate 

pains ” : aiul the evidence of his friend Brown seems 

to prove that in the manuscript reproduced (Lord 

Crewe is its fortunate possessor) we ha\'e the actual 

sheets whicli Keats filled with writing as be sat under 

the tree in his Hampstead garden, and shoved behind 

the books in his bookcase afterwards. 

Not only England, but many otlier countries join 

in the homage of this memorial volume. There are 

tributes in Spaiiisli and Swedish and Serbian, and in 

various Indian tongues. It is as pleasant as it is un¬ 

expected to find that Keats’s fame is so world-wide. 

IRew Boohs. 

WILLIAM JAMES.* 

'J'liere is room for a new science which will investigate the 
influence of race and nationality on artists and philosophers. 
There i.s of course already a great deal of rather vapid 
theorising about the matter. Jews like Mr. Zaugwill make- 
wild statements about Judaism ; others u.sc aiul nuMise 
the word Celt; Stewart Cliambcrlain talked -he may 

still talk—random and rotuml nonsense about the 'I'eiiton . 
but no one has investigated scientifically the ettei t, if tlu-rt; 

be any, of race, natioiialitv and climate on ilic artist’.s 
character. I-'or instance, here is William James. Would 
his philosophy hav<- taken the line it did, if lie, like his 
brother Henry, liad left America for Kuroiie ? It is 
evident, I think, that lus .Americanism had at tj.mes a 
bad elTfCt. It made him, in studying religion, over-ciircfnl 
of the eccentric and too negligent of Catholicism. To the 
end of his life he talked of '' Dagoes ” when he meant 

Italians ; and there is no doubt he was genuinely surjinsed 
that Italian philosophers, such as J’apini, should liave 

adojited his philosophy and advanced it more brilliantly 
than any other of lus followers. He probably outgrew 
the ridiculous mood expressed in an earlier letter : ” Damn 
Italy ! It isn’t a good thing to stay with one's inferiors " ; 
but lie was forty years old w-hen he wTote that, and one 
womlers a little sadly whether anyone of James’s mental 
calibre who was not an American could be cjuite so stupid. 

It is ]ust his Americanism, liowcvcr, which makes 
Jame.s'.s letters delightful and possibly makes his philosophy 
important. His attitude to Europe is an awful correction 
to the more reverential pose of Henri’, for whom Europe 
held ti.e leisure and the culture which America neither 

gave nor appreciated. William James was Irish and 

• ’’The Letters of William James.” Edited by H James. 
2 vols. 42s. net (Longmans.)—” Collected Essays and 
Reviews." By Wiriam James, ibs. net. (Longmans.) 

Scotch by dcsccMit, and it may not be fanciful lo see in 
him the industry of the one ami tlu* gaiety of the other. 
He had iKior heallli as a voting man and worked against 
dilficulties which might have driven a loss stubborn person 
to invalidism, llonrv James, .senior, was an exjilosivc, 
dynamic j)ersc»ii, wliosc cliiiructer can be gaugoil from his 
vehement ejaculation: ”1 would r.ither liave a son of 
nunc corroded with all the sms of the Decalogue than have 

him pcrloct ” One find.-, an ecJio of the father in William’s 
dismay at the completely motlel behaviour of the students 
at Chautaucpia ; 

'■ Tlu- C]iaiit:ui({iin week, or r.ither m.\ and .i luill days, ba.s 
be«-ii .1 real siuic.ss 1 liaio leann-d a lot, but J’ni glad lo get 
into soim-tiuiig Jess blameless but more adnur.ition-wortiiy. 
■J lu- flasti of a pistol, a dagger, or a <levi!ish eye, an) thing lo 
break the uiilovclj* level of ic>,noo good people—a entiif. 
murder, rajn-, i-Iopenient, anv-thing woidd do ... I have seen 
imtre women and less beautv,'Jirard more voii es and less sweet¬ 
ness. perieived more earnestness and Je.ss tnumjih Hum 1 ever 
supposed iiossible ” 

William’s natural bent was towards science, and he 
meant by science a free investigation into any kind of 
phenomena. He passed from physiology to psychology, 
from that lo philosophy and religious theory, and did not 
disdain the study of spiritualistic manifestations. On this 

subject he rightly condemns Hii.xlcy’s absurd, remote 
attitude. He saw keenly the futility of a refusal to look 
into phenomena because they apjiear lo be trivial; the 
objection was certainly curious from a man who wrote a 

long book on the crayfish. 
James had no taboos ; he had prejudices, and occa¬ 

sionally in these letters he appears to contradict his own 
philosophy. For instance, in a noble letter to Mr. Wells, 

he writes : 

“Hem acu iettgisli / Exactly that callousness to abstract 
justic.e is the sinister feature and, to me as w’ell as to you, the 
incomprehensible feature of our U.b. civilisation. . . I never 
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THE NEW WAY OF LEARNING 
FRENCH Am) SPANISH 

Pelman Institute's Latest Achievement 
The inability of the average inhabitant of these 

islands to speak Foreign Languages has long 
been a standing roproacli against us. 

Disraeli, indeed, once said something to the oflei't 
that we were a race of barbarians, speaking no language 
but our own. 

And gradually there has grown up a kind of tradition 
that the British people, for some inysterio^is reason, ha\ e 
no faculty for learning Foreign Languages, that some 
queer natural and national defect bars tliem from this 
important held of kncmledge. 

Sir E. Denison Ros8*s Opinion 

Now this is altogether a false notion. 

“ (iiveii an opporlnmty for study,” says Sir E. 
Denison Ko^,s, the distingmdied DiiWlor of the School 
of Oriental studies. “ the inhabit.ints of theM- isles, 
CSjK'cially Scotchmen, are usuallv very quick in ])i(king 
up foreign tongues. All they reijuire is a fair start and 
a proper methoil We most <.f us lind Frencli dilliciilf 
because we have* begun learning it wrong : and haA'ing 
acquired as a nation a re])UlaUon for speaking Freiicii 
brullv, wi- hav«‘ taken verv ItTilc t<* stu<lv other 
languages.” 

'Ibis is ])ncisel\ the opinion of the will-known 
]‘elman Institute, which has now ojxin-d a sjiecial 

* department foj- teaclimg I'omgn l.aiigiiages through the 
]>ost, by a n<-w, simple, anil mo-,t atrr.ictixe melhoil. 

'fhe Frencli and Sji.imsh ( onrses are now iead\-, and. 
indging from thi- ii-«' j)tion ihev are receiving from tlie 
geiUT.al public as well as from edue.ifional .luthorilus, 
the new I'elman .M<-thod bids fair to revolutionise 
ordinary methods of leaehmg Foreign l.angu.iges in 
this coniitrv and t«i |■<•mo^•{• the rejiroach that wa are .1 
one-tongued race .iiul c.miiot learn any otlier language 

but our own. 
Full particulars of ilic new I’elman Method of learn¬ 

ing Foreign Languag<-s are given in two little books, one 
entitled ” How tti l-earn I'reucli.” tlie other ” How to 
Learn Spanish,” either of winch can In* olitained, gratis 
and post flee, bv ev<Ty reader who writes to-dav 
to the Pelman liistiliite (Modern Languages Dept ), 
88. Bloonisburv Mansions. Hart Street, London, \\ A .1. 

Head Master's Tribute 
My wish is that it may s<.on make obsolete the 

hundreds of text-hoi*ks on llii' iTeiich Jaiignage that 

exist to-da\'.'’ 
The above staleiiK'nt occurs in the course of a U'lnark- 

able tribute paid to the \ .vine of the Pelman Method of 
learning Foreign Languages by the He.ul Master of a 

well-known school. 
” I am onlv too happv, Iw says, to lx* able to add 

one mon* voice to the chorus of npprov.il that has gi eeted 
your ( ours dc J'rnuftiis. It miTils a universal ajjprovrd, 
which I fed sure it will i-veiitually obtain, if it has not 

obtained it alreadv. 
'■ I can find no bettor criticism to give of the C.ours' ^ 

he continues, ‘‘ than to describe it as natural ’ Nature s 
effort is gradual, thorough, sure, and so is this method. 
It docs not fi“i‘d the beginner with mori’ than he can 
digest. It does not allow’ th<‘ student to build upwards 
until he has laid a firm foundation on which to ra-se the 
superstructure. It loads him throiigli dilliculties ni sucli 

•a way that he does not recognise them as difficulties. 
This, in my opinion, is an incalculable asset of the 
Course, and stands for much in sustaining interest and 
preventing it from weakening. 

” I can say in all truth that the Pelman Method of 
Language Instruction, as I have seen it exemplified in 
the Pelman Cours de Frani;ais, excels any I have hitherto 
come across, and I may add that I find it hard to 
conceive of any other that can improve on it. It is 

certainly new, and, as is nghtl)* claimed for it, must 
necessarily change profoundly the ordinary method of 
language instruction. 

You w’lll remark that I have made no adverse com- 
mimts. Well, to sjieak quite* honestly, it is because I 
have* been unable to find anything deserving of such.” 

Readers who are learning French and Sjianish by the 
new method are equally I'lilhusiastic. 

‘‘ll'c u'crc only in Paris ei^hi tlrar davs, and I 
fuand mv pleasure '^irai/y an^im'iiftd bv brings able to 
speak and understand almost everything. I am quite 
(onvineed that the Pelmuu MclIhHl is the onlv aviy to 
learn u Poreigu l.anguage," n-riies P. loj. 

, ” / sailed for Praiue, Live)poo! to Marseilles, visited 
llie Riviei’a, spent a fortnight wUh Preneh friends in 
the Rhone I 'allev, and lame home via Paris and Rouen. 
I met alt hinds of people, hut lhanks to vour First 
Course, lehiih 1 did thoroughly, I was ah-ays able lo 
make myself understood,” writes S. 116. 

■' / am delighted with the .'Spanish Course, and find 
if extriinelv inleresfing and easy to follow,” xorilcs 
.S.y. 

/ received (he first two hwl-books on Spanish, and 
consider the method as remarkable as it is simple. 
From the beginning one tan entirely think ni .Spuinsh 
and understand, and this is fhe only pracheal u'rt\' to 
master a Foreign I ,in'',!t>g.:—at least in my opinion,” 
writes S.S. 104 

Remarkable Features 

'riie Xrw Pelman .Method of learning French and 
Spanish by corresjxmdence is remarkable m sexeial 
respects. 

1st. The Courses tlo not contain a word of English, 
and yet \’ou can follow tliem witliout tlw sliglitest 
dillicully, even if >’<m tio not know a word of cither 
i'leneh or Spanish io bi'gin with. 

’nd. 'I heri' is no Traii'^latiim. You are not required 
to translate Frcneli or Spanish into English or English 
into Frencl' <»r Spanish. By tins method French is 
taught m French and Spanish in Spanish the only 
scu'Utilic. wav. 'I'his enables vou to speak these 
language^' fai more jUantly than anyone who has 
acquired thi in in the old-fashioned wav. 

p’d. 'I here are no vor.d)nlan< s or long lists of words 
to be iiienioriseil. You Jearu French (lU- Spanish) words 
bv using them, and in such a \va\ that you never forget 
them. 

4th. Grammalical dUVieulties an* avoided. You 
first learn to speak, write and read the language (French 
or Spanish) in fpiestion, the formal (irammar coming 
last of all. 

'fhe gri'at simplicity of tlu* new method, its novel, 
fascinating and elle(.tiv<‘ character, its ingenious method 
of t<‘achiug I’rommeiation, and tlu- high rej)utation of 
the Pelman Institute that lies behind it, have all com¬ 
bined to win fi'r it widespread popular interest and 
support. 'Ihe number of jK'ople. who arc learning 
French or Spanish bt’ the Pelman Midhotl is increasing 
rapidly every day. All state that it is the easiest and 
simplest method of learning French or Spanish they 
have ever met with. ‘‘ ^’our method is wonderful,” 
w’lites studimt after student. Readers who would like 
to know more about this remarkable method of learning 
French or Spanish should write to the address printed 
below, stating which of the two languages especially 
interests them. By return they will receive, gratis and 
post free, a copy of a book giving full particulars of the 
new method. Or call at the Pelman Institute (Modern 
Languages Dept.), 88, Bloomsbury Mansions, Hart 
Street, London, W.C.i. 
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heard of the McQueen cabi* before, but I've known plenty of 
others. When the ordinary American hears of them, instead 
of the idealist within him be^inninK to ' sec red ' with the higher 
indignation . . he begins to pooh-pooh and minimise and tone 
down tlie thing, and breed excuses from his general fund of 
optimism and rcsjiect for expediency. ' It's probably right 
enough ' , ' Scoundrelly. «is you say,’ but understandable. ' from 
the point of view of parties interested ’■—but understandable 
in onlookiiig citizens «inly a.s u symptom of the moral flabbiness 
born of the oxelusne worshij) of the latch-goddess Success.” 

That is finely said . but is not the ordinary man's 
worship of success merely a rough translation of prag¬ 
matism into daily life ^ How did James’.s own jihilosophy 
leave any room for '* aZi.ifrarf justice ” ? Surely his w'hole 
work was an effort to prove there were no abstractions or 

ideals, save those which were realised in the continuous 
growth of concrete virtues. I may here sav that the 
volume of essays contains nothing which will add to one's 
knowledge of James's philosophy ; but includes some very 
entertaining papers, and a very careful summary, admirably 
written, of his theory of emotion—a theory which, 1 
believe, owes a good deal to James's Americanism. Ameri¬ 

cans do, more than any civilised people, induce emotion 
by wliipping-up its expres.sion. V. 

The letters, especially those in the first volume, contain 
passage after passage of humorous description, ^\’illianl 
often complains to Henry of the novelist's indirect method, 
and certainly his own is straightforward enough. Here is 
a sentence or two from his account of a German house¬ 
hold : ” The great, thick remarks, all about housekeeping 
and domestic economy ol some sort or other . . . the air 
of religious earnestness with which the eating of the father 
was talked about''; or these on Hegelians : "My ignorant 

prejudice against all Hegelians, except Hegel liimscH, 
grows wusser and wusser. Their sacerdotal airs ! and their 
sterility ! Contemplating their navels and the syllable 
oum ! ■' His humour is always roused bv Hegelianism. 

He writes to Croom Robertson, editor of that serious 
periodical, Mmd : ” Why don't you have a special ‘ Neo- 

Hegelian Department ’ in Mmd, like the ‘ Children’s 
Department ' or the ' Agricultural Department ’ in our 

newspapers—which educated readers skip ? ” Although 
full of family details, the letters arc oddly impersonal— 
they give, that is, very little idea of the character of his 

friends. Many well-known names occur— Royce. Bergson, 
Munsterberg, Schiller, Wells, Santayana, and there is a 
brief and tantalising glance at that elusive and fascinating 
creature, Henry Adams. Of James himself, as devoted 
son, husband, brother and father, one does get a very 

good idea, and that, I imagine, was the main purpo.se of Mr. 
Henry James who has edited the corresix>n(lence and 
supplied a very judicious connecting commentary. The 

result is a lively portrait of a very rich and generous per¬ 
sonality—a man susceptible rather than sensitive, infinitely 
inquiring, of irrepressible gusto, of defiant and sometimes 
difficult joy, of extreme honesty and unw’avering courage. 

R. Ellis RouiiHiTs. 

THE MASTER SPINNER.* 

Mr. Snowden tells us in the introduction to his book that 
it is first of all the story of a man’s heart. And indeed, 
whatever importance '' The Master Spinner ” may have 
as a record of Sir Swire Smith's life as a public man, it is 
essentially to the man of innumerable friends that Mr. 
Snowden pays his homage. It is the story of a long life 
lived fully, whether in work or play, of a mind which defied 
age ar^d adversity and kept the banner of enthusiasm 
flying for seventy-six years. Swire Smith was the son of 
a wealthy master spinner, and was apprenticed to' his 
father’s trade at a time when spinning was still a hand¬ 
craft and the exportation of yam and woven goods had 
hardly l>ecn thought of. At the age of twenty-three he 
formed a company for machine spinning and bent his 
energy to the aim of seeing England the loom of all the 

• *' The Master Spinner ; A Life of Sir Swire Smith, LL.D., 
M.P.’* By Keighley Snowden, ids. net. (Allen & XJnwio.) 

world. He spent his holidays on the Continent and, with 
an energy founded on iron health, studied technical educa¬ 
tion in Germany with a view to the improvement of industry 

in his own country. Mr. Snowden gives us a detailed 
account of Sir Swire Smith’s work in founding the first 
technical school in England, of his lectures and meetings in 
Keighley and other northern towns advocating education 
in all branches of industry and art for the workers. Sir 
Swire could hardly be called an art connoisseur ; neither 
did he aspire to that title. With charming frankness he 
confessed that certain of Turner’s pictures were incom¬ 
prehensible to him. He studied art at home and abroad, 
using ” his critical jxiwers in an effort to understand, and 
arrived, not at disparagement, but at a knowledge of his 
limitations.” Ad of which did not prevent him from 
being an efficient secretary of the School of Art at Keighley, 
a hraiich of the Technical School for which he had worked 
so hard. 

Mr. Snowden is fortunate in having had access to Sir 
Swire Smith’.s diaries. The extracts we find in ” The 
Master Spinner ” are chosen by an admiring and devoted 

friend, anxious to show the different facets of the crystal 
who.se heart was Swire Smith's character. There are 
entries trom holidays in Italy and Switzerland, where Sir 
Swire’s delight transforms his notes to the pure lyrics 

of e.xuberant youth ; there is a memorandum for an 
Alpine climb consisting of the most soul-forsaken enumera¬ 
tion of ” necessaries ” for the trip, which strongly, impresses 
on us that here enters the man of method ! There is also 
an account of a last meeting with a young lady to whom 
he could not propose liecause she was wealthy, and he had 

as yet no fortune to offer her. This is the end of that 
entry : 

“ But stdp, my brain. Let me not liefool myself further. 
My future, though hojx-ful, is blank 1 have boundless prospects 
blit no realities. My wife shall not be married to be my support, 
and I will destroy no girl's chances by binding her to me as I 
am now.” 

The atmosphere of vile melorlrama releases an irreverent 
groan ; yet, before one is half through the book one knows 
that one has met a man of perfect sincenty, in whose 

make-up no grain of aflectation enters. 
Very interesting also arc the gUmjiscs we get of ” big 

business ” in America; for Swire Smith did not limit hi.s 
enterprise to his own country' or his own trarle, he had also 
important banking and land schemes on hand in Texas. 
These brought him in personal contact with leading 
personalities in Amerir.a, among them the late Andrew 
Carnegie. Sir Sw'ire’s numerous friends on both sides of 

the Atlantic will be hapjiy to meet again in the pages of 
" The Master Spinner ” the charming and undaunted spirit 
of a man who had such .singular powers of forming lasting 

friendships. 
R, Kenney. 

PRIVILEGE.* 

Mr. Sadleir in his third novel, “Privilege,'' has taken 
for his theme a great house, the present-day sons and 
daughters ofTord Whern, and shows the house crumbling 
away from old greatness to nothing, presumably because 
of an inherent canker in the persons themselves. The 
tale IS told by Richard Braden, the fourth child of Lord 
Whern, with whose funeral the novel opens. The new 
Lord Whern, Harold, is a robust sensualist who fills the 
ancestral home with orgiastic doings which, to tell the 
trutli, are not quite so extraordinaxily awful as we are 
given to suppose, though coarsely disorderly. However, 
Harold repents before very long, but before be can re¬ 
establish his feet in the ways of honour and orderliness 
he is killed while out shooting, presumably by the brother 
of a former servant girl, for the obvious reason. This 
brings Michael to Whern, the second son, very aristocratic, 
keen on public life and public service, manied to a beautiful 
woman, and moving towards high place in the State. 

Richard falls in love with Barbara, his brother's wife, and 

* " Privilege.” By Michael Sadleir. 8a. 6d. net. (Constable.) 
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she presently turns to him from Michael for reasons so 

inadequate and so twisted that we arc far from sympa¬ 

thetic. Monica, the third child, Kichard’s senior by a 

year, is fast, intellectual, loud, slangv, blasplioinous, 

the sort of girl who shone in the countrv-lKmse rags that 

delighted the scandalised readers of sensational ncwsjiapcrs 

before the war. There is also Anthony, a Ikiv of l«c'i(\-, 

precious, exquisite, decadent, jafh'-coilocting. iKTfunied ; 

and Mary, agctl eighteen, who is a tnile jinggish and turns 

out all of a cat 

The tale pushes the world of Englaiul into the days of 

war. Monica Jiad married a Hungarian, and juunaged 

to get back to h'ngland while her husband went to fight 

for his country. Hut in England she was in coniart with 

the ” governing classes,” and her broiler Micliael deep 

in affairs^ of State. Alas, she wrote a long letter to her 

husband, disclosing most vital secret'., and tlu^ letter was 

sent througii the post insteail ol bv dijilomatic pouch 

through a neutral countrj' The letter came to the Censor's 

hands and Michael's enemies m the Press and in Parluimein 

made his ]X)Mtion imiiossiblc He went down to Whern 

«and .shot himself, leaving Kudianl iJraileii to become the 

next Lord Whom and to niarrv Ihirbara 

The book is a most arresting one, chienv l>v \ir1uo of 

Its manner It is written with great sensitiveness and a 

fastidious feeling hir words and sivl<' Mr. Sadleir's picture 

of liio Whern family is i losely ami carefully painted lie 

has certainly taken the nclyue of Sidney's Muse lu- has 

looked in Ins luvirt and wiilti'ii. And he has seen clearly 

what WHS 111 Ins heart, and lie lias written charnnngi\ So 

clearly and so charnungh- liial lu- will forgiye the sug- 

ge.stion that wliat h<- has seen and described existed only 

within himself The jiersons of the stor\. w]nl<- ncyer 

impossible, ne\er doing or saying au\-lhnig that is not 

well within llieu imaginary scope, are liardlt real Mr. 

Smlleir lias abinidnnt ideas, and out of Diem he has c.oni- 
fJosCvl and fashioned his -[loople, but it is dilficull to arcejiL 

that he has any real knowledge of tin- A\'lierii nulieu. 

Nc\ ertheless. Privilege '' is a ri'tnarU.ible piece of work ; 

it certainly stamps the author as one of llii‘ writers who 

may be expected before long to count for a great deal 

V. M. Atktnsov. 

WHY WE SHOULD READ-.* 

It is yery e«isv lo be cross with Mr. S 7’ i> .'M.ii' He is 

so terribly voluble, confident am! iiisisient His voice- is 

always raised ami you feed sure he would never confess to 

a doubt about aiivthing Somclnncs, loo. he is cureless 

and slipshod The faet is that he writes te i much and 

gives liunsclt no time to a.ssinulale lus disco'cries How¬ 

ever, against all this must be set the atoning fact th.il In¬ 

is a genuine enthusiast, with more than a share ot tiu- 
missionary sjiint. Tie kuow.s that books are splctulid 

and delightful Dungs and he can't rest till Ik- has told 

everybody about the joys of real reading not flie listless 

absorjitioii of matter pro\idt*d by blameless libr.iruins, 

but the vivid and even contentious co-o}>c-ration of nijmls 

that oflor something with minds that desire sometlimg. 
The thought that there are peojde who don’t read iii that 

excited way fills him with fury, ami he is sure that they 

must have been intimidatc'd by detestable creatures called 

critics. He sets lo w'ork therefore to win over these peojile 

He approaches them on the level of their own enjoyments 

and then .shows them something better—imleccl, he doesn't 

so much show them literature as force literature upon them 

with the undeterred insistence ol an advertising expert 

forcing a new food on the public. The present volume is 

directed in this spirit towards the comparatively unlettered. 

In the first fifty pages Mr. Mais talks about certain English 

classics—Fielding, J.amb. lioswell, and so forth ; in the 

next hundred he discusses some contemporaries from 

Santayana of America to Sheila of Sussex. Ihcn, after an 

intermezzo on philology, he concludes with s'hundred pages 

• ” Why We Should Read-.” By S. P. B. Mais. 9s. net 
(Grant Richards.) 
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on certain foreigners, from Montaigne to Dostoevsky. The 
subjects are arbitrarily chosen and the chapters have the 

manner of reprinted reviews. Half the book is quotation 
and the other half recommendations and testimonials. 
The hesitating, undirected person, vaguely attracted by 
things of the mind, and not quite certain what to do or 
how to proceed, may jK'rliaps date a d^nite conversion 
to literature from a reading of this volume. 

IRELAND* 

“ Ireland in Insurrection " contains a brief account of 

the historical events leading up to the present disastrous 
state of affairs, and some suggestions as to a possible way 
out of the tragedy. But the kernel of the book is the 
account of the policy of force, sometimes called reprisals, 
but declared b}' the author to be often unprovoked and 
spontaneous. In summary, he asserts that in the 

autumn of 1020 there had taken place the- burning 
of thirty-five co-operative creameries by forces of the 
Crown ; the burning of whole streets and parts of towns : 

the “shooting-up” of numbers of villages, i e.. aimless 
firing along the streets and into the houses by forces of 

the Crown ; the looting of quantities of goods, especially 

drink ; wholesale, public and indiscriminate floggings of 
young men, both with whips and rifle-butts ; the killing 
without trial of individuals, some when ill and in bed, by 

secret service men armed with revolvers (there is no 
question, apparently, of ” ungovernable passion ” in these 

last acts which seem to be carried out by a particular 
group) ; the wholesale destruction of farm stock and farm 
produce ; the death.s of passers-by, women and children, 
due to panic shooting ; the conniving at the sacking of the 

Catholic quarters of Belfast and driving out the inhabitants 
from their homes ; besides such minor matters as smashing 
all the windows of a town, or cutting off the hair of young 
girls. In a long list he enumerates forty-eight wreckings 

and burnings of towns and villages, twenty-five shootings- 
up ” (besides the burnings of creameries already alluded 
to), beginning in September, 191Q, and continuing to 
September, 1920, when Mr. Martin appears to have left 

Ireland. Mr. Martin devotes a special chapter to the 
Weekly Summary, issued officially to troops and police, con¬ 
taining provocative incitements to violence and threats 
of killings in reprisal. ” If in future any member of His 

•Majesty’s Forces be murdered, two members of the Sinn 

Fein Party in the County of Cork will be killed. And in 
the event of a member of the Smn Fein Party not being 

available three sympathisers will be killed,” runs one 
extract from this remarkable publication. 

Into the midst of these contentious topics Mr. Martin 
has inserted an account of the pilgrimage of sick and 
maimed to the miracle-working images in Tipperary, in 
order, he asserts, to show how foreign a country is Ireland 

to the Englishman. The equally estimable motive is 
probably that Mr. Martin found this miniature Lourdes 
both moving and interesting. His account of it, a strange 
picture of faith, deliverance and disappointment centring 
on an obscure street in the wrecked town, is vivid and 

memorable. 
L. Masterman. 

FOUR NEW NOVELS-t 

Upon opening ” Deadlock ” we know that we Jihall be 
surprised, annoyed, or gratified, according as Miss Richard¬ 

son’s art affects us,—but also that we sh^l never be bored. 
One cannot father Miss Richardson’s style on any other 

writer, ancient or modern. It is a mass of intricate detail, 

• “ Ireland in Insurrection.” By Hugh Martin. Preface 
by Sir Philip Gibbs. 3s,. 6d. (Daniel O’Connor.) 

t “ Deadlock.” By Dorothy Richardson. 9s. (Duckworth.) 
—'The Black Diamond.” By Francis Brett Young. 7s. 6d. 
(Collins.)—“ Sisters-in-Law.” By Gertrude Atherton. 7s. 6d. 
(John Mur-ay.)—” Foreshadowed.” By F. E. Mills Young. 
^9.4d. (Hudder & Stoughton.) 

apparently unco-ordinated, but eventually attaining a 
definite result of ” atmosphere.” One word will set in 

train a sequence of semi-related thoughts, all which are 
scrupulously set down, as though they affected the colour 
and quality of the plot. They don’t. There ,is little or 
no sense of perspective : “ the least shall seem unto thee 
as the greatest.” Groping in a mist of parenthesised 

statements, one runs into " those obstinate questionings ” 
so dear to this author—” What were Jews ? ”—" What is 
life ? ”—” What is obscenity ? ”—or the baffling ” Why ? ” 

which stands as a stumbling-block to faith. Out of this 

disjointctl debris, a story of sorts may be exhumed, frag- 
mentarily. Miriam Henderson, the heroine of previous 
Richardson work, lives in a Ixmdon boarding-house, and 

acts as a dentist's secretary. She and Shatov, a little 
Russian Jew, fall in love with each other. Shatov offers 
to renounce Judaism for her sake, but we leave her unable 
to decide, because Shatov has a ” past.” There is so 

much ability in this book (despite dreadful sentences like 
■■ she rapped avcrtedly towards Miriam ”)—so much 
interesting discussion—so much intimate realisation of 

human thought, however desultory—above all, so much 
variation from the usual type of novel, that one must 
ultimately commend it. Even those most bewildered by 

its audacious originality would confess that, in Miriam’s 
own words, ” there’s a dead level of astounding . . . 

something ” in it. 
In amazingly direct contrast to ” Deadlock,” gleams 

“ The Black Diamond.” Instead of complicated threads of 

argument, and emotional nuances attenuated almost to 

invisibility, we have strong, rough, materialistic issues. 

” The Black Diamond ” is sincere, .simple, elaborately 
realistic : it deals with events and actualities in uncom¬ 
promisingly honest fashion. The Diamoml is a rough 
one, and his brilliance a fluctuating state. Abner Fellows, 
a young miner, is pursued by a malevolent and tragic fate 
which drives him out and on. He is not a Galahad as 
regards women, but he has a certain crude loyalty to his 
spiteful old father, to his worthless pal and to his selfish 
employer, which prevents him indulging his passions at 

their expense. We first see Abner supporting his father’s 
voung second wife and child bv his earnings—and accused 
by his father, back from hospital, of a guilty relationship 
with the girl. A fight follows : and Abner, victorious, 
leaves home and marches on. The finale presents an 
almost parallel situation : Abner supports Mary Malpas 
and her children while her husbimd is in jail . the husband, 
returning unexpectedly, rtiakes the old accusation : there 

is the fight, and the departure of Abner. 
There is a fine artistry about this talc : a greatness of 

scope, within the narrow limits of experiences almost 

wholly physical, which recalls Hardy at his best. Mr. 
Brett Young has not yet mastered construction : there is 
no crucial and determinant scene or situation, but rather 
a succession of sccondarily-important scenes. That the 
conclusion is virtually a replica of the beginning, seems 
an error of judgment. The culminant tragedy, the 
climax of passion and renunciation which one expects, 
always elude the grasp. Still, this is a notable, virile 
book : possessing the beauty of manner and of landscape 

touch which are peculiar to Mr. Brett Young. 
After such plein air and vigorous masculinity, it is a 

definite drop to Mrs. Gertrude Atherton's ” Sisters-in- 
Law.” Without ungraciousness, one may suggest that 
Mrs. Atherton's Californian dames and damsels begin to 

pall. They reappear, many of them, in novel after novel: 
although none of them has sufficient vitality or importance 
to justify survival from one publication to another. These 
Californians are mere puppets in their author’s able 

hands. She shifts them very deftly about the rooms of the 
doll's house, but they remain essentially unconvincing. 
Alexina, the leading lady of this chronicle, loves a young 
Englishman, Richard Gathbroke. So does Gora Dwight, 
an authoress. Alexina marries, for no special reason. 

Gora’s brother, Mortimer. They lead an unhappy life : 
he turns out a gambler and a thief: Alexina leaves him. 
In Paris, during the war, she re-encounters Gathbrol-^^/ho 
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has been nursed by Gora Dwight. Alexina and Gathbroke 
agree^to marry right away (the inconvenient Mortimer 
being shunted), and Gora ” gets left.” That is about all 
there is of plot. The rest (including many love affairs 
focused on the fascinating Alexina) is sheer padding. . . . 
A good deal of upholstered furniture is padded with dried 
seaweed, known as ” alva,” wliich has little resilience, and 
is prone to damp. One ('.an't resist an analogy. 

Miss ,F. E. Mills Young’s ” Foreshadowed ” is, like 
much of her work, a trifle gloomy. The scene is laid m 
South Africa : the story is that of a girl who, to keep 
an unwise promise, marries one man whilst loving«.nother 
Subsequently, when she has repented at leisure, and has 
discovered her husband to be a rotter in all respects, Lois 
Ackroyd considers herself justified in surrender to her old 
lover. TJiey arrange to elope, and the inojiportunc 
husband turns up. Having learned his wife's intentions, 
he is sufficiently man complaisant to jmt a bullet through 
hLs head. This effectually frustrates Lois: and the 
curtain falls on her writing an eternal farewell to her 
lover. Not a new situation : but Miss Mills ^’oung has 
handled it discreetly. Her book, though .scarcely ex¬ 
hilarating, is interesting : and there is plenty of moral to 
it, for those who care to look. 

The attitude of the modern woman towards matrimonv 
may well be studied in the aliovc four works of fiction. 
Those inside the magic circle of a wedding-ring, arc strug¬ 
gling to escaixj: those outside it, fear to lose their free¬ 
dom of self-exjiression by entrance. In fact, as Socrat(“> 
observed on the momentous question of Tn nr vof f<i &'<•//, 

” Do whichever you please ; you arc sure to regret it! ” 

May 

PSYCHOLOGY OF PHANTASY.* 

As is well known. Dr. Long is one ot tlie pi<uiecrs of 
psycho-analysis in England. She is more particularlv 
distinguished as the fi»‘st exponent of the system of the 
Zurich school of analytical psychology and as the editor 
of Jung’s ” Collected Pa|XTs. " At a time when all sorts of 
erroneous ideas arc current about psycho-analysis, a book 
from Such an authoritative source comes most opportunely 
It is to be hoped that it may help to stem the present tide 
of misrepresentation and exploitation, a danger which i-. 
peculiarly liable to beset any new form of science. 

The word ” phantasy ” m the title is used as a generic 
term to inclutle all unconscious products. Phantasies 
occur in the waking or half-waking state. They arc not .so 
purely involuntary as the dream, and usually not so 
bizarre. They may contain conscious elements, whereas 
the dream is purely of unconscious origin. Dr. Long shows 
convincingly how valuable the systematic investigation 
and suitable handling of these two forms of psychological 
functioning can l>e in the treatment of neurotics. She 
pours out a rich store of interesting examples. In describ¬ 
ing her cases she shows a rare and keen insight into the 
subtleties and diversities of human conduct. In appre¬ 
hending the subtleties she never loses sight of the main 
cause of psychological sickness, which she finds in undue 
persistence of instinctive trends of thought and conduct 
which prevent adaptation of the patient to the world of 
everyday reality. This persistence is shown to be the 
result in a great many cases of over-indulgence, or over- 
harshness or general ineptitude on the part of the parents 
or of later educational influences. The book should there¬ 
fore be of great value to both parents and teachers. It 
m^ht well become a vade-mecum. In this connection Dr. 
Long says : ”1 entertain a phantasy of my own, that in no 
very distant future parents and teachers will themselves 
seek to be analysed, not because they are ill or neurotic, 
but because they desire to take into account, in a practical 
and understanding way. the unconscious mind of their 
children and pupils which hitherto has had far too little 
attention.” In one chapter extracts are given from the 

• ” Psychology of Phantasy.” By Constance E. Long. 
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book, " Father & Son.” in wliich the younger Gosse 
(lestnbes the jiaraly^ng efloct on hU eager growing men¬ 
tality of the liarsh and one-sided jihilosophy of his father. 
It IS true that this examjile belongs to a pha.se of life and 
faitli that lias passed away. Nevertheless dominating 
parents still make it diflinilt for children to be natural and 
education often enough tends to constrain the energies 
of the child or adolescent into a prescribed direction with 
disastrous result*'. These results are tlie most disastrous 

in the most sensitive individuals. Their conscientiousness 
may cause them to sacrihce their own development. A 
striking example of this is given in the chapter on The 
Use of Subliminal Material ” The dream of a neurotic 
lady who identified herself with her suffering mother is 
analysed The free associations of tlie dreamer are 

tabulated aiul the reader mav be almost startled to find 
that the piecing together ol these associations gives an 
accurate representation of the ]Xitients psychological 

situation in the early stages of analysis. This is an admir¬ 
able piece of technique, on which Pr Long is to be con¬ 
gratulated It may Iw asked, what is the value of this 

representation ? The reply us that, when understood, it is 
capable of giving rise to a new set of values and thus mav 
provide the motive force towards a reconstruction of life. 
Tliere arc ix'ople whose conduct of life is influenced bv 
unconscious prejudues, of winch all the hard blows and 
buflets of tlie world will not mak<* them aware. Why ’ 
Just because thev arc unconscious. They arc called 

complexes. To use the language of another age. tlicy are 
the devils behind the veil, 't hese people can be helped hv 

analy.sis. They mav not cease to suffer, but they ma\ 
cease to suffer in a neurotic fashion, through the knowledge 
gained of their own ” com))le\es " It is better to suflcr 
from the devils von know than from those you tlon't 

know ! 
Chapter X is devoted to a review of Jung's ” I’sychologv 

of the Unconscious ” An excellent indication of its jiro- 
found conceptions is given, which may stimulate sludcnls 
of the history of human culture to read the original 

The reader will gather that the writer is intimately 
conversant with the theory and methods of Freud. SJie 
wholcheartcdlv acclaims the value of his work, but iier 
long experieme has confirmed her conviction that the 
Freudian intcrjiretation is too narrow to embrace tlie 

multiplicilv of unconscious phenomena. From time tf' 
time she emphasises the need and value of the broader 

conception of the unconscious mlopted bv Jung Tlic 
book will go far to prove the practical value foi treatment 

of that conception. The stvh- is clear-cut and vigorous 

Teclmical terms aic used sparingly It is a book eminently 

suitable for the general rea<ler. but it is eciiuilly a book to 
be read by those of the medical and educational jirofessions 
who desire to be >''*rse(* m tlie latest conception'' of tlie 

science of psychology. 
Jamls VciUN.; 

BYRON’S GRANDSON.* 

The unhappv marriage of Byron with Anna Isabella 

Milbanke was destined to affect one of their grandchildren 

almost as sorrowfully a.s it did the two principal protagonists 
of the painful drama. And this strange hereditary influence 

came into force a great many years after the original 

tragedy was played out and the poet long dead. 
Byron’s only child (by his wife), Augusta Ada, married 

in 1835 l ord King, subsequently created Earl of Lovelace. 
She knew nothing of her lather, for her parents separated 

in 1816 (a month after her birth), and Byron died in 1824. 

During her short and tragic life. Lady Lovelace naturally 
espoused the cause of her mother, with whom she had lived 
until her marriage. Lady Lovelace died in 1852, the 
victim of cancer in a most appalling form. Her second 
son, R tlph (who later became Earl of Lovelace, owing to 
the fact that his elder brother, Lord Ockham, predeceased 

•"Ralph Earl of Lovelace: a Memoir.” By Mary 
Countess ot Lovelace, los. (>d. net. (Christopliers.) 

their father), was then thirteen years of age. The boy was. 

brought up by his maternal grandmother. Lady Byron. 
It may be granted at once that the poet’s widow was a 

woman of strong mind and original views, and firm in the 
beliefs she lield of Byron’s character. She certainly was 
not easy to live with, though, of course, tliat drawback 
would not palliate the crime she laid to the charge of her 
husband—namely, that both before and after his marriage 
with her he carried on an incestuous intrigue with bis half- 
sister, Augusta Leigh. She asserted further that a child— 
a girl—was born of this connection which she, Lady Byron, 
took pity on and brought up. 

Lady Byron made no attempt to publish these allegations 
in her lifetime, but she sjxjke opienly of her wrongs to her 
friends, particularly to Mrs. Beecher Stowe, who in iSOq 
(mile years after Lady Byron's death) made the story 
known through the medium of Macmillan’s Magazine and' 
The Atlantic Monthly. She did not claim that f.ady Byron 
had authorised her to publish the allegations ; and m the 

fierce controversy winch ensued, the champions of Byron 
were able easily to prove that many ol Mrs. Beecher 

Stowe’s subsidiary statements were erroneous. In fact, 
her story only rested on the evidence of her conversations 
with Lady Byron : she had no documents. 

In the meanwhile. Lady Byron’s grandson, Ralph, 

had become iinmenselv interested in this matter, wduch sO' 
vitally concerned lus family history. I'rom childhood he 
had been dominated by his grandmother's autocratic 

personaUty , she had educated him on her own peculiar 
system, segregated from other Ixiys; she had moulded 
both lus character and lus opinions. Xalurally, in these 
circumstances, from youth up he acceptecl her version of 

the Instory of Iht married life Ho resolved to be her 
champion, to proclaim her wrongs and right her fame, 
for ever since i8i(» the admirers of Bvron the ]>oet had 
{)laced the blame for lus niatnmomal debacle on the wife. 

At the time of Mrs Beecher Stowe's revelation.-' he was 
thirty years of age and, after long delays, was coming into- 
possession ot Ins grandmother's jnivjte papers ami letters. 
By inclination, right of birth, and as the possessor of docu¬ 
mentary evidence. In- resolved to devote his life to the 
soKing ot the tangled story of his grandparents' .separation. 
It was a sombre and <lepressing task, aiul it darkened and 
obsessed Lord Lovelace's retmumng years. 'I lie evulcnce 
lie jio.ssesscd, apart from the uiuloulfled tuas he held in 

favour of his grandniotlior's cause, compcllefl him to 
accept tlic truth of the accusations ag.nnst B\ ron, 

He published tlie result of his comiusions m 1005 in 

his remarkable book, ‘‘ Astartc.” It brought upon him 

much obloquy ami hostile criticism from the poet’s 

worshippers ; but a few did justice to the conscientiousness 

the author had devoted to a painful task, which involved 
the vilifying of his own grandfather m order to redeem, at 
long last, the cluiractcr of a dearer relative. 

Lord Lovelace «lied eight months after lus book appeared ; 

and this memoir by his widow arlmirably presents the 
spirit with which he approached and accomplishcil his self- 
imposed work, the subject of which had so impressed itself 

upon his life of sixty-seven years. 
* S. M. Ellis. 

DODO WONDERS * 

It is now nearly thirty years since tlic novel entitled 
” Dodo ” first took the literary world by storm. One 
reason for its instant popularity was undoubtedly the 
personaUty ol Dodo herself, who was considered in those 

days even more radiantly and strikingly feminine than she 
can possibly appear to the present day reader. But it 
must also be remembered that ” Dodo ” presented a new 
method in fiction, a method to which Mr. Benson has been 
consistently loyal and which is perhaps worth explaining. 

The author of " Dodo ” has never lielieved in analysing 

his characters; he allows them to reveal themselves by 

P,* "Dodo Wonders." By E. F. Benson. 8s. 6d. (Hutchin¬ 

son.) 
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their actions and more particularly by their speech. There 
is very little action in his novels and no plot to speak of ; 
their chief attraction for those interested in novels and 
novelists is the exquisite way m which the author gets his 
•effects, the brilliant dialogue which illumines character, 
motive and incident; all of which arc often laboriously 
described or analysed for the reader’s benefit by the modern 
novelist. Mr. Benson s methods have at any rate the 
supreme justification of success. 

The history of Dodo is continued in " Dodo the Second," 
which was published in 1914. There we find her^" like a 
rose full blown but without one petal yet fallen.” .■\ncl her 

■countless admirers will be pleased to find her reappearing 
in " Dodo Wonders ’’ She is now fifty-four years old ; her 
wit has matured and perhaps her vivacity has sobered 
clown a tfiflc ; but in spite of being a grandmother she is 
more wonderful and captivating than ever. 

What Mr. Benson aimed at lu the creation of " Dodo " 

was ” a typ>e that revealed itself in an individual by oceans 

•of nonsensical speech.” He describes elsewhere in the 

inimitable Kensoman style how he wrote at first chiefly 

for his own amusement and how later the idea grew on 

him that a book might niatcrialisi; out of his scribblings. 

Eventually he got as far as the death of Dixlo's first 

liusband, and then put his MS. aside. 

f-ater, he found his manuscript of ” Dodo," and re-read 

it with a suildcn rekindled interest The conviction was 

now ilcfinitcly established that other jieople might be 

amused by it, and he wrote to lus mother asking her to 

try and obtain a ston.'-lcller's opinion on it, suggestnig 
Mrs Harrison (Lucas Malct) or Henry Janies, with both 

of whom they were acquainted 'Xs soon as his motluT 

obtained Henry James’s consent the MS. was dispatched 

without further c.eremony. 
I am such a fanatu myself.” Henry James wiote, ” on the 

'iiiiject of form, style, the evidence ot intention anil meditation, 
o| clu.selhnR aiul iuimiiiering out m literary things that I am 
.ifraid I am rather .1 told-bhunleil judge, rather likely to be 
offensive to a young storv-lellcr on tlie question of qu.ilitv I’m 
not sure that yours sliikes me as quite so ftToimusly htcniry 

as my ideal Only remenibei tuat story is essentially a 
form, and that if it /.ids of its mission . . . For the rest, make 
yourself a style II is by style we are s.ived ” 

.\fter a while the MS. was again submitted to a pro¬ 

fessional vc*-dicl—this lime I.iicas .Malet. How her 

criticism was appreciated may be gathered from Mr. 

Benson's statement that lier words remain to him the 

first and the last words m the theory of fiction ’ She 

encouraged the young author by constructive if relentless 

criticism. As a result, " greatly exhilarated bv this douche 

of cold water," says Mr. Benson, he revised what he had 

written and wrote the second volume as it subscqueiitlv 

appeared. Tlie book was pubhslicd in the spring of 

1893, w’hile its author was in Greece And when Mr. 

Benson returned he found to his astonishment that in 

his absence " Dodo " liad " arrived " ’ And now, in middle 
age, she has arrived again, making her third appearance in 

a book that xs the most brilliant of the three. 
M. JOSliPlI. 

THE AUTHORITY OF ART.* 

Why docs art fail to civilise the world ? Why is there 
so much of it that does nothing for society ? Why has it, 
in fact, no authority ? Mr. A. Trystan Edwards ansv -rs 
these questions in a philosophical work of rare originality 
and power, with a view to show that art in our day has not 
risen to a true conception either of it-self, or of its potentiality. 
There can be no hesitancy in the welcome to be accorded 
to this book. It makes a new claim, and makes it soberly 
and quite simply, yet profoundly. If the claim be ad¬ 
mitted, art must acquire the authority of an immensely 
larger outlook and aim than it has hitherto found, and 
must do so on grounds essentially philosophical and 
moral, i^^thetics may even supply a demented age at 
least with sane ideals, and gently revolutionise our anarchy. 

• " The Things Which are Seen.” By A. Trystan Edwards. 
M.A. (Ixjndon). x8s. net. (Philip Allan.) 
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In saving so much immediately, I am aware that " The 
Things Which are Seen ” must first provoke the widest of 
discussion, and that I confess a prior conviction of my own. 

* It happens that I think the world has been more or less 
astray since Athenian times, and that, so far as I know, 
this is the first book which has radically sought to re¬ 
establish the dignity of Greek ideals. The effort is made 

with all the resources of modern thought and knowledge, 
and not by way of reaction ; so that I am content to state 

the purpose of the book, and do not argue it. The times, 
indeed, are so much out of joint that many readers will 
need no further incentive to the book’s perusal. Men 

catch eagerly at every doctrine that is opposed to 
materialism, however slight or foolish ; and Mr. Edwards, 

whether or not he persuades all minds, has a theme neither 
foolish nor slight. 

Tile point of view' may be realised most readily when it 
is jxjinted out that ajsthetics and morals are not opposed, 
but that in conduct the good is the beautiful. Mr. Edwards 

is here concerned, however, not with personal virtue, but 

with social. He would appraise virtue by its social 
consequence, and so he proposes for art a scale of values 
determined by the service of its activities. This is some¬ 
thing like ail attempt to combine Socrates’ ideas of the 
beautiful, the good and the useful. The order in winch 

art ’s activities should, as he maintains, be classed is novel. 

He puts first the cultivation of human beauty, then 

manners, dress and architecture ; last painting and sculp¬ 
ture. mischievously distinguished as ” the fine arts.” 
Mr Balfour says that love of the beautiful cannot guide 

us, because there is an infinite varietv of taste. It does 
so in spite of that, replies Mr. Galsworthy ; has done so 
since the days of Pithecanthropus. But Mr. Edwards 

would make the guidance sure by a statement of some 
aesthetic principles, holding that art is intellectual; and 

so he adds to his classification chapters on the nature of 

form, the grammar of design and the aspects of subject. 
'■ Every artistic renascence has been heralded by an 
intellectual renascence.” The arts have flourished l^est in 
periods when reason was most active. 

It is a thorough treatise. Besides all this, it considers 
the new position to be taken by the arti-si vis-d-^vis the 

statesman, the engineer, the mathematician, the psycholo¬ 
gist. the biologist, the historian, the moralist, and the 
metaphysician. And the thought is at all points fresh. 

Each must find it suggestive, even where it is most conten¬ 
tious and dogmatic, as it often is. There is, for example, 
a theory of insect life which offers to reverse the accejited 

rr)lcs of reason and instinct—a theory bound to be con¬ 
sidered, although it is launched in the interests of art and 

not of natural history. For, in Mr*. Edwards's view, art 
must take life as a whole for its province, and build upon a 
philosophy that judges all the schools. 

In a brief review it is not possible to attempt critical 
exceptions. I note only that there is nothing here about 
poetry and music, and that, while the omis.sion may be 

excused from a book on the ” visual arts,” the author 
appears to have less sympathy with what is emotional 
than what is calm. 

Kkighlev Snowden. 

BOLSHEVISM FROM BEHIND.* 

" The poor people do not want any more fighting. I think 
they are quite indifferent as to who rules them, they want only 
Peace,” 

That is the opinion of Clare Sheridan, the English, 
sculptress who adventured into Russia to make busts of 
Lenin, Trotsky and other leader.s, and incidentally to 
compile a diary which I have been reading with great 
interest. Beside her book there lies on my desk a news¬ 
paper iu which my eye catches head-lines • ” . . . Russian 
Revolt . . . Severe Fighting . . .-Petrograd in Flames. 

A striking commentary on her text. 

• ** Russian Portraits.” By Clare Sheridan, los. fid. net. 
(Janathan Cape.) 

Mrs. Sheridan does not set up for a prophet: indeed, 
she is modest, and apologises for her book. She need not. 
She has used her artist’s eyes to good purpose, and has 
given us a set of pictures wWch are well worth looking at. 
Let us consider some of them at random : 

Kameneff in Ixmdon : 

” Kameneff and I dined later at the CaK Royal, and then 
went on to a Revue. . . . [Attolher day] : We lunched at 
Clandge’s . . . [^4/ /Ae IsJg of W%ghf\ : Kameneff began to 
write verses ... on the back of a five-pound note. . . .” 

Well, well, I have seen a Labour leader enjoying his 

champagne at dinner. 

Contrast this ; 

” Kameneff .says ; . . . that the idea of God is a domination 
and that he rcserfls it, as he resents all other dominations. He 
talked, nevertheless, with great admiration of the t^chings of 
Christ, "WTio demanded poverty and equality among men.” 

In Moscow, talking to Mr. Rothstein about nationalisation 

of women : 

" I happened to say that this had done more to harm the 
Bolshevik cause than almf»t anything. . . . Mr. Rothstein 
interposed rather sharply, ‘ Weil, a little select circle which 
roads the Mor«inc Post perhaps believes it.’ Is it possible. 
I wonder, that he is right, and that the ‘ little select circle ’ 
tlo not count as much as I have all my life taken for granted 
that tlicy did ? ” 

Describing a service in St. Saviour’s, in Moscow : 

” It is surely the deep religious feeling in Russia that has 
sustained these' people through all their years of privation, and 
prevented a greater «.haos ” 

Lenin, she says, has ” a genial manner and a kindly 

.smile.” Trotsky behaved ver>’ nicely, ” his manners are 
charming.” Indeed, throughout her stay she seems to 
have received much more civility than suspicion. 
Dzhirjinsky. the organiser of the Red Terror, proved to 
be a sacl-face<l man who had completed eleven years in 
prison when the Revolution delivered liim. ” Obviously,” 
Mrs. Sheridan remarks of him, ” it is not the abstract 
desire for power or for a political career that has made 
revolutionaries of such men, but a fanatical conviction of 

the wrongs to be righted for the cause of humanity and 

national jirogress.” 
It is a book that will probably cause controversy, but 

one feels its sincerity at least. 
I nearly forgot to mention the excellent illustrations. 

Dare I add that not the least charming of them is the 

frontispiece ? 
F. D. G. 

A LIBRARY OF SHORT ^TORIES* 

If it was a considerable achievement—and it was — to 
select and bring together the world’s hundred best books, 
it was a more ambitious and a much more considerable one 
to gather from all the literature of the world the thousand 
best sliort stones. The choice in the matter of great books 
had certain obvious and convenient limitations ; there was 
no need to turn aside off the broad highway of letters in 
search of them ; but short stories were a vastly different 
proposition, for some of the best have been written by men 
who are so far from ranking among the acknowledged great 

that to the majority of lis they are unknown; yet if the 
task were to be thoroughly done these must be sought ior 
and brought in out of the by-ways and backwaters and given 

their due place in the general scheme. 
And the task has been carried through in these twenty 

volumes with a thoroughness and a soundness of taste 
and judgment that reflect the highest credit on the editor 
and the international board of literary critics who assisted 
him in an advisory capacity. There is a current idea that 
the art of the short story is an essentially modem develop¬ 
ment ; the fact is that, though it has undergone many 
mutations and, in the last fifty years, has taken on new 

forms and been brought perhaps to a subtler degree of 

y * ‘'The Masterpiece Library of Short Stories." Edited 
''by J. A. Hammerton. 20 volumes. ‘Blustrated. (Educational 

Book Co.) 
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perfection, it is almost incalculably older than the novel 
and has, indeed, a record that loses itself far back in the 
twilight of antiquity. Not the least valuable and interest¬ 
ing thing about these volumes is that, with the admirable 
introduction to each and the arrangement of the contents, 
they resolve themselves into a complete history of tlu* 
short story, enabling the reader to follow its growth and its 
changes of manner and form all down the ages the world 
over, from that first strange tale of early Kgypt—Khafn’s 
tale of the erring wife, who was " the militant suffragette 
of her time, contending for the revival of the old woman’s 
rights,” which wa.s written nearly five thousand years 
B.C.—down to tales by many of the most famous of living 
authors, including a separate selection, in ^he last volume, 
of the most brilliant stories of the great war in whose shadow 
we are still walking. 

One despairs of giving within reasonable limits any 
adequate account of a work of such breadth and scope as 
this, and I shall do more justice to it perhaps by contenting 
myself with a summary of the contents of each book. The 
first volume collects the earliest stories of Kgypt, India, 
Greece. Rome, China, Persia, Medu'cval France and Italy, 
and elsewhere, and closes with the Italian renaissance. The 
second is devoted entirely to Italian stories from the 
fifteenth century to our own times ; the third, fourth and 
fifth to French stories, and the sixth to French and Belgian. 
Three volumes arc given to English, one to Scottish and one 
to Irish and Overseas stories. Russia has two volumes an<l 
America three. One volume contains Spanish and J’ortii- 
gucsjc, one Scandinavian -iml Dutch stones, and the iinal 

volume collects Butish, American, French and Italian 
stones of the war. 

There IS every iiistifiiation for the claim that in no country 
has there apjieared anv .similar work comparable with this 
library in its world-w’idc range and histone importance. 
It IS a great jx>sscssion, offering not only a liberal education 
in the whole lustory and art of the short story, but a bo<ly 
of the most varied and delightful fiction that is anywlierc 
procurable. There are inferior j^atches in the collected 
works of even the greatest autliors, but here they are 
always at their best. The very appearance of the books 
is inviting ; the pages are large, the paper good, the binding 
artistic, and the two hundred beautifully reproduced 
illustrations add not a little to their attractiveness. There 
can be no question that this will take its jilace as the 
standard library of its kind ; the whole thing has been done 
so exhaustively and so well that it is not hkelj' to be done 
again in our time. 

A. St. John Adcock 

CONRAD THE STATESMAN.* 

The other day a living novelist indulged himself iu the 
pronouncement that the present taste for Conrad is a 
piece of snobbery—that people read Conrad because it is 
“ the thing ” to read Conrad. Well, if it is '' the thing,” 
it is for once a remarkably good ” tiling ” ; and if the 
embattled legions of snobbery and jobbery and robbery 
could be got to read and digest such a paper as that called 
” Autocracy and War ” in the present volume of essays it 
would be a specially good thing for all of us. That Mr. 
Conrad has a remarkable mind must be apparent to all 
who consider his life and achievement; but that he has a 
mind of the statesman-like quality here revealed may be 
considered less obvious, at least to Englishmen, wlio are 
pathetically attached to a belief that there must be a rigid 
separation between politic-s and ideals. 

Yet no one but an Englishman could resist the logic of 
facts. Consider. Think of any statesman whose name 
abides as a tradition, and you will find that he was a man 
of ideals, that he brought to statesmanship a mind deepened 
and broadened by contact with the life of the soul. On the 
other hand, recall to memory tliosc who were called ” sound, 
practical politicians,” men with ” no nonsense about 
them, men of ” facts ” and not ” ideals.” and what do you 

• “Notes on Life and Letters.” By Joseph Conrad, os. 
net. (Dent.) 
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find- ? Simply this, that only with difficulty can you recall 
any of them to memory at all, so utterly have they and 

their " facts ” cand their " plain, practical common sense '' 
perished. And yet we go on trusting them, while we 
denounce the others as ■' idealists ” and “ visionaries ”— 
or worse ! Coleridge once remarked that the surest way 
to make a foolish ambassador was to bring him up to it; 
and though the truth of this is a mailer of jilain, indisputable 
fact (on which wc set such store) we still go on in the same 

old way. History repeats itself merely to exhibit our 
refusal to learn its lessons. 

Well, here is Mr Conrad giving all these things proof. 

If there is one public matter over which our practical 
politicians have blundered more tragically than over any¬ 
thing else, it is Kussia. Before the war, during the war, 
since the war. they w’ere, and still arc, clearly wrong. Xo 
utterance of any practical politician has got to the root of 
the matter so imcmngly as this pajxir by a mere novelist, 
written (observe ') sixteen years ago ; for the war from 
which Mr. Conrad drew his lesson and from which the 

practical politicians drew precisely nothing at all was the 
war between Kussia and Japan. I had marked several of 
its thrillingly pre.scient pa.ssages for quotation ; but I will 
leave the reader to find them for himself. 1 will cite merely 
a few lines. Speaking of the old infatuated fear in Europe 

of Russia's slow and invincible might, and the instant 
and utter defeat of this I’ndefcatable by Japan, Mr. Conrad 
has these words : 

" This very ignominy of infatuation should make clear to 
men’s fc-dings and reason that the downfall of Russia's might 
IS unavoidable Spectral it lived and s^iectral it disappears 
without leaving a memory of a single generous deed, of a single 
service rendered - oven involuntarily—to the pohtv of nations 
Other despotisms there have lieen, but none whose origin was 
so grimly fantastic in its baseness, and the beginning of whose 
end was so gruesoniely ignoble What is amazing is the mvth 
of its irresistible strength which is dying so bard " 

The myth of Russia’s irresistible strength, derided ami 
exploded by Mr. Conrad in a public, printed discourse of 
iyo5, was in 1915 the firmest article of our national faith ; 
and, to complete our humiliation, since the end of the war 
(such an end as there was) there have arisen adventurers 

on land and sea whose aim it has been to restore that grisly 
spectre and its mythical terrors, and our “ practical 

politicians ” have backed and boosted every one of them ! 
I have dwelt on this single paper because it is the most 

important in the volume. Naturally most people wdll 
turn first of all to the essays that discuss some a.spec:ls of 
Mr. Conrad's own art and the practices of his fellow-crafts¬ 
men. They contain many admirable obiter dicta, but tlicv 

are slight and frankly occasional. What I hope to find 
Mr. Conrad producing some day is a collection of essays, 
of the old quarterly length, upon some of the great writers 
of the west—let us say Flaubert and Stendhal for a 

beginning. The strength of the present volume is un¬ 
doubtedly in its central political portion ; but the whole 
book is a revelation of a strong, courageous, interpretative 
mind. I hope it will be “ the thing " to read it. 

G. S. 

IRovel IRotes. 
THE TOUR. By Louis Couperus 8s. (Thornton Butter- 

. worth ) 

Ever since the days of Heinemann's old international 
library of fiction the judicious have known’and admired 
the name of Couperus. Then came, just before the war, 

Heinemann's edition of the Dutch masterpiece, the four 
books of “ Small Souls " : and last year Mr. Butterworth 
issued a version of that mordant study, “ Old People and 
Things that Pass.” It is with the greater regret that we 

we must say that *' The Tour ” is scarcely worthy of 
Couperus's 'reputation. It is an attempt to give us a 
glimpse into the life of a Roman patrician of the early 

Empire, not in Rome or in Italy, but in a voyage to Egypt 
and the desert. Mr. Couperus gets local colour, but he 

never attains the stiff, hieratic effort which made Flaubert's 
” Salammbb ” one of the world’s great books ; and he 

never achieves the more melodramatic success of Bulwer 
Lytton or Whyte Melville. ” The Tour ” is a book of 
brilliant waxworks, and one gets tired of the continual sub¬ 
servience of every one, from Thrasyllus, the philosopher, 
and Catuluss, the comic uncle, to Cora, the beautiful slave. 
They all bow and make allowances for the stupid gestures 
and selfish whims of Lucius Sabrinus. There are \tonder- 

ful tlescriptive passages in ‘‘The Tour” and no lack of 
movement and strongly imagined dramatic situations, but, 
on the whole, w’e hope Couperus will return to those intimate 

studies of Dutch life which occupy an unassailable position 
in European letters. 

MAUMBURY RINGS. By (> V Mcl'addcn. Ssf fnl. net. 
(Hodder & Stoughton ) 

No doubt a hard-headed, unemotional American detective 

(of fiction) would point a hundred improbabilities in the 
proceedings of Demas Chaldecott, Bathia Loveridge and 

the other characters in G. V. McFaddcn’s ” Maumbury 

Rings,” but I am not an .American detective (of fiction) and 
I abandoiieil myself with delight to the complications and 
thrills and hullahaloos, and w-as exceedingly .sorry when I 
came to the last page. Here are. really, two books in 

one cover. In one the author tells the story of a young 
schoolmaster who married for hate instead of for love, 

and what came of it all. and how the wicked Peverells 
nearly brought him to the gallows, an<l Imw I^arson Willa- 
vize snatched the noose from his neck, and how sweet 
Bathia Loveridge found a lover wlicrc she had looked for 
a friend -and divers other matters ami things all very 

pleasantly related. But the other book is as a little 
stream that runs moiiestly through a wood, almost luildcn 
by the overhanging bracken, but there to be seen and 
drunk from by the seeker. And the waters of tliis brook 
are the reflections of the author, little flashes of humour 
and grave observation, never obtruded, but rather set 
down as though by chance. And therein lies the cunning 
of it. A right cheerful tale, told quaintly and gallantly. 

BOURGOYNE OF GOYNE. By Christine C. Thomson. 
(Bale, Sons & PanicNson ) 

Ronald Bourgoyiic, the heir of an old family fallen upon 
evil days, on his return, maimed, from the war, yielded 

at first sight to the charms of the nch an<l somewhat 
inystcriou.s widow, the Countess de I,A)igneux. His sister 
Muriel and Patricia Heron, whose hero he was, instinctively 
distrusted the rich and fair unknown, and soon the sister 

had some definite grounds for her suspicions. She dis¬ 
covered that the Countess, while a guest at her brother's 
house, had mysterious midnight visits from a foreigner. 
Her inquiries in London led to the discovery that the 

Countes.s was one of a notorious gang of cardsharpers at 
Monte Carlo and that her visitor had been a brother escaped 

from prison and bent on blackmail. At a dramatic meeting 
in London Ronald ha<l his eyes opened to the truth, and the 

Countess made a hurried exit from English society. But 
Patricia Heron’s dreams did not come true, though she 
was the means of helping Ronald to discover the lost 
jewels that formed the Luck of the Bourgoynes. For 
an accident enabled Ronald to marry his first love, 
Diana Northcote, and Patricia knew the bitterness of 
renunciation. 

O'ROURKE THE GREAT. By A. A. Lynch. (Hutchinson.) 

In 1896 Colonel Lynch published a series of character 
studies entitled ” Men of Genius,” and in '■ O'Rourke ” we 
have a progression of the same mind. Some of the pen- 
portraits carry us back to the earlier book. We have, for 
instance, the somewhat pedantically named Qaebus : 

” One beheld a rubicund face, eyes that O'Rourke bad seen 
shining in the early part of the evening like the green lamps of a 
train, a rather stockish frame set four-square to the world 
white locks that framed a countenance capable of expressing 
deeper statesmanship than seemed necessary in this assembly. 
Claebus was the champion of Liberal doctrines, and greatly 
esteemed for bis readiness to compromise whenever he ran 
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athwart any large vested interests. His sole idea of life was 
that of a mid-Victorian conformity ; his rmlv excess, at least 
in the sphere of ideas, was moderation , and he had, in a desjK rate 
crisis, played the safe game so far that he had endangered the 
existence of the nation and compromised the future of his 
party." 

Such a portrait, admirable as it is. would, as liaving 

nothing to do with tlic story, be inadmissible in a mere 

novel, but "O’Kourkc’’ is both more and less It is not 

concerned fundamentally witli human beings, their griefs 

and joys ; it is a study of contemporary politics and it is 

remarkable for its intimate knowledge of the subjee^. Since 

as a boy at school the author broke bouiuls in order to buy 

papers and study the political news, he has maintained liis 

interest in these matters. He sat in Parliament for an 

Irish constituency, and in " O'Rourke ” has given us the 

story of an Irish election with, incidentally, an exposition 

of that moderate spirit which Smn Pein has ilisowiied 

O’Rourke is really and truly a great man, a long-headed 

Celt who advances his own interests by advancing tliose of 

his country. He is possessed of those qualities which have 

made the Irishman in America a force for good, a man w’ho 

realises that by improving conditions he is making the 

world a belter place for him and his to live in , wlio sees, 

in fact, to the heart of things 'J'ho cni.v of the book is 

Chapter XXIH. O’Rourke. des<ribing his .struggles, 

vo.cing Ills hopes and fears, is not only a politiiian He 

becomes compelling, the everyday man who does his best 

according to his lights, " not getting any younger, no, 

remimber that the best jiart oi me is behind me ’’ In tins 

Irish shopkecpui, the Meinbei foi iiallvili uiiibeg, llie man 

of moderate counsels, the shrewd fellow who though 

opposed to the jiaymcnt of membiTs jiockets the monev 

without a word, we have not onlv a tvpual Celt, but a 

flesh and blo<id man In " O'Rourke the Oreat," Colonel 

T.yncli has given us a book which will rank high among 
linglish or Irish jiohtical novels 

THE PORT ALLINGTON STORIES AND OTHERS. 
Ry U !•' ys (llememaiin ) 

Alas, for jKJor R. E. Vcrnisle ! NVe lost much Mhen he 
fell in the war. Some of his jxienis will live, and in the 
new volume of short tales which hes before us, we have 
fresh evidence of his bright jxjwcrs as a writer of fiction, 
of liis merry humour and acute observation. Among 
many light and joyous pieces in this i ollectiou, we would 
select " The Oficnee of Stephen Danesford " as the best. 
We laughed aloud more than once when reading it , it 
is a sketch of the struggles of an olxscure literary and 
philosophic society after culture, and is brimming with 
fun and sarcasm : " It w’as less easy to fix on the Pluloso])hy 
courses. . . . Few members could, for the moment, recall 
the names of the philosophers they were interested in ; 
and though Miss Atkcy had a list of lier favourites in a 
book, tlie book happened to be at home, and Miss Atkey 
rather fancied she had packed it away for the summer." 
Vernedc’s " Port Allington ’’ is as fully and as delicately 
exploited as E. F. Henson’s " Ri.scborfiugh ” The local 
characters arc studied as pitilessly. As for the other talcs, 
they display a fine versatility and invention, especially 
the brilliant " Maze.” 

XLbe Bookman’s ^able. 

GOVERNMENT AND PEOPLE. By Conrad Gill, M A 
With the collaboration of C. W. Valentine, M.A., 11 Phil 
7s. 6d. net. (Methuen.) 

The main purpose of the joint authors in writing this 
book is, they inform us. to supply the needs of teachers 
in continuation and secondary schools. And the needs of 
teachers are great. They have a tremendous task to 
accomplish. For now that we have in theory an almost 
complete form of political democracy, it becomes more and 
more important to transform our ignorant and largely 
apathetic masses into thinking beings equipped with some 

GEORGE ALLEN & UNWIN, Ltd.' 
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A New Booh about London 
A quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore 

By LEOPOLD WAUNER. oh/) 10s. 6d. 

The Great Kinship 
An Anthology of Humanitarian Poetry 

Edited by BERTRAM LLOYD. Ss. 6d- 

Greehs and Barbarians 
By J. A. K. THOMSON. 8s. 6d. 

‘• ’I liis ehnrmnii: laaik hy an iin-iiii]|jlldu‘d seholnr . . di'icrvea to be 
widel.v rend —.Si'rrlato, 
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12s. 6d. Bv HENRY S. SALT. 
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The Master Spinner 
A Biography of Sir Swiie Smith. With Portrait. By 
KEIGHLEY SNOWDEN. {Just out) 16s. 

The No Plays of Japan 
By ARTHUR WALEY. Author of “ Moie Translations 
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By ARTHUR RANSOME. 5s. 
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NEW FICTION 
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A Novel. By MAGDELEINE MARX. 7s. 6d. 
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Temptations 
A Book of Short Stories. DAVID PINSKI. 
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The Burning Secret 
By STEFAN ZWEIG. {Shorih') 6.. 
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knowledge of society and the facts and principles of 
government. Most of us arc ready to shout loudly for 
some reform that appeals either to our sentiments or our 
interests ; few of us arc prepared to study the framework 

of the society into w-hich our reform must fit, or the 
machinery which can give effect to our demands. Indeed, 
this is one of the weak joints, not merely of the masses but 
of most “ reformers " as well. They will often '' cry out 

violently for improvements which all the time it is ix)ssible 

for them to get if they and their fellows would use the 
powers in their local town council "—about which they 

are so often ill-informed. Here, then, is an excellent hand¬ 
book for both teacher and pupil. Beginning with local 
government, it works steadily and exhaustively through 
the long series of steps to the relationships between State and 

Society. A comprehensive and most useful piece of work. 

THE DESERT AND THE SOWN, AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Margot Robert Adamson, .ts. 6d. net. (Sclwj'n i- 
Blount.) 

The fact that some of Miss Adamson’s ixiems have 

appeared in the columns of Common-Sense and The Socialist 

Review gives the key to the spirit of the earlier portion 
of her book. She is something of a pacifist, and her war 

poems are full of lamentation for the apparently senseless 
waste of millions of lives, and hot with indignation against 
the statesmen and others who, having won the war, have 
lost the opportunity of making a clean and lasting peace : 

Freedom and Truth and Justice—and War's c(iancc ! 
Stuff with ideals Europe's reeking maw ! 

Let our sons' blood make red the fields of France I 
While we prolong the war 1 

Lo ! a new world, that leaguered shall arise ' 
See, in the east, its bright sun, rising red— 

Showing to God, and earth's uncaring eyes 
Lcagub upon league of the unnumbered dead.” 

That, written in July, 1918, is typical of Miss Adamson's 
outlook and expression. But not all her pieces are con¬ 
cerned with the war. There are a number of good nature 
poems in her volume, some of them having a real breath of 
wind and smack of earth. 

llDusic. 

THE PIANOLA. 

By George S.ampson. 

TO prevent misunderstanding let it be premised 

that the word Pianola (with a majuscule) is 

like the word Kodak or the word Tabloid, the specific 

name of a proprietary article. In the remarks that 

follow I shall use 

the word pianola 

(with a minuscule) 

to signify any 

piano played 

by pneumatic 

mechanism, with¬ 

out reference to 

the instruments of 

any particular 

maker. 

A practical dis¬ 

cussion of the 

pianola must start 

Elt"!Hoppe. Mr. George Samp»on. with this axiom, 

that the pianola 

has come to stay—that it is now, like the gramophone 

and the telephone and the aeroplane, a definite addition 

to the mechanism of modern life, and that we must 

therefore (in the best sense) make the best of it. 

Sensible people must treat facts as facts, and not as 

fancies. Denouncing the pianola is as futile as damn¬ 

ing the Equator. By all means hang the Postmaster- 

General ; but don't hurt the telephone. 

reality, there is more call upon our admiration 

than upon our magnanimity ; for the pianola is a wonder¬ 

ful and beautiful instrument. As an educationist I 

demand one for every school; as an amateur of music 

I desiderate one in every home. It has its limitations. 

Whatever the advertisements may suggest, it will not 

give you the mighty left hand of Busoni or the magic 

fight hand of Pachmann; but it will give you a very 

great deal. It is, I repeat, a wonderful and beautiful 

instrument: but like other wonderful and beautiful 

iostruments it must be properly used. The ancient 

gibe that the pianola is mechanical can he soon dis¬ 

missed. Of course the pianola is mechanical, because 

the pianola is a machine; but remember that the 

piano is also a machine, and tlie organ a whole big 

box of gadgets. If there is in the wide world any 

machine more entirely and desolalingly mechanical 

than the piano with its keys relentlessly smitten by 

the rigid hands of jmung ladies in the suburbs I desire 

to know it in order to avoid it. The pianola, like the 

piano, IS just as mechanical as you choose to make it. 

If you have a mechanical mind, your pianola, like your 

piano, will be mechanical; but if you have genuine 

musical feeling, a sense of tone, rhythm and values, 

your pianola will respond as readily as your piano. 

Indeed, in many respects more readily; for its fingers 

answer instantly all the demands of the music and 

have never to struggle with technical difficulties. 

Remember that, in essence, a pianola is a piano; it 

has the merits of a piano and the limitations of a piano ; 

you must not expect either pianola or piano to be 

organ and orchestra as well. 

There are good pianos and indifferent pianos. When 

you are choosing a pianola you must consider it first 

as a piano. Play it, or get a musical friend (not the 

show-room salesman) to play it for you, as a piano, 

without any reference to the mechanism. That is 

very important. It is of course unlikely that an 

elaborate pneumatic action would be fitted to a really 

bad instrument; but still there are undoubtedly great 

differences, and some people think they have a poor 

pianola w'hen they really have a poor piano. 

Having made sure of your piano, turn next to the 

player. You should r^ard the 65-note machine as 

obsolete, and consider only the full scale (88-note) 

instrument. They are quite distinct.- The rolls and 

perforations are larger in one than in the other, and 

no interchange is possible. I can speak with authority 

on this point, as my own instrument is what is called 

a “ double-tracker,” and will take either 65- or 88-aote 
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Mr. Clement 

Shorter says 
in “The Sphere” of Feb. 12th, 1921 :— 

“ There is not a dull page 
in the whole work.... I 
will seek recreation in 
these volumes for many 
a year to come.” 

He speaks of the 8,078 pages comprised in the 20 Volumes of 

The Masterpiece Library of Short Stories 
containing the 1,000 Best Short Stories of all Times and all Countries, 

A LWAYS and everywhere a book of good short stories is an ideal 
companion. Ever ready to entertain you, it will minister to your 

mood, whether you are building airy castles or are at grips with grim 
reality. Welcome relaxation — a real mental holiday—can be found 
m its pages whenever you wish. 

Every volume of “ The Masterpiece Library of Short Stories ” is thus an ally in 
chasing a%»ray the worries of this workaday world, and the complete work is such 
a storehouse of fine stones as has never been available before. 

The slories are ^hoit—they can never be dull. They are in English—many having 
been specially translated. They are all exceedingly good—ihe eminent Edilorial 
Board included only the world's best. And because the 1,000 stories in the Library 

are good, you will hnd that, like all true art, you will appreciate them and enjoy them 
more and more as you grow belter acquainted with them. 

The Eminent Editorial Board 
of living leaders of literature who banded themselves together to select what was 
most worthy, most dramatic, and most educative in the whole realm of the 
world’s Short Story Literature, consisted of twelve memberp : 

Sir W. Robertson Nicoll 
Sir Arthur Qulller-Couch 
Mr. Edmund Gosse 
Professor Saintsbury 

Mr. Clement K. Shorter 
Mr. Thomas Seccombe 
Sir Frederick Wedmore 
Mr. J. A. Hammerton 

Mr. Richard le Gallienne 
Prof. Brander Matthews 
Professor W. P, Trent 
Professor Carl van Doren 

A Magnificent Library 
This great literary achievement, containing the 

Thousand best Short Slories of all times and 
countries, is now offered in twenty sumptuous 
volumes to lovers of what is best in the world of 
books. These twenty volumes, each a masterpiece 
in its department of short story literature, coo* 
stituie a rich library in themselves. Paper, 

printing, bindinj:—all are worthy of the contents. 
You have in the Library books that are, from 
their artistic appearance on your shelves, a joy 
to possess—a delight to read, not only from 
the quality of their contents, but also from 

the clearness of printing and richness of the 
bindings. 

Sent carriage paid 
on payment of only 

as first subscription 
or for asiuale caih paymonl if preferred. 

POST TO-DAY 
the coupon here, and you will receive by return of post an Art Prospectus printed in four 
colours describing the con'enis of every volume in detail, illustrating the different bindings, 
and explaining the very convenient Subscription terms upon which the complete Library 

(and the Jacobean Bookcase if desired) is obtainable. 

4 USTSALIAlf readers should communieale with Gordon it Oolrh fAualrtilasiaJ. Ltd. 

SOUTH AFflJCAH ratiiWa Humid post Ike coupon to the Cenital Hews Aaenev. 
P.O.Box t08S, Johiinntsliurii. 
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rolls. The superiority of the latter in every respect 

is incontestable. You will of course see that your 

instrument is fitted with the “ solo device ” which 

picks out th(‘ cantubilc passages in such a surprising 

fashion : but as this is the most obvious " stunt ” 

of a good pianola the salesman will be sure to exhibit 

it. You must make certain that the piano action is 

not too heavy for the pneumatic mechanism. I have 

heard instruments that refuse to produce a trill vinlcss 

they are played as the Irish crowder played his fiddle, 

“ by main shtrength.” When the salesman has shown 

off his “ party pieces,” get him to put on for you the 

mechanicians' testing roll or insist on his playing for 

you such a piece as the Venezia e Napoli (both Gondolicra 

and Tarantella) of Liszt, or the first Liszt-Paganini 

study (the Tremolo study), so that vou may hear if 

the trills and repetitions are lightly and instantly 

taken. The last variations of Beethoven’s Op. Iii 

would be an even more severe test of the trill. Indeed 

this is one of the pieces almost impossible to the pianola ; 

but then it is impossible to all but a few pianists. 

You should see that the “ tracking ” mechanism is 

good. The roll must come taut over the bar without 

the least sign of bulging or billowing. On modern 

pianolas the rolls track automatically ; if the machine 

you contemplate is not automatic, you should see that 
there is reasonable means of adjustment, that is to say, 

you must be able to align the roll so tliat the perfora¬ 

tions come exactly over the holes in the bar. Some 

rolls are very defective and need frequent adjustment. 

The rolls, indeed, are the necessary evil. They are 

bulky and awkward. In practice they are limited in 

size, and so some pieces, for instance the first movement 

of the Emperor Concerto and the last movement of 

the Choral Symphony, have to be cut in halves. But 

rolls might be bisected more intelligently. Thus the 

Scherzo of the C minor Symphony leads triumphantly 

into the Finale by a wonderful ” bridge ” passage. 

Apparently the roll will not take both Scherzo and 

Finale together, so the movements are divided ; but 

the ” bridge ” is left with the Scherzo and simply leads 

now’here. It should certainly have been put with the 

Finale. 

Whenever you can, play from a score and disregard 

the markings on the rolls. They are sometimes 

otesquely misleading. I have rolls of pieces (for- 

♦ely familiar) that would be caricatures if the 

line were exactly followed. What I do with 

some of the moderns whose scores I don’t possess I 

tremble to think ! It may seem contradictory after 

this to say that the rolls are not marked nearly enough. 

As a rule there is no indication whatever of barring 

and phrasing. Thus, Bach’s Organ Prelude in 

D major, which, if I may use a bull, actually begins 

with a rest, begins on the pianola with an accented 

note if the player does not know the piece or has not 

the music before him. 

But my chief complaint against the roll-makers is 

that they seem to regard the pianola mainly as an 

instrument for the unmusical. Surely one of its pur¬ 

poses should be to widen the horizon of the musical! 

Theoretically all the world’s great music is available : 

practically it isn’t. The inclusion of standard pieces 
in the catalogues seems to proceed on no principle at 

all. Why should Mozart's Requiem Mass be obtainable 

complete when there is not a single number of 

Beethoven's Mass in D and not a single transcription of 

any choral work of B.i Ji to be had ? Wliy should 

fourteen numbers from “ Parsifal ” be available, and 

only two from ” Tristan ” ? It is an astounding fact 

that, as far as I know, the Prelude to ” Tristan ” is 

unobtainable for the full-scale instrument. The addi¬ 

tions to the catalogue are not satisfactory. I take as 
an example the list for last month (March) issued by the 

.\eoIian Comj)any. It contains twenty-two new pieces 

for the full-scale instrument. Of these, eight are 

fox-trots or onc-steps ; three are arrangc^rnents of 

popular songs ; two arc popular operatic or revue 

selections; eight arc light ‘‘ drawing-room ” pieces 

of the “ Fire-flies ” and ” Gossamer Wings ” type ; 

and only one is of the kind that could interest the 

serious musician--a Concert Study by Goossens. You 

get eight new fox-trots and onc-steps in a single month ; 

but meanwhile the full-scale catalogue of the Aeolian 

Company contains only one movement of one Brahms 

Symphony, only one Br.ihms Sonata, only twelve of 

Bach’s “ Forty-eight Preludes and Fugues,” and no 

sign of any addition in these directions. The list of 

song accompaniments for the full-scale instrument is 

ludicrously weak. 

There are many things I might say in addition, but 

I have already been too long. Some day I may be 

allowed to return to the subject. I began by calling 

the pianola a wonderful and beautiful instrument : I 

conclude by calling on the pianola makers to believe 

seriously in the wonder they have created. 

TCAL TASTE IN ENGLAND, AND THE INFLUENCE OF 
THE GRAMOPHONE. 

Maitland, Ernest Newman, Joseph Holbrooke, Norman O’Neill, Edward German, 

"^SENs, Arnold Bax, Julius Harrison. Landon Ronald and Cyril Scott. 

** of the English,” writes that the gramophone has been largely responsible 

for the revival of musical taste in this country. his recently published 

’ (Chatto & Windus), 

'ard as is generally 

ndoubtedly love 

are normal.” 

d musical 

'*h their 

''here 

MR. J. A. FULLER'MAITLANDi 

It is difficult to generalise about the musical capacity 

of the various nations, but there are certain features 

in the English character which undoubtedly have to 

do with the widespread impression that we are no 

longer a ” musical country.” This impression, I may 
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point out, dates only from the arrival of Handel; it 

was encouraged by the success, or rather the domina¬ 

tion of Mendelssohn long after his da5's, and, to a far 

less degree, by that of Gounod in the latter jiart of the 

nineteenth century. All three made a definite appeal 

to that strong religious bent which is an inheritance 

from the Puritans ; and all tliree attracted manv of 

the people who otherwise would have paid no attention 

to music at all. As it was, the adulation they bestowed 

on their favourites, and, in another branch of^art, on 

the great singers of the past. naturall\- led them to 

suppose they had no nativi* music worth consideration, 

and the impression I have alluded to ^spread rapidlv 

through rtie world. It was of course fostered, for very 

sound business reasons, 1)\- those who had an intt'rest 

in the success of foreign performers. Our national 

reluctance to make the most of our own achie\ements 

is perhajis mori* marked in matters of at! than else¬ 

where, and tins contrilnited not a little to tlie pre\dilmg 

idea tliat ICngland w.is juil .1 imisical countrv. In 

truth, no country is musical, 'as a coimtr\’, for in all 

nations there arc individuals who are " tone-deaf.” 

and in all there are jiersoiis wlio, granted the jiroper 

opportuniti(‘s, will manifest musical genius. It i" m 

the lack of ojiportuiiities that England has in the jia-t 

been poorest ; the (•oiintcrpart" ol the ()])era-him''cs, 

orchestras, and nm-^ical nistilntioiis whicli are to be 

found in evci\- town in Geiniaiu’ were conlined almost 

entirely io London m ])ast years, and even now we ran 

onlv be said to lia\-e one br.mch of the nm^cal apparatus 

m a saii^fat lorv condition, and tliat is the schools of 

music. With all the disadvantages in what I have 

called om app.iratiis. the histoiiaii of the futuu* will tic 

as little able to ignore such names at P.irrw St.inforfl. 

Elgar, or ^■aughan Williams, as he- will to ji^iss (>\i'r thi‘ 

great men of the past, like B\'rd, (iibbons, Purcell, and 

the rest of the early master.-*. 

I do not think that the meihamcal iineiitious for 

reprodmmg music have had any appreciable ellect in 

inipro\ ing the musical nature (d the English people : 

I regaid them as effects i.itlier than causes of that 

widening of the aj>pr('ciati\i’ poweis w’hicli is so hopeful 

a sign of our prescnt-da\’ condition. The gramoplionc 

and pianola came witli no altruistic mission to mcrc.ise 

musical knowledge ; they had no period of struggle t^) 

get the ear of the British public, and they followed, 

rather than preceded, the revival of musical conscionsm'ss 

that is active now all oxer the eounlrv I attribute 

a very large share of the nation.il inti'iest now shown 

in music by those who are not tluanselves delinitely 

"musical,” to the w'ork of the Competition b'estixal 

movement, w'hich has shown people what ple.asiire they 

may derive from participation in musical performance, 

has maintained a standard of choral singing which it 

would be very hard to beat in foreign parts, and has 

spread throughout the land tlic conviction that music 

is an art well worth cultivating. 

J. A. Fui.lkh-Maitl.-\ni). 

MR. ERNEST NEWMAN: 

It is exceedingly good of M. Jaques-Dalcroze. I am 

reminded of Lowell's essay "On a Certain Condescension 

in Foreigners.” 

Ernest Newman. 
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MR. JOSEPH HOLBROOKE: 
My opinion of the sentence you sent to me, is that it 

is the usual one we receive from the Continent. I do 

not agree with the statement in the least. 

Although we are generally an unmusical country as 

far as native music is concerned, this is entirely due to 

the diabolical methods practised, by our teachers and 

conductors, who only allow us to hear regularly, from 

'One year’s end to the other, foreign music. There is no 

nation in the world which is more receptiv’e to all music 

when they get the chance, than the various British 

tribes. From a careful observation of other countries 

for many years, I emphatically say they do not possess 

the same generous spirit to other people's music. 

You mention the gramophone. I am afraid this only 

•educates people up to " Two Steps " and Ragtime. 

Joseph Holbrooke. 

MR. NORMAN 0*NEILL: 
My opinion is that the improving musical standard 

in .England is due to the following causes. Music is 

now much more widely and much better taught 

than formerly. It comes now within the reach of a 

far larger public than w'as possible a few years ago. 

The opportunity of hearing good music too is far 

greater now. 

I feel sure that piano players, and gramophones, have 

certainly brought the knowledge of all kinds of music 

to many, and they have doubtless had an influence, all 

for the good, by bringing music into many homes. 

There is of course much poor music played, and 

some of it comes from the Continent, w'here there is also 

a large public for trivial compositions. 

Norm.4n O’Neill. 

MR. EDWARD GERMAN: 
I consider the gramophone to be a great power for 

both good and evil in music—all depends on the records 

chosen. 

Edward Germak. 

MR. EUGENE GOOSSENS r 
I quite agree with M. Dalcroze regarding the standard 

of musical feeling in England. The eventual possi¬ 

bilities of the pianola and other forms of mechanical 

musical instruments will undoubtedly constitute an 

important factor in the improvement of this same 

musical feeling, and the gradual emancipation of the 

general music-loving public from the conservative 

tradition of the past fifty years is a sure sign of the role 

our native musicians are playing in the development 

of British art. All that is necessary is that the best 

music of all countries (and particularly our own) should 

be presented to the people under the most artistic con¬ 

ditions, and that the public itself should be encouraged 

by every possible means to support such music. 

EUGfeNE GoOSSENS. 

MR. ARNOLD BAX t 
Ap’^pos of Mr. Dalcroze's remark I must confess 

tl^at my ^ personal experience of concert au^ences 

.abroad is not a wdde one. So I am scarcely in a position 

«to compare them with those in England; but I should 

say that a British audience is not inferior in general 

intelligence to any European gathering of a similar 

nature except perhaps the Germans and Russians. I 

believe that the English are more naturally musical 

than the French. 

In any audience at all there are probably very few 

persons who have any real sensibility to the finer 

subtleties of musical speech, though a strongly-marked 

rhythm will always quicken the emotional pulse in 

any part of the world. 

I do not feel myself competent to give any opinion 

as to the influence of the gramophone. 

Arnold Bax. 

MR. JULIUS HARRISON: 
I emphatically share M. Jaques-Dalcroze's opinion that 

" the musical feeling of the English (cannot we say 

British ?) is by no means of as low a standard as is 

generally asserted on the Continent.” 

May I just instance the fact that during the past 

season of the Scottish Orchestra in Glasgow I was 

even asked to conduct Scriabin’s “ Poeme de I’extase 

to an audience mainly composed of people of the 

■'working-classes” (to use .in objectionable class 

distinction of phrase !) and this audience W'ent almost 

crazy with delight at the end. (rood music, inherently 

good music, will always be assured of an echoing response 

from the hearts of the people if well performed, and it 

is not necessary to insult the intelligence of an audience 

by attempting to play down to a low level of musical 

taste. Frankly, I have never despaired of our British 

audiences and, in the post-war audiences particularly, 

I find cause for great rejoicings. 

The war produced a more serious outlook on life, and, 

as a natural consequence, I think audiences acquired 

the habit of listening to good music much more intently 

and intelligently. They hear things now to which they 

would never have listened patiently in pre-war days 

and, what is more, they enjoy what they hear. Conse¬ 

quently the conservatism and low taste of the British 

music-going public are rapidly receding into the back¬ 

ground. 

There is no doubt that the gramophone is largely 

responsible for the advancement of the national musical 

taste, although a great deal of the educational value 

of good ” synthetic " music is* partly swept away by 

the (seemingly) never-ending stream of raucous hedon¬ 

istic jazz-music that floods the markets. What I mean 

is that there must be many thousands of people who 

might be still further educated in good music by the 

aid of the gramophone could they be persuaded that 

this instrument is not all noise and niggers. 

But, when all is said and done, there are many more 

converts to good music nowadays than ever before - 

and it follows that these must have been won from 

the ranks of the ” Bad-taste " Army. 

Continental music is itself in such a poor way that 

it should look to its own credentials before passing its 

strictures on those of the British. 

I have discovered no foreign post-war compositions 

that can equal Goossens’ ** The Eternal Rhythm or 

Holst’s “ Planets,” nor did 1 ever see in any (pre-war) 

continental opera house the marvellous “ ensemble ” 

that characterised the work of the (alas, now d^nct!) 
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Beecham Opera Company at Drary Lane Theatre in the 
spring of 1919. 

Much remains to be done but one thing is certain. 

In musical creation, interpretation and appreciation wc 

do not lag behind the foreigner. 

Julius Hariuson’. 

MR. LXNDON RONALD: 

I quite agree with Mr. Dalcroze in his assertion 

that the English people are very much inclineci to be 

underrated, as to their musical feeling, by foreign 

countries. , 

The psogress made in England during the past 

twenty-five years is, I should say. without c(jnal in 

the history of music. 

We can in every way hold our own with any foreign 

country, and in one particular branch, namely tlie 

Orchestra, we are miles ahead of anything to be found 

in Europe. 

I am the greatest believer in the gramophone and the 

pianola as musical educational forces, and I should 

not be at all surprised if a better understanding by the 

masses of groat music is to some extent attributable 

to these instruments. 

Laxuox Ronald. 

MR. CYRIL SCOTT: 

I am inclined to think that, like the curate’s egg, 

the standard of musicality in England is good in parts. 

I dare say gramophones, pianolas, etc,, may be of 

some educative value. 

Cyril Scott. 

JOSEPH HOLBROOKE* 

It is always interesting to read of a man making a fight 
•for success, whether in fiction or m real life. In Josef 
Holbrooke : the Man and his Work ” Mr. Lowe has such a 
subject and treats it well. For Holbrooke is a consti¬ 
tutional fighter. As he writes of himself : 

" There are not many I''ngljsli musicians to whom the name 
of Holbrooke is n<it anathema, especially the older school ' 
.\s Henry Coward is reported to have said : ‘ 1 have many 
enemies and many friends, and 1 love them Isdh ' F-neniies 
are essential to progress ’ ’’ 

If that be the case, Holbrooke’s progres.^ from small 
beginnings is easily accounted for. 

Born in 1878, the son of professional musicians, he was 
early pitched into the rough and tumble of commercial 
music, now touring with his father, now m London learning 
the piano and violin, singing at St. Anne's Church and 
attending Collins's Music Hall, where the elder Holbrooke 
was pianist. There he may have heard " beastly tunes,” 
but he acquired the rudiments of the orchestral .sense. 
There follow three years at the Academy, where he turned 
out a mass of work, carried off medals and scholarships, 
failed in various “ elements ” examinations, and eniagcd 
the professorial mind more than a little—all before he was 
eighteen. In some of the anecdotes of this phase you see 
the beginnings of the man who recently astonished the 
public by appending to a concert notice a selection of his 
rudest press criticisms. Hating the pedagogic routine as 
every revolutionist does, he particularly objected to the 
custom of relegating original works to the end of pro¬ 
grammes. Once when he was to play the Schumann 
“ Toccata ” and three of his own pieces at a school concert, 

• Josef Holbrooke : The Man and His Work.” By George 
Lowe. (Library of Music and Musicians.) 4s. 6d. (Kegan 

Paul.) . 
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MICHAEL FELTON 

Midsummer (6 pieces) 2/6 

DOROTHY HARRIS 

After Sunset (3 lyrical pieces) 2/6 

W. G. JAMES 

Three Spanish Dances 2/6 

DOUGLAS MILLER 

Recollections (9 pieces) 3/- 

GODFREY NEWARK 
Musical Delusions (4 pieces) 2/6 

CYRIL SCOTT 

A Pageant (3 Dances) 3/6 ■ 

SCHOTT & CO., 48, Great Marlborough St, London, W. 

A Kemarkable New Volume that will be welcomed 

by every lover of Good Music 

Copies can be obtained of all Music Dealers 

0 0 

L’ALBUM M 
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Ten World-Famous Modern Pieces for Pianoforte 

CONTENTS: 
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(orlxliini k«M 
3 LASSON Crf»tei„la 

4 RACHMANINOFF 
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5 NEUPERT 

Price, net 0 

6 SIBELIUS I 'aiiir Trijite 

7 HENRIQUES Papillon 

8 GRIEG JMtiUf ChaifipHre 

9 FRIEDMAN 

10 SINDING 

By Pojf, 5/J 

VaUant 

Valte 

Sole Ae«is&ees for tbc Brltisk Empire t ^ 

ALFRED LENGNICK & CO 
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the first naturally at the beginning and the latter at the 
end, he decided to flout authority. On his api>eanng for 

the Schumann— 
" What was th.- surprise and slu^k of his li.steners to hear 

him plunK.- int.» liis own compositions instead Aftci 
disanneared The next inorninfr ho was calkd tafon 
Prinolpal Mackotizio aiul otliors of tho professors, and then had 
to hoar miioh In.m them ronoonmiK his morbid iniisK, his 
'horrible liarmoines,' and bis ‘ objoctumablr style 

One is tempted to tiiiotc extensively from these early 
Chapters ; to follow Holbrooke through his lours as a fit-up 

coiuiuctor. when he 
played solos, depu¬ 
tised fiddler and 
accompanied comic 

songs, ami was 
more than once left 
stranded when the 
manager al>sconded 

on treasury days. 

Interesting too are 
the records of lus 
spells of teaching, 
when he livetl some¬ 
how, doing his own 
cooking and clean¬ 

ing and producing 
some good music 
and some ba<l to 
boil the pot. Hut 

space forbids, since naturally the bulk of the book deals 

with his creative work. 
In discussing so prolific a comix>ser. consistently detailed 

criticism is obviously impos.sible : but by means of grouping 
and adequate quotation Mr. Lowe does surprisingly well, 
avoiding on the one hand an inchoate mass of detail and on 
the other vague generalisations He describes interestingly 
and criticises aptly. He writes m a good readable style, 

without jargon ami with no more technicalities than the 
plain man can understand. From two faults, usually the 

curse of books of this tyjx^, his is refreshingly free : he 

rarely drops into the expatiatory style and he never 
rhapsodises. Tliough, as his critic should lie, a sturdy 
admirer of Holbrooke, he secs his faults and has many 
hard things to say; consequently, his appreciation 
convinces There is an introduction and a uselul chrono¬ 
logical list of compositions, with their publishers , and it 
only needs an index to make the book thoroughly useful—a 
regrettable omission. Mr. Lowe’s voUinio can be coniidently 

recommended alike to the musician who requires a catalogue 

ratsonne of Holbrooke’s work, and to the bookman who is 
interested in the vivkI personality of one who has <lone 
valuable work as a comjioscr, a pinformcr and an exponent 

of the work of the younger men. 

Rodnhy Br.xNL-n, 

/^yiolu hv 
I'oM/il U 

Mr. Joseph Holbrooke. 

DRAWING-ROOM MUSIC.* 

I'hc modern " drawing-room piece ” is, on the wliole, 

symptomatic of a very fair standard of musical health in 
this country. We do'not, of course, refer to the diflicult 
works with which very advanced young ladies puzzle their 
mothers and their aunts—the productions of Albeniz, 
(iranados or Turina, to say nothing of Skryabin, but the 
pieces that now take the }>lace of " Silvery Waves ” and 
“ Fhc Battle of I’rague,” that venerai>lc shivaree, as Mark 

• "First Khapsodv i For Pianoforte.” By Alec Kowley- 
2s rxl net (Swan.)—” Mosaics : Characteristic Suite for 
Piano” Uv Montague Ewing 2s fid. net. (Evans & Co)- - 

Idyll for the Pianoforte : Op 21.” By Constance Keeping. 
2s net. (The Musical Exchange.)—” Old Dance Tunes for 
Pianoforte” Bv Jiernard Johnson. 2s. fid. net. (Schott)— 
"In the-North' Country : Six Impressions for Pianoforte.” 
2S. fid, net (Alfred Lcngmck )—” The lidgc of Beyond : Lyric 
Suite for P'aiKf” js fid net. (Keeder & Walsh.)—" Sweet 
l.avender . For Piano.” liy Percy Godfrey. 2s. net. (Swan.) 
—” Songs of the Seraglio ” By Granville Bantock. 5s. net. 
(Wmthrop Rogers.) 

Twain called it. Here we have a small collection; let us 
sec what they have to tell us. We notice, first of all, that 
they demand a much higher technical equipment than our 

mothers were content with, and that they need, on the 
whole, a somewhat finer musical sense. Many of the old 
pieces really played themselves ; the motlcru need some 
power of interpretation. Alec Rowley’s ’’ Rhapsody ” is 
Irish in note and idiom, and in its varied sections gets 
much that is characteristic of our tragic other island. If 

your jilaying has in it anything of ” the grand manner " 
you will make a very effective thing of this strong 
and s^und piece. Montague Ewing’s Suite contains 
four numbers—Dansetta, Country' Dance, Roseleaf, and 

Japanese \Ve(liIing. Mr. Ewing is an adept at this kind of 
work, and his present pieces are light, graceful and effective 

without being trivial or mawkish. Technically they are 
not difficult, and we fancy that “ Roseleaf,” a slow waltz, 
will be very popular. The ” Idyll ” by Constance Keeping 
is Chopinesque and, with its sweeping arpeggios, its big 
double handfuls of notes and its " passage ” w’ork, will 
need some practice. Hut it is quite worth while and will 

make a very impro.ssive and striking contribution to the 
family chamber music. Bernanl John.son's set comprises 
three pieces—a ” Maypole Dance,” ” Measure ” and a 
” Cushion Dance.” They are characteristic and taking, 

with a very distinct flavour, and they are not difficult. 
Dr. Markham Lee, a very industrious and versatile 
musician, offers us a collection of ” Tone Pictures ”—” At 
Viiidolana.” ” The Sprite of the HiU-sKle.” ” The Fells.” 
” By the Duddo Stones,” ” Holy Island,” and ” On the 
Wind-Swept Moors ” ; and, to aid the interpreter, he adds 

the six poems that have suggested lus jiicccs We greatly 
prefer the music. They are well-writ ten, well-ililterentiateil 
pieces, with no great tecluiica? difficulties and with plenty 
of scope for expression ” 'I'he Edge of Beyond," by Jean 
Morel, contains four pieces—” 'J'lie Light of the Western 
Stars.” ”'J'hc Edge ol Beyond.” "Wind 011 the Prairie,” 

and ” Tlie Canopy of Heaven ” He jirefaces each number 
witii a verse quotation that gives the spiritual kcy-iiote. 
Tlicv arc quite excellent and elTeclive, the latter two tieixl- 

ing very fair executive skill. " Sweet J-aveiider," by Percy 
Godfrey, is what use<l to be callctl " a very jirotty piece,” 
and it IS within the capacity of most players. With 
Gianvillc Bantock's " Songs ot tho Seraglio” we pa.ss to 
the realm ot vocal music. We sjmkc of this admirable 
musician at .some length last numth and we need only add 
that these songs, witli their Eastern rhythms and cadences, 
are excellent examples of his woik, thorouglily worth the 

notice of ambitious vocalists. But they will need very 
good singing and very good playing. The music teacher 
who cannot find something fresh and ajipcalmg to insistent 
jiujills out of those we have described w’lll be liard to 

please. 

SONGS* 

The Bainton and Colhngwood songs show a welcome 
disposition to leave the beaten track in search of fresh and 
moving words, and here wc recognise lyrics by Harold 
Monro and the late l-Irnest Dowson whicli might easily 
have been set before if only our composens w'ent a little 
further in their search for inspiration than they do. 'J’he 
" Nightingale ” carries the jioctic intention through a 
volatile narrative of runs and easy intervals. An effective 
climax of interpretation marks the last line, " Then breaks 
—and it is dawm,” and this makes his song very tempting 

for a light soprano with the necessary sparkle. 'The sub¬ 
dual of the air m the ca.se of Dowson’s " dairy ” lyric is 
intentional, and fits it for a mezzo-soprano or contralto 

* " Nightingale Near Wood ” By Edgar L Bainton. (Cur- 
^•en.)—" Oh, 1 would live in a Dairy.” By L. A. Collingwood. 
(Curwen.)—” Six Selected Lyrics " By Charles A. Speyer. 
(Schott)—" One Gift of Heaven.” By Cecil Dudley. (Re¬ 
naissance Music Co)—"Country Folk.” By Mary H. Brahe. 
(Enoch)—“When the House is Asleep.” By E. Stanford 
Haigh (Swan.)—" Three Songs.” By Constance Keeping. 
(Musical Exchange.)—" Heart’s Desire.” By Percy Elliott 
(Schott.) 
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voice possessed of an unsophisticated touch of humour. 
Moreover, it makes little or no demands on the 
accompanist, as the first piece docs. 

Mr. Speyer has gone to poets like Mr. Hardy, Mr. He la 
Mare and the late hrancis Leclwidge, for his six lyrics, but 
he has put too much work in the majority of his scores, 
and you appreciate tlie relief m the sccoiul and last, where 
the accompaniment is for the piano, the voice-part is not 
a sidc-iswc, as in some of the others. Mr. Speyer lias a 
wide and well-used vocabulary of key.s, phrase and meti'e, 
and he makes no compromises with tlie inex{>ert, so it is 
only after several playings that you catch the bc#t of his 

ideas. “ Ihe (iift of Heaven” is a charming setting of 
some of the verses in The Song of Solomon, lu whicli tlio 
composer lays too much stress on the rcpetirtoii of one note, 
and forgctii that, like recitative, tins is apt to pall upon the 
average hearer unless it leads to some form of surjirsie 
The immortal cunticlc is universal enough in its appeal to 
be free of Oriental inlliicnces when it comes to a musical 
setting, but most of us are old-fashioned enough to 
remember that its imagery and folk-lore are Judaic, and 
demand an accordant sensuousness in any form ol setting. 
All the same, there is distinct musieiauship hert*. As an 
attempt to break away from the everlasting ball.id, however, 
the experiment demands encouragement, and tlie melodic 
treatment is never wliollv absent 

There arc charms aii<l a quiet ” allure ” in Miss JfraJie’s 
"Country l’'olk.” and the simple melody is not too 
much the slave of its rather artless rhythm. The touch 
of sentimental jnctv which ends the Haigh ballad carries 
one back to old-f.ishione 1 platform lilts of the mul- 
Victorian days The song-cycle <>i Miss Keeping is a trilogy 
of notations and ]>relty words, all smooth ami singable, 
but lacking in character and ilciinition. 'i*he last song- 
cycle by Mr Klliutt is one of extieniely siinjilo lovc-lyrics, 
and the unvarie<I aUernation of minim ami crotchet in the 
third of these; e.Klnbits their uiipreteiitiousiicss. 

NOTES ON NEW MUSIC. 

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS. By Jidith Alford. 
{Forsyth Bros ) 

These si.v little sketches for the piano shouhl suit all 
young pianists who want something tuneful and interesting, 
yet easy to play. Here and there a few' lines from the 
book of ” Alice ” are jinntcd above the music, which helps 
to preserve the proper ” Looking-Glass ” atmosphere m 
the sketches. 

APRIL GOES A-WALKING. Lyric by Helen Taylor. Music 
by Stanley Dickson. (Enoch.) 

There have been countless songs about April, yet there 
is always room for one more—of course providing it is 
of the riglit kind Tliere is certainly room for ” .April 

Goes A-AValking,” by Helen Taylor and Stanley Dickson. 
It is a charming little song, fresh and lilting, and sliould 

prove a great success. 

SHEEP AND LAMBS. Words by Katharine Tynan. Music 
by Phyllis M. James. (C1uii>jh'11 ) 

This song reminds one of an ohl Christmas carol. There 

is a simplicity and sincerity about it which makes a dirf' t 

appeal. 

THE EAST RIDING. Words by Eric Chilman. Music by 
John Ireland. (Enoch) 

Mr. John Ireland catches the spirit of the words admirably 

in this stirring song of the winds. It is full of movement. 

REVERIE FOR PIANO. By Granville Bantock. (Edwin 
Ashdown.) 

Granville Bantock’s ” Reverie for Piano ” is a little gem 

—-artistic and full of feeling—and yet not too difficult for 
the average player to manage. 

Jaat Published 

Musical Composition 
Practical Suggestions to Amateurs and Others 

liy 

DENIS S. WRIGHT. 
AN INVAf.l’MlLt. llOdKI.ET winch no conipovpr should be without. 
It dr-uls, briefly .ind to tin i»iiiit. willi tin- i»,tclica1 side of Musical 
Coiii|iusiiioii. 4ii<! (\|>I.iins whdi ihc I'liblishi-is want, diid wh.it to avoid 
in order to meet with siicctss .it then hdiuls. 

IT IS P.VCKKIi full o( itood .trhice, tlrdwii from the Author's practical 
experience as .Miisicdl Editoi, Adviser and Tcdchcr. 

PRICE 1*. 6cl. net. Post freo Is. 8d. 

London : PERRY 6 GILL, 
28A, LITTLE SAINT ANDREW STREET. W.C.2. 

POETRY IN SONGS 
For a song to attain perfection, the lyric must be a work of art. 

No composer, however much an artist, can make a bad lyric into 
a beautiful song, 

T? Every song that we publish has been selected because the 
hne rho«#*r> a lyric and it tc A mueictiil 

setting which fits and intensifies the spirit of the words. 

WILLIAM BOWYER: ” The LoiivIvFI<.\vir>.” Words 
by Cecil Dudley. Coniiiass E;? to F. 

ROSSITER NOBLE; ■' Green Hraiiclir'S.'' \\'(irds by 
Fiona McLetxl. C'oinpass C^ to F (or C«). 

PERCIVAL GARRATT: ” Tlie t.re.it North Sea." 
M ords by Knberl C. 'I'inirp. 'Compass ('. to E. 

Izach 2/- net. 

THE RENAISSANCE MUSIC CO. “ The Home of Modem Moiic" 
Cromwell House, High Holbom (Folwood Place), W.C. 1 

SONG WRITERS. 

WANTED, by Music Publishers, songs of every description, 
words only, or words and music, for immediate publication. 

Write in first 'nstance to “ SunAs,” Dux 1624, Sells, Fleet Street, 
E.C.4. Musical settings to Lyrics undertaken. 

MUSIC COMPOSERS. 

We are prepared tu consider MSS. on a fair royalty 

basis, enabling composers to receive full benefit from 

their works. Submit MSS. or write for particulars.— 

G. G. Escott & Co., Ltd., 28a, Little St. Andrew 

Street, W.C.2, 

—LEARN TO WRITE— 
and 

Earn while you Learn 
YOll eon quahfx under expert ifuidance tn earn mono) by your pon, 

and 10 make ynnr spare hours prolilable. Luari) thu secret!, of 
successful writers! The Juiirnalisiii Course of the Kecent Institute will 
show you bow to achiuxc success. In a series of cU'ar, practical, and 
interestinit lessons you will be i^uftht how to write and what tu write 
about, and helned to produce saleable work as early as possible. The 
instruction will be personal to VOU, and from the very start you will 
en)oy the use of on Advisory Service, 'the moderate fee is Inclusive. 

Intcrettind Write NOW for a free copy of an Interesiiog book- 
n 1.1 a E'DiTE' winch describes ihe openings for new writers, and 
DOOkiet rKI!.!!. unique advantages of a postal course which is 
irainttig men and women to write the kind ot copy that editors waot-^nd 
to ean^vhll^^ie^earn^ 

THE REGENT INSTITUTE (Dept. 93A) 
22, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2 
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^be theatre. 

“HE WHO PLAYS THE KING.” 

By S. R. Littlewood. 

There arc several things with which some of us 

have forcibly disagreed in Mr. Bernard Fagan's 

revival of " Henry IV, Part Two,” at the Court 

Theatre—Shakespeare s ” only permanent West End 

home.” There is altogether too much "seance” about it. 

The casting of a 

serious actress like 

Miss Leah Bateman 

as a Hogarthian 

Doll Tearsheet was 

an obvious mis¬ 

take. There is not 

nearly enough use 

of the “ apron 

stage, which Mr. 

Fagan has begun 

but not i'iniis.liod ; 

with the result that 

the history did not 

flow' nor the scenes 

clip as they should. 

On the other hand, before the revival becomes historical 

in more senses than one, it is only right to pay 

all possible tribute to the fact of its ha\’ing been 

there at all; to Mr. H. O. Nicholson’s masterpiece 

of character-acting as Mr. Justice Shallow'; to the 

round and clear speaking of Mr. Alfred Clark’s Falstaff 

(w’ho is everything else but big enough) ; and last, but 

not least, to the return, after many adventures round 

the world, of that fine Shakespearean actor and manager, 

Mr. Frank Cellier, who gave an extremely beautiful 

performance as King Henry IV himself. 

Whether one is convinced at every point or not 

by Mr. Cellier’s reading, there is no denying its beauty, 

alike of conception and of performance. In some 

aspects, " Part Tw’o ” may not have the full appeal 

of *' Part One.” Falstaff may have deteriorated. One 

misses Hotspur and that delicious musical evening at 

Owen Glendower's. But "Part Two" rises to a 

scene of pure tragedy in the death of Bolingbrokc tliat 

its forerunner does not approacli. This must have 

been an intensely difficult scene to w'rite, quite apart 

from its comic prefacing; for Shakespeare knew the 

bad points of Bolingbroke as well as the good ones. 

Mr. Cellier’s portrait does, at any rate, tempt one to 

trace the ideal which lies behind this most baffling of 

all Shakespeare’s kings, right through from his first 

appearance in " Richard II ” to the final memory of 

him in his conquering son’s purpose to " take the 

Turk by the beard.” One finds in how wonderful a 

w'ay Shakespeare managed to combine the practical 

craftiness of a king who could, on his death-bed, 

counsel his lieir to " busy giddy minds with foreign 

quarrels” — a behest so famously fulfilled — with a 

high aim of kingshiji and the pious ardour of a 

Crusader. For it was undoubtedly a last Crusade 

that was in the mind of both the elder Henry and the 

\ounger. 

The Bolingbroke of real life seems to hnv(' changed 

for the worse wlien he came to the throne, almost as 

oxtensivelv as his son clianged for the better. There 

are echoes of this by hearsay in both the ” l^arts.” 

Yet a certain nobility clings to Shake.spearc’s Henry IV. 

One cannot help feeling that in writing the actual 

speeches of the dying king. Shakespeare was inspired 

l)y sometliing very much like the feeling tliere is in 

the Old Testament tow'ards l)a\-id—himself a usurper 

and sinner exceedingly, and himself destined to leave 

fulfilment to his son. 

The beauty and the poetry that Sliakespearc brings 

to this strong man crow'ucd arc perfectly conveyed 

by Mr. Cellier. So also is that homage to the mystery 

of the wrested ciown as an emblem of responsibility, 

w'hich humbles both Bolingbroke and the future Henry V 

into worthiness. I do not myself think that Mr. 

Cellier managed to give us quite the square-chinned 

strength of the man. From this point of view, Mr. 

Basil Gill’s more muscular personality at His Majesty’s 

was, to me, more suggestive of the Bolingbroke both 

of Shakespeare and of history. At the same time, for 

its quiet dignity and beauty, Mr. Cellier’s Henry IV 

is a memory that will long live in our minds and hearts. 

May it be only the first of many such studies from our 

home-come wanderer. 

“A BILL OF DIVORCEMENT,” BY 
CLEMENCE DANE. AT THE ST. MARTIN’S. 

“A Bill of Divorcement” is a problem play; like all 
good problem plays, however, it is concerned with the 
people first. Its action is m 1032 ; divorce is allowed for 
incurable insanity. Margaret Fairfield has cUvorcerl her 
husband, who has been mad for fifteen years. She is 
engaged to lx- married again to Grey Meredith. It is 
Christmas I>ay, and the wedding is fixed for January. 
Suddenly Hilary Fairfield comes home, cured. What is 

Margaret to do ? Miss Clemcnce Dane has a strong situation, 
and she Handles it with tact and effect. I found a certain 

lack of emotional intensity in the scene between Hilary 
and Margaret, in spite of Mr. Keen's very poignant acting ; 

but the j>lay is throughout of an intelligence rare on the 
modern stage. The triumph of the piece is certainly 
Sydney, the daughter who fears her children may inherit 
her father's madness. And Miss Albanesi’s acting of the 
part puts her in an unrivalled position—I should much 
like to sec her as Mary Rose. She and she alone makes 
Miss Dane’s solution seem plausible ; when she sends her 
mother away with Grey Meredith, and accepts the care of 
her father, one is thrilled with conviction. The most 
accomplished and perfect scene in the play is perhaps the 

tragi-comedy of Sydney’s scene with Kit Pumphrey, when 
she breaks off her engagement and leaves the boy with a 
grievance instead of a broken heart. Miss Dane weakens 

her case by making the marriage of Hilary and Margaret 
a marriage .of pity, not of love; the real problem would 
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come if, after such a divorce, a wife who had loved utterly 

was contracting or had contracted a marriage of friendship. 

But one must take the play Miss Dane has given us 

gratefully, and gratefully we should recognise that when 

we have a good play, Englisli acting is hard to beat. Miss 

Braithwaite does not appeal to every one ; but she has 

passages of real emotional force, especially in the last 

act; Mr. Aubrey Smith makes a good Meredith, while the 

three minpr parts of the doctor, the parson and Aunt Hester 

could not be better rendered than by Mr. Lothbury, Mr. 

Llewellyn and Miss Agnes Thomas. Mr. Ian Hunter’s Kit 

Pumphrey was astonishingly lifelike—he gave pifcciscly 

that rather cubbish yet attractive side of youth. 1 can 

give him no higher praise than to say that he was worthy 

to act with Miss Albancsi. • 

“THE CIRCLE,” BY SOMERSET 

MAUGHAM, AT THE HAYMARKET. 

It is Mr. Somerset Maugham’s business as an ironist 

to trace the circle of human comluct around two genera¬ 

tions, leaving the aiulionco to detenmne the degree of 

vicionsness ai-cordmg to its lights. In tins ease it is not 

so m.ich in action as in the consequences of ncgle( t th.it 

\vc find the .son “ following in lallicr’s iootstciis," to tlie 

ruin of Ins home and the making of the pir.v. Mr Maiigliam 

has been at some pains to mellow the lather’s nature ami 

leave the son's in a crude and callow form, but their egotism 

is tile same, and the second elopement is no shock. If 

Meredith had given Sir Willoiigliby tlie lady of Ins clioice, 

•instead of tlie milicn. logic might have puinsheil them bv 

some such course as tins, where the wile absconds with the 

un|.nnci))led friend, but Meredith con' 1 U.irdly have lonnd 

room inside the saint story for a rc]H-fition of the escap ule 

tlnrty rears later. Kcniorselessiicss of tins kind is more 

111 Mr Hardy's line than Meredith’s, and indc’d we iliinlv 

Mr. H.irdv woulil be lust the man to ‘'iijoy the Iribliliiig and 

flutter of Miss I.oltie \'enne as laidy C.ilhermc Her l ivd- 

like \.imty and sentinieiilalitv m.ike <i capital sct-olt ior 

tlu’ very re.il drama going forward among the juniors, ai. 

wo hardly remember a better love-scene in siaug autl self- 

repression ihaa we get Ijctween Miss Fav Coie])ton and 

Mr. Sometimes her emotions fail to 

* get across 

Phoio by Laiite ChatUs. Mi#a Agnes Blane, 

whose new pLiy. “A Family Afl.air,” is l>cinc proclwrd in 
the provinces l>v Mr. William Holies, bclorr coiiims to Uiidon. 
Miss DIanc is Uic daushU-r of Mr. William Ulani; C U.fc. . “'Jd 
an earlier play of hers. '•The Half Sister." was succcssfuUy 
produced at the Apollo a year or so ago. 

the. 1 o o L - 

lights” ot 

her good 

looks, V o 11 

maysay.but 

she has to 

keep things 

tlown so as 

not to make 

liei seniors 

seem out 

of k c . 

Mr. Allan 

Aynesworth 

as the a)K)- 

)>lecUc and 

elderly rake, 

Lord Fort*, 

o u s , a n d 

Mr. Holman 

(.'lark as the 

man he lias 

wronged, 

are finished 

a n <l e X - 

cellcnt. Mr. 

Thesiger as 

lus sonover- 

acts tlic png 

a thought 

too much. 

But as a matrimonial foursome, with the husbands as 
caddies, the play is worldly and witty, light and entertain¬ 
ing, and leads well up to an easy and laughable curtain. 
It has just been published in book form by Heinemann. 

THE BERNARD SHAW REVIVALS. 

The Shaw season is still prospering at Everyman, and the 

fortunes of the gallant little theatre are apparently secure. 

Certainly they deserve to be The company has had some 

difficult times, and some of the plays attempted have been 

ovcr-ambitious ; but every week their w'ork improves, and 

gains both m teehni(jue and in feeling. The jirodiiction of 

” Tlie Doctor’s Dilemma ” was a surprising advance on 

anything yet produced. The team-work w'as beyond 

praise, and though there were difficiillies m the casting, no 

one who saw the original Barker performance could fail to 

be surimsed at Hanipstcad'.s effort to equal that success. 

It is forlimalc that the plav docs not depend on Diibcdct, 

for Mr. H.innen was not satisfactory as the painter. 

Diiliedet is obviously a '\’ellow Book period artist—Mr. 

Haniien made him look like a cross between Walter Oane 

and Alvin I-angdon Coburn ; the studio might have been 

that of ;i modern Academician, and the wliole atmosphere 

lacked that intellectual wliicli Shaw gives to Diibedct. 

Miss I’ratt’s Jennifer was far bcttiT than one liad feared ; 

she is not suited for a coaxing part, but she had a dignity 

and fon’c which carried well. The triumph of tlie play, 

botii as Mr. Siiaw wrote it anil as the liveryman company 

])iaycd it, are the doctors. Mr. Hremlmer Wills had an 

amazing .success as H -B. One’s picture of B.-I-5 is so much 

that of a huge, fat, dictatorial old boy that il took one a 

little time to get used to Mr. Wills's sluiveii vet not less 

deadlv Bonnmglon When once one was used, however, 

B -F. never faileil to pliMsc. IMr. Avlmer's Kidgeon was not 

ipiite so triimipliant a sik c<-ss ; he was .i little loo parsoiiii-al, 

and did not inspire the confidence that he is a man of 

.science. All the other parts were admirablv sustained. 

After'■'I'lie Doctor's J iilemma ''lilaiK.o I’osnct.” To 

oke out the evening we also have ” Th(“ Dark Ladv of the 

Souuets ” ami ‘'How H<- Lied to Her I lusband ” The 

latter might almost li.tve been written bv St.iiile\' Houghton, 

and the former is one of .Mr Shaw’.s least hap]>v e.xiursions 

into laiitastic history 'J'ho JCverymaii company does 

what it can with them, hut the actors si-eined bored with 

botli plays, aUlioiigh Miss I'arter was a good Otieeii Kliza- 

l)eth. ” 'I'hc Showing-iij) of Blanco I’osnet ” is one of Mr. 

Shaw’s best plays ; it is far better tlian the overjiraised 

'■ Androcles, ' and revives in one jileasant memories of that 

('arlier melodrama, ‘'The Di'vil's Disciple” It has never 

before lieen a'ltcd luiblicly in ICnglaiid, .iml if the Shaw 

season had ]irotluccd nothing else it would be tiillv justified. 

The cliief honours of the plav go to Mr Bremlmer Wills 

aiul Miss Maud Fratt. Mr Wills t, Jilaiico is lull of rhetoric, 

of good honest emotional siirpnse ; and Miss J’ratt lias 

a jiart tliorouglilv suited to her talents lo, Freinv. She is 

tern agant here indi'ed, and convinces one of the plav’s 

c.xlraordinary siinphcity. The setting of the plays is 

improving also with each jicrformance. 

“HER HUSBANDS WIFE.” 
BY A. E. THOMAS, AT THE GLOBE. 

Xot many comedies of recent years have been inspired 

bv .so diverting an idea as “ Her HusKind's Wife,” and 

playgoers are iiulcbted to Miss Mane Lidir for tins hapjiy 

ri'vival. In her original role of the hvjiochomli lac young 

wife wlio, having doctored herself into the belief that she has 

not long to live, chooses very consuleraleh' her husband's 

next Wife for Inm, Mis*- T.ohr has a part that cxliibits to 

perfection her talent lor eome<ly-actmg ol the subtler sort. 

Miss Kills Jeffreys as the sii]>planting ” wife,” with a rare 

opportunity for exploiting the gamut of woman’s wiles, 

is a joy to watch, and Mr. Sj>enccr Trevor makes excellent 

ca])ital out of the dry staccato comments of the epigram¬ 

matic uncle. At times the comedy drops into farce and 

the producer has altered the pace accordingly, but farce 

or comedy, the entertainment is vastly amusing. 
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PHIUP ALLAN & Co. 
Dc-my Xvo 18s. JH‘t With diagrams 

The Thingfs Which Are Seen 
A KcvaUiatioii of tlic Visual Arts 

Ity A TUYSTAX KDW A1<1>S. M A. 

(Si.liu|jr uf ilritiord Oxlcird). 

Tlii-<}>oiik,\\liu'li 111.1% tn- ricsriilx-dfas " rc'%oliitioii,'u%.'' iiisi&tb 
th.lt till- 0111 and <»ll\ Jlldui- of .III l!i THh A%’rKA(.r MAS. Art IS o( 
iu> ai count 1111il Im'ik-Iik mh n-tN*. Tlic liist jikI most 1111 |mi t.inl ait 
IS Tfio CuUi\ .itmii ol iiimi.ii) IV.uitN' ; tin- m-loiiiI is'l'hi- .Ail ol M.<iiiicr'< ; 
till third Tilt' Vil ol Diis-v. the (ollitli. ArLliiti-rtiirr (as .iiiiiiii'il to 
the hniiM's wf lixf III .mil the liuiisi s xvlnih sm miind iis), and liMli anil 
lasth, I’Jiiitint; ami Nul|>Uiii‘, bcio doMTilx'd as "/riii' Minor Arts” 

Crown 8vo 8s. 6d. net. 

The King of Lamrock 
I!y V. Y. HEWSOX 

(Author of " Juliet ”). 

A linlliaiit stiiilv of hi roiiitv'as (-xfinpIilK-d in a father .%ml mui. .\ 
iiiatUM-uiiil c.ireluil%' thouuht-out picii.- of xxirk l>y a %Milci mIiu ■> 
(U-stincd to mak- liis maik in Enelish LiKiatun- Of" lulu-t " 1 he 
'I imc\ ivioli- " Thi-. i« a lust novel il it were .n twent% lust it would 
Ik' A FIKI. SMHSK.M. A( H IL \ KMEN1,” iiml "TIk- Kllll! Ol L.lllllulk” 
Is uiiduiihtvdlv an aiUaiiie ujHiii "Juliet" 

Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net 

Wayfarers in Arcady 
By CHARLES VJXCE 

(^utliui ol ■■ The Stnx'l ol I'.ites") 

111 this iicir Ixtok of css.ivs Mr. Vince takes the re.ader with him <i\ei 
the Sussex Ociwiis, uloiif; iiiani toads and liy-r»ads. llirciiii:]i wcMids 
and along streams. It is a book of coinp.iiuoiishi]i. oi ititmiali tlmuiiht 
happily expieswil. and a volume that will assiiredlv rontinii Mi. Viiiie 
111 the (Hisitiou which lie .ittaine«Pt>> " The Stiei't ol l-.uts " 

FooLsrap 8vo. 6s. 6d. ncl. 

Enchanter’s Nightshade 
By J. B. MORTON. 

An outdoor liook. in which the author and his chums tramp t>%' day 
and by night through the home couutn.-s. sleeping in barns, at old inns 
and country lottagcs. singing, moralising ilieeifnily, and ori.isionallt 
laying dnw-ii the law, as \oung men will. A wliolly delightful book 
lie.iutifully got up. 

6 
Crown 8vo 7s. 6d. net. 

The Purple Sapphire: and 
other Posthumous Papers 

liy '‘CHRISTOPHER BLAYUE.” 

Eight enthralling mysteries m w-hich iniagination caUs in the aid of 
Science Ri'.iders of " Tla- Tilim M.nchim'" and other of Mr VVells's 
SI leiitiiic tail's will delight in tlK-sc biilhantly original stones, which are 
III similar %■< in but ba-a-d on the latest discoveries ol Science. The 
author. .1 distinguished tellow of the Koy.'il Society, jircfers to be 
known b. the alirivc moot dr-pliime 

Foolscap 8vo. 5s. net. 

The Art of Attaining High 
Health, with Aristology, or the 
Art of Dining. 

By THOMAS WALKJCR 

(No. 5 of The Pilgnm's Uooks.”) 

These dilightful papers arc culled from The Ortetnal, a weekly 
j.iumal written entirely by Walker (who was a Lamclon I'olicc Magis¬ 
trate) lud published lu 1S39. Although chiefly lu the lighter vein, there 
is a Bomi Jfphilnsoptay and much comuion ipeose throughout them. 

QUALITY COURT, W.C.2 

^OOKS or THE VAY 

THE mountebank 
By WILLIAM J. LOCKE 

“ Holds the feaUer spv'lh'.uud It U a tlrst.rate tale told by a master 
of niirrutlve. . . ' The Mountcliaiilc' ia h maatcipieee of the novullsl's 
art, who will iiiHke fiiemib for liiiinielf hII the world over. . . . Mr. 
Locke has done uothing hftlur." Ihtil/i TeUf/in/ih * 

” LiCxadiiy is, indeed, a remarkable i reaiioii -, one of tlie.fevr uii- 
forgettuhle . Imvaeli r» of lletion."- I'lrlt Mull 

" Told w ith e •iiaiiinniM'e ai t ■ . . U)»die is a woiidurfiil > innun liong, 
dras II with ainiiziiis! niaight and temleriieaii, a triumph of jKirtralture. 
Mr. fe'rke has iies'er dune aiijthing lielter."—JAUKS DoriiOA!!, in iho 

7/6 lie!' 

THE JOHN KEATS MEMORIAL 
VOLUME 

Edittftl by Bit. (1. <’. MTLLIAMSON. Illuklrtiled witli r> 

fac-aiiiiiles, vavioun jxirtrait**. ‘2 skctflies. etc. Crown rjuarto. 
35/- nut 

“ A liobh' IwKik."—ARTliri: MacIIKN, in the Krriiiiiif Xrim 
‘‘The table of contents in stalled with great nanu-s."-' 

ANTHONY HAMILTON : His Life 
and Works and His Family 

Ily RUTH CL.\Rlv. Illii.sirated. Domy 8fo. 3l/- iit*t 

Tiie famous author of the '‘.Memoirs of ('omit (rrauiinotiL' had uii 
advcHltiroith .111') Intel estnig life. whK'h covered one of the mo.'.l fa-ein- 
atiiw peliiids of Knglish and Kreiieh IuhIoIj . Miss liiitli 1 laik s book is 
a seholiirlv piece 01 worn, anil will iiiidoulitedly take its )diee as the 
etuiiduid biugrapli.v of Hanolton. 

ART AND I Ily C. LEWIS HIND. 10/6 net 

" Art ami I ” is .Mi l.ewi.s Hind at his best No lieing author knows 
how to write about. nr> inoie eiitei't..iiiingl.%. ami ins e.in>. \iuoi oiib style 
nndgeiiul liovr ot 11'miiiisceiiee wciiild liool even the ' |>l.ili>.tine" eii- 
trunee'. The hook, which Ik divi'ed into seelions dialiiii: witli iheArt 
ot 'To-i.iy, till’ .Vrt of To-nionoxr, .imi tin Art of ) esteiil.i), is ul onee 
eiilerliiiiimg, HtimnUlmg, and s'lggcktlse. 

JAPANESE IMPRESSIONS 
Tnuislutea from the FrHii.-J. of I* A UL - I.OlHS 

(’(M'CHnUi) by FRANCES KUMSKY, witli a Pu-faoi! by 
AN.VTOLK FRANCE. Demy 8« o, 7/6 net 

This Ixiok ecntaiiis the iii>|ire>b<i>ns of .lapaii ot a keen observer, a 
selinlai, and a remarkiilile in inter of l.mgu.ige '"liie ehsrin of .M 
Uomilioml. ’ says M .Vn.itoh' Kraiiei.lien m that, r.vre tiowei to evoke 
amieiitor distant fuels win li is the laeiitlr uf n Iteii.in mii-i a i'eni-rii. 
and which loi.ehes i.iscoiv WlMi the iiiicrest of n living speetaeic " The 
Isajk eoiitain.s a long ,ii<d Inghl) < haiueierinti" iiiirodneimn by M. Aiiatole 
Eiaiice which has never been primed in Kreiich 

ROUMANIAN STORIES 
Truiisluted by LUCY BYNIJ. Milh it Siufcia) Picfftce by 
H.M. tlio (^nueii of Ronniunia. 6/> net 

This collection coDtaliiH no lulry talea. Thu grest intureat of thesu 
alorles lies in the fact that they are desciipiive of Tiirioiin tihuacs uf 
Koumanisn national life, and reveal tu na the simple, nteaillasl heart uf 

the Kuiiiiisntan, and thu poetic ehaim ot the national soul. 

THE UNDERSTANDING OF GOOD 
Ry Madame .IKANNKJ)E VIKTINflllOFF. Traimlated 

by Mra. E. I. VELLEM.AN. Willi an Jiitiodiietinii by 
UlCHAKD KINLJ. Crown 8vo. 6/- net 

Readers of this chamiiiig Volume will lieslrnek by a certain nohlllty 
of word ami purity of tone in ns lages. Madame du Viethighutf s 
thoughts are the proilnct uf u soul tiuly religious, open t<« truth, 

courageous and ospiiiug. 

AUTHORDOXY 
RyALAN liANDSACRE. 5/-net 

A brilliant and incisive cominentiicy on Mr. (i. K. Chisturton's famous 

hook, ‘‘ Orthodoxy.' 

THE HILLS OF ARCETRI 
By LEDLYN LOUISE EVERE'J’T. 5/- net 

This h(M>k is a study 111 verse nf the nutuils and colours uf Italian life. 
It attempts to purlray the sithtlu niiiigling of the past and the present of 
which one is eveiywhere coiiscions in Italy.. 

THE LATEST NOVELS 

MY ORIENT PEARL 
By CHARLES COLTON. 7/6 net , 

MR. DIMOCK 
By MRS. DENIS O’SULLIVAN. 8/6 net 

JOHN IiAN£, THE BODLEIT BEAD 

VIGO STREET :: :: W.l 
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THE LIFE OF THOMAS HOWARD, 
EARL OF ARUNDEL. 

By Mary F. S Hekvry. Illustr.ited. fijs. net (Cam¬ 
bridge University l^css) 

In this ceally noble work we have a full and counectccl 

account of one of the most interesting personalities of the 

first half of the eighteenth century. Born of a great 

family, the grandson of the fourth l>uke of Norfolk who 

was executed in 1572, 

the son of the Philij> 

Earl of Arundel who 

was thrown,into the 

Tower, mainly be¬ 

cause of his religion, 

and died there alter 

ten years' imjirison- 

ment in bitter dis¬ 

tress, leaving his wife 

and children pracli- 

callv destitute, liis 

estates forfeited to 

the Crown, young 

Tlionias Howard was 

greatly handioappcvl 

at his entry ou life 

But with the arrival 

in England of King 

)amos I he began to 

find some favour at 

Court, and the Icarl- 

dorn of Arundel, witli 

otlicr titles, was 

resloretl Heinarncd 

Lauy Alethcia 

Talbot, daughter of 

the seventh Earl 0/ 

Shrewsbury, and 

recovercil jxissoNsion 

of Arundel House, 

the noble palace that 

once stood, with all 

its gardens, in the 

Strand, now com¬ 

memorated only by 

the Arundel Street 

that marks the 

ancient site. Arun¬ 

del advanced in 

favour with the king, 

and fulfilled many 

posts of increasing 

importance at home 

and abroad. With 

the a. c c c s .s i o n of 

Charlc.s I there came 

a change for the 

worse m his position. 

The Duke of Buck¬ 

ingham was his 

enemy, for many 
reasons, not the least AriiiuUi ciub i<iwii',i-v hmi /'f'"”''’'’'' 

of which was Arun- From The Correspondence and Collection 

del's high standard of Thomas Howard, Earl of 

of public life and (Cambridge Press). 
conduct, contrasted 

with Buckingham's 

selfish determination 

to engross all powers into his own hands by unworthy 

means. All the vicissitudes of Arundel’s public career and 

private life are here described in an absorbingly interesting 

narrative, which keeps perfect poise between his actwities 

as a man of affairs and as the great collector of classic and 

modern art. Walpole called him the " Father of Vertu in 

l*'ngland,‘’ and he well deserved the title. Hi.s magnificent 

collection of statues brought from Greece, Asia Minor, 

Italy, his Durers, Hollicius, Correggios, Brciighels, Van¬ 

dykes, da Vmcis, Raphaels, Titians, etc., was almost 

unparalleled. There were other collectors—the Duke of 

Buckingham also had agents .ihroad, '' picking uj) ” statues, 

etc , but Arundel’s agents know more, an<l Arundel had 

more taste and knowledge, so that he was mostly successful 

in obtaining the 

better and leaving 

tlie less good for 

Buckingham. Miss 

Hervev. wliose death 

last year was a great 

loss to English 

letters, has given us 

a really noble piece 

of bii'igraphy, a per¬ 

manent record of a 

very remarkable per- 

.son who ])layed a 

great part in the 

public and jirivate 

life of b'ngland in 

Stuart days. 

I 

Probably by MyteiJ'-, i6iB. 

THE 

LANDS OF 

SILENCE; 

A HISTORY 

OF ARCTIC 

AND 

ANTARCTIC 

EXPLORA¬ 

TION. 

I’.y Sir Clements R. 

Markham, K C.B., 

K S. 45» net. 

(Canihndge Univer¬ 

sity IVess) 

The average man 

--and the writer of 

tlie following notice 

frankly places him¬ 

self in the category 

of the average man 

in this respect— 

largely fails to catch 

or to appreciate the 

lure of Polar explora¬ 

tion. He pays duo- 

tribute to the 

Thomas Howard. heroism shown by 

EARL OF ARUNDEL. SEATED Sir Jolin Franklin in 
IN THE SCULPrURE GALLERY at the agC 

AT ARUNDEL HOUSE. of sixtv-onc. and by 

Captain Scott in 

tensibiB. 1910-12 at the age 

of forty-four; but he 

cannot, in his heart of hearls, make out why men should 

be prepared willingly to face death just to obtain geographi¬ 

cal and scientific information of a purely academic kind, 

information that is of no possible benefit to the human 

race. A martyr to science he can understand ; but a 
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martyr to Arctic and 
Antarctic travel he 
rc'gards as a paradox, 
a sufferer from “ that 
last infirmity of noble 
minds " of which Milton 
sings. Those, then, the 
men in the street, who 
are fair-minded enough 
to wish to regard ]*olar 
explorers in the clear 
light of truth and who 
would like, to use a 
vile phrase, to psycho- 
analyse them, arc 
heartily recommended to 
read the late SirClomcnts 
Markham's posthumous 
work entitled “The 

Lands of Silence.” It 
covers the whole ground 
of Arctic and Antarctic 
discovery from the time.s 
of the Korsemcn in a 
most comprehensive and 
masterly fashion, being 
written by one of the 

greatest travellers and 
geographers of his day. 
It is no dryasdust 
chronicle, but a vivid 
and eloquent record, 
buttressed by the need¬ 
ful geographical and 
meteorological informa- 

iTjl 011 

! Il, P ifi 
i.siite 

From Lands of Silence 
(Cambridge Press]. 

Sir Martin Frobisher. 

tion and informed by a 
very lively and alert 
imagination. Readers 

who love books of travel 
and who wish to know 
those general strands of 
character which furnish 
the mental and moral 
“make-up” of the 
explorer will find Sir 
Clements’s “ History of 
Arctic and Antarctic 
Exploration” a uniquely 
fascinating volume. 

THE 
DAUGHTER 
TERRIBLE. 

By Winifred Graham. 
8s. 6(1. net. 
(Hutchinson.) 

In her latest novel. 
Miss Winifred Graham, 
departing for a time from 
her favourite topic—the 
evils of Mormonism— 
offers a most entertain¬ 
ing story of sex in its 
niodem aspect. At the 
outset, most of her 
characters appear to be 
extremely unpleasant 
people. Mr. and Mrs. 
Haring, of Park l,ane, 
instead of attending to 
their matrimonial vows 
and the care of their 
only dau,.'liter, arc con- 
c e r ij e d d n 1 y with 

amorous dalliance 

From Hugh Lane’s IJfe and Cardinal Antonio Ciocchi 

Achievement 
(John Murray], 

By SebsstUo del Plombo. 

elsewhere. The father 
philanders with a girl, 
and the mother with a 
very young man. Their 
daughter i s neglected 
and unadvised. Being 
very precocious, at the 

age of eighteen she 
follows in her parents’ 
footsteps and engages in 
more than a flirtation 
with a Russian count, 
who is already married. 

The count’s wife dies, 
and Babbles, in the hope 
of marrying the widower, 
goes to France in the 
company of his friend. 
M. Zavier. But M. 
Zavier has his own fell 
designs. Owing to the 
young lady’s ignorance 
of the French language 
he is enabled to marry 
her himself in the regis¬ 
trar's office. He takes 
her to his sinister house, 

“ Blanc Pignon,” in the 
midst of deep woods ; 
but when he has done 
nothing worse than 
reveal the trick he has 
played, ho is smitten 

with small})Ox. He dies,' 
and leaves all his vast 

possessions to his vir¬ 
ginal widow, who even 
before his death is con¬ 
soling herself with a 
fair - headed an<l blue- 
cved English boy. Him 
she marries, being 
aweary of dark 
foreigners. Hv means of 
her startling experiences 
and escupes, l^tli she 
and her erring parents 
find salvation, Mrs. 
Baring in jiarticular 
being brought to a right 
sense of the responsi¬ 
bilities of marriage and 
of woman’s power to 
make or mar a home. 
Miss Graham’s story is 
daring, but its moral is 
admirable. It would 
undoubtedly attain vast 
popularity i f adapted 
for the cinema; and in 
the meantime it should 
be read by all who like 
an ingenuously sensa¬ 
tional tale. 

SPRING 

FANCIES. 
By Arthur Somervell. 
(Lengnick.) 

Arthur Somervell’s 
“Spring Fancies” com¬ 
prises seven short piano¬ 
forte pieces, and is an 
album full of variety, 
character and life. 
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The Masterpiece Library Giovanni Boccaccio. 

of Short Stories 
[Educiiliniuii Hook Compauy) 

'll tins NuniUiT 

BELGIUM: FROM THE ROMAN 

fighting on the Western front, and the close and affectionate 
interest we must take in the story of our staunch ally, 
staunch to herself as well as to us, must make M. Cammacrts' 
excellent book trebly welcome. It is clearly written and 
well arranged, and gives us a most jnfornung and well-knit 
account of tlie con.secntive development of liclgium and 
her people from the earliest linn.'S ol wlucli we have 
authentic record. 

HAL’S BOOK AND PETER'S PAGES. 

By Annik MAiircso'; ami Cuakis t' rR\NKKSBURG 
(Cursitnr PiihlisUmg ('omji.iny ) 

These little ]>oeins for children ]iossess a delightful 
rhythm and touch on niaiiv beautiful, though simple themes 
and fancies. They are not the usual pointless verses 
oHerecl to the young , each grows out ol an idea. There is 
the very breath of the wind in : 

'What aie yon iving, O Wiml. 
Witnl III llie U ly lit-i-s, 
With life and l lessing. 
Tin' flowers (.ir mg, 
TiU some fail wi) on their knee.s, 
WliiU- others ,u ]>laymg, 
O Wind, sweel Wiini, 
Strong Wind th.it nolnulv sees ’’ 

That is in Hal’s section of the book. In Peter’s—here, for 
example, is a snatch of the hajijiy, catchy song, “ With the 
Tairics ” : 

■' All the Peter-hoy-' play wiDi the fairies 
All the Feter-boys Imrrow their toys— 
Bubbles to blow to them, putiires to show to them, 
No one says ‘ No ! ' to them when there’s a noise.” 

Children will love to have the verses read aloud unless they 
are big enough to read for themselves ; the type is big and 
clear, and there arc pictures too. A little volume that is 
sure of finding a snug place m the hearts of 11 iirsery residents.- 

INVASION TO THE PRESENT DAY. 

By BmILK t AMMAEFTS. I2S Od. iiot. (Fislicr UllWlll ) 

This IS the latest volume to be added to the admirable 
Story of the Nations senes. On the whole it gains very 
much more than it loses by tlic fact that M. Cammaerts 
IS not a jirofessed historian, but a di.stmguishcd man of 
letters, a poet, intelligent, sympatlielic, and fully sensitive 
to the fe<-hngs not merely of liis compatriots the people of 
Belgium, but also of the English, for wliom liis survey of 
the history of Belgium is intended. Kxcejit to those wlio 
arc students of history, the status of Belgium is a little 
obscure. Some will even consider tlic real origin of modern 
Belgium as dating back only to the iSjo upheaval that 
mafic her imlejicndetil of Holland. But M. Cammacrts 
makes the essential unity of the Belgian nation apjioar a 
very real and vital fact from the earliest times. Imleed if 
his book has any definite pivot and central aim, it is an 
endeavour to show that Belgium is a nation whose unity is 
based on deep-rooted traditions and ” possessed strong 
characteristics in every department of human activity ” 
that could be recognised from the early Middle Ages down 
to the present day. It must he remembered that it was 
the centre of the Empire of Charlemagne, that for centuries 
thereafter the provinces were unsurpassed in wealth and 
civilisation by any part of Europe, that under astute and 
powerful counts and dukes they held a balance between 
the greater powers of France. Germany and England, that 
their relations with England especially w-ere always close 
if often restless, that in the time of Charles V the Nether¬ 
lands were one of the chief jewels of hi.s crown, and that in 
spite of many vicissitudes the stubborn spirit of freedom 
and independence never ceased to live intensely in the 

people whose age-long traditions were never more 
gloriously displayed and vindicated than in the dreadful 
days of August, 1914. The heroic conduct of Belgium at 
that bitter crisis has earned all our honour and admiration, 
well expressed in the field when King Albert was made 
leader of all the Anglo-Franco-Belgian forces for the final 

From Belgium Maxim lian 

[Fisher Unwin). 
From a portrait by Aubrozio de Predis (Impenal Museum, Vicit.ia). 
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the sea, the Thames that ends in Dockland, and he wntes 
about it with creative sympathy and life-long under¬ 
standing. There are no side-splitting Robeyesque barge¬ 
men in his book, and no romantic angel-girls (of Lime- 
house) irradiating a cinema Chinatown ; but there are the 
winds and the waters and the essential drama of man's 
conflict with the elements. Mr. Tomlinson does not 

.'fj 

I'roiii An Onlooker in France, 
1917 1919 

(Tri//K7j«s & A jigatf). 

HousEKOLD Brigade 

PASSING TO THE YPRES 

Salient. Casselu 

LONDON RIVER. 
By H M Tomlinson 7s. 6d. net. (Casscl^) 

Mr. Tomlinson’s volume is something really new- and 

There was a Garden.' A Painter in Palestine “ There was a 

{John Lauc) 
U itli mimrrous lUiistrati' n' hy tVitiajrl M.ixwi II. 

really good. His subject is the Thames that is an arm of 

Froin London lUver The Foreshore, Limehouse. 

stagger his reader with glib tei-lmicalitics of sea- 
craft or with bravura feats of description. He is, 
indeed, almost reluctant and reserved in hi.s intima¬ 
tions. as if he were shy of admitting strangers to his 
thoughts ; but he makes the reader feel that the 
waters are tragic everywliere, and that the stor^' of 
a man’s struggle against the unconquerable sea is 
as truly a romance on the Dogger liank as on the 
typhoon-smitlcn waters of the distant East. We 
heartily commend this finely felt ami linely exjiressed 
collection of studios. There is real art in it—and 

real heart. 

PATRIOTISM. 

By E. K. Fallowfiei-ij. 

6s. net. (U.iniel) 

This analysis of patriotism in its various branches 
is clear in diction and handled in a capable and 
interesting manner. From warrior patriotism, with 
its accompanying brutalities,Mr. Fallowficld diverges 
to the higher though less extolled forms practised 
by men and women who have given their lives 
for their fellows in self-sacrificing toil and a 
homage to conscience that has frequently brought 
only the reward of death. He censures the ego, 
or selfish, patriotism of those whose love of 
country engenders a hatred of other countries, and 
asserts that ’* a true patriot shuns everything that 
would sully the country’s good name; he marches 
along the line of true progress and avoids what 
may cause suffering to those too weak to defend 
themselves.” But one thing, he holds, should 
exceed a man’s love of country, and that is love 
of truth. He has studied his subject with minute 
care, supports his arguments with a host of 
historical references, and his book should prove a 
valuable a.sset to those ” young men and women 
who have their futures before them and the shaping 
of the world in their hands,” to whom it is 

{Ca$sell). 
From \ drawing by Harold Oakley. 

appropriately dedicated. 
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'A r\ « 

I-nun An Onlooker in France, 
1917-1019 

(Wil/teniis d'y Xari’u/r}. 

AN ONLOOKER IN 
FRANCE. 

By Sir 'William Orpen, 
K.B.E.. R A. ,^is. 6d. nvt. ' * < '//§ 
(Williams & Norgatc.) - ' i •'A 

r shall never forget the first 
time I met him. The smootli ^ 

lawn outside the old chateau > 
was d^ightfully inviting, 1 ? * , -• iB 
had removed at least the outer | • ^ ‘■-.•fa*' .S(|^ 

layer of dust, had had some 
tea and was well away witli ^ ^ 

my pipe, luxuriously sprawled li F 
in a big wicker chair, llcsidc I 
me sat one of the Staff. We 
conversed* with dignity and 
courtesv, conscious of our //> a y 
tabs. Suddenly lluTe burst ' . ^ Mam 
from the house a chattering, 
laughing crowd of l-'rench ]»ress m , 
correspondents, headed by an m .{ 
KiigUsh Field Olficer. He was w 
very small and active, ami S . j 
when he climbed rajndly up a F 
stout wooden trellis, hung on ^ 
by one hand and scratched 
his side with the othc;r, his Innn An Onlooker in Frar 
resemblance to tlu: monkey be , 
was imitating was sullicient to ' “ 
draw shrieks of enthusiasm 
from his audience. 1 directed a searching look at my host, 
but he remained culm. " I mean-” i said. “ Oh, its 
only Orpin." he replied, and jiroceedcd to talk of other 
matters. .Afterwards I eame to know and rejoice 111 that 
amusing little man who is almost burutd beneath the 
weight of the resounding '■ IMajor Sir William Orpen. 

K.U.E., K.A ” Most of 

Orpen's " An Onlooker I 
thing out of thej-'com- I 
mon. An artist in soul, I 
he has given us some I 
little pictures m prose I rjlBUfe|pM 
which arc not less ac- I 
curate than those done I 
with his brushes ami I 

Major who" would retire I. £1 

to the garden and play i . 
the flute . . . nobody I 
dared to move; but I A -W_' 
he really didn't play I 

(I wonder if Orpen goes I 
armed ?) Then Carroll ■ 
Carstairs, of the Greiia- I 

said suddenly, ' Look I 
at the shape of that I 
church, now! Isn't it I 
magnificent ? ' Another I 
shell . . . hit the struc- I 
ture, and he said, I , . - 
' Damn! The fools I 

have spoilt it! ’ ” And I 
Major Hotblack, the I 
Tank wizard who ought I ^ 

to have been killed ■ 
several thousand times I 
(by the law of averaps, ^ 
or whatever is) : 
"mild and gentle,Vfull Russian Portraits 
of charm; one could (Jonathan Cape). 

y 

Mr. Lloyd George. 

President Wilson 

AND M. ClEMENCEAU. 

f.r 

hardly imagine he had all those 
D.S.O.’s and wound stripes— 
Hotblack, who liked to go for 

^ K a walk and read poetry, ...” 
‘' As a matter of fact, Hotblack 
‘'J - refused to put up any more 

\ 11 wound stripes—said he might 
' wear a gold cuff, “The 

W book is crammed with good 

Li T things and pictures, but, my 

« RTl keeping), when 
Orpen gets to the Peace Con- 
forence. he i/oes let himself go I 
-^nd why not ^ Observe : 

^ ■' They a])iM-ar(’<l '(tie ' frocks ' 

y' he I alls tlicnil to think so 
'' jjf imicti (00 imi(ti-of their own 
'piTMJiial imporlanri*. searctiing all 

(lie Iniie liir })o]'iilantY. eacli little 

ytr oin' lor liiiiisill- strange little 
■ \ things J’resulent Wilson made a 

\ great hit iii the Press with his 
'.y'' smile fic v.is pleased at that, 

y’ ami .iflc-r this he never failed to 
lei ytiii see all hvs bark teetli 

^ I.lovil (ieorge gr«-w hair clown 
his hack. T presanic from Mr, 
,\s(pnth‘.s lea<) 1‘aderewski— 

wi'll. he ^\as alwav.s a made-up 
Mr. Lloyd George. !<>!> The tigliiiiig man, alive. 
President Wilson and tlmsi* who fought juul died — 

AND M. CLEMENCEAU. f1l the )>eo])le \\ho‘made the 
l*<’ace ('(infcrem <• possililc.’^wcre 
being forgotten, tln-| 'frocks’ 

reigned supreme- One w,is alim>.st forced to think ttiat the 
■frotk.s’ won the war ' 1 did this.’ *1 did that.’ they all 
screamed, but tlic .silent soldu-r-nian never said a word, yet he 

must have thought a lot . . ’’ 

And he adds that when the Peace Tcrnis were handed to 
the Germans at the 'J rianon Palace he was unable to get 

a card of admission. 
During the afternoon he 
tuet Field-Marshal Sir 
Heiirv Wilson and asked 

alxiiit the ceremony. 

soldier, " I haven't been 

) ^^1 there. They wouldn’t 
^ ^ pass, the little 

'frocks' w’ouldn't give 

' jC a C * " ** "^ **• one.” One more 
' I picture : Colonel House 

. asked Orpen if he had 
])ainted President 

* ji Wilson. Orpen replied 
^ that the President said 

' ^ time for 
- ',^'f M sittings. "What 

damned rot ' ’’ said the 
Colonel. " He's got a 

* damned sight more time 
than 1 have. . . . I'll 

■‘■j :^ ' sec that he’s here." 

^ -'•* And he did ! 
. ' F. D. G. 

TO 

..-J 

a** . t 

From Russian Portraits 
(Jonathan Cape). 

Trotsky. 

THE RIVIERA OF 
THE CORNICHE 
ROAD. 

By Sir Frederick 
Treves, Bart. 25s. 
net. (Cassell.) 

In a handsomely 
bound, copiously illus¬ 
trated volume. Sir 
Frederick Treves has 
given us what is more 
than a mere holiday 
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From The Riviera o£ the Corniche Road 
{Cassell). 

NICE: RUE OE SENAT. 

erudite history of “ The Arts in Early 
England ” is concerned mainly with a 
detailed description of the Ruthwell and 
Bcwcastle Crosses and of the Gospels of 
Lindisfarne. The antiquary, the hagiologist 
and the epigraphist will find this new 
volume very much to their taste. Never 
wc should think before has such a mass of 
criticism—literary, artistic, archaeological, 
linguistic and philological—been devoted to 
a connotation of ancient monuments as 
Mr. Brown has bestowed on deciphering and 
translating the names inscribed on these 
two famous crosses. We should like to 
(juote from the third chapter of the book 
the very interesting accounts o^ the pre- 
Christian uses of the cross and of the 
evolution of the chrism from monogram to 
religious symbol. We wish we could do 
justice to the loving care with which the 
author examines the famous Orm.sidc bowl 
and establishes the authenticity of the 
coffin of St. Cuthbert. But our space is 
limited ; so we must content ourselves with 
calling the attention of all lovers of art 
and of antiquities to this learned and 
handsomely produced volume. It is a 
noteworthy example ot the ripest English 
scholarship. 

book, for he has set out the general history 
of the Riviera from the days of the cave 
man to the pre.sent time. Remote antiquity 
is naturally only touched upon for the sake 
of completeness, the great portion of the 
book being descriptive of more modern 
aspects, and we are given accounts of Nice, 
Mentone, Cimiez, Grasse, Monte Carlo and 
minor resorts. Sir Frederick writes attrac¬ 
tively; his style is clear, lively and pictorial, 
and the book abounds in graphic bits of des¬ 
cription. well told anecdotes and humorous 
touches. Those who have read “ 'J'he Other 
Side of the Lantern '' will have already 
made acquaintance with these traits of the 
author’s style. Every picturesque nook and 
historic corner of the region under survey 
comes in for attention, and is dcscril'ied in 
a few vivid sentences : 

'* Tliero are no two things alike in Cagnes. 
nothing that matches. It is imlecd a pile ol 
very miscellaneous houses, inclined to set 
themselves askew, like the parts of a cubist 
picture. ... It looks like a very decrepit sick 
person who has slipped down in bed.” 

Then of Monaco : 

” Its walls, lit by the sun, arc sheer precipices 
of biscuit-coloured rock, tinted faintly with red, 
cis with rust. From every crack and cranny «m 
its towering sides something green is bursting ; 
while here and there a flower, yellow or blue, 
clings to a ledge like a perching bird ” 

It is a volume which, while possessing a 
Sfiecial attraction for the fortune-favoured 
folk who make holiday on the Riviera, will 
have no small interest for those who ” can 
only read about these places in books.” 

THE ARTS IN EARLY 
ENGLAI^. 

By G Baldwin Brown, M.A., Professor of 
Fine Art in the University of Edinburgh. 
Vol. V; " The Kuthwcll and Bewcastle 
Crosses”, "The Gospels of Lindisfarne.” 

• 30s. net. '(John Murray.) 

The fifth volume of Mr. Baldwin Brown's 
From The Arts in Early England The Christ of Bewoastls. 

{John Murray). 
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riom The Masterpiece Library of Short Stories A Story from Boccaccio. 

{t.dncaliniia! Hook Co.). l-rom the paiotioe by Prof. Amos Cassioli. 
Kovii wi d III this NniniHT 

SHASTA OF THE WOLVES. 

Uy Ulaf Bakkk Tis. (HaiTap ) 

A Wfll-iIIustratcd talc of a child found amonp: lonely 
liills by the old she-wolf Nilka, who picked up a small 
l)rown bundle, which set up a thin wad Nitka pre¬ 
served the little human being, and brought it up with 
her own cubs in their wdd cave-home. “ if you had 
asked NitUa why she had taken the baby’s part, I don't 
believe slie could luive told you. All she knew was that 
there was a feeling inside her that this odd thing she had 
found in the iorest was to be protected from liann." 

From A New EncycIop*dia of Freemasonry 
By A. E. Waite 

{Rider). 

This IS a fine and remarkable story of wolf life in the 
mountains and canyons, a tale of eagles, and grizzlies, and 
hunting ; and no lover of the open air should miss it. 

WAYSIDE TREES AND HOW 
TO KNOW THEM. 

By Fokstkr Bodsov Profusely illu.slratcd by the Author. 
7s. 6d net fl'hoiiitun Butterworth.) 

How' many of us, if wc told the truth, could say that 
wc know by .sight all, or even many, of the trees that we 
know by name ? Here is the ideal book to remedy that 

The Death of Hiram. 
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defect in our education. With this in our pocket 
we may go anywhere and. after a brief reference 
to the book, recognise any of our common trees 
at sight. The author has grouped the trees under 
their leaf forms, of which exact line drawings are 
presented, supplementing these with a series of 
beautiful pencil drawings of the trees themselves. 
It is an interesting and very helpful treasury of 
elementary knowledge, and its possession will 
add much to the pleasure of one’s excursions 
about the country-side. Admirable m idea and 
admir.ably produced, it augurs well for the 
success of the How to Know Them senes, of 
which it IS the first. 

TOPEE AND TURBAN, OR HERE 
AND THERE IN INDIA. 

By Lieut.-Col H A Newell 
£i IS. net. (I.ano ) 

THE ISLANDERS OF 
THE PACIFIC. 

By Lieut-Col T T< St John.ston 
25s. net (lusher Unwm ) 

The historian of the Hritish Army, Mr. I-'ortcscuc, 

when he was lecturing the otlicr day and praising 

From Wayside Trees 
Bv F'lrslcr Robson 

(Thornton Butterworth). 

Pollard 

Willow. 

•>£»« Shasta of the Wolves "The baby wolf-brothers 

(Harraf)) sat iv a row . . . sniffing 

WITH THEIR PUPPY NOSES'* 

Buddhist. Jam and Mohammedan, their .significance 
and purpose, and their value to the interpreter of to-day 
He traces the survival of the Aryan in the Kashmiri 
Brahman talking the Sanskrit of many centuries ago m 

India’s bazars to-day. 
Perhaps the best chapters ot the Colonel’s wanderings 

throughout the length and breadth of India are those 

the equanimity and ubiquity of “ that strong man, 
Thomas Atkins,” might have dwelt just as warmly 
on our indebtedness to the research and scholarship 
of Tommy’s officers. These two colonels, one in the 
Indian army and one in the service of the Foreign 
Office, have written books before of special authority 
in their several fields. Colonel Newell has bestowed 
many standard guide-books on the provinces and 
native states of India, and in the course of many 
years' travel up and down the peninsula has gathered 
a harvest of folk-lore and observation which no form 
of guide-book yet discovered can be expected to 
contain. Now it may be affirmed as a rule that the 
man who has done one thing supremely well is rarely 
wanting in resources beyond what that task required, 
and it is no surprise to find in this case that the 
guide turns out to be a philosopher as well. Colonel 
Newell has dipped freely into the past, the native 
traditions and records, and steered the investigations 
of science into safe channels, especially where there 
come the dividing lines between Aryan, Greek, Persian. 
Moghul, and. British influences. The extent and 
duration of India are chequered with the files of 
conquest and tbef ranks of creed, and Colonel Newell 
puts new interest into the architectural relics of Hindu, 

Frorn Topee and Turban 
(John Lane). 

The Sacred E'-ci*hant arrayed 

FCR the Oursarah. 
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describing that strange and primitive race, the 
Todas of Madras, especially where those people 
develop outlines of affinity with tlic Uganda 
tribes unearthed by Mr. Roscoc on liis recent 
expedition. Still more engaging are the points 

of contact between Colonel Newell's ethnological 
theories and those of Colonel St Johnston reganhng 

the island races of the I’acific As Dnstnet Com¬ 
missioner of the Uuu Islands his opjiorliinities 
were exceptional and well used Similarities are 
noted not only in racial tvpe and custom, but 

in philology and folk-lore, and tiuiiigli tliese nii^v 
not always bear dee|)cr investigation, thev are 
like the surface gems that lure a prosjx-clor on, 
and arc as nothing to the certainties at whuh 
wc liopa; ultimately to arrive. 'I'hc I’aeihc hook 
is richer in horrors an<l m .sur)>rises, both by 

letterpress and picture, and we mav lay the 
patriotic unction to our souls that wIk-h we li.ive 
been dealing as long wiili the seas<ind archi{K-lagoes 
" down under," they will show advances at a paie 
eclipsing India's if jiossihle But wc may never 
come any nearer to finding the dates and routes 
of the primeval trek of the races scattering east 
ami W'est and soiithwanl -from that nook of Meso¬ 
potamia winch men lor ages have called "the 
cradle of the worhl " 

Tioth hooks are nchlv illustrated, and are full 
of know leilge aiul taKcination 

A DIPLOMAT IN JAPAN. 
IJy the J<i(,iiT 1 loN SiK I-^RXF.sT Satow. .iJS net 
(-<1 ele\, Servu e 1 

No more lhan some e.irlv chapters in the storv 
of the aiillior';, dislinguislu-d ami evenllul cafeci 
are reconleil in tins volume Ihev relate, Jiowever, 

to nioincntoiis jihases in tlie ])rogress of ja]):in to 
the high jMisiiion slu- holds to-d.iy among great 
n.itions It w.is ilunng the period about winch 
Sir Jernest writes that her ports were o]H'ned for 

good and all to foreign trade, that the supremo 
.lulhontv of the Mikado was restored, and llie 
traditions of a feudal system sliattered if not 

coinplelel) swept awav Si.\ty vears ago, more¬ 
over, when as a stmlent intei^ireler the author 
first went to Japan, tlu“ eoimliy ami the people still be lost, and wliiili very few foreigners ha<l such favourable 
retained cliaraeteristic features which were ]ueseml\- to opporliimlies of ohser\ing or, if they saw. could record 

. with the insight derived from 
an anient slmlyof the language, 
literature and history of the 

Japanese. It is this that gives 

I'nwi A Diplomat in Japan The Last of the Shoguns, 
('■xrlrv, Scri-icf). Tokuoawa Yoshinobu (kelkiX 

[Heinemann). 

a ]>eciiliar value to Sir Ernest’s 
reminiscences of journeys in 

what was then a region almost 
unknown to strangers from the 
West. Ilis account of excur¬ 
sions in the interior have a 
fascination which in later books 
of travel is either entirely 
wanting or sei'ms scarcely to 
harmonise with evulencc of a 
moilerii sjurit apparent on all 
sides Wc have changed all 
that, our Ear E^astern allies 
mav sav, and thev have cer¬ 
tainly changed a great deal. 
Yet even in tliosc days there 
was talk among more advanced 
politicians of establishing a 
jiarhament and a constitution 
on the English model. It was 
a mad idea in the author’s 
opinion, and the proposal that 
he should enter the Mikado’s 
service and assist in organising 
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r^epresentative 
government did not 
allure him. As an 
instructive com¬ 
mentary on the con- 
duct of British 
relations with Japan 
during Sir Erncst’.s 
first residence in the 
country, the book well 
merits the attention it 
will certainly receive 

both here and in the 
land of the rising 
sun. 

ROSE 

GARDENING. 

By Mary Hamp¬ 

den. Illustrated 

with 8 Colour Plates 

and Line Drawings 

by Maud A. West. 

(Thornton Butter- 

worth } 

This Iwok d i- a 1 s 
with every phase of 
rose culture, from the 
preparation of the soil 
to the time of flower¬ 

ing. and includes a 
specially useful chap¬ 
ter on the enemies of 
the rose. It is the 
outcome of years of 

practical e.\pericnce, 
and the information 
it supplies has been 

pronounced both 
serviceable and 
reliable by one of the 

most prominent 
and successful rose- 
growers in England. 
Miss West’s work 

in colour is exquisitely *^done, and the line drawings, 
showing practical designs for beds and borders, etc., 

complete the usefulness of a volume that will appeal to 
all who are interested 

h'rom Rose Gardening 
By -Mary H.unpdrn 

i^horvlon Butterworth). 
p'rom .1 roluiir (Jr.iwing by M.iiid A. WVst. 

in the 
roses. 

culture of 

IN OUR 

FLOWER 

GARDEN. 

By Her Late Koyal 

Highness the Crown 

Princess of Sweden. 

Preiiarcd by Klora 

Klickmann. (K.T.S ) 

Garden lovers 
especially those who 
rv.ad '■ The Garden 
That We Made '' by 
the late Crown ITin- 
cess of Sweden {nee 

Princess Margaret of 
ConnaugiU), will 
welcome this l^ter 
volume of her garden 

From In Our Flower Garden 
By (be late Crowa Princess oi Sweden 

{R.r.s.). 

gossip, revealing, as 
it does, the Princess’s 
personal experiments 
in horticulture and 
her ideas as to the 
qualities a garden 
should possess. She 
shows how the scheme 
for having various 
parts of the garden 
abloom at various 
seasons of the year can 
be effectively earned 
out, and is, indeed, 
full of happy sugges¬ 
tions that spring from 
a wide experience and 
an intense love of all 
growing things. Manv 
beautiful photographs 
are scattered through 
the pages, and the 
work, under Miss 
Flora Khckniann’s 
able editorship, is a 
triumph both of art 

aud utility. 

THE RISING 
TIDE AND 
OTHER POEMS. 

By ClIARI-r.S WllimY, 

M 1 > m-t 

(l*'lkui Mallu-w.s) 

Dr. Whitby writes 
very cultuicd and 
accomplished verse 
u|x>n t r a cl 11 i o n a 1 
tlicmcs and in tradi¬ 
tional metres. One 
pictures him (rightly 
or wrongly) as the 

best tyi>c of country 
pruttilioiuT-- a keen 
scientist, a lover of 
nature, a discriminal- 
ing patron of the arts, 

and a warm-hearted humanitarian. His poetry reveals a man 

of many interests and of many moods, but its characteristic 
note is, perhaps, one of a gentle and pensive melancholy ; 

" Youth will pass and 
hope will prnsh, 

We c(>ni])liiin ; 
Is there nothing that 

we cherish 
Not m vain ? 

“Ah, the future will be 
golden ! 

We surmise, 

But with glory unbe- 
holden 

Of our eyes. 

•'Strcngtlien us in our 
affliction ! 

We implore ; 

But the old serene 

conviLtion 
Conies no more." 

The most individual 
and striking piece in 
the book is the title- 
poem, which describes, 
very realistically yet 
with perfect artistic 

The Crown Princess of restraint, the birth of 
Sweden working on one ..., 
OF MER Wall Gardens. ^ cniia. 

Madame Edouard Harriot. 
(T'hu Daily Hail Kusc) 
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WALKS IN ROUEN. 

By Jocelyn Perkins. 55. 6cl. (S.PC.K.) 

We like this brisk and practical little guide. Mr. Perkins, 
seeing, in his mind’s eye. the ignorant tourist, grips him 
firmly by the hand, and leads him hither and thither in 

the wonderful town, and will make him feel certain that 
he is not missing anything he ought to sec, nor running 
into the pitfalls that otherwi.se would await him. For 
instance?, in lour I, Mr. I’erkins writes : “ Make a point 
of entering Rouen Cathedral by the west door. The first 
sight of the wondrous beauty of this noble church will 
fill you with awe. Let this first impression sink n*ght into 
you and become part and parcel of your very sell, before 
you attempt to e.xamine any details.” The author has 
contrived his work with real skill, getting *into a sjiace of 
less than "two hundred well-printed pages the historical 

Lenlhv . . ( o. SYMBOLIC PERSIAN 

From The Practical Book of Silk Rug 

Oriental Rugs 
{Liffpivcoll). 

story and dcsi riptions of the nionumcnls. Then* arc nine 
tours : and, in two ajipcndiccs. notes on the history of Xor- 
maiidy and on the hie of feanne d’.\rt are lonciscly gu’cn 

THE PRACTICAL BOOK OF 

ORIENTAL RUGS. 
B> G Griffis f.RWis lllustiaicd (Tajipincotl) 

To the ayman. puking up this iMiok lor the first time, 
the contents will come as a revelation of beauty okI 
craftsmanship. The letterpress is full of valiiabh* informa¬ 

tion, and the illustrations include many wonderful colour 
plates ; one of these, the picture of an anli<pie Ghiordcs 
prayer rug took over two months' experimenting before 
it was possible to make the plate, and more ihan .sixty 
shades of red appear in it. The re.sult is a triumph of 
colour reproduction. For intending purchasers of Oriental 
rugs there is a fund of ]>ractical information and advice 
in this book, and dealers and connoisseurs will lind it 
extremely handy for reference. ” Those who have good 
Oriental rugs will do well to keep them,” says the author 
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Walks in Rouen (.S./’.C./v.) The West Door, 

Rouen Catheorai. 

From More About Unknown London The Jewel Tower, 

By Walter Georce Bell {John Lant) WESTMINSTER. 
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in liis prctace to this fifth editioa, " and those wbo ^er 
liope to possess any had better get them now . . . forjthey 
will surely grow more scarce and higher in price. Most 
of tht! rug-making people have been annihilated or trans¬ 
ported, and those left have eaten their sheep and made 
their wool into clothing. The family looms of the Hast 
are silent and broken, and there will be little or no weaving 
in the future. It is one of the pitiful results of the war, 
for truly there is a wealth of beauty and a world of senti¬ 
ment in tliese magic carpets of the Orient." One is not 
surprised tiiat this is the fiftli edition of the book—it should 

run into niaiiv more editions yet. 

JIMMY JOHNNY. i 
By J J. Bei.i. ^s. (Holil«-n llardingham) ^ 

A trifle, light as air, and a very engaging trille. It \ 
tells, in Mr. Bell's inimitable manner, of the early loves 
of that big, lonely, pawky Scottish loon, Jimmy 
Johnny (condemned to live with a terrible aimt) and his 
refreshing ncighlxnir, young Chnstaliel. Her girlish charm, 
her pertness, the utter surpnsingncss of her, fascinate Jimmy 

From The Promise Cover Design. 
Jdincs n tleiKlrys 8 story of the Wild West 

{Jarrolds). 

Johnny, and their cautious dialogue together is pleasant 
and amusing indeed to read at the end of a hard day’s 
work. There is not a heavy line, or an unnecessary para¬ 
graph in the book, the things hang together on the most 
blender plot; but. somehow or other, Mr. Bell carries it 
through triumphantly. We know that aunt; wc sec tha^ 
quaint old Captain, who plays his part in the friendship ; 
we can guess at the thrilling tallcs the two young folks had 
at night, when the neighbouring skylights went up. and 
" in the glow, a hand, with a comb, appeared, then the 
pretty head ol Christabel.” 

CHILD PSYCHOLOGY (Vol. II). 
By Vilhelm Rasmussen. 5s. 6d. net. (Gyldendal.) 

Here is the second volume of a most accurate and interest¬ 
ing study of the development of consciousness and intelli¬ 
gence in children. It .is based on personal observation 
fortified by study of all the available observations made 
public by other investigators in Europe and America. The 
author lays great stress on the fact that the first condition 
essential, in order that the child may attain the highest 
possible psycliical development in accordance with its 
inherited capabilities, is that it shall receive the correct 
physical train'ilg. A few brief but very apposite observa¬ 
tions are made on this matter ; and then we have chapters 

From Child Pyschology Two Ladies. 
Vol. II, by \ illir.|iii Rasmussen 

{fiyldotdal). 

A child s ilraivinK 

of absorbing interest dealing with the first dawn and 
shaping in the child's mind of such concepts as time, 
duration, recurrence, the idea of space, its notions about 
perceptible jflienomcna (such as the sun, the moon, the 
stars), early feelings on religion, death, life, birth, origins, 
etc. All these are discu.ssed and ilescribcd with most 
interesting detail and examples, also the first efforts at 
drawing. It is a serious and illuminating little book, and 

should be of very great value to teachers and to all parents 
who take a natural delight in observing the dawning and 
growing faculties of their cluldreii. 

From Richard the Brazen Cover Desion. 
Cyrus T. Brady's Wild West novel 

(Jarrolds). 
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I'totH The Path of the King Cover desion. 
lU loin Kuchin 

{Jloddcr SloU);liloH). 

THE PATH OF THE KING. 
]<y John Hi'i HAN Ss M net (KikUIit tV: Stoughton ) 

“ It is not for notliing that a great man leaves jK)sterity 
But who is more likely to inherit tlie lin*—the ehler son 
with Ins flesh-ix)ts or the younger son with his fortune 
to make ? Just think of it! All the voiinger sons 
of younger sons back through the generations ' . . . 
Wc all of us may have king's blood in our veins, 
. . . The spark once transmitted may smoulder for 

generations under ashes, but the ap|x>intcd lime will 
come, and it will flare uj> to warm tlie woild. 
And wc fools rub our eves and wonder when we 
sec genius come out of the gutter. It iluln’t begin 
there. . . This is the idea on which .Mr Buchan 
lias ba.sed his new book. " The r*ath of the King ” 

It serves as a thread on winch to hang a mimber 
of stories, or ejnsoiles, each one carrying on the 
tale to a frcsli generation; so that we Irate “that 
in the stock which is fateil to endure “ irom far 
back in the history of man. right down to inodeni 

times. The theme is handled with a sure mastery, 
and each story recounted is a vivid little (ameo; 
packed full of adventure and human interest it 
makes a direct aiifK-al to the imagination and the 
love of romance inherent in all of ns Wc meet 
many famous people in the course of the book, 

including Joan of Arc, vSir Walter Ralegh. Oliver 
Cromwell, and .•Vbraliam Lincoln. It is on the death 
of Lincoln that the story comes to a fitting conclusion. 
Of all the stirring scenes in history which Mr. Buchan 
describes, this last is perhaps the greatest. “ There 

goes the first American,” says some one as the 
President’s body is carried by to lie in state. ” I 
dare say you are right,” replies his friend, ” but 1 

think it is also the last of the Kings.” 

MAIN STREET: 
THE STORY OF CAROL KENNICOTT. 

By Sinclair Lewis. 8s (kl. net. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 

Some books owe their hold upon us to their giving a 
clear, unbiased, iimnnotional jiortraval of what goes on, 
is said, IS done “ Mam StriTt ” is of this number. It is 
the answer to what one school of realists ask of art. A 
picture of an ordinary small town in the Middle West 
might readily be dull. In Mr J.evvis’s hands the daily 
liapjjemngs 111 the life of (injdier Braine are of absorbing 
interest. By means of vivid and vigorous observation he 
achieves Ins results. Tlieie is htllc psychology and no 
visibh? grou]nng of cfiecls Bis jieoplc seem just to happen 
to l)e passing , he has listened to their talk iiud has noted it 
down. He has drawn tlieni with a marvellous exactitude— 
Carol, the city-girJ, her Inisband, I Jr. Kcnnicott, Miles 
Bjornst.im. He has caught the oxjiression on the face of 
the town ami, by imjihcation, on that of other towns in 
America and elsewhere that have .Mam Streets. Tor the 
Main Street in the town ol -Minnesota is the continuation of 
Mam Streets everywhere. Mr. T.ewis shows us humanity 
talking, naturally and ijuite iimmpresbivclv. Wc are 
interested liecausc we are listening to ourselves or arc 
recognising the voices ol onr neighbours. 

FROM ANOTHER ANGLE 
l!}'Maro.vret Loi KVEK .8s r.d m-f (Buckworth ) 

Tills is a story of the war. Iroin another angle. 'Jlic hero. 
Anion, is a young Croatian who leaves Austria to support 
Ins own race among the Serbs -Mler service in iiclgrade 
he IS sent on a dijilomatic mission to Italy, where he 
beiomi's involved m tlie toils of the (iernmn spy svstem. 
This part of her story gives the author chances winch she 
takes to the full Hut jx-rhaps the scenes where she is 
most successful are on a (jmeler plane. In the character 
of Mrs Sherman she gives an extellent jncture of a certain 
type of hostess who. “ uccuslome*! to the ordinary cross¬ 
currents anil daily iliHicnllics of society, exjiccted people 
to talk and to wrangle impersonally. Then some one said 
a real thing, a wretched real thing, and social intercourse 
stopped ” ■■ i-'roin Another Angle ” is a Ixiok which one 
reads easily and with pleasure, enjoying the little .sketches 

Froiu Connie Morgan in Alaska 
Jaiiits B Hendryx s romance, 

{Jarrolds). 

Cover desiqn 

(by Miss M. York Sliuter). 
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and the poet, conceiving the dead hopes of youth as folly, 
condemns himself with : 

" What splendid fools we dreamers are " 

in the approved manner of Ruj>ert Brooke. Of writing for 
” love of lovely words " the book holds little, but some¬ 
thing of that great spirit of poetic inquiry that was 
Milton's and Browning’s there undoubtedly is. 

THE MAGDALENE, 
and' 

OTHER VERSES. 

By Dolf YLI.ARDE. 3S. Tid. (Stanley Paul) 

Dolf Wyllardc’s “The Magdalene, and other Verses” 
hesitate on the boundary line between verse and its great 
sister, poetry. The spirit that created this book has been 
tested m the fire of life, and purged of over-certainty ; has 
discovered that to know is only to be conscious of human 
insignificance and ignorance. The style of the verse is 
over-conventional, ami rhythms are used that are sad 
evidence of the old truth that the metres of Kipling arc 
unsuited to mortal kind otlier than their author. But 
there are poems in this liook that arc neither trite nor 
borrowed. The ” Magdalene ” has that rare distinction in 
a narrative poem : that to rca<l it once is to read it without 
delay again. The Bible version of the story, in its sim¬ 
plicity and dignity, shames all rivals into obscurity ; but. 
apart from this, Dolf Wyllarde’s poem is very moving and 

contains several beautiful stan/as. “ St. Anthony ” and 
“ Linda,” a talc of the Devil’s gift of his daughter to God, 
are both excellent pieces of imaginative narrative , and in 
a condemnation of socialists tlicrc is a vein both of humour 
and truth. 

From The Valley of Silent Men Cover Design. 
By Jamps Oliver Curwood 

(Hodder & Stoughton). 

of people and places by the way. It gives a good picture 
of Italy’s entry into the war. But it is not an army book. 

Its purpose is with the effects of the war on men and women 
outside the range of the guns. 

PILGRIMAGE. 

By Lord Gorell. ds. (Longmans.) 

“ Oh. but we have played the critic ! 
VVith lavish hand apportioned praise and blame ’’— 

is the key-note of Lord Gorell's new volume, ” Pilgrimage.” 
Youth and her spirit, that boldly judges all things, is 
departed, and the best poems of the book are narratives' 
of psychological experience : these are never critical. 
Since it is a reviewer’s insignificant duty to “ apportion 
praise and blame,” we suggest that Lord Gorell’s poetry 
would be the better for compression ; beauty of sense and 
brilliarce of thought are alike deadened by excess of words. 
But if weak in technique, here is a man inquisitive as 
Milton, who must needs question 

' ” every rugged beak and promontory “ 

in his seai^ for insight into the heart of things. Hannibal, 
aViary Stuart, the bank clerk, the empire builder, the hero 
turned coward for a woman's love, all lay bare their souls 
with a somewhat bewildering profusion. 

” I am not sinless: who is there that is,’’ 

says Mary Stuart; Hannibal wonders : 

* ”... will there be 
War with the Roman even after death,” 

From The Rose Dawn Cover Design. 
By Stewart Edward White 

{Hodder Stoughton). 
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Prnui The Pursuit of the Apache 
{.'] pph'lxi). 

QERONIMO : 
The Apache Chiep. 

Si-e arliclt on " 'llic Novel of ihc flptn An 

THE SONNETS OF MILTON. 
With Introduction and Notes. 

By Jdii.N S Smart, M A . 1) Lirr 7s <h1 net ((Hasynw 
Marlehusc, l.iekson ) 

It mifTht bo llioiiKlit by a siijxTticial reader of KnRhsh 
literature tliat almost the final work in Miltonic rescan li 
had been accomplished by now, but the present erudite 
study by Mr Smart controverts any sucli idea, and it oven 
hints that there may still lurk many oUsciiie alluMons in 
Milton awaiting their interpreter Mr Smart's work at 
once commends itself, not alone because of ilie prolonged 
research and sonml learning patent on ••ver\- jioge, 1ml by 
reason of its attractive method and format. .-X general 
introduction, giving a comprehensive account of the historv 
and nature of the sonnet form in England and Italy with 
reference to the sonneteers of tmlh countries, is followeil 
by a series of compact sunmiaries. analysing the sonnets 
of Milton by word, phrase, or hue. 1'hc sections and sub¬ 
sections fall into line in wcll-ordcrcd setpiencc. The 
main treatment is exegetical, and in tlie worthy r«'ile t)f 
interpreter, Mr. Smart takes great jiains to in.ike his 
elucidations as clear as crystal and as revealing as truth 
itself. A case in ]X)int is his sterling examination of 
Milton’s indebtedness to the Petrarchiaii method, tliongh 
the poet's independent genius enabled him to place “ the 
English sonnet on a new foundation." The accusations of 
irregularity, violation of laws, rebellion and literary 
anarchism, which have l>een levelled against the prosody 
of the sonnets by a number of critics, Mr. Smart meets 
with composure, and in refuting these accusations he 
shows convincingly that, on the contrary, many of the 
sonnets axe classically regular, and that thf'sc in whicli 
variations occur were so premeditated and designed for 
“ the attainment of some metrical and poetic purpose." 
Milton submitted respectfully to the Greek and I.^tin 
classics alone, but he refused to be hide-bound by a 
“ legislation of which he had never heard." If one may 
take exception to anything in this book, it is to the neglected 
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aesthetic view of the sonnets, but p>erhap>s that is beside 

the mark in a volume that professes research as its primary 
object. The appendix, consisting of an assemblage <of 
authorities and a citation of documents, will prove in¬ 
valuable to present and future Miltonic scholars. Mr. 
Smart is to be complimented as much for his thoroughly 
cohesive plan as for his clear elucidation of hitherto obscure 
and vexatious problems. 

THE WILD GOOSE. 
By Gouvernki’R Morris Xs. (I'lshcr Unwnn ) 

America is prolific in novels combining vigorous narrative 
and scenes of real ])ower with curious naiwti-i of different 
kinds. Such is " The Wild Goose." It is the assertion 
of hunters, whether well founded or not tlic author'wisely 
docs not inquire, that a wuld gander, if bereaved of his mate, 
never takes another, but lives sfihlary into extreme old 
age. The story is given of their huiuan counterpart—a 
man wliose wife leaves him, ami who can find no rest with 
any other w’omaii It wouhl be easy to mock at the plot. 
'J he lawful husband, the Wikl Goose, is good-looking, 
gifted, clean-lived, and also rich. The lover for whom the 
wife deserts liiiTi is ugly, iiushocre. jxior, and has a past. 
Tlic neighbourhood positively bristles with jieoplc pining 
in ho])eless love for either the wronged husbaml or the 
erring w'lfe ami nobly restraining tlieir feelings, including 
(a disastrous lapse in taste) the erring wife's mother. 
J here is a good deal of rather shallciw ami sonorous 
philosopliy of sex ami an inordinate amount of preaching 
at the unfortunate woman bv evcryliodv. 'I'he moral 
would appear to be, " Husliamls, l>eat yonr wives—and 
always have large families.” ^■l‘t 111 spite of all these 
crudities, it is undeniable that the narrative holds the 

Prom Dennison Grant Cover Desion. 
By Robert J. C Stead 

(Hodder Stoughton). 

See article on “ The Novel of the Open Air." 
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attention with almost 
humiliating closeness 
and the book is one 
that it is hard to put 
down. Also we arc 
spared the conven¬ 
tional happy ending, 
which is commendable 
pelf-restraint in the 
author. But how he 
can put such good 
pages next such bad 
ones is a perplexing 
mystcrj'. 

A STRING OF 
SAPPHIRES. 

By Helen J’arry 

JvUEN. ms rft 

(Burns, (Jates iV 
Washbciuriu-) 

Mrs. Parry E<len 
has long taught us to 
expect in her work a 

rose of fancy and 
delicate verse grafted 
on to her father’s 
Celtic wit, ami even 
in this rhymed Christ- 
ology she cannot 
refrain from giving 
us a preface which is 

a model of Catholic 
earnestness and piety 
lightened by variety 
of touch. In attempt¬ 
ing to frame the 
mysteries of the 
Redeemer’s life and 
passion in such a form 
as may appeal afresh 
to " the young and 
the simple,” she 
reminds their elders 
that there is a danger 
of losing the attention 
of their pupils if the 
lesson becomes an 

pain”; they 
are, Mrs. Eden 
reminds us, the 
reinforcement of 
inspiration, not its 
camp-followers. ” He 
who aids memory aids 
one of the three 
powers of the soul; 
and he who* aids a 
child’s memory of 
divine things fortifies 
an outpost of the 
City of God.” It is 
idle to expect the 
free and unfettered 
wings of poetrv to 
stir imagination here, 
csjiccially in dealing 
with familiar themo.s 
which have tempted 
and inspired the poet 
in all lands and 
ages, but Mrs. Eden 
reaches a level far 
higher than the older 
paraphrases when she 
writes like this of 
Simeon’s prophecy : 

“ ■ O. sumo th'.rc be 
sh.ill fall,' said he, 

'And some there be 
shall nse ; 

All itir the sake of 
this thy Son. 

I'or He shall be set 
till tune IS done 

I'or a sign the world 
denies; 

" * And the hidden 
thoughts of a 

hundred licarts 
Shall op e 111 y be 

shown. 
Hut before these 

tilings shall come 

about 
And the soul of man 

know faith and 

doubt 
A sword shall pierce 

thine own 

imposition. 
C o r m a n , 
the monk of 
Iona, com- 
plaincd to St. 
Aidan that 
he had found 
the Northum¬ 
brians deaf to 
his ministra¬ 
tions. ” Was 
It their .stub¬ 
bornness or 

■your liarsli- 
ncss ? ” came 
the rebu ke; 
"did you 
forget to git'e 
the milk first 
and the meat 
afterwards ? ■” 
Rhythm, 
rhyme and 
alliteiatijh arc 
something 
more than 

dull narcotics 
n n m b i n g 

JFront Enelish Church Monuments Elforck, Staffs, Sir Thomas Arobrnb, 
By Fred 11. Crouley {BatsforOj. MATILDA STAFFORD. 

THE 
MERRY 
HEART. 

Words by D. 
J-i A K I) L E Y 
W’lLMOT 

Music by 
Teresa Del 

KlEGO. 
{Chappell.) 

A song that 
ripples along. 
But the melody 
IS in a much 
fresher vein 
than the words. 
One is pained 
to find the 
Merry Heart 
outside the 
doors of 
Heaven in the 
last verse. 
Surely the idea 
could h av e 
been expressed 
in a less hack¬ 
neyed way. 
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MODERN DEMOCRACIES. 
By the Right Hon. VISCOUNT BRYCE, O.M., ]‘.C., 
D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S. 2 Vols. 8vo. SOs. net. 

In these volunius L«>ril liryce exainiues a few |H>]»ilar Kovemmeiits 
111 their actual wcukini;, coinpaniiK iheiu with one another, and 
KltiiiK forth the various menu aud defects which hcloiii; to each 

The Works of William Ernest 
New Eilitioii. In 5 volmnes. Crown 

8vo.^ 12a. net each. Vol. IV. VIEWS ^ND 
KEV'IKWS : EHfuiys in A]i|ireci;itioii. 

The Novels and Stories of 
Henry James. In .ITt iiioiitlily volumes. In 

two styles—f'roMii 8vo. Ta. 6d. net per \olunn‘. 
Roeket Edition. Hvn. 7a.6d.net per \ olniiie. 
Vol. IV. CONFIDENCE. 

Thought and Expression in 
the Sixteenth Century 

By HENRY OSBORN TAYLOR. Aullior of “ Tlie 
Mediaevjil Miinl,’* etc. 2 vols. 8vo. SOs. net. 
'/hr liliiKiittii' lirrnlil —"A valiiahje consjiectus of iiilcirelated 
and inleriietiiiit Inieb of thoQ^ht, ctpcnnient, and Htiid] " 

Divine Imagining : An Essay 
on the First Principles of 
Philosophy. lieiiig a roiitinnation of tlie 

E\i>eriiiieiit wliieli took slntjie liist in “The Woild us 
liii.iginatioji’■ (No. 2 of “The Worhl us Iniiigiiiatioii ” 
Seties). By DOI CLAS F.AWCETT. Extra erowji 
8\o. ISa. net. 

MACMILLAN & Co.. Ltd.. LONDON. W.C.2 
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STREAKS OF LIFE 
B, srasi. SKyra, Author of Impretalona that 

Keiuaiiied.' 8vo. !•■. 64. net 

WILLIAM MORRIS AND THE EARLY DAYS 
OF THE SOCIALIST MOVEMENT 

By J. BBUCi: GLASISR. ^Ith a Preface hy III.SS MAY ^lORKIS, 
liiid two Pol traits. Orowii 8vo. 6k. 64. net 

A Selection from the Poems of GIOSUE CARDUCCI 
Traiulated and Annototed wii.h a Biottraphu'al Introduction by 

EMILY A. TRIBE. Kro. 14*. net 

OUTSPOKEN ESSAYS. i^KVKSTH imi'Iikssios 

By tlic Very Rev. WILLIAM RALPH INGE, C.V.O.. D.D.. 
Dean of St. I'uiil «. i'mwii Hvo. 6s. net 

LONGMANS* POCKET LIBRARY 
3a 6d. net per Volume, Cloth , St. net. Leather. F'cap 8vo. 

ARNOLD’S (Sir Edwin) The xagiit of the Wori4 
DE LA MARE’S (VT.) Senge of CbU4bood 

FROUDE’S (J. A.) 
Short Stadles on Great Suhjects. voIh 

JEFFERIES’ (Ricllltrd) The story of My Heart 

LANGS (Andrewi 
Ballads and Lviica of Old France 
Ballades and Rhymes 
Books and Bookmen 

MACKAILS (J. W.) 
The Life of William Morris. volb. 

MORRIS’S (William) 
The Life and Death of Jason. A I’m-in. 
Poems by the Way 
The Defence of Gnenevere and other Poems 
A Dream of John Ball, and a King's Lesson 
A Tale of the House of the Wolfings 
The Roots of the Mountains. ^ vulh 
The story or the Glittering Plain 
The Wood beyond the World 
The Well at the World’s Bnd. -i vi.ih 
The Water of the Wondrous Isles, i v<iia 
The Sundering Flood, -i vuIh. 
The Pilgrims of Hope; and Chants for Socialists 
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An Introduction to the 
History of Japan 

By Kstauro Ham. Cloth. 15/- net 

.All iiitriisi'Iv nitun'stiiiK %‘oliiinc )>ul>lisbc<l with lliv (.o-diM-rdtioii al Ihr 
Vjiiutn Soin-tv ot Tiikio ,iu(l the lapaii Siiuctvnl New \ i rk, winch will 
priive iliuiiiiiiatiiiK tu the ({Teat inajonty ul reailers 

The Comedienne 
By Wlsdyslaw Stenislaw Rcymont. Cloth. 8 /6 net. 

A giipi’iDg tale <>i I’nlibh life. 

Keymoiit ib the author of .i ilo/eti treiiicnduusB suk osfuJ inn elb whirh 
have been tran'.I.itril ftoin the Pulibh mtu all ( uulinciitail.inguaeeb, l>ut 
this IS the first oue tu appear in Lugbsh. 

Intimate Golf Talks 
By Eloo Jessup and John Duncan Dunn. Fully 
illustrated trom photographs. Cloth. 18/- net. 

" ‘ IiitiiuateGolf Talks ’ ib so tlcatlv written—the exposition of the whole 
subject lb the most luud tbai we can ii-nicmber -lb.it .iiiy player who is 
either a licginncr, or iint avcibc to helpful siipcebtiuus, wiU be able tu 
draw ‘ tips' anil comfort fnuu it. The volume is fully and execDciitly 
lUustiated.''—/16mfreH Daily Journal 

Master Auction 
By Florence Irwin. Cloth. 7/6 net. 

A book not for the beginacr, but for the more advanced player. 
“ It It os full of matter as au egg is of meat. The literary style bas the 
force of a sledgc-hamaier.”—Sportsman 

KIPLING’S SUSSEX 
by R. THURSTON HOPKINS, Author of 
“ Rudyanl Kipling ■ A Literary Appreaation.” With 
eight full-page illustrations, demy 8vo, cloth, 12/6 net 

.A livolv .Hill ciiti rl.iiiiiiig lecord of the Aiilhor's pnogriiution in the 
SusM \ which h.f< served as a background foi su iiiaiiv of Kipling's songs 
and slum ^ 

CRASHIE HOWE 
Vy Br.BTKAM S.MITH. Crown 8vo. 6/-net. With 
an Introduction by SitWii.liam Rohebtson Nicoll 

“CiTt.iiulv iinllimg iN'ttri ul till kind h.is apiw.in-d since ‘AiildLicht 
l(h 11s' .lud ' W imi'ivs in Tliiuiiib ' "—flaifv .Wmf 

“It IS .1 f.is<m.vting liitli' liouk, lull uf i|ui<*t but really drlicioiis 
bumuiir it will Ih-.u u-.ulmg owi and over again.''— liulh 

MUSINGS AND MEMORIES 
]iy HORACE .NELSON, 3/6 net. cloth 

“ . . cMTi one nf them liavmg an .ippe.il tu those who can 
shaic the .Vulliur's varied iiiteiests, and lau adiiurv Ills versitilitt."— 

Siorry Cornel 

GOLF BOOKS 

A New Senes. iUubtratcd, Cloth, 2/6 net, each 

SUPER-GOLF. By Robert h. k. liROWNiNG, 
Editor of (iolftng ” 

GOLFS LITTLE IRONIES. By harry 
I'ULFOUl), Professional at Le Touquet, Author of 
“ Potted Golf ” 

GOLF ARCHITECTURE. By dr. a. 
MACKENZIE, with an Introduction by H. S. Colt 

THE HAUNTED MAJOR. By R. m.\r- 
SHALL. Illustrated by Harry Furniss. (New 
Edition) 

To be had from all Booksellers 
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From The Art of E. A. Rickards 
{Techmcal Journals, Ltd) 

THE ART OF E. A RICKARDS; 

A Collection of his Architectural Drawings, Paintings and 
Sketches, with a Personal Sketch by Arnold Bennett, an 
Appreciation by H. V. Lanchester, and Technical Notes 
by Amor Fenn. 

3s. net. (Techmcal Journals Ltd.) 

This collection of architectural drawings, paintings, 
sketches and caricatures summarises the various branches 
of art in which Edwin Alfred Rickards excelled. The 
illustrations of architecture are selected from various 
works, mostly competitive and in collaboration with 
H. V. Lanchester. The wonderful breadth and freedom 
of design and draughtsmanship in Rickards’s work is 
reminiscent of 
Alfred Stevens, of 
whom he was a great 
admirer. Probably no 
other architect of his 
time employed the 
figure so successfully, 
notably at the Central 
Hall, Westminster, ami 
the fa9adc of Deptford 
Town Hall. Rickards 
died at West South- 
bourne, near Bourne¬ 
mouth, on August 
29th, 1920, aged lorty- 
eight. Professor Reilly 
wrote at the time in 
The Builder : “ The 
news of the death of 
E A. Rickards came 
as a great shock. It 
is more than that. 
His loss is a disaster. 
He was the' most vital 
man in arcliltecture in 
his pen^. Any of 
those who are between 
forty and fifty, and 
have mixed at all in 

architectural affairs in 

London, must at some time or 
other have come under the influ¬ 

ence of his extraordinary vivid 
personality and have been pro¬ 

voked and stimulated thereby. 
Twenty-five years ago, fresh from 
the laurels of the Cardiff competi¬ 
tion, he was the young man 

of achievement and renown 
whom all were anxious to 
know’. He was the Augustus 
John of our profession, vigorous 
and disturbing. Those were 
the days of little orders and 
timid detail. Into such he 
came with his big-^cale full 
baroque. He made monuments 
where others were designing 
wall patterns.’' The book con¬ 
tains many fine examples of his 
work in pen and pencil. The 
Perspective of the London 
County Council Hall Competi¬ 
tion design is a good example 
of his pen drawing, and the 
beautifully executed drawings 
of the Clrand Staircase, Central 
Hall, Westminster, and the 
Council Chambers, Cardiff 

Scene in Ghent. Municipal Buildings and Dept¬ 

ford Town Hall, are typical 
examples of his work in pencil. 

Mr. Arnold Bennett, on Rickards's work in cancature, 
says in his personal sketch : " Although he would talk 
far less about caricature than about sketching from 
nature, he was vastly more deeply bitten by caricature 
than by any other art except architecture. He would 
not discuss caricature, he just caricatured. Caricature 
was second nature to him. He caricatured all the time. 
He must have done thousands of caricatures; assuredly 
he did hundreds of caricatures of myself.” There is an 
excellent one of ” A. B.,” with his dog, reproduced in 
the book. This handsome volume, as an admirable 
record of the man and a tribute to his genius, is sure 
to be grcatlv valued not only bv those who knew 
Rickards personally, but also by the numerous admirers 
of his art. 

t>y Walter U. Bell 
Illustrated by Haoslip Fletcher 

{John Lane). 
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Appleton Books 
FICTION 8/6 NET 

Low Ceilings 
W. Douglas Newton 

An arresting story of a man's regeneration through the 
uplifting influence of a woman’s unselfish love. 

The Laughing Girl 
Robert W. Chambers 

One of Robert W. Chamlwrs’s most amusing extrava¬ 
ganzas, telling of the havoc caused in the hearts of 
men by the " Laughing Girl " • 

Cap’n Eri Joseph C. Lincoln 

This humorous account of the domestic mishaps of 
three okl salts is one of Joe Lincoln’s greatest successes 

The Vagrant Duke 
(lEORGE Gibbs 

Adventure, mj-stcry and romance arc skilfully com¬ 
bined in this latest work by the author of " The 
Yellow Dove.” 

Nancy Goes to Town 
1'. R. Sterretx 

With many entertaining churaoters this is an amusing 
story of a young girl's suc i ess in her c.ircer. 

The Innocent Adventuress 
M. H. Bradley 

Youth and love amid scenes of Italy and America arc 
presfiiteil by the author with her usual charm and 
skill 

The Sleuth of St James’s 
Square Melville D. Post 

A splendid series of the adventures of Sir Henry 
Marquis, chief of the London C by a master of 
the art of writing detective stones. 

The New World 
Frank Comerford 

A frank statement of the jiroblems now faung the 
civilised world, and an effort to find a solution of the 
struggle between capital and labour. 10 /6 net 

Contemporary French 
Politics R. L. Buell 

A study of the political forces at work in France and 
the movement for reform, tins new work i-ovcr-s all the 
phases of government, the bureaucracy, state socialism, 
syndicalism, female suffrage and the press 18/- net 

Sociology, its Development 
and Applications 

J. Q. Dealey 
This survey of social science gives a comprciier ive 
statement of sociology, the development of social 
institutions and the factors involved in social progress. 

15/-net 

Announcement List sent on application 

D. APPLETON & COMPANY 

25, Bedford Street, London, W,C.2 

THE 

PRINT-COLLECTOR’S 

QUARTERLY . 
Edited by CAMPBELL DODQSON, C.B.E. 

This Quarterly will resume 

publication in April with 

Vol. VIII, No, 1, and will 

contain authoritative articles 

on old and modern artists 

with valuable catalogues. 

Annual subscription, 20/- post free 

J. M. DENT & SONS, LTD. 

Aldine House 

BEDFORD STREET, COVENT GARDEN 

W.C.2 

SELWYN & BLOUNT, Ltd. 

Spring Announcements 

Complete List will be sent on application 

THE APPRECIATION OF PAINTING 
Ky I'KIU’Y .MOdRK TURNER. Willi ij llliiblratioiM in Collotype. 
In demy Hvu. cloth, 15s. net. 

In the {iiubeut IkhiIc the aitilioi .atteni|tt8 to desentv the nima of Uu> 
vatiimB ri-IiooIr Limt Iulvu <<>iitriliiiu-d to the mnni Htruuiii in tlie proKrusa 
of sit, L-.g:, the liiipruMioiimta, l*ui<t*liiipitt>hioiiiHUi, tlx* CiiIuhIh, eto. 

VANESSA. Her Letters to and from Jonathan 
Swift 
Newly edited by .4. MAIITIN li'ltEKMAN, Aiithur uf “The Life of 
'ITKimaB L<>vc Pcaeoi-k, " etc. 

ith fachiiiiilt- 111 erowii svo, 7s. 6d. »ct 
Then'leUiTu, wliiidi weif receutly uoimi'e'l by the iiaiKin, have never 

lieen pithliiihed before in their entirety, while H'line new letters are now 
pi'iuted (or the tlrat tiiiu* Mr. Vreeiiiau 8ii)iplica an iiitroduetL ii, in 
whieh he retells the truttiu eiory «( ICsiher \ aiiliomntch a paaiiiuu fur .Swift. 

HOW ENGLAND IS GOVERNED 
Hy till- Rt. lion C. K. O. .M A.s I KRM N. In i rowii 8vo. el.ith, 
8s. 6d. net. 

RICHES 
Uy AKNDLI) I’AT.MBR, Aiitlioi of " My Rtofltalde FrieiidB." In 
crown svd, cloth, 7s. 60. net. 

SIR PHILIP GIBBS’S NEW BOOK-- 

PEOPLE OF DESTINY 
At sll the l.lli'Siies and IlnokiH-lleiii Demy 8vu, cloth, Kilt 
15s. net. ' 

Sir Fhili]> hiu Kiven iia eeverat hrilhant “War llookh.' hut hfs irreat 
•'I'eni'c Hook.' PEOPLE OF DESTINY, w no lew lentarksble, 
and uliuuld be in the handa of all iiitereoti-d in cniicnt ultaiib. 

NEW VERSE 

HELICON HILL 
BuIiik a Pleaauiit Posy nf rather WiM Floneis, uatliered on the 
foolhilts ii( PariiasBiiH, and jndKid wry meet foi the lirowa of rou- 
temporary rhyinera A volume of clever hinlesque verse. Hy 
KKT.IX KOLUl, Uent. of London In foolscap 8vu, ttoards 
2s. 6d. net. ’ 

STREETS By DOUOLtS COLDRISG. In crown 8vo, boards, 
5s. uet. With Portrait 

A culleoti-d edition Ilf Mr QoidriiiK's poems, aelcrted from vul'imeniiow 
out of print, together wi h many pieces printed for the Rrst time 

21, YORK BUILDINGS, ADELPHI, LONDON, W.C.2 
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CHRISTOPHER 
QUARLES: 
COLLEGE 
PROFESSOR AND 
MASTER 
DETECTIVE. 

By Percy James Bkebner 

(Holden iS: Hardinj^liiim ) 

If ever wc arc invited by 
some good friend to meet Mr. 
Percy James Brcbncr at tbc 
festive board, wc shall outrage 
convention by appearing in 
an iron mask, with holes to 

peep and eat through. Per¬ 
haps that will protect us from 
his piercing eye. ^^e aic 
impelled to this resolution by 
the perusal of his book, 
“ Christopher Ouarles, Col¬ 
lege I-h’otessor and Master 
Detective," in which hard¬ 
working and even ingenious 
criminals find their best-laid 

schemes ganging aglcy in a 
most disconcerting manner. 
Quarles, reversing the usual 

practice, looks for facts to fit 
his theories. He also main¬ 
tains a staff consisting of a 
pretty daughter and a pro¬ 

fessional detective. Indeed, 
in this case the Watson 
changes places with the 
Holmes. It may be said that 
sometimes the professor's (or 
Mr. Brebner's) imagination 
overcomes his logical side, 
but wc arc not going to cavil. 
We like to be mystified, 

sometimes, and will not in¬ 
quire too closely into the 
wizard's mechanical effects. 
The stories are unusual and 
never wearisome. 

THOUGHTS OF 
A NATURE LOVER 

By Kenneth Rogers. 5s. 
net. (Holden & Harchng- 
liain.) 

These verses, w’ritten by a 
physician, indicate a profound 
reverence for the wonders 

of nature, a love of probing 
beneath the surface of things, 
tempered by a healthy 
optimism, that breaks out in 
a final joyous ode to Spring. 

A consciousness of class in- 
eiiualitics permeates his poem, 
■■ Luxury and Slums," in 
which he laments that : 

" Man should more imperfect be 
Than ants or honey-bees ; 

For Sell alone should labour 
’ ceaschrssiy, 

^ot for the Common Weal 1 ” 

and here and there, inevitably, 
creeps m the echo of the war. 
But he writes principally on 
happier l.hcmes, possesses a 
keen sense of,,beauty and a 
pleasing choice of words. 

Phuio by I'andyk. DR. KeNNETH ROGERS. 

Author of “Thoughts of a Nature Lover" 
(Holden & Hardingham). 

From The Msstitfpiece Library Ouv de Maupassant. 

of Short Stories 
{Educational Book Co.) Reviewed In ihii Number. 
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THE IMPOSSIBLE 
APOLLO. 

By Thomas Cobb. 8s. 6d. 
net. (The Bodley Head.) 

Should a man revive in 
civilian life a friendship 

formed in the trenches with 
a man whose social standing 
is much inferior to his own ? 
Boyd Norrington says yes ; 
his mother sa5rs no. Boyd's 
decision is cemented by the 
fact that Davy Giles has a 
sister who is not only charm¬ 
ing and refined, but also a 

famous writer; but when 
Boyd’s own sister falls in 
love with Davy, the position 
IS changed. Boyd is willing 
to sacrifice even his love for 

Grace Giles sooner than see 
Jean marry the handsome, 
uncouth companion of liis 
war <lays. But Jean has 
worked on the land, digs her 
allotment on the heath, and 
is altogether not the sort of 
person to trust her destiny 
to the ruling of other people. 
She snaps her fingers at 
snobberj' and throws in her 

lot with the Impossible 
Apollo, leaving Jioyd to 
recover his sense of values 
and, like her, plumj> for the 
things that matter. A very 
engaging story. 

BOGMYRTLE 
AND PEAT. 

B}* Flora Thompson. 
.3s 6d net. (Philip Allan ) 

Miss I'lora Thomiison has 
the singing note, aiul if m her 
simple songs of April and 
wild-iliyine and heather there 
is no great freshness of 
vision, there is at least a 

very pleasant biting quality ; 

^ ou talk of pale primroses. 
Of frail and fragr.inl posies, 

The cowslip und the euekoo- 
flower that scent the 
spring-time lea. 

But give to me the heather, 
The honey-scented heather, 
The glowing gipsy licatlier— 

That IS the flow«T for nic ' ■' 

Most of Miss Thompson’s 
poems trip gaily along to 
such measures. In " Ocean 
Malignant." however, she 

shows that she can strikd at 
times a sterner note ; while 
the tenderly pathetic remem¬ 

brance of childhoofl entitled, 
" You Have Forgotten Our 
Care,” has a deeper emotional 
appeal, and suggests that 
the author may have work of 
more considerable style and 
quality to give us. Mean¬ 

while, there is a refreshing 
breeziness about her present 
volume that should commend 
it to lovers of the open air. 



NEW BOOKS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
JARBOIDS PUBLISHEBS (London), Ltd. 

THE UNRELATED FAMILY 
The record o{ an interesting experiment. By VERA 
WRIGHT. With a foreword by the Rev. W. Hume 
Campbell, M.A. Cr. 8vo. Illustrated. Cloth, 5/-net. 

TJu Dally Ttitgrapk says: "All lovers of children will profit by reading 
such a record. Its simplicity and directness are its own Irresistible 
recommendatton.** 

TWENTY-ONK BRIDGE FALLACIES 
By WALTER BLUETT Cr. 8vo. Cloth, 2/6-net. 

A book of very great Interest to all Brulge players. 

" A book which will bo In blf demand at all the libraries.'' 

SOMETHING THAT BEGINS WITH ‘«T*» 
An unconventional story full of humour and dramatic 
incidents. By KAY CLE.VVEK STRAHAN. Cr. 8vo. 
7/6 net. , 

MOG MEGONE 
A Romance of the Early Settlers In North America 

BY hr\Y WYNNE One of the best stones from the 
pen of this po^mlar author. Cr. 8vo CToth,7/6nct. 

TKETlGHYl’H.Ai^EYER FATtTED 
A powerful talc ot adventure in Australia, America 
and Ivngland By AKTHUR E. STILWELL 

_Cr. Svo ('loth, 7/6 net. 

wiLD~WESf~N6vELS 
By WILLIAM McLEOD RAINE 

THE YUKON TRAIL 7/6 net 
STEVE YEAGER 7/6 m t 

By CYRUS T. BRADY 
ARIZONA 2/-mt 
RICHARD THE BR.AZEN 2/-net 

By JAMES HENDRYX 
THE GUN BRAND 2/-net 
CONNIE MORGAN IN ALASKA 2/-iut 
THE PROMLSE 2/-net 

By QEO. QOODCHILO 
T1<*KIC*IS CUB 2/- net and 3/6 net 

By DAVID BELASCO 
THE GIRI. OF THE (iOLl>EN WEST 2/- net 

AttraeVut pietui jachtis. Stud for lateit lilt. 

2/' net and 3/6 net 

JARROLDS 

1 JUST REA1>Y 10/6 net (by post. !l/3) J 

M A New Companion Volume to **The Gsrdeo that We ^ 
g Made** (of which the Second Edition Is now selling) p 

g BY HER LATE ROYAL HIGHNESS THE M 

I CROWN PRINCESS of SWEDEN | 
(»«V The Princeei Margaret of Connaught) 

Edited by FLORA KLICKMANN 

IN OUR □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ 
FLOWER GARDEN 
Profusely illustrated, five of the seven coloured 
plates and the cover being from paintings in oil by 
her late Royal Highness, wlule the miny black-and- 
white illustrations are from photographs - ^ j ^ 
taken by the Crown Prince and the | l|■n 
Crown Princess of Sweden. XVy \f 
Artistically Bound. Medium Quarto. net 

III thiH iHMik, wliiili will 8iiri-U aiiMi.f nx iiitrri-sl ns tliu roynl 
illlthorH IIICVKIIIil MllUllll'. till- 4'IIIWII I'llIKI-SH llil*. Illlli of lllTHOIIIll 
r\iifi'it-lii'i-N III lift own iijkI iiUii'i |H-<>|>U-s i';ir<lctin .'>ii hiin)ilv mill 
liiitiiiallv iK till.' IkiuL wiittfii tliat iln- siioui-ntioiih cnii l»‘ fullourii 
liv iiiuiiiie wlio owns mul li>vps ii L'iii'lrii. Ih' tli.ii !.'iiHi>-ii I>il' <ii liUU-: 
while the (lirei t wav lli wllleli the iinnl .nitlioi tells of liei- e\|>ell)iieli(il, 
mill the ci'iitle ikliiKint iliffiOeiU —iimiiiiei iii whi<h she piissea i»i her 
silggeittlolis to olheiH, iimke it eie-v to lllMleisliilnl uliv the t'rowii 
PiiJieeas whs 8r> I'lentl) Imeil In nil 

The Religious Tract Society, 4, Bouvene Street. EC4; 
and on sale at the Bookshops and Bookstalls 

I .1' •: , il . -I • 1 ■.. " .III" iiiiii’i'ii.- .1 'll... lUJilfr 

SPRING ANNOUNCEMENTS 

MOTHWiSE 
By KNUT HAMSUN (Norwegian). Author of "Growth of the 
Soil," " Pan " etc , etc. (NOBEL PRIZE, 1920), 6a. net 

Eghoim and his God 
By JOHANNES BUCHHOLTZ (Danish). 6s. 6d. net 
lliiehlioicz ID oiiu uf the iiiosl ui igiiiiil nf muderii liuuiHh wiitevs 

into tho Dark 
By BARBRA RING (Norwegian). net 
" J'uihnt>« the must iiuweiful hoik of Ui, kind that li.is lieeli IhsiiViI m 
this ciiiuitl)—t'liiii t Join mil 

The Story of John Southern 
By W. 1WILLIAMS80N 6*, net 
“ Fleasuiith tuiielied with the fiui'iniieo i>t life in lountry jiliKes ' 

— Tliiii't, Lili'i III II Siiiiiiltnli III 
"Tnis liiHik nits its ninik —Mnm hi'^.ii'i ilmuiUni, 

The Promised Isle 
By LAURID8 BRUUN (Danish) 7s. net 
The iiilventim'H and iiiisndveiaiiies id '■ simple life " ( ntlmsiuhts mi uii 

niniilial)ili-<l island. 

The Unity of Soienoe 
By Or JOHAN HJORT, F R.S. 6s. net 
A enticnl o>ii)]iiiriM>ii i>f M'leiitille metliods nf tlinnght, with s)ieci.il 
..to the lebtinns belwi-cn hiulogy and the “exael i-cieiKes ' 
of elmiiilstry uini pbjsiis. 

Child Psychology i /s.//.</// 
By VILHELM RASMUSSEN 5s. 6d. net and 4a. net 
Vol. If. Tlie KiiidcrguiU-ii Child Its euucejitiun of life its 
mental iioweis. 
Vul. Ill The Kiuilurtmrteu Child. Tliought, imagtimliun .iiid feel¬ 
ing; Will and liioiule. 

Eskimo Legends III Prninraluiii 

By KNUD RASMUSSEN and W. WOR8TER. — 
Crown 4to. Illustrated. 
These stories were cotleeleil in vanoiis )>arU of fireenlaiid, taken down 
from the lips of the Eskimo stury-Udlers. The illiutmlions are by 
uativn Eskimo artists. 

GYLDENDAL 
11. BURLEIGH STREET. STRAND. LONDON, W.C.2 
COPENHAGEN (Estd. 1770) CHRISTIANIA 

FORTHCOMING NOVELS 
8*. Od. NET EACH 

THEIR HEARTS. Violit Hdnt 
THE LOVE OF PRINCE RAAMESBS. Anthony AuMSTiiuNfl 

Author nf "The l.ure of the Tost." 
THE FIFTH FINGER. ^VM Lie Qukux 
QUEEN OP TBS TURF. Clulil.KS K Tkakcn 
THE PITCHER OF FATE. Irih Maii^icali. 
NEATH SOUTHERN SKIES. Tnmslated from the Kiissiaii by 

JIOIKH.AN Asiliiv 
A SINGULAR PEOPLE. Sydnsv A. ’Mo.sblby 
JEWELS IN THE DUST. F.i'lTll Nbfkan 
CHATTELS. Hamilton iirummond 
THE LURE OF THE PAST. Anthony Akmstkonh 
SPEARS OF DELIVERANCE. cavt. Kiiio Rkid 

Sydnxv a. ’Mo.sblby 
F.i'lTll NBI'KAN 

Hamilton iirummond 
ANTHONY AKMSTKONiI 

CAVT. Kmc Rkid 
LOVE’S ANVIL, ’i'lsiislated ir»m the Kiissinii hy iiouoi.As ABlIiiv 
MIRRY ANN. ^o|tMA Iairimkh 
THE CHILDREN OF SATAN. I ram.laU-<) In Hu A.s Raithi-ort 
THE AZURE LAKE. CKCii. auair 
JOSIAHS WIFE. SoKMA I.okihkr 
MISS ANNE THROPB. K Ki KiiKrT-UKKBN 
A LIMB OF SATAN. Pikkkk Sovvestre and Mahckl Allain 
HER GREAT MOMENT. Kkuin Halmkr 
MAGIC EMERALDS. E Kvkkett (fKEBN 
THE KINGS INDISCRETION. Muiiakl W. Kaye 

THE ABC SERIES 
THE ABC ABOUT COLLECTING. Hy sir .Iamks \oxall. 

Witli iiniiiuimih line ami lialf-L'iie illiisti.ilnuis Ikimy Mo, 15b. ovt. 
< Fiiiifili l■4llllllll III |>re'hi 

THE A B C OF COLLECTING OLD ENGLISH CHINA. 
Hy J. K lii.A'kkit Ultli niimeioiiii hue and liulf-toiie illuBlidlioiis. 
liernyNvo ISs net rf at nreso 

THE ABC DICTIONARY OF ARTISTS. Coui)iiled l>y Frank 
Hl.TTLK, It A. Kiclilv ilUik raletl iLnivEvo. 16h iid 

THE ABC AUCTION SALES RECORD: OLD ENGLISH 
SILVER. Ite ALKKKh .1 AHiik\. A (iuuh- to Fruei, for Colleetuta 
and AntiijUe DealeiH. Ct mo. 6». net 

ROYAL ROMANCES AND TRAGEDIES. Hy chaiilxs 
KiNtJ'ToN, Am liur of Faiuoi.e .UorcaiiatiL MarriaKeis’' ete Demy »vo, 
elot.huili 12x. 6(1 net. 

FASCINATING FRENCHWOMEN. By UrantAxe. Demy Svo, 
o'oth eilt llhtairaie'!. ISx net 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF BEHAVIOUR. Ky Dr Elizaukth 
SKVKKN. Larger Cr. 8VO, C'otli. Sn 6d net. 

FIVE YEARS' BELL IN A COUNTRY PARISH. Uy the 
Rev. KiiWAKb KlTZUKKAi.H SVNNUTT, MA ( r. hvo. 5h. net. 

WHO’S WHO IN ABIERICA. Vul. XI, l«-.!ii-l9Zi. Sdited by 
Ai.iiKRT .Nelson Makvuih. 46it. net. 

HAUNTS or THE GAY BAST. By Sydney A. .Uoselev. 
Cr. bvo, p'lper, 2*- net; eloth, 3s 6d. net. 

THE NIGHT HAUNTS OF LONIKIN. By Sydney A. Moseley 
(2nd eilillon). Cr. svu, paper, 2b. n t; eluth, 3b. 6d. net. 

THE MAGDALENE AiTO OTHER VERSES. By dole 
Wyllabuk. cloth. 3». 6d. net. 

London : STANLEY PAUL ft Co.* SltEaaex St.. W.C.2 
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HER GREAT MOMENT. 

By Edwin Balmer. 8s. 6d. net. (Stanley Paul.) 

A certain easy fitting in of circumstances and dovetailing 
of incidents are to be looked for in a romantic tale. Mr. 
Balmer’s story, by its excitement and thrilling interest, 
would justify greater improbabilities than he asks his 
readers to accept. It is the tale of Ruth Alden who, tired 
of the monotony of a Chicago office in war tin\e, seizes 
the chance sent her by German agents to impersonate a 
dead girl and use her passport to go to Europe. Ruth’s 
sympathies are with the Allies, and her impersonation of 
Cynthia Gail gives her opportunities of working for her 
country which had no place in the German plans. The 
blunder was ccastly, and a Secret Service which made it 
deserved to lose the war. But we are in no mood to 
quarrel with the author on points of construction as we 
follow Ruth's adventures in Paris, her escape from a German 
officer by risking her life in a motor accident in which he is 
killed, her capture by the enemy at Mannheim. Her 
rescue from the air is a fitting ending to a well-told story, 
which has the virtues without the faults of a melodramatic 
talc. 

From Mog Megone, 
Mifis May Wynnes new romance 
which IS founiliid on Wliiiticr’s poem 

{Jarroids). 

THE* 

COMEDIENNE. 

By Wladvslaw S. Reymont. 

7s. 6d. net. 

(Putnams.) 

That feeling of detachment from 
unfamiliar scenes and faces, which 
often accompanies the reading of a 
Russian novel, not infrequently goes 
hand in hand with an absorbing 
interest in the chief character of the 
story. Something of a similar nature* 
happens in this Polish tale of 
theatrical life. About the Wladeks, 
Kotliclds and Cabinskas there is an 
alien quality. They are unfamiliar 
figures of another country, lightly 
sketched in for the most part and 

•necessary to the setting of the tale. 
They are there to help the story of 
Jamna to get written. Into the 
character of Janina Orlowska 
Wladyslaw Reymont throws a power 
which makes its way to the reader 
over distinctions of race and birth. 
Stic is a full-length portrait of an 
actress in development, in the early 
straggling days in the theatre, in her 
conflict with the petty jealousies of 

■ a touring company, in her first big 
part. When her life ends in tragedy 
she chooses ’her own way to leave it. 
” The Comedienne ” is a powerful 
novel, written by a master of his 
art. It IS tlie first of Reymont’s 
books to apj^ar in English and it 
readily ensures his fame. 

From The Lure of the Honey Bird 'The weapon was drawn back ewiptlv. 
• • By I. Wcerton Birch ANO THERE WAE SR THE EVES OF THE 

(Heaih Robinson &• Birch). Inouna that which tolo op the will 
Reviewed In last month's Bookuan. TO KILL.*’ , 
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The Sign of a a 
GOOD BOOKS 

JUST PUBLISHED 

HUGH DE SELINCOURT'S 

Great New Novel 

WOMEN AND 
CHILDREN 8/6 oet 

Th‘' savH : "Ifiis m the (x-kI novel tliitL Xlr <le oiii I Iihr 
yet iiuljlialittl ■ 
Th‘' (HiiMiuir Ut-ralil says. ‘ Very I’liuraiseuiis and itit«reetiii|; " 
Thf hnUi/ //exftd asyn ' “ Keiiil »ilh iiid.iiliiiif uitereal " 
Thi' (IriLtli'iroiiuiit tiatii, •*Tlioroiislily read.ilile ” 

London Through Oermaa Eyes 

MY YEARS OF EXILE 
By EDUARD BERNSTEIN. 15/- net 

Thi- “ Hetr |{eri)8l.ein 18 n ealio ami liiHpnSbloliute iilwervei . 
full of Hiiii]ile imnative ami naive ledeetioii 
Moi'iniiij J'nnl. “Of tliia •-oiinlty nml its iieoide lie ^ivish n veiy blirewil 
and Hyiiijiutlietie iiiiiilyHis . . wottli leeoidiii)! " 

Reminiscences of the Criminal Court 

STRAY THOUGHTS 
AND MEMORIES 

By the late JAMES A. RENTOUL, K.C., LL.U. 
Edited by L. RENTOUL. 18/- net 

These nieniories were jotted down lit Jiidxe Kentonl diiiini: a ]>io. 
loiiKL-d Illness, and have lieeii eolleeled foi ]>iil>lientioii hy Iiih sisU'i 
ufte.' Ills dentil. 

The East at Home 

A LADY DOCTOR IN 
BAKHTIARILAND 

By Dr. ELIZABETH MACBEAN ROSS. 7,'fi net 
SMtiiiiaii: “This uiieonininniy inU'iestini; voluine is a lit nienioiial of 
her seir-werineiiiK work In IVnia ' 
TAe /JiiUu f/i-rtiiil: " 11 takes n woman to see all sides of iiiitivi' life in 
a country where the harem systeni jirevaiH This is, iiei1iit|m. why 
1>r Boss's iKMik is m mneh more dhiminatiiiK thiiii many written hy 
Kiiitlisliiuuii alaiiit the Kast. ' 

A New Volume of Verse 

WHEELS, 1920 (Fifth 
Cycle) Edited by EDITH SITWELL. 6/- net 

Tina volume is of the saine fearless ebaraeUT as il« inedeeeAHors. and 
cuntaliis the work of such well-known wiiletH uk Aldoiis linxiev, 
Sheiard Vines, (ieonrey ('uokMOi, Alan I'oiter, tViIliani Kean ReTinoiir, 
and Edith, OHlwrt, and Saiheyeiell Sitwell. 1'he eovui deeiaii lx hy 
tliiio Severiid. 

S»eonii Imprfss/on 

THE WIDOW’S CRUSE 
By HAMILTON FYFE. 7/6 net 

TAf IHiHf-n “ Mr. Haniillon Kyfe has hit iiikmi a esintal lluht luaiedy 
tnetij, and devel)>)>ed it w iili just the nifht loiu h . indeed, ft aeems as 
if, when unee he has started the Uill rolling, it lolU on of itsell." 
JhHuh Wreklux “A work of veiv deeided oriBinalitV." 
Daii’i Chritiitclr : “A clevei eomeiiy of ehaiaitei, full of liiiniuui and 
satire." 

Send to tAe l^ubUshers now for their new MonfAfy SewaSheet, 

entitled *’ Oor Soolcj," the first number of Which is NOIV READY 

LEONARD PARSONS. LTD., 

24, Devonshire Street, Bloomebury, W.C.l 
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HEINEMANN’S 
SRfiiNG ANNOUNCEMENTS 

LIMITED EDITIONS 

GEORGE MOORE 
MEMOIRS OF MV DEAD LIFE. Moore Hall 
Edition. Completely revised by the Author, with 
two ailditional cluiptcrs. 750 Copies, numbered 
and signed. us. f>d. net. 

JOSEPH CONRAD 
NOTES ON MV HOOKS A Collection of the 
Prefaces to Joseph Conkao's Works. 250 Copies. 
£2 2s. net. 

COLLECTED EDIT1ONS 

JOHN GALSWORTHY 
llniform E<lition Foolscap 8vo. 
lamp leather, 7s fid net each. 

DOSTOEVSKY 

Gilt, cloth, 5s. 

Constance Gar.s'eit’s Translations. 12 vols. 
Crown 8v'0. ys <kI net cacli. 

TURGENEV 
Constance C.a kn ett’s Translations. 
Crown 8vo Five Guineas the Set. 

IS vols. 

I.ITEHATVRE, MEMOIRS, TRAVEL, etc. 

MAN’S DESCENT FROM THE 
GODS, or, 'J'he Ciimpicte Case against Prohibition. 

Uy ANTHONY M I.tJl)OVll.I. Author ol ” A Pslenrc of Anstocraev,” 
Doiny Hvo. Cloth, 14s A hnlh.iiit and srholarly treatise, proving that 
fcrnirnti'd Iiqtinr hob been Iho b.i\i<>ni ol iiiunktuJ .uid the bulwark of 
nvihralmn 

ESSENCE OF .ESTHETIC 
Uy UKNKOI-.TTO CKOCF Translaled by DiyUGLAS AINSLIE. Croce 
IS apth de-aribed as “ the I'hilubophri >>l the Suul'' 111 this book he shows 
the pince ol Ail in the S|>iilt and in Human Soviety 

PASTICHE AND PREJUDICE 
Bv A U. WALKl.KV |A.JJ \V. ol TheTtmt!,) Square Hvo. 7s. M. A 
misrcllaiiv ui hcht critKal rssavs, seietted from s]>«xial articles contributed 
to I'he 'J tmes 

BOOKS ON THE TABLE 
Uy liDMU.Nl) IIDSSIC, C.U Kcvicws. personal ru<idleciioiis, and opinions, 
foiiiiiK'd on hity years ol lamih.sniv with the best auihius. 

CHINA. JAPAN, AND KOREA 
Uv J O i' UI..AKI>. Authoi ol ''Cliin.i biidvi ihe limpress Dowager." 
IH’iny Hvo /.! Is Till- result of inquiries niadr on .i Journey throiigb these 
I 01111 tries Ueautifullv illusliatcd with very lemai kalde phnlugraiibs. 

V.R.76. A French Military Hospital 
Uv HAROLD ,) KKCKIIT Dcinv Hvo With niaiiv illustrations. The 
slorv ol the Anglo-.Aiiieni an llos|>ital at Kis-Or.itigis, told at first band by 
the founder ot the H'lsjutal ami various nicmhcrs of the stall. 

NEW A'(n'i:L5 

IIACAR'S HOARD 

THE CURTAIN 

- Hy Gp.okge Kibue 

'J'CKNER - - 8/6 

- Hy Ai,exani>er Mac- 
Faki.an - - 8/6 

EUDOCIA - - . . Jiy Eden Piiillpotts - 7/6 
THE OLD MAN'S YOUTH Hy William he Morgan y/- 
Thc VILLA of the J'EACOC K ily Richard Dekan - 8/6 
THE PURPLE HEU.HTS Hy M. C. Oemler - - 7/6 
THE PORT ALLlSi.lON 
STORIES and OTHERS - Hy R. E VeknTde - 9/- 
6-VOir OVER EI.DEN • Jty Thomas Moult 

New and Clieai>er Edition 
Shortly - - - 7/6 

NEW PL A YS 
As ap]>carmg it the Haymarkct. As appealing St. Martin’s Theatre 

THE CIRCLE A BILL OF DIVORCEMENT 
A PI a y I It t A c t s b y A Pl.iy in 3 Acts by 
W SoMEKsicT Maugham C l u m e n r e Dane. 
Both Crown 8vo Paper, »s. f>d I’aper lioards, 3s. 6d. 

THE LOEB CLASSICAL LIBRARY 
Each vol F’v'ap 8vo 4{x)-fiDo jip ('loUi, ids. Leather, 12s. 6d. 

NEW rf;LrA/i:5 
AFOLI.OIXJKIIS Trauslateii by 
Sir J (j. I'KAaaK, 
CALLIMACHUS AND ARATl'S 
Translated by A. W. Maik 
HERODOTUSVols) Vol 11. 
Translated by A. D. Goni.hv. 
MENANDEK. Translated by T. A. 
Allinson. 

READY SHORTLY 

PHILOSTKATUS aki. EUNAPIUS: 
Lives ol ibe Sophists. Tianslatcd by 
\V. Cavl W kiUHl 
I'OLVimiS Vol 1. Translated by 
VV k. Patch , 
yUlNTlLlAN (4 Vols.): Vol. H. 
Translated bv H. ii. Huilcr. 
THUCYDIDES. Vol. Ill. Trans¬ 
lated by C. 1'. Smith. 

LoDdon: Wm. HElNEMANN, 20 &21, Bedford St, W.C2 
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From French Furniture under Louis XVI and the Empire 
liy Koet-r dv t'llne 

{licinemann). 

FEELINGS AND THINGS. 
Hy ]-;r)NA Kingsley Wallace 5s (Dent) 

WONDERINGS AND OTHER THINGS. 
By Edna Kingsley Wallace 5s (Dent) 

Here arc two most attractive volumes of verse for 
children. In “ Feelings and Things,” the type is all 
capital letters, which makes it very good for little people 
to read. Some of the poems here might have been written 
by any child we know—so natural are they ; 

” Father, what makes it be time for bed ’ 
And what makes your mouth all red inside ? 
And what’s that so heavy inside my head ? 
Oh, please, Daddy, give me a pick-a-back ndc 
Why, Father, 1 just was a-strctchmg my jaws ' 
Why must I, Father ? Just because ? " 

Then again, ” The 
Difference ” expresses 
something that 
grown-ups know also: 

” On mornings I can 
play (juite hard. 

The world seems just 
a-humming. 

It'.s all so interesting 
and new. 

And everything 
seems comirtf! 

But afternoons it’s 
very still . . . 

I do a little sewing. 
And play all quiet 

by myself. 
And everything 

seems gonif! ” 

In Wonderings and 
Other Things" 
(daintily illustrated) 

we. have many 
fancies put into 
graceful rhyme. 
Blossoms, wind and 

stars, grass and 
bubbles, trees and 
pansies figure in 
these; and they 
strike a note o f 
inoOC^Qt ch iim that 

is not easy to strike. 

ADVANCING WOMEN. 

By Holpord Knight. 

3s. 6d. net. 
(Daniel O’Connor.) 

The advance of woman is one of 

the principal signs of this age of 
transition. It may yet be celebrated 
in epics ; but in the meantime we 

welcome the little book in which 
Mr. Holford Knight, Standing 
Counsel to the Federation of Pro¬ 
fessional Women, describes its effect 
upon the world of to-day and of the 
future. He deals with women as 
jurors, as lawyers, magistrates and 
clerics. He finds an especial place 
for women in unfolding a religious 
consciousness in civilisation, and 
so helping to recast a broken 
world in which the sense of eternity 

needs to be reawakened. In hi.s 
introductory chapter, " The Call to 
Women," lie shows how the great 
wiir opened wide the doors to 

woman’s genius, with the result of 
a general breaking down of the 
old sex barriers. But the chapter 

on " W’omen Jurors ’’ will be the one most closely studied 
for this is a tjucation of the hour. A Foreword is contributed 
by Mrs. Milhcent Garrett Fawcett. 

THE LOST HORIZON. 
By G. Coi.nv Borlev. fis, f>d net. (Methuen ) 

There is something of the obscurity of Conrad and some¬ 
thing of the ruthless fatalism of Hardy in this unique novel, 
which turns on the destinies of three men involved in a 
revolution in Central America. Escaping from the scenes 
of their activities, a chance word overheard, and mis¬ 
interpreted, by the mate on the s.s. Ocean Prince, leads to 
their being unceremoniously disembarked at San Felipe, 
in immediate danger of capture. To increase their chances 
of escape the three separate, and wc follow the subsequent 
adventures of each with accumulating interest. The story 
is told with remarkable skill and power. 

From Morocco That Was 
by Walter B. Harris, which Messrs. Blackwood are publishing shortly. 
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COLLINS 
48, PALL MALL, S.W.l 

SPRING ANNOUNCEMENT 

* GENERAL LITERATURE 

(]{eady Shortly) 

A History of Aeronautics 
By IC. CIIAKLKS VIVIAN, Author of 
" Piission Fruit,” etc , formerly Jiclitor " Flying.” 

and lALUT. - <^<>L. \V. LOCKWOOIJ 
MApRSn, O.U.R. Witli numerous illustrationb 
and diagrams. Koyal 8vo. 30/-net 

(Uemty Shortly) 

In Denikin’s Russia 
By ,1. E. IJELHHOFEK. Demy 8vo 

10/6 net 

{lieiulv Shortly) 

The Fruits of Victory 
A sequel to ** The Great Illusion.** 

By NORMAN ANGELL. Large Crown «\o 
0/6 net 

[Kciidv) 

Gun Running for Casement 
By KARL SPINOLER (Late Commander ir. 
the (ierman Navy) CroAvii 8vo 3/6 net 

NOVELS 

Mainwaring 
(2nd ImpresMim) 

MAURICE HEWLETT 

(2nd Imprcssi(iii) 

The Black Diamond 
P. BRETT A'OUNti 

Early Hours 
MARMAOUKE PICKTHALL 

Uieudv) I 

[Rfdilv] 

The Journal of Henry Bulver 
CHERRY VEHEYNE 

1ST PRIZE NOVEL 

£750 COMPETITION 

[lirady) 

The Settler of Silver Creek 
H. WHITAKER 

Pearl Island ' I 
HENRY C. ROWLANB j 

Dangerous Ages 
RUSE MA<;AULAV, Aiillior of ••Botterism.” | 

The Dragon in Shallow 
W aters 

V. SACKVILLE-WEST 

THORNTON BUTTERWORTH 

Ready April The Official Biography 

THE LIFE OF 
WHITELAW REID 

By ROYAL OORTIStOZ 

Whitelaw KeUl, the late Ameriean Ambassador to Great 
Britain, wa.s a man of jkh iili.irly varied and rich experience. 
As minister to France, Kei<l relumed to Pans in i8o8 as a 

Member of the ('oiniiiission which signed the treaty of peace 
w’ltli Spain, and he rounded ofT his diplomatic career with 

more than seven years in England, ef which the full history 
is here given, with putuies iiom his pen of significant 
events, anecdotes ami portraits oj Sn Henry Cam]>bell- 

Bannerman, Mr Ikdlour. Mr W'liisloii Churclnll, Mr. 
Asqiiitli, Lord Morle^, Lord RoselK'ry, Sir Kdtrard C>rey, 
I.ord Curzon, Air /.loyd (.eorgi-, anti a host of others. There 
.irc glimpses ol suth rov.iltios as King F'dward, the King of 
Spain <iiid the K.iiser U ilhelm IT. wlnle new light is thrown 
iijion tlie latlir's threats to Lurojx'.in jie.iic Ixforc the 
outbreak t>f the w.tr \s journalist .ind etiitor Hcid was 
fneudlv willi su< h writers ,is l|ora«,e (irccley, Henry 

W'atter.son, John Ha\-, Brel ILiite, Mark 'rwain, \Valt Whit¬ 
man, Henry Janies, Cli.irles K'eade and Jtiidyard Kipling. 

Mr Ko\al Cortissoz, the .iiitlior, w.is-- in both private and 
jiroiession.il litr Die intini.ite tru-nd of Wlnlelaw Keid. 
He has wTitten the olle l.il lile ol the great diplomat, to 
whose ji.ijiers he li.is h.id iinreslnctetl access, with the sole 

obligation ot presenling .i t.iilhtul ami impartial portrait of 
his subject 

Two Votomrs. Titmy 8vo. £2 I2s. 6d. net 

h'l-iidv m A ftnl 

l.oun Nottrm i ii-pu s.ivs -- 

■ It Is the Autohiogiaphv ol our Time.' 

EDWARD BOK An Autobiography 
Introdmtlon b\ Loui> NoK l Hf Ml'KIi 

Tliore IS ul.vuys something stiinul.itiiig in the story of a 
man who starteil life without any material advantages and 
yet achieved a (.ireer th.it w.is exlr.iontin.irilv successful 
.ind has crowned him with Itonour This is lulward link’s 
story, wliKli, as told bv Inin, IxTonies one of the most 

fascinating and helpful biographies ever published. He has 
a wealth of new anei dotes about Stevenson, Kijiling, 

Kmerson, Longlellow. and inanv other celebrities, m the 
literary, politic.il, and fiii.uicial worUls, and in telling how 
he ri>se to eiht the most widelv read women's journal in 
.America he has wntten what is at oiue a great romance 
and a practii.il guide to success in business 

Illustrated. Demy 3vo, Cloth. 21s. net 

Ready m April 

niN YEARS AT THE COURT 
OF ST. JAMES, 1895-1905 

By BARON von RCKAROSTCIN 

Before the war, Ikiron von Fa kardstein was a striking and 
jiojiiilar ligiiu- 111 London soc.iet\ .\ big. geni.il jxTsotialily, 
he w.vs on iriendly terms with most of the Court ami political 
(lignitaiK’s of his tune lie was pnsouu liratn with King 
ICdward, anti tells som<‘ ilehghttul stones about Inni ; he was 

mlimate with Iksuonstield. Gladstone, S.di.sbiiry, Chamber¬ 
lain, ami there are \i\id i h.ir.u ter sketihes ami anecdotes 

oi these and of Uhodes, licit, .ind many another Tlie Jiuron 
c.in he bitterly tnitldiil lomermng his own lountry, and 
shows with uniomjironnsiiig traiikiu-ss tli.il full responsi- 
liilit\ for the war rests ujion the K.iiser and Ins immsters 
Lenin himsell lould not rew.il more tliaii is exposed by 
this pietiirest|ue jirotagomst <if secret iliplomacy. 

Illustrated. Demy 8Vo. 2ls. net 

TOWN GARDENING 
By MARY HAMPDEN 

Dc'senbes fully the methods ol g.umng the best effects in 
beds, holders, urns, ami the roikers, how to deal with 
creepers and chmlxTs for walls, femes, \erumlas, ete. Lists 

;ire given ot jilants, trees ami shrubs sjx'iially suitable fur 
town culture Illustr.ited by Photographs 

Crown Jfo. 6s. net 

15, BEDFORD STREET, W.C.2 
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From A History of Aeronautics. 
iiy E. C. Vivian an<l l.triit..Cul. W. Luckxvuod .Marsh 

(Col/iiis). 

Over the Sea. 

HUNGER. this special disaster, cross aiul recross Ins dalled coiiscums- 
By Knut Hamson. 8h (id (Huckworth ) 

Knut Hamsun is known to the larger reading public in 
this country as distinct from the special students of 
Scandinavian literature, as the author of “ (Irowth of the 

Soil,” an epic of the reclaiming the wilderness, telling the 
life of a pioneer from the early bitter days of a tiny patch 
of field and hut shared with animals to the ample security 
of the prosperous owner. ” Hunger ” is a close 
individual study 
of starvation on an 
ambitious young writer 
who, flinching from 
pity or charity, and 
desperate with poverty, 
is hunted with halluci- 
nalions and vanities 
he is too enfeebled to 

curb, from one level of 
conduct and cxisteme 
to another, always 

lower and lower. The 
one human lieing who 

sincerely pities him 
and persistently helps 

him is the filie de joie 

who, while repelled by 
his haggard gauntness, 
cannot forget his 
misery. But his clas.s 
pretensions shut out 
the sympathies of 
those as poor as him¬ 
self, and he is too 
pioud and sensitive to 
expose his sufferings to 
his old associates. 
Meanwhile fragments of 
his childish religion, 
humiliating physical 

discomforts, and above ^ 

all. a sense of fury that The Islanders of the Pacific 
he alone of aU his fellow Br t. r. sc. jobi>tton 

is riot eaS^ed to endure {Fisher Unwin). 

ness. At la.st he goes as n sailor, which is apparently the 

Scandinavian equivalent for the " l-ost Legion " Tlie 

translator jioints out that whole nations have been plunged 

into tins horror since the Ixiok was first written. 

perhaps tlie most salient agonv described in it is one 

that they are spared -the solitude of the sufferer. 

Which is the moris awlul : to sink alone, or to see a 

wliole society shuddering and wasting with ilc'-truction ^ 

Island Canokd. 
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From S.P.C.K. List 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE 
HISTORY OF MEDIEVAL 
THOUGHT AND LEARNING 
By Reginald I^ane Poole. Second Edition, revised. 

Cloth boards. I7s. 6d. net. 

4 fA new and rnJtsrd edt/ion oj this indispensable book 
Jot dll students 0/ the Middle Ages.} 

WHY MEN BELIEVE. The Groundwork 
of Apologetics 

Five I.ecturcs by llic Rev. Clewe.st F Rogers, M A. 

Paper cover. 2s. 6d. net. , 

Translations of Christian Literature 

EUSEBIUS: PROOF OF THE GOSPEL 
Beinit the ** Demonstratio Evan^Selica ** of Eusebius 

of Caesarea 

By the Rev \V J. Ferkak. 2 vols. .'iOs net. (Not 
sold separali'ly ) 

[The greatcsl of all the defences of the Jailh written 
tn the early Church, never before trau.slutid into a 
modern language ] 

HIPPOLYTUS: 
PHILOSOPHUMENA, or the Refutation of all Heresies 

Formerly attnlHiled to Origrn, but now to Hippolylus, 
liishop and M.irt'vi, who lloviiishv<l about ad 22<' 
■J'r.'insl.ated Ironi the text of ('nnce In 1' LimiGI', 
F.S .A j vols. 3()s. luT (Not .sold sejiaratcly 

r.^ fasiina'ing slorthniisc of ashologv, magic, 
spiritualism, and a host of other stnnme eirors 
t'hieh the early Chare h fought and coiu/iicied, and 
which, nevertheless, have reappeared m our midst ] 

THE SWEDISH RITE 
A Tninsl.ilion of tlie “ Handbok f -r Svenska Kyrkan.” 

By Euit 1C ^■El,vKKTO.^^ () li 1C , BI> 8s 6<1. net. 

[The iirw Swedish J’ravrr Hook is given in full with 
sch’dar/y notis] 

Helps for Students of History 
Edited by C. Joh.ssjon, M , K W. V Tfmi'Lklkv, M .V., 

and J. P Wuri.snA-, D U . 1) I' B. 

No. 38. The Turkish Restoration in Greece, 
1718-1797 

By William ftfiLLER, M A. Is. 3d. net. 

No. 39. Sources for the History of Roman 
Catholics in England, Ireland and 
Scotland 

From tluTReformalion period to that of the ICmaiicipa- 
tion, 1533 to 170^. By John Hi’ngf.hfokd Pollen, 

S.J. ls.3d.net.' 

No. 40. English Time Books. Vol. i— 
English Regnal Years and Titles, 
Hand'Lists, Easter Dates, etc. 

Compiled by J. F. W. Wallis, M.A. 4s. net. 
« 

No. 42. Records for the Early History of 
South Africa 

By C. Graham Botha. Is. net. 

No. 43- The Western Manuscripts of the 
Bodleian Library 

By H. H. E. Crasier, D Litt. Is. 3d. net. 

SOCIETY for PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE 

Central Offices only - London : 6, St. Martin's Place, W.C.2 
Book Shops - - London : 64, New Bond Street, W. i 
43, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4. Brighton : 129, North St. 

Bath : 39, Gay Street. 

lists post free. And of all Booksellers. Inquiries Invited 

, r.OCK Sc CO.*S 

NEW FICTION 
7s. net From o/l Soofc5e//er5 

and Libraries 7s. net 

JOSEPH HOCKING’S 
ABSORBING STORY 

THE RING OF DESTINY 
No one has ever denied ihat Mr. ]osoi>li Hurkint; can tell a story,and he 

has never had a better story to tell than “The K'n,; of De.stiny.'' It Is 
more absorbing than any detetiivc novel beC.iiisi' the author has the 
artistry to keep It a romance. It has technique for the critic m1u> appre* 
ciatea tho art of narrative, and .1 most holding love story tor ibe rest of us. 

MUSGRAVE’S LUCK harold bindloss 
The spirit of adventiiro and ihr fri'ctloni ol o)'a>n Country io Mr. 

Uindloss's stones make the blood tingle in his reader's veins. 

THE HOUSE THAT JANE BUILT 
£. MARIA ALBANESI 

Jane, a girl of to-day, iinsctth-'. thi* imnd>. of men, makes other women 
jualous, divrupts happy households, but remains as guoil as she is beautiful. 

BERRY AND CO. dornford taxes 
“Mr Durnfiiid Yaleshas proviili-d lovers of the liehier type of novel 

wiili an ideal book. It is alive with ihu most dt-Iigliifol humour.'' 
Jultiilnot;h hvening Ntw^ 

BONES IN LONDON 

WILTON’S SILENCE 

EDGAR WALLACE 

PAUL TRENT 

A HAZARD OF THE SNOWS 
OTTWELL BINNS 

THE LOVE HATER GUY THORNE 

THE SILENT CLUE marie c. leighton 

FIGS FROM THISTLES 
ISABEL M. PEACOCKE 

THE DUPLICATE DUKE headon hill 

WRYCHESTER PARADISE j. s. fletcher 

Brilliant Easter Number 
THE APRIL 

WINDSOR 
Complete Long Story in 

DORNFORD YATES’S 
RemarKable New Serle*. 

THE 

EDGAR WALLACE’S 
Powerful Nerratlve of 

RETURN OF SANDERS TO WEST 
AFRICA. 

Notable Complete Stories by 

A. M. BURRAGE JOHN RUSSELL 

B. A. CLARKE C. KENNETT BURROW 
and other well-known Authors. 

LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED ARTICLES 
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THE 

LITTLE 

WINGS. 

By Vivienne Davnell. 

SS. nrt. {Bljickwcll) 

TJiis very pleasantly- 
produced book contains 

poems an<l short stones 
which arc guaranteed 
to be the unaided work 
of a little girl wliosc 
present age is fifteen 

and a half. iMr. G. K. 
Chesterton, who con- 
irilmtes a delightfully 
whimsical introduction, 
justly claims that “ this 
work is very beautiful 
and still more promis¬ 
ing.” We take at 
random a piece called 

The Water-Lilies ” ; 

” In placc.s cool and deep 
The water-lilies sleep : 

Mystic and dim 
They slowly swim 
And float— 

Some holy bfiat 

Freighted with prayers. 

*' Or like a Chalice silver- 
white 

Grail of the night— 
Across the moonlight’s 

beam 
They drift—a-dream. 

" The dark leaves guard 
the bowl 

Holding a flower soul ” 

We may expect to hear 
more of Miss V'iviennc 
Daynell. 

A BOOK 

ABOUT BEES. 

By Herbert Mace. 

24 illustrations. 5s net. f^Iutchiiison.) 

From A Book about Bees 
{Hulchinsott), 

been observed and 
pondered over until 

now their individual 
and corporate life is 
understood to a degree 
that seems almost im¬ 

possible. The present 
volume sums up clearly 

and in a most interest¬ 
ing way all the chief 

details of -what is 
already known, and 
indicates the main 
points which are still 

mysterious and seeking 
for solution. The 
author describes 
the part played by 
the three kinds of 
inmates of the hive, 
the queen, the work¬ 

ers, the drones ; tells 
just how’ a swarm gets 
to work to build its 
new city—incidentally 
he claims that when a 
swurm leaves the hive 
it IS no blind exodu.s, 
but that scouts have 
already marked down a 
place for the new home, 
giving reasons and in¬ 

stances that go far to 
establish lus contention 
---describes the honey 
flow and its relation to 
the economy of the 
hive, and the means 
taken by the bees to 
guard their treasure. 
'Phe chapter on the 
sting, and the chapter 
recounting "strange 
lacts about queens,’’ 
and above all that on 
" a jiroblem of here¬ 

dity ” give information 
that few of us will find stale, for indeed bee lore is a 
]>erennial delight. A book of this kiiul will inspire many 

a reader to procure a hive and study its jHipulation for 
himself. There arc a round score of suitable illustrations 
from photographs, and all in all this is one of the best 
small books on bees that can be imagined. 

Few homely 
themes are 

more fascinat¬ 
ing or more 
inexhaustible 
than the his¬ 
tory, mystery 
and strange 
lore of the bee¬ 
hive. So widely 

spread is the 
lioney bee that 
it is impossible 
to ascertain in 
what country it 
first appeared ; 
and bees have 
been" kept” by 
man from lime 

immemorial. 
From time im- « 
memorial their 
ways and 
customs have 

I ‘ ’ V I 

From Holidays in Tents 
Dy PnnapalW. M. Cbildi 

{Dent). 

TWO 
SONGS 

(1) Hakeshaw, 

(2) Song ok a 
Lass, O’ 

Words by Wil¬ 
frid Wilson 
Gibson. Music 
by E. Roy 

Thompson. 
(Elkin.) 

The singer who 
wants songs with 
plenty of spirit 
in them would 

bQ well advised 
to try these 
two by E.'.Jloy 
Thompson. 
The pair make 
a good contrast, 

and give the 
singer o p p o r- 

tunities. 
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THE BOOKMAN 250 GUINEAS 
FIRST NOVEL PRIZE COMPETITION. 

RESULT. 

The number of manuscripts received in Ibis 

competition was so numerous, and 

so considerable a proportion of them 

was so much above the average in 

point of general merit, llmt the 

adjudicators have had no light task 

in arriving at a decision. After 

much careful reading and re-reading, 

the selection to come up for final 

consideration was reduced to six, 

and liaving carefully reconsidered 

these the judges are unanimous in 

awarding the prize of 250 guineas 

to Mr. Cuthbert Edward Baines, 

of 21, Chepstow Villas, Lordon, 

W.ii, for his novel, “ The Black 

Circle.” In strength and fresh¬ 

ness of plot and in literary 

workmanship it is, in their 

judgment, un([uestionalily tln' best of tlie novels 

submitted. Mr. Bair.es, who m his c( liege days 

took a first in Classic Mods, at Oxford and a 

MH'ond in Greal-^, has for some yeais past been a 

clerk in a Govemniont oflii e. He tried liis hand, 

awliile bark, < n t\vf> or three sliort storiis but none 

of them w; s publihed, and "Tlie Hhuk (ircle ’ 

is not only h‘s fir^t no\el to appear in ])ii it but the 

first 1 c has ever written. It is an original and 

very remarkable story, and for a first novel is an 

altogether e.\c(‘plional piece of woik. There is 

inucli of proiniic in stMcral of the other MSS., and 

spLcial commendation is given to 

the following :—” Broken Bridges,” 

by Madeline Linford; "The Post¬ 

man's Knock,” by Gertrude Ruther¬ 

ford ; “A Moorland Mj^stery,” 

by Harry Harding; “Richard 

Daventry,” by Betric O'Battley ; 

ar.d “The Fool of Time,” by 

Stephen Giles. 

Miss Florence Aylward sends us 

the following note (which, unfortu¬ 

nately, arrived too late for our last 

month's symposium on MusicaJ 

Taste, in this country, and the 

influence of the gramophone); ” I 

certainly think that the usual cry 

Photo bv GiiitHan, Mr. Cuthbert 
Osjord. Edward Baines 
wlnndr Tjiw Boowav Guineas 

First Novel 
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that we are an unmusical nation is not borne 

out by facts. In the last few years I have 

been looking out for talent and voices among 

children and young people, principally in the 

poorer classes, and I have been astonished to 

“Much there is which is running to waste 

through sheer want of opportunity to cultivate it. 

No doubt the gramophone which one finds in almost 

every cottage has helped considerably to raise the 

standard of musical taste, especially among those 

who have very little chance of hearing good music 

in any other way. That the taste is there in the 

large majority of people, and that it only needs to 

be brought out, I have no doubt at all.” 

The centenary of Napoleon’s death will be com¬ 

memorated this month, and a number of new books 

concerning him were published towards the end of 

last month, or arc to be published this, including 

“ A Gift of Napoleon,” edited by Sir Lees Knowles, 

being a sequel to ” The Letters of Captain Englcbcrt 

Lutyens,” Orderly Officer at Longwood, St. Helena 

(John Lane) ; ” Bemadotte and Napoleon,” by Sir 

Plunket Barton (John Murray), and ” Napoleon, 

1769-1821,” by Harold F. B. Wheeler (Hairap). 

Messrs. John Long, whose name for the last 

sixteen years has been so inseparably linked with 

the novels of Nat Gould, are arranging to bring 

out several entirely new long novels by this 

hy EUiaii £. Fry, OPMld. 

phenomen¬ 

ally popular 

a u t h or at 

the low 

price of 2s. 

net. They 

will issue no 

less than 

seven* dur- 

i n g the 

spring and • 

summer. 

The first, 

entitled "In 

t h e P a d - 
whose new novel, "The Heel of Achilles” 

dock,” has (Hutchinson), Is reviewed in this Numlm. 

just been published. The volumes will each consist 

of 256 pages and be attractively bound. Many 

authors have died leaving one or two imfinished 

books behind them ; but Nat Gould has made a new 

record by leaving these fully completed novels to be 

published posthumously. 

" Coquette,” a new novel by Frank Swihnerton, 

will be published shortly by Messrs. Methuen. It 

is a novel of London. The heroine, of the working 

class, is a girl of unusual character, and the book 

narrates her life, her passionate love, her fierce 

struggle against the handicap of birth and occu¬ 

pation. 

A " Life” of John Smith Moffat, the African Mis¬ 

sionary, by his son, Mr. Robert Hugh Moffat, will 

be published this month by Mr. John Murray. John 

Smith Moffat was a brother-in-law of Livingstone, 

and son of the famous missionary, Robert Moffat. 

Among the new additions to Mr. Leonard ^Parsons’ 

New Era series are " A New Agricultural Policy,” 

by F. E. Green, and " The New Labour Outlook,” 

by Robert Williams, the Transport Workers’ Federa¬ 

tion Secretary. 

" Hidden Fires,” a new novel by Mrs. Patrick 

MacGill, which Mr. Herbert Jenkins is publishing, 

is the story of a wife who, to maintain her invalid 

husband, works, without his knowledge, as a chorus 

girl in a musical comedy. 

Interest in child-authors is not what it ; 

authors of twenty and upwards seem to be coming 

into their own again ; but Daisy Ashford and Opal 

Whiteley, whose remarkable " Diary ” Putnams 

published last year, are still running. There is an 
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article by Fred Lockley in the latest American 

Bookman on " Who is Opal Whitcley.” He has 

visited her home and interviewed her grandmother, 

according to whom the autobiography in Opal’s 

diary is more or less imaginary, and according to 

some of her class-mates she did not write it when 

she was six, but while she was a student at Oregon, 

On the other hand, a distinguished gentlemaii who 

had known her since she was about ten, when she 

addressed a public meeting, assured ,Mr. Lockley 

that he could not associate Opal with trickery or 

deceit. So in the end Mr. Lockley leaves us where 

we were before. 

Messrs. John Long announce that, as the result 

of their £500 Prize Competition for the best lirst 

novel, they have awarded the £500 to Emmeline 

Morrison for the novel entered by her entitled 

“ Good Grain." Three hundred and sixty-six MSS. 

were sent in. Adjudication upon these proved a 

heavy task and involved the services of ten readers, 

some of the novels pai-'^ing through the hands of six 

or seven and a few through the entire ten. The 

prize-winning novel was found to be unmistakably 

marked out for the distinction by reason of its out¬ 

standing merit. Other of the novels call for higli 

praise, and Messrs. John Long are hopeful of 

arranging for publication of some of them. The 

BarofkeM Leonle Aminoff, 
whose brlUieot dotcI, "lorchllghC' (Dent), ie reviewed In ibis Number. 

prize - win¬ 

ning novel is 

in course of 

rapid pro¬ 

duct ion for 

early publi¬ 

cation. 

" The De¬ 

feat in the 

Victory," by 

Profess t)r 

George I). 

H e r r o n , 

which Mr. 

Cecil Palmer 

is publishing, 

is a study Miss £mmeline Morrison* 

of tllO Author of “Good Grvin,"’ thr pri/e-wiiinine novel 
111 the John Lone Coiniwtilion for the 

underlying ***« 

the failure of the League of Nations and a pas¬ 

sionately earnest appeal for taking the only way in 

which lasting peace can be assured. 

A memorial edition of the plays of Hubert Henry 

Davies, with an introduction by Hugh Walpole, is 

to be published by Messrs. Chalto & Windus. 

" Five Famous Living Poets," by Coulson Kerna- 

han, a scries of critical essays on Rudyard Kipling, 

Maurice Haring, John Drinkwatcr, Henry Newbolt 

and Alfred Xoyes, is announced by Mr. Thornton 

But ter worth. 

Messrs. Heinemann arc publishing a collected 

edition of the novels of John Galsworthy. The first 

two volumes, " The Man of Property " and " The 

C'ountry House " (5s. each), were issued last month. 

They are well printed, tastefully bound, and a handy 

size for the pocket. 

■' The Facts of the Case," which Messrs. Simpkin, 

Marshall are publishing, is a practical handbook 

for writers and speakers to social, industrial and 

other urgent problems of the times. 

" Exit Homo," by St. John Adcock, which Messrs. 

Selwyn & Blount will publish this month, is a 

poem of some length that finds occasion in the 

death of an old agnostic (to whom the book is 

dedicated) for a more or less satirical survey of 

present-day religion, science, art, literature, business, 

politics and general society, with a view to ascertain¬ 

ing how it was the dead man could fihd no trace of 

God in these human activities. 
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Sir Joseph Guiness Brood- 

bank, who has all his life 

been in the service of the 

Port of London, and is tl.e 

greatest living authority on 

port administration, has 

written a “ History of the 

Port of London,” which Mr. 

Daniel O’Connor will pub¬ 

lish this month. He tells 

the st(uy of the greatest 

port in the world with an 

intimate inside knowledge 

of its later developments. 

The book will be illustrated 

with many prints and draw¬ 

ings in colour and black- 

and-white. 

“ Jewels in the Dust.” a new novel of Welsh life 

by Mrs. Edith Nepean, will be published this month 

by Mr. Stanley Paul. 

Mr. John Lane has converted hi? business into 

a private limited company, under the style of 

John Lane, The Bodhy Head, Limited. The 

budness has been carried on by Mr. Lane personally 

for twenty-seven years. The directors of the com¬ 

pany besides Mr. Lane, who is of course chairman, 

are Mr. B. W. Willett, Mr. J. H. Crocket, Mr. 

Hubc.'t Carr-Gomm, and Mr. Honald Boswell. 

NOTJi;S ON NEW BOOKS. 

Madame Albanesi's new novel, “ 'J'ho Mouse that J.iuc 

Built ■' (7s. ; Ward, Lock), is a capital after-lhc-war story. 

The war hit the 'Jrentwood family badly ; Kogcr, the only 

surviving son, a cripple, is brutally informed by his profitoci- 

ing brothcr-in-law that he is, from a commercial stand¬ 

point, no good. He has broken off his engagement with a 

wealthy girl, feeling he could not impose his inlirinilrts on 

her, and is at a loose end. Hut the sale of the IVentw'Oods' 

old homo secures him a post and incidentally brings him 

in contact with Jane Mason, whose father has purchased 

Hie profierty, though Jane has quarrelled with her father 

and left liomc before the transaction takes place. How¬ 

ever, Mason fails and, moved by a sense of duty, Jane 

comes back. The story describes Jane’s battle for indepen¬ 

dence. taking advantage of the freedom the war won for 

women, and her capitulation! 

Having proved, to his own satisfaction, in ” Shakespeare 

Identified," that the plays and poems attributed to Shakc- 

spc '.fe wore written by Edward De Vere, Earl of Oxford, 

Mr. Thopias Looney now gives us a collection of the 

authentic and alleged " Poems " of De Vere (7s. ; Cecil 

Palmer), seeking in a long biographical outline, and in foot¬ 

notes to some of the verses, to convince any reader who is 

still doubtful that Dc Vere, 

and not Bacon or another, is 

the real Shakespeare. DeVcrc 

was a respectable minor Eliza¬ 

bethan lyrist, and Mr. Looney 

has rather spoilt his case by 

republishing his pjenis.Tor one 

has only to read and compare 

them with the work of the 

despised man of Stratford to 

realise the vast difference of 

inherent quality between the 

two No man with any feeling 

for poetry would dream of say¬ 

ing that the same mind is in 

the writings of botli. De Vcrc 

is generally studiously conven¬ 

tional ; his verse is much more 

like the tvpicaLverse of the aver¬ 

age swurm of cultured Ivliza- 

bethan singers than it is like 

anything of Shakespeare’s. 1 Ic uses all the tricks of the trade, 

and because now and then Mr Looney finds him employing 

a fancy, a phrase similar to something in one of Shake¬ 

speare’s plays or sonnets, he thinks this is proof that Dc 

\'ere must also have been the author of them. On the 

same principle one might try to establish that Lewis Morris 

wrote all the poetry of Tennyson There are far more 

similarities between them than Ix^tween Dc Vere and 

Sliakespeare, and though it is true that Morns died first 

and Tennyson published quite a good deal afterwards, the 

same thing happened in the case of 1 )e \''cre, but Mr. 

Looney argues ttiat lus Kail must have written the later 

plays and left them among his papers, and of course ^Morris 

might have done the same. Before one wastes space in 

discussing .\ii Loonev’s transparent sophistries one would 

like him to exphun why l>e Vere produced his feeblest work 

under his own name, and his best (assuming it was his) 

under the name of Shakespeare. But the whole contention 

is the idlest nonsense ; and now in good lime comes news 

from America that Mr. John Ma.xwcll, of the Indianapolis 

Star, after long and independent investigation, has written 

two huge volumes in which he '' proves ’’ that all the work 

of Shakespeare was written by that great but unpoetical 

statesman, Lord Burleigh. We would like to shut Mr. 

Maxwell, Mr. I.ooney and one eminent Baconian in a room 

together, and doom them to remain there till they had 

studied each other’s evidence and agreed among themselves 

which of their poetical geese was the real Swan of Avon, if 

it were not that we know they would never conic out again. 

" Excursions in Thought," by " Imaal ’’ (6s. ; Fisher 

Unwin), consists of lour papers, entitled respectively 

“What is Genius?" “The Century of Progress,’’ “The 

Mother of the Arts" and "Christianity and its Critics.” 

One turns with the greatest interest, at the moment, to 

“ The Century of Progress,” in which the author writes : 

“ Do not dream that the laws exist only to make your 

property safe; the laws condemn themselves if they do 

not ensure the growing welfare of the poor and ignorant. 

Mr. Grant Wateon, 
wUuSf! new novel ui ihe Sutitli Seds, “SlidJow ami 

buiiiilunf," Mr, Joiidlhon Cd|>e has published. 
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The laws that promote a growing goodwill are the only 

laws that will keep all things safe.” Yet—“ Demos must 

not, like the bourgeoisie, base his scheme of life upon the 

Economic Idea, but upon duty and love. He must place 

those upjon a religious basis.” ” Iraaal ” is perhaps 

happiest when he is writing on the Roman Catholic Church 

—” radiant in her .sacramental system, and fortified by her 

great dogmatic truths.” It is in this Church that his hope 

for a sick and suffering world is placed. " Nothing will 

live on into the far future that is not kindled wth love 

and exalted by the divine seriousness, the impassioned 

.sincerity of pure faith.” Thoughtful essays, incisively and 

forcibly penned. 

.Messrs Maunselhavc published a new edition of” A. E.’s'' 

” Imaginations and Reveries” (los), to which four new 

essavs have been added. 

THE BOOKMAN GALLERY. 

THOMAS MOULT. 

Does the sharp sonority of liis name convc\’ to 
you any image of the author of " Snow Ovei 

Elden,” that delightful modern romance of Derbyshire, 
or of the poet of " Down Here the Hawthorne ” (a 
volume of verse being issued by Messrs. Heinemann 
this month, full of an English love of the beauty of 
nature and the pathos of liuman nature) ? His is 
the name also of the editor and chief creator of Voices, 
the little nionthlv magazine, of the creative arts, which 
has run a r'ourageous course of twenty-eight months and 
is now to become a quarterly. His apprenticeship to the 
writer’s craft was served as a music critic for the 
Manchester Guardian and the Manchester City AVies. and 
Since those early days he has contributed art and 
dramatic criticism to the Aihenesum, Enf^lish Kevieu' and 
other literary periodicals. Two more of liis books, “ 
Study of Barrie ” and a collection of his essays entitled 
“ Lilies of the Eield,” are also just being imblished. He 
has lectured on subjects concerned with sociologv as 
well as on art. Educated in Manchester, this Derby¬ 
shire poet lias w'orked with the late Cliarles E. B. Russell, 
of Herod Street Lads’ Club, Manchester, in Borstal 
and convict prison work, and 
with Councillor Harold Wood, 
of Manchester, and C. E. 
Hcald, in boys’ clubs in 
Manchester and in London. 
He is a somewhat quiescent 
member of the I.L.P. and a 
keen member of the Peasant 
Arts Fellowship. 

If you are something of 
an ethnologist, “ Dorb\'- 
shire ” may set your 
imagination in the direction 
of I'jality. You may be able 
to envisage a square-built, 
tweed-clad figure, whose 
flaxen - haired head poised 
uprightly shows glinting 
blue eyes under a cliff-Ukc 
brow; but you must, unless 
you have met him, take 
my word for the winning 
smile proffered like an out¬ 
stretched hand to new 
friends. If you are a poet in 
Carlyle’s sense, a reading of 
"Down Here the Hawthorne" 

will bring you to a more intimate acquaintance 
with the inside of this energetic dreamer. You will 
discover there his passion for clean beauty (very wel¬ 
come in these days of sc.’c-analysis) and the radiant 
kindliness of the strong man who loves his fellows, 
" Snow Over Elden,” his first novel, reveals the young 
gianthood of an artistic idealist. Or perhaps " idealistic 
artist ’’ were a term more appropriate, for Thomas 
Moult is artist all tho time when his jaw (a very hard 
on(‘ to meet in opposition) is fi.xed for " real " work. 

Blit if " Snow Over Elden " inclines you, as it has 
some critics, to the belief that Thomas Moult is merely 
a sentimenta'ist, read his tremendous sonnet on 
” Labour" : 

" He strains tho dawn-stark vastness with his growth. 
He towers beside the anvil steel of Time. 
Bewilderment part-veils Ins eyes, and loth 
Is he to spill the brute-largesse of pnme. 
Creation waits appalled upon his mood . . . 
Now comes the shock of ageless visioning 
Into that tense stature ; and day, a flood 
Of auvilh'd suns. Bram twinned with brawn gives 

wing 
To each strong sweeping stroke 

of the gripped weight 
Crashed downward in his task 

of gianthood. 
He IS a joy-smith. Seas and 

cities ring 
With new sounds clamant far. 

He stands elate 
Assured henceforth his mas¬ 

tery shall reveal 
Only new laughters from the 

smitten steel.” 

Such a joy-smith, it may 
be said, is very far from, 
tlie vision of the I.L.P. which 
can claim Thomas Moult as 
a member, ergo he is still' 
sentimental in his idealism. 
Very well, let us turn from 
the masterful strength of 
these verses, muscular as 
Thomas Hardy’s sternest 
p'oetry, turn away from the 
colossal image of " day, a 
flood of anvilled suns,” turn 
from his assured mastery 
of laughter-smitten life and 
leave the question undccided. 

Mr. Thomas Moult. 
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Yet he can invoke the hills of the Peak to stem the 

oncoming horde of mankind with flails of savagery, 

so that tasting of their power, men shrink back: 

“ Where upon their warm 
Safe ways of smoothness, 
They feed their various lusts again.” 

The hills must guard their outlawry : 

Or they shall surely come, black hordes 

Swarming as lice 
With their obscenities and greed • 

0 , Across your fastness, 
Even your peaks that swing white swords, 

Rent, splintered ice 
Into the vastness 

Of skies where fanged winds feed.” 

Be pitiless " he exhorts the hills, 

*■ Before this unquiet trail 

Of man*herds drifting 
Against your stone still feet.” 

The hardness of that is almost unhuman. And yet 

he can write also a moving ballad that gives a voice to 

the “ Heart of a Seamstress " ; and “ Truly He Hath a 

Sweet Bed,” one of the finest “ war-poems,” is a lovely 
vision of the dead soldier at rest in the bosom of the 

brown earth, attended in turn by the sun and moon. 

” the stars and little winds.” ” They are gracious, his 

new kindred,” sings the consoling voice, and the reader 

believes. 
Ardent belief is the flaming heart of Thomas Moult’s 

work. It is not the belief of the philosopher or even 

of the mystic. It is that of the poet who loves humanity 

and the beauty of the earth. The wickedness of man 

stings him to wrath, but never depresses him into 

pessimism. In ” Snow Over Elden,” his novel of fhe 

Peak district, he is sentimental, but with the deliberate 
sentimentality of the self-controlled artist who is enter¬ 

taining himself as well as us with a corner of the universe 

looked at in a mood of fond and half-playful reminis¬ 
cence. He gives rein to his desire for beauty, for 

tenderness. The hard hills are a neutral background. 

The book is indeed the^first flight of youthful genius. 

There are in this novel verses of such exquisite fancy 

and artistry that the touch of conscious drama in them 
fills the very role of the Shakespearean lyric, a mixture 

of commentary on the action with music for music's 

sake. One of these poems is indeed more valuable 

perhaps than the rest of the novel. Jan Hyde,-the 

romantic hero of “ Snow Over Elden,” walks a moorland 

road of Derbyshire in company of two sweet young 
ladies whose depths are hinted at as lightly as Rosalind's 

and Isabella’s true characters are hinted in the opening 

scenes of " As You Like it ” and ” Measure for Measure.” 

Kitty, the sister of Jan, is vivacious, witty, sterling- 
hearted ; Joan Melody, her friend, is not clever, but she 

IS a thinker and a moralist. Her beauty is the pellucid 

beauty of deep pools, and her charm is in her strange 

reticences and her naive humility. She is the foil for 

the splendid paganism of Jan Hyde. She prefers the 
straight road, he chooses the winding one for its 

incid'*iTtal joys. He boasts of his free hills and moor¬ 

land, of t^e swinging road which, baffled by the hills, 

*' thereupon laughs loudly at its own defeat, and shakes 

from side to side in glee.” This shqut of glee echoes 
from end to end of the book and characterises it as a 

jeu d'esprit, for any serious attempt to confuse moral 

beauty with the beauty of nature would of course 

result in chaos, artistic and philosophical. As it is a 

work of joy, this book, we accept everything, and 
rejoice. We accept gladly the song which Jan makes 

and sings for his girl companions : 

'* Since forests first did bow to man, « 

Where once they reigned, now meadows span. 

And where trees flourished, man’s abode 
Rose with blue smoke, and then a road 

A-dipping, 
A-skipping, 

Trod sfnooth by lovers’ tripping. 

(May that road run to ruin which hath . 
Not been of old the lovers’ path. 

The lovers’ path !) 

” 'Twas first a straggler in the grass 
And danced to meet a lad and lass, 

But when the tradesman, for his gain. 
Did trespass on that kissing lane. 

No dancing, 
Nor glancing * 

For the road of old romancing ! 

(Good roads greet man with frowns instead, 
Be his tread not the lover's tread, 

The lover’s tread.) 

* And now the path has grown full height. 
Some days 'tis grey an<l some days white : 
For still the tradesman passes by. 

Still wander lads and maidens shy, 
A-clinging. 

Hearts singing 
To hear the old road ringing. 
(In truth, no road hath lived a day 

That did not love the lovers’ w’ay. 
The lovers’ way I) ” 

Such is " Snow Over Elden,” a book which imparts 

pleasure because the writer took pleasure in making it, 

just as Jan took pleasure in making his songs. 

A little over two years ago, when I first met Thomas 
Moult, he w'as unknowm except to readers of the 

Manchester Gtlardian and the first few readers of 

Voices. I was taking No. 2 of Voices to a friend who, 

during his career as a teacher, has written several 

volumes of macabre verse (mainly about buccaneers !). 
I wanted him to share my enthusiasm and was de¬ 

lighted to hear that he had a rendezvous with the editor 

and with two of the most fascinating early contributors 
of Voices, Louis Golding and F. V. Branford. I had 

not long been demobilised, and (as I have since dis¬ 
covered it was to other ex-service men also) Voices 

came to me as a gleam of hope in the depressing spiritual 

aftermath of the war. I was impressed unforgettably 
by the steady brightness of the editor, like that of 

fields on a warm spring morning, with a hard suggestion 
of mountainous outlines just beyond the shining good 

fellowship. Thomas Moult's personality is but half 
revealed yet in his work, but I have not revised my 

original impressions. Borstal prison , work and boys’ 

clubs occupy a significant place in his career. This 
fact, and certain poetry in " Down Here the Hawthorne,” 

does not suggest an author who will go on writing 

about snow over Elden until the custpmary novelist's 

market for ” selling-stuff ” is built up about a sheltered 
bourgeois existence. 

R. L. MkGROZ. 
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CLEMENCE DANE 

By K. Ellis Roberts. 

I 

YOU could never mistake her work for a man’s. 

I am not of those who believe tha* se.v: is essen- 

t^jjly and. inevitably a thing of the mind or spirit 

as well as of the body; but it were foolish to clen\ 

that pretty well all artists, 

who will worry about the differentiations of individual 

men. Just .as the old-fashioned male author, for 

instance Bernard Shav', insisted tliat it was ab|^rd 

to exaggerate the difference between Barbara and 

Beatrice, so Clemence Dane will have no nonsense about 

the supreme excellences of James as compared with 

John. Either can be a father • 

$ 

except the greatest, exhibit 

as it were a scx-j>atriotisiTi. 

The masters, as e\ en Patmore 

admitted, are never “ mas- 

culiiie ” : and no woman has 

yet shown more knowledge of 

or sympathy with women 

than did Shakespeare ; but 

the lesser people, especially 

■of to-day, arc as apt to be 
masculine or feminine as thev 

are prone to be militarist 

or pacificist, English or 

American. Irish or Prussian. 

1'lic battle for the suffrage 

'vas but the beginning of a 

war, and most j^'oplc take 

•sides. Clemence Dane is, of 

all the modern women 

novelists, most definitely 

feminist. Her liking for man 

is so sympathetic as to be 

almost contemptuous: one 

■can fancy lier pleading for 

his retention as a pet, as we 

may plead for the retention 

to children, and what else 

does one want of a man ? 

I hat I think this philosophy 

as false as the one it super¬ 

sedes does not prevent me 

from appreciating the admir¬ 

able expression it has received 

in ■' Eirst the Blade," in 

'' I.egend ’’ and in " Regiment 

of Women." There are far 
too many people about who 

still think and talk of 

" woman " for me to resent 

the arrival of an author 

who adopts a similar 

attitude about "man": 

w Iio thinks in rapid 
generalisations, and whose 

mordant humour should do 

something to touch the 

vanity of men and inspire 

with a little necessary self- 

conceit those millions of 

women who even now are 

busily exchanging confidences 

on the ways of “ husbands ” 
of horses when machinery Phnfo bv Boru/-.. s/rta/fam. Clemence Dane. or "brothers." who begin 

has made them merely their disheartened or enraged 
decorative. Her hatred of the independent woman confessions with : " Well, I alwavs say, ' A man_ 

is so instinctive that it does not at first occur to one. There is a passage in ' First the Blade " which betrays 

when reading " Regiment of Women," that the author (Hemence Dane’s prepossessions. It should be re- 

has never taken the trouble to prove that her hero is 

any less selfish than Clare, that study in complete 

and superb egotism. In a day when too many artists 

are preoccupied with the abnormal, are intent on the 

defence of the c.xceptional, Clemence Dane, with the 

refreshing naturalness of sanity, assumes that it is 

a good world, that natural love and marriage are good 

things, and that there is no reason why the race .siiould 

not continue. What is there feminist in all this ? 

Nothing, I admit, of the eclectic feminism of the coteries ; 

but a wider, a more splendid and daring heresy, which 

has almost escaped attraction by its very simplicity. 

There is little in Clemence Dane’s* outlook, as I have 

stated it, which might not be true of many Victorian 

authors : only her proclamation in favour of normality 

differs in this. For her woman is the obvious superior of 

man; she is the head of the family, the preserver of life: 

man is a convenience, and it is only a fidgety woman 

membered by all who criticise her work; and I will 

quote it here as it will save me the trouble of 

reiterating, as I comment on each of her books, that her 

women are always individuals, observed and appre¬ 

ciated, while her men are always types: 

" Man generalises, woman defines. 

" Woman-»she will nurse Tom through smallpox, 

flirt outrageously with Dick, and sell her soul for Harry, 

and enjoy doing it; but refer to them. Tom, Dick and 

Harry, with collective benevolence as ‘ humanity,’ and 

she yawns. She is not an altruist. She does not love 

in the lump. She lives her seventy odd years for the 

sake of—how many people ? There would be a question 
for her fellow-men ! ” 

Anyone who can write that of the sex which, unless 

history deceives us, includes S. Joan of Arc, Santa 

Teresa, Elizabeth Fry, Frances Willard, Hannah More, 

and Beatrice Webb, has evidently got established 
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prejudices whicli will make her work worth studying 

as a symptom of the times. 

II 

The generalisation I have quoted probably springs, 

as do most generalisations, from its author's philoso- 
jihising on her own temperament. “ I am a woman : 

I hate general altruism, therefore all women hate it. 

Yet it goes on, so it must be supported by men.” It 

is a^common enough mode of argument, and too easily 

encouraged in a generation which regards dialectic with 

contempt. Though the process produce bad reasoning, 

it may also produce good emotional art: and it cer¬ 
tainly did in “ Regiment of Women.” The triumph 

of the book, to my mind, is the episode of Louise. 

No one who remembers childhood will think the passion 

and despair of that child is in the least exaggerated: 

and Clemcnce Dane renders with disconcerting skill 
the contrast between the deep and poignant emotion 

of Louise’s inner life and the rollicking, mundane, 

rather sticky and sentimental commonplace of the 

ordinary school-round. It may be objected to the 

book that the author is not just to Clare : nor is she. 
But no one but a Shakespeare could be just to her. 
It is the doom of such egotism as hers that only supreme 

genius can possibly understand it: the rest of us are 

repelled automatically, just as one is repelled by hand¬ 

ling an electric eel. And as a study in repulsion, 
Clemence Dane's portrait of Clare is a most memorable 
achievement. 

I have more affection for her second novel. It is 
badly constructed. The convention of the collaborator 

is so tiresome that it worries the author. Justin is 

allowed, in spite of all likelihood, not only to remain 

fourteen years old, but always to express himself as 

if he were still fourteen. These are flaws : but I can 

forgive anything to the author who has given us the 

magical pictures of Laura’s childhood, with that heart¬ 
rending pilgrimage to the Crystal Palace, and the gay 

and gallant humour of Laura’s young maidenhood 

pitting its wisdom against the owlish knowledge of 

the imperturbable Justin. The book, too, is remark¬ 
able in that Clemence Dane never allows us to hate 

Justin. We know he is an ass, a prig, selfish, un¬ 

imaginative, with a sense of fun which he (and his 

creator at times) mistake for humour—yet one can 

never wholly dislike him. There is a sort of mental 
chubbiness about him which disarms one's hatred. 

The comedy in this book Clemence Dane has never 

surpassed. It has a freedom which she generally does 

not allow herself: and if there is at times a touch of 
farce, it is so gentle one cannot resent iC It reaches 
its climax in that glorious chapter in which Justin 

j'roposes to Laura. His declaration is long in coming, 

and the reader may remember that he begins the day’s 
confidence in this manner : 

Laura is speaking : 

" Ciran papa s impossible sometimes. It's absolute 
pedantry. .\nd he doesn’t mind who's there. He says 
I slur Ay words! And I don't, do I ? As if I could help 
it. anyhow/’ 

” Adenoids, I expect,” said Justin sympathetically. 

” You ought to have ’em seen to ” and was surprised that 
I^ura was silent for the next few minutes. 

With that beginning we are led through slow movements 

of delicious comedy to the triumphant close. Their 

engagement is fact, and Laura is " talking for time ” : 
she feared the silence that had fallen upon them : 

” Justin—I'll be so good to you. You’ll see. I'll 
never get in your way. I’ll learn cooking. I'll never 

road books till after tea. Til do everything-” The 
sentence died away happily. " I must say ! ”—there was 
distinct gratification in Justin's grave voice—” it seems 

an excellent idea. 1 wonder why I never thought of it 
before. Mother'll be awfully bucked. She likes you, 
you know.” He paused for Laura's gratitude. But 
Laura, her hcait full of dreams, forgot to respond. " And I 

can tell you, you ought to l>e jolly pleased. It isn't evei» 
one mother likes,” he added impressively. “ Of coi®e 
Tm pleased." Laura smiled. “ But I knew she did, 
Justin. She was always good to me. It was you—I 
didn't know—I never thought-" She checked herself 

prettily. " That’s why,” he continued calmly, '' it seems 
such a good arrangement. You know, I never have liked 

the idea of her being alone when Tm awav ; only she 
never will have anyone but old Mary. But if I knew 
you were in the house, I shouldn’t be uneasy. 1 shouldn t 
liave to hurry back so. then.” She lifted her head. Tor 
an instant her eyes had a strange, wise look in them, as 

if some older self, till then quiescent in her, w’cre roused 
in her defence—even watching him with knowledge and 
foreboding of pain. The look passed into a smile, a smile 
at Justin verging upon unusual enthusiasm: yet though 
she herself did not know it, the look had been theire. 

" Oh, it’ll make a big difTerence, Laura, I can tell you," 
he was concluding. " All the difference in tlie world." 
" All the diflercnce in the world,” repeated Laura after 
him. 

Ill 

The talent for comedy displayed in '* First the Blade ” 

was shown even more poignantly in “ Legend.” It is 

not eighteen months since that volume was published, 

and it is too recently in the public memory for me 
to dwell here upon its outstanding qualities. It must 

be sufficient to notice that, different as the book is 
in scheme and execution from her other novels, Clemence 
Dane is preoccupied with the same temperamental 

characteristics in men and women. Anita Serle is a 

less passionate, more intellectual version of the egotist; 

Madala Gray is Laura in maturity, as her husband is * 
a more tiresome version of Justin. “ Legend,” which 
was a big advance in technique on her earlier work, 

does not show its author engaged in any spiritual or 
imaginative adventures other than those she had 

undertaken before. But with ” A Bill of Divorcement ” 
we have a Clemence Dane who has added to her reper¬ 
tory of ideas, and has proved that her capacity for 

drama is as keen as her sense of the novel. 

Her master is evidently Ibsen, just as her 

thought in the play is Ibsen’s. The advanced 

thought of “ A Bill of Divorcement ” (the action of 
which passes in 1932) is the advanced thought of Roe¬ 
buck Ramsden or Mrs. Clandon, rather than the ad¬ 

vanced thought of 1921. The problem of divorce can 
be treated convincingly in the way Clemence Dane has 

treated it; but such treatment bears little relation 
to what modern men and women are thinking. The 

play, I should say, adequately represents the present 
state of opinion in Fleet Street, which Mr. Shaw forgot 

when he made McComas twit Mrs. Clandon with holding 
opinions which would only appear revolutionary in the 
theatre. What the new revolutionaries are discussing 
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is not divorce but marriage : and Clcmence Dane’s 

play reveals its hopeless old-fashionedncss in her deliber¬ 

ate caricature of the anti-divorce position—Aunt Hc'.tcr 

and Mr. Pumphrey are but puppets. You have onlv 

to compare Pumphrey with Pastor Manders m “ Ghosts ” 

(which \v<is written forty years ago) to realise how 

purely conventional he is. As a jilay of idc'as, then, 

“ A Bill of Divorcement ” is of little imjiortanec*: l)ut 

as a very touching domestic tragedy it is, to mv inuid. 

the best play we have had on the English stage since 

Galsworthy’s " Silver Box.” It is chiefly notewortli)' for 

the character of Sydney, the daughter avho lakes off 

her mother's hands the divorced husband. She is 

perhaps the crown of Clemence Dane’s studies in girl¬ 

hood. Her sweetness, her roughness, her wisdom, 

her lapses into childishness are astomsliingh' lifelike. 

Then few modern plays have had more dramatic mo¬ 

ments. No one who saw it will forget the homecoming of 

Hilary as he looks rouml the familiar, yet unaccustomed 

room which has remained m his memorv during his 

sixteen years of lunacy ; nor tlie terrible strength of 

the scene between him and Margaret when she yields 

to weakness and desjiair what she cannot give to passion 

or dut)'. And if .\unt Hester and the Kector are but 

caricatures, how adnur«ible i> Dr. .Alliott the spoke.s- 

nian for di\-oree. His sj)eceh is a tnum])h of economical 

statement, and deserves the answer which a greater 

and li’ss Ihused dramatist might ha\c given it. 

He puts exeelli'iitly lh<‘ pica of that old-fashioned 

generation which has always wanted to combine, the 

advantages of relx-lhon with the satisfactions of loyi^ty ; 

wlio are determined to disobey aiul to claim rewards 

of obi'dience. It is a peculiarly English }>oint of view, 

and lias never been better expressed in drama than in 

the cravc-n. courageous figure of Margaret, the woman 

who can never be happv until her passion is legalised, 

until a sanction which lias no meaning has been given 

to a (levolion whose great virtue should be that it 

needs no sanction ; which if it need sanction, has no 

excuse for existing. 

A BLOODLESS REVOLUTION. 

Bv KidiAin* Win M INI.. 

M)G l.YTTON b’!'R.\CTIEY has crowm-d the edifice 

of ills Victorian studies bv a volume on tlu' 

illustrious personage who ga\e the period its name. 

His ]>reseut book is 

of a cliild not \ ct in her teens, with ” I will be good ” 

for her motto. Slie divined that “my jieople ” 

hungi'ied and thirsted for the righteousness of 

respt;ctability, in the 
moie serious th.iii its 

predecessor, but it may 

b<' doubted whether it 

will be read with (juitc 

Us much pleasure. Then 

he could do wliat he 

liked with his juippets. 

On the present occasion 

he seems to feel that 

Queen Victoria is onc 

of those who “ rule our 

spirits from their urns.” 

Then he was the 
raconteur and the 

satirist on the look out 

for lawful prey : now he 

is rather the historian. 

No wonder he feels 

the difference. We talk 

of the Victorian period 

as a something that 

will pass in its turn. It 

will never pass away 

from human annals. 

It is by far the largest 

experiment in all 

literature of a whole 

nation moralised in 

thought, feeling and 

way of life, by the fiat 

• “ Queen Viclona.” By 
Lytton Strachey. With 

persons of a middle 

class rising to wealth 

aiul ixiwcr. There was 

no lime to lose, royalty 

was going from bad to 

worse. George the Third 

had lost the brightest 

jewel of his crown, 

(ieorge the Fourth had 

reverted to the family 

tradition of loosene.ss of 

life. His successor, 

William, was a bluster¬ 

ing old salt with an 

oath for every emer¬ 

gency, and well-nigh tlie 

rest of the brethren liad 

a skeleton in the cup¬ 

board of his establish¬ 

ment. The prospect was 

appalling, csjiecially as 

the best of them, the 

Duke of Kent, stood a 

long way down in the 

queue, wliile tlie others 

were getting themselves 

married at an alarming 

rate to make assurance 

doubly sure. We know 

what happence^ 'I'he 

little girl, still writing 

the diary of her dolls, 
Illustrations and Biblio¬ 
graphy. 15s.net. (ChattoA 
Windus.) 

Queen Victoria in 1636. 
Pioui ''Uuecii Viciuila" (Cbdtto & WiDilus). 

outstayed them all, 

until she stood fort’.i 
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the inevitable heir, and the delighted nation raised 

Hosannas to tlic Lord. 
She won because she deserved to win. Taking it 

altogethei, it was a conjunction of all the best elements 
of the time. Every one prominently engaged in it 
was of the hero breed. Never had a chief of the staff 

such a bevy of heroic w'orkers at beck and call. One 

and all were thoroughl)' decent folk, with their bond 

of union in devotion to the cause. Their only differences 

turned on their ardours for the crusade. The infant’s 
German mother was at the head of them, with her 

incessant watchfulness to keep the very knowledge of 

evil from her child. For a long time the pair were 

not separated even in their slumbers. The child had 
to become a monarch before she could claim a bedroom 

for herself. Melbourne, her first prime minister, got 

himself metamorphosed from an old worldling into a 

sage, for her sake. The Duke of Wellington, though 

he was no sure guide in politics, was at hand for the 
best he could do in that line. Peel was ready to be 

of use, but he had “ no manners,” and to the last 

his Sovereign could never endure his rasping way of 

managing his feet. * 

Then came the foreign contingent. Uncle Leopold 
at the head of them. All were touched by her need 

of help. And Leopold's man for all difficulties was 

Stockmar, who was charged to get her married when 

the time came. In a more intimate relation, as gover¬ 

ness, was Madame Lehzen, who was able to shape her 
pupil’s mind and feelings at will. Lastly there waj 

the child herself, the most stubborn little creature, 

when you took her the wrong way by scolding and 

rough expostulations, but soft as w'ax in all that came 

from heart.to heart. It is not to be said that all or 

any of these aids to perfection had wings ; but it is 

trie that they toiled wholly and solely for the well¬ 

being and the affection of their charge. 
Her weakness was her love of flattery. In later 

life she took all the flummeries of Disraeli for gospel, 
arid he owmed to laying it*on with a trowel. To his 

dying day he was her favowite minister; 
• 

“^e dubbed Victoria ‘the Faery.’ . . . She was the 
elegant evocation of Gloriana. . . . There is no honour 
and no reward, he declared, that can ever equal the pos¬ 
session of Your Majesty’s kind thought. All his own 
thoughts and feelings and duties and affections are now 
concentrated in Your Majesty, and he desires nothing 

more for his remaining years than to serve Your Majesty, 
or, if that service ceases-*-to live still on its memory as 
a period of his existence most interesting and fascinating. 
... If Your Majesty is ill . . . he is sure he will lumself 
break down. . . . He lives only for Her . . . and works 

only for Her, and without Her all is lost.” 
4 

She swallowed it without a qualm. 

John Brown was another case in point, though in a 
far different way: 

” She allowed him to take liberties w'ith her,” says 
Mr. Strachey, ” which would have been unthinkable from 
anybody else. To bully the Queen, to order her about, 

to reprimand her—who could dream of venturing upon 
such audacities ? And yet when she received such treat¬ 
ment from John Brown, she positively seemed .to enjoy 
it. . . . Eventually the ‘ simple mountaineer' became 

almost a state personage. . . Lord Beaconsfield was 
careful*from time to time to send courteous messages to 
■ Mr. Brown.’ ” 

There is something to be said in extenuation on her 

part. She made no secret of it, and she was probably 

so sensible of the gulf between them that' she might 
well have thought there was no danger of misconstruc¬ 

tion. To the last his statuette stood, as in defiance, 

upon her writing-table in solid gold. He was but a 

peasant after all; and what monarch of history has 

not sought some relief of the kind from the intolerable 
solitude of his aloofness ? Jester or bully : it is all one : 

here is a fellow'^ creature at last. Yet the same queen 

expected the greatest of her statesmen to stand in her 

presence, like housemaids waiting for a place. They 

were too near to her in birth, station and talents for 
her to run risks. 

It was much the same with Edward the Seventh, 

though from a different cause. He had been kept in 

the cold shade by her firm hold on power to the last. • 
He was educated by herself and his father in ev’ery 

precept of virtue, and carefully companioned by gentle- 
men-in-W'aiting W'ho, W'hen he yawned his weariness of 

bookiness, had still little more to offer for a change 

than an exposition of the use of the globes. He did 
well, for all that, for his country, whatever may have 

been his occasional irregularities in private life. 

The almost tragic figure of the story is .Albert the 

Good. The Queen idolised him, and with good reason, 

but he never won more than the respect of the English 

people, and at first he was long kept waiting for that. 
He did his dutj' in both fortunes as the real keeper of 

the conscience of his wife. He had not sought his 

position : it was rather the other way, but step by^, 

step he became her only adviser. If he had lived to 

go farther he might in all good faith have transformed 
her into the likeness of a Kaiser of the German type. 

His work survives him: the great Bloodless Revo¬ 

lution is to this hour under the guidance of a moral 

king, who, however toilsome may have been the labours 
of his day, begins or ends it with the reading of a chapter 

of Holy Writ. The signs of a reaction in society, but 

not in the royal circle, are sometimes disquieting^ and 

the prince who is to be his successor shapies well. But , 
father and son have a heavy task before them, and a new 

one—to save the mon^chy in an ultra-democratic age. ^ 

“TWELVE ORIGINAL SCOTCH SONGS}.” 
{Introducing Jive Burns lyrics, unknown as vocal numbers to tke musical world.) 

By Davidson Cook, F.S.A.(Scot.). 

IN my " Burns and Aberdeen ’’ article in The Book- 

MA^, March, 1920, mention was .made of an 

interesting Collection of Scotch Songs published by an 

erstwhile Aberdeen professional singer and music- 
teacher, who had migrated to London. My friend Mr. 

Frank Kidson, author of ” British Music Publishers,*’ 

” Traditional Tunes,” etc., has kindly presented to me 

his copy (formerly owned by Lady Georgina Gordon) 

of this excessively rare musical w||ck, thus affording me 
ample opportunity of minutely sifting its contents* 
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William Wilson, whose name appears on the title page 

(herewith reproduced) must not be confounded—as he 

is apt to be owing to the common description of both 

as “ Mr. Wilson "—with Richard of that ilk, a popular 
contemporary actor, concerning whom some particulars 

may be gleaned from a “ Poetical Address ” spoken 

on ’fiis. Benefit Night, and published in Vol. I of The 

Aberdeen Magazine, 1788. 

Mr, William Walker, the able author of “ Tlje Bards 

of Bon-Accord,” has obligingly furnished me with some 

The “ singer ” declined the offer made to him, and 

after December, 1789, his name disappears from the 

records of the Society. Wilson superintended, for 

James Chalmers, the musical department of The Aber¬ 

deen Magazine, composing and adapting tunes for the 

songs printed with music in the first two volumes- 

(1788-89). In this connection it is significant to note 

that whereas in 1788 seven songs set to music were 

published, and eight in 1789, the 1790 volume—evidently 

missing “ the gentleman who superintends the musical 

Burns in the office of James Chalmers* 
printer and editor of the Aberdeen Journal. 

From a drawing; by William Smith, |unr., the origmiil o^which now hanes m the rdltonat rtvoin ot the Al-trilun Ihitly Jounuil 
anil IS reproiliieeil by |>eriiii5&ion of the editor, Mr. W. Maxwell 

From a photograph kindly lent by the Hev. John Murray, Rector ot Annan. 

notes about William Wilson, taken from the '' Minute 
Books of the Aberdeen Musical Society, 1747-1806." 

These show that he was engaged by them as a professional 
" singer " at their subscription concerts, session 1784-5. 

The first mention of his name in the Musical Society's 
records is in a minute dated May 20th, 1785, -of his re¬ 
engagement at his “ present salary," which was, for the 

season October to May, £40, with a benefit concert, and 
liberty to teach or otherwise when not required by the 

Society. The Society also had a professional fiddler 
and an organist. Financial stress about 1789 made it 

requisite to cut down expenditure, and the following 

minute was recorded: ^ 
“ The meeting also recommends to the Directors to 

consider of reducing the salary of £40 now given to the 
singer, Mr, Wilson. They are sensible that he is of great 
use in the concerts, more perhaps for his instrumental than 

his vocal performances, and, besides, as he behaves with 

great propriety and decency it would be wrong to part 
with him for a trifle—but they are of the opinion that 
£40 is greatly too mfch for one in his line, and more than 

the funds can afford." 

department ”—had only three. I'hat coincides almost 

certainly with the year when Wilson went to London, 

for it is obvious that with his teaching engagements to 
terminate, his move to the capital could not have beera 

earlier than 1790. His "Vwelvc Original Scottisl» 
Son^," published in London, like many similar works,, 

has no date. In the British Museum Catalogue it iS’ 

conjecturally dated " 1785," but that is not only too* 

early, as is shown by analytic bibliographical scrutiny* 

of several of the songs, but much too early, as is evidenced! 
by the Aberdeen Musical Society's records, plusWilson’s 

London address on the title page. William Qiappell itt 

“ Popular Melodies of the Olden Time ” (two vols. 

[1855]) laments the annoying lack of printed dates on 

the old song and music books, and then, in the v«y 

work in which he applies the critical lash to tlje backs 

of the early publishers for this fault, he actually re¬ 

enacts the same old crime, his own two volumes being 

dateless. •* 

The Twelve Songs in Wilson's Book, to which for 
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convenience of comment I have attached numbers in the 
order of their appearance, are thus named ; 

1. Halloween (p. 2). 
2. The Winter Night. A Cantata (p. 4). 
3. I sit o’ Sunkic {p. 7). 

4. Again the silent wheels of 'J'inie (p. to). 

5. Roy’s Wife in Auldy Wallack (p. 13}. 

<). O all you Pow’rs (p. 15). 

7. The Silken Snood (p. i<S). 
S. The Boatie rows (p. 20). 

9. Busk ye, my bonny Bride (p. 22). 

10. Encircled in her clasping .A.rms (p. 24). 

11. Thainy Menzies’ bonny Marv (p. 26). 
12. Will ye gang o'er the Ley-ngg (p. 2S). 

No. 3 had already appeared in The Aberdeen Magazine 

of July 3rd, 178S, p. 412, " Set by Mr. Wilson. The 

Words by a Gentleman of Aberdeen.’’ The air is the 

same in both cases, but in the book opens and closes with 
a symphony which is lacking in the magazine. The n ords 
are also identical, and the song begins : 

“ I sit o’ my sunkie, an' spin at my wheel. 

An’ think 011 my Jamie wlia loos me sac weel; 
He took a while Saxpence, an’ brak it in twa, 

An’ gac me the hall o’t wiien he gacd awa’.” 

I believe this is the earliest instance in song of the 

romantic halving of a coin between parting lovers as a 

love-token. The stanza quoted will be familiar to all 
who know the famous " Logie o’ Buchan ” song, 
beginning : 

“ O Logie o’ Buchan, O Logie the laird, 
They've taen awa Jamie that delv’d in the yard, 
Wha play’d on the Pipe and the Viol sae snia, 
They’ve taen aw’a Jamie, the hovver o’ them a’.” 

I sit o' my Sunkie ” is substantially the same as 

the other song, but minus the " Logie o’ Buchan ” 

verse, and with a different arrangement of the other 

stanzas. The song is by most authorities attributed to 
George Halket, an Aberdeenshire bard who died in 1736. 

G. Eyre-Todd, in his " Scottish Poetry of the Eighteenth 

Century ” (Vol. I, p. 135), says ; “ Peter Buchan, who 

in his ‘ Gleanings ' was first to print the song, states that 

he follows universal tradition in assigning it to Halket.” 
The statement about the first printing of the song is a 

big blunder—one of the many which obscure its history. 

Buchan’s “ Gleanings of Scotch, English and Irish Scarce 
Old Ballads ” is dated on the title page 1825 ; ..but 

“Logic o' Buchan” is ixwThe Scots Musical Museum, 

No. 358, Vol. IV (1792), and in Napier’s ” Selection of 

Original Scots Songs,” Vol. II (1792), p. 74, where we 
first find the accepted variation, ” I sit on my creepie.” 

It is also in another scarce song-book of the period— 

Urbani’s Selection of Scots Songs,” Book II (1794), 
p. 40, in which also is to be found (p. 16) Burns’s cele 

brated love-lyric, " The Red, Red Rose,” from a manu¬ 

script given to the little Italian singer by the Poet, and 
for the first appearance of which in print, Burns's editors, 

including Scott Douglas and Henley and Henderson, 
erroneously cite Vol. V of The Scots Musical Museum, 

1796- 
While s ’lthorities generally ascribe “ Logie o’ Buchan ” 

to Halkf t, the greatest authority on Aberdeenshire 

poets, in his '' Bards of Bon-Accord ” (1887, p. 208) 
says : " . . . the high merit of the song makes it almost 

an impossibility for it to have emanated from the same 

mind as elaborated the crudities of ‘ Occasional Poems ' ” 

(Aberdeen, 1737). The 1788 Aberdeen Magazine version 
of the song would seem to be its first appearance in print. 

In the British Museum copy of the magazine there is 

written (probably by a contemporary hand, and certainl}^ 

as proved by another entry, not later than 1808) under 

the words, " By a Gentleman of Aberdeen," the name 

John Marshall.” The same name is given in similar 

fashion as the author of song No. ii, which also appeared 
in the first volume of the magazine, p. 723 (mispaged 722). 

The peculian thing is that no Aberdeen poet of that 

name and time is known, but that there was such a bard 
is well proved by the Aberdeen entry in Burns's Diary 
of his Highland Tour, in which he speaks of his meeting, 

depicted in our illustration, with Clialmers, the pro¬ 
prietor and editor of the Aberdeen Journal-, Bishop 

Skinner, sou of the author of “ Tullochgorum,” and, 
amongst others, Mr. Ross, no doubt the organist of 

St. Paul’s, and—anticipating and corroborating tile 
unknown annotator of the magazine—” Mr. Marshall, 

one of the poctoc ininores.” While the song may have a 

traditional basis (conjectured!), it seems clear that 
“ Logie o’ Buchan,” so long and with so little reason 
ascribed to Halket, can, though late in the day, now be 

definitely assigned—minus the Buchan stanza—to the 

minor poet. John Marshall. Fortunatelv Mr. Walker 
has been able to identify this obscure songster in a way 
which leaves little room for doubt. He writes : 

” It struck me that 1 might find some clue to ' John 
Marshall ’ m the yearly lists of the Musical Society’s Sul)- 
senbens, so I went over them very particularly, and 1 
lliink with success.—John Marshall, Advocate, was a 
regular subscriber from 1784 to 1796. He died on 
24 January^ 1797. Belonging to a select coterie of this 
kind, his being introduced to Burns, along with Ross the 
organist, and other men of taste and talent in the town, 
seems a very likely allair. The Journal, in noting his 
death, speaks highly of his ‘ valuable qualities of heart and 
manners/ but nays nothing about his being a poet. His 
position in Society must have lieen good—he was Joint 

Procurator Fiscal of Aberdeenshire from 1781 to 1789.” 

I cannot find the ‘‘Logie o’ Buchan” version in any 
printed collection earlier than The Scots Musical Museum 

(1792 volume), but the earliest extant copy is in the 
famous Herd MSS., though, strange to say, the song is 

not to be found in either of his printed collections 
(1769 and 1776). 

Song No. 8 had also previously appeared in The 

Aberdeen Magazine, and a MS. note, by the same hand 

as the others, credits it to John Ewen, which confirms 

the opinion of most authorities. Ewen’s name is in 

the list of subscribers to Wilson’s book, and also ” Mr. 

Chalmers, 2 sets,” one of which may have been for his 
friend and contributor, “ Mr. Marshall.” 

Song No. 5 has some peculiar variations from the 

usual version. No. 9 is not Allan Ramsay’s ” Busk ye, 

busk ye,” but a rendering more akin to the original 
ballad by William Hamilton of Bangour. No. 12 is a 
song frequently printed as by Robert Fergusson, though 

not, I think, included in any edition of his works. It 

also had been previously printed in the magazine (1789, 
p. 572), where it is entitled. ” My Ain Kind Deary-O.” 

No. 7 deserves more minute consideration. It is a 
well-known old Scots song, beginning : 
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Facsimile Title Page. 

“ O 1 liac lost niv silken siiooU, 

'I’liat tied niv hair so yellow. 

I’ve frien mv heart to llio Lad I U)o'd, 

He was a gallant fellow.” 

The author secni:. lo liavc beeu one of Scotia's unknown 

■‘makkaris ” Burns, 111 one of his “ Commonplace 

Books," has a feeling reference to these unknown song¬ 

writers, and how mortifying it is to a Bard’s vanity 

that their very names are " buried 'mongst the wreck 

of things which were." The fine old air wed to the woiaL 

is usually entitled ” Twine weel the Plaiden," but in 

Oswald’s ‘‘Caledonian Bucket Comiianion," Book XII, 

c. 1760, it is called "The lassie lost her silken snood," 

which is obviously the title of an old song of wiiich. like 

" I wish my love were in a mire,” and many more, only 

the title remains. The song we know as "'I'he Silken 

Snood " is of a much later date in print, though it may 

have had a traditional vogue and owe something to, 

if it docs not enshrine the vitals of, the older song of 

the " snood." George Fan[uhar (iraham, in Wood’s 

" Songs of Scotland ” (1848-49), Vol. I, p. 33. speaks 

of " Napier who frst published the song." It is in 

Napier’s Collection (1790. p. 2()), but that is not its first 

publication. Whitelaw’s "Book of Scottish Song" 

(1844, p. 333) places it farther back, with the remark : 

" This song cannot be traced in any of the earlier col¬ 

lections. It appears, however, in Johnson’s Museum, 

Vol. I, 1787.'’ Bibliographical exactness in regard to 

first and early appearances in print is useful for many 

reasons, one of the chief being the possibility of striking 

a clue to the identity of the author. In this case I have 

located the song in three collections anterior to the one 

cited by G. F. Graham, two of which are earlier than 

Whitelaw’s 1787 instance. It appears, with the music 

of the tune, " Twine weel the Plaiden,” in " Calliope, or 

the Vocal Enchantress,” Edinburgh, 1788, p. 129 ; and 

in the first handbook collection printed with music in 

Scotland—“ The Musical Miscellany ’’ (Perth, 1786, 

p. 163) ; and still earlier, but without music, in " The 

Goldfinch, or New Modern Songster ’’ (Edinburgh, 

1782, p. 278), of which I have Sir John Stainer’s copy. 

It is also in the Glasgow printed edition of " The 

Goldfinch " (p. 273) without date, published in 1783, 

but it is not in the first edition jirintecl in Edinburgh 

m 1777. 

Wc come now to the most amazing songs in Wilson's 

book—Nos. r, 2, 4, 6 and lo. The words of these are 

all written by Nobert Burns, but no Burnsian of these 

days ever heard of the pieces as songs. " Halloween " 

consists of stanzas iv, v, vi and x of the poem of that 

title (Kilmarnock ICdition, 1786), set to a very good tune, 

evidently the composition of the Aberdeen musician. 

It has no resemblance to the tunc called “ Hallow 

E’en ” in the second volume of the second edition of 

" Orpheus Calcdonius," 1733, and Mr. Kidson—than 

whom there is no greater authority on old music—has 

not found it in any other collection. This " song ” 

gives us the first internal movi' forward from the British 

Museum tentative date of 1785 assigned to Wilson’s 

” Twelve Original Scotch Songs." 

" Tlic Winter Night " is a song manufactured from 

verse vi, and eight lines of vit (not consecutive) of *' A 

Winter Night ’’ (Edinburgh Edition, 1787) the insertion 

of which would seem to bring the date of the work for¬ 

ward from 1705 to at least 1788. 

‘‘ Again the Silent Wheels of Time ” is a complete 

poem of three stanza^. “ To Miss Logan," the first line 

of which coincides with Wilson's title, but it has never 

been deemed a song, nor did Burns ever nann; any tune 

m connection with it 

" O All You Pow’rs " is another decidi'dly ” original ” 

Scotch Song—and a veiy good oni' too—being stanzas 

i.x and x of Burns’s .“ Epistle to Davie, a brother 

Poet,” set to a charming air, presumably of Wilson's 

comjiosition. 

Encircled in Her Clasping Arms ” is a song fashioned 

with stanzas iv, v, vi, aiul x of " Thu Lament occasioned 

by the unfortunate issue of a frieinl’s amour," which 

has been supposed, in spile of the title, to allude to the 

Poet’s own love pangs. The song closes with the lines : 

"Oh scenes in .strong reinemlintncc set: 

Scenes, never, never to return; 

Scenes if in stu})or I forgot, 

Again I feel, again 1 burn ; 

I’lom ev’ry Joy, and Plousure lorn, 

Life's weary vale I'll wander thro’, 

And hopeless, comfortless, I’ll mourn, 

A faithies.s Woman’s broken Vow.” 

G. F. Graham, in " Songs of Scotland.” Vol. I, p. vi, 

says Urbani’s Selection (published in six Books from 

1793 to 1804) is remarkable for " the use for the first 

time of introductory and concluding symphonies to the 

melodies." William Wilson, of Aberdeen, preceded 

Urbani, for he has opening and closing symphonies to 

every one of his "Twelve Original Scotch Songs," the date 

of which is finally clinched by the fact that it was enteied 

for copyright in Stationers’ Hall on June 12th, 1792. 

Even Wilson, however, was not the first to print Scots 

Songs with symphonies, for Corri did so in his 

"National Aiis” (1779), and in his "Favourite Scots 

Songs" (c. 1783). 
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THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
MAY, 1921. 

Ansicers to these competitions [each on a separate sheet bearing the name and address of the sender) should 
he forwarded not later than the 14/A of the month to ' 

“The Prize Pago,” The Bookman, Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd., ^^arv^'ick Square, London, E.C.4. 

Colonial and foreign readers please note that Competitions II, IV and V are the same each month, avd that 
for the next itco months the first prize will be for the best original lyric. 

Special Notice.—Competitors must please keep copies of their verses ; the Editor cannot undertake to return them. 

L- -A Prize of One (Guinea is offered for the best 
original lyric. 

II.- 'A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
quotation from English verse applicable to any 
review or the name of any author or book 
appearing in this number of The Bookman. 
Preference will be given to Ijuotations of a 
humorous nature. 

III. -A Prize of Three New Books is offered for the 
best expo.sition in not more than one hundred 
and fifty words of the benefits or evils of early 
rising. 

IV. —\ Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
review, in not more than one hundred words, 
of any recently published book. Competitors 
should give the names of Authors and Pub¬ 
lishers at head of review. 

V.—A copy of The Bookman will be sent post free 
for tii'clve months to the sender of the best sug¬ 
gestion for The Bookman Competitions. The 
Editor reserves the right to use any suggestion 
submitted. 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR APRIL. 

I.—^Thc Prize for the best original lyric is divided, 
and Half a Guinea each awarded to Ian 
Cameron of 4, Daylesford Avenue, Putney, 
S.W., and Mrs. Mabel Leigh, of 34, Colchouse 
Court, South Kensington, S.\V.5, for the 
following: 

YOU. 

The witchery of midnight deep 
Is wrought of dew, and dreams, and sleep. 
And clustered stars, and far, still skies— 
But, oh, the witchery of your eyes! 

Like the ashes of a ro.se. 
That in the wan of moonlight fades, 
Drifting on the air he goes • 

In amongst the gibbering shades. 

Nothing, no one will be there. 
Nor is aught the thing it seems, 
There’s no liope that you might share 
In tlie Castle of your dreams; 
There the phantoms ever rove 
With all ghostly things and vain. 
Till the Shade that laughs at Love, 
Shall return to love again. 

Mabi-.l Leigh. 

We also select for jirinting : 

SPRING IN CarRCII STREET. 

Across the vague, uncertain line 
Of moving faces fell a sign, 
A sword of beauty swung aiul fell ; 
And piercing sweet upon the sense 
Inclined a fragrant imminence 
Of violets with dewy smell. 

I .said, 1 love you, violets, 
C' Thrtppence-a-bunch, fresh violets ! ”) 

I said, 1 love you, violets, 
And I’ll make dear amends 
For all the words 1 should have said 
And all the song.s I might have made 
About you. preciou.s violets, 
I3ecau.se you are my friends ! 

.\long the tense and crowded mile 
Of du.sty parapet, a smile 

Kan swift as lightning on the lulls. 
And bright as armies of the sun 

- With pennon’d lances, one by one 
Sprang up the golden daffodils. 

Fate, loving beauty, made a rose 
Of all sw'ect things he loves and knows ; 
He dropped it and it lived and grew— 

Ah, tell me, is my fate in you ? 

Life seemed to me a simple way 
Wherein to walk, nor, walking, stray ; 
But since you've crossed it who can tell 

Which way it leads, to heaven, or hell ? 

Ian Cameron. 

THE CASTLE OF LOST HOPES. 

When-you climb the twisted stair • 
To the room with arras hung. 
Nothing, no one will be there 
That you knew when you were young; 
In a wind unseen, unheard, 
1-onely shadows bend and peer 
Till your naked soul is stirred 
In the woeful grip of. fear. 

• 

Yojider in the ancient chair, 
Py the hearth-stone's sullen glow. 
Sits a ghost who seems as fair 
As your youth of long ago. 

1 said, 1 Jove you, daffodils, 
{” Sixpence-a-bunch, fine daffodils 
1 said, I love you, daffodils. 
And gladly I’ll employ 
I'lic little magic granted me 
In honouring your chivalry, 
Your gallant ardour, daffodils. 
Because you arc my joy ! 

But calm above the sudden tlirill 

Of violet and daffodil. 
Red wallflow’rs leaned with tranquil nod, 

Diffusing rare and heavenly airs 
As tender as forgotten prayers 
That sleep upon the knees of God. 

1 said, And is it so we meet I 
(■' Shillin'-a-bunck and smellin' sweet / ") 

Is beauty sold upon the street 
And summer in the mart! 
Now bargain for a da^pdii. 
Now trade in violets who will, 
For by this wordless grief I know 

The wallflow'rs have my heart I 

(Rachael Bates, “ The Orchard,” Great Crosby, near 
Liverpool.) 
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We select for special commendation the lyrics by 
Cyril G. Taylor (Edinburgh), Kuth Hardvrick (Hornsey), 
Kathleen Ida Noble (Forest Rise), G. G\vyn (Bruges), 
E. K. Wade (London, S.W.), Lucy Mallcson (London, 
W.), Esther Raworth (Harrogate), Helen de Veer 
(Strasburg.i^lsace), Claude Berry (London, W.), Phyllis 
Erica Noble (Forest Rise), Ivan Adair (Dublin), G. G. 
Kirkpatrick (Rock Ferry), Una Malleson (London, W.), 
Margaret Bardwcll (Mundesley-on-Sea), Rev. Edwin C. 
Lansdown (Tunbridge Wells), John A. Bellchambers 
(Highgate), M. E. Morris (Torquay), Ethel E. Mannin 
(Merton Park), Mary Graham Telford (GorIestoi>on-Sca), 
Doris Westwood (Birmingham), C. A. Macartney 
(Austria), F. Nightingale Sargent (Bristol), Lawrence P. 
Trout (Manchester), Margaret Brown (i-ondon, S.W.), 
Winifred Tasker (Llandudno), Ella Mackenzie (Pretoria, 
South Africa), G. Laurence Groom (Regent’s Park), L. M. 
Priest (Norwich), Sadie C. Clay (W^akefield), Mariquita 
Gutierrez (San Sebastian, Spain), Carlcton Beals (Milano, 
Italy), John Campbell Cunningham (London, S.W.), 
H. Drury (Streatham), Cecil Thomas (Quetta, India). 

II.—^Tlie Prize for the best quotation is awarded to 
J. V'. Woodson, of 8, Rainbow Mill Terrace, 
W’orcester, for the following: 

Hl'XGKU By Knot Ham.sun (Duckworth) 

“ Give 1110 an Aldormaii in chains 
And I will eal him r<aw ” 

Thomas Hood, (7o^' u»d Mai^og {A Guildhall Duct) 

W’e also select for printing : 

'J'HE IIALF-HF-.AHTJCD By John Buchan. 
(Hotldcr *.V Stouf^hton ) 

” ’ No,’ said the maiden, ' rh your way , 
Vuu dare but think what a man would say ' ” 

\V S Gilbert, 77ic H'flv 

(George A. Smith, i, Cleveland View, Ackworth.) 

THE MOMENT Bv Kowin Balmer. 

(Stanley Ptaul ) 

'■ .Mabel wall be duck'd anon 
Zoned in bride's apparel.” 

1'rfherick Locker-Lampson, At Her U’mdoit'. 

(John A. Bellchambers, i, Clifton Villas, Highgate.) 

PJUVILKGiv By Michael T H. Sadleir. (Constable) 

” That 111 the captain’s but a choleric word, 
Which 111 the soldier i.s Hat blasphemy.” 

Shakesplare, All's U-ell That Duds IVell. Act II. Sccue 2 

(Ernest A. Fuller, 10, The Circus, Grecnwicli, S.E.io.) 

III. —The Prize for the best quotation from English 
literature in praise of .music is divided, and 
Two Books each awarded to D. B. Vaughan- 
Hughes, of Wyclands, Chepstow, Monmouth¬ 
shire, and Winifred Herrin^on, of the School 
House, Sacombe, Ware, Herts, for the following: 

"Music has been called the speech of angel.s ; 1 will 
go furtlicr and call it the speech of God Himself ’’ 

Charles Kingsley, Good News of God : Sermon on Music. 

D. B. Vaughan-Hughes 

" Music IS well said to be the speech of angels : 111 fact, 

nothing among the utterances allowed to man is felt to 

be so divine. It brings us near to the Infinite ; we look 

for moments, across the cloudy elements, into the eternal 

Sea of T-ight, when song leads and inspires us." 

Tiio-mas Carlyle, The Opera. 

WiNiERED Herrington. 

From the very large number of quotations received 
we select for special commendation those sent by Rev. 
J. E. Swallow (W'allin^on), A. C. Marshall (Edinburgh), 
May W. Harrison (Lincoln), E. Drake (Scarborough), 
V. M. Butterfield (Ilford), Nora A. Clements (London, 
N.), Jocelyn lerne Ormsby (Gunnersbury), Rev, Edwin 
C. Lansdown (Tunbridge Wells), F. Webster (Walworth), 
Hilda Fletcher (Highgate), Evangeline A. Yorke 
(London, E.C,), M. A. Lotz (Wimbledon). 

IV. —The Prize for the best review is awarded to 
Mannington Sayers, of Northgate, T#tnes, for 
the following: 

MY OWN AFFAIRS. By Princess Louise of 

Belgium. (Cassell.) 

Autobiography has never before attained the vogue 
which it possesses to-day. It is, however, unusual to find a 
princess unveiling her life to the public gaze, as in this 
instance. Her unhappy marriage—her subsequent in¬ 
carceration in an asylum—arc described very fully, evoking 
pity for a life called to pass through such tragedy. One 
curious revelation of thi; writer's inborn belief iii Roman 
Catholicism as being the one true Church is made when 

slie ascribes the recent war to the Protestantism of Lutheran 

Germany. 

Wc also select for printing : 

INSTINCTS or THi: IIEIU) IN PKACI- AND WAR. 
By W. Trotti:r. (i'lslicr ruwin.) 

The author began writing on ” Herd Instincts " as early 
as i0o8, and first published liis essayj< in book form in 
iqiO, but he has ailded considerably to the volume since 

then. It deals with the hehaviour of man in peace and 
war, discusses Ins peculiarities from a psychological point 
of view. England and Germany arc compared, and there 
is a postscript written after tlie war, containing a rather 
enliglitening chapter on the instability of civilisation. 
Careful study of this book might be useful in understanding 

the mental cau.ses of the present unrest, and in remedying 
them. 

(Mrs. S. Kirkland Vesey, Fordcl, Glenfarg, Perthshire.) 

THE TOUR. By Louis Coun.kus. * 
(Thornton Butterworth ) 

Here is no paltry story-ti-lhng but a superb piece of 
wi-iling. Lucius Sabiims, a patrician, of Caesarean Rome, 
IS lovo-sick and seeks m the occultism of Egypt nepenthe 
for lus wounded heart 1'lien arises a veritable panorama 
of the weird and wonderful in that legendary land ; en¬ 

thralling word-pictnrcs of scenes and customs two thousand 
years ago. Tlie fabled Nile Hows on, liearing us past those 
dim, alluring cities of a lost civilis.ition The charm of the 
semi-revcaled iny.steries captivate tlie reader throughout 
and the clonunant characters jMCturesqucly flit along the 
shadowed stage 

(W. Swayno Little, " Trefrew," (ireen Road, Black- 
rock, Dublin.) 

THE OLD .M.\N'S VOl’TlI Bv William de Morgan. 
(Heinemann ) 

On reading " The Old .Man's Youth " one feels the 
immense pity of William de Morgan's death when he had 
but half finished a novel as great as. if not greater, than 
" Joseph Vance " The book is mainly autobiographical, 
and is told by Eustace John Pascoe, dying in Chelsea 
Infirmary. It contains all those ijiialities which make 
dc Morgan's other novels unrivalled in English fiction . . . 
that mixture of credulous cynicism and wise simplicity. 
The one fault is Mrs. dc Morgan's lU-adviscd interpolations. 
She supplies a melodramatic plot, obviously unintended 
by the autlior. where only a conclusion is required. 

(A. R. MacPhail, Cranford, Kidbrookc Grove, Black- 
hcath, S.E.3.) 

Wc select for special commendation the reviews by 
B. Noel Saxelby (Manchester), E. Mackenzie (Pretoria, 
South Africa), Ruth Bevan (Cornwall), Lucy Chamberlain 
(Llandudno), Enid Blyton (Beckenham), F. Webster 
(Walworthj, John S. Buist (Dundee), E. S. Horner 
(Surbiton), Lilian M. Bridges (Salisbury), G. W. Bowes 
(Blackburn), Winifred M. Davies (Derby), J. T. George 
(Aberdare), Maude R. Fleeson (Manchester), M. C. 
Smyth (Bournemouth), M. Baldwin (Sowerby Bridge), 
William Donald (Ayr), Jocelyn Irene Ormsby (Gunners¬ 
bury), Kathleen Rice (Harpenden), Sidney S. Wright 
(Bromley, Kent), J. Wf Goodwyn (Bealings), A. E. 
Gowers (Harehill). 

V.—^The Prize of One Year’s Subscription to 
The Bookman is awarded to M. E. Wyly, of 
Suiiiiiiigdale, Langley Road, Slough, Bucks. 
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CARDINAL MANNING.* 

By Canon \\'illiam Barry, D.D. 

SO far as 1 have seen, the “ new biography ” of 

Cardinal Manning which we owe to Mr. Leslie 

has found a hearty welcome from the public and the 

Press. On its own merits—literary, descriptive and 

ethical—it deserves recognition among the big books— 

too big in view of the time to come—which are still 

fashionable as hefittijig memorials of late-departed 

" celebrities.” 1 think, however, that not a few English 

readers were disposed to look on the previous ” Life ” 

by Purcell as unfair to a very noble person ; and while 

amused at the undeniable smartness of Mr. Lytton 

Strachey’s recent satire, felt sorry for Manning, whose 

own extreme candour about himself has given these 

opportunities of disfigurement to such ill-natured por¬ 

trait-painters. Purcell, truly, was inept ; Mr. Strachey 

delighted in showing how clever he could be; but, 

after all. the question for England is one of national 

worth, as for the Roman Church it is one of loyal sanctity. 

These two scales are different, though not in consequence 

c)pjM>sed. And Mr. Leslie satisfies both. When Purcell 

had finished his laying on of deep shades to the picture, 

it might seem as though Manning’s countenance had 

faded out of light into darkness; we could no longer 

admit his charm because he was proved sinister, self- 

seeking, and not to be trusted. For thirty years such a 

cloud has hung over his memory ; but now it is gone. 

English biography- will record to Mr. Leslie a debt of 

gratitude. He has made Purcell obsolete, broken tlie 

point of Mr. Strachey’s flying shafts, and restored 

Manning to the place of honour as a great character in 

Church and State which those of us who knew him close 

at hand never doubted to be his by right. 

Another noteworthy feature in Mr. Leslie's treatment 

is rare, but may well find imitators. By education an 

Eton boy, a graduate of King’s College, Cambridge, he is 

by descent Irish and American, by conversion from 

High Anglicanism a Roman Catholic, and in politics 

an adlierent of Sinn Fern. He has studied in Paris, 

travelled over the United States. It follows that for 

him to take a merely insular view would be always im¬ 

possible. He writes to a much wider world than the 

biographer whose home is in London and his horizon the 

English Channel. By good fortune Manning too was 

cosmopolite, though never losing the distinctive qualities 

bred in him by Harrow School and Balliol College. In 

the closing stage of his career the Cardinal became an 

ally of such thoroughly democratic leaders across the 

Atlantic as Cardinal Gibbons (who has recently been 

taken from us) and Archbishop Ireland, thereby fore¬ 

shadowing the League of Nations a generation earlier 

President Wilson's design. Their united influence 

told on the policy of Rome, the Labour Movement in 

Britain, and the vicissitudes of Henry George in the 

States. I myself enjoyed the privilege of seeing how 

these things went at head-quarters before and after 

Cardinal Manning’s last days.* It was a turning-point 

in worlu-history, which left neither Papacy nor Kaiser- 

dojn unaft‘f':fed. America transmitted to Europe the 

• Henry Edward Manning : His Life and Labours." By 
Shane LesUe. (Burns, Oates & Washbuurne.) 

first waves of a mighty revolution itt cconomffcs ; Europe, 

though more slowly, reacted on America. Manning 

took measure of all this; and Mr. Leslie holds the same 

position, allowing for development of ideas since Henry 

George's ” Progress and Poverty.” Future historians 

will fix 611 the Vatican as the meeting-place of Catholic 

faith and modern democracy under Leo XIII—an 

entente infinitely more momentous than the crowning 

of Napoleon by Pope Pius VII in Notre Dame at Paris. 

The dynasty of the Bonapai tes—where is it ? “ Down 

and out,” as Americans speak, with Romanoffs, Hohen- 

zollerns, Habsburgs, and the rest. But the nations 

have passed, one and all, into the democratic era. To 

have seized on that truth, and made ready for its conse¬ 

quences by offering in the Church’s name to Labour the 

right hand of fellowship, was in our Roman prelates as 

bold a venture as the prophesyings of Israclitish seers 

when Jerusalem was about to be transformed from a 

petty Eastern capital to the world’s religious centre. If 

Manning lives to after-times, it will be chiefly by this 

power of vision and by his energy in acting upon it. 

I have begun at the end of Mr. Leslie’s volume, not 

without reason. The career which he undertook to 

describe and sum uj) was that of a man of artion, in 

whose judgment religion signified not only a doctrine and 

a spirit but a vast institution co\'ering the past and 

connecting it with all the future. He read his Bible for 

guidance along the ways of life. To him Mpses taught 

the law of economic justice, St. Paul the dignitx' and 

rights of Labour. He could bear to be teimed a 

Radical, while that was still a word of reproacli; but 

he preferred the simple iianu; of Clu•i^lian. So far as 

men would be Christian in any chapter of rondurt. he 

wrought gladly at their side. Heiic<* his feeling for the 

Salvation Army, the- I'emperaiice Movement in all its 

branches, Mi. W. T. Stead’s crusade of puiity, and the 

claims of the London Dockers led by Mr. John Burns 

and Mr. Ben Tillett. Certain calls which alarmed or 

scandalised more nervous Catholics found him waiting 

like one inspired -the watchman of Dumah unsleeping, 

sure of the dawn. Would it not be a confession of blind¬ 

ness on our part were we to refuse this unhesitating 

pioneer the title of a great man, one who was not the 

least among the Worthies of Britain ? 

Three times he chose to turn away from the prizes 

which seemed within his grasp, and that on motives very 

puzzling to the man of the world. I consider lie did so 

when he underwent a true spiritual change, rightly 

called conversion ; again when he declined to become 

the Queen’s sub-almoner, which w’ould have led him up, 

as for instance Dr. Randall Davidson has been led, to the 

throne of Canterbury; and, most decisive of all, when 

he joined the Roman Church. I do not reckon the 

momentary proposal made to him by Cardinal Bilio 

and others, on the death of Pius IX, that his name should 

be put forward in the coming Conclave. He knew and 

said that his election was impossible. Yet romance 

lights up the scene in which one who might have ruled at 

Lambeth^is offered in prc»pect the Chair of St. Peter. 

I come back to my argument. Manning's variety of 
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gifts, though it did not include the highest type of genius 

in art or mental power, gave scope for boundless 

ambition. He was singularly handsome, a graceful 

athlete, always in bearing, language, courtesy, mucli 

of a prince, porphyrogenitus; and, like Napoleon, lie 

had a smile so winning that it fascinated his enemies. 

Thankfi to family connections and a large fortune 

derived from banking, his childhood was a kind of fairy 

tale, shining and splendid. He was sent to Jiarrow ; 

and Harrow couples his name 

with that of Byron. In 

Oxford he mo\’ed among 

scholars, liunting - men, 

debaters; he read Adam 

Smith, wrote the liveliest of 

undergraduate letters, and, 

though seemingly idle, took 

a brilliant First Class in 

“ Humanities ”—I keep the 

fine mcdireval word for the 

classics and philosophy. But 

liis father, a rjuondam Gover¬ 

nor of the Bank of England, 

failed ; Manning was never 

to be wealthy anv more. 

He became a clerk in the 

Colonial C)fficc, found salva¬ 

tion by the Evangelical 

method of experience, and 

was ordained by Bishop 

Bagot. who hoped he would 

prove "‘a most useful member 

of the Protestant Church.” 

What ironies life had in store 

for him ! Seventeen years at 

Lavington followed. By a 

most happy, though brief, 

marriage he contracted 

alliance with Sargeants, 

Wilberforces, R3'ders, the 

striking group which gave so many of its meinbcis t<‘ 

Koine. But Manning was not a 'rractarian. lie 

preached a Guy Fawkes sermon in Oxford ag.tinst 

the growing danger; he told Ward that his ” Ideal 

of a Christian Church ” was the most Lutheran book 

he had lately seen ; with Newman his friendship from 

the beginning might have borne the Scripture device 

of a *' speckled bird.” It never ceased to be genuine ; 

I would call it often bitter and exasperated—a com¬ 

bination not unknown. The Oxford leader, going over 

in the ’45 to the enemy, explained his position in the 

“ Development ” ; but Manning, it is fair to say, was 

not quite equal to the thought which it demanded; 

with his intimate friend, Gladstone, he sought refuge 

in Butler’s ” Analogy ” ; and then the Gorham Judg¬ 

ment, a triumph for Evangelicals, drove him across the 

border about which he had been hovering. The stage 

of indecision, painful enough in itself, brought to the 

Anglican director of souls difficult problems, to be 

solved as best they might. We read his account of 

that trying time in Purcell. The new biography does 

not yield any fresh documents, nor undertake to 

resolve the case of conscience arising from official duties 

and rapidly-growing personal opinions of a different 

complexion. It is not, however, insoluble, in a sense 

which justifies Manning. 

That he was capable of utter self-sacrifice he showed 

in 1S51 by giving up his preferments, .submitting to 

Rome when the ” No Popery ” jigitation had scarcely 

subsided, and becoming a mere student in the “ Noble 

College ” under shadow of the Vatican. True it is that 

Pius IX was already acquainted with his devout tempera¬ 

ment ; for the .Archdeacon had paid visits to St. Peter'.s ; 

and Gladstone, a ferv'ent 

Churchman, who shared his 

companionslii]) in the Eternal 

City, caught there his first 

glimpse of a Catholic Com¬ 

munion wider tlian liis Island- 

sanctuary. Manning's change 

of characti'i and scene brought 

him for ten years an cfface- 

ment almost as complete as 

Newman’s at Edgbaston. Did 

he feel aggrieved ? I have 

not come upon a trace of 

discontent. But from hence¬ 

forth English readers who are 

not Catholics will pursue the 

stor}- of his life, I suspect, 

with a certain aloofness until 

its eventide He was nov/, 

an enemy would say, 

” Italianatc ” : given up to 

ideas and schemes of which 

the scojie being no longer 

national, the interest for 

Britons at large melted into 

a hazA’ distance. The pathetic 

figure of Wiseman ; the 

fighting coadjutor, Errington; 

the gracioso belonging to 

Spanish comedy, Talbot; 

the Jesuits and otlu'r Regulars 

at law with the Bishops - these fill a stage, curiouslv 

recalling medkeval times; and it is not the legal punctilio 

hut the touches of human nature that the average man 

will select for his ediftc.Ttion In the play. Mr. Leslie wields 

a seductive pen ; he is always alert, not seldom amused 

and amusing, res()l\-ed to hide nothing, to apologise 

for nobody, to welcome antagonists—Manning, New¬ 

man, Vaughan—into the Sacred College; and to bring 

out in a tranquil heaven of its own ” the immense majesty 

of the Roman Peace.” Peace. I make bold to affirm, " at 

the heart of endless agitations.” For I lived in Rome 

during the Vatican Council; I served the Mass of prelates 

who in discussion might argue one against another within 

the Council Chamber, but who knelt as brethren about 

St. Peter’s shrine. 

How notable was the part which Manning played in 

1870 ; how he won the battle of Infallibility, despite 

Dupanloup, Acton, Dbllinger, Darboy, sending defiance 

to Gladstone and Bismarck, and shaping the victorious^ 

majority, has been told in many books. The papers left, 

however, in the archives visited by Mr. Leslie to such 

good effect on the whole, do not increase our knowledge 

of this episode^ Light may still come from French or 

German sources. Manning acted in that crisis a great 

Cardinal Manning. 

From iliL' i tchinK fr )iii life by Moriiinrr M*'npe« 

From “Cardinal M-mniiiKi' b\ Sh.ino Leslie {Hums & O.iie^ 
and Wa'bbourne). 
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deal more than he wrote ; and he kept his personal 
reminiscences to himself. He stood by the deathbed 

of Pius IX; voted for his successor; helped by a 

generous report of Newman’s transcendent merits to pave 
his way into the College of Cardinals, and by his daring, 
yet well-considered policy towards the Labour Move¬ 

ment, not in England only but in all modern countries, 

exercised an influence over Leo XIII far more fruitful 

than he had ever enjoyed during the previous reign. 

His intervention in the Dockers’ Strike of 1889 made 

him the People’s Cardinal. The Irish of his London 

flock adored him ; and he went a long way in advance 

of Gladstone towards the settlement of the chief problems 

which were concerned with the Protestant Establish¬ 
ment, the Land, the first stages of Home Rule. Disraeli 
struck him with a magic wand, and in “ Lothair ” he 

moved as the stately Cardinal Grandison. Retired 

from society, in which his place had long been kept 
reserved, he was in his old age a legendary figure ; but 
he could preach at Cardinal Newman’s requiem in the 

London Oratory with all his wonted grace of style and 

careful articulation. The illustrious’Oratorian died on 
August util, 1890. To Manning the end came on 

January 14th, 1892. His last words were, " Deposui 

jugum, opus meum consummatum esi” He laid down 

his yoke of duty; his work was done. London gave 

him thronged streets for his funeral. Now he rests, 

with Wiseman and Vaughan, in the Cathedral which 
his love of poor children would never let him build, at 

Westminster. 

The Shakespearean question abides, " What was this 

man ? ” We might perhaps attempt to find the human 

equation; but “God's judgments are a great deep.” 

Before he was consecrated, the Archbishop designate 

committed to paper his inmost thoughts; and he left 

the record behind him surely as a witness to later times. 

It is a document of sacred and priceless value. Mr. 
Leslie has done well to print this confession of a believer, 
who dedicated all his gifts to serve the cause of an 
historical ever-living creed, and that in years when un¬ 

belief was gathering power to reward its votaries with 

fame, place and means of aggression. In the Papacy to 
Manning it appeared that Religion would survive, 
whatever came to pass. He chose to be the soldier of 

the Church ; and no one who reads this brilliantly 

adequate story of his life, which tells us all we can learn 

about him from his own lips, will doubt his sincerity or 

deny his heroic self-sacrifice. 

Bevp Books. 

MACHINE-MADE CIVILISATION.* 

Experiment has proved that certain microscopic 
orgamsms, when introduced into a favourable food 
environment, multiply vigorously up to a certain point, 
but when that has been reached the colony begins to decay 
and finally dies out. The disaster does not occur because 
of lack of food ; the surrounding fluid or jelly offers in¬ 
finitely more nourishment than the colony could absorb. 
Death occurs because the organisms themselves produce 
an clement that reacts fatally. Dr. Freeman, impressed 
by these facts. ha.s been led to elaborate a theory that our 
civilisation acts in a somewhat similar way. The civilisa¬ 
tions of the past flourished and then decayed because they 
developed this hostile element in their environment. In 
biology these hostile elements arc known, it appears, as 
anti-bodies, and after a closely-reasoned and intensely 
interesting analysis Dr. Freeman separates out four of the 
anti-bodies in the development of society : (i) The Domina¬ 
tion of Man by Mechanism, (li) Ck>llectivism, (iii) The 
Progressive Increase of the Population, (iv) The Survival 
and Relative Increase of the Unfit. 

With merciless logic he shows that on the profit and loss 
account of human progress the development of the power 
machine, that made its first effective appearance towards 
the end of the eighteenth century, produced a heavy 
balance on the wrong side. The macliine that was intro¬ 
duced as man's servant became his master. Time-saving 
devices ended in reducing the amount of time available 
for the individual. A terrible indictment is made against 
the machine from every point of view. It degrades man 
by fostering collectivism which makes it jiossible for the 
mediocre to flourish at the expense of the more capable. 
For the evolutionary principle of the survival of the fittest. 
Dr. Freeman would substitute the ehmination of the unfit. 

^^here is a real point of difference introduced by this change 
in tcnhinology. The increasing use of machinery levels 
down. Lajiour is almost solidly collectivist, and tends to 
defend the unfit, wlule it is jealous of the superior types. 

So exasperating is Dr. Freeman's account of the present 

' * " Social Decay and Regeneration." By R. Austin 
Freeman. 18a. net. (Constable.) 

state of social and economic affciirs that the reader would 
get dispirited were it not for the fact that the book falls 
into two parts, 
the Analytic and 
the Synthetic. 
They are woe¬ 
fully unequal in 
sire, and the 
reader is at first 
tempted to rank 
our author with 
the large class of 
people who are 
excellent at 
finding fault and 
at breaking down, 
but have nothing 
helpful to say 
about building 
up. But there is 
an excellent 
reason for the dis¬ 
crepancy in size 
between the two 
parts. To begin 
with, Dr. Free¬ 
man's thesis is 
not generally accepted, 
complaints. He has to establish his theory of anti¬ 
bodies generally and with particular reference to machinery. 
Like the good doctor that he is, he wants to be' sure of his 
diagnosis before he proceeds to treatment. But when he 
has made out his damaging case, he is only too willing to 
proceed to the cure. It is clearly not his fault that the 
second part is so small. He has no lack of material at his 
disposal for synthetic treatment, but has had to cut it 
down. He is holding matter in reserve, and suggests 
fuller treatment in a succeeding work. 

To correlate his analysis and synthesis it is necessary to 
use the concept of organism. After a critical statement of 
Spencer’s changing views on the nature of the social 
organism, Dr. Freeman comes to the conclusiou that 

Dr. R. Austin Freeman. 

He is no retailer of threadbare 
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New Mills: Men Wading. 
I'rom “Cromc,'' by C. H. Collins Bjk<T (Methuen). 

society really is an organism, 

but of the most primitive type. 
He toys with the analogy of 
the sponges as supplying the 

nearest parallel, but at a later 
stage makes the striking gener¬ 
alisation that "whereas the 

lowest compound forms arc 
relatively simple aggregates of 

simple units, and the higher 

compound organisms are com¬ 
plex aggregates of simple units, 
the Social Organism is a simple 

aggregate of complex units" 
It is in these complex units that 
Dr. Freeman sees the possibility 
of regeneration. The conscioii!»- 
ness or rather the self-con¬ 
sciousness of the members of 
society makes it possible for 
society to take itself in hand, 

and thus counteract the 
tendencies towards decay. 
Huxley had somotJiing of the 
same view, though very 

differently expressed. Society 
as such does not apjiear to 

have a hfc-cycle, or, at any 
rate, from the* peculiar nature of 
its complex units it is able on 

occasion to modify whatever 

tendency there may be towards 
such a cycle. If it is on the down grade it may 
take a thought and mend. Tuniiag over in his mmd 
the possibilities of the case, Dr. Freeman finds that 
" if the threatened dissolution of society is due to the 
suspension of hiatviral Selection, then the re-cstab- 
lishmcnt of Natural Selection w'ould appear to bo the 
measure obvioii.sly indicated." So he is led on to the 

slippery slope of surgical means of sterilising the unfit. 
The case is plainly stated, but the temptation to supjiort 
it is resisted. Dr. Freeman cannot accept the sterilisa¬ 
tion solution, because it involves compulsion, and he is all 
for freedom. He is obviously in a difficulty between his 
own kindly impulses and the demands of severe reasoning ; 
but he is not unsuccessful in harmonising the two. When 
it comes to the actual working out of details there is no 
lack of finish in his treatment of the Voluntary Segregation 
of the Fit. Many will be doubtful about the feasibility of 
his League of the Fit. But all fair-minded readers will 

admit that he has blazed a trail that is well worth following, 
and will be grateful for the help provided by a man so 
eminently qualified by scientific attainments and literary 

skill—rare combination !—in diagnosing our present parlous 
social state. Kven those whom his analysis exasperates 
will be wise if they remember the value of the surgeon's 
unpleasant probing, and recognise Ibis hook as a work 

of the first importance on its subject. 

John Adams, 

CROME.* 

Unlike Romney or Whistler, John Crome seem.s Lo have 
lived a rather average, undistinguished life ; made no figure 
in society; and there was no general recognition of his 
genius until some while after lus comparatively early death, 

for he died at fifty-three. He was born in Norfolk, and 
devoted himself as fully and faithfully to depicting rural 
Norfolk on his canvases as Mr. Hardy, in liis different 
medium, has devoted himself to presenting the scenery 

and character of Wessex. He admittedly founded his style 
on a study of Dutch and Flemish masters, and has accord¬ 
ingly been dubbed " the English Hobbema " ; but it was 
English scenery that he painted, and llie thing that matters 

• "Crome." By C. H. Collins Baker. ^558. fMethuen.) 

IS that he put him.self, his own indivnluality, into his work 
and, whatever influences may bi; behind them, in feeling 
and life an<l at inosphrri*. lus pictures remain familiarly and 
distinctively English. 

The facts of lus career may be summarised in a few lines. 

His father was a journeyman weaver, keeping a small 
public-house in Norwich at the time of his son’s birth. At 
twelve John Crome w.is employed ils errand-boy to a doctor, 
and after two years of this was apprenticed to Francis 

Whisler, a coach, house and sign painter, and thus, 
" not yet fifteen, Crome came in contact with paint and 
brushes " after a manner. By the tune he was twenty-two, 
when it is to be presumed ho had qualified as a sign painter, 
he became Whisler’s journeyman Presently he fell in with 
a young printer's apprentice, and the two began to study 
painting together; and when he was out of lus apprentice¬ 
ship to Whisler he gave himself seriously to that art. 

He passed through a period of struggle and poverty, 
but in his early thirties his gifts had been recognised to 
some extent and he had been taken up by a wealthy ar* 
patron or so; then he. married; the rest of liis story is 

of his progress as a jiainter. 
Mr. Collins Baker has written the quiet biography of 

this great man fully and skilfully, and follows it with 
detailed and discnminatingly critical chapters on " Crome's 
Development. ' on " Crome’s Water Colours," on his 
" imitators and Followers ” , and an able and very 
interesting survey of "Crome's Creed and Place in Art." 

Following these, Crome's pictures, dates when they were 
exhibited and names of present owners; pictures that 
have been sold by auction and to whom; and an alpha¬ 

betical catalogue of works by and assigned to Crome 
are given in appendices. 

The book has a Irontispiece portrait of the artist and 

is illustrated with over fifty beautifully reproduced ex¬ 
amples of his work ; it has a very admirable introduction 
by Mr. C. J. Holmes, Director of the National Gallery. 

WARFARE IN THE HUMAN BODY. 

In the world intellectual the shoemaker rarely sticks to 
his last. Apollo was both poet and physician ; " Dante 
once essayed to paint an angel " ; " Rafael made a century 
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of sonnets ” ; Newton ” voyaging through strange seas of 
thought alone ” landed on the island of Theology ; Goethe 
wrote on anatomy. Iwtany and optics ; jenner, of vaccina¬ 
tion fame, i>cri)ctratcd verses, and described a smallpox 
pustule " as a pearl on a rose leaf '' ; Oliver Wendell 
Holmes wrote “Elsie Venner “ and “The Nautilus,” as 
well as important medical treatises ; Virchow was both a 
great pathologist and a great politician ; Sir Ronald Ross 
is at once scientist, poet, and novelist; and one might add 

to the list indefinitely. Yet, strange to say, when we find 
such a distinguished novelist as Mr. Morley Roberts roam¬ 
ing about the streets of the City of Science, we are not a 
little surprised, and not till we learn that Professor Arthur 

Keith has made him “ freeman ” of the city are we prepared 

to take him quite seriously. 
Mr. Morley Roberts, however, is quite at liome in the 

city : he knows its language, its factories, its workshops, 
its wares Tor him “ mitoses,” “ chromosomes.” “ amino- 
acids,” ” pangenes,” ” antigens,” have no terror ; and he 

is on a footing of intimacy with ” plasinodium.” ” catalyst,” 

” endocrine,” ” tyrosinase ” and other terminological 
tcrata. Nor is he merely a tourist and sightseer, he is also 
a worker and a critic : he constructs and he demolishes. 

All this is as it ought to be ; for the scientific and the 

literary imagination have much in common, and each may 
be stimulated by an interchange of environment. The 

novelist will find inspiration in a laboratory, and the 
bacteriologist will find suggestions in the pages of a *' yellow¬ 
back.” Science, it is true, is a very exact and very exacting 
study, and no outsider can possess a tithe of the details 

accumulated by a practical scientist in a lifetime of 
scientific labour ; but the interpretation and co-ordination 

of facts arc even more important than their accumulation, 
and a clear, acute, unprejudiced unprofessional mind 
coming fresh to facts can sometimes interpret and co¬ 
ordinate them more successfully than a specialist. Science 

requires not only patience, punctiliousness and informa¬ 

tion ; it requires also imagination, opcnmindcdncss, reason¬ 
ing power, and courage. It was Goethe who discovered 
the metamorphosis of the organs of a plant; it w’as Goethe 
who first surmised the vertebrate character of the human 
skull : it w’as a monk Avho taught biologists Mcndelism : 

it was probably Sir Ronald Ross, the poet, more than Sir 
Ronald Ross, the scientist, who hunted malaria into the 

belly of a mosquito ; and Mr. Morley Roberts, the novelist, 
possesses in his reasoning faculty a weapon of analysis as 
potent in the conquest of truth as any of the weapons of a 
trained scientist. 

In his work, " Warfare in the Human Body,”* he deals 
with a variety of deep questions such as ” Method in 
Science,” ” Repair in Evolution,” ” The Theory of Im¬ 

munity,” ” Heredity and Evolution,” ” The Physiology of 
Consciousness,” ” The Psychology of Training,” and, what¬ 
ever his subject, he always succeeds in throwing some new 
light on it. To discuss here all the questions he raises 

would be impossible ; but his chapter on ” Malignancy ” 
may be taken as illustrative of his general methods. “He 
builds on a foundation of broad generalisations. Tlic body, 
he points out, is a symbiotic community, w'herc ” give and 

take ” are delicately balanced ; but the symbiosis, like the 
svmbiosis of international commerce, is always on the 
verge of hoitility, and at any moment there may be ” a 
breakdown leading to warfare in the human body.” On 
this view he regards cancer simply as a breakdown of the 
symbiotic balance between the cells of the epidermis and 
1 ne cells of the connective tissue. The cells of the connec¬ 
tive tissue, owing to irritation or injury, cease to control 
the growth of the cells of the epidermis, and these latter 

multiply and invade the underlying tissues. Mr. Morley 
Roberts accordingly considers cancer and similar malignant 
growths to be due mainly to lack of chemical resistance on 
the part of counterbalancing tissues ; it is a case of failure 
in metabolic regulation. He suggests, therefore, that 
cancer ma-^ be best treated by ” assisting the reactions of 
the connective tissue.” That is briefly his thesis, but he 

• " Warfare in the Human Body.” By Morley Roberts. 
(Nash.) 

works to his conclusions with scientific thoroughness, 
pointing out on the way how much we already know of the 

relationship of the secretions of the thyroid and pituitary 

glands to overgrowths quite comparable with malignant 
tumours. It is strange, however, that in talking of the 
trophoblast and chorion-epitheliema lie docs not. mention 
the theory of Dr. Beard, of Edinburgh, with regard to the 
pancreas. 

Mr. Morley Roberts first visited the City of Science in 

search of facts which would assist him in certain sociological 
studies, and he quickly came to the conclusion that the 
processes of health and disease in cellular organisms had 
their analogues in the processes of health and disease in 

organised human societies, and that these analogues could 

throw much light on the problems of physiology and 
pathology. 'J'his bold and interesting idea is the key-note 
of his essays ; but it is certainly opien to debate whether 
the analogues he points out have much inductive value. 
Doubtless all inductive reasoning is founded on analogy— 
on what jevons terms ” tlie substitution of similars ” and 

Whately ” the resemblance of relations,” but the analogies 
between health and disease in societies, and health and 

disease in organisms arc so slight that thev can seldom 
serve as a basis of valid inference. Mr. Roberts’s comparison 
of catalysts to tools is instructive, but tools and catalysts 

are not analogues permitting really valid inferences from 
one to the other, and the comparison is little better than 
Liebig's comparison of blood-corpuscles to coins. Again, 
though the comparison of the negro population .in the 
States to a cancer metastasis is imaginative, ]>icturcsqiie, 

and suggestive, I fail to see any valid inductive or ex¬ 
planatory value in the comparison So, too, there is 

really no analogue of inductive value between a tropisin 
and a spiritual affinity. There is as little to bo gained 
from analogues of that kind as from the analogues that 
may be established betw'ecn a merr^--go-iound and a star, 
for they are not analogues tw pan tnatrna. Hcfbcrt 

Spencer declares that ” study of organised bodies may be 
indirectly furthered by study of the liody i>olitic,” and that 
is as far as one may go. 

An ovcr-emphasis, then, of verv jiartial analogues 
between cellular and sociological processes seems to me 

one of the defects of Mr. Morley Roberts's volume A 
second defect is lus frequent failure to express himself with 

scientific lucidity and precision. Take, for instance, the 
second sentence in his first chapter : ” As the work pro¬ 
gressed many side is.suc.s presentefl themselves, and it was 
seen that if the notion of developmental diseases in man 
and other animals had their analogues in society, by w'hich 

wc could learn the nature of, and possible remedies for, 
social disorders, these should present real analogies with 
bodily morbid states.” The sentence is clumsy and the 
reference of ” these ” obscure. 

But these arc comparatively small defects in a big and 

interesting volume and it is to be hoped that Mr. Morley 
Roberts will frequently revisit the City of Science and will 
give us further fruits of his scientific researches. 

R. C. Macfie. 

THREE AND ONE.* 

A certain class of novels is suggestive of a raVen’s nest. 
Innumerable are the twigs that go to its making, and they 
arc old black sticks, the debris of many trees and many 
summers. An ugly nest, and yet out of it come, in due 
course, handsome, glossy ravens, the embodiment of young, 

fierce strength. ” The Poisoner ” and “ The Early Hours ” 
arc novels of the raven’s nest kind. Interminably wordy, 
full of scenes and people that do not live, they have each 
a central excellence which is their ratson d’Slre. A spark 

of talent went to their making, it shaped and vitalised and 
lifted them out of the ruck ; and it is this spark of talent 

• “ Woman Triumphant.” By V. Blasco Ibafiez. (Constable.) 
—"The Curtain." By A. Macfarlan. (Heinemann.)-^" The 
Early Hours.” By M. Picktball. (Collins.)—'■ The Poisoner.” 
By G. Cumberland. (Grant Richaxds.) 
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REVOLUTION IN 

How to Learn French or 

LANGUAGE 

Spanish Without the Use 

TEACHING 

of English 

TMK iu-w IVlnian mctliod of loarniiiK I'rcncli or 
Spanisli without tiu- use of Kufjlisli caiisinj,' 
quite a jvvolution in Lan^Miagi- leaching; in tins 

country. 

Men and women who were ncv'i r ahl<' to “ ^^et on 
with ” I'oreif^n J^aiif'iuif'es wlien at school are now 
I'lndin^; it (juit<- an easy nialtcr to acquire a lliui't 
knowled^^' of I'rencli or Sp.uiish by tliis new method. 

Moreover, tliey are {greatly enjoyinf' their study of 
tliese languages, as their leltirs— many ttf tliem couched 
in the most glowing terms—testify. 

Kcaders wlio would like to havi- full jiarticulars of 
the now method slundd use the aj>]>lication form printed 
below. Tlieso particulars will be sent to any address, 
gratis an<l post fieis 

No Translation and no Vocabularies 

The J’elinan metlmd is taught llinmgli the ])ost, and 
one of its most distinclue It-atures is that llu- student 
learns the particular language in question m that 
languagi' and withoid tin* use of l£nglisli. llius aou 
h’arn I'reiuli in Flinch and Sjianisii m Spanish And 
yet. even if yon do not know a single wonl of either of 
tliese languages to begin willi, you can study the 
losson.s, rigdil liohi tlie commencement, with the greatest 
ease. 

.M.mv stiidi iits on starting tii learn a Foreign l.anguage 
are n piUed by the ditliculties of thi' (trammar. 'J lu'S( 
difliculties ar< oierromi' by the Ih-lman method. 'Diis 
metliod enables you to read, writ<‘ and speak I'rencJi 
or Spanish lust tlie formal grammar coming later. 
I'ui ther, it en.ibles you to leani either language without 
learning long lists of l''rc-nch or S]>anish words bv lie.irt 
'] he words are Tixed in your mind by quite anotlier 
method. In fai l, von learn them by using tln-m and in 
sueli :• wav tliat you ne\’iT forget them. 

Some Opinions 

“ i am more Ihau f>leased a i/h (hr Course. It is 
'irlia( (hr s(ii((eu( has •irau(ril for rears Having, 
(aitoriousiy and unsuKCssjnUv s(adied I'rrnch for some 
moudis (u'forr (a/x'ing ii/> (hr I\'lman mrdiod. 1 am 
beginning non- (o rradse (ha( (he Pebnan medtod is (he 
oviv saiisfadorv nav of learning a langnage,” leriles 
B. i.',o. 

“ / am delighled teiih (he Sf>anish Coarse and find 
il exlremely inleresling and easy (o follou . 7 he learning 
of languages is an inleresling sliidy, bill (he hard leork 
usually cnlailcd generally resulls in (he evaf>ora(ion of 
interest. Your Course retains the siudeni's inlcrcsl 
and teaches him the language ; it is xcilhoui doubt the 
solution of the problem of the study of a Foreign 
Language,” xeriles S.T. 104. 

"After several years’ drudgery at school I found 
myself xciih scarcely any Anumiedge of the Frcneh 
Language, and certainly ivUhout any ability to use 
the language. I realise itoic that this method xvas 
xvrong. After about si\ months' study by the Pelman 

' method I find I have practically mastered the language,” 

VL’ritcs B. 14.F 

“ I consider the method as remarkable as it is simple. 
From the beginning one can entirely think in Spanish 
and understand, and this is the only practical artv to 
master a Foreign Language— at least, in my opinion. 
Several of my ielloxv-studcnis are taking up the Course,” 

icrites S.S. 104. 

“ We were only in Pans eight clear days, and I 
found my pleasure greatly augmented by being able 

to speak and understand almost everything. I am 
quite convimvd that the Pelmaii method is the only 
xvay to learn a Foreign lAinguage,” xvrites P. 101. 

" / sailed for Frame, Liverpool to 7\Iarscilles, visited 
the Rrvicra, spent a fortnight ivtli French friends in 
the Rhone Wdley. and came home vm Paris and 
Rouen. I met all kinds of people, hul thanks to your 
First Course, 1 -.eas ahnavs able to make myself under¬ 
stood,” writes S. iib. 

" I heartily congratulafe you upon your Method. 
I am over (ij, and have studied pi aide ally all my 
life, but hare never experiemed any method so good 
as yours. Yours has the ad'vaulage of at once putting 
u student in the position of being able to converse from 
the first le.s.son, and is a continual fascination and 
pleasuir,” writes B 137 

"I desire to express my appredation of this most 
valuable and interesting ( oiirse. I have learnt more 
about leal French lu the first jrve lessons than in all 
other i.ourses put together. " writes M. 143. 

“ The method is splendid One cannot help getting 
oil and Ivanung the language (fuieklv,” writes R. 144. 

“ It IS iniuh easier and more interesting than any 
other method by whuh I have studied, not only for 
Spanish, but also for French. I laii speak -with facility 
with the Spaniards in cur cit ies," xcrites S F. icii. 

“ "J he method certainly mokes learning the language 
{Spanish) cx/racrdinanly inteiestiiig and effective,” 
writes S // IJ4. 

Particulars Free 
The simplicitv of the ni'w method - enabling you to 

gain a lliorough mastery of tlie French or Spanish 
J-anguage in about one-tinrd tlie usual time-- its novel, 
lascinating and ellecn\-e cJiaracter, its ingenious 
iiK'Hiod of teaching pronunciation and the liigli reputa¬ 
tion o^ tlie Pelman Instituti' that lii's behind it, Iiavc 
all combined to win for it \\ idesjui-ad popular interest 
aad support. The number of j>ec>pU- who are learning 
French or Spanish bv llu' I'elinan method is iiureasing 
rapidly. All stale that it is the easiest and simplest 
inctliod (if learning a J'orcign Language tliey liave ever 
met with. Readers who would like to know more 
about tills remarkable mithod of learning French or 
Spanish should use the application form printed below. 
By return they will receive a copy of a book fully 
describing tlie new metliod, gratis and post free. The 
address is the Pclnian Institute (Modern Languages 
Di'pt.), 88, Bloomsbury Mansions, Hart Street, London, 
W.C.J. 

APPLICATION FORM 

To the PKLMAX IXSTITI'TE . 
^Modern Languages Di'pt.), 

88, Bloomsbury M.axsions, 
Hakt Street, 

LOXDOX, W.C.i 

Idease send me, gratis and post free, a copy of 
“ Howto I earn French,” *' How to Learn Spanisli ” 
{{I'oss out one of these), together with full particulars 
of the Xow Pelman Method of Learning Foreign 
Languages. 

X.'\ME. 

Address. 
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which, in spite of a pervasive dullness, leads the reader on 
from page to page. It promises perhaps more light in 
■' The Early Hours than it gives, but in “ The Poisoner ” 

it burns steadily. 
The argument of " Tlie Poisoner ” is given in the question 

Stavart asks himself—“ Was not his instinct towards slow 
self-d^t^ction the most real, the most essential part of 

his beifte f ” The son of a drunken mother and sadic, 
hysterical father, Stavart was a doomed creature, the sort 

of decadent Nature sweeps away with one or other of her 
twin besoms, tubercle and drink. From the beginning he 
was a hopeless case, and as such Mr. Cumberland has 
depicted him. No doubt in his choice of subject the author 

was influenced by his amazement—the amazement of all 
who regard human life as of more importance to the forces 
beyond our comprehension than that of other animals— 
that a man should be born decadent and doomed. 

Mr. pickthall’s “ Early Hours ” is also a sad book, but 

it is serene, accepting chance and change as the will of 
Allah. He tells of the Young Turks’ revolution, and 
though the account is not very clear he yet contrives to 
give us unforgettable pictures of Moslem life. But whereas 
Mr. Cumberland’s '* Poisoner " is a progression, the “ Early 
Hours ” cannot be said to be as good as some of Mr. Pick- 

thall’s other books—for instance, “ Veiled Women.” The 
main interest, to a thoughtful mind, of his work is that 
these Eastern stories are by a man, born to Christianity, 

who after consideration relinquished it in favour of Lslam. 
We seek in his books the reasons for that change of faith, 
wondering if he had chanced on a better solution of the 

riddle of life than has occurred to us. What do we find as 
we read between the lines ? A fine spirituality, a poise 
due to submission and faith : 

” The end of life is not communion with a fellf)W-creaturc. 
That search must end in disappointment always. The soul of 
every living man and woman is solitary from the cradle to the 
grave, unless it finds, by service, that communion with Allah, 
for which, in truth, it was created.” 

In other w-ords, the writer imagines ho has found in Islam 
what the devotee of every religion believes he finds in it— 
communion with God. 

Different from ” The Poisoner ” and “ The Early Hours ” 
in that it is not so intolerably wordy, ” The Curtain,” on 

the other hand, makes a slighter impression and perhaps a 
larger appeal. The scene is laid in Corsica and the theme 
is the effect of a certain interchange between the main 
characters. In the opening chapters Mabel Cain is blind ; 
midw'ay she has recovered her sight, and Hugh Cardinal, 

somewhat unconvincingly, has lost his. The re.sult is a 
happy ending for everybody concerned. This is, in part#, 
a subtle book and it is pleasantly written —but the preface 
was, as usual, supesfluous. We have yet to meet the 
author whose friends do not see in his character.^ veiled 
personalities, and who is not anxious to repudiate the 

accusation. 
Three books, good of their kind, pieces of conscientious 

craftsmanship, probably each the best published on the 
particular day that gave it to the world, yet not outstand¬ 
ing, not of supreme merit ; and then one—” Woman 
Triumphant,” by Blasco Ibanez. 

From the outset the attention is arrested. In the first 
par-'graph we have ‘.his remark about Kenovales, the 
painter, who is entering a picture gallery; 

'* But the dead did not attract him ; very interesting they 
w<rft, very worthy of respect . . . but art was moving along 
new paths and he could not study where he only saw reality 
through the temperament of other men.” 

The insight of that phrase whips up expectancy. From 
this book we shall get more than dry, woody twigs of 
accepted thought ; here at last is a man who has got out of 
the ruts pf the road. 

It is curious that even the faults of a great writer arouse 
more intere^ trthan the excellences of the mediocre. Ibaflez 
begins his book with some ninety pages of retrospect which 
should either have formed part of the story or been 
gompressed into a few paragraphs. Neverthele^ we read 

without skipping and are rewarded by passages remarkable 
for their vision: 

” If we lose something that made life unbearable,” says the 
author, giving us the key to his story, "Ve immediately wish it 
back as indispensable to our happiness. . . . Kenovales is the 
personification of human desire, this poor desire which in reality 
does not know what it wants, eternally fickle and unsatisfied.” 

This Kenovales is the son of a blacksmith, his reputation as 
a painter is world-wide, and he is happily married. In order 

to please his wife, however, he gives up his wish to paint 
flesh, and the repressed desire, which was in him peculiarly 
strong, gradually undermines his powers. By the time he 

reaches middle life this subservience to her views has 
brought him to a condition in which he can neither love 
nor paint, and Sees before him nothing but ” the black, 
greedy abyss—death.” His wife dies, and she is no sooner 

dead than he begins to idealise this woman : 

” Whose silent censure, prying eyes and narrow, petty morality 
of a well-educated girl had blocked his course, and whose fits 
of temper had robbed him of his strength for work.” 

He resolved to pull himself together and paint one last 

picture, a picture in her honour, a picture as great as 
Goya's ‘‘ Maja Desnuda.” It is, however, too late ; his 
hand has lost its power. I.ong disuse of his gift has 
atrophied it, and the ” Maja Desnuda ” he would have 
painted—and in his youth could have painted—must 
remain a dream. He is an old man come to the end of life 

without having fulfilled himself because, great as were Iiis 
gifts, he lacked the moral strength which would have 
enabled him to beat down opposition and conquer fate. 

C. A. D.vwso.n Scott. 

AT THE SUPREME WAR COUNCIL* 

One of the minor horrors of war is the aftermath it leaves 

of dispute and denunciation. Naturally the great war of 
1914-1918 has provided enormous scope for the clironiclets 
of fact and fiction and the washers of political and military 
dirty linen. We have grown somewhat tired of Confessions 

and Diaries and Reminiscences : war literature is some¬ 
thing of a drug in the market. Nevertheless there is still 
room and to spare for publications of real value, for many 
of the loudly-heralded volumes, with a famous name on 

the title page, have proved singularly disappointing. 
I have read with attention Captain Peter E. Wright’s 

book, ” At the-Siipremc War Council,” and I confess that 

as a narrative it disappoints mo and as an indictment it 
leaves me cold. Captain Wright states t’^at he was 
Assistant Secretary and Interpreter to the Supreme War 
Council, and explains that in this double capacity he was 
enabled to hear and read military secrets of the highest 
importance. He proceeds, in due course, to criticise with 
great severity General (now Field-Marshal) Sir William 
Robertson for (as he suggests) communicating military 

secrets to Colonel Repington (military correspondent to 
The. Times and later to the Morning Post) and for using 

Major-General Maurice and Repington as his advertisers 
and press agents. Now this is interesting. Certain of us 
who did more or less confidential work on the British Stafi 

during the war took an oath not to divulge, then or after- 
wards, such confidential matters as might come to our 
knowledge in the course of our duties. I can onl^^ suppose 

that, despite the important nature of Captain Wright's 
position, he was not called on to take such an oath, for he 

describes many incidents and conversations which must 
have been for the select few only. 

Captain Wright’s pictures are . at least arresting. 
Cleraenceau was, he says, ” the most amiable of old men, 
and if a tiger, as he was called, only a stuffed nursery tiger.” 
Mr. Lloyd George he commends because of his determina¬ 
tion to win the war, “ in spite of ... his inveterate taste 
for low and unscrupulous men; of the distrust felt for him 
by his favourites ... of his superficial, slipshod and hasty 

mind. . . Haig also does not escape, though Foch is 

At the Supreme War Council.” By Peter E. Wright. 
7S. 6d. net.' (Eveleigh Nash.) 
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John Longs Spring & Summer List 
THE JOHN LONG £500 PRIZE NOVEL ^ 

GOOD GRAIN By EMMELINE MORRISON 

With a View to discovering a talented NeW Writer, Messrs. John Long offered 

in April, 1920, the VriTe of £500 for the "Best FIRST NoVel^ the competition 

for which closed on the 31st December, 1920. £500 is by far the biggest Vrize 
ever offered for a First NoVel. “Good Grain,** by Emmeline Morrison, the one 
just selected as the Prize-Winning Novel, is indisputably of surpassing merit, 
and it is safe to predict that it Will prove a real outstanding popular success. 

The Work contains oVer 100,000 Words. ' 

Ready Shortly. Price 8§. 6d. net. Crown 8vo. Cloth, with Dust Wrapper in Three Colours. 

OTHER BRILLIANT NOVELS READY SHORTLY 
Crown 8vo. Cloth. Dust Wrappers in Three Colours. 

THE PAINTED LILY By AMY J. BAKER, author of " Moonflowcr," etc. 

THE SOMETHING BETTER By LILIAN ARNOLD, author of "Alsu Joan." etc. 

A DERBY WINNER By NAT GOULD, the World’s Favourite Author. 

AN ISLAND WOOING By a. SAFRONI-MIDDLETON, author ot “South Sea Foam, ' etc. 

THE FOUNDRESS By JOHN AYSCOUGH, author of “French Windows,” etc. 

PUTTING MARY OFF By John L. carter, author of “The PilKrln\aKe of Delilah,” etc. 

THE GOVERNOR’S ROMANCE By MINA HOLT, author of "Speck Blackness." 

WHY ? By G. G. CHATTERTON, author of “The Human StarlinK.” etc. 

THE LATEST NOVELS OF NAT GOULD 
A VENTURE UNIQUE IN THE ANNALS OF PUBLISHINO! 

Seven New Novels by one Author now for the FIRST TIME published at the extraordinary low price of 2». net Bound. 
These Novels will be published in the Spring and Summer. 

IN THE PADDOCK 

THE BLUE RIBBON 

A BAD START 

THE DEMON WINS 
Fcap. 8vo. 256 pages. 

Nat Gould 

Nat Gould 

Nat Gould 

Nat Gould 

A DANGEROUS STABLE 
Nat Gould 

THE MAN FROM NEWMARKET 
Nat Gould 

A LONG SHOT Nat Gould 
2s. net Bound, with splendid Dust Wrappers in Three Colours. 

OTHER NOVELS BY NAT GOULD 
2s. net Bound, with splendid Dust Wrappers in Three Colours. Some of these arc leady and the others will be published 

in the Spring and Summer. 

THE SILVER STAR 

CHESTNUT CHAMPION 

RACING RIVALS 

ODDS ON 

LEFT IN THE LURCH 

A GREAT COUP* 

Nat Gould 

Nat Gould 

Nat Gould 

Nat Gould 

Nat Gould 

Nat Gould 

THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME* 
Nat Gould 

A FORTUNE AT STAKE* 
Nat Gould 

A GAMBLE FOR LOVE* Nat Gould 

A TURF CONSPIRACY* Nat Gould 

AT STARTING PRICE Nat Gould 
♦Filmed. 

Messrs. John Long also publish a Is. net Edition of the Novels of Nat Gould. 
4S titles nab) readp. fVeite for full list. 

Striking Covers in 3 Colours 

JOHN LONG’S 2s. NET BOUND 
NOVELS A New Series of Novels by World- 

Famous Authors. The Volumes are most tastefully bound, and 
have attractive Dust Wrappers in Three Colours. Fcap. 8vo, 
256 pages or 320 pages. 

9i titles readp and in preparation. Write for full list. 

JOHN LONG’S Is. NET PAPER 
NOVELS All by Popular Authors, with entirely 

new up-to-date Cover Designs in Three Colours. Demy 8vo. 
Thread sewn. 120 pages. 

54 titles readp and in preparation. Write for full list. 

Messrs. John Long have now ready their New Catalogue, 112 pages, demy 8vo. It is a most interesting production, and 
embraces Books of Travel, Biography, Fiction, Belles-Lettres, Poetry, the Drama, etc. Piease write for a copy. 

JOHN LONG, LTD., 12, 13, 14, Norris Street, Haymarket, LONDON 
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drawn as a demigod. Everybody almost is represented 
as taking part in a frantic struggle for self-glorification or 

the evasion of responsibility. 
It is all very forceful, very trenchant —very painful some¬ 

times, as in the tragedy of tiough's Fifth Army—but one 
wonders what vs the f’ood of it all now. After all, the war 

had to be conducted by human beings ; had they been 
omnisorent they would doubtless have done better. Fnt is 
it quite the moment to turn on these men a merciless 

searchlight ? Arc wc not a little too near the Great Event 
to be able to see it in correct perspective ? I do Captain 
\\^right the justice to believe that he is sincere, that he is 
actuated by no petty fccling.s, that he honestly believes 

his book to be a valuable document. But has he made due 
allowance for the mental strain, the awful burden of 
responsibility thrown on those in high commaml or placed 

in positions of national responsibilitv ’ That Foch was and 
is a great man the world gladly concedes, but there were 
others. It is not greatness only to conquer; a man can 
but do Ills best according to his lights 

For the rest, there arc many interesting figures and 
comparisons in the book which may be useful to the 
.student, and one important observation—namely, that 
the innovation of the Secretariat not only enabled Mr. 
Lloyd George to assume a virtual dictatorship, but enables 

him to retain it at this moment. 
Francis D. Grierson. 

BOOKS ON KENT AND SUSSEX.* 

It is pretty certain that the reviewer who finds among a 

number of topographical Ixioks one by Mr. Bradley, will 
also find it to be easily the most able and conscientious of 
the bundle. It is so in tlxis collection of Kent and Sussex 

• ■' England’s Outpost the Country of the Kentish Cinfiue 
Ports " By A G Bradley With Illustrations bv Fred 
.\dcnrk los 6d net (Robert Scfitt )—” Kipling's Sussex ” 
Jiy R Thurston Hopkins us fx! net (Simpkin, Slar«h,i]l ) 
“ Seaward Sussex the South Downs from End to End ” 
Edric Holmes Illustrated by Mary M Vigors 7s net fld'bert 
Scott) 

Drawn by Fredk. Adcock Church Street, Sandwich. 
From “ England s Outposts: The Country of tbc Kentish CiOQue Ports " 

(Robert bcott). 

books, for Mr. Bradley’s is by far the more accomplished, 
competent and valuable of the three. Mr. Bradley has 

his failings and his little weaknesses, but he takes his work 
seriously and produces work which must always command 
respect and admiration. 

In this Ixiok he does for the East Kent coast what in an 

earlier book (“ An Old Gate of England '’) he has done for 
Rye, Romney Marsh and the western Cinque Ports. The 

purpose of the two books is to describe tlic whole of the 
Cinque Ports and their surrounding country and villages. 
Ill this volume, then, wc get, the story, and Mr. Bradley's 

description, of the Isle of Thaiiet, SandwHch with Kich- 
borough, Deal, Dover, Folkestone and Jlylhe, and the 
villages of this littoral. As Rye dominated his previous 
book, Sandwich v_with Richlxirough) dominates this. Mr. 
Bradley says of the two towns : 

" There is nothing else in the smith of ICngland in the le.i.sl 
like thes<’ two little towns, while tho.se of the north and west, 
or rather of the Welsh Marches, winch in Ludlow. Tewkesbiirv 
and Bridgnorth possesses the best of them, arc of an entirely 
different type and altogether outside comparison." 

In making that statement Mr. Bradley siicaks from 
a comparative knowledge, which makes it the more 
authoritative. It is true that there arc no towns more 
beautiful, in tlicir dillcnng individualities, than these, and 

Mr. Bradlev is lortunato in having one of them to brighten 
each of his two volumes, particularly as the si cncry of the 
whole district is mild by comparison with those grander 
and more romantic landscape beauties which he usually 
described in earlier Ixxiks 

Perhaps Mr. Bradley’s lx*st things are , his succinet 
introductory story of the Cinque Ports as a whole , lus 

excellent and reasoned account of the smuggling industry, 
which contrasts favourablv with the scrappv, ill-digested 
notes of so many wnters ; and his admirable account of 

Sandwich and Kichborough Oin he be right, hovvever, 
in his statement concerning Uichlioroiigh ;p. 153; that 
" nowhere in Britain is there so groat a memorial of the 
Homan occupation, etc." (unless lie means to be read <ii/ 
pied (ie Ui lettre in respect of the worvls, " uiitoiicbcd In- later 
human hands," as another reterenco on ji ji;; suggests 

that he does not'. Has Mr. Bradlev never mx-h I'orchcster ? 
And what about the Roman Wall 

(.>ne of Mr. Jiradley’s virtues is his indejiciulenl and 
siicculative jioiiit of view, illuslrateil in tins lx>ok bv his 
reflections on the comparative nbsenie of doenmentarv 
knowletige of the foiii centuries of Homan rule in this 

countrv Ihs conijiarativc lack of interest in certain 
literary associations, wliich quite justifiablv ai>pcal to 
others, is perliaps explamed by a remark on ji. 154. 

.Mr. Fred .Adcock's many careful and illuimn.itivo draw¬ 
ings are a notable adjunct to Mr. Bradley's Ixiok, 

In his book on " Kipling's Su.ssex " .Mr. Hojikins was 
seized of a fine idea, but he has not carmid it out as 

thoroughly and closely as might have been expected, and 
tins and Mr Holmes' book on Sussex are not particularly 
original in matter or treatment. All topographical wnters 
must be dependent on their predecessors, but the user of 
old material must alw'ays be prepared to stand the test; 
does he present the old matter with some novelty of manner, 
invest it with his own individuality, add to it something 
new ? Judged by such standards these books do not rank 
tremendously high, but they are at least pleasurable and 
entertaining accounts of wanderings in a delectable county, 
and for those who are not too exacting they will form 
useful and companionable touring handbooks, Mr. Holmes’ 
volume having the advantage in a series of drawings of 
considerable charm (though the paper used seems calculated 
to render them somewhat coarsely), and Mr. Hopkins’ Ixiok 
in its relation to Kipling’s stories. I have the best of 
personal reasons for wishing for Mr. Hopkins the felicity 
of a second edition. I owe to him a kindly reference to a 
book of mine, and, since he has paid me the further compli¬ 

ment of incorporating in his owm matter a small thing 
which he has borrowed—no doubt inadvertently—from the 
same book, he would, I am sure, like to mark it by inverted 
commas. Mr. Holmes may well pray for^a similar good 
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fortune to enable him to correct a number of irritating, 
if trifling, inaccuracies. For instance, Kichard Jefferies 
was not buried in or at Broadwater Church, and his name 
was not Jeffries. Wc wonder who Cobbet, and Stripe 
and Olliver arc, and is not Mr. Holmes in error in stating 
that I,amb lived for sonic vrars at Brighton ^ 

'I'llL Tk.V.MI' 

• MARY STUART.* 
In ■' Mary Stuart," as 111 " Abraham Lincoln," .Mr 

John Hrinkwaler has made use of a macluiicry t^ im-diate 
between the play and the audience, to give llie jilay an 
atmo.sphere of remoteness and thus to obviate tlie necessity 
of such nimutiaj of actuality as woidd nnjke against that 
intense simplicity which alone can give prose tiie quality 
of poetry. In " Abraham fancoln " the chroniclers dcfiiiod 
the po.sition of tlie drama on the infinite stage of histor\ . 
The relationship between llie setting and tlie play ol 

Mary Stuart " is more original, closer and more conijik-x 
As to its technical ajitness it is impossible to speak witli- 
onl liaving seen the play on the stage Its psychological 
rightness may be judged as well from the book—or better, 
for one is not conlnsed by idiosyncracies of interiirotation- 
but, even so, it is not easy to pass a delinite judgment 
For to do so would be to pronounce ileliiiiLely on the nature 
of the p.ission of love, a jxnnt wliicli the philosopheis luv\c 
not yet settled. 

Jolm Hunter, a young man, has come to .:Vndrew Bovd, 

an old mail—;in the ycai i«.oo or later—111 great distress 
ills wife, Maigaret, has told Inin ol her love tor another. 

N'atinulK' Hunter is hint an<l humiliated, allliongli 

Margaret h.vs <leclared that her love for Inm is untoiicheil 

by the new lo\e 'J'o Hunter Hus seems meaningless , bill 

T3oyd would make him ashamed of his bitterness, dei hiring 

that there arc women who can " love so well that no man's 

nature can contain all that they have to give ' ^laiA' 

Stuart was sm h an one; Alarg.iret is anotliei Of .Mary 

Ho\ (l IS a worslnpjier : hei portrait is over Ins lire-place , 

.iiid he bids Hunter learn wisdom from hei tragic storv. 

Hunter reji-cls the suggestion with contempt, anti tluni : 

■■ / r/rc.’Js iitstlr-, lUil'.itlr on the liii-iur 

" liovn Wlial's the matter ■' 
' 7/c tiinib 

' Hu.sii-.i< 'Hieie look - - Who is it 
■■ Makv SliAKi .'■hnnl-i on /hr tniuti nt Hn- 

■o'lndiho Sin- IS tiif {iiu-fii of' fiir /'•n/idit 

''M\i<Y' Ho\. 1 i.in tell \ou everyllung ” 

The .scene chunge.s to a room in Holyiood on a night 

of March, 15O0—the night of Kiccio's muriler. ihil the 

new scene is doubly linked to the old, Hirough .Marv s 

consciousness as well as Ihrougli ilnnler’s, tor, as the new 

scene becomes tlclined, the tjueeii is waking liom a 

prophetic dream of w'hat has just passed between Boyd 

and Hunter It is a curious ilevice , but what is of more 

interest is the tjuestioii --how fai, in the one slitirL, vu id 

scene enacted, Mary leahses the " groat lover " of Boyd’s 

idea. It IS a hard <ine.stion to atisw'er , for one's mind has 

been prejiuhced by what has gone before If tin- Holy- 

rood scene stood alone, without Boyd's indication of its 

intention, one cannot be (|uite sure that this particular 

aspect of Mary’s nature would have been what most 

immediately ajipealed to one. For at that particuhir 

moment of her career, not only historically but by Mr 

Driukwatcr’s own showing, such love as she hail ever had 

for Darnley liad turned to bitter contempt, it is drubtful 

whether she was ever more than amused by J'tiocio . while 

Bothwell had not yet altogether captured Jier imagination. 

This is how slie speaks of the three of them : 

" They make a poor, sluibby company. Uiccio sings, y<‘s. 
ravisliingly And no more Darnley cannot sing even, and he’s 
my husband. Just a petulance—one cannot even be sorry for it. 
How he hates Riccio—i wish David were better worth hating. 
That would be something And Bothwell wants to take me 
with a swagger. It is a good sw.tgger, but that’s the end of it 
I think he will take me yet. the odds against him arc pitiful 
enough. But it’s a barren slock of lovers, Beaton I, who could 
have made the greatest greater ’’ 

* " Mary Stuart." A Play by John Drinkwater. 3s. fid- 
net. (Sidgwick & Jackson.) 

BOOKS WORTH READING 
THE UNRELATEI> FAMILY 

The record uf an interesting experiment. By VERA 
WRIGHT. With a Foreword by the Rev. W. Hume 

Campbell, M.A. Illustrated. Cloth,6/-net. 
Tht Daily Teligrapk says; “ All lovert of eliiMreii will proht by l-Mdlng 
such a record. Iis ^slI■lpllcl(y ,>nd direcCtiess dre tis ownirretfstiblc 
CDiiiiiiundaiiun." 

MOU MEOONE 
romantH- tale of the earlv Settlers among the North 

Anu-ntan Imhans. By M.V^' WYNNE. 7/8 net. 

TIIE LHillT Tll.VT NEVER FAILED 
A powerfid l.ilc of adventure in Australia, America 
and Jiiigland By ARTHUR E. STILWELL. 
Cr. 8vo. Cloth, 7/6 net 

THE SECRET 
TELEPHONE 

.\ talc ol London Life. 

By WM ll: guj-:ux 
8;- net. 

SOMETHIN!; THAT HE<;iNS WITH “ T »» 
By KAY CLEAVER STRAHAN. Illustrated. 
Cr. 8vo 7/6 net 
“ Till--IS a <l(ici<{fdl\ rrfiesliine boiik, atiil ono which meiilcales a 

wliolciioiiic anil brave s|iirii in tlx-IdCt-r-l cdl.iiiiu> . . 1 be book 
contjinstilil sort uf huinoui ahull is iiidicaiivt-of a crrtaiii broadih 
ol vii'W, anil Its .uiitudc lowariK N.mii(' i-- h«ih acciii.ite in ilt-scnpiion 
«nd c'lnvinrini: in pi.'Si-mini-iii —{‘lam /■iieln-l' 

TWENTY-ONI-: HRIIXIE FALLACIES 
By WALTER BLUETT. Cr 8vo Cloth, 2/6 net. 

A book of vei) jjir.it intc rpsi u> all Uridt:i- pUyi-rs 

lARROLDS 
l>UbLISMIKSlU>.MN>NUTll 

Colonel House 
says : 

JF you would know of those fateful days in 

Paris when the Allies of France had 

gathered from the ends of the earth to have 

their reckoning with the Central Powers, it 

will be well to read THE TRUTH ABOUT 

THE TREATY, for here it is told by him 

who knows. 

THE TRUTH ABOUT 

THE TREAH 

By ANDRt; TARDIEU 
With a Preface by s : : 

GEORGES CLEMENCEAU 

READY IN MAY 20h net 

HODDER A STOUGHTON 

LTD,, Publishers, LONDON 
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Hardly the words of a great lover, these. So, at any 
rate, John Hunter would seem to have thought; for at 
the end, when the play is played, liis voice is heard, dream¬ 
like, in irritated repetition; “Mary Stuart can tell me 

nothing, 1 say." 
And yet, when all is said, one does get a sense, from this 

play, of a grcat-liearted woman ; of one who gave her love 
not to this man or that, but had a boundless wealth of love 
to give and might “ have made the greatest greater.” The 
tense, vivid prose of Mr. Drinkwater's dialogue one cannot 

over-praise. 
Tkancis Bicklev. 

THINGS AS THEY ARE.* 

Mr. Graham Wallas is entitled to the high respect of 
thoughtful persons for his intellectual gifts and his long 
public service. To the educational work of l.ondon he 
gave both many years of time and the best efforts of a mind 
inspired by the old classical tradition and the new social 

ideals. He is already known to readers as the author of a 

life of Francis Place and a volume on the human factor 
in politics, which is almost a classic in its own kind. The 
present work may he described as a courageous piece .of 
moral and social stocktaking. The war that was to end 

war and bring us a new world came to a sort of end two 
years and more ago. What ideals and impulses have been 
left us ? 

To a clear statement of our present position, our vital 
carry-over from the past, and a discussion of the principles 

immediately and remotely operative in national life, Mr. 
Wallas devotes twelve, chapters or essays that are both 
brief and full because they do not waste space upon vague 
generalities. This country, says Mr. Wallas in effect, is 
not a new Jerusalem or an earthly paradise for heroes, but 
a land in which certain politicians, newspaper proprietors, 
rich men, close corporations, and social conventions (all 

clearly named) are the dominant powers. Given these 
actual facts and circumstances, what are \vc to do ? There 
is no polemic in the author's statements. Wo know, of 
course, that his heart is not given to the things of the 
present, but he does not get angry, or call names or resort 

to claptrap. He is as unimpassioned as a good accountant 
examining the books of a rotten concern—and just as 
terrible. 

His chapters discu.ss such topics as the nature of our 
social heritage, the effects of group co-operation, tlie 
control of national co-operation, professionalism, liberty, 
natural right, world co-operation, constitutional monarchy, 

science, and the churcU- The practical nature of the 
discussion can be gathered from the fact that when Mr. 
Wallas has discussed the human tendency to group co¬ 
operation as a social and biological heritage, he shows the 
impulses actually at work by a citation of facts and proceed¬ 
ings from the Dardanelles and Mesopotamia Reports ffe 
puts his finger very exactly upon one great danger to 
society—the modern newspaper, a highly elaborate -piece 
of machinery by wliich one man or a few men can flood 
the country every day with incitements to hatred, animosity 
and violence against any individual or nation or cause or 

ideal. The press, once an outlawed and heretical activity, 
has now become a great super-papal establishment with 
its myriads of worshippers and its infallible and omnipotent 
heads, to offend whom means extinction. It is now the 
plain duty of every intelligent person to fight against this 
new force of destruction and persecution. 

In the essay on liberty Mr. Wallas quotes the famous 
funeral, oration that Thucydides puts into the mouth of 
Pericles, and he remarks that what neither of them under¬ 
stood wis that the slaves of Periclean Athens were human 
beings also. I would suggest to Mr. Wallas that this is 
exactly the trouble of modern times. The thing called 
slaved’ lias long since ceased to exist; but the idea of 
slavery 'S still a powerful factor in our social conduct. 
A little instance may sometimaa illustrate a large principle. 

• " Our Social Heritage.” By Graham Wallas. 12s. 6d. net. 
(Allen & Unwin.) 

There is an almost appalling significance in the fact that 

the wretched suburban general servant was jocularly 
called " the slavey.” Consider her life 1 Within the house 
there was no time she could call her own, there was no place 

she could call her own. She was buried in a basement 
kitchen by day and immured in a kind of cupboard at night. 
She was denied the ordinary instincts of a human being. 
She was credited with no feelings or ideas, she was rarely 

and grudgingly let out for an evening, and a ” follower ” 
meant ignominious dism^sal. The idea underlying general 
domestic service was the idea of an inferior creature with¬ 

out rights, in almost complete subjection. It was essentially 
the idea of slavery. Now apply this to greater matters. 
When “ labour ” troubles arise, the great general instinct, 

even among thpsc who are wage-earners of the “ respect¬ 
able ” kind, is a feeling of indignation that “ these fellows ” 
should dare to assume the privileges of their betters. 
Except with a small minority there is no attempt to under-> 

stand the points at issue, the case being always prejiulged 
against labour in a feeling of resentment that ” these 
fellows ” should presume to have rights or points or a case 

at all; and the commonly propounded remedy is that they 
should be put against a wall and shot. That is to .say, the 
root instinct of modern socu'tv is still for a system of 
slavery. The otlicr day a county councillor said at a 
public meeting that as the great majority of elementary 

school children would have to go into manual labour they 

did not need education. There you have the instinct for 
slavery at work 111 another form. It seems to me that 
the greatest need of the modern world is noj for a change 
in this or that maclunerv of government, but simply for a 
change of heart. Wc must eradicate this iiislincl for 
slavery. It is a fatal instinct, for in all Jiistory it is written 
that those who use the slave shall perish by the slave. 
But before conversion must come the conviction of sin; 
and towards a clear recognition ol things as they arc such 
a volume as this will helpfull) contribute. 

ChOKHli: Sa.MI'SON. 

TWO MODERN WOMEN.* 

Mr. McKenna’s latest heroine is m Mr McKenna's latest 
manner.” Lady Barbara Kcave is neurotic, emotional 

and, above all things, egotistic. Having succeeded in 
spoiling the life of one man (after which, in an outburst 
of remorse she vow.s to marry him, if he wishes it, on lus 
return from the front), she undertakes to ” educate ” Eric 
Lane, a successful young dramatist. Her methods arc 

effective, if scarcely subtle. She forces him to take her 
into his rooms at night (the night of their i.rst meeting), 
and then uses every weapon in the armoury of a brilliant 

and beautiful girl, who is not handicapped by any scruple 
of dignity or self-restraint. Lady Barbara is tlevoid of 
mystery or of any elusive quality—her changing moods 
are merely the reflections of her childish, unbalanced mind 
—and it seems rather curious that such a very sophisticated 
young man as Eric Lane should have been *' intrigued ” 

by such elementary methods. But the power of Lady 
Barbara's beauty and her reputed wit may be sufficient 

explanation of his ready capitulation. When Jack Waring, 
Barbara’s former lover, returns, broken and maimed, she 
reiterates her determination to marry him, if he wishes it 

(though he has shown no sign of a desire to do so). Eric by 
this time is desperately in love, and begs Barbara to marry 
him. When she persists in her refusal he goes out of her 
life altogether, and it seems probable that the girl will 
have to find a new sensation, as Jack Waring makes no 
claim upon her. The book is so cleverly written that 
one is not bored by Lady Barbara—^wbich is a great tribute 
to the author. But this type of eternal feminine is only 
interesting as a study in diseased egotism. Her neurotic 
emotionalism and false pathos may win pity, but sympathy 
is scarcely possible. Eric Lane is a very average selfish 
and spoiled young man, with decent impulses and very 

• '' "The Education of Eric Lane." By Stephen McKenna. 
8s. 6d. net. (Hutchinson.)—" The Green Bough." By E, 
'Temple Thurston. 88. 6d. net. (Cassell.) 
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NOVELS of the OPEN AIR 

THE BEST OPEN-AIR NOVELS FROM 
HOBBER ANB STOUGHTON'S NEW LIST 

ZASE GREY. THE MYSTERIOUS RIVER. STEWART EVWARV WHITE. THE ROSE 

SI6 net VAWN. 8/6 net 

JAMES OLIVER CURJVOOV. THE VALLEY JACKSON GREGORY. MAN TO MAN. 

or SILENT MEN. 816 net 8/6 net 

HENRY OYEN. TWISTEV TRAILS. ROBERT SIMPSON. SWAMP BREATH. 
S/6 net ■" 8/6 net 

VERTRANV W. SINCLAIR. POOR MAN’S WILLIAM PATTERSON WHITE. HIVVEN 

ROCK. 816 net TRAILS. 8/6 net 

ARTHUR STRINGER. THE PRAIRIE WIFE. CLARENCE E. MULFORV. JOHNNY NELSON. 
816 net , 8/6 net 

ROBERT J. C. STEAV. VENNiSON GRANT. HAROLV TITUS THE LAST STRAW. 
Sib net 8/6 net 

C. W. OGVEN. THE VUKE OF CHIMNEY HENRY HERBERT KNIBBS. THE RIVIN’ KIV 

BUTTE S/6 net FROM POWVER RIVER. 8/6 net 
• 

VOUGLASVURKIN. THE HEART OF CHERRY KEENE ABBOTT. WINE O’ THE HINVS. 

McBAIN. 8/6 net 8/6 not 

1 <5* STOUGHTON, LTD., T*U*BLISHERS, LONDON, E.C,4 

Out of Doors E. Hough 

A practical handliooV giving complete informa¬ 
tion on the little details so important lor the 
comfort and success of camp life. 7/6 net 

The Pursuit of the Apache 
Chief E. T, Tomlinson 

A thrilling story of adventure and fighting 
among the terrible Apaches. 7/- net 

Scott Burton on the Range 
E. G. Cheyney 

A story of adventure in the American forests, 
of fresh air and the open life. 7/» net 

D. APPLETON & COMPANY 
25, Bedford Street, London, W.C.2 

COLLINS 
48, PALL MALL, S.W.l 

THE SETTLER OF 
SILVER CREEK 

By H. WHITAKER. ' 

“ The features of pioneer life are brought out with 

artistic, almost .scienlifu., truthfulness of effect. 
A novel that really help.s us to picture the 

Canadian West.”—Uirmtti^ham Post 

PEARL ISLAND 
By HENRY C. ROWLAND. 

‘‘ A delightful yarn of the Soutlicrn Seas.” 

Yorkshire Post 

THE MIND HEALER 
By RALPH DURAND. 

Here is a jolly, bright, sunny story of yachting, 

fishing, and the .sca in general, but the novel would 

not have been complete without the introduction 

of a very charming young jicrson of the other sex. 

G. P. PUTNAM’S SONS, LTD. 
24. BEDFORD STREET, STRAND. W.C.2 

Intimate Golf Talks 
By Elon Jessup and John, Duncan Dunn. Fully 
illustrated from photographs. 8vo. Cloth. 18/-net 

“'Intiniiitc Golf Tjlks’ is so tlcrtrlv wnlten—Iho expos»tion4of the 
whole subject is the most lucid that w«s can remenilxT—that .niv jilayrr 
who is either .1 beRiiiiicr or not averw to helpful suRKC«tioiis. will be ablo 
to draw ‘tips’ and comfort from it The volume la fully and excellently 
illustrated."—Aberdeen Uatly Jonmal 

The Night Horseman 
By Max Brand, author of **The Untamed,** etc- 

Cloth. 384 pages. 8/6 net 

A talc of a real man .ind life and adventure in the Wild Wrtt of 
North America. 

Sons of the Sea 
By Raymond McFarland. Cloth. 384 pages 8/6 net 
Lovers of se.i story will U- deliRhtcd in this romance of shipwreck, 

storm, and the courape of iiicii. 
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little deep feeling. However, he scarcely deserves a Lady 
liaabara, and is to be congratulated on his escape. 

“ TJie Green Hough " is a study of a very different 

kind of woman—strong, elemental and passionate, with 
the primitive passion wliich fulfils itself when it has accom¬ 
plished the purpose fur which it was born. She lives her 

life according to her ideals, and though many would 
condemn her actions few would refuse to give her respect 
and admiration. At tlie age of twcnty-iiine Mary J'hrog- 

morton has never loved or been loved. ]*'ate has placed 
her—one of four sisters -- in a position where she meets no 
one, and has no knowledge of life or of conditions out¬ 
side the little Devon village where she was born. When 

Julius Liddiard comes into her life and wins her love, she 
surrenders to him (although slie knows he is married) 
deliberately and gladly, and asks nothing from him 
beyond what she gives. After lus departure she discovers 
she IS going to liave a child She is not dismayed but 
triumphant, and her love for Liddiard dies when he writes 
to her and speaks of it as a catastrophe, offering to help 
her to conceal the fact from others She declines his help 

and goes away to hear and rear her child. She is not 
penniless, but slic works on a farm for her boy and herself, 
until—twelve years later—Liddiard reappears, offering 
to educate the boy, John, and make him his heir. He tells 
her hi.s wife knows everything and is willing that he should 
do this. Mary fights against the idea of her boy being 
taken from her, but eventual!}' consents. ICleven years 
later John is killed in France and she is left desolate. The 
book IS a careful analysis of the awakening of a woman to 
what is, to her, the whole meaning of life, and her instinctive 

revolt against a civilisation which makes it impossible for 
a woman to fulfil her destiny unless she is hedged round 
and “ protected ” by the laws of convention and marriage. 
The arguments arc not new' and will not convince anyone 
who has not held them before, but ]SIary is a fine and noble 
w’oman, and infinitely above the finished product of 

present day " society.*' 
Lewis Mei.vu.li. 

MEREDITHIANS RAMPANT.* 
Dr. Frees, who is, judging by his preface, a schoolmaster 

at Hereford, has in this well-produced volume printed or 
reprinted tw'elvc of his essay-s. The first is of uncommon 
type, being a review of the reviews of his former Ixjok on 
George Meredith, togetlicr with a re-expounding of lus 
views on Meredith as a writer—not as a man. for of that 
aspect of his .subject he knows nothing beyond what he 
has read in published liopks. 

Although he is ranked as an enthusiastic Meredithian, 
Dr. Frees denies the soft impeachment, and avers he has 
but two of the master's novels on his bookshelves. Never¬ 
theless he is W’ell accjuainted with a good deal of his subject, 
and offers many apt and interesting comments on 
Meredith's prose and poetry. 

Dr. Frees pays me the compliment of devoting his sen ond 

essay to a consideration of my book on George Meredith, 
but I do not flatter myself that he regards me with any 
approval beyond my choice of “ the excellent photographs ’ 
wliich illustrate my book. In fact, he exudes ink-wcIls of 
scholastic and unholy glee at what he fondly believed to 
be the final extinction of my w’ork. He says : 

■' The fate of Mr Ellis has been to appear as the chief actor 
in a fiasco, and that book which was to set fortli in linal and 
autliontativc fusluon the facts of Meredith’s life has disappeared 
with an apology for infnngemcnl of copyright and incorrect 
implications into th« limbo which is reserved for those books 
which q^ver coinc to birth and, with them, for books which never 
live after birth 

I am honoured with a Latin tag—“ Habent sua fata 
lihelli ” ; and am informed, “ Such is the undignified end 
of a book whose birth was announced with such a flourish 
of trumpets.” But hard facts being irrefutable, Dr. Frees 
is comp 'Ued to add in a foot-note the unpalatable news 

that niy reprehensible book was reborn in a new edition 

• “ Meredith Kevisited, and Other Essays.” By J. II. E. 
Crccs, D Lit 1 ja. (>d. net. (Cobden-Sanderson.) 

last year. That is a kind advertisement, and about the 
only accurate statement Dr. Frees makes about me. Not 
only is he grossly inaccurate throughout most of his review, 

but even guilty of hitting below the belt in order to score 
a point against an opponent—which is a sad and naughty 
practice for a schoolmaster who presumably claims to run 
his seminary on the lines of ” muscular Fliristianity.” 

I'or example. In* order to prove his belief of my 
deficiencies a.s a Meredithian critic. Dr. Frees assents that 
I said 1 found ” One of Our Foiiquerors ” difficult to read : 
what I actually said was the exact oppositePersonally 
J find Hd difficulty in reading ‘ One ot Our Fonquerors.’ ” 
In anotiier place Dr. Crccs, when dealing with ‘‘ E-van 

Harrington ” and Major Strike, puls some words in 
inverted comnifis as if they were a quotation from my 
book : as a matter of veracity, no such sentence occurs 
there. In view of these ‘‘methods of barbarism” in 
criticism, it is perhaps sujiererogatory to animadvert on 
Dr. Crecs's inaccuracies of a minor tlescription, such as 

naming Meredith’s father-in-law Mutt hew Love Peacock, 
and speaking of Dr Shrapnel s letters at Beckley Court. 

Dr. (Tecs fails as a critic of biographical work because 
he is unable to iiniier.«.tand that a biography, to be of any 
value, must present both the lights and sliades in the 
subject's character ; a w lulewusliing jH*rformaiice is fatuous 
and useless, l-'very man, however great ami virtuous, has 
serious faults in his human eonijxisition, and Meredith was 

no exception to the rule. 
Because Dr. Frees admires Meredith s literary work it 

does not follow that a biography of .Meredith must glozc 
over the fact that thcie were soim hard and unjileasant 
qualities in his nature, and that he was 1>\ no means an 
ideal example in fanulv lelationslup-'. M\ aim in writing 
the book was to be strictly impartial Di. Frees, jirofound 
critic, thinks I had a griulge against Meredith anil sa\s 1 

snipe at Meredith from behind cover. " willing to woiiml 
yet afraid to strike.” I have no griulge against Mi'redith, 
for I never saw liini, and he only knew oi m\ existence 
through some correspondence w«* had. .M\ giandjiarciits • 

the originals of the Stiikiss -died long licfon- 1 was lioni. 
so I am not hkei\' to leel verv keenly the gricvaiues they 
might have entertained had they read ” Kv.in Harring¬ 
ton ” Dr. (Ti-es makes not a single allusion to Hie manv 
warm and enthusiastic tributes I jiaid to Meredith's hterarv 
work, to his snjireiiu' love and interpretation of Nature, 
and to his uiidoubtid genius for /rieiid.ship with a select 

band of notable men and women 
Dr. Frees can never get awa\ from the manner of the 

schoolmaster in his writings -that selt-oinnionated, siqier- 

cihous manner which is acejinred by long years of autocracy 
over syeojihanlic classes of young boys who are compclleil 
to swallow, without })Ower of verbal dissent, whatever 
ilidactic nonsense or erroneous opinions Iheir jicdagogues 
propound, 'j'liis jiarticular manner is admirably exemplified 
in Dr. Crees's contemptuous article on the novels of Mr. 
J. D. Beresford, in which there is also an attempt to pay 
off a rankling grievance. Apparently Mr. J^ercsfonl 
reviewed Dr. (Tees’s first liook on Meredith in a style un¬ 
satisfactory to the author, who retaliates with an elaborate 
thesis 111 the endeavour to prove how feeble Mr. Beresford’s 

novels are in compan.son with Moreditli’s -as if Mr. Bere.s- 
ford or anyone else ever jrerceived any similitude between 

the two writers. 
Dr, Frees is at his best, and most amusing, in ‘‘The 

Smoke Nuisance,” for here the intolerance and unreason 
of the crank are intentionally exaggerated, w-ith very 

humorous results. 
S. M. IvLi-is. 

DUMBARTONSHIRE TWO.* 

This, the second volume of Mr. Irving’s revised History 
of Dumbartonshire, continues the story of the county and 
burgh to the close of the eighteenth century. It was a 
praiseworthy and patriotic conception to give to natives 

• ” Dumbartonshire : Ckiunty and Burgh." Part 11. By 
John Irving. 215. (Bennett & Thomson.) 
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and lovers of his shire what is practically a new work, 
though confessedly based on that which his father gave to 
the public " sixty years since." With diligent paiiistakiug- 
ness and a passionate desire for accuracj', the revi.^er has 
brought together everything of note and interest pertaining 
to the Lennox—Leveuax—that " field of the Leven ' 
whereon some conspicuous events in Scottish history were 
enacted. Part II summarises all that can be saul aI>out 
DuniHartonshire in the old Roman days, fis wi'll as 
when it was the arena of the iloings of the early Christian 
kingdom of Strathclyde and of the later consolidating 
of the Kingdom of Scollaiui Robert the Bruce was a 
Dumbartonshire resident, and died at Cardross in 13.10, 
" in peace," since " I am assured that the best and most 
valiant knight of my kingdom has promised to achieve 
for me that which I myself could never accomplish " --the 
<lej)ositing of Bruce's heart 111 the Holy Sepulchre al 
Jerusalem, a mission which gallantly laded, as ever}* si hool- 
boy knows. It is curious to hiul Bruce enjoining liis son, 
within a week or two of his demise, to bury ins heart '' at 
Melrose." As to his change of mind there can be no 
doubt, ^’et Melrose has the precious dust m its keeping, 
after all. 

By far the most instructive cliapter is that dealing wtlh 
the clan conlhcts in Dunibartoushiro. The bold ^lac- 
Gregors are chiefly in evidence here, and the story is 
retold of that greatest MacGregor of them all, Rob Roy 
who, unhk<* so many of hi.s predatory race, passed awa\‘ 111 
his bed at Balquidder. ’J lu- Covenanting au<l ecclesiastical 
turmoils of the nation come within their own local purview, 
and the story of the gradual settlement an<l development 
of the eountv alter the rel>ellious of the ’I'lfteen and the 
'T'orlv-f'ive bring the section down to the year iSoo. 
Part HI will conclude the work Ivxcellent illustrations 
and a map of the original Lennox earlilom aild to the 
value ol au extremely u^elul and intelligently compiltsl 
lecord of jironomued vitality and progress and jirospenty. 
At page 1O7 the author has .i]»])arentlv coulusetl the 
jirophct Miulm wil'i the much later baril, 'J'homas the 
Rhymer. 

W S Crockett. 

A VOICE FROM THE ORIENT.* 

The editor of a gorgeous lepnnt of I'ltzGcrald's " Omai 
Khayjiitn" thought it passing strange that the Persian 
aslronomer-poet, whose quatraucs as treated by dear old 
Fitz breathe quite a modern spirit, .should have lived at 
the time of the Norman conquest. One of Mr., A C. 
Benson’s reviewers drew his attention to tlie cijually 
remarkable fact that Abu ’l-‘.Ala al-Ma‘arn was a con¬ 
temporary of King Caniile. Since al-Ma‘arri was as much 
in advance of his time as Omar Khayyam, is by some 
critics regarded as Omar’s jirecursor, and occasionally 
wrote in much the same vein, there was a fair excuse 
for coupling the two nami's A ihsquisition on the life 
and works of al-Ma‘arri fills the greater part of ]^r. Nichol¬ 
son's present work which, in this respect, may be taken 
as a welcome and valuable appendix to his " Literary 
History of the Arabs ” brought out eleven years ago. 

An Arab, born near Aleppo a.d. 973, a contemporary, 
therefore, not only of Canute but of Avicenna, " prince 
of physicians,” and of al-Birum, historian of India, al- 
Ma'arri excelled as a poet, a scholar, and philosopher in 
days when learning and literature in Europe w'crc all but 
extinct. In Dr. Nicholson’s judgment he is of the school 
of Dante and Milton, and one who, if he contemplated 
life with the profound feeling of Lucretius, handled his 
subject with a literary skill as fine as that of Horace. 
This is not the appreciation of a solitary admirer. By 
Orientals his genius has always been recognised, nor has 
he been overlooked by Western students of Eastern liter¬ 
ature. As " Aboulola " he w’as given a place in D’Herbe- 
lot's famous " Bibholheque Orientale," published before 
the end of the seventeenth century. There, it is said, 

• "Studies in Islamic Poetry." By Reynold Alleyn Nichol¬ 
son, Litt.D., LL.D. 26s. net. (Cambridge University Press.) 
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‘ c le plus habile des poetes Arabes au jugement des 
s^av^s cn cette langue ” ; and a couple of well-chosen 
extracts from his chief work are added, translated into 
Frcmch. In later times German Orientalists, one after 
another, extolled him with unusual unanimity till at 
last, in 1889, Von Krcmer proclaimed him one of the 
greatest moralists of all time, whose profound genius 
anticipated much that is commonly regarded as the so- 

called niodern spirit of enlightenment. 
Highly as Dr. Nicholson csteem.s aI-Ma‘arri he does not 

altogether approve of Von Kremer’s estimate, and his 

objections are set forth with commendable lucidity. What 
is more, his English versions of over three hundred typical 
extracts from the poet’s ” Meditations ” enable those to 
whom the original is a sealed book to j udge for themselves ; 

while the same passages, printed in Arabic in the appendix, 
will be of immen.se use to anyone who is seriously studying 
the language. No less interesting and instructive is the 
account of al-Ma‘arri’s long and embittered life, or the 

masterly sketch of* political and social conditions in the 
Middle East when, to quote his words, he was journeying 

through life’s gloom. He died at the age of eighty-five, 
and had been blind from his boyhood, the after effect of 
smallpox. Notwithstanding the loss of sight his erudition 
brought him a host of pupils, some of whom themselves 
became celebrated. Nor did blindness hinder him from 

visiting Bagdad, though it prevented his gaining any 
worldly advantage from the excursion. It was there, 
however, in all probability that he mixed with wise men 
from a further East; Hindus who may have helped to 
shake his faith, never too sure, in the orthodox creed of 

Islam and to convince him of the benefits of cremation 
and the wholesomeness of a strictly vegetarian diet. Pre¬ 

cursor or not of Omar Khayyam, he was a precursor of 
Mr. Eustace Miles. Beginning, indeed, by abstaining from 
the flesh of animals he came presently to eschew milk, 

eggs and honey, holding that the consumption of such 
viands is unjust to the creatures producing them. 

It is not, however, because he was a rigid vegetarian 
that al-Ma’arri will be honoured by posterity. There arc 

other reasons for numbering him among eminent men of 
letters. In all Arabic literature, a competent critic has 

said, there is no other voice like his. It was raised to 
assert the rights of reason against the claims of tradition 

and authority. He denounced the hypocrisy of ecclesi¬ 
astics and the greed of courtiers. He did not fear to 
provoke the wrath of the yet more powerful when he 

declared that princes were the servants of those they 
ruled! Of his mournful pessimism and disbelief in a 
future life there is no space here to speak, but a brief 

quotation may be permitted : 

'■ O star, in heaven thou shinest from of old, 
And point’st a flawless moral to the wise. 
Death's fixed and certain date thou hast foretold, 
Then why not tell us when the dead shall rise ? " 

" An excellent quaere,” the author of “ Religio Medici ” 
might have said, ” to pose to the devil of Delphos.” 

Stephen Wheeler. 

POETS OF PROMISE.* 

Recently the literary world has been beset on all sides 

with the latest productions of the juvenile mind. Miss 
Daisy Ashford’s " The Young Visiters ” seems to have led 
tlie fashion. There may be a possibility of this child 

precocity extending to the domain of the theatre. It will 
be diverting to read in the papers at some future date the 
announcement that the new three-act comedy by a young 
lady of ten is expected shortly at one of the West End 
theatres, or to the effect that Toddy and Budge have 
collaborated in a new revue, which, it is predicted, will be 

• 1“ Public School Verse. 1919-1920.” An Anthology. With 
an introduction by John Masefield. 3s. fid. net. (Heinemann.)* 

The Waggoner, and Other Poems." By Edmund Blunden. 
5s. net. (Sidgwick & Jackson.)—»” Poems.” By George 
Reston Malloch. 7s. fid. net. (Heinemann )—*” Isabelle, and 
Other Po^ms.” By WiU Foster. 5s.net. (Grant KichardB.) 

an immediate and pronounced success. What a busy time 
interviewers will have to look forward to when they hunt 

up the authors of what Mr. Gosse has so wittily labelled 
” bassinette babblings.” It has been said that many 
clever men have large noses, but every man with a large 
nose is not, on that account, necessarily clever. Likewise, 
there is evidence that genius is somehow abler than most 
people to drink of the elixir of eternal youth. But every 

youth is not a genius because he happens to be young, 
though it is from belief in the reverse of that statement the 

present rage for juvenile literature has sprung. Then 
again, one has to discriminate between the stammerings of 
mere infancy and the more assured utterances of youth. 

These reflections have come to mind as I read the most 

recent production of youth, hailed by Mr. Masefield* in no 
uncertain terms of welcome and encouragement. I am 
inclined to think Mr. Masefield’s enthusiasm ” o’erleaps 
itself ” for, while much of what he writes may be applied 

to several of the poems m this book, as many of the efforts 
scarcely warrant the exaggerated appreciation implied by 

his introduction. There was a time when it was the ide^ 
of every schoolboy to express himself in weak imitations of 
the Swinburnian rhythms. It is verj' apparent that a 
number of the colleagues m this venture have been satiating 
themselves with the ” new verse ” movement. There 

remains little doubt of the astonishing accomplishment 

here and there, espcciallv when one considers it the work 
of schoolboys, though it may be questionable if it be the 
critic’s duty to observe that consideration. 

Mr. Edmund Blunden is one of the present-day poets 
whose promise and progress in the poetic art one watches- 
with unusual interest. The distinguishing features of his 

rustic Muse are simplicity of theme and a mature out¬ 
look, both welded together by an individual method of 
expression. The fragrance of the English country-side, 
the rural sights and sounds and aroma are atmospherically 
reproduced in his flowing numbers. There are the glad 
spontaneity and ease which result from an art form that 
claims a recognisable kinship with the grace of Mr. W. H. 
Davies's work Among the many notable pieces that make 

up the volume,* the most finished performance is the eerie 
narrative poem, ” The Silver Bird of Hemdyko Mill,” 
which should take a worthy place beside Mr. Thomas 

Hardy’s legendary poem, ” The I./>st Pyx.” In the first 
verse we are at once ushered into the lonesome atmosphere r 

” By Herndyke Mill there haunts, folk tell, 
. A strange and silver-breasted bird ; 

Her call is like a silver bell, 
So sweet a bell was never heard,— 

. The Silver Bird of Herndyke Mill, 
That files so fast against the blast, 
And scares the stoat with one soft note— 

To hear her sends the heart’s blood chill.” 

Touche-s of landscape imbued with the eerie glamour of 
magic reveal Mr. Blunden's facile mastery in creating the 
appropriate background for his theme : 

” The water shone, the stars looked on, 
The footfall in the coppice died ; 

A bat swerved oddly and was gone, 
A half-awakened night-wind sighed ; 

The miller with his heavy tread 
Was nearly to his threshold yew, 
A dor flew by with crackling cry 

And chilled him with a sort of dread.” • 

In one place Mr. Blunden has unfortunately perpetrated 
a pun, whether consciously or unconsciously one cannot 
say, but it mars the beautiful lyric nuances of ” Leisure " : 

” To-morrow—but to-day, to-day is young. 
Still nods the sunflower, still the church owls prey.” 

Everywhere in this book the poet shows evidence that 
in this* completed performance, as well as in the promise 
shown of even better things to come from him, his name 
is one to be respected among present-day bards. 

When we turn to Mr. Malloch's book,* we find it less easy 
to accord his verse unqualified praise. He rides his Pegasus 

unevenly. His Muse wanders uphill and down dale in an 
undulating fashion. In certain pieces he transports us to 
heights, but we are given time only to glance cursorily at 
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the view he spreads before «s, and with a sudden start we 

are on the steep downward track. Mr. Malloch is most 
successful in his realistic verse, picturing metropolitan 
scenes. In “ London, 1914 ” the concentrated im¬ 
pressionism of city life and ways shows an accomplished 
pen : 

" While the unceasing long ranks of the people 
Pour to and ^ro, young and old, in the lamplight, 

• Shabby and prosperous, sober and frivolous. 
Here a stout matron, here a girl flashing 
Challenge from eyes that invite to encounter. 
While a man hesitates, scenting adventure : 
Hawkers who cry at the edge of the pavi-mt4it 
Baskets of flowers that bloom out of season, 
Roses in winter and violets bringing 
Whisper of Spring in the mirk of Dcr^mber : 
Glittering bars where the doors swinging ojK-n 
Loosen a roar of inebriate voices, 
Theatres under whose brilliance inviting 
Coils a long snake of folk waiting to enter, 
Here and there, sombre, unlit and religious. 
Spires shooting up from the churches to heaven ” 

One or two of the poems, especially " Sir Christopher 
Wren,” are dimly suggestive of Browning’s dramatic lyrics. 
If Mr. Malloch’s steed could only be kept on a level upland, 
one feels his poetry W'ould be of more account, but, none 
th^ less, the present volume augurs well for his future 
achievement and anticipates that his early fruits will yet 
ripen to a richer hue. 

At last we have come across a poet of the younger school 
who uses blank verse and rhetoric in an unconventional, 
colloquial manner, and not as though it were a jig-saw 
puzzle. Mr. Will Foster’s play. “ Isabelle,"* shows remark¬ 
able promise in its sustained dialogue, deft characterisa¬ 
tion and jioetic. inventum. The poem.s forming the 
remainder of the liook show a technique which, when 
matured, mav be the means of securing for Mr. I-'ostcr a 
sure place among modern poets. 

W. M Parkkr. 

MARIONETTES.* 

You must not pinch or stab these creations of Ilcnlev's 
and Stevenson's. They are stufled with sawdust. It is 
positive that Stevenson must have known that : the man 
who wrote " The Master of Ballantrae '* knew flesh and 
blood : whether Henley was so cunning may be doubted. 
In his i>oems no person intrudes on his own emotions and 
thoughts, except those few whom his affection includes, 
as it were, in himself : in the essays he is more concerned 
with the act.s, the gestures, the attitudes, the avowals of 
his persons than with themselves. He has no idea of 
Burns as he might be in the loneliness of some moment of 
spiritual depression, or of Fielding in his efforts at squaring 
the wisdom of his philosophy with the cynical facts of 
experience. Henley Mmself was almost' entirely free 
from introspection, and in consequence he had no real 
sense of drama. For the dramatist’s motive is always 
psychological, though his methods demand action. 

Of the four plays Beau Austin " is incomparably the 
worst. It will not compare, either for lightncs.s or dis¬ 
tinction, with such a trifle as " Monsieur Beaucairc.” Of 
the other three " Macaire ’’ has no little skill in the pre- 
senttition of the world which Henley knew how to slay 
and count his soul lost; " Deacon Br^ie " is a melodrama 
which threatens once or twice to come to life, and " Admiral 
.Guinea ” can stir those who are not too old to be thrilled 
by the sinister tap of Pew’s stick. In method none of 
the plays attempt to be aught but old-fashioned. '' Beau 
Austin " is full of soliloquies and fine speeches, confronta¬ 
tions and avoidances, and ends with a tableau which 
perfectly combines the unreality of the Surrey side drama 
with the unreality of eighteenth century sentiment. 
*' Deacon Brodie ” has some fine Scotch scenery in it; but 
the absurdity of the Deacon’s character, his completely 
unexplained submission to the threats of a man whom he 

• “ Plays." By W. E. Henley. 12s. net. (Macmillan.)— 
** Views and Reviews." By W. E. Henley. 12s. net. 
(Macmillan.) 
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" I have seen some astounding results come out of the ” 
" I^ndon SlIiooI of Journalism and have been glad to " 

purchase the work of those who have been trained in " 
" it Moreover, I have recommended many ... to go ” 
" through a course at the School, and I intend to go on " 
" recommending it." Thus wntes the Editor of" Cassell's " 
to the London School of Journalism The Managing Director 
of ■' Pearson’s " writes, " Any MSS. coming from the " 
"London School of Journalism wJJ stand a greater” 
" chance of acceptance than if they were .submitted by " 
" the average casual contributor.” 

Every day brings fresh evidence of the value of a train, 

ing at the School; successes being reported by students ; 
applications received from Editors for trained men and 
women : and complimentary letters such as the above. 

Much work by Students of the School has 
appeared la 
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could evidently have had imprisoned, prevent the play 
from having anything but an interest of incident. And 
there are incidents which have the right kind of .melo¬ 
dramatic thrill, as when Brodic is caught burglaring his 

friend Leslie’.s house. 
Still one turns with relief to " Admiral Guinea” and 

” Macaire.” for here the authors had subjects where there 
was a strong convention ready to their hands. Henley 
was soaked in the vernacular literature of England and 

Scotlan<l, and his handling of the dialogue in both thc.se 
plays show.s a virtuosity which atones for its complete lack 
of verisimilitude. The speeches of old John Gaunt, and 

the savage, sinister beastliness of Pew are excellent artifice. 
Henley here forestalled in words the revival of that art¬ 

fully simple mode which we have seen since 111 such decora¬ 
tion as Mr. Lovat Fraser’s for ” The Beggar's Opera.” 
The complete absence of veracity in such a play as 
” Admiral Guinea ” provokes a reality of its own. It is a 
strange world of oaths and rotund speeches and vows, 

but a world with a certain modest beauty and a certain 
sw'agfjcring courage. One would like to see both ‘' Macaire ’ ’ 
and ” Admiral Guinea” put on the stage again. It is a 
pity that this edition has not been more adequatch’ eihted. 
No e.xplanation was given in the ” h'ssays ” as to what prin¬ 

ciple governed the selection of the work included ; and 
in this volume there should have been appended some 
account of the stage history of the four plays. 

To this edition there has now been added in one volume 
the miscellaneous essays and notes w'hich comprised tlie 
two volumes of ” Views and Reviews ” on authors and 
artists. Some of these essays show Henley’s talent for 

flashlight photography at its best; others, such as the 
notonous note on Thackeray, combine perversity of judg¬ 
ment with apathy of imagination to a degree never reached 
by a critic of eminence. All arc written in that positive, 
affected way by which Henley convinces the young, and 

kept up his own conceit of his opinion. What one misses 

most is any note of finality, any evidence that the critic 
who could compare the later Tennyson with “ the greater 
Shakespeare, the consummate Rembrandt, llic unique 
Velasquez,” ever had any tru.stworthy standards of 

appreciation. 

WOMAN,* 

If Mme. Marx’s book had been called " Portrait of a 
Woman ” it would have been a juster description, and it 
woul(J have saved several eminent gentlemen the neces.sity 

of writing absurd estimates for the wrapper. It is not a 

revelation of the Soul of Woman. It has none of the 
uncanny quality which makes the male reader of ” 'I'he 
Egoist ” squirm in unwelcome self-knowledge. It is not 
even as penetrating as other studies of adolescence of less 
acclaimed position, as ” Hilda Lcssways,” for example. 
But it is obviously as thorough, as honest and as complete 
a study of a character as thought and pains have enabled 

the author to make it. 
The heroine (unfurnished with any name, which makes 

discussion clumsy) is probably the most entire and 
complacent egoist in literature. Her parents, her husband, 
her lover, her child, her maidservant, are merely ” copy ” 
foi her exiierience. Innocent of one tremor of either 
homour or irony, she records with great seriousness every¬ 
thing she feels about them, but they are so little realised 
that there are several pages where w'e are uncertain which 
oi the two men she is referring to. Perhaps this astonishing 
impermeability is best demonstrated in the phrase where 
she explains to her lover that she cannot go away with him 
because her lawful husband is " necessary to my effulgence,” 
an explanation with which both men are apparently 
satisfied. She asserts with rather tedious iteration, ” X 
am free 1 Freedom! ” As a matter of fact she is imprisoned 
closely in lior own mind. She never emerges for more than 
a second i itfc the tides of feeling that are sweeping others 
this way and that. There are a few brief moments, as 

* ” Woman.” By Magdeleine Marx. 7s. 6d. (Allen & 
Unwin.) 

she breaks out in fury at the dullness of the average evening 
party, or as she studies the dingy audience at a woman’s 
meeting, when she seems to understand that there is a 

world beyond the circumference of her catalogued percep¬ 
tions. But in a moment we are discussing what she feels 
about what her friend feels about the meeting, and the 
great company of mankind are forgotten. 

" Woman ” is not a stupid book. Tlicrc are some fine 
and tender pieces of description and scenery. And although 

the heroine is so self-occupied, it is impossible for anyone 
to have all Ihcir emotions unique, and .some that few own 
to while lAany experience, are told with honesty and point. 

But as a whole the story drives heavily and the atmosphere 
is fatiguing. The single personality which can endure so 
prolonged and minute a study must Ik^ l)oth complex and 

spacious, 'rhere is no complexity and much that is 
cramped m the soul of the subject of ” Woman.” 

L. Masthrman. 

LEWIS HIND AND ART.* 

About twenty years ago there used to appear week by 
week in The .-icadeiny a series of little paragraphs under the 

general heading of " Things Seen ”—pictures-in-words of 

commonplace scenes and happenings which revealed an 
observant eye and a taste m the author for w’hat Ruskin 
used to call ” fine writing.” It was only after he gave up 
the editorship in 1903 that it became generally known that 
Mr. C. Lc\ms Hind himself was rcsjxinsible lor what was 

long the most distinctive feature m lus journal. Since then 
Mr. Lewis Hind has devoted his powers of perception and 

lus gift for gossiping in print to the study of art. Though 

he has written for newspapers and has pubhslicd many 
volumes about pictures and picture-makers, it would be 
inexact to describe lum as an art critic; for criticism 
implies judging, and Mr. Hind is too kind-hearted to 
pronounce a verdict on any man. 

He describes himself perfectly in one of the papers m 
his latest volume : 

” I am not a critic at all. I am an aj>prrciat<^r, and I assume 
it to be the duty of a critic t<» do as M. Anatole France docb—to 
narrate the adventures of my soul among masterpieces. . 
It docs not interest me to compare one work with another 
My way is to seek one tlunH. some work that arouses my interest, 
and to base my article on that alone ” 

The volume under review is simply a collection of articles 
built up on this principle. It would be idle to try to find 
in the book any delilierate purjiose, any well-sustained 

argument leading to a definite conclusion. Like a graceful 
butterfly Mr. Hind flits from artist to artist, finding some 
sweetness in each, pausing just long enough for us to note 
the beauty of the flower on which he settles, and then 
fluttering off again to hover with impartial unconcern over 

the rarest orchid or the humblest daisy. His performance 
is not that of the bee; he constructs no cell, he stores up 
no honey for the winter months, for him the shining hour 
is to be enjoyed, not improved, and unless we are prepared 
to take pleasure in the butterfly for its own sake we shall 

be puzzled to find an economic justification for the pretty 
little creature’s existence. 

But nobody really enjoys breaking a butterfly dn a 
wheel, and it is invidious to judge a man who abstains so 
carefully from judging others. Let us follow Mr. Hind 
on some of his adventures and allow liim to speak for 
himself : 

“ When I was last in Amsterdam I strolled to the rear of the 
Ryks Museum, hoping to find some Van Goghs in the modern 
department. There was a roomful of them—-landscapes, 
.startling in their vivid reality ; figures, uncannily alive ; intenors 
so simply realistic that one could almost walk into them ; and a 
group of those wonderful dishes of fruit, swelling, huge, seeming 
to hold within themselves all the ripeness and richness of harvest. 
I know not whether Cezanne or Van Gogh was the inventor of 
these colossal, yet small, still-life pieces that have so taken the 
fancy of the younger artists of to-day. Everybody is doing 
them now.” 

* " Art and I.” By C. Lewis Hind. los. (5d. (John Lane.) 
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Here we have Mr. Hind at his best and worst. The 
merely objective or historical critic would explain that 
Cezanne was so much older that he had produced fruit- 
pieces before Van Gogh began to paint; but Mr. Hind does 
not bother himself with these details—they mean nothing 
to him ; he is concerned only with the works that arouse 
his interest, and he sums up the qualities in these which 
arrest him in a few happy words, the figures “ uncannily 
alive,’*interiors you “ could almost walk into.” And then 
there is the final irrelevant phrase, so characteristic of the 
butterfly—" Everybody is doing them now.” 

Mr. Hind is off again, and the worst of it is know he 
■w’ill be just as enthusiastic about the evcrybodies as the 
somebodies. That is why the younger artists clamouring 
for recognition liave so good a friend in Mr. Hmd. 

h'KANK Rutter. 

IRopel IRotes. 
THE HEEL OF ACHILLES, iiy K M. DclaiicUl .Ss od. 

(Hutchinson.) 

” ' 1 am an orphan,’ reflected Lydia Raymond with 
miinensc satisfaction.” This is the opening sentence of 
Miss Dclaftcld's new novel, and reveals everything J-vdia 
IS an egotistical puss, even from clnUlliood ; complacent 
and self absorbed In lier young days she grows up beside 
u \ L-j V rare old man—ht-r grandfather who taught her 
several things about Jie world ” She soon found out 
with Grandpapa she might be lier own shrewd littU' rynical 
self ” We follow Lydia through lier scliooldays t<i tlic 
great momemt when she embarks upon a career in London 
as book-keeper to a milliner. She then enters a boarding- 
liouse, kept hv the brown-eyed, plaintive Miss Nettleship 
Miss Delafield draws a careful picture of life among dusty 
asjndistras. at a poorly-laden table. T.ydia, who con¬ 
tinually sees lierseK us a lieroinc, enters into a gracious 
flirtation with a fellow-boarder—” a Greek gentleman. 
Mr. Margolioulh ”—and allows him to take her to cinemas 
and to liold her hand. Presently a Greek wife ajipcars, 
to hunt lier husband up, and Lydia, realising the real 
situation IS merely furiously indignant at being made to 
look a fool before the guests at the boarding-house. A 
girl at the liat-shop. about this time, tells Lydia wliat .she 
thinks of her. “What an inhuman kid you arc! 1 ve 
been watching you, ever since you came to us . . . you're 
awfully sweet and nice to everyone, and never say cattish 
things'about anyone—^but what’s it all for} You don't 
care a damn for anybody that I can see. ... 1 don’t 
believe you know what caring for anyone means.” Lydia 
remains self-satisfied, writes a successful book, and goes 
as secretary to Sir Rupert Honeret. where she meets a 
young and handsome clergyman—Clement Hamercl. They 
marry, and it is here tliat the book grow.s most interesting. 
Damerel is above Lydia socially, and when she accepts him 
she feels ” an increasing satisfaction glowing witlun her.” 
She is sweet to I.ady Lucy, his mother, and gives up author¬ 
ship (as it does not seem the thing m Devonshire circles to 
w’-ite). But her own daughter proves too much for her ; 
she • is a rebellious little soul. Also a change creeps 
gradually and almost imperceptibly over her husband ; he 
ceases to make demands upon her. The daughter grows 
up and is alienated by Lydia's crafty, burdensome Uiothods, 
and the book closes on rather a tragic note. Miss Delafield 
has done better, clcarcr-cut work than this ; but her motif 
is good. It is always difficult to write round an un¬ 
sympathetic heroine, and she has done it well. Some of 
the minor characters are sketched with ability. 

THE IRON BELL. By C E Lawrence. 8s. Ocl. (Daniel 
O’Connor.) 

The easiest way for a novelLst to make an impression is 
to keep running over the same ground ; to keep on writing 

novels of the same type, so that readers who like that type 
may confidently go to him for it. But Mr. C. H. Lawrence 
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has taken the more ditficult course of giving his fancy free 
rein, and you can never be sure what kind of story is coming 
from him next. Some of his tales have been of old-world 
romance, some of sheer faery and fantasy ; in “ Such Stuff 
as Dreams ” he mingled fantasy and realism ; in “ Mrs. 
Bente," the ablest of his books, he was uncompromisingly 
realistic ; and in “ The Iron Bell ” he tells a realistic story 
that, for all its greyness, is touched with a romance of 
sentiment. Elizabeth Pratt is a sort of up-to-date 

Cinderella, a gentle little household drudge who is harried 
and enslaved by her father and mother, ^friended openly 
or secretly by the good-natured Aunt Custance, and 

championed by that cheery, glorious person, the lodger— 
Mr. Burkley, The various characters are admirably 
drawn ; the story is a simple story of common life. Eliza¬ 

beth grows up within sound of the clock of the workhouse 
at the end of the road, and the gaunt shadow of the work- 
house is over all her history and. in the footsteps of her old 
grandmother, her aunt and her father, she is driven to it 

herself at last. It is a bitter moment when the chivalrous 
Burklly, who had unfailingly stood her friend, misunder¬ 
stands the position at the crisis and, passing her with a 
kindly greeting, leaves her to go the bleak way those others 
of her family had trodden. We had expected Mr. Lawrence 

would temper her vicissitudes and, with the prosperous 

Burkley as god in the machine, give us the happy ending 
he had almost seemed to promise, but Burkley is obtuse 
and the worst is allowed to happen. There is a charm of 
simplicity and youth about Elizabeth, and so much of 
sympathy in the relation of her chequered career that one’s 

interest is held throughout. The tragedy of poverty is 
over it all, but Mr. Lawrence is not blind to the soul of 
goodness in things evil and writes with such a broad love 
of humanity as gives something of beauty to his drabbest 
scenes and his saddest incidents. 

SHADOW AND SUNLIGHT. By E. L. Grant Watson. 
7s. 6d. net. (Jonathan Cape) 

The landscape and seascape panorama with which the 
Pacific dazzles the imagination have left, as a rule, all too 
little scope for an5rthing el.se, and that is why so many 
tropical novels in this region hitherto have fallen short of 
anything beyond the merely picturesque. In the present 

case Mr. Grant Watson shows perfect familiarity with the 
splendours of the tropic seas-“ down under," but he makes 
his motive a conflict of East and West in the persons of his 
two main characters. James Blunt, planter and hedoni.st, 

has long ago found wealth and abandoned the beliefs of 
his fathers, preferring self-indulgence on pagan lines under 
the cover of a philosophic interest in the life and crude 
superstitions of the islanders. Matherson, the missionary, 
and the only other white man on the island, obtains his 
consent to write and ask if Blunt’s people at home know- 
no white woman ready to come out and share his lot. This 
brings out Eva Dixon, a high-minded woman, not so un¬ 
attractive as she pretends, and fully alive to the underlying 

suggestion that the appointment as Blunt’s housekeeper 
is a stage of probation leading to matrimony. The reaction 

from the savage company he has been keeping hastens his 
surrender, but, woman-like, she surrenders in her turn, 
and remorse breaks down her faith in herself and the 

efficacy of her religion as a shield against the fury of the 
native women she has supplanted. The more that Blunt 
resists her appeal to him to return to Christianity, the more 

hf is impelled to protect her from the dangers which he 
feels he has brought upon her, and at last the evil atmo¬ 
sphere of hostility around them culminates in an attack 
from which there is no escape but death. At the moment 
of seeming defeat, however, Eva’s religion comforts her 
with the thought that her sacrifice is an expiation, and the 
West vanquishes the East in a spiritual sense. Mr. Grant 
Watsoii never spoils his effect by descending to didactics, 
and never ii*pairs his characters by making them merely 
tlfc mouthpiece of an attitude or phase of mind. The 
story is a genuine piece of artistry from beginning to 
end. 

THE TOUI^NAL OF HENRY BULVER. By CheJry 
Veneyne. 7s. 6d. (Collins.) 

s 

The story of a genius, given in the form of extracts 
from his journal. Unfortunately they exhibit no sign of 
his powers, which, we are assured, were tremendous ; they 
only show a wild, erratic, restless being, who exclaims now 

and again something to this effect: ' ‘ The ache in my 
brain is almost intolerable. It seems drawn to such a 

tension that if something does not snap, I must pierce it 
myself, to relieve the strain.” Bulver writes successfully ; 
in fact, ii^ the introduction we are told that he was " the 

talk and admiration of two continents." Nothing said in 
the journal has any hint of it. The love affairs with 

different women, .the swift adorations, the sudden loathings, 
the abandonment to drink, are described grimly and with 

vigour, and every now and then the writing falls into this 
sort of inconsequent vein : "I had no idea w-hat we were 
talking about; she may have known. I believe it was 

supposed to be very clever, wit so delicate that I personally 
never saw it full face. Still, you must talk like that nowa¬ 

days, or they think you hail from the year dot." 

TORCHLIGHT: REVOLUTION. By Baroness Leonic 
Aminoff. 8s. net. (Dent.) 

Baroness Lconie Aminoff has found a magnificent and 
ambitious theme—no less than an imaginative reconstruc¬ 

tion of the period that gave France her devolution, her 
Directoire and her Napoleon. Thi.s volume is the intro¬ 
ductory one of a series, and serves to set the stage for the 
entrance of Napoleon, whose name occasionally floats 
across the pages in casual reference from one or another 

of the dramatis persona*. The action begins in 1788 and 
centres upon Tdrezia " Carrabus," aged fifteen and on the 
point of marriage to the Marquis dc Fontenay 'I'liis takes 
on significance when the reader realises that Terezia is tlie 
lady of ecstatic beauty and wit who later became Madame 
Tallien and Notre Dame de Thermidor, and still later the 

Princesse de Chimay. Madame Aminoff gives a remark¬ 
ably lively portrayal of the domestic side of the palpitating 
years 1788 -179.), viewed from the focus of Teidzia’s doings 

and much through her eyes. The lady herself is certainly 
a lively piece, and the portrait of Talhen is no less strong 
and compelling, and one side of the epoch, its corruptness, 
its frivolity and violence, is most adequately brought before 

the reader. It is perhaps a pity that the writer has laid 
so exclusive an cmfthasis on this ugly asjH*ct of the jxjviod, 
neglecting the noble ardours that blazed at the same time. 
Her sympathy is heavily against Robespierre and Talhen. 

The present reader has been greatly intrigued by the 
helpful jailer Joseph. Who is it ? And he has greatly 
missed the Baron de Batz. So he is now agog to know — 
IS Joseph the Baron de Bate? He has hopes. 

THE LIGHT THAT NEVER FAILED. By Arthur E. 
Stilwell. 7s. 6d. net. (Jarrolds.) 

Twice it happened to Henry Waterall to discover a gold 
mine. On the second occasion, when a landslide disclosed 
a rich seam, he made all haste to cover it up with soil, and 
refused to make any use of it. The experiences that led 
to this surprising decision form the subject of this story, 

which is a curious mixture of somewhat wild imagination 
and well-recorded observation and first-hand knowledge. 
When first he struck gold, nothing would content Wetherall 
but to leave his Australian backwoods and set out to see and 
enjoy the life of the larger world. At one time he all but 
sank under the temptations of bis position, but he came 
of good stock and his native sense pulled him out of 

the mire. His marriage to Felice Royston brought hitn to 
London, when, to gratify his wife’s inordinate ambition, he 
tried to enter society, paid lavishly to charity and party 
funds, and blossomed into knighthood. The sudden 
failure of the mine killed Felice, and Sir Henry returned to 

his old home where Mary Lucas was waiting for him and 
where a comfortable living was available from the paternal 
sheep-folds. It was then that the second discovery was 
made and was sternly concealed. At critical moments in 

his life Wetherall was invariably guided aright by a 
mysterious dream-light. 
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HAGAR'S HOARD. Ky George Kibbe Turner. «s. 6d. net. 
(Ilcincmann ) 

'* Hagar's Hoard ” deals with a highly original situation— 

that of an old miser, his daughter and his son caught by 
an epidemic of yellow fever in the Mississippi town of 
Memphis in 1878. The old man is torn between love of his 
daughter, which prompts him to take her out of danger, 
and love of his money, which urges him to remain. And 
the daughter, with the obstinacy of weakness, opposes her 
VIS tnertitr to any effort made to force her to leave alone. 
Now a single situation of this kind is the subject for a 

longish conte, and could quite adequately be described in 
from 70 to 100 pages. Unfortunately Mr. Turner spins 
out his story till it runs to 300 pages, to a gradual 
evaporation of interest, ^'et the book is uncommonly inter¬ 

esting ; it catches the atmosphere of a plaguc-slrickan city 
so admirably. The picture of the hot, sweltering, half- 
deserted town, and of the miser’s house, shut tight against 
the poisonous night air, and closer and closer encircled by 
the flare of the fever fires, has a Dcfoc-likc realism ; while 
the portrait of the old miser, with his virulent hatred of 

niggers, is quite a triumph of sinister humour. 

SWAMP BREATH. By Robert Simpson. 8s. 6d. net. 
(HoddiT Stoughton ) 

The reader uho enjoyed " The Bite of Benin ’ ami 
.staked on it his reputation with liis friends, opens “ Swamp 
Breath ” with the question, " Will it be as good ’ ” It is 
as good, or nearly as good. There arc fewer mysteries and 
not so many big moments, but the whole is a most engross¬ 
ing story. In it Mr. Simpson returns to the mangrove- 
bound heart of the Niger Delta, the Jakri and Sobo 

villages, the trading Ix'aches crowded about with canoes 
and gesticulating natives, the house-lizards, the sand-flies, 
the greasy mud of the poison swamp So quietly and un¬ 

obtrusively are the details given that the atmosphere 
creeps in upon the reader unawares. The groundwork of 
the plot concerns the effects of a deadly native drug, called 

vaka water. The chief victim is the Provincial Com¬ 
missioner, Barstow the Magnificent as lie was known to 
his friends before the evil thing entered into his soul. Much 

skilful writing has gone to the making of Barstow's 
character and to that of his beautiful, self-centred wife. 
This IS different work from '' The Bite of Benin,” but it is 
very effortless and very masterly, and only just misses 

being as effective. 

tlbe Bookman’s XCable. 
VANESSA AND HER CORRESPONDENCE WITH 

JONATHAN SWIFT. Introduction by A. Martin 
Freeman. 7s Od. net. (Sclwyn & Blount.) 

It requires a light hand and a generous sympathy to 

approach Swift in criticism or inquiry. It is impossible 
to reduce to psychological analysis the insoluble mystery 
of his character, his erratic and wayward moods, or the 
agony of his searching remorse. Still less is it a grateful 

task to cheapen the women who loved him. To acknow¬ 
ledge that both he and they were the sorrowful victims of 
his irresistible personality is not to blame either, but to 
tender the reverent compassion which is their just homage. 
Mr. Freeman's impression of Swift as a dispassionate and 
coldly intellectual man—w'ho apparently discounted any 
S’lCh wild probability as that of his pupil falling in love 
with him, even though he adapted his elderly sense to 
her playful and wi.stful moods—seems to detract from 

Swift s character half its rare charm. No man could write 
the letters to Stella and Vanessa, with which we arc all 
familiar, without having an understanding and perception 
granted to lew. The poignant regret uttered in mocking 
words which so often startle our pity, are surely evidence 
of a mind lorturcd by the contradictions of life, and con¬ 
fused by tiie perplexity of conflicting desires. The truth 
of Vanessa’s reproach (if it is hers)—” You have taught 
me to distinguish, and then you leave me miserable ”— 

and his anxiety lest gossip should single her out, are all 
corroboration of deepest feeling. Vanessa's generosity in 
standing sponsor for her mother’s or sister's debts is 

directly inconsistent with any act of meanness or revenge 
to one she loved. We prefer to ascribe the silence which 
befell the correspondence to Vanessa’s own renunciation 
than to any ordinary ” breach.” For one capable of such 
love as hers, wc would believe in her choosing silence 
rather than rebuff at the hands of Love himself. 

TO THE LIVING DEAD. By E. Paterson Cranmer. 
(Danyl.) 

Mrs. Paterson Cranmer’s first book of poems contains 
some fine work. It is a temptation to quote : 

“ Her name *■ 
Was Love I saw her pass 
Flower-strange, star-sweet. 
And on her breast she wore stained lilies, 

.\nil in her eyes were little pools of pain.” 

If some of the verse is immature there is not only promise 
here but performance ; yet because of faulty lines the 
short pieces are better than the long. In these poems we 
have at least, however, what is lacking in so much of the 
work of to-day—real and deep feeling ; 

” Pity mj' unrest 
.\nd st.iy with me an hour Alas, I know 
You will elude me as tlie moon that slips 
From the night’s eager arms . . . 

If you must go 
Then leave, Omaid ! a dream upon my lips ” 

STORIES OF THE SAINTS. By Grace Hall. 4s. r>d. 
(Harrap) 

For children, young and old. It is absoliitflv essential, 
in making a resume of the lives of the saints, that the 
writer should be a fervent believer, a person to whom some 
of the extravagances of the tales should not come amiss ; 
and this collection is fortunate in its compiler. Miss Hall 

writes with the greatest zest, enthusiasm and devotion. 
No less than thirty-one saints liavc their stories outlined 
here—briefly, simply and with much animation. The saints’ 
lives are followed up by a section entitled ” Tlic Saints 
and Their Humble Friends.” Here Miss Hall writes 
charmingly of Si. Koch and his Dog, St. Rigobert and 
his Goose, St. l-'elix and the Spider, and all the rest. Wc 
arc particularly drawn to the story of St. Patrick : “ What 

wonders he performed by the might of that sign of the Cross 
of Christ he so loved ! It is said that lie signed himself 
with it more than a hundred times daily and nightly. He 

traced it upon the waters—they were turned from foul to 
pure ; he traced it in the air—demons fled ; he drew it on 

the ground—it opened and swallowed up magicians; he 
drew it upon the dead—and they revived. And when he 
died, watching angels made the air so bright that no candle 
needed to be burned beside him.” Here will be found also 
the curious talc of St. Ursula embarking with her eleven 
thousand virgins, attended by many prelates and a number 
of chivalrous knights. ” A marvel it was to see how the 
maidens, miraculously taught, manned the ships, and with 
what skill they sailed them 1 ” 

VERSES AND BALLADS OF NORTH AND SOUTH. 
By the Rev. H. J. Boyd. M.A. 3s. 6d. (Elkin Mathews.) 

As a host, Mr. Elkin Mathews may not lay down over 
much wine of poetry in his cellar, but when he cracks a 
bottle the quality is generally of the finest. He it was who 
gave us the rare vintage of Stephen Phillips’s best, and 
that of many another poet who has since come to fame. 
The wine of ” Verses and Ballads of North and South." 
by H. J. Boyd, is still, rather than sparkling, and stirs no 
Swmburnian riot in blood or brain, but it is rare in colour 
and fragrance, and if Mr. Boyd be not a great, he is at 
least a true poet: 

” There are timid iingei^ tapping. 
Tapping at my window-pane. 

In her garments grey she’s rapping 
There—the little sister, Rain.” 

This is from ” The Priest's Awakening,” a poem in which, 
as in many others, Mr. Boyd gives expression to a fajicy— 
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sometimes even to a caprice, that in delicacy and originality 
remind one of his great countryman, Sir James Barrie. 
With another great Scot he has not a little in common, as 

witness : “ To My Sister, on receiving a copy of Verses 
by R. L. Stevenson, with a gift of Oatcakes.” Here is 
the first stanza : 

'■ Thanks, my dear tittic. for the sang 
And cakes foiby, o’ oatmeal strang 

• Aince, in the days ahint us lang, 
My banes were built o’ it. 
And, be the ditty riclit or wraiig, 
I lo’e the lilt o' it ” ^ 

“ Lilliard : A Ballad of the l.uldlc ” and ” Tlie Jtliymc 
of the Brothers ” successfully attempt the rccapUire of 

what to-day is almost a lost art. Best of al^ however, arc 

the sonnets. Technically they arc not equally iierfcct, loi 
Mr. Boyd sometimes allows luniself four rhymes instead ot 
two in an octave, and once—only once—he falls from grace 
by rhyming ” ciil) ” with ” mystical.” But such sonnets 
as '■ The Prisoner ”—even if the inotif remind us a little of 
Sir William Watson’s lyric, ” World Strangeness,” " The 

Sea's Unrest,” " June the Mother,” ” Respite ” and ” I'lie 
Garden of I’cacc,” are faultless in form and bold m con¬ 
ception. ” Verses and Ballads of North and South ” 
sufliciently prove Mr Boyd to be a ]->oet but, in a plirase 
of Rossetti’s, '■ the swing of his arm is Ircer in jirosc than in 
verse.” Readers who have marked, as many no doubt 
Iiave, the great imaginative jiowcr, pathos, onginahlv and 
beauty of his prose idylls in the Xalioiial licvicn' and otlu'r 
reviews ami magazines will De likely to agree wiib ilie 
piescnt writer that it is in prose, rather than in ]>oetr\', that 
Mr. Bovd IS likeliest one ilav' to come to fame. 

ENCHANTER^S NIGHTSHADE. By J. B. Morton. 
6s. 6d. net. (Philip Allan.) 

” Yet if wc write at all we lml^t write of the llung.s wc love 
and that move us , for there is soinetlnng that stirs in a man 
and makes liim speak of such things, however feebly ” 

So says Mr. J B. Morton, who has made a little book 
called ” Enchanter's Kightshade,” in which are many 
quaint sayings and some very beautiful ones. I have read 

a good many other things—prose and verse—from Mr. 
IMorton’s pen, but frankly this is the best of them. He 
may do better still 111 the future—there is plenty of time, 
I hope—but for the moment I am content. His book is 

not one to be gulped at a sitting ; rathci to be savoured 
delicately as (he will forgive me) a rich vintage. A 

company of six young men set out a-walking and a-t.ilking. 
Stay, why do I say ” young ” ? Mr. Morton answers me. 
” Youth ... IS a point of view,” he savs, and the point 
of view of this goodly tompany is that of glorious Youth— 
informed, it may be, by the wisdom of otlicr lamls and 
ancient days in so far as it may be gamed by travel and 

books -but Youth always, gav ami confident, A delightful 
book, a book of high aihenturc in farmyards and w-ild 
gaiety in sleepy villages ... of sunshine and the singing 
of birds ... of ])i}H‘s ami ale, and bread and cheese by tbe 
wayside ... of happ} talk with now and tlicn a sigh . . . 
and here and there graceful verses. . . . Now, the 
^\■onde^ful Six an- men of llio pen , therefore they approach 
the prosy at times ; but it is then that Mr. Morton’s skill 
saves turn and averts tiie clanger with a neat phrase. It is 
a charming book, and wc await Mr Morton’s next produc¬ 
tion with a jileasant coufidcnic. 

iTD u s I c. 

THE DECLINE OF RICHARD STRAUSS. 

By .\ntiiony Clyne. 

AS yet 11 o t 

the 01 diii.uv 

music - lover, but 

only the specialist, 

lias become aware 

of an almost imi- 

\-(’rsal decadence in 

(lerman music. 

This sterility, this 

relapse into out¬ 

worn conventions, 

into sujierfieial 

amiability, is not 

entirely the result 

of tile war, though the collapse of German supremacy in 

music has doubtless been both accelerated and intensified 

by the actual struggle for political supremacy. It is 

the result of the spirit which caused the war. It is 

the penalty—who can doubt ?—of the distortion of 

mentality and suppression of sjiirituality induced by 

those leaders of the nation whose materialistic creed 

laid waste a continent. Nowhere is this deterioration of 

German music more clearly manifest than in the 

compositions of Richard Strauss—he w'ho we thought 

was to stand next to Wagner, who had w'on his w'ay to 

recognition through many deterrents and despite 

Imperial distaste, which in Germany was indeed a 

drawback. 

He appeared in the world of music as an avowed 

revolutionary, but a revolutiunaiy of genius. Wagner 

had died in and there was no mighty creator of 

music to follow him. There were comiiosers talented 

an<l earnest, but thev caught no fresh rajiture. released 

no new jiow’er. Then came that inai vellous succession— 

■' Don Qui.xote,” ” Till Eulenspicgcl,” ” Hcldenleben.” 

Conv’^eiitions were discarded audaciously but not 

impudently, for it was the audacity of original jiower. 

The jiastoral scene in ” Don Quixote,” so magically real, 

true to tlie thinnest echo, attested the arrival of one of 

the w’orld’s greatest ertist.<. 

His personal career and circumstances were eminently 

favourable. He encountered unpojnilarity—enough not 

to crush his spontaneity of comi>ositioii, but to provide 

that spur without which such a temjxMament is aj)t to 

languish. The Kaiser and especially the Kaiserin dis¬ 

liked him and his music, and their unfa\ ourab]e regard 

produced ostracism in various quarters. It was very 

long before he became a member of the Berlin Academy. 

This opposition did not entail financial struggles, for 

Strauss inherited from his mother, descended from a 

wealthy family of Bavarian brewers, a fortune which 

has grown to many millions of marks; as he inherited 

doubtless something of his musical gift from his father, 

a member of a Munich orchestra. Strauss is a South 

German, without those defects of the Prussian tempera¬ 

ment which must hav'e destroyed his art. 

And yet he has worked himself out. Is it because 

materialispi has corrupted the very source and fount 

of his inspiration ? It might seem so, for his niggardli¬ 

ness, his astute bargaining have become j)roverbial. 
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The parsimony of a man with such comparative wealth, 

an artist above all, is amazing?. No musician is more 

tenacious in exactinj' the utmost from his royalties, more 

astute in investinj^ his fortune. He exploits his art like 

a commercial magnate. Is not the decline of his inspira¬ 

tion symptomatic of a degeneration in the national soul ? 

The Germany of his earlier productions liad many 

elements of strength, nobility even, which it lost. The 

period which followed the humbling of France was 

decj)ly coloured with crudely materialistic ambition, 

yet there were phases of the national ambition that 

were really noble. Of these Strauss was the supreme 

exponent. In the thundering diapasons of his music 

the New Germany spoke. It was bold but brave, 

ambitious but strong. 

But pride consumed Germany, and she began to 

worsliip Force as Force. So Strauss began to esteem 

noise as noise. His music had trumpeted forth the New 

Germany; it began to bang and clatter and howl, at 

intervals to tinkle-tinkle, the Germany that made the 

war. Once he almost redeemed himself—by “ Rosen- 

kavalier,” with its W'onderful artistry. But the theme 

was decadent. It was a fal.se glow of inspiration, the 

hectic flush, the morbidly beautiful fancy of a sick 

man—in parts no more than a waltz for “ The Merry 

Widow '' or some “ tuneful ” street-organ ditty. 

But " Electra ” was but an uproar, an agglomeration 

of thematic lunacies. During a general rehearsal at 

the Royal Opera at Dresden, he rushed down the central 

aisle, shouting to the conductor to stop. Madame 

Schumann-Heink as Clytemnestra was struggling with 

a terrific aria, and the orchestra were perspiringly work¬ 

ing their hardest. “ Louder ! Louder ! ” shrieked 

Strauss, “ I can still hear the singing ! '' A symbol 

surely of the debasement of the German spirit—this 

tall, gaunt man with straggling hair, pseudo-Beethoven- 

esque, shrieking at the Dresden Opera for noise, noise 

to drown all melody, and believing that to crack the 

t3'mpanum is to create veritably sublime music. 

“ La Legende de Joseph" was Strauss's mode of 

tinkle-tinkling forth the Germany of 1914. He con¬ 

fessed with puerile pride* that the Iciimoiif of “ Electra ” 

came to him while playing the national card game of 

Skat. " La Legende ” apparently came to him while 

tapping the glasses on a cafe table. Its cleverness is 

indubitable. There arc not many in this country with 

sufficient mastery of the sheer technique of composition 

to produce it. But its spirit is corrupt, the appearance 

of truth and strength concealing false imitation of 

simplicity, meretricious glitter of pretty phrases. 

'fhe tragedy of Richard Strauss is a phase of the 

tragedy oi Germany, the rejection of conventionalities 

degenerating into pursuit of the merely bizarre, the 

worship of strength into the worship of brute force, 

seeking to conceal crude violence beneath tricky 

Kultur. 

“THE PILGRIM’S PROGRESS”: 
A TONE POEM ON BUNYAN.* 

Every one who writes—every one, indeed, who speaks— 
must rec dl moments when their minds have suddenly 
been conhontecl, as it were, by a brick wall, as they realised 

• “ The Pilgiim’s Progress.” By Ernest Austin. Parts 
2S. each : Parts y-ii, 2s. 6d. each ; Parts 8 and 12, 3s, each- 
(Larway.) 

that language was 
powerless to express 
directly the thing 

they desired to say. 
Many are the bless¬ 
ings that have been 
heaped, at such 
crises, on the head 
of the man who 

first thought of that 
form of mental 

cross-reference 
which we call 

Analogy. Antj m 
no branch of life 
has analogy proved 
a greater boon than 

amongst the fine 
arts. By it the 

painter is enabled 
to speak of the 
tone of liis colour, 
the musician of the 
colour of his tone; and the locus classxcus is the story 
of the man, born blind, who was asked what idea the word 

'■ scarlet ” brought to his mind. The answer triumphantly 

justified artistic analogy, once and for all : “ It is like 
the sound of a trumpet.” 

To Mr. Ernest Austin, a composer of widely-recognised 
distinction and zeal, occurred the epic idea of embodying 
Bunyan’s great classic m sound ; and before me lies ” The 

Pilgrim’s Progress : Narrative Tone Poem for Organ,” in 
twelve books containing 264 pages, a work in which the 

only help given to the instrument is by a choir (optional) 
which, at the end, may sing the one word ” Alleluia.” 

The task the comjxiscr set himself was, as must be 

obvious, a colossal one. It is an almost unbearable strain 
on the possibilities of analogy, an almost hopeless demand 
on the fount of inspiration, an almost cruel call, even if the 
twelve books be played singly, on the concentration of the 
listener. Whether these difficulties liavc been overcome 
is, of course, a question involving a critical estimate of 
the music, qua music, which would be out of place in these 

columns. It will bo enough to say that the work is 
modern, thoughtful, often of symphonic calibre, frequently 

beautiful and always of fine craftsmanship. But it is in 
the harnessing of Bunyan, rathoi than in the technique of 
the music, that readers of The Bookman will find their 
interest. 

Of necessity the work is programme-music pure and 
simple; a fact which, in spite of Dr. Douglas Tayler’s 
preface, needs no apology whatever. Practically every 
page has one or more verbal sign-posts to tell us where we 
are. Frequently these are well chosen, and clearly give 
the cue for the emotional tinge in the music that follows. 
No listener, for instance, need be an expert musician to 
realise how the opening theme portrays “ the desolation 

and unhappiness of Pilgrim’s mind,” and how, at the end, 
when ” the Pilgrims watch the Hosts of Heaven passing 
before them in procession,” the glittering pageantry is 
reflected in the music—which, curiously, marches to five- 
in-a-bar. Personally, I feel a little less happy when " He 
feels the weight of his burden ” is followed by thick chords 
maestoso ponderoso; and when ” He wept and trembled ” 
1 had some shudders of anticipation which the music, when 
it came, did not prove quite unjustifiable. 

It is plain, however, that programme-music cannot 
escape its limitations and dangers. If the heavy burden 
and the tears are left alone, then a link in the narrative is 
lost: if they are dealt with, even momentarily, they must 
needs be ponderoso and appasionato. What is not so 
generally recognised is, that “ absolute music ” has its 
corresponding banalities. Many musicians are now bold 
enough to confess that their pleasure in a Beethoven 
quartet is ruined by the mechaiiical and obvious scaffolding 
which is called its “ form." And a man may reasonably 
prefer to risk, in programme^music, the possible triteness 
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of aa idea, rather than suffer, in absolute music, the assured 
boredom of prearranged structure. 

Much as I would like to think the work will " come off " 

in performance—and this is, all said and done, the acid 
test of all music—I fear there is one rock on whicli it will 
split. The composer, it is true, amply annotates his pages 
—the annotations, indeed, read from beginning to end give 

a very fair precis of Bunyan—and it is also true that these 
annotations are meant to be printed in a programme. 

But supposing that an organist made the experiment of 
playing Part 8 to any audience in the world, how many, I 
wonder, could hold their attention and follow even half¬ 

way through the thirty-four pages ? They begin where 
Pilgrim and Faithful hear the call, and carry the story, 
with twenty annotations, to the point where Faithful is 
carried up in the chariot. Even were the twenty printed 
headings in one’s hand, with hints as to the length of each 
section, how many of us would be prepared to wager wo 
knew when, say, section twelve began ? 

It is possible, however, that Mr. Austin may retort 
that this is one of the musical points which I vowed to leave 

alone. That granted, I will congratulate liim on tlie sincere 
and sustained fulfilment of a task so pregnant that it might 
have lured, so limitless that it miglit have daunted, the 
greatest and most courageous of composers. 

Percy C. Buck, M.A., Mus.Doc.(0.\on). 

A MIXED BUNCH.* 

If variety bo the spice of life the existence of the 
song reviewer, confronted with the strange diversity of 
publishers' buiiclles and the neeesslly of criticising the 
most variegated selections in one notice, should be a gay 
one. The liiirteen songs at jircsont to be considered 
provide a merry puzzle in classification. The homeliest 

flowers in the bunch arc certainly Mr. Percy Kahn's " Song 
Memories.” This title is more exact than the composer 
probably intended, for liis five songs call to mind an endless 
pnicession of their kind—those melodious, innocuous songs 
about gardens and ” mcm'ries.” To those who like such 
things, and do not mind an occasional sustained preposition 
on the penultimate note, these will be welcome. They arc 
vocally grateful, sufficiently effective and have music which 
is at least as good as the words. 

The next two, both American, are rather more advanced. 
Bryceson Treharne’s ‘Pickaninny,” a plantation song 
with a pleasant touch of wistful fancy, will please hghl- 
voiced baritones and tenors, and K. Huntingdon ^Vood- 

man’s " Eternal Love,” sopranos and tenors of the rolnister 
sort. This semi-sacred song is soundly constructed, with 
an accompaniment which is telling though a little stodgy 
in its reiterated quaver chords. The most probaliio 
deterrent to its popularity is the price. Two shillings for 
a two-page ballad is excessive. 

A more considerable advance marks the songs of l-'clix 
White and Phoebe Wynn Johnson, both composers liaving 
given themselves an occasion by choosing good lyrics and 
risen to it with music which catches their spirit. In ” Como, 
My Little Children ” and ” The Piper,” Mr. White has set 
two •■'f the new lyrics by R. L. Stevenson published in 1918. 
Both are dainty things and will need singers with imagina¬ 

tion, in the first case mezzo-sopranos and in the .second 
mezzos or baritones. Miss Johnson's ” To an Isle iv. the 
Water ” treats with suitable delicacy a winsome and 
characteristic l3rric by W. B. Yeats. The result is a charm¬ 
ing baritone or tenor song. 

To the numerous discriminating singers who delight in 

the art of Roger Quilter his new work, ” Three Pastoral 
Songs,” will need no recommendation. As always, the 
composer has chosen words of intrinsic value, in this case 

• “ Song Memories.” Five Songs by Percy B, Kahn. 
(Enoch.)—" Pickaninny.” By Bryceson Treharne. (Winthrop 
Rogers.)—“Eternal Love.’’ By R. Huntingdon Woodman. 
(Rogers.)—" Come, my little Children ” and " The Piper.” 
By Febx White. (Chappell.)—" To an Isle in the Water.” 
By Phoebe W3mn Johnson. (Chappell.)—" Three Pastoral 
Stmgs.” By Roger Quilter. (Elkin.) 
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by Joseph Campbell. It is interesting to watch Mr. 
Quilter ranging through the centuries, selecting the finest 
lyrics of Shakespeare. Herrick. Blake, and now of a modern 

p®ot, and with an almost uniform success adding to them 
music which is peculiarly similar and yet devoid of 
mannerism or self-repetition. In their original form and 
key the " Pastorals " arc designed for baritone voice with 
the a<lditional interest of an accompaniment for violin, 
’cello and piano. There are also editions for tenor voice 

and with piano only. The first, “ I will go with my Father 
a-ploughing,” might have been treated in a broad and 
robust style. Mr. Quilter more subtly prefers to emphasise 
throughout the quieter mood of the la-st lines, in which 
the wren sings to weary reapers in the heat of the sun. 

The song holds the broad tranquillity of seaside uplands 
and IS of a reticent beauty that lingers in the mind. 

“ Cherry \'allcy ” breathes the same quictne.ss : 

*' The low moon is looking through 
The glimmer of Iho honey dew. 
A petal trembles to the gnuss, 
The feet of fairies pass and j).ass ” 

The last, " I wish and I w'ish,” offers an effective contrast. 
It is a light and whimsical setting of three short-lined verses 
rather in the style of dc la Mare in their pensive fantasy. 
Altogether the book is one to be bought in haste and 

enjoyed at leisure, preferably with the string parts. 

Rodney Bennett. 

STREAKS OF LIFE* 

In this volume Dr Fthel Smyth collects various papers 

that can scarcely lie said to have any connection but that 
given by the dauntless |>crsonality of the author. She 
was ever a fightci ! 'rhe longest and most iiP cresting essay 
happens to be tlic least subjective and the least musical. 
It IS a scries of reflections and comments on that fcinntc 

fatale, the late Fmpress Fiigenic, who was Dr Smyth’s 
neighbour and friend. Here we have a real character 
stu<ly, excellently done, of a woman almost unexampled in 
these drab, modern days for her charm and her effect upon 

• '' Streaks of Life.” By Ethel Smyth, Mus.Dtc. los. (id. 
(Longmans) 

the history of Europe. Dr. Smyth’s paper is excellently 
written. It hasn't a trace of the sickly and sickening 

humbug that usually accompanies accounts of royalty 

ifitime. Another paper describing the composer’s troubles in 
getting her Mass performed gives us some very plain and 
highly interesting glimpses of the late Queen Victoria, one 

as a simple, uncomfortably hardy, homely person, and 
another as an equally uncomfortable Personage, every little 
inch of her. Still a third crowned head glitter^ in these 

pages—the eagle-helmeted Lohengrin of the North, now 
fallen and abject, pointing a moral, even though he does 
not sffccially adorn any sort of talc. The paper in which 

the ex-Kaiser apjiears is a long and interesting account of 
the compo.ser’s struggle to get her opera, Der Wald," 

produced in Berlin. A more technical and rather le.ss clear 
essay discusses the ” great opera fiasco.” It is dated 
July, 1020, but the " fiasco ” of 1920 is a ” fiascone ” now, 
for, as far as we know, the summer season of 1921 will see 

the Royal Opera, Covent Garden, with closed doors—closed 
to opera, at least. 'J’hat is one of the privileges of living in 

this happily governed island. The volume contains as well 
a review of that lovely hook, “ Mount Music,” by those 
great ” Irish RM." ladies, and a couple of other papers 
that we think hardly worth reprinting. Dr. Smyth has 
given us a volume of rich and varied interest, with enough 
about music in it to interest the musical, but not enough to 
disturb anybody else. 

NOTES ON NEW MUSIC. 

MODERN MELODIES. A Collection of Pianoforte Pieces. 
(Alfred Lengnick) 

This collection of favourite Pieces by composers such as 
E. T. Davies, Rudolf Friml, Carl Bohm, Stepan Esipoff, 
etc., should prove an acceptable album to all who desire 

pieces not too difficult nor yet too easy. 

LITTLE YVETTE. Words by Fred Wcatlicrly. Music by 
Hadyn Wood. (Chappell.) 

A song that should prove very jiopular with all who 
love an ear-haunting chorus. 

Ube Btama. 
SHAKESPEARE FOR SHAKESPEARE’S SAKE. 

IN PRAISE OF THE “OLD VIC.” 

By S. R. Littlewoop. 

WHAT is the 

secret of the 

"DM Vic.”-? Why 

is it that directly 

one has passed those 

tawdry portals one 

is conscious that 

here, as nowhere 

else, is the true 

Shakespea r ean 

enthusiasm. Here, 

in that homely old 

/‘fcrfcfty Miss Lilian Baylia. slum-playhouse, is 
’ the glow' of genuine 

gratitude, not for peculiarly comfortable seats, not for 

a.iy satisfied curiosity over picture-paper fame, not for 

ingem^ity of perversion, or splendour of spiectacle, but 

for the truth and beauty of Shakespeare himself. 

Quite apart from its broad achievement, the mere fact 

that the “ Old Vic.”, thanks to Miss Lilian Baylis’s 

indomitable courage, kept the banner of Shakespeare 

flying evefi in the war, would alone consecrate it as a 

classic theatre. The splendid work, too, that it has 

done for the children—though this did not develop till 

Mr. Ben Greet's time, and is no longer smiled upon by 

the L.C.C.—is in itself a monument. Even as things 

arc, how many young Shakespcarcans have already 

grown up at the “ Old Vic.”, with Shakespeare’s 

wit, wisdom, fancy and speech as part of their lives ! 

Just now, however, there is something more than all 

this in the ” Old Vic.” A change well worth noting has 

happened with the arrival of Mr. Robert Atkins as 

“ producer.” It has done so very largely through 

Mr. Atkins’s discovery of the value of that long-neglected 

and, at times, even despised possession of the ” Old Vic.” 

—its " apron ’’-stage. Until Mr. Atkins came, nothing 

to any purpose had been done w'ith the yard or two of 

knubbly old timber which still stretches out in front of 

the “ Old Vic.” proscenium, and is a bequest from the 

days when the theatre was built, just over a century ago. 
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By his judicious use 

of it Mr. Atkins has 

been able to make 

the "Old Vic.’* a 

scene of enlighten¬ 

ment, not merely 

to 'Ipopular*' 

audiences, but to 

the whole Shake¬ 

spearean world—a 

iiving example of 

good and wise 

staging. 

This is an entirely 

new thing, and one 

which cannot be 

emphasised too much. In the old days we used to 

praise the " Old Vic.” just because it was doing a noble 

educational work. Now we have got beyond that. While 

Shakespearean pedants are arguing this way and that 

about methods of protluclion, Mr. Atkins is quietly 

solving the riddle. Volk may differ about other matters, 

but in the playing oi Shakespeare for Shakespeare’s sake 

it is absohxtely ossoutial that the scenes shntild follnw 

and dovetail into each other as Shakespeare meant. The 

little scenes must be (/ii the ’* apron ” in front, the big 

scenes on the main stage, and the " peep-shows ” l>ehind 

• all. V^■ithout this arrangement it is impossible even 

to follow Shakespeare’s text. Hence, for faithful work, 

there has to be an ” apron ’’-stage, unless one can endure 

a perpetual diawing of curtains. 

Here is the practical truth upon which Mr. .Atkins has 

l>uilt. At the same time, ho has brought back from the 

war to Shakespearean production a large sanity. He 

does not treat his " Old A'ic." friends to any fads. A'ery 

rightly he allows of a certain amount of scenic beauty, 

where this docs not interfere with the sequence of ‘scenes 

or with the value of Shakespeare’s descriptions. There 

is, as a matter of fact, a great deal of bunkum talked 

about imagination. Kouglily you can e.xpcct out of an 

^audience only a certain iTcrcentagc of what has been put 

i^ln. They cannot imagine what they do not know. Tor 

us who have seen spectacular productions till \\c are 

tired of them, and who have a rough notion what 

C.esaiean Rome or Elizabethan England looked like, 

a bare-board .Shakesiieare is all that is needed. But an 

audience who know nothing can “ imagine ” less. 

Moreover, wc have always to remember that a modern 

audience hav’e this disadvantage as against Shake¬ 

speare's. They have not only to transform " this 

cockpit ” into “ the vasty fields of Trance,” but to get 

themselves hack three hundred years to imagine even 

the "cockpit"! So, for interiors—"blasted heaths” 

and enchanted isles remaining much what they ’vere in 

Shakespeare's time—Mr. Atkins has been very careful 

over his cliarm of scene and lore of costume. Simple 

though everything has to be—for the " Old Vic.” is still 

poor—some of his scenes have been among the most 

beautiful to be found on our stage anywhere. Juliet’s 

bedroom, for instance, had something of Carpaccio’s 

St. Ursula about it. 

It has been a great joy also to notice how the acting of 

the company has improved—very largely on account of 

that " apron." The *' Old Vic." players are learning 

to address the audience, wliich is the essence of Shake¬ 

spearean acting, instead of always talking sideways in a 

picture. Congratulations to gentle Miss Mary Sunnier, 

and to Miss Tlorcnce .Saunders, who is getting to look 

more and more like Siddons, and fast overcoming the 

faults that have hitherto (juahliod further comparison. 

Then tlicrc is Mr. l-iuperl Harxev (so Ixravc a Falcon- 

bridge) ; Mr. Ernest Milton, whose fanta.sy can range 

from Berowne to ShyhK'k ; Mr. Andrew I.eigh, the over- 

sympathetic and intelligent " fool ” and, far from least, 

Mr. Atkins himself, ulio makes somewhat too boisterous 

a noble Roman, but is a glorious Sir Toby, and put such 

memorable strength into his Caliban and Ins Lear. 

I cannot help fancying that in time to come, when 

posterity will hav<* forgotten all about certain current 

West End jilays, the toils and triumphs of this band of 

brothcrs -aiid sistc-rs -at the Old Vic.” will be re¬ 

called lust as Phelps's leigu at S.ullers Wells is now. 

Th(‘y will be talked of, not with meaningless awe, but 

with love and thankfulness, by a gx'ncration which will 

have owed to tliem the happiest of all debts. 

THE SCOTTISH NATIONAL PLAYERS. 

7'Jic Scottish Repertory Theatre closed its doors in 
1914, and .serious dramatic i-ffort m tlie north was necessarily 

in abeyance during the war years But that the impulse 
towards higher tlioatncal staiulanls did not perish in the 
flood of inuMC-and-girl frivolities is proven bv the recent 
successful efforts ot the Scottish National Players - a hand 
of amateurs who, under the aiisjnces of the Saint Andrew 
Society, are striving against considenible odds to establish 

firmly a real repertory movement on national lines. This 
company has now submitted its second scries of plays to 
(riasgow audiences The pieces performed were “ The 
Philosopher of Buttcrluggins,’’ by tlie late Harold Chapin, 
a delicate little comedy of (dasgow life : “ Tlie Mother," 

by (Icorgc lilake, a piece of stark realism in a modern 
Hebridean setting ; and '' Tlie li.iilie's N’oimnee," by ])avid 

Martin, an amusing satire on Scots municipal election 
practices. Produced by Mr. Andrew P. Wilson, late of 
the Abbey Tlicatre, 1 )nl>liii, the jilays were capablv rendered 
by the amateurs, of whom the names of .Miss Hlliot Mason 
and Miss Belina Miller, and Messrs (.raham, Buchanan, 
Struan, Robertson, and H. ('. Stiirk will Ini specially 
remembered. It is the intention of the 1’layers to submit 
a series ol productions next winter and, perhaps, to send 
fit-up companies on propaganda tours tlirough outlying 

districts. 

TWO SCOTTISH PLAYS: "The Mother " l?y George Blake. 
IS. ^Glasgow . Wilson)—"The Philosopher of Buttcr- 
biggins." By Harold Chapin, is. (Gowans & Gray.) 

Both these plavs arc of Scottish peasant life, but there 

all similarity between them ends. ilr. Blake has a story 
to tell; superficially a story that is simple enough, but it 
touches heights and depths of human love and human error, 

and from the humdrum of homely, everyday experiences 
his two scenes pass inexorably into most poignant tragedy, 
always with the natural, wistful ambition of old Calum 
Gillespie to add to the pity of it all. The characters are 
very ably ilrawn, the dialogue and the movement, quicken¬ 
ing to the dose, handled with great skill. One is not sur¬ 
prised to hear that " The Mother " met with a wholly 
appreciative reception when it was produced last month 
by the Scottish National Play^ers. Harold Chapin’s 
" Philosopher of Butterbiggins " is the shghte.st and lightest 

of comedies. It is the merest incident of a very old man 

and his small grandchild pitting their wills against the 
dogged obstinacy of the child's mother and driving her to 
surrender, A little comedy of the fireside that is cleverly, 
neatly and w'himsically developed in one short act. 
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HAMLET AND THE SCOTTISH SUCCESSION. By 
Lilian Winstanley. loa. net. (Cambridge University Press.) 

So far as is known the first edition of “ Hamlet ” bearing 
Shakespeare’s name was published in 1603, followed in the 
succeeding year by a second edition “ newly imprinted and 
enlarged to almost as much again as it was, according to the 
true and perfect Coppic.” An interesting reprint of these 
two quartos with the te.xts printed on opposite pages was 
issued by Messrs. Sampson I.ow, Son iS: Co., in i860, from 
the original quartos in the possession of the Duke of 
Devonshire. Wlicn Shakespeare wrote his tragedy is 

somewhat uncertain, but it has been conjectured that the 
date was the year lOoi, or thereabouts. This was the time 
when public attention was concentrated on the Essex 

conspiracy and the Scottish succession, and Miss Win- 
stanley's book has been written with the object of en¬ 
deavouring to -show the relation of the drama, or its possible 
relation, to conteinporar^’ history. It is not the first time 

that this theory has been suggested. So far back as 1706 
James ^umtre wrote his " Observations on Hamlet and 
the Motives which induced Shakespeare to fix on the 
story of Amleth,” and in the following year an appendix 
lo it was printed, “ being an attempt to prove that 
Shakespeare designed that tragedy as an indirect censure 
on Mary Queen of Scots.” Then in 1885 George Macdonald 

published an edition of ” Hamlet,” in which he attempted 

to prove that the character of the Prince was based on 
that of the Earl of Essex. Miss Winstanley's theory is 
that Shakespeare fused into Hamlet characteristics of 
both James I and Essex, that the murder of Hamlet’s 

father thinly veiled that of James’s father, Darnlcy ; that 
by Claudius the Globe audience was to l>e reminded of 
^thwell; that Polonius was intended for Burleigh, and 
so on^ The writer has produced a most interesting mono¬ 
graph which will doubtless be eagerly discussed. On the 
whole a very good case has been made out for her theory, 

but in some of the details she has, we think, overstepped 
the limits of probability. Emphasis is laid on the fact that 

in our current criticism too little consideration has been 
had to the particular angle of vision from which the play 
would naturally be regarded by an Elizabethan audience. 

FOR THE ABBEY THEATRE. 

” When beggars die. ffhere are no comets seen ”—but is 

the beggars’, death less tragic ? 
To-day in Ireland great powers are in mortal conflict. 

For the protagonists there is limelight—but outside its 
fringes the small fry, caught up in vortices of the mam 
struggle, fight for life. Such is the .Abbey Theatre ; after 
a long and honourable career (it is the oldest of existing 

repertories) it is compelled by the new curfew order to 
close its doors ; yet full or empty, it ha.s its rents to face, 
its debts to pay; failing this, for want of a few hundred 
pounds, it must l>ecome extinct. Last month a special 
matinee of three .Abbey plays was given in aid of the 

old theatre, with some original players in the cast. Mr. 
Lennox Robinson now announces a series of four lectures 

wth the same good object, to be delivered at 213, “King's 
Road. S.W., on the four Thursdays of May. Full details 
may be had from Mr. Robinson at the Ambassadors. Mr. 
A'eats himself will give the first lecture on May 5th ; 
subject—” The Irish Theatre.” 

A great theme, surely! In 1904 the new-born Irish 
National Theatre Society moved to its present quarters 
from the Molesworth Hall; pioneered by Mr. A'eats and 
Lady Gregory, helped generously by Miss Horniman, with 
a fine school of players brought up on the work of Mr. A’eats 
and the late J. M. Synge, it drew all lovers of good plays 
and acting to its' banner, both at home and in London. 
But it did more than this; as time passed, the Abbey 
became hn institution j never one of your cold, impersonal, 
commercial theatres, it had a spirit of its own which seemed 
to unite its workers in a common loyalty. There was a 
grcvn-room like a studio, warm and light, where one could 
gossip between acts, study lines uninterrupted by rehearsal, 
or aftei the last cactain play cards till far into the dawn. 
To the present \mter, at least, the grey,old building on 
the quays is full of memories—of Synge, with bis fierce 
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laughter; of Lady Gl^gory, inexorable, throned in its 
green-room like Elizabeth in the.Hall of Song, while one by 
one reluctant actors strove self-consciously before her for 
the invidious honour of rendering, unaccompanied, the 
snatch of folk-song which a new play must contain ; of 
Fred O’Donovan, greatest of ex-Playboys, reading to a 
hushed company the first script of “The Lost Leader.” 
one April day ; of Kerrigan, sometime Tramp in the 
” Shadow of the Glen,’.’ who in the ” Dreamers ” of Lenno.x 

Robinson played three parts, all Dubliners, yet each with 
a distinctive accent; of old Paddy, prince of property men, 

dispatched hot-foot from making a stuffed fish to scolu* 
quayside pawnshops for a portrait of Gladstone ; of Mr. 

Bernard Shaw, grimly benevolent, but adamant against 
the diminution of ‘’Blanco Posnet ” by a single oath, 

Eheu fugaces . . ..' They are worth preservation, the 
old memories. Successful, these four lectures may fore¬ 
stall catastrophe—and for once, thank Heaven, enjoyment 
V? not incompatible with a good cause. 

Graii.\m Sutton. 

THE HEART OF A CHILD* By Frank Dauby and G. 
Frankau, at the Kingsway. 

A great many tilings—rather incompatible things—have 
gone to the making of ■' 'J’he Heart of a Child.” 'I'hc basis 

is good old Surrey melodrama; 1 looked anxiously for 
cabbages to be hurled at the villain who so basely plots to 
ruin an innocent ge-e-url. The girl would be intolerable 
if it were not tliat Miss Renee Kellv can make any part 
seem charming; hut she never made the heroine seem 
plausible, either as the Cockney munition-worker or as the 
successful dancer. The rest of the cast struggled hard with 
tlie hopeless psychology and poor dialogue of a piece whose 
proper home was the Lyceum. A'ct Mr. Frankau was not 
content with simple melodrama. He has added side¬ 
lights on smart societv, foolish political gibes and cheap 

philosophy about love which made the play seem as in¬ 
sincere as it was unlifelike. It is a long time since I rearl 
Frank l.'>anby’s novel; but it is diflficult to believe that it 

was as poor and thin as the play which her son has made- 
out of il, 

MAJOR BARBARA. By O Bernard Shaw, at Everyman. 

The second act of ' Major Barbara” is certainly one 
of the best, if not the best, which Shaw ever wrote. His 
talent for rhetoric, Ins social anger, his genuine philan¬ 
thropy, have fine plav in it. and arc mingled with the 
human come<ly, ironic and humane, of Cusins anti 33arbara, 
of Undershaft, Snobby Price and Rummy Mitchell. The 

Hampstead Company are at their liest, too, in this act.^ 
Their production of the play does not rank with that « 
'■ The r)octor’s Dilemma ' or ” A'ou Never Can Tell,^ 
although Miss Massingham as Major Barbara gives a 
very memorable anti beautiful performance ; she is truly 
Lady Bntomart’s daughter, converted, a kind of Salva¬ 
tionist Manning. Mr. Nicholas Henncn is quite unsuited 
to play Imdershaft. He has neither the force nor the 
fanaticism of that bigoted maker of cannons : his sympa¬ 
thetic voice IS singularly out of keeping with Undershaft’s- 
sardonic humour. This Andrew might have been called 
” Andy-Pandy ” by his men : he would never have been 
called ” Mephi.stopheles ” by his son-in-law. As Cusins',. 
Mr. Aylmer did his best: but he too often seemed to 
be remembering his words rather than acting his part, 
a charge which is true of some other members of the 
company, who forget that Shaw is essentially a romantic 
rhetorician, like Wilde, not a realist like Ibsen. The 
long speeches should be declaimed, not spoken conversa¬ 
tionally. Mr. Banks is almost too intelligent to make a- 
perfect Stephen ; but he did very well with that ungrate¬ 
ful part; and Mr. Scott was excellent as Snobby, except 
that he should restrain his tendency to step-dance. Mr. 
Wills gains new laurels with every part he attempts—his 
Shirley was a worthy pendant to Miss Clare Greet's in¬ 
comparable Rummy. We hope the Shaw season will 
continue—-it would be wonderful if Miss Craig could 

persuade Miss Ellen Terry to give us a revival of Lady Cecily. 
R. E. R. 
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No new literary Reminiscences could be surui of 
a welcome than are those that Sir Sidney Colvin 

is writing. The book which is now nearing com¬ 
pletion will probably be called “ Faces and Places,” 

and should be ready for publication this autumn. 

It is not often that an imaginative novelist can 
write a story of the near future and then see part 
of his prophecy come true before there has been 
time to publish his book, but this experience has 
been reserved for Mr. Cuthbert Edward Baines, wlio 
recently won the prize in The Bookman First 
Novel Competition. The plot of his story, '' The 

Black Circle,” turns on the recovery from the sea 
of a tract of land off the Essex coast. Phenomenally 
fertilising properties are found in the soil, and these, 
distributed by their altruistic discoverer to small¬ 
holders and farmers, revolutionise agriculture, make 
work on the soil easy and profitable, draw people 

from tlio towns back to the land, produce food so 
cheaply and in such quantities that the whole 
country is socially and economically revolutionised 
and. instead of the working classes being dis¬ 
contented. financial and great commereial magnates 
are driven to form secret societies and adopt lawless 
measures to upset the existing order of things, 

destroy Hie fertiliser at its source and restore 
the conditions under which capitalism flourished. 
SlioiTly after the prize award was made it was 
announced in the jircss that land had actually 
been reclaimed off tlic coast of Norfolk wliicli was 
so bewildcringly fertile that everything planted on 
it was growing in such great luxuriance that the 
harvesting of crops was becoming a serious problem. 
And now Professor Barton Scammcll writes to say 
that the American Lignaite Company is introducing 
a fertiliser that has been discovered in certain sub¬ 
soil, waste coal dust, etc., which is capable of increas¬ 
ing the production of our home-grown food by 
hundreds of millions of pounds worth each year. 
” I have been in correspondence lately with Mr. 
Lloyd C.eorge in reference to the matter,” he writes ; 
"he is very much interested and may call public 

attention to it.” It does not do to talk about 
improbabilities in fiction when science gets to 

work like this to justify the ima'gjnings of the 

novelist. 
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Miss Muriel Stuart, whose two books, " Christ 

at Carnival ” and " The Cockpit of Idols,” have 

given her rank with the truest and best of the women 

poets of our time, contributes a very striking 

dramatic Ivric, “ Andromeda Unfettered,” to the 

current issue of the English Review. The pro¬ 

tagonists of the drama are Andromeda, the spirit of 

woman, Perseus, the new spirit of man, and a chorus 

of (i) women who desire the old thrall and (2) 

women who crave the new 

freedom. The poem ” is 

not a study of the economic 

struggle of women, but of 

the deep-rooted antagonism 

of spirit which constitutes 

the eternal sex-problem.” 

Much the most brilliant 

and entertaining one-man 

art show that has been 

held in London for a long 

while is that of Mr. Max 

Beerbohm’s new carica¬ 

tures. There has been 

nothing like it since Max 

had a similar exhibition— 

how many years ago ? The 

wit and satire of the draw¬ 

ings are as pungent as ever. 

Among Max’s chief victims 

are Mr. Lloyd George, Mr. 

Asquith,Colonel Repington, 

Mr. Churchill, Mr. H. G. 

Wells, Mr. Edmund Gosse, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Lytton 

Strachey, Mr. du Maurier, Mr. Augustus John and 

Lord Leverhulme. Perhaps the most quietly scath¬ 

ing of the cartoons is that of Mr. Walter Long trying 

to explain what he has achieved. Max can be 

bitter, but it is always a spirit of fun, a shrewd, 

sly sense of the absurdity of things that inspires 

him ; he is our only caricaturist who can - bite 

hard and still put a laugh into his hardest bite. 

The Librarian and Book World, which is now in 

the tenth year of its existence, is taking a new lease 

of life and will in future be published by Messrs. 

Sampson Low & Co. 

The author of ” Rising Above the Ruins in 

France ” (Putnams Ltd.), Mrs. Corinna Haven 

Smith, daughter of Major G. H. Putnam, the head 

of the well-known publishing firm, who is now in this 

country, has just been decorated with the Cross of 

the Legion of Honour in recognition of her work 

during the last five years among the women and 

children in the devastated villages of Northern 

France and Belgium, a graphic account of which is 

given in her book. 

In her now novel, ” h'ar to Seek,” which has just 

been published by Messrs. Blackwood, lifrs. Maud 

Diver has woven into a narrative of action and 

romance a graphic presentation of recent events in 

India, and from her inti¬ 

mate knowledge of its 

l>eople throws light on the 

problems with which our 

Indian Empire is at present 

confronted. 

Mr. F. G. Shaw, the well- 

known angler, has recently 

returned from South Africa 

and is busy on a book 

about his experiences there, 

w’hich took the form of 

further discoveries in the 

science of Tr<-lit Fly Casting 

and Trout Fishing. 

"The Pleasures of Ig¬ 

norance,” a new volume of 

essays by Mr. Robert Lynd, 

will be published in 

September by Mr. Grant 

Richards. 

Owing to general ill-health Mr. A. C. Fifield has 

disposed of his publishing business to Mr. Jonathan 

Cape, who will continue t(» publish the complete 

writings of Samuel Butler, the existing and future 

work of W. H. Davies, and the other books hitherto 

published by Mr. Fifield. 

Mr. Kincton Parkes has made a survey of the 

world's sculpture in the twentieth century, which 

Messrs. Chapman & Hall are publishing, in two 

volumes, under the title of ” Sculpture of To-Day.” 

The influences of Alfred Stevens in England, 

Meunier in Belgium, Rodin in France and Rosso in 

Italy in forming the present schools arc dealt with, 

and biographical notices of living artists in Great 

Britain and the Colonics, on the Continent, in 

America, in Japan, are supplemented by 150 

illustrations of their work. Mr. Kineton Parkes 

deserted fiction for art history, but the desertion is 

only temporary. 

Notwithstanding the great popularity of Sir Hall 

Caine’s novels (more than five millions of them in all 

PhotohyVandyk. Rev. G. A. Studdert>Kennedy 
(“Woodbine Wfllle *’). 

whoseirecent book, “ Food for the Fed-Up" (Hodder & Stoughton), 
Is one of the most searctainf; and hearteniuK ol contributions towards. 

the solving of our post-war religious and social problems. 
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having been published in English editions only) some 

of his earlier books have been, owing to war con¬ 

ditions, out of print for a considerable time, except 

in cheap editions. Messrs. Heinemann now pro¬ 

pose to remedy this by re-issuing the novels in a 

new form at 3s. 6d. The volumes of this Collected 

Edition will not be issued in the order of their first 

publication, but according to the present public 

demand for them. " The Deemster ” (by arrange¬ 

ment with Messrs. Chatto & Windus) and " The 

Woman Thou Gavest Me ” coming first in the 

series ; " The Prodigal Son ” and “ The Manxman ” 

last. The first t\vo volumes will be published this 

month, and it is intended to complete the publica¬ 

tion of the nine earlier books in the course of the 

summer and autumn. Meantime, Sir Hall Caine’s 

new novel, '' The Master of Man,” will appear in 

July. 

An excellent exhibition was held last month at 

Walker’s Galleries of pen and crayon sketches from 

” Time and Tide ” by J. W. Ginsbury, J. H. Dowd, 

Edith Hosking and Ralph I.ongstal'fc. Of tlic 

iorty-ninc subjects the most successful were perhaps 

the clever sketches of Sir J. Forbes Robertson, 

fi. K. C., Rebecca West, Robert Smillie, Sir Pliilip 

Gibbs, Alice Meyiiell, Sjbil and Russell Thorn¬ 

dike and Ellen Terry. The whole collection was 

well worth making and well worth going to see. 

The new Canadian Authors' .\ssociation is not 

letting the grass grow under its feet. Having elected 

one rising novelist, Mr. J. Murray Gibbon, whose 

latest novel, ” The Conquering Hero,” was published 

Mr. Edward BoR, 

whose aiilobiosraphy. “ Edwaril Boh,'' has jusi been published 
b> Mr Thornton Ibiiterwurth, with 4n intreduction by Lord 

Notthcliffu, who says " ii is Ihi auiobiogruphy o( our Uiik' ” 

recently by Mr. John Lane, as its president, it has 

now’ elected one of its most popular novelists, Mr. 

Robert J. Stead, chairman of its Ottawa branch. 

In an address he lias just delivered to the Ottawa 

Woman’s Club Mr. Stead emphasised Canada’s need 

of a literature of her own. ” Canadians are 

peculiarly situated,” he pointed out, ” in that their 

country lies alongside another, separated only by 

a geographical line, the people of each speaking the 

same language, following tlie same pursuits, having 

the same ambitions. Being so peculiar!}’ situated, 

Canadians would find it difficult to retain their 

identit}’. The present generation of (Canadians wish 

to be Canadians, but I doubt if future generations 

will. That depends on the thouglits and 

ideals of the youths <if the country. 

To direct tliesc in the right channel we 

must haw Canadian literature. Since the 

United States has a larger reading public 

they are able to produce magazines and 

books much cheaper, and so our country 

is deluged with American literature, filled 

witli American sentiments.” The Authors’ 

Association aims to build up literature 

with Canadian sentiments and so have a 

distinctly Canadian people. 

Dorothy Canfield, whose new' novel, 

” The Brimming Cnp,” Mr. Jonathan Cape 

is publishing, is an American of New 

England descent. Her father was a college 

professor and president of several state 

universities. In 1907 she married Mr. 

John R. Fisher. She WTOte her first novel, 

Mrs. Elinor Glyn, Mr. Somerset Maugham 

and Mr. Joseph tiembery. 
Mif. Giya is vlsitlog the Californian Studios of the Famous Piayers-Lasky Film Co., 

in order to write orlslnal film plots for tbelr Paramount Pictures. 
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" The Squirrel Cage,” in 

19:2. " Hillsboro People ” 

(1915), u collection of short 

stories, was followed by her 

second novel, ” The Bent 

Twig,” and by another 

collectif)!! of sliort stories, 

"The Real Motive.” Tlie 

experiences of herself and 

her husband during the 

war went to the making of 

" Home h'lres in TTance ” 

and "The Day of (dory,” 

and since her return home 

in 1919 " The Brimming 

('up” has been written. 

NOTF.S ON NEW BOOKS. 

The new edition of " English 

Wayfaring Life in the Middle 

Ages,” by J. J. Jusserand 

{25s : Fisher I’nwin), has been 

revised and enlarged by the 

author. It is both the most 

interesting and most valuable record of its kind and 

has been admirably translated by Miss Lucy Toulmin 

Smith. M. Jusserand has reconstructed the lives of our 

fourteenth-century ancestors not from tales of the poets 

and easily available chronicles, but by delving into ancient 

petitions, reports of old lawsuits, dead and forgotten 

statutes and ordinances, and he has not only ma<le these 

dry bones live but ha.s recreated from them certain phases 

of the life of the past with all the colour and movement and 

interest of detail that belonged to it in its day. First he 

deals with the roads and bridges, how they came to be made 

and who was responsible for their maintenance ; tlicu he 

introduces a picturesque, many-coloured pageant of the 

motley wayfarers, lay and religious, who commonly used 

them—the minsts ds, iugglcrs, messengers, merchants, 

pedlars, outlaws, wandering Woikmen, itinerant preacliers, 

friars, pardoners, and the groups of pilgrims going 

periodically to famous shrines. All the life of the "great 

roads is unrolled before you, and the result is a book that 

not only adds much to our intimate 

knowledge of the jii-ojile of the Middle 

.iges, their actu.d habits of dress and 

thought and manner of living, but is as 

fascinating to read as any rom.ance that 

has ever l>een written of them The 

numerous illustrations from old MSS. 

and caily chronicles add enormously to 

the interest and eftectiveness of the 

record. 

" I wiidi that I had told Jack at the 

beginning and then all tliis would not 

have happened ! ” Thus the misjudged, 

heartbroken little heroine of Mrs. 1‘atrick 

MacGill's latest novel, “ Hidden 

Fires ’* (7s. (xl. ; Herbert Jen¬ 

kins). To support her war- 

shattered husband and little 

son, I.ola Bruce secretly 

becomes a chorus-girl. But her 

husband discovers the decep¬ 

tion and, spurred on by a 

cousin who.se jealousy of Lola 

runs to excessive malice, totally 

misinterprets his wife's motive 

for lying to him regarding her 

means of livelihood. Circum¬ 

stances seem to bo in league 

against the innocent girl, and 

a stormy quarrel separates her 

from her husband. How the 

vindictive Olive and the ruth¬ 

lessness of fate combine to keep 

them apart makes a sensational 

story which could be easily and 

profitably adapted to the film. 

The latest addition to Messrs. 

Watts tS: Co.’s Life-Stories of 

Famous Men series is ” Robeit 

C. Ingcrsoll,” by Charles T. 

Gorham (3s. Od ) Ingt'rsoll held liis own as lawyer, 

orator and writer among the distinguished Americans of his 

day, and is described by Mr. Gorham as " one of the 

greatest of all rebels against conventional religion, one of 

the greatest of all defenders of liberty.’ It needed more 

courage to be a freethinker in his day than it does in ours, 

when the majority of us are grown m(»re tolerant of each 

othcis beliefs and unbeliefs ; and Ingersoll had the courage 

that was necessary. Mr. Gorham has dtawn the character 

ot the mati and related the story of Ivis stormy career 

frankly, fairly, sympathetically, and though it may surprise 

many to find him saying " Ingersoll was, in the best sense 

of the word, a religious man,'* few who read the plain facts 

about him and the ghmi>ses given of his inner life and 

social ideals will be dis|xj.sed to dispute the claim. 

'J'he strange story of that ill-fated Indian. Mog Megone, 

and his love for Kuth I^oythorne. the settler’s daughter, 

gave W lutticr a theme for one of the most famous of his 

Mog Megone ” (7s. Od. ; Jarrolds) Miss 

May Wynne has deftly fashioned that 

wonderful story into a very picturesque 

and thrilling romance of love and 

adventure among North American 

Indians in the days of the early 

colonists. 

Messrs. G. Heath Robinson & J. Birch 

have added to their attractive series of 

2s. 6d. novels a capital translation 

of " An Adventuress of France," one of 

the cleverest and most glamorous of 

Gabohau's brilliant romances. 

" A Man May Not Marry His Grand- 

moLlier," by F. Morton Howard (7s. 6d.; 

/■Ao/.. VMr. Tboznas Burhe. 

whose two new looks, “The Out-r Circle'• (Allen & Unwin) 
and “Wlils.iermj; Windows" (Grant Richards), are reMewed 

in this Number. 

poums, and m 

Dorothy Canfield 
(Mrs. Flshsr). 
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Holden «S: Harclingham). is, as 

the author calls it, a ridiculous 

story—broad farce and panto¬ 

mime humour, but may be fully 

enjoyed by those who arc 

looking for amusement only. 

The arrival of its twentv- 

fifth anniversary has prompted 

Mr. F. A. Mackenzie to write 

“ The Mystery of the Pin/y 

Mail” (is.; Associated No\\s- 

jiapors). In saying " its con¬ 

tinued growth IS the mystery 

of the Dailv Mail," Mr 

Mackenzie gives Ins mystery 

away on the first page, and 

proceeds to reveal the reasons 

lor that newspaper’s astound' 

nig development. He tells the 

story of its founding, gives 

an account of the early mem- 

hers of its statt, records it' 

acliic'c emeiils in aiul 

wars, and follows its 

inumphant careei down to these da\s when it is 

trii'ieil ” in a million lionu s Most of ns would sav the 

secret of the Mtii/'s success is that it is always aiive and 

interesting ami that it has liad hehindit from the hegiiming 

the driving iwnver of a great personality with an iiistiiut tor 

jouniahsm that amounts tf) geiuus .All Mr. Mackenzie's 

details of wlial Itie pajKT luis done and is doing go to 

prove this, ami we gladlv add our bouc^uet to the hoiiqucts 

he prcoeiits to our brilhaiiL eontemporarv m this interesting 

hooUlot. 

;Mr 1’ ]•» Keilmavne's nine woodcuts in “ Cambridge b^' 

I ..unphglil'* (is.; Cambridge: Heticr) wdl be wi-Icomed 

not onlv bv sons of that .Alma Mater who are familiar with 

the scenes depicted, but by all and sundry wlio arc' sus¬ 

ceptible to the charm of the too-neglected art of the wood 

engraver. “ St. John’s : 'i'lie Bridge ol Siglis ” is the least 

etleclivc of the senes ; the other eight have a strengili ot 

design and finish ot workmanship that arc excellent The 

lights and massed shailovvs in ’’ King’s College Chapel " 

House at Boughton, Northants, 

where Whyte Melville lived in the 50s. and where many of bis 
books were wtltteD. 

Photograpb sent by Mrs. Ringrose, of Boughton. 

and ■' Jesus : The Gateway ” 

arc most skilfully handled and 

none of the subjects is more 

vu ully realised than “ A Rainy 

Evening: Bridge Street 

Corner.’’ 

Mi.ss Moigan Gililion has 

scored anotlicr success with her 

‘ ‘ Helen Mars- 

Hutchinson), 

and h<is daringly chosen a girl 

ot the plain, “ lirainy " type 

for a. Iieroiiic. Jake* “ Jan,” 

Helen is not dc\oid of human 

i.iihngs, but Miss Gibbon has 

a way ot arousing sympathy 

for quite natural and im¬ 

perfect |M'OpIe. She writes with 

an east' six-U* and a quiet 

huniciur that makes her 

narrative and lier characters 

csseniiall\- alive*. Our first 

introdiutioii to Helen takes 

))l.ice w hell she is at the un- 

.iliiactive, scmi-tooihless age ot sc*vc'U. and wo find her 

living with a rector and his wife, almost incredibly dis- 

agroeablc ludividuals, wlio treat Ixiih Helen and their 

own son with liaisli seventy. Tiom this environment 

she is soon rescued, but she is mifoiiiiii.ite in her child¬ 

hood's homc'.s, and we watch her clevelojiineiit in uncon- 

geiu.d siirroimdmgs, her inward battles, her jealousy of 

Jier pietl}', foolisli sister, who gi'l- eiigageil to the man 

Helen loves, ami her nllimate lriuin}»li->. with cvcr-incrcasiiig 

iutcro.st. To all wlio like studies ol diameter—ruthlessly 

t.uihlul as to detail ami a \ery imman and natural 

store, we can heartily recommend ” Helen Marsdeii ’’ 

One ot our poets wliu i' .1 ma-ter ol words has taken 

umbiMge at some of the careles', woi k of pre-^ent-day 

N-eisiru-rs, and the result is " t'ranks, loJi " (is. 6d ; 

Arrluir Stockw<‘ll). an amusing skit on tlie various 

.inthologies ot the d.i\ 

■''Tis not m mortals to ilfserce success. 

Hut we'll do more, command it " 

111 a luiiiig prekui* lie tleclures tli.it " tlie poetry of the past 

toiu lied ami leaclieil one in a liundretl. We toucli ever\- 

Holdenbjr (Holmby) House* Northants* 

th; sceie of Wljyie Mdvlllc’s ronunce, " Holmby House." 

Photograph sent by Mrs. Kiiigrose, ot Uoiightoii. 

secoml novel, 

den ” (.Ss od. 

Miss M. Morgan Gibbon, 
who'i I. ' Hi It'fi Mdr'ili'ii' (HiiltJiiiiSoii), t' 

II vi(a\fd til this Niinil 

■' taken ami 
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body. Moreover (and in this lies our vitality), not only 

can every one read and revel in ‘ Standstillism, but every 

one can write it. That is why we are a new epoch.” We 

may admire some of tlic writers of whom this poet falls foul; 

yet wo cannot but be amused by his parodies of their work. 

The Western mind is curiously susceptible to the 

mv'^ticisin of the I'.ast, and some primitive instinct moves 

most of us to believe or half-behcve any plausible stories of 

liypnotic force or uncanny supernatural powers In Miss 

Joan Conquest’s ” beome of the Jungle ” (7s. 6d. ; Werner 

Laurie) the normal human reader cannot fail to [be 

fascinated by the mental influences at work behind the 

strangeness of the child Leonie—^the tragic fate that follows 

her friendships, the shadow that looms through all her 

happiness. Sir Jonathan Cux.son, mental specialist, 

realises that the explanation of the mystcrv lies in the East, 

but he docs not live to seek it. That mission descends to 

his son who, interestetl both for scientific and sentimental 

reasons,^ risks his life to rescue the girl he loves from a 

terrible doom. It is an eerie, exciting story. 

THE BOOKMAN GALLERY- 

MISS STORM JAMESON. 

TO discover that there luis ever been a woman of 

much account Inthcrto in the history of literary 

criticism is probably to be correct, but he that makes 

the disavowal must not forget to give a sigh for the 

occasions of promise unfulfilled. It is one thing to 

adopt such an attitude towards the ])a>t, and (}uite 

another to ignore that promise and remain persistently 

negative as yon face the future. I'or even in the 

moment of your refusal to admit the possibility’ of 

the woman-critic emerging sooner or later in English 

letters, you will be pretty ceitain of a challenge from 

one or another of those unbiased students of con¬ 

temporary affairs who is aware of the work of Margaret 

Storm Jameson. 

Miss Jameson is a young ICnglish writer with three 

books to her cri'dit within the past two years. 'I'wo 

of them embody in the novel-form the perennially new 

and rebellious mind of youth, creative and analytical 

in turn, and the third, a volume of essays on the modern 

drama, reveals that same mind as wholly critical, 

iconoclastic in a way which has alarmed ri*rtain timid 

males now practising the critic’s craft. The varying 

aspects of the ciitical UMiiperainent are to be found 

only rarely in a single individual; that they should 

be the possession of one of our young women writers 

is something out of the ordinary Moreover, Miss 

Jameson is a creative critic ; aiul, whatever her capacity 

may prove in the end to be, it i-> a sign of promise that 

her work should be lifted yvell ayvay from the dour 

and reluctant attitude of practiciilly every critic in 

modern letters since Mr. Chesterton. Like the author 

of “Heretics” and “Oithodoxy” she dares to speak 

of her happiness. “ I offer it gladly to life,’’ she has 

written in “ The Happy Highway^s,” “ a votive gift. 

The dappled road runs behind and before me, and the 

yvind tears apait tlie crying trees. Life is a good horse 

ior voiith to ride, and Death a good ostler, whosoevci 

iiiay keep die Inn.” 

“The Pot Boils,” yvhich, for the sake of argument 

may be ri'garded as Miss Jameson’s first novel, although 

it IS rather a tour de force in social criticism, appears 

to ha’-e been the outcome of her exjx-rience in the 

advanced intellectual movements of the metropolis. 

Like her characters, she too has been “ filled with the 

nostalgia of youth,” and youthlike indeed is the talk 

in this book. There are very feyv incidents and no 

plot, the yvhole of the author’s energies being devoted 

to her endeavour to focus a mocking, biting satire upon 

the political and intellectual follies of her time—yvhich 

are equivalent, she tells us, to the yvholt* of our political 

and intellectual activities! “The Hapjiy Highways” 

is the natural successor to “ The Pot BoiK,” equally 

unconventional in outlook and presentment, hut riper 

and yvritten with a surer hand. The em):>loynient of • 

an art-form for the exjiression of ideas is a venture 

fraught with pitfalls, but if the attitude of n writer 

towards the function and jnirposc of art be so pa.s- 

sionately expressed as in the follo\Mng passage, yve 

may at least applaud the venturer ; 

” Art, night-clubs ! Wluit the devil do you think all 

those posturers have to do with art ' (Celling excited 
in cafes, soduung models, working thein'.elves up into a 
state of .silly, <lirty*mitulcd jiassion m winch they conceive 
their rotten pictures ! .Most art is nothing but j’remeditatcd 

lechery ! ” 

Not that Jameson would make that artistic function 

and purpose one of mere didacticism. She is too clear¬ 

headed, too much ol the genuine artist for that. 

In these tyvo novels it is actually the sco])e of an 

artistic form that she is attempting to enlarge. Their 

author, one feels, argues tliat if you may depict in the 

novel the conscijuenccs of emotional action and re¬ 

action in particular individuals, the intellectual influence 

in its broadest and fullest significance must, logically, 

have its rights also. If the coming into a man’s life 

of, say, a woman, leaves a definite murk on that life, 

then who will deny that the coming into a man’s life 

of a book, the reading of Herbert Spencer’s “ First 

Principles” or Mr. Wells’s “ Outline of History,’’ may 

have an effect equally vital ; and, further, yvho will 

deny the novelist’s right to concentrate his or her 

energies upon it ? The difficulty, of course, would be 

to convince the reader that the books, like the yvoman, 

are something more than the mere accidentals of exist¬ 

ence, and the obvious answer is that e\'erything 

depends on the way in which the novelist exercises 

that right. 

For her part. Miss Jameson has exercised it brilliantly. 

The intimacy of relationship among the young students 

in “ The Happy Highways,” migrated from the far 
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northern moors to the city college, is presented as a 

beautiful and convincing thing. Their intellectual life 

is a rare communism. Religion, biology, art, economics, 

and the rest of the movements of their period have a 

profound effect upon their developing minds. Youth's 

interminable dissertations and disputes are cleverly 

indicat(;d—not reported, for the author has all the 

artist's unconcern with a mere record of talk, jubt as 

he must have with a mere record of events. There is 

a large play of irony as well as of satire not only on 

the conventions but on what might be termed the 

“ progressivisms " which hitherto have been regarded 

by those who are attached to them as too sacred for 

examination, let alone in¬ 

dictment. 1'hat is one of 

the author’s incidental 

triumphs. She has realised 

too fully in her own life the 

fntilitv of much of modern m- 

tellcctualism to have any false 

reverence for it in her art. 

“Modern Drama in 

Europe,” her latest book, 

was the thesis on which she 

gained her Master ^>f Aits 

degree a! London Uiiiveisitv. 

Miss Jamest)!! differs from 

'other critics of the thcatie in 

that she wastes no cner^v 

on decrying the jnliful state 

into which It has fallen ; 

rather has she attomjitecl the 

formulation of a constnictu'e 

s c h e in c . That a \ ()nng 

woman should deal m a single 

book so comprehensi\ el\‘ with 

the clrainatic art of England, 

Eranee, G i- rni a n y, S p a i n, 

Italy. Rnsbiaaiid Scandinax la, 

seemingly at home, with 

each of the various languages in which the pl.U's arc 

w’ritten, has caused no little aina/cnicnt : one of the 

foremost of English editors, indeed, has pronounced lier 

to be that lirst woman critic we arc waiting for ! Thsi'ii, 

Strindberg. Tchchov, Haujitmann, Barrie, Shaw, (ials- 

worthv, Pinero, Rostand the work of each of these 

and lesser dramatists is c.xamined with a welcome 

thoroughness and impartiality. If tlie criticism of 

certain contemporary favourites is severe and otten 

ruthless it is hardly ever unsound. 

To learn that, with all this activity and .ichievi'incnt. 

Storm Jameson was born onl>- twent\-six y<-ars ago. 

comes as a big surprise. Like the heroes of her second 

novel, she has travelled south frinn the moorlands of 

Yorkshire, ht^r home being at Whitby. She gained 

first-class honours in English literature at the University 

of Leeds, and her art degrees m London. Her tirst 

employment w-as with a firm of advertisement-writers, 

from which she transferred, after the publication of 

her first novel, to the sub-editorial cliair of T/tc AVic 

Commonwealth, a serious and ill-fated organ of literary 

and political opinion issued during 1920 under the 

editorship of Mr. Frederick Thoresby. In the columns 

of The >few Commonwealth, Miss Jameson commenced 

a series of essays on “ A I^hilosophy of Youth.” These 

w'ere much discussed, and their influences, mainly that 

of Mr. Wells, dulv noted by her critics. Some remark¬ 

able chapters of a book on Anglo-American relations 

were published about the same time in The Nciv Europe, 

and ha\'e been continued in The English Review. Then 

came ” The Happy Highways,” “ Modern Drama in 

Europe,” and a third novel to be published shortly— 

a daring prophecy of tlic coming commercial clash 

(inevitable, as she and many others reluctantly believe) 

between a further two of the great powers in civilisation. 

The fiucstion has naturally arisen at this stage as 

to which of the methods of writing MisS Jameson has 

alre.ulv employed will 

eventually he adopted by 

her. Her outlook, at once 

critical and (Tcativc, as we 

hd\e seen, has expressed 

itself with equal skill and 

adequ.icy in both the novel 

and the essay. .Some of her 

fellow-critics ha\o chosen to 

regard her no\'els as little 

mure than essa\ s themselves, 

l*ut it would be a mistake 

to overlook that there is a 

i.l('Hiiitel\ imaguuUive quality 

in tiiem also. Admittedly 

the characteristic timidity 

of an intellectual woman 

confronting an emotional 

moment is there—perhaps it 

Is in this i fSjK-ct that one gets 

the only delimtc impression in 

her writing that it is the work 

of .1 woman at all; but there 

are episodes so imaginatively 

dealt with that they may be 

I lassed as memorable in pre¬ 

sent-day fiction. There is, for 

1‘xainple, one wlierein we are introduced to the father 

ol a moorland family and read of the pathetic birth 

and death of his postlinmous child, and the burial by 

its little sisters and brothers (unknown to their mother, 

who is lying alone and ill) 111 the snowdrift at the bottom 

of the garden ■ beantifull\' mo\ ing, this, in its poignancy 

.111(1 understanding it is jiossible that a woman- 

writer who is able to present us with work of this quality 

niav ev(“iirnall\’ choose tc* restrict her method of ex¬ 

pression to th<' essay. Certainly her inclination that 

w ay is to be set'll breaking out in her work everywhere -- 

reckJcssIv sometimes, it is to be feared, as when .she 

makes a character sav th.it, although the “ better 

kind of man ” is still trying hard to understand women, 

in reality women ” don't cave a damn ” whether they’re 

understood or not ; or wlien she claims Mr. Yeats’s 

” the bee-loud glade " to Ix' the ugliest adjective in 

modern poetry, and, seeing people “ reeling drunkenly 

away from ‘Tristan iiiul Isolde’,” she thanks God 

she is not as other men ! But if she succumbs to that 

inclination altogether she will be resigning a position 

far more important tlian that of the " first woman 

critic.” 

Thomas Moult. 

Phcio h Miss Storm Jameson. 



THE READER. 

WHYTE MELVILLE. 

Bv S. M. EI.US., 

This montli tlu- iMt.il (vntcnar\- of 

John Whyto Melville, novelist and soii*^ writer, 

who was ])orn on June intli. iSii. On his father’s side 

lie was Scotch, the 

son (jf John Whyte 

Mehille, of Mount 

Melville, Stratli- 

kiiuiess. Fifeshiro, 

w h o ni a r ]• i e d 

l.ady Catherine 

(iodol))hin Osborne, 

dauf^hter ol the 

fi 11 h Duke of 

l.ei‘d>. Throui.;h 

111'' mother the 

f u t u r V r o m a n c e 

\\ liter was tifih in 

direct descent from 

John Cliurciiill, tlu“ 

Duke of M a r 1- 

borough of mihtarv fame and p(‘riured lovalt\'. 

The l)oy was educated at bhon during the lieadniaster- 

ship of Keate, that preposieious little pedagogiu' of five 

feet high whoNC name In reniembeied for his l>nital 

flogging ]>owers. I'lio records of Eton would doubtless 

re\’cal it Wlu te Melville \\as a piijiil there on June d<’fh, 

iSj2, the day wlien Keate flogged more tlian eightv 

l)oys and surpa^setl his own record. It i" true tlie school 

was very turbulent at that jieriod. and the l)ovs some¬ 

times got c\'en by smashing the head mastei 's desk and 

gn-mg him a fusillade of rotten eggs. Hawtrey, at that 

time assi^tant master at Eton, was tutor to Wliyte 

Melville, who mentions him in lus hist novel, “ Digb\' 

(irand ” : 

“ No wonder Itait the old Eioiuaii s heart stdl warms 

when he catches sight of the walls of ‘ College -no wonder 

that he remembers, with a viMduess aftei ve'ars can neveT 

obliterate, each eliaractcristic of the long jiast scene. The 

dreaded Hawtrey, my tutor, by turns loathed and 

beloved . . 

“ Digby Grand” onginullv appeared in Fraser's 

.V igazme, and was obviously written in imitation of 

the very successful “ IV-lham ” of some years earlier. 

It purported to be the memoirs of a \'oung militart 

,,entleman on service abioad and at leisure in town, 

'iriie enoagli, assuming the novel to be partly auto- 

biograjihic.d Whyte Melville on leaving Eton had 

received a conimisbioii in the 93rd Highlanders at 

the age of eighteen. He e.Kchanged into the Cold¬ 

stream (juards in 184O, and retired witli the rank of 

captain threi‘ years later. 

On the outbreak of the Crimean \\ ar he rejoined and 

volunteered for active ser\'ice. He was appointed 

major of Turkish irregular cavalry. His impressions of 

the war were given in hftli novel. ” The Interpreter ” 

Aftei tin- concTusion of jieacc, Whyte Melville settled 

down to the life of a country gentleman at Boughton, 

Northamptonshire, where he devoted Inmself to the 

sport of fox-hunting, vailed by his literary pursuits and 

golf on occasion'' at St. Andrews, vvliieli was dose to liis 

fatlu'i’s estate in I'lfeshire. 

Whvte Melville had manied in 184; Charlotte, second 

daughter of the first l.ord Bateman, and the only child 

of the marriage, 1‘Toienei'. beeanu in 1S70 tlie wife of 

the eleventh \’iscount Massciveiie and beriard -a great- 

giandson of John Eostei. last Speaker ot the Irish House 

of Commons and subseipientiv cu-ated Eoid Oriel. 

Sir Heilx rt Maxwell luis stated, m the ni< nioii of his 

friend he wrote foi ” 'I'lie Dictionary of National 

lEography.” that M’livtc Mehilli's inarj.'agi' v\as un-^ 

haj)pv and that In'- ri'sullmg dNappointment found 

expression m )u' litoiaiv woik, where women are 

generallv pictured m a iiielandiolv ami icgietlul mannei. 

Tu-iumably this statement nTeis* to the novels of 

modern lile, for tin- tint 01 relleOion 111 (juestion is not 

jiarliculaiTy coiispuiU'Us m tin- author’s lustoncai and 

spoiling works 

With tlie publuatioii of ” Hohnlu House” in i8(k> 

Whyto Melville niav bi s.utl t" li.ivc attaimxl hterarv 

fame. It is still jirobablv hts mo-.i popular book, and 

de‘'eivedly so. foi it i- of the best ol tlie liistoncal 

romances that li.ive desuibeil the greai ( nil War. It 

is mainly concerned, ol * uurs<. with the events that took 

place in Ntii thamptonslnre and Om'ok!, though it also 

offers pictiiresijiie aceounts of tlie trial and execution of 

Charles the hirst I lie autlior wioic oi the King 

s\ nn>atheticaily as 

the ideal of a chivalrous. lugh-iuiiule<i monarch, who 
was worthy oi the position iu* (xviijMcd and the devotion 
lie connmuuled, wlio wus no ntilil cc-nire aroiuid wliich 
grouixxl themselves the proudi'sl, the bravest, the noblest, 

tlu* mo.st cntliusiasUc aiisiouacy that evei tailed 10 save 
a sovereign.” 

Whyte Mdviih', Innisdf the fniesi tvjie of aristocrat, 

a diivalrous and high-souled gentleman, was a cavalier 

liorn two centuries out of date. Had he been living in 

the seventeenth century tin* Stuarts would have found in 

him the most devoted of adherenis. .As it was, he could 

only express his devotion in romauce. He seems like a 

reincarnation ot those gallant cavaliers lie conjures up 

amid the setting of Holniby House, Boughton Hall and 

Nasebv Field. 

Having paid tribute to the cliarni of Charles the First 

in ” Holmby House,” WTiyte Melville two years later 

ex])rcsscd his homage to the W'hite King’s unhappy 

grandmother, Mary Queen of Scots, in “ The Queen’s 

Maries ” (18C2). Here is a characteristic passage ^rom 

Photo h Kodni'. Major G. J. 
SI .Uuh,.:. Whjte Melville. 

I'hi'toKrapli sctil l>\ liis <l.tiiKl))pt, FlcirLiict. 

ViscuuiiU.ab Md!>^ereciie and Feriard. 
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the book illustrating liis 

attitude of romance toward 

the Stuart Ouecn : 

" But what of the ()necn of 
the Roses, the Mary of Manes, 
the noblest princess m Tuirope, 
the loveliest woman in the 
world ?, . . Slill the siateh- 
flower bloomed on. fair and 

fragrant under tlie pure air of 
heaven, fair and flagrant in 

the close confinement and the 
darkened daylight of a jinson- 
house. But the storm was 

brewing the while, low down 
in the southern sky , the storm 
that was about to gather so 
dark and pitiless, to burst at 
last in its liiry over the ( hu-en 
of the Roses, and J.iy that 
lovely head iijion the cold 
earth, beanliful and nmiestic 
even in the pale agony of 
death.’' 

“The (> u e (■ n ' > .Maries" 

was wntleii at " Bartrains " 

Hampstead, and Iroiu this /■>•/.£. 1 . 

address, where he lived for 

two or three vears, the author dated, in June, iSoj, 

the dedication of lus romance to Agnes Struklaiid, wlio 

fully shared liis intense enlhusMsm for ilie (hieeii of 

Scots. 

Thre(‘ entirelv ditferent nu\cls luid been jiroduced in 

iSfii between the two Stu.irt romances, the be^t being 

"Market llaiborongli " rins work .ind "llohnbv 

House " form tlu author's pa-an of jirai^'C to the eountx' 

of liis ado])tion--l)eautiful XorthainjiionshiH- uiili its 

sylvan sjdeiulours and green undulating e.\]>an>es of 

rich ])astnrc. " Holinbv House" lontains ex<imsite 

little ivn-pictnres of the rich wooded <'onnir\-side of 

stately .\Uliorp and Houghton. " .Market Harborough " 

is pre-eminently the novel of the I’vtcliley Iluni. It 

contains the memorable description of a hunting morning 

in the chapter entitled "Hail* Smiling Moi 11." 

Anotlier jiojnilar no\'e], " The (lladiafois." aj)|K'.ired 

in l''i\‘e more hooks succeeded, and tlieii in iNof) 

Whyte Melville jnihlishod his <-ollecled " Songs aiul 

Verses." He would have been the last to claim a 

po.sitioii in lh(' ranks of authentic poets ; ne\’ertliel<‘s> he 

had considerable j^oetical gifts. His lyrical work 

as di\ersihed as his pros<“. He Mrote equally ncll 

romantic ballads, sad little 

songs, and gay hunting ditties. 

And lie could j^aint a picture 

in a line or two : 

" 'Twas vet but Ma}*, and licre 
and there 

1’ 1 n k and white the 
blossoms fell, 

(fiuvcnng down through the 
Slimmer air 

On the shaven sward so trim 
and bare. 

Oh' 1 remember well 
'l lie ver\ iK'iwork of the tree, 
-\nd its shadows ilancing on 

luT iiiitl me, 
Mv ol<l love, in the ganlen 

(li.nr, 
f-ooking upward soft and 

shy. 

With her oval face and her 
rippling hair, 

.\nd the rich white dress she 
used to wear 

.\iul her work laid ally by. 
■’ri'' strange to think of now, 

and \’Ct 
G. J. Whyte Melville. -j-werc stnuigcr, harder to 

forget 

* 

Bays ami month', dr.ig wearily bv, 
Scenes and sliadows. ilicy bauiit me still, 

'I'iie starlit stream and the wintry sky. 
And the dav dving out on tlio crest of the hill." 

Wiiitc Meh’ille's l)cst-kmnvn )u)cni is seldom credited 

to him. Tor the lines were set to music by a talented 

composer and tlie song—e\er and still a favourite of 

Mellia's—m known aN ‘ rosti's ‘ (iooil-bye.’’' Vet it 

might more reasonabh' ]>e tailed " Wliyte Melville's 

‘ (lood-bye,’ " for the words were his : 

" I'allmg leaf, and fading tree, 
Twines of wliite in a sullen sea, 
Shadows rising on you and me ; 
'I'he sw.illows are making them ready to fly. 

Wheeling out on a windy sky, 
t'foocl-bye, Summer ! (Jood-bve, good-bye ! " . . . 

Ill tile remaining eight years of his life Wliyte Melville 

wrote eleven more liooks. His total outjnit during the 

cours<* of his literart life was twentv-eighl works of 

widely different subject and style produced during a 

quarter of a ceiilurv. That was a remarkable achieve¬ 

ment. hut W’lu'te Melville alwa>'s ri'ganled it hglitly and 

as of no imjiortance in eompanson with liis life in the 

Barton>Abl>ott«» 
Telbury, Gloster, 

Whyte Milvllle's borne at the date of his deaib in the 
huntiDi field. 

These were photographed by Mr. Prescott anJ 

Whyte Melville’s 
Grave, 

in the Parish Chinehyard at Tetbury, 
Glost^r. 

sent by the Kev. \V. Thomson, both ot Telbury. 
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hunting field and as a country gentleman. Literature 

to him was a side issue. He never frequented literary 

circles, but preferred the society of sporting and military 

men. He wrote ])Ooks simply because the gift was in 

him and had to find expression. There was no financial 

necessity; the money he received from his publications 

he gave away in charity. An institute for working 

men in Northampton, for uhich he provided £500 from 

this source of revenue, still bears his name. He particu¬ 

larly liked to provide recreation-rooms for the benefit of 

grooms and stable-boys. 

Whyte Melville’s last years were passed at 'I'etbury 

in Gloucestershire. His house, Barton-Abbotts, was 

pleasant, except for the fact that it was rather too near 

the churchyard. A friend ventured to remark on this 

objection one day. “^'cs.” replied Whyte Melville, 

“•perhaps it is for some taste.s : but the closer tin* better 

for a hunting man : they will not have so far to carry 

him.” A strange and fateful remark. Shortly after,.on 

December 5th, 1878, Whyte Melville went hunting in the 

Vale of the White Horse. He was mounted on his 

favourite old horse, Shah. During a run there was an 

accident. The rider was thrown on his head and instan¬ 

taneously killed, \^’hytc Melville’s body was conveyed 

to his house at Tetbury, and a few days later was'buried 

ill the adjoining churchyard—“ not far to carry him,” 

as the hunting man had provisioned. His pall-bearers 

were the Duke of Beaufort, the Marquis of Worcester, 

the Earl of Rosslyn, the Earl of Suffolk, Lord Wol-verton, 

and five others. 

Sir Herbert Maxwell finch' remarks upon the passing 

of Whyte Melville : ” There was one liigh-mindcd gentle¬ 

man the less in this world one generous soul the more 

among the shades.” 

H. DE VERE STACPOOLE. 

Bv Lofis J. McOrii.L.\xi>. 

Mr. henry DE \'EK1': STACPOOLE, whose 

latest novel, “Satan.” will soon be in the 

hands of his admirers, wa-' born in Ireland, at no 

very remote period, of l-'reneh and Irish jiarentage. 

This is an ideal mixing of imaginative strains, and 

Mr. Stacpoole's art, no doubt, owe?* a great deal to his 

blended ancestry. Young Stacpoole was educated at 

Malvern College and acquired a vcr\' considerable 

amount of classical learning, while distinguishing him¬ 

self in English composition. From childhood he was 

always Iiaunted by the call of the sea, and in early man¬ 

hood he succeeded in sailing practicallv' every sea in the 

world, roaming everywhere ami seeing men and cities 

with the eye of a man who transmutes the stolid earth 

into high beauty and the happenings of rich romance. 

Very few men, even professional explorers, know as much 

of the wild places of the world as De ^'cre Stacpoole. 

He has the same hunger for unfrequented spots and 

strange solitudes as Jack London had. Stacpoole likes 

“common people” mucli more than the “upper 

classes,” and most of his books are about social derelicts 

and men and women who have to wrest fortune from 

fate with both hands. ‘ I would like to write about 

lords, but I can't,” was his would-be confession to me. 

This romance writer believes implicitly that literature 

cannot divorce itself from life, and he regards with 

amazement the attitude of detachment of British liteiary 

men towards the questions of to-day “ The fist tliat 

holds tlie pen,” he says. “ ought to be ready to drop it 

and strike with the blade when injustice shows its head 

and when liberty is threatened.” 

Like most imaginative writers who have a basis of 

es{X;ricncc for their speculations, Mr. Stacpoole foresaw 

Germany’s menace to England so far back as 1909, 

when he began to write for the daily pres^^. “ .\s a 

sailor,” he said, “ I kept insisting on the bleak fact 

that England had no naval base in the North Sea, not 

even a source of refuge where a battleship could be 

docked for repairs.” The ocean call is as insistent with 

him as eve , and he is at the present time considering a 

daring project fur crossing the Atlantic in a forty-foot 

yawl, and traversing the Panama Canal to emerge into 

the Pacific on his cockle-shell. 

Ill his scheme of writing “ Slacky,” as his intimates 

call him, has tried to arrange his books geographicallv, 

putting them under their scenes of locality England, 

Ireland, France. Iceland, Jaj>an, Africa, the South Sea 

Islands, the W est Indies. 

He has always had an aft'eetion for \'erse and has 

written “Poems and Ballads” (inadvertently borrow¬ 

ing the title from Swinburne) and a volume of patriotic 

lyrics, “ The North Sea.” He has translated selections 

from Sappho and Francois Villon and has in jirospcct u 

biography of that poor and wietcht^cl Irish poet of lofty 

genius, Clarence Mangaii. 

Mr. Stacjioolc has been a doctor, but believes in 

fairies. He is a justice of the peace for Essex and is a 

member of the Essex Arelueological Society, and is some¬ 

times puzzled to know whether he is an Essex man or 

an Irishman. He practises the simple life in his country 

domain, embroidered with trips to London and sea 

voN'agcs. 

As a writer Stacpoole < aiinot be compared with any 

of his contemporaries. In his exquisite colour sense, 

his interpretation of the marvels of the sea, his subtle 

facility for assimilating periods of history, his bold, 

vigorous, virile dialogue in contrast with his passages of 

deep sentiment, he stands alone. There is one writer, 

however—“ dear Robert Louis Stevenson ”—with whom 

Stacpoole has comradeship. “ The Wrecker ” and “ The 

Ebb-Tide ' have prefigurations of some of the Stac- 

fKiole romances. Joseph Conrad’s love of the sea 

and his reverence for women are shadowed by fear. 

Stacpoole treats women and the sea with a high-hearted 

courage and jollity which masks dangers. 

It is probable that ” The Blue Lagoon ” will always 

be the most favoured of Stacpoole’s books because its 

appeal is universal. It is an idyll of childhood and 

youth amid tropical splendours which catch the heart 

by their beauty. The theme of Dick and Emmeline 

growing up together and gradually awakening to passion 

is a very delicate one. No one but a writer of the finest 
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sensibility could have dealt with the stirring of innocence 

to knowledge without creating a sense of awkwardness 

and embarrassment in all those who reverence the 

spirituality of youth. That extremely sickly romance, 

“ Paul and Virginia,” had a European vogue for genera¬ 

tions. It is to “ The Blue Lagoon ” as a bit of coloured 

glass to a great emerald. 

A diaracteristic example of Stacpoole’s rhythmic, 

descriptive prose is afforded in the oi>ening lines of ” 'I'he 

Ship of Coral ”—whose name alone fascinates ; Stacpoole 

is always felicitous in 

titles : 

” The sea lay blue to the 
far horizon Blue—ah, blue, 
is but a name till you have seen 

the sea that breaks round the 
Virgins and gives anchorage to 

the tall ships at Port Royal : 
that great sheet of water 

stretching from Cajx' Cctoche 
to the Windward Islands and 
from Yucatan to beyond the 
Bahamas, studded with bays 
and reefs ; the old sea of tlie 
buccaneers shot over with the 

doings of Kidd and Singleton 
and Horne.” 

From a few n:>mes our 

novelist can conjure nj) 

breathless encounters, t!u fall 

of cutla.ss strokes, ensanguined 

waters, and then the cleansing 

chrism of waves and siugc's 

tliat gleam like opals. 

Not every a d mire r of 

Stacpoole has read his mo'.t 

amazing iour dc force, " The 

Street of the Flute Player,” 

dealing with thi* Athens of 

Socrates and Aristophanes, 

that little city which held in it all the glories of architec¬ 

ture, the genius of literature, the pride of oratory, the 

greatness of drama. To the cwerlasting merit ol that 

Athens her lowliest slave glowed with as fervent a pncle 

of patriotism as its best endowed aristocrat. Stacpoole 

has made that place of honour and splendour li\ e again 

by the witchcraft of liis thought and script. The brain 

tingles at the thought of the great legacy : 

” The Athenian.” wrote the novelist, ” kept his body it’ 
a hovel and his soul in the Acropolis. The Acroixdis rode 
the city like a dream ; white, triumphant, pure as snow ; 
immortal in its grace and loveliness, the city of temples and 
statues stood above the city of mean streets and of poor 

houses, blazed alx>vc it as a flame above a lamp.” 

There is, again, a wonderful passage in the plighting 

of Diomed and Nitetis in the moments before daybreak ; 

" Outside the ever-brightening dawn was stripping 

the shadows from the street . . . Pillar by pillar the 
Parthenon broke out like a temple of feast, and the spare 
white pillars of the ITophyla'a were tinged with a rellcction 
of the dawn. In absolute stillness the city of Art was 
taking form, a miracle in the clear and crystal air, a city 
where love was miraculous as u rose in a world of marble. 

“ The Pools of Silence,” Stacpoole’s one novel witli a 

purpose, is one of the most terrible indictments in litera¬ 

ture of slavery and all that slavery stands for. King 

Leopold’s bloodstained rule of the Congo in the interest 

of mercantile rubber was assailed from a hundred points 

of view in journalism and in the results of special com¬ 

missions. It is certain that Stacpoole’s book opened 

the eyes of the people of the world to the hidden horrors 

of that place of punishment and tears where men and 

women were horribly mutilated for not obtaining their 

due quota of rubber for the suave old gentlemen who 

ruled Belgium in the days gone by. The figure of 

Captain Berselius, that arch-devil of callous cruelty, is 

an unforgettable one in the 

fearful chapter in which he 

gloats over the intolerable 

Hogging of the old native 

woman with rhinoceros-hide 

whips : 

” A semicircle of blood on the 
ground marked her gyrations. 

Once she almost gained her 
feci, but a blow on the face 
sent her down again. She put 
her hands to her poor face, and 
liic rhinoccros-whi]>s caught her 

on tlic haiuls, breaking them. 
She flung herself on her back, 
and they beat*her on the 
hlomach, cutting through 
the walls of the abdomen till 
the intestines protruded. She 
Hung herself on her face and 

they cut into her back with 
the will]) till her ribs were bare 
and the fat bulged through the 

long slashes. . . . The thing 
that had lx‘en a black woman 
and now seemed like nothing 
earthly except a bundle of red 
rags, gave up the miserable 
soul it contained and, stiffen¬ 
ing in the dutches of tetanus,* 
became a lioop.” 

Beside such a ghast-ly 

passage the most poignant descriptions of brutality 

to negroes in “ I’nele Tom's Cabin ” sound like items 

of fashionable intelligence. 

Stacpoole is partirularh- hajipv in stories of old 

France “The Order of Release” and “Monsieur de 

Rochefort ” have the crisp, gallant dialogue and rapier- 

play of Dumas, and the atmosphere of feminine intrigue 

perv ades them like rose-pink clouds. “ The Drums of 

War ” tells cf those dark days in 1870 when the Uhlans 

rode to tlie walls of Paris to the “ metallic, cantankerous 

sound ” of the drums of Bismarck and Moltkc. " The 

Bourgeois" is a smiling novel that Leonard Merrick 

w ould be proud of. Stacpoole is observed in still lighter 

vein in a collaboration with his clever wife, “ Uncle 

Simon.” 

His biggest public, however, is enthralled by his 

stories of the sea like “ The I’earl Fishers.” ” The Beach 

of Dreams,” “ Tlie Reef of Stars.” His new novel. 

“ vSataii: A Story of the Sea-Kings’ Country,” which 

Hutchinsons are just publishing, should in some respects, 

judging by what he tells me of it, be his best book in this 

kind. Satan. I learn, is a young hero-villain, extra¬ 

ordinarily likeable and with loyalty to people he trusts ; 

Jude Tyler is a pretty savage in boy’s clothing, coarse, 

uneducated, wild, a gutter-sparrow of the sea. 

I asked Mr. Stacpoole if he thought that a sentimental 
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public would take this female Jude the Obscure to its 

bosom, and he replied, “ I never underrate the intelli¬ 

gence of my public, and I have little fear of their mis¬ 

understanding me. Jude, I admit, is a pretty timgh 

proposition, but >he is ah\ e, and she is a real good sort. 

WTien I say alive I mean that she is very real to me. 

and when I call her a good sort I feel that average- human 

beings like myself will like her because of her down¬ 

right honesty and her jolly comradeship. Her brother, 

Satan, is not realh’ a bad boy. though he has his own 

ideas of meiwi .ind fnmi, and is, iiidet'd, more than a 

little of a pirate. 1 fear I am getting garrulous and 

cock-surc in boosting my own characters, but 1 stand 

in the place of a father, or at least a benevolent uncle, 

to these waifs of the sea. and would like to give them a 

character before lhe>- are fully revealed in their small 

craft, the Sarah Tvhr, sailing slickly by the great Hahania 

bank." 

Further questioned as to whether the ne\y romance, 

would bear any resemblance to "The Blue Lagoon,” 

Mr. Stacpoole smiled jx-nsively and said, “ Books are the 

fruit of moods, and that mood has passed. Besides, I 

don’t care for sequels and have no belief in repetitions. 

Sea-line and sky-line will be there, cloudless tropic nights 

and da\-s that bla/e in green and l>lnc. That pageant is 

eternal in the ^outh Seas; but the human element is 

always changing in retrospection and outlook. My 

villains, Carquinez, Sellers and Cleary are not twopenny 

coloured pirates. T have met men like them and there 

was some humanity in them. Mv hero, Bobbv Rat- 

c'liffc, of Brazenose, is just an ordinary decent young 

chap with a boy’s delight for adventure. There is as 

little starch about him as there is about his friend,'Jude." 

"All this sounds like a happy ending," I suggested. 

Stacj)ooJe smiled again dubiously. " Well, it all depends . 

on what you call a happy ending," he returned. " Some 

of my friends will say that tlie denouement is a joyous 

one, and others will declare that it seems a tragedy. As 

I told you I have onlv written one novel with a purpose. 

The ending of ‘ Satan ’ is a nakf and unexpected 

problem. When you "ee the book lietween the covers 

you miglit tel! me wlicther you stand with the pessimists 

or optimists." 

As the result of a sustained cross-examination of a 

most good-natured and unpretentious master-craftsman, 

I can report tliat in spite of the long list of books to Mr. 

Stacpoole’s tally, he has a score of new ideas in his head 

for further work. Si.icpoole is one of the few men who 

has never gone stale. His toil as a writer has alwajs 

been a labour of love. 

THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
JUNE, 1921. 

Ai/Sii'crs /(» Ibcsc {.ompeiUious [emh on a separate sheet bearing the name inui address of the sender) should he 
forwarded not later than the 14//? of the month to 

Ihc Brize Page, The Bookman, Messrs. Hodder (S: Stoiigliton, Ltd , Warwick >qiiare, London, K.C.4. 

( olowal and foreign readers please note that ( ompe/i/’ons 21, I]' a)id T’ are the sanu each month, and that for the ne\l 
two months ihc first pnze will be for the besl original Ivric. 

Special Noth j,. < ompetiiors ‘must please keep copies of their verses ; the Editor lamu'i undertake to retun: them. 

I-—A I’KIZE OK One (A'inea is offered for the liest 
original lyric. 

IL—A Prize of Half a Gi ink.v is oflered for the best 
quotation from Enghsli verse apjihcable to any 
review or tlie name of any autlior or book 
appearing in this numlier of The Book.m.w. 

Preferencii will bf gnen to quotations of a 
humorous nature. 

III.—A Pkize of Three Xew Books is oflertd ior tlie 
best apprecuLion in not more than a liundred 
and fifty words of tlie music of any living 
British composer. 

n*.—A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the be«:t 
review, in not more, than one hundred words, 
of any recenth- publislied Ixiok. (Competitors 
should give tlie names of Authors and Publishers 
at hea(l of revii-w. 

V.—A cojiy of The Bookm.an will be sent post free 
for twelve months to the* sender of the best sug¬ 
gestion for The Bookman ('ompetitions. The 
Fdilor reserves the right to usi- any suggestion 
submitted. 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR MAY. 

I*—^Tlic Prize for the best original lyric is divided, 
and Half a (iUINEA each awarded to Margaret 
Brewn, of i, Werter Road, Putney, S.\V.i5, 
and Lucy Malleson, of 25, Auriol Road, West 
Kensington, W.14, for the following : 

SILF.NCK. 

Out of an empty heart I made you songs 
For singing in your aliscncc ; and it seemed 
Easy enough to .speak of all 1 dreamed . 

Easy enough to elotlic with ivoids my need : 
Simple indeed 

Out of an empty heart to make you songs ! 

Now that my heart i-i filled my words are sjient: 
I bring you gifts of silence ! Love is wise. 
And stills my lips lo speak from out my eyes ! 

Wherefore, look long and ileeply, love, for so 
Silence shall show 

Mow that my heart is filled . . . and my words sj^ent. 

Margaret Brown. 

THE SECRET. 

Oh, Beauty isn’t just the rose 

That lifts its face to greet the sky, 

It's something deeper than the rose. 
But only ?Ic Who made it knows 
What l^eauty is, and why. 

And Beauty isn’t in your breast, 
our clasping hands, your eyes, your brow. 

It’s something hidden in your breast 
Wheie Love has laid him down to rest. 
But only Love knows how. 

Love isn’t just the things we see. 
Know, hear and handle, you and I, 
It’s something deeper than we see. 
That God has sown in you and me, 
But only God knows why. 

Lucy Malleson. 
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We also select for printing : 

VALE. 

Our paths divide, and as we stand and gaze 
Into the future, dimly there we see 
For you the mighty highway, and the ways 
Of ships and traffic through the busy days. 
The quiet, sequestered country lane for me. 

Yoirt’ way leads on to worlds and men unknown. 
To high adventure and to deeds of fame. 
In crowded cities, in the wilds alone 
From change to change in varying fortune thrown. 
While my quiet way for ever runs the same. 

Yet where the green leaves rustic in the breeze 
I shall be travelling your road with you. 
Through deserts wild and over storm-toss’d seas ; 
Whatever fortune sends of ill or ease, 
I shall be with you ; 1 shall share it too. 

(r. Kent, 35, Bolleviic Road, Southampton.) 

W'c select for special commendation the lyrics 1)\’ 
Rev. F. H. Keyvvorth (('liisleliurst), Beatrice ?!o])lev 
((ioole), Margaret Glady-^ .Allen (Leeds), Ella J-iivers 
Noble (Forest Rise), Derek Giljiin Barnes (Hampstead), 
\'era I. ArUtt (\\ orthing). Cyril G. Taylor (Edinburgli). 
H. Plaskitt (Cambridge), J. A. Lloyd (Forndalc), (». 
Tuckett (Barry Docks), C. A. Keiishaw' (Slieffield), 
E. Jotham (Port St. Mary). Julia Wickham Greenwood 
(Gibraltar), Unu Mallcson (London, W'.). O. Lciurenci- 
Groom (Regent’s Park). L. Lopdell (London. W’.), 

William .A. (i. Kemp (.Vorthwood), Pauline- Meadows 
(London. E.f'.;, Arthur R. Groves (Chelsea), Eleanor 
ilebblcthwaite (Wimbledon), Winnifred Tasker (Llan¬ 
dudno), B. J (Margate), Isobel Sim (Natal, South .Vfnea), 
S. I^. Noyes (Parys, Orange Free State), L. M Priest 
(Norwicli), Helen de \'eer (Strasburg, Alsace), I'iobert C. 
Bodker (Streatham), Pearl Lusclier (Rochester, New 
A'^ork), Archie L. Pearce (Sydenham), .Arthur A. Eagle- 
stone (Parkgate, near l^otlierliam), Margaret Ri\er> 
Larminie (London, S.W.), James Paton (Natal, South 
Africa), Lettie Cole (Pontrilas), Kathleen Slater (South- 
port), Zoe Provis (New Zealand), Lillian S. Pomeroy 
(Grand Rapids, .Mich., L’.S..A.). Geta Gay (Vpper Iloll(»- 
way), Mariquita Gutierrez (San Sebastian, Spam), Ivan 
Adair (Dublin), D. E' Peploe (Lanark), Maiy- Graham 
Telford ((ircat A'armouth), Mi>. K. l^urchas (N'lctoria, 
Australia), Miss H. A. Dudgeon (Musselburgh). 

11.—Tlio Prize of H.alf .a Gtine.a for the best quota¬ 

tion is awarded to I. \'. Russell, of 22, (ilenorchy 
Terrace, Edinburgh, for the following : 

THE MAX WHO DID THE RIGHT THING, 

By Sir Harry Johnstone. (Chatto & Windus ) 
■■ He went on Sunday to the church ” 

H. W. Longfellow, The Vtllage hlachstmth 

We also select for printing ; 

THE FACTS OF THE CASE. (Simpkin, Marsliall) 

*■ In a drinkmg-wcll 
Which the plumber built her, 
Aunt Jemima fell- 
We must buy a filter." 

Harry Graham, Jiuthless Rhymes for Heartless Homes 

(Theodora M. Fagan, Corner House, Bushey Heath.) 

RACING RIVALS. Bv Nat Gould. (John Long ) 

" .Away went Gilpin, neck or nought; 
Away went hat and wig." 

Cowper. The History oj John Ciipni. 

(John A. BeUchambers, i, Clifton Villas, Highgate 
Hill, N.19.) 

HI,—The Prize of Three New Books for the best 

brief essay for or against early rising is awarded 
to M. P. Lillie, of .Brae House, Ullapool, Ross- 
shirc, Scotland, for the following : 

Aroint thee, early-riser ! Thy smug self-complacency 
grates my very soul—thou, forsooth who, like the veritable 

worm, goest 
forth early 

to snatch the 
prize—filthy 
lucre. Darcst 
thou, who 

parted with 
thy couch so 

unceremoni¬ 
ously, flout 

me, who 
omitted n o 
oblation due 

to that 
despot ? 

B e h o 1 (1 
my com¬ 
placence— 
not with self 

but with 
man kind! 
W hat a 
clown - drop¬ 
ping of the 
kindly dew 

of benignity 
the last 
li o u r—pro¬ 
longed s II r- 

rcptitiously Trinity: The Hall 
to two or Entrance from the 
m o r e — 1 n Great Court. 

bed on- From “Cambridge by Lanipl'ght. " By P. B. 
genders ! No Redmaym:. (Hetler & Sons) Reviewed in this Nu’iiber. 

assertive 

consciou.sness of virtue jars in the late-riser ; but, aware of 
the frailty of human nature, he overlooks, or sympathises 

with, the weakness of others That last hour produces all 
the sweetest dreams and happiest thoughts of our great 
thinkers—denied to the dull mechanical fellow who 
believes in that banal sophistry of the " successful ” : 

" Early to bed, early to rise, 

Makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise." 

Opinions about early rising are very much di\ ided ; 
the majority seem to tliiiik it is only a X’irtue wlien it is 
also a necessity. select for special commendation 
from the many replies received those by (i. V. D. Rybot 
(Oxford), Norman ('. (iould (London, \\'.), E. Tlicodora 
Herrington (U’are), S. M. Isaacson (London, W’.), 
G. Ralton Barnard (^'ork), \'ictorS Pritchett (Bromley), 
\'. Salisbury (Putney), \\’. E. .Atkinson (Doncaster), 
J. Jackson (Bcvcrl-'v). Lottie Hoskins (Birmingham), 
" Town Sparrow ” (Halifax), Enid Beyton (Beckenham), 
J. T. Harris (Grangc-over-Sands), Ruth Hardwick 
(Hornsey), E. K. Rydc (VX'cybridge). P. Sharp (Don¬ 
caster), .A. Y. Stewart (Bearsden). B. Surtees (Hove), 
Gladys Yates (Oulvorton), L. N. Tliomas (Little- 
liampton). Sidney Anderson (West Didsbury), Mabel 
Westby-Nunn (Cheltenham Spa), R. B. Lawrence 
(Hendon), J. Baker (London, N.), Mrs. Kirkland Vesey 
(Glenfarg), Marie Russell Brown (Glasgow), M'inifred 
E. Dimmock (Putney), F. Waterfield (.Menton-Garavan, 
France), Kate I. Swan (Gosforth). 

1\'.—The Prize of Half a (ktnea for the best review 
is awarded to Mrs. Jolin Adams, of 23, Tanza 
Road, Hampstead, N.M’.3, for the following ; 

THE TRUMPET IN THE DUST. 

By Constance Holme. (Mills & Boon.) 

It is the telling of the story that makes tliis novel stand 
out, gloomy, arresting and apart. The action takes place 
in twelve sunny hours of a September day, the heroine is a 
charwoman, her goal an almshouse to herself. But Miss 
Holme, who gratifies a passion of her own for h mot juste. 
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has made, with these simple materials, an unforgettable 
book. Every character stands out like a Meissonier 
etching; she has taken as motto muUunt in parvo. She 
has got deep into the heart, not only of her village, but of 

her villagers : and into ours also. 

We also select for printing : 

LIFE AND LITERATURE. By Lafcadio Hearn*. 

(Hcincmann.) 

How happy 1 felt when I opened this book and read 

some of the titles—" The Prose of Small Things," " Literary 
Genius," " George Borrow," " On Composition "—all 
themes for understanding and controversy. As I read the 
book I could see Lafcadio Hearn lecturing in his lovable, 

understanding way to those Japanese students, and I 
wondered if there were any Lafcadio Hearns m our schools 
of to-day. I would give his tliree books, ‘‘ Interpretations 
of Literature," '' Appreciations of Poetry " and " I-ifc and 
Literature " to all young people, and particularly those 
who arc .seeking a guide to all that is good in our English 

literature. 

(.\. A. ('ocker, 5. Bradford Terraco, Bury, Lancs.) 

M.\DAM. By Ethel Sidcwick. 

(Sidgwick & Jackson.) 

Mi.ss Sidgwick has intimate acquaintance with that 
Comic Spirit dear to Meredith, to whom indeed she may 
claim close intellectual relationship. With consummate 
skill, a subtle hint here, a suggestive remark there, she 

reveals the complex and fascinating figure of Mott Lane, 
her " modern Galahad," perhaps the most interesting 

and original character-study in Miss Sidgwick's gallery. 
" Madam ” herself, though overshadowed by the surprising 
Mott, IS a delicate portrait drawn with a fine point, and the 
laughter of the Comic Muse is often subdued to a deep and 

tender note as the situation between these two is developed. 

(Isabelle Grifhn, Enville Cottage, Bradmore, W’olvcr- 
hampton.) 

WHY WE SHOULD RE.AD- By S. P. B. Mais. 

(Grant Richards.) 

^Ir. Mais states in his introduction that his object here 

is to enjoy rather than to analyse. He wants to carry 

enthusiasts along with him; he succeeds. He shows us, 
as only a book-lover can, how to appreciate the writers of 
other countries, and his essays will appeal especially to 
those who, while possessing real love and feeling for litera¬ 
ture. are not so learned in its lore as they would like to be. 

(G. Bowes, Sherwood, Rishton, near Blackburn.) 

THE EDUCATION OF ERIC LANE. 
By Stephen McKenna. (Hutchinson.). 

In this second part of " The Sensationalists," we find 
Lady Barbara Ncave, although declaring herself bound to 
a missing man, npc for a fresh sensation. This she 
achieves by undertaking the emotional education of a 
young literary " lion.” When her methods have resulted 
in his nervofls breakdown and her grand passion, the 
missing man returns—but omits to claim her. This study 
of a neurotic egoist, selfishly indulging her passion for one 
man, but unwilling to abandon her romantic po.se of self- 
immolation before the other, is brilliantly conceived. 
The book breaks off leaving her ultimate destiny still 
undecided. 

(B. N. Saxelby, 43, Claude Road, Cliorlton-ciim-Hardy, 
Manchester.) 

^\’e select for .special cumnieiidation tlie reviews liy 
M. j. Eayres (Hornsey), Wimfred Bates (Hridport), 
M. C. Smyth (Bournemoutli), Rev. F. Hern (Rowlands 
Castle), M. M. Butterfield (Ilford), G. Pitt (London. X.), 
Molhc Young (Kattersi'a), A. R. MacPluiil (Passay. 
Pans). A. M. Count (King’s Lynn), Mannington Sayers 
(Totnes), O. M. Pilkington (Harrogate). |. C. Scott 
(Clieltenham), Sidney S. Wright (Bronilet, Kent). Maude 
R. Flccson (Manchester), ^\■inifred Lander .'LiMnahagow), 
l*ixie H. Baird (Bayswati-r), Lucy Chamberlain (Llan¬ 
dudno), Miss J. A. Jenkins (Li\erpo(>l), " Laurence ’’ 
(St. Leonards), Louise Harbounic (.Manchester), M. A. 
Lot/, (\\ imbledon ('ommon), Jessii- J.iekson (Beverley), 
Emd Blyton (Beckenham), B. Webb (Birmingham), 
Miss L. Mugford (London. S.W.), Miss M. Waters (('aiie 
Town), Miss 1). M. Welsh (Peckham Rye), J. T. Harris 
((irange-over-Sands). James A. Richards (Tenby). 

V.—^The Prize of One Ve.xk’s Srnsi KiiTioN to 

The Bookman js awarded to D. .M. Atkinson, 
44, St. Mark’s Road, Leeds. 

THE POETRY OF WILFRID SCAWEN BLUNT. 

Bv Anthony Clyne. 

WE have been entertained and not infrequently 

enlightened recently by the second part of 

“ My Diaries,” but there is some danger of our forgetting 

that Mr. Blunt is a poet. A diplomatist, a politician, 

a traveller, a breeder of famous Arabian horses, a 

champion of h-gyptian and Irish nationalism, even 

imprisoned for two months in the latter cause, he is 

not of the temperament wliich has yielded many notable 

poets. Some thirty-five years ago, in a preface to 

" Love Sonnets of Proteus,” he wrote : “ No life is 

perfect that has not been lived—-youth in feeling - 

manhood in battle—and old age in meditation ! " The 

Diaries are pregnant publications belonging chiefly to 

the last period, for Mr. Blunt is now eighty years old. 

The twe volumes of " Poetical Works ’’ represent the 

first and second periods. The “ final and complete 

edition " was issued in 1914, when he had “ reached 

the third "^tage ot a long life very much of action." 

Mr. Blunt's first volume of poetry contained his finest 

work. Never afterwards did he for long attain the 

sheer foice, imperfectly controlled, crudely fashioned, 

but veritable poetic force, of " Love Sonnets of Proteus," 

published in 1880, when he was fortv. They are care¬ 

lessly irregular. Their deliberate defiance of poetic 

canons, not mere indifference or neglect, but ecidently 

intentional startling transgressions of the conventions 

of rhyme, cannot be ]>ardoned. Those astonishing 

crudities are not the results of ignorance or defective 

musical sense. He has of set purpose rough-hewn his 

sonnets, either for the sake of a theory or with the 

insouciance of a gifted amateur. And yet they do 

possess a fresh strength, an intensity of feeling, an 

origin.'ility of outlook, and an unquestionable sincerity. 

Take this one, for example, on “ St. Valentine’s Day " : 

‘‘ To-day, all day, I rode upon the Down, 
With hounds and horsemen, a brave company. 

On this side in its glory lay the sea, 
On that the Sussex Weald, a sea of brown. 
The wind was light, and brightly the sun shone. 

And still we galloped on from gorse to gorse. 
And once, when checked, a thrush sang, and my horse 
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Pricked his quick ears as to a sound unknown. 
I knew the Spring was come. I knew it even 

Better than all by this, that through my chase 
In bush and stone and hill and sea and heaven 

I seemed to see and follow still your face. 
Your face my quarry, was. For it 1 rode. 
My horse a thing of wing.s, myself a god.” 

That is the genuinely poetic expression of one who 

knows the country primarily as a sportsman and 

country gentleman. It is no shadowy reflection that 

he contemplates and writes of, but the a.ithcntic 

expicrience. In his poetry wo are always shown realities, 

as real as the trout on the grass of Goodwood Down, 

" four silver pounds, 

sublimely fat andfair.” 

And equally real, with 

no sickening touch of 

that conventional 

rapture that destroys 

so many poets, is the 

conclusion ; 

” The sport is fair, luck 
fair, and Nature's face 

Fairest of all. " 

One- may gauge Mr. 

Blunt’s quality as a 

poet by turning from 

one of his unpolished, 

pioudly careless son- 

net.s lo some musical 

boudoir verse or tlie 

merely clever intric¬ 

acies and cari'fulh' 

contrived vagaries of 

some modern \ersf'- 

writers. In his work 

there is neillur the 

unreal worl<l of the 

boudoir, nor that of 

the rebellious innovator for imiowition's sake. These 

other verses seem like the insubstantial deceptions tlu y 

are. beskU'his realities, realities sometimes jxirti.illv per¬ 

ceived, of course, often clumsily seized, as one might 

carelessly take up a book by one cover, and exhilnted 

with casual uncouthness, as one might thrust the book 

into a friend's hands, but still always reahtU'S. 

Mr. Blunt’s career as a young man in the dij)lomatic 

service brought to him con^•lctlon of llic rights of small 

and oppressed nations. His enthusiastic chani]>ionslnj) 

of the cause of Arabi Pasha was a generous defence b\' 

a generous nature. In “ Rngland, my Kngland," 

inspired by resentment at the misunderstanding by 

some of his country's attitude towards tin* Hgyj>iuin 

question, we are in touch with real passion, no 

“ literary ” sentiment of the usual patriotic verse. His 

advocacy of Irish freedom was real. One dot's not 

endure imprisonment for “ literary ” sentiment. “ The 

honour,” as he proudly calle<l it, of that incarceration 

was celebrated by the verses of “ In Vinciilus,” pub¬ 

lished in i88q.. “The Wind and the Whirlwind” of 

1883 and “ Satan Absolved ” of 1889 are eloquent 

verses denunciatory of that British imperialism, which 

he conceived as selfish, unjust, cruel. Utterly sincere 

the books are, but, as might be expected from tlicir 

topic, they have not the value as literature of his earlier 

work. Mr. Blunt is still the implacable foe of Im¬ 

perialism/and tlic champion of down-trodden peoples. 

'' India, Egypt, and Ireland come in with the coffee '* 

invariably in those latest Diaries of his. 

“ Griselda, a S(X'ietv Xovel in Kliymed Verse,” pub¬ 

lished in 1893, thoiigli it cannot be accused of being 

reminiscent of Bynm, must surely have had its original, 

if remote, insjjiration in “ Don Juan.” Byron, indeed, 

is the only poet with whom one can compare him with 

any relevancy. His faults are not identical with, but 

they are akin to tlio^e td Byron, and so there is a 

similarity in their excellences. Temperamentally he 

is not very unlike 

Byron, with his 

cynicism yet romantic 

fervour, his versatility 

of pursuits, his cham¬ 

pionship of national 

freedom, his essential 

vitality, his worldly 

insouciance. Versatile 

Mr. Blunt has been in 

literature as in life, 

ranging fnmi a play 

for the Irish theatre 

to the translations of 

” Seven Goldt'n Odes 

of Pagan Arabia,” 

published in 1903. So 

” Grisehla ” follows 

“Don Juan”in fluent 

verses, carelessly 

handled, witty, pene- 

tratingly satiric, but 

with no cloying over- 

richness of studied 

epigram. Action is 

more to him than 

poetry, life than art, as it was to Byron. 

■ I would not, if I could, l>c called a poet, 

I have no ualural lo\e of the ‘ chaste muse '; 
If aught he worlJi the ilonig I would do it , 

.Vncl others, if thev wdl, inav tell the new.s. . . . 
The faith 1 hold I Jield, as sxlieu a boy 

1 left iny hooks ior cncket-bat and gun.” 

He IS a poet because he enjoys exercising liis skill, 

delights in utterance, and because he does jtossess skill 

and a true poetic utterance. 

As Mattliew .Arnold wrote of the poet Gray as though 

composing a fantasia on the plirasc, “ He never spoke 

out,” so we are inclined to reiterate that word 

“ renlities,” in the case of Mr. Blunt’s poetry. This 

method of interpretation has its danger of straining 

tlio apjdication unduly, but it is of considerable illumina- 

live value here. Mr. Blunt desires truth above beauty. 

The thing he says is fur more imjiortant to him than the 

verbal form he mav adopt. Hi' will have reality, and 

very often he succeeds in ohiaimng it. It is no vain 

boast or self-deception, wlieii he writes “ To one with 

his sonnets ” : 

” This is tlic book. I'or gvil and for good 

What my life was in it is written plain. 
There arc no dreams, but things of flesh and blood, 

The past that lived an<l shall not live again. 

rhotii r.lth il Fry. Mr. 'Wilfrid Scawen Blunt. 
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He has the great desire and also the keen sight for 

reality. He will liave the reality of love. “ How shall 

I tell it ? " he asks in " Esther “ : 

“ How shall I tell it ’ As the poets tell 
Who \vraj> love in a garment of vain light ? 

Or plainly naked, the jxjor child of Hell 
And laughter that it is and starless night ? 

1 like the truth best. Vet this love, sad thing, 
!Mirctl. and defiled, I saw it onee a King.” 

Because of this passionate search for reality, after our 

recover}' from the unj^repossessing roughness of his 

verse, we find in it a thrill of vigour, a directness of 

vision, that is given bv few jxicts. 

One of his truest poems i*' that Sussex Pastoral, 

“ Worth Forest.” Those lines concerning Myrtle the 

cow are worth a thousand fanciful rhapsodies in our 

immeasurable mass of minor jioetrv: 

” I love to touch the link^ between us, the blind kindness 
Of joy unreasoncil, solace in the sun. in shade delight. 

The inhuman part of Man is still the best, his love of 
children, 

His love of meads and vale.** at home, his fondness for 
his kind.” 

The blacksmith of the Sevenoaks of Cromwellian days, 

Master Gale, ” our house’s founder,” who ** died 

possessed of some four thousand acres of the best land 

in the parish ” acquired by forty years of labour, prudent 

management, and skilful buying—this man is real as 

can be. It is the writing of one who has journeyed 

about this world not a little, and heartily liked and 

heartily disliked, aided and fought many men, served 

and opposed many causes. His is a bold temper, but 

with not disagreeable assertiveness. 

Not all, of course, of Mr. Blunt’s poetry will survive. 

He called hiilisclf ” a Mid-Victorian poet a little in 

advance of his epoch.” with more truth than is apparent 

on the surface of this characteristic utterance. His will 

be a small portion, perhaps, in the final anthology of 

Mid-Victorian poetry, but it will contain some rare 

things and true things. He describes in one of his 

sonnets the three ])ictures that most he loves, and they 

arc a smiling woman by the sea, an old knight watching 

his dead son, and a bull dying in the arena. They 

symbolise his poeti\’ with a significance that need not 

be expounded. 

THE IDENTITY OF DOD GRILE. 

By Walter Jerrold. 

IT may well be that to main- readers the name of Dod 

Grile is not known, though the author wlio for a 

brief while disguised himself under that name is one of 

the four greatest short storv writers that America has 

yet produced. To me 

the pen name has been 

familiar ev’er since I 

was a turner-over of 

wares in the twopenny 

and fourpenny boxes of 

King's treasures in old 

Holywell Street, a 

timid glancer at the 

horrible temptations oi 

the shilling shelf. 

Memories of that place 

— which has itself 

long since become but a memory—include those of a 

papef-covei ed book with a fearsome cover on which 

was depicted a man holding a baby over a fire with a 

pair of tongs, and below the arriding couplet : 

“ Count that day lost wliose low descending sun 
Sees at thy hand no worthy action done.” 

The title of the book had passed from memory, but 

the name of the author, the picture and those w’ords 

remained. 

Recently, having occasion to read a number of the 

stories of .\mbrosc Bierce, and to inquire more closely 

into the story of the author’s life than a reader 

customarily has to do, I found according to reference 

books—ev«.n the wonderful Allibone, and the British 

Museum Catalogue — that there were two Bierces, 

Ambrose, the writer of some of the most remarkable 

short stories in Engli-.h litciature, and M. H., who had 

elected to be known by the jien name of Dod Grile. 

But little investigation was necessary to establish the 

fact that reference books and British Museum catalogue 

are alike wrong, that Dod Grile. M. H. Bierce and 

Ambrose Bierce all represent one and the same person. 

Presumably-though thi;> is but inference—.\mbrose 

Bierce bore also his father's. Christian name, and was in 

full Marcus Ambrose Bierce, i'or the M. H. of the 

reference books and catalogue we must now read 

Ambrose, or possibly M. A. 

In 1874, in New' \ork, Dod Grile published a volume 

entitled ” Cobwebs from an Empty Skull ” ; and in the 

year before he published in London a volume entitled 

” The Fiend’s Delight,” and a curious fact about them 

is that the volume published in New York consisted of 

papers that the writer had recently contributed to a 

London periodical, while the volume published in 

London consisted of earlier contributions to “ various 

Californian journals.” 

It is known that in 1872 Bierce—who had led a 

wandering life and fought in the American Civil War— 

was in London, whore he fell in with Thomas Hood the 

younger, W. S. Gilbert and the rest of the Ett« circle, 

and that he contributed to that paper " The Fables of 

Zambri the Parsce.” The first series of these ran from 

July 13th to September 28th (with illustrations by 

Ernest Griset and other artists). Then came a gap ; 

on November i6th Dod Grile contributed a fable in 

verse, and on November 23rd a second series of the 
prose fables began. 

Lately when I was looking through one of those most 

attracti\e of miscellaneous things that the postman 

Vignette. 
From tiilfi page ot “The Fiend's Delight,' 
by Dod Giile. Drawn by W. S. Gilbtn. 
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ever brings, a catalogue of second-hand books, I came 

across an item that especially arrested attention—" The 

Fiend’s Delight," by Dod (irilc. On the " off chance ” 

that it was my old friend of Booksellers' Row, I sent for 

the volume, and it proved to be the veritable thing, only 

instead of the paper-covered reprint it was the original 

issue of 1873. The wicked drawing which I had remem¬ 

bered *is cover decoration is here in its original form as 

a title-page vignette—obviously drawn bv W. S. Gilbert. 

My memory had not been strictly accurate, for the lines 

beneath the sketch are : 

" Count that clay lost whose 

low descending sun 
Views from thy hand no 

worthy action done." 

The book is a vcTy re¬ 

markable one, remarkable 

for its individuality, its 

obvious intent to aniiov 

and shock all the ordinary 

feelings and prejudices of 

good taste. It has the 

daring of genius, and it?, 

charuetcr may perhnp'i be 

best briefly indicated by 

quoting the preface-: 

" Tl»c atrociti(;s constitut¬ 
ing this ' cold collation ’ of 
diabolisms arc taken mainly 
from various Californian 
journals. They are cast in 
the American language, and 

liberally enriched with 
unintelligibihty. If they 
should prove incomprchc'n- 
siblc on this side of the 
Atlantic, the reader can pa.ss 

to the otlicr side at a 
moderately extortionate 
charge. In the pursuit of 
my design I think I have 
killed a good many people in one* way and another : but 
the reader will please to observe that tlu‘y were* not jh'ojiIc 
worth the trouble of leaving alive. IBc.sidcs, I had the 

interests of my collaborator to consult. In writing, as in 
compiling, I have been ably assisted by my se-holarly friend, 
Mr. Satan ; and to this worthy gentleman must be- attri¬ 
buted most of the views herein set forth. While the plan 
of the work is partly my own, its spirit is wholly his ; and 
this illustrates the ascemlancy of the creative over tlie 
merely imitative mind. Palmam qm un-rmt ferat—I shall 

be (jontent with the profit.” 

They are cast in the? American language—which, it 

may be said, is much clearer English than is employed 

by some of Dod Grile’s successors. As for the killing 

of many people, that is an essential part of Mr. Dod 

Grile's humour. He is cve‘r presenting something 

essentially horrible and grim in an atmosphere of fun 

which kills the horrible itself. His tragedy is carried 

to the height of the ludicrous, as exemplified in the tale 

of the boy whose father’s head is chopped off by a 

mowing machine. The boy picks it up and takes it 

indoors to his mother to be asked quietly where he got 

it, and to reply : " Why, ma, that’s pap’s.” 

*'' John,’ and there was just a touch of severity in her 
voice—’ when your mother asks you a question you should 
answer that particular question. Where did you get this ? ’ 

" ‘ Out in the medder, then, if yer so derned pertikeller,’ 

retorted the youngster, somewhat piqued ; ‘ the mowing 
machine lopped it off.' 

" The old lady rose and restored the head into the hands 
of the young man. Then, straightening with some difficulty 
her aged back, and assuming a matronly dignity of bearing 
and feature, she emitted the rebuke following ; 

" ' My son, the gentleman whom you hold in your hand 
—any more pointed allusion to whom would be painful to 
both of u.s--has pum-ihed you a lumdred times for meddling 

with things lying about the farm. Take that head back 
and put it down where you found it, or you will make your 
mother verv angry.' ’ 

Tims it is with many 

of the stories of the section 

eiitithxl "SomeFiction"— 

the surprise anti-climax to 

the tragic. In another, 

li.iN'ing parleyed over-long 

with an optimist, Mr. 

(irilu" twihtcd the head off 

that hojx-ful old party, 

snrrendered himself to the 

authorities — and was at 

once discharged." In 

another, an old drunkard, 

movisl by the New Year's 

belK, swears that he will 

nev<‘r touch intoxicating 

liquor again. 

‘‘ Then looking down and 
leuderlv •'lulling into the eyes 

of his wife, he said : ' Is it 
not well, dear one ? ' With 
a face l>c-anung all over with 
a new happiness, she replied ; 

" * Indeed it is, John, let s 
take a drink.’ And they 
took one, she with sugar 
and he plain. 

*' The spot is still pointed 
out to the traveller." 

These shortest of short stories -of‘about two to four 

hundred words each-.110 lollowed by "Tall Talk”— 

ilelightful cssaylcts on many Ihcmes and often with 

that particular note by whicli the writer sought to 

shock the smug and tspecially the religiously smug. 

Delicious i'' his conclusion to a talk on the country 

newspajxT—" God bless the man who first invented 

the country newspaper !—though Sancho Fanza blessed 

liim once before.” " Current Journalings," " Laughor- 

isms," " Mu'^ings," also form part of the volume, which 

concludes with " Poesy," ineluding some remarkable 

nonsense, a savage cpilapli on George Francis Train— 

more sav’age than anything in that book of merry 

epitaphs, " Black Beetles in .-Vmber ”—and one piece 

that, but for its sting, might have been written by 

Bierce’s colleague on Fun, W’. S. Gilbert. 

Now the curious thing is that in the collected works 

of .Ambrose Bierce, a dozen brave volumes published 

in America in 1909-13-—would that a British issue were 

made available !—neither of these " Dod Grile " books 

is included, though some of the epigrams at the end of 

vol. 8, and some of the " Tangential Views " of vol. 9 

are taken from " The Fiend's Delight "—enough of 

them to establish beyond a peradventure, if any doubt 

remained, that Dod Grile was .Ambrose Bierce. 

Ambrose Bierce. 
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Bew ffioohs. 

PAUL VERLAINE.* 

There can be little question that this critical biography 
of Verlaine is one of the most clistmguishcd books of the 

kind written by any living contemiwrary. There arc 
of course trivial reservations to be made. It is conceiv¬ 
able that some judges will hesitate before the roseate 

picturesqueness of Mr. Nicolson's style, which occasionally 
permits itself an almost lyric note of sympathy or vision ; 

but personally I should not be among them. On the other 
hand there will, no doubt, be readers who feel no annoyance 
at all at Mr. Nicolson's jiersistent use of the “ paulo-post 
futurum ” (“' A girl-cousm, who was to live with the family 

throughout Verlaine's childhood ” ; or “ At first Verlaine 
was to study law ”) ; although to my own car the trick 

soon assumes the irritation of a mannerism But in any 

case these arc the lightest trifles. The really important 
point about Mr. Nicolson's book is the integrit}’ of its 
workmanship; the unquestionable (juality of sound 
critical and interpretative judgment and fine narrative tact, 
expressed in English of true sensibility, flexible, persuasive, 

full of charm. The subject is not an easy one to present 
with accejHancc, especially to an English public, for the 
faults of Verlaine’s wayward and irresponsible tempera¬ 

ment were precisely the faults least congenial to a British 
taste. Mr. Nicolson docs not excuse the faults, nor does he 

condemn them. He shows them simply as inseparable 
from the nature which they tormented, and by the vcr\- 

moderation of his jwtraiture he almost imperceptibly 
draw.s the reader into s\'mpathy with his subject. There 
is subtlety in the method, but it w the subtlety of nature, 

not of artifice. The entire jHirtrait glows with colour 
against a drab and sombre background. 

I liavc said that Verlaine's faults were uncongenial to 
the British temperament, and the point is worth considera¬ 
tion, because it embodies the es.sence of Verlaine’s spiritual 
and social failure. The Englishman's eclucaiion, it would 

be generally agreed, is primarily designed to jiromote 
ludcpcndcncc of character. The English uleal is self- 

reliance and self-restraint. But self-reliance and self- 
restraint were the very last qualities to manifest themselves 
in the career of l^aul Verlaine. It was the first truth about 
him that he always leant upon others for guidance, and 

that he ruined lus life by his inability to resist his craving 
for alcohol. The story, w\nch Mr. Nicolson sets forth, of 
aimless drifting from one Jrieiul or mistress to another, 
with its swift kaleidoscope of office and farm life, of prison 
and class-room, of hill-side and slum, ending in a collapse 
into besotted dependence .ii;d lachrymose regret—the wdiolc 

Story IS one which traditional British morality might v-ell 
choose as the text lor a characteri-stically British liomily. 
Verlaine was everything which a typical Englishman does 
not wish to be. And yet Jlr. Nicolson breaks down British 

prejudice and brings Verlaine home to our sympathy. How 
does he do it ? Not, most certainly, by belittling Verlaine s 
sUortcomingf., but simply by the sheer force of unaftectc<l 
human sympathy and by his own in.stinctivc understanding 
of a nature of “ fluid simplKity and painful impotence,” 
which was none the less irradiated by kne, and acutely 
sensitive to love in others. 

It is the inevitable failing of a weak character to idealise 
the object of its passion ; to expect more than is humanly 
jussiblc in return for its own devotion ; and then, in its 
disappointment, to lose faith in the value of life. V'erlaine's 
story is an exact example. He idealised liis wife, his 
friends, his mistres->es, threw himself upon them for inspira¬ 
tion or for comfort, and was continually repelled and 
devast -.ted by a sense of disillusion. He drifted un¬ 
certainly fiom one dream to another : 

• "Paul Verlaine.” liv Harold Nicolson. iss. Od. net. 
(Constable.) 

" F.t jc m’en vais 
Au vent m.auvais 

Qui m'emporte 
Deija, dcla. ' 
Parcil a la 

Fcuille mortc ” 

His emolions drove him along, a waif of the imagination. 
He sought a respite from them in religion, but his religion 
was only another form of emotional indulgence. When he 

returned from prison to his dissolute genius of a friend, 
Arthur Rimbaud, and poured into his cars the fervours of 
prosclytism, Rimbaud turned upon him and beat him till 
he bled. It was the brutal answer of a strong man to a 

w'eak one, the last, fierce protest of fiery intolerance. In 

the same way the world itself treated Verlaine later on. 
In the feverish struggle for life there is no patience with the 

dissatisfied and petulant dreamer. 
Out of all the wreckage, however, the poetry survives, 

and It receives its projier recognition in Mr. Nicolson's 
pages. Verlaine was a poet of the transition, and suffers 

from his intermediary place in the history of I'rcnch verse. 
The Romantics, culminating in Victor Hugo, were already 

spent and finished, when Verlaine began to write, and before 
he had sung his last song the Parnassians, who followed the 
Romantics, were themselves fading into the shadows. 
Verlaine bridges the gulf between the Parnassians and the 

Symlxilists. The Romantics failed liecause they lacked 
intellectual ba.sis They were the slaves of the emotions, 

and they w'ere wrecked on the reef of unreality. The 
Parnassians failed because they sought the wTong remedy 
for Romanticism They ” threw back ” to the classicists 
in their passion for order and for form, but they sjircad all 

their energy ujion the technicalities of tlicir art; as Mr. 
Nicolson admirably puts ii, ” they failed to grasp that what 
the new generation needed so passionately was Truth.” 
Meanwhile the air was already siirrod bv the first whispers 
of symbolism. In our nuthor's own picturesque phrase : 
'■ It hung as a summer mist among the liedgerow.s, it 

lingep'd slowly drawn in co}><«e and meadow, and it spread 
silently ami with a strange gentleness across the face of 
Europe” Verlaine caught and reflected this floating 
asjnration and wove it into a wistful cadcncc, but it never 

strengthened in Ins hands into a mature philosophy ; it 
never interpreted or ealiglifcnecl the hidtlen depths of life. 
As with his character, so with Jiis art—the product of 
Verlaine never developed. He was the same spiritual 

weakling at fifty as he. had been at fifteen. His fancy 
wasted in passionate dreams . . . 

'■ Jc- me sKUMcns 

I>(.*s jenirs .ineieiis 
Ft je jileure . . .” 

■^'ellow, sere and vacillating, the drifting leaf still danced 
along before the wind. 

No, certainly it is not a story after the heart of Britain ; 
but by the ingenious use of imagery, in a passage of penetrat¬ 
ing beauty, Mr Nicolson brings its requiem into tunc with 
that universal sympathy which attends upon all those for 

whom the ways of the world arc loo liard to be reconcilable t 

” For those-,” lit- oav'., ” who lived before the war the spirit of 
Paul Verlaine will for long be merged with that of the fair city 
which he loved so iatally For them his spirit will still limp and 
huger in boultward .ind alley, in bookshop and in tavern; or 
along those quay' whose jumbled outlines glitter in the gay and 
gentle river, as it slides with garbaged waters past church, past 
prison and past charnel-house; and so, through soft French 
meadows, to the sea ” 

The spirit of Verlaine's life and work is in tliat passage— 
church and charnel-house, glittering wave and floating 
garbage ; and beyond them, blossom and green banks, and 

rest at last in the everlasting restlessness of the deep. 

Arthur Waugh. 
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SAPPER’S NEW STORIES.* 

" Sapper’s ” new volume has all the old raciness. It 
contains a dozen stories. They are the crisp, workmanlike 

products of a man of character, and he delivers them with 
an engaging bluntness. His contempt for the war profiteer 
and the get-rich-qvnek gang of to-day still flares up brightly 

alongside of his admiration for the badly treated ex-officer. 
One fee^s that the sigh of the groom in Boddington’s livery 
stable is " Sapper's ” sigli : 

“ But what could you expect these times, when most of the 
men who could ndc in days koiic by would ride no mur( , and a 
crowd of galloping tinkers, with rank cigars and ranker manners, 
had taken their places > ” 

The man in ratcatcher comes to the livery stable to hire a 

horse for the Leicestershire hunt. He ought not to be 
there at all, for years ago he allowed himself to be reported 
killed .so that he could drop out of his w'orhl and satisfy a 

quixotic debt of honour. But he cannot keep aw-ay from 
the hunting field, and hv an ingenious turn of the store he 
is forcecl to disclose his ideutitv lu order to save the girl lie 
loves from disaster Pride of another kind—priilc of family 
—burns in “ The I'nbrokcn T.inc." which tells of the daring 
subterfuge adopted hv a jieer to prevent his historic name 
from passing out of the direct hue to a cheat and waster. 
Not a few of the stones handle problems of ])Owcrfiil human 
interest arising directly out of the war. " The Poser,” for 
example, tackles m a liold but sympathetic manner the 
problem of tlie young war widow who out of 
loyalty to her dead husband feeds she ought 
to turn a deaf ear tv> life ami all its jovs. 

to his day and generation is only to be found in collections 

of books already scarce and rare, which are closely treasured 

by those who have been able to garner them. In this 
” New Encyclopaedia of Freemasonry,” which will rank 
with the best of his work, is offered an analysis and 
interpretation of the many grades and symbols of Free¬ 

masonry. The chief value of the volumes is for those 
who have become Mason.s witliout further knowledge of 

the institution than that which they have been able to 

glean from the ceremonies through which tliey have passed. 
It must be admitted bv Ma.sons of to-day that the 

great majontv of the brethren stand in need of such 
instruction. It may almost be supposed that it was 
owing to a desire for instruction that they joined the 
craft, and it may also be reasonably contended that a 
sjnrit of inquiry is one of tlie primary causes which con¬ 
tributed to the birth and pcriietiialed the existence of 
the institution It may be true, as advanced by our 

author in ” The Secret Tradition of b'rcemasonry,” that 
all the grand pageant of ritual in the higher grades is the 

outcome of the romantic spirit. It must be true that the 
call of Masonry to the thousaiuls who range under its 
banners at the present day is the conviction that only in the 
temjilcof Brotherhood erected to the glory of the Almighty 
I'atlicr, Creator and Ruler of the I'niverse, is mankind 
likely to find a place of rest and refreshment amid the 
prevailing conditions of strife, self-seeking anil competition, 

in the temples of Freemasonry the brethren meet together 

Engrossing from first inige to last, ” Th<‘ >fan 
^iri Ratcatcher” is a welcome and character¬ 

istic addition to tlie ” Sapper ” library. 
S H. W. 

A NEW ENCYCLOPiEDIA OF 

FREEMASONRY,! 

The reconl of the growth and jirogress of 

Freemasonry-since the first Grand Ixidge was 
formed at the \pple Tree Ta\ern in 1717 is 

a very astomshmg and signiluant testimony 
to the vitality ol the spiriliuil iiistim l in man. 
The ilestiny that has shaped its ends is a 
subject tor wonder, for whate\er tlie souiae 
and origin of l-'reemasonry on its external side, 
in its essence it is neither more nor less than 
a spiritual ideal. Masonic ritual as now 

existing IS baseil, as Mr Artliur Edward 
Waite shows in the present work, on an 
liistorical fable of trivial account. Its 
external claims and traditional Instore- can 
hardly be substantiated by the least critical, 
but Its underlying object is identical with 
that of what .ire lernied tlic Ancient 
Mj’stcrii?s—the coininiinication Of the light 
of wisdom to those who are in a state of 
darkness. 

It would seem to reipnvc the long ex¬ 
perience and continuous toils of the Wander¬ 
ing Jew to trace the development of this 
object through the ages. The wide range of 
Mr. Waite’s studies command the attention 
of every earnest student in this field of 
research. Of his place in the literature of 
mystical philosophy and of his jxisition as 
an exponent of the mysteries of Alchemy, 

Magic, Kabalism, and Hermetic lore, it is 
late in the day to make sixicific mention. 
The complete tale of the works he lias given 

* "The Man in Uatcatcher." By “Sapper.” 
8s. fid. net. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 

t ’’A New Encyclopa'dia of Freemasonry” 
By Arthur Edward Waite. With sixteen full- 
page plates and many other illustrations. In two 
volumes. 42s. net. (Kider.) 
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in a bond of union ; within their sacred precincts they put 
aside worldly distinctions and individual differences, and 
are free to unite m the study of the hidden mysteries of 
nature and science, to search for those lost secrets which 
they confidently ho]>t; to recover, and, it may be, to glimpse 
that spiritual city not made with hands which is eternal in 

the heavens. 
In the volumes before us, out of an unrivalled zeal, know¬ 

ledge and experience, Mr. Waite offers assistance and 
instruction to his brother Freema.sons in all that concerns 

an understanding of the origins, syinlwls and rituals of 
Freemasonry. It is a great task, greatly performed. 

The large liody of literature already available on masonic 

subjects, including the works of recognised and authoritative 
writers of recent times whose names will readily occur to 
every student, has not lightened the toil of preparing this 

summary of Freemasonry and its various ramifications. 
From the nature of the arrangement of such a work it was 
necessary to consider every asjiect m detail under a separate 
heading, and no less important to indicate the inter¬ 

relation of various grades and developments, one with 
another. This has been .satisfactorily effected by the 
author m his provision of a conspectus of cross-references 
at the beginning of the first volume, by which the dis¬ 
advantage of the encyclopa‘dic method is m a great measure 
annulled. The message which Freemasonry and its exten¬ 

sions in many grades carries to our author may be found 
expressed under the heading, " Symbolism and Its Ulti¬ 
mate.” and runs as follows ; 

“ The AVtirld of Symbolism is a world of many rosurrcrlioiis, 
and within their law and their order one among them is not 
only of all the highest but is most sacramental of all; it is 
catholic, indefectible, an unfailing channel of grace and truth 
There can be n«i need to indicate that I speak of the niy.stical 
life which was led in Palestine by that Great Master Who was 
neither Hiram nor another. Those who can enter into the 
comprehension of this Mystery, and in line of that which is 
veiled by the Divine Resurrection of the first Faster Morning, 
will have no need of Masonry or of any other instituted systems. 
... As it i-s, the Rites aid us to see in a reflected manner, and 
some among them are more lucid than rdhers. 1 hai e described 
Masonry as a mirror of instituted initiation, lor it has no title 
to consideration as anything but a glass of vision. It is the most 
proximate and available of the illustrations which are placed 
about us here and now. and its reflection is tolerably complete, 
as of great things by little. ... It is only as something very far 
away that it recalls- sometimes almost by antithesis—that 
which IS the Mystery of all in exaltation, nearest indeed of all 
but least comprehended. And yet such is the root of things 
that the Raising of the Masonic Candidate can be understorKl 
only in the Resurrection of Easter.” 

P. S. Wellbv, M a. 

THE IDEA OF COVENTRY PATMORE.* 

An eminent critic once deprecatingly called Coventry 
Patmore " a jx>ct of one idea.” Mr. Osbert Burdett (who 
is, surely, the most stalwart champion any poet ever had), 
does not, as his mere title sufficiently indicates, deny the 
accuracy of that verdict; but, so far from its being a 
weakness in Patmore to be limited to one idea, he acco.vnts 
it unto him for righteousness. For Mr. Burdett is very 
scornful indeed of most poets, with their vague emotions 
and nebulous philosophies, and to him the author of ” The 

the public regard even to the minor singers of their 
opposites, and that, in subject no less than in form, Shelley, 
or Blake, or Swinburne can win the admiration of thousands 
for their complex or vague desires, whereas he who was 

the Laureate of all that Englishmen profess to admire 
still numbers but a small minority of readers : so strange 
in the ear of a modern Englishman sounds the praise of 

those simplicities in which he professes all the beauty of 
religion and social order to be involved.” r 

Love, as every one knows, w'as Coventry Patmore’s one 
theme—not the love that most poets have celebrated, 
but maaried love. In married love Patmore saw not only 

the fulfilment of this life and the one key to its mystery, 
but he saw in it also the symbol of the .soul's perfect life 
in a world to tfomc. Upon the exj^erience of married love 
he built up an elaborate and closely reasoned philosophy. 
Mr. Burdett’s book gives us a long, patient, painstaking 
and detailed analysis of that philosophy. Any adequate 

criticism of his interpretation of Patmore would lead us into 
a discussion not only upon art, but also (as is inevitable 
where Patmore is concerned) upon morals aiul Christianity. 
For that wc liavc no room. We can only commend the 
loving thoroughness with which Mr. Burdett has per¬ 
formed his task, and record the fact that for ourselves wc 
are in warm agreement with many at least of his argu¬ 
ments and judgments. This makes us regret the more 

the absence in his work of a persuasive and ingratiating 
manner. He lacks almost completely a sense of luimour. 
He is a too perfervul advocate, and a little too ready, as 
the very characteristic passage above (jiiotcd will show, 
to be somewhat heatedly denunciatory of those who do 

not see eye to eye witii Coventry Patmore and lumself. 
It is possible that on this account he may fail to win as 
many disciples as he might otherwise have done. But ' 
there is so much of solid worth m the book that it will be 
the reader’s loss if he allows the author’s rather forbidding 
manner to turn him from its careful jicru.sal. 

Gilui:rt Thomas. 

ANIMAL LIFE IN SCOTLAND.* 

l^r. Ritchie’s b(x>k, let it be said at once, is full of interest 
and instruction throughout. Nothing has iK'cn attempted 
quite on the same scale so far as Scotland is concerned. 
It IS fortunate that the work has been done by so competent 
and shrewd an observer. Scotland, if relatively a small 
country, offers an almost romantic field for an investigator 
into the facts of faunal evolution. As Dr. Ritchie points 

out, man was a late-comer there. He did not emerge 
until after the great Glacial I’criod, which had effectually 
obliterated all the earlier fauna and flora. The arena 
m which their successors flourished was now a strangely 
restricted one with broad seas hemming the land m upon 
three sides. And the appearance of the human agent, 
ever increasing in numbers, and in strength and skill, 
could not fail to operate mightily on the entire life of 

Nature, animate and inanimate. This is the potent 
” influence ” which the essayist sets himself to demonstrate. 
He regards man not so much as an instrument of destruc¬ 
tion, or even as a creative agent, but in his relations with 
Nature he is rather a transformer and a supplanter ; 

” Wherever he places his foot, wild vegetation withers and 
dies out, and he replaces it by new growths to his own liking, 
sometimes transformed by his gcniu.s for his own use. Where 
he pitches his tents and builds his cities, wild animals disappear, 
and woodlands and valleys where they sported arc wrested from 
their prior owners and given over to the art of agriculture and 
to animals of man's own choosing, as well as to a liost of camp- 
followers, which attach themselves to his domestication whether 
he will or no. Intentionally and unintentionally, directly or 
indirectly, man transforms and supplants both animal and vege¬ 
table life. Some animals he deliberately destroys, some he 
deliberately introduces, and the characters of some he deliberately 
transforms by careful selection and judicious interbreeding. 
Other animals find his presence uncongenial and gradually 

* “ The Influence of Man on Animat Life in Scotland : A 
Study in Faunal Evolution.” By James Ritchie, M.A., D.Sfla, 
zSs. (Cambridge University Press.)—” The Land of the Hills 
and the Gleus.” By Seton Gordon, F.Z.S. 158. (CMsell.) ' 
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dwipdle in numbers or disappear, while others are encouraged 
by his activities to increase in numbers, sometimes even to his 
own confounding." 

From his own abundant observation along with a 
multiplicity of natural history notes culled from every 
conceivable source, the author’s contention i.s well main¬ 
tained, that man has been the chief instrument in the 
many and considerable changes which have taken place in 

Scott^h faunal life within even a comparatively short 
space of time. . This was, to be sure, a necessary and 
natural corollary if man was to progress, and civilisation 

to make any forward leap. The old regime of wild life in 
Scotland wa.s bound to pass as it is passing wherever man 
is in the ascendant. 

There will be whole-hearted agreement,vdth Dr. Ritchie's 
well-merited indignation at the mere " collecting ’’ craze, 

and that insensate storing up of " specimens " which has 
been all too common. Most people also will support liim 

in his strictures against the barbarous habit of keeping 
wild birds in cages for the beauty of their pliiniagc or the 
sweetness of their song. .\ most fa.scinaling section deals 

with the protection of animals for sport, for utility, and 
through popular favour and superstition. Every rural 
schoolboy in Scotland knows this (juatrain, though the fear 
of portending ill-luck is not always a deterring flciucnt; 

" The laverock and the Hntie, 
Tlie rc»bm and the wren ; 
Gin yc Jiarry their ncst.s 
Ye’ll never thrive again.’’ 

A more informed and scholarly treatise it would be diHicult 
to imagine. 

Mr. Seton Gordon's name is well known as n writer of 

the natural history of the land he loves so passionately. 
No one knows the ilighlands and Islands, or the Aberdeen¬ 
shire portion of Scotland, so w'cll. Here it is the sacred 
Isle of Iona and the glorious Hebridean Coast which form 
the te.\t of a singularly attractive/owe. Eacli cliapter is 

complete in itself, and the w'holo book is packed with 

a wealth of beauty and jioetry. and a remarkable store 
of geograjilucal and biological information—e\ idcnre of the 
writer’s skill in this department, and of a facility of 

descriptive j>owcr not often excelled. \Vhy do so many 
spend fortunes upon foreign travel when there is so much 

to be seen at home, when .so much of the pageantry of 
Northern Britain is still /erra itico^/nfo to thousands ? A 
book like this sliould oix’ii the eyes to the superabundant 
delights that Scotland has to offer, above all in the resi.stless 
charm of its western sea-lxiard and islands. 

During the war Mr. Gordon served in Mull as a Lieu¬ 
tenant in the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, and his 

present volume is largely the result of the excellent oppor¬ 
tunities he thus had of seeing the country, of getting to 
know its inhabitants, and watching its many-sided and 

marvellous life on sea and land—the tribes of the grey 
seal, the colonies of guillemots, skua gulls, ptarmigans, 
buzzards, golden eagles, razor-bills, el hoc gcmis omne— 

which came within his fortunate purview at a time s.i 
distracting and under circumstances often so perilous. 
The book is finely illustrated from photographs by the 

author. 
W. S. Crockett. 

WHAT’S IN A NAME.* 

It is, I believe, a solid commercial truth that a memorable, 
or attractive, or suggestive title may turn the pendulum 
of public indifference in a gentle and discriminating fashion. 
The literary subscribers move, I am informed, in placid 

shoals like gold and silver fishes, and their dietetic 
preferences, though vague, are classified. Titles in which 
the words " murder," '* haunted." " passion," *' ladyship," 

" gold," take their bold and thoughtful prominence are 

• " The Purple Heights." By Marie Conway Ocmler. 
78. 6d. (Heinemann )—" Law and Outlaw." By Mrs. Alfred 
Sidgwick. 8s. 6d. (Hutchinson.)—" The Death of Society.” 
By Romer Wilson. 7s. 6d. (Collins.)—"Pleasure.” By Alec 
Waugh. 88. 6d. (Grant Richards.) 

Mr. John Knittel, 

whoso brilliant nov.'l, “Aaron West (iindder & Stougliion). 
IS rtMewed m tliib Niiiiibi-r. 

sure of support. Such are the cantors of a multitude of 
emotions of dread and snoblH'ry. 

But rarely liave I come upon four novels lu a Imnch with 
such unprepos-sessnig or iinfortimaic titles as are borne 

by the books liefore me Then* is Mis.s (.femler’s " The 
Purple Heights." A title so eluMve in its pixitic imagery 
as to drop into the meaningless It conveys no hint of 
tragedy or comctly, sunshine or ram. even heaven or hell, 

but is simply three words one after the other, words in 
wlucli a youthful painter might endeavour to explain his 
conception of Ben Lomond. Then tliere is " 1-aw and 

Outlaw.” Now no one can pronounce that a bad title or 

a rncamngless one. It is in fact obvious and .stimulating 
and attractive to all jicrsons with a tendency towards bold 
enterprises from the days of Rohm Hooil to the Virginian 
sherift with a noose flung carelessly over a tree bough. 
But it IS foreign to the art of Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick. It is 
in a word an error 111 ihe psychology of such things. Or 

" The Dcatli of Society," by Miss Romer Wilson. To send 
out a novel (unless one of tho.se formidable translations 
of a no less formidable Russian) literally overlaid at birth 
by such a burden, may l>e a sign of independence, but it is>! 
from any normal standjKjint all wrong. Finally, there ia , ’’ 

" Pleasure," by Mr. Alec Waugh, admitteulv not without 
merit as a title and with some capacity for arousinajj^ 
curiosity or ixpectation But here the title is like a gin’ 

set in a careless sjxit. It catches one by the leg. It 
like one of those faintly-.sugarcil pills, concealing only forj 
an instant some rather dreary contents. I am not 
whether a title should intentionally be the spring that 

restrains the jack-m-the-box, nor do I altogether admirtr 

the attitude of the publisher wlio issues a volume of un¬ 
diluted " blues " with a coloured jacket suitable for Mr, 
P. G. Wodehousc or Mr. Herbert Jenkins. 

The range covered by these so vastly different books is 
bewildering in its horizons. In " The Purple Heights " 

Miss Conway Ocmler writes in an old-fashioned but agree¬ 
able manner, both sentimental and human, andwrithpassages 

of pleasant and sometimes ponderous humour here and 
there. Her story is almost as unonginal as it well could 
be, and her atmosphere is that of the musical comedy as 
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the public see it from the stalls. But there is skill and 
sincerity in the work, and if we take our sentiment a little 
timidly over here it may l>e the fault of our climate, or our 

miners, or our income tax. 
*■ Law' and Outlaw " by Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick, is, as 

one w'ould cxjiect, a novel of distinction and craftsman¬ 
ship. But It suffers all through from its plot, and in the 
end collapses beneath overwhelming o<lds. It may not be 

impossible for an artist like Mrs. Sidgwick to sit down and-* 
write about a wicked stepmother who carries the spirit 

of the fairy l>ooks into an age of Daimlers, but is it worth 
the conliict between an instinct for the comedy of manners 

and a pledge to be melodramatic and disturbing ? To do 
the thing really proud, Peggy, the starved stepchild, 
should succumb and the cinema rights be secured for a 

resixmsive public. But Mrs. Sidgwick flinched from that 
as one knew all the time she w'ould, and although the novel 
has its comjiensating passages it is not a success. 

" The Death of Society is not, as some people appear 
to behove, a worthy successor to " Martin Shuler.” It will 

not be easy to wTitc another novel on that plane. But it 
is a very remarkable novel, though it is one of those books 

I admire from an immense distance. 1 know they are 
tremendous, but they leave me crushed by an instinct 

of mv own mental inferiority. They are so very bewildering. 
When a young Englishman named Smith is bogged in a 

deep morass of artistic and. for a time, I sus|>ected, purely 
telepathic or subconscious passion by a very elderlv 
Norw’egian lady w’ho speaks no English in reply to his 
ignorance of her own tongue. I move uneasily. But when 
the elderly lady is well married, with a grown-up family, 
to an ancient and verbo.se professor with a sinister gift of 

candour, 1 walk in twilight. And w'hen Smith produces 
dialogue in solid chunks and it is handed back, I admire, 
but with an eve of glass. .\nd yet a moving story for all 
that, and with a wealth of tense dramatic speech, so natural 

and so vivid as to lift it above a meticulous or derisive 
commentary. Indeed, when an author can carry such a 

burden with so marly triumphant a grasp, even tlie obtuse 

cannot but accord applause 
■' Pleasure ” is a collection. I presume, of sketches 

written by Mr. Alec Waugh since the armistice, and for 

that reason shouhl not lx; taken as a second volley to ” The 

l.oom of Youth ” There is nothing remarkable in the 

book, though the problem of the elderly married man who 

discovers lus wife in the act of embracing his oldest friend 

is neat ami in the proper sjarit of satirical comedy. Mr 

Waugh will do well to cultivate that vein The abysmal 

melancholy of tlic other stories in '' Pleasure” lacks the 

reftned note of tragedy which acquits the determined 

pessimist of a susiiicion of, dyspepsia. 

I'kkdkrick W.vi.so.\. 

THE COLERIDGE TRADITION.* 

Of the many English families \>ho have gi\''n to the 
nation brilliant sciNants and to the arts great votaries, 
one of the most distinguished in recent times is that winch 
leaped to fame from the vicarage of Ottery St. Mary M'ltii 

The Ancient Manner,” and its (juality procure.s a welcome 
for the memoirs of any Coleridge. Tliey arc sure to have 
charm and to be readable. Arthur Colendge, Clerk of 
Assize for many jears on the Midland Circuit, was a 
speciallv amiable member of tlie family. His brief literary 
remains—an uncompleted autobiography, some letters and 

scraps of a diaiy—^liavc been assembled, with a preface by 
Mr J. A. Pullcr-Maitland, and supplemented with circuit 

remm scence--. by two other colleagues ; and the book, 
though not laige, is full of interest. It has lively notes on 
great churchmen, lawyers, singers, painters and writers ; it is 
atmospheric witii Arthur Coleridge's strength and sweetness; 

and it enriches distinctly our knowledge of a rich period. 
There are some memories of ” S. T. C.” The mother 

of the first Lonl Coleridge used to tell how’, in his baby 
days, ” Uncle Sam would roll the child about on the 

• ” Arthur Coleridge : Reminiscences.” Edited by J. A. 
Fuller-Maitland. los. <xl. (Constable.) 

carpet, muttering. * Of such is the kingdom of Heaven.’ ” 

The poet once called on a curate cousin at St. Andrew’s, 
Holborn, in such poor clothes that, when he was seen to 
be anxious about the top buttons of a double-breasted 
waistcoat, the curate felt no surprise at hearing him say, 
” Bless my soul, William. I have forgotten my shirt,” but 

rigged him out. Lord Houghton alleged that when dying, 
at Highgate, Coleridge talked to him about the conversion 
of St. Paul, and said ; ” How can one believe such a story, 

told by a tipsy man on horseback ? ” But Tennyson 
declared, as to this, that Lord Houghton was a mystifier, 
and might have been pulling Arthur’s leg. The poet did 

design for himself a humorous epitaph. He translated a 
line from Ovid and then burlesqued it; 

"Not handsome was ho. but was eloquent. 
Non formnsus erat, sed crat facundus Uly.sses 

‘ In truth, he’s no beauty •' cried Moll. Poll and Tab; 
Rut they all of them owned he'd the gift of the gab " 

The churchmen’s portraits retouched are those of Keble, 
with some of his intimate light letters ; Samuel Wesley, 
trout fishing on a choirboy’s back ; and Kewmian, who at 

eighty-two told Millais that he constantly played his 
violin : ” Of coiir.se I play out of tune, but they all declare 
it beautiful.” There is a jxirsonal estimate, too, of almost 
every Eton and Cambridge celcbnt)* of half a century. 

Arthur Coleridge knew Thackeray and Tenny.son. Of 
the former he tells that at Dresden, when J. C. Patteson 

praised a sketch, Thackeray replied stiffly : '' Sir, I am 
quite imjwrvious to flattery ; it’s my intention to burn 
that sketch when I get back to my lodgings ” Also that he 
once eclipsed the gaiety of a Bar mess at Derbv, where he 

was the guest of honour, by saying, when a fat turkey came 
to table : ” Tor twenty-seven day.s I have seen nothing 
but boiled turkc\- ' ' Tennyson, in intimate talks, stated 
that “ Break, break, break,” was composed at 5 a.m. 
one summer day vvandenng alxiut the lanes, and that 
” Crossing the Bar ” took him onlv five minutes, 

Some of the best reminiscences are musical. The 
revival of Bach in this couutrv was mainlv due to Arthur 
Coleridge. He knew Jenny Lind intimately—” cetle 
femme fantasqiie, mclangt' de bonle. de sechercsse, 
d'egoisme ct de cluirite ” -and someliincs sang with her, 
for lie might have made a career in tiix-ra. He ihats alxiut 
Lablachc, Tainburim, Maiio, Kossim. Auber ami other 
lavouutcs too. Kos.-ini. a guest of 1-ord Kinnairil at Kossie, 
prov'cd <i sportsman of the tt'inkle lvi>e. and once appeared 

at the dinner-table will', a hare to announce tnmnphantly : 
■' Voila ! J’ai eu un grand combat avec celui-la.” 

What adds much to the charm of this book is a certain 
quick ])layfnluoss. One sits with a tkhglitful man. The 

editing is not faultless, and it seems that liis best legal 
stories have been lost; but nothing is over-laboured, and 
everything touched with a happy candour. 

Kii:i(,HL];Y Sn'owdkk. 

WHITE AND BLACK SAVAGES.* 

One of liic celebraictl friends of Mr. Salt is W. H. Hudson. 
” .\t his best,” says Mr. Salt, and very rightly. ” he is 
the greatest living master of English prose,” and when 

Hudson made use ot lus weajwn in order to fight for his 
great Iriends the birds, he and the author of this fascinating 

book were shoulder to shoulder. Incidentally they have 
both told us of savages who now liavc become our precious 

IMDssessions—the Indian girl, for example, in ” Purple 
Mansions,” which is probably the most magnificent romance 

in our language, and the more familiar savages of Mr. Salt, 
namely, the boys and masters at Eton, and the anti- 
humanitarians at whom he pokes such delightful fun. 

Mr. Salt is, as he tells us, a faddist; he has been in year¬ 
long opposition to many of his countrymen’s practices; 
but although his earnestness was never doubtful, he kept 
his temper and appears to liave smitten his opponents with 
a good deal of laughter. Such a controversialist must be 
maddening for the other side. When he suggested a public 

• ” Seventy Years Among Savages.” By Henry S. Salt. 
13S. 6d. net. (Allen & Unwin.)—" Roaming Through the West 
Indies.” By Harry A. Franck. 25s. net. (Fisher Unwin.)' 
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FRENCH ACQUIRED IN 
100 DAYS 

REMARKABLE LETTER 

HE following letter has been received bv the Modern ! 
Languages Department of the Pelman Institute: 

“ . . . You will observe that I have l>eon able to 
learn French by your method in the short space of three 
months. 

I commenced the Course on January 13th, 1921, and i 
to-day, April 20th, 100 day.s after the commencement, ! 
1 am sending you my last Work Sheet 

“ During one week of this jX'riod—the Easter holidays 
week—1 spent no time whatever on the Course. 

" I feel sure that this has created a record in language 
teaching; I have never before learned anything so 
quickly and so well. At the same time I have no doubt 
that manv others could learn more quickly than 1 have 
already done. 

" It is the ingenuity and the thoroughness of the 
Course that docs it. 

" A-s I am now trying to catch the last post, I cannot 
express my lull appreciation ol the Course and the 
courteous attention I have received, but 1 should like 
to do so later, and J sliouhl be jilea.scd to h.ivc vour 
advice willi regard to JYencIi Ixioks ...” 
The aliove letter is indeed a remarkable tribute to the 

* merits of llie new Pelm.in metlioil of learning I'oreign 
J.angiiag<*s (h'leiich and Sjuiiisli Courses now ready), winch 
is arousing intense interest m educational and other ciixle.s. 

Men aiul wcunen who weie never able to ” get on with 
I'orcign Languages in their scliool days arc now Inuhng u 
({uile an easy rnaUer to aKpiire .i lluent mastery of I'leiich 
or S]nuiisli by this new melluKl 

"After sc\eral years’ drudgery at .st ho(»I I found 
mvself AMih scarcelv auv knowleilge ol tiie liviuli 
Language, and lerlainly wiilioiit anv abihtv to use the 
languagi’ 1 realise now that this method was wrong. 
After about six numilis’ study by tiu- Pelman nielluKl 

I find I li.ive praclu'.db masieied the language ’ ^wnie.' 
15. 

No Translation 

The Pelnian method is taught through the post, and one 
of its most distinctive le.itures is that the stiulent leuins 
the particular language in c|iiestion in that language anti 
without using a single woid of laiglish. Yet, even il you 
do not know a single word ol citlier h'reiicli or Sjianisli to 
begin with, you can stiuiy the lessons, riglit tiom the 
commencement, with the greatest ease. 

Many studeiUs on starting to learn a I'orcign Language 
are repelled by the dilliciilties of the grammar. These 
cliflicultics are avoulcd by llie Pelman method. This 
method enables you to road, write and speak i'ronch or 
Spanish first —the formal grammar coming later. I'urther, 
it enables you to learn cither language without learning long 
lists of French or Spanish words by heart You learn 
these words by using them aiul in such a way that you 

never forget them. 
The simplicity of the new method—its novel, fascinating 

and effective character, and its ingenious method of leaclimg 
1‘ronunciation, have all combined to win for it widespread 
popular interest and support The number of people w ho 
are learning French or Spanish by the Pelman metliod is 
increasing rapidly. All state that it is the simplest 
method of learning a Foreign Language they have ever 
met with. Readers who would like to know more about 
this method should write to the address printed below. 
Mention which of the two languages interests you. and 
by return you will receive a free copy of the booklet 
fully describing the new method. Write to-day to the 
Pelman Institute (Modern Languages Dept.), 88, Blooms¬ 
bury Mansions, Hart Street, London, W.C.i. 

PELMANISTS WIN PROMOTION 

INTERESTING STATEMENTS BY 

Sir JOHN FOSTER FRASER & Mr. E. V. LUCAS 

IX spite of industrial ferment and business depression, 
the demand for Pelmanism shows no sign of abating. 

Indeed, the present rush for Pelman Courses shows 

that the popularity of Pelmanism is rapidly increasing 
amongst all clas.scs. 

The reason is that people are finding that the training 
and ‘‘ extra efficiency ” developed by Pelmanism is of 
more service to them than ever in such times as these. 

As Sir John Foster Fraser rightly says, Pelmanism 
■' will not make the dunderhead into a statesman, but 
it will and docs provide a plan whereby we can make 
the best of our qualities.” 

By doing this it is enabling thousands of men and w-omen 
to tide over the bad tunes and even to improve their per¬ 
sonal positions—to secure promotion, to increase their 
earning powers—when others who have not trained their 
minds scientifically are falling behind. 

Statements printed below show clearly why Pelmanism 
is so popular to-day. 

” The Course has exceeded all my most sanguine hopes,” 
w'riies one who ha>, recently gone through it. ” Every 

word in the advertisement^ is true ; it anything, the case 
for Pelmanism is imderslated. 1 shall look back upon the 
dav I first took up Uic Course as a ’ Ked-Ietter Day ' in 
my life.” 

** Intellectual Indian Clubs” 

” 'l lie Little Grey Hooks,” writes Mr. IC. Lucas, one 
of our most dislmgui&bcd es>.ayi''t'>, ” arc mental dumb¬ 
bells, intellectual Indian clubs I am convinced that 
bram-girlh and bram-litncss imi''t be inipr(»\ed by their 

use 
Kcniarkable statements are made in letters received by 

tlie Pelman Institute from men and women in all parts 
of the country 

In these lettc•r^ people engaged in practically every 
known piofession, business or occupation give particulars 
of the benefits they have received as the result of training 
then miiuU on Pelman line-- 

An Architect wnles Ih.u Ins nunme '* has gone up 
3no per cent 

A Clergyman says tli.d Ins prc.uhing has improved. 
A Clerk states lh.it he has qu.idruplcd lus salary 
A Manager sa* s that he h.is scoured three increases of 

sal.iry 
A Doctor .sjivs ttial he h.is steailili increased lu.s practice. 
An Accountant rejioris a ” substantial increase '' in 

sal.irj. 
A Scientific Instrument Maker s.iys he has received 

" an enemiraging increase in imome ” 
A Major-General wishes he had taken it uj) fifteen years 

ago ■■ I have the highe-t oiimioii of the system,” he 
says 

A Dental Surgeon that suuc taking the Course his 
" income has doubled itself ” 

A Cashier says that he ihreitly ascribes to Pelmanism 
the fact that lus salary is now :UMI jier cent, greater than 
it was before 

A Student attributes Ins success in passing an examination 
entirely to Pelmanism ” 
A Schoolmaster says th.il IVlniaiusm has given him 

back the mental com eiitralion he hud lost during the 
war 

A Subaltern writes : ” I was dining last night with my 
Lieutenant-Colonel, and he attributes his rapid promotion 
from Captain to Lieuteiuinl-Colonel in three years entirely 
to Pelmanism, and strongly advised me to take it up.” 

Thousands of readers are sending for free copies of ” Mind 
and Memory,” which tells you all about Pelmanism and 
how to enrol for the Course on special terms. Write for 
your copy to-day—a post card will do—to the Pelman 
Institute, 20, Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street, London, 
W.C.I. You will receive it by return, gratis and post 
free. 
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discussion of the question# “ What are malpractices in 
Sport.” a sporting newspaper declined the challenge and 
expressed the opinion that ” such piffling folly is best 
treated with contempt.” We are given some excellent 

stories and vignettes of those w’ho were either for or against 
the Humanitanan.s -Meredith. Bernard Shaw, ” Ouida,” 
Swinburne, anti Jidward Carpenter arc brought very 

vividly before us. Wc are made to look at things from an 
unusual but surely most reasonable point of view; the 
Zoo is to Mr. Salt ” one of the saddest and dullest spots 
on the earth, being, in fact, nothing cheerier than big 
convict-stations, to which the ill-fated hfc-pnsoners are 
conveyed from many distant lands.” And he dilates upon 

the bathos of a waiter serving out coflee.s or Icmou-squashes 
within sight of the eagle's cage and regardless of the great 
Raptor by whom his predecessor, Ganymede, had been 
carried off to be the gods’ cup-bearer, Not only has 
Mr. Salt crusaded against cruelty, thoughtless and other¬ 
wise, to animals, but against such brutalising customs as 
” blooding ” and flogging. On this latter point he admits 

that he lost a g(X)d many of his regular supporters ; wc 
happened the other day to see that a high testimonial to 
the practice w'as given from the dock by a member of the 
cnminal class—and yet even Hogging can he administered 
more or less humanely Another of Mr. Salt’s activities 
has been towards the preservation of beautiful scenery ; 
and here also ho has deserved extremely well. He has, 

as wc have indicated, the enormous advantage of comluct- 
ing his case with invariable urbanity and a flow of humour 
and reminiscence. The “ savages,” by the wav, of his 
title are his carnivorous fellow-countrymen, and it was only 
gradually that he lH*cainc aware of his lurid surronmlings. 

More orthodox savages loll and leer at us from the 
picturesque pages of Mr. Franck. This gentleman scarcely 
seems in so good a humour as when he maile his former 
historic journeys. He seems to be more at his case when 
he can tramp for a few years along the Andes, pushing 
through a wildernc.ss unvisited before by any wlute man, 
than he is in wandering from West Indian island to island, 

with the nuisance of having to catch boats. He is not 
made for the ordinary tourist-ndden country. That is 

why in this book we are most entertained when he takes 

us into the remote parts of Hayti. After his own heart 
is that famous old tyrant, Chnstophe, the full-blooded 
negro who built himself a monstrous ifleasure-housc and 
thought nothing of shooting every fourth man if a gang of 
workmen found it impossible to carry up the mountain 
one of the massive blocks of stone. Christophe died as 
violently as he had lived, for when he was stricken with 

apoplexy in the church of Limonade he attempted to cure 
himself with rum and baths of red pepper. As one expects 
from Mr. Franck, his pages teem with quaint characters. 
As a book on the West Indies this is less comprehensive 
than Sir Frederick Treves’s, and the tone is frequentlj'^ 
censorious ; but thee usually seems good reason for these 
strictures, from which Ins own American countrymen by 
no means escape. Perhaps the French get oil most lightly. 
But, when all is said, these 486 pages and the admir3,ble 
photographs form a travel-book which from anybody else 
we would have welcomed with fewer reservations. 

Henky Baerlein. 

A SPRING WALK IN PROVENCE.* 

Of not many books cf travel can one say, as Colonel 
Lawrence says of Doughty’s, " The more you know of 
Arabia, the more you find in ‘ Arabia Deserta.’ There is 
nothing to take away, little to add.” That it cannot be 
said of Mr. Marshall’s ” A Spring Walk in Provence ” is 
not, after all, very damaging. For Provence is a country 
so bewitching that those who have had the good fortune 

to walk there in the spring could hardly find any descrip¬ 
tion or praise worthy of their memories of that fair land. 
It is an exciting country, but Mr. Marshall is rarely excited. 

* “ A Sprang Walk in Provence.” By Archibald Marshall. 
J5S. net, (Collins.) 

He speaks thus of Nimes, KImes that seems the personifica¬ 
tion of a gracious matron of Rome's best days : 

“ I was glad enough to get away from Nimes the next morning. 
... In fact, a motorist who stays to lunch in Ntmes and sees 
the fountains, the arena and the Maison Caree, may congratulate 
himself that he has tasted the full flavour of the brew.” 

Evidently on that day our Roman lady was ” not at home.” 
And then Tarascon, that lovely medisEval maiden, dirty 
and beautiful, in whose streets and castles King Ren6 might 

have been but yesterday, of her Mr. Marshall says too 
little. And though he writes most interestingly of the 
legends of the arrival of Joseph of Arimalhea, Martha and 
the two Maries in Provence, he does not even mention that 

Martha’s Tomb is in Tarascon, the city which .she rescued 
from the Tarasc. Ihit, though we may complain that 
Mr. Marshall has not always done justice to the delights 

we already know, what he says of the beauties w'e 
have not seen makes us long to take advantage of the 
exchange and start for J.cs Beux to-morrow. It is curious 

that an author so sensitive to the ^liaracters of human 
beings should not feel and c.xprcss that strange sense of 
personality that marks one town from another, the realisa¬ 

tion of which is almost the greatest delight of travel. 
Mr. Marshall docs not attempt to write poetic descriptions 

of this lovely land, but many of his phrases have a homely, 
visual accuracy that sticks in the memory : 

” The hills ro'-e up sheer on every side. Their lower slopes 
were so regularly terraced that at thus distance they hart the 
effect of horizontal ‘ shadings ' in a pi'nul drawing ” 

” The road downhill looks just like a tennK-ratun' liiart.” 
” Sometimes I came across little Neduded farms, and in the 

garden of one of them a great streft h of >ellow jonquil shone 
in the dusk like a square of sunshine left behind from the 
departing day.” 

Mr. Marshall has very sound ideas as to the advantages 
of walking and the charms of old forgotten hill towns and 
quiet inns. But it maddens the post-war jiedestnau to 
hear of the room for two francs and the good wine for one. 

Mr. Marshall repeats many <lclightful legends of 

Provencal saints, even those that he doubts most he treats 
with unfailing courtesy. Indeed, that is the impression 
made by the whole book. One feels that a kindly host, 
on a rainy afternoon in the country, has shown us his 
photographs and talked pleasantly of his travels. We 
cannot help liking him and his stories, l)ut our apprecia¬ 
tion is just a trifle dampened by the. thought that he may 
have felt it a duty. If he were more excited, more egoistic, 
if he had more of youth’s vain confidence in our interest, 
in the fact that we could never have seen such marvels 

or loved them as he dul, we might catch fire. Yet this 
very modesty makes one think what a satisfactory travelling 
companion Mr. Marshall must be, and of how few people 

can that be said ! Roberts. 

A TOUR IN A DONKEY CART.* 

This is a strange book. Miss Jennings was one of those 
rare and interesting people who seemed to have nothing to 
do with conventions. Moreover, lYofessor Tonks, of the 
Slade School, says, ” She h.ad a sense of form, as expressed 
by line, more highly developed than any draughtsman I 
ever met, . . . she was always difficult to teach, in fact 
was untcachable.” Isabel Derby, in her sympathetic intro¬ 
duction, writes : 

” She was, and .she remained all her life, quite ignorant of 
values, whether of money or food or rent or clothing. She knew 
nothing, and cared ies.s, for the daily necessities of life.” 

1 his untamed spirit; this girl, who should have wandered 
out into the wild as free as a gipsy, with her sketching book 
under her arm, fell ill; her leg became paralysed, and she 

became an invalid for life. Her brilliant talent could 
hardly now be practised, but she made the best of things 
by travelling forth in a small, bright-blue donkey cart. Her 
letters, elfin, wistful, fascinating, are given in the book: 

” I tied up the little ass ' Eve ’ under a small tree close to me, 
and a great owl with feathered wings came in the dark, and I lit 

• ” A Tour in a Donkey Cart.” Being the life and Art of 
Frances Jennings. is. (The Bodley Head.) 
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a small fire and boiled some vegetables and sat in the wind and 
ate my supper. The night was white with a moon, and the wind 
as ite. 1 was all alone, no one saw me. I slept very long.” 

Again ; 

I love the little soft wool ve.st you gave me It satisfies me, 
body and mind. 1 love plain things, and it is plain and soft and 
as warm as a small fire. ... 1 tliink the world would be perfect 
under the blue sky wath several great, different personalities for 
company, doing beautiful acts, and being together ” 

Pain and tragedy awaited this unfortunate l)eing; she 
died by her own hand in London. '' The idea of a long 
life may have .shocked her to desperation ” The thirty- 
two illustrations in collotype of her work are fiercelv 
individual and full of expression and vigour 

PHILOSOPHY IN ACTION.* 

Philosojiby has always been in a state of unrest; it is 
its nature to. So we need not be surprised to hear the 
rumble of philosopMIbal revolution ; rather shoiiUl we keep 
our astonishment for the fact that so many seem to be 
perturbed because we arc at the parting of the wavs. Of 
course wo are ; we always have been ; wc always .shall be. 
Dr. Dewey, when invited to deliver a course of lectures 
at the Imperial University at Tokio, believed that he could 
not do better than take this state of flu.v for his le.xt, and 
indicate the line of development of the philosoplucal ideal. 
W’hen one reads his published results, one realises at once 
that he docs not so much attack the old philosophy as 
demonstrate its cfletene.ss. AH that has gone betore has 
been preparing the w-ay for what is now upon us. We have 
passed from the static to the clvnumic. The cold, hleless 
beauty of the Platonic hierarchy of ideas has given jilacc 
to the rapid rush of living ideas that exercise -a direct 
power over our thoughts and actions. 

With no small skill Dr. Dewey makes a genetic approach 
to his subject by giving such an account of the n.se of the 
doctrine of absolute Being as necessarily leads, if not to 
its dcstnution, at least to a great loss of its prestige. 
Working Ins passage in the time-honoured way from 
Aristotle to Bacon, Dr. Dewey leads easily up to William 
James, and on the road contrives to shake the reader’s 
confidence in the view of a completed world incapable of 
alteration and repairs. In spite of the ancients and the 
scholastics tlic pragmatists persist in proclaiming, ” All 
the same it moves.” Dr. Dewey discards the ideal of ” a, 
closed world, a world consisting internally of a limited 
number of fixed forms and having definite bounds 
externally.” Instead of a world in which universal and 
inevitable laws determine everything that happens. Dr. 
Dewey regards it as one in which there is ultimately nothing 
but cases, each case calling for individual Irealmcnl The 
laws are there right enough, but they do not apply them¬ 
selves. We have something to say in their application. 
We are no longer content to adopt the Aristotelian attitude 
that ” only that which is already known can be learned, 
that growth in knowledge consists .simply in bringing 
together a universal truth of reason, and a particular truth 
of sense whicli had previously been noted separately.” 
Knowledge is more than a learning, it is a making The 
world is advancing, and we each make our contribution to 
the advance. The ideal and the real have been un¬ 
justifiably separated. The squabbles of epistemologists, 
of realists and idealists, of phenomenalists and al.'solutists 
have obscured the real issue, and we have lost sight of the 
fact that we are living in a world that is a going concern, 
and that we are far from being sleeping partners. Dealing 

,with Logical Reconstruction, Dr. Dewey is only slightly 
less severe than is that rabid anti-Aristotehan, Dr. Mercier. 
Logic of the Hegelian type leads to an idealism that 
produces intellectual somnambulism, and sets up a socially 

superior and irresponsible class. 
But it is in dealing with moral conceptions that Dr. 

Dewey will rouse most interest, for here he comes close to 
the practical affairs of life. He attacks the one doctrine 

•'* Reconstruction in Philosophy.” By John Dewey. 7s. 6d. 
net. (University of London Press.) 

OVLDENDAL stands for hlgh^ss Scandinavian literature. 
The firm, wnicn has recently celebrated Its 150th anniversary 
in Copenhagen, has given to the world the works of some 
of the greatest Danish and Norwegian writers of three centuries. 
Notable among these are Kenrik Ibsen, Bj^rnslierne BJornson, 
Kielland, Lie, whose names belong to the history of literature. 
The Gyldendal editions of classics such as Hoiberg, 
Oehlenschlaeger, and H. C. Andersen (iamiliar to children 
the world over as ” Hans Andersen'') are well known. 

And coming to the present, we find the critic Georg 
Brandes, the Nobel Prize-winners Pontoppidan, Gjellerup, 
and Knut Hamsun ; Knud Rasmussen, the poet-explorer of 
Greenland; and the Icelandic poet Gunnar Gunnarsson, among 
those whose works appear under the Gyldendal imprint. 

The opening of a London branch, introducing leading 
Scandinavian Literature to English readers, has been generally 
welcomed, and the gratifying reception accorded to the books 
themselves, is sufficient evidence of interest on the part of the 
reading public. 

To those who need or wish to keep in touch with all that 
is current in the realm of literature, and to students, this 
departure is of the utmost importance offering as it does 
greater facilities for tiie study of the powerful forces at work 
in piesent day Scandinavian fiction. 

To the general reading public, these books will come as 
something altogether new. 

The repioach of insularity, so often advanced against the 
Englisii as a people, is largely due to the slightness of their 
acquaintance with the life and thought of other countries. 
There is no easier and at the same time pleasanter way of 
acquiring such knowledge than through the medium of 
representative literature from the countries concerned; and 
it may safely be as.serted that tiie more we know of one 
another, as nations, from this point of view, the greater 
likelihood will there be of mutual understanding. 

You are invited to send for the complete list of the 
translations Issued from the London office of the famous 
house of Gyldendal. 

Inquiries are also welcome concerning works in the 
original language. 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

MOTHWiSE 
By KNUT HAMSUN (Norwegian). Author of "Growth of the 
Soil," "Pan,' etc , etc. (NOBEL PRIZE, 1920). 6s.net 

Eghoim and hi9 God 
By JOHANNES BUCHHOLTZ (Oantsh). Ss. 6d. net 
lliii'lilioltz IH one of the moat oniunul ot modem bniiislt wiitevs. 
" All mliiiinilik* not el, «iitteii nith extreme aimi>lieil.v tuxl Biiioerlty." 

- Moiii'/ii'fler 

into tho Dark 
By BARBRA RING (Norwegian). 6s. net 
“ l'et'hn|« the iiiotl. jiuvrerful book of ita knut that hae lieeli iasiicd iu 
thiB Cimiltl)’.’'—Cumt .hull itnl 

“ A xery hiiiiinn iiud patiu-tie atoiy of u sweet life eaugUt in the toils 
of circuiiistaiiee.' —Hn'ilnh AVto'W 

Tho Story of John Southern 
fty W. WILLIAMSSON. 6s. net 
“ Pleasantly touclK-il with the (injcianee of life in euniitry plaivt. ’ 

— Tiiiirit Aife»-nri/ Siippietiteiit 
“I'iiere is excitcniuiit alxiut this ijiilet luxe story." 

— Wfgtoiiiitifr GaxHtf 

The Promised isio 
By LAURI08 BRUUN (Danish) 7s. 6d. net 
The Kiiventnn'k iimt iniwoiventures uf " simple life " entliiisiaats ou au 
uiiiiihaliKeU island. 
"On kccoiint uf Its oiiKimility and eliarin. should meet with much 
appreeiutioii.’'—.SvirtOMHo 

Tho Unity of Soionoe 
By Or. JOHAN HJORT, F.R.8. (Norwegian). 6a. net 
A critical compansoii of itcientiHc luuthuds of thought, with siieclat 
reference to the rclAtions hetwceii hlolugy and the “ exact ccieuces " 
of chemistry and physics. 

Chiid Psyohoiogy vou. u .t /// 
By VILHELM RASMUSSEN (Danish). 5s. 6d. net end 4s. net 
^'ol. 11. The Kindergarten x'liild: its cuucepliun of life aud its 
lueutal ]>ower8. 
Viil. 111. The KiuderKarteii Child; Thought, imagination and feel- 
lug; Will aud morale. 
“Mr. Kasmiissen's iHJoks are full of suggcNtiun and very valuable 
mateiial that will appeal to tiu- teaclicr and the pareniM who wish 
then'young charges to dexetop miu IiealtSiy, tiitelligcnt iielngs." 

Artroisfir ChivnifU 

Eskimo Foik^Taios tn Pr»}tnra>\Mt 
By KNUO RASMUSSEN and W. WORSTER. 
Crown 4to. Illustrated. 
These stories were collect ed in various )xarts of (ireenland, taken dowu 
from the lips of the Eskimo story-tellers. Tiie illustrations are by 
native Eakinio artists. 

X^YLDENDAL 
11. BURLEIGH STREET. STRAND. LONDON. W.C.2 
COPENHAGEN (Estd. 1770) CHRISTIANIA 
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on which all the ethical schools appear tq be agreed— 
" that there is a single, fixed and final good.” He believes 
rather “ in a plurality of changing, moving, individualised 
goods and ends . . . and that principles, criteria, laws are 
intellectual instruments for analysing individual or unique 
situations.” This leads to a suspicion that the usual 
division of ” ends ” into lower and higher may be unsound. 
The distinction Dr. Dewey draws between ” instrumental ” 
and '■ merely instrumental ” is of vital importance and 
deserves more attention than he has given it—particularly 
in Its Kantian context. I>r. Dewey's final position is 

summed up in the statement that ” the end is no longer 
a terminus or limit to be reached.” On the social side, 
organisation does not exist to treat individuals as data, 
but to create them. Certainly Dr. Dewey’s philosophy 
does not lack .stimulus. 

John Adams. 

THREE BOOKS ON NAPOLEON.* 
There arc many reputations on the world’s roll of im¬ 

mortality winch derive no lilile lienefit from the iienodical 
regikling of a centenary or other anniversary. Worthy 
though they are, without such definite chronological 
reminders tlicy woiikl lapse out of the memory of busy 
modernity. Tho.se are lew indeed who can disjiense 
safely with a mention on the calendar, and of that egregious 
few fewer still share with Xapoleon the glory of a tnum])h- 
antly complete indeiieiulcncc of reminiscent dates. With 
all his faults, he is lor all time. But vividly alive n.s i.s 
the inspiration of Napoleon in every soldier of distinction 
since his day, jiowerfully as he stimulates the interest of 
every student of modern European history so that no 
detail of his public or private life is now’ unknown to us, 
yet doubtless that great public, which rcatls dcsuUorilv, 
with only the vaguest of pre-ac(pured information, w'Jiat- 
ever is from time to time brought prominently before its 
notice, will turn with a fresh interest, in this hundredth 
anniversary of the death of the jjri.soiicr of St. Helena, 
to the story of the wonderful career there terminateil. 

It is to that great public, interested but presumably 
ignorant, and neither to the soldier nor to the already 
instructed .student, that -Mr. Wheeler’s tiook on Najjoleon 
IS addressed. An adequately detailed study of the mani¬ 
fold activities of that mighty genius of war, jiolitiis and 
statesmanship would obviously fill many volumes. 'J'lie 
library w’hich sliouhl completely exhaust the subject 
would be a large one. But in so far as it is possible to 
tell the story of Napoleon, fairly and comprehensively, in 
three hundred an<l nineteen octavo pages, Mr, M’liecler has 
done it. His book does ijot pretend to lie more than a 
rapid survey—a precis—of the Napoleonic epopee. It 
gives only the broa<l outline, and that outline is accurate, 
but necessarily there is no space for the details which 
lend a human vividne.ss to the narratn’e. Napoleon's 
marriage to Josephine, for example, is dealt with in half 
a paragraph on page tz, W'hich .scarcely docs more than 
state the fact. We hear no more of Napoleon’s marftal 
affairs until page 249, when Josephine is divorced in a 
single sentence. \ page suffices lor the wonderful cam¬ 
paign of 1814, and all that Mr. Wheeler has to say al>out 
that great adventure of 1815 which so nearly succeeded 
is tins: 

" Of Napoleon’s campaign in Belgium little need be said. 
It was short and it was decisive On the 16th June, rSi;, 
he won his last victory at l.igny, where he defeated the Prus¬ 
sians under Bhichcr, Wellington gaming the battle of (Jiiatr'* 
Br.is against Ncy. Two days later Wellington and Biuchcr 
routc<l the French on the field of Waterloo." 

P This is iinstlud history with a vengeance ! One would 
not resent its brevity so much if Mr. Wheeler did not 
waste whole pages of his valuable space on such puerilities 

• ” Napokun. i7{>ij-i82i.” By Harold F. B. Wheeler. 
JOS. 6d. net (Hurrap)—*'Bernadutte and Napoleon, irtjy- 
1810.” By ''ir Plunket Barton. 21s. net. (John Murray.)— 
" A Gift of Napoleon." By Sir Lees Knowles, Bart. 10s. 6d. 
net, (John i-.ane.) 

as quoting Campbell’s ” Battle of Linden ” and Browning’s 
” Incident of the French Camp ” in full instead of con¬ 
centrating his attention on the things that really matter 
in so important a story. 

Mr. Wheeler’s comments on warfare are touched with 
a pleasant naivete which, at the same time, affords a measure 
of his value to serious military students. Thius, speaking 
of the Austrian defence of the village of Fombio, he says 
” even [sm] the churches were fortified ! ” On thei..battle 
of Jena he makes the interesting observation, ” What 
w ould have happened had Bernaclotte and liis cavalry come 
up is top horrible to contemplate! ” Bernadotte's corps 
(not a cavalry corps) failed to rcacli either of the twin 
battle fields of Jena or Auerstadt; had it been present 
” what would 'have happened ” is that the Prussians 

would have been annihilated on the spot instead of after 
a long and costly chase all across Germany. 

But Mr. Wheeler’s book pretends only to a jiopular 
appeal, and it has already found a popular—and, all 

things considered, weil-de.stTvcd—rc.sponse, for it is but 
a new and enlarged edition ol a wwk of which.this is 
the -sevenlli reprint. 

A Napoleonic study of altogether different calibre is 
Sir I-’Iunket Barton’s " Bernadottc and Najxilcon.” Tins 
brilliant, e.xliaustive and autlumtativc work is the second 
of a trilogy wliich, when completed, will cover the entire 
career of periiaps tlie most interesting of Napoleon’s 
marsluils. It fills, adequately, a gap in English Napoleonic 
literature I lie first volume, wtm.li .'ij>p«‘ared some time 
back, narrated Jk*rnadotte's can-cr under Mie Republic, 
fhis volume deals with lii.s seniee uiuler Na}H>leon from 
the eiglitcen Bnmiaire until Jus deparlme lor Sweden ns 
I’rmce Royal of that countrv’ 111 iSio 

liip cluiraeler of Beriiatlotle, the sou ol a lawver at 
Pan. wJio founded Ihe only tlynasiv among all Napoleon’s 
mushroom kings whuh snr\ived the ilebatle ol 1815, 
lias been severely liaiidled by those ITcneh lustonan.s 
who cannot forgive him In.s j)ariicij>ation on tlie side of 
tile Allies against Na]Kileoii in the taminiigns of 1813 and 
181 p lhat episode in Beinadotte's career falls outside 
the sco£)e ol tlie present volume, but Sir Plunket Barton's 
book deals exliaustively witti those other debatable 
points in lus record—his attitude after the eigliteentli 
Bruniatrc, Ins loyalty to .Napoleon whilst uiuler his orders, 
and his absence from the Jena-.\iicrstadt battles f)n all 
these I'oints Sir Plunket Barton amplv [ustilies lii.s man, 
the last-naniccl being oiJy \el another e.xample of the 
inefficiency of Berthier’s system ot tr.uisniitting orders. 

Bernadottc lias been accused ot unfaithfulness to Ins 
principles in that he. ’■ the hist ol the Romans,” gave 
his adhesion to Bonaparte after tlie coup d'etat, which 
put an end to tlie Directory on the eighteenth Brumuire. 
Sir Plunket Barton makes it clear that Bernadottc did not 
cease to be a Rcpiibluan when, in Sieves’s phrase, he 
allowed himself to be ’ absorbed ” by the new system. 
He would have preferred a republic, but the republic 
hail definitely broken down with its own corruption. 
The issue was between a return of the Bourbons and 
Bonapartism. Bernadottc chose Bonapartism as the 
lesser evil. He did not at any time pretend to like 
Najiolcon, but he swore loyalty to him, and—despite all 
that has been written to tlie contrary—there seems no 
doubt that so long as lie was a servant of Napoleon he w'as 
faithful to Jus oath. 

When he became Prince Royal of Sweden he did so 
only on the explicit understanding that his fealty to 
Napoleon was at an end, and that the interests of Sweden 
were tlie only interests he should henceforth consider. 
” If your intention is to keep Sweden in a state of depend- 
ence. 1 beg of you to think no more of me in this matter,” 
he said publicly to Napoleon wdien his candidature was 
still m question. " If that is your intention, it would be 
better for your Majesty to have to deal with a foreign 
prince.” He flatly refused to accept the Letters Patent 
which authorised him to accept the dignity to which the 
Swedes had called him until the clause, inserted by 
Napoleon, restricting him from bearing arms against France, 
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had been struck out. This was not the act of a Judas, 
and Napoleon himself recognised his honesty of purpose 
when he said, at St. Helena : " I cannot say that Berna¬ 
dette betrayed me. In a manner he became a Sw'ede and 
never promised that which he did not intend to perform. 
1 can accuse him of ingratitude, but not of treachery.” 

Bernadotte's career as a Napoleonic marshal was over¬ 
shadowed by the fact that from first to last he was regarded 
as a possible successor to Napoleon bj- many of those who 
intrigued against the Emjxjror. Fouchc, in particular, 
wavered between him and Murat as an alternati>'e to the 
master against whom he conspired. Everythir^j goes to 
prove that Bernadette was innocent of any complicity in 
these plots, hut they did not tend to make him popular 
with the Emperor. Najxjleon himself, however, at one 
time not only thought of placing him on the throne of 
Spain in.stcad of Joseph, but actually talked of adopting 
him as a son for succession to his own tlironc. 

Space is lacking to do an>'thing like justice to Sir Plimket 
Barton’s admirable book. Suffice it that he has written 
a brilliant and well-balanced study of Bernadotte which 
no student of NajKileomc history can ignore, and uinch 
whets the appetite for the com.hiding volume of liis trilogy. 

‘'A Gift of Najxilcon,” bv Sir Lees Knovsles, is an 
attractively produced little monograph which deals viih 
a gift of Co.\e’s Life of MarllKirouglt ” whnh Napoleon 
made to the 20th h'oot at St. Helena, a gift which Hudson 
Lowe ordered should 1h‘ returned because it liore lli<‘ 
iiiscnjilion ” J'Hinperciir NajHileon ” It is not perhajis 
of uny very great interest t«> anyone but the biblK>]>hilc 
or the regimental ''nthusiasl, but it contains an oiuliiie 
of the lues ol two ot Napoleon's most faiilifiil if liiimMe 
friends—liis first valet. Marchaiid, anil his second valet 
and librarian at Si Helena. St l>ems Little has been 
known of these two lov<il servants wJio were with their 
master to the end, and one of wliom, Mareliatul, was 
apjiointed by N.ipoleon as oiu* of his executors 'Die 
account here given will be welcomed b\ that large body 
of readers to whom noihing, however small, that toiiceriis 

Napoleon is indificreiit. 
r. Bkuii.n Austin. 

A MISCELLANY OF THE WITS/ 

Of the three works re]>rinte<l 111 this, the second \oluinc 
of '' The Scholar’s I.ibrarv,” namely, ” .\ Journey to 
London ” and " Jhalogues oj the Oeatl,” both by M'llham 
King, and ” 'Fhc Historv of John Bull,” by Arbiithnot, it 
IS not likely tliat any but the latter will bi* familiar to 
the most general of general re.iders. And even that is 
not easilv accessible, at anv rale in cheap form. It is many 
years ago—about the end of the eighties, 1 think—since it 
was published bv Messrs Cassell m that most delightful 
and valuable senes of reprints. ” Tlie National i.ibiary, ’ 
and then it was to be obtained for 31! in paper, and (>d, 
in cloth, covers. Of the two or three hundred volumes 
issued in that unsurpassed aiKl unsurpassable collection 
of English classics, oiilv a small number lias been reprinted 
and is now' on the market. It is not very j^robable 
that the publishers will reissue the whole series in these 
days, but if this were done their ap|>earance would 
constitute an event. Be that as it may, the reprinting 
of ” John Bull’s Hi.story ” is a matter for congratulation 
for those who can afford the price. .Ml concerned in the 
publication of ” The Scholar's Library ”—pnntors, pub¬ 

lishers and editor—arc to be complimented. 
The ” Dialogues of the Dead ” is a class of work w hich 

has appealed to many writers : ” I.ucian among the 
Ancients and among the Moderns, I'eiielon, Archbishop 
of Cambray, and I'ontencllc.” With us Lord Lyttelton 
and Matt. Prior are representative names. The latter's 
work remained in manuscript until it was published, a few 
years before the war, by the Cambridge University Press 
along with several poems which were similarly printed 
for the first time. These, both prose and verse, were 

• ” A Miscellany of the 'W'lts.” With an Introduction by 
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delightful additions to Prior’s published works. To the 

foregoing should be added Toiu Brown's '* I.,etters from 

the Dead to the Living.” inaccurately noted by Mr. 

Colvile as another scries of '' Dialogues of the Dead.” 

Fully to appreciate King's ” Dialogues.” the reader should 

be well acquainted with that famous controversy con¬ 

cerning the ■' Letters of I’halaris ” which was set first 

a-going by Temple's cs.say ” On Ancient and Modern 

learning" jebb has. in Ins monograph on Bentley in the 

English Men of Letters senes, called these ” Dialogues ” 

of King didl, but with such judgment we do not entirely 

agree. The dialogue between Lilly the Astrologer and 
Helvicus is extremely amusing, but its appreciation depends, 

M is stated above, on an intimate acquaintance with 

the books on the controversy, especially Bentley’s 

” J>ihsertation.” 

The interest of the '' Journey to London ” is not very 

great, but it is difficult to express one’s delight in the 
immortal ” John Bull ” It is greatly to be wondered at 

that the work is not better know'n. A cheap edition, with 

Mr. Colvile’s admirable ” foreword ” explaining its ]>ohtical 

significance, and its added key to the dramatis persona;, 

would be a boon to a larger number of readers than the 

present edition w'ill attract. At present, however, such 
u wish is akin to ” the desire of the moth for the star,” 

Mr. Colvile does not give ” word-catchers ” much 

opportmuty. but it may lx; permissible to mention a slip 

whicli occurs on p. xv. where it is staled that Bentley 

figures as a ” goose ” in the ” Battle of the Books.” and 

some one must have noilded who pas.sed the following 

sentence ; ” It is no longer the coffee-houses of London 
and a small circle . . . that has to be catered for. . . .” 

S. Butti:rwouth. 

CHINATOWN CAMEOS* 

It has Ix^en said that there is Romance in the leg of a 

kitchen table if one has the vision fo see it. There is 

certainly Romance in Suburbia, but I fear that Mr. Thomas 

Burke has not managed to convey it to the pages of his 

book, " The Outer Circle.” He records his observations 

made during visits to such places as Fortis Green, Clap- 

ham, Stratford, Hackney, and so on and so forth ; frankly 

they leave me cold. I’erhaps it is because his background 

needs more incident to relieve its monotony ; the dreariest 

slum is momentarily enlivened by a gleam of sunshine or 

even a few children dancing to the music of a street-organ. 

The lx)ok is not without pleasant pages—the incident eff 
the cheerful sailor in the bus, for example—but, without 

odious comparisons, one feels that many of the pictures 

have been better painted already. 

In ” Whispering Windows ” Mr. Burke is at his best. 

It is not merely that ‘'liinatown provides a curiously 

attractive setting for his stories—it is in the telling of them 
that Mr Burke .shows his consummate craftsmanship. 

Take ” The Perfect Girl,” a little story related by a grave, 

elderly Clnnaman. I will risk an action by Mr. Chesterton 

for infringement of copyright and say that it is an extra¬ 

ordinary example of clever simplicity. I do not think the 

average reader realises how difficult it is to write a really 

good short story ; indeed, hundreds of people light- 

heaitedly attempt the task, and condemn magazine 

editors as devourers of thistles because they decline to 

accept their efforts. Yet if the writers saw their own 

stories in print under other signatures they would demand 

tUoir money back. All which simply means that I place 

Mr. Burke in the front rank of writers of short stories. His 
incidents are slight, sometimes almost trivial; he does not 

fear to use coincidence ; yet each story grips you amazingly. 

There are eigliteen stories in ” Whispering Windows,” and 

each is a cameo, so that it is difficult to particularise. I 
would mention, however, ■' Big Boy Blue,” not merely 

• ” The Outer Circle ” By Thomas Burke. 7S. 6d. net. 
(Allen & Unwin.)—" Whispering Windows.” By Thomas 
Barkc. 8s. 6d. net. (Grant Richards.) • 

because of its striking climax, but for its perfect phrasing. 

That is one of the charms of Mr. Burke's writing—every 

sentence has its value, and one feels that to add or subtract 

a w’ord would spoil a perfect picture. 

F. D, G. 

TOTO. THE TITAN.* 

Balzac expressed the truth about Victor Hugo ‘when, 

in a letter to Madame Hanska, he called him ” enfant 

sublime,” and declared. ” But the poetry—ah, the poetry 

goes to 5^our head ! It's Titian painting his fresco on a 

wall of mud. Vet there is in Victor Hugo’s plays an 

absence of heart._ which was never so conspicuous. Victor 

Hugo is not true." Ami again he aptly placed him in the 

conclusive phrase, ” grand poite el petit farceur." It is 

impossible at the present day, in estimating the character 

of this Titan—often so like Goethe in his largeness and 

his littleness—not to rccogni.se the ludicrous, the pathetic 

ludicrous, that was amply mixed with the divine. In his 

acts and in his words it was so. Victor Hugo, eloquent 

and tremendous in his outpourings, like a yet greater poet, 

could not blot ; and so \vc see in him genius and something 

of the jackanapes eiibnkcd for all time. 

And yet hi?, lines were colossal. Oiten we hear the 

impatient—frequentlv seated in the most comfortable arm¬ 

chair— crying foi a strong man to lift us from the slough 

of perplexities into which the world has fallen. It would 

indeed have been well if .some such figure as the idealist 

Hugo had arisen to strengthen the national heart in the 

dark hours and to pillory with scorn the little i>cople. mean 
in everything but their self-appraisement, \\ho have 

laboriously muddled our affairs and done disservice to 

our honour and name. But Hugos and Goethes, as Crom¬ 

wells and Washingtons, arc not lx>rn to onliT; and so 

wc must plod along wearily while the adventurers of jxjlitics 

and the incompetents misrepresent ns and—find what 

comfort we can ! Such a book as this, written by the 

experienced hand of Madame Duclaux, is helpful. The 

lives of great men do remind us. 

She proclaims herself ” Hugoistc ” rather than 

” Hugolatre,” but is rather more idolatrous than she knows. 

She shows something of the Haws of her Colossus, as who, 

venturing to paint the portrait of Toto, would not : but 

to many of his failings she is casual and a little bliml, so 

that this book is rather too much like a presentation 

portrait carefully devised not to offend, with even the 

faults given such smoothness that they serve indirectly as 

cmliellishments. She is often discreetly silent over the 

master's egregious vanity, as colossal as his genius ; over 

his violent amorousness and its frequently undignified 

adventures ; as she is, with more justification of course, 

over the relations of Madame Hugo and Sainte-Beuve. 

The excuse for not being more frank ovex this long-sustained 

episode, which necessarily played a great part in the life- 

story of Victor Hugo, is that they were subordinate to the 
principal figuie. And so they were : but still their senti¬ 

mentalities. relationships and pas.sion so deeply concerned 

ami affected him that the biographer’s duty was to treat 

w'ith revealing frankness this chapter as all else. 

It would, however, be wTong to dwell unduly on the 

foibles and vanities which shadowed, and in a w’ay relieved, 

the greatness of Hugo. He was in genius, aspirations and 

character a very great man. whose name and influence in 

the recent years would have been greater had it not been 

for reaction after extravagance. His proudest dream of 

his own glory, in a frequent indulgence, cannot have 

exceeded the actualities of the lying in state under the 

Arc de Triomphe and the funeral. As with his dreams, so 

with himself, it was colossal—colossal is always the word. 

Madame Duclaux docs not say all that she migtxt have done 

about his literary works, and his pioetry assuredly merits 

a good deal more attention than she has given to it; for 

although m the romances the shortcomings are more 

evident as time passes, his verse retains to a surprising 

degree its passion, vision and flow. His biographer makes 

• "Victor Hugo.” By Mary Duclaux. (Constable.) 
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amends, however, by her sympathetic and lucid record 

of his patriotic activities. }lad he been blessed with 

humour—^that frequent omission in the divine—he must 

have been amused by the way in which at some tune or 

other he championed every cause in France Leqitiinist, 

Bonapartist, Orleanisl. Kepublican—he was with tlicm all, 

especially at their fall It is a tribute to the clarity witli 

which Madame Duclaux tells his political story that slic 

show.s how consi.stcnt, in reality, were these inconsistencies, 

and that generallv Ins seeming contradictoriness was the 

natural growth of an lioncst and enlightened man imbued 

with a power of love for the people 

As to his personality, nothing that Maclaine Duclaux or 

anyone else savs is so e)oqm-nl as the fact ol the dexoiion 

to him alike of .Adcle. his wifi-, and lus m.stress, Juliette 

Drouct A man with lliat poet's lomperanient must have 

l>cen blessed with great sue<-tncss of heart to have retained 

until the end the fond and deep protective love of those 

two women. 

Maclamc Duclanx has written an excellent boolc which 

will help to replace \'ictor lingo on the pedestal wlu-ie 

assuredly he believed he would sit with glorv for all time. 

C. F. Lawkkmi. 

WILLIAM MORRIS.* 

Mr. Glasier was a friend of William Morns for more than 

ten years before Morris died in i8<)0. In Ins own last 

illness he occupied himself in writing down his memories of 
their intercour.se during that period, when although in 

actual limt! they met by no means frequently, their friend¬ 

ship grew and deepened It is almost inqias-sible to praise 

too highly the achievement of this unpretentious httle 

•book, which gives us a rcallv brilliant, lemlcr. vivid, living 

portrait of Morris in all his robust virtue and roliust foibles, 

and all his marvellous charm, and makes an invaluable 

supplement to all other biograjihical sketches and to the. 

“ Life ” by Mr. J W. Mackail. Merely as a jnecc of 

Boswellian hteralure the book is in tlic foremost rank, but 

with more real love it is wholly free from the slightest 

trace of the svcophaniic air that characterises Doswell's 

masterpiece. A curious jwnnt is the quite long conversa¬ 

tions and i/’sissiMift verba of Morris given tti c.iieuso by 

Mr. Glasier, who tells us that when lie concentrated intensely 

on any of the inci<lonls related the scene presently began 

to unfold itself, and wdieii, after meditating on it for a 

time, he bi'gan to write : 

" The conversations, long Inirird or hidden somewhere in niv 
mcinorv. have cfnne back to nu'. sonieliinc-s m the greahst liill- 
noss word for word, as we sa\ Nay. not onlv tlie bare word-, 
but the tones, the jiaiises. and the gesturc-s ot tJie -pejikiT ' 

He gives particular instances of tins recovery from the un¬ 

conscious memory of scenes and doings long .seemingly for¬ 

gotten. Every reader will recognise in the speeches 

assigned to Morns a jicculiarly convincing lang in phra.sing, 

vocabulary and rhythm, and will also observe that in 

Mr. Glasier's own writing and in the reported sjiecch of 

other persons none of this Mornsian ipiuhty appears 

The result is complete dramatic verisimilitude, and we feel 

certain that the Morris here displayed is tlic authentic man 

himself. 
Mr. Glasier first saw Morns in 1884, when the ]ioet, wlio 

had in the previous year dehiiitcly thrown in his lot with 

the Socialists, went to Edinburgh to lecture. Ho describes 

Morris so well and so vividly that no better jiortrait can be 

imagined. When the lecturer entered the room : 

" I at once knew it was he. No one else could be like tlnil 
There he was, a siin-g<xi truly, in his ever afterwards familiar 
dark-blue serge jacket suit and lighter blue cotton shirt and 
collar (without scarf or tic), ami with the grandest head 1 had 
ever seen on the shoulders of a man . . . A kind of glow sc-i'incd 
to be about him, such as we see lighting iip the faces in a room 
when a beautiful child comes in . . He was then fifty-one 
years of age. and just beginning to look elderlc' His splendid 
crest of dark curly hair and his finely-textured beard were 
brtndling into grey. His head was lion-hke. not only because 
of his shaggy mane, but because of the impress of strength of 

• " William Morris and the Early Days of the Socialist Move- 
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his whole front. There was in his eyes, especially when in 
repose, that penetrating, far-away, impenetrable gaze that 
seems to be fixed on something beyond that at which it is 
directly looking, so characteristic of the King of the Forest. 
This ieoninc aspect, physiognomists would doubtless say. 
betokened in Morris tlic same consciousness of strength, absence 
of fear, and capacity for great instinctive action which gives to 
the lion that v.\tra’ordinary dignity of mien which fascinates 
observers,” 

Mr. Glasicr gives us one piece of criticism that has all 

the swift illuminating penetration of lightning : 

” With Kiiskin, the people are always ' You ' ; with Carlyle 
they are even farther away--they are ‘ They ’ ; but with Morns 
the people arc ahvays ‘ MV.’ ” 

That is admirably discerned and admirably expressed, 

and sums up the whole position with a neatness and felicity 

that could not be improved. 

Mr. Glasicr gives us a score of Morris’s letters to him out 

of some seventy. Some of these are of great interest, and 

had not lieen seen by Mr. Mackail when writing the Life of 

Morris. 

This book makes us regret the more Mr. Glasicr’s death 

last year. For while it depicts Morris with the freshest 

colours and the clearest outlines it also unconsciously 

betraj's the writer as one who was fully worthy of Morris’s 

regard and ours. Intense aflection shines through the 

whole book, and how touching is the simple telling how, 

at the end, when staying with his sister in Hammersmith, 

knowing that Morris was exceedingly ill and unable to see 

visitors, much as Ghasier longed to call at Kelmscott House, 

he did not do so. But he could not leave London without 

getting as near to his friend as he could. ” So one day I 

went round to the Mall and sat for an hour under the elm 

tree on the bastion overlooking the river in front of the 

house ...” but never saw Morris again. 

F. M. Atkinson. 

CALE YOUNG RICE’S POEMS- 

One passage in an interesting preface to this book,* dealing 

with old and new conceptions of poetry and the principles 

of criticism, contains Mr. Cale Young Rice’s own confession 

of faith as a poet. ” I have lielievcd,” he writes, ” that 

poetry without fundamental vitality is bloodless ; without 

passion, fleshless; without spirit, nerveless ; and without 

thought, spineless.” He confesses, too, his belief in direct 

natural speech, true musical rhythm, imagination and 

charm. And if you know much of the jxietry of to-day 

you will realise that such a confession is not supererogatory. 

A good deal of the new poetry that is accepted as a new 

revelation has none of the.se qualities, and the best evidence 

you can have of its poor mortality is that though it wins 

passing acclaim nobody, remembers it; it lias its noisy 

hour and the silence soon makes a small mouthful of it. 

Mr. Rice has nothing in common with these eccentricities ; 

his poetry is in full harmony with that confe8.sion of his 

faith. He is essentially a lyrist, and there arc thought, 

passion and a real sense of wings in his song. His poetic 

plays are instinct with dramatic power, but the lyrical 

impulse is not absent from the verse in which they are 

written, and it is the prevailing force in the narrative poems 

that are scattered through this new volume. The'little 

impressionistic pictures of " A Poet’s Childhood ” are 

snatches of pure lyrical drama ; so, too, are such poignant 

things as” Extreme Unction,” ” The Courtesan ” and ” To 

a Suicide.” But perhaps his lyrical gift is at its liighest 

in such songs of charm and tenderness as those to 

” A. H. R.” : 

” O were your heart not wide, dear. 
.\nd were your soul not high ..." 

or that beginning : 

■■ Some night wc shall come here 
For the last time. . . .” 

There is a sombreness of thought and sadness of feeling in 

sevoraUof the poems, such as must come to all who have 

outgrown the easy illusions of youth and lived long enough 

• ” Shat'jCy Thresholds.” By Cale Young Rice. 7s. <)d. 
(Hodder A Stoughton.) 

to have much of life and learned that it is not all good ; 

but it is a far cry from that recognition of harsh truth to 

mere despair, and even in the unflinching statement of such 

facts there is’an underlying love of humanity and joy in 

the beauty of human kindness. There is in these poems not 

only fancy and vision and music, but a note of deep sincerity 

that is a'sort of poetry in itself and half the secret of their 

charm. 

TOUJOURS LA GUERRE! 

One ^ay I was sitting in a certain Mess somewhere 

in I’ranee wlien a field officer wearing unusual gaiters 

came in. " \\ho is that ? ” I asked the man next me. 

Oh, that,” he answered, " is Major the Honourable 

Neville Lytton.” ” And what does he do > ” ” He plays 

the flute. I believe,” said my friend, vaguely. Later I 

came to know something of Major Lytton’s work in con¬ 

nection W'ith the press correspondents attached to the 

British armies. Now I feel that I know all about it, 

because 1 have just been reading his book, entitled ” Tlie 

Press and the General Staff.”* liciiig a conscientious per¬ 

son, I began at the beginning and read fifteen pages of 

preface and fifty-six pages ol the book, in which Major 

I^^ttoii described how lie felt about things in the early 

days of the war ; how he saw a man who had been ” killed 

dead ” [.?ic] ; how he had lieeii a vegetarian tor eighteen 

years ; how (remarkable fact) the wearing of a gasmask 

made the wearer unrecognisable ; and divers other matters 

and things, On jiagc 57 lie takes a firm grip of his corks, 

writes ” The Allied Press,” and begins the relation of a 

series of thrilling atlvcnlurcs. In "Three Men and a 

Boat,” Harris used to tell cross-Channel stories 111 which 

he and the captain were the only jx'ople who were not 

sca-sick. If it was not Harris and the captain it was 

Harris and the mate, or Harris by himself. In this case 

if It is not Major Lytton and ” one of my olliccrs,” or 

Major Lytton and a French (or Belgian, or Aztec) cor¬ 

respondent. It is Major Lytton by himself. If the book 

is intended to be preserved m the family archives as a 

record of what Daddy did in the Great War, I respect 

it; as a contribution to the already ovcr-.stocked war- 

library it leaves me cold. Alajor Lytton's views on modern 

warfare are not new, and have been more concisely ex¬ 

pressed by other writers. He tells some good stories 

and, of course, indulges m tliinly-vciled personalities of 

the type which has unfortunately become so prevalent 
lately. 

I like the story of the French veteran who remarked : 

” Un soltlat doit manger quand tl pent—doit boirc quand 

tl pent—doit faire I'amoiir quand il pent—niai.': quant d se 

layer, ra jamais / ” 

Major Lytton's views on most things are quite sound, 

aiul his stories of life at the front are very fairly told 

and accurate—but it has all been said so very, very many 

times before that one w'onders why a man of his parts 

should think it worth while to say it all over again.* 

But there is one thing I cannot pass over in silence. 

I had always thought Major Lytton a man of charming 

manners and refined taste, until I read page 69 of his 

book. My readers will not need to be reminded that 

Field-Marshal Sir William Rolicrtson, a gallant soldier 

and a man of rare ability, rose from the ranks to 'one 

of the greatest positions in the British Army. Major 

Lytton permits himself to allude to an interview with 

Sir William in these terms : 

” We travelled' from Dover to London in a special train, 
and during the journey the distinguished soldier sent for me 
and said, ‘ Well, 'ave you anything to say to me ? ' ” 

I think the world would still have continued to revolve 

with its accustomed regularity if Major Lytton had em¬ 

ployed his leisure in practising on that beautiful ivory 

flute the exquisite music with which (he tells us) he used * 

to soothe the agitated breasts of the foreign correspondents. 

Francis D. Grierson. 

• "The Press and the General Stafi.” By Neville Lytton. 
jjs. net. (Collins.) 
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THE ‘WINTER OF OUR DISCONTENT.* 

The ever-growing volume of books dealing with industrial 

and social problems is a clear manifestation of the dis¬ 

content now prevalent among almost all classes of society. 

Not merely wage-earners but professional and intellectual 

workers are increasingly concerned with the seriousness 
of the present position. 

Consider our financial position as stated by Mr. Snowden. 

In rou^d figures we owe /8,000,000,000. We have an 

outstanding lloating debt of ^1,250,000,000, “ wliich is 

causing extreme disquietude in financial circles because of 

Its effect upon currency and credit ”—as well it might! 

.The Chancellor of the Exchequer informs us in a Memor¬ 

andum on the future Exchequer balance sheet that we 

must expect an annual taxation of about 1,000,000,000 

a year. And we are in an e.N.ccedingly favoured position 

as compared with other European nations Meanwhile 

we continue to find the most amazing extremes of wealth 

and poverty ; and this serves to intensifv whatever bitter¬ 

ness there is among certain sections of the population 

Obviou.sly, then, we need some heroic remcdie.> for the 

present malaise m society : but lieroic remedies must ho 

remedies and not merely quack potions to case the pain 

for a time, leaving the troidile as it was wlicn Iheir tem¬ 

porary effect has worn off. And to find remedies mucli 

study is needed Mr. Kees, for lus ])art. contributes a 

survey of the industrial iKTiod, his main purpose being to 

provide a stndv of the Instorual background of modern 
industry and social questions. I'rom the conclusion of ttie 

Napoleonic \\.irs la 1815 to the end of the war in loiS, 

he traces the ilevelopuiont of industry and the ooiuculcut 

modifications in the social structure of the country, showing 

liow flcniocratu institution'' have grown with iiidu.strial 

progress. Professor Jones continues the analysis in his 

l)ook, deaUng at length with the problem as it exists 

to-day, tlescribnig tlic central economic problem as “ the 

reconciliation of individual ambition and social welfare ” 

He also b^lllg^ us face to face witli the vital problem of 

finance. The expansion of currency is responsible for 

high prices, and liigh prices lead to continual discontent 

and dislocation of tlie maclunerv of national life Mr. 

SnOwden wimhl try to break the vicious circle mainly by 

a capital levy, the naUoiiali.s.ition of banking, and the 

linutation oi inheritance. 

I’erliaps the most complete work before us is I\Ir, H. J. 

Stenmiig’s translation of M. Edgard Milliaiid's book. 

M. Milhaud opens with a survey of the nial-distrihution of 

wealth in France, and then traces the “ physical reactions 

of social inequalities.” 'I'hrough the various phases of 

capitalist organisation we are led to the trusts, with their 

anti-social activities, l-'roni the national tsust we get the 

international trust, which w’lelds a power absolutely 

appalling. But from this malign private monopoly springs 

public mono}X)ly and public control, the .stejis leading to 

the socialist state, the goal of M. Milhaud’s ambition. 

The war itself hastened the march towards socialism, wc 

are told, because it was a w’onUerful example of collective 

training and collective action ; it familiarised men's minds 

with social organisation ami effort and taught them the 

value of co-operation as against selfish competition. The 

solution of our present social problems, according to 

M. Milhaud, seems to lie in a strictly defined demarcation 

between the procedure for the socialisation of capitalist 

undertakings, and that for the socialisation of capitalist 

property. ” The first step is the transfer to tlie state 

of capitalist enterprises and their administration ; the 

second step is the gradual extinction of capitalist credit 

To turn aside for a moment from this purely material 

phase of the question, we may consider another factor 

• ” Social Economics.” By Professor J. Harry Jones 6s. 
net. (Methuen )—” A Social and Industrial History of Eng¬ 
land (1815-1918) ” By J. E. Rees. 5s. net. (Methuen )— 
" Labour and National Finance ” By Philip Snowden. 4s. 6d 
net. (Parsons.)—"The March Towards Socialism.” By Edgard 
Milhaud. 8s. 6d. net. (Parsons)—” A Polioy for the Labour 
Party.” By J. Ramsay MacDonald. 4s. 6d. net. (Parsons )— 
•' Mind and Work.” By Dr. Charles S. Myers. 6s. net. (Uni¬ 
versity of London Press.) 

JONATHAN CAPE 
Eleven Gower Street, London 

MITCH MILLER 
Edgar Lee Masters 

Mitfh ami hi.s chum Skeeler.s believe m Tom Sawyer 
as a living person, uml Iry In emulate hi.s every action. 

Scenes from a l>o\'s life, luiniour and pathos arc most 
skilfuih- blendetl 8.s. 6d. 

■‘'rhis delightful story of boys . . . That is the beauty 
of Mitch, that he was a pod, a far truer poet than Peter 
l*an, tor he did begin to grow up, and felt all the beauty 
Ilf things Me IS the imjK'r.sonation of passing boyhood’s 
l»oc-try.”—Times Lit. Siipp. 

THIS SIMIAN WORLD 
Clarence Day, Jun. 

II apes had not dcvdojied into human beings, there 
inigiil have been r.u es ot dejihanl-nieii. cat-men, or even 
ant-men, with i ivilisations at least not inferior to our 
own Mr D.iy draws an amii.sing—it satirical—picture of 

his lellow-« rent uris. ^s, 

T'lftfi Tluatsaud 

SHADOW AND SUNLIGHT 
E. L. Grant Watson 

‘‘An impri'ssue story, over tlie tragic emotions of which 
Mr Grant Watson keips a skilfully restraimng hand. 
• Shadow and Sunlight ’ is really a very fine book.”— 
Moivtvg Vosl 7s. 6d. 

Just Published 

Musical Comoosition 
Practical Suggestions to Amateurs and Others 

DENIS S. WRIGHT. 
AN INVAI.l'AHLK BODKI.ICT ivliich no coiii|)osrr sboiilil be without. 
It ileals, biie<1> .ind to the poiiii. with the practical side uf Musical 
('oiiiposition, and e\plains what ilie I'liblishers want, and what to avoid 
in order 10 meet with success al their hands. 

IT IS I’.ACKEl) full o( uood aibice. diawn from the Author's practical 
experience as Musical Edili>r, Adviser and Teacher. 

PRICE Is. 6d. net. Post free is. Ed. 

London; PERRY ^ GILL, 
26A. LITTLE SAINT ANDREW STREET. W.C.2. 
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which has been too long neglected by our ‘ practical'' 

captains of inthistry and leaders of political thought, that 

is the psychological factor. Are industrial conditions 

conducive to u lioalthy state of mind among industrial 

workers ? To put the question more frankly and com¬ 

mercially, are the mental comlition and circumstance 

of the workers such as to make them into ellective machines 

of production ■' Well, they are not. Why should they 

be ? a.sks the ol<l tyj'o of employer, surprised. 

Specialised forms of industry never concerned them¬ 

selves with the mentality of the labourer. He was a 

" hand,” not a brain. But modern psychologists are now 

insisting that the hand cannot be dissociated from the 

brain, even from the employer’s point of view, without 

disastrous results. Trom the point of view of simple 

efficiency, the }>sychological is the most important and 

funilamcntal determinant of success. ” Intelligence m 

fore.seeing demands and in improving industrial conditions, 

and sympatlietic understanding of the standpoint of 

others,” writes Dr Mcars, ” arc mucli more ' productive ’ 

than were capital or mechanical laliour.” Ho shows 

clearly that the effects of mental and nervou-s fatigue, 

monotony, want of interest, suspicion, hosiilitv and the 

like, are of more im|)ortance in the restriction of output 

than arc the purely physiological factors of fatigue. 

Given, liowevcr, the soundness of the theories cither 

advocated or indicated in most of the books before us, 

wo are still faced with the question of their translation 

into fact. If any transformation of society in this country 

is to be brought about by peaceful means, we must first 

have an instructed and determined electorate, and then 

a Goverhment able ami willing to carry out most far- 

reaching schemes, To many people the Labour Party is 

the natural expression of the social ideas now agitating the 

minds of the thinking section of the population. .Man>' 

go so far as to predict an early return to power of a Labour 

majority. There comes then the question of I.abour’s 

intentions and proposeil methods. To Mr. Kanisay 

MacDonald the Labour Party is a national party. He 

asserts this as a rejoinder to those who charge it with 

being representative of a class, and jxjints out with con¬ 

siderable justification that government before the advent 

of the Labour Party was really class government. 

Mr. MacDonald is no revolutionist. To him the political 

method of progress is the natural and healthy method : 

” Tlie T.«abuur Party rccognibcs the defects in the Parlia- 
mentary machine, but in no way.s abandons Parliament as the 
embodiment of the civic life of the community, the iitizcn as 
the unit to be represented, or public opinion as llic only ircator 
of social change which is to last.” 

The Parliamentary machine in his hands, Mr. MacDonald 

would start sweeping reforms by the process of nationalis¬ 

ing such virtual monopolies as railways and mines. 

Although he IS for some reason shy of the word, he is 

evidently now favourably disposed towards the ” Guild ” 

principle of running industries. The policy of domestic 

reform would be based on the land ; through scientific 

development of agriculture and the planting of people 

on the soil. Foreign policy, colonial policy, finance” and 

other national questions are dealt with. Whether the 

Labour Party will get an opportunity to try to carry out 

their plans within any reasonable period is doubtful ; 

but that some comprehensive scheme, wisely carried out, 

IS needed if the nation is to be saved from greater tribula¬ 

tions than have yet befallen it, is beyond doubt. 

Rowland Kknney. 

Bovel TRotes. 
WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS. By Jolm Russell. 8s. 

net. (Ihornton Butterworth.) 

Not since Mr. Thomas Burke published Limehouse 

Nights ” h«ci such a remarkable and original collection of 

short stories appeared as those which Mr. John Russell 

has just brought out in a volume entitled ” Wh*cre the 

Pavement Ends.” The romance of native and of European 

life in the South Seas has been exploited so successfully 

by Robert Louis Stevenson, by Louis Becke, by Sir Hugh 

Clifford, and by Joseph Conrad, that it might have seemed 

almost impossible for a new-comcr to make anything fresh 

of it. Yet Mr. Russell proves that his famous prcdece-ssors 

have not squeezed the lemon dry. His stories of adyenturo, 

ranging from Singapore to Torres Strait, introdiige us to 

convicts from Xcw Caledonia, advenlurcis m New Guinea, 

globe-trotters in the Dutch l-last Indies, and to a trio of 

regenerated beachcombers ; and every storv is told with 

virile energy and has an authentic thrill ” The J.ost CJod,” 

The Red Mark,” ” East of Eastward.” an<l ” The Wicks 

of Macassar are stones indeed which are quite Grand 

Chiignolish in tlieir maiii}ndation of the unfamiliar and 

the uncx|>ccted .Mr Russell is a brilliantly imaginative 

realist; his romances are the strange romance of reality, 

and he unfolds them with a sense ol character and drama 

and a strong, siiblle, narrative art that few living novelists 

can equal. 

ADAM AND EVE AND PINCH ME. By .\ K. foppanl. 
3s ()d ((aildoii Cockerel Press.) 

We would extend our \\elcom<‘ to tlic Golden Cockerel 
Prc".:-, a [.trietly co-opcrativi" ‘.octets, who;w members urc 

their own craftsmen, anil who produce their hooks them¬ 

selves m their own communal workshoj> In London tins 

collection of hrilliant ••horl stones is puhii-Nhed hv Messix. 

Birrell iV Garnett. AUtni half the laics in the book have 

already seen tlie hglu There arc high hojX's of .Mr. 

Cojipard's future, and certainly in the \.>liime helore us- 

greut charm of si vie is <iisj>la\e<l, and an alluring quaint ¬ 

ness. “She was h.irffo<itod and Itarclieaded. dressed in .v 

\ellow' gown that had hultons of ivory iijxm it .\iul we 

risked her as we went along the streams Hail she no tear 

of the night time ^ ' When the four eiuF of the world droji 

on you like tlealh ’ says 1 . . ' and the fogs ri-.e uj) on 

you like moving gnef.' savs he . . 'anil \(m hear the 

hoofs of the lialf-god whisking behind llu“ hedges,' says I.“ 

Ami again : “ .\t midnight, the spirit f)f Narcissus, in its 

cerecloth, rose up out ot the grave, tiad as a reed ; rose 

out of its grave and stood in the cloudv moonlight b<-siile 

the shrine and the glittering ark He tapped upon the 

jewels with his fingers, but there was no souikI came from 

It, no fire, no voice. ' O holy love.’ sighed the ghost, 

' it IS true what 1 ferircil ’ There is art m the sketch 

entitled “ Comimimon,” aiul picturesque strangeness about 

” Thff Quiet Woman. ’ 'IJic writer’s ddhculty will not be 

in language but in plot 

ROSA MUNDI, AND OTHER STORIES. By Ethel M. 
Dell. (id net (Cassell ) 

'Ihe writings of Miss 3’Thel Dell divide the novel-reading 

public into two camps— those who miss nothing that she 

has written and those who, having read once, do not return. 

For Miss Dell's admirers this newly-published book of 

stones holds many pleasures in store. They will find in it 

the old favourites- -the beautiful society girl, in ” The 

Deliverer,” w'ho marries the millionaire to retrieve the 

family fortunes ; the strong, brutal husband captured in 

the end by lov<', in ” 'Phe Prey of the Dragon ” ; or the 

demx-mondainc with the heart of gold, of ” Rosa Mundi.” 

We like as well as any in the collection ‘‘The Penalty,” 

a thrilling tale of love and adventure among the desert 

troops of the Wandi tribe. Miss Dell’s characters keep 

no secrets from the reader. As he knows them first, so 

they continue to the close. The complications make 

the plot turn on what they do, not on what they may 

discover tbemselve.s to be. Perhaps for this reason the 

author's talent has fuller play in the incident and action of 

the serial tale than in the short story which, by its nature, 

offers a more limited field. 
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THE SECOND WIFE, TOGETHER WITH A JULY ROSE. 
By Katharmc Tynan. Od. net. (Murray.) 

The two slorjcs comprisuig this volume have a similarity 

of theme as well as a unitv ol style and charm. The 

happiness of Aline Lancrct is overshadowed by her 

husband s idealisation of lus fiist wife, a shallow and 

selfish creature whose moUier and sisters continue to batten 

on their credulous relative The best part of the story 

describes the tcrnfyinfi suburban family and their rapacious 

treatment of their lonp-lost I'ucle Andrew, who lied from 

thein clutches by stealth and went into peaceful hiding in 

a cottage at Stepney. To the brutality of one of his sisters- 

in-law and the rough candour of another John Lancret 

owed his awakomug and the realisation that lus second wile 

was his true mate. In the second and simpler stor)' we 

have an interesting study of character. After long dela\' 

and some misunderstanding, Clarissa Dampicr welcomes 

home to England her old frieml and lover, (icneral Boiivcrie, 

and looks forward to the happy ending of her secret 

romance. But the Genernrs eyes arc at first all for her 

jiretty niece, whose aflcction foi her aunt is mustered b\ 

her vanity. General Bouverie, from a (pnxotic idea of 

honour, is ready to pay the pru e of his foolish attentions 

lint IS saved from hunselt by tlie young girl's caprice and 

better judgment. Mrs. Hmkson is jiurtial to a liapjiv end¬ 

ing, and her readers will be grateful to her for tliese two 

delightful love stones 'J'he mar.icters are wrv skilfullj* 

touched in, and .something ol an idyllic charm per\'adc& 
the wlloh“ book. 

‘INTRUSION. 1'\ iJe.itim' K'lSIi ^eviiKiiir od jicl 
(Chajinuin Hall ) 

In the opinion of main careful judge's, " Tiivi'ible ’J'ldc-s ' 

wa-- the outstanihug Inighsli novel ol n»i<) If was .Mi-, 

i'evmour’s hist book ami the piomise then heltl out lia-. 

been amjilv redeeme<l iii llie developetl crallsin.iiisluj) ol 

her second book. ’ Intni-uui ' By right of tliese twe> 

hooks their autlior lakes Jier ]>!.n.e in llie small ctunpaiu of 

living novelists who.se work m.iUes an aiklitioii to Lilerature 

“ Intrusion is m e>ne sense a monologue on J.ile wilh all 

Its complex luterplav of plusical espenence, intellectual 

striving and spiritual uspualion—u monologue pointed and 

illumined bv the doings cil the dramatw peisoiia- II 

Browning bail lie«-n a prose novelist, this is the sort of novel 

he might have given us l or most writers the method 

would be a dangetmi< one, but Mis Seyinoiir, out ol the 

richness of her ])eisonabtv. scores tnnmiihanlly Most 

good novelists, whatever llion methods, sticcee<l tn tom- 

passing at least one dull l>ook . the generalttv ol novelists, 

adopting Mrs Seymour s mctluHl. might be de()emkd on 

to produce a .series of dull liooks. Mrs Sevmoiir is in¬ 

capable of achieving a dull p-ege An artist of a high order, 

there IS uddeil unto her that precious gift of humour which 

the fairy godmotlieis who watch by the ciadles ol genius too 

often overlook Her stones, a.s stones, jircsent no very 

unusual features All the pebbles on the shore of Old 

Komance have long been counted Her real power ts in 

c.\]>rcssion Her style is hci seciet—incommunicable, even 

if she weie ready to exercise the prerogative of her sex m the 

matter of secrets—for it is the woman herself in essence ; 

something not to be counteiloited Beautifully clear and 

concise, it is nevertheless capable of sUblletie.s that would 

have driven Heim' James “ down the labyrinthine wav s 

of his own mind." Mrs Seymour has I’hil Mav' s powei in 

another art. of getting sure and telling effects with the 

fewest possible strokes, as wlicn the whole charaelcr ol 

Roberta, the beautiful vainpuo. is revealed in an epigram 

thus : " Gwen's heart rose within her hot and bitter, and 

she hated the owner of this l>eautifiil mask to whom the 

war was not a cockpit but a cocktail." The book must be 

read, however ; a solitary epigram can give no idea of tin- 

style of it. It is a style extraordinarily sensitiv’c to the 

moods of its writer, and to the changing current of her 

thought. Brilliant, it has nothing of the hardness of the • 
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merely brilliant. For the quality of imaginativeness that 
IS part of the mystery of it, implies also a capacity for 
tears—a soul of understanding and tolerance and human 

charitableness. 

AARON WEST. Hy Juhn KmUel. With a Preface by 

Kobert Hichcns J<s ^xl. (Hodder iV Stoughton ) 

When you have fiiu.shed reading '' Aaron West ” you 

turn back to Mr. llichcns’s preface and feel he has said of 

it just what you want to say yourself. " Now and then 
a character in fiction takes hold of you, you scarcely know 

why. You may like or dislike him or her. You may 
approve or disapprove of his or her doings. But you really 

know that individual. A new and apparently living being 
has come into your life. Such a character to me is Aaron 

West.” '' Certainly Aaron was not a naturally moral 
human being. lYobably few men are naturally moral. 
But Aaron was undoubtedly naturally wild, reckless and 
entirely unconventional . . . primitive man impatient of 

civilisation,” and ” the coming of woman intimately into 
his existence does nothing to improve him.” The first 
woman who so comes was not likely to improve anybody. 

Victoria is divorced on account of Aaron, and later gives 
Aaron worse reason to divorce her if he had cared to do so. 

It is when he gels far away to the mysterious South Sea 

island and meets the strangely beautiful, innocent Sonina 
that the real Aaron awakes and all that is best and most 
profoundly religious in his nature comes to the surface. 

But his religious ecstasy is not to last, and there is to be 

no happy cmling to his love for Somna To sketch in out¬ 
line so full and curiously varied a story and so ciinous and 
complex a character as Aaron would convey no idea of the 
strength and charm of the book. It is enough to say it is 
a very unusual and remarkable storv, and Aaron is presented 

so subtly and with such sympathy that one is always 

sensible of the extraordinary fascination of the man ; he is 
so completely human that even when his high purposes fall 
in ruin around him and he sinks into error and shame ho 

does not lo.se his largeness of character nor any of liis hold 
on you. An able and a brilliant story and one altogether 

out of the common. 

THE KEYSTONE. By-M P. Willcocks. S&.6d. tlTutchin.->on ) 

In ” The Keystone.” Miss Willcocks’s new novel, we get 

a great many curious and interesting peejis at the Cornwall 
of nearly a hundred years ago. ” Look at Talcarne. What 

did I find last week '•* .V woman hanging a charm round 
a sick child’s neck, and a man going to a white witcli lor 
a sprain. . . . And there's a house with good furnitiirc- 

in it, all rotting up the vallcv- Into it not a soul will go, 
not even to take the Ixiilding out—because somebody 

hanged himself in it.” Against this background of super¬ 
stition and strange lielicf the writer sets her group “of 
cliaracters—the young doctor who fights cholera, and his 
father the doctor ; the all-powerful Cardew ; lus brother 
Diggory, the Methodist jireacher; sensitive Catherine; 

Stephen Jose, the lover of beauty and beautiful sound ; 
reckless Diana. It is an uncommon, weird story, full of 
local loves and jealousies. Miss Willcocks has lavished 
much care on her work, and there arc passages in it of real 

insight and ability. The weakness of the book lies in the 
ploil We believe wc are right when we say tliat the 

average reader expects and desires a real love story when 
he or she sits down to read a novel. In these pages the 
love story opens too late, and is too often obscured. It 
is not the mum thing. Miss Willcocks appears to be more 
concerned with the crowd of characters that appear 

than witn the young doctor and Catherine. We .should 
much lili% to see her write a talc in which there were 
only three oi;. four people. Meanwhile we are grateful 
to her for much clever word painting, much excellent 
detail. 

A MASTER OF DREAMS. By ElUs Uoyd. 8s. 6d. 
(Hodder & Stoughton.) 

Here is the novel at last to suit the large class of readers 

who, on going into a book-shop, desire to find something 

that will not unduly haiXQW their feelings, something gentle 

and happy about pleasant, dignified people. Mr. Lloyd 

has w'ritten a thoroughly delightful story. His quiet, un¬ 

hurried style reminds us often of the work of Mr. Archibald 

Marshall; there is nothing lurid or impossible in his tale 

of life in the Vale of Llanarmon. Yet the book ilcals with 

war time, and the fortunes of three young men—Tudor 

Berew, itho loved Gladys his cousin ; Illtyd his brother ; 

and that fine gentleman, Maurice Desmond, their neigh¬ 

bour, who is in love also with Gladys. Tudor is crippled 

at the front; Desmond rises to high rank and has great 

riches to offer (iladys, but plays his part and resigns her* 

eventually to Tudor with a gallant grace. The study of 

Illtyd, conscientious objector, is touched in ivith real art 

and feeling. Tlie story moves well, we have enjoyed every 

page of it; it is wholesome and engaging. One slight 

flaw—I)esmond smiles too often ! 

RICHES. By Arnold Palim-r. 7s. 6d. net iSelwvn 
Blount.) 

Thi.s new book of Mr. Palmer's is wholly miliko his last— 

■' My Profitable Friends.” Tliat was a collection of clever 

stones, complete in themselves, told with a trifling air 

which was just redeemed from cymcism. Thi-. book is on a 

great theme and, like all great things, soars out ol reach of 

the deadly commonplace with a certainty ilial is bound to 

offer paradox. It has the <iuahties of De ()umvcy even 

though it is modern enough to lx- this snk* of the war ; 

ami the incidents are but the framework to tlie central fact, 

which IS tlie clu.sive but dominating persoiialitv of one 

man. The invincible power of love, which is also sacrifice, 

is proved, and love and sacrifice are also proved to be under¬ 

stood at once by all simple and unhappy people—and even 

those who refuse to lielieve it as a working ejei-d are none 

the loss influenced by it indirectly. In this book is a man 

wlio persiiatlcs, by .some harmonious afiinilv. witli un¬ 

earthly things; who liy his silence convevs the .sense of a 

deep compassion; who recognises good in all unlikely 

people, with instant and magnetic force, ami draws to him¬ 

self tlie sorrowful, unfortunate and Aveak Somcliiucs thev 

are con.scious of the attraction, and yield ; sometimes they 

resist, and revile bolli the man and lus motives. Tlie 

vision of the book is a certain moral ojitnnism which 

conveys itself delicately but smely even in the author's 

own chivalrous treatment of the women in the slorv. An 

illuminating charitv pervades the whole, and while the 

worldlings wonder ” What was the use ' ” or inveigh 

again.st failure, the reader is inwardly convinced that here 

is a man who did believe Hungs worth while, wlio made 

them so, and gave lus life to prove both. 

JEALOUS GODS. By Kaclicl SavcIc Macnanmra. .'<s. 6d. 
(Hurst a. Blackett) 

There is something Avinning and pleasant about this 

story, because from the very first avc have a persistent feel¬ 

ing that true love will conquer. And there is a perfectly 

adorable heroine, with .such a cold-blooded rival, that avc 

back the heroine from the beginning, in the competition for 

the love of Anthony Agar (” a tall man largely made, willi 

square chin and rugged features, whose dark hair was 

slightly frosted at the temples”). .Alys of the hazel eyc.s 

comes to the house of the regal, money-loving Mrs. Quayle 

as governess on the very same day as Agar. He is to 

manage the estate. When they all three go to see the 

Lodge, where Agar is to reside, Alys has a curious feeling 

that this is the house of her dreams. Agar has the bad 

taste to fall in love Avith the beautiful widoAv who employs 

him, oblivious of the fact that Alys’s rarer heart is at his 

feet. Mrs. Quayle likes .Agar, but loses her fortune if she 

remarries. She plays Avith him as a cat with a mouse. 

.Agar turns desperately to Alys and iharries her to protect 
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himself. At the end he learns his wife's true value artd we 

come on the words we have waited for throughout this 

cleverly-planned, brightly-writteii novel—" Agar's heart 

swelletl. Suddenly he knew that he loved her ; loved her 

as he had never loved before in his life.” 

MADAM. By Ktliel Sid;i\vi<.k 7s 6d (Sidgwick & 

Jackson ) 

.Miss Sidgwick 111 the past has amplv proved her clever¬ 

ness , but in this latest iio\'el. “Madam,” .she is rather 

elaborately careful to show us the defects of that clever¬ 

ness. It is a great (jiiuhtv m a novelist, as in a black-and- 

white artist, to Ik: able to build a character with a few delt 

touches. She gives us the few ilcft touches, but, alas, they 

are not suflicient to buiUl a character with personality 

enough to fill the reader s eye The consequence is 

bewilderment, especially in the earlier half of the work 

She brings in, say, Kric, a Christian name with nothing 

besides, aiul frequentlv allows this elusive shadow to pop 

up, with little why and less reason, merely, in effect, to 

cloud the issue. In the end line's purpose or relation.ship 

to the tale is as vague as at the beginning So is it with 

the generality of the people; they are numerous, un- 

ilescribed. undeveloped and so unhelpful. ” Madam ” is a 

charming typist, Lina .-\stlcy, almost the only clearly-drawn 

person 111 the book She wanders into a shop to buy 

buttons when a freakisli .soldiei, in invalid’s blue, runs 

olf with the small packet 'J'fus adventurer is Mott T.atip, 

or Lancaster, pojiularlv called '' Mousie,” with little 

explanation ol the reason why. The incident is enough to 

onhnk the lieroine with the hero, though the sinnt of 

coincident* is so active in this book that aiuhow there 

would have been no dirticulty in getting them together 

-Mousie, in a .similar mood, goes off with a horse which had 

thrown Its rider , and later he takes a card from a show ol 

w’edding presents, all with an elfish irresponsibilit\- We 

are, however, sliown another side to the shield, for Mott is 

a fervent dc*inocrat, deeph* conterneil 111 the revolutions 

that are to right the wrongs of the world, and spends hini- 

.self 111 supporting the woinaii who was his brother’'- 

mistress, with her child, though the vague I'ric seems also 

to have some indeterminate responsibihltes for those 

people ” Madam ” is a battling and unsatisfactory novel, 

with plenty of obvious rlo\criics> elaborately misapplied. 

^be ©oobntan’s ^able. 

LITERARY IMPRESSIONS. By Jules I.emaitrc Tiiinskited 
by A. \V. Evans. 10s. W net. (Daniel O'Connor ) 

Tl\e literary judgments of Jules Lemaitre will be welcome 

in English form. He W’as a critic of singular penetration 

gifted with felicity of style, which has been wtU ])rc.servcd 

in the difficult task of translation by Mr. A. W. Evans. 

Criticism, whether it be literary, artistic, or dramatic, 

must alw’ays be somewhat ephemeral, for, after all, it 

IS only the expression of an individual opinion—swayed 

and unduly influenced, it may be, by the circumstances of 

the moment or even bv the state of mini!, arising from 

health or the reverse, in which the writer finds himself 

W'hen evolving Ins criticism. It is only when some new 

nieamng or interpretation is presented, or when the criti¬ 

cism Itself is written with real literary distinction, that 

the work has a chance of ultimate survival. And even 

then there is no certitude, for the opinions of a to-day are 

not those of a to-morrow. Lemaitre realised the limitations 

and transitory importance of his craft. He says : 

“ \Vc tinnk that what we like is good, and that is all (I am 
not here speakinii of those who think they like what they are 
told is guiKl) ; only some people always like the same things, 
and regard ^hem as pleasant for all men . . . But, dogmatic 
or not. and \:d»atever its pretensions, criticism does no more 
than define the impression made upon us at a given moment 
by a given work of art in which the writer has himself noted 

the impression which he received from the world at some par¬ 
ticular time. Since this is the case, and since, moreover, all 
is vanity, let us like the books that please us without bothering 
ourselves about classifications and doctrines, coining to an 
understanding with ourselves that our impression of to-day shall 
not bind that of to-morrow.” 

However, Lemaitre is of our time, and his impressions are 

of interest and value—at any rate to-day, for he writes 

mainly of moderns. And his discriminating judgments 

are written with a picturesque pen. How apt is this 

summing up of Anatole France for instance : 

” His contemplation is full of nieniones I know* no writer 
in whom reality is reflected through a richer medium of know¬ 
ledge, of literature, of anterior impres.sions and meditations 
. . . perhajis it, would not be a bad definition of him to say 
that he is a learned and tender humorist in love with antique 
beauty.” 

Zola, Renan, de Maupassant, Pierre Loti, George Sand, 

and Sarah Bernhardt are among those who receive .sympa¬ 

thetic criticism 111 M. Lemaitre's volume. 

MY CRICKETING LIFE. By r. E. M'arncr. ids. net. 
(Hodder 0: Stoughton j 

Words have been freelv wasted in the past on the list 

of prelereiices one would make m the wav of books to 

begmli* a term on a desert islaiul and all that, and dis¬ 

cussion usually ends where it lK*gan—in an assertion and 

defence of insubstantiahlc likes and dislikes Jiut if one 

were to tr\' ami tliink of the do/eii books one would care 

to put in the luuids of an alien in older to imbue him with 

some ulea ol the ^alglish .sjurii, tins apologia of ‘ Plum ” 

Warner's would cerlainlv find a plate TJiai makes one» 

rejoice all tlie more that the jmhhsliers have given it such 

a lorm as cncketing volumes larely get. ami it e\er one has 

looked through the taiierdemahoii stidf tliat fills most of 

the shelves of a collector of cricket lore, this book leaps out 

as an epoch-making thing in form and spirit alike. For the 

author, in that artle.ss, nu)dest wav of his, puts his canls 

down on the table at llie start He initiates voii into the 

ruling princi]>)es of his training and career—” a straight 

but ami a modest mind ” -ami makes it clear without anv 

con>( lousness or stiaiii that he carries thi'in both out w-ith 

lionours. There can be no doubt that this is why he gives 

sucli a freshness to familiar epochs like the South African 

and .Australian toir>.. llie xanou-. controversies and 

evolutions of the game, uml the county cluimpionsliips 

ending in the meinoiable match last year at Lord’s which 

set Mnldlcsex at the top ol the list and established Mr. 

Warner lor all time as a supreme captain in the greatest of 

all games. He pens a number of convincing portraits— 

“ Kanji ” and ” \V. (i ” especially—with delightfully easy 

touches, an<i sliows liow the true cricket writer can make 

the nicest hnes.se of tlie game ajipeal to the general reader 

as well as tin* expert Having made himself a classic 

among players, lie has now given u-- a clas.sic book, and 

there is no moic to be said. 

OLD GREENOCK CHARACTERS. By John Donald. 
(Milne, Tannahill & Methven.) 

On the cover of this book is wTittcii a quotation from 

Thackeray—” Arc these details insipid ? Look back, good 

friend, upon your own youth and ask. how wa.s that ? ” 

Every true (hecnockian should pos.sess a copy of this enter¬ 

taining volume, in which realistic sketches of old Greenock 

characters, scenes and incidents of forty to sixty years ago 

arc presented with considerable charm. To do this sort of 

thing successfully one must be posses.sed with immense 

enthusiasm. .Mr. John Donald is bubbling over with it, 

so he has succeeded. The quaint old people, rich in 

individuality, the ancient houses, are described lovingly 

and joyously, and the dead past blooms again, and “ Paper 

Wullie ” and “ Eight-Spales-a-Penny ” are again about 

the streets, crying their wares. 
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Walks in the holy land. By element Hankcy. 
4S- <>d. (Melrose.) 

Mr. Hankey, accompanied by another officer, servants, 

two mukaris and two donkeys, set out on a walking tour 

in Palestine in August, 1918. His impressions are recorded 

in this attractive little volume. He was keenly interesteri 

in the country, and contrived to enjoy most of the walks in 

spite af the heat. ..." The flies now went, and dew 

began to fall, imparting a fragrance to the still air 'J'he 

twilight hour was at hand, in which all the East rejoices. 

To the traveller it brings a sweet relief from the ^stress of 

the day. . . . Ihis morning the heat seemed phenomenal. 

In compensation there was tlie smell of a kind of wild 

thyme, that grows freely on the hill-sides. • . . What was 

life here but a matter of flocks, and wells, and dreams, and 

rambles on the hill side ? " There are chapters on llcbn-n, 

the Jordan Valley, Carmel and Tiberias, and the atmosphere 

of these places is well rendered, in a simple, faithful, un¬ 

pretentious way. 

THE CURRENCY OF THE GREAT WAR. By Benjamin 
White 10s net. (Waterlow & Sons) 

Mr. Benjamin White's attractive l>ook, which is probably 

unique in its character, is a desirable addition to the litera¬ 

ture of a period without parallel in the world's history In 

the testing time of the great war Mr White contributed 

at irregular intervals to the Bankers' Magazine a series of 

articles that gave a very good idea of the way m which tlie 
world'Cnsis had upset currency conventions, i'hesc articles 

now appear in the form of a book, and the entire profits 

derived from its sale will be devoted to the luud.iblo object 

^ of aiding the Blinded Soldiers' and Sailors' Hostel knou ii 

as " St. Dunstan's." The author makes no attempt to give 

a complete survey of the war currenev—tlie subject i.s very 

large and complex, and much is yet obscure in this line 

of research—but enough is presented to the reader to 

show how France. Belgium. Germany, Russia, and other 

countries acted with regard to currency problems The 

British emergency money is briefly dealt with in tlie con¬ 

cluding chapter. The illustrations are excellent rejiroduc- 

tions of specimens of paper and hard money in .Mr Wlnte's 

extensive and highly interesting collection The substitutes 

for the customary currency, many of which are for 

denominations of very low value, form a remarkably queer 

mixture—Greek and Japanese notes, the former made in 

England, of great beauty of design , notes issued in France, 

Belgium and Germany by various authorities- munici¬ 

palities, chambers of commerce and industrial establish¬ 

ments—for local use, which were .regarded merely as 

curiosities by people living beyond the boundarie.s of the 

places of issue ; Russian stamp-currency with Romanov 

portraits, and Kerensky notes , bits of cardboard that were 

of considerable service in the direful days of the great 

upheaval ; emergency money made of iron, zinc and 

aluminium that circulated in various countries, besides 

other oddities which will be treasured as war-time 

mementoes. This ably-written, liberally-illustrated book 

will be especially prized by numismatists. 

MOLLY'S BED-TIME STORIES. By Thomas Alfred 
Spalding. 

MARGOT AND THE GOLDEN FISH. By Amy Steedman. 

CAPTAIN BLUECOAT'S TALES FROM JAPAN. By 
T. A. Spalding. 

MR. WHY AND MR. 'WHAT. By Brenda Girvm. 
IS. 6d. each. (Nelson) 

We extend a welcome to this new library for young 

children. These arc called the Nelson Children's Joy 

Books, and have liecn planneil with the utmost care. They 

are light to hold, the print is clear, there arc plenty of 

pictures, and no long puzzling words in the letterpre.ss. 

We like best of the four attractive little books that entitled 

Molly's Bed-Time Stories." The Fox-Kettle is a model 

and a gem ; small boys and girls will clap their hands over 

it. The Wily Badger story is almost as jolly. *' Margot 

and the Golden Fish ” is rather more complicated. “ Captain 

ROMANCE AND ADVENTURE 

THE LEROUGE CASE 
(UAffaire Lerouge) 

Bv Emite Gatoriau 

If you euj<iy a mvsfery stttiy, here is one 
winch will liold you sjH'llIxmiid Who killed 
poor willow I.erougi', ;ui<l whv ^ 'I'he plol 
will bulflc the rcMdoi lo I he List i hajiler. 

t>Uier iiileiosls .ir«- unveii mlo the dr.ima - 
love, hate, 111.dice, .mil all uiu h.iiitabletiess, 

and incideiitally iiukIi of the j>ood whuh 
ni.ikcs all liumanily kill. A liiu‘ story liiielv 
told 

Now ready. Crown Nvu, 236pp., clotli Poards, 2s. (id. net. 

THE CALL OF THE 
ROAD 

By Horbert AUingbam and A, E. Coioby 

This sujierb sti^ry is atlaptcd from tlic 
famous British lilm oi the same name, already 
enjoyed by liundieds of thousands of people. 

Taverns and boxing booths, highwaymen 
and gamblers, aristocrats aiul low i haracters, a 
licro who IS every inch a man and a hcioine 
altogether lovable, the elalter of windmills 

and the sound of the wind tm the heath — 
what lietter characters aiul sctliug for real 
romance ? The authors have given us a novel 
of unalloyed delight. 

Now reud). Crown 8vo, 236pp., cloth bdnrds, 2s 6d. net. 

LONDON : G. HEATH ROBINSON & J. BIRCH, LTD. 
17-18, Took’s Court, Cursitor St., Londoo, E.C.4 

^ow 

HOLIDAYS IN TENTS 
By W. M. CHILDS, Principal of University College, 
Reading. Illustrated by photographs. Cr. 8vo. 6/- net 

In this Ixiok the author, w ho is an exiiencmed camper 
and a keen trout fisherman, unfolds the mysteries of 
camjiing and dwells upon its charm, l-'ull of practical 
information . . . every asiK-ct of ciimp life is 
exhaustively c.xamincd. 

NAME THIS FLOWER! 
By GASTON BONNIER. Many coloured pl.ilcs and 
diagrams. Fcap. 8vo. 7/6 net 

“ Precisely what m.iny people who love flowers, but 
have not studied botany, have long wanted."—Spectator 

THE LORE OF THE 
WANDERER 

AN OPEN-AIR ANTHOLOGY. Compiled by 
GEORGE GOODCHILU. 

A delightful aiilhnlogy for the open-air lover ; con- 

laining essays by R L. Stevf.nson, Hazlitt, Edward 

Thomas, Thorcau, Richard Jefferies, and others. 

In The Wayfarers* Library Zj- nei, and in the 
King's Treasuries 1/9 net 

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF ABOVE 

SERIES AND FOR EVERYMAN’S SPRING LIST 

J. M. DENT A SONS, Ltd., Aldine House. Bedford St., W.C. 
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jjluccoat's Talcs from Japan ” are new and fresh, and all 

about frogs and fireflies; these are told exceedingly well. 

Miss (iirvin’s practised pen is seen at its brightest in " Mr. 

Why and Mr. What,” the romance of two old gentlemen 

who answered all Ihe questions asked by little children. 

“ We have our ink in a soup-tureen, because we have so 

much writing to do. People send us questions to answer 

all day long.” The writer's cunning aim is to convey a 

good deal of information about old English customs and 

traditions into her history of Wherefore Cottage. 

ilDuslc* 

HENRY PURCELL. 

By George Sampson. 

Let us have a 

few bars of 

chronology by way 

of prelude. Modern 

music may be said 

to begin with Bach 

the Great, who was 

born in 1685—the 

year of Handel’s 

birth. For present 

purposes a glance 

should be given at 

one figure before 

Bach—the Italian- 

French LuUi (1633- 

1687). and at one greater figure after Bach, the 

(ierman-French (ilnck (1714-1787). When Bach died 

in 1750, Haydn {h. 1732) was beginning to face the 

proldem of his career in a world unkind to penniless 

musicians. Mozart’s short and miraculous life was 

passed between 1756 and 1791. With Beethoven, who 

was born in 1770—Wordsworth’s birth year—we get to 

the threshold of the nineteenth century, and there pause. 

The theme of this chronological prelude is just the 

fact—which 1 hope is now thrown into proper significance 

—that our own wonderful English Purcell was born in 

1658 or 1659 and died in 1695, and may be claimed as 

the first of the moderns. Peojile have been known 

sometimes to describe Purcell's music as Handelian. 

What they ought to say is that Handel’s music is 

frequently Purcelliaii; for Purcell had lived and worked 

and passed to the ” Blessed Place where only his 

Harmony can be e.vcellcd'' by the time that Bach and 

Handel had reached the high estate of small-boyhood. 

Turn for particular examples of Purcell’s mature style 

to such familiar numbers as Dido’s last lament, or ” Ye 

twice ten hundred Deities ” from “ The Indian Queen,” 

and you will find music that, with all its formal beauty, 

has no affinity with the fine old contrapuntal style, and 

must be called moderp. 'J he ” Crucifixus ” in Bach's 

great Mass and Dido's Liebestod in Purcell’s little opera 

are written over an identical ground bass. Thus do 

these two moderns clasp hands across the years. 

Lulli was writing music for the ballets of Moli^re 

when PurccU was a child, and Purcell imbibed (at 

second-hand) something from LuUi’s prim, melodious 

grace; but between Purcell and Lulli scarcely any 

comparison is possible. The music of Lulli is ” antient 

musicke,” delightful, naive and, in a number like " Bois 

Epais,” quite moving; but on the whole it is music of 

its day, unlike the best music of Purcell, that seems to 

look forwards. The belief that ” Dido and iEneas ” was 

written when Purcell was nineteen is now generally 

abandoned; but accepting for it a date even as late as 

1689, we find something that is, in everything but mere 

scale, a modern opera, written by an Englishman when 

Bach and Handel were little children, and when Gluck’s 

” Orfeo,” the first modern opera on the grand scale, was 

over half a century away in the future. With the 

liberty of an amateur unfettered by textbooks I place for 

myself the beginning of modern music precisely here, in 

this work of Purcell's, a small but greatly conceived 

opera, written by a countryman of our own somewhere 

about the time when wc were exchanging James II for 

Dutch William. If there is anything earlier than 

” Dido and A£neas ” at all comparable to it in prophetic 

modernity of manner, note and feeling, I am eager to 

know it. 

Of course we must never be Sinn Feiners in music—w'e 

must never press the artistic doctrine of ” Ourselves 

alone ” to demanding of music in England that it should 

first of all be English. Such a demand is festhetically 

unsound—and not even profitable. Our grandparents 

went to extremes in the other direction. Thev demanded 

the alien at any price, and were gratified when James 

Foley of Tipperary denationalised himself and appeared 

visibly and audibly among them as “ Signor Foli.” But, 

after all, to admire music and musicians merely because 

they are foreign is no worse than to admire music and 

musicians merely because they are.English—especially 

as some of the so-called English composers have devoted 

themselves to the sincerest possible flattery of foreign 

musicians. But when genuinely good music is genuinely 

English, English people can love it the more; and just 

as we should be proud that the greatest poet of the world 

is English, so we may reasonably be proud that the first 

clear note of modernity in music can be heard in an 

opera written by an Englishman before the end of the 

seventeenth century. 

The Purcells were not quite so numerous as the Bachs, 

but, according to Grove, they w'ere many. The great 

Purcell's father, also Henry, is mentioned by Pepys. 

Thomas Purcell, the elder Henry’s brother, became 

His Majesty’s ” Musician in Ordinary for the Lute and 

Voice in the room of Henry Lawes, deceased." The elder 

Purcell’s youngest son, Daniel, was a musician ; an<J the 

great Henry’s own son Edward and that son’s son, 

Edward Henry, continued the family tradition. The 

possibilities of confusion among their works are therefore 

many, and have not been missed. 

When reflecting upon old works of art we have to be 

careful not to mistake the pleasing quaintness of 

Henry Purcell. 
1 com t'le palming by J. Closteiinan in tlic 

N. P. G., l.oiidon. 
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ancientry for genuine vital interest. An opexa of I.ulli 

to the libretto of Quinault would have to-day the fascina¬ 

tion of forgotten modes and the faded gallantry of 

Versailles ; but it could moan nothing permanent for us. 

The " Orfeo ” of Gluck, however, is a living thing, and 

“ Che faro ” still moves oiir tears. Bach was born 

nearly two hundred years before'' Parsifal ” was written ; 

but when we compare “ Parsifal ” with the “ Matthew 

^ Passion" it is not Bach who sounds old-fashioned. 

Purcell’s finest numbers seem to me indebted v\‘ry little 

to their century for their interest. The music to the 

masque in “ Dioclesian ” has a note of almost disquiet¬ 

ing modernity beneath its formal grace; and "The 

Fairy Queen " shows clearly that Purcell is a living, 

moving writer, with a note of liis own and the mark of 

creative genius. Mr. Albert Coates has been presenting 

abroad, as an example of our native music, the orchestral 

suite he has arranged from Purcell. That is very ]ilcas- 

ing and very proper. Purcell is a possession that we 

can display with pride even in the country of Bach 

and Handel, or of Haydn and Mozart; for he is not only 

a musician akin to them in spirit, but he came before 

them all. 

NEW MUSIC.* 

The present batch of new music contains some very 

delightful matter new and old. The eighteenth century, 

the grc.at age that was wedded to form and elegant gesture 

and therefore to grace, looms very largely’ here. Mr. Cyril 

Scott, for instance, gives us a pastoral suite m which the 

first number is a Courantc, the second a Pastorale, the third 

a Rigaudon, the fourtli a Rondo, and the fifth a Passacaglia. 

He is careful to e.xplain that in some of tlic numbers the 

mood rather than the strict form is represented—ccrtainlj’ 

the precise gentlemen of the period would have objected 

to the sudden irruptions of Avc-four time without which 

Cyril Scott cannot get on. In one page alone there arc 

no less than eleven changes of time signature ! \Nc think 

his best pieces arc tlic least restless, and we specially like 

the Passacaglia, with its light theme so happily in contrast 

to the menacing movement of the great Pa.ssacagha in 

C minor. Mr. MacDowell. another very distinguished 

musician, gives us direct transcriptions from the eighteenth 

century masters, a Saraban<lc and Gigiie from I.ocilly, two 

pieces from Couperin, one from Ciraun and one from 

Lavignac—itself a transcription from Handel They arc 

perfectly delightful, and being {unlike Busoni's transcrip¬ 

tions from Bach) designed for ordinary hands and fingers, 

they can be hcaitily recommended. Mr. Holbrooke 

appears as the arranger of such lively movements as " The 

Devil among the Tailors," “Gillie Galium, 

Hunt," " Johnny’s made a Weddin' o't," and ' 1 uHoch- 

gorum?’ The suite is written, actually, for a small orchestra 

and is lively and exhilarating. Dr. Vaughan Williams's set 

of pieces, not declared to be archaic, nevertheless " takes 

after" the eighteenth century, with its Slow Dance, 

Quick Dance, Slow Air. Rondo, and Pezzo Ostinato— 

the last being qqite in the spirit of the ingenious chaconnes 

and pa.ssacagUas of the time. The whole suite is charm¬ 

ing and soundly musicianly. Mr. Percy Elliot’s Ballet 

• •' Suite of Six Short Pieces for Pianoforte.” By R. Vaughan 
WiUiams 3s. net. (Stainer & Bell.)—” Ballet-Smte for ^ano. 
By Percy EUiot. 2s.6d.net. (Reid BrosJ—” Reels and Stratlv 
at4vs.'' Bv Joseph Holbrooke. 29. 6d. net. (Goodwn & 
-Sjb 1_" Three Preludes for Piano.” By Gerrard WilUams. 
3s. net. {Winthrop Rogers.)-” A Toy Stoiy for the Rano- 
forte." By Charles V. Stanford. 2s. net. (S^ner & Bell.)— 
'• From the Eighteenth Century." Harpsichord and Cla^chord 
Pieces transcribed for the Pianoforte by Edward McDowell 
Book 11. 48. 6d. net. (Elkin & Co.)-” P^tora Suite for the 
Pianoforte.” By Cyril Scott. 49. 6d. net. (Elkin & Co.)— 
•'From the Surrey Hills.” Fifteen Tone Pictures for Piano¬ 
forte. Book I. By Leonard Butler. 2s.6d.net. (Lengnick). 

^-^^VARSI’TY 
SECTIONAL BOOKCASE 
G .4. houi the ordinary clumsy 
do OltICrcni type ofsecdonal bookcase. 

BuauiiiuUy designed in Oak and Mahogany. 

Buy as your Books Increase. 
You can purchase any nun>ber of sections to 
commence. I’acks flat—a child can erect them. 
J/oo/ile/ iiiiii Prices /loni the PiUe'Hee and Manufactuier, 

MINTY (“b"' ), 44 & 45, Higb St. Oxford 
Loadoa Showrooat: 5-7, Sogtkamptoa St., Straad 

Learn the Secrets of 
Successful Writers ! 

NEW CONTRIBUTORS WANTED 
A PROFITABLE HOBBY 

Wanted—New writers! 
There is a dearth of talent. The trained writer, who has 

overcome the difficulties of siibjecl and treatment, finds his 
work in keen demand at good rates, .is much as £6 6s. per 1,000 
words being paid for contributions. And there Is a charm 
about writing which never loses its spell. Has not some one 
called It “ the world’s most fascinating hobby " ? 

Make writing yout hobby. Wherever you live you can earn 
money by your pen. You can master the essentials of effective 
writing—how to write, what to write about, and where to sell— 
by study of the unique postal course of the Regent Institute. 

Many promising writers have found success delayed because 
of misdirected efforts and lack of expert counsel in the early 
stages of their career. The Regent Course furnishes this 
essential counsel, combined with all-round practical training. 

One of the many notable features of the course fs the special 
attention given to the development of the creative powers. The 
training equips the student with the invaluable faculty of being 
able to create a constant flow of ideas. 

Every student receives individual attention, and is enabled— 
thanks to expert guidance—to avoid the errors and wasted effort 
which b«set the path of the beginner. This course shows 
definitely and practically how to achieve success. The special 
aim is to develop the individual genius of the student. 

You can master this course In your leisure hours, with personal 
guidance at every stage of the Instruction. The first step towards 
success in this delightful pursuit is to write at once for a free copy 
of " How to Succeed as a Writer," an interesting booklet which 
describes the openings for new writers, the unique advantages 
of the Regent Course, and the moderate terms. 

THE REGENT INSTITUTE, 
(Dept. 9S), *2. BcdlQnl Sirvet, Straad. Londoi*. W.C.3. 
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Suitf* contains three pieces called " Lizettc,” " Ninette ” 

anil “ Za/.a,” The^' arc modern, pleasant, not difficult, 
KOOfl to play, and enjoyable to hear. The 'J'hrcc Preludes 
liy Mr (ieirard Williams, called “ By Haworth Falls,” 
‘‘ Solitude ” and ” Antmnn,” are much more serious and 
need ver>’ fair executive ability, with their rapid and wide 
arpc^fiio-' and Iheir need for tone colour ; but the ambitious 
young pianist must not be afraid of trying something new 

and strange, and we cordiallv recommend these pieces. 
Sir Charles Stanford s 'loy Story ” is meant to be told to 

tlie chililren. The first piece is called ” Alone,” the next 
” The Postman,” the next ” I'lic New Toy,”, the next ” The 

liroken Toy. ” the next ” The Mcmlcd Toy,” the last ” Not 
Alone ” Th<‘y are charming. Mr Butler’s Surrey pieces, 
pleasantly named aiul written, are simple and grateful and 
suggestive of the right a.ssocialions Plainly if our young 

pianists do not know any good conlempoiary music it is 
not the fault of onr jniblishers. 

NOTES ON NEW MUSIC. 

THREE DRAMATIC SONGS. By Josef Holbrooke fNovello ) 
TALIESSIN’S SONG. By Josef Holbrooke (Novcllol 

To the average player and singer these songs by Mr. 
Josef Holbrooke may present some difficulties ; but it is 

well worth while persevering and overcoming these dilfi- 
cultics. and any hard work put in will be amply repaid. 

There is strength in the words Mr. Holbrooke chooses, and 
an equal strength in his music. The plaintive note in 

” Taliessin's Song ” is very stirring. 

DAFFODILS. By Noel Carlton. (Evans.) 
An easy-to-play, pleasant little piece, which should find 

appreciation among those who desire effect with little 
effort. 

AN IRISH PEASANT LOVE SONG and A SONG IN 
AUTUMN. By Gcrrard Williams. (Winthrop Rogers.) 

AN INCONSEQUENT BALLAD Poem by Shakespeare {?). 
Music by Gerrard Williams. (Curwen ) 

Three*interesting songs by Gerrard Williams which satisfy 
the car and charm one with their unusual atmosphere. 

THE FAIRIES. Lyric by P. J. O'Reilly. Music by Henry 
Lovell. (Enoch) 

A dainty little song with a lilting tune ; words and music 
are graceful and well matched. 

WILLLWILLLWONKA-LAND. Music by H. Baynton- 
Power. (Keid) 

Fairy Suites for Young Pianists sounds an attractive 
idea, and if the numbers that follow prove up to the level of 

No. I there should be no doubt about the popularity of 
the series with youngsters. The pieces in the present 
album arc individual and delightful, and whether it is 

” Magpies,” ” Sleeping Fairies,” ” The Wishing Well,” or 
Water Lilies ” that the composer expresses, the tune is 

always melodious and full of character. 

Zbc Bvania. 

THE YOUNG ACTRESS. 
By T. Michael Pope. 

Things are 

not what 

tlicy used to be" 

is tlie continual 

plaint of the 

])Cssimist in all 

ages. And th(*re 

arc times wlien 

the ojHimibtic 

rejoinder, ” No, 

and the\ never 

were," fails to 

carry conviction. 

So far at least 

as ICnglish drama 

is concerned, the pessimist ma> fairly be said to liave 

made out a case. Ten years ago the outlook was dis¬ 

tinctly hopeful. It was the age of Harold Chapin, of 

St. John Hankin, of Stanley Houghton and of Gran¬ 

ville Barker. Shaw was .still in the full flood-tide of 

his creative vigour. Barrie's reputation was as yet 

imassailed. It seemed, indeed, as if we were already 

emerging into the dawn of a new era. 

Tlicn came the w'ar—and with it the inevitable 

submergence of all intellectual interests. The drama 

suffered—suffered terribly. Nor can it be said to have 

recovered yet. As one looks back over the past decade, 

how many plays have there been that one would take 

the risk of acclaiming as dramatic masterpieces ? Two 

only remain in my memory—Mr. Lennox Robinson’s 

"The Lost Leader" and Mr. Galsworthy’s "The 

Skin ^jamc ’’—and I {loubt whether either was a con¬ 

spicuous " V)ox-office ’’ success. On the other hand 

" Chu Chin Chow ” is still with us. 

And if this be true of the drama what is to be said 

of its interpreters ? W'here arc the actors of yesteryear ? 

Is there a successor to Sir Henry Irving—to Sir Charles 

Wyndham - or even to Sir Herl>ert Tree ? There was 

a time when great things were expected of Mr. Ainley, 

but he has hardly fulfilled the promise of his early 

manhood. 

Indeed, it app*^ars to me to be becoming increasingly 

evident that it is to the woman rather than to the 

man that we must look for the carrying on of our best 

acting traditions. During the last few years there has 

arisen a school of younger actresses most of whom 

may fairly challenge comparison with the best actresses 

of the past. 

And, first, there is Miss Sybil Thorndike, who is easily 

the finest tragedienne on the English stage at the 

present moment. (No one who saw her performance 

in " The Trojan Women ’’ will, I fancy, venture to dis¬ 

pute that statement.) Miss Thorndike learned the 

mastery of her craft in a hard school. For a consider¬ 

able period she was at the Old Vic—where, by the 

way, you may still see the finest acting in London. 

She has played, 1 believe, practically every Shake¬ 

spearean heroine from Juliet to Ophelia. She worked— 

and worked hard—in repertory at Liverpool, and she 

has put in a number of strenuous years in America. 

As the result of all these experiences Miss Thorndike 

has come to the conclusion that there is no royal road 

to success on the stage. “ An actress," she said to me 

recently, " must learn her art painfully—and then forget 

it, bit by bit, until what is left is merely a necessary 

minimum." 

That Miss Thorndike’s future will be worthy of her 

past I have little doubt. She has but one temptation 

^hoio hv Miss Sybil Thorndike. 
< / lihlr 
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to guard against. There is a real danger that, now she 

has learned to do everything, she may insist upon 
doing it. 

In the region of what used to be known as “ j^olito ” 

comedy, we have Miss Athene Seyler. Miss Se\ier is 

the only possilile successor to Miss Marie Teinj^est, 

and her range is considerably wider. Slie is, in my 

opinion, the finest creative actress of our time—though 

it is only in comedy that her quite individual talt nts 

find full scope. She is, too, entirely unencumboied b}' 

tradition, and upon e\ cry part that she undertakes she 

stamps the impress of her whimsical aud intriguing 

personality. Her Kosalmd was a daring e.vpenment- 

it was so almost im]'>ud«'ntly modern. Noverthele'^s 

(or may it have been m consequence ?) it apjiealed to me 

as being the finest Rosalind that this generation lias 

seen—and I write this with Ada Kehan still m m\‘ 

memorj’. KecentJt a friendly critic wrote of Miss 

Seyler: "If some dramatist of talent would write 

parts for her, she could <levelop a type winch miglu 

have the success of Lord Dundrearv.'’ So far, that 

dramatist of talent ’’ has not been forihconiiiig. 

An actress wlio give^ jwomise of achieving great 

triumphs in the immediate future is Miss Meggie .Mban- 

esi. If Miss Seyler is a creative actress. Miss Albanc'^i 

is no less what may ]>e called an interjiretative actress. 

Indeed, she seems to have no existence outside tlu part 

iho is assuming at the time. It overmasters her. Xo 

one who saw it iv likely to loiget her study of the \ ouiig 

gill in " The .Skm tianie.’’ and her present performance 

in " A Bill of DivorcemeiiT ’’ at the St. Martm'X is one 

of the most moving and poignant pieces of acting I 

liave ever seen. 

Whether rcviic is a legitimate form of di.imatic art 

is a question I will not attcmjit to answer. At least, 

it has produced one vouiig actress of unmistakable 

onginahty and genius I allmle I0 Miss Mona Vivian. 

Miss Vivian lias still nuicli to learn, and her work at 

tlie present moment is disligured bv a number of obvious 

crudities, but slu combine'' an innocent djatncric with a 

grotesqiieness, entirely free from vulgaritv, that is, I 

think, absoluti'lv unKiui- Her advent ma\' help 10 

reconcile us to the a|)pro.icliing retirenieiU ftom the 

variety stage of .Miss ^’K^ll•t Lor.iine. But I am conridcnt 

that her best work i'- ''till to come 

I must end here: oilienvise I should have liked to 

have made some reference to the work of Miss Cathleen 

Nesbitt. Miss Movna Macgill, Miss M.uy Merrall, Miss 

Betty Chester and Miss Dorothy Holmos-Gore. All 

these actresses—with the (often inadequate) material 

at their disposal -are worthily maintaining the finest 

acting traditions of the British stage. 

THE KNAVE OF DIAMONDS. Uy Ethd .M Deli. At 
the Globe Theatre. 

According to the programinc, ” Ethel M. Dell’s ‘ 'live- 

Knave of Diamonds,' a Play in a Prologue and Three 

Acts, dramatised by Cliarltou Mann," was presciiu-d at 

the Globe Theatre. I do not know who Charlton .Mann 

is, but I feel that he (or she) very nearly achieved some¬ 

thing. Unfortunately, he (or she) forgot that what may 

be quite effective on the printed page may not get acros.s 

the footlights as far as the orchestra. There were moments 

when the audience laughed at terrific happenings, such 

as when Sir Giles was called on to fight with three men- 

servants in the first act. I was sorry for Sir Giles ; he acted 
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very convincingly whenever his part would let him. But 
it is only just to say that there were other moments when 
a not too sympathetic audience found itself gripped, 
caught its breath and ceased its tittering involuntarily. 
Of course, this was partly due to the consummate acting 
of Miss Violet Vanbrugh. She has had better parts, but 
has never, perhaps, given us a finer exhibition of her 
powers. Mr. Scott Sunderland was rather overpowering 
as her lover, but did creditably on the whole. The fault 
of the play is that it is neither tragedy nor comedy ; nor 
is it honest melodrama ; it is sometimes comically tragic 
and sometimes melodramatically comic. But although 
I dub myself unfasldonablc by the confession, I was 
not bored ! I was interested. 

«PERICLES'' AT THE OLD VIC. 

Of all the excellent things that Mr. Robert Atkins has 
done at the Old Vic., none has shown him more truly a 
producer of ideas than his revival of “ Pericles, Prince of 
Tyre.” This was an achievement of Mr. Atkins’s own 
imagination. Many of us remember well enough, of 
course, the late Mr. John Coleman’s revival at Stratford- 
on-Avon twenty years ago. Not many of us can go back 
to Phelps, fifty years before that! But Mr. Atkins has 
owed nothing to either of his predecessors. He is the first 
manager to present the play in full—disorderly-house scenes 
and ail. He justifies his courage at almost every point. 
However much was or was not written by Shakespeare 
(and a touch or so in the last two acts are ?ill one can feel 
convinced about), Mr. Atkins has at any rate discovered 
a beautiful, romantic adventure-play in those loosely-knit 
scenes in Antioch, Ephesus, Tarsus and Mitylene, with the 
sea breeze blowing everywhere and the pure loveliness of 
the character of Marina purging even the filth of those 
ostensibly Syrian, but obviously Elizabethan, stews. If 
Shakespeare did have a hand in it—and at least a finger 
he must have had !—one finds fascinating traces—here of 
” The Winter's Tale, ’ here of ” Measure for Measure ” and 
here of ” The Tempest ”—with a contrast of romance and 
realism more direct than is to be found in any of Shake¬ 
speare's ” canonical ” plays. 

Not only in the courage of Ms choice, but in the beauty 
of his treatment, Mr. Atkins has shown Ms faculty of 
vision. He lias redeemed the sordid story of the early part 
by bold fancy—the opening reminded one even of the 
Russian Ballet—and he has managed to work in the 
countless small scenes and dumb-shows with old Gower's 
verses (beautifully read by himself) in a way which makes 

■one feel that despite scant3' resources, no play is too difficult 
for the Old Vic., with Mr. Atkins in command. 

There was some cxcMIent playing by Mr. Rupert Harvey 
as Pericles himself, Miss Mary Sumner in Miss Lilian 
Braithwaite’s old part as Marina, Miss Jane Bacon as 
Thaisa (how well one remembers Miss Lily Brayton rising 
from that coffin at Stratford !), and, chief of all, by Mr. 
Atkins Mmself as old Gower. He gave not merely a 
reading. It was a delicious, whimsical, dignified portrait. 
The personality was in itself an interpretation—the old 
poet who linked together those varied scenes of love’s 
glamour and love’s sorrowing, and understood 1 

S. R. L. 

SHAKESPEAREAN DISCIPLESHIP. By Tliomas Dunlop, 
IMitcd by Gavin A. Dunlop. (Edinburgh: Andrew Elliott.) 

This series of lectures on certain of the plays of Shake¬ 
speare is intended for students and for those lovers of Ms 
w'ork who do not pretend to know all that can be known 
about it. The plays are accepted as they stand; there is 
no discussion of their chronological order, textual corrup¬ 
tions, vexed questions of authorship—all such matters are 
left aside, and Mr. Dunlop's purpose has been, as he says, 
purely ” an attempt to learn and set forth in a plain way 
the spiritual principle in some of Shakespeare’s dramas.” 
H'* ‘carried out tMs purpose with understanding and in¬ 
sight. and younger readers in particular-will find his book 
a ver’ interesting and helpful introduction to a study of 
Shakespeare and a comprehension of the inner significance 
of many of Ms scenes and characters. 
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flews flotes. 

Mr. Sinclair Lewis, the American novelist, is stay¬ 

ing in London at present, and will probably remain 

with ns for a year, unless our winter proves too 

inhospitable, in which case he will seek refuge from 

it in Italy. His new novel, " Main Street," is 

just now topping all the lists of best sellers in his 

own country and, published recently by Messrs. 

Hodder & Stoughton, is one of the most successful 

books of this season over here. 

" The Memoirs of a Midget," a new story by 

Walter de la Mare, will be published by Messrs. 

Collins this month. 

• 

Mr. Henry W. Wolff has for some time been 

engaged on a work dealing with the problem of 

Rural Reconstruction. The book will be published 

by Messrs. Selwyn & Blount. Mr. Wolff compares 

our national problem with the problems of France, 

Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, Russia, Japan, 

Canada, and the United States, and shows how 

agricultural prosperity can only be brought about 

by co-operation betw'ecn classes, and by dispensing 

with the antiquated feudal system. 

Messrs. Putnam are publishing shortly a Life of 

Mrs. Florence Barclay, written by one of her 

daughters. 

Sir Henry Newbolt has compiled for the use of 

teachers and students a selection of " English Prose 

and Verse from the Fourteenth to the Twentieth 

Century," which will be published by Messrs. Dent 

in the autumn. 

There are not many women humorists, and one 

was added to their number when Mrs. Florence A. 

Kilpatrick’s " Our Elizabeth ’’ made its appearances 

She has written a new story, " Educating Ernestine," 

a satirical picture of English society with an 

Australian girl for heroine, which Mr. Thornton 

Butterworth is publishing. 

Mr. Roger Fry's " Some Architectural Heresies 

of a Painter " will be published immediately by 

Messrs, Chatto & Windus. 
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Another author from abroad just now sojourning 

in London is the distinguished Dutch novelist, Mr. 

Louis Coupcrus. Four or five of the novels of Mr. 

Couperus, translated by Mr. Teixera dc Mattos, have 

been published in England by Messrs. Hcinemann 

and Mr. Thornton Butterworth. One of the greatest 

of his books, “ Old People and the Things that Pass,” 

was published last autumn by Mr. Butterworth, who 

is shortly issuing Mr. Coupe iis’s new novel, which 

is said to rival that, under 

the title of '' The Law 

Inevitable.” 

“ The Gun Brand,” a new 

novel of the Wild West by 

James Hendryx, will be 

published this month by 

Messrs. Jarrold, who also 

announce a new book of 

humour. ” A Sport in a 

Nutshell,” by the late 

Colonel Bogey, edited by 

C. E. Hughes “ and his 

unrivalled staff of 

assistants, namely Fred 

Buchanan.” 

The success of Mr. Grant 

Watson’s brilliant novel, 

“ Shadow and Sunlight,” „ , 
o Photo by E. O. Iloppi. 

has led his publisher, Mr. 

Jonathan Cape, to republish this author’s earlier 

book, ” The Mainland,” a story of the South Seas, 

which came out during the war and, like so much 

fiction that appeared in those ^ark days, suffered 

accordingly. 

• ' ^ 

We congratulate our weekly contemporary, Book- 

Post, on the passing of its first birthday. ” To have 

been born during the last two years,” writes its 

editor, ” and to have survived one year is at once a 

great adventure and an achievement,” and all who 

have had experience of latter-day publishing diffi¬ 

culties will corroborate this assertion. But Book- 

Post has not merely survived, it has grown in size 

and influence and is still growing. Its pages have 

the charm of variety and are alive with interest for 

all who are interested in selling books or in reading 

them. 

his wide interest in things and his charm o 

character, he has become a real and invaluable 

asset of the Empire. '' Edward, Prince of Wales,” 

by Ci. Ivy Sanders, which Messrs. Nisbet publish, 

contains an intimate account of his upbringing, his 

war service, and Dominion tours, the author having 

received valuable assistance from the Prince himself 

and members of his household. 

r ■ 

The Oxford Press is 

publishing immediately 

"America’s Norse Dis¬ 

coverers,” a translation and 

discussion of the Wineland 

Sagas, by G. M. Gathorne- 

Hardy. 

_• 

Owing to the state of 

affairs that has resulted 

from the coal strike, Messrs. 

Heinemann have decided 

to postpone publication of 

Sir Hall Caine’s new novel, 

" The Master of Man,” until 

the crisis is past. 

Some who are taking 

summer Jiolidays will be 

glad to know that Messrs. 
Mr. Louis Couperus. _ 

A. (S: C. Black have just 

published new and completely revised editions of 

their (iuides to the Channel Isles and to Dorset. 

These are full of maps, plans, views and of informa¬ 

tion that tourists will find useful. 

Mr. Cecil Palmer is publishing immediately 

" Unemplo3ment: Its Cause and a Remedy,” by 

Arthur Kitson. The articles in the book originally 

appeared in the Times Trade Supplement, and are 

supplemented by a discussion of the correspondence 

they evoked. 

Mr. Rathmell Wilson has written a novel, ” Other 

People’s Babies,” founded on a play by Mr. Lech- 

mere Worrall, and it is to be published shortly by 

Mr. Arthur H. Stockwell. 

Two new books about him testify to the 

popularity of the Piince of Wales. "Our Prince,” 

by Edward Legge, which Mr. Eveleigh Nash 

publishes, gives an admirable account of his career 

down to a couple of months ago and shows how, with 

” The Call to Liberalism,” an appeal to* Liberals 

of all shades by Mr. C. Sheridan Jones, the Hon. 

Secretary of the Liberal Anti-Nationalisation Com¬ 

mittee, will be published this month by Messrs. 

Simpkin, Marshall. 
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An edition de luxe of fourteen poems by James 

Elroy Flecker is about to be issued by the Poetry 

Bookshop, with a frontispiece acd fourteen full- 

page lithographs by Charles Freegrove Winzer. 

The edition is limited to 550 copies. 

Mr. E. (). Hoppe, the distinguished artist and 

photographer, has returned from a j)roIonged visit 

to the United States a convinced admirer of •America 

and of things American. He was royally enter¬ 

tained and met many leading American artists, 

novelists and poets, including a goodly number of 

the newer schools in which he is particularly 

interested. On tlie outward voyage he contributed 

towards ameliorating tlic tedium of sea-life by 

drawing lightning sketches of beautiful faces at one 

of the entertainments got up by the passengers, and 

an American journalist j)resent was so struck by 

these that Mr. Ho’ppe liad not long been in New 

York before he found himself hailed in a multitude 

of newspapers all o\-er the country as the gri'atest 

living bcautv expert. He modestly disclaims the 

title, but hi*- disclaimer is not readily accepted by 

tiiose who have seen his paintings and ])liolographs 

of beautiful women, sketched and photographed in 

various parts of the world. Tliese should not he 

relegated to the j>rivaev <»f ])ortfolios, and one is not 

surprised to learn that a selection of them is to be 

publisliod this autumn. While he was in America 

Mrs. Cecil Chesterton 

at the window of her homr, “ The CottdKr," m the roof of No. 5, Fleet Street. 

Mrs. Chesterton and Mr. Louts J. McOiiiHand have collaborated in 
writing a Memoir of Cecil Clieslcrton, which Mr. Cecil Palmer is 

publishing shortly. 

Mr. Hoppe completed a remai'kable series of i)hoto- 

graphs to illustrate a handsome volume on “ The 

Soul of New York,” and lie is now engaged with the 

preparation of a similar work on I-ondon. 

I'or the first time in its history the famous 

American publishing firm of fi. ]\ Putnam's Sons 

has elected an English director of its New York 

house. Mr. (1. H. (irubb, who makes this new 

record, has been associated with the firm's business 

on this side of the water for tliirty-tliree years, and 

for some years j)ast has been a director of the 

London branch. Messrs. Putnams' relations with 

English authors and publishers are under liis control, 

and he is largely and successfully developing them. 

Mr. Sydney A. Moseley's new book, “ Haunts of 

the (iay East,” has just been published by 

Mr. Stanley Paul. It gives vivid pictures of 

Constantinople, Cairo, Budapest, and other such 

centres of Eastern life. 
i 

NO'IKS UN NKW liOUKS. 

No reader of lh.it real thriller, “ Stealthy Terror,” will 

need urf^ing to read Mr John l''erp;usons new novel, ” The 

J.)ark C.iTaldine ” (8s. <«d. ; John Lane). The sensation is 

not .so headlong, but the plot is as ingenious and intriguing, 

and the mysterv as eunninglv developed. A capital tale, 

and one that engrosses you and makes you forget tunc and 

all the troubles of tlie time while you arc reading it. 

If a man ex]>rcsses intense dissatisfaction with our 

present chaos, and a passionate desire to l>e moving on to 

the next stage in human evolution, he is at once suspected, 

in some quarters, of being in the pay of the Bolsheviks 

or other such aixistlcs of violence. To such a pass of 

unreason have we conic that you arc not thought quite 

respectable unless you are willing to stick in the mud and 

praise the jiowers that put you there. Mr. Jeff' ry E. 

Jeffery is one of those troublesome persons who wants to 

get out and do something to right what has gone wrong, 

but in his ” Breaking Point ” (4s. 6d.; Leonard Parsons) 

he is so far from hankering after red ruin that he is inspired 
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by Ibsen's faith that " there is 

but one revolution that avails. 

It is to revolutionise men’s 

minds.” He states simply and 

clearly, as Mr. G. I). H. Cole 

says in a foreword. ” certain 

fundamental facts about the 

position of our industrial civili¬ 

sation to-day . . . facts which 

most of us arc unwilling to face 

because of the catastrophic 

conclusions implicit in them ”; 

he diagnoses our social disease 

searchingly and indicates the 

remedy for it. He feels, as 

many do, that shall not 

have peace or prosperity until 

our civilisation has been re¬ 

organised, and his manner of 

reorganisation is worth the 

serious consideration of all who 

are not afraid to think about it. 

In his little book, '' How To 

Get Married” (The World 

Press), Mr. E. Montale appears to be intensely earnest and 

well meaning, but his work, despite its title, will not set the 

Thames on fire. The fact is, although Mr. Montale throw’s 

out a few sensible suggestions and is quite up to date in 

his outlook, he does not provide any startlingly fresh 

solution to the problem he tackles so gamely. 

If " The Lady With the Hands ” (8s. 6d. ; Daniel 

O'Connor) is a first novel, Mr. C. Nepean Longridge is a 

novelist you should make a note of. He is a little leisurely 

perhaps in getting under way, but he has a knowledge of 

character and an engaging style, and though he brings about 

a happy ending with great determination he does it 

effectively. Lily Mainleigh, her seafaring husband, and 

the artist who brought tempest and temporary tragedy 

into their quiet lives, are jvcll drawn ; their story is interest¬ 

ing and w’ritten with considerable ability. 

To their excellent series of Notable British Trials Messrs. 

William Hodge & Co. have added the grisly and amazing 

story of ” Burke and Hare,” edited by William Roughcad 

(los. Od.). There is a strange fascination in these records of 

crime, and the account of this infamous pair and how they 

made a business of murder makes as gruesomely fascinating 

a study as any in the series. 

The compiler of ” An Anthology of Modern Verse ” 

(6s.; Methuen), who half conceals himself behind the 

initials A. M., lias done his work of selection admirably and 

with sound judgment, the result being, as Mr, Robert Lynd 

say? in an introduction, " an anthology that gives a better 

idea of the diffuse and ubiquitous riches of recent poetry 

than any that has yet appeared.” 

Tales of the marvellous and the terrible are as old as the 

history of man, says Miss Edith Birkhead in ” The Tale 

of Terror: A Study of the Gothic Romance” (15s.; 

Constabh f, and in succeeding chapters, having touched on 

its rise in early myths and folk-lore, she traces the gxowth 

and development of the super¬ 

natural element in the English 

novel, from Horace Walpole 

to Wilkie Collins, Algernon 

Blackwood, Wells, and others, 

and in the short stories of 

Conrad, Stevenson and Kipling. 

The penultimate chapter is 

devoted to American tales of 

terror. 

Two score of Coventry Pat¬ 

more's miscellaneous contribu- 
t 

tions to the St. James’s Gazette 

and other periodicals are for the 

first time collected in " Courage 

in Politics and Other Essays ” 

(7s. 6d. ; Oxford Press). Some 

of the political views may now 

seem a little old-fashioned, but 

Patmore was always interest¬ 

ing, knew liis own mind, and 

had a glancing humour and a 

dry, satirical touch that were 

peculiarly his own. The best 

things are the literary essays. It is curious to find 

Thomas Hardy, in 1887, bracketed with Mrs. L. B. Walford, 

even while it is granted that he, " though less perfect, is 

much the greater artist of the two.” But in a later 

review Patmore ranks Mrs. Walford with Mrs. Gaskell, 

and almost persuades you to brush up your acquaintance 

with the lesser Victorian novelists and see if he was right. 

No student of politics should be ignorant of the teachings 

of Karl Marx, for his economic doctrines form the main 

artery of modern communism. To understand the trend 

of the revolutionary Labour movement, of Bolshevism 

and the awakening of the workers to a state of class- 

consciousness (to use Marx’s own phrase), a knowledge 

of his philosophy is absolutely essential. But it takes a 

born economist to wade through the verbosity of ” Capital,” 

and the man in the street will find M. Beer's little hand¬ 

book, ” The Life and Teaching of Karl Marx '' (6s. ; 

Parsons), more profitable reading. Here the Marxian 

system is condensed and set forth comprehensively, with 

a brief liistory of Marx's life and development which 

embraces a summary of the social progress of his time. 

Miss Rosamond Napier’s intimate knowledge of Ireland 

and India gives a background of strength and colour to 

” Release ” (7s. ; Methuen). The wild beauty of Ireland 

forms a vivid contrast to the feverish wonders of the East, 

and in these two settings a drama of devoted love and heroic 

self-sacrifice is revealed to us through the personality of 

Arnold Bligh’s friend. This method of story-telling is of 

necessity obscure and leaves much to the imagination, but 

Miss Napier manages a difficult feat with skilful handling. 

We get the onlooker's version of the love of Irish Nora for 

Bligh and her contrivance t^t he shall marry her niece, 

Olwen. Miss Napier knows bow to tell a good tale, and 

writes with a strong emotional force that imbues her 

characters with all the pathos of reality. 

Phefo by £. O. Hoppi. Mr. G. H. Grubb. 

Recently elected a director of Messrs, C. P« Puinams* New York house. 
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THE BOOKMAN GALLERY. 

MURIEL STUART. 

Every ripple upon the surface of national life 

spreads in time into the backwaters of literature, 

and no movement of our day, perhaps, has left a clearer 

mark upon its fiction than that which was centred in 

woman's emancipation. Those of us who are old 

enough to recall the fervent literary ardours of thirty 

years ago will find our retrospect filled with a monstrous 

regiment of women, all clamouring to be released from 

some imagined bondage, and set free for some yet 

more imaginary liberty. Younger critics write to-day 

of the era of “ The Yellow Book " as of some weary 

celebration of apathy or absinthe. I do not remember 

it so. It seems to me to have resembled rather a 

Manad orgy of women who were determined to live 

with men no longer except upon their own terms, and 

who were abnormally interested in the public display 

of emotions which their mothers would have blushed 

to confide to their own pillow-cases Tt passed, that 

shouting, babbling crowd, passed into the darkness of 

the dell, as all crowds pass in time ; but it left its trail 

behind it. In the generation of our sons and daughters 

•it is finding a philosophy for its dreams, a polity for 

its organisation, and a poetry for its gospel. Among 

other influences it has inspired the poetrj' of Miss Muriel 

Stuart, and has found in her rich, passionate and 

intensely feminine poetic temperament a not unworthy 

expression of the nobler side of woman’s struggle for 

independence of conduct and of thought. 

Miss Muriel Stuart was a child of the generation of 

■" revolting daughters,” although very little echo, if 

any, of tlic prevailing movement reached the nur'.ery, 

where she began to write 

verses as soon as she could 

print her letters, and always 

kept a grubby notebook by 

her bedside, to put down 

her “waking thoughts” 

before they escaped with the 

dawn. As a groat grand¬ 

daughter of the not too 

reputable William Jordan, 

she was born with a literary 

inheritance which had lost all 

immediate traces in a succes- 

fion of hunting Gloucester¬ 

shire squires; but the 

elements of romance were in 

her blood, for her earlier 

lorbcars, like Swinburne's, 

had spent their blood like 

water and their gold like 

sand in the ruined cause 

of the young Pretender. 

Literature and romance, 

however, had somewhat 

languished in a family which 

found its present duties 

amid “ the dusty purlieus 

of the law,” and, except for the devoted sympathy 

and interest of her mother. Miss Stuart had no sort 

of literary education, and very little encouragement 

in her first attempts to write. Indeed her earliest 

articulate copy of verse, perhaps not unnaturally, came 

as a great shock to pious relatives. For the theme was 

“ The Devil weeping over Jerusalem,” and there seems 

to have been in the poet’s heart a secret sympathy 

with the Prince of this World, as he lamented the 

beautiful city which was in danger of being lost to him 

through the persuasive preaching of Christ. At this 

time the poet was ten years old, and a few months 

hiter she caused further domestic disruptions by reciting 

aloud, to casual visitors of both sexes, a “ Song of 

Psyche,” into which she had packed all the most 

appalling phrases which she had been able to collect 

from the Bible and the Elizabethan dramatists. By 

tins time it was felt that her work deserved the common 

fate of all too frank and inflammatory literature. A 

little book o^ laborious manuscript, containing some 

ninety pieces, found its way to the family dustbin, and 

was transported by the myrmidons of hygiene to a 

refuse hill some miles from her home. This panorama 

of an eager but unappreciated childhood closes with the 

spectacle of a little girl, con\'ulsed in a frenzy of tears, 

raking over heaps of garbage with feverish, blistered 

fingers, never to find again the poems that w’ere 

lo;t. 

These childish memories, trivial enough in themselves, 

have one very real interest for readers of Miss Stuart's 

maturer work ; they bear witness to an unusual con¬ 

sistency in her taste and 

its development. The books 

which she read most eagerly 

in the nursery were Percy's 

” Reliqucs,” Milton, and a 

small dictionarj' of Greek 

Mytliology, and with these 

she saturated her young 

imagination with melody and 

colour wliich have become 

the very fabric of her later 

poetry. These, and the 

country scenes, which she 

saw from her childhood’s 

window, have been the 

most stimulating of all her 

influences. She cherished a 

jiassion for trees, for flowers, 

and for sunlight on the 

lawn, and the natural 

imagery with which her 

poetry is laden (and some¬ 

times, perhaps, a little 

over-laden) is all drawn 

from these first associa¬ 

tions, and returns to them 

still in memory. Her verse 
FromadtaivutgbyAmyJ.Drucker. MuricI Stuart 

(Mrs. MlnnliTl. 
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is full of pictures of this early home and its by no 

means shadowy recollections: 

" I went by wood and waste toward the town : 

The whole world lay, a quiet emerald 

Set in a golden ring 

Upon God’s finger, against His bosom tlirallcd ; 

Elusive airs were blown 

On elfin horns of Spring ; 

Thiough tlie tiun mist pale hawthorn trees peered out ” 

And so on, throughout a passage rich in light and 

colour. 

So Nature got to work upon her composition, 

but the books she read influenced her no less. Tlic 

Dictionary of Mytholog\% in particular, caught her 

young fancy in a net. It is unusual to find a woman 

filling her verse with classical imagery and allusion, but 

Miss Stuart’s fancy never travels far from the gods of 

a dead day. Some of her poems, like “ The Centaur's 

I’'irst Love,” are deliberate adaptations of classical 

themes, translated into the language of a scini- 

Elizabethaii frankness: 

“ 1 hunted her down the morning ! 

She leapt with neighing shrill, 

No stream too deep, too high no hill 

To master such blight scorning ; 

Till where the reeds grew thick and tall 

1 saw her stumble, sway and fall 

Hut, from her eyes as 1 drew near 

Leapt fear, and something more than fear : 

She did not stir, she did not move, 

Shu knew the ancient Sport of Love, 

She knew me at the side of her 

From great gold mane to trembling hoof, 

The .sleek, the tawny hide of lier— 

All the predestined sweets thcreol— 

Are mine to crush or choke or kill. . . ." 

In other, and more characteristic pieces, the poet 

develops a direct philosophy of modern paganism, 

discontented with the authority of creeds and stretching 

out eager hands for the liberty to think for herself, to 

realise the vague 5'oarning for self-expression, to be free 

of the sunlight and the breeze. The old gods, in the 

Sw'inburnian phrase, were " noble and nude and 

antique ” : the new robcllion returns to their inspiration 

from the bondage of repression and the discipline of 

thorns: 

'' What have our wisdom and our worship done 

To raise such gods ? 

To quench the ruined eyes of Parthenon 

What new'cr beauty nods, 

And shames the wreckless brow that stares upon 

The amazed sun ? *’ 

And here, at last, wc arrive at the distinguishing 

quality of Miss Stuart's poetry, a passionate paganism, 

which (somewhat paradoxically) is rooted in the very 

sympathy and self-sacrifice of Christianity. The early 

e.Kamples which moulded Miss Stuart’s imagination set 

her the task of choosing themes rather than of singing 

songs, and the themes which appeal to her most are 

all suggestive of the soul’s emancipation from thraldom, 

whether of custom, convention or priestcraft. Particu¬ 

larly is she moved by the spectacle of suffering w’oman- 

hcod, and nothing stirs her righteous rage more bitterly 

than tlig sight of a dour religion, holding back its gloomy 

robe lor fear of contamination from some poor fallen 

pleader by the wayside. Her fancy is captivated, in 

spite of itself, by the white Christ on the rood, only to 

turn at the next moment repelled by man’s arrogant 

exclusiveness which would claim the possession of Truth 

as the right of any one creed or religious system : 

“ 'I'hou canst not chain Christ to a chapel bell. 

From brothels thinkest thou 1 hear no prayer ? 

Doth not the choking gutter sing me well ? 

Is not the whole sweet world my Sanctuary ?’” 

It is tjie god who is sacrificed to the creed, the'god 

who, in different forms, reappears to enlighten the heart 

of generation after generation : 

“ . . . All men turn 

Their unseen gods to graven images, 

Each man the idol of his choosing leads 

That in the Cockpit of men's brutal creeds 

]£ach god may bleed and burn. 

Till frailer ones be fallen on their knees— 

Sweet gods soon broken upon the spears of Youth, 

Soon silenced at the knee of Sophistry, 

Till Earth's eves with the lust of battle dim, 

Till gaping Hell be bubbled to the brim, 

And Heaven grow grey against a dead god’s mouth." 

Ever>' revolution sjilits itself into a hundred streams, 

and the poetry of Miss Muriel Stuart, as I have tried to 

sliow, is just one outlet (and, to my mind, a very 

svmjiathetic and stimulating outlet) of that great 

woman movement which has so profoundly influenced 

the social life of our time, and will even moic profoundly 

influence the social life of our children in the next 

generation. She is a revolutionary, founded in tradition. 

Her poetry itself, in its fine technique, rich workman¬ 

ship and abundant imagery, is entirely in the tradition ; 

it takes its laws from the lawgivers of old. In the 

same way, her rebellion against convention, against 

pretence, against the lie in the soul, against injustice 

and tyranny of every kind, none the less leads back 

to honourable standards, away from anarchy to true 

order, to a humanity which is rooted in love, to self- 

realisation which finds itself at hu^t in the service of 

others. ‘‘ (jo back,” said Christ to the reveller at the 

Carnival, 

" Go back ; thou hast Iw'O cliildren in thy house.” 

The true freedom of womanhood is just a nobler 

servitude ; 

” 1 felt no agony of hope or loss, 

Treading the old paths that beside me lay ; 

For me no one great lifting on the Cro.ss, 

Hut small, slow crucifixions every day. 

I brought no prayers, I made no conscious vows. 

And though it seemed God never could confer 

Duty so simple, such a humble faith. 

And that no further life my soul could stir, 

T went back, meekly, trusting what He saith ; 

‘ Go back, thou hast two children in thy house.’ ” 

So the Mother of God fulfils herself in her daughters, 

'' In every violet-seller by the w'all, 

In pavement-saints. Madonnas of the Shawl, 

In Magdalen's hair, in Martha’s ministry. 

Wherever women's heads are blessed or bowed,” 

and so paganism and Christianity may unite their 

symbols at last in a humanity that is at heart divine, 

and in a perpetual service which is also perfect freedom. 

Arthur Waugh. 
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CHARLES LAMB; 

SOME NEW BIOGRAPHICAL AND OTHER DETAILS. 

By Major S. BoTTiiRWORTn. 

NEW edition of Mr. Lucas’s “ Life of Charles, 

Lamb ” has been recently issued, uniform in 

appearance with tlie same writer’s edition of tlie 

"Works” and "Ixstters" in the Pocket edition. In 

their spring announcements the publishers desenlied it 

as ‘‘a new edition, the fiftli, in a now form, of a 

biogiaphical classic,” and informed all those; whom it 

concerned that the author had subjected tin* text to 

a very close revision, but that nothing had bci'ii abridged 

and that certain additions had been made. The additions 

are not easily found except one interesting piece of 

information, viz., tlie fact that I.amb mounted the ''Calis 

of an ancient firm of wine mercliants in St. Janu'^’s 

Street, who were in the habit of weighing ” distmguislu-d 

customers,” with the result that we now know that Ins 

weight on June 14th, 1814, as recorded in their liook, 

was 9 stoiK' -ji Ills., in boots. 

With regard to the statement as to the tlionmghness 

.of tlK‘ rei’ision, Mr. Lucas does not jierhaps make quite 

so large a claim as his jmblishers. for in his preface lii-i 

avouchment is that it differs from the original I’dition 

by the " addition of certain corrections.” All the same 

he must '^liarc uitli Jiis publislicrs the blami' of lia\ing 

produced an edition of v.hich one can only <av regretfully 

that the sooner it is itself revised, and that in workman¬ 

like fashion, the- belter will hi'' lejiutatum a'^ an aiilliontx' 

on Lamb be sustained. Why this edition is called the 

fifth not easily understood, 

as already th<' work has 

gone, in one form or another, 

into six editions, .so that 

Strictly speaking this is tlie 

seventh. 

Having expressed the fore¬ 

going opinion, some evidence 

in justification of it is 

imperative, and is as follows ; 

In the earlier editions of the 

work there are many errors, 

a fact not greatly to be 

wondered at considering the 

large field over wliich the 

author had spread his 

labours. Most of these were 

corrected in the one volume 

edition of either 1907 or 1910, 

but, with perhaps two cxccjv 

tions, all these errors re¬ 

appear in the present issue. 

For example, to give two or 

three instances, in his first 

edition Mr. Lucas quotes 

certain lines written by 

Charles Lloyd in his 

"Desultory Thoughts in 

I.ondou ” as referring to Lamb, whereas they certainly 

refer to " another friend.” Lamb and Coleridge had 

])een addiessed in previous stanzas. This mistake was 

coriectod in the one \-olume edition, but in the present one 

the original error is repented. In one impression we are 

told that no portrait of Manning exists. In the 1910 

edition Jlr. Lucas announces as one of the fcr.tures of 

that edition "a portrait of Thomas Manning.” In the 

present om* we are again told that “ no portrait of him 

I'xists.” On ])agi' 545 we read : ” All trace both of the 

original IClia and Ins writings has vanished.” In the 

pocket edition of the ” Letters ” (1912) Mr. Lucas 

informs us that Elia ” has recently been identified,” 

gives us his full name and the work of wliich he was the 

author. The jilace of burial of J.amb’s father, in- 

correctlv given in the two volume edition, was corrected 

in the edition of 1910 ; in the present one the old error 

again raises its head, .‘similar remaiks might be made 

of other mistakes • first corrected and afterwards ignored 

or overlooked • the numerous instances of which it would 

bo too tedious to note here. 

Much as has been done by Lamb's cilitors and others 

in increasing our know’leclge of a fascinating subject— 

and none is more desc-iaing of praise than Mr. Lucas— 

there IS still room for workers, for many little questions 

call for solutmn. And one jdeasing result is that diligent 

and patient lesearch not infrequently rewards the seeker. 

The object of this paper is to 

share with others what the 

writer has been able to bring 

to light. 

On a (lav towards the end 

of March, 1761 {March 29th), 

a wi'ddmg party assembled 

in St. Dunstan’s Church (the 

“ punctual giants” of which 

were so beloved of Charles 

Lamb). This w'as the church 

in which Isaak Walton had 

wwshipjH'd and listened to 

the sermons of his friend the 

vicar, Dr. John Donne. The 

contracting parties were 

John Lamb, in the emjdoy 

of Samuel Salt of the Inner 

Temple, and Elizabeth Field, 

then residing in the parish of 

St. Mary Le Bone. How the 

acquaintance between the 

two began is not at present 

knowm. One of the three 

witnesses of the marriage w'as 

William Dorrell, whom we 

meet in Lamb’s essaj's and 

poems, but of whom we know 
Charles Lamb. 

From the pointing ty Meyct i& the India Olhee. 
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nothing definite except that he acted treacherously 

towards the Lambs. Another witness was Bennett 

Thomason. The third was Klizabeth Field’s 

mother, Mary Field, who had, we must assume, 

left her Hertfordshire home to be present at 

her daughter’s wedding. John Lamb is supposed 

to liave been much older than his wife, but what 

his age was is still to be ascertained. We only 

know that when Samuel Salt made his will in ir 
1786 John Lamb had been with his master nearly 

forty years. It is noticeable that John Lamb 

made his will in the same year in which he 

was married, on which occasion William Dorrcll's ^ 

services were again requisitioned as a witness. ^ 

Another matter of considerable importance and ' 

of no little interest, is the discovery of the cir- ^ 

cumstances in which Lamb’s most famous poem, 

" The Old Familiar Faces,” was composed. In 

a copy of ” Blank Verse by Charles Lloyd and 

Charles Lamb ” (1798), now in my possession, there is 

a note opposite the poem, written in pencil (I believe 

by Lamb), which runs thus : 

^ ^ itgt * it tttM. it- 

-nt -JII ^ m, 

Mt Ac. fi 

P'Wlo 2'v A. Iithenhum, 
Soiilhsi u. 

Facsimile postscript of 
letter from Lamb to 
William Evans. 

was written in January, 1798, and the book in which 

it was contained was not published until probably a few 

months later. It is rather puzzling to reconcile that 

” I spent an Evening about a week ago with Lloyd— 
White & a miscellaneous Companion [stc] was there— 
Lloyd had been playing on a Piano Forte, till my Feelings 
were wrought too high not to require Vent—I left y*^"’ 
suddenly & rush'd into yc Temple, wlicre I was born, 
you know—& in ye State of Mind that followed Stanzas. 
They pretend to little like Metre, but they well pourtray 
ye Disorder 1 w’as in. . . 

Another volume which I possess--" Poems by S. T. 

Coleridge, second edition. To which arc now added 

Poems by Charles Lamb and Charles Lloyd” {1797) - 

presented by Lamb to Marmaduke Thompson, an old 

schoolfellow of Lamb's, on May 3rd, 1798, is bound m 

e.xactly similar old tree-calf, with similar tooling, and 

there is much likelihood that both volumes were given 

to Thompson by Lamb. It may be remembered that 

Lamb dedicated his " Rosamund Gray ” to the same 

friend. One difficulty with regard to the view that 

Lamb wrote the note is that “ The Old Familiar Faces ” 

fact with the .statement that the evening spent with 

Lloyd w'as quite recent—" about a week ago.” In any 

case, w’hcthcr Lamb WTote the note himself or sent the 

poem in manuscript to the owner of the volume accom¬ 

panied by an explanatory letter which was subsequently 

copied by the latter into the book, the interesting fact 

remains that either in a letter or in the book, here W'e have 

for the first time Lamb's ow'n account of the genesis of 

the poem. The note undoubtedly throws a flood of 

light on the poem and on Lamb’s state of mind at the 

time. In this conne.xion Lamb’s letter to Coleridge, 

dated January 28th. 1798, should be referred to. My 

impression is that at a time w'hen Lamb was saddened 

and depressed by a return of Mary’s malady at Christ¬ 

mas. 1797, Lloyd’s endeavours to cheer up his friend 

by playing on the ])iano either frivolous tunes or, on the 

other hand, possibly those appealing too strongly to the 

emotions, produced the effect described in the note. 

.-\nother interesting point is that Lamb's comment 

From a drawing by HoUSe at Enfield 
Frtdk Adtock. 

where Charles Lamb lived. 

proves convincingly that the friend mentioned in the 

fifth stanza Vi-as Lloyd ; 

" I have a friend, a kinder friend has no man. 

Like an ingrate, I left my friend abruptly; 
Left,him to muse on the old familiar faces.” 

Further, it is not unlikely that henceforth the lines- 

beginning : " Ghostlike, I pac'd round the haunts of 

my childhood,” will be intimately associated with that 

eventful evening. There is against another of the poems 

of the same book, " Composed at Midnight,” the following 

note which reveals the identity of " the dying man, who 

lies in the upper chamber " (11. 9 and 10) : " I lay awake 

one night and heard Mr. Weatherhead, our Landlord, 

groan—he is since dead of a destroy'd Constitution.’*' 

This was the landlord of the house in Chapel Street, 

Pentonville, in whibh Lamb and his father were living. 

Recent investigations have furnished some particulars 

of the father of Mrs. Elizabeth Reynolds, Lamb’s old 

schoolmistress, to whom Lamb was a generous bene¬ 

factor for so many years until her death in 1832. Charles 

Chambers was clerk for nearly sixty years to two sub- 

Treasurers of the Inner Temple—Mr. Samuel Salt and 

Mr. Frederick respectively. He was edso for many years 
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Librarian to the Society. His death took place in 1777. 
In 1807 his daughter was granted £10 a year by the 
Bench, and this annuity was continued up to Marcli 26tli, 
1832. On her death Lamb tells Moxon that ho has 

buried Mrs. Reynolds at last, who has virtually at least 
bequeath'd me a legacy of £32 per ann."—that sum being 
the amount he ahowed her. 

Some addition to our knowledge of one of Lamb’s most 
delightful friends, George Dyer, may now 
be made. The statement that his father 
was a watchman living in Wapping appears 
to have no foundation in fact. When 
George was admitted to Christ’s Hospital 
on July 1st, 1762, liis father is described as 
Citizen and Shipwright from the Precinct 
of Bridewell. Further investigation has 
brought to light the following c.xtracts 
from the records in the ” Worshipful 
Company of Shipwrights,” for which I am 
indebted to the courtesy of the Clerk : 
” 31st July, 1753 [nearly two years before 
George Dyer’s birth] John Dyer made 
free by service sworn and paid his fees.” 
Another extract from the same source 
records that on ” 28th March, 1793, John 
Dyer, son of John Dyer, late of St. Bride's, 
Wiitefryers, London, Lighterman, was 
this day admitted a freeman or member 
ot this society by patrimony and took the 
oath appertaining." These entries clearly 
show that George Dyer’s father was not 
quiie such a humble individual as he has 
hitherto been considered. 

I have recently discovered from an 
interesting article on the New River by 
Thomas Westwood, in The Angler's Note 
Book, 1888, that George Dyer contributed 
a short paper, " The New River at 
Hornsey,” to Hone’s second volume of 
‘‘The Every-Day Book," in which he 
refers to Lamb’s cottage at Islington as 
" endeared to me ... by its being the 
abode of ' as much virtue as can live.' " 

After Lamb’s death Dver wrote obituary notices of him 
% 

to two periodicals. The Christian Reformer, or Ihiitarian 
Magazine or Review, and the Gentleman's Magazine. 

In his reference to the performance of Coleridge’s 
"Remorse” at Drury Lane on January 23rd, iSi":, 
Mr. Lucas states that " T.amb Irlls us nothing of the 
performance, nor does Robinson mention him as being 
present.” The statement is quite correct, yet there is 
evidence of his presence from the following excerpt from 
a letter (unpublished, I believ^e) written by George 
Dawc to Southey, January 25th, 1813 : 

" As soon as Coleridge entered the box before the play 
began—Lamb with his usual waggishness ]X)intc(l him out 
and set up a clap which became so general that C-was 
obliged to rise.” 

Coleridge's own reference to the ovation omits all 
mention of Lamb’s part in the incident. He writes thus 
(to his wife) : " You may have heard that on my entering 
the box on Saturday night, I was discovered by the 
Pit, and they all turned their faces towards our box, 
and gave a treble cheer of claps.” 

Perhaps the most interesting fact in connection with 
Lamb’s family history is the identification of one who 
has hitherto boon a somewhat mysterious persen, viz., 
"my cousin, the bookbinder” to whom there are 
several references in the " Letters.” The first one is to 
bo found in Mary’s letter to Sarah Hazlitt, June 2nd, 
1800 : 

" I cannot write any more, for wc have got a noble ‘ Life 
of Nelson ’ lent u.s for a short time by my 
]K)or relation the bookbinder, and I want to 
rea<l as much of it as I can.” 

No furtluT mention occurs until July 
iqth, 1827, when 1-amb tells Patmore of 
his liaving ” ivakcd it at my cousin's, the 
bookbinder, who is now with God ” ; then 
follows another in the letter to Barron 
Field. October 4th, 1827. That is the last 
one. but on December 22nd of the same 
year Lamb asks Moxon to " call and see 
Mis. Lovekin.” 

The first clue to the identification was 
given in an American book-dealer’s cata¬ 
logue containing a list of the most 
important Lamb books that have been 
offered for sale for a long time. Among 
them the most interesting was a presenta¬ 
tion copy of Lamb’s "Works,” 1818, to 
" Mr. C. Lovekin, from his friend and 
cousin tile .Author.’’ On coming across 
this delectable entry I wrote, "no leisure 
ball'd,” to a friend to look up at Somerset 
House the will of Mt. C. Lovekin, when to 
licr and my joy his last w’ill and testament 
was found, a copy of which now' lies 
before me. A further search elsewhere in 
Diveetories and the Gentleman's Magazine 
put us in possession of the following facts : 
first, that Charles Lovekin was in 1821 
a bookbinder and his place of business 
10, Pemberton Row, Gough Square, Fleet 
Street ; secondly, that he died on July 
14th, 1827, at Windsor Place, Islington, 
aged 47. From the latter details it will 

be soon that when the Lambs were living at the Temple 
and at Colobrook Row respectively, their cousin was a 
near neighbour. On July 2otli, 1827, the widow was 
duly sworn to the truth of the will and codicil " and 
declared that the whole Goods, Chattels and Credits of 
the deceased do not amount in value to the sum of 
six thousand pounds.” 

On which side the relationship w’itli Lamb lay, whether 
on his father’s or mother's side, cannot be definitely 
stated, nor whether this w'as a near or distant one, but as 
Lovekin’s mother was living in 1827 and as Lamb stated 
in October, 1797, tluit his father was " the last of all his 
family,” Lovekin’s mother could not have been John 
Lamb’s sister whose name is not known. Additional 
proof of this is to be found in the fact that the Christian 
names of Lovokin’s mother were Sarah Ann, the first of 
which we know was that of John Lamb’s second sister, 
whom Charles refers to as " Aunt Hetty.” 

Lamb occasionally gave his correspondents an example 
of his skill as an artist. The hitherto unprinted one 
accompanying this article, may not be unacceptable. 

Charles Lamb 
scratched on copper from in iBj 

by his fneiid brock Fulham. 
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apart from its esthetic value. It was ostensibly sent to 

bis friend William Evans, of the East India House, for the 

purpose of extra-illustrating Byron’s " English Bards 

and Scotch Reviewers.” 

To conclude this discursive paper, Lamb students 

may be interested to learn that the author of a charming 

review of " The Last Essays of Elia *' contributed to the 

Quarterly Review of July, 1835, was Hartley Coleridge. 

Whether Talfourd identified the author, whose review 

he characterised as “ admirable,” is not knowm. 

SOME CHARLES LAMB RELICS. 

By Mrs. G. h. Anderson. 

WHEN, in May, 1833, Charles Lamb took a sudden 

resolution to go and live with Mary in Edmon¬ 

ton, at the house of Mrs. Walden (who was a mental 

nurse, and had looked after Mary in previous attacks), 

the brother and sister left 

behind them at Enfield two of 

their few remaining posses¬ 

sions. To Mrs. Westwood, 

with wliom they had boarded 

since 1S29, Mary presented 

a'pair of silver candlesticks, 

"in acknowledgment” (I 

quote from the Prefatory 

Memoir in “A Literary 

Friendship ”) “ of the care 

Mrs. Westwood took of her 

beloved brother during her 

sequestration.” 

To young Tom Westwood, 

the intelligent, book-loving 

boy who afterwards wrote 

such delightful reminiscences 

of the Lambs in Notes and 

Queries, Charles gave a pastel 

portrait of his old school¬ 

mistress, Mrs. Reynolds, 

taken in the hey-day of her 

youth—it depicts her with 

grey-blue eyes, dark hair, and 

dress of shimmery .white; 

a contrast to the ” elderly lady, formal, fair, and flaxiMi- 

wigged.” as she is described by Thomas Hood. This 

lady, to whom Lamb, in the goodness of his heart, 

allowed a pension of £32 per annum, had died the 

previous year, the last of the old family friends who had 

known the Lambs in the days of Samuel Salt. 

Both these relics of the Lambs have been carefully 

preserved by the Westwood family. Young Thomas 

Westwood went to Brussels in 1846, and married there 

a charming Belgian lady, Rosalie Emilia Deby. He 

lived until 1888, and his widow survived him until 

1916. They left no children. The candlesticks and 

portrait remained in their country home at The 

Guldenburg, Boitsfort, through the whole period of 

the war, but most fortunately, although the house 

was occupied by the retreating German armies, the 

treasures were so carefully concealed that they escaped 

disaster, and have now been safely transferred to 

Manchester, where they are in the possession of a 

jiiece of,Mrs. Rosalie Westw’ood, Mrs. Pattison Muir, 

who has kindly given permission for the relics to be 
photogi aplieil. 

JOHN LAMB’S PICTURES- 
Writing to Wordsworth on March 20tli, 1822, 

Lamb says : 

” Thank you for a'^kiiig about the Pictures. Milton 

liangs over my fireside in Covt. 
Card, (when I am there), the 

rest have been sold for an old 
song, wanting the eloquent 

tongue that should have sot 
them off! ” 

Lamb is of course referring 

to the “ clioice collection ” 

of pictures amassed by his 

brother John, who had died 

on October 26th of the 

previous year. The story 

of the Milloii portrait (which 

is now in .-Vmorica) has been 

fully told bv Mr. Lucas, but 

of the ])iclures which were 

sold no details have so far 

been forthcoming. I f w e 

look, howev'er, at the only 

letter extant from Lamb to 

his sister-in-law (dated May 

2 2 11 (1, 1822) we find the 

remark, “Christie has not 

sent to me. and I suppose is 

in no hurry to settle the 

account. I think, in a day 

or two, if I do not hear 

from you to the contrary, I shall refresh his memory.” 

An inquiry at Cliri.stie’s led to the discovery that on 

March rqth, 1S22, was sold there 

'* A S.MAU. BUT V.AI.UABLE COLLECTION OF 

Italian, Fbuncii, Flemish, and Dutch 

PICTURES, 

Till'. Genuini: PRoruKTY of 

JOHN LAMB, ESQ.. 

Late of the South Sea House, deceased, well known for his 

love of the Fine Arts.” 

To give all the fifty-five lots would occupy too much 

space, but the following are some of the most noticeable ; 

Charles Lamb. 

P'rom a drawing by Machse. 

S. Rosa 

F. ZUCCARO 

Canaletti - 

Claude 

St. John baptizing our Saviour. 
Portrait of Mary Queen of Scots and 

her son James. 
A View of St. Mark’s Place at Venice; 

a gallery picture. 
A View of the Vatican; a gallery 

picture. 
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G. Poussin - 

Titian 

Titian 

Sir P. Lely 

D. Teniers 

A. Carracci 
• 

WOUWERMANS 

W. V. DE Velpe - 

Teniers 

Murillo 

V. Dyck 

Domenichino 

A grand Landscape ; engraved. 
A Female Head ; small study. 
Susannah and the Elders; from Mr. 

Cosway's Collection. 
Portrait of Algernon Sidney. 
Interior of a Guard House, with 

Soldieis playing at caids. 
Descent from the Cross; from Mr. 

Knight’s Collection; engraved. 

A Village with a Horse Fair ; highly 

finished. 
A Calm ; a little beautiful picture, 

from Mr. Knight's Collection 
The Triumphal Procession of Prince 

Leopold to Strasbmg, with a multi¬ 
tude of figures. 

Salvator Mundi ; beautifully coloured. 
Christ’s Victory over Sin; very 

elegantly and finely coloured. 
A Reposo in Egypt, with Romantic 

Scenery and Figures Very elegant. 

If the pictures were as good as they sound in the 

catalogue, the dealers must have reaped a harvest that 

day. The portrait of Mary Queen of Scots and her 

son James, by Zuccaro, presumably a replica of the one 

in Draper’s Hall, sold for £3 15s. Two Claudes for less 

than £9. Studies by Titian and Rubens £3 3s. apiece 

—total amount fetched, £336 I Several of the more 

important pictures, however, failing to reach the reserve 

price, were returned to Mrs. Lamb. Amongst these was 

the " tender, pastoral Domenichino ” (" is the ball of 

’ his sight more dear to him ? ”). 

Observe, the pictures were returned to Mrs. Lamb, 

and not to Charles, although by the wording of John’s 

will everything was left to him. Here, it seems, we have 

another instance of John’s aptitude for shifting his 

responsibilities on to the shoulders of his younger 

brother. Charles was in fact trustee, and not legatee. 

We have a hint from Crabb Robinson that John had 

irregular connections, who would have to be provided 

for, as well as his widow. Considering that when Charles 

himself died he left less than £1.500, we may feel fairly 

certain that the Milton he set such store by, was the 

sole legacy he actually received from his brother. 

PMo bi> £. vmcint Ward, Pair of SiWer Candleatichs, 
ManchtUer. 

once ifie property of Charles Lamb, and given by Mary Lamb 
In 1833 to Thomas West^vood s mother. 

Pholo hv K. Vtitrent Ward, 
Manchester. 

Portrait of Mrs. 
Reynolds which 
belonged to 
Thomas Westwood. 

On the back isinsciibed : “Portrait oi Charles Lamb's schoolmistress, 
Civen me by Charles Lamb when he left Enfield.—T. Westwood.” 

One picture of John’s, not in Christie’s catalogue, is 

mentioned by B. R. Haydon in a note to the entry in 

his diary for October 13th, 1828, describing the quarrel 

between John Lamb and Hazlitt. 

He says : 

“ This was the Lamb who had a very curious original 
picture of Queen Elizabeth. lie showed it privately, and 
by desire, to the Princess Charlotte. The moment she saw 
it, Her Royal Highness irreverently exclaimed : ‘ O Christ I 
What a fright ! ' ” 

It would be interesting if this picture could be traced ; 

it does not appear to be in the catalogue of Queen 

Elizabeth portraits compiled by Freeman O’Donoghue. 

A LETTER FROM THOMAS 
MANNING TO LAMB. 

It was a sad day for Lamb when Thomas 

Manning, who, after Coleridge, was the friend 

nearest to his heart, took his departure for Canton 

in May, 1806. 

In December, 1804, Manning had been permitted 

by Napoleon to return to England, the first of the 

British prisoners of war in France to obtain this 

concession, and the following sixteen months had 

been spent by him between Cambridge and London, 

making the necessary preparations for his journey 

to China. The last half-year Manning was pretty 

constantly in London, studying medicine at the 

Westminster Hospital. “ Manning’s come to town 

in spectacles, and studies physic,” writes Lamb to 

Hazlitt, November loth, 1805. It was during this 

final period that he had a mould taken of his 

features, and was thus able to present a life-like 

bust of himself to his family and most intimate 

friends, as a parting memento. The Master of 

Caius, Dr. Martin Davy, was one of the recipients; 
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Facsimile 
of concludinK lines of letter from Thomas Manning to Charles Lamb. 

whether Lamb was another 

is a matter for conjecture. 

He certainly refers to a bust 

in his letter to Bernard 

Barton (autumn, 1827), but 

this may have been one of 

those modelled by his 

father, who (as Lamb says 

of Lovel) " moulded heads 

in clay or plaster of Paris 

to admiration.” 

By the kind permission 

of the Rev. C. U. Manning, 

a photograph of what must 

be the most accurate like¬ 

ness extant of his great- 

uncle is here reproduced. 

Manning’s age at this date 

was thirty-three. 

The fact that he and Manning had lately been more 

in each other’s company than ever before, made it all 

the harder for Lamb when, on the afternoon of Wednes¬ 

day, May 7th, Manning took his final departure from 

the Tavistock Hotel by coach (inside place) for Ports¬ 

mouth. How keenly Lamb felt the parting is shown 

by the letter he sent after his friend, beginning ” I didn’t 

know what your going was till I shook a last fist with 

you, . . 

Luckily Manning’s ship, the Thames East Indiaman 

(on which, through the good offices of Sir Joseph Banks, 

the Directors of the E.I. Co. had given him a free 

passage), was delayed in sailing until the following 

Monday, so that he not only received Lamb’s letter, 

but had time to write this reply, part of which is here 

given in facsimile : 

Dated by post-mark, 

May 12th, t8oO. 

Dear Lamb,— 

As we are not sailed yet, & 1 have a few minutes why 
should not I give you a line to say that I received your kind 
letter yesterday, & shall read it again before I have done 

with it. I am sorry I had not time to call on Mary—but I 

did not call even on my own father, & he's 70, & loves me 
like ... a father. » 

I don’t know that you can do anything for me at the 
India house—if you hear anything there about me, com¬ 

municate it to Mr. Crabtree, 13 Newgate Street. . . . 
I am not dead nor dying—some people go into Yorkshire 

for four yeai- & never come to London all the while 1 I 

go to China What’s the difference to our London friends ? 
1 am pei' ided I shall come back and sec more of you 

than I hav vor been able—who knows but I may make a 
fortune .ikc you & Mary out a-riding in my coach. 
There’s n .lody has a prior claim to you. you may depend 
upon it—of course you know you must leave room for my 
little Chinese wife, because poor pipse)’'^ feet are so small 

she can’t walk you know ! 
Docs a man at my age forget & neglect his best & 

dearest friends ? No. Well then you & Mary are safe. 
—so God bless you both. 

Writing does me hurl at present—my tliroat now begins 
to be sore, & 1 have no currant jelly aboard. Tell 

Holcroft I received his kind letter. 

T. Manning for over. 

(Sketch of a ship.) Monday Moining. 

P.S.—t8o6. 

Mr. Charles Lamb, 
India house, 

London. 

Note in Lamb’s wTiting ; Received 13 May 180G.” 

Letters to Lamb are so seldom met witli, owing to his 

habit of destroying his correspondence, that it will be 

good news to lovers of Elia to learn that a partial 

exception was made in favour of Manning, and that 

thirty letters from him to Lamb have been preserved, 

and will be published in Major Butterworth’s forth¬ 

coming book of new Lamb matter. 

THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
JULY, 1921. 

Answers to these competitions [each on a separate sheet hearing the name and address of the sender) should be 
forwarded not later than the i/^th of the month to 

" The Prize Page,” The Bookman, Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd., Warwick Square, London, E.C.4. 

Colonial and foreign readers please note that Competitions II, IV and V are the same each month, and that for the next 
two mofiths the first prize will be for the best original lyric. 

'special Notice.—Competitors must please keep copies of their verses : the Editor cannot undertake to reiurti them. 

T.—A Prize of One Guinea is offered for the best 

original lyric. 

II.—A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
quotation from English verse applicable to any 
review or the name of any author or book 
appearing in this number of The Bookman. 
Prelerence wU be given to quotations of a 
humorous nature. 

III. —A Prize of Three New Books is offered for the 
best epigram in four lines of original verse on 
any public man. 

IV. —A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
review, in not more than one hundred words, 
of any recently published book. Competitors 
should give the names of Authors and Publishers 
at head of review. * 
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V.—A copy of The Bookman will be sent post free 
for twelve months to the sender of the best sug¬ 
gestion for The Bookman Competitions. The 

* Editor reserves the right to use any suggestion 
submitted. 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR JUNE. 

I.—The Prize for the best lyric is divided, and Half 

A Guinea each awarded to Vera I. Arlett, of 
5, Forest Road, Broadwater, Worthing, and 
Margaret Bardwell, of Quebec, Mundeslcy-on- 
Sea, Norfolk, for the following : 

AFTER-LIFE. 

If power be mine, for which I wait. 
And all save dreams, obey my -will, 
O, never knock upon sleep’s gate. 
For dreaming, I should love you still. 

If happiness may follow me. 
To make a tearless joy my share, 

O, haunt no far, faint memory. 
Lest I should weep to find you there. 

And if I die, seek not the grass 
That grows between me and the day ' 

I could not bear you twice to paSs 
Over my heart, away—away. 

Vi:ra 1 .ArlivI’t 

WINDVDOW.V HILL. 

Stars by the roadside arc white petalled daisies. 

Gold in the meadows the buttercups spill ; 
Borne from the south, little breezes come playing. 
Setting the wheat in an ecstasy swaying. 

Singing and swaymg on Windydown Hill- 

Sweet sing the blackbirds, and sweeter the tlinishes, 
High in the heavens tlie glad skylarks trill : 

Down from the blue comes a rhap.sody falling 
Over the meadows where cuckoos arc calling, 

Mocking and calling o’er Windydown Hill 

Photo by AMpkuiLta. Thomas Manniag 
ipswub. (1806). 

From a butt In the possession of the Rev. c. U. Manning. 

Droop your pale faces, sweet white petalled daisies. 

Little soft whispering breezes—be still : 
Hide your gay beauty, you golden gorsc bushes, 
Cease your wild singing, dear blackbirds and thrushes — 

Lonely I'm walking on Windydown Hill ! 

Margaret B.ardwell. 

W'e also select for printing : 

THE GLIMPSE. 

There is a singing in my heart 

Because I’ve seen my love to-day. 
She did not .speak nor smile at me. 
She did not even look my way. 
Yet now the skies that were so grey. 

Arc blue, and decked with white-winged birds ; 
There is a singing in my heart 
Because I’ve seen mv love to-dav. 

(Myra Ford, Writers' Club, 10, Norfolk Street, W.C.2.) 

WAYS OF SILENCE. 

O Love ! your grey eyes glimmer down the roadways of my 
heart. 

The empty ways ot silence where the tears of sorrow start. 
Once there wa?. echoing laughter. 

And a hit of words—^and after 
Just pam and burdened .silence and a bitter after-smart. 

We knew the sea's wild music once, anti licard tt^e storm- 
wind f.llOUt, 

And Love leapt out an<l ran to you and folded you about. 
* . . . But there was pain and dying ; 

And now my love goes crying 
Through clover-fields by tiretl seas before the stars nisli out. 

Oh ' lift me into tlcathlcss joy, or lull inv soul to sleep, 
7''or I go stumbling througli the dusk where many waters 

weep. 

T^st in a mad endeavour, 
Tlic waves break blindlv ever, 

And comfortless and lonelv goes the sobbing homeless deep. 

Love ! put your arms about me once, and give me—give me 
rest, 

For all my pride is broken down and all mv love confessed. 

Lo ! dawnless night is falling. 
And winds and waves are calling 

In moans of alien music as the shadows liide the west. 

With you passed all dawn’s strangene.ss and the sunset’s 
mysteries. 

And earth is full of muffled sobs and baffling silences. 
The west grows dim and dimmer, 
And still your grey eyes glimmer 

Down roads where never a dawn-cry breaks, nor any 
laughter is. 

(C. A. Renshaw, 112, Cowlishaw Road, Sharroy, 
Sheffield.) 

We also specially commend the lyrics sent by Alice W. 
Linford (London, N.), Miss G. Gwyn (Bruges), Caroline 
Kershaw (Lincoln), Adrian Heard (Parkstone), Doris 
Amy Ibbotson (Newport, I.O.W.), Ruth Bcvan (Bude) 
Lucy Malleson (London, W.), Ivan Adair (Dublin), 
MariquitaGutierrez (SanSebastian). J. A. B. (Highgate), 
E. J. Poignard (Brighton), B. Richardson (St. Blazey), 
Eleanor Hibblethwaitc (\^■imblcdon), Teresa Hooley 
(Derby), H. Ross (Hove), Alice E. Oldacre (Stoke-on- 
Trent), N. S. Sudhakar (Madras), Una Shaw (Singleton, 
N.S.W.), G. Pitt (London, N.). Winifred Jac^on (Soli¬ 
hull), Beatrice Hopley (Goole), Phyllis Erica Noble 
(Walthamstow), Leslie M. Priest (Norwich), Margaret 
Rivers Larminie (London, S.W.), John Peterson (Leith), 
Mary Yelland (Lincoln), Enid Blyton (Beckenham), 
Paul White (Bradford), “ Moonstone ” (Liverpool), 
Eleanor S. Dalkin (Durham), Lona Norman (Windle- 
sham), Archie L. Pearce (Sydenham), Edith Allen 
(Bristol), Eileen Carfrae (London, S.W.), Marjorie 
Crosbic (Wolverhampton), G. R. Faraday (Orleton), 
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II.—The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best quota¬ 
tion is awarded to E. M. Capem, of 70, East 
Sheen Avenue, S.W.14, for the following: 

PHILOSOPHY IN ACTION. 
" How I missed her. how I missed her. 

How I missed my Clementine ! 
But I kissed her little sister. 
And forgot my Clementine.” 

From the song " Clementine," by'PERcylMoNTROSE. 

We also select for printing : 

A TOUR IN A DONKEY CART. (The Bodlcy Head ) 
And all excipt the Donkey was agreeable*to go." 

Rudvard Kipling, The Legend 0/ Evil. 

(Annie P. Pearson, 50, Savile Park Road, Halifax.) 

SOCIAL ECONOMICS. 

By Professor J. Harry Jones. (Methuen.) 

" Come, live in my heart and pay no rent ” 
S. Lover. 

(Mrs. Monk, 5, King’s Park Road, Bournemouth.) 

THE OLD ORDER CHANGES. By David Lyall. 

(Hodder & Stoughton.) 
" I can't get one old crony now 

To join me in a spree." 

H. G. Bell, The Bachelor's Lament. 

(H. J. Norton, Lansmere, Leamington Spa.) 

WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS. By John Russell. 

(Thornton Butterworth.) 
" I do not without danger walk these streets." 

Shakespeare. Tweljth Ntgki, III. 3. 

(Ernest A. Fuller, 10, The Circus, Greenwich, S.E.io.) 

HI.—The Prize of Three New Books for the best 
appreciation of the music of any living British 
composer is awarded to Arthur J. Dobson, of 
6. Well Close View, Leeds, for the following : 

Dr. R. VAUGHAN WILLIAMS. 

Folksongs are the wild flowers of music, and our most 

typical composer has gathered them into fragrant bouquets, 
adding choice blooms in his own terse themes. 

The haunting opening of " A Norfolk Rhapsody ” gives the 
hazy width of sun-lit horizons. His beloved shanties from 
King's Lynn wake to new life in fresh, unextravagant 
harmonies. Hc has fused the dignity of Cambridge culture 

into the common lilts of lane and shore. 
Nobody but Williams could express the spirit of London 

in a Symphony scented with the Lavender cry. A master 
of orchestration, he dares to end three of its movements 
pianissimo. Voices join instruments in the "Sea" 
Symphony to conju^ the magic of the deep: his tune, 

•' For all the saints," envisages the glassy sea. His music 
is as the " tang " and sparkle of cider rather than the heady 

wines of Europe. Too ascetic to argue, his Muse speaks 

inevitably. 

We specially commend the replies by Victor S. 
Pritchett (Paris), M. C. Smyth (Bournemuth), Barbara 

Drummond (Winchester), Dorothea Hussey (Godalming), 
A. Y. Stewart (Bearsden), C. H. Beard (Swansea), Alice 
E. Oldacre (Stoke-on-Trent), B. Surtees (Hove). 

IV. —The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best review 
is awarded to Eric N. Simons, of Carlton Lodge, 
Endcliffe Terrace Road, Sheffield, for the 
following: 

THE SALVAGING OF CIVILISATION. ' 

By H. G. Wells. (Cassell.) 

From the deceptive calm of his study, Mr. Wells looks 
out upon a world seamed and slashed with recent conflict, 
faint from loss of blood, but with hand still obstinately 

resting on the sword-hilt. The confident optimism of 
former books has vanished. Page after page reveals the 

author’s dread of a final cataclysm in which Humanity, 
with all its greatness and achievement, will perish. 
Passionately, therefore, and with almost painful urgency, 
he pleads for world-law, world-peace, a new Bible, and 
education freed from limiting traditions. With these 

weapons civilisation may conquer its weaknesses. Without 
them, self-destruction through war is inevitable. 

Wc also select for printing : 

THE DRAGON IN SHALLOW WATERS. 

By V. Sackville-West. (Collins.) 

This strange, powerful book might almost have come 
from the pen of Emily Bronte, so boldly drawn are the 
characters of the " black Denes ”—one blind from birth, 
the other deaf and dumb—against the skilfully sketched 
background of the desolate fen country. Silas Dene, with 
his unusual mental powers and his colossal egotism, striving 

to assert himself against his blindness and helplessness by 
sudden acts of violence and cruelty, yet baffled by a jealously 
hidden streak of weakness within, is an arresting figure ; 
scarcely less so the silent Gregory, brooding watchfully over 
the actions of his young wife. 

(B. Noel Saxelby, 43, Claude Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, 
Manchester.) 

We specially commend the reviews sent by Frederick 
Willmer (Ramsey, Isle of Man), \\'inifred M. Davies 
(Derby), Maude I’J. Flceson (Manchester), .\lan C. 
Fraser (Ramsgate), Kathleen Rice (Harpenden), .Xileen 
N. L. Parker (London, \V.), Miss J. .\ Jenkins (Liver¬ 
pool), A. E. Gowers (Haverhill), Ernest .A. Fuller (Green¬ 
wich), C. M. Young (Battersea Park), j. B. Harrison 
(Amersham), Miss L. Mugford (London, S.W.), Miss 
P. E. Bentley (Halifax), Katherine J. ^\’ood (Birming¬ 
ham), Sybilla Kirkland V^esey (Glenfarg), C. M. Baker 
(Olton), N. M. Butterfield (Ilford), Lucy Chamberlain 
(Llandudno), W. Swayne Little (Dublin), Sidney S. 
Wright (Bromley). 

V. —The Prize of One Year’s Subscription to 
The Bookman is awarded to Miss B. M. Beard, 
Waldernheath, Cornwall Road, Harrogate. 

LORD DUNSANY. 

By C. E. Lawrence. 

The march of the suburbs, the victory of the 

factories, the growth of those systems, utilitarian, 

commercial, material, which feed the pocket and often 

starve the heart, render it necessary more and more that 

the imagination should have fuller, wider play in art, 

in sympathy, in life. The world has fallen into sad and 

sordid ways. Now and then in history a man has arisen to 

break the crusts of convention and re-establish principles 

and a new ideal, bringing back, as it were, the reflection 

of the stars to our gutters; but where now is that 

pioneer, reformer, idealist ? The thing called progress, 

the dark blessing known as prosperity, veils and clouds 

the world; and humanity spends its opportunity in 

admiring dross and drivel. 

It is therefore right that we should be grateful to 

Lord Dunsany and to such others as he who, amid the 

welter of this costermonger hustle, see something of the 

truths beyond the sunset and remind us of them in 

prose or poetry worthy of the theme. For surely, after 

sympathy, imagination is the quality most necessary to 

our condition. Dunsany touches topmost things. In 

his vital dreams he wanders among the stars, stands 

with triumph often at the very Edge of the World, 

where " gluttering " beasts in haunted cavities frown 
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and granite cliffs tower, threatening to overturn, yet 

ever enduring—" linked with a multitude of wayward 

stairs.” The very extremity of this dreaming, its ever- 

desperate endeavour to comprehend infinity from the 

brink of the ultimate, is in truth a vehement protest 

against the sordid worldliness of a groping mankind. 

Lord Dunsany’s work, whether expressed through 

essay-form, true narrative (as in " Unhappy Far-Off 

Things ”), or in fable, parable or play, is throughout 

distinctively his. Other writers in prose and verse have 

attained similar heights, 

have as surely recognised 

the irony of human ambition 

under the splendid indifference 

of eternity, have also heard 

some whispering of the 

laughter of the gods. Tomlin¬ 

son, Omar, "The Ancient 

Mariner,” " Thirza," " The 

Opium-Eater ”—it needs no 

more than a hurried handful 

of memorable names to prove 

that Lord Dunsany's par¬ 

ticular form of the ironic 

imagination, raising up 

mockery on immortal wings, 

has been shared by several. 

But other writers have won 

40 these heights only some¬ 

times. It has been one aspect 

only of their work. All 

Dunsany’s endeavours, how¬ 

ever, belong to this especial 

group; and, strangely, the 

only comparison to himself 

is to be found in his colleague, 

Mr. Sime, whose genius—that right word—places him 

at the absolute forefront of artists in ironic imagination 

and the perfection of black-and-white. For such work 

as Mr. Sime has given and still can give us we ought 

to go down thankfully on humble knees, hoping for 

more and much more from his inspired pencil. 

As is to be expected, considering its challenge. Lord 

Dunsany's work is uneven. As a whole it is true to 

an exalted standard, and is deeply touched with the 

subtle, rare humour that holds a secret pity; but 

sometimes the vision threatens to overtopple, though 

never does it positively overtopple, or fall to the 

ludicrous. He is best in his short things, as in the two 

" Books of Wonder ” and the " Fifty-One Tales,” as 

well as in the volumes of Plays. Brevity and variety are 

his safeguards ; the good fairies that prevent his falling 

to bathos and tediousness. For Eternity, his province, 

while stimulating to the imagination and helpfully 

awful to the heart, is indeed a gaping opportunity to 

boredom. "The Gods of Pegana” and "Time and 

the Gods.” leaving aside the wonderful drawings of 

Mr. Sime, are so determinately exalted—those deities 

among the mountains are far removed from the human— 

and so successfully resist the tendency to be natural, 

that reading them makes them seem like a new pagan 

service all litany; one shares the wish of the nicely- 

naughty child who declared that rather than go to the 

orthodox joys of heaven she would prefer having the 

little devils to play with. When irony is oversustained 

it loses its effect; when the imagination rises to, and 

remains at, heights beyond the range of human sympathy 

it becomes very like a goose with laboured wings flying 

over a wilderness. Beauty, wit, immortality, are 

divorced from their estate. And that is all that 

need be said of the defects of Lord Dunsany's great 

qualities. 

How good those qualities are! No one can tell a 

tale more deftly ; no one has a greater sense of the 

sufficiency and economy of 

words. His parables and 

tales are a mosaic in which 

the right verbal colouring is 

generally aptly, exactly used. 

He is fond of the quest 

of stolen jewels, with the 

inevitable hunter following on 

and on, through valleys 

and over mountains, along 

dizzy precipices and up 

dazzling heights; until the 

divine vengeance leaps and 

the mortal life is spilled to the 

tune of shadowy mirth. If 

it is not a great jewel stolen 

it is something else of an 

equal mystic quality, as the 

contents of the golden box 

"conveyed” by the three 

literary men, Slith and Slorg 

and Sippy, which contained 

" fifteen peerless odes in the 

alcaic form, five sonnets 

that were by far the most 

beautiful in the world, nine 

ballads in the manner of Provence that had no equal in 

the treasuries of man, a poem addressed to a moth in 

twenty-eight perfect stanzas, a piece of blank verse of 

over a hundred lines on a level not yet known to have 

been attained by man, as well as fifteen lyrics on which 

no merchant would dare to set a price.” Whatever 

may be the treasures in his tales which tempt the dis¬ 

honest heart, be sure there is an ironic vengeance in¬ 

evitably following. The best example of this favourite 

subject of Lord Dunsany is found in his play, " A Night 

at an Inn,” wherein four merchant-sailors, having 

stolen the solitary ruby eye of the idol Klesh, are dogged 

by three priests who, despite dodging, hiding and subter¬ 

fuge, follow infallibly the thief who holds the jewel. The 

robbers, led by a broken " toff” with brains and fore¬ 

sight, at this desperate juncture hire an inn in a wood, 

purposing to entrap and murder their pursuers. The 

plot is successful. The priests are tricked and slain; 

and then—then, when victory is won, the ominous 

tramping of heavy feet is heard, and Klesh himself comes 

in. The monstrous idol, groping, finds his eye, restores 

it to his forehead and then goes out, to call the murderers 

one by one to their doom. The play has humour, in¬ 

sight and the surprise which brings the thrill. Its very 

grotesquerie enhances the verisimilitude. 

With all Lord Dunsany’s predilection for the super¬ 

natural and supernormal; for those mighty powers. 

Time and Death, with Pm, the Sphinx, elaborate idols. 
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rattling dragons, and the iniinite deities of his own 

creation, he manages even in his lofty flights generally 

to remain in touch with humanity. He recognises towns 

and the factory system as the institutions they are— 

horribly destructive to beauty and the kindnesses of 

life; though he also sees the assured finality even of 

enormities. We are given a glimpse of Pan reproving 

the flowers and saying, “ Be patient a little, these things 

are not for long." He brings this truth further home 

by his sketches of, and references to London. This 

facet of his irony finds happy play in " A Tale of London," 

wherein the hasheesh-eater, sitting cross-legged upon a 

purple cushion before his Sultan, blinked seven times 

and described London with its golden balconies, and 

sand-strewTi alabaster ways, lighted with lanterns of 

chrysoprase ; its Thames bearing ships with violet sails, 

bringing incense for the braziers that perfume the streets, 

silver for the statues of heroes, sapphires to reward their 

poets. ... If only our county councillors would read 

this gentle satire, and our members of Parliament study 

Gibbon ! 

To choose the happiest story and the best from such 

an abundant treasury is a task for the hero of a fairy¬ 

tale ; but three I must mention, for they have the 

highest qualities of imagination, humour and that sweet 

essential, wistful pathos. " The Wonderful Window " 
belonged to Mr. Sladden, who bought from a strange man 

in the street a little window in old wood with small panes 

set in lead. Sladden fastened the window over a small 

cupboard in his poor bed-sitting-room and found that 

he could see through the window an ancient city with 

towers, archers and troubadours, and many little flags 

showing golden dragons on a silver field. Every hour 

that he could spare from business he spent at his magic 

window, watching the people in the wonderful city; 

until one day enemies appeared, fighting resulted in the 

streets and tfie invaders were winning, when Sladden) 

to help the good cause, seized his poker, smashed the 

window and—its vision was gone ! Nothing was left to 

him but his business, which is a parable to us. Another 

outstanding tale is the strange record of Captain Shard, 

the bluggy pirate who, surrounded by enemies on the 

sea, fixed wheels to the bottom of his ship and—yo-ho-ho I 

and a bottle of rum !—sailed away to safety on the dry 

land, traversing the African desert and winning escape— 

to be spent eventually with a lovely queen on a floating 

island—to the profitable sea. " Thirteen at Table,” the 

third of these gems, or plums, or what-you-please-to-call- 

’em, is one of the best ghost-tales put into printer's ink. 

A huntsman, after a vigorous chase, rides far, very far, 

and comes to a strange house in a neglected park, where 

he demands and, after hesitancy, receives shelter. His 

host, a recluse, confessed to having lived a wicked life. 

As the men talked the door opened again and again, 

when the carpet and the hangings flapped from the 

draught; but no one seemed entering, though always 

the guest was introduced by his host to a new invisible— 

to eleven women. And so they dined thirteen at table, 

two men and the others ghosts. . . . And that is enough 

for this telling. 

Lord Dunsany is a hope in British literature, a neces¬ 

sary influence gainst the commonplaces of popular 

fiction. Until "If" took the town by storm at the* 

Ambassador’s, a month ago, he cannot have received much 

encouragement for his work ; but I hope he will take 

this tribute as an appeal to continue his star-strewn 

and deity-haunted ways; for the world badly needs 

imagination, irony and sympathy such as his. 

JEAN DE LA FONTAINE. 
Born 8th July, 1621. 

By Eugene Mason. 

The long reign of Louis the 14th included the 

classical age of French literature. That reign, in 

many of its phases, was the zenith of monarchical glory. 

It expressed itself in deeds of arms, in policy, and in 

courtly ceremonial, and it culminated in the mad 

magnificence of Versailles. The noble rhetoric of Racine 

and of Bossuet seems peculiarly appropriate to so 

pompous a period, and it is strange that the most 

charming and entertaining figure amongst these eminent 

personages should prove the improvident and irrespon¬ 

sible bonhomme who ran lightly up the steps of the 

Academy with a slender volume of Fables and Apologues 

in his hand. 

• Jean de La Fontaine—the tercentenary of whose birth 

is observed on July 8th—was born of middle-class 

parents at Chateau-Thierry in Champagne. He was 

educated in the pneturesque little town, and later in 

life became an honoured guest at the chiteau which 

stood upon the hill. His first intention was to take 

holj** orders, but after sixteen months residence in 

seminaries, his superiors decided that he had-no vocation 

for the priesthood. He then turned to law and became 

a barrister, so that in due course he should succeed to- 

his father's office as Controller of Waters and Forests. 

But his heart was as little concerned with law as with 

theology. He sauntered through ten happy years at 

Chateau-Thierry, dreaming, observing nature, studying 

old French literature, and falling in and out of love 

with an equal facility. This was an excellent prepara¬ 

tion for his future work, but not conducive to worldly 

prosperity. Absence of mind became his ruling passion, 

or, at least, a settled habit. If he rode on the business 

of his office to Paris, it was odds but he lost his saddle 

bag, stuffed with documents, whilst absorbed in^the 

weaving of rhymes. When received by Le Roi Soldi' 

he forgot the book of verses he was to proffer his august 

patron ; and more inexcusably, left behind him the 
puise of gold which was. the monarch’s gift in return. 

He contrived to forget even that he was wedded to a 

wife. La Fontaine's parents had married him early to 

a pretty girl of fourteen, but his duties as a husband 

and father sat lightly enough upon him. He saw his- 

wife as seldom as possible, and did^ not recognise his 

son when chancing upon him unawares. The lady,. 
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apparently, was literary and a trifle coquettish, and 

two of a trade in one house seldom agree. La Fontaine 

preferred literary ladies away from home. He fre¬ 

quented a salon where the hostess was both pretty and 

a charming writer of verse. The guest appreciated 

either quality equally. At last an unobtrusive husband 

in the background died, whilst the flow of poetry 

unacQauntably ceased. Before dying, however, he had 

considerately composed obituary verses for his widow to 

pen ; but when the fraud was discovered, not even the 

lady’s comeliness sufticed 

to temper La Fontaine's 

resentment. 

La Fontaine went to 

Paris, and embarked on the 

necessary business of find¬ 

ing a patron. He was for¬ 

tunate enough to recommend 

himself to Fouquet, the 

Superintendent of Finance, 

and received from him a 

pension, in consideration, 

apparently, of the writing of 

certain poems. This, char¬ 

acteristically enough, he 

failed to do, for task 

work was abhorrent to him. 

When the minister fell into 

disgrace, our neglectful poet 

showed considerable moral 

courage by inditing epistles 

in verse beseeching for him 

the clemency of the king. 

He even shared his patron's 

exile. But if one door shut, 

another opened, and through¬ 

out a long life La Fontaine 

was never to be without powerful protectors and friends. 

In the house of one great lady he was destined to find 

a home for some twenty years. Moreover, he had 

become a member of a group of famous writers which 

included Boileau, Racine and Moli^re. With these 

eminent men he lived in lifelong affection, for, although 

an inconstant lover, he yet possessed a genius for 

friendship. In their congenial company the sunny 

nature of La Fontaine opened like a flower. Awkward 

and distrait in general society—reserving, like Goldsmith, 

his grace and wit for literary purposes—with them he 

was neither silent nor aloof. In addition he was steadily 

at work on that collection of Conies, drawn from 

various sources, which w'as soon to secure him so 

large and so 'various an audience. These poems were 

read first by their author in the fashionable drawing¬ 

rooms he frequented, to a circle feminine and 

cultured, but certainly far from squeamish Several 

volumes of such tales were published at various 

dates, and were widely enjoyed, for there was 

that in them to gratify every taste. La Fontaine 

deprecated the scandal, and excused his audacities, by 

suggesting that these latter were essential to a short 

story. Certainly such qualities were explicit enough in 

the old French and Italian authors from whom he 

derived. But who could resist stories told with such 

gaiety, with such measure, economy and grace. A trifle 

heavy they might seem in getting under weigh, but, 

once started, how smoothly the ship proceeded on its 

voyage, and with what distinction it cast anchor in the 

destined port. The ease of the versification is as 

remarkable as the conduct of the narrative. The 

rhythm has nothing of the stiff formality we associate 

with its period, but is modern in its freedom and move¬ 

ment, the metre varying with the theme and with the 

emotion expressed. 

Astonishing as is the volume entitled “ Contes et 

Nouvelles,” it yet does not 

constitute its author's true 

title to immortality, and 

this is convincing testimony 

to his poetic genius. That 

distinction is reserved for 

the famous " Fables." It 

seems odd that the debonair 

narrator of salacious stories 

should have produced as 

his masterpiece a book of 

fables which all French 

children learn from their • 

mothers' lips—a book which 

furnishes the language with 

a fund of proverbs, and is not 

only the delight of childhood, 

but of the most sophisti¬ 

cated old age. These short 

swallow-flights of narrative 

suited exactly La Fontaine's 

genius. They are ex¬ 

quisitely finished with the 

art that removes all traces , 

of labour, for, indolent in 

everything else, he applied a 

sensitive conscience to 

poetry rather than to life. A wide vocabulary, enriched 

and coloured by intimacy with mediaval French 

literature, increases the pleasure of any reader of these 

familiar apologues. La Fontaine made no pretence of 

originality, but took his goods as he found them, and 

just as he had laid Rabelais and Boccaccio under 

contribution for his narratives, so for his fables he 

returned to iEsop himself. 

These incomparable poems rightly procured La Fon¬ 

taine the honour of admission to the Academy. Louis 

the 14th, in the unaccustomed role of moralist, post¬ 

poned his reception. The king appreciated neither 

"the ridiculous trifles" of Teniers, nor those of La 

Fontaine, and only assented to his admission on the 

feather-head formally .promising to be sage. The 

leopard cannot change his spots, and the discretion of 

the fabulist's old age strongly resembled the wild oats 

of another’s youth. But he piously censured the narra¬ 

tives which had scandalised so many, and died on 

April 13th, 1695, quite peacefully, supported by the 

consolations of the religion he had never denied. " Do 

not worry him," said the nurse to the priest who did 

his duty with a fine excess, " do not worry him ; he is 

only a child.” This youngster of a larger growth died 

at the ripe age of seventy-three years. He was a 

genius who never grew up; and if his sins were those 

of a man, his heart was that of a child. 

Jean de La Fontaine. 
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flew Boohs. 

THE IMPOTENCE OF MAN.* 

Let me begin by saying that I am one of Mr. Wells’s 
most sincere admirers ; that I have read everything of his 
I could find since the day I encountered an article called 
•' The Subtle Examinee ’’ in an educational paper he has 
doubtless long since forgotten; that the present volume 
is as rich as any former work of his in vigour, vision and 
valiance; and that no person can be called sane or in* 
telligent who has not reflected seriously on the questions it 
raises. That premised, I will then confess that I have 
read these exhortations and admonitions with a sense of 
their appalling futility. Who will be the better for a single 
page of them ? The author himself, I hope, in purse and 
conscience; but who else ? I look out of my liigh tene¬ 
ment window at the long stretch of the river sweeping 
away into the distance and I seem to see in the foreground 
Mr. Wells standing on the bridge and passionately pouring 
bottle after bottle of Richebourg into the unheeding and 

unmitigated waters. The wisdom of Mr. Wells is of as 
rich a vintage as the wine; but the flood carries it all 

away, and not a trace of its virtue remains. It is not 
Mr. Wells who is wrong; it is we who are incorrigible and 
unteachable. What has mankiad ever learned from any¬ 

body or anything since the first syllable of recorded 
time ? We have had royal reformers like Ahknaton, 
royal visionaries like Buddha, we have had Plato and 
Aristotle and Moses and the Prophets. Saints and 
martyrs have testified and died, and they have died in 
vain; for if a new Joan of Arc arose we should do 
to her to-day whatever is the modern equivalent to 
roasting her alive, with Church and State consenting unto 

her death. The nineteenth century, the century of our 
fathers, was thick with prophecy and warning, some of 
which is read (for its prose style) even unto this day ; and 
in our own time we have had not only prophecy and 
warning, but awful and shattering example. We have 

lived through the horrors of warfare, material and spintual, 
visible and invisible. We have seen the utter failure of 
all human government, all forms of diplomacy, all names 
and varieties of leadership. Wide as the world we have 
seen inscribed in letters of blood and fire the condemnation 
of all our polities. We have seen and known all that; and 
can anyone show me a single point in which mankind has 

profited by the lesson of its unchallengeable, stupendous 
failure ? Can anyone show me a single respect in which 
this country is the better for the war ? Neither Mr. Wells 
nor anybody else can do anything for a race that shuts its 
eyes and stops its ears and deliberately seeks its own 
damnation. 

Mr. Wells enlarges here upon the enormous increase in 
man's power over material things. What seems to me the 
world’s central tragedy is not the power of man hut the 
impotence of man, the pitiful, desolating impotence of 

man. Consider. How many people wanted the war ? 
How many people really wanted cities destroyed, culture 
annihilated, men blinded, maimed, blown to pieces, poisoned 

with gas, sucked down to a horrible death in liquid mud— 
all this, and more, for the space of several years. The 
world's millions did not want any of this vileness, but, 
millions as they were, they could neither prevent its 
beginning nor stop its progress. How many people in 
England really want to see Ireland the shameful spectacle 

of treason that prospers and treason that doesn't, of 
slaughter and counter-slaughter, of murder and destruction 
wantonly committed by national fanatics, and murder and 
destruction deliberately committed by authority in your 
name and mine ? The majority of us want nothing of the 
sort, land yet wc are powerless to prevent it or stop it. 
How maipr people really want the abominable traffic in 

» " Tne Salvaging of Gvilization.” By H. G. Wells. 7s. 6d. 
net. (Cassell.) 

old horses to continue ? Are we not, all of us, sick with 
shame and horror at its malignant wickedness ? Yet wc 

cannot stop it. A long procession of tortured animals 
crawls on before our protesting and helpless eyes, and we 
can do nothing. That is what I mean by the impotence of 

man. The world's history is the record of little else. The 
woes of the world are caused, not by any implacable deity 
or blind natural forces, but by man's own imp>otence before 
man’s own vileness. Man has conquered much. He can 
soar above the clouds and travel beneath the waters ; but 

he has never conquered his own enslaving spirit of wicked¬ 
ness and boundless stupidity. 

Mr. Wells has an interesting proposal here for a new 
“ Bible of Civilisation,” and I hope some publisher has 
already commissioned him to prepare it. I hope—but I 
pause and ask. What is the use ? What good has the old 

Bible been to us ? We made a fetish of it, and a book of 
magic, and a code of justification for all sorts of iniquity. 
It is an old Bible, but it contains a new Testament. Open 
it almost anywhere and you read such sentences as these : 

” He that is without sin among you let him first cast a 
stone.” 

” But I say unto you. Love your enemies.” 
” Thou Shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.” 
” On earth, peace, good will towards men.” 

Even in the old Bible we find ” Thou shalt not steal ” 
and ” Thou shalt not kill.” What more can any new Bible 
tell us ? Are not all these sayings still extant and still 
valid ? Yet what effect have they on the deeds we do or, 
permit to be done in our name ? 

In the old Bible you may read the story of Dives and 
Lazarus—of the rich man in hell and the poor man in 
Abraham's bosom. That story certainly needs rc-writing, 
for Dives has now become Super-Dives, and has bought 
up heaven as he buys up governments and newspapers— 
as he buys truth to suppress and falsehood to disseminate. 
Dives IS master of the world, and—this is the whole point— 
he always has been master of the world, whether called 

Great King in Persia, Great Mogul in India. Grand 
Monarque in France, Great Railway King in America, 
or Great Sliipowner in England. Millionaire is only 
monarch in modern spelling. The one difference between 
old times and ours is not in our favour. Anciently Dives 

had duties as well as riches ; now he has only rights and • 
privileges. Once we set up an idol called Moloch and 
offered our children to it; now we call the idol Economic 
Law and sacrifice our children just as zealously. 

Such IS the outline of human history as I see it, and I ask 
the author of ” The Outline of History ” to say plainly 
whether the story told in that book encourages him to 
hope much from the warnings contained in this one ? He 
may talk as wisely as he will about constructive patriotism ; 
the patriots of destruction will always be able to shout him 
down. The one central, persistent fact of history is that 
it is more profitable to be a destroyer than a creator, and 
there is, at the moment, not the least indication that the 
story will ever be different. So we must consider, each as 
we will, whether it is better to hope for a new direction in 
human evolution, or to wait for some kindly comet to 
blot out for ever this whirling speck of iniquity that sullies 
the vast purity of space. 

George Sampson. 

AN ACADEMY AND A HALF.* 

Disparaging things were said the other day in oracular 
quarters concerning ” books about books,” but they left 
the question much as it was before. Whether these satisfy 
the utilitarian purpose or not, or fail to raise the spirits of 

• ” Authors and I.” By C. Lewis Hind. los. 6d. n<t. 
(John Lane.) 
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dejected deans, they certainly answer to a definite demand, 
and that is for writing which shall bring us down from 
what Scott called " the big bow-wow style ” to the level of 

pipes and gossip. Even serious-minded men do well to 
remember that we arc not always equal to the organ strains 
of Milton or the sphere-mu.sic of Shelley ; and it i.s in the 
other mood, when we are like the vicar and “ tired of being 

always wise,” that we can l>est appreciate tlie lighter fare 
of good conversation about the authors of our choice It 
is in this vein of relaxation that Mr. Lewis Hind has 
written these chapters of recollection concerning authors 
he has known with more or less intimacy since tlie seven 
interesting years when he used to edit the .Icadnuy. It 
would be hard to single out the writers of his predilection ; 
he has none apparently. Imj>ersonal he can hardly he in a 
book which tells you his private adventures among some 
sixty authors and their works, but he comes as near im¬ 
partiality as possible, and clinches the effect by giving them 
a chapter apiece arranged m the onler of tlieir initials, from 
Henry Adams to W. B. Yeats. Then and not till then Mr. 
Hind reveals what collectors call the ” provenance ” of tlie 
book. It was written in weekly chapters for the book ]iage 
of an American paper, and because he was three thousand 
miles away from his own stock of hooks, he drew on the 
resources of local public libraries and foun<l them equal to 
the strain, wherever he was. Think of a man having the 
” complete works ” of a given author dumped down upon 
his mat at call and a slight expense, and you will wonder 
why critics in the States refrain from writing a causene on 
some unfortunate author ever}' week for recreation, 

The point is that few of them could give the reader, as 
Mr. Hind does, the scase of contact. It cannot be said 
that any of the things he tells us about these sixty im¬ 
mortals will prompt their biographers to cancel what they 
have written or begin revising. But when he writes of the 
stiffness and aloofness of Stephen Phillips (” like a Roman 
emperor on a coin ”), or recalls the first platform perform¬ 
ances of G. B. S. (a ” Pan-like, mustardy-grey figure . . . 
lanky, springing, alert, penetrating, but never angry ”) he 
does etch us a portrait in a few satisfying touches and 
brings back the zest and wonder of our London of a 
generation or more ago Sometimes one wonders wdiether 
the unexpectedness he occasionally achieves is the result of 

uncertainty in his material so much as an alisence of projw- 
tion, or whether an author’s fate is to go short of Mr Hind’s 
approval according to the measure with which he has 
attained success. Thus wc get Mr. Kipling drawn as a 
” prowler about the streets ” ; Sir J. M. Barrie '' crept 
about the purlieus ” of a tea-party: and Mr. Conrad dug 
his hands in the sands of Hythe while he talked broken 
English about the English he would some day glorify. It is 
not ungracious, perhaps, to say that looking back upon so 
many light, allusive, anecdot^ passages, one of the best 
is Mr. Hind’s account of himself as an author, or rather 
liis first amusing venture into print in covers. So his 
title is not without a certain sparkle in the ” 1.” 

J. P. c. 

WOMEN’S WAYS.* 

A novel by Miss Macaulay is always an event, though 

sometimes rather a tantalising event. One opens one of 
her books with a certainty of finding a number of witty 

and telling phrases which make one chuckle ; one is apt to 
put it down with the feeling that the author ir- capable of 
more than phrases and has let her skill in them lead her 
away. It is therefore a great pleasure to find this appre¬ 
hension unjustified in ” Dangerous Ages.”» The witty turns 
are there and give a sudden and unexpected tang to the 
end of a chapter or an episode. But the author is not so 
much occupied with them as with her subject, which is as 
it should be. The theme of the story is a study of what 
a particular group of people grading up to and over middle 

• >'■ Dangerous Ages.” By Rose Macaulay. 8s. 6d. (Collins.) 
_**■ The Garment of Gold.” By Oliver Sandys. 8s, 6d. (Hurst 
& Blackett.)—®'‘The Glorious Hope.” By Jane Burr. 8s. 6d. 
(Duckworth )—•” The Great Way.” By Horace Fish. 8s, 6d. 
(Cassell.) 

Mr. John Ruaaell, 
whose bnlliani short stories, “Where (he Pavement Ends" (Thornton 
Butierworth), went into a second edition the day of publication 

and 15 now in its fourth. 

age are making of life. The most obviously middle-aged— 
the mother of marncil daughters is making a very poor 
thing of it. She whines incessantly at the past for being 
past, and at every one to come and help her carry the 
burden of her life. Grandmother has made a fair thing of 
It, at least carrying her own burden and retaining tolerance 
for the small absurdities of mankind. The granddaughter 
who renounces marriage makes a serene and helpful thing 
of it. (Miss Macaulay appears to have a secret, unexpressed 
■' down ” on marriage ) The other sister, who can neither 
make her mind up to marry or to reject marriage, makes a 
misfit of It. The fidelity of the faithful lover she had 
decided to settle down with suddenly uses up, and he falls 
in love with her niece. The mam figure of the story, 
Neville, the mother of this said niece, determines at any 
rate not to let her mind go to seed like her own mother’s, 
strives hard to recover the intellectual interests of her 
youth, finds her intellectual energy gone, and realises that 
as her time has been given to the service of others, the 
service of others will be her job to the end. There are 
curious lacunas in Miss Macaulay’s perceptions here. It 
does not seem to occur to her that the husband of a middle- 
aged woman will probably also be middle-aged and in need 
of her help in facing the grey close of life. But, taken as a 
whole, ' ’ Dangerous Ages ’ ’ is masterly, provided it is con¬ 
sidered as a study of character and not as a story. 

There is always a place, we imagine, for the totally, 
delightfully improbable. And every girl who ever indulged 
m day-dreaming has probably seen herself as a counter¬ 

part of Jenny (” The Garment of Gold ”•), full of 
innocent fun, no harm in her, marvellously beautiful 
and able to take the town by storm with her singing, 
without, so far as one can make out, practising a 

single scale. Is she short of money in London ? Behold, 
her childhood’s friend and lover sends her £$ surreptitiously 
through the ^lost. Is she kidnapped and made to «ing in 
a caf6 chantant in Paris ? Her long-lost father turns up, 
hears her sing ” Home, Sweet Home.” and promptly 
rescues her. And just as you are beginning to fear that the 
stage may take her away from the same childhood’s lover, 
her constitution gives way. the doctor forbids any more 

singing and so all ends in wedding bells. 'The childhood’s 
lover, by the way, is the local vicar. It is all very harmless 
and ten thousand miles away from anything like life. 
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Some of the books that come to us from Amenca incline 

us to wonder whether there is in that country any conception 
of artistic success. Story after story reaches us of wliich 

the only criterion of success in any field is dollars. It 
would seem to bear out the ill-natured portrayal of the 
United States as incapable of assessing matters any other 
way. This financial foot-rule is what spoils " The Glorious 

Hope."* It begins well. The portrait of the shy, precise, 
well brought up, fastidious Eve, plunged suddenly into a 

world assiduously and rather vulgarly Bohemian, kind, 
comradely, and very preoccupied with its work, is well 
described. So are the relations of Eve with her husband 
Stanley. They love each other, they believe in each other, 

and they have a quite disastrous effect on each other. 
Stanley gets in the habit of discussing with his wife what 
he is going to do and paint instead of painting it. He 

finds himself relying on her to see him through a tight place 
instead of making the necessary effort to get himself out. 

And she gets so disheartened with the constant and useless 
effort to keep him going that .she loses all capacity for 
original work of her own. So she runs away from him and 

sets up a typewriting office. From typewriting she lake'; 
to producing plays, and here the money begins to pour in 
with a fatiguing profusion that makes it nearly impossible 

to take any real interest in Eve any more. She is wooed 
and won by a rather featureless good husband,” and she 

comes across Stanley, whom she has divorced in the mean¬ 
time, married to an adoring, philoprogenitive, little French¬ 
woman, who neither understands nor appreciates hi.s an 
(he is still a painter), but, .secure in the conviction that he 
is perfectly wonderful, proceeds to provide a fanuly for him 

provide for. In an instant the old situation reproduces 

itself. They adore each other, and at once they begin to 
quarrel. At once Stanley begins to say, " I liavc worked 
enough. You are the only woman that really interests 
me. Let us go away together.” Eve, on her side, finds 
herself getting absorbed in him and bolts in absolute terror. 
All this is well studied and well told. But the monotonous 
and unvaried course of the theatrical successes of Eve and 

her friends, all of whom are geniuses and all of whom get 
immediately rich, is frankly rather wearisome and sordid. 

" The Great Way ”* is in many ways a remarkable book 

It would be a better one if the author had never heard of 
Henry James, for he writes his elaborate, overloaded 
sentences and makes at times very laborious reading. Tlie 
story is of a street girl who suddenly falls in love with one 
of her customers and realises she has been ” trafficking in 
God." The lover leaves her, but she makes up her mind 

never to frequent the " Trudge market," as she calls it. 

again, but to pay her debt to " society ” in some more 
honest work. In the ettd she becomes an opera-singer of 
the pre-eminence novel heroines always achieve, cherishing 
in her heart a hope that she may meet her " caballcro of the 
moon " again. When she does she finds him married to a 
girl who had befriended her. The story would have been 

better if it had ended here. There follows a rather in¬ 
coherent interview at the top of a mountain, whither she 
had gone to kill herself. In spite of a good deal of in¬ 
coherent writing and some uncertainty of aim, " The Great 
Way " must be considered as well worth reading with a 

little judicious skipping. There are several remarkable 
scenes in it. The greatest weakness is the want of unity 

between the gaily mendacious little cocotte of the beginning 
^nd the great artist later in the book. The character is not 
continuously conceived. 

L. Masterman. 

EDMUND GOSSE. 

Mr. Gosse abridging himself to the severe limits of a 
weekly newspaper column is a spectacle to be compared 

with the spectacle of a good man struggling with adversity ; 
and it Is the chief praise of his latest volume, " Books on 
the Tabic,”* that signs of the Struggle "hre, abundant. 

• ” Books on the Table." By Edmund Gosse, C.B. 8s. 6d. 
net. (Heinemann.) 

A writer of small knowledge, vague opinions, faint prefer¬ 
ences and few antipathies would find little hardship in the 

weekly restriction, nor would his readers have cause to 
lament it; but Mr. Gosse must have fretted, and I know 
he has given readers cause to lament. Hgmy children of 
the pen, is his phrase for these forty ten-minute sermons, 

and there is a touclf of humour in the phrase which forbids 
your regarding it as part of an apology. Such a succession 

of papers on current literature is an approximation to a 
critical record of the literary movement in which we are 
unconsciously involved, and thus may have a real value 
for those who wish to notice the way of the wind, as well 

as for those who merely want to know what the critic thinks 
of Mrs. Asquith’s reminiscences, or Mr. Maurice Hewlett’s 
essays. But it caunot l>e more than a very inadequate 

record, since many of the subjects are too large for a 
single hasty column, and Mr. Gosse is always too full a 
writer to be exhausted in a single column. Thus his 
article on Mr. Doughty’s Mansoul ’’ is the beginning 

of a useful study of a singular, powerful and irregular 
genius ; but had he " but space enough and time " Mr. 

Gosse might have made it much more than a beginning 
and shewn the significance of this poet's deliberate rejection 
of the poetical achievement of three centuries, and his 
return to Spenser and Chaucer as masters of a simpler and 
larger movement than the post-Victorian. What he says 

of Mr. Doughty's faults is worth saying and worth discuss¬ 

ing, but so much is left unsaid that is at least as well 
worth saying that I nourish the warmest resentment against 
the editor of the Sunday Times who has roblxsd me of the 
chance of hearing Mr. Gosse upon the less obvious aspects 
of our only English epic poet of modern limes. 

It is precisely because he says his little so well that 
I wish him to say it more fully. The long, vet incomplete, ‘ 
list of critical and biographical works wliich is printed in 
this volume, and my own remembrance of reading some 
of them twenty years ago. form a reminder of the breadth 

of his literary interests and his union of sensitiveness with 
knowledge; and one other work. "Father and Son," is 
a reminder of the humanity of his interests, that book 
being a singularly happy addition to the too-meagre literature 
of autobiography in the English tongue. And the dedica¬ 

tion of the present volume to Mr. George Moore, his " friend 
of forty years," is a reminder once again that Edmund 
Gosse’s concern lias not been merely with ancient eminences 
but also with contemporary spirits ; and just as he has 
touched other literatures tlian English, so he has touched 
other periods than the past, and docs not live an alien in 

his own time and country. Excellently, then, is he 
equipped for this weekly chronicling of literary innovations 

and revisitings, but no less complete is his equipment for 
a harder and higher task. Hence I grudge Iiis enlistment 
in the sabbatical combat for space with football and 

society news, and would fain see him chronicling the 
esthetic current on a larger scale. 

It is the admitted, the boasted vice of daily and weekly 

journalism that it is prompt and provisional in its news: 
prompt, that is, to give *' news " of things which themselves 
cannot possibly be considered hastily, and provisional, 
therefore, in contriving judgments which will scarce endjjre 
until the next Sunday. During the war, 1 think, Mr. Gosse 
was ’enabled to make use of a better way, by means of 
articles contributed to a quarterly review, and although 

those articles did not.in themselves form such a critical 
chronicle a.s 1 am deploring the lack of, they pointed to 
the right method. We are still told of an absence of 
standards in literary criticism; and I do not see how the 

charge can be rebutted as long as opportunities of consistent 
criticism are denied to our best critics. The pressure of 

time is a relatively small evil arising from breathless weekly 
pvtblication ; more serious is the fact that the inevitable 
practice of treating one book alone in an article precludes 

the possible treatment of several books in their relation to 
one another. How usefully, and how delightfully, .might 
the article on Clough, for example, be expanded with such 

references, comparisons, and comprehensions as Mr. Gosse 
is easily able to provide 1 Clough, isolated from his 
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contemporaries, or merged into them, becomes a misleading 
shadow, large or small according to the method employed ; 

and Mr. Gosse, choosing a middle between these extremes 
of isolation and confusion, succeeds well enough to make 
you want larger fruits of his choice than four pages can 
give you. 

How much, nevertheless, can be acfUcved by an easy 
^ncision is shown in the article on Mr. Humphry Ward’s 

English Poets, an article finding room for such allusive 
wit as the sentence referring to the earlier volumes, “ What 
a collection of Victorian eminence it was, and how the 
hoofed heel of Mr. Lv-tton Strachey would crush those 

mandarins, like chestnut-husks at the chestnut roots ! ” 
Mr. Gosse’s phrasing is naturally happy, and if it is some¬ 

times distinguished by a curiously elegant formalism of 
which we have lost the habit, it is more commonly dis¬ 
tinguished by a lightness and precision bevond the rcacli 
of heedless contemporaries. There is nothing more welcome 
in the present volume than the article entitled “ Edgar Poc 
and His Detractors,” nothing jilcasanter than that on 
Miss Mitford, and assuredly nothing severer than that 
called ” A Bubble Burst ”—the bubble being the amusing, 
soon-forgotten ” works ” of Mi -SI. Daisv y\shford. The 
light touch can be keen enough when the subject seems 
to Mr. Gosse insincere, or foolish, or pretentious ; and the 

last-named article shows the exercise of that sharp critical 
power which is needed not only for the study of particular 

books and movements, but for the study also of character 
and personal history. Of Mr Gossc's books of this kind 
I recall, in conclusion, most gratefully, the “ Portraits and 
Sketches ” of 1912 ; an avowal (|mte superfluous, poiiuips, 

yet necessary to excuse niy present complaints. It is not 
to sliglit ” Books on the Table " that 1 sigh for more 
” I’ortraits and Sketches.” 

John Fukcm.vn. 

BIRDS OF THE COUNTRY-SIDE.* 

’■ One early October mormng, among tlie ])mes of a 

Suffolk heath, their branches draped and festooned with 

gossamer, clustered witli dewdrops like mantillas on dark 

hair, 1 met a large company of goldcrcsts, breaking over 

the trees under whicli I stood, in a wave of greenish foam. 

Bright drops of shrill sound—zee, zee, zee—fell from them 

in showers, and, crystallised in the sharp air, entangled 

themselves, it seemed, among the gossamer ” This little 

picture, lovingly painted, is one of scores that will be found 

amid these happy pages. It is foolish to write of birds 

unless you love them, and Mr. Massingham not only loves, 

but adores. He carries in his iniml a thousand beautiful 

memories of songsters as he has seen them. Here is one, 

written of a flycatcher, sitting on the tip of a tall decayed 

larch: 

” The effect was wonderful beyond any tale of it, for the bird 
seemed like a globe of clew, suffused with light. Here was an 
aged and dying tree surrendenng its soul to heaven in a ball of 
liquid hght . . . ” 

Again: 

” The meadow pipits ring their fugitive elfin bells; the robins' 
thin silver spears of melody pierce the mirk . . the tawny 
owls cry like the night wind in the rigging . . . the wren gives 
us his sweet-running precise phrase ” 

And, speaking of the lark’s song at the opening of the 

year, he heard it 

” as early as the 16th of a very mild January, gushing down 
upon the earth ’ where men sit and hear each other groan.' m a 
shower of golden rain, rustling down and splashing ...” 

Our author goes on in a fit of confiding frankness, to wonder 

why our conception of angels is that of ” inane debutantes 

in nightgowns, with wings growing out of two slits in 

them ” ; having observed that neither a lark or its song 

seem of this world. ” Bird-Haunted London ” is. perhaps, 

one of the best sections of this fascinating volume. ” For 

• ” Some Birds of the Country-side: The Art of Nature.” By 
H. J. Massingham. izs. 6d. (Fisher Unwin.) 

me, a blue and a great tit feeding from a coconut by my 
window animated the universe into a living thou." The 
story of the pair of blue tits which nested in a suburban 
garden in 1920, might be lifted straight out of this book 
and put into an anthology of modern prose ; so perfect 

is it in its sympathy and accuracy, " I could never under¬ 
stand how the young became aware of one of their parents’ 
visits before he or she went into the nest. But they 
invariably began clamouring in muffled silvery chorus as 

soon as he or she alighted, whether on top of the box or on 
a twig within a foot of it ... Could they have heard the 
foot alighting, or the wings beating ? ” 

This IS a picturesque book, full of enthusiasm and full of 
knowledge, written by a poet 

TWO NEW BOOKS FROM TAGORE.* 

Rabindranath Tagore’.s new novel reads as if it had 

been expressly written for the West. Indian festivals and 
habits, with which the ordinary Englishman or American 

is not likely to be acquainted, are explained in the body of 
the work, whenever reference to one of them first occurs. 
This method is much to be preferred to that of encumbering 
a work of fiction with foot-notes. The translator has 
certainly done his work well in that respect. I say the 
translator, for .although no mention of the fact is made on 
the title page or elsewhere, the novel was not originally 
written in English by Rabindranath, but was translated 
from the Bengali. That fact is patent without exjxisition. 
Anyone familiar with Rabindranath’s style finds it diffi¬ 
cult to reconcile the English slang and colloquialisms in 
conversation between Bengali characters, liberally sprinkled* 
through the book, with the dignified English of the poet’s 

previous works. 
The scene is laid in Bengal. The story is woven around 

a love affair between a young Hindu studying at Calcutta 
and an Indian girl, the daughter of a Brahmo (a protestant 
Hindu) and sister of his college friend. He is married 
against his will by his orthodox Hindu father to a girl 
whose face ho never sees. Immediately after the wedding 

ceremony the party embark in boats to go to the bride¬ 
groom's home up-river. There is a sudden storm, a wreck, 
and he is cast upon the shore along with a girl dressed in 
bridal attire who later turns out to be, in reality, another 
man's bride. His struggle to tear himself free from the net 
that circumstance weaves about him, and the little bride's 
efforts to find her real husband, make interesting reading. 

In telling this tale Rabindranath gives the Western 
reader glimpses into the transitional Hindu life of to-day. 
His cliaractcrs are typical of their kind—the highly- 
educated Brahmo girl; the hero, with his modern 
tendencies, unable to express himself because of the 
strangling grip of old traditions ; the orthodox Hindu 
womaa who left her husband rather than lose her caste, 
and yet who, for her son's sake, inspired by the wisdom of 
riper years, is willing to have him marry a member of a 
Brahmo Samaj family; the spirited girl-bride, thrown by a 
trick of fate into the hero’s arms ; the faithful servant—all 
are drawn by a master-craftsman who knows his Bengal 
and who knows also how to tell a story. 

The book deserves to be read if for no other reason 

than for the exceedingly pleasant manner in which it 
enables one to study the effect of Western education upon 
Eastern womanhood. Rabindranath puts these words in 
the mouth of one of his characters in order to sum up the 
arguments used by old-fashioned people to prove the un¬ 
desirability of educating women : 

” The masculine intellect is like a sword and . . . even with¬ 
out a keen edge its weight makes it a formidable weapon, while 
woman's wit is like a penknife—sharpen it as you will it is 
capable of no serious task.” 

Another character dwells upon the evils which ” come of 

letting girls read English novels,” and declares that such 
girls insist upon love-matches instead of gracefully accepting 

• "The Wreck.” By Rabindranath Tagore. 8s. 6d. net. 
(Macmillan.)—" Glimpses of Bengal.” ByRabindranath Tagore. 
7s. dd. net. (Macmillan.) 
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the grooms chosen for them. The author, howevel", gives 

a character to his Enghsh-educated heroine which should 

convert the most confinned opponents of such education. 
Rabindranath’s second work, simultaneously published 

with " The Wreck," gives additional glimpses into life in 
Bengal. To my mind it serves a still more useful purpose 

by giving an insight into the innermost feelings and thoughts 

of the author himself. The pages are instinct with love 
for Bengal. 

"Many look down on Bengal," Rabindranath writes, 

" as being only a flat country, but that is just what makes 
me revel in its scenery all the more.” To him. its " un¬ 
obstructed sky is filled to the brim, like an amethyst cup, 

with the descending twilight and peace of the evening ; 
and the golden skirt of the still noonday spreads over it 
without let or hindrance." 

Bengal is so necessary to Rabindranath’s life, thought 
and work. I fancy, that he cannot be long away from it and 
be happy—he is like an exotic flower that droops when it 
is transplanted from its native clime. That was the 
impression I derived from a conversation I had with him 

recently on the eve of his departure from this country—an 
impression which this book confirms. It is, he writes, his 
" greatest fear ” that he should be " reborn in Europe." 

There, he says, he could not recline with his " whole being 
laid open to the infinite above." Indeed, he would be 
liable " to be soundly rated for lying down at all.” And 

he muses: "I should probably have been hustling 
strenuously in some factory or bonk, or parliament. Like 
the roads there, one’s mind has to be stone-metalled for 
heavy traffic—geometrically laid out, and kept clear and 

regulated.” The laty, " dreamy, self-absorbed, sky-filled 

state of mind ” seems to him " the more desirable." He 
" feels no whit inferior to the busiest men of the world ” 
as he lies in his jolly-boat, whereas had he girded up his 
loins to be strenuous he " might have seemed ever so feeble 
compared with those chips of old oaken blocks." 

In many ways I like " Glimpses of Bengal " better than 
anything Tagore has recently produced. Being letters 
written to friends, there is a spontaneity about them, an 
utter lack of self-consciousness that perhaps is not found 
in more formal works. 

St. Nihal Singh. 

WAYFARERS IN ARCADY* 

Twenty-five prose-pictures and a poem form Mr. Charles 
Vince’s new book, “ Wayfarers in Arcady." That they are 
written daintily and in charming English goes without 
saying, for Mr. Vince is a craftsman. Yet I confess that 
some of his pages disappoint me just a little. His descrip¬ 
tion is sometimes greater than his narration. One takes 

up his " Street of Faces ’’ and is again struck by the 
completeness, the masterly finish of each paper. It is 
there that there is something lacking in his " Wayfarers." 
If I am hypercritical it is because I know of what Mr. Vince 
is capable, and 1 am confident that he has yet better things 
in store for us. 

But this is by way of comparison. In the " Wayfarers " 
there is much that is beautiful and graceful. 1 like par¬ 

ticularly "Windows" and "The Old Man and Death." 
And in " The Seafarer of the Downs " there is a very 
kindly note. 

Mr. Vince is a lover of Nature, and if he has here and 
there failed to convey all that he would wish of Nature’s 
infinite charm, it is rather because of the greatness of his 
subject than the littleness of his powers. For he has a 
great heart, and is not ashamed to let its beats be heard. 

I have singled out " The Old Man and Death ” because 
there is a dignity in its very simplicity and a great sympathy 
lies behind the printed words. Let me tdl a little story, 

if it be outside the scope of a critique; it shows the 
man . One day he and I were together ia*a comer of France. 
It was a hellish corner, where the very earth seemed to reel 

• "Wayfarers in Arcady." By Charles Vince. 7s. 6d. net. 
(Philip Allan ) 

under the shock of bombardment. Near us lay a maimed 

fragment of humanity, horribly wounded, but still conscious. 
There was nothing to be done for him—or so it seemed. 

Vince took a cigarette from his pocket, lighted it, stooped 
and placed it between the poor blue lips. The man could 

not speak, but he smiled, and as \'’ince rose his eyes were 
shining. There iv%re a dozen of us there, but only one of 

us understood ... I did not talk much as we made our 
way back. 

The book is published by Philip Allan and so produced 
that it is a pleasure to handle it. 

Francis D. Grierson. 

DEATH IN POETRY. 

On a night when sundry poems now before mo were 
stirring my critical faculty I went to sleep planning amuse¬ 
ment. Suddenly I felt a wind from the spaces outside my 
house penetrate the bed where I lay and cause the bed¬ 
clothes to tremble like the sails of a ship. While this 
trembling continued I and this wind seemed the only 
positively live beings in the world, except a fear which. 
I kept at bay. My mind strained as against a web of 

delusion, and I woke into a profound stillness, remembering 
a " posthumous ” poem by one who dietl in my presence— 
a poem about the " Cold Wind " of death. This occult 
experience deepened my affection for that class of myth 
in which Death, or Death's Master, figures as a persom 
to whom grief can appeal. Not only is Orpheus, unclench¬ 

ing the eerie hand of Pluto by music’s charm, admired by 
all artists, but even the dread potentate of Hades acquires 
the merit of a mirror in which Art can see its own excellence. 
In brief, Pluto is one of " the public." if the Orphic myth 
be true, and as one of the public may be played to, sung 
to, " catered for," and induced to reward people for artistic 
treats. But cease to personify death, affirm with Miss. 
Charlotte Mew* 

"... it IS only in our dream 
The things that kill us live,” 

and who is there to play to when Eurydice has vanished ?• 
One cannot play to a nothing like a hole in a wall, a crack, 
in a fortress, or, with much sense of an audience, to a 
viewless wind. Therefore I say distinctly that I love the- 
legend of Pluto with his musical ear and Orpheus with 
his musical genius, and demand much of poetry which 
appropriates it. Hereat enter Mr. Laurence Housman* with 
a lyrical drama in which Orpheus is opposed to Bacchantes, 
and the commonly accept^ account of Eurydice's death 
is altered in order, apparently, to strengthen the effect 
of the work as an illustration of the antagonism between the 
lust for excitement and the wish for static harmony. 

Mr. Housman’s versification is smooth and eloquent, as 
witness the pagan question: 

” Who knows if the dead have a mind 
In the land where all is dearth ? " 

The persistence of the voice of Orpheus, after his physical 
death, struck by thyrsus and vine-stems, produces a 
sublime effect, but Mr. Housman, though a skilful and 
readable artist, has not produced a play at all equal in 
vitality to, say, John Davidson's " Scaramouch in Naxos,’* 
in which the genius of Bacchus glows like wine of 
immortality. 

Mr. Harvey* will quite understand my preference for a 
personal to an abstract Death, for, if death be considered 
as an operating nothing, like a hole which lets out fluid, 
of what avail can it be for Mr. Harvey to mock Death as 
a " scyther of flowers " or an " insolent " envier of " sweet 
breath” ? His " Farewell" is not a collection in which 
one inevitably alights on treasure, yet it shows a fine and 
versatile mind. A song of contempt for himself and others 
who " set our heart on things " suggests that his expressed 
dissatisfaction with the pecuniary results of verse will not 

I " The Death of Orpheus." By Laurence Housman. 55. 
net. (Sidgwick & Jackson.) 

* " Farewell." By F. W. Harvey. 55. net. (Sidgwick 4. 
Jackson.) 
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de-poetise him. He is philosophical, fanciful, and what is 
colloquially termed homely. His variety of moods is 
illustrated by the fact that two consecutive pages, side by 
side, inform us (a) that the dumplings chewed by John 
Helps “ wer made vrom honest apples,” and (6) that 
“ the sting of Beauty failing not with breath ” shall not 
break “ at the prick of Death.” 

It is rather curious to find studiou.sly graceful prose— 

prose suggestive of a performance upon an artificial instru¬ 
ment—serving as a preface to hbres of which the 

typographical eflect is that of pillars sawn blindly through 
from top to bottom ! However. Miss I'.verett® is not only 
a worshipper of Italy, but has a rare faculty for word- 
painting. She also contrives to let us peep (as it were) 

through aspen leaves at old crimes, the strangling of a 
w'ife. a judicial burning, the assassination of a child, thie 
docs not find all the clarity of expression one looka for in 
the absence of melody and rhyme, but more than once 
Miss Hverett exhales the breath of poetry. 

In the author of ” The Colour Octave compassion works 
as a kind of Muse. Thus, the subject of ('liinosc infanticule 
IS treated with affecting pathos from a mother’s \ic\vpoint, 
and a tiagic puncture in a second-hand girl's coat is the 
cause of some tearstained couplets. The title jioem whicli 
defines the jisycliic and remedial values of colours is, 
technically speaking, worth no more than llic jingle bv 
which the numbor of da\''. in cacii montli is remembered in 

the nurserv. 
It is natural to give Pcsith a rest iii reviewing ” i'lpe^ 

and Tabors,"'^ for a tew wa’’ poemsdo not make this volume 

essentiallv a sad or heavy work, Here is a s.imjile from 
a charming poem on ilie cuckoo : 

.Vow wliero'.s the bard that it would irk 
To eat his meal and imt to work •’ 
And it's prodigiously wortli while 
'lo liave an iiuliMdual style ” 

Mr. Chalmers is more than a typical writer of vers tie 

soneU. Poems like ‘‘At Mclgund” (with its sinister 
suggestion of transmigration) and “The Visionary” (an 
imaginative iiilcrp*'ctation of a goat) arc jiroofs of poetic 
depth. One i.innot imagun* Mr. Chalmers amusing 
himself like the late Mr. Lockcr-Lamjison m burlesquing 
the distress of an impecunious fellow creature from the 

vantage ground ot aristocratic jirosperity. 
If I were a magician my last paragraph should be printed 

in gold, for the new and enlarged edition of Miss Charlotte 
Mew'.s book lias revealed to me a poet of astonishing 
<lextcrity, subtlety and jKJwi'r Xo minor jioet this, if we 
accept a consummate blending of the qualities of novelist, 
painter and singer as the work of some one higlicr. Death, 
unhappiness and irony have suj)])licd a considerable 
proportion of the raw material for this slim volume. It 
sing.s neither for prophet nor jihilosopher, for llie singer 
seems involved in the obscurities of this world s lights and 
shadows. But I salute her as an admirable artist. 

W. II. Chf.sson. 

EDWARD BOK* 

It is a truism that every man has it in him to write one 
good book; but not many have it in them to write one 
such as this. ‘‘ I cannot think of any book.” says Lord 
Northcliffo, in his lutTodiiction. ” which I should recom¬ 
mend people to read for so many and such different 
reasons ” ; and ho rightly describes it as an autobiography 
of exceptional charm ; a foot-note to recent American 

history and the lives of many famous Americans; a talc 
of romantic adventure ; and an inspiring guide osjiecially 

» ” The Hills of Arcetri.” By Lcolyn Louise Ev<'iett. !;s. 
net. (John Lane.) 

*" The Colour Octave and Other Poems ” By M M Prender-^ 
east. 3S. 6d. (Erskinc MacDonald ) 

• ” Pipes and Tabors.” By Patrick R. Chalmers. 6s. net. 
(Methuen.) 

• ” The Farmer’s Bride.” By Charlotte Mew. 4s. net. 
(The Poetry Bookshop.) 
' •“Edward Bok.*’ An Autobiography. Introduction by 
Lord NorthClifie. Illustrated, ais. (Thornton Butterworth.) 

for young men who are on the threshold of a business 

career. 
For no man ever sat down to the game of life with fewer 

points in his favour. When Mr. Bok was taken to America, 
as a child, his family had fallen into straitened circum¬ 

stances and he could not even speak the language of his 
adopted country. Before he was thirteen he left school 
and began to contribute to llic home exchequer by selling 
ice water on street cars and cleaning shop windows ; yet 
within four years, by sheer energy and hard work, he had 
lifted himself out of that condition, and won the interest 
and friendship of some of the most famous men of the time ; 

and before he was thirty he had risen from a small post 
in a great publishing concern and was editing The Ladies' 

Home Journal, which soon became under his control the 
most popular and influential women's magazine in the 
world. He puts into his writing the mingled motlesty and 
self-confidence that he pul into his work, and makes it clear 
that he succeeded not by fimling any royal road to success, 
but bv giving all his heart to everything he set out to do 
and making a pleasure of his business. You have the 
whole secret of his triumpii in the stimulating, worldly- 
wise chapter on ” Tlie Chances for Success.” But there 
was very little chance about it; ” luck obeys the <lown- 
Tight striker ”—he* knew the goal he wanted to reach and 

was dctcrnuiicd to reach it and, not by climbing back- 
st.Lirs or sacrificing any of his ideals, but by his own 
courageous enterprise and force of character he duly arrived. 
Tlie story of flow lie used his jhivvci is hs good leading as 
the slory of how ho obtained it And it is further evidence 
of the strcngtli of his character that when ho was at the 
zenith of Ins career, having achievo<l tortnne as w’cll as 

fame, lie dchbcratelv rchnqiuslu'd Iiis position, stepped 
aside to make wmv for vounger men, and retired from his 
journalistic office to devote himself to social ami political 
services. 

Incidentally, his professional duties had hroughl him 
into contact with many men, English and American, 
famous 111 literature, piihtics, finance and general society, 
and lie scatters through his pages new and delightful 
anecdotes of Stevenson, Kipling, Gladstone, T.ongfellow, 
Emerson, Roosevelt, Ward Beecher, Jay Could, and others 
who were giants in their <lay. I'or its wealth of 
reminiscence, its sound business julvicc, its shrewd common- 
sense philosophy, its levclatioii of a remarkable personality 
and the deep human interest of its narrative, this book 
of Edward Bok’s is at once a source of entertainment and 
ot the best good counsel It is, in a word, to quote Lord 
X'orlliclitte again, ” ihe autobiography of our time.” 

E. H. 

LETTERS TO ISABEL.* 

A racy and delightful book of rcmniisccncc, written in 
the form of letters to a beloved daughter, l.ord Shaw was 
brought up by a very wise and far-seeing Scottish mother 
who, from a humble home, sent him to study law. (” She 
chose.”) As every one knows, he now' occupies one of the 
highest judicial positions. The story of his wonderful 
success IS jiasscd over with careful modesty, but we get 
glimpses of the various stages in his brilliant career, and 
bints of the mighty power of concentration which brought 
him his grcai reward. . 

Of course Lord Shaw has met most people worth know¬ 
ing. On the second page of his most readable book we have 
a winning letter from General Smuts, on leaving England. 
Smuts says, prophetically enough : 

“ Our worn-out nerves .and temper are indeed going to be 
put lt> the severest test I pray that God may not leave the 
poor erring tribes of men to their own devices.” 

There arc several stirring remembrances of Gladstone. 
Coming into the House of Commons : 

“ Well, there he was, entering with a dignified, sure, but 
rather swift step, very calm and serene, but with a searching 
eye of fire.” 

• '' Letters to Isabel.” By Lord Shaw of Dunfermline. 
2 IS. (Cassell.) 
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Then there is an excellent account, taken from notes 
made the next day, of Gladstone s conversation at an 
Edinburgh dinner. A pity more such talks are not taken 

down by the fortunate ones who participate ! 
Then we ]>ass on to the time when Shaw himself entered 

Parliament: 

"And so, behold, in the dusk of an evening of July, 180:2, 
at the door of Abcrcromby Place, a cab heaped up with luggage. 
Within the dwelling, a grave-faced father in the nursery upstairs, 
kissing the children one by one, and then he enters the cab with , 
the dear comp.'inion,aml boards the train to King’s Cross rn route 
for Westminster.” 

We have allowed ourselves no space to comment on the 
extremely important information given here of Carnegie 
and his gift to the Scottish universities—new, and of deep 
interest. Nor can we touch on the memories of Campbell- 

Bannerman, and on the many other things of which Lord 
Shaw gossips so pleasantly. We trust our readers will 
read all for themselves. 

MAGIA ET SUPER-MAGIA.* 

The power of the Name on earth, the power of the 
Name in heaven, and in deeps below the earth, in the ways 
of the underworld, is an old myth of the doctrine, a secret 

of antique sanctuaries and their priestly hierarchies. The 
" Chaldean Magic " of Lenormant told us long years ago 

about the Hidden Name which was the Great Secret of 
Hea, that Name which compelled the gods, a word of all 
mastery. Much farther back than the French scholar is our 
old friend, Godfrey Higgins, in whose great storehouse of 
" Anacalypsis " there is enough and to spare about Secret 
Names, Ineffable Names and Names to be blotted out 

from under heaven; for the dreamer of Skellow Grange, 
by Doncaster, drew from hither and thither, from many 
springs and fountains. Behind Higgins there is Reuchlin, 

De Verbo Mirifico, one of a cloud of witnesses. We’ can 
read also who will in that far other and greater storehouse 
which is called Sepher Ha Zohar of the forms and modes 
of Tetragrammaton, on the manifest and the hidden side. 

I have been surfeited with these things, even to the Dead 
Sea fruit in the dregs and lees of " Grimorium Verum,” ” Al- 
bertus Parvulus," " Claviculae Salomonis," and common 
chap-books of Magic sold onde on the country-side in 
France and Germany. But from this kind of virus one 
does not escape easily. If I may venture so to say, it is 
my custom to turn down another street when Mr. Clodd 
is testifying in the neighbourhood; but he has taken me 
unawares on this matter of Magic in Names, and has set 

the old poison working, because there are many vistas 
and each may be rich in hemlock. If 1 have found him 
rather dull company, he has at least opened some of them 
by his chapter on " Mana " in things intangible, as, e.g. 

shadows, reflections—like an image in a looking-glass; in 
echoes, regarded as voices of the dead; above all in per¬ 
sonal names. He has gathered from many quarters, 
familiar things and rarer, and it is of course mea culpa 
only if one knows too much already to experience"the old 
ecstacies in the presence of a goodly wallet. But the 
things stand at their value, and Mr. Clodd—who ought to 
know—says that they have been a little neglected. I 
have found on my own part exactly that which I foresaw, 
free witness to the '* shaping spirit of imagination ” in 
barbarous times—and something more than this. For 
names have meanings, they are outward signs of an inward 

will and purpose, the forms of ideas, which often grow in 
power and value with the growth of ages. Pace all infidel 

folk-lore scholars, I hold that the name Galahad is the 
manifest symbol of a grace which dwells in hiddenness, and 

that behind Corbenic—the Sacred Castle of the Graal—lies 
a mystery of valid experience in all the sacraments. I 
speak of that which I know, as one who has changed his 
name in holy and glorious rites, and is thrice-born, like 
Taliesin, in the symbolism of Great Mysteries, as in the 
Confirmation of the Christian Church, as on the threshold 

• "Magic in Names and in Other Things." By Edward 
Clodd. las. dd. net. (Chapman & Hall.) 

of the sacro-saintly chivalry of the Holy City, or in Ordo 
Sanctissima Roseae et Aurea Crucis. And as it is now in 
the heights so it was and is in the deeps, Mr. Clodd being 
a witness unawares, for speaking of a Carib initiation he 

says that the candidate exchanged his name, receiving 
one more resonant and significant. So also the Indian 

mother of the old wigwam legend had something in view 
when she called her daughter Minnehaha—that is to say, ' 
Laughing Water. 

Now, it calls to be understood that Mr. Clodd's book is 
written with an object, and herein is my discontent, though 

not as with object in writing. I have found him a dull 
gossip because of it, his purpose being much of the kind 
which we have met with from time immemorial in the 
Freethinker, the Agnostic Journal and lucubrations of the 

Rationalistic Press. Here are select theses, (i) The priest 
who christens a child in the Name of the Holy Trinity is a 
lineal descendant of the sorcerer. {2) The oil of unction 
postulates faith in the magical virtues of the matter of this 
sacrament. (3) The Eucharistic Words of Institution are 
the clearest possible illustration of " Mana ” as word- 

power. On the basis of these affirmations " civilised and 
savage are at one," and the Sarum Missal is in the same 
class as the Grimoire. Per contra, it proves nothing to 
say that this or that rite of old was known under other 
aspects in the past that is behind Christendom. The truth 

which is m Christ has raised up custom and myth, so that 
they have become true in Him. In so far as there was any 
grace therein, they bear out the dictum of St. Augustine, 
that Christianity has been always in the world, though it 
was not known always under that name. So far as they 
were in the conduits and the sliambles, they show tho 

redeeming influence at work in Christ, unto Whom and 
Whose Church belongs everything handed down from of 
old. so only that it can be in any wise of use thereto. And 
because of the truth in Christ, I beheve with the Sovereign 
Pontiff, the Lord Archbishop of Canterbury and the 
" ten Right Reverend Bishops " of Mr. Clodd's valedictory 

astonishment, in the efficacy of the Name of Jesus. It has 
moved through the world in power for centuries and a^es 
before the folk-lore societies came into existence, and it 
will remain when they have passed, or have so changed 
their outlook that they shall know neither themselves nor 
one another—as they now arc. It is gratia plena ; but if 
we call this grace Magia we do not—unless by intention— 
detract therefrom. From this point of view there is also 
Magia Divtna, and there is a higher sense of Mana, for I 
know that God is on the other side of the hill and on this 

side also. As Baron Bunsen, in a considerable work of 
the past, discovered the hand of God in history, so is it 
to be found in folk-lore. At their best these things are 
not matters of opinion but of highest realisation in the 
sacred heart of experience. It is much truer to say that 
the world was made by Divine Magic than to tolerate 

common talk of evolution. True evolution is the progress 
of the soul’s knowledge in God, and the Hierophant of that 
Mystery—/orhfer, suaviterque disponens omnia—is Rex 
AUtssimus Christus, the witness to Whom through the ages 
is the Holy Catholic Church, in all its pomp of rite and 
practice, derived from everywhere, and everywhere changed 
over by the tingeing spirit of God. 

A. E. Waite. 

IRovel ■Rotes. 
A MARKET BUNDLE. By A. Neil Lyons. 7s. (Thornton 

Butterworth) 

The humour of Mr. Neil Lyons is a ripe and rare vintage ; 
.it cannot be described by comparison because it is 
peculiarly his own. The humour is less in his incidents 

than in his manner of presenting them; it is chiefly the 
humour of character and of his own whimsical outlook upon 
the motley world of men and women, or upon that side of 
it in which he has staked his claim. High life is not his 
province, but he knows common and ordinary people. 
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respectable and unrespectablc, with an amazing intimacy 
and, like old Izaac with his worms, handles them as if he 
loved them. He does not trouble to invent a plot, for 
everything he touches turns to a story in his hands. And 
he is as much at home among village folk, rural carpenters, 
gardeners, pedlars, and the drifting flotsam of the country¬ 
side as among the miscellaneous Cockneys that inhabit 
the mean streets of London. Here, for the most part, he 
pictures the humours and occasionally the pathos of 
country life and character, with intermittent excursions to 
town, and gives glimpses of little episodes that arose in 
both places out of the late war, as in the delightful sketches 
of “ The German from Perhaps," '* Representing the 
Platoon ” and " lYivate Jupp’s Mission." Everything in 
all the stories depends on the humour and the art with 
which they are told ; the huhiour is as shrewd as it is 
quaint and kindly and is touched elusively at times with a 
sense of tears ; the art is exquisitely simple and effective, 
and both are inseparable from the 3wrsonality of the author. 
It is not often one lights uixm a book of short stories so 
intensely human and amusing and so fine in workmanship 
as arc tho.se in " A Market Bundle." 

THE CUSTARD CUP. By Florence Binghani Lninj^ston 
8s. 6d. (Hodder & Stouchton ) 

You have got to be fond of " The Custard Cuj') ’’ : you 
won't l)e able to resist it Jfs the sort of storv that will 
linger in your brain long after others are forgotten, so full 
is it of a sweet philosophy of life. Mrs. Penfold has such 
a royal disiegaid of ijcIicj, such a wuiiderful, iinfailnig 
way with her poor ncighliours ! Wc do not recall a book 
winch gives a more careful picture of poverty at its lowest 
depths. In Mrs. Penfold's " place," which had originally 
been a bam, her adopted children slept in packing cases 
She herself, at the end of a day of exhausting labour, 
enjoyed repose on an old mattress .supported on three 
potato boxes, .\pple boxes did instead of chests of drawers. 
Well. Mrs. Penfold is a kind of Mrs. Wiggs of tlie Ciibbage 
Patch (though quite different) in lier cheery spirits, 
" Sometimes 1 Hunk you’re a fool," comments her neigh¬ 
bour. " You’re always trying to make out you're happy 
when you’re wretched " The gallant reply is : " I got all 
through being wretched for ever. Mrs Wopple 1 tried it, 
.and there ain’t nothing in it. So 1 give it up." 

FEAR, By Patrick MacGill. 8s 6d.net. (Herbert Jcnkiiis.) 

Mr. Patrick Mat Gill has alway.s written in the manner of 
a realist, and his latest novel is no exception to the rule. 
He is realistic now in the simple, iinpres.sivc style of Defoe. 
The book purports to record the experiences of a young 
soldier in the late war who believed himself to be a coward, 
but who in the event proved to be very courageous in the 
face of danger and actual fighting. He was, in fact, only 
nervous in the primary sense of the word—the ncrvousnc.ss 
that is the penally of the artistic and imaginative tempera¬ 
ment. Ihrobably Mr. MacGill, as a Celt and a literary 
artist, is relating his own mental experiences during the 
war, just as the incidents of his book are based on facts 
that came within his observation. At the l>eginning he 
rightly voices the disgust all young men feel at the 
behaviour of those who by excuse of their age or calling 
were immune from service in the war, but who, in company 
with foolish women, gave strident vent to safe patriotism— 
" doing their bit " by pointing out the path of duty to their 
younger brethren and urging these last to the slaughter. 
When Mr. MacGill deals with this subject he is pungent ; 
'* Parsons sought the Bible for texts suitable to the occasion, 
and stood on the altars of God preaching hatred and bitter¬ 
ness against the men who were shoved by the i>owers of an 
enemy country into the furnace of war. 'fhat the men who 
were fighting us were ordinary mortals, was forgotten. 
That they were in no way responsible for their doings, was 
forgotten. That all men were equal in the eyes of the 
Creator was forgotten. Racial hatred and animosty fired 
the voices of the preachers. . . . Hate was aroused and 
perpetuated and the young men went to war. The old men 

OXFORD BOOKS 
ftliiton’s Prosody* with a chapter on Accentual 

Verse and Notes by ROBERT BRIDGES. Revised 
final edition Crown 8vo. I2S. 6d. net. 

Times—" . . . Li& Iittlr tre.itise, or ' poor little zr^mar.' as be bim* 
self calls It, laden with ‘ all the ineonvciiienccs of an embryonic and 
emb.'irras^ed inbmt.-ince.' attains ihroucb elefianre to an artistic virtue : 
we open it for our instruction, but wc frequent it for our delight." 

Sonnets from Hafez and other Verses. 
By ELIZABETH BRIDGEvS Hvo. 3s. 6d. net. 

In addition to the translations are poems founded on, or merely 
suggested by, the I’crsiao original poems, some mystical. 

English Prose. Chosen and arranged by W. 
PEACOCK Volume 1 . Wycliffe to Clarendon. 
Volume II : Milton to (Jray. Pott 8vo. Thin paper. 
Cloth, 2S. 6d. net each ; paste grain, 4s. 6d. net each. 

l^World's Classics 

English Metrists. Being a sketch of English 
Prosodical Criticism from Elizabethan times to the 
present day. By T. S OMOND. Crown 8vo. 
108. 6d. net. 

Lxamincs in detail (he attempts of tliose who have sought to explain 
the nature of English metro, and trares the progress of sounder views 
about our verse-siructurr There arc (wo bibliographical appendixes, 
with short notices of books not mentioned or discussed in the text. 

By AUSTIN Later Essays, 1917-1920. 
DOBSON. Crown 8vo. 6s fnl. net 

Contents '—Edwards's C.tnons of Criticism ; An Eighteenth Century 
Hippocrates; " Hermes” Hams; The Journeys of John Howard; 
" 'Tbc Learned Mrs Carter " , The Abbe Edgeworth ; A Casual Causenc ; 
Index. 

The Admiral’s Chair, and other Sketches 
and Viifncttcs. By J. E G DE MONTMORENCY. 
8vo. 6b. not. 

A collection of Essays puldished during and since the war on a variety 
of subjects, some of tbe sketches being in a dialin t. The author’s 
art, " such as it is. mav l>c regarrUsI as of a strictly pmctical character." 
U IS a sequel to " The White Riders " 

Life and Letters of Torn Dutt. By 
^lARlIlAR DAS. With a Foreword by the Right 
lion. HAL. Fisher, and ij Illustrations. Medium 
8vo. 26.S. net. 

*' The subject of this volume." Mr Fisher states, ” is an Indian girl 
who, dying at tbe age of tweutv-«iic, has left behind her a legacy in 
verse and prose which, quite apart from its true and delicate poetic 
quality, constitutes an amazing feat of precoaous literary craftsmanship. 
'Toru Dutt was a poet with a rare genius for the acquisition of languages 
not her own. In tbe long history of tbe contact and interfusion of East 
and West, I doubt whether there is a figure more encouragiug or 
significant." 

Selected English Short Stories (XIX 
and XX Centuries). Second Series Pott 8vo Thin 
paper, cloth, 2s. 6(1. net*; paste grain, 4s. (>d. net 

[World's Classics 

A Confession and What Believe. By 
LEO TOLSTOY Translated, with an Introduction, 
by Aylmer Maupe Pott Xvo. Thin paper, cloth, 
2s. 6d. net; paste grain. 4s. fxl. net. [World's Classics 

Moby-Dick or the Whale. By Herman 
MELVIT.LE. With an Introduction by Viola 
Meynkll. Pott 8vo Thin paper, cloth. 2s. 6d. net ; 

paste grain, 4s. fkl. net [Wortd's Classics 
f/alum—" ... I hereby declare, lieuig of sane intellect, that since 

letters began there never was such a bonk, and that the mind of man is 
uot constructed so as to produce such aiiciUier , that 1 put its author 
with Rabelais. Swi't, Shakespeare, and other minor and disputable 
worthies ; and that I advise any adventurer of the soiul to go at once 
into tbc morose and prolonged retreat necessary for it° deglutition." 

The Writer’s Art. By those who have practised jt. 
Selected and arranged by U. W. BROWN. 8vo. 
los. 6d. net. 

" a biKik of prose readings made up of what writers themselves have 
s-oid atmiit wriiing. . . . Not a source-book of historical information on 
style 01 uitK isiiiir-cxcrlleiit books of that kind biivc already been com¬ 
piled . . . blit a selected group of essavs that studrntii in one college 
and two uiiivcrsiUvb have found helpful iii their ctfiirU to learn tu write," 

The Court Painters of the Grand Moguls. 
By LAURENCE BINYO-N. Witli Historical Intro¬ 
duction and Notes by T. W. Arnold. With 40 Plates. 
(Seven in colour ) Medium 8vo. 63s. net. 

Courage in Politics and Other Essays, 
1885-1896. By COVENTRY PATMORE. Now 
first collected, with a Preface by F. Page. Medium 
8vo. 7s. 6d. net. 

The Moral and Social Significance of the 
Conceptioo of Peraonality. By the late ARTHUR 
GEORGE HEATH. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6<1. net. 

This Essay was not intended for publication by its author (it gained 
the green prize), who regarded it as immature, lu spite of this it is now 
published at the discretion of his literary executors, who are advised by 
competent judges that tbc book is of real philosophical importance and 

. ought not to be withheld. 

London: HUMPHREY MILFORD, 
Oxford University Press, Amen Comers E.C.4. 
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.and the middle-aged, leaders secular and religious, safe in 
tlieir homes, called on the youngsters to fight, urging them 
into conflict with their brother-men as mischievous 
children urge dogs to fight one another.” When Mr. 
MacGill brings lus protagonist into the actual field of war he 
describes of necessity many terrible things—the horrors of 
trench life, the dirt and the vermin, and how men die from 
the effects of appalling wounds. But such things need to 
be related and held in remembrance, for there are still 
those in power, .and those who desire again the profits that 

accrue to some from a state of war, who would plunge 
their country back into the inferno. 

MY THREE HUSBANDS. (Methuen.) 

An ideal spot in which to enjoy the piquancies of this 

gay novel would be the lounge of the Metropole, Brighton, 
after a first-class lunch. The heroine has plenty of spirit; 
lior first husband, ” poor dear Edward,” was a dreadful 
old woman, but he died, and later she reflected that 
” Widow's weeds have always suited me remarkably well, 

bl.ack always sets off golden liair: so I have always 
mourned ray husbands for the full period.” Followed 
Roger, a Roman Catholic—'' I was an easy convert; Roger 

was rather boring when he talked religion. So I was 
received into the Church by a charming old priest.” Then 
Roger died, and it was the widow’s business to lie in wait 

for Sir George L-, a shy soul. (” I can manage shy 

men. It is really quite easv. The secret is —I’m divulging 
it in case any of my poor mdlion unmarried sisters know a 
shy man who is also eligible—^to avoid them).” It must 
not be thought that the airy charmer who tells the talc is 

without decided opinions of her own She is full of them, 

and scatters them through her reminiscences like pepper in 
curry. 

THE WAYS OF LAUGHTER. By Harold Begbic. 8s. bd. 
net. (Hutchinson,) 

Mr. Begbie w’rites cleverly, but there arc moments when 

he IS hard to follow. The whimsical runs into the subtle 
and the subtle into the obscure, and we have an uneasv 
sense that wc are missing his meaning. What exactly 
does he wish to convey by .sending two elderly gentlemen 

—a barrister and a world-famous philosopher—in a fit of 
midsummer madness to adventure afresh with love and 
life ? Arguing with the philosopher that his theories are 
unsound, Mr. Bcgbic delivers him over to a company of 
the Souls of Maida Vale, who, led by Mrs. Digglc—Margot, 
her friends call her—do their best to introduce him to 

society. The book goes on until Professor Napper learns 
to smile. ” Genius finds writing tragedy easy,” his friends 

tell him, ” but not comedy, because wc haven’t got there 
yet. . . . Laughter shows us the end and object of 
evolution ; tears are only the evidence of our mistakes on 

that long and delightful journey.” Who laughs last— 
the reader or Mr. Bcgbic ? Or is the final smile that which 
flits across the countenance of the Spirit of Comedy over¬ 

head a,s it looks down indulgently on the frailties apd follies 
of mankind ? 

A SERVANT -WHEN HE REIGNETH. By John Travers 
(Mrs. G. H. Bell). 8s. 6d. (Hodder & Stoughton ) 

The hand that drew Nancy Grant in an earlier novel 
—Nancy, the most natural young Englishwoman we 
remember in English fiction—has faltered in its picture of 
Mary de Verc, We are assured that Mary was wonderful, 
but we never feel it. The fact is that, probably all un¬ 
consciously, Mrs. Bell was bent on giving us a sad story. 
In spite of that, this is a very able, observant book. On 
the way out to Mespot, Mary (lady help to the unattractive 
Abraliams) meets and loves Gordon Lund, a married man. 
No one draws the handsome, fair Englishman better than 
Mrs. Bell. She gives us a living description of her hero— 
full of poise and restfulness. Lund is a just and upright 
man. Mary runs up against the Lunds in Delhi, and at 
length Realises that Gordon loves her and that all is hope¬ 
less, She goes into Viceregal society (well and accurately 
depicted), and finally departs on a mission to native war- 

widows and mothers. The tragedy of a great love that 
must go unfulfilled broods over the pages. ” You are 

woven into my life : we are inseparable. . . . You’ll persist 
strangely in my mind till my mind ends.” Now all you 
can do for us, Mrs. Bell, is to write a happier sequel. We 
respectfully demand it! 

SWEET ROCKET. By Mary Johnston. 7s. 6d. (Constable.) 

Here Miss Johnston has left past history and bodily 
adventure alone, and deals instead with the inner life of 

the soul. She writes of a spiritual quest, pursued by a 
party of nice, thoughtful, modern people, at a glorious 
country place called ” Sweet Rocket.’-' This is described 
in the most enchanting terms, and we longed to be there, 
while reading; eating coddled apples served by Zinia, and 

listening to the talk. ” There are fields, and an orchard, 
and a garden. It is hidden, like a lost place, and happv, 
like a place for evermore finding itself.” In this rare 
restful spot live the blind man, Richard Linden, and his 

devoted secretary, religious Margot. The tired school 
teacher who is their guest learns much from their outlook 
upon life. The author is trying hard to tell her readers of 
her own \'isioii, of the Oneness of things. ” ‘ Thousands 
of us stitd5nng. thousands building knowledge. . . . And 
all the thousands that were, and are, and will be, are one 
Astronomer, and it is I, still working to know.’ She ceased 

to speak, and sat wrapped in the golden light.” There arc 
beautiful thoughts in this book, thoughts of a new Country 
—” fair and strong, and keen and glowing." 

THE MAN WHO DID THE RIGHT THING. By Sir 
Harry John.ston. 8s. 6(1 nei. (Chatto) 

The scope of modern fiction has grown s(» wide that it is 
impossible to find serious fault with Sir Harry Tohnstqn 
for trying to combine contemporary history, Afric<an geo¬ 
graphy, and sectarian apostoheism within the dimensions 

of a single novel. This third attempt shows how far he 

has come since ” The Gay Dombeys ” m the art of interesting 
us in the types that interest him, and surrounding them 
with a variety of scene and incident w’hich he colours with 

a vivid observation and experience all his own. But he 
has not yet contrived to carry his interc.st unimpaired 
through four hundred pages, and the elaborate ” lay-out ” 
which so fascinates us in the first dozen chapters, somehow 
fails to find the sequel it deserves in the second half of this 
manifestly clever book. He lightens liis satire on missions 
and missionaries with a welcome play of humour, and the 
descriptions of the evangelical provincial life from which 

they proceed excel anything that wc have read this long 
time. There are vigour and sincerity, too, in the dis¬ 
cussions of sex and civilisation, the Imperial spirit, and the 

everlasting conflict between the lay and the clerical mind. 
But neither Lucy nor her missionary husband, nor even 

Roger Brentham, the energetic consul who re.scues and 
marries her after her bereavement, appeals to our sense of 
reality like tlie half-shrewish and designing Ann Jamblin, 
and it is clear that Sir Harry has a greater gift for drawing 
such characters than he has for building up the heroic and 
the visionary type. The book must stand or fall by its 

argumentation and its didactic passages, its scenic quality, 
and its cxi)osition of an active and observant mind. There 
it is incontestably strong, and wc believe Sir Harry is 
destined to write a better novel than anything he has 
achieved as yet. 

BAT-WING. By Sax Rohmer. 8s. 6d. (Cassell.) 

To Paul liaricy, successful private detective, comes the 
handsome Spanish grandee, Colonel Menendez. He consults 
him about a great danger. Mcnendez is a retired West 
Indian planter, and is under the impression that he has 
offended a powerful native society, and that their vengeance 
pursues him. He has been shot at several times, and 

believes these attempts on his life arc due to members of a 
negro sect, called the Voodoo. The latest sign of their un¬ 
broken hostility is this : On his bedroom door he has found 

pinned a bat-wing, a most sinister sign of the devil- 
worshipper. Menendez tells this tale to Harley and 
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entreats his help, for he says he bchcvcs his enemies will 
utterly destroy him. Most effectively docs Mr Kohnier 
stage-set the scene of his myster}*—m a Surrey country 
house, oak panelled, with a .secict tower. There are nud- 
night footsteps, a queer old lady, a Cluncsc servant and, 
over at a neighbouring house, a beautiful voung Cuban 
wife. We will not give away the plot of tins surprising 
story further than by saying it is round this Mrs. Camber 
that much of the issue hangs. Horror is piled on liorror ; 
and it is all very amazing. 

OUR LITTLE LIFE. IJv J. G Snue Ss ('«], net (Grant 
Richards ) 

Miss Simc’s book of short stories roused cxpcclations 
which this novel hardly fulfils In lier short stones she 
gave us a remarkable picture of the life of %Nomeu in 
Canadian cities, especially the life of independent women. 
In this novel she deals with the same subject, but .stretches 
out material that is not sufTicicnt for a novel. Her story 
is about the efforts of Robert Fulton to write a book on 
Canada in the intervals of .ser\iug at a groccrv store" He 
lives m a desolate, tumble-down ajiartmem-houso and 
has no friends but an Irishwoman, some vears his semor, 
who goes out by the day and .sews lor her patrons -turning 
dresses and making up pieces There is no mtidcut m 
the book, and the character-drawing is insufl'K icnilv 
emphasi.sed to hold the reader's interest. Miss Me(diee 
IS a clever sketch, but .she remains perfectly static, making 
the .sam<^ mistakes and tloing tJio same knuliiesse.s Long 
before Robert l- ulton dies, we aie heartily tired of him ll 
will be a pity if Miss Simc is driven avay front lier natural 
work of short-storv writing by the greater commeuial 
liossibilities of the novel. 

XTbe JSoohman's XCable. 
LYRA HEROICA. by W. K Henley, i.'.snel (Ma< millaii) 

" A Book of ^■erse for noy' ” was Henley's sub-tille for 
his anthology. The limitation assumed in that and in the 
title itself kc-cjisliis book one of the most perfect anthologies 
111 English—comparable, perhaps, to “ l.iTie Love " winch 
Sir ^^'llllam Watson did years ago for the Golden Treasury 
scries. The word “boy” should be jirehxed by 
“ average ” : and even then theie are <jueer omissions 
Why is the “ Ancient Manner ” absent ? \\ hy not gn e 
some stanzas, at least, of the “ Hymn of David ” which 
Kit Smart wrote ? Henley the poet evidently insisted on 
some of the inclusions—“ Lycidas ” for instance ; Henley 
the journalist put in others, and Henley the boy read them 
all aloud, from “Chevy Chase” and Drayton’s “ Agm- 
court ” to Kipling'.s “ East and 'West.” Looking through 
the ballads which deal directly of fighting one iseoin iuccd 
again that the two best arc Drayton’s ’ Agincourt ’ and 
Tennyson’s “ Revenge ” The latter owes something of its 
splendour, its heroic ring, to the amazing circumstance of 
the deed and to the wonderful setting—' at Flores in the 
Azores.” There is rare beauty in some minor poems, 
particularly in Lyall’s “ Theology in Extremis ” and Bret 
Harte’s “ Reveille ” ; and always one turns to the old 
ballads, ami to their revival in Scott and Swinburne, for a 
greater calm and confidence, a sense of the Iransitoriness of 

glory which more boastful poems miss. 

MAKERS OF THE SCOTTISH CHURCH AT THE 
REFORMATION. By the Rev Kirkwood Hew.it. 
los 6d net. (MatNivcn & Wallace ) 

The minister of the United Free Church at Frcstwick, 
in Ayrshire, has provided a wholly admirable account 
of seven reverend divines, all Iwaring the Christian name 
of John, under whom the Scottish Church look shape and 
assumed consolidation after the Reformation. If little 
that is new has been said about them, their story is as well 
told as ever it was. and it is appropriate and attractive to 
have it told in such happy combination. Tlie account 
begins with John Knox. This is not a biography in the 
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strict sense, but a true and living characterisation of the 
Keformer, under a number of headings summarising the 
distinguishing traits in his career and portra3ring the genius 
of the man with wonderful force and lucidity. The essay 
is one of the best we have seen. Mr. Hewat discusses 
further the life and labours of Willock, who held the 
curiously dual position of rector of Loughborough, in 
I.,eicestershire, and minister of the Church of Scotland, and 

was actually Moderator of the General Assembly whilst a 
clergyman of the Church of England, Five other makers 
of the Kirk—Winram, Row, Spottiswood, Douglas and 

Craig, are similarly discoursed upon with fine feeling and 
diction, and with much scholarly care. The work has 
entailed considerable research, and of the amount of reading 
which has gone to make up an unusually able and fascinat¬ 

ing book evidence is on every page. It may be remarked 
that Spottiswood, in Berwickshire, the ancient patrimony 
of the Spottiswoods, is in process of passing out of that 
family's occupancy, having been held by them for fully 
SIX hundred years—an interesting link with John, the 

Superintendent of Lothian and Tweeddale, who set the 
crown on the head of the infant king, James VI. 

THE OCTOCENTENARY OF READING ABBEY: 
A.D. 1121-A.D. 1921. By J. B. Hurry, M.A., M.D. 
los. Cd. net. (Elliot Stock.) 

This is not a history of Reading Abbey, nor does it profess 

to be. It is strictly a memorial volume, commemorating 
the foundatioir of the Abbey by Henry I on June i8th, 

1121, and recording the salient points in the history of 
an institution of which the author says : 

*' The Abbey has contributed to the progress of education, of 
Hterature, of art, of commerce, bringing the life of the burgh 
into touch with the life of the nation, and giving birth to such 
memories as rank among the priceless possessions of a com¬ 
munity. . . . The Abbey has not only rendered invaluable 
services to Radingia; it has played a worthy part on the stage 
of our national history." 

Dr. Hurry has already written “ A History of Reading 
Abbey" and "The Rise and Fall of Reading Abbey," 
besides works on separate details of the Abbey’s story, 
and his familiarity with his subject is evident. Occasion¬ 

ally, indeed, it leads him to forget that his readers may 
not have the story at their fingers' ends, as he has. For 
instance, we should like some account of " the exciting 

events in which John, the Chancellor, William of Long- 
champ, and Geoffrey, the Archbishop of York, were 

concerned,” when a council held at the bridge over the 
Loddon decided to depose the Chancellor, and the bishops 
next day excommunicated all who had been concerned 
in the Archbishop’s arrest. But the author’s intimate 

knowledge enables him to give us a series of striking 
pictures, nor does he forget to show how heavily the hand 
of their religious overlord pressed upon the aspirations 
of the burghers of Reading after freedom and self-govern¬ 
ment, The frontispiece is a bird’s-eye view of the Abbey 

in its original state, now reduced to a few crumbling ruins 
by the destruction that followed the dissolution of the 
monasteries and further injuries inflicted during the siege 

of Reading by the Roundheads in 1643, and there are 
many other illustrations of incidents in the history of the 

Abbey, the majority of them reproductions of pictures in 
the Art Gallery of the Reading Corporation. 

ilDusic* 

THE STANDARDS OF ENGLISH MUSIC. 

A TALK WITH MR. EDWARD GERMAN. 

By J. P. C0LI.INS. 

IT is not easy for 

a music-lov'er 

to hold both his 

peace and his self- 

respect in days 

like these when the 

art of his affections 

is drawn so often 

into the welter of 

opinion. Some of 

music's devotees 

seem more intent 

on smashing”other 

E^hott%Fry. Gorman, people’s houses 

than improving 

their own, w'ith the result that the field is strewn w'ith 

broken glass, like the Strand after an air raid. The 

raiders are still w’ith us. They employ the vocabulary 

of music, and warm themselves with her gestures, but 

ihey fume at the mention of melody. Taste \vith 

them seems a game of megaphones and tomahawks. 

Lacking certain ingredients in their composition (and 

1 use the word in fear and trembling) they have never 

learned their own limitations; but why try, like the 

damaged fox in iEsop, to crop^everybody else down by 

their*own pattern? Perhaps it is part of Nature's 

working arrangement that every faculty of value has 

tp be kept bright by active use, and defended from the 

onset of envy and disruption. But perpetual encounter 

on belialf of our standards is apt to impair one’s sense 

of proportion just as mucli as inglorious ease may do. 

Perhaps a watchful and diligent serenity comes nearest 

the ideal condition, and how few ever attain it! 

Those who possess the friendship of Mr. Edward 

German will probably concur that he is of those few. 

I.ike so many true musicians, he hails from the western 

midlands and breathes something of their fresh and 

mellow quality. There was a fight among the Severn, 

the Dee, and the Mersey, as to which should have him. 

In the end the Mersey and engineering lost; the Dee 

claime<l him for a few years’ schooling; and he went 

back to the Severnside and to music. He was destined 

to spend several years at the Royal Academy of Music, 

where he had as fellow-students Julia Neilson, Sir 

Henry Wood, Landon Ronald and Ben Davies. While 

there he maintained himself by playing violin at the 

Savoy Theatre (an admirable school) and got organ 

practice by tramping daily across London and back 

before breakfast. He taught violin at Wimbledon 

School, where Barry Pain was master of classics, and 

together they worked up a musical version of the 

" Antigone" of Sophocles. A conductorship at the 

Globe Theatre under Richard Mansfield gave him an 

opportunity to write Incidental Music to Shakespeare's 

" Richard III,” and then Irving gave him the Lyceum 

commission which made him famous. For the three 

Incidental Dances from the music to " Henry VIII ” 

found such universal favour that the rest of his career 
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is common history. It is needless, therefore, to mention 

his many important orchestral works, his delicious 

light operas {who does not know “ Merrie England *' I) 

and the many distinguished songs and part-songs which 

have since come from his pen. 

No one can run off the reel of memory the many hours 

of pleasure he has drawn from Mr. German’s music 

without retaining a clear impression—that of a happy 

temperament delighting in the company of fine con¬ 

ceptions. But the royal road, with him, has been the 

usual one. " Hard work.” he once said, " hard work— 

nothing can be gained without it.” Recently I had a 

talk with him on the output of the time and music 

generally, and it brought out a few serviceable truths 

in the same vein. He could not see anything but 

Nemesis awaiting the present fashion of hostility to 

tonality and form, a pose on which some mistaken 

moderns seemed to pride themselves. No one was out 

to defend the school of sugared unrealities, any more 

than the morbid school of nerves and nonsense. " The 

only music that can live,” he said, ” is the music that 

has the elements of beauty and health in it, and observes 

some kind of structure and shapeliness. The fact that 

this has been so often said and disputed does not alter 

its truth, for true it certainly is. Closer definitions are 

impossible, perhaps, or at any rate are hard to find ; 

and it is not well to dogmatise. But the fact remains 

that the man in the street decides in the long run what 

is lo endure. You must put iu close application and 

study of the best models, and you must learn the rules 

before you break them. Of course, there are always 

the great exceptions. Genius is far rarer than jieople 

think, and genius has ways of its own. The thing to 

deprecate is the foolish attempt of men without this 

clement of genius to trv and hlindlv follow it in ever\'- 

thing. Here the result may be that what is boldness 

and justification in the master is violence and fool¬ 

hardiness in the pupil. And not all the emphasis and 

assertion in the world can make it otherwisi'. 

“ Of cour.se,” Mr. German went on. ” I am not limiting 

mv' humble appro\;U to aiiv scliool, whether Chureh, 

or Oratorio, Grand Opera. 1-ight Opera, Chamber Music, 

or any other medium. Each of these has a place secure 

which none of the rest can ever take away, and I should 

always recommend as open and inclusive a taste as 

possible. Only I would say, keep the standard high. 

Light music, so long as it is good, may be nearer the 

mark than serious people imagine, and is often much 

harder to write. 1 am not thinking of machine-made 

stuff such as we have always with us, but music which 

comes from originality, and is not above giving pleasure 

of a permanent kind. There is nothing contrary to 

tradition in doctrine like this, nor anything adverse to 

common sense; and I believe it agrees with the best 

theory and practice of otlicr arts tlian music. Further, 

it is the only vein in which to judge the best music of 

other ages and other lands. I, for one, can never 

forget what we owe to Germany, and to France and 

Italy, and I appreciate to the full much of the modern, 

and some of the ultra-modern music of these countries. 

And yet I lov'e ‘ Carmen ’ and ‘ Faust,' and I 

believe these works will never die, whatever changes 

come about. It is a good augury for native music that 

we have a taste so catholic as to value the best from 
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other countries, and to be resurrecting the fine forgotten 

music of our own work written before the Puritan era. 

In this sense art knows no nationality, but I am, of 

course, as English as I can be, and as regards English 

music of the future I am a confirmed optimist." 

I came away with one clear text remaining in my 

mind. As Tennyson put it in a ringing line, "The 

form, the form iilone is eloquent." Mr. German is one 

composer at least who is upholding the standards that 

are destined to last. 

A GREAT ENGLISH PIANIST. 

At the beginning of June Mr. Harold Samuel gave, at the 
Wigmorc Hall, a scries of piano recitals unequalled in my 
cxjieriencc. He played on the six successive days of a 
single week ; he confined himself all the time to the music 
of one composer, Bach; he sought no special devices of 
advertisement; he employed no arts of boom ; he engaged 
the attention of no newspaper on the watch for a stunt; 
he just played with perfect mastery of himself and the 
wonderful music he was rediscovering for us, and he played 
as superbly on the sixth day as on the first. It was in all 
respects a magnificent achievement. 

Consider the staggering feat of memory ! Mr. Samuel 
played about one hundred and fifty pieces during the week 
without a single note of music before him ; and I can 
testify to his unfailing accuracy, for 1 attended four out of 
the six concerts and followed nearly cverj' piece with a 
score. To the high quality of his playing I can do better 
than give an amateur’s testimony; I can say that lus 
audience regularly included a number of very distinguished 
musicians, young and old, and that these were among the 
most enthusiastic in applause. 1 add a personal opinion 
that in quality and variety of tone and in truth and power 
of interpretation his playing ranks with the best. Mr. 
Harold Samuel has the fingers of a technician, the mind 
of a musician, and the soul of an artist 

A week of Bach is a remarkable experience even for a 
practised concertgoer—and I will add, in passing, that 
Bach is probably the only musician who could stand the 
test of six days’ keyboard work. As a rule, all w’c hear of 
Bach at the usual recital.s is a repetition of well-known 
pieces—the " Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue ” and the 
■' Italian Concerto ’’ being the sole representatives of pure 
clavier work, the rest being organ or string pieces re¬ 
written for acrobatic displays of transcendental technique. 
But Mr. Samuel’s programmes included no transcriptions. 
He gave us the pure te5ct, and gave us unfamiliar music that 
is among the greatest ever written. Nothing could be 
finer than his performance of the wonderful “ Air with 
Thirty Variations,” scarcely ever heard in the concert-room. 
Busoni played a characteristically shortened and revised 
version of his own not long ago ; but as far as most concert- 
goers are concerned, this moving and marvellous invention 
might never have been wTitten. 

And did all London flock to this great adventure by an 
English pianist ? All London did nothing of the sort. 
The concerts were certainly well attended ; but if the 
so-called musical public of London really cared for mu.sic, 
instead of caring chiefly for names and sensations, the liall 
would have been packed to overflowing. I therefore 
seriously advise Mr. Harold Samuel (if he cares for crowds) 
to give up being an English pianist. Let him reappear 
next season as Samuelovich, the Tartar Terror from the 
Gob’ Desert, and the Albert Hall won’t bold his audience. 

George Sampson. 

WHAT THE PUBLIC WANTS- 

It is to be wished that some musician endowed with a 
ready pen, humour, humanity, humility and perhaps a 
dash of cynicism would write a study of the song-pub¬ 
lisher with a particular inquiry into his methods of identifying 

possible ” winners ” ; songs, that is, intended to catch 
the vast public which ” doesn’t know much about music, 
but knows what it likes.” Such an essay might be founded 
even upon so small a body of songs as the chance association 
at present to be considered. To a greater or less degree 
each makes an obvious bid for wide popularity, and various 
grades are represented. For the most widely known 
purveyors of easy sentiment stand Mrs. May Brahe and 
Hermann Lohr, the former with a characteristically pleasant 
ballad, " Cradle me low ” (Enoch; three keys), suitable 
for female voices, a setting of a suave lyric by Helen 
Taylor, who used to do better than this; and the latter 
with a volume of six ” Russian Ix>ve Songs ” (Chappell, 
three keys). Mr. Ldlir is the fortunate possessor of a 
cosmopolitan idiom which has, to date, served without 
perceptible modification for songs of India, Italy, the 
Southern Isles and Rumania. The nervous amateur 
need not fear anything unduly Russian here, beyond 
the lyrist’s name, the sleigh on the cover and various 
exotic words. For one terrifying moment during the 
introduction to ” A Black Sea Song ” he may think that 
Mr. Lbhr has traitorously transported him to that fear¬ 
some shore ; but the melody quickly reassures him that 
he has got no farther afield than Brighton front, with the 
accompaniment clinging to him closer than a brother, 
only occasionally leaving him on a sustained note to 
dab on a little local colour. Possibly the songs may become 
popular out of sheer habit, and tenors of the luscious sort 
may delight in declaiming such passionate and juicy 

bonncs-bouclics as ” Dushka moya!” and ” Galubchik 
moi !" (with foot-note). Probably, however, the tunes 
would have sold better fitted out with smh soundly domes¬ 
tic words as carried " Little Grey Home in the West ” 
over tw’o hemispheres. And the music need not have 
been appreciably altered ! Another obvious bid is made in 
” The Thrill of Life " (Elkin ; two keys). Tlic lyric, by 
R. C. Tharp, rhymes ” dawn ” with ” morn " and ” balm ” 
^\^th ” charm,” and the music by Walter Rubens suits 
the words, One cxiK'cts better of this firm. 

It IS a plcasuro to turn from these essays to ” The Way 
of a Ship ” (Enoch; two keys), five chanteys with good 
words by C. Fox Smith and music by Easthojie Martin, 
one of the best and most adventurous of our popular 
composers. Incrcasinglv interested in modern harmonies 
and the modes, Mr. Martin uses them with considerable 
though varying success. In the first song, " Rosario,” 
one feels that the tunc has been conditioned to the har¬ 
monies and has lost the directness essential to the chantey. 
” Morning Watch ” and ” Sea Voices ” have atmosphere, 
and '■ Roll .Along Home ” a suitably virile rhythm. By far 
the best of the five is ” Casey’s Concertina,” an ingenious 
hornpipe with an unexpected turn of pioetry. The book 
should appeal to bas.scs and baritones whose living demands 
that they shall " get there,” and who are heartily tired of 
the usual vehicles. " Three Fletcher Lyrics ” (Enoch ; 
two keys) have melodious airs by Paul Edmonds marred 
somewhat by a mixture of styles and a lack of imaginative 
dexterity in the piano parts. The long-(|rawn repetition 
of the last line of the second, even if it were possible for 
human lungs to phrase decently, is unnecessary. But the 
songs have good words, and arc ambitious enough to be 
promising. 

The rema ning two songs should appeal to that increasing 
section of the public who are ready to allow roses and 
gardens a close season. Ernest Bullock's ” Afton Water ” 
(Enoch ; three keys), a setting of an English lyric by Burns, 
is a quietly beautiful song with a musicianly but simple 
accompaniment, which will please baritones and tenors 
capable of legato singing ; and E, Roy Thompson’s setting of 
Fiona Macleod’s ” Thy dark eyes to mine ” (Elkin), with a 
good pianist and an emotional tenor, would inflame any 
ballad-conccrt audience. These two composers, both 
musicians of recognised accomplishment, can give points 
to the balladists and beat them at their own game. There 
is hope for the concert singer yet 1 

Rodney Bennett. 
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NOTES ON NEW MUSIC. 
CHILD THOUGHTS. Words by p. J. Mudic. Music by 

Walter Mudie. (Forsyth.) 

Five little songs of childhood, of which the best is un¬ 
doubtedly " Mars.” Both words and music are natural 
and charming. Unfortunately, in the other four songs the 
words are not written in a childlike way. The author 
makes the mistake so often made in writing for children— 
of recounting childicn’s thoughts in a grown-up manner. 
The music throughout is kept fairly simple. 

THE JOYFUL YEARS. By Paul Zilcher. (Reid Bros.) 

Tliis children’.s suite for piano is dainty and full of 
melody. ” Chatterbox ” is a vivid little picture, and ” A 
Little Dance ” is delightful. 

AN ALL NIGHT LULLABY. Lyric by Dum Dum Music 
by Ivor Novello, (Enoch ) 

A capital song, with a welcome touch of humour that is as 
refreshing as it is rare in the majority of songs of this class 

SEAMAN BLANK. Words by Robert Nelson Music by 
]-aun Howen (Reader & VValsli ) 

One does not associate bathos with such a name as 
Nelson, and the words of this song come as rather a shock. 
The music has sjimt and goes with a swing and given 
sensible words might have attained some popularity. 

XEbe '©rania. 

THE NEW DRAMATIST. 

liY TiioM.vs Moult. 

Mr. Thomas Moult. 

Til II fipcn- 

ing of the 

autumn season 

w ill find the 

London tlu-atre 

in a more hopeful 

position than it 

has held for many 

a long (lay. 'J'lii'' 

is not a ]t.uadoN, 

however nmeh the 

sudden and whole¬ 

sale collapse in 

recent months 

might suggest it. The true significance of that collapse 

will not be understood until we disentangle the 

distressful nature of its material consequences from 

what might be called the political aspect. One 

thing is already certain, none the less. The public 

of to-day possesses a greater partiality for the theatre 

as entertainment than it has done at any time during 

the past score of seasons ; a correct sense of the purely 

ffisthetic values of stage-production is more widely 

held, just as there is. despite the cynic, a sounder 

judgment of poetry among the mass of its readers than 

there was in the days when Mr. .Alfred Noyes was king. 

The mind of the people hius, moreover, been tending 

towards this cheerful condition for two years. But the 

quality of that mind, encrusted and overlaid as it was 

by a devastating period of mental aberration, has 

unfortunately made it more difficult, almost'impossible, 

indeed, for good plays to receive proper appreciation 

and encouragement. It is a commonplace and foolish 

habit of ours to explain all that is wrong in contemporary 
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existence as the effect of “ materialism "—recklessly 
confusing that same term with its scientific application 
—but the fact remains that the temper which found its 
highest expression in the conquest of Nature and its 
lowest in inter-human warfare has had a peculiar effect 
on the quality of modern English plays. The theatre, 
in a word, has suffered badly from the imposition upon 
its native purposes of a mixture of gross and intense 
" materialism,” far removed from reality (in the aesthetic 
sense) or fundamental truth, and inimical to the chances 
of the truer drama. It has become almost completely 
commercialised. 

Commercialised, that is, in the worst sense. Mr. 
William Poel, in his recently published brochure, 
” What is Wrong with the Stage? " has described the 
methods of the theatre magnate and monopolist into 
whose hands the London playhouses fell during the war 
and where, mostly, they still remain. These magnates 
and monopolists are commercial syndicates and nothing 
else, so that, as Mr. Poel says, ” the ultimate decision 
as to what play shall be put into rehearsal is determined, 
not as it is on the continent, by men of the theatre, but 
by members of the Stock Exchange.” The facilities for 
raising money for plays of artistic merit have therefore 
been practically non-existent. Unbelievable as it may 
seem, the plays that have been produced in London of 
recent years are sometimes not even read by those who 
find the money for their production. 

That the dramatist should have been influenced by 
these circumstances, which, we need not say. are inimical 
to art in any sense of the word, is a matter for no sur¬ 
prise. He has followed one of two courses as a con¬ 
sequence. Angered and smarting from a sense of the 
sordidness of the whole thing he has written his play 
with a " purpose,” or with a problem, of the type of 
Mr. Galsworthy’s or Mr. Shaw’s, or he has witten 
cynically, for money. Only here and there can be 
found the dramatist who has persisted in the struggle to 
express his own arlistic vision, and he, obviously, has had 
little or no place on the post-war stage. 

Thus it is the young dramatist whose ideals have not 
been tarnished, and, among play-makers, he alone, who 
will find the English theatre in a more hopeful position 
at the opening of the autumn season than it has been 
for many a long day. The dramatist with name, fame 
and disillusionment will slowly but surely disappear 
before a demand which he is constitutionally unable to 
meet. The true significance of the present ” slump ” 
in the theatre is that the public is heartily sick of the 
drawing-room play, the dismal tragedy, the mechanical 
comedy, by all of which it has been surfeited during 
the past winter especially. We may look to the success 
of “The Beggar's Opera” at Hammersmith (where 

•the first anniversary of its revival has just been cele¬ 
brated) for some sort of indication of the kind of play 
that the public will look for on its return from the 
pursuit of those estimable summer gods, lawn tennis 
and salmon mayonnaise. The romantic play has never 
yet been seen to proper advantage on the English stage. 
The romantic play-writer has, consequently, never 
reached prominence. The most prominent writer for 
the theatre in Germany during the past decade has been 
the romanticist, Gerhardt Hauptmann. 

It is not unreasonable to assume that there are young 
writers who will be able to respond to the new demand. 
Mostly we will find that they have been and are working 
in remote corners of the country, lacking only an 
adequate stage technique—a comparatively unimportant 
matter if the true vision be in them. Already here and 
there in London and the provinces plays have been 
staged privately or half-privately, without any com¬ 
mercial considerations, as at the ” Unnamed ” Society, 
Manchester, the Nonvich Players group, the late Curtain 
Theatre Association, London ; and these, good or not 
in themselves, are to be noted and encouraged because 
it is likely that from them the writers of the 
future may learn their craft. Not that too much 
importance must be attached to these as the discoverers 
of young genius. The example of America is before 
us, with its hundreds of ” little theatres ” and its 
extraordinary dearth of genuine plaj s, to lessen our 
hope of that. 

It is hard to give the names of those to whom we 
may look for the first-fruits of what may be regarded as 
the romantic revival in our fheatres, without seeming to 
be invidious. Other names might well be substituted 
for those of Mr. Edward Shanks and Mr. H. M. Richard¬ 
son ; Mr. Sladen Smith and Mr. Eric Dexter of Man¬ 
chester (” Dreams That Come True,” by Mr. Dexter, 
is a remarkable little piece which would have been 
played by Mr. Iden Payne at Miss Horniman's Gaiety 
Theatre had not that fine producer been lured pre¬ 
maturely to America) ; Mr. Ernest Goodwin, whose 
” Devil Amongst the Skins ” was published in Voices 
and is now one of the commendations of the Arts League 
of Service ; Miss Dorothy Massingham, Mr. Clifford 
Bax, Miss Gwen John, author of ” Edge o’ the Dark ” ; 
and Mr. Halcott Glover, whose ” Wat Tyler ” was pub¬ 
lished in book form by the Bloomsbury Press last year. 
But these writers are especially worthy of mention 
because the mistakes and shortcomings in their work, 
whatever they may be, have certainly nothing to do 
with the common misconception by contemporary 
dramatists of the play as a vehicle of ” ideas,” and of 
little else but realism and its inevitable attendants, 
glitter and gloom. 

GORDON CRAIG AS THEATROCRAT. 
By Louis J. McQuilland. 

Mr. GORDON CRAIG knows so much about the 
European Theatre and feels so deeply about it 

thal he has become a Theatrocrat.* Too much learning 
has drU^en Mr. Craig into paradox: for him paradox 

• “The Theatre Advancing." By Gordon Craig. 31s. 6d. 
(Constable.) 

is truth ; but for his readers it will appear contra¬ 
diction. He says the only hope of the English theatre 
is Shakespeare, and he associates this with his strongly- 
held opinion that Shakespeare is not for the theatre 
at all. 

He sliongly couceives of the theatre as a place into 
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which actors should not enter: " Man and the voice 

of man—that little personality and that little voice- 

loom far too large in the present theatre and throw 

all things out of .proportion, destroying all harmony 
by their aggressiveness.” 

Human personality, Mr. Craig pleads, with a light¬ 

heartedness that suggests self-ridicule, should be 

obscured, as in the old Greek Drama, by the use of 

masks. He refers to the mask as ” that paramount 

means of dramatic expression without which acting 

was bound to degenerate ” ! A delicious piece of 

Beerbohmish special pleading is implicit in the j)assage : 

"Masks carry conviction when he who creates them 

is an artist, for the artist limits the statements which 

he places on these masks. The face of the actor carries 

no such conviction ; it is overfull of fleeting expression— 

frail, restless, disturbed and disturbing.” 

One of Mr. Craig’s most explosive statements is 

the heavily underlined one that " before the art of the 

stage can revive, w’omen must have passed off the 

boards." The only plausibility he gives to this idea is 

as a question of economics. He says that women are 

always glad to apjwar before an audience for next to 

nothing, and that cheap labour is disastrous artistically. 
Mr. Craig knows, of course, as well as any of us, 

that the great women artists have no timidity about 

taking as considerable salaries as the men, and that 

the theatre could no more dispense with women jilayers 

than a ionntain-jien witli ink. 

It is net surprising that Mr. Craig, still describing 

furious parabolas in the amazed ether, should say of 

the greatest stage figure in Europe: " No one can call 

Eleanora Duse an actress, j'et in spite of this many 

people have tried to write about the ' acting ’ of Eleanora 

Duse." The Theatiocrut says that Duse has nothing of 

art in her composition, and follows this by a splendid 

compliment: " She is personal love, personal courage, 

persouiil hope, and ]>ersonal beauty, and these all 

whirl her through the long space of her life as some 

unseen and lonely star is whirling at this moment above 

our heads." Fortunately for many of us, we have seen 

the star in the congenial firmament of higli drama. 

For Mr. Craig there is an infinitely better thing 

than the actor : " There is only one actor—nay, one 

man—who has the soul of the dramatic poet, and who 

has ever served as true and loyal interpreter of the 

poet. This is the Marionette.” Lecturing to protesting 

pupils in his Dramatic College, our Theatrocrat de¬ 

clared : “ The Marionette is more than natural; it has 

style—that is to say unity of expression; therefore 

the Marionette Theatre is the true theatre." One of 

Mr. Craig's mildest assertions in " The Theatre Advanc¬ 

ing " is that acting cannot be taught. In that event 

who is to inculcate the super-acting of the Marionettes ; 

or will the painted wooden figures take on life of their 

own accord when the wires jerk. 

Mr. Gordon Craig’s ideal theatre has, of course, 

always been a theatre without any performers. He 

is so .obsessed by what is called " production ” that 

he has no care for any human element except the 

producer—say, Reinhardt or himself. He takes per¬ 

petual charming and childish delight in models of 

theatrical " sets." For him scenery and all that it 

entails in the way of structure, colour and lighting is 
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the only thing that matters. On the Gordon Craig 

enchanted stage the step of a great actor would be 

a vulgar intrusion. This is the Thcatrocrat's secret. 

This is why he has written a book of great wit and 

considerable beauty holding the stage up to ridicule. 

One of his passages of smiling paradox is that in 

whicli he expresses a hope that wc may some day see 

the theatre in the Turkish bath. That is probably 

where Craig does see his theatre, which is one of the 

mind’s eye, and the eye is one of languor. In his own 

words: “Wisdom has often been whispered, a poet 

has told us. Tlie whispering grows and grows. Now 

all is silence oncp more. The Drama of Wisdom has 

ended ; wc are asleep.” 

A FAMILY MAN. By John Cialsworlliy, at the Comedy 
Theatre 

■' A Family Man ” be.ars .signs of hurry, yet I think it has 

been very unfairly treated in the daily press. Its honesty, 
its humour, and its boldness deserve recognition even if the 

play is written by an author from whom we expt'ct these 
qualities. The play suits Mr. Galsworthy better than the 
novel. He is less tempted in drama to indulge his scnti- 

mcMital mood : and in " A Family Man ” he has a subject 
which keeps satire and comedy on top. John Builder, ol 
itn unnamed small provincial town, i.s married: his wife 
is dutiful but dull; lus daughters umliitiful but gay. 
He is very much tired of the family ; a great liberal in 

politics, a great tyrant at home, but, as is inevitable under 
modern conditions, an unsuccessful tyrant in dealing with 
his spirited daughters. Athene leaves home, and lives W’ith 
an airman whom she won't marry l>ecausc of her experience 
at home. She distrusts marriage. Maud is going to join 

a “ movie company.” The play opens with this situation, 
and John Builder is seen throughout the play under the 
strain of family conflict, made harder by his public position 
—he is a J.P. and selected for mayor. In addition to these 

domestic difficulties, Mr. Galsworthy leads us to believe 
that Builder has been leading a celibate life for .some years, 
and that this does not improve his temper ; but this more 
delicate problem is not handled at all fully. If Mr. Gals¬ 
worthy intended Builder to be an unsympathetic character, 

which I find it hard to believe, Mr. McKinncl ruined his 
play. His John Buihler from the outset won one’s heart 
—badgered, ironical, generous, nagged at—he is a most 

pathetic study of a ^strong-weak man in difficulties. The 
rest of the acting was on a very high level : especially 
noteworthy was Mr. Hanray’s vulgar little Mayor, and 
Francis Lister’s Guy Hcrringhame, Athene's husband. He 
acted with rare ease and naturalness in a rather ungrateful 
part. Miss Archdale as .\thene and Miss Kentish as Maud 
were excellent, and a word of praise must be given to Miss 

Olive Walker’s slyly stupid acting in the part of Annie, the 

Herringjhames' maid. r E 

THE PEDLAR'S BASKET at the Everyman Theatre. 

After its very successful season of Bernard Shaw’s plays 

the Everyman Theatre is offering a diversity of divertisse- 
ments in the shape of a programme devised and produced by 
Mr. Norman Maedermott. It is a mixture of a very chic 
concert and a fastidious music-hall, and deserves support 
and praise. Unfortunately the first performance was sadly 
marred by the fact that Mr. Clive Carey suddenly fell ill and 
lost his voice, so that Mr. A. A. Milne’s operetta, “ The 

Rod Feathers," and another item had to be omitted. But 
the songs were charmingly decorated and mounted, and 
well sung by Mr. John Goss. The Chelsea China group 
v'as especially delightful. Four playlets were given: an 
act of the famous Japanese tragedy,Sugawara Dcnji 

Tena*« Kagami,” showing the fine flower of the old 
Samurai passion of loyalty. Interesting as it was, it did 
not achieve the atmosphere of Japan. Schnitzler’s gay 
but pungent " A Farewell Supper " was excellently played 

by Nicholas Hannen, Douglas Jefferies and Muriel Pratt, 
with Harold ScOtt as a discreet waiter. JThe piice de 

risistance was Eugene O'NeiH’s “ In the Zone,” the scene of 
which is the fo'c’sle of a tramp steamer bringing a load of 
shells to Liverpool through the submarine zone. One of 
the men is .seen secretly to whip an iron box out of his suit¬ 
case and stow it away under his mattress ; the jumpy nerves 
of his shipmates bring them to think he is a spy, planting a 

bomb. They seize him and tic him up, open the bok—it is 
full of letters from his sweetheart which disclose that he is 
a poor victim of drunkenness, loved and prayed for but 

finally discarded. Mr. Maedermott in a little speech told 
us how the censor had objected to certain words but sug¬ 

gested alternatives, and as Mr. Maedermott neatly explained 
what the words were we were able to enjoy the varia lectio 
in each case, with no .serious harm to anybody's morals. 

(“The Red Feathers” has since been duly presented, and 
proved a charming addition to the programme ) 

F. M. A. 

A NEW lAGO at the Court Theatre. 

An effigy of William Shakespeare, cleft to the brisket, has 
often appealed to me as being the sort of allegorical poster 
1 should use if ever I were producing Othello for an ultra- 

highbrow coterie—which Heaven forbid. For in this play 
the poet attempted to split both human nature and his own 
personality neatly in two, giving his hero a monopoly of 

stark unintellectual honesty and greatness of soul, whilst 
lago specialised in the other side of the picture. The 
attempt could not be carried to its logical conclusion, 
because Shakespeare realised as the play proceeded that the 
simplicity of his original Othello was incompatible not only 
with success in generalship, but with the intellectual deptlis 
of jealousy which the dramatic values of his theme required. 
But it accounts to some extent for the inhumanity of lago’s 
character, and for that “motiveless malignity” which 
has distressed so many sentimental critics besides Coleridge. 

Vet Shakespeare, whilst following the old Moralities in 
presenting us with an abstraction, an exclusive study of 

one side of human nature, desired to gild the j)ill with some 
semblance of probability ; he therefore drew lago as a 
young man for whom mischief-making is a delightful 

hobby ; he has not only the courage of his convictions, 
but a zest for them ; he is an artist in villainy, whose sole 
gaiety springs from the perfection of lus craftsmanshii>. 
It is this quality in lago which gives extraordinary 

interest to Mr Fagan’s bold choice of -Mr. Basil Rathbonc 
for the part. By all conventional standards, Mr. Kathbone 
was an amazingly unlikely man to play lago; hitherto 

we have known him chiefly as a romantic juvenile, a 
young actor who relied less on subtlety than on his sympa¬ 
thetic personality, his infectious enthusiasm for whatever 

part he had in hand—the last man, you would say, for 
the Machiavellian, fawning lago of the old school. But the 
old school must take a back seat occawonally, and the 
allocation of such back seats is not the least interesting of 

Mr. Fagan’s functions. He has foreseen in Mr. Kathbone's 
buoyant gaiety {twi.stcd ever so slightly towards cynicism), 
the means of bringing out that zest in wickedness which 
previous players of lago have been too prone to overlook. 

And the result at the Court Theatre is worth going to see. 
For Mr, J-'agan has vision, and has given a healthy shock 
to some of us who thought we knew just what Mr. Rathbone 

could do. Graham Sutton. 

WHAT OFFERS! "Bookman” 33 numbers, 
1917 to June, 1921. Chrietmas numbers, 

1917-8 t also 9 “Book Monthlys,'* all good condition. 

Will separate. Ronald Eastwood, Kirkby Stephen. 

A UTHORS* MSS., etc., promptly and 
^ carefully typewritten. 1/- per 1,000 words. 
Highest testimonials. — Miss BEAUMONT, 101, 
Melrose Aeenue, Wimbledon Park, S.W.19. 

Typewriting and duplicating of aii 
kinds promptly executed. MSS. lid. and- 

Carbons 3d. per 1,000 words.—MISS M. CANDY, 
BrocKleburst, Cbelston, Torquay. 
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“ Success," by Lord Beaverbrook, a guide to 

.success by one who lias got there, will be published 

shortly by Messrs. Stanley Paul. 

“ English for the English : A Chapter on National 

Education," by George Sampson, makes a strong 

protest against our present educational system 

which aims at turning our children prematurely into 

hands " and docs not meet their needs as human 

beings, and it offers a plea and a practical programme 

for a real humane education. The book is to be 

published shortly by the Cambridge University- 

Press. 

Captain E. R. G. Evans, C.B., who was second in 

command of the British Antarctic Expedition com¬ 

manded by Captain Scott, and took over the com¬ 

mand after Scott's death, has written an account of 

the expedition in " Souths With Scott," which 
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Messrs. Collins will publish early in the autumn. 

Captain Evans was during the war in command of 

H.M.S. Broke, which with H.M.S. Swift engaged six 

German destroyers, sinking two and torpedoing a 

third. 

Mr. Lewis Melville, whose storj’ of " The South 

Sea Bubble ” has just been published by Mr. Daniel 

O’Connor, has written a Life of John Gay, whicli- 

will be issued sliortly by the same publisher. 

Mr. (L B. Burgin, wlio in liis time has known 

almost evcr\’bf)dy who is anybod}^ in the latter-day 

world of letters, has written his recollections in the 

" Memoirs of a Clubman," whicli Messrs. Hutchinson 

have published. The same firm will publish this 

month a new novel of his called " The Man from 

Turkey." 

A company of over four hundred editors, 

journalists and others associated with the literary, 

newspaper and general business worlds entertained 

Sir William ]5erry at the Savoy Hotel on July aotli, 

to mark their personal appreciation and to compli¬ 

ment him on the baronetcy that was recently con¬ 

ferred upon him. Lord Leverhulme presided, and 

the other speakers included Lord Burnham, Lord 
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Dewar, Loni Riddell and Mr. Harold Cox. A silver 

salver was presented to Sir W’illiam I^erry who, 

responding' to the toast of his liealth, speculated 

on the possibilities of increased liveliness in I'leet 

Street if. instead of devoting liimself to politics, 

Mr. IJovd (ieorgc! had realised liis original ambition 

and become a journalist 

The full story of i) ’Annun/io's adventure at 

Hume is told in “A Political 

Escapade,” by the Rev. 

J. N. Macdonald, O.S.Ih, 

which Mr. J(fhii Murray is 

publishing. 

Mr. John Long is publish¬ 

ing this month "Good 

Grain,” by Emmeline 

Morrison, the winner in his 

recent £$00 Prize Compe¬ 

tition for the best h'irst 

Novel. 

If we hesitate to con¬ 

gratulate Ml. Thomas 

Seccombe on his upp<nnt- 

ment to t li e Chair 

English Literature at 

Oil ecu's I’ n i versi t y , 

Ontario, it is oniv because 
/• Iliiiun il. 

we are not sure that our , t 
“bcnli'liin of lcr*lidi 

congratulations should not 
” Itoiii u portfdit III nils I); 

be given to the l'niversit\. 

Mr. Seccombe is one of tin* ablest and most scholarly 

of our men of letters, a brilliant critic, with a saving 

grace of Immour. and a lecturer wlm knows liow to 

interest as well as 1(j instruct his audiences and, 

without being poor, wc are not so rich in his kind 

that we can aft<»rd to lose him witliout hesitating 

to Icf him go. He is one of Tin-: Book.m.\n s (jldest 

and most valued contributors ; for ten years be was 

assistant editor of the ” Dictionary of National 

Biography”; he has been a frequent contributor 

to The Times Lilerurv Supf>lcmcut and many otlier 

literarv journals, and if he has been too busy to 

write more than four or five books ('' The Bookman 

Ilisiorv of English Literature,” witli Sir William 

liohertson Xicoll, “ The Age of Jolinson, ’ " (icorge 

Meredith.” etc.), he has edited and written introduc¬ 

tions to as many as any man living. On the wliole 

wc ycry warmly congratnlato both Mr. Sctccombo 

and Otieen’s ITiiver-sity, and add our owm among 

the sinceresl of all tlie good wishes that will go with 

liim Ironi the midtitiulo of his friends. 

“Scnli'liiri of Icr-lidV 
pllblls 

I'roiii u purtrdit in oils In Fi 

A new volume of poems by Mr. Hibbart Gilson, 

" In and Out of Heaven," will be published next* 

month by Mr. Henry J. Drane. Mr. Gilson is the 

great-nephew of Sir James Denham, the mystery 

poet-kniglit of the last New Year Honours. 

r 

Messrs. Cassell have just published a new book 

of " puecr Stories from Truth.” This makes the 

twentv-sectind of these volumes and contains thirty 

stories that well maintain 

the reputation the series 

has won for freshness and 

" snap ” of style and variety 

of interest. 

Mr. Artlmr Greening has 

written a romance of the 

Thugs in India—” Tlie 

Curse t>f Kali ”—a tale of 

love and mystery and 

dc'-porate adN’onture a 1 1 

^teeped in an eerie atmos- 

]>herc of the occult, a swift, 

vivid tale that gives the 

reader a new thrill almost 

e\-ery time lie turns a page. 

The book is to be publislied 

fort hwi til by Messrs, 

jarrold. 

The sptieial feature of the 

Mr. Kineton Parke,. j„),..s,.ptc.n,l..T number of 
CbJi'iiMii iV 11. 

the Readers Guide, issued 
iiiici* I ii rv\ 1-iit \\ (M. K 1 

by the N o r w 1 c h l^nbhc 

Librar\’ at 2d. (post free jd.), is an annotated reading 

list on Dante, prepared in view of tlie sexcentenary 

which will take place on September 14th. The 

annotai{‘d list, compiled by tlie deputy librarian 

(Mr. Charles Nowell) includes the best translations 

of Danle. and an excellent selection of t)ie best books 

about his work. 

" Trooper O'Neill,” by George Goodchild, a new 

storv of Canadian life, dealing with the world-famed 

Nortii-West Mounted Police, will be published by 

Messrs. Robert Hayes this autumn. 

A new novel bv Mr. William Caine, " Mendoza 

and a Little Lady,” a story of artist life in Clielsea, 

will bo publislied sliortly by Messrs. Putnam. 

Wednesday, October 12th, is tlie date arranged 

for this year’s Festival Dinner of the Newsvendors’ 

Benevolent Institution, at which Mr. C. H. St. J. 

CbJi'iiMii iV 11. 
iin;.'. 

.iiici* I ii rv\ i-iit \\ (M. K 
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Hornby is to preside. A strong Dinner Committee 

been formed, and as it is expected that the 

demand for seats will exceed the space of even the 

King’s Hall, Holborn Restaurant, early application 

for tickets should be made to the Secretary, Room 9, 

Memorial Hall Buildings, Farringdon Street, E.C.4. 

Mr. Leonard Slade, of Melbourne, the Grand Old 

Man of Australian bookselling, is regarded by book- 

lovers throughout Australia almost with veneration, 

and by his staff with a great affection. Lately 

Mr. Slade has celebrated the forty-seventh anni¬ 

versary of his entry into bookselling. With all 

experience, and a memory like a catalogue, he is 

at the zenith of his professional powers, and 

Australian book-lovers generally have taken the 

occasion of the celebration of this anniversary to 

wish him long life and continued activity. Mr. 

Slade was born at Clunes and was contemporary 

with Mr. John Longstaff, the artist, and Dr. William 

Hewitson, Principal of the Presbyterian College, 

Dunedin. He was one of the original members of 

the Shakespeare Society of Melbourne. Reminis¬ 

cencing, Mr. Slade tells us that Samuel Mullen 

and George Robertson both landed in Melbourne 

together from the same old clipper—the Great 

Britain ; that M**. Cole, after a journey interrupted 

by wreck, landed from South America on the same 

day. The one day brought into Melbourne three 

men who were to found great bookselling houses in 

Melbourne, each house famous throughout the 

Commonwealth and known throughout the world. 

Mr. Slade's grandfather, the Rev, P. Durham, 

Mr. Leonaro Slade 

Photo i>y H. Waiur narndt. jil. Constantin NaboKoff, 

Author of *'Tbe Ordeal ol a I)i|>tomat ' (Duckworth), 
reviewed in this Number. 

is closely connected with the early history of 

Australia, having been Chaplain at Port Arthur 

during the time of Sir John Franklin. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Frederick Ernest Whitton, 

C.M.G., the author of the biography of Moltke, which 

is reviewed in this Number, was educated at Trinity 

College, Dublin. Entering the Leinster Regiment 

in 1894, he served in the South African War. 

Graduating at the Staff College in 1904, he passed to 

the Intelligence Department as Staff Captain and 

was later associated with the Historical Section of 

the Committee of Imperial Defence, of which he 

became Secretary in 1913, in which capacity he 

devoted great attention to the official history of the 

Russo-Japanese War. In 1914 Colonel Whitton 

(then Major) served with the 6th Division, B.E.F., 

and was severely wounded during the first battle of 

Ypres. While on half-pay for wounds he acted for 

a term as Master of “ Modern Vlth " at Harrow. He 

was then appointed to the General Staff, serving 

first in the War Office and subsequently at G.H.Q. 

in France. Colonel Whitton’s best-known works 

are “ Tlie Marne Campaign ” and his “ History of 

Poland from the Earliest Times,” but he has also 

written a good deal of prose and verse of a lighter 

character. A comic opera entitled " A Manoeuvres 

Night's Dream,” which he perpetrated in his 

younger days, was a clever skit on the introduc¬ 

tion of steam mechanical transport in 'military 

manoeuvres, and was sufficiently pungent to attract 

the attention of certain highly-placed persons. 

Colcmel Whitton has a delightful personality (writes 

a correspondent) and is widely popular in Service 

and literary circles. Photo by Monteai (Mtiboume). 
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It is a good while since we had a new story from 

Dick Donovan, who has written a romance of 

Australia, “ Out There ” {2s. 6d.), which Messrs. 

Everett liave published. It is a striking story of 

love and hate, and the triumph of love over death, 

and is sure of a welcome from the multitude of Dick 

Donovan’s faithful admirers. 

NOTES ON NEW BOOKS. 

It is true of Mr. E. V. Lucas as it was of Goldsmith that 

he writes all kinds of books 

but touches no subject that he 

docs not adorn. The record 

of liis last year’s journey round 

the world, “ Roving East and 

Roving West” (5s.; Methuen), 

has the charming lightness and 

whimsicality of touch that is 

characteristic of all his work. 

From India and Japan he 

passes to America, a shrewd 

observer, jotting down his im- 

pressions of people and places 

as he goes and picking up 

capital anecdotes by the wuy. 

Perhaps the American section 

is the best, and to .say that 

of a book that is entertaining 

throughout is to say a good 

deal. 

Mr, Sydney A. Moseley’s 

” Haunts of the Gay East ” 

(3s. 6d. : Stanley Paul) is a 

book of travel of a different 

kind. He takes you into 

strange, bizarre by - ways of 

Cairo, Constantinople, Sofia, Belgrade, Budapest and Vienna, 

and has curious stories to tell of the lives of their people. 

He does not give you the whole picture, but the lesser 

known, more romantic side of it; he looks for the unusual 

and the startling and finds them. The glamour of the East 

IS over his pages and his talcs arc edged with something 

of the mystery and excitement that you get in the Arabian 

Nights. 

'■ Sport in a Nutshell,” by C. E. Hughes (is. Gd. ; Jarrokls) 

is a very diverting encyclopedia of as many .sports as most 

people can think of and some that they would not think 

of at all under tliat heading. It is all done in an irre¬ 

sponsible spirit of burlesque; even golf is treated without 

reverence and cricket with a frivolity tliat is more amusing 

than the game itself. The humorous illustrations of Fred 

Buchanan add not a little to the oddity of a joyous little 

skit. 

” Low Ceilings ” (8s. ; Appleton) is a notable advance on 

Mr. W. Douglas Newton’s first novel, “ Green Ladies.” 

It io a careful, mordant study of the effect of a conventional 

suburban atmosphere on the minds of those who live in it. 

The principal characters work in the City and live round 

Denmark Hill; they preserve the ordinary humdrum 

amenities of middle-class family life, its snobbish social 

code, its stuffy ideals of respectability, all the narrow 

moral and material gospels against which certain of the 

younger generation are more and more rising in revolt. 

Beatrice Harbour is an essentially modem girl born of 

essentially old-fashioned parents. Clear-sighted; inde¬ 

pendent, she fights against the low-ceilinged, suffocating 

home atmosphere and, in defiance of everybody, marries 

her unorthodox musician and is happily justified of her 

obstinacy. Her brother Owen makes desperate efforts to 

break away from the strangling 

conventional courses that are 

planned for him, but does not 

succeed until the war comes 

to give him his chance. Her 

older brother Donald, who tells 

the slory, is more gifted and 

original than either but has been 

more subdued to his cramping 

surroundings, and for a long 

w’hile is only half-unconsciously 

ch.ifed by them. He falls 

u 11 d c r the influence of two 

women. One, Barbara Major, 

IS pretty, alluring, provocative ; 

and under her dustracting spell 

his arti.stic genius shrivels, liis 

designs become commonplace 

and he looks like drifting into 

failure. The other, Agnes 

Oillow, like his sister Beatrice, 

has broken away from the 

jH-tty traditions of suburbia, 

IS clear-eyed, courageous, large- 

minded, goes her own way and 

always inspires Donald to go 

his. whenever he comes within range of her finer inJlQciice. 

The story resolves itself into a problem of wlucli of 

these two women shall gain the ascendancy and mar or 

make tlie career of the man who is equally susceptible to 

the charm of both. Mr. Douglas Newton handles his 

theme subtly, with humour and a dramatic and emotional 

power that result in what U at once an absorbingly 

interesting tale and a sound piece of literature. 

Mr. George D. Herron, a friend of President Wilson and one 

of his advisers, has written in ” The Defeat in the Victory ” 

(8s. Od. ; Cecil Palmer) a very impressive and disquieting 

book on the Peace negotiations in Paris and their outcome. 

He believes the Peace terms advocated by Mr. Wilson 

would have given us a world very different from the dis¬ 

satisfied, distracted, warring world we are trying, without 

much hope, to make the best of. He sees nothing but 

disaster ahead of us unless the Peace terms are revised and 

brought nearer to realising the more or less discredited 

ideals of President Wilson. It is a very earnest, arresting, 

closely-reasoned appeal. Mr. Herron writes with authority 

and we commend his drastic criticisms to those who are 

responsible for the task of putting our house in order. 

Mr. W. Douglas Newton, 
Author of “ l.ow Ceilings *' (Appleton). 
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In *’ The Tower of London '* 

' (6s.; John Lane) Mr. Walter 

G. Bell furnishes a history of 

the Tower itself and relates the 

stories of its famous prisoners. 

It is a, guide-book of the best 

sort, well illustrated by Mr. 

Hanslip Fletcher. 

Mr. Fergus Hume has at¬ 

tempted in "Three” (7.S.; 

Ward, Lock) more character- 

drawing than is usually 

indulged m by writers of 

Sensational fiction. Jvivc 

Mendel, a jnentally unbalanced 

musician of genius, is a man of 

exotic moods and wild passions 

that form an emphatic contrast 

to tile cool, level - headedness 
Piv<tvby<, i-eiui Professor George D. Herron. 

.\iithni of" The Defeat in the Victory ” (Cecil Haliner). 

of Archie Godwin. On the day of the murdr'r of Ins years, is anotlicr person with 

grandmother, Juve goes up to his room and, a few 

moments before the tragic ditcoverv, j.s seen there, lying 

asleep. Consequently he is unable to throw any light 

on the mystery tliat implicates a father and son. For all 

this, suspicion falls nj)on liim, and the (jucstiou to be settled 

IS—whicli of the three i.s guilty ? It is an intricate plot, 

full of complications and false clues, and the reader has to 

go on reading to satisfy his 

curiosity. Mr. Hume's skill at 

concocting such mysteries is so 

well known that his name on 

the cover is sufficient guarantee 

of a good, melodramatic yarn. 

'■ I’m glad I married a man 

with a lot of conscience, but 

it's often very uncomfortable 

for them that's nearly related," 

says Mrs. Jcrritt, wife of the 

old coachman in ” The House 

with the Golden Windows,” by 

J. E. Buckrosc {8s. Od.; Iloddcr 

it Stoughton). Milly Wim- 

perley, who inherits the liouse 

and the fortune of the old 

maiden aunt who has lived 

there undisturbed for many 

a lot of conscience." 

When she discovers she is an adopted child and not entitled 

to the property she rcliiiqui'ihcs the house and tiic luxury 

for which It stands, and pays dearly for her conscientious¬ 

ness. Hut the payment brings its recompense. Mrs. 

Huckrosc tells the story with a freshness of outlook and 

vigour of .style characteristic of all her work, and never 

allows the interest to wander for a moment. 

THE BOOKMAN GALLERY, 

JOHN OWEN 

Not the least interesting thing in this life ir> the 

chance of each new publishing season bringing 

along its own particular sensation or discovery, and 

whilst 1921 may have many good things in store for us 

yet, it already seems certain that a large share of the 
literary honours of the year will go to " The Cotton 

Broker,” a first novel by Mr. John Owen. 

Judging by the reviews it would be true to say that 

without exception all the critics are pleased with tliis 

book, which takes foi its background the business world 
of Liverpool and tells of the progress of " Prosperity ” 
Crossford, the son of a widowed office cleaner, whose 

r.se from sample boy to apprentice, from apprentice to 
salesman, from salesman to partner and from partner 

to President of the Liverpool Cotton Association is carried 

stage by stage by this ne\v novelist in so convincing a 
manner as to make one feel a personal thrill as each 

fresh triumph is attained. 

But whilst the critics are undoubtedly pleased they 

are apparently also a little puzzled. They are pleased 

with the youthful vigour and freshness of the work, they 

are puzzled by its maturity, its ma.stcry of material, its 

firm grip of character. “ \\Tiat manner of man is this,” 

they seem to say, who puts together his first novel 

with the finished skill of an experienced craftsman ? ” 
It may then be of interest to state that one of Mr. 

John Owen’s WeKh uncebtors having coined the now 

famon.s epigram to the effect that " Liverpool is tlie 

capital of Wales,” John Owen on leaving school was 

himself apprenticed to the Liverpool cotton trade. For 

five years John Owen went in and out of Liverpool 
cotton offices, for five years he moved in a w’orld which 

tliough lich in adventure has till now been unexplored 

by the novelist, and for five years he met and learned to 

know the types he describes so well in " The Cotton 

Broker.” Hence the vigour and freshness, hence the 
atmospher'=‘ and convincing detail of his book. 

Having given five years of his youth to the Liverpool 

cotton trade, John Owen, with a determination very 

typical of him, left the cotton market and apprenticed 
himself afresh. But this time he chose an even more 
exacting trade—this time he apprenticed himself to 

literature. That apprenticeship has covered a number 

of years of close and painstaking service ; it has included 
much journalism and a little, at least, of nearly every 

branch of the uniter’s craft, and it is an apprenticeship 
that only now, with the publication of bis first novel, is 

considered by John Owen to have been faithfully worked 

out. Hence the maturity of ” The Cotton Broker,” 
hence its mastery of material and its sureness of touch. 

John Owen is a great giant of a man who during the 
lime he lived in the north indulged the mild and pleasant 
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little hobby of taking midnight rides from Liverpool to 

London on a push-bike—a distance of something like 

two hundred odd miles, which he used to cover in less 

than twenty hours! Yes, a great giant of a man with 
a finely-shaped head suggestive of considerable intel¬ 

lectual power, eyes that twinkled humorously behind 

his glasses and that sort of boyish shyness of manner 

which sometimes goes with giants. 

The author of " The Cotton Broker *' could have 

written a novel ten years ago; but he could not have 

written this novel. He has a very high conception of 

the novelist’s art and very definite ideas of what a novel 

should be. He was content to wait until he had culti¬ 

vated the strength of his hand sufficiently to satisfy his 
own high standards. And, as with so many of his 

generation, the war had much to do with his final 

development. 

When “ the world's great storm ” arose, John Owen 

in the spring of 1915 put aside his pen and writing pad, 

lifted his six feet two inches of brawn and muscle out of 

the arm-chair in which he usually works and rode away 

to the war—on his bicycle. His experiences in a Cyclist 

Corps and later for a short time as an infantry officer in 

France, cannot have been without their artistic value 
to this keen student of human nature. When after the 

armistice John Owen found himself back in his arm¬ 

chair again he felt that at last he was ready for his first 

novel, and “ The Cotton Broker,” a book of over 

ninety thousand words, was written in less than five 

months. 

It is a book that would not be unworthy to rank as the 

supreme effort and climax of a career. With John Owen 

it is only a beginning. He is not yet middle-aged and 

most of his music is still in him. A man who can work 
in comparative obscurity for ten years to fit himself to 

embark on his life’s work, and who as his form of relaxa¬ 

tion has had the habit of riding a push-bike from Liver¬ 

pool to London in under twenty hours, is surely a force 

to be reckoned with ! 

Stanley Salvidge. 

BEATRICE KEAN SEYMOUR. 

Youth is never a crime, but in criticism it is always 

a handicap. Numbers come early to the poet, 

and very naturally he lisps them, but a lisping critic is 
a lusus naturts. Such a one. in a recent effort to over¬ 

come the lavdul impediment placed on him by the 

handicapper, succeeded only in aggravating the plight 

of Criticism in a day when Youth has seized the galley’s 

helm. We were bidden to sit up and take notice that 

since the Brontes there have been no women novelists— 

save two living writers who were named—to be men¬ 

tioned in the same breath with them and with Hardy, 

Conrad, D. H. Lawrence, and J. D. Beresford. It 

would be easy, if it were worth while, to comment on 

this dictum to some purpose, the comment to cover 

three heads: (i) The work of the two women writers 

who were named,* (2) the work of really important 

women writers who were not fortunate enough to secure 

mention, and (3) the real nature of the difference (less 

in degree than in kind) between the work of the men 

writers who were named (and who, by the way, are far 

from being equally great) and the women writers who 

could he named. The truth is that, in technique, 
Charlotte Bronte has been excelled by many later 

women novelists, in whom, however, the bright flame 

of the spirit never burned. And because it is the spirit 

alone that gives life,Charlotte Bronte, with all her literary 

faults upon her, remains a writer permanent and apart. 

1 am led to make these remarks by my feeling that 

. in Beatrice Kean Seymour we have with us to-day a 

writer in whose soul is a flame fanned by a wind blowing 
down from Haworth moor. The spirit of indignation 

that inspires passages such as the memorable one dealing 

with the Pamela episode in Invisible Tides,” and the 

eager enthusiasm that is manifest in all she does, afford 

evidence (and there are other evidences) of her affinity 
with the northern sisters for whose writings she has an 

admiration not the less warm for daring on occasion to 
be critical. 

. It is refreshing nowadays to come on a writer of her 

distinction who is truthful and modest enough to 

disclaim the Celtic strain. Remote as her work is from 

that of the late Miss Tucker, Mrs. Seymour may claim 
with that improving writer to be A Lady Of England— 

and a Londoner finds pleasure in adding that she is 

London-born. She entered on the literary life with no 

advantage save that of a non-litcrary family past. At 

London University Professor GoUanez and A. G. 

Guthkelch discovered her latent gift, and she was quick 

to benefit by the wise counsels of the last-named scholar 

—since untimely lost! In her fuller development she 

has perhaps been influenced most by the Brontes 

and Thomas Hardy, though the crowded canvases of 

Dickens hold her wth their magic. Among the moderns 

she is drawn to writers like May Sinclair and John 

Galsworthy—nor must I forget H. G. Wells, whose 

influence on the technique of the contemporary novel 

is not to be gainsaid, and scarcely to be withstood. 
Moreover, she resembles Wells in her wonderfully 

receptive mind and her capacity for interpreting her 

impressions and lighting instinctively on hidden truths 

in the process. 

I make no apology for interposing a word of tribute 
to Mrs. Seymour’s personal charm. Her beauty is of 

the type that Rossetti loved to paint, but spoiled by 

exaggerating to the point of heaviness. Rossetti's 

women are immobile and aloof; Mrs. Seymour is all 

animation. Her eyes are the most expressive I have 

anywhere seen—soft grey eyes, which sparkle and 
deepen in colour almost to violet under play of emotion. 

A luxuriance of rich brown hair gives its own note of 

harmony to features which are the more memorable 

for their radiant intellectuality. 
She has come definitely to the front with “ Invisible 

Tides" and "Intrusion.” Technically, “Intrusion” 

marks an undoubted advance on the earlier 

book. It is better proportioned, and the unities 

are more strictly kept. There is no hiati^ in the 
'Scheme of it, no show of uncertainty in the telling. 
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It is all of a piece, performance ever marching with 

intention. Roberta, the central figure in the story, 

arouses one’s interest as a psychological “ case,” with¬ 

out once appealing to the heart. The trouble is, she 

doesn’t inspire respect—not that it is the poor girl’s fault, 

for she might retort on us (and it is the kind of retort 

she would have enjoyed making), ” lam as I am, and 

I can’t be no ammer ! ” As the type of a girl quite 

commonly met with in life, she is vividly realised 

and convincingly set down. A parasitic creature, in¬ 
capable of passion, and con- 

what qualities in Mrs. Seymour’s work impress me most* 

I answer—its fundamental brain-work, and style. Having 

already discussed the subject in this journal, I now 

merely reiterate my opinion that her style distinguishes 

her above all other women writers of her generation. 

Laughter, we know, is never far removed from tears ; 

and though I will not say that in her books Mrs. Seymour 

ever gets quite to the ])oint of compelling our laughter 

(whatever she docs wdth some of us t)ut of her books), 

she has, like Shakespeare’s Beatrice—that disdainful 
lady whom she resembles in 

cerned to use the lure of 

her sex and beauty in ex¬ 

ploiting her lovers for ma¬ 
terial ends, she tricks the 

idealistic .\llan into marriage, 

and, later, seeks to undo 

the marriage by repeating 

the trick. She has all but 
accomplished her purpose 

when she is killed in a 

motor accident. A hasty 

critic has objected that 

Roberta's death is. artisti¬ 
cally, a fault—a p p a r e n 11 y 

because he thinks she is 

killed in order to “save 

tlie situation.” The ” situ¬ 
ation,” however, was already 
developed, and past 

‘’saving,” and Roberta’s 

death is <lramatically prob¬ 

able, while the irony of it 

should lead the foolishest 

critic t o suspect that it 

might be good art. To 

just such a climax Thomas 

Hardy himself might at 
any time have wTought h 
Wessex talc. It is the 

fashion to chide a novelist 

nothing beside — a leaping 

wit. There was a star danced, 

and under that was she 
born. Her liveliest sallies, 

however, are struck out of 

a vein of melancholy that, 

if I know her aright, runs 
never very far beneath the 
surface. They were wise 

words that Matthew spake 

in ” Every Man in His 

Humour”: “Your true 

melancholy breeds your 
perfect fine wit, sir.” And 

even were they not generally 

true, they are true as applied 
to any thoughtful person, 
how’soever jocund-hearted 
and racy of speech, living in 

a world that never was a 
merry one sincethe fairies left 

dancing. In these distressful 

days one is only too like 

to cry witli Stephen (in the 

play just quoted)—” Have 

you a stool there to be 

melancholy upon ? " 
Looking back along the 

way by which Mrs. Seymour 

has come, it is not for 

for dealing out death at a crucial point m a 

story, as though the death artistic w'ere unheard of! 
Death at times affords the happiest of endmg^—hut 

suddenly I remember that other critical convention 

that disqualifies even a happy ending as necessarily 

inartistic! 

The fiat of a cruel Editor on the subject of space 

prevents my explaining a personal preference for 

” Invisible Tides ” as a slory. I must, however, call 
attention to the uncannily penetrating study (not yet 

sufficiently praised), under the thin disguise of ” Mr. 

Bletchington,” of a man famous or notorious (a long 
range of epithets is there for the reader’s choosing) in 

the public life of our time. Thackeray confessed that 

George IV. was an enigma that baffled him. ” I try to 

take him to pieces,” he says, ” and find silk stockings, 

padding . . . underwaistcoats, more underwaistcoats, and 

then—nothing ! ” I am confident that Mrs. Seymour 

would have filched for us the secret of Florizel, though 

whether it would have been worth the filching is another 

matter. Even the Bletchington secret—but I won’t 

say it 1 and anyway .it detracts not at all from the 
merit of ber achievement. For the rest, if asked to say 

me to lake credit in foretelling her triumphal 

onward progress. For the gods are very wise, and 
pifts such as Uu)se with which they have dowered 

her are not given into unprofitable hands. A very 

womanly woman, she is in the direct line of descent 

from Charlotte Bronte, who first shocked a sublimely 

masculine world into understanding somewhat of the 

passionate intensity, the clear spiritual vision, and the 

intellectual courage of the womanly woman. In her 
attitude toward the great humanitarian issues which 

confront the world of our day, she is imbued with the 
crusading spirit. She thinks for herself, and her honesty 
is equal to her independence. She would be a missionary • 

—if she were not an artist ; and in a world where artists ‘ 

are few and missionaries are beyond number, we may 

thank the Providence that seasons justice, on occasion, 

with mercy. At the same time, her art is no meaningless 

affair of cubes and daubs and grotesquerie. She is no 

repeater of idle nothings, no mere " proficient in amusive 

feats of puppetry,” but an interpreter of things shrewdly 

observed, a witty exponent of profound and sometimes 

unpalatable truths, a light-handed garnerer of " fruitage 

from the tree of life.” P* C. Owlett. 



THE READER. 
AMERICAN AUTHORS OF TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW. 

By Thomas Moult. 

UNTIL a year ago the appearance of an American 

writer in our English publishers' lists has been, 

apart from Henry James and William Dean Howells, 

mostly due to considera¬ 

tions outside literature, 

and even then nearly as 

infrequent as blackberry 

bushes in the middle of 

Manchester. So narrow 

was the range that Jack 

London and Mr. Harold 

Bell Wright, Mrs. 

Wharton and Mrs. Kate 

Douglas Wiggin actually 

rubbed shoulders. The 

main difficulty of the 

reader who wished to 

acquaint himself with 

American literature in 
the. making was, not 

counting that of dialect, 

to restrain himself from 
bunching the mass of its writers together and 

dismissing them as a pack of slangy sentimentalists 

conforming so little in their methods to English 

standards as to be unreadable. Mrs. Wharton and 

Jack London, as a matter of truth, were about the 

only younger authors of account who found and main¬ 

tained a place with us. Then, suddenly, for reasons 

that are still a little vague, a larger view was adopted. 

No longer did we assume the patronising air. It began 

to be recognised as the business of authors in the States 

to write after their own individual or national fashion— 

to exercise, in short, the primary right that is the artist’s 

everywhere; and tjie business of the reader, to receive 

them unconditionally. 

With this change of attitude towards American 

writers has come, not as a consequence but none the less 

coincidentally, a change in the attitude of the writers 

themselves. Hitherto, from Mark Twain downwards, 

practically all of them expressed in their "work an 

optimism, a " forward-looking,” an ” uplift,” that was 

hardly palatable to the European mind. If this quality 

vsas lacking there appeared an equally unwelcome 

brutality, as in Frank Norris’s books, Stephen Crane’s, 

or that amazing best of eight novels by Abraham 

Cahan, an editor of the Jewish Forward—” The Rise of 

David Lavinsky.” This brutality has persisted longer 

than the optimism ; although at the present time, when 

we aie welcoming the work of contemporary Americans 

a little too wholeheartedly to be discriminating, neither 

“realism” nor “sentimentalism” is its dominant 

character. Perhaps it was that Mr. Theodore Dreiser, 

with “ Jennie Gerhardt ” and his tremendous “ trilogy 

of desire," especially its second volume, " The Titan," 

uttered the last word in stark and ruthless realism—a 

realism that combined Zola and Hardy and the Frank 

Norris of a little-known masterpiece, “ McTeague.” 

The author of “ The Titan ” (published in Ehgland 

by John Lane, as are several of Dreiser’s works) is well 

ahead of his contemporaries in the matter of years, being 

born in 1871 at Indiana, with German blood in his veins. 

His influence is to be noted most directly in the late 

David Graham Phillips; in Mr. Robert Herrick; Miss 

Willa Sibert Gather; and Mr. Sherwood Anderson, 

whose “ Poor \^'hite ” is to be introduced by Jonathan 

Cape in September, and followed by “ Winesburg, 

Ohio,” next spring ; while Miss Gather’s books are in 

the care of Heinemann. A critic whom the Athenaum 

has described as “ the most original and rapidly becoming 

the most important critic in the States,” Mr. H. L. 

Mencken, lately proclaimed Miss Gather’s “ My 

Antonia ” a truly glowing and beautiful piece of work, 

“ far above anything ever imagined by Mrs. Wharton.” 

To those who have read “ The Age of Innocence ” this 

will appear an amazingly generous tribute. There is no 

other American authoress, all the same, whose future 
seems to promise so much. “ My Antonia,” which was 

issued two years ago by Heinemann in England, followed 

" Alexander’s Bridge ” and “ O Pioneers.” Apart froln 

volumes of short stories, these are all that Miss Gather 

has 5'et written. “ Youth and the Bright Medusa ” will 

appear this autumn. It is a collection of tales concern¬ 

ing the artistic life, and readers will surely recognise that 

nothing so beautiful and yet so true has been done in the 

short story since Miss Katherine Mansfield’s “ Je Ne 

Parle Pas Francais ” than the opening piece, “ Coming, 

Aphrodite!” though it lacks Miss Mansfield's subtle 

irony altogether. 

Everybody here is reading “ Main Street.” and so 

much has been said about this now famous book since 

its publication b)’ Hodder & Stoughton and Harcourt 

Brace & Company, that we need only to mention Mr. 

Sinclair Lew’is and his powerful study of provincial life 

in the U.S.A. for the purpose of recalling that some 

critics have ranked with it, as works of art, Mr. Floyd 

Dell’s “Moon-Calf” and Mr. Sherwood Anderson’s 

“ Poor White.” Mr. Dell is a Socialist editor who 

adopted an unpopular attitude on the war, yet this, his 

first fiction, seems to have delighted even his political 

enemies. English readers will have quick opportunity 

of testing his quality, for “ Moon-Calf ” is to be issued 

by Heinemann and followed by “ The Briary Bush,” a 

volume of short stories that has not yet appeared in his 

own country. In a recent character-sketch of him, Mr. 

Sinclair Lewis has written that he does not know of 

anyone who combines economics with a graceful genius 

for loafing, and for smiling at pretty, adorable things, 

as does Mr. Dell: 

" Slender, young, rather shy, discussing the exact 
significance of the Third International with overwhelming 

knowledge, yet all the while wishing that he could be off 

to the Isle of ^geus, where they sleep and sing antf make 

verses and make love and haven't yet heard about even 

the First International.” 

This passage, incidentally, conveys a go 
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"Moon-Calf”—the first volume, by 

the way, of a trilogy dealing with a 

Socialist novelist and Chicago in¬ 

dustrialism. 

Mr. Sherwood Anderson reached 

the age of thirty-five before he 

attempted to write a novel. Then 

he wrote it simply that he might 

create and live with a human being 

and know him as he could never do 

by observation or any real existence. 

He has had a varied career, first as a 

labourer, then a soldier in the Spanish- 

Ameriean war, and as a business man 

who was very successful—until he 

began writing! His third book, 

" Winesburg, Ohio," in which ho tries to do for the 

small town what Caradoc Evans did for tlic Welsh 

village, and which brought him recognitiem, is his high- 

water mark ; although " Poor White," a study t)f the 

talented son of a shiftless labourer at the moment of 

the industrial supremacy over agriculture, is one of the 

best works that have come of the Middle West. " Poor 

White " reveals the giant influence of the Russians. 

It has the bigness of prairies, the universality of the 

uprising spirit. Its unique technical feature is that 

dialogue is practically absent from it—certainly the 

pages are never broken up, except by the commence¬ 

ment of new, long paragraphs. The adolescence of 

Hugh MeVey, the " poor while ” labourer himself, and 

of Clara Bntterworth, is exquisitely described. Here 

the author is a poet. His understanding of women is 

evidenced by his first portrait—that of Sarah Shcpanl. 

the woman who " mothered ” Hugh and made him 

something rtiore than a huge-limbed, sleepy animal. 

One of the events of our next season is promised in the 

publication of *' Poor White " and " Winesburg, Ohio." 

Mr. Jonathan Cape has recently published, in " Zell,” 

by Henry G. Aikman {8s. 6d. net), another interesting 

story, and one of similar type. It is a big advance 

on Mr. Aikman’s first novel, " The Groper," and Avery 

Zell’s unhappy boyhood and ineffectual manhood are 

described in a grimly humorous vein that make the 

book one with a difterence from most novels of our time. 

When Avery grows up he stumbles through many 

spiritual and material adventures until, baffled and 

resigned, he endeavours to find in his own son the 

projection of all he himself was, all he might have been, 

all he hoped to be. The personality 

of this rather fine though self- 

humiliated being is a triumph of 

characterisation ; there is true humour 

in it, and pathos as proportionately 

true. The issue of Mr. Aikman’s story 

m England is thoroughly justified. 

In him we have found a worthy 

member of the Hergesheimer line, and 

in " Zell ” a successor, badly needed, 

of " Three Black Peimys ” and " Java 

Head.” He might also be read in con- 

tiast with the writings of Miss Evelyn 

Scott and Miss DorothyCanfield, whose 

" Brirtiming Cup " (8s. Cd. net ; Cape) 

is announced as the second " best¬ 

seller " of the season in .America. From these two 

accomplished women writers we learn of a country that 

is young enough to be self-conscious and terrified at the 

thought of Its own future, and yet old enough to be 

cynical and fiercely tenacious of its own birthright. 

Humour is a possession of neither. Nor do wc find 

much in " Half-Loaves,” by anotlier young writer. Miss 

Margar<;t Culkin Banning (8s. 6d. net ; Hodder & 

Stoughton), and yet there is sufficient of genuine under¬ 

standing of men and women to make up for any lack of 

the other quality. Miss Banning’s work might be com¬ 

pared with that of a young woman novelist on this side, 

Mrs. Beatrice Kean Seymour. She has the same power 

of describing minute details and making them significant, 

the same delicacy of sjunpathy with the men and women 

who, virtuous and well-intentioned, blunder through 

their early married years and well-nigh heap tragedy 

oil llio rest of their lives. The " half-loaf ’’ is the 

pathetic remnant that, at best, is saved from those early 

experiences. Miss Banning’s earlier book, " This Marry¬ 

ing," awakened an interest in her work that " Half- 

Loaves ’’ has served to increase. 

When we have named Mr. Sinclair Lewis, Mr. Sher¬ 

wood Anderson, Miss Willa Gather and Mr. Floyd Dell, 

we have before us what are being called "The Big 

Four " in contemporary American prose, but it does 

not follow that the work outside theirs is insignificant. 

Apart from poets, but including the various kinds of 

prose writer, a good deal of interest is now centred 

in the production of Mr. Eugene O’Neill, whose grim 

little one-act play, “ In the Zone," recently shown at 

Hampstead, is the forerunner of " Emperor Jones,” to 

Plwhi l‘\ 
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be staged in 

London this 

autumn. Mr. 

O’Neill is generally 

regarded as the 

most gifted of 

American drama 

writers; he has 

done much towards 

creating a new 

dramatic form. In 

this respect 

“ Emperor Jones " 

is amazing. He is 

the first discovery 

of the Provincetown Players, a most successful group 

of travelling actors founded in 1914 by Mr. Floyd Dell 

and the late John Reed. Mr. A. E. Thomas is a play- 

writer less in control of his moods, and in some of 

them he manages to raise the ire of Mr. George Jean 

Nathan, one of the cleverest of the critics to whom 

reference will presently be made. The novels of Miss 

Zona Gale, always a sincere artist, are more familiar 

than most to English readers : and Mr. Christopher 

Morley seems to be making a particular corner for 

himself with bright and irresponsible work like “ The 

Haunted Bookshop,” published last year by Chap¬ 

man & Hall, and ” Parnassus on Wheels,” now issued 

by Hcinemann {5s. net). 

Mr. James Branch Cabell and Mr. H. L. Mencken are 

writers of a totally different kind. Mr. Cabell is an 

urbane, ironical romanticist who persists in treating 

sex as a matter for buffoonery', and with ” Jurgen,” his 

most ambitious work, he succeeded last year in disturb¬ 

ing the “Comstocks,” a term of 

contempt for the official societies for 

the “ suppression of vice.” “ Jurgen ” 

is to be issued shortly by John Lane. 

It stands with “ Figures of Earth ” as 

the most characteristic of Cabell’s half- 

dozen novels. Its theme is the reaction 

of Jurgen (a mediaeval pawnbroker) 

from the shrewishness of his wife, 

Dame Lisa. With the aid of a 

ghostly grandfather, magic robes and 

potions, he performs various 

miraculous feats, such as this : 

*' Jurgen floated round his bed once 
or twice, then to the ceiling for practice. 

Through inexperience he mi.scalculated 
the necessary force, and popped into 
the room above.” 

It is the adventurous and gallant sequels to such un¬ 

expected moves that surprise the general reader and 

have made it a legal offence for the present to sell the 

book in the United States' Mr. Hugh Walpole is, we 

believe, to introduce Mr. Cabell to English readers. In 

a recent essay in the Vale Review Mr. Walpole stated 

that ” no writer new to us in the last ten years has 

rhveaied in Engfish so arresting a personality.” 

/ A ^rave fight against this tyrannical and always un¬ 

justifiable censorship of literature in Mr. Cabell’s 

country is being made by Mr. H. L. Mencken, whose 

per^nulity is for some readers more arresting even 

than that of the 

author of “ Jur¬ 

gen.” America is 

at the present 

moment particu¬ 

larly well off as 

regards literary 

criticism, in 

spite of the plaint 

made by the best 

critics themselves 

that it is in a 

woeful state. Cer¬ 

tainly the state of 

English criticism 

is not very happy by comparison. Wc have none 

to compare in fearlessness and positive judgment 

with Mr. G. J. Nathan or Mr. Mencken, none to 

compare with Mr. Francis Hackett and Mr. Van 

Wyck Brooks for earnest brilliance. We look for 

an English edition of Mr. Brooks’s “Letters and 

Leadership,” and, perhaps, his “ Ordeal of Mark Twain ” 

(a thoronghgoing upset, this, of a literary idol), now that 

Mr. Jonathiin Cape has issued Mr. Mencken’s first 

series of essays called “ Prejudices.” That this par¬ 

ticular volume should have been chosen of his dozen 

to introduce him here is a wise judgment, for his peculiar 

instinct for idol-smashing is roundly shown, even 

though he is dealing with such awe-inspiring personages 

as Mr. H. G. Wells, Mr. Arnold Bennett and Mr. Bernard 

Shaw. The author has been likened to the late James 

Huneker in style and mind. But he is in more deadly 

earnest, less genial. On the other hand his judgments 

are far oftencr artistically sound. His summing up of 

Mr. Bennett’s qualities is excellently 

made ; he gives literary credit to the 

late Jack London—always a test- 

case. He is ruthless with Sudermann 

as a dramatist : 

” He starts off furiously, let us say, 

as a Zola, and then dilutes Zolaism with 
romance, and then pulls himself up and 
begins to imitate Ibsen, and then trips 
himself up and falls headlong into the 
sugar-bowl of sentimentality.” 

And Mr. Bernard Shaw has made it 

his life-work to “announce the 

obvious in terms of the scandalous.” 

America is fortunate in having one 

so stimulating and sincere as Mr. 

Mencken at a time when its literature 

is beginning to circulate in a general way beyond its own 

borders. He will, we feel confident, take good care that 

nothing is introduced over here without the hall-marlc 

of genuine authorship or the dreaded label of those who, 

as he picturesquely puts it, are, " in spite of the peda¬ 

gogical Prussianism of the Professors, not filled with the 

divine afflatus, nor nominated by the hierarchy of 

hell to enrich the literature of their fatherland.” Enough 

has been said in the present essay to indicate how 

thoroughly genuine is much of American contemj)orary 

prose-writing that must pass under Mr. Mencken's 

examination, and, consequently, if our * publishers 

continue in their present enterprising path, how welcome. 
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CLAUDE LOVAT FRASER. 

By Holbkook Jackson. 

The death of Claude Lovat Fraser in his thirty- 

second year closes before it was fully opened to 

our vfew one of the most hopeful prospects of recent 

English art. But.untimely as his death came in June 

last, and irreparable as his loss must be, he did some¬ 

thing more than give us a glimpse of a happy, healthy 

realm of design and colour—he gave to us for an 

inheritance the right to enter his realm of fancy by many 

a bright and pleasing gateway. 

His art touched life at 

many points, and although, 

whether it was painting or 

drawing, it fulfilled the 

demands of its own technique, 

he was not content that it 

should remain there. Lovat 

Fraser was something more 

than a painter of pictures, if 

indeed he ever was or could 

have been that for any length 

of time. His pictures were 

related to functions rather 

than frames. They were to 

be looked at, or better, to be 

used with something else—a 

book, a fabric, a costume, a 

play or a ballet. He was 

primarily and in the larger 

sense of the word a designer. 

Design in art is fitness to pur¬ 

pose. His short but full 

years of productivity were 

devoted entirely to fitting his 

art to any purpose that took 

his fancy or claimed his aid 

He had his own tastes and 

peculiar whims, but in spite of these, in spite of a 

very real tendency to linger in a particular period, a 

catholicity of S3mipathy encouraged him, when nothing 

more individual was pressing, to permit his tireless genius 

to serve any respectable purpose, whether it was the 

decoration of a book that was little more than trivial, 

the making of a toy, the designing of an advertisement, 

or, if there were nothing to do at all, the covering of the 

backs of envelopes or menu cards with caricatures of 

himself and his friends. 

He could perform miracles likewise with the most 

unpretentious materials. With a steel nib or a quill 

pen and some twopenny bottles of red, green, violet and 

black writing inks he fashioned designs and pictures 

which bear the mark of immortality ; with corrupt and 

out-moded types and printers' ornaments and packing 

papers so crude in colour as to be almost obscene, he 

called forth booklets which have entranced the fastidious 

bibliophile. He revelled in impossible materials and 

the results were always magical. I have known him to 

travel the bookshops of London for old MS. books for 

the sake of the hand-made paper golden with age; to 

hunt the East End for tattered broadsides and chap- 

books. He enjoyed aud hoarded the crude designs on 

old-fashioned matchboxes and trade cards and the 

coloured sheets which formed the raw materials of toy 

theatres. He liked toys. Not modern mechanical 

toys; still less, gollywogs and teddy-bears; but the 

Dutch dolls, calico cats and wooden horses with im¬ 

possible spots such as a Caleb Plummer might have 

created. And he would walk miles to see an inn sign 

of the genuine “ Marquis of Granby " or “ Blue Boar " 

class. The Punch and Judy 

show u'hich used to appear 

like a ghost from the past 

on certain pre-war days in 

Charing Cross Road, near the 

National Portrait Gallery, was 

one of his great delights. He 

gloried in pirates and highway¬ 

men, and knew the eighteenth 

centur\' “ literature ” of these 

ruffians like an expert. One 

of his earliest drawings was a 

picture of Captain Macheath, 

and Lovat Fraser lived to 

design the scenery and 

costumes for the revival of 

" The Beggars' Opera.” 

But his taste was not con¬ 

fined to the art of the street 

folks. He knew better than 

anyone what w'as good, in¬ 

dividual, characteristic, in the 

urbane plebeian ; he knew 

also its affinities in patrician 

urbanities. I never heard him 

express enthusiasm for any of 

the pictures of the old masters, 

except Velasquez, Goya and 

Constable. He preferred their drawings, particularly 

their sketches. Watteau's sketches, and Rembrandt's, 

and Hogarth's, and more than all those of Rowlandson. 

He was always hunting for these and with a sort of 

instinct finding them, and once found not relinquishing 

his grip of his treasure if it cost him his last guinea— 

which it often did. 

Costume also fascinated him. He chuckled with 

delight over the Regent and Beau Brummel and Beau 

Nash ; knew as a boy of eighteen the difference between 

a " maccaroiii ” and a “ buck ” ; hoarded old, coloured 

fashion engravings and military costume prints and 

even the costumes. He once invaded my room with a 

vast shako under his arm which he had tracked down 

in some old curiosity shop. He lived imaginatively in 

the period 1650-1800 with occasional excursions over 

the frontier of the early nineteenth century to do 

homage to Shelley and Keats. He loathed Harrogate 

and loved Bath. 

When I first met him he was beginning to saturate 

himself in all these things; creating, as it afterwards 

appeared, an atmosphere, a locale, for his genius. I 

remember him first as a plump hobbledehoy from 

Charterhouse valiantly endeavouring to acquire law 
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From‘*Th«LuieofLove," legal formalities, 
An Anthology, with drawings and decorations ('Qrir>a+iirp« nf 

by Lovat Fraser (Selwyn & Biount> Wltll CaTlCatUreS OI 

himself and his 

friends, and portraits of pirates and dandies, was 

transferred to the studio of Walter Sickert. He 

enjoyed the change, as he enjoyed most things, but he 

did not let it interfere with his art. Lovat Fraser was 

not of the stuff out of which good 

students are made, whether law 

or art. He had his own way of 

working and stuck to it. He was A » 

self-taught. He did not resent j fi ““ *5l 

criticism, at least he never showed V JA 

resentment, but it had no effect \ r '^ | 

upon him. At the back of his A \ ll 

easy good nature and eloquent / \ \\ jfj 

desire to please others, particu- A 

larly his friends, there was firm V 1 

conviction in his own mission m 

and purpose and an utter deter- 

mination to please himself. As a 

boy, with the spirit and playful- jr-. flPl^ 

ness of a boy, he was also a man— 

more than a man, he had the 

1 time. At the C. LowU Fraser. 

very outset From" strange lleetlng«"J^ 

Jf ^ realise what was in him. He did 

not develop~he unfolded. 

'Milk Below!’* , It was inevitable that he should 

gravitated to the theatre. 

Yel!::cVo:^ry%iC:^^U All the tastes - 
and experiences 

which I have indicated were training 

for the setting of " The Beggars’ 

Opera," “ As You Like It.” ” If." and “ jk 

"Mary Stuart." The world was a 

stage for him and the men and MW A 

women not merely, in Shakespeare's 

belittling phrase, but always and 

most appropriately, players. Lovat |Bhb4 

Fraser would not have had them 

otherwise. He played also, but not k 

with them: except with his friends 

he was shy and remote. He played 

at watching them and drawing them ■ A 

or using them as the media of his art. i 

But he played seriously—with the 

earnestness of a child. Which is only 

a roundabout way of saying that he i 

lived in and for his work. He never 

stopped working except to sleep. His 

pro^ality was startling. Every scrap ErAoM ^d^al 

of paper 

which came 

his way 

left him 

with dis- 

tincti on. 

His pen 

and pencil 

never 

By C. Lovat Fraser. Wrapper DesiC>>« 
Prom " Strange Meeting*” by Harold Monro (Poetry Bookahop), 

reviewed in (big Number. 

He did 

'Milk Below!” 
From *‘A Collection of 

Nursery Rbymes.'' 
Illustrated by Lovat 

Fraser (Poetry Bookshop). 

SyQ/ir, 

From “ By Olive and Fir," a new aovel 
by Aooa de Bary (Daniel O'ConnurX 

rested. He Drawn by C. Lovat Fraser. The Town. 

wrMilrl f^row From Town," an Essay. By Holbrook Jackson. WOUia OTdW 

on the 

backs of envelopes before putting them in the post- 

box, and added a little floral decoration, sometimes in 

colour, or a miniature caricature of himself to his 

signature on post cards. His 

inscriptions in gift-books were 

nearly always pictorial. He was 

always on the look-out for models 

or subjects and always ready to 

talk about his work. 

In this spirit of play or joyful 

work he lived. Thus were the 

" Flying .Fame " chapbooks and 

broadsides produced, and "Pirates 

with a Foreword and Simdry 

Decorations” and anthologies such 

as " The Lute of Love " and books 

L of verse such as " Helicon Hill." 

■ Thus also came 

massed colour 

pictorial work, 

Wrapper Deeijo. ^ '1 
>Id Monro (Poetry Bookjhop), reCCHt Stage M 

g Number. Settings which B ^ 

in less than three years gave him a 
European reputation. 

There was only one sad period in The Lum'of Love," 

his life, only one period when he An Amhoiogy wuh 
' drawings and decora- 

could not olav his nong by Lovat Fraser 
I * (Selwyn & Blount). 

entrancing game. 
o During the war his pens and brushes, 

inks and pigments were laid by for 0 sterner implements and materials. 

Not entirely laid by, however, for 

even in the trenches under Are he 

found paper and crayons and bom¬ 

barded his friends with the results in 

vivid war sketches which are among 

his best work. He bore the actual 

fighting better than the training, and 

although he set his teeth to see it 

through and even made gruesome 

incidents the subject of his delicious 

humour, this time with a grimness 

very foreign to him, it was with 

unclisguised relief that he returned 

_ after the battle of Loos, shattered in 

over De»icik nerves as he was, almost sole survivor 

(reduced) after an explosion which annihilated 

D«hi*o*co,Cr? company. He never realiy 

From 
" The Luce of Love," 

An Anthology with 
drawings and decora- 
iiong by Lovat Fraser 
(Selwyn is Blount). 

and 

^ir. 

.^■Unna 
I denary. 

Cover Deolfa 
(reduced) 
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recovered from those momentous experiences, and the 

fatal termination of his last illness was as surely due 

to the war as though he had died on the field. Had 

the latter happened, Lovat Fraser, the artist of the 

theatre, would have been unknown, but Lovat Fraser, 

the creator of a new design that was as cdd and as 

English as England, would not readily have been for 

gotten. 

THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
AUGUST, 1921, 

Answers io these competitions {each on a separate sheet bearing the name and address of the sender) should he 
forwarded not later than the j^th of the month to 

The Prize Page," The Bookman, Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd., Warwick Square, London, E.C.4. 

Colonial and foreign readers please note that Competitions II, IV and V are the same each month, and that for the next 
two months the first prize will be for the best original lyric. 

Special Notice.—Competitors must please keep copies of their verses : the Editor cannot undertake to return them. 

I.—A Prize of One Guinea 
is offered for the best 
original lyric. 

II.—A Prize of Half a 

Guinea is offered for 
the best quotation 
from English verse 

. applicable to any 
review or the name of 
any author or book 
appearing in this 
number of The Book¬ 

man. I’rcfcrcnce will 
be given to quotations 
of a humorous nature. 

III.—A X^rize ofOneGuinea 
is offered for the best 
design in colour or 
black - and - white for 
the Autumn Double 
Number of The Book- 

Rut queens are riding in green 

and white 
On steeds of silver, and kings 

are calling 
Sweeter, clearer than common 

folk, 
“ Put on, put on your golden 

cloak, 
Vour cloak of gold most 

marvellous, 
Aiul iide willi us ! ” 

Under the hedges I wake at 
dawn. 

Drenched witli dew and faint 
with hunger ; 

I watch the gipsies Hatter and 

fawn 
.\nd hear the needy ballad- 

monger 
Selling the passionate words 

MAN. The design 
should suggest the 
bookish character of 
the magazine and, if 

Mr. G. K. Chesterton. 
From a caricature by C. Lovat Fraser. 

Lent by Mr. Holbrook Jackson, 

o’ the dead 
h'or bitter wiue and moulder¬ 

ing bread. 
Rut for myself I ever said 

possible, the season ; but comj)ctitors arc That I would liefer starve, or choke 
warned against being templed by fancies of an On a wisp of straw, than sell my cloak. 

old gentleman reading who, without this warn¬ 
ing, would probably get into the drawings of 
too many of them. 

IV.—A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
review, in not more than one hundred words, 
of any recently published book. Competitors 
should give the names of Authors and Publishers 
at head of review. 

V.—A copy of The Bookman will be sent post free 
for twelve months to the sender of tlie best siig 
gestion for The Bookman CtunpoUtions. The 
Editor reserves the right to use any suggestion 
submitted. 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR JULY. 

I.—The Prize of One Guinea for the best original 
lyric is awarded to Rachael Bates, of The 
Orchard, Victoria Road, Great Crosby, Liver¬ 
pool, for the following: 

THE COAT OF MANY COLOURS. 

I am the fool with raiment of gold, 
I am the beggar with golden cloak ; 
This, though it shield not from the cold, 
This, though it tarnish in the smoke 
And rust in every whispering rain, 
Dearer than all things else 1 hold 

And may not loose again. 

Under the hedges I lie at night. 
The sharp wind biting, the cold rain falling— 

Sir Hall'^Caine. 
From a caricature by C. Lovat Fraser, 

l.eot by Mr. Holbrook Jackson. 
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The kings of Orient, did they guess 
The worth of it, would surely come 
With shrilling trumpet and rolling drum 

To trade my banner of loveliness; 
For tliis is the lioth the faeries drew 
From sun and moon and the morning's light, 
Wlicreof each folil is sewn with dew 

And thick with stars on a starless night. 

This IS the cloth the faeries wove 
Of laughter and many-coloured words— 
Who wears it hears the hidden birds 
And knows the speechless thought of love. 

For this, when I go past the towns, 
The maids come out in jest and joke 
And pester me with silver crowns 
To let them wear my golden cloak. 

But in my heart I ever said 

Such commerce brings no certain gooil, 

And only one beloved head 
Shall nest witluii the shining hood, 
One slender body know the spread 
Of crystal fnnge and starry fold— 
Wherefore I come by waste and wold 
To wrap you tn niy cloak of gold ! 

We also select for printing: 

"CHANSON TRISTE." 

I cannot sleep to-night, because 
Across the road a woman sings. 

An ancient song of love and peace, 
A haunting melody that clings. 

Why should her singing make me sad 
And drive me to the verge of tears ? 
Ah I there is foolishness in youth. 
And bitter paying with the vears 

(R. Fortcscue Doria, 6, Hatherly Place, St. Stephen’s 
Road, Cheltenham.) 

THE SINGER. 

Little girl with the gift of song— 
Bird-likc song and burthen of joy, 

Touch me now with your lyric voice 
And I shall be once more a boy 

And in a world of things grown old, 

A dumb, grey world where is no ruth. 
The sunrise days shall flaunt their gold 

And my blood stir with laughing youth. 

(S. G. August, Invercargill, New Zealand.) 

THE WEAVER. 

All the day long, and every day. 
In fog or in sunlight, in gold or in grey, 
I weave for ray living, down Southwark way : 

But at night I weave my dreams. 

Cloth for the merchant, and cloth for the maid. 
Broadcloth and taffeta, silk and brocade ;— 
Many have laboured ere one is arrayed ; 

But alone I weave my dreams. 

Starlight and firelight, laughter and tears, 
Gleaming desires and shadciwy fears; 

Words half remembered, from far-away years : 
Of such I weave my dreams. 

Now, when the darkness is kindly aud deep. 
Now, when the moon is atop Heaven’s steep, 
Some go to slumber, and some go to weep;— 

But I go home to my dreams. 

(Katharine 1. Monro, St. Michael’s Rectory, Lewes.) 

We select for special commendation the lyrics by 
G. Laurence Groom (Regent’s Park), Lucy Malleson 
(West Kensington), C. A. Macartney (Vienna), EdwardS. 
Burnham (Eastbourne), H. B. (Brussels), Agnes Dewar 
Scott (Woolwich), Gwendolyn Wilkinson (Kensington), 
Alice W. Linford (London, N.), Vivien Ford (Bristol), 
Phyllis Erica Noble (Walthamstow), Adelaide King 
(Zurich, Switzerland), Adrian Heard (Parkstone)^ Peter 
Milne (Glasgow), Ruth Bevan (Bude), Thomas E. Kinna 
(Port Elizabeth), Marjorie Crosby (Wolverhampton), 
E. R. Faraday (Orleton), Constance M. Parnell (Leeds), 
K. P. Avasia (Bombay), Rita Klein (Manchester), Una 
Malleson (Kensington), Kathleen Ida Noble (Waltham¬ 
stow), A. A. M. B. (Hampstead), James Paton (Pieter¬ 
maritzburg), E. G. M. (Wimbledon), W. A. G. Kemp 
(Northwood), Anita Burnett (London, W.), K. M. 
Harvey (Oundle), Lcttic Cole (Pontrilas), Cecil Thomas 
(Quetta), Doris Westwood (Sutton Coldfield), Winnifred 
Tasker (Llandudno), Ian Lauderdale (Cape Town), 
Margaret Brown (Putney), J. A. B. (Highgate), A. L. 
Pearce (Sydenham), J. 0. Peek (Lafayette, U.S.A.), 
Maud Slessor (Rottingdean), G. A. Kenshaw (Sheffield), 
Eileen Newton (Whitby), C. P. Y. Dawe (Montreal), 
Rose Purchas (Victoria), Caroline Kershaw (Lincoln), 
James R. Bennett (Hull), W. Robertson (Glasgow), Helen 
de \'eer (Strasburg, Alsace). 

IT.—The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best 
quotation is awarded to the Rev. F. Hern, of 
Rowlands Castle, Hants, for the following : 

WAYFARERS IN ARCADY. By Charles Vince. 
(Phibp Allan.) 

" The lunatic, the lover, and the poet." 
Shakespeare, w-1 Midsummer Ntght‘s Dream. T, i. 

We also select for printing: 

HOW TO GET MARRIED. By E. Montale. 

(The World Press.) 

•'Put up the banns." 
'* Sir Rupert the Fearless," Ingoldsby Legends, 

(Annie A. Robinson, 3, Penn Lea Road, Weston, Bath.) 

WHAT REALLY HAPPENED AT PARIS. 
(IR>dder «Sk Stoughton.) 

■' ' Why. that I cannot tell,' said he." 
Southey, The Battle of Blenheim 

(E. Tlicodora Herrington, The School House, Sacombe, 
Ware, Herts.) 

MY THREE HUSBANDS. (Methuen ) 

*' Come, let us four to dinner.” 
Shakespeare, i Henry VJ, II, 4. 

(Grace Murby, 22, Arundel Gardens, W.ii.) 

THE GLORIOUS HOPE. By Jane Burr. (Duckworth.) 

*' I’m off at eight to-morrow morn 
To bring such fishes back ! ’’ 

Charles Kingsley. The South Wind. 

(A. S. Barnard, Monsall Lodge, Prestwich, Lancs.) 

MOSTLY ABOUT TROUT. By Sir George Aston. 
(Allen & Unwin.) 

" I cannot say how the truth may be." 
Scott, Lay oj the Last Minstrel. 

(Sidney S. Wright, 171, Widmore Road, Bromley, 
Kent.) 

IV.—The Prize of Three New Books for the best 
epigram on any public man is awarded to 
Charles H. Cuddy, of 8, Stanley Avenue, Birk- 
dale, Lancs, for the following : 

TO LORD NORTHCLIFFE. 

Great source of all that journalistic light 
Whose daily circulation ever climbs: 
How hard to picture you a Carmelite, 
Dwelling persistently behind The Times I 
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The results 
in this Com¬ 
petition have 
been satisfac¬ 
tory in quan¬ 
tity but not 
in quality. 
The best of 
the many 
other epi-. 
grams rc- 
ceivod are by 
S. M. Isaac¬ 
son (London, 
W.), Victor 
S. Pritchett 
(Paris), John 
A. Bcllchain- 
bcrs (High- 
gate), M. Mc¬ 
Donnell (Lan¬ 
caster), K. B. 
(Totnes), W. 

Sutherland (Sunderland), W. Swayno Little (Dublin), 
Richard Tucker (Tavistock), Maude R. Flceson (Man- 

•chestcr), Mabel Westby-Xunn (Cheltenham). 

IV.—The Prize of H.4I.f a Cuinea fi)r tlie best review 
is awarded to Frederick Willmer, of l-lose Leu, 
Mayhill, Ramsey, Isieof Man, for the foll(jwing 

THE ROMAXTE OF HIS LIFE, AND OTHJiK 

ROMANCES, liv Mary Ciiolmonoeley 

(JoJin Murray.) 

A collection of eight .short stories is given here, together 
witli a (Iclightiul introduction, “ In Praise of a .Suftolk 
Cottage-,” whnh is by no means the least noteworthy 

contribution to tlic book. The plots are iii romantic veiu, 
and aiv nunarlcablc lor strength and originality. Jii one 
tale the reader i;- given an imjiression of prevailing social 

conditions in this country lorty years lieucc, and in anotlier 
Miss Cholmoiidelev writes, with humorous irony, on the 
status of tlic male m the year 2000. The book is in every¬ 

way worthy of tlic author of ” Red Pottage.” 

Wc also select for printing : 

THE INCRED1B1J-: HONEYMOON. J^y E. Ne.sijit. 

(Hutchinson ) 

By herself using the term ” incredible ” the author 
forestalls—and disarms—the reader's inevitable criticism 

of this surprising honeymoon. The impossibility once 
admitted, one is free to enjoy the charming company of the 
Open-handed Edward, his Princess, and that strenuous 

animal, Charlc.s, m their delightfully aimless wanderings. 

This sort of book has been frequently done—if not over¬ 
done—lately, but E. Nesbit's light and humorous touch 
just saves the syrupy flavour from becoming too cloying. 

Perhaps the most ” incredible ” effect is that created by 
Edward’s apparently^ unlimited supply of sovereigns; one 
wondens where he succeeded in obtaining them. 

(B. Noel Saxelby, 43, Claude Road, Chorlton-cum- 
Hardy, Manchester.) 

THROUGH JOHN'S EVES. By Huntly Robertson. 

(Grant Richards ) 

This is undoubtedly' a masterly and mtemsely interesting 

psychological study. It begins with tlic chaotic thoughts 
of a child of tlirec, and carries through to the more orderly 
and comprehensive mental processes of a boy 111 the early 

teens. We sec the world as he sees it; and we are led 
tantalisingly near the truth about many interesting 
problems, only to be baulked by a child’s limited capacity 
for solving them. Moreover, the author is guiltless of the 
common crime of schoolboy story-tellers, for there is no 
false sentimentality to spoil the bock. 

(A. Smith, 8515, Lexhain (iardens, S.\V.5.) 

A PATRIOT Ol- FKANCE. By Michael W. Kaye. 

(Stanley Paul.) 

A thrilling tale of the French Revolution. Jacques dc 
Mangnan, an amiable aristocrat, becomes involved 111 plots 
to free the King. Neillicr Jacques nor his lady-love is 
clever; but both are good and innocent, and fall into the 
toils of an incredibly wickwl ami beautiful baronne who, 
finding her passion for Jacques unrequited, determines to 
destroy Inm and her rival. General Dumourier acts nobly 
tliroughout and ultimately, after many stirring exploits 
and hairbreadth escapes, Madame la Guillotine and the 
wicked baronne are cheated of their Jircy. We follow 

Jacques’ fortunes m bioatliless liasie until the exciting 
climax. 

(J. C. Scott, “ Braemar,” riiarllon Kings, rheltenham.) 

We specially- coinniciid the reviews by \'iolet E. 
Adcard (Upper Tooting), (jcrtriide Pitt (ivOmlon, N.), 

Alice K. Oldacre (Stok<‘-on-Trt;nt), \V. L. Werner 
(J.ondon, E.C.), Winifred M. Davh's (Brynmuwr), 
George Winter (Southend), Enid Blyton (Beckenham), 
Sydney S. Wright (Bromley), Samuel Holt (Portsmouth), 

Edward K. Warren (Bedford), David Scales (Pc'nge), 
R. B. Harris (Melbourne), L. Jones (Carditf), Horace 

Pethcrick (Carlisle). 

V.—The pRizii OK One Year’s Suhscription to 

The Bookman for the best suggestion is 
awarded to Jtrn<‘st A. PTiller, 10, The Circus, 

Greenwich, h.E.io. 

liyr I.ovat F.au,. Decoration. 

From " Rhyme Shet*t." Second Sene'- 
(Hoetry fiookshnp). 

Lawrence (Hendon), Mannington Sayers 

THE FORMULA OF THE WESTERN NOVEL. 
From a Paper read before the American Library Association. 

By WTlliam MacLeod Raine. 

The Western novel, one gathers from its critics, is 

in a parlous condition. It has become a thing of 

rule and rote, formula-built, a bit of carpenter work 

prepared from plans and specifications that have been 

standardised like Edison's concrete house. 

This is a definite enough complaint, and it has its 

just weight. A writer in a recent magazine suggests 

that a certain very popular author—who by the way 

lives in the West—probably labels his characters courage, 

meanness, piety, suspicion, ignorance, etc., and gives 

them personal names only after his story is finished. 

Perhaps. I don't know his methods, but very likely he 

relies on the fact that most of us are alike as God’s little 

apples. The great reading public is confused by 

subtleties and resents them. 

The tremendous popularity of the formula-constructed 

novel is a source of continual surprise and sometimes 

despair to those of cultivated taste. It need not be a 

surprise. Writers who have had their work presented 

through the medium of the moving picture know how 

inevitably the fineness is worked out of the characters 

and the personality out of the story. The whole thing 

is standardised. For the motion picture producer has 

discovered that the pubbe wants the commonplace. 
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It thrills to simple elemental emotions presented with¬ 

out refinement of motive. So the commonplace writer 

—saMs style, taste, ideas, subtlety, or truth to life—deal¬ 

ing with elementals in an elemental waj^ appeals to the 

big reading audience. 

Our eccentricities and our individualities are trifling 

compared with our conformities. The tendency of a 

highly complicated society is to iron out, on the surface, 

these differences. On certain occasions we all wear the 

same kind of clothes. The mediocre writer, slenderly 

equipped for his business, unable to probe far below the 

surface, often harks back to a more primitive society 

with its less .specialised types. 

His alternative is to treat a 

highly synthesised social con¬ 

dition so superficial!}' as to 

ignore its difficulties. 

To such writers the West 

is a tempting field. Its 

winning is one of the world'.'i 

great epical themes. From 

all states and nations its 

builders poured, young, 

ardent, hopeful, strong. 

Round the Horn in clipper 

ships, across the fever-swept 

Isthmus, by the long, dusty 

Overland Trail, they camt 

into the Golden West to seek 

fortune. They laughed at 

hardship. They wrote songs 

of defiance to bad luck and 

sang them while they toiled 

and starved and died. Self- 

contained and confident, they 

gutted mountains, made 

deserts leafy green, built 

cities that were the marvel 

of their generation. They 

tramped with audacious hope 

over new, dim trails to fell 

forests and drive the “plough¬ 

share through the sod of 

unbroken prairies. Into the Great American Desert, 

as the gec^aphers called it, strode the pick of the 

world’s adventurous youth and were swallowed up by it. 

The building of the West is an absorbing subject, 

broad and elemental enough to capture the brave 

imagination of the young. The canvas is a big one. 

If the finished picture is tawdry, lacks depths, or fails 

to show an illusion of life, the artist mast be to blame. 

In the flood of Western novels there are some which 

contain a good deal of obvious carpenter work, a good 

many sti^ned situations, much unreality. Some show 

characteristics rather than character in action. It may 

be confessed that the Western novel is usually more 

naive, lacks brilliancy of style, often displays no deep 

insight, and has no background of culture. In the West 

we live too much in a concrete world. The importance 

of character study is undervalued. 

But can we fairly localise these generalisations ? Are 

feeblea^s of imagination, aridity of observation and 

lack of originality the peculiar defects of writers who 

deal with the West ? 

The writer of Western fiction offers one suggestion in 

his defence. There is a tradition of Western fiction from 

which it is hard to escape. He is not wholly his own 

master. If he were to write a story of how Hans Ukena 

raised peas and lettuce on a five-acre irrigated patch 

and thought of wooing Frieda Reincke with onions and 

cabbages instead of Cherokee roses and Lowney's 

chocolates, but decided after reflection to remain a 
4 

bachelor, his audience would dwindle, his publishers 

might protest. Certainly his car would go gasless. 

When all is said, art is not sectional. The standard 

of literary judgment lies in certain enduring principles 

that have come to common 

acceptance. These apply 

equally to ail fiction, no 

matter where its setting. 

There is in all genuine fiction 

a sense of life, a human 

quality expressed in terms 

of the writer's personal 

philosophy. That which lifts. 

a novel out of the common¬ 

place is the personality of 

the writer. A novel is an 

individual impression of life, 

is the product of a man's 

reaction toward it. It is 

based upon ideas about life. 

If these run in a groove it is 

because the writer’s thinking 

has become standardised. A 

writer may plough through 

his theme without learning 

or style or even good taste, 

but ideas of some sort he 

must have. To express the 

beautiful, to show the good : 

these are more important 

than technique. For life 

after all is bigger than art. 

The fit and striking work 

is all very well, but many 

a man has had a very 

pretty style with nothing of value to wrap up in it. 

The most engaging quality in fiction is freshness. 

Those of us who are fencing with the encroaching years 

recall the tremendous sensation of Kipling's literary 

arrival, due more than to any other single factor to the 

new note he had struck. Now freshness must be born 

of a mind that gets new angles on life, of a man with • 

bubbles in the brain, as some one has put it. His eyes 

must see and his pen interpret human experience in 

terms of his own personality. Most of us see only 

the obvious. We miss the significance of human action. 

A story is much more likely to touch us to tears than 

the lives about us. We lay stress on the wrong things 

and do not get right relations. It is, comparatively 

speaking, unimportant how we translate the material 

world, which is a more or less static thing, even though 

it may be a living stream issuing from the primal cosmic 

energy, even though it too struggles with nature and is 

affected by contingency. But human nature is dynamic. 

The ideas behind it express themselves subtly in motion, 

inflections, cadences of the voice, flashes of the eye. 
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It is a characteristic of the formula-built novel that 
of its very nature freshness must be lacking. For fresh¬ 

ness is of the spirit. It springs from personality. The 

poor jerry-built Western novel, with its paraphernalia of 
chaps and cowboys and Indians and six-guns, with its 

dreadful humour of misspelt words and oaths and bad 

gram^mar, cannot by any chance have the freshness that 

comes from original observation, genuine insight, and 

feeling for truth. But you will find that freshness in 

the short stories of Peter Kyne and Manlove Rhodes. 

You will find it in Wister’s “ Virginian " and Stewart 

Edward White’s “ Arizona Nights.” You will find it 

in Caroline Lockhait’s ” Me Smith ” and in Frank 
Spearman's ” Whispering Smith.” 

The principal change in the novel during recent years, 

as I find it, is that it relates itself closer to the social 

order, and in that respect has become more higlily 

synthesised. George Eliot does not appear to have 

been moved by the modern spirit of unrest. She was 
Victorian completely. Her characters were in that 

condition of society in which it had pleased God to put 

them. If they reacted against this they were rebels. 
Even Thackeray, whose keen analytical mmd must 

have given him many doubts of the social structure, 
shows us life on the whole as an individual struggle. 

Not so with the modern. The life of the community is 

no longer only a background for the characters. It is 

the thing that shapes them, drives them, dwarfs them, 

educates them, and swallows them up. The characters 
are merely expressions of this life. As we read of 

Mr. Polly, for instance, or of the Forsytes, we are im¬ 

pressed by the feeling that they are individuals struggling 

in the current of an environment altogether too strong. 

In the earlier novelists the framework of their philosophy 
was traditional. The moderns are idol smashers. If 

Thackeray was a novelist of manners and George Eliot 
of character, as has been said, then Wells, we may add, 

is a novelist of ideas. He is one of the originators of 

the novel of ideas, a new departure in the field. 
One complaint of the critics is that the Western novel 

has no social consciousness. It has not a great deal. That 

is true. Neither had " the beautiful bare narrative of 

Robinson Crusoe,” as Lamb calls it, yet to this day we 

devour it with delight. The novel of adventure and the 

novel of character are distinct achievements. It is easy 
to be rather scornful of the novel in which the characters 

move rapidly and with energy to their appointed 

destinies. Yet the tale of action is in itself as worthy as 

the story of ideas. It may just as truly reveal the 

springs that move to action, may just as finely show the 

characters betraying thcjiiselves in deeds as another 
type of fiction shows them betraying themselves in 

words. '' The Sheriff of Badger ” (Pattullo) is as true 

to life as ” Mr. Polly ” (Wells). Eugene Manlove 

Rhodes's Jeff Bransford is as much a product of his 
environment as Bennett’s Denry and is much less a 
jeu d'esprit. 

The insatiable demand for the Western story finds 

its spring in the imagination of the readers. The West 
is the home of romance. The clerk picks up a stirring 
tale of tangled trails and his own drab life vanishes. 
He too is walking the edge of that dangerous cliff, a 

target for the bullets of the rifles in the valley far below. 

He too gallops across the prairie with the heroine, the 

sun in his eyes and the wind in his face. It is the same 
with the schoolboy. His eyes ‘ are on the algebra in 

front of him, but his thoughts are far afield. He is 
creeping through Twin Buttes Notch with Yorky to see 

the rustlers drive the stolen herd soutli. 

If I have seemed to talk a good deal about life in con¬ 
nection with the novel it is because life is of the very 
warp and woof of it. The novel must have the very 

colour of life. Nothing less will do to make of it a vital 

thing. Except in the case of a fantasy, a pure romance, 

or a mystery story, this illusion of life must be sustained. 
A factory-made novel, turned out by machinery, cannot 

possibly stand the acid test. 

But in this the Western novel is not in a class by 

itself. It must be judged by the same standards as the 
novel of the East or of the South, of Paris, or Boston, or 
London. In so far as it is a true picture of life it succeeds. 

Wliere it misses truth it fails. 

Bevp Books. 

MOLIERE.* 

lliose who like reading about French literature already 
know Mr. Tilley of King's as a guide, philosopher and 
friend. To many excellent volumes of Ixistory and 

criticism he has recently added a delightful anthology, 
" Cambridge Readings in French Literature ” which I 
feel a brotherly interest), containing excellently chosen 
and subtly arranged passages, ranging from Villon and 

Rabelais to P6guy and P6tain, with pictures inters^rsed, 
the whole forming a perfect volume for the boat or the 
bedside, the chair or the hills, or wheresoever else one wants 
reading that is varied and ” tasty" and not tyrannously 
continuous. This he has now followed with a volume on 
MoUdre, which seems to me just the very book English 

readers have been waiting for. I say " seems to me," 
because I take myself as the average sort of reader who 

• '* Molifere." By Arthur Tilley, M.A. 12s. 6d. net. (Cam¬ 
bridge University Press.) 

likes French literature, but whose acquaintance with 
French literary history is small, and who is glad therefore 

of some one to place the works he reads in due relation to 

the author's life and the circumstances of his time. Tartufie, 
like Pecksniff, is an eternal criticism of life ; but his artistic 
effect is deepened when we learn that he is also a criticism 
of the seventeenth century society of prudes on the prowl 
known officially as La Compagnie du Saint-Sacrement and 

popularly as 1^ Cabale des devots. 
Mr. Tilley’s volume is arranged in a dozen chapters, the 

first and longest of which is a clear and adequate sketch of 
Molidre’s life. The second shows him at work upon experi¬ 
ments and struggling with the socizd and artistic difficulties 

that beset the stage of his day. Eight chapters are 
devoted to an elaborate discussion of the plays in detail, 

and the volume concludes with two essay-chapters on 
comedy and the general tendency of Moli^re’s contribution 
to that humane activity. The reader will find it. as I said, 
the best possible companion to the plays, and its caieful 
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documentation will enable him to pursue any topic that 

specially attracts him. 
A book that helps to make more readers of Moli^re in 

England deserves commendation, for Moli^re is the one 

great dramatist of France whom English people can accept 
without reserve or difficulty. Indeed, he was soon 
acclimatised here, for our Kestoration dramatists plundered 
him ruthlessly. A volume of Morley's excellent old 

Universal Library contains a number of plays adapted 
from MoUtTe; but several volumes would be necessary 

to contain the plays suggested by him. His English 
imitatore took from him all they could ; but what they 
could not take is precisely that which makes him part of 
the radiant, universal comedy of the world. As well try 

to steal the spirit of Mozart as the spirit of Moli^re I 
A comparison between, say, Wycherley's " The Plain 

Dealer ” and “ Le Misanthrope," from which it is adapted, 
is worth making, because it will show the reader the in¬ 
comparable superiority of Moliere to his imitators, not only 

in spirit, but technically as a dramatist. His perfect, 
eflortless command of the art theatrical seems to me one of 

the miracles of literature. In England Shakespeare had 
the same great gift; but one wants to keep Shakespeare’s 
name out of this story, because Shakespeare had so much 

else besides that his mighty spirit would only trouble us 

here. The one other great creative artist who occurs to 
me as a companion is the one already cited—Mozart. 
Turn to the sestet in '' Don Giovanni ” beginning " Sola, 
sola in hnjo loco," or to the great finale of the first act and, 
having properly admired the exquisite, inexhaustibly 

delightful musical art of these great numbers, consider 
next how dramatically alive they are. The finale is the 

p>erfection of " situation ” as well as the perfection of 
concerted music; the sestet is the pierfection of stage 
comedy as well as the perfection of part-writing. Moliere, 
like Mozart, is always going on. 

Even in an early play like " L'Etourdi," thin stuff as it 
is—the mere diagram of a farce, one might call it—how the 
whole thing keeps moving 1 Perhaps one of the greatest 

tributes to Molierc’s jierfect touch and sense of dramatic 
fitness is the fact, of which Mr. Tilley reminds us, that in 
1877 the Comedie-Fran^aise gave a revival of " George 

Dandin "—that tragic farce of marriage—played seriously, 
with no less a man than Got as George Dandin. It was a 
complete failure and was -withdrawn after the second 
night. The substance of the play seems tragic enough, 
and the unhappy husband's now proverbial cry of the 
heart is almost terrible in its universal application to our 
follies ; but the simple fact is that Moliere wrote the piece 

in the key of farcical Comedy and in that key alone can it 
be played. George Dandin is the dupie of farce, not the 
sufferer of tragedy ; and so exactly right is the master’s 
touch that only in farce is Dandin moving. Taken 

seriously he is beneath contempt. 
One of the consolations of middle age is that one can 

remember Coquelin in Moliere. The most popular of his 

performances was the double bill of " Tartufle ’’ and 
" Les Precieuses Ridicules." Of the last-named gem of 
extravagant comedy I will say no more than that I still have 
a printed copy of the French and English text as sold at 
the St, James's Theatre where Coquelin and Jane Hading 

were playing together, and in that copy the title is trans¬ 
lated " The Precious Ridiculous " 1 " Tartuffc " always 
seems to me consoling. Pecksniff might have made us 
think that we had in England a monopoly of that sort of 

thing; Tartuffe reminds us that the sanctimonious 
humbug is ubiquitous. The history of the play is interest¬ 
ing, but too long to relate here. One point, however, 
deserves notice. Moliere’s exposure of religious hypocrisy 
drew upon him the shocked indignation of the Church. 
The Archbishop of Paris denounced the piece as a dangerous 
play calculated to injure religion; and thereupon issued 
a decree forbidding, under pain of excommunication, all 

person^ in his dioce.se to represent, read or hear read, either 
in public or in private, this pernicious comedy. But even 
the Archbishop was outdone by Pierre Roulle, one of the 
Paris clergy, who with delightful Christian and clerical 

charity denounced Moliere as " un d6mon vfetu de chair et 
habill6 en homme, un libertin, un impie digne d’un supplice 

exemplaire." So you sec, as Harry Paulton used to say 
in a farcical comedy (not by MoU6re), “ They were the 
same in the old days." 

George Sampson. 

G. B. S.* 

Mr. Shaw has become an Institution. People have made 
up their minds about him, and you know beforehand what 
nearly all the critics will say of any new book he may -write. 
Praise and censure are of no more importance to him than 

they are to the 'Nelson Column or the Albert Memorial. 
Neither praise nor censure adds anything to or takes any¬ 
thing from his reputation; for those who admire him 
continue to do so in spite of the one, and those who do not 
admire him are not to be converted by the other. 

There are obvious advantages in becoming an Institution ; 
and obvious disadvantages. Already " !^ck to Methu¬ 

selah " has been eulogised by those whom we expected to 
eulogise it, and roughly handled by those whom we expected 
to handle it roughly. It has all happened as mechanically 

as if a usual result had been obtained by turning a handle. 
When things arrive at this pass criticism ceases to be of 
much value either to the reader or the author, and I have 
no doubt Mr. Shaw, being the shrewd humorist he is, 
laughs up his sleeve both at his worshippers and the 
ungodly. 

On the whole it seemed worth wliilc trying to read " Back 

to Methuselah " as if it were a new book by a new writer. 
It was impossible that such an experiment should be 
earned through quite successfully, especially by one who 
admires Mr. Shaw, this side idolatry, as much as do any of 
his admirers. But something might be gained by maMng 
the attempt, and anyhow I have made it. 

I have always felt there must be something wrong with 

a play that needs a preface to explain it. " Back to 
Methuselah " fully explains itself, therefore the preface is 
an excrescence. Nevertheless it is an excellent preface as 
well as a long one. It discusses the virtue of educa¬ 
tion, Darwimamsm. the Lamarckian philosophy, religion, 
socialism, the principle of heredity, and a number of tilings, 
as brilliantly as Mr. Shaw has discusseil them and other 

matters in any preface he has written. I am not sure that 
the preface is not even cleverer than the play—or series of 

plays—that follows it; that it is not a too portentous 
portico for the witty, satirical fantasies, the mingling of 
quaint humour, ironic seriousness and broad farce upon 

which it opens. 
This senes of five plays, as Mr. Shaw suggests, is a 

dramatic parable of Creative Evolution ; but the writer 
could have written it and the reader can read it under- 
standingly without any exhaustive acquaintance w'ith that 
science. The first play, " In the Beginning," lays its first 
scene in the Garden of Eden, with Adam and Eve and the 
Serpent, and retells that story of the fall of man which is 
not countenanced by any evolutionary theory. The second 
scene shows you Adam and Eve a few centuries later, exiled 
from the Garden, and introduces Cain shortly after he%as 
murdered Abel. The next play, " The Gospel of the 
Brothers Barnabas," is of the present day. Franklyn 
Barnabas is an ex-churchman who has come to the con¬ 
clusion that " life is too short for men to take it seriously," 
and his brother Conrad is a professor of biology. Franklyn 
believes in the Garden of Eden origin of life, and to that 
extent excuses the anomalous teaching of the first play ; 
Conrad places that tale of the origin " outside Science," 
but both of them are convinced that longer life is necessary 
to the salvation of mankind, and that if men can once be 
made to feel the urge of that necessity and develop a will to 
live longer, there is nothing to prevent them from living for 
at least three hundred years. The entry of the present 
Premier and the ex-Premier, under thin disguises; their 

• " Back to Methuselah : A Metabiological Pentateuch.” v 
By Bernard Shaw. los. (Constable.) 
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exposition of the modern jx)htical outlook, and the resolu¬ 
tion of the more enterprising of the two to “work this 

stunt ” and make a political war-cry of the doctrine of the 
Brothers Barnabas, is all done with masterly cunning in 

a delightfully burlesque spirit of satirical comedy. 
In "The Thing Happens: ad. 2170." there arc two 

survivors who have put the Barnabas theory into practice. 
" Tragedy of an Elderly Gentleman : a.d. 3000 " is a less 

successful interlude which shows Great Britain inhabited 
by people who live through the centuries, and a visiting 
deputation from Mesojxitarma, which is now the centre 

of the British Empire. And, to conclude, ‘‘ As Ear as 
Thought can Reach: a.d. 31.020," presents a world in 

which everybody lives to an incredible age, a sort of 
machine-made Arcadian life in which men and woukui seem 
to be about as mechanical in structure and conduct as 
things turned out by a factory. 

If Mr. Shaw’s aim was to dnvc home the moral that 
longer lives would not mean happier lives, he has done it. 

Bettct seventy years of present-day existence than a cycle 
or two of the ideal life he imagines for us in tlie future. It 
would bore most of us to extinction long before we had 
endured even the first hundred years of it. But the lesson 
does not matter ; he is so seklom senoiis, so Ihppanl, so 

whimsically, extravagantly irrcsixinsible in some of his 

jesting that I doubt whether he intended to teach any. 

The idea of what an abnormal lengthening of life might 
mean to humanity appealed to him, and he has worked it 
out in these dramas with a skill, a devastating wit and 
cleverness that may not please the earnest disciple of 

Creative Evolution, but their laughing philosophy, their 
biting comment on human weaknesses, and their over¬ 
flowing humour of character and dialogue will keep the 

average intelligent reader immensely entertained. 

A. 

ANDERS ZORN.* 

The late Anders Zorn, who died last August at the age of 
sixty, IS one of the few modern artists of whom it may be 
truly said that he had an lutcmational reputation. A 
Swede in nationality, his fame soon spread from Scandinavia 
through Northern Europe, and for the last decade his 

work has lieen eagerly collected not only in London, Taris 
and New York, but even in the nearer and Far East. Since 
the armistice a canny Scot, residing within a hundred miles 
of Glasgow, is repute<l to have m.ado considerable sums 
l)y buying Zorn etchings in Vienna and selling them in 

Japan It would be difficult to 
name another modern artist whose 
work could successfully be made 
the subject of similar operations. 

V’liat IS the quality in Zorn's 
work that has given him this 

amazing popularity that crosses 
all frontiers ? It is always difficult 
to account for the vogue of a 
painter, and it is not always merit 
alone that maki'S a man a fashion. 
The secret jierhajjs is that Zorn 
succeeded, as RuIkuis succeeded, by 
reason of his exuberant vitality. 
Tiierc are no jihilosophical depths 
ill the works either of the Old 

Master or the Modern, but there is 
a Iremendous and consummate ex¬ 

pression ol the joy of life on the 
physical plane. Since pliilosophy 
IS never really jiopiilar, but the joys 
of physical well-being are im¬ 
mediately apjireciatcd, a Rubens 

always becomes popular much 
sooner than a Rembrandt. 

Zorn was the most successful 
exploiter of tbe nude in modern 
times. He worked 111 many media— 
painting, etching, sculpture — but 
his favourite theme was always the 
same, the beauty unadorned of 
women, of w’omen bathing, of 
women wandering 'like dryads 
through the woods, of women pre¬ 
paring for the intimacies of the 
toilet at home, but always of w-omcn 
whose iridescent flesh tints arc 
illumined by gleams of sunlight. 
He did not treat the human figure 
in a romantic or idealist manner ; 
he was essentially a realist who 
aimed at presenting the truth of 
appearances, and in Ins endeavour 

to be actual he sometimes shocked 
us by liis lack of taste. Take, for 
example, his notorious painting, 
" Naked," of 1904, which Dr. Karl 

Asplund correctly describes as a 

picture in which 

• •' Anders Zom: His Life and 
Work.” By Dr. Karl Asplund. i3 3s. 
(The Studio, Ltd.) The Letter” (1913). 

From “Anders Zorn.” (Stmlic.) 
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*' a grotesquely built, coarse, fat, red-haired woman is standing 
n a room in bright daylight, drying herself after her bath. It is 

a challenge of coarse realism, but seldom has such a ntori/been 
so ennobled in the execution.” 

Here we tread on controversial ground. Can noble 
execution ever justify an ignoble theme ? We may admit 
that the end justifies the means, but who save a fanatic 

for j>edantic technicalities will ever seriously maintain that 
the means justify the end ? It is the preposterous assertion 
that fine drawing and beautiful colouring may be used for 
any mean and paltry purpose that has rightly brought 

modern painting into general contempt. However great 
his gifts may be, an artist who parades liis drawing, his 
design, his brush-work and his sense of colour, not to 
express a noble emotion or a generous thought, but to 
impress beholders with liis own cleverness, that man docs 

not achieve a real work of art; he merely completes an 
exercise. It is the persistent exposure of these empty 

exercises that has wearied the public with exhibitions of 

modern art. 
To some extent, it must be feared, Zorn was a virtuoso 

of art. He was at his best in portraiture, and it is on the 
portraits, whether painted or etched, in which he forgot 
himself in his reverence for his sitter, that his fame is 
most securely founded. His early oil portrait of Coquehn 
is one of his best paintings, and his etched portrait of 

Renan is his supreme masterpiece. It is a pleasure to 
find these two works (and many others) splendidly repro¬ 
duced in the handsome volume just published by The 
Studio. The etching of Anatole hrance, though interest¬ 
ing, is less good than ^e Renan and curiously enough is 
less expressive than Chahine’s etched portrait, though 
Chahine’s powers as an etcher are vastly inferior to those 
of Zorn; and a comparison of the two plates helps us to 

realise that in the end it is what one does with one’s powers 
that makes or mars the artist. 

The numerous colour reproductions in this volume faith¬ 
fully reproduce the attraction of Zorn's colour, which 
appeals to us by its dash and go rather than by its subtlety 
and exquisiteness. The palette and method of the great 
Swede were not unlike those of the French painter Besnard, 

by whom he was to some extent influenced and who also 
excelled in rendering the glint of sunlight on bare flesh. 
But though Zorn's paintings have been exhibited with 
success throughout Europe and in America, his pictures 
have not excited the unbounded enthusiasm displayed 
for his etchings. About these collectors have become 
infatuated—there is no other word—and the rarer examples 
are fought for in auctions with bids not unworthy of a 

Rembrandt. 
Originally published at five guineas, like most of his 

other etchings, a copy of his ” Ernest Renan ” of 1892 was 
sold last year for >^270, and his '' Maja,” a Gibsonish 
etching of a “ Gibson girl,” for ;^240. Nothing but the 
furore of fashion can explain these figures. Nobody disputes 
the fact that Zom was a great draughtsman, a master in 
building up forms with firm, decisive lines, with l>rilliant 

yet simplified contrasts of light and shade. He was a great 
technician, but there are others equally great whose 
etchings do not command these high prices. The French¬ 

man Forain is certainly his equal if not his superior as a 
draughtsman and an etcher, and Forain has used his 
technical powers with more intellectuality and with a far 

higher moral purpose than Zom ever possessed. The 
popularity and prestige of Zom is a sign that materiaUsm 
still predominates among the children of this world. There 
can be no question to-day of the value, as assets, of his 
etchings. But for all their brilliance, their exuberant 
vitality and masterly technique, one is not sure that their 
present estimation is firmly based and lasting. A new 
generation is growing up, a generation seared by the 
experience of war, a generation impatient of trivialities 
at .d* demanding tlrat the palace of art shall be something 
bettei ^an a doll's house. Zorn will no longer be the 
most pnzed of modern etchers, as he is thjs’ day, when at 
last the things of the spirit are preferred to the pomp of 

the flesh. 
Frank RtrrTER* 

WAYFARERS.* 

The fashion in modem fiction of overtaking as it were 

complete and frequently aggressive strangers upon the 
high road of the imagination, directing their particular 
vices and abruptly deserting them without a farewell nod, 
is certainly both economical in preliminary detail and in 
most cases successful. There is in such encounters a 

breath of mystery and hazard that lends to the' short 
story a fascination and dramatic quality difficult to main¬ 
tain in the novel. One is left with the enlivening idea 

that were it not for the fog of commonplace occurrences 
which dull the sense of curiosity, life would be for the most 
ordinary a place of amazing adventure and Mr. Hugh 

Walpole’s ” Bombastes Furioso ” quite a normal person. 
Mr. Walpole has, I take it, some such notion in his 

” Thirteen Travellers,” a series of studies dealing with the 
several occupants of a building of flats in the West End. 
The idea is not only admirable—it is workable. Varieties 
of character suit Mr. Walpole. He has always possessed 
a sympathetic curiosity respecting remote old ladies, fat 
young men of means, lonely domestics, persons sinister and 

persons simply comic. But in some of his novels he has 
smothered his characters in blankets of impressive but 
deadening fluency, and in that respect the short story is 
evidently sympathetic to Mr. Walpole’s art. He gives to 
tragedy an atmosphere both intense and conserved, while 

in his lighter moments, as when the absurd toy dog is 
overwhelmed by a Rolls-Royce (“it started tottering 
across, uttering tiny snorts of sensual excitement ”) his 
gift for minute portrayal is not flung like a stone of price 
amongst a load of serviceable boulders. 

There arc certain respects where criticism might be made 
with advantage. For one thing Mr. Walpole is deficient 
in the supreme technique of the short story—the element 
of surprise. His stories conclude usually with death—but 
hardly ever with intensity. Absalom Jay is a memorable 
study (though, to any member of a club, even to-day by no 

means exceptional), but his end is not clearly indicated. 
Miss Morganhurst is almost on parallel lines. Secondly, as 
a series of studies based on the changes of the post-war 
period, the gallery is hardly representative. It deals too 
persistently with old ladies and the type of young man 
on whom Mr. Walpole would be the first to admit the war 
has made no impression at all. And there is one lamentable 
story called ” Lizzie Rand ” which, however suitable for 
family reading, is from Mr. Walpole rather a catastrophe. 

Mr. Gilbert Cannan in ” Pugs and Peacocks ” is interested 

from quite another standpoint in the mental chaos produced 
by the war, and this is the first of a series devoted, I fear, 
to a lamentation over the criminality of all those persons 
who not only were involved in the conflict but had the 
effrontery to defend their (however ridiculous) principles. 
For them Mr. Cannan has apparently no patience at all. 
But his central character, Melian, will not allow it to disturb 
him : ” I shall just retire into my work until the noise is 
over and the captains and the majors and the colonels 

depart.” 
The war being over, there is, alas, no star on the sky of 

universal depravity and dead quiet. ” I live in dread,” says 

this precious Melian, ” of the moment when the present din 
and confusion shall cease and we shall begin to hear all 
over the world the coarse, destructive laughter of the 

triumphant proletariat, the apotheosis of ignorance, cruelty, 
greed, meanness and tyranny. ...” By which one gathers 
Mr. Cannan only very occasionally indeed raises his voice 

in ” Land of Hope and Glory.” 
Mrs. Canfield in ” The Brimming Cup ” is less personal 

and has a rational plot to occupy a normal reader’s atten¬ 
tion. But the amount of sheer talk, the burden of words^ 
is almost intolerable. There is a capacity for abundance in 
the American novelist that is astonishing. At the same 

• ” The Thirteen Travellers.” By Hugh Walpole. 8s. 6d. 
net. (Hutchinson,)—” Pugs and Peacocks.” By Gilbert Can¬ 
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time the b^k contains much that is sound and sincere and 
is ongin^ in one respect—it raises an insistent cry for the 
restoration and preservation of the quiet, controlled life. 
It is a fact of deepening significance that the most ominous 
heritage of the war is, for all those who cannot isolate them¬ 
selves, the foundation of a condition of such mental stress 
and instability as to arouse serious anxiety and foreboding. 

■■ A Marriage of Inconvenience.” by Mr. Hollowav Horn, 
is in‘another class from the other three novels. It is a 
conventional story, loosely strung together, of a girl who 
marries a middle-aged man, leaves him, works for the 
cinema, is an artist’s model, assists a dramatist and thus 
encounters the wayfarers or travellers who nngla, under 
Mr. Walpole's method, have presented more compact and 
vital significance. But Mr. Horn still writes too like the 
promising author of one book. It is to be regretted 
the more as his sense of character is so unforced and 
entertaining. 

Frederick Watson. 

IRELAND UNFREED.* 

By birth, tradition, taste and temjierament Sir \\ illiani 
Watson is an Englishman. In all his poems there is not 
the least echo or reminiscence of the Celtic Hcnaissance ; 
on the slopes of lus Parnassus no ” Celtic seed flowers like 
a flame ” ; and if liis Muse ever crossed the Irish Cliannel 
she probably afKJstropliised it as St. George’s Sea. Like 
the true Norman-Saxor, Sir William is not a democrat ; 
one cannot imagine him crying. *' AH, whoe\’er you arc. 
come travel with lue ” ; like the true Bnton he is not an 
internationalist; he never beats the big drum of universal 
brotherhood. Yet he is not a ” Little Englishman ” ; 
eclectic, nationalistic, Imperialistic though he be, his 
sympatlues arc not bounded by the white clifls of Dover, 
or by the Barrier Kecf of Australasia—they stretch even 
across the Irish Channel. In his magnificent “ Ode on the 
Coronation of King Edward ” Watson showed that lus 
imperialism was the noble imperialism of a poet, not tlio 
imperialism of an imperious political bully, and even then 
he was able to focus and envisage the Irish situation in 
the memorable description of Ireland as ” the lovely bride 
whom we have wedded but have never won.” Since that 
date Sir William has married an Irish wife ; since that dale 
more black and bloody chapters have been added to the 
tragical history of Ireland whom wedlock has the more 
estranged,” and now the understanding sympathy shown 
in lus great Imperial Ode has blossomed into a volume of 
poems—” Ireland Unfreed.” 

As a true old-fashioned Englishman, Sir William has 
ever been a champion of justice and liberty, and his 
championship of Ireland at once challenges comparison 
with his championship of Armenia some twenty years ago. 
But the challenge, though inevitable, is not quite fair, for 
the occasions are hardly comparable. No one, I think, 
would deny that his championship of Armenia was more 
passionate and more powerful than is his championship of 
Ireland. What else could wc expect ? In “ The Purple East ” 
the poet was scourging lus country for tarrying to avenge 
wrong. In ” Ireland Unfreed ” he is scourging England 
for just such wrong as he called upon her to avenge, and one 
can guess that his tears arc falling upon his scourge. ” The 
Lord chasteneth whom He loveth,” and no brave English¬ 
man who loves England will fail to chasten England when 
England does a wrong; but it is not easy for an English 
poet to scourge St. George. Yet at times Sir 'William’s 
wrath blazes up into passionate reproach and we can hear 
again the thunders of ” The Purple East.” His " Reprisal 
by Fire,” which is perhaps the best poem in the little 
collection, quite reaches the highest level of dignified 
Watsonian invective: 

** These barbarous deeds that well may make our name 
A byeword, and a hissing, and a shame 
Throughout the Earth. This is the doom-paved way 
By which great Empires in august array 

X * Ireland Unfreed.” By Sir William Watson. (John 
Lane.) 

March to their thunderous deaths mid rage and flame. 
These are the acts 
Make domination seem a maniac jest. 
Heard mid the flare of a distempered sun.” 

Bitterly and finely satirical too arc his lines to Sir Hamar 
Greenwood, and the lines beginning : 

“ Thee, wounded Ireland, thcc I gratulate 
First on thy wounds,” 

but, as a rule, the poems are more admoniloiy than corn- 
minatory, and indulge rather in exhortation than in 
invective. They lament the rusting, in Lloyd George’s 
hand, of St. George’s spear, while his ” minions fierce and 
fell shatter doomed Ireland's homes ”; they plead with 
Ireland ” divinely to forgive,” they exhort America to 
pledge her w’ord that Ireland's freedom shall not '' prove 
the bright mother of Dark Calamity.” but they do not 
always attain to the height of his great argument—” Ireland 
Uiifrecd ”—and sometimes they condescend to such 
expressions as ” Captive Maiden,” ” Thralled One.” 

We do not think that ” Ireland Uufrecd ” quite equals 
Watson's best work in " The Purple East." but nevertheless 
it IS a noble and courageous volume, worthy both of the 
great poet’s art and heart. 

Ronald Campbell Macfie. 

THE MASTER OF MAN.* 

You will look in vain among his 
English cuiileiiipuiaiies foi a novelist 
with whom Sir Hall Caine may be 
compared ; he has more in common 
with the novelists of Scandinavia 
who 111 recent years have been 
coming over our horizon. No 
English novelist has a larger reputa¬ 
tion in their countries, and it is 
possible they have to some extent 
fallen under his influence. These 
Scandinavians have liis glowing 
sense of drama; his capacity for 
jiaiutmg on broad canvases; his 
penchant for the big theme and his 

power of handling it Like him, loo, they are too serious to 
make any use of humour; they deal frankly with the lure of 
sex, and are invariably concerned with poignant moral issues. 
There would seem to be also some aflinity between the 
Manx and the Scandinavian character. Both have a good 
deal of raw nature about them. Men and women alike 
have- a rugged, stubborn, primitive simplicity ; a way of 
getting themselves into difficulties, or getting others into 
difficulties, sometimes by a perversity, sometimes by a 
nai've honesty of action of which more sophisticated people 
would be incapable, and by a slowness of thinking which 
prevents them from taking the right course promptly, so 
that they only take it, and then resolutely, when it is too 
late to save the situation. 

When the schoolmaster in '• The Master of Man ” finds 
he has punished Victor Stowcll for a fault of which he is 
innocent he writes to the boy's father, the Deemster: 

” I have not only punished an innocent boy but one who, in 
taking his punishment, w'as doing an act of divine unselfishness. 
1 can never look into his face again. If I am to remain as bead 
of your school you must take your boy away.” 

The father, without protest, does so. and the subsequent 
tragedy of Victor’s life may be said to result from this 
queer injustice. Then, when it is too late to remedy 
matters, Victor's bosom friend. Cell, owns up manfully 
that the guilt was his and runs away from school and 
refuses to go back. 

In due course the disasters into which this David and 
Jonathan stumble, after they arrive at manhood, may be 
traced to this same hesitancy of character. Victor is a 
noble idealist, but his mind works slowly; he tails to see 
clearly what he ought not to do until after he has done it, 
and then only secs clearly what he ought to do when he has 

• ” The Master of Man : The Story of a Sin.” By Hall Caine. 
6s. (Heincmann.) 
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let the right moment for doing it go by. Cell is a smaller 
nature and more timorous; in a manner of speaking, he 
covertly makes the slide and Victor slips on it. But if he 
has not Victor’s implacable moral rectitude, he honours 
and looks up to his friend; and if he cannot equal him in 
the strength and sternness with which he makes atonement 
for Iiis sin, he climbs high enough to forgive Victor for 
wronging him in a way that few friends could have forgiven. 

But Sir Hall Caine's great gifts are that he knows how to 

imagine a story that takes sure hold up>on his reader, and 
how to relate it with a dramatic and emotional intensity 
beside which the plotlessness and niggling, pretentious 
psychology of much of our highbrow modern fiction seems 
languid and bloodless. The story is the thing with him. 

as the play was with Shakespeare; there are no long 
waits, no dull patches; every chapter adds to its develop¬ 
ments, and for its sheer human interest and dramatic power 
he has done nothing finer or more moving than “ The Master 
of Man” since the great days of “The Deemster” and 
” The Scapegoat.” 

Arthur Rutland. 

MAN AND HIS PAST.* 

Archaeology has its roots back m the remotest periods 

of Man’s appearance upon earth; indeed, the author of 
this book seems inclined to trace it back to the time of the 
supposed arboreal ancestor of Man. From the earliest 
times of which we have any record there seem to have 
been individuals interested in studying the pre-history 
and ancient remains of their own race and of other folk 
with whom they were brought into contact. Nevertheless, 

archsologv must be accounted the youngest of the sciences 
and has, in fact, only made good its claim to be reckoned 
a science, in this country at any rate, within the last 

half-century. 
The author of the volume before us, an arclucologist of 

the most up-to-ditc school, is equipped for practical work 

in the field by training and experience gained by excavation 
work in Egypt and the Sudan, as well as in this country. 
He IS, moreover, in a position to do work whose value will 

be felt by all archaiologists m the kingdom, having been 
recently appointed .\rcIurological Officer of the Ordnance 

Survey Department, a post which shows that the Depart¬ 
ment at length realises the importance of making the 
archeological information given in its maps as complete 
and as correct as possible. Hitherto this has depended 
upon individual surveyors, aided by local informants, who 
might, or might not, be qualified, and might have theories 

of their own for which they were glad to get the support 

of an entry on an official map. 
The book deals with the aims and methods of scientific 

archaiology, and \vith^it.s relation to liistory, anthropology 

and other sciences. In Mr Crawford’s view', its aim should 
be to give as complete a picture as possible of the evolution 
of the human race and its civilisation in all lands and at all 
stages. It begins where hisftory fails us, correcting and 
supplementing the meagre records of the Dark Ages, and 
is our only guide amid the utter darkness of the prehistoric 
period. Theoretically it is only a branch of anthropology, 
if the latter is regarded as ” the whole study of Man. But 
in practice, anthropology ... is mainly confined to the 
study of existing primitive races.” The author goes on 
to point out that the gulf between anthropology and 
archaeology is very much wider in this country than abroad, 
and the great advantage it would be if there were more 
co-operation between workers in the two fields. The same 
applies to other sciences, on which archaeology is dependent 
for much of the detail it requires in order correctly to 
interpret facts discovered. For instance, it asks the 
geologist how land and water were distributed and what 
V3* the nature of the soil at various epochs of the past 
in order to know what areas were habitable or otherwise : 
it ne~-4s the botanist to map the vegetation of bygone 
periods and to determine the relative areas covered by 

• ” MaiTand His Past.” By O, G. S. Crawford. los 6d. net. 
(Oxford University Press.) 

forest, grassland and marsh in order to judge whether the 
inhabitants of a certain region at a certain time were in 

a hunting, pastoral or agricultural stage. The author 
pleads eloquently for co-operation in these matters and 
for a series of maps which shall display the result of the 
researches of various specialists for the benefit of workers 
in other fields, who cannot be specialists in all the sciences, 
though they must have a working acquaintance with others 
besides their own. 

He will be glad to learn that one of his appeals is likely 
soon to find an answer. At the Congress of the South- 
Eastern Union of Scientific Societies which met at Reading 
from the 8th to the nth June last. Professor J. Percival, 

Professor of Agriculture at the University College, Reading, 
described the finding in Northern S5rria of a wild wheat 

from which the most important species of wheat now in 
use have been developed. He also described how certain 
species of wheat have been found associated with certain 
early races of man, c.g., the Alpine race of Central Europe 
and the “beaker-man” of the late Neolithic and Bronze 

ages, and said that these same species are still extensively 
cultivated in those parts of Central Europe which these 
races arc known to have occupied. These facts will, we 
understand, appear in a book on the races of wheat which 
Professor Percival has now in the press. 

The author's points are illustrated by examples taken 
mostly from his own experience, which adds to their force, 

and mainly from the part of ICngland with which he is 
most familiar. This he calls Wessex, but it is an arbitrary 
Wessex, comprising the counties of Berkshire. Hampshire, 
Wiltshire and Dorset. We are inclined to cavil at the 

growing practice of using the names of tlic ancient Saxon 
kingdoms for divisions of the country made to suit a 
particular purpose, though it is no doubt convenient. But 
if this is a blot, it is a trivial one on an admirable book, 
which should be in all libraries and in the hands of scientific 

societies in general, for the promotion of work on Ihe lines 
it suggests. We should add that it contains some useful 

illustrations and valuable hints for field-workers, especially 
for the many who are interested in tracing Roman roads. 

Albany F. Major. 

THE PORT OF LONDON* 

How many of us. even those whose business prosperity 
IS dependent upon it, know anything about the history of 
the Port of London ? It is as little known as Milton is 

read ; it is part of the greatness of London as he is of 
ICnglaud. and the majority arc contented to take them both 
for granted and are not curious or energetic enough to go 
behind their reputations and learn how they grew. There 
has been some excuse perhaps for this ignorance about the 
Port, for despite its importance not merely to London but 
to the Empire, there has been no adequate history of it 
until now ; but now, with these two liandsome volumes of 
Sir Joseph Broodbank’s to turn to, that excuse no longer 

holds good. 
Sir Joseph has not aimed at light and popular narrative ; 

there are legal and indispensable business aspects of the 
subject and details of organisation that do not lend them¬ 
selves to such treatment, and he has done his work 
thoroughly in all its branches. But there is so much of 
romance inherent to such a history that with all its in¬ 
valuable wealth of information about dock regulations 

and dues, shipping, labour agreements and the outcome 
of various committees of inquiry, the book is not only a 
storehouse of all those matters that the practical man of 
affairs will find useful and interesting, but offers much 
that makes fascinating reading for all and sundry. There 
are careful, admirably presented accounts of the river and 
its traffic in Roman, Saxon and Norman times, the building 
of harbours and wharves during the Middle Ages, the 
increase of foreign trade and growth of the docks and ware¬ 
houses along the river-side throughout the centuries until, 

• “ History of the Port of London.” By Sir Joseph G. Brood- 
bank. Two vols. Illustrated. 3s. (Daniel O’Connor.) 
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from almost idyllic beginnings, it has become the bewilder- 
^gly vast, intricate and busy organisation it is to-day. 
Special chaptens are given in the second volume to a con¬ 
sideration of the Port of London Act and to a record of 

the work of the Port of London Authority from its establish¬ 
ment down to August. 1914. Uiicr chapters deal with the 

miscellaneous multitude of labourers connected with the 
Port, the labour troubles with which it has had to contend, 
the effect of the war on its trade and the part it played in 

the war. An excellent closing chapter on the future of the 

Port indicates that as a result of the victorious war its 
extension will be quickened and that “ the future of the 
greatest port in the world can be regarded with as much 

confidence as we look forward to the future of the Empire 
of which it is the capital.” Sir Joseph Broodbank has been 
personally associated with the Port administration for 
forty-nine years and, in writing his story of its more recent 
developments, has had access to all its records of the last 
hundred and twenty years. His chronicle and survey 

has therefore a weight of authority and furnishes a wealth 
of detail that gives h*s book an altogether unique interest 

and value. The illustrations—there are over seventy of 
them, showing various phases of the life and business of the 
Port at all stages of its history—are beautifully reproduced 
in colour and black-and-wliite from ancient and modern 
paintings, etchings, drawings, prints and from photo¬ 

graphs ; and in the matter of printing and binding and 
general arrangement the publishers are to be congratulated 
on having given an important book an embodiment that is 

worthy of it 

F H 

MOLTKE. 

The latest addition to Constable's “ Makers of the Nine¬ 
teenth Century ” series is Lieutenant-Colonel F.K. Whitton's 
” Moltke.” Colonel Whitton is of course no novice. His 
“ History of Poland ” and ” Marne Campaign ” are familiar 
to the public, and certain confidential documents from his 
pen have been called blessed by those in high places. But 
I venture to say that even his admirers will be surprised 
by the magnitude of his latest book ; to find the historian 
so admirably combined with the biographer is as rare as 

it is refreshing. With what must have been infinite pains 
Colonel Whitton has peered into the cupboards of history 

and produced an absorbing narrative, without at any time 
forgetting that his avowed task lias been to present as 
faithful a picture as might be of dev grosse Schwt i(^ev. He 
has constantly borne in mind the fact that, great man a.s 
Moltke was, he did not possess eyes in the back of his head, 
and consequently could only perceive the objects com¬ 
prised within a normal field of vision ; so that, in describing 
the battle of Sadowa, for instance, Colonel Whitton looks 
at the engagement through the eyes of Moltke himself—an 

enormously important procedure when one attempts to 
appreciate the great Prussian’s methods. 

The book is in fact divisible into two portion.s—ihe 
historical and the biographical. Both are in themselves 
valuable contributions to literature. So interesting is the 
historical aspect that one is tempted to be drawn away 
from one's task of considering Moltke’s life, but, after all, 
one has to do here with the man rather than his world. 
For it may justly be said that this man influenced his world 
more than his world influenced him. It was no case, by 
the way, of the great soldier bound by the chains of the 

politician—though Moltke was fully alive to the importance 
of co-ordinating military operations and political objects— 

for (says the biographer) ”... luckHy for Germany he 
was the one man in the Fatherland whom Bismarck could 

neither frighten, humble, cajole nor ruin.” 
Moltke believed in war, though not in the ” frightful¬ 

ness ” adopted by his successors in 1914-18, as witness 
liis objection to the bombardment of Paris. ” Perpetual 
peace,” he wrote, " is a dream, and it is not even a beautiful 

dream. . . . Without war the world would stagnate and 

* "Moltke.” By Lieutenant-Colonel F. E. Whitton, C.M.G. 
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Lieut.*CoI. F. E. WhiltOB. 

lose itself in materialism,” Believing thus, he set himself 
to create a war macliine that would, once set in motion, 
operate automatically, yet not so automatically as to be 
entirely dependent on its head. Kalhcr he sought to 
encourage imlividualism to an extent that alarmed minds 
accustomed to a<lorc the Napoleonic idol. That his 
methods were largely justified was proved by the success 
of the Prussian armies in circumstances that called for 
initiative on the jiart of junior officers and the ready 
assumption of grave resixinsibilities by higher commanders. 

One is, however, templed to argue one jx)int with Colonel 
Whitton ; in discussing the battle of Gravelotte he remarks 
that, considering the unfavourable character of the general 
situation, it is little short of amazing fsic] that in Moltke's 
initial orders (as Chief of the General Staff) there is not a 
single word with respect to cavalry reconnaissance or 
scouting. While it is undoubtedly astonishing that the 
commanders made so little use of their cavalry for these 
purposes, yet, m regard to Moltke’s jxirsonal responsibility, 
Colonel Whitton remarks (p. 234) that it was Moltke's rule 
to issue orders di.stmgiiished by their brevity and sim¬ 

plicity, leaving it to army, corps, divisional and other 
commanders to issue in turn such detailed orders as were 
necessary to secure the objects indicated by Moltke in his 
general directives. Moltke lielicved that by this means he 
avoided cramping the action of his subordinates, relying 
on the care with which he had trained his commanders to 
act upon their own judgment while still broadly following 
the lines which he had himself laid down for them. One 
feels, therefore, that in the matter of reconnaissance Moltke 
may have felt justified in assuming that his commanders 
would themselves realise its importance. 

To deal fully with this book would be to attempt some¬ 
thing in the nature of a Coke upon Littleton ; it would 

require a profound knowledge of strategy and a minute 
study of history. It is enough for me to say that it is a 
work of value to the historian, of deep interest to the 
student of warfare, and an absorbing narrative for the 
general reader. While Colonel Whitton has carefully kept 
his own personality in the background, his comments and 
deductions encourage one to hope that he may in the 

future enter the lists with Clausewitz himself ” On War.” 

Francis D. Grii'.kson (Captain). 
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BLINKERS* 

In the dedicatory note to this novel, the author confesses 
that when Mr. Leon M. Lion gave him the theme for his 

story—“The Romance of the Preconceived Idea"—he 
worked at it with joy. The joy has found its way into the 
book, for it is firm of texture, vigorous and well propor¬ 
tioned throughout, and is written with delightful humour. 
Miranda, daughter of a Sage who designs wallpapers too 
good for the obscure town of Moscorabe, is the heroine. 

Her father has educated her. She is all that is charming, 
but she is poor. So she eaters the service of the Merrytrees 
at a country vicarage as parlourmaid. Mrs. Merrytree 
talks to her occasionally, and is amazed : 

“ The Vicar says that this is an age of Unfaith, and young 
people especially have wandered from the Light. I should be 
happy to think it was not so with you. The faith of a young 
girl should be strong." 

Adam Issell’s daughter replied promptly: 

" But we must not accept too blindly the faith of others. . . . 
The faith which we accept blindly from others may be fathered 
by fear, and mothered by desire." 

No wonder that the vicar’s lady begins to be suspicious 
about “ M. Wensdy." She inspects her bedroom, and 

finds various signs of the gentlewoman—treed boots, and 
a copy of Blake’s lyrics. 

Now young Ralph Somervell, the squire’s son, full of 
convention (otherwise the Preconceived Idea), falls in love 
with Miranda, and manfully holds out at first against the 
family opposition. Mr. Vachell gets a lot of fun out of the 
situation just here—for both the vicar’s wife and Ralph’s 
father swallow a paragraph in a society paper to the effect 

that a nobleman’s daughter is masquerading as a parlour¬ 
maid in their district. This is all stage managed by Miles 
Purdie, an unorthodox and dashing journalist. Purdie is 
excellently sketched, though we might with advantage 

hear a little more of him towards the end of the tale. 
There is a big surprise for readers at the close of this 
entertaining history—a surprise it would be a shame to 

reveal here. Mr. Vachell displays an admirable economy 
of phrase, and an increasing efficiency in handling his 
material. 

THE MAKING OF AN OPTIMIST.t 

At first blush there may seem little enough in recent 
events or in our present circumstances to turn any man 
into an optimist; but Mr. Hamilton Fyfe has not stopped 
short at analysing the froth and noisy elements of modern 
life; he has probed deeper and looked for the soul of good¬ 

ness in things evil and found it. He has seen chicanery, 
humbug and the worst human passions triumphant the 
world over, but though he has lost faith in men—a good 
many of them—he has not lost faith in man; and his 
optimism is grounded on this. 

He makes it clear that before the war his ideas and ideals 
were those of the contented majority; they were 'teady- 
made for him and he accepted them without question— 
accepted our modem civilisation as the highest that had 
yet been achieved, and its evils as flaws inevitable in all 
human endeavour. But the war shook him out of these 

complacencies and opened his eyes to the truth. As war 
correspondent he saw a deal of the barbarous business on 
five fronts and much of what went on behind the scenes in 
the ruling circles of his own and of other countries ; these 
tilings influenced him powerfully and wrought a drastic 

change in his opimons. It was borne in upon him that 

" in all lands the people were deceived and driven, the politicians 
everywhere were corrupted by the love of power; that rulers 
cv^where, whether monarchs, presidents or prime ministers, 
strive either for their own interests or in the interest of a party, 
or to set up some system based on theory and wind." 

ComiAg back from Russia to Ix>ndon in 1917, he found 
^ndpn, influenced by the Russian outbreak, talking 

•" Blinkers." By Horace Annesley Vachell. 8s. 6d* 
(CasseU.) 

f *' The Making of an Optimist." By Hamilton Fyfe. 
13S. bd. (Leonard Parsons.) 

loosely of revolution : " It was mostly vague and mostly 
foolish ” ; nevertheless, sick at heart with all he had seen of 
the ruin to which people had been led, he felt there must be 
a change: 

" And there must be, too, I said to myself, a revolution of 
thought that would prevent the enjoyment by a small number 
of ease, comfort, luxuty, while the mass were begrudged even 
the beginnings of a deliverance from their toilsome, ill-rewarded 
lot." 

If the poor were selfish, he recognised that they wero 
merely following the example set them by the rich, who 

have become rich by being so. Brought up against facts, 
seeing things thus for himself, he came to marvel at the 
patience of the Many everywhere and 

" 80, in my fiftieth year, I found that by the process which I 
have tried to describe, my outlook upon the world, my concep¬ 
tions of life, my ideas about men and governments and all the 
multitudinous activities of human efiort, had been turned 
completely round.” 

It needed some honesty and broadmindedness to arrive 
at that renunciation of old and settled convictions, and no 

little courage to make this outspoken confession of it. His 
experiences should have plunged him into pessimism, but 
he counts himself as an average man and believes that 

what has changed him will change others and that the 
world will yet be made safe for humanity by the new spirit 
of love and understanding and brotherhood that the War 

awoke among us and that the Peace cannot kill. It is the 
old hope of the ages, but he may be right in his conviction 
that it is in the way of being realised at last. His book 
will help towards that end; the profound sincerity and 

poignancy of feeling with which it is written should inspire 

not a few with his own belief in the practical potency of 
love as “ a faith, a fellowship, a religion, a bond which can 
transform the world.” 

DOMESDAY BOOK.* 

Since Edgar Lee Masters conquered the reading world 
with his " Spoon River Anthology ’’ he has published little 
more than pale reflections of that brilliant book. And 

now come two volumes of character so diverse that, at any 
rate, they point his versatility. " Mitch Miller ’’ is well of 
its kind. Of literary descent from " Tom Sawyer," though 
with the humour and the pathos far less appealing than in 

that parent book, it shows artistic conscience and the 
perpetual playing with the idea of the finalities of death 
which fills so much of the mind and heart of Mr. Masters. 
Carrying one away to Abraham Lincoln’s home-village, 

amid the human hayseed antiques of American back-town 
life, its quietude brings refreshment and relief after the 
storm, struggle, force and shouting vanities of London 
or New York. Mr. Jonathan Cape (to whose enterprise 
in publisliing, good fortune !) has produced the volume with 
delicate taste. 

But the book which matters just now is Edgar Lee 
Masters’s “ Domesday Book." This has sprung from his 
own inspiration, and acknowledges no literary descent but 
the “ Spoon River Anthology," although it is sufficiently 

certain that Walt Whitman and Robert Browoiing were 
among the godfathers or good fairies who visited this 

poet’s cradle. The work reflects much the same view of 
life—the contemplation of this world-stage of passion and 
puppetry through eyes of love and a searching irony of 
vision that yet is more of the heart than of the head. To 
Mr. Masters’s fine humanity even a "saintly hag," like 
Miriam Fay, is a spectacle for pity and regret, although we 
see her coming especially from her sacerdotal harbourage 

to damn the name of a dead girl with the cold spite of a 
virtuous cruelty. 'The poet, realising the truth that every 
one has a book in his life, tells of the tragedy of Elenor 
Murray, found dead beside the river, with no physical 
circumstance to show precisely the cause of her death. 

'There is merely the fact of the poor corpse, already visited 

*" Domesday Book." By Edgar Lee Masters. 209. 
(Eveldgh Nash.)—" Mitch Miller." By Edgar Lee Masters. 
73. 6d. (Jonathan Cape.) 
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^ the flies; with, sticking above the pocket’s edge a 
banner representing Joan of Arc kneeling in prayer, and 
m the banner a paper with the words, " To be brave and 
not to flinch." 

The hunter who found the body telephoned to the 
coroner, Merivale; and he, though about to start on a 
hoUday-jaunt. threw up the expedition—" The jig is up." 
said l^e, in the brisk American manner—and set to work, 
with six well-chosen jurymen, to solve the problem. Mr. 

Masters sets down for us the information these authorities 
gather. All sorts of men and women, far and near, strangers 
and familiars, and a few others whose evidence is only 
indirect, give their testimony to the life, character, hopes 
and despairs of Elenor Murray, until the truth is found ; 

and the man, whose little soul had doubted the quality of 
her gfreat giving, provides the answer. He had killed her 
love and standing pride with a word, and then when the 
shock of syncope had seized her, held her in his arms, and 
so ignorantly prevented her recovery. 

In this story, as with all effective narratives of human 

life, it is the spirit that counts and not the framework, 
the physical. Mr. Lee Masters urges again, as he did in 
the famous " Anthology,” the infinite vanity of eartlily 
circumstance Math the irony of the frequent fact, that it is 
generally the great true natures who boldly sin and willingly 

suffer ; while it is the human flies and parrots, the goodily- 
good with their psalms and postures and unctuous uncharity, 
they who arc remembered in the stained-glass windows 
and mentioned in the honours list, they who " make good " 
in the world and, it seems, also in heaven, having secured 
balances in both tht. reliable banks—it is they w'ho are yet 

the moral, spiritual bankrupts, whose power for true 
giving is limited to a practised prayer. Elenor Murray 
gave herself generously—" a prodigal flower that never 
shut its petals "—and wa.s " essential genius," whereas 
the man who had loved her and taken her love, to kill 

her with a word of loathsome accusation, was " ju.st 
mechanism of conscious thought and strength." Edgar 
Lee Masters is a rebel against the hypocrisies grown to 
conventions which poison this life and soil the essentially 
clean. Every one who shares his revolt against the cruelties 
of the consecrate will rejoice in this brave poem, and 
feel with a kinder heart for those who are without the 
pale that has been built by the prosiH*rous and the humbugs 

of piety: 
“ Let me tell you : 

I know a worse thing than a German King ; 
It IS the social scourge of poverty. 
Which cripples, slays the husband and the wiic. 
And send.s the children forth in life lialf formed. 
I know a tyranny more insidious 
Than any William had ; it is the tyranny 
Of superstition, customs, laws and rules : 
The tyranny of the church, the tyranny 
Of marriage, and the tyranny of beliefs 
Concerning right and wrong, of good and e\nl ; 
The tyranny of taboos, the despotism 
That rules our spirits wth commands and tlircats • 
Ghosts of dead faiths and creeds, ghosts of the j>asl. 
The tyranny, in short, that starves and chains, 
Imprisons, srourges, crucifies the soul . . 

Overleaping the necessities Mr. Masters incidentally 
refers to Elenor as symbolising America ; but, at least, to 

an English mind, the parallel is nnconvincing as well as 
unnecessary. It is enough to say that his " Domesday 
Book," while not fully equal to " s'lxion River Anthology," 
is a strengthening, frank challenge to the conventionalists : 
it is packed with Incid wisdom, is rich with human 
sympathy, and has occasional passages of music which 

prove tlie poet. 
C. E. Lawrence. 

A RUSSIAN DIPLOMAT IN ENGLAND* 

M. Nabokoff has related in simple language the 
znomentous course of events wMch attended his period at 

the Russian Embassy in London, first as Counsellor of 

• '* The Ordeal of a Diplomat." By Constantin Nabokoff. 
15s. net. (Duckworth.) 

the Embassy from December, 1915, to January, 1917, and 
then as Charg6 d’Afiaires until September, 1919. 

The outbreak of war found him Russian Consul-General 
in India. He gives an interesting account of his experiences 
in that country, where by the courtesy of Sir George 
Keppel he was the first Rus.sian diplomat to traverse the 
Khyber Pass, which is terra prohibita to foreigners and 
particularly so to " Russian spies.” Under the escort of 
two sepoys with loaded rifles he walked from Landi-Kotal 

to Afghan territory. Incidentally M. Nabokoff pays a 
friendly tribute to Lord Hardinge, whose administration 

has come in for a good deal of criticism in other quarters. 
He says: 

" No tribute could be too high for tlus . . . Viceroy whose 
personal influence resulted in umting the Princes and the peoples 
of India in one patnotic impulse. It was a cntical moment, and 
what was taken for granted at home was in reality a great 
triumph of wise statesmanship.” 

Nabokoff was in I-ondon when Count Benckendorff, the 
Russian Ambassador,died in January, 1917, and he took over 

the duties of the Embassy. At his first meeting with 
Mr. Lloyd George his reception was rather chilly; and he 
was never much liked at the English Foreign Office, as he 
was known to be opposed to Imperialism and in favour of 
the Republic. And so was Mr. George for that matter, for it 
was at this period he penned that telegram to Prince 
Lvov containing the words : " 1 believe that the Revolution 
whereby the Russian people have based their destinies 
on the sure foundation of freedom, is the greatest service 
they have yet made to the cause for wliich the Allied 
people.s have been fighting." 

M. Nabokoff has but a poor opinion of the Makers of 
History at the Peace Conference : 

" The ‘ Big Four ’ assembled in Paris and started to settle 
the destinies of the world. Instead of making peace with 
Germany, they produced litter upon litter of stillborn puppies 
of self-determination. ... No mortal can be cinematographed, 
photographed, snapshotted fifty times a day, smiling, frowning, 
lifting his hat, walking down majestic staircases, or, if on flat 
ground, lifting lus legs as for the goose-step . . . without 
imagining that he is the man dc.slined to be immortal. So the 
' Big Four ‘ really behoved in all sincerity that if, like Joshua, 
they said, ‘ Sun, stand thou still,' the sun would stand still in 
the midst of heaven. Victory came. But peace, liberty and 
plenty did not follow. . . . The supplies of bread, meat and coal 
did not increase by the magic of the fourteen points ” 

This book is an entertaining medley of history and 
personalities. S. M. Ellis. 

THREE COURSES.* 

It is somewhat mixed fare that is provided by these 
three caterers of fiction for popular consumption. If we 
take Mr. George A. Birmingham’s collection of short stories 
by way of hors d'lcuvres varxecs we shall find much that 
may serve to aid the ap(X‘titc of those already hungry for a 
read, but little to c.vcite the interest of the literary 
gourmet. It is very much the same kind of assortment of 
dishes to which Mr. Birmingham has accustomed us. There 
are indeed two collections—one of various Irish recipes 
and the others of a more general character. ” My Lady 
Bountiful ” herself is perhaps the most piquant item ; she, 
who had been his cook, married her employer. Sir Tony 
Corless, and fouinl work in her establishment foi sisters 
and other relations, and when the unemployment " dole " 
became available promptly dismissed them all to become 
dole-takers, while she engaged a new batch of friends and 
relations, dismissing them to the dole after a brief interval 
and engaging a further batch—until the whole district 
prospered exceedingly at the taxpayers’ charge. The last 
item in the hish section too is a notable contribution, but 

of an entirely different savour; it is a tragic episode 
founded in recent Irish history. 

The pUce de risistance is, as might have been anticipated, 
that presented by Mr. Eden Phillpotts, unlike though his 

* " Lady Bountiful." By George A. Birmingbam. 6s. net. 
(Christophers.)—” Eudocia: a Comedy Royal." By Eden 
Phillpotts. 7s. 6d. net. (Heinemann.)—" Educating Ernestine.” 
By Florence Kilpatrick. 38. 6d. net. (Thornton Butterworth.) 
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new book is to anything that he has put before us hitherto. 
Leaving the Dartmoor of to-day for the Byzantium of many 
yesterdays ago, he makes of " half a page from Gibbon " a 
capital story, full of action, of character and of colour. His 
prefatory reference to Gibbon will doubtless send many 
of his readers to that forty-eighth chapter of the great work 
wherein it is told how Constantine XI bound his widow not 
to remarry, and how in seven short months by strategy she 
became absolved by the Patriarch of her promise to the 
dead emperor. It used to be said of a German scientist 
that given a small bone he constructed a camel, or some 
other beast then unknown to him. So it would seem has 
Mr. Phillpotts taken the few lines of the historian and from 
them constructed not so much a story but that which is, 
we feel, the story of Eudocia. Here, we feel, is Byzantium 
as it was—gay, bright and intriguing and recking all too 
little of the enemy on the borders while statesmen and 
churchmen plotted together and the people were given 
■' bread and circuses ” to mollify them should there be any 
indication of their attempting to get troublesome. I'hough 
the novelist has drawn some of his characters with a firm, 
skilled hand, the succession of his scenes suggest that out 
of his materials might be drawn a scenario that would 
afford some telling pageantry if rendered on the " pictures.” 
The visit of Eudocia to the captive general who has dared 
to show liis admiration for her ; the scene in the vineyards ; 
the great occasion when the foppish Bardas thinks he is 
the one chosen to share the throne, and is dramatically 
supplanted by Romanus, seem almost to ask for rendering 
in the terms of modern pictorial drama. Tlie comedy 
which he presents, if read in the light of to-day, is alive, at 
least in spirit, says Mr. Phillpotts, and again and again in 
the course of his story we feel that the words put in the 
mouths of his ancient folk were penned with a conscious¬ 
ness of modem instances. If ” Eudocia ” be not Mr. 
Phillpotts at his best, it is at any rate a thoroughly 
interesting example of the historical novel. 

To revert to the conceit with which I set out to consider 
this trio of most diverse volumes, it may be said that Mrs. 
Kilpatrick contributes to our menu the sweet—and a 
pleasant sweet at that. With *' Our Elizabeth ” Mrs. Kil¬ 
patrick had proved that she possessed a very light hand in 
the producing of literary pastry, and with ” Educating 
Ernestine ” she gives us further evidence of it, for here we 
have something light even as a dish of flummery. The 
story concerns an Australian girl who, left an orphan, 
determines on spending her unexpectedly small patrimony 
in visiting titled {but by no means wealthy) relations in 
England. She was welcomed by her snobbish aunt, the 
Countess, on account of her supposititious riches, and 
snubbed—to put it mildly—by her uncle the Earl, who 
could not forgive his late brother, her father, for making a 
fortune out of pig breeding. There is a lively entangle¬ 
ment of interests among the broadly farcical characters and 
much flippant and amusing conversation among them, the 
whole being rendered by the author with a deft and delight¬ 
fully amusing touch. Walter Jer«old. 

POESY AND POSTURING.* 

Though the settling over London of a fog drives all 
but the most patient and even-tempered of us to mutter 
imprecations, we are prepared to admit there is something 
to be said for the claim that fogs are an artistic attraction 
to our great city. That any such admission will be only 
made on a nice bright day. and not when traffic is dis¬ 
organised and eyes are smarting and bronchial-tubes 
agonised, does not matter. But granting everything that 
enthusiastic artists claim in admiration of the Turneresque 
effects to be seen when the light of day is completely 
obscured by a dense mass of poison-gas and soot from 
London's chimneys, what should we say in reply to a poet 
who, lost in mist and reverie, exclaimed : ‘' Am I the god 
upon the face of the deep, deepless deepness in the Begin¬ 
ning ? ” We should politely beg his pardon, and request 

* " Seen and Unseen." By Yone Noguchi. (New York.) 

him to repeat the question in more intelligible form. The 
idea of a ” deep, deepless deepness,” either in the Beginning, 
the Present or the Future, would require some explanation, 
a^en though we had thoroughly mastered Einstein's theory 
—which we have not. 

Since we should protest at a poet's use of such senseless 
language in conversation, why should we tolerate it in 
print ? Surely poetry needs to be intelligible ? 

Some twenty-five years ago a Japanese youth ‘ lived 
with Joaquin MiUer in California for four years. During 
that time he wrote " Seen and Unseen : or Monologues 
of a Homeless Snail.” Considering he was writing in a 
language which was foreign to him (though he began to 
learn English in Japan at the age of ten, and from the first 
was an enthusiastic student), this book of verse was by 
way of being a remarkable achievement—but was it 
poetry ? To-day Yone Noguchi himself describes " its 
wild fugitive words sounding almost like a child's babbles,” 
but he is still proud of it because he succeeded in making 
himself*' more naked and true ”—whatever that may mean. 
If Mr. Noguchi wishes us to understand that in the writing 
of these verses he succeeded in giving literal expression to 
the thoughts and fancies which entered his head while 
musing on the hills behind San Francisco, we are doubly 
amazed—first at his pretence that the verses give intelligent 
expression to ideas, and secondly at his complacence in 
presenting such platitudes and posturings as a serious 
contribution to English literature. 

Without rhyme, rhythm or reason, these extraordinary 
scribblings tax the patience of the reader anxious to learn 
how Noguchi ” read the heart of Nature, and also my soul.” 
Is it that the poet has a message, but is unable to give 
expression to his thoughts in the medium he has chosen ? 
Or is it that the ” intangible delicacy ”—so one admirer 
describes the incomprehensibilities—” my meaningless but 
wisdom-wreathed syllables ” are merely an elaborate pose ? 
In other words, can Mr. Yone Noguchi write English in 
such a way that it is not necessary to ” read between the 
lines and find the doorless entrance to liis philosophy ”— 
to quote the editor of The Lark, who must share the 
responsibility with Mr. Noguchi for bringing the muddle- 
headed musings of a homeless snail to the notice of a long- 
suffering and inoffensive public, a quarter of a century 
ago. 

The fact is that Mr. Noguchi can and could express him¬ 
self much more lucidly ; then w'hy did he take such pains 
to write in such a way tliat his lines ” to many heedless 
ears shall be but the unintelligible frogs' rain-songs ” ? 
Whatever motive prompted him to adopt the style he 
did, the fact remains that his verses appealed to a certain 
section of readers, and a second edition of ” Seen and 
Unseen ” has been recently pubUshed in New York. About 
seven years ago Mr, Noguchi was in London, and waxed 
very indignant because there was such a small audience in 
the theatre where he went to see a Shakespearean play. 
” You English, gross in taste, most uneducated, do never 
know a real thing even when you see it,” he wrote in one 
of the London papers. We fear the reader who passed the 
final proofs of the second edition of ” Seen and Unseen ” 
merits similar castigation, for there are misprints almost 
on every page. But it is so difficult to distinguish between 
a compositor's error and the poet's fine frenzy that we are 
inclined to commiserate with the unfortunate printer's 
reader who was compelled to read Mr. Noguclii's lines from 
beginning to end—and to read some of them twice 1 

D. J. E. 

THINGS JAPANESE.* 

Were it only for its reproductions Mr. Noguchi's book on 
Hiroshige would be welcome; it is doubly so, when one 
remembers that Mr. Noguchi, of all Japanese who write 
English, is best qualified by his own art, to interpret the 

•''Hiroshige.” By Yone Noguchi. 25s. net. (Mathews.)— 
*' The Noh Plays of Japan.” By A. Waley. i8s. net. 
(Allen & Unwin.)—” T^es of the Samurai.” By A. Miyamori. 
los. net (Tokyo : Kyo-bun-Kwan.) 
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art of Hiroshige. For in Noguchi’s best poems there is the 

same natural, sincere attitude to nature which he praises in 
Hiroshige. He finds in the great Japanese master " the 
individuality of Nature suddenly seen isolated from the 
entire." It is a good comment; but I cannot agree that 
Hiroshige here represents Eastern as opposed to Western 
ideals in nature-painting. This judgment of Noguchi 
seems highly disputable; 

*' The western landscape art, from that of Constable and Corot 
to that of the late Sir Alfred East, would be called the product 
of an environment, because of its lack of a certain dash in 
abstraction or quintessences However splendidly it is drawn, 
it will never escape from the details of incidental phciinrnena, 
since it is always too closely attached to reality The general 
landscape painting of the West, I dare say, follows usually after 
the path or so-called stock-in-tradc (large well-balanced masses 
of trees in the undulating foreground, a long stretch of stream 
near by, and then a vista of sky and some disturbed clouds 
beyond, something of a view like that), which was justified for 
many years.” 

It would seem as if the author of these sentences had never 

seen an etching of Rembrandt's or a painting of Hobbema's ; 
and indeed the whole of Mr. Noguchi’s essay displays an 
acquaintance with nineteenth century European art rather 
than the older masters or the newer experiments. And ho 

is too often comparing Hiroshige’s colour-prints with the 
oU paintings of European masters—the proper contrast 

is with nature, with etching or with water-colour, wliich, 

except for Whistler, Mr Noguchi ignores. 
The positive side of his cssav is exceptionally good. He 

does not rail at Hokusai as, in reaction against excessivo 
European adulation, some Oriental critics rail, but lie 
rightly claims that Hiroshige is the more significant and 

vital artist. Hokusai, master as he is, is of the Titans 
rather than of the Gods, u Hugo of painting rather than a 
Turgenev or a Tolstoy. liis astonishing fecundity, his 
excessive technical brilliance and his extreme versatility 
have rather blinded us to a stiffness and dullness of imagina¬ 
tion when compared wulh the delicate truth of Hiroshige, 
or the passionate splendour of Utamaro ; even in technique, 
there arc drawings of Toyokuni which make all but the 
bt'st of Hokusai look rather over-cmphatic. Hiroshige has 
that essential respect for his subject, that refusal to use or 
thwart or pervert nature for merely aesthetic effect which 
marks the etchings of Rembrandt : it is this honesty and 
sincerity which makes him so much greater au artist than 
Whistler, who ow'cd him so much—a debt on winch Mr 
Noguchi rather unueces?>arily insist.s, at least for the 
English public who have long ago realised that M lustier 
was an artist with a great gift for borrowing, whether from 

Japan or from Belgium. 
Mr. Noguchi remarks, by the way, in his essay that m 

the ’■ Noll” plays Japan had anticipated the polyphonic 
prose of Miss Amy Lowell and her companions. It is not 
a thought that would occur to anyone familiar with the 
Noh plays in the English versions of Mrs. Stopes or Mr. 
Ezra Pound The mixed use of verse and prose in them 
seems parallel rather to the mixed manner of Elizabethan 
drama. In this volume in which Mr. Waley continues 
his work of bringing the treasures of the East to our 
knowledge, he upsets some preconceived theories about 
" Noh.’’ The form which has generally been supposed to* 

be an aristocratic form is shown to have been as popular 

in origin as any drama, and only to have become the 
fashion of the rich by a sort of accident. Recently there 
has been discovered a new manuscript containing many 
plays by Seami. one of the most important of Noh 
dramatists. Seami was a fourteenth-century author and 

a favourite of one of those Shoguns who disputed with the 
Mikado and one another the government 6f Japan. Mr. 
Waley gives us details of his life in an introduction which 
suffers rather from the author’s familiarity with a subject 
and a period of which most of us know nothing. His style 
in definition is not so dear as in translation, and I am 
afraid that most readers will find it impossible to get 
properly acquainted with the mysteries of Zen or of the 

different " gates to Yugen." The ordinary reader may be 
recommended to turn from the introduction to the versions 
Mr. Waley gives of some twenty plays. These translations 

have all the felicities of his renderings from the Chinese, 
and the frequent lyrical passages give him the opportunity 
for that simplicity of language which is so strong a mark 
of his style. The most moving of the plays is, perhaps, 
’’ The Damask Drum," one of those strange symbolic 
things in which words seem to bear more than their meaning, 

and sentences arc heavy with significances which they 
cannot interpret, and the very syllables carry passion which 
they cannot express. Here is a chorus from it: 

” The watchman of the hours,— 
‘ Wake from the sleep of the dawn I ’ 
And batters on the drum • 
For if its .sound be heard, soon shall he see 
Her f.ace, the damask of her drcs.s . . . 
Aye, dama.sk 1 He does not know 
That on a damask drum he beats. 
Beats with all the strength of hi.s hands, hi.s aged hands, 
But hears no sound. 
‘ Am I grown deaf ? ’ he cric-s, and hstens, listens : 
Rain on the windows, lapping of water on the pool— 
Both these he hcar.s, and sdent only 
The drum, the strange damask drum. 
Oh, will it never sound ^ 
I thought to beat the sorrow from my heart, 
Wake music in a daiua.sk drum ; an echo of love 
From the voicelc.ss fabric of pride ! ” 

Apart from the aesthetic beauty of the work translated 
liere, Mr. Walcy’.s book is an important contribution to 
the study of the Japanese theatre, inaugurated in England 
by Mr. Edwards’s admirable “ Japanese Plays and Play¬ 
fellows.” The strong tradition of the Japanese theatre, its 
extreme adaptability combined with extreme rigidity, its 
singularly mobile use of immobile things, like the mask, 
are for us to-day of the very greatest interest. There are 
appended some letters of Mr. Oswald Sickert’s describing 
the present-day acting of Noh plays which it is very 
illuminating to compare with Seami’s accounts—given in 
Mr. Walcy’s preface—of the acting in his time and before 
theirs. No theatre in Europe has so old a tradition as this 
of Japan. In view of Mr. Gordon Craig’s theories Mr. 
Sickert’s description of the effect of masks will be read with 
interest: 

” The masks are not wayward, not extravagant (even the 
devil’s masks arc realistic) ; but they arc undoubtedly masks, 
tied on wath a band, and tliey affect the purpose of achieving 
an impassive countenance of a cast suited to the character— 
impassive save that, uath a good actor and a mask of a beautiful 
woman that just hits off the balance between too much and too 
little pliysiognoiny. I'd swe.ar that at the right moments the 
mask IS affected, its expression mtensilies, it hve.s ” 

The Ku.ssian actors of the Chauve Souris in Paris use 

Ja^ianese masks occasionally, and certainly they contrive 
to produce an effect which excels that of any but the very 
greatest acting. The very immobility of the face seems to 
free the imagination of the audience. 

Mr. Miyamori’s book of stories is based on the old legends 
of Japan’s Samurai. The talcs arc given iii surprisingly 

good English, and the book should prove a useful introduc¬ 
tion for boys and girls to the tradition of a chivalry far 
nearer that of the mcdiaval world than the military 

standards of Greece or Rome. Perhaps nothing cducatively 
is more important than that the rising generation should 
learn properly to estimate the value of Oriental civilisations. 
Japan is not historically or essentially so significant as 
China or India ; but there is something in its practical 

spirit which make it perliaps nearer to the average 
westerner than the intenscr or more imaginative peoples 
of the greater nations And if any one with the ordinary 
spirit of curiosity comes across Japanese history, it is 
certain in time to arouse his interest in things Chinese. 

• R. Ellis Roberts. 

POETRY AND VERSE. 

Mr. Harold Monro’s " Strange Meetings must come 

first of this batch longo xntervallo. He is a true poet. His 
imagination plays often over homely and familiar things 

as firelight might play. In this mood he is sheer delight. 

1 ” Strange Meetings.” By Harold Monro. (Poetry Book¬ 
shop) . 
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Some of Our modern poets have discovered a more tender 
and intimate feeling in dealing with animals than their 

fathers knew ; as witness Mr. Ralph Hodgson, Mr. Walter 
de la Mare, Mr. James Stephens, to take a few names at 
random. Mr. Monro knows the souls of the Trees, but he 
also half playfully, all sweetly, makes the little things that 
serve our daily needs, not only the live fire and water, but 
the pot and the kettle and the chair and the bed and the 
clock—“ the large and gentle furniture ”—live and speak. 

It is good that there is enough of a discriminating public 
in these dolorous days to send ” Strange Meetings ” into 
its thousands. Let me praise “Week-End" as one who 

was once a Londoner and knew the passionate pleasure of 
finding the country again. The poem captures it all again, 
it is no longer blurred memory. The poetry deals mainly 
or altogether with gentle things. Even in the lament for 
the friend killed in the war the poetry is poignant but 
never unbearable, as much recent poetry of the kind has 
been. Because the poet deals with the soul of things, with 
love and grief, but never with the breaking up and dissolu¬ 

tion of mortality. It is a book to keep and love and 
return to. 

“ Poems by a Brother and Sister is pleasant reading. 
They reveal in each a sensitive appreciation of the beauty 
of earth and skies, a delicate sympathy and a happy vein 

of imagination. The Sister's is the happier art of the two, 
though one hesitates to distinguish where both have 
qualities. There is a real sense of vision in such a poem 
as “ Hyde Park at Evening " and a very happy, clean, 
shining choice of words. If this is not poetry it very 

often approaches poetry. Inevitable poetry, that bears 
the unmistakable sign-manual, does not come to every¬ 
body, but at least this brother and sister are of the disciple- 
ship, the companionship. 

" Terpsichore and Other Poems,"* by H. T. Wade-Gery, 
has a freakish and young air. It is dressed beautifully and 
amateurishly by the Golden Cockerel Press, which is in 
itself freakish. It suggests the privately-printed book 
and the young poet hailing the morning with a triumphant 
note. We shall hear of Mr. Wade-Gery again. Just at 
present he is perhaps too strongly influenced by Herrick. 

Indeed, the poetry is full of echoes, but that is only to say 
that the young poet lives by admiration. This is charming 
even though one knows its derivation : 

PHCEBUS. 

" The little birds do softly sing 
To tell us It IS evening. 
And then—beloved, say not no— 
Into the evening we go. 

• 

“ Into the evening thou and I, 
Where the fields do quiet lie. 
Where the trees do stately stand, 
Set about the lovely land. 

" The dying sun from W'estern skies 
Shall feed with golden light your cyc.s ; 
The birds' sweet singing we'll attend 
Till all in trancid silence end : 

'* Till day departing from the skies, 
Leave us to our sweet surprise. 
And in the starrM vast of night 
Thou and I do take delight.” 

" Unfinished Poems,"* by Elizabeth Paul, does not come 
within the category of ordinary reviewable books at all. 

It is a collection of the fragmentary thoughts of a poetic 
and delicate nature which were found after deatli and 
are published now by the simple piety of one who loved 
her. Suffice it to say that these unfinished and hardly- 
shaped fragments- display a pensive and alluring delicacy 
cf theme and thought, a real and intense love of beauty and 

very often a gift of beautiful words ; 

"The room was full of trembling thoughts. 
So fleet, so delicate, they lived and died on wings 
-With each succeeding breath.” 

• ” Po<ipis by a Brother and Sister." 4s. net. (Humphrey 
Milford ; 

» "Terpsichore and Other Poems.” By H. T. Wade-Gery. 
38. 6d. net. (Golden Cockerel Press.) 

* " Unfinished Poems." By Elizabeth Paul. 3s. 6d. net. 
(Pifield.) 

That might have expressed the hidden room which was the 
soul of the writer. 

“ Lyra Mutabilis "* is a book of simple songs, mainly in¬ 
spired by Love and Death. They have dignity, and they 
sing themselves very weU. but it cannot be said of them 
that they are inevitable poetry ; doubtless they com¬ 
forted the heart from which they came and doubtless 
they would please many who have also suffered love and 
loss. "The Companion" is imaginative, and if not a 
poem is very nearly one, and further on m the book 
" The Mother " has a simple charm and truth. 

'■ Glimpses of the Passion "• is a tiny volume of religious 
poetry which has a solemnity and dignity worthy its great 
subject. It is a book of much accomplishment, of many 

devout thoughts expressed in language which does not fail 
of its purpose, but, like nearly all the books of this batch 
under review, it lacks ihai—just the inexpressible iAaf— 
that gives life to words and sends them enchanted winging 
into the world to find a rest in human hearts. Religious 
poetry asks for the precious thing unction, and that is just 

the quality this book docs not possess, though it is lofty 
and truly devout. 

" The Statue and Other Poems "» is another of the books 
which display some feeling for poetry and some accomplish¬ 
ment, but unless one can say more for a volume that sets 
out to be poetry than this very faint praise, it is naught. 

The poetically-minded should be of the readers of poetry 
rather than the makers of verse. 

‘‘Poems/'* by David James Mackenzie, has a certain 

energy which makes for swinging ballad.s, in -which form 

he is best, but although obviou.sly sensitive to beauty, 
neither has he the transfiguring touch. 

Katharine Tynan. 

IRovel Botes. 
LITTLE PIERRE. By Analolc France. 7s. 6d. net. (John 

Lane.) 

To the English translation of '* The Works of Anatole 
France " a rendering of his " Little Pierre " has now been 

added, and lovers of the French humorist who have been 
subscribing to this edition will reckon its latest volume 

not the least among its treasures. For here we have the 
artist in letters, the master of irony and wit and wisdom, 
the veteran analyst, letting his thoughts stray back to the 
days of his nonage, recalling from a past now so distant the 

moods, the daydreams, the impressions of his childhood. 
It is said that the old, as they grow older, forget the middle 
yeans of their lives and remember with increasing vividness 
the earliest phases of their career, age in this way as in 
others betraying a special tenderness for what is young. 
Anatole France, if old in years, is still young in brain, but 
he certainly shows in this portrait of the lad whose 

adolescence he described in " Pierre Noziere " a disarming 
gentleness towards youth and all the associations of this 
example of youth, a gentleness that smiles indulgently 
over its naughtinesses and records faithfully and wistfully 
its vanities and its enthusiasms. Whether a piece of 
autobiography or fantasy in autobiographical form, there 

can be little doubt that " Little Pierre ” gives us an in.sight 
into the mind of the town-bred child who was in manhood, 
decades later, to give us the savage satire of " Penguin 
Island " and the audacious comedy of " The Revolt of the 

Angels." Nor is it easy to think that even though Pierre's 
sweet mother and unworldly father may be inventions of 
art, there was not an actual counterpart for Melanie, the 
old nurse, who is pictured here so affectionately. What 
may be welcome to readers accustomed to an Anatole 

* ” Lyra Mutabilis." By Morley Roberts. 5s. net. 
(Blackwell.) 

• " Glimpses of the Passion.” By Richard Lytton Greaves. 
IS. 3d., 3S. 6d. (Bums & Oates.) 

’ " The Statue and Other Poems." By Edwin Stanley James. 
(Erskine Macdonald.) 

■ " Poems." By David James Mackenzie. 58. net. 
(Gowans ft Gray.) 
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France who rips out the humbug from respectability and 
scoffs fearlessly at hypocrisy in all its forms is the senti¬ 

ment which informs these recollections of earlier days, 
the kindliness which flashes light on every little secret 
corner of goodness in passing. And more familiar but 
equally welcome should be such confessions of experience 
casually dropped into the narrative as. " I have had as 
little .commerce as possible with myself. . . . Know not 

thyself—that is the beginning of wisdom ” ; or. " All 

dead men are paupers " ; or again. " Respect for old age 
does not come naturally to children.” Whether this last 
apophthegm be true or not, Anatole France has .shown a 

respect and something more for the childhood of Pierre 
Nozicre ; he has lavished the full battery of his genius on it, 
with the result, perhaps it is unnecessary to add. of a little 
masterpiece. 

AN ENTHUSIAST. By I£. Ui Somervilli- .Ss. (id not. 
(Longmans ) 

'■ The people in this story all view Ireland from different 

angles, and each speaks for him or herself, and not for 
me,” says Miss E. QI. Somerville in the preface to her new 
book. She has endeavoured, tlie preface explains, to keep 
a strict attitude of impartiality throughout, although she 
thinks that in impartiality there is ” something arrogant, 

if not offensive. . . . On one point only are we all 
agreed,” Miss Somerville concludes, ” in love for the 
country tliat bore us, that ardent country in which the cold 
virtue of impartialitj'’ is practically unknown.” And so 
we got the story of the romance of Dan Palhser, an 
enthusiast and would-bt> reformer, told, if with impariiality, 
in such a manner as to grip one wnth an intensity, that 

makes his tragic ending give one a real pang of regret. 
It is a story full of laughter and tears and charm, in which 
every character is thoroughly alive. “ Dan Palliser was 

of those whose opinions,-once formed, were of disastrous 
tenacity—disastrous because his strong will held them with 

a force that limited their power of growth. He was of the 
fiery company ol enthusiasts.” The author’s understand¬ 

ing of horses and dogs is no less than her understanding of 
human character : Pegg>’, a *' cocker spaniel, fat and black,” 
was ‘‘a coward, and afflicted—not without cause—bj' a 

chronic conviction of sin, as well as by a super-subtle 
perception of mood in those in authority over her.” While 
Lizzie, the fox-terrier, is ” small and misantliropic, w’lh 
sore eyes and a bitter smile ; a low-spirited yet indomitable 
little dog, who beyond the single stern passion that she 
cherished for Dan, hated liuman beings only a degree less 
than she loathed her fellows.” It is one of the books it is 
a joy to linger over, and to remcmlier long after it is read. 

THREE LOVING LADIES. By the Hon. Mrs Dowdall. 
gs. net. (Duckworth) 

It is a pleasure to come across so fresh and strong a book 
as tliis. The reader is never in doubt that he is enjoying 
a clever transcript from real life and that the door is opened 
to him into the society of a typical present-day provincial 
town. Millport had an excellent idea of its own importance 
and self-sufficiency. It had a go-ahead, modern university 

and a most efficient municipal government. These were 
the centres of its life, and the town liall was the hub of the 
microcosm. The poor and intellectual studied political 

economy, and the rich ami serious devoted themselves to 
“welfare” movements and the care of lunatics and 

destitute children. To this little Utopia came General 
Fulton, his wife and two daughters, and it is Mrs. Dowdall's 

business to tell us how this I-ondon household adapted 
itself to its new environment. Presently the two daughters 
had love affairs to distract them. Evangeline married her 
father’s A.D.C., an efficient but priggish soldier who nearly 

broke his wife's heart by his views on the Spartan up¬ 
bringing of his infant son. Captain Hatton, however, is 
punished and outwitted by the strategy of a misanthropic 
lady of the university. The story is a clever study of the 
subtleties of sex antagonism, lightly and very skilfully 
done and with an abundance of cynical humour. The 

characters are clearly and sharply presented, and cover a 
remarkable range—university professors, profiteers and 
their Cambridge sons, army men, amateur philanthropists, 

and social agitators. There is all the material for a capital 
comedy, and Mrs. Dowdall misses none of her chances. 
There is plenty of instructive criticism also in the book, 
which we commend to the reflection of the inhabitants of 
our numerous Millports. 

CARROTY BROON. By A S Nnl! 7s od net (Herbert 
Jenkins ) 

Once a dominie always a donume! Mr. Neill has 
written a capital book about lassies and laddies, their little 
larks and loves and scrapes, and the hard and .simple lives 

of their elders. But over all broods the intimidating shadow 
ot unimaginative and repressive teachers ! The dominie 
may lie in doubt, but there is no doubt about the dominie ! 
Wc like Mr. Neill's present book more than its predecessor. 

Tlierc is less lecturing in it. He docs not trouble us with 
complexes and neuroses and other terrors of jisycho- 
analysis. He writes from the childrcn’.s point of view, and 
if he is a little too insistent on the terrors of school we 
easily forgive him, lor we know hi.s heart is in the right 
])lace. Mr. Neill is a genuine humorist: but perhaps his 
most humorous passage is that in which he describes 
himself as a realist—he, the arch-.sentimentalist 1 The 
thousands who hked \\'ee Maegregor will certainly like the 

brave, engaging Carroty Broon. 

THE FORGE OF DEMOCRACY. By Cabnellc Vallings. 
8s 6(1 net ((lutchinsoii) 

Gabrielle Vallings is to be congratulated on her new 
book, “ The I''orgc of Democracy.” It is not so much a 
war book a.s a book of w'ar—war of human passions, of good 
and evil. The jnctiircs of Belgium, writhing in the grip 
of the German Beast, arc almost painfully well done, but 
it is the characters of C)ttilic van Eyndcn and Madelaine 

Gault that lift the book out of the ordinary. The precisian 
may say, with some truth, that the author has not revised 
her book with sufficient care Ixifore liandmg it to the 
publishers ; there arc some clumsy sentences and a few 
)>ositivc inaccuracies. But the impression one gets i.s that 
such flaws arc due to her eagerness to cut the cackle and 
come to the 'o.sses—a very blessed thing and passing rare 
among novelists. It is a more than interesting book. 
Ottilic, with her bastard son, born through the violation of 
a drunken soldier ; and Madelaine, daughter of an English 
barenet, engaged to be married to, and subsequent mistress 
of, the German Military Attache, suffer such agonies as 
remind us that the Great War was more than an affair of 
treaties. The other characters are well drawn, and the 
book is never dull. I commend it to tho.se who are not 
afraid to have a ^imc of great horror recalled to them in 

words that hurt because they tell of things that hurt 
grievously. 

THE SHADOW OF THE EAST. By E. M. Hull. 8s 6d. 
(Nash ) 

Readers will do well to get hold of the name of E. M. Hull. 
This writer is likely to come into prominence before long, 

for she knovi s how to tell a strong, engro.ssing, powerful talc 
ill a Dell-likc way. You may sneer at the old idea of the 
strong man with .a bitter past falling in love with hi.s 
innocent ward, but Miss Hull relates the poignant story of 
Barry Craven with sufficient passion and intensity to 
silence criticism. This is a real good story, packed with 
detail and incident. Whether the scene be Japan, or an 

English country house, or a burning desert, it is sketched 
in boldest colour. Barry felt he could not confess his sin ; 
Gillian, Ui» wife only in name, almost died of hunger in 

Paris—ah, yes. this is romance, sure enough ; full-blooded, 
absorbing romance. ” ' But can you forgive—can you 
bear to come to me ? ’ he faltered, still only half believing. 
' 1 love you,' she said simply, ’ and life without you is 

death,’ and lifting her face to his she gave him the lips he 
had not dared to take.” 
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THE SOULS OF POOR FOLK. By Dr. Alexander Irvine. 

7s. 6d. (Collins.) 

Dr. Alexander Irvine will not take it amiss when we tell 
him that hij> l>ook of Ulster reminiscence reminded us more 
than once of ” A Window in Thrums.” Anna and Jamie 
are as lovable in tlieir way as Hendry and Jess. E.specially 
wm.somc is the account of the old man’s pre.sent to his aged 
wife. ” Jamie scraped together for weeks and months, 
enough money to furnish the one surprise of their later 

life. . . . Every market day he was seen around the second¬ 
hand furniture stall in the market-place. ... It was a 

chair for Anna ! ” *' The Candle in the Window ” is also 
a fine piece of writing. It was lit for an absent son, who 
understood all too late the love that placed it there. This 
collection of sketches is slight and unambitious, but it is 
well worth reading. We pause with pleasure over the 
highly significant sentences;—"My old town still lingers 
in the rear of progress, but it has changed. Even the 

poorest of the poor have now enough to eat.” 

THREADS. By Frank Stayton. 8s. (Thornton Butterworth). 

Mr. Frank Stayton has chosen a theme that has in 
it elements of both tragedy and comedy, but he has 
developed it with such deftness and ironic humour that the 
threatened tragedy loses itself in comedy and the comedy 

closes on a note of charming sentiment. John Osborne 
Wynn has been sentenced to death for a murder of which 

he was innocent, and the sentence is commuted to im¬ 
prisonment for life. His wife, at his desire, drops his 
surname, passes as a widow, and never holds any com¬ 
munication with him, in order that she and her children 
may not remain under the shadow of his shame. Then at 
the end of fifteen years the real murderer confesses, and 
Wynn unexpectedly returns home. His children have no 
recollection of him; his wife, a delightfully attractive 
woman, has had more than one suitor, and is now keeping 

one at bay, not daring to explain why it is impossible for 
her to accept him. This sudden return of the husband and 
father disorganises everything ; there is no place for him 
in the household, and it looks as if his return mu.st end in 
disaster. But he accepts the position with an amused, 
worldly-wise cynicism, and presently realises that his only 

chance of happiness is to enter into rivalry with his wife’s 
faithful suitor and win* her from him. The whole thing is 

written lightly, with shrewd, epigrammatic touches of wit 
and humour, and the result—well, it is altogether worth 
while reading the book to find that out for yourself. The 
story is so essentially dramatic in conception that one is 
not surprised to learn it has already been translated into a 
play and will be produced this month at the St. James's 

Theatre by Mr. Lyn Harding. 

PRINCESS SALOME. By Burris Jenkins. 7s. (Lippincott.) 

A brilliant, highly-coloured bit of writing, which will 
appeal to those who care to read tales of Bible characters. 
It is a romance concerning the life of Stephen, and brings in 
the story of Christ and His sufferings. ..." His face was 
not shining with the rain, but seemed to shine with some¬ 
thing .better than the rain. His purple-black hair and 

beard were made bright with the strange light in the face 
... in his twisted girdle hung a draw-knife; in his right 
ha’Td he bore an adze, resting it upon his shoulder.” Mr. 
Jenkins revels in the picturesque, the dramatic and the 
tragic, and gives us a lurid sketch of Judas Iscariot: " Nose 
and chin met, he was bent; red robe soiled and tornj 
clutched a purse.” Stephen's martyrdom is also described 
in strong ahd glowing language. 

Zbe ©ooftman'8 XTablc. 
STREETS. By Douglas Goldring. (Selwyn & Blount.) 

In dedicating his poems to " Lovers of London,” Mr. 
Goldring calls them a " ragged offering.” The description 
is just, for his verses are for the most part rather roughly 
written. They lack the ultimate rightness of perfect art, 
but they have the quality of good sketches. Most of these 

poems are reprinted from volumes which have gone out of 
print. Some of them date back as far as 1908 ; nor is there 

any noticeable difference of temper or technique between 
earlier and later pieces. Mr. Goldring may be said'to 

belong to the pre-Georgian era. He shows none of the 
characteristics of the latest school of poetry. The influences 
which appear in his work are those of Henley and Housman, 
Symons and the earlier Masefield. He does not mind 
being readily intelligible. He deals with the simple, 
obvious themes which have always, until just lately, been 
considered the worthiest for poetic treatment. He has 

not that horror of sentimentality which makes so much 
contemporary' verse so arid. All this makes his poetry 
very refreshing. Mr. Goldring may not be so accomplished 
in his line as Miss Edith Sitwell is in hers; but he is far 

pleasanter company. To go from “ Wheels ” to " Streets ” 
is like returning from Wyndham Lewis to Sickert. One 
experiences the same sense of relief. Of his vivid im¬ 
pressionism here is a happy example : 

" At Jack Straw's Castle, streaks of yellow light 
Pour from the bar upon a preacher's head 

Who howls unheeded warnings to the night; 
Two p’licemen say he ouglit to be in bed. 

" Lovely young men walk, eager, to and fro 
And search the passing faces—some find ma.tes ; 

Against the railings lean a giggling row; 
An amorous chauffeur puffs his horn and waits. 

*' The crowds move up and down, white dresses gleam ; 
Some strolling niggers play a tunc that trips. 

While couples meet and glance, then leave the stream. 
And youths look plaintively at young girl's lips.” 

There are many such carelessly drawn- but effective pictures 
in this book, which really do give one a sense of the real 
London. And sometimes the vision goes deeper—as in 
" Living-In (Brixton Rise) ” : 

” 'i'hrough the small window comes the roar 
Of all the world of bght outside; 

It is not midnight, yet our door 
Is shut on us, and we are tied. 

” What IS he doing now—my dear ? 
I left liim all on fire for me ; 

Will lie be true ? Oh, God, I fear 
He'll buy what I would give him free.” 

One quotes what is easily quotable; but the pieces here 
given are to be taken as representative specimens and not 
as the finest flowers of Mr. Goldring's work. 

TEACHING THE MOTHER TONGUE. By Philip Boswood 
Ballard, M.A., D Lit. 4s. 6d. net. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 

This book may be described without any reservation as 
the most sensible contribution to practical education that 
has appeared for many a day. Business men used to 
distinguish between " bankers’ discount ” and " school¬ 
masters' discount ”—schoolmasters themselves, of course, 

called the latter sort ” true discount.” They would. So 
there has always been, since the iieginning of compulsory 
education, what may be called " schoolmasters’ English.” 
Once it included much grammar ; and then presently it 
included no grammar; but the more it changed the more 
it was the same old thing. Mr. Ballard, who writes with 
knowledge and experience, here attacks schoolmasters’ 
English. He ridicules many school fads and fetishes and 

we think he is unchallengeably right. We are inclined to 
put our view of the volume in some such way as this : Here 
is a little book costing four-and-six. It is well written and 

excellent to read. Above all it is really, vitally practical. 
The sincerity of teachers in the work of education can be 
measured by the extent to which they buy it and apply it. 
That is a " mental test ” ; and we think mental tests are 
very fashionable just now in educational circl^. 
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REVIEWS AND CRITICAL PAPERS. By Lionel Johnson. 
Mited with an Introduction by Robert Shafer. 6s. net. 
(Elkin Mathews.) 

Lionel Johnson was not a great or even an important 
writer ; but he was an interesting and attractive writer, 
and there will always be a public for his work. We have 
pleasure, therefore, in calling the attention of bookmen 
to this delightful volume of bookishness. It is a series of 
reviews contributed to The Academy and The Outlook in 
the nineties and it offers an excellent example of current 
journalism touched with grace and scholarship. The 
subjects are nearly all interesting to the present-day reader, 
some because they are alive and some because they were 
alive. There are three reviews of Kipling (all the articles 
are reviews of specific volumes), one of Stevenson, one 
of John Davidson, one of William Norris, one of Mrs. 
Humphry Ward, one of George Meredith, one ol Austin 
Dobson, and one of Richard Le Galliennc. What the 
nineties thought of the nineties may therefore here be 
discovered with pleasure and profit to all. The volume 
should be not merely interesting but instructive to our 
jeunes feroces, one of whom the other day was denouncing 
Meredith's “ Love in the Valley " as a vile product of the 
nineties, although it happens to belong to the fifties. But 
we must not expect too much of our jeunes feroces. They 
must live. However, those who sometimes tire of their 
hebdomadal hysterics will be glad to tuni for a change to 
such a volume as this in which criticism, though keen, does 
not forget to l>e creative. 

TOWN GARDENING. By Mary Hampden. (The Home 
Garden Books No, 2.) 6s (Thornton Butterworth.) 

" A woman who yearns to cultivate flowers for the house,” 
says Miss Hampden encouragingly, ” can do it surprisingly 
well with no better aids than a sunny balcony, boxes, pots, 
and sheets of glass. . . . This book aims at giving such 
plain instructions and valuable hints that the ignoramus 
can start flower culture with every prospect of succes.s.” 
We speedily discover that our author has common sense : 
‘‘ If the Virginian creeper is a gorgeous drapery, for Heaven's 
sake let the tapestry hang, and do not plant puny wistarias 
and clematis instead.” There are excellent sections on 
the different months of the year, a chapter on choosing the 
right plants, shrubs, bulbs, etc., on preparing garden soil, 
bn planting and potting, on seeds and cuttings, etc. Tliere 
are also scores of ingenious and valuable suggestions: 
such as how to make a flower table for a sunny window; 
how to deter cats of the vicinity from enjoying the garden ; 
and so on. Miss Hampden recommends common thrift 
for an edging for suburban beds and borders. She is also 
a firm friend of the German iris. She says in her chapter 
on Perennials and Biennials, that a town garden all holly¬ 
hocks, daffodils and pinks would be attractive from spring 
till autumn. Wc agree. And we recommend readers who 
are timid and unambitious to read her paragraphs on 
window boxes. The charming illustrations will spur them 
on to fresh effort. 

BOOKLAND. By W. H. King. 3s. 6d. net. (George Philip.) 

“ Bookland ” is a volume in the New Era Library, edited 
by Mr. Ernest Young and designed for use in schools. In 

* 250 pages Mr. King desenbes the general course of English 
literature with si>ecial reference to the outstanding figures 
who are landmarks in the great region of nati\c song and 
story. It is admirably done. The descriptions are just 
of the kind to make the young pupil want to go on and read 
more, and that is precisely what such a book should do. 
Here and there Mr. King gives illustrative quotations— 
the limits of space prevent liim from giving much—and 
what he gives is most felicitously chosen. We like his 
quotations from Chaucer (in the original) but wc think he 
would have assisted the youthful reader had he marked 
the sounded ” e's ” and the unusual stresses in certain 
words ; and we wish he had not utterly omitted Langland, 
Considered as what it is meant to be. a book for the young, 
it fulfils its purpose and can be recommended to all 

concerned. 

DOVQLAS NEWTONNew Novel 

LOW CEILINGS 
An arresting story by this well-known English 
author, of a man’s regeneration through the 
uplifting influence of a woman’s unselfish love. 

8/6 

THE MAGNIFICENT 
MR. BANGS 

JOSEPH C. LINCOLN 
The world needs a laugh and Joe Lincoln rises 
to the occasion. If you wish to be put in a 
good humour you should read the story of the 
laughable and lovable Mr. Bangs. 8/6 

HAROLD BELL WRIGNT^S 

New Story 
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THREE MUSICAL INNOVATORS. 

By a. Eaglefield Hull. 

I. CYRIL SCOTT. 

CYRIL SCOTT 
was born in 

Liverpool forty- 
three years ago. 
This means that lie 
entered music at a 
time when it was 
necessary to study 
in Germany, if 
musical talents were 
to have an oppor¬ 
tunity of realising 
their fullest possibili¬ 
ties. To Frankfort 
he went at the age 

of twelve, where in addition to hearing all kinds of 
music, he studied with a remarkable teacher of composi¬ 
tion—Ivan Knorr, a Russian. These eight years at 
Frankfort were chiefly valuable for the artistic friend¬ 
ships then formed. Poets, musicians, artists and 
philosophers all reacted on one another, and new ideas 
seemed to drop as though out of the air. Then it w?.s 
that he picked up a remark from a college friend, which 
has stuck in his mind ever since—“ If you want to be a 
musical composer you must invent a style.” 

At twenty-one we find Scott back in Ihvcrjiool with a 
“Symphony” and a "Heroic Suite” to his credit, 
neither however showing promise of a remarkable 
individualit3'. The “ Piano Quartet ” which Kreisler 
and his party played at the Broadw'ood concerts was 
another matter, and so was the orchestral " Aubade ” 
given at Darmstadt, Dresden and Berlin. All Scott’s 
larger works, by the wav’, had to receive their baptism 
abroad. 

It was about this time that Scott began to compose 
piano pieces, and the subjects (" Lotus Land,” ' Sphinx,” 
" Two Eastern Songs,” etc.) give indication of a new 
and enthralling interest—occultism and Eastern mysti¬ 
cism—which has continued to hold him, as strongly' as 
music, ever since. 

Everything created, saj's Emerson, has its painter or 
its poet. Like the enchanted princess of the fairy tales, 
it awaits its predestined liberator. The pianoforte has 
three souls or genii—that of the dulcimer, that of the 
harp and that of the clavichord. Bach discovered the 
latter; the Irishman, John Field, gave Chopin the key 
to the harp-soul; and it remained for Cyril Scott to 
reveal the genius of the dulcimer. No one of this trinity 
of qualities is before or after another. Cyril Scott’s 
appeal to the dulcimer spirit of the “ hammer-clavier ” 
is riore primitive perhaps than the others. The old- 
fashioned;duet, playfully entitled " Chop-sticks,” is only 
one remove from the gipsy’s box of wires struck with a 
hammer in each hand. Simple as the recognition of this 
fact seems, it was sufficiently far-reaching in Scott’s 

conception of piano music to exasperate all the critics, 
who piled accusations of posing and all kinds of vitupera¬ 
tions on the head of the composer who dared to alter the 
piano style of Beethoven, Chopin and Mozart. 

Let it be admitted once for all that the keyboard is 
not made on the sj'stem of the diatonic scale but on the 
semitonal one. Cyril Scott was the first to explore the 
full recognition of this principle and consequently 
produce a new style of melody, a different system of 
harmony, another touch and fingering and even a new 
notation, one whicli abolishes major and minor keys with 
all the sharps and flats resulting therefrom. Now this 
is not evolution but revolution, and it says much for the 
swift current of music during the last fifteen years that 
when Scott played his Piano Concerto at the British 
Music Society’s Festival in June this year, whereas the 
first and last movements sounded as virile as ever, the 
middle movement dated badly, and felt mannered and 
threadbare. Nevertheless Cyril Scott led the Neo- 
British group of composers which arose in the nineties, 
and the beauty’, originality and strength of much of his 
music will easilv' outliv'e the present generation. Even 
were it not so, it would ncvcrthele.ss have left its impre^^s 
and liavc formed a now school of British composers for 
" house-music,” a form which has ever been as congenial 
to the British people as opera to our Continental 
brethren. 

Whereas Debussy in France, and Diagilieff with his 
Russian Ballet, did not lack follow'crs in their challenge 
of the great German classics, Scott was in the nineties 
a solitary voice in the wilderne.ss of British music crying 
for a re-valuation of Beethoven and a widening out of 
the musical territories. He occasionally became extrava¬ 
gant and, being made much of in society, indulged at 
times in mannerisms and a probably unconscious pose; 
but his art-principles were steady enough and his 
fastidious musical taste, applied as sternly to his own 
works as to others, caused him to be always finding new 
realms to conquer. “ It is better to learn of something 
new than to be told of what we already know,” he wrote. 

Although the general public knows only one style of 
Cyril Scott’s music, and that the most facile and least 
representative, his works have a greater variety than is 
the rule with creative composers. Thus the pieces most 
often heard are the “ Danse Negre ”(a little like Debussy), 
" Water Wagtail," " Vesperale,” " Chansonette " and 
" Evening Idyll.” Amongst the songs, " My Captain,” 
" A Blackbird Song," " The Rondel of Rest ” and " The 
Little Bells of Sevilla.” His finer and larger pieces ought 
to appear regularly in the programmes of our concert 
recitalists, who will never have full houses again until 
they get out of the rut of the Bach-Beethoven-Chopin- 
Liszt rigmarole. Amongst Scott's best works the 
" Sonata,” a work with no fixed tonality, stands pre¬ 
eminent. In the fast movement, the " Scherzo" is 
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raised to a superior power. It is a terpsichorean ex¬ 

pression on some higher plane than the physical. Both 

Scriabin and Scott are successful here in achieving an 

adumbration of that phenomenon which Carpenter calls 

Cosmic Consciousness. Each attains it in his own 

way—Scriabin through his peculiar harmonies derived 

from ^colour, and Scott through his free use of a new 

scale—the dodecuple. The final fugue is a veritable 
tour de force. 

Harmony is of prime importance with Scott. It is 

never cloying, but always vital, opalescent and varied 

in hue. Not only arc his chords delicious in their 

sequential connection, but almost each one is a gem of 

euphony in itself. This use of harmony is best exem¬ 

plified in the “ Jungle Book Impressions,” whilst a 

deeper, subtler harmonic use is felt in tlu* suite t.alled 

"Egypt” and in the lovely set of "Jmm' I’oems ” 

(Schott). His love of arabesquing is heard at its best 

in “ Paradise Birds,” " Rainbow Trout.” ” Sea Marge.” 

"Danse Languorense ” and the "Diatonic Study,” 

which by the way is not diatonic at all. 

There is rare feeling in nearly all his songs. Suffice it 

to mention " Mirage ” with its soothing, magnetic 

beauty, the lovely "My Lady Slei'ps,” the virile "A 

Song of Wine,” the iinspoakablv touching ” An Old Song 

Ended” and the entrancing "While Knight,” with its 

pictorial suggestion of the gallojiing of holies. Deeph’ 

sincere and impressive are " A Gift of Silence.” " Love’s 

Aftermath ” and the eloquent setting of Christina 

Rossetti’s " For a Dream’s Sak(“.” In a more advanced 

style are tlie " .Aiitninn Simg.” tlic " Vilhmelle of the 

Poet’s Road” with its original harmonies, and "The 

Moon Maiden ” with its bantering queries and answers. 

Amongst the very best of his songs are the two early 

poems, " Voices of Vision ” and " Willows,” written in 

1903, both wonderfully daring in richness of texture and 

originality of setting. Entirely new modes of expression 

were opened up in the ” Two Chinese Songs ” (” Waiting” 

and "A Picnic”) where the oriental feeling is delight¬ 

fully reproduced. The first approaches the enharmonic 

system as nearly as possible with a twelve-note scale; 

the second with its rattling accompaniment of musical 

" chopsticks ” is more favoured by singers. 

There is however another type of song to which Cyril 

Scott occasionally turns, and this is the folk-song. To 

omit any mention ol his activity in this direction would 

be to Ignore some of his happiest inspirations. Nothing 

could be more truly pathetic tluiii tlie musical atmosphere 

to his setting of that exquisitely lender lyric, " The 

Sands of Dec,” so entirely unlike the way in which it has 

been set before. Solely through the means of a folk- 

song-like melody and varying harmon}’, Scott has 

bi ought fortli the unsjxMkably simple pathos of 

Kingsley’s poem. Nor luis the simplicity suffered by a 

judicious use of modern harmonic device. The final 

i-adencc is new and yet retenti\'e of an older world 

simplicity. Another example, but of a different nature, 

is the " Tyrolese Evensong.” Here Scott has wandered 

into the folk element of another country and presented 

us with an undeniable Tyrolese Mazurka for the piano, 

with a sad, sustained song-melody woven into the 

texture of its prevalent gaiety. 

CYRIL SCOTT 
“ The greatest of English impressionists.America 
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An unerring taste in poetry is the necessary con¬ 

comitant of the song composer. One cannot set an 

auctioneer’s catalogue to music, as Strauss seems to 

think. The perfect lyricist is prevented by a sense of 

fitness, if not by intuition, from choosing unsuitable 

material. And so it comes about that in a composer's 

choice of lyrics, as in his leanings towards various poets, 

one gets an index to his music, valuable not only to the 

critic and to the appreciator, but also to the interpreter 

of the songs and the accompanist. 

Cyril Scott’s choice wanders over an immense field— 

from the " Scotch Lullaby " of Waiter Scott to the Greek 

lays of W. R. Patten. The two poets who have the most 

impelled Scott's responsive muse to utterance are Ernest 

Dowson and Rosamund Marriott Watson. In Dowson’s 

" Villanelle of the Poet’s Road,” " Love’s Aftermath,” 

” A Song of Arcady,” ” Pierrot and the Moonmaiden,” 

and many others, Scott has indeed found himself moved 

to some of his finest expressions. Mrs. Watson makes 

a no less powerful appeal to him. “ The Unforeseen,” 

" Autumn’s Lute,” “ Invocation,” " Prelude ” and 

” Nocturne ”—too musical,in themselves for many com¬ 

posers to attempt the task successfully—^have found in 

Cyril Scott an interpreter of rare delight. Giles’s transla¬ 

tions from the Chinese have also caught the composer’s 

mood, and in the “ Two Chinese Songs ” (" Waiting " 

and " A Picnic ”) we find the actual counterparts of the 

composer's moods of the ” Piano Concerto,” ” Poppies.” 

etc. 

MUSIC FOR THE MILLION. 

The young and uninfluential composer with a potboiler 

to sell, voyaging round from publishing house to publishing 
house, discovers sooner or later that he is out of his bearings. 
His trouble is that he lacks a definition. He learns this 
from the smaller publishers, with whom lie comes into 

personal contact. (The larger publishers of music for the 
million he does not see; they live in ancient strongholds, 
protected from new ideas by a thousand office boys.) The 
MS. under his-arm is honest and competent. It is as sincere 

as work can be that is-consciously honest and competent. 
It has a good tune, resectable words, an accompaniment 
that can be played by a reasonably accomplished cliild, 
and even, slyly concealed, certain modernisms that at least 
distinguish it harmonically from Hymns Ancient and 
Modern. In a word, it is not cynical. Probably the young 
composer prefers to set lyrics of futurist passion with 
accompaniment laid out for piccolo, bass tuba and, eight 

side drums; but he recog^ses tliat modernisms will not 
satisfy the baker nor genius the milkman. Hence his pot¬ 
boiler, for which he feels neither more nor less contempt 
than would be felt by a cabinet-maker compelled by 
necessity to turn out a sound kiteben table. His difficulty 
IS the publisher and his eternal advice, ” You must study 
what the public wants, my boy.” The implication is that 

the publisher knows what the public wants and that he 
can satisfy the demand if he will. The obvious retort is, 
” If you know what is wanted and have it, why don’t you 

publish it ? ■' For it is obvious that a good many months 
have passed since the publication of any song, good or bad, 
that has fo\ind its way into a hundred thousand homely 

music cabinets. And tliat is the goal of music for the 
million. The problem is not of the concert platform. The 
poi ular concert public will accept almost anything, good 
or bad, if^it be well sung by popular favourites; but it will 
carry home only such tilings as it can itself perform to its 
own satisfaction. 

The fact is that the publisher does not in the least know 
what the public wants. This Is not particularly surprising 

In all these poets it is as if Cyril Scott found his own 

soul-states faithfully mirrored. The delicate, sad grace 

of Dowson, the strong, ru^ed emotion of Walt Whit¬ 

man, the quaint simplicity of older poets like George 

Parley, and the delicate other-world romance of Dante 

Gabriel Rossetti appeal almost equally to him. In his 

wide, eclectic choice of poems he reveals an une;Ting 

instinct, and he does not make the common mistake of 

thinking that every poem is equally good. 

Scott’s latest works, a " Concert Rondeau ” and a 

” Ballade,” both for piano solo, show a further increase 

of expression and invention. 

Though he frequently writes for orchestra, Scott is 

not really a “ large canvas ” man. He is par excellence 

a musician for the smaller concert-room and the home 

music-room. The ” large canvas ” composers like 

Wagner and Strauss, Elgar and Stanford, are often in 

an awkward predicament when asked to " play a tune ” 

on the piano, as Elgar and Bantock were at the opening 

of a music-room at Birmingham University. The 

younger composers are not so easily caught out. Scott 

is a remarkably fine pianist and his works are heard at 

their best only when the composer is at the piano. He 

is, too, a very interesting lecturer, who revels in epigrams 

in real G. B. S. style. 

For the information of the reader, all Cyril Scott’s 

music is published either by Messrs. Schott & Co. or by 

Messrs. Elkin & Son. 

since, as Edward Bok remarks in his Autobiography, “ The 
public, wliile it knows what it wants when it sees it, cannot 
clearly express its wants, and never wants the thing it does 
ask for, although it thinks it does at the time.” In the 

* hojie of correctly diagnosing the taste of the moment the 
publisher floods the market with crowds of so-called 
ballads, for the majority of which the practised singer, 
keenly on the alert for future favourites, knows that there 
is only one possibility—oblivion. Of the remainder some 
secure a brief quasi-populanty by advertisement and the 

pernicious royalty-singer system ; and perhaps one achieves 
the success which ensures colossal sales. Either possible 

successes arc not being written, or, if they are, the publisher 
will not look for them or cannot recognise them when he 
sees them. Presumably he has some selective principles, 
but, except for two rule-of-thumb standards, observation 
fails to discover what they are. These two, and probably 
all the others, if any, are founded in an intense conservatism. 
The first has about it a certain business sense. " So and 
so.” observes the complacent man, " has made a success. 
Retain his services for ever. At least his name will sell.” 
FTobably it does ; yet how many composers are there who, 
having hit the popular taste once, follow their one success 
with song after song, not one of which would even 
moderately succeed with an unknown name on the cover. 

The second obvious principle has also some sense, but 
apparently much less than the publisher dreams. He 
remembers what the public liked yesterday, he sees what 
the public likes to-day. He assumes ^hat it will like the 
same thing to-morrow. Hence the dismal series of 
imitative failures that trail in the wake of every big success. 
The public may be an ass, but it is not a stationary ass. 
It walks—perhaps round and round, but it walks. And it 
appreciates a change of diet. The publishing failure arises 
from the mistake of this continual looking at yesterday and 
to-day instead of trying to get the focus of to-morrow. It 
is a failure that matters, for there is a demand for popular 

songs and there is no reason why the demand should not be 
worthily supplied. There is, particularly at the present 
distinctly transitional mbment, a gr^t opening for the 
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publisher who will produce to-morrow's songs to-day, who 

will attempt to get a step in front of the public taste instead 

of trailing behind. larlen with the stale wares of yesterday 

and the day before. 

1 hese remarks' are prompted by the dialogue at jirescnt 

to be heard in every concert-singer's room : " Ha\e you 

come across anything good ? '■ " .\o. Just the iimm! old 

stuff,”,and by a v<Ty nnseellaneciiis bundle of songs from ii 

variety of houses 'Ihese may be at once groujied into 

various classes IJiey are all e)>lieineral None of tlieiii 

particularly inatlcr.^ They differ in detail hut ate alike iii 

their obvious attempt to catch the million 'I'Jie fust groiij) 

might be called the blatant attemjits " My bo\e, " bv 

Churchill Sibley (The Musical l-'xthange), is lliorouglilv old- 

fashioiicd All over it is Ihe mark of the organist It ]'• 

characterised by its symphonies ending in desii'ndmg 

staccato arpeggios, that remind one of the skip of a musu - 

hall comedienne le.ivmg the stage "My Lillie Heart ot 

May.” by (ieoffrey (iwyther lCliap])ell), is jiretty enough 

but of an enervating scnlimenlalilv. ” JH'ing Endiets ” 

(Aiigcncr), in spile ol llie name, Oscar Menkanto, and tin- 

staniling of tlu- pubiisliers, is reminiscent in the meloib, 

thickly emjiJiasised in tJie left Jiaiid, and llie trite 

harmonies, ol ditlics ol ilie Chnsiie Minstrel era One 

wonders wliy U was iieiessar\ to <lo it into Ibiglish and how 

Misciia l.eon came to smg it Ihe seiom.! group, tliougli 

midislinguished, are a welionv relief from these ])aiialilies 

Thev atteinjil to get a little mil of the rut ” Cargoes 

(t'h.ipjM'll), a •-••tlinn bv Coiminvbv Clai U of Musvljcl'i s 

kiiowii \-erses a list of Iifteen lines witlionl a \erlv- 

realises their more oi.ivioiis rln ihnis Inn makes no atlem))l 

to I all li their .ilmospluTe ol exotu opulence " Ihe i.om Iv 

riower, ' bv \\ II Howver ! I<enaiss.ime I’ulihsliing ( o ), 

IS a good lAampIe ol a song with an ordinary enough lane 

titled, ver\ looseh', willi a \aguelv moilernistu .uiomp.im- 

ment whu h helps n little in its irrele\<int wandeiings 

‘ .M\ Masiei H.ilJi a C.anlen, ' b\- Cieottiex (iu\lher 

(Ch.ntju'II), is nu-Iodious <uid li.is prctiv seveiueeiuli-i eiiliirv 

words Jlieie i.s a tuiioiis etteit. howe\ei, ol a l.u k ol 

an\- coniiecriou between ihe iwo J lie tune asks jor oilier 

and modern words, and tlie words t<ji a setting mon- m 

periotl 'J'iu liurd grouj) inehides ' The f’tagman,'' (leoige 

Jiucli.inau (l.ionard), ” Vonrs .Mone," .M.i\ Hrahe tr.noilii, 

■■ The One While Kose.” l>re\ille Smilh (l.eon.udi, and 

” Moon-Jtaisles,'' Krn. Co-ites tClnijijiell) I hev are all 

frank and lompeteiit leiK'tiUons, .singable aiul ino<lestl\ 

ettectne, wlneli Jiave at the least llie merit ot entire and 

nano frankness and a disarming lionesty of juirpose 

Standing alone is "A Jk-von Idyll,” by (.1. (ttonnor- 

Morris (Mnoth), mori- accomplished than an\ of ihe 

foregoing songs and dangerous in its ai c oinplishinent The 

work of a clever musician, it is thoroughly lusniceri' in ils 

mixture ol jireleiitiousness aiul banality I'iie phrases 

conelinling e.ich half-verse bate all llie t\ineism ol si.de 

rhymes 

Xo. Tliere is still room tor the u)nn>oser who will treat 

directly simiile and ilireit words, set tlimn honestly to. 

what ihev are worlli. and no more, and so in.iKe llie real 

music for the million. It is worth doing 
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^be Brama. 

THE ART OF THE GRAND GUIGNOL. 

Bv Gkaham Sutton. 

WHEN Miss 

Sybil Tiiorn- 

dike was passing 

through The Yellow 

Room on her way 

from Euripides to 

the Grand Guignol. 

the public attitude 

to the new vcjiture 

was pathetically 

typical. Wc all 

knew just what it 

would be like : we 

had seen “ Grand 

Giggle ” parodies 

at the Theatrical (iardon Party; or if not, our sound 

Bi ills'll iiihliuct was enough lo v\ aia us what " these 

decadent French playswere bound to bo. Thus the 

more cultured critics, wlio had a genuine appreciation 

of Miss Thorndike’s art. wrote jeremiads on its im¬ 

pending prostitution. The rest, like the h'at Boy 

whom they never tire of ciuoting (no doubt because 

liis mentality is so much their own), gloated in smug 

anticipation of the horrible: they too ajipreciated 

Miss Thorndike— in their fashion ; that is. they felt 

confident that her art could be relied on to wring tlie 

last drop of beastliness from the beastliest theme. 

The mere wrongness of this public attitude mattered 

very little: its prematurity mattered a great deal. 

For theatrical managers ("needy and desperate men," 

as Shaw once called them) cannot wholly ignore their 

public’s preconceived opinion; it is their fingerpost, if 

they would tread the beaten track; if they would 

innovate, it tends only to disturb them and confuse 

their aim. Some such confusion has been evident in 

the Grand Guignol's plays. As a rule they are robust 

enough to sustain a certain morbidity ; here and there, 

however, morbidity has seemed superimposed for 

cheap effect, like afterthoughts thumbed into his main 

structure by an unskilful sculptor, too liabliJ to fall 

away at the least touch. This fault, for the reason 

suggested above, was more noticeable in earlier pro¬ 

grammes : from the third bill it was entirely eliminated : 

in the present scries it peeps out again. Even so, a 

good deal of morbidity has been read into the plays by 

audiences themselves. Folk who are out for sensational¬ 

ism will find all they can ; some of them, one suspects, 

would scent purple passion in " As You Like It," and 

detect sordid rcalitj' (their pet phrase) in " Charley’s 

Aunt." With such a public it is inevitable that the 

Grand Guignol .should be praised as well as damned 

for the wrong reasons. But the new management is 

wiser than its friends ; despite certain lapses, it has 

progressed steadily towards its own objective, and can 

now challenge criticism as a distinct essay in dramatic art. 

Putting aside, then, as something transient and 

superficial the mere chamber-of-horrors critiAl attitude, 

i » 

wc may discover the real significance of the Grand 

Guignol ill the distinct school of oraftsmanship which 

it evokes. Its principles, whether in comedy or tragedy, 

are the same. Its comedy is the sort of thing one 

might get in a music-hall in heaven (or if you take the 

other view of music-hall art, in hell: at all events, in 

whatever land of promise the ideal music-hall is ulti¬ 

mately to be found). It is realistic, racy, intimate to 

the life which we all live; Shaw’s brilliant artificiality 

and the red-nosed egotism of Robey are alike remote 

from it : it has no stars, its characters contending 

equally, all against all. In its tragedy the same im¬ 

partiality is no less evident ; too often, “ strong ’’ 

drama tends to radiate from a central character—but 

real life is not like that, sav'c in the callow imagination 

of romantic youth ;.nor is it so at the Grand Guignol. 

In " Seven Blind Men ” the tragic sequel sjirings from 

mistakes and misiiiidei'staiulings on both sides, not 

simply (as in melodiama) from the unredcenieil harsh¬ 

ness of a stage-tv rant on the one haiul, nor from the 

unreasoning folly of a stage-socialist on the other. So 

in " The Kill ’’ the issues arc so nicely balanced that, 

given a good Count and a poor Catherine, our sympathies 

might sway to the Count’s side. As it was, Mr. Lauder¬ 

dale Maitland vyas so superlatively good as the Count 

that his big speech nearly won us: and then Miss 

Thorndike had her say—! Which brings one to the 

question of acting. 

In this kind, the acting is of supreme imjiortancc. 

Poorly played. Grand Guignol comedy would be tame, 

its tragedy farcical. To call Miss Thorndike the best 

emotional actress in London is not only a truism : it is 

inadequate. Most London reputations perch them¬ 

selves on the ability to play one narrow line of parts 

extremely wcll—to " be oneself," in short : an art 

which, in comparison with Miss Thorndike’s, is not 

acting at all. For the Grand Guignol this is not enough : 

Miss Thorndike’s work shews endless facets of imagi¬ 

nation, by look and action no less than by the spokeit 

word. The heartbreaking tenderness of her smile in 

" The Love Child,” the soul-weariness of her Catherine, 

her chill, deadly wisdom as she rounds " The Triangle " 

—these things live in the memory long after the spoken 

word has passed away. After " The Kill," her perform¬ 

ance as The Chemist’s customer was almost an outrage; 

yet it was too good to wish away : half-witted, leering, 

cunning without intellect and self-confident without 

self-respect, it was as surely touched with greatness as 

the rest. ^ 

Yet she is in no sense a star. In the realistic type of 

play, sensationalism results no less inevitably from the 

star system than from the bad acting which at the 

Grand Guignol is so ruthlessly eliminated. The re^ 

"thrills” at the Little ‘Theatre are those thrill 

of almgst painful delight which the best acting, and 

the best oilly, can give. And they are there con¬ 

tinually—in the rich mellow vitality of Mr. Bealby’s 

Ph.'ll! <>.»’ 
Clatiiit Hants. 

Mr. Jos^ Levy, 
Mana^iiie Dirpcior of ibe 

Little Theatre 
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C^saire : the sodden huskiness of Mr. Maitland’s Foxey : 

the malice of Mr. Pease’s Knox, which revealed the 

almost visible workings of a mind lamed by physical 

disablement—the real tragedy of blindness. Yet, when 

all is said, the chief glory of the Grand Guignol Company 

is still its team-work- that rare fusion of writing, acting 

and prt>duction which remains tlie crowning excellenct* 

of drama as an art-form. In “ Seven Blind Men ” the 

crescendo of mob-panic was as fine a piece of concerted 

acting as one could wish to sec ; one of the most exquisite, 

individual performances was that of Miss Oates Ji'- 

Mrs. Pcaccmeal. who throughout the length of The 

Love Child ” dominated its action without uttering a 

single word. After this, to grudge our host talent M) 

the Grand Guignol, as recent critics have done, K to 

miss altogether its value as a school of acting ; llie 

high standard it demands cannot fail to reinvigorate 

the actor’s art. 

Two recent comedies, " Pounding the Triangle ” .uicl 

“ Sheplicrd’s Pie,” are as gotKl stuff as anything that 

Mr. Levy has given us. Yet I have drawn mainly 

on the third series of plays for illustration, because lliat 

scries seems to me the highwatcr mark of the Grand 

GuignoTs art so far. Tlio first plav of the present bill. 

'■ Latitude 15" South,” suffers by comparison wiili 

” Seven Blind Men ” liccanse it ndies 011 the same theme 

of cumulative terror, not qnile mi sliarjilv done. I lie 

case of ” The Old Women ” is. teclniically speaking, 

more interesting ; nianv cri(ii> damn it as too honilile, 

though it is no nmn- gnie-onie than ” Ihe Kill : may 

not the fault lie rather in the fact that it is not suftici- 

ently dramatic to siqiport tlu‘ iiorror which it contains ' 

The war taught us, will>-nill\-, to become lirutishl\' 

indifferent to mere horror: so that unless backed 1n’ 

high dramatic artistry, the play of Iiorror tends nowadays 

to be simply tcdifius—as this is Mr. l,ev\ contends, 

rightly, that he cannot o\-er-horrifv his audiences : but 

he may bore them. Tlie point is interesting liccaiisc ii 

indicates the chief pitfall in the Grand (iiiignol s jialh , 

in ” The Kill.” as previously in ” The Hand f)f Death,” 

the new management has slw'wn how fine, uith Jiiie 

craftsmanship, the play of horror may be ; but it must 

turn a resoluteb deaf ear to certain of its friends j 

their fathers, within living memory, used to ” inqirove" 

“ Hamlet ” by the addition of real blood ; but the Grand 

Guignol is too good for them to turn into a penny gaff. 

»ABRAHAM LINCOLN.” 

T' 
'HE fact that 

Mr. John 

Drinkwater's now 

famous play, which 

was originally 

written for the 

Birmingham Re¬ 

pertory Theatre, 

should after the 

lapse of three years 

find a home at the 

Lyceum, is not 

without signifi¬ 

cance. Lyceum 

audiences are used to a more highly-seasoned fare. 

And yet the discrepancies between the two classes 

Mr. John Drinhwater. 
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of entertainment arc not perhaps so great as might 

at first he imagined. The central figure of melo¬ 

drama is invariably tliat of some lieroic man 

struggling successfully against overwhelming odds. That 

is the theme of " Abraham Lincoln. ” It ought not to 

detract from llic dramatic value of the play that the 

author is a poet —that is to say one who is as equally 

concerned with tiic presentation of his theme as with the 

theme itself. 

“Abraham Linc«)ln,’’ it seems, has come to stay. 

There is everv reason to believe that the success achieved 

at the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith, will be repeated at 

the l-vceum. There does exist, it appears, evam in the 

heart of London, a real demand for intelligent drama. 

That mas* be reckoned as one of the discoveric'' of the 

Peace. 

That tlie play has a strong appeal for the a\'eragc 

theatre-goer is piwed by the crowds who resort nightly 

to the Lyceum. For the student it has an added interest. 

It is a valuable e.xpcriment in a ik'w ty}ie of drama —a 

tvpe that will possess considerably more freechim and 

fluidity than tlie three- or foui-act plays to whicli we 

liav’c grown accustomed. Mr. Drinkwater has bolrlly 

broken with many ot the old conventions. His play is 

frankly episodic, though the effect of continuity' is 

partly secured b\’ the interx’ention <»f the “ messenger — 

a personage who corresponds to the chorus in (ireck 

tragedy—between the sccnis. It is a novel method of 

theatrical jircsentation ; but it is justified by its results, 

since it serves to focus the attention of the andiiuice the 

more closely upon the central character. 

And if “ Abraham Tdncoln ’’ is very largely a series 

of episodes, what m.ignificent episodes they aro! W'here 

in modern drama will you find anything fiiK'r than that 

stirring scene in the farm-house near .\ppotomax or a 

situation more tense than that in which I.incohi, in the 

face of the opposition of his Cabinet, decides to ninfoico 

the troops at Fort Sumter ? I do not claim perfection 

for the play, but I do chum that it is (me of fix' very few 

plays written during the last ten velars that arc likely 

to prove ])ermanent jictpiisitions to our national drama. 

The part of Lincoln is still played b\' Mr. William 

J. Rea. It is a fine study, full of force and character, 

though Mr. Kea occasioiiiilly lost svimc of his best eflects 

by over-deliberation. Of the other })l.iyers. some 

excellent work was done by Mr. I*'elix .Aylmer, .Mr. 

Harcourt Williams, Mr. William Armstrong, Miss ('ath- 

leen Orford, Miss Mary Kabv, and Mr. Jose]>h .\. Dodd. 

The last-named actor undertook a triple part with 

conspicuous success. 

T. M. P. 

JAMES THE LESS. A play in three acts, by C. A. Casteil. 
Ald\vych Theatre, 

Although “ James the Less ’’ could not be described as a 

great play, I do not know that one always desires a groat 
play—especially in weather that makes one’s collar cling 

lovingly to one's neck. Be that as it may, I enjoyed 
Mr. C. A. C^stcU’s play at the Aldwych. There was enough 
fun to keep one good humoured, and several times people 
said things that were quite pungent. The action of the 
play, moreover, called for some skill in stagecraft, and the 
actois came in and out like human beings instead of 
marionettes. For years I have watched Mr. Owen Nares 
with a good deal of interiist. 1 think the first lead 1 saw 
hto play was in ‘ Old Heidelberg ’ ami I thought then, 

as I think now, that there are big things ahead of him. In 
“ James the I..ess ” he had a part that did not fit him 

everywhere, but he just managed to avoid bathos at one or 
two points where another man would have overdone it. 
His whole performance was a very finished piece of acting, 
and I could have wished that Miss Joan Maclean (Rosa¬ 

mund) had been able to make a little more of the oppor¬ 
tunities ho gave her. Still, it is not easy to play a sovc*nteen- 

year-old girl and a strong, silent woman at the same time, 
which was apparently what she was expected to do. She 
is very pretty and graceful, and should be allowed to make 

the most ol those attributes. Miss Mary Rorke (Mary) 
was ®f course a jov, as she always is. Can one say more ? 

Before this appears the play will be “ off,” but it was good 

enough to be worth a rccorcl. 

i\ 1). G. 

A DOLL'S HOUSE at ICvcrymau’s 

'■‘A Doll’.-; House ■(say.s tliat acute critic and 

hum.vnist, Mr. Havelock Klhs) " contains llweii s most 

elahoratc jiortrait ol a woman, and is his clnef contribution 

to tin: clncid.ition of the questions relating to the social 

functions and position of women in the modern world.’’ 

This IS surely an atna/ing judgment , for Ibsen's olneidation 

of these questions, as presented in this concrele instance, 

amounts to nothing more than this -to a belief that a 

woman who all her married life lias been merely her 

hushand’s toy. in addition to being a llirl, a bar and a tliici, 

can suddonlv di'velop a sense of resjionsibibty, awaken to 

a realisation of her higher instincts .niid become the 

standard-bearer of her .sex's ngliis. Bewildered b\ such 

a conversion, tiie ordinarv man boriows the jihrase of 

<inother ot Ilisen's characters and savs, " Siuh things don't 

hapiien " lie regards the tinal ait of " .\ Doll's House” 

as an e.xample of feminist propaganda rather tluin ol 

naturalistic drama . or he conceives it as an undue con¬ 

cession to tliat (dement ol surprise at any price winch is the 

hall-mark of the well-made i*Iay. Certainly .A iXdl's 

House '■ is as symmetrical as anv drama from Sardoii's jK'n. 

it gives the actors abundant oj'portmnties , and of llic.->e 

the company ot I'.vcryman's T'lieatie took lull advantage. 

'I'hu Krogstad of Mr, Brembcr Wills, tlie -Mrs Jandc of Miss 

Margaret Carter and the Helmer of Mr. Douglas Jeffries 

were all admirable. Bin Mi. Harold Scott scarcely caught 

the lialf melaiuholv. half cynical irony of Dr. Rank. While 

Miss Muriel I'ratt, powerful and convincing as she was in the 

passage in which Mrs. Helmer realises llial she has been 

living with “ a strange man.” failed, where Miss Janet 

Aclnirch notably succeeded—failed,that is to .say, in cheating 

tin audience into a provasional belief that tlie kittenish 

Nora of the earlier acts could have develojicd into the 

insurgent Nora of the final scene. W. A. L. B. 

PLAYS TO BE SEEN. 

“Abraham Lincoln,” by John Drinkwater. At the 

Lyceum. 

“ A Bill of Divorcement,” by Clemcncc Dane. At the 

St. Martin’s. 
“ A Safety Match,” by Ian Hay. At the Strand. 
“ Bull-Dog Drummond,” by “ Sapper.” AtWyndham’s. 
“ M'Lady,” by Edgar Wallacx:. At the f'layhouse. 

“ The Circle,” by W. Somerset Maugham. At.the Hay- 

market. 
“ The Knave of Diamonds,” by Ethel M. Dell. At the 

Globe. 
“ If,” by I..ord Dunsany. At the Ambassadors. 
“ The Beggar’s Opera,” by John Gay. At the Lyric^ 

Hammersmith. 
“ The Wandering Jew,” by E. Temple Thurston. At the 

New. 
“ Threads,” by Frank Stayton. To be produced at the 

St. James’s in August. 
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Hews flotcs. 

Mr. H. W. Matz is on liis native lieatli again in 

'' Tilt’ Inns and Tavt^rns in Pickwick,” which 

Mr. Cecil Palmer is about to publish. The book 

supplies fresh liistorical facts connected with the 

chief of the ” Pickwick ” liostelrics, and tvill be 

fuHv illustrated. 

A new book by Mrs. (iene Stratton Porter, ” Her 

Fathcr’.s Daugliter,” will l)e published shortly hv 

Mr. John Murray. It is of a kind to api)eal both 

to tliose who admire her fiction and those who arc 

taken with tlie fascination of her nature studies. 

Under the title of ” My Life of Song,” Messrs 

Cassell will j)ublish this montli the life-story of 

Madame Tetrazzini, the great soprano. 

The late Professor Moorman’s " Talcs,” ” Plays ” 

and “Songs of the Yorkshire Ridings” are to be 

issued this autumn by Mr. P-lkin Mathews in a 

single volume. If proof were needed that Mr. 

Moorman’s work has achieved much more llian 

local fame, we have it in the fact tliat Dr. Busse, of 

Berlin, has completed a translation of the plays 

into German. He lately read the first of them in 

public and it was so enthusiastically received that 

arrangements are being made for playing it in 

Berlin during the coming season. 

The Labour Publisliing Company lias published 

a new edition of “ Tlie Tyranny of tlie Country-side,” 

one of the best of Mr. !■'. E. Green’s books about 

rural I'mgland. 

Notliing is easier nowadays than to give a book 

a title that somebody has used before. Mr. Fisher 

Unwin recently pnblislied “ L'ifty Years of (rolf: 

My Memories.” by Andni Ivirkaldy. of St. Andrews, 

told by Clyde Foster. He is now in sackclotii and 

ashes because lie finds tliat in Messrs. Newnes 

published a book entitled “ Fifty Years of Golf,” 

by that great golfer Mr. Horace Hutchinson. The 

only \va\- to render such errors innocuous is to 

follow the example offcretl on tlie wrappers of 

some recent novels and pul the author's name in 

larger type in front of the title. 

Mr. Jonathan Cape is publishing shortly “ A 

(iallery of (ianies,” a book of drawings by “ Fou¬ 

gasse,” the Punch artist, who in private life is 
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Mr. Kenneth Bird, a civil 

engineer, and a soldier who 

was wounded at Gallipoli. 

Photo bv 
liUtoU & Fry. 

"If,” the successful play 

by Lord Dunsany which 

is still running at the 

Ambassadors’ Theatre, is to 

be published immediately 

in book form by Messrs. 

Putnams. 

There is an interesting 

and significant article in 

a little Canadian magazine 

called The Magnet on the 

necessity for Canadian- 

made literature. It is 

anonymous, but if it is 

not by the distinguished 

Ottawa novelist Robert J. 

C. Stead, it is bv some- 

body who has stolen his 

sentiments and is imitating 

his style. He insists that, owing to its geographical 

position, Canada is being snowed under with 

American newspapers, periodicals and books. “ On 

our news-stands," he says, " I suppose fully ninety 

per cent, of the periodicals offered for sale were 

printed in the United 

States. They were intended 

essentially for the American 

people. They cater for 

American sentiment; they 

glorify qualities which are 

supposed to be -typically 

American. But they crowed 

Canadian publications out 

of the field because they 

are big and attractive and 

beautifully produced ; 

because their stories are 

written by the most famous 

authors and illustrated by 

the cleverest artists. Their 

publishers have a field of a 

hundred million people and 

so are able to produce on a 

scale which outstrips the 

Canadian publisher, whose 

possible field is only about 

five million, as the 

remginder of the population 

do not read English as 

their native tongue. The 

Mr. W. Lee-Hankey, R.I., R.E. 

a collection of whose etchings, "The Kiche<l Work of W. Lee* 
Hankcy, R.K., from 19114 to 1940," by Martin Hjrdic, has hern 

published by Messrs. L. H. Lufevre St Son. 

Pkao by WkU/uld, 
Cossor Co., Btih. 

whose "First Impressions in America” Long) Is reviewed 
lo this Number, 

fact that these publications 

are read in almost every 

Canadian household is 

having the effect of 

gradually breaking down 

our Canadianism; i t i s 

propaganda of thc‘ most 

dangerous and insidious 

t5q)e." Those now adult 

may remain good Canadians 

in spite of this, but brought 

up on such reading how 

will it be, he asks, with their 

children and their grand¬ 

children ? This condition 

of things has driven many 

Canadian authors to go 

and settle in the States and 

write for American readers, 

and more will follow them, 

he thinks, unless Canada 

puts patriotism above 

economy and decides to 

retain her individuality 

and a literature distinctively her own by giving 

a more generous support to her native authors. 

Mr. Stanley Paul has added a second tliree 

volumes to his 2s. series of Cecil Adair’s " Joy of 

Life” novels. The three 

. new additions arc " Tlie 

Sails of Life," " Under the 

Incense Trees " and " The 

Dean's Daughter." 

"The Book of the Gren¬ 

villes,” by Sir Henry 

Newbolt, which Messrs. 

Longmans have in the 

press, tells stories from the 

history of tlic famous old 

English family of the 

Grenvilles, Greenfields, or 

Grenfells in the fourteenth, 

sixteenth, seventeenth and 

twentieth centuries. 

Messrs. Heinemann have 

issued " The Deemster," 

the first volume in their 

collected edition of Sir Hall 

Caine’s novels. Well 
I 

printed and tastefully 

bound, these books are a 

marvel of cheapness at 

3s. 6d., espixaaily nowadays. 

*‘John Ayaceugh** 
(Tb« Klaht K«t. Monsignor Count 
Francis Alcksrstane«Drow). 
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Foreign teachers 

and students of 

English will be 

amused and inte¬ 

rested in " Write 

English," which 

Messrs. Hcffer & 

Sons are publish¬ 

ing. It contains 

translations into 

English of a large 

number of essays 

included in the 

book, the trans¬ 

lations being by 

pupils of various nationalities and various ages. 

It looks as if we had found that rare bird a new 

humorist in Mr. John L. Carter, whose " Putting 

Mary Off " is published by Mr. John Long. It is 

described by its fir-^t reviewer as " one of the few 

humorous books which have been published in the 

last six years." 

Mr. Halbert J. Hovd, wliose book of short stone*^, 

" Men and Marvels." Mr. Elkin Mathews is pub¬ 

lishing, is a St. Leonards clergyman, who served 

as a chaplain in the war, and son of Sir Jolin Boyd, 

some tinii" I.ord 1-ieutenant of Edinburgh. His first 

book, " Wrsos and Ballads of North and Soutl),” 

also published by Mr. Mathews, was recently 

re\-iewed in The J-iooKMAN. and met with a very 

favourable reception alike 

from critic-' in general and 

the public. 

Two volumes of " Hu¬ 

morous Stories" and 

■' Famous Modern Ghost 

Stories," collected by 

Dorothy Scarborough, and 

to be published by Messrs. 

Putnams, are something 

new in the way of antlm- 

logies. They contain tales 

of the supernatural by 

many famous writers of the 

past and present, including 

Oscar Wilde, Eden Phill- 

potts, John Kendrick Bangs 

and Edgar Allan Poe. 

Mr. William J. McKenzie, 

a well-known south 

countryjournalist, 

has recently re¬ 

turned from Ar¬ 

gentina, and in 

" A Visit to South 

America ” has 

written a racy 

descriptive ac¬ 

count of that 

country and the 

many places 

he visited en 

route. The book 

is to be pub- 

lished within the 

next week or two by Mr. Stanley Paul. 

After some years of silence. Miss Millicent Wed- 

more is publishing a new volume of ])oems, " In 

Many Keys," which Mr. Elkin Mathews has in the 

press. Miss Wedmorc is the daughter of the late 

Sir Frederick Wedmore. 

In the truest sense of the phrase Mr. Safroni- 

Middleton, wlioso new novel “ An Island Wooing " 

has just been published by Messrs. John Long, may 

be described as a world-wanderer. At the age of 

fourteen he ran away to sea and sliipped before the 

mast for Austraii.i. His subs{;{pient .vr»y^ges took 

Ihm to New Zealand, Japan, Borneo. San h'rancisco, 

Callao, New (iuinea, etc. Studying the violin on 

the longer \()vages, he was able to secure positions 

in the orchestras of most 

of the theatres of the sea¬ 

board cities down south. 

He joined in the great gold 

rush to Western Australia, 

and again went gt)ld-seeking 

in the wilds of New Guinea. 

His most exciting period 

seems to ha\e been when 

he settled for a time in the 

South Sea Islands. He 

fiddled his way from Fiji 

to the Solomon Isles and 

again to the remote Mar¬ 

quesas Group. He was 

with Robert Louis Steven¬ 

son in Samoa in the 

Vailima days. Mr. Middle- 

ton feds that the highest 

success of his wandering 

Rev. H. J. Boyd, career was attained when 

h ft held the position as 
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Wilson, 

whose latest novel. “The Death of Society ' 
(Coltmsl, recenilv reviewed in the 

Bookman, hts been awarded the 
Hawihoriidcn Prue. 

whose book of short stories, “ Men and Marvels, ’ Mr, Elkin 
Mathews is about to publish 

Mias Julia Wilber 
TompKina, 

the clrver American novelist, whose new novel, 
“Jo.iniu Builds a Nest," will be published here 

shortly by Messrs. PaKe & Co. 
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tribal violinist to the royal chiefs in Samoa and the 

Marquesas Isles, where he lived with the natives, 

became the musical adviser to the kings and queens 

of the old barbarian dynasties and received the 

Freedom of the Pagan City. He is still a wanderer. 

His first literary attempt was in the shape of verse 

when, through Messrs. John Long, he published his 

volume of Australian ballads, entitled " Bush Songs 

and Oversea Voices,” which 

brought him higli praise 

from Sir Henry Newbolt, 

William Michael Rossetti 

and Dr. Robert Bridges. 

Mr. Wallace B. Nichols, 

whose new book of verse, 

” Jericho Road, and Selec¬ 

ted Poems,” has just been 

published by Mr. Grant 

Richards, was born in 

Birmingham a little over 

thirty years ago. He was 

educated at Westminster 

School where, in 1904, he 

won the Gumbleton Prize 

for E]nglish Verse. He 

made his first appearance 

in print in 1906, while he 

was still a schoolboy, but 

his first mature work is in 

“The Song of Sharruk,” 

which met with high 

praise from several distinguished critics when it 

was published in 1916. In collaboration with 

Mr. Edward Percy he wrote “ Coleman,” a play, 

for the late Laurefice Irving, but the production of 

it was stopped by that actor’s tragic death. The 

play was published in America in 1916. “ Jericho 

Road ” marks a riotable advance on Mr. Nichols’s 

other work, and we hope to give adequate attention 

to it at an early date. 

NOTES ON NEW BOOKS. 

Messrs. J. H. Lefevre & Son have published in a limited 

edition (^4 4s., edition dc luxe £10 los.) a very handsomely 

produced catalogue of Mr. Lee-Hankey’.s work as an 

etcher—“ a painter-etcher in the truest sense ”—with a 

biographical and critical introduction by Martin Hardie. 

The one hundred and eighty-seven Ijeautifully reproduced 

examples given in the book indicate the breadth and 

variety of his work and the feeling, the imagination, no less 

tljan the brilliant technical power he brings to its achieve¬ 

ment Mr. Hardie’s judgments are restrained and dis¬ 

criminating ; his enthusiasm for Mr. Lee-Hankey’s art 

is never allowed to run away with him ; and that is as 

Photo by A. Carturii:ht, 

it should be in so capable a guide, for it inclines a layman, 

looking through this series of plates, not only to echo his 

highest praise but to add to it. They are exquisite in 

craftsmanship, and alive with that vision without which 

no craftsmanship is of much avail. 

Most of us knew in a general way that the South Sea 

Bubble was one of the most colossal and sensational 

swindles in all the romance of finance, and if w'c know no 

more we may be forgiven, for 

only now, two centuries after 

the event, is the full story told 

in all its detail for the first 

time in “The Soulli Sea 

Bubble,” by Lewis Melville 

(i5s ; Daniel O’Connor). It 

IS impos.sible to compress all 

its ramifications and an account 

of its far-reaching consequences 

into any brief summary. Not 

even the boldest novelist would 

have dared to invent such a 

narmtive arul put it forward 

as fiction with any hope of 

being believetl. Great men of 

Queen .\nnc's day figure in it, 

but apart trom its historical 

significances it has an extra¬ 

ordinary human interest, as 

Mr. .Melville says, “ insomuch 

as it is one ot the most 

amazing instances of credulity, 

exhibited at one ami the same 

lime by all classes of society, 

m the history of the nation.” 

The book is excellently illus¬ 

trated with portraits and contemporary caricatures. 

Some of us began by treating the Shakesjxjaro heresy as a 

joke, but it has now become such a stale one that wc cannot 

even laugh at it. One has lost count of how many books 

and pamplilcts Sir George Greenwood has written in the 

pious hope of proving that Shakespeare’s plays were not 

written by Shakespeare of Stratford, but bv .some man of 

the same name with another address or by unknown but 

aristocratic persons who deigned to use tliat name as a 

pseudonym. In “ Ben Jonson and Shakespeare ’’ (3s. 6d. ; 

Cecil Palmer) he makes anollier contribution to that barren 

controversy. He now, by evidence that is nearly all 

conjectural, sets forth to discredit Ben Jonson. If he can 

only establish that Ben 111 writing the preface to the first 

folio wrote what he knew was untrue and showed liimself 

unscrupulous in what he said, he feels he can justly assume 

that Ben was only writing with his tongue in his cheek 

when, in the famous eulogy, he described Shakespeare as 

“ sweet swan of Avon,” and so, to the confusion of un¬ 

believers, definitely identified by his address the man who 

wrote the plays. It is all a sad waste of time. As a 

lawyer Sir George knows that he would reject his own 

evidence if it was offered by anyone else in a court of law. 

This insistence that the 'plays must needs liave been written 

Mr. Safroni-Middleton. 
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by some high-browed aristocrat is the merest intellectual 

•snobbery, and before he asks us to assume that Shake- 

•speare s authorship is so incredible Sir George should 

■explain away Keats. The son of the job-master was as 

marvellous in his way as was the son of the Stratford 

tradesman, and there was a finer Grammar School in Strat¬ 

ford than any that Keats ever went to, and no evidence 

that Shakespeare did not go to it. Sir George offers us 

nothing new, and solemnly trots out again the old yarn 

tliat members of tlie Elizabethan anstocraev were ashamed 

to be known as the authors of plays, in spite of the facts 

that the Earl of Dorset wrote the first English tragedy 

<ind did not hesitate to put his name to it, and that no 

shy peer has been shown to have written any play that 

mattered that he did not acknowletlge in his lifetime. The 

whole thing is too ndiculous 

" Ashton-Kirk, Criminologist,” by John T. McIntyre 

(is. Od. net ; Heath Robinson iV Birtdi), is a mystery 

story as baffling as anj' of its kind jniblishccl in recent 

years, with an explanation so delightfully simple that 

you wonder how you have been side-tracked by fahe 

clues, blaming first this person, then that, for the murfler 

of Tom'Burton, known as the “ Bounder ” Mr. Mclntvre 

sucLe‘".fullv throws suspicion on some half a dozen of his 

characters, gi\ing eacli plausible reasons for wiping out a 

man wlio has bullied lus .son and daughter, blackmailed 

his second wife, and generallv letl a life that cannot bear the 

light of day Bat Scanlon, in love with the si’cond wife— 

an actress ol no small repute—undertakes to look into the 

case for her, and works m conjunction with the criminologist. 

Ashton-Kirk. II Scanlon blunders now and then it is no 

great wonder with such a tangle of evidence as he sets 

Mr. Wallace B. Nichols, 

whose new book, " Jericho Street and Selected Poems, ‘ has 

just been published by Mr. Urant Kichards. 

author of “Giod Grain, " the prize novel in Mr. John Long's 
jfS'O best First Novel Caiiipetilion. 

himself to unravel. Tlie reader who follows him on his 

thrilling ouest must be prejiarcd to read the. liook at a 

sitting, for there is no putting it down till the real culprit 

has been discovered 

Mr. Humphrey Milford has addetl to his Oxford Edition 

of the poets, '' Poems of William Edmonstoiine Aytoun ” 

(5s.}. Aytoun haunts one’s memory as an interesting 

literary figure. He wrote some atbnirable verse ; some 

that was deft though commonplace, and tho.se " Lays of 

the Scottisii Cavaliers ” that are as gallant, thrilling, 

tnimjK't-tongued balla<ls of battle us any that wore ever 

written, anil the general judgiii.-nl, which usually knows 

what it IS about, has long since singled them out from the 

large body of Jus work for immortality. One iiarticularlv 

interesting inclusion in this collected edition is the burlesque 

“ Eirmduin.” now reprinted for the first time—the merci¬ 

less satire that every one has heard of but hardly any¬ 

one of this day has read. It pru ked the bubble of poor 

Alexander Smith’s fame so effectively that his later, finer 

jioetrv never received a tithe of the recognition that was 

given to that " lufe Drama ” vvliich nioveil Aytoun to this 

riotous laughter. 

TIuit large jnibhc wluch is giving such a vogue to the 

breezy, jncturesqui' romance of the outlands will find 

“ The Gun Branil,” by James B Hciidryx (zs. ; Jarrolds), 

one of the ablest and most alliinug stones of its kind. It 

IS a rugged tale of tlie Go’s in the frozen North—a tale of 

hard living, the lust tor money and the desperate rivalry 

of two men of widely different calibre for the love of a 

woman. 

“ Richard Richard,” by Hugh Mearns (Constable), 

modestly claims to be ‘‘ just a good story,” but it is more 

than that—it is an uncommonly good storv. breezy with 

a spirit of adventure, its dialogue sparkling, its characters 

original, and a pleasant little mystery piquing our cunositv 
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all the wav throuRh. Of course one could pick holes in it; 

one could say that the psychology‘of the book is weak ; 

that a man who had scruples about accepting inherited 

money because he hadn’t earned it would likewise have 

scruples about borrowing without definite intentions of 

paying back, and also alioiit “ sponging ” on his friends ; 

one could say that it i.s unlikely a boy should take to 

drink becau.se lie could not go to sea, and be promptly 

cured, after he had become a mental degenerate, by obtain¬ 

ing a boat of his own and the confidence of a good woman— 

but the charm of the book lies in the fact that one doesn't 

want to pick holes in it. One catches something of 

" Richard Richard’s ” enthusiasm for life, his blatant 

individualism, his glorious appetite for freedom, and feels, 

perhaps, a wiser, clearer-headed person for having made 

his acquaintance. Decidedly a book to give to pessimists. 

Good nonsense verse is not so easy to write as it seems ; 

that is probably why it is as scarce as good epics ; but 

Mr. A. P. Herbert has the trick, and his new rhymes for 

old children in “ The Wherefore and the Why ” {3s. 6d., 

Methuen) are a genuine and delightful addition to that 

little stock of perfect nonsense verse that so few know how 

to write. His publisher says that the rhymes arc in nearly 

every case basetl “ on little-known scientific facts ” ; but 

that doesn't matter—you w’ouldn’t be allowed to use such 

a joyous book as a textlxiok in schools, anyhow ; what 

does matter is that, as the pubh.shers truthfully add, “ for 

all their absurdity they are equally good reading for old and 

young." And Mr. George Morrow’s pictures are a separate 

joy in themselves. You ilon’t want to know whether the 

smile on his grasshopjier’s face, or the rapturous expression 

of his earwig are true to scientific fact; or whether an 

expert would pass his terrifying flea un<l his liomely spider ; 

it is enough that he puts a.s much qiiaintness and humour 

into his lines as Mr. Herbert docs into his, and the result 

is a book that would cost you more if you had to pay for it 

at the rate of a halfpenny a laugh. 

" Love Is Enough.’’ by Margaret Peterson (8s. Od. ; 

Hurst & Blackett), is a jxiignant and brilliantly written 

story of love and hate, despair and renunciation. Miss 

Peterson writes powerfully and poignantly of the great 

drama of human life as enacted in the sun-baked territory 

of Uganda. Fred Broadwood, a District Commissioner in 

Africa, and his wife April, together with Timothy, her child 

by another man, arc the main characters in this vivid story 

of the battle between the love of self and the love of others. 

Miss Peterson, through the medium of her art, shows how 

•understanding and sympathy are only matured in the 

crucible of anguish, and how the devastating effect of 

hate can only be overcome by pain and love—the great 

transformers of the raw materials of life. Ixive, if it really 

be love, learns to forgive the greatest evils one mortal can 

inflict upon another. 'The local colour is particularly good 

in " Love Is Enough,” due no doubt to Miss Peterson’s 

intimate acquaintance with the country and people she 

describes. 

ilessrs. Frederick Warne & Co. have published a new 

editio’/of Sale's translation of " The Korati ” (los.) with 

explanatory notes, his admirable preliminary discourse. 

and an introduction by Sir Edward Denison Ross. The 

importance of a knowledge of the Koran as a key to many 

vital Islamic problems cannot be overrated, and Sale's dis¬ 

course is the most informing and interesting commentary 

that has been written on it. 

On re-reading " Josiah’s Wife.” by Norma Lorimer 

{8s. 6d. ; Stanley Paul), in the new and revised editicin, we 

are not surprised that it should still sell, for it is fresh, 

always interesting, unpretentious work. The husband and 

wife do not get on ; petulant Camela is a beautiful savage, 

with a good dressmaker ; Josiah is merely a stodgy, bearded, 

middle-class seller of " ready-made pants and imported 

tweed-suitings.” He had the sense to allow his dis¬ 

contented and adored one to take a year in Europe without 

him, and here we come on the most enchanting descriptions 

of Sicily. ■' Every beggar in Sicily walks as if he were a 

king. The poorest Sicilian peasant ha.s in his life and 

before his eyes all day long the beauty and poetry of 

living . . . the wonderful blue . . . the aloes with their 

blue-green leaves.” In Sicily Camela meets handsome 

Walter Norreys, and he follow.s her back to America. Mean¬ 

while Josiah has a certain demure, hdusewifely Mamie to 

look after him. But Josiah goes to Europe himself, 

imbibes good manners, .shaves off his beard . . . and 

husband and wife fall in love all over again ! Not very 

likely, but what of that ’ 

Anyone who has seen “The Call of the Road,” by 

Herbert Allingbam and A. E. Coleby (2s. 6d. ; Heath 

Robinson 1*5: Birch), on the film will be glad to have it in 

story form. Uf course it is a moot point whether a novel 

should be dramatised for film purposc«i. and ■whether a film 

can be converted into a good novel. We can only say that 

Mr. Alhngham has unquestionably achieved success with 

Mr. Colebv's j>lav. .Altogether an excellent adaption of a 

first-rate '' mono " plot 

" Fannv the Fibber," by ill's II(»raie 'I remlelt (Ss (’><1 ; 

Hutehinson), tell.^ how Fanny AllcniU-r. very much down 

on her luck, gc*T.« a glimpse of prosjxjnty through the 

window of lier employer's dining-room, and siuklcnly 

devises a .-sohemo for gaining an cntranc<‘ to that higher 

plane oi societv from which she is debarred. She obtains 

an audience of Mr. Warren and presents him with a 

” fib ” which strikes a blow at the foundations of his married 

bliss and his respectable reputation. Thrown into a dilemma, 

Warren makes the disastrous mistake of not telling his 

wife, who appears at an inopportune moment and takes 

pity on the girl. She wants to befriend her, not guessing 

that Warren's sole anxiety is to get her out of the house 

and silence her untruthful tongue. The situation lends 

itself to a maze of amusing complications. And Fanny 

moves in the centre, a lively, lovable little wretch, in spite 

of her outrageous fibbing. She is ejected by gentle 

methods, only to secure a post with a relation of Warren ; 

and he, poor man, terrified of her chatter, bribes her to gO’ 

to Australia instead. Mrs. Warren finds his cheque-book, 

and Mrs. Tremlett is left with the task of extricating her 

characters from a terrible Ungle and bringing about a. 

happy ending. " Fanny the Fibber ” is a story of sparkle 

and vivacity such as we have learned to expect from her. 
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DANTE. 

By Err.ENE 

ON the 14th day of September 1921. men and women, 

in all parts of the civilised world, will recall with 

a common devotion the glorious memory of Dante 

Alighieri. Six hundred years ago, that very day, tlie 

most famous of niedijeval poets ceased to cat the exile’s 

bread he found so salt on his palate ; and to be rimiem- 

bered for six long centuries with such a passion of 

reverence is indeed a foretaste of 

immortality. In the case of 

Dante the piety of remembrance 

■will not be limited to the com¬ 

paratively small number of 

persons interested in letters. His 

personality appeals to main' 

different classes of men. for he 

touched life at many points, and 

always with the highest distinc¬ 

tion. He was a great politician, 

a great layman, a great lo\cr, 

as well as a siipieme poet. He 

was concerned with all the nits, 

the knowledge, tiie emotions, that 

ennoble and dignify life, and 

casting his net so widely, he is 

sccuie of the altenti<'n of a large 

and various aiulienc«‘ 

Moreover it is the fortune of 

Dante t<i l>e the most memoialile 

and distinguished Hguie m that 

centuf)' whu-li rises like a peak 

above its fellows. However 

regarded, the thirteeiitii century 

.is of the utmost value lo a 

student. It was tlie jicriod ni 

which the inagnificent philosophy 

•of the Middle \ge -that is to sa\’ the ideas which 

governed its political and tlieological conceptions— 

burnt to a white flame. It was then tliat the 

•classics were rediscovered, and stone cathedrals rose 

like Gothic Queens at prayer, alone, silent and 

adorned.” It was the century of Giotto, the father of 

modern painting; of Francis of Assisi, who reproduced 

'With startling e.xactncss the very life of Christ; of St. 

Louis the King, who carried holiness to the extreme 

limit permitted to man ; of St. Thomas Aquinas, muster 

of the Divine Science, and the angel of the schools. 

' In its concerns and characters Dante vvas passionately 

absorbed, for of that century, beyond all other men, 

he was the true compendium and synthesis. 

Dante was born in the famous town of Florence in 

the latter part of May, 1265. He was the son of a 

•” Dante, 1321-1921 : Essays in Commemoration ” 12s. 6d 

met. (University of London Press.)—" Dante's Mystic Love.” 

By Marianne Kavanagh. 4s. 6d. net. (Sands & Co )—” Tophet 

and Eden." Translated from the Hebrew by Hermann Gollancz. 

tos. 6d. net. (University of London Press, Ltd.) 

Mason. 

notary, and came of ancient stock, for he mentions with 

pardonable pride the exploits of an ancestor who took 

the Cross against the infidel. His family seems to have 

been of no political importance, altlioiigh of some 

moderate fortune, for despite tlie temporary triumph of 

the Ghibellines, his father—who favoured the Guelfs— 

w'as permitted to remain unmolested in his native city. 

Dante’s parents died in his early 

vouth, and the lad, of a sensitive 

and poetic lemjierament, fell early 

under the influence of love. This 

love was no idle fancy for 

Rosaline before the advent of 

Juliet, but, rather, a god of 

terrible aspect, who constrained 

his worshipper to cry, trembling, 

” Behold, a god stronger than I, 

who, ronung, shall rule over me.” 

The record of tins radiant devo¬ 

tion of Dante for Beatrice is 

enshnnefl in the fragrant pages 

of the ” Vita Nuova,” the most 

<lelicate and exi^iiisite of all 

romaiK'e^ dealing with love. It 

i'. the addition of ” one burning 

drop of idealiMii ” to the somc- 

wliat gross love jxietry of the 

Muldle Age. Tlii' book consists 

of a seqiieiKeof Ivrics and sonnets 

witli a jirose gloss or com- 

meiitarv—like ajiples of gold in 

pictures of silver—and by thfe 

title, ” The New Life," the poet 

probabh- meant to intimate the 

transfiguration of liis days by his 

love of Beatrice I'he incidents are of the simplest. 

Dante recalls his first vision of Beatrice as a girl of some 

nine years, “ her dress of a most noble colour, a subdued 

and goodly crimson, girdled and adorned in such sort as 

best suited with her very tender age.” After a lapse of 

nine years lie secs her again, clothed all in pure white, 

walking between two gentle ladies older than she, and 

of her unspeakable courtesy she gives him her most 

sweet salutation, so that he beheld the very limits of 

blessedness. He wept at her wedding feast. With agony 

he set his foot upon and crushed the element of earthly 

passion in his love. He dreamed in anticipatory vision 

of her death, and when the vision became dreadful 

reality he condensed his grief into the exceeding bitter 

cry from Jeremiah, *' How doth the city sit solitary that 

was full of people.” 

It is strange that so many commentators persist in 

regarding ” the giver of blessings ” as a mere abstraction. 

I regret that the authoress of ” Dante’s Mystic Love ”• 

in her interesting volume perpetuates the heresy. Surely 

tradition and argument alike are right when they affirm 

Dante. 
Prom tlu' ponraic by Ainico <li Sandro. 

<il> permission ol Mr John 

From I>aiice, Kssajs 'n Couimeiiiuraiioii " 

I'liivLTsiiv Press) 
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WtUiam Blake. Inferno. Cantos XXXII. 
and XXXIII. 

Reproduced by permission of the National Art Collections Fund. 
Froot 'Dante; 1)21-1921. Easaya in Coinniemoralion." (University of Dondon Press.) 

that Beatrice was no philosophic abstraction but a 
dearest reality. No pleading—however ingenious— 
overcomes the conviction that this lady was the 
daughter of Foleo Portinari, and the wife of Simone dei 
Bardi. No personification of philosophy—crabbed or 
divine—suggested the concluding passages of the " Vita 
Nuova.” Only a woman of breathing flesh and of 
running blood could have inspired that highly wrought 
and impassioned close : 

" If it be His pleasure, through whom is the life of all 
things, that my life continue with me a few years, it is my 
hope that I shall yet write concerning her what hath not 
before been written of any woman. After the which, may 
it seem good unto Him who is the Master of Grace, that 
my spirit should go hence to behold the glory of its lady; 
to wit, of that blessed Beatrice who now gazeth continually 
on His countenance, who is blessed throughout all ages.” 

A noticeable change in the life of Dante ensued upon 
the death of 
Beatrice. There 
was always plenty 
of virility in the 
delicate dreamer of 
"The New Life" 
whose ultra-refined 
features are pre¬ 
served to us on 
the wall of the 
Bargello. During 
the very composi- 
tion of that 
languid master¬ 
piece he had dis¬ 
tinguished himself 
in arms by fighting 
valiantly on horse- 
])ack in the front 
rank at the battle 
of Ciimpaldino. His 
moral character 

became lax, and his choice 
of friends open to criticism. 
This was but a passing 
phase, and Dante took him¬ 
self seriously to task. He 
devoted less time to the 
study of those Provencal 
troubadours whom he 
imitated so closely in youth,, 
and the storv of whose 
influence can be read by the 
curious in an informing 
article by Mr. Howell 
contained in “Essays in Com¬ 
memoration."* Philosophy 
absorbed him, and he became 
a practical politician. He 
even found occasion to marry 
a lady, Gemma Donati, from 
whom he remained happily 
separated during the greater 
part of their wedded life. 
Politics were responsible for 
much of the misery that 
became Dante’s portion. 

The politics of Florence were extremely confused. 
They began with the war of the Red and White 
Lilies, between Guelf and Ghibelline, between partisan 
of Pope and Emperor, and after the triumph of 
the former, continued in the faction fights and 
vulgar squabbles of the Black and White Guelfs. 
To enable him to become a professional politician, 
Dante was enrolled a member of the Guild of Physicians 
and Apothecaries, and entering on public life as an 
adherent of the Whites, presently rose to be one of 
the six priors of the city. All his misfortunes took their 
cause and origin from this unlucky Priorate. When the 
Whites were jockeyed and outmanoeuvred by their 
adversaries, Dante as a prominent leader was fined, 
exiled and sentenced to be Imrnt to death on a trumped- 
up charge of malversation of public funds. The sentence 
was severer than that passed on his colleagues. Doubtless 

Sandro Bolticeliu 

From 

lafernot Canto XV» 
Reproduced by kind permluion of the Truitees of the Brltleb Museum. 

'Dante: i3«i-i98>. Essays lo Commemoration." (Uolverfilly of London Frets.) 
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Dante was not an easy person to live with. He went 

abroad scattering proud and bitter speeches, and, sowing 

the wind, he reaped the whirlwind. No wonder self- 

examination taught him that pride was the chiefest of 

the seven deadly sins. He was an uneasy bedfellow, and 

Gemma Donati and others could have sympathised with 

the Scottish mother who 

exclaimed, “God help the 

man who is chained to 

our Davy.” Nature had 

dowered this poet with 

the hate of hate, and the 

scorn of scorn, as well as 

with the love of love. 

And now began that 

climbing of steep stairs 

which was to occupy 

Dante's feet for the 

remainder of his days, 

and which makes a 

pilgrimage upon the Via 

Dolorosa of this austere 

spirit of such poignant 

interest to the wayfarer. 

Possibly Dante may be 

found as far afield as 

Paris and 0.\/ord— 

Oxford even. Certainlv 

he will be met with in 

Verona at the table of 

Can Grande; at Padua, 

probably in the Arena 

Chapel, watching Giotto 

at his business of paint¬ 

ing ; at Siena, absorbed 

over that Duomo pave¬ 

ment, presently to afford 

him one of the most 

striking pictures of 

his “ Purgatory “ ; at 

Ravenna, where for some 

four short years he tasted 

a measure of peace in the 

company of his children 

—Ravenna, where at the 

age of fifty-seven he 

entered on eternal peace, 

and was laid to rest in 

that strange little chapel 

on the outskirts of that 

strange and derelict city. 

During the nineteen years of his exile Dante was 

occupied chiefly with the composition of that wonderful 

Catholic masterpiece, “ The Divine Comedy." It was 

shapen laboriously, canto by canto, over a long series of 

years, in many lodgings, and is the fulfilment of that 

great vow made upon the death of Beatrice to write 

concerning her what had not before been written of 

woman. The author entitled his epic, “ The Comedy 

of Dante Alighieri," explaining that it dealt in the 

vulgar tongue with matters that rose from a base to a 

prosperous issue. Posterity has added a qualifying 

adjective, because of the Divine Science with which 

the poem is concerned, and also by reason of its 

astonishing beauties. The subject is the journey of Dante, 

described with an utmost realism, under the guidance 

of Virgil and Beatrice, through the regions of Hell, 

Purgatory and Paradise. It rises from the crude and 

sickening tortures of the “ Inferno,” through the place 

of remedial suffering, to the presence of Beatrice and 

Mary, and to the Beatific 

Vision. In essence it is 

a parable of the soul sunk 

in sin, purified by repent¬ 

ance, brought to peace, 

made king and priest 

over itself, mitred and 

crowned. The actual 

dream on which the 

poem is founded is 

referred to in the “ Vita 

Nuova," but for practical 

purposes the Vision is 

placed in 1300, when the 

j>oet was in his thirty- 

fifth year. The journey 

commenced at daybreak 

on the Good Friday of 

that year, and the 

pilgrimage lasted seven 

days, Easter itself being 

spent before the moun¬ 

tain of Purgatory. I do 

not think that “The 

Divine Comedy" is an 

easy book to read. 

Dante did not profess to 

feed his readers on 

sugar-plums, nor did he 

consider his poem on 

Hell a substitute for 

confectionery. He wrote 

to quicken and inflame 

the conscience, and to 

force attention t o the 

overwhelming realities of 

the Four Last Things. 

In its cantos he poured 

his knowledge of Nature 

and of human nature; he 

developed his high con¬ 

ception of politics and 

religion — the Emperor 

and Pope considered 

respectively as guardians 

of men’s temporal and spiritual concerns; he uttered 

his astoundingly candid and naked criticism of life. 

For the purposes of his art an exile’s experiences 

must have proven invaluable. Neither do I think 

that the epic should be judged on single episodes, 

however searching. We may be shaken with pity or 

terror by the story of La Pia or Francesca, and in¬ 

tolerably moved at the meeting with Beatrice, but we 

should not dwell overmuch on these detachable beauties. 

The true greatness of the work {as Dean Church rightly 

insists) resides in the whole, in that vast intellectual 

conception which renders us blind and deaf and dumb 

to the faults of which it ceitaiiily has its share. 

Dante and Deatrice. 
Prom tbs painting by Ary Scheffdf. 

Tbe original is iheip operty of A. M. Uirecht. 
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Dante began life as the delicate dreamer of the 

Bargello ; he ended it lean, with the reek of Hell upon 

liis beard. He wrote first the mystic love story of 

Beatrice, but that lovely melody was, as it were, played 

upon a scrannel pipe of straw compared with the cantos 

of “ The Divine Comedy ” in which, with a full orchestra, 

he perfected her ])raise. Dunte was a great politician, 

a great layman, a glorious poet; perhaps, after all, his 

highest distinction is that he was a supreme lover. 

To all interested in the subjects which this paper has 

b\it touched witli the finger-tip I would heartily recom¬ 

mend “ Dante : Essays in Commemoration." Attention 

has been drawn already to one of these essays, but others 

strike me as permanently valuable—Lord Bryce’s 

contribution, and Canon Ragg's paper on " The Humour 

of Dante ” being specially noteworthy. And I should 

not like to conclude without some reference- however 

necessarily slight—to Dr. Gollancz.’s curious “ Tophet 

and Eden,’’* translated in rhyme from the Hebrew of a 

contemporary of Dante, and modelled on " The Divine 

Comedy," which furnishes an interesting footnote to the 

influence of the great poet. 

DANTE AND HIS PATRONS. 

By Mary Bradford Whiting. 

** 'OEFORE authors by profession had fallen into 

1_) the hands of booksellers," says Isaac Disraeli 

in his " Calamities of .Authors," " they were pitiable 

retainers of some great family.” If it were not for 

the qualifying adjective, this description might be 

applied to the poet, the sixth centenary of whose death 

is being commemorated this year—but Dante Alighieri 

was never pitiable. 

The division of Dante's life into three periods is a 

frequent one for purposes of study, and it is an interest¬ 

ing coincidence that each of the throe closes with a death. 

His Dream Life may be said to hav'e lasted from 1265 

to 1290, when the death of Beatrice pierced Ins soul u iili 

sorrow ; his Active Life from 1290 to 1313, when the 

death of the Emperor Henry shattered his hopes for the 

consolidation of Italy : liis Contemplative Life from 1313 

to 1321, when his own death closed his eartlilv pilgrimage. 

But in considering the conditions of his career and the 

effect of those conditions upon his writings, there is some 

advantage in db iding it into two sections—the period 

of Citizenship, in which from 

his birth to his exile he 

enjoyed the independence of 

a free agent, and the period 

from 1302 to 1321, during 

which he was obliged to 

accommodate himself to his 

patrons. 

It has been said by some 

of the biographers of Dante 

that he would have better 

preserved his honour and his 

dignity if he had eschewed 

the benefits of patronage and 

submitted to privation and 

penury. But such an opinion 

can only be held by those 

who forget the state of Italy 

at the time of his exile ; it 

was not only in Florence that 

the Guelfs and Ghibellines 

waged- their battles, the 

whole country was tom by 

feu(\, and faction, and it 

was therefore impierative 

*for liiiii^ to seek the pro¬ 

tection of some ruler 

powerful enough to save him from the vengeance of 
0 

his enemies. 

Of these patrons there are two who stand out from 

all the rest—Can Grande della Scala and Count Guido 

Novello da Polenta—and no two characters conceived 

by the brain of novelist or dramatist could offer a more 

striking contrast. It was to Verona that Dante first 

turned his steps when the ungrateful city of Florence 

ciLst him forth from her gates under pain of death if he 

returned, and it was Bartolommeo della Scala, cider 

brother of Can Grande, who then ruled o\ cr the lovely 

city on the banks of the Adige ; he was a wise and noble 

lord, but he is principally remembered now the Pnnee 

Escalus of Shakespeare’s " Romeo and Juliet," for it was 

during his reign that the feud belueeii the rival families 

of Montecchi and Cappelletti led to the tragic result 

immortalised in the play. Baitolomineo died in 1303, 

and his two younger brothers, Albinne and Francesco, 

succeeded him, reigning jointly until tlic deatli of 

.\ll)ome, when I'rancesct;, or Can Grande, as he is 

geiierallv (\dlcd, was vested 

with the sole power. The 

scathing irony of Rossetti’s 

poem, " Dante in V’erona," 

has made his name known to 

many who might otherwise 

never have heard of him ; 

but though Rossetti is doubt¬ 

less right in saying that it 

is Dante’s connection with 

him that has kept his name 

alive in men's minds, his is 

not a figure in the pages of 

history that can be brushed 

aside as of little account. 

The Scaligieri were a fine, 

full-blooded race, not only 

gallant in war, but keenly 

interested in art and learning 

of all kinds, and- their 

generosity is proved by the 

fact that they were willing 

to shelter an exile who was 

under the ban of the rulers 

of his own city and whose 

political writings had roused 

thedispleasure of the Church. 
Uante'a birthplace* 
Florence. 
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Can Grande was about twenty-five years old at the 

time of Dante’s second sojourn in Verona; he was in 

the hey-day of life, prosperous, vigorous, joyous-- 

surrounded by admirers and flatterers ; the poet was 

about forty, stem, silent and sad, banished by the 

people for whom he had laboured, and separated from 

his family and friends. It was hardly possible that 

there- should be much sympathy between the two, and 

though Can Grande received the wanderer kindly and 

treated him as a welcome guest, all evidence points to 

the fact that his patronage soon began to weigh heavily 

on the poet s sensitive soul. The unrefined taste of the 

age may excuse the y'^oung nobleman for his command 
to a page to collect 

the bones dropped 

by the feasters at 

the table round 

Dante’s chair, so 

that he might have 

an opportunity of 

drawing attention 

to his alleged in¬ 

ordinate appetite ; 

but that the jest 

was keenly felt is 

shown by his 

flashing ret o r I , 

with its j)lay upon 

the name of his 

host “ Mt'ssert', 

non vedrcstitant os$i 

iv Lane io lussi / " 

(Yon would not sc(! 

so many bone? if 1 

were a dog !) 

A similar play 

upon words is found 

in the well-known 

passage in the seventeenth Canto of the “ Paiadiso” : 

“ 'I'ea, thou shalt learn how sail his food \sho Jare.s 
Lh>on another’s bread, how steep his path 
Who treadetli up and down auotlier’s .stairs " ; 

where scale (stairs) is an evident allusion to the name 

of della Scaia. 

But here we come to a difficult point. If this was 

really Dante’s feeling, how is it that he wrote in such 

glowing terms of Can Grande after he had left Ins 

court ? The letter in which he dedicates the “ Paradi'^o ’ 

to his former patron—a letter generally accepted as 

genuine—speaks of his kindness as well as of his magnifi¬ 

cence, and claims that this kindness was that of friend 

to friend : 

" Nor do I think that by assuming the name of friend 
I am presumptuous, as some may suppose, for the sacred 
chain of friendship links together those who are unequal 

in rank as well as those who arc each other’s peers, and 
between the former may be seen delightful and useful 

friendshijis.” 

Nor is this all, for in that very Canto of the “ Paradise ” 

in which he laments the steejmess of the scale on which 

his feet were forced to climb, he says of della Scaia that 

the fame of his bounty shall be spread abroad so widely 

" As not to let the tongue, e’en of his foes. 
Be idle in its praise. “ 

Is there any way of reconciling these two states of feel¬ 

ing ? Surely it mav be found in the noble nature of the 

poet himself; the burden of ungracious patronage 

weighed him to the dust, but even so would he utter no 

word against the patron, nor could the indignities that 

he had suffert'd at his hands make him unmindful of the 

benefits that he had received ; the stairs of the palace 

had been steep, but its roof had sheltered him ; the 

bread had been bitter, but having eaten it he was bound 

in honour to respect him who hud doled it out to him. 

Can Grande's eager, vivid personality is immortalised 

for us in the sculjitured figure on his tomb in Verona; 

he sits there upon his horse, his face defiant, his lips 

parted, as though 

his battle cry of 

“ Viva Cane was 

issuing from them 

as on many a 

battle-field. But 

if it were not 

for that splendid 

m o n u m e n t and 

for the allusions 

to him in the 

“Divina Com- 

inedia,” how little 

thought would now 

be bestowed upon 

the illustrious 

young ruler who, 

a'' Rossetti says, 

resented the fact 

that Dante would 

not fawn upon 

him as if he 

were the sole 

arbiter of life and 

death : 

'■ Pat and wash iiands. ('an tiraiuh*, scarce 
We know tlieir deeds now, luouls which fed 
Our Dante with th.it bitter breatl, 
And thou the watch-dog of those stairs 
W’hicli of all paths liis feet knew well, 
Were steeper found than Heaven or Hell.” 

But when we turn to Dante's last patron. Count 

Giudo Xovello da Polenta, we find ourselves in the 

prosenci* of a man of entirely opposite character and 

tcmjieranient. Can Grande was a born soldier, Guido 

was a scholar and a ])oet—his MS. copy of the “ Iliad " 

is still preserved at Milan, one. at least, of his poems has 

been traced in a collection published in Naples in the 

year 16O1, and others have been collected by Professor 

Ricci. This contrast is enough in itself to sliowthat Dante 

had a far better chance of being understood bv his new 

patron than b}- the Prince who set the Seer of the unseen 

world to collect tolls and dues. But there was another 

contrast between the two rulers. Can Grande, though 

lavish with his gifts, was careless of the feelings of the 

recipients, but Guido from the first treated his guest 

with the utmost respect and reverence, as Boccaccio 

makes abundantly clear in his life of the poet; 

“ A noble knight, named Guido Novcllo da Polenta, was 
at tliat time lord of Ravenna, the oldest and most famous 

town in the Romagna. He was a master in all the liberal 
arts and delighted to honour great men who surpassed all 

Dante presenting Giotto to 
the Signor of Ravenna. 

From ihp p.-iiniinf; by 0. Mochi, in the Gallery of Modern An, Florence. 
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others in attainment. When 
he learned that Dante Alighieri 

■was an exile in Romagna, being 
aware already of his great fame, 
and knowing his worth, he 

. Iiastened to invite him to his 
house and pay him every 
honour. . . . Reflecting what 
shame good men must feel in 
begging for benefits, he gener¬ 

ously made offers to Dante, 
asking as a favour that which 
he knew Dante must be in 
time obliged to ask from him, 
namely, that Dante would be 
pleased to come and make his 
abode with him.” 

It is evident from this 

account that Guido was not 

only a man of great 

cultivation of mind, but of 

rare delicacy of spirit. 

The sympathy that he 

showed Dante may have also 

partly arisen from the fact 

that he came of a family 

that had suffered many 

vicissitudes, 

Grande’s life had been one 

of unbroken prosperity, 

since he was not only heir' 

to rulers who had followed each other in unbroken 

succession, but occupied an e.xceptionally strong 

personal position as the head of the Ghibelline League. 

Tile Polenta family, unlike the Scaligieri, had had to 

fight for their throne and they had suffered defeat and 

exile as lately as the year 1295. That they soon returned 

to the city seems to be indicated by the passage in the 

“ Inferno ” (Canto 27) in which Dante replies to the 

question of Guido da Montefeltro : 

" Ravenna sta, come stata e molti anni: 
L’aquila da Polenta la si cova.” 

(” The state 
Ravenna hath maintained this many a year 
Is steadfast. There Polenta’s eagle brood.s.”) 

But their tenure was but an insecure one, as after-events 

were to prove, and Guido was doubtless far better fitted 

to sympathise with the feelings of a victim of civil 

strife than the prosperous young lord who had never 

experienced the buffets of fortune. 

There is another point of interest in connecfion with 

Dante’s host in Ravenna. The unhappy Francesca di 

Rimini was a member of the Polenta family, and the 

tragedy of her fate was one that we might well have 

thought that Dante would have passed over in silence. 

But it must be remembered that the " Inferno ” was 

written before he went to Ravenna, for we are told by 

Boccaccio that while he was still in Verona the women 

whispered to one another as 

he passed that this man 

with the dark face and the 

crisp, curled beard and hair 

had been scorched by the 

fires of hell. 

is it not a proof of 

the noble nature of Guido, as 

well as of the delicate 

handling of the story by 

Dante, that the fact that he 

had placed Francesca in the 

” Inferno ” did not interfere 

with their friendship ? It 

was in no censorious spirit 

that the poet wrote — the 

tale of hapless love so pierced 

his heart that as he listened 

to it, he says, he fell to the 

ground as one dead, and it 

was in no resentful spirit 

that Guido received the 

description given by Dante 

of the love-betrayed 

Francesca driven ceaselessly 

before the blast. 

If the poet had lived but 

one year longer he would 

once more have been cast out of his shelter and forced 

to seek another patron, for in 1322 Guido's power was 

again overthrown and he fled to Bologna, where he died 

a few months later. But having been sent to Venice 

on an embassy, Dante contracted fever on his return 

journey and died on September 14th, 1321, “ to the 

intense grief of Guido and of all the citizens of Ravenna,” 

says Boccaccio, who gives an account of the splendid 

funeral ordered by the Count for the friend he had loved 

so well. His promise of erecting a ” noble monument ” 

to his memory would no doubt have been fulfilled if 

misfortune had not overtaken him ; but as it was, only 

a few months elapsed before the exiled ruler followed 

the exiled poet to the grave. #. 

All lovers of Dante find consolation in feeling that the 

weary feet that had wandered so far did at last find rest, 

and that the bread which he rfte in his latter days was 

devoid of bitterness, and as Guido’s reverential love is 

contra.sted with Can Grande’s graceless benefits, it cannot 

but be felt that instead of condemning patrons in the 

mass as Disraeli did, Tickell had more reason on his 

side when he concluded his essay in the Spectator 

(November 5th, 1711) by saying : 

” Worthy patrons are like Plato’s guardian angels, who 
are always doing good to their wards ; but negligent patrons 
are like Epicurus' gods, that lie lolling on the clouds, and 
instead of blessings pour out storms and tempests on the 
heads of those who are offering incense to them.” 

while Can 

Dante. 
From the death mask taken at Ravenna, and now in the 

National Museum, Florence. 
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THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
SEPTEMBER. 1921. 

Answers to these competitions {each Oft a separate sheet bearing the name and address of the sender) should be 
forwarded not later than the i^th of the month to 

“The Prize Page," The Bookman, Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd., Warwick Square, London, E.C.4. 

Colonialand foreign readers please note that Competitions II, IV and T are the same each month, and that for the next 
4wo months the first prize will be for the best original lyric. 

Special Notice.—Competitors must please keep copies of their verses : the Editor cannot undertake to return them. 

I.—A Prize of One Guinea is offered for the best 
original lyric. 

II.—A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
quotation from English verse applicable to any 
review or the name of any author or book 
appearing in this number of The Bookman. 
Preference will be given to quotations of a 
humorous nature. 

III. —K Prize of Three New Books is oft'ered for the 
best brief quotation from English literature 
applicable to the Washington Disarmament 
Conference. 

IV. —^.\[Prizf of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
review, in not more than one hundred words, 
of any recently published book. Competitors 
should give the names of Authors and Publishers 
at head of review. 

V.—k copy of Thf. Bookman will be sent post free 
for twelve months to the sender of the best sug¬ 
gestion for The Bookman Competitions. The 
Editor reserves the right to use any suggestion 
submitted. 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR AUGUST. 

I.—^The Prize for the best original Ij'ric is divided 
and Half a Guinea each awarded to V. D. 
Chapman, of The British Embassy, Paris, and 
G. Lawrence Groom, of i, St. Mark’s House, 
Regent’s Park, N.W.i, for the following : 

MOTIVE. 

No pipes of pleasure could beguile 
My feet to stray down primrose-ways, 

If once you thought it worth your wliile 
To look at me* in hurt amaze 

That I should fall so far below 
The ideal that you held of me ; 

But no one cares to blame or praise— 
What matter what the end may be ? 

Because of me none ever made 
A dream to worship and revere. 

Because I never felt afraid 
Of hurting hopes you might hold dear, 

W'hat matter now the fading lights ^ 
What matter w’hat the end may be ? 

Yet I had risen to Life’s heights 
If once you felt the need of me ! 

V. D. CHArMAN. 
BANISHMENT. 

Haste away, oh, liaste away! 
All the magic hours are done. 
Lips have no more words to say, 
All the gold has left the sun, 

- ♦ All the silver sands are run. 

Tears ? Ah, no ! Bend down your head ; 

’Take my hands. . . . The air is chill, 
Silent as the shrouded dead 
The world is laid. Beyond the hill, 
Por you the loved adventure still. • 

The lighted casement dims, the dawn 
Steals up the barren road. 1 see 
No glory in a world new-born ; 
But all heaven’s choired minstrelsy 
Sings with your silent voice to mo. 

G, Law'rf.nce Groom. 

We also select for printing : 

WE WENT TO SEA. 

W’e went to sea one .summer night— 
You, and my boat, and I : 
And the fog came down and hid the land, 
But the moon shone stiU and high. 
So we laughed youth’s laugh and sought afar 

Out where the lone waves sigh; 
And I sometimes wish we’d never rcturned-i— 
You and my boat and I. 

(Arthur C. Inman, Garrison Hall, Garrison Street, 
Boston, U.S.A.) 

HAWTHORNE LANE. 

As I came home by Hawthorne I.ane, 
As I came home last night, 
Methought musk roscs bloomed again 
All lit with fairy light ; 
And goblins then on tiptoe came, 
And crowned each bud with glowing flame 
And lit the hedges with the same, 
As I came home last night. 

As I go forth by Hawthorne Lane, 
As I go forth to-day. 
The roses all are gone again, 
Unscented is the way: 

Dante'* Sepulchre 
at Ravenna. 
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The goblins are no longer there, 
The hedges are all stripped and bare, 
There are no fairies anywhere, 
As I go forth to-day. 

(Edgar Owen, 47, Church Crescent, ]\IuswelI Hill, 
N.io.) 

We specially commend the lyrics by John A. Bell- 
chambers (Highgatc), L. M. Priest (Norwich), H. Ross 
(Hove), Vivien Ford (Bristol), M. A. Coppinger (Cork), 
G. Gwyn (Bruges), Mary E. McDonough (Liverpool), 
Freda Isobel Noble (Walthamstow), C. A. Macartney 
(Vienna), Ivan Adair (Dublin), Vivian Brett-Smith 
(Boscombe), Pearl Luschcr (Rochester, U.S.A.), Mabel 
Westby-Nunn (Cheltenham), Helen Mitcnam (Earls- 
field), Kathleen Ida Noble (Forest Rise), Una Malleson 
(West Kensington), Doris Amy Ibbobon (Newport, 
I.W.), Anne Richardson (Minehead), Cyril G. Taylor 
(Edinburgh), M. E. McCartney (Bexhill), B. E. Todd 
(Kirk Sardel), Rachael Bates (Liverpool), Margaret 
Brown (Harrow), Dorothy Bowers (Monmouth), H. A. 
Dudgeon (Musselburgh), Helen Lawrence (Bath), H. 
Drurj^ (Streatham), G. Seccombe (Woolwich), Margery 
Constance Nudd (Yiewslcy), Cecil Thomas (Quetta), 
May W. Hamson (Lincoln), K. M. Harvey (Oundlo), 
S. Marguerite Goode (Croydon), Vera 1. Arlott 
(Worthing), Winnifred Tasker (Llandudno), W. A. (i. 
Kemp (Northwood), Phyllis Erica Noble (Walthamstow), 
John Arthur Lloyd (Ferndale), V. Walker (WTiitehavcn), 
Marjorie Crosbie (Wolverhampton), Claude Berry 
(Shepherd’s Bush), B. M. Board (Bexleyheath). Minna 
Browning (Cheltenham), Ethel E. Manning (Merton 
Park), Rex Hinton (Clevcdon), James Paton (Natal), 
G. \\'inifred Savory (Birmingham), Beatrice Cloland 
(Sydenham). 

II.—^The Prize ok Half a Guinea for the best 
quotation is awarded to Maj- Foster, of Paras- 
salla, Travancorc, South India, for tlie 
following : 

IT MIGHT HAVE HAPPENEDlTO YOU. 
Bv CoNjNGSBY Dawson (John Lane) 

“ Jenny kissed me when we met ” 
Leigh Hcni, lioudeau. 

Wc also select for printing : 
IF WINTER COMES. By A S. M Hctchin.son. 

(Elodder Stoughton.) 
“ Marian's nose look.s red and raw.” 

Shakespeare. Spring and Winter 

(Maude R. Fleeson, 26, Chatham Grove, W'ithington, 
Manchester.) 

THE MASTER OF MAX. By Hall Caine 
(Hcincmann ) 

*' Woman, lovely woman '' 
Thomas Otway, ]'enicr Preserird. 

(Rev. F. Hern, Rowlands Castle, Hants.) 

THE LADY IX WAITIXG. Bv William Le Queux. 
(Ward. Lock) 

“ That woman’s asked me fifty times, 
And yet I never send an answer.” 

Barham, ” Mv Letters," The Ingoidshy Legends. 

(H. Gordon Walker, 44, Cawdor Road, Fallowfield, 
Manchester.) 

THE FORGE OF DEMOCRACY. By Gabrielle Vallings. 
(Hutchinson) 

. ” The Aristocrat who banks with Coutts, 
The Aristocrat who hunts and shoots, 
The Aristocrat who cleans our boots— 
They all shall equal be! '* 

Gilbert. The Gondoliers, Finale, Act I. 

(Kathleen Blyth, St. Josepli’s Secondary School, 
Victoria Road, West Hartlepool.) 

THE FORMULA OF THE WESTERN NOVEL. 
By W. MacLean Raine. 

‘ ” There was a little man 
And he had a little gun.” 

‘ Nursery Rhyme. 

(B. Noel Saxelby, 43, Claude Road, Chorlton-cum- 
Hardy, Manchester.) 

III. —^The Prize for the best cover design for the 
Autumn Double Number of The Bookman 
is divided and Half a Guinea each awarded 
to V. D. Goodwin, of Lyndhurst, Gillingham,. 
Kent, and Beatrice Helena Woods, of 43. 
Victoria Avenue, Surbiton. 

None of the many designs received is suitable for 
use, but the work of these two prize-winners is quite 
exceptionally good. Miss Goodwin's three -pictures 
show her to be an artist of very considerable gifts, but 
her three autumn scenes, beautiful as they are, would 
not make characteristic covers for The Bookman, 
though the one in which a girl sits reading is something 
in the right direction. Miss Woods’ drawing, in a very 
different style of art, is better as a cover design ; it has 
boldness, but wants some touch of life in it to make it 
effective. We specially commend the designs by 
Bertha R. Beal (Poole), Jocelyn lerne Ormsby 
(Gunnersbury), F. M. Campling (Tunbridge Wells), 
Joyce C. Woodrow (Worcester), ^Vinifred P. jessop 
(Highbury), Gladys Bass (Surbiton), C. Irene Carpenter 
(London, S.W'.), Roland W. Pask (Darlington). 

IV. —^The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best review 

in not more than a hundred words is awarded 
to C. M. Young, of 15, Albert Bridge Road,. 
Battersea Park, S.W.ir, for the following; 

REVOLT’TJOX. By J. D. Blrj:.si-ort>. (Collins.) 

This is a remarkable novel in that it contains no love 
interest, comparatively few characters and little plot, and 
yet it arrests and holds the attention The conception of 
the state to which the country would Ik; reduced by a 
general strike is interesting from its bearing on current 
conditions, but the main point of the lx>ok is that the 
analy.sis of Paul's character and action.^ so ably represents 
the dilemma of the average citizen, anxious to hold the 
mean between industrial and jxilitical extremes, but com¬ 
pletely bewildered bv the apparent impossibility of dis- 

covenng a practical working basis. 

W’o also select for printing : 

LAX'J'ERN LAKE. Bv Warwic k Deeping. 

(Cassell.) 

Perhaps the greatest compliment one can pay to an 
historical novel is to say that, shorn of their picturesque 
seventeenth century trappings, the characters might well 
l>c living to-day. So intensely human and sympathetic is 
John Fairfax that the undeserved ignominy which closes 

his first vi.sit to London and subsequently clouds his life 
seems almost too cruel. The all too brief glimpse which 
wc arc given of the melancholy Merry Monarch is both 
original and interesting : it sets one wondering. And 
what a rare treat to meet with a Charles II who neither 

exclaims “ Odd’s fish ! ” nor *' Zounds ! ” 

(Christine Mary Pocock, Clevedon House, Burnham- 
on-Sea, Somerset.) 

THE MARRIAGE OF MARGOT. Bv Arthur Applin. 
(Ward, Lock.) 

This is a story, not of a marriago as the title implies, but 

of a pretence at marriage ; in which a young and attractive 
dancing mistress acts the part of wife to a rich man (and 
would-be member of Parliament) whose real wife is a hope¬ 
less inebriate. Needless to say occasions arise that have to 
be dealt with diplomatically, and the girl Margot shows 

herself to be mistress of several difficult situations. The 
unhappy wife dies at the right moment and the rich man 
wins his election and a second wife, making a dramatic 

ending to quite a good yarn. 

(Kathleen Rice, The Warren, Devonshire Road, 
Harpenden, Herts.) 

We specially commend the reviews by Winifred M. 
Davies (Brynmawr), Stanley Stokes (Heavitree), Dora. 
Kennedy (Belfast), W. G. Galletly (Ealing), Enid 
Blyton (Beckenham), Frederick Wilhelniy ^insbury 
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Park), Barbara E. Todd (Doncaster). Joan Colbornc 
(Newport), W. Swayne Little (Dublin), B. Noel Saxelby 
{Manchester), Minna Browning (Cheltenham), Mrs. 
John G. Scott (Oklahoma. U.S.A.), Kenneth Christopher 
Bruce (Sheffield), H. Taylor (Haywards Heath), Malcom 
Hemphrey (Famborough), Lilian M. Bridges (Salisbury), 
Sidney S. Wright (Bromley), Maude K. Fleeson (Man¬ 

chester), Mabel Etchells (\\'allasey), Gerald McMichael 
(Birmingham), J. A. Jackson (Liverpool), D. West 
(Hull), Roger Hankin (Carlisle). 

V.—^The Prize of Oke Year’s Subscription to 
The Bookman is awarded to Mary E. Mc¬ 
Donough, of 12, Portrush Street, Liv'crpool. 

A FRIEND OF CHARLES LAMB. 

By Roger 

IN a letter of Charles Lamb to William Hazlitt. 

dated November loth, 1805, he mentions among 

various scraps of gossip “ beneath the dignity of 

■epistolary communication,” “Some things a1)0Ut 

Monkey, which can't sO well be written—how it set up 

for a fine lady, and thought it had got lovers, and was 

obliged to be convinc’d of its age from the parish register, 

where it was proved to be only twelve ; and an edict 

issued that it should not give itsidf airs yet these four 

years ; and how it got leave to be called Miss, by 

grace. . . Monkey was. of course, I-ouisa Martin, 

in whose companionship when she was a child Lamb 

had delighted. During the following year (r8o6) he 

commemorated her transformation from an apisli child 

to a beautiful maid with some verses called ” The 

Ape,” in which with wistful humour he says : 

" I have known the jxjwer of two fair eyes. 
In .smile, or else of glanee. 

And how (for 1 a lover was) 
They make the spirits tlancc ; 

" Blit I wonlrl give two Jiuntired smiles 
Of them that t.iircst lie. 

For one look of inv stanng Ape, 

That used to stare on me. 

" This beast, this Ape, it had a face— 
If face It might l>c styl'd— 

Sometimes it was a staring Ai>c, 
Sometimes a lieauteoiis child— 

A Negro flat—a I’agod sipiat. 
Cast in a Chinese mold—• 

And then it was a Cdierub's face. 
Made of that beaten gold ' 

“But Time, that’s muddling, 

miuldling still 
And always altering things-- • 

And, what's already at the best. 
To alteration brings— 

■“ That turns the sw’celcst buds .to 

flower, 
And chops and changes toys— 

That breaks up dreams, and parts 
old friends. 

And still commutes our joys— 

■“ Has changed away my Ape at last 
And in its place convey’d, 

Thinking therewith to cheat my 
sight. 

A fresh and blooming maid ! 

And fair to sight is she—and still 
Each day doth sightlier grow 

■Upon the ruins of the Ape 
My ancient play-fellow ! ” 

Ingpen. 

He also addressed in the same vein another set of verses 

a little later (they were published in 1831) to Louisa 

Martin, “ whom I used to call Monkey ” : 

" Louisa, .serious grown and mild, 
I knew you once a romping chikl, 

Obstrejicrous much and verv wild. 
Then you woukl clamber up mv knees, 
And strive with every art to tease. 

When every art of yours could please. 
These things would scarce be projier now.” 

Practically all tliat is known about Louisa is from the 

few references in Lamb's correspondence. Two letters 

to her from Lamb arc known—one in part by his sister. 

Louisa appears to hav'e been staying with the Lambs in 

iH()() as Charles records in a letter to Manning of that 

date that ” at twelve o'clock came home Mary and 

Monkey Louisa from the play.” Mrs. Fulton, who can 

still remember Louisa Martin, is a daughter-in-law of 

Louisa’s sister Sarah, and very kindly related to me 

recently the following particulars. Louisa was gover¬ 

ness, for many years, in the Devonshire household of 

Sir Thomas Aclaiul by whom she was much esteemed. 

On the death of Sir Thomas she received a legacy under 

his will and went to Carlisle, where she kept a school. 

This must have been in 1S34. for on February 22nd 

of that year Lamb addressed a letter to Wordsworth 

which shows how highly he regarded Louisa Martin and 

lier sister. He says : 

“ 1 write frmn a house of mourmug. The oldest and 
best friends I have left are in trouble. 
A branch of them (and they of the 
best stock of God’s creatures, I 
believe) is establisliing a school at 
Carlisle. Her name is Louisa 
Martin, her aiklrcss 75, Castle Street, 
Carlisle, her qualities (and her 
motives for this exertion) are the 

most amiable and upright. For 
thirty years she has l>een tried by 
me ami on her behaviour I would 
stake my soul. O, if you can 
recommend her, how I would love 
you, if 1 could love you better. 
Pray, pray recommend her. She is 
as good a human creature—next to 
my sister, perhaps the most exem¬ 
plary female I ever knew. ... If you 

want references the Bishopof Carlisle 

may lie one. Louisa’s sister (as good 
as she, she cannot bo better tho’ she 

tries) educated the daughter of the 
late Earl of Carnarvon, and he settled 
a handsome annuity on her for life. 

In short, all the family are as sound 
as a rock.” 

Some years later Louisa 

Martin set up a sdiuol in 
Lsuisa Martin 
(1850. 
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Kensington High Street. She moved to Maidenhead 

in 1844, returning to London about 1850, and died at 

Maida Vale in 1858. 

There is an interesting story with regard to Sarah 

Martin, who on one occasion was going to Scotland, 

when Charles Lamb took her to the coach to see her 

off. He scrutinised the passengers w'ho were already 

seated and, liking the appearance of Mr. Fulton, 

asked him if he would look after Miss Martin during 

the journey. On arriving at their destination and. 

taking leave of his charge, whom he admired, Mr. 

Fulton requested that he might be allowed to call on. 

her. • She granted his request, and not long afterwards* 

they were married. 

Mrs. Fulton has kindly allowed me to reproduce the- 

accompanying silhouette portrait which has been 

prepared from a life-size profile in her possession cut. 

out of pasteboard. 

CHARLES MARRIOTT 

By R. Ellis Roberts. 

R. MARRIOTT'S new novel —" The Grave 

Impertinence ” (Hutchinson)—is an essay on 

an old theme, a theme which has occupied him often 

before. Tenaciously, at times impatiently and with a 

touch of cynicism, he has endeavoured, since his first 

book, " The Column,” to insist on the dangers of 

pretence, of sham freedom, of easy rebellion, while he is 

equally eager to denounce those who would reduce a 

world of spontaneous beauty to a thing of little order 

and artificial regulations. In a comparatively, early 

book, '* The Lapse of Vivien Eady,” the conflict was 

put sharply, with less subtlety, perhaps, than in such 

tales as “ The Dewpond ” and “ The Catfish.” but with 

a clearness which made his intention unmistakable. 

In that story Mr. Marriott for once neglected to be 

elusive. In the plain contrast between Selwyn Harpur 

and Humphry Stott he gave us his philosophy almost 

in the terms of a creed : generally he is content to give 

it in terms of art, as a question of values rather than of 

doctrine, of taste rather than theology. Yet what 

marks Mr. Marriott off from his contemporaries is his 

awareness of dogma: he may at times try to evade it. 

There are moments when I suspect he wishes, like other 

dogmatists, that there were other ways of having your 

cake than by eating it; but he never allows his desires 

or his emotions to cloud his intellectual apprehension. 

He knows you must have dogmas, must have rules, 

that the whole battle of life consists in not allowing 

your rules to become prejudices. It is here he contrasts 

with the sentimental liberalism of Mr. Shaw or Mr. Wells. 

Long ago Mr. Shaw said : ” The golden rule is that there 

is no golden rule,” and so set up with one hand what 

he destroyed with his other. In “ The Lapse of Vivien 

Eady ” Mr. Marriott states a creed which seems to 

differ little, but yet is worlds away; Hugh Stott 

^ys to Harpur and Vivien : 

“ My father says that in fishing, like everything else, the 
first rule is that there is no rule.” 

That statement is the key to all Mr. Marriott’s 

philosophy. It has guided him as much in his criticism 

of art as in his criticism of life; and if it betrays him into 

a certain impatience with the people who always act 

and speak before they think, it is the impatience of a man 

who hates to see things wasted, who is convinced that 

everything should subserve life; that method is a deaden¬ 

ing master; that ” literature and aft are not things apart 

from ufe ; they are the flower, the fine finish of life itself. 

If they arc not that, then they are mere lumber.” 

In England we do not expect our novelists to have- 

a philosophy. Only a few people noticed Mr. Marriott's, 

until the publication of ” Now ! ” ” Now ! ” is not a. 

favourite of mine. In spite of its excellent comedy, 

and the beauty of much of the Cornish chapters, the- 

satire is a trifle too deliberate and flatters too much 

an essentially unimportant part of English society. 

Mr. Marriott is too good an artist to be wasted on South 

Kensington. He is not a Londoner born ; and I think 

he is sometimes too apt to exaggerate London’s promi¬ 

nence. The capital is grossly overrated ; and is never 

more ridiculous than when it attempts to keep on an* 

intellectual level with Manchester, a city w’hich can 

safely be left to the enjojmient of its inhabitants. After 

all places are of value for their exports: and all that 

is best in London leaves it, and what it gets from other 

countries belongs not to it but to them. It is a great 

exchange. Now Mr. Marriott is suspicious of exchange- 

centres. He is liable to worry overmuch about them. 

The great social exchanges, governed by convention 

through the by-laws of etiquette, disturb him. He is- 

too ready to believe that to give a thing a social value 

is to destroy its real character. For instance, in many 

of his books he deals with marriage. On the doctrine 

of marriage he evidently holds the Catholic view; and 

he dislikes the way in which the world has turned 

marriage into a convention, or a convenience, or a 

protest. He is, in such a story as ” The Kiss of Helen,”' 

in danger of exaggerating the extent to which con¬ 

ventional labels really affect the simple facts of ordinary 

life. Life gets back on those who pretend : and many 

who wed for convenience find themselves let in for 

marriage at its most extreme. Joan Keverne's refusal 

to marry Paul is near being a tribute to the conventions 

she despises ; she takes insufficient account of the- 

reality which no amount of regularising can kill: truth 

can survive even the efforts of the theologians, and a 

violet will smell sweet in spite of all the teachings of the- 

botanists. 

Yet there remains a bar. Naaman may bow himself- 

in the house of Rimmon : but he must not neglect thf 

devotions of his own faith, nor deny the God of his 

allegiance. That is the theme of ” The Grave Imperti¬ 

nence,” as it was of " The Dewpond,” " The Catfish," 

“ Subsoil,” and, in a sense, of " Davenport.” Not that. 

Mr. Marriott repeats himself. Few novelists are more- 

various, more. successful at inventing new characters,, 

and at seeing new facets of old character. It is that. 
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he is acutely aware of the great struggle not imminent, 

but actually now in being between the new world of 

order and organisation, of commerce and business, of 

truth and convention. He is the most prophetic of 

modem novelists. Now ! ” preceded by some years 

the gradual disgust of the ordinary citizen at political 

an4 jJarliamentary machinery : it was predictive as 

well as prophetic. "The Grave Impertinence" in the 

same way sums up the vague dislike and distrust which 

many of us feel lor the activities of people who use 

life s essentials for selfish means, who think of money 

not as a convenient symbol 

of business, but of business 

as a convenience for the 

acquirement of money. 

Ill 

It may be said that there 

is a division of interest in 

" The Grave Impertinence." 

The early chapters are 

concerned with Gilbert 

Sadler who, after the war, 

became a draughtsman 

with a passion for outline, 

clear vision. Sadler is one 

of those men, whom Mr. 

Marriott is fond of drawing, 

who determinedly limits 

himself. He shrinks from 

the personal touch : he can¬ 

not de-emotionalise personal 

relations, and so avoids 

them. “If he had an 

ambition it was to commit 

himself to nothing beyond 

his reach or outside his 

immediate control." How 

far Mr. Marriott believes 

such an ambition to be pos- phmo tv e. 0. Hoppe. 

sible of realisation I am not 

sure. In “ Now ! ” he seemed to think such a plan could 

succeed. It is, of course, only a lack of imagination 

which permits a man to think anything is within his 

reach. To Sadler comes Penkevil, who is engaged in 

a big business concern, the British Light Metal 

Syndicate, and also is a landowner in Somerset. He 

owns most of Hinton Causeway, where his neighbour 

is General Dunsterville, an anti-militarist soldier. 

Penkevil wishes to build a.model village at Hinton 

Causeway: the Syndicate, represented in the book by 

Mendoza, encourages his scheme as an advertisement. 

The book is concerned with the struggle between the 

two Penkevils—the man who loves the country village, 

longs for its good, and the man who would not be ashamed 

to use his village to boom his business. It is the old 

problem of prostitution against love. Penkevil’s posi¬ 

tion is really analogous to that of a man who will use 

his wife's social charm and beauty in order to get on 

in his profession. Something in his soul gives him 

pause. He cannot be quite certain why Dunsterville 

and Rose, his daughter, who like him, distrust his 

association with business: or why they tolerate in 

Mendoza what they will not in him. Sadler, who finds 

himself drawn unwillingly into the coptroversy, goes 

to visit Penkevil at Hinton House and sees the Dunster- 

villes at Hinton Court, puts the difference in a sentence : 

“ Hinton House lived by the .clock ; Hinton Court lived 

by the sun ”—and that brief statement of the quarrel 

between life and machinery puts the thesis of this novel. 

It is solved as successfully as it is stated. Mr. Marriott 

has never excelled the handling of character here 

shown in the conflicts between Rose and Penkevil; 

between Penkevil and the Mendozas. 

No novelist now alive has a greater power of making 

ordinary things significant. 

You may dislike some of 

his characters—I cannot 

bear his big, creamy, stupid 

women with blonde souls 

and blonde minds—but he 

never wastes his time or 

yours in mere photography, 

WT.en the historian of the 

twentieth century turns to 

his documents, few will yield 

him more material than 

Mr. Marriott’s novels. Not 

only for themselves, but 

for their in fluence—fre- 

quently unacknowledged 

and unrecognised—on such 

younger authors as E. M. 

Forster, Gilbert Cannan, 

G. B. Stern and J. D. Beres- 

ford, they are full of instruc¬ 

tion for the student of life. 

For thehistory of movements 

the historian will consult 

Mr. Wells; but for the history 

of the lives of the middle- 

class, for the history of 

those impulses and instincts 

Charles Marriott. "’^ich feed movements, for 
those dim, disturbing 

desires which are the unknown source of opinion and 

conviction Mr. Marriott's novels are invaluable He has 

founded no school, and has no disciples : but his work 

has coloured thi less subtle and moie popular fiction 

which is acclaimed as modern. There is not space here 

to speak of his extreme modernity in form : • of his 

consummate skill in giving the reader a character 

almost entirely through its reactions on other characters ; 

on his steady refusal to be betrayed into the easier paths 

of realism or of fantasy. It is not for nothing that he, 

like Keats and Ibsen, has been an apothecary, a dispens¬ 

ing chemist : the study of science has made him see 

that nothing is quite so foolish as the " practical 

man’s philosophy. He writes indignantly yet whimsic¬ 

ally here of “ that unflinching arithmetical justice, 

which makes the good accountant waste profitable 

hours over the unbalanced ha’penny—a justice which,, 

in itself, emphasises the separation of business from 

life." There you have the key to his philosophy. He 

resents vehemently anything—business, art, convention, 

respectability, religion—which separates men from life. 

That resentment makes him the most optimistic of our 

modern novelists. 
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IRew Books. 

SCHOLAR AND POET.* 

Perhaps A. H. Bullen's loving editor claims more for 
these vehquitr than they possess. Perhaps the literary 
lights who wrote extravagant praise to him saw the things 

he had written through a medium of their love and admira¬ 
tion for the man. I doubt very much that any one of 
these “ rimes *’—to keep his own name for them—would 

have exactly satisfied the most fastidious of critics, with his 
great standards. I can remember this beloved man at a 
table in a Soho re.staurant some fifteen years ago, in a 

charactenstic moment. The fourth of the square party— 
of whom, alas, only one survive.s—was an Irish-Amcncan 
poet of rare distinction—Louise Imogen Guiney. She was 
not as good a critic as she was a poet—her enthusiasms got 
in the way—and as she praised this one and that one’s 

poetic work, Bullen. his splendid head flung back, kept 
murmuring dis.sent, too gracious and kindly to prove him¬ 
self wiser than she, who being deaf was hardlv aware of the 
murmured dissent. All the same the book is extra¬ 

ordinarily interesting—because Bullen is behind it. No 
one who loved and admired the man can read it without 

what the eighteenth century diarists called un serremevt 

Ju caeur. It is as though the heart was not so much wrung 
as shaken. Of course there are many felicities ; with such 
a man anything else would be impossible. “ ^\■eepmg 
Cross ” may stand by itself ; it is a cameo. A Greek poet 
might have written it as " The Willow " : 

" With bold heart, lugh-aspinng aim. 
Forth fared he in the morning grev. 

To storm the Citadel of Fame 
And win a crown of fadeless bay. 

Ungarlanded at day’s decline. 
Ruefully weighing gam with loss, 

When neither moon nor stars did shine. 
Homeward he stole by Weeping Cross.” 

But on the whole the little book is hardlv representative 
of a mind as receptive and as richly stored as Bullen's. It 

would be a wrong to him, I think, to count it as in any way 
an adequate representation. Bullen was a man in the 
sense that his beloved Elizabethans were men. There was 

nothing of freakishness about liis mind or character. 
Thinking of him and of the Elizabethans, from whom he 
was a stray, one is persuaded that literature should be 
served by men of action. She is too often served by the 

unwholesome, the abnormal, the anaemic, who find 
inspiration in close and ill-smelling rooms instead of uiuler 
the sun and moon and stars. His melancholy' in his latter 
yrears has something poignant about it in a nature so 
robust and so generous. I am convinced that it was 
primarily due to the fact that he was born a man of action 
as well as a scholar ami poet. But though he knew and 

loved the country green and was at home and happy in all 
sorts of village inns and such places, with the odd Country 
characters, he was still too much under roofs and in towns. 

He shbuld have carried a sword and been a great adventurer, 
and ruffled it with gallants like himself, instead of having 

to think of bread for himself and others. He belonged to 
the elect few. It is only when such as he die that we recog¬ 

nise the magnitude of the loss. There were two Bullens— 
one the Bullen who loved great libraries and colleges and 
the classics and the Fathers—cultivated beauty, in fact. 
There was the other Bullen who could have tramped the 

country roads with a pack on his back, delighting in what 
strange company he met, what adventures might befall 
him. He belonged to the adventuring men, but he 
belonged also to the scholar, and his nature might well be 
a battle-ground between the two. I can see him now on 
a ^^t February after-midnight in London—during those 
years of jolly adventure when Laurence and Bullen brought 
out books after his heart, and the devil take the best sellers 1 

• “ Weeping Cross, and Other Rimes.” By A. H. Bullen. 
5s. (Sldgi^ck & Jackson.) 

I can see him lifting liis hat and letting the wet wind ruffle 

his hair. ” Ah, it is the west wind ! " he said. “ The Spring 
comes to I.x)ndon.” 

Well, since such as he were never made for tinje or 

to end, one still thinks of him stepping westward, with the 
wind in his mane of hair and the cool moisture of the wet, 
fructifying night on his cheeks and eyes. 

Katharine Tynan. 

A PLAYGROUND OF WORDS.* 

After second-hand book catalogues, dictionaries are the 
most delightful of reading. The best novelists sometimes 
nod ; the best lexicographers never fail. They are not 

diffuse, and their etymologies are like detective stories— 
my own favourite form of fiction. Professor Weekley has 

already given us two volumes of etymological romance, 
and here discharges upon us all the rest of his material. 
I wonder he doesn't work some of it up into a thrilling 
scries of stories. ” My dear Watson,” I can hear him say¬ 
ing, ” with the simplicity that has endeared you to a 

generation of readers and made me by comparison seem 
brilliant, you naturally think that petronel, a horse-pistol or 
carbine, has some connection with pntivin/;. That, if you 
will forgive me, indicates the defects of a professional bias. 
You think that if a petronel could speak it would say 
' ninety-nine.' I will admit that the archaic French 
poitvxnal seems to offer a clue ; but we must always look, 

my dear Watson, beyond the rough guesses of folk 
etymology. I-estrade, now—a promising young etymolo¬ 
gist, but too much a creature of the Yard—attaches great 
importance to poitnnal. But here is a small monograph 
I have written in the intervals of morphia-taking and 
violin-playing, which tracks down a very clear form petrinal 

in sixteenth century French. By careful investigation I 
have also detected petrmale and pictronella in Italian, and 
—this, my dear Watson. I will confess, is a long shot—I 
have discovered the existence of pedrefial in the delightful 
and sonorous language of Cervantes. Now I imagine that 
even you, my dear Watson, cannot fail to sec the obvious 
connection with the Latin petra, a stone—a word, which 
you will doubtless remember, is the occasion of the world's 
most famous pun, as you may see for yourself in the dome 
of St. Peter’s.” ” Keally, Wceklock,” I exclaimed, ” this is 

indeed marvellous.” ” You exaggerate,” he replied, with 
one of his rare smiles, as he waved the hypodermic syringe 
lightly in the air. “ you habitually exaggerate : but I am 
obliged to you for that charming idiosyncrasy. Well, then, 
what is the inference ? Obviously, that petronel has nothing 
to do with poitrine, and does not indicate a weapon slung 
or fired from the breast, but signifies a flint-lock piece, such 
as superseded the old matchlock.” 

I venture to ask Professor Weekley if he sees no possi¬ 
bilities in. this method. But I do not wish anyone to infer 

that the present, more sober embodiment of his material 
is lacking in interest. On the contrary, it is almost the 
nicest ilictionary I have ever read, and it is printed in such 
charmingly large type that I can read it at meals. What 
more can anyone ask of a book ? Here, for instance, is one 
of the entries ; 

"facetiae. In booksellers' catalogues now usud of obscene 
books, a long way removed from ‘ merie wordes or deedes with¬ 
out dishonestie ; merie conccites with a pleasant grace ’ (Coop), 
from faeeius, graceful, urbane, whence obs. facete, now replaced 
by facetious 

" Cheerful, facete, jovial (‘ Tristram Shandy ’)." 

Professor Weekley has made a special feature of recent 
slang words and is almost incredibly up to date. I notice, 
however, that the use of immense as a word of approval is 

not given. A striking person was ” immense ” without 
any reference to size. ” Slosh,” the game that seems as 

* ” An Etymological Dictionary of Modem English. By 
Ernest Weekley, M.A. £2 28. net. (John Murray.) 
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likely to supersede billiards as bridge superseded whist, 
does not seem to have come Mr. ^Veekley’s way. Perhaps 

he doubts its endurance; but it can scarcely be less long- 
lived than thondda as a verb, which he does record. 

Well, here are nearly 1,700 pages of wonderful words, 
delightfully described. It is a dictionary with humour 
and it is worthy of the glorious language it seeks to honour. 
No praise can be higher than that. 

• Gkorgk S.^mpson. 

G. B. B. LOOKS BACKWARD* 

There arc several ways of writing your reminiscences, 
when you have lived long enough to have any ; two vsay.s 
in particular. You can be frank and flippant and say as 

many indiscreet, uncomplimentary things as you can tliink 
•of about the jicople you have known, and if you do it 
smartly enough you will be called brilliant. Or vou can 
practi.se self-denial, leave a lot of your best stones iin- 
wntten, because they could not be told without wounding 

■somebody’s feelings, tell only such as are amusing or 
poignant without being scandalous, and be called genial 

Mr. Burgin has adoptecl the second coittse, and tins might 
have counted for virtue in him, only he has such an in¬ 
exhaustible fund of anecdotes that he could well aflord 
to pick and choose and throw away the sour ones and still 
have enough of the other sort left to fill his book to o\ er- 
flowing. The result is a gossipy, jiloasant, wholly attractive 
volume that even all the persons lie mentions in it mav 
read with enjoyment. If he pulls some of their legs 
occasionally, he pulls without malice : if he tells any tales 
against them, he does it with a humour and gooil-humour 
that take all sting from hi.s laughter. 

(inly once does he let you susjiect he has a cloven lioof, 
if he cared to exlubit it, and that is when lie jircfaces a 
whimsical account of a lunch he had \Mth Swinburne 
by de.scnbing Watts Dunton as " a remarkable man who 
by dint of reclaiming great men from their vices, and 
living with them, had persuaded himself th.it he also 
was a great man.” It serves to show vou that he could 
do that sort of thing quite neatly if he wanted to, but he 

■doesn’t dc' it again 
All his lively anecdotes are strung on the story of liis 

•own career, and he has lutd a more varied and interesting 

career than falls to the lot of most writers. He was taken 
■early with the craze (if it is a craze) for writing ; his father 
^iciit him for a year to Canada, and from that and many a 
later Canadian experience came, in due course, some ot 
the most successful of his books. Then he went to Hgypt 

as secretary to Baker Pasha : and novels were presently 
to come of that; returning home, after a spell of ofiice 
work, he fell in with Robert Barr, and with Jerome, and 
became sub-editor of the Idler. He left that to be a 
publisher’s reader; and combining with Douglas Sladen 
to start the New Vagabonds Club had before long made 
acquaintance with most of the leading literary lights of 
the day, and couuteil many of them among lus friciu' >. 
All this, and more such, has given him a very cornucopia 
•of material to draw upon, so that he could hardly have 
written a dull book il he had tried to; as a matter of 
fact, apparently almost without effort, in the easiest, 
happiest vein, he has written one of the most cnterlaming 
personal memoirs that have lightened our darkness for 
years past. The only complaint one might make is that 
he talks of only about two of those sixty-two ivDvels that 
are going around with his name on their title pages, but 
he discourses interestingly on Ins methods of work aud 
the methods followed by other authors, on women writers, 
on lecturing, and deals faithfully with critics and criticism, 
and in so many other ways makes atonement lor this 
reticence that you are left with nothing to do but congratu¬ 
late him and yourself on a book that, despite his occasional 
hints at disappointments, he must have enjoyed writing, 

for it makes enjoyable reading. 
F. H. 

• "Memoirs of a Clubman." By G. B. Burgin. i6s. 
(Hutchinson.} 

G. B. Burgin*s 
Whole-time Hobby. 

hrotii A drdwinc b> Thoiiids Downey. 

RUSSIA’S GREATEST STATESMAN.* 

This book is an imjiortant contribution to recent Russian 
historv. \\’itte served lus country under the two last 
Tsars. Bv Alexander III he was liked and trusted ; but 
bv Nicholas 11 and the Empress Alexandra, according to 
lus own account, he was disliked and distrusted. His 
estimates of the sovereigns were naturally biased by these 
personal considerations, but throughout lus public career 
Witte ever served his country faithfully, and he was one of 
the few Russian statesmen of whom it could be said he was 
a patriot and free from any su.sjiicion of vcniality. His 
memoirs show him to hav'c bc*c*n egotistical, arrogant, and 
strong in the belief of his own jKiwers Hut these are very 
hiiman failings and essential for the making of a strong 
character. 

Very typical Ls his account of the way he conducted the 
peace negotiations with Jajnin after that country had 

certainly worsted the great Russian empire : 

■' My tone and in.inntT were such that on oiu' occasion Komuru 
exclaimed, ‘ '^'oii talk as it you rrprescntnl the victor.’ To 
wtiich I retorted: 'There are no vu't<»is lien-, and, therefore, 
no defeated ' ’' 

Witte was born at Tillis in 1849. His father was of 
Baltic origin, but his mother was of the liest Russian 
nationality, her mother being Princess Yelena Pavlovna 
I)olgoruki. One of Witte's first cousins on the maternal 
snle was the notorious Madame Blavatski. He gives an 
amusing account of her amazing career. Yelena Hahn 
at a very early age married Blavatski, Vice-Governor of 

Erivan, but she soon left him, and some time later travelled 
as a stowaway on an English ship to Con.stantinople. There 
she became an equestrienne in a circus, and having met 
Mitrovich, a famous opera-singer of the period, she accom¬ 
panied him to the various European capitals where he was 

engaged to sing. She next threw in her lot with an English¬ 
man, and went with him to America. Then she reappeared 
in Europe with the medium Home. For a time she returned 

• " The Memoirs of Count Witte.” Translated from the 
original Russian manuscript and c*ditcd by Abraham Yarmo- 
Unsky. 3 is. net. (Hoinoinann.) 
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to Tifiis, but meeting again her old lover, Mitrovich, shie 
once pore roamed the world with him. Witte says : 

" By that time they presented a rather sorry sight, he a tooth¬ 
less lion, perennially at the ieet of his mistress, an aged lady, 
stout and slovenly. . . . Her face, apparently once of great 
beauty, bore all the traces of a tempestuous and passionate 
life. . . . But her eyes were extraordinary. She had enormous 
azure-coloured eyes, and when she spoke with animation, they 
sparkled in a fashion which is altogether indescribable." 

Mitrovich was drowned when the pair were shipwrecked 
off Africa, and the lady entered Cairo very wet and penni¬ 

less. But she reappeared in England, and travelled to 
India. This was her Theosophic period of fame, and of her 
spiritualistic qualities her cousin candidly says, " There 

was something demoniac in that extraordinary woman." 
Witte fully relates his own career, first in the railway 

^service and then in politics. He became Minister of 
Finances in 1892, and he was Premier for a short time in 
1905-6. It is impossible to deal in a brief article such as 
this with his account of the causes and the course of the 

Russian-Japanese war. He does not hesitate to blame 
his country when necessary, particularly in its dealings 
at an earlier date with China, in the days of Li Hung Chang. 
He seems to have been something of a prophet, for at the 
outset of the late great European war he said it would end 
with a catastrophe for Russia, and that it would ruin 
Europe for a century. 

With his own unfortunate sovereign, Nicholas II, Witte 

was never in sympathy, and he draws an unfavourable 
estimate of his character : 

" He is incapable of playing fair and he always seeks under¬ 
hand means and underground ways. . . . The Emperor’s 
character may be said to be essentially feminine. Someone has 
observed that Nature granted him masculine attributes by 
mistake." 

He also states what is not generally known—that before 
his marriage Nicholas had a liaison with the ballet dancer, 
Kszesinska. It is now the custom to attribute the ruin 
of the Imperial Family to the Empress and, as he disliked 
her, Witte is no exception to the rule : 

" Nicholas fell permanently under the spell of his wife, a 
woman hysterical and unbalanced, yet possessed of a sufficient 
strong character to master him completely and infect him with 
her own morbidity." 

The publishers of this book contribute their quota to 
the Imperial indictment by asserting that " the late Tsar 
tried desperately to gain possession 
of these papers of his former 
premier, knowing that they would 

bear perpetual testimony against 
him at the bar of history." That 

is rather a flammivombus statement 
and hardly justified by the revela¬ 
tions of the book, interesting and 

valuable as it is. And the errors of 
the Tsar and his wife have surely 
been expiated by their cruel deaths 

and those of their innocent children. 

S. M. Ellis. 

There are many authorities on London, and they can (and 
usually do) point out each other’s deficiencies, for each of 
them knows something that is not known to the rest. In 
his ** Unknown London " (to say nothing of that masterly- 
book of his, " The Great Fire of London ”), Mr. Walter 
George Bell proved himself wise in the topography of the 
great city and its historic associations, and in " More 
About Unknown London " he takes you wandering again 
into its lesser known by-ways. You may say Gog and 

Magog in the Guildhall are not unknown to you, but do 
you know any more of them than that the two figures are 
there ? Who wrote the earliest British naval dispatch in 
existence, and where is it ? This and many another of 
Ix)ndon’s treasures Mr. Bell opens to you in his fascinating- 
volume. Stories about the Tower; of an old printing- 

house in Crane Court; of Goldsmith's Brick Court rooms 
from the inside; of the old Carmelite Vault in Britton 
Court, Whitefriars—he gossips of such-like out-of-the-way 
and more or less forgotten survivals of old London with a, 
delightful discursiveness, taking you into odd nooks and 
corners on the way to wherever he is going and revealing 
something fresh and interesting about them. An excellent 

book, and one that the London tourist should take 
with him if he wants to get off the beaten track and 
learn of things that, old as they are, will often be new to 
him. 

Mr. Will Owen takes the town as he finds it, and does 
not mind so much whether it is known or unknown, so 
long as it is picturesque. He begins at the Roman Bath 
in the Strand and finishes up with a glance at Strand-on- 
the-Green, and in the interval has personally conducted 
you to the Tower, the Charterhouse, the Inns of Court, the 
Temple, some old churches, several old taverns, houses 
where famous people lived, quaint courts and alleys, the 
Bank of England, and other places, of all of which he gives 
you a brief account in " Old London Town,” and sixty of 
which he illustrates. If you remember the charming 
backgrounds he has been in the habit of touching into his 
humorous book illustrations, the charm and delicacy of 

his drawings here of quaint or beautiful bits of old London 
will not at all surprise you. 

Each of these books is a companionable guide to carr}’’ 
in the pocket, and a real acquisition to that corner of the 
library where every good bookman keeps his sjiecial books 

about London. 

LONDON KNOWN AND 
UNKNOWN.* 

The interest of London is inex¬ 
haustible ; you can never come to 

• the end of it: 

" When thou . hast done, thou 

hast not done," 

as Donne says, in a different con¬ 
nection. for there is still more to be 
seen if you knew where to look for it. 

* * More About Unknown London." 
By G. Bell. Illustrated. 6s. 6d. 

* (John line.)—'‘Old London Town." 
Illustrated and described by Will Owen. 

(Arrowsmitn.) 
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MANY INVENTIONS.* 

Johan Bojer is an idealist: he has got the Vision 
Splendid. He is also a pessimist: his world is one of 
bitter disillusion. “ God and the Woman ” has not the 
power of The Great Hunger." There is a sense of hope¬ 
lessness in it which depresses one with the futility of life 
as the foremost Norwegian novelist of to-day sees it. This 
is a book of peasants; and the greed, the narrowness, the 
greyness of the Northern peasant are all over it. In the 
Latin countries the workers on the soil are as avaricious 
and as callous to suffering, but the brightness of the sun¬ 
light pierces the gloom of the soul. In England, too. there 
are memories and traditions of the kindly gods of the earth 
from sowing to reaping. Rustic life in Norway as Bojer 
depicts it is a sullen, bitter business. 

The central theme is one of ancient tragedy—the barren¬ 
ness of a woman whose pride is humbled and whose heart 
is hurt because she cannot bring a cliild into the world, 
but the subject is treated m such dull, grey tones that it 
loses its strength through sheer lack of contrast. Even 
Thomas Hardy in his most ironic hours w’as alive to th6 
lighter tinges of the life of the country-side; he never 
entirely ignored gaiety or a placid content—at any rate 
in his minor characters. Johan Bojer’s one fatal defect 
is that he is as humourless as Ibsen. 

Martha Ersland had been educated as a "fine lady”; 
she had been engaged to a forester, and she lost him, as she 
lost her inheritance. These things grieved her, but the 
sneers of her neighbours grieved her still more. She gave 
the country-side more cause for derision when she married 
Hans Lia, a huckster who was a drunkard. Martha knew 
her man, and welded him to her own purpose. Hans 
becomes a successful man, losing honesty with each tran¬ 
saction he engages in. There is no one to inherit the big 
farm and all the possessions it represents. Martha implored 
Heaven without avail for an inheritor of the little king¬ 
dom, built up in sweat and pain. The couple took into 
their home the little lad, Knut Hamren, who worked on the 
land for them, and was entirely pleasant, but in an evil hour 
Martha adopted her sister's boy. Nils, who was crafty even 
as a child. As the years went by Nils a.sscrtcd himself 
more and more and accumulated land and money of his 
own. In the upshot he evicted the helpless old people 
from their great farm-house of Dyrendal. 

There is matter here for tragedy, but these old folk have 

small souls : 

" They bought a little farm across the fjord. From there they 
could sec Dyrendal as a little speck among the lulls far away in 
another parish. It was a relief to work hard and become tired. 
After a hard day’s work it was possible to sleep. The day came 
when they did not have the energy to rage and talk about their 
misfortune any more. But they did want to rise in the world 
again—not at one throw . . . but they could save and save, 
and add shilling to shilling—up, up." 

There is something in humanity which is pleasurably 
thrilled by a sense of fear in literature. It is akin to the 
feeling of cliildren who ask their old nurse to tell them of 
dragons and other horrific beasts. Miss Nina Toye, who 
has already written " The Death Rider,” is even more 
effective in a ghostly way in " The Shadow of Fear," 
which recalls in the shudder it gives Henry James’s " The 
Turn of the Screw." Richards, the butler, and his wife 
stealthily watching over The Friary are evil in the flesh; 
James's grim pair were evil shadows. Mrs. Elston, haunted 
by a brooding and hungry destiny, is a figure from 
Nathaniel Hawthorne. From the moment that Godfrey 
meets her she at once attracts and repels by her feverish, 
mad unrest. Miss Toye is wise in making Godfrey a 

scientist who is something of a sceptic. His slow conversion 
to belief in the Shadow which surrounds the old Friary on 
the edge of the marsh increases the sense of conviction that 
there are horrors beyond human view. Godfrey’s helpless¬ 
ness against unseen influences is the most pathetic part of 

• *• God and the Woman." By Johan Bojer. 8s. 6d. net. 
(Hodder & Stoughton.)—" The Shsidow of Fear." By Nina 
Toye. 78. net. (Heinemann.)—" The Mainland.” By E. L. 
Grant Watson. 7s.6d.net. {Jonathan Capes.)—" The Burning 
Socreti" By Stefan Zwdg. ds. net. (Allen & Unwin.) 

*' The Old Curiosity Shop.** 

Froiij " Old London Town." By Will Owen. (Arrowsmltb.) 

a tragedy of which his haunted wife is the victim. The 
quiet, cheerful, courageous figure of Anne illumines this 
weird story with gentle pity. 

The romance of virile adventure on the high seas and the 
broad spaces of the earth will never fail of its appeal what¬ 
ever the evolution of the race. Mr. E. L. Grant Watson’s 
" The Mainland ” is a rough-hewn novel with very few 
graces of writing, but the medium is admirable for the 
subject. Young John Sherwin, leading a primitive life in 
an island off the north coast of Australia, uneducated, 
illiterate, is strange stuff for a hero. His father will not 
leave the island because he has committed murder—one of 
those swift revenges which the law cannot overlook and 
pardon. As the boy grows in strength, disturbing desires 
arise in him. His father gives him reluctant release, 
warning him that the world has nothing better to give 
him than his home. His first patron. Cray, is an amateur 
.sailor and adventurer after Robert Louis Stevenson's own 
heart. Mrs. Cray is a very modern figure, who enchants 
the primitive boy by her self-confident beauty and her 
chanting of magical verses. There is nothing of the poet 
about John Sherwin, however. His heart is set on more 
material delights. Mrs. Cray, coquetting with him, i& 
almost swept off her feet, but the dilettante Cray with 
suave irony gives John his conge. Thereafter the boy 
takes his toll of life—or rather life takes its toll of him. He 

rises from utter degradation to material prosperity, has 
more refined sensual adventures, and finally marries a girl 
whose demure steadfastness keeps him constant. 

Stefan Zweig is tainted with the morbid psychology of 
Freud. In “The Burning Secret” the boy Edgar, son 
of a beautiful erotic mother, is unpleasantly precocious. 
The author treats with considerable skill the episode of 
a mature wo,man, faithful to her husband and devoted to 
her son, tortured by an unworthy passion. Her admirer, 
too, is cleverly depicted. He is simply the " questing 
beast,” well fed, vain, gorgeous in uniform, who has had 
many conquests and is utterly convinced of his own 

irresistible attractions. There is something extremely 
repugnant in the delicate small boy discovering by intuition 
his mother’s folly and sensing the fulfilment of an intrigue. 
What can one say of a child who reasons in this wise : 

" Even their manner towards each other is not what it was. 
They behave as though they bad been naughty and didn’t dare 
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confess. They’re embarrassed, they're concealing something. 
They’ve got a secret between them that they don’t want to tell 
me. ... I believe I know what it is. It is what books speak 
of. and it comes in operas when the men and women on the stage 
stand singing face to face with their arms spread out, and 
embrace, and shove each other away.” 

Little Edgar is no doubt clever, and he manages to kill 
the love-affair, but one cannot possibly imagine him 
growing into a decent man. 

Loris J. McQimlland. 

AN ARCH WANGLER AND OTHERS.* 

The " arch-wangler ’’—quite a good new name for 
him—Is Mr. Lloyd George: the others are President 
Wilson, M. Cleniencean and M. Briand; Mr. Balfour. 
Mr. Bonar I-aw and Mr. Hughes; Marshal Foch, Sir 
William Robertson and Sir Henry Wilson; and Lord 

Riddell. Sir Maurice Hankey and Mr. Pliilip Kerr : thirteen 
of them in all—” Makers of the New World.” 

One would like to be able to identify the ” One who 
inows them.” Not that he is a portrait painter of fascinat¬ 
ing personality or transcendent talent but merely because 
the authorslup of all such anonymous character-sketches 
intrigues one. A professional journalist, one feels sure he 
is, and in the camp of the Coalition. He has so selected 

and so dealt with his subjects as to throw the Prime 
Minister’s qualities verj' ingeniously into the highest 
possible relief. He shows us Clemenccau " angry, stubborn 
and so obsessed wdth the wTong done to la Paine that all 
vision for the vital need for allied unity was obscured ” ; 
President Wilson ” vainglorious, tactless, pursuing un¬ 
compromisingly his own ideals of international relation ” ; 

•Orlando, '' hysterical and emotional.” It needed all 
Mr. Lloyd George’s magnetism, all “ his genius as a tactician 

and conciliator,” to keep such ” conflicting elements in 
any sort of concurrence.” Mr. Bonar Law, unlike these 

foreigners, was no hindrance but what a foil ! With his 
drab temperament and depressed spirits ! Mr. Balfour 

■serves the same purjxise almost equally well. A wonderful 

man in his way, Mr. Balfour : ” To express a point of view, 
to bring an argument to bear upon any theme, at anj' 
time, is a delight to him. . . . But to feel strongly eiioiigli 
to be able to translate one side of an argument into action, 
and successful action, this he has never been able to do.” 
And we are told how M, Clemenccau, after listening to him 
for twenty minutes on one occasion, inquired ; ” Vest 

fini ? Mais—arc you for or are you against ’ ” As for 
Foch and Sir Henry M'llson and Lord Riddell and Mr. 
Philip Kerr, they are splendid fellows all, marvels of 
•efficiency. But who discovered them and to whose credit 

must be brought the sum total of their many gifts ? Why, 
Mr. Lloyd George ! 

The two most noteworthy sketches in the book are thoe 
of the oldest and youngest members of the thirteen, 
M. Clemenccau and Mr. Philip Kerr. Of the former some 
good stories are told. Of even greater interest is the 

•description of the man himself : 

" But they are not sympathetic, these piercing, sad brown 
eyes : they arc the eyes of the cynic whose vision has pierced 
life to the quick, who has no illusions, no tender remembrances, 
who has ceased to rely upon mankind for help or sympathy : 
of one who, lighting all his life eilone, against great odds, still 
hlids himself at the end of it alone, and still lighting. 

" ‘ My wife was unfaithful to me ; my children have left me •; 
• my friends have deserted me—but I have still got my teeth ! ' 

" This savage outburst of his represents his attitude towards 
life and mankind. He lives alone on the meagre sum of 
•I2.000 francs a year, in a tiny house, with one servant. He 
never entertains, never dines out, goes to bed at an early hour 
and rises equally early. When he was Prime Minister his 
colleagues were frequently roused from their slumbers in the 
early morning hours with messages from their Chief, who was 
Already up and at work. When asked why he lived so, he said : 
‘ 1 prefer to be alone. When I am by myself I can scold my 
servant if everything is not as I like it. 1 can grumble and be 
cross ^d she does not complain because she knows my ways.’ 
There is something pathetic about this passionate love for 
:^Utude oq the part of an aged man. It is as if he had tried 

• " Malrers of the New World," By " One Who Knows 
Them.” 7s. bd. (Cassell.} 

everything life has to offer and found it wanting—the same 
instinct perhaps which would have driven a more religious 
man to a monastery. . . . One might even say that he has little 
use for friends and does not understand friendship. His 
colleagues in his Government did not escape his sarcasm. When 
they provoked him he would turn on them with all the tigerish 
ferocity which earned him his name and rend them until they 
cowered before him. Once, having been annoyed by the action, 
of one of the members of his Cabinet who belonged to the 
Hebrew faith, ' Mon Dieu I' he cried, ‘ there is only one Jew in 
France who does not understand finance and he is my Finance 
Minister!’” 

In Mr. Philip Kerr, it would appear, Mr. Lloyd George 
had an absolutely ideal private secretary. After declaring 
that Mr. Kerr is a brilliant writer, too, and possessed of 

extraordinary knowledge of political affairs, our autiior 
proceeds : 

” In appearance he is tall and thin, with a striking boyish face. 
He is loose-limbed and as to his ciothe.s the less said about 
them the better, for he gives them very little thought. You get 
the straightest and most searching of glances from those deep 
and smiling blue eyes . . , His hair is brushed back from a 
wonderfully broad, high brow. It is an extraordinarily youthful 
face for one who holds so responsible a position and whose mind 
is such a store of experience. He is kept young perhaps by 
his philosophy and his creed, which do not allow him to meet 
troubles half-way . . but rather to give out to those around 
him help and joy and friendship, so that they instinctively 
turn to him when lu trouble or need." 

Mr. Kerr has no personal enemies, we are told, but tlierc 

are people who distrust those smiling blue eyes of his and 
w’bo see in him a sinister figure. To one set he is a crafty 
agent of the Church of Rome, to another the secret 
Head of the Bolsheviks in Western Europe. 

Fri:hi:ric Whyte. 

SOUTH-SEA MAGIC.* 

What a book to read, seated perliaps iu the familiar 
sameness of an English drawing-room, with a conventional 
caller expected, to partake of tea, and cakes bought at tlie 

j^erfectly correct confectioner's shop round the corner ! 
These wonderfully picturesque recollections of strange 
people and strange food will waft the reader immediately 
into the land of enchantment. Such a curious voyage it 
was, from San Francisco, with the episode of the man like 
Christ, and the drowning Chinese ! Then the approach to 
the island ! Mr. O’Brien was alreaily steepeil in the 
ecstatic pictures painted of it by Bougainville, but here is 
the description of his own first hint of Tahiti: 

” I drew a deep breath ot the salt air, when there came to me 
a new and delicious odour. It seemed to stCinl from a secret 
garden under the sea, and 1 thought of mermaids, plucking the 
blossoms of their coral arbors, for the perfuming and adornment 
of their golden hair But sweeter and heavier it floated upon 
the slight breeze, and I knew it for the famed zephyr that carries 
to the vo5'ager to Tahiti the scents of the flowers of that idyllic 
land ” 

Shortly after tlirce o’clock the vision became reality, 
more marvellous, more e.xquisite, more unimaginable, than 

the conception of all the reveries of the author—a mass of 
towering green upon the blue water. Very fascinating is 
the account given of the hotel in which Mr. O'Brien stayeil 
iit Papeete. ” What exotic life there was, beyond the 
clubs, the water-front, and the Asiatic quarter, revolved 

round the Taire, and entirely so, because of its proprietess, 
Lovama. She was the best knowm and best liked woman 
in all these South Seas, rememl)ered from Australia to the 
Paumotus.” Perched on a camphor wood chest, the writer 
listened to the casual oral record of the spreading South 
Seas. On the same chest had sat many a churchgoing 

woman and dignified man of Europe and America, shudder¬ 
ing at what they heard ; shuddering and listening to 
l^belaisian passages of wit. Mr. O’Brien has much to 
say of the Tahiti women, who have the forwardness of 
boys, the boldness of huntresses, yet the softness and 
magnetism of the most virginal of their white sisters. Of 
the men. it is interesting to note in passing that they 
abhor beards, and their ghosts, the tupapau, have faces 
fringed with hair. 

• " Mystic Isles of the South Seas." By Frederick O’Brien. 
20s. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 
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We }war all about the men of different nationalities at 
the clubs a queer lot; of the joyous scenes when a shij) 
^me in, of the trips here anti there made by the author. 

he pages are full of clearly sketched impressions—one, 
particularly good, of a night walk by the lagoon, with a 

dozen island schooners swaging by the qua>’. scores of 
natives sleeping on veranda.s, and from the Chine.se .shop 
at the corner, the strain.^ of a Canadian actor’s falsetto, and 
ajx>vc, the ripe moon dipping into the western sea. There 
arc some delightful photographs. We have enjoyed the 
book; which is quite evidently written by a kindly, 
observant and tolerant man of the world. 

A GOOD FIND* 

This is the prize-winner in the John T.ong ^500 Prize 
Competition for the best first novel We had not reail 
far before we discovered that Mrs. Morrison has the gift 
of lx?ing interesting. She deals in short, graphic para¬ 
graphs, and tells her tale without useless embroidenes and 
retiections. This is much, (icoftrev Trcmayne, the rich 
musical recluse, discovers Julian Cassilhs down in Cornwall, 
leading the life of a fisherman ; singing with liis beautiful 
pure voice bv the shore. Tremavne adopts Cassilhs, and, 
in time, Julian meets young Ins Stajileton, “ very demure, 
in a white dress, with a green bow tying up licr thick jilait 
of hair." She is a neiglilxuir, whom Tremavne has deiided 
to marry. But Ins is young and ignorant of Tremayne's 
scheme, and she likes Julian The writer has succeedeil 
well in her portrait of tlie heroine, she is natural, incon¬ 
sequent and feminine, Julian spee<hlv loves Iris, a secret 
marriage is arranged ; anil slie gives herHell 10 him Owing 
to many unforeseen circiimst.inces the mani'ig<’ cannot 
tak(.- place, and Julian goes abroatl. Then, after a time, 
Tremavne Ijogins liis wooing and Ins, unh.ippy and wretched 
111 rlu- knowledge of her past, \nelds to lits persuasions and 

becomes Ins wile. A great love lor Tremayiic presently 
comes to her but she cannot bring herself to tell him lier 
secret. 'J'lie storv is brisklv and cleverly develojied, ami 
the scones m Algiers arc written ably and with carelul 

attention to local colour. Obstacle alter obstacle comes 
into tile path of the unfortunate pair, but llicre is joy at 
last after full confes.sion. 

" He drew her into his arms, and Iris jiut hers round his 
neck, and clung tightly to him ; and there, at last, was the 
peace she had crave<l, sought, and never until then ^ound " 

M. 

AN ARMY CHAPLAIN AND A WAR 
ARTIST.t 

Two authors, well known for their connection with the 
army, have recently pubhsheil volumes of reminiscences— 
Monsignor Bickerstaffe-Drew the .account 0/ a nine months’ 
lecturing tour in the United States an<l Canada, Mr 
Frederick Villicrs the record of his half-century of adven¬ 
ture. Both arc instructive and entertaining works , and 
in cither case the entertainment enjoyed is denveil as much 
from the attractive light the author sheds upon his own 
personality as from the numlicr and excellence of his 

comments and good stones. 
What a mine of gootl stories is Mr. \’iliicrs'.s auto¬ 

biography! A man who has received twelve medals and 
taken part in twenty-one campaigns, who has known (Jncen 
Victoria, King Edward VH. the Czar Nicholas of Russia, 
Lord Dufferin, Lord Kitchener and Cecil Rhodes ; who can 
relate anecdotes of Lord Rowton, Sir Frederick Buxton, 

Prince Leopold, Lord Cromer, Sir Harry Johnstone an<l 
Forbes-Robertson, and who has watched the late Duke of 
Devonshire searching anxiously through his dispatch- 

• '■ Good Grain." By Emmeline Morrison. «s 6d. (John 

Long.) 
+ ‘‘Villiers: His Five Decades of Adventure.” By Frederick 

Villiers, War Arti.st and Correspondent. 2 vols. 24s. net. 
(Hutchinson.)—'' First Impressions in America ” By John 
Ayscough (The Right Rev. Monsignor Count Francis Bickerstaffe- 
Drew). lbs. net. (John Long.) 

boxes and finally producing for his reading The Sporting 
Ttniex, has obviously all the material for producing a 
remarkable book. And with what skill, what good humour* 
what real zest Mr. Villiers has iitiliswl his material ! There 
i.s not a dull or a .spiteful page in the two volumes. 

The one outstanding iact that confronts one in Monsignor 
Bickerstaffe-Drew's impressions of America—a fact that 
will startle the man in the street and di.sconcert all good 
Prote.stants, is the extraordinary ramification of the 
Roman Catholic Church in the Ignited State.s. Wherever 
the Senior Chaplain to the Forces went, east or west, north 
or south, he found the cathedrals, the churches, the convents 
and the colleges of his communion. He claims that its 
adherents outnumber those of any other Christian body ; 
and in a final chapter he ventures to prophesy that, inas¬ 
much as Modernism threatens to desiccate the religion 
of all the Protestant sects, the Roman C.itholic Church 
will eventually incorporate the great majonty of those 
Americans who hold the faith once delivered to the saints. 
In Ollier words the New World has Ik’cu called in to redress 
the balance of the Old ; the sjnritual jiowcr which the 
Pope lias lost in J*'rance, Italy ami Spain he has gained 
among the Englisli-.spcaking j'leoplcs of North America ; 
and tlie.se peojilcs, united with those of Latin America in 
devotion to the Curia, will soon pre.sent the striking 
.-jH-ctaclc of an entire continent siirrcmlcred to the priests. 
It i.s a piquant forecast Whether it will materialise is a 
(juestion which I have neither llie sjxicc* nor the inclination 
to discii-ss 111 tlK's<- c.olumns Wliat I am (onccnied with is 
not so much " John .At’scoiigh's " impressions of the 
religious conditions in the rnilcd States as his view of the 
social characteristics 

His oiunion of the Anioncaii interviewer is not lofty : 

What 1 (lid say.” lie declares, ” was never put down, and 
what was put down I had never s.aul and never would say. 
(ipinions direrlly uj)j)().site to tho.sf 1 had contessi'd were not only 
a.scribed to me. but put as veihatiiii into niy mouth in long 
scieecls of iiweited commas” 

The general talk in America, lie found, was of money, and 
tliat because, as Sir Robert WaljKile said of another topic, 
in that all could join. 

” They seem tn make it.” says the Americans’ latest critic, 
“ the life-test and the hfe-stantlard. to meditate upon it day and 
night, as if they could not stand up against it 1 doubt if they 
could believe in the sincerity of any otlier attitude. Imagina¬ 
tion IS not their strong point Of their National Civilisation 
they are proud ; and they mean by it their National Wealth. 
They are given to think in terms of money A city is said to 
(onlain a million dollar Public Picture (hillery Every public 
building in the 17 S A is marked in plain figures.” 

Celebrities who are not celebrated seem to be as common 

in the .\iTicrica of the twentieth century as they w'ere in 
that of Dickens : 

■' Americans.” says John Ayscough, ” have one unusual 
privilege—they are jirophets 111 their own country. Martin 
Chuzzlewit suffered from this, and it is a peculiarity still 
remarkable The* prodigies are not obsolete. Every neighbour¬ 
hood IS illustrated by tlieir presence ; every city has its school of 
prophets, and presentation to them is not difhcult but inevitable. 
.\mencans are touchingly walling to admit the [super]cminence 
of people no more eminent than themselves ” 

It is of course distinction of some kind, or the reputation 
for distinction, that attracts Americans to strangers and 
that accounts for their extreme eagerness to know what 
strangers think of them, a trait half modesty, half vanity. 

Bvt this distinction must be personal and not inherited: 

■’Americans as a people,” one reads, “dislike royalty and 
nobility to the point of prejudice and bigotry. An anstocracy 
they appear sincerely to regard as one of the worst evils of a 
monarchy. Personal loyalty to a Sovereign is quite incom¬ 
prehensible to them, and they seem to disbelieve in the possi¬ 
bility of its existence. The survival of royalty at all they regard 
as a bad joke.” 

In other words the American habit of mind in regard to 
a great many imjxirtant questions is radically different from 
the English habit of mind. Monsignor Bickerstaffe-Drew 
renders real service to the Anglo-American entente by 
emphasising this point and by insisting that as a race the 
British are no more popular in the United States than any 
other Europeans. 

Ltwis Bettanv. 
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SOME SHORT STORIES AND A 

LONG ONE.* 

The short story in England has never really come into 
its own. It is written under difficulties. Publishers dis¬ 
courage it; magazine editors emasculate it; most authors 
find their efforts better rewarded in the leisurely and 
lengthy novel than bj* exercise of that resolute concentra¬ 

tion, dexterous construction, and felicity of phrase which 
are indispensable to a successful short story. Moreover, 

whilst writing, a man is harassed by the conviction that 
" they do these things better in France ”—a theory which 

has l^en rubbed into him so continuously that it cannot 

fail of a subconscious effect. 
Yet, when all’s said and done, what an astonishing 

variety one finds in the British short story ! “ There are,” 
said Schumann, ” only seven notes in an octave ” ; but of 
these all music is t«gotten. From the reiteration, re¬ 

arrangement, and sequence of these mere seven notes, man¬ 
kind is endowed with creations as pole-wide apart as, shall 

we say? the Ninth Symphony and '' Bubbles.” In like 
manner, out of that limited range of possibilities w'hich 
constitutes the gamut of human life (and it is a narrow 
range at its widest), out of re-arrangements and re-shufflings 

of personality and event, are evolved short stories so 
amazingly various that they may be said to have nothing 
in common. 

Here, for instance, is ” The Wolves of God,” by 
Algernon Blackwood and Wilfred Wilson. In these ” fey 
stories,” as they are labelled, Mr. Blackwood is not 
•quite at his best. One is bound to measure him against 

himself; and it is a matter of query why a w’riter 
naturally so abundant in ideas, so prolific of expression, 

■should require the aid of a collaborator. His favourite 
supernatural black cat figures in the gruesome ” Empty 

Sleeve ” ; his hankering after the old gods crops up again 
in " Vengeance is Mine.” As a peculiarly creepy, if peculiar 

unconvincing tale. " The Decoy ” should be avoided at bed¬ 
time. Of these fifteen compositions, ” The Man Who 
Found Out ” is the most impressively memorable—partly 

because it offers an insoluble enigma. Yet all are well 
told, unusual, effective; and each differs entirely from its 

fourteen companions in plot, in detail, in development. 
That is where the cleverness of the short-story writer comes 

in—^the cleverness which I desire to extol. 
In complete and utter contrast to the above is Miss Find- 

later’s "A Green Grass Widow,” whose title distinctly echoes 
her Green Graves of Balgowrie,” Four simple, reticent, 
sympathetic little stories of vagrant Scottish tinker-folk. 

Miss Findlater deals with these obscure, poverty-stricken 
people as though she lov^d them. She can invest harsh or 

■squalid incidents with quiet fun and pathos, softening their 
crudities with a veil of tender tolerance. Behind the 
dry humour of these war-time incidents—never far behind 

—lies the sense of mortal tears. The distinction and 
quality which Miss Findlater can always give to portrayal 

of inconspicuous events are here plentifully manifest. And 
not one of these episodes bears the slightest resemblance to 
the fifteen " thrillers ” in ” The Wolves of God,” 

Next on the list is the achievement of that practised 
hand, Richard Dehan, who has produced so many 
volumes of similar calibre that one loses all count 

of them.- “The Villa of the Peacock "is distinguisMed 
by " a certain liveliness," a marked if rather metallic 

‘brilliance, which notably differentiates these chronicles 

from those of Messrs. Blackwood and Wilson. They 

ire 80 unlike Miss Findlater’s aquarelles that no parallel 
is possible. The name-story reveals how a beautiful 
Polish anarchist, Ilona Levinsky, by a dramatic coup saved 
Aldobrando II of Spain, at the eleventh hour, from his 

• -would-be’ assassins. It is all very tricky and glittering 

• "The Wolves of God." By Algernai Blackwood and 
"Wilfred. Wilson. 8s 6d. net. (CMsell.)—"A Green Grass 
Widow." By Jane H. Findlater. 7s. 6d. net. (Murray.)— SVMla ^ the Peacock." By Richard Dehan. 8s. 6d. net. 

emaarf)—"The House of Rest." By B. M. Croker. 
.net. (Cassell.) 

and artificial. Exactly the same words apply to •' The 

Formula of Bramtin,” to '* Dorot6a et Cie," and indeed to 
the whole contents of thb book. They are skilful,- un¬ 

deniably—skilful and adroit. But they ring hard and 
hollow ; their -mirth, like their pathos, is high-pitched, un¬ 
musical—emphatically of the stage, stagey. In " The 
Extraordinary Adventures of an Automobile,” on p. 218, 

the Honourable Captain [sic] Yule-Multon has a " silky" 
moustache; on p. 230 he has a “ waxed " one. Neither .of 

these decorations is at all up to date. Why didn’t he sport 
the popular ” toothbrush ” ? This volume will serve to 

pass an idle evening, but will hardly do much to enhance 
the prestige of Richard Dehan. 

" The House of Rest," by B. M. Croker, is pervaded 
by a curiously old-fashioned flavour. Nominally, it is 

about two pretty sisters of twenty-one and eighteen, 
who ran a select boarding establishment in their old- 
world village residence, with the result of exhausting 
their resources and constitutions. But there are so many 

middle-aged and elderly persons in the narrative that poor 

youth-ancl-beauty comes off a bad second. And although 
a curate and a captain are severally provided for the 
damsels, their love affairs are so impeccably correct, con¬ 
ventional, and tepid, that one sighs for an outburst, an out¬ 
break, an outlawing, to ginger things up. As it is, the 

more turbulent emotions are confined to the elderly paying 

guests. The novel is pleasantly written ; its rural tittle- 
tattle and small-beer chronicles will be enjoyed by those 
who have forgone the wild freshness of morning. But 
such sartorial items as " lilac dress,” ” pink silk sun¬ 
shade," " black gauze," ” gay evening gown,” etc., arc not 

quite in touch with modern terminology ; indeed, they are 
more suggestive of George Robey’s ” good old has-been,” 

and of the aforesaid elderly P. G.’s. However, the staunch 
adherents of B. M. Croker will welcome " The House of 
Rest ” as readable and congenial. A cheerful domestic 

atmosphere surrounds the dramatis personae, even when the 
heroines are at their most penniless; and one feels certain 
that the lovely creatures will not be allowed to perish of 

old-ladyism. No blush will be brought to the most sensitive 
cheek: no sleepless hour caused to the most neurasthenic. 

A comfortable chair in a country vicarage garden is the ideal 
spot for perusal of this amiable romance. 

May Byron. 

A MODERN SATIRE* 

Last year, in " Tod MacMammon Sees His Soul," Mr. 
Adcock showed that satire was not, after all. a lost art; 
and now in his new poem he gives a still more eloquent 
proof of the fact. ” Exit Homo" is dedicated to the 
memory of Edward \V. Roper who, as the early pages of 
the poem itself serve to tell us, was an old man who, holding 
no conventional religious faith and no belief in a world to 
come, exemplified in his character and conduct, even when 
stricken with a moital disease, something of the true spirit 
of Christianity which is unfortunately so seldom found in 
those who most fervently protest their allegiance to Christ, 
Dwelling upon the memory of this brave and happy old 
stoic, Mr. Adcock is stung into indignation by the contrast 
between the profession and the practice of most Christians, 
by the hypocrisy, dishonesty and selfishness that, because 
of that fundamental insincerity, characterises all " depart¬ 
ments " of our present-day society. Is it any wonder, he 
argues, that the best of men should turn from the Christian 
teachings when it is observed how those who hold them 
habitually act ? 

" Who could believe, when he had clearly seen 
What such beliefs to those who have them mean ? 
What do they mean in our own Christian land ? ... 
Here Church and State walk closely hand in hand; 
Even atheist Premiers, prompted from on high. 
Create new Bishops when the old ones die, ... 

• " Exit Homo." By A. St. John Adcock. 3s. 6d. not. 
(Setwyn & Blount.) 
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The bishops and clergy fare very badly at Mr. Adcock’s 
hand; and who, when allowance is made for honourable 
•exceptions, shall say they do not deserve it ? But it is 
not only against them that the author inveighs. Modern 
business, politics, art and literature, all come under his 
scathing scrutiny, and he is particularly forceful when 
he turns to consider the dual role which science is so ready 
±0 fill: 

^ " Descending from her studious shrine apart. 
She stands and touts for bidders in the mart 
And. prostitute to high or low desire. 
Offers herself for hire ; 
Once the sworn foe of suffering and di.seasc 
She turns, for larger fees. 
From deeds beneficent and. proud to prank 
In uniform and mihtary rank, 
Devotes herself to slaughter, and is paid 
For healing wounds that she herself has n ado, 
Doing for Death, in that insensate strife, 
As much as she has ever done for life. . . . 
How should she find that any soul is shown 
In man or nature—having lost her own ? ” 

Space, however, is lacking for adequate quotation. It 
•must be enough to say that Mr. Adcock's satire is at once 
impressively powerful and deliciously subtle, while fre¬ 
quently it sparkles with epigram. He has wntten a Tract 
for the Times that i.s much needed, and it is to be hoped 
that his rapier will pierce many thousands of too complacent 
bosoms. 

Towards the end of the poem the author reveals his own 
■faith in a future life that must redress the balance of 
inequality m this : and, returning at last to the friend m 
whose memory the book is wntten. he sets fortli, by means 
•of a very beautiful analogy. Ins reasons for Indicving that 
all is well with him. The closing pages of the poem are full 

of a deep tenderness, and the whole volume breathes the 
warm spirit of humanity that characterises all Mr. Adcock’s 
work. 

(ilLBERT THO.MAS. 

OUT-OF-DOORS.* 

The Professor of Natural History at Aberdeen has 
■written two entertaining volumes* which will be apj>reciated 
especially by young folk. He believes heartily that 

“ people who do not at least nibble at the endless brain¬ 
stretching but not vexatious problems which their surround¬ 
ings present, are missing a good deal, both of the meaning 
and the fun of life.” ” Nature all the Year Round ” is a 
series of Nature talks—one for each week in tlie year. It 
makes a very attractive Ixiok in its green cover ; it is full 
of clear illustrations, and the method of splitting up into 
paragraphs with titles is admirable. It takes the place of 
the author's ” Natural History of the Year,” but it has 
a much larger scope. We looked up at once the section 

entitled ” A Wa.sps’ Nest,” and learned quite an array of 
facts that made us less impatient with the troublesome 
things. They are carnivorous, and destroy large numbers 
of injurious insects. Follows a description of their wonder¬ 
ful nests—hanging houses of paper. Professor Thomson 

■goes on to chat brightly of the charms of autumn, and to 
discourse of the gossamer threads we often see at that tim<- 
floating in the air—spun by restless spiders who, parachuting 
along, are borne on the wings of the wind from one parish 
to the other. The passage on ” Autumn Fruits ” is full of 
information which the average man will never have heard 
of. This is a book of books, and we turned with anticipa¬ 
tion to its less ambitious neighbour. ” Mountain and 
Moorland ” is meant to interest intelligent people, holiday¬ 
makers included, in what is to be seen and enjoyed, inquired 
into and understood, in the wonderful Aladdin's Cave of the 
Hills. You must get it if you are going to Scotland. You 
must get it if you are going to Wales. You must get it if 
you are staying at home, sighing in a stuffy London sitting- 
room over past memories of the heather. You will be able 

to trace many things when you next go out on the moor- 

• " Nature All the Year Round.” By J. Arthur Thomson, 
M.A., LL.D. I2S. 6d. (Pilgrim Press.)—'* Mountain and Moor¬ 
land.” By J. Arthur Thomson, M.A., LL.D. Os. (S.P.C.K.) 

land, to find strange plants in the bogs, to look with a new 
eye on lakes and tarns, and the birds of the heights—^you, 
who are no naturalist. * 

We are grateful to Professor Thomson for his work; 
grateful particularly for its clear simplicity. 

TWO AMERICAN NOVELS.^ 

It is only proper 
that at the present 
moment, while w’e 
are being introduced 
to America's most 
distinctive contem¬ 
poraries, we should 

have an opportunity 
of acquainting our¬ 
selves with the work 
of some of those 
other novelists who, 
with every new 

volume, are gaining 
more and more 
favour for their reli¬ 
able and unassuming 
competence. Among such writers are Mrs. Cora Harris and 
Miss Carolyn Wells. Entirely different in their methods, 
they are certain to find a response on this side also, for in 
” My Son ” Mrs. Hams has written a iX‘rsonal document as 
the wife of a ” circuit ruler ” in the Methodist ministry, and 
a profoundly moving and human document it is. She tells 
of their son during lus growth to the man he became ; she 
confesses, ” in spite of me,” to the time when mother, son 
and daughter-in-law ” all laughed together and love 

abounded.” The various incidents and vicissitudes are 
tenderly recorded. The author’s gift of sly humour, by 
which she pokes gentle fun even at her own Methodism, 
serves to make her narrative a thing of colour and homely 
beauty. When the child was born his father desired to 
name him after one of the apostles, preferably John. 
But the boy’s mother would not have it. Her husband 
had himself been too much of a John m meekness and long- 
suffering. ” If there was to be this kind of apostolic 
succession in the family I wanted one who could refer back 

to a military precedent, and who could and would cut off 
somebody’s ears under proper j>rovocation,” 

Miss Wells’s book is of a different type. While the author 
of “ My Son *' is not only concerned about telling some¬ 
thing, but about choosing her words with extreme care, 
th^' purpose of Miss Wells in ” The Come Back ” has been 
mainly to work out a very sprightly and fascinating detec¬ 
tive tale. The intricacies of a plot that is set in the creepy 
environment of spiritualistic seances, a puzzling murder case 
and the inevitable detectives, are ileftly unravelled, pro¬ 
viding some thrilling moments. The Come Back himself, 
the young hero Peter Crane, is so called because though 
he was given up for dead in the Labrador Wilds, the faith 
persists that sooner or later he will return. The expressions 
of that faith are different with every one of his people. His 
parents find satisfaction in his ” psychic” presence, while his 
fianc6e believes that 
he will return in 
body—which he does 
in the end, welcomed 
by everybody except 
two — the spiritual¬ 
istic medium, and 
another tor whom his 
return is the worst 
possible tragedy. 

Thomas Moult. 

• ” My Son.” By 
Cora Hams. 8s 6d. 
net. (H odder & 
Stoughton.) — ” The 
Come Back. ” By 
Carolyn Wells. 8s. 6d. 
net. (Hodder & 
Stoughton.) 
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A LITTLE MASTER.* 

The little masters are a very noble company—less awe¬ 
inspiring, perhaps, but often so much more companionable 
than the great gods. ^Vho can feel for Diirer or Holbein 
the affection he feels for Altdorfer ? What emotions do 
Milton or Wordsworth evoke at all comparable to those 
ever at the call of t'owley or Lamb ? A few of the gods— 
Shakespeare, Hliike. even Dante—have little moods ; they 
allow you to unbend, not unbend themselves as Milton in 
his disastrous moments of fun; and one English genius, 

Christina Rossetti, has made the little so fragrant and 
heartrending that her devotees put her up beside the thrones 
of the great ones. One English genius—or must we not 
now say two ? It were cowardice to deny to this book of 
Mr. de la Marc's the ascription, masterpiece; it has no 
parallel in our literature for its mixture of wisdom, fancy 
and caprice, except a few things of Christina Rossetti’s, 
the “ Tom o’ Bedlam ” which Mr. dc la Mare quotes once 
more, aiul a few of his own poems. It is the hfe-slory of a 

midget—a litllc lady rather more than twice a.s high as the 
china figures from Dresden or Chelsea which smile satisfac¬ 

tion from collectors’ chimnev-pieces ilidgetinc is no 
dwarf. She has not, that is, anv deformitv of body or 
mind. She is ju.sl a woman m miniature, but with a 

mind, a soul, a spirit more adult than those which usually 
inhabit common-size liodies. In a sense “ Memoirs of a 

Midget ” is a symbolic book, a fairy version of those 
prophetic books with which Blake thnnilercd at the dull 
ear of a dense generation. We arc an insensitive and 

susceptible people—very quick to take offence and very 
prone to give it. vcr\- easily on our own dignity and 
astonishingly careless of others Well, .savs Mr. de la Mare, 
would you ill-treat a midget ’ Imagine a jierfect, complete 
woman, so small that a table can make her a house, and a 
flower serve for a parasol, would you laugh at her. geek at 

her, mock vulgarly a.t her—or would voii be capable of 
treating her plight, her diflerence imaginativelv ? We all 

shriek, “ Of course we’d be decent ” ; and Mr. dc la Mare 
doesn’t contradict ii.s; he merely gives us ^Iidgctinc’s 
life-story, and leaves the moral to us. Alas ! it rings loud 
and plain enough. We jiulgc, all of us, sinfully and harshly 

by appearances, and only walk delicately and discreetly 
when we approach those great mysteries our own selves 
and their painful and precious secrets. 

The book is not, how’ever, primarily prophetic. It is, as 
a piece of imaginative fiction, as rare as anything in English 
since Gulliver went a-voyaging. I will not pretend that 
Mr. de la Mare has Sw^ft’s vehement, fierce, intellectual 
passion ; that were as foolish as to pretend that Francis of 
Assisi could have written the " De Civitate Dei,” or Fra 
Angelico painted Michael Angelo’s frescoes. There are 
gardens, however, open to Mr. de la Mare, secrets known 
to him, scent.s that blow for him which were unnoticed by 

Swift. If Dickens had really gone to fairyland he might 
have written some chapters of this book ; but it comes 
nearest in spirit jierhaps to Lamb, the Lamb who might 
have develojied had he never seen his mother smitten by 
pain, or himself passed under the shadow of insanity-. Mr. 
de la Mare is astonishingly, wisely sane. Mrs. Bowater, 
Pollie, even the rough Adam Waggett, are never carica¬ 
tured ; you are never allowed to forget that God made 

them, and that if He did not exactly make Percy Maudlin, 
He at any rate connives at his existence, and has for him, 
as for the scorpion and the ‘‘ jigger,” some use. It is not 
easy to give any specimens of the beautiful quality of the 
story. The book, written by Midgetine, has a unity 
unusual in prose and almost unknown in fiction. Here is a 
I>assage in which Mr. Anon. Midgetine’s deformed, dwarfish 
lover, gives his version of a golden earth : 

“ He told nie. whether in time or space I know not, of a 

country whose people were of my stature and slenderness. This 
was a land, he said, walled in by enormous, ice-capped moun¬ 
tains, touching the furnace of the rising sun, and yet set at the 
ocean's edge. Its sand-dunes nng like dulcimers in the heat. 
Its valleys of swift rivers were of a green so^ale and vi\nd and 

* *' ?X^moirs of a Midget.” By Walter de la Mare. 8s. fid. 
fCullliis.) 

so flower-encrusted that an English—even a Kentish—spring 
is but a coarse and rustic prettiness by comparison. . . . And 
such was the lowliness and simplicity of the people’s habitations 
that the most powerful sea-glass, turned upon and searching 
their secret haunts from a ship becalmed on the ocean, would 
spy out nothing—nothing there, only wild-wildemess of snow- 
dazzling mount^n-top and green valley, rarine and combes, and 
what might just be Nature’s small ingenuities—mounds and 
traceries. Yet within all was quiet loveliness, feet light as 
goldfinches’, silks fine as gossamer, vision as of a watery beading 
of silence.” 

There is no space to tell of the humour of the book, of its 

rare handling of Fanny Bowater, who bruises and almost 
breaks the Midget’s heart against the steel of her vanity ; 
nor of the startling power of the dreadful yet sublime 
episodes at the end when the Midget sells herself for a time 
to a circus that she may gain a greater freedom. Nowhere 

does Mr. de la Mare’s imagination fail him, nowhere does 
he allow hi.s fancy too great licence, or permit the beauty 
in the world to become a thing of mere sentiment. It is 
a sincere, serene book, written in a style which compares 
to many modern ” powerful ” styles as docs the smooth 
flow of a great river to the violent, metallic gush of water 
from air-locked jupes. 

R. H. R, 

OTHER TIMES AND MANNERS.* 

Here is a delightful book. It tells what the middle-class 
homes of Jhiglaml wi-ie fioin the Noriium to tlic Georgian 
age. You have an insjnred antujuarv writing. !Mr. Helm 
looks at the relics of our nation’s jiast to sec wliat the life 
has been, not merely to appraise the market value or the 
art value of old furniture. He is a connois.senr because he 
IS a humanist The best kind of ])ainoiisni glow,-. ni these 
pages like a fireside w’armth an<l ease. It lias given us somc- 
tliing novel, and makes a most persuasive plea to the piety 

of good Englishmen, namely, that certain ty])ical houses 
which have escajH-d time’s ravages should be now preserved 
and each of them furnished as an example of its own age. 
They are all within an aflernoon’.s journev of London. 
Wliy should we not be able to visit them, and even to take 
a simple meal in them, served in character ? Air. Helm’s 
imagination and love of country breathe so much life into 
dry bones that il will bo strange if a bcginmng is not made 
with his amiable project. 

As a mere reader I have to thank him for very rare and 
special pleasure. ” Homes of ihe J'^ast ” is more to my 
quiet taste than ” Puck of Pook’.s Hill,” and has the same 
effect of making old times tivid, though it attempts no 
flights of fancy. It is written at a good time, just when 

’■ the physical fight to save a partly civilised world from 
reversion to utter barbarism is over,” and when we are look¬ 
ing wistfully to the future of the great race cradled in 
England. If this charming project were made known in 

the Dominions and in America, whence at this lime so 
many lovers of the Motherland have come to admire her 
modesties and beauties, I think it would find friends. Some 
of our visitors have warmer hearts for the cradle than we 
keep who have never left the hearthstone far. It is, 
perhaps, the daughter nations that are to teach the Mother¬ 
land a decent pride. But no one can read this book with¬ 
out a new sense of his heritage, and a new kindness for the 
folk who come to life again unprescient of our times and 
homely. 

It IS surprising that so much remains of theirs. It is 
certain that nothing will remain Jong unless our piety 

desires it. But Mr. Helm has found these typical homes, 
not famous houses of the nobility and larger gentry, and in 
imagination has furnished them again with the household 
effects and manners they owned, of which his book is rich, 
with chosen illustrations. They belong to the age of the 

Great Charter, at Boothby Pagnell, in Lincolnshire; the 
thirteenth century. Little Wenham Hall, near Ipswich; 

the age of Chaucer, at Alfriston, in Sussex; the time of the 

• ” Homes of the Past." By W. H. Helm. With 59 illustra¬ 
tions from pen and ink drawings by A. C. Chappelow, as. 
net. (John Lane.) 
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Roses, Ockwells Manor, in Berkshire; the Tudor period. 
Hall s Croft, at Stratford»on*Avon; the Restoration, 
No. 10, Neville s Court, Fetter Lane; the eighteenth 
century, No. 80, Pall Mall and No. 16, Queen Anne’s Gate. 
£ach house is typical, and some of these houses have 
personal associations that Jiad invested them with romance 
already. Seen as they now are in a literary .setting that 
revives the tloings of their respective periods, all of tiicin 
become important. As to their preservation, it is only an 
anxious matter in the case of two, winch have ceasetl to be 
homes ; and the proposal to secure them, or anv oi them, 
for such a body as the National Trust or the Society for the 
Preservation ot Ancient J'luihhngs, is naturally subject to 
the wilhngiic.ss of their owners to part with them. If this 
is found wanting, there may be others elsewliere. 'I'lie 
proposal could not have been more gently made, or more 
attractively commended to public spirit 

Incidentally Mr. Helm has much to tell of the losses <lu<‘ 

to neglect and vandalism, as well as to those enterprises 

and “ improvements ” which one generation undertakes 

at the cost of another with small concern for what is worth 

treasuring. His stones to this effect arc disquieting ; aiul 

in an ajipcndix he prints the French law on iho subject, 

which IS in some rcsjiects better than ours. 'I'hc book is 

admirable in design and get-up, a handsome addition to 

the good library. Us purjio.se apart, “ Homes of tlie 

Past ” must be wehximed alike by students of lustorv and 

manners and by lovers of those kinds of goo<l re<uling 

which derive their appeal from cnlturp, tast<‘ and imtividual 

charm. 

KukuiliiV Sx()\vi)i;n. 

A BUSINESS WOMAN.^ 

^Ir Flci'. her is not one ol those novelists - very brdiuint 

men, some ot them whose art is a one-strmged mstrnment. 

Tie turiU'il Irom anting the most charmmg idvils of Vork- 

slure life to some of the cleverest sensational novels 

of receiu \e.iis. .md lie jiasses from these to st.ukl\' reahsiu. 

stories whos'- comedy and f.igi’dy are de<-]) rooti-d m t)ie 

charai lets ot his north country men aiul women Sucli a 

story was " Die \'.i!le\ ol He.ulstrong Men, ' and it is not 

too nuiLll lu '.IN' that “ '1 he Root ol All li\il ’ is an abler 

and e\en more jHiwetiul .stu<l\‘ in the sam<* gmire Ji-i Joe 

Famish is drawn ..k'verly, and without comjiromise, to tlie 

life. Slie has beauty and a certain iliarni, but < iimiiu- 

staiices have made lier as land <ind jiractical and sordid ni 
her ideals as the dourest Vorkslnremau that ever lived. 

At TvveiiTv-tive. her mother Inuiig dead, sht' is managing 

the I'annsh larm and household, and lias lier drunken, 

slultle.ss fallior and her youugiT sister, Uiiihie, vitn’ miu.li 

under subjeelioii " 1 know what money’s meant to me. ' 

she says harshh, ‘■and wlait it's going to mean, and I'll 

take good care none goes by me so long as 1 ve ten lingers 

to lay hold on it with " Her lover, under jiatemal inllucnce, 

jilts her when her father is ruined, and he is no sooner 

marrierl to his we.dthy cousin that she starts breacli o! 

promise jiroceedmgs, and with the handsome sum they 

pay to jilacate lier she ojnms a rival grocery business 

ojiposite to theirs and by her enterprise and shrewd manage¬ 

ment draws mo.st of their trade away from them, with 

results that lead to estrangement between the father and 

son. 
The story of her rapid rise to fortune and the unscrupulous 

ruthlessne-ss with wliich she oveircaches herself, lo jdunged 
into irretrievable disaster and loses everything, is unfolded 
with a convincing air of reality and holds the reader with 
a strong and cumulative interest. Yet so subtly is the 
strange charm of her personality conveyed that, for all her 
masculine hardness and stern common sense, she keep.s the 
reader’s sympathy throughout. She remaims a very 
woman in spite of it all, and the whole story—well imagined 
and developed wdth a masterly sureness of touch—grows 
naturally out of the greatness and force of her character. 

* “ The Root of All Evil.” By J. S. Fletcher. 8s. 6d. 
(Hodder & Stoughton) 
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PROPHETS OF EVIL.* 
Although the ordinary man continues to shrug his 

slioulclers and somewhat impatiently turn the conversation 
to more cheerful subjects when the prophet of evil holds 
forth on the desperate state of the nations to-day, he no 
longer regards the prophet as being incurably mad. There 

IS. he admits, ‘something in it.” Really, it is much 
worse than he had imagined ' But he does not yet believe 

that It need worry him except in so far as he suffers 
individually by it. The serious business of life—football, 
dead certs, the decline of England in sport—these must 

still engross his attention. And then so many of these 
prophets, as is tlie way of prophets, seem to be more 
interested in turning out true prophets than in considering 
the nature of their prophecies or in trying to ward off the 

truly terrible things they prophesy. For example, Mr. 
Robert Williams writes that ” the Old Order is visibly 
breaking up.” and he is all the more convinced because he 
w'ants It to break up. ” To the Social Revolution,” he 

says, ” peacefully, if possible, but—the Social Revolution.” 
And the ordinary man. vaguely uneasy but determined to 
be an optimist, snorts ” Bolshevik ! ” and spots another— 

winner. Isn’t Robert Williams an extremist ? Well . . . ? 
But Mr. Williams is not alone in his view of the present 

position. Another writer on economic problems, a writer 
much more thoughtful and thorough, expresses the same 
conviction m almost the same terms. ” The present 
order,” writes Mr. A J. Penty, ” is doomed,” and he gives 
reasons, deep and formidable reasons which cannot 

bo Ignored or smothered in the abusive epithet of 
” Bolshevik ' ” especially as Mr. Penty himself is one 
of the most vigorous anti-Bolshcviks in the country. The 
present order is doomed, Mr. Penty would inform the 
ordinary man—if the ordinary man were not too busy to 
listen to him—because it is based on the vicious principle 
of compound interest: 

” In demanding that all money shall bear compound interest, 
finance is committed to an absolutely impossible principle, as 
must be apparent to anyone who reflects on the famous arith¬ 
metical calculation that a halfpenny put out at five per cent, 
compound interest on the first day of the Christian era would 
by now amount to more money than the earth could contain.” 

Now, is Mr. Penty right ? A glance at the foreign 
exchanges in the financial columns of any newspaper, 
exchanges which preclude the nations, no matter what 
their politics or policies may be, from trading fully and 
freely with each other, and a careful study of the Budgets 
of the various countries of Europe will be almost enough 
to convince one that he is. What, then, is to be done ? 

The first thing, Mr. Penty suggests, is the inauguration of 
the ” fixed price ” as a step in the direction of a ” just 
price.” This would ©heck gambling—we call it speculation 
—in the things that ultimately control our very existence, 
and bring back money to its proper function as a medium 
of exchange. Money would cease to be an instrument 

of credit and exploitation. 
The present system of unfixed prices leads to unrest all 

round. No Act of Parliament is going to have much effect 
on profiteers under a system of ' ‘ selling in the dearest 
market ” or charging ” what the traffic will bear.” Similarly 
in the industrial field. We have I>abour fighting on 
questions of wage increases or decreases when, owing to 

present price fixing, as a matter of fact Labour never knows 
from one day to another what is the actual value of the 
wage it receives. But the question that next arises is : 
How are prices to be fixed ? Parliament cannot be depended 
upon ; its bureaucratic method is too clumsy for Mr. 
Penty. The only competent price-fixing instrument would 
be the Guild. The restoration of the Guild system is the 

key to the economic problem : 

“ When membership of a trade organisation is confined to 
employers it exhibits the vices of a trust. But when it includes 

* ” Guilds. Trade and Agriculture.” By A. J. Penty. 5s. 
(Allen & Unwin )—” A New Agricultural Policy." By F. E. 
Gr%en. 4s. 6d. (Parsons.)—" The Future of Local Govern¬ 
ment.” By G. D. H. Cole. 5s. (CasselL)—" The Wages of 

By WilUam Graham. M.P., M.A., LL.B. 55. 
(Cassell.)—" The New Labour Outlook.” By Robert Williams. 
49. 6d. (Parsons.) 

every worker by hand or brain it will display the virtues of a 
Guild. For honesty and fair dealing will always find the support 
of the majority.” 

Another point insisted upon by Mr. Penty is that, as the 
present system decays, it becomes more and more im¬ 
perative that we should grow our owm food ; and we can 
only do this by a revival of agriculture based on Guild 

principles. He has no views on the question of large or 
small holdings; he would leave that matter to the Guild 
to determine. On this point we get more definite state¬ 
ments from Mr. F. E. Green who, though a smallholder 
himself, is opposed to the development of small holdings. 
” The tractor ha,s come to stay,” and Mr. Green wants the 
large farm run on Guild principles, ” where all are co¬ 
partners working in the interests of the whole community.” 

He is as emphatic as Mr. Penty on the necessity for a 
national revival of agriculture, and his revelations of the 
scandalous misuse of land in this country are appalling. 
” If there is one industry which cannot be left to the tender 
mercies of private enterprise,” says Mr. Green. ” surely it 
is agriculture ”—which will come as a surprise to many 
who had regarded collective effort as only possible in big 
centralised industries. 

In his survey of the wage problem, Mr. Graham also is— 
moderately—eulogistic of the (iuild idea, but tliat is about 
the only similarity between his book and most of the others 
now before us. So far from regarding the present system 
as being doomed, to use Mr. Penty’s word, he seems to 
regard the rebuilding of society, more or less according to 
Guild ideas, as being possible within the existing order. 
A catastrophic change of any kind seems to him as im¬ 
possible as undesirable, h'or the rest, for a man regarded 
as one of the coming leaders of jxilitical Labourism. Mr. 
Graham is woefully disappointing. M:. Cole, on the other 
hand, as might be expected, puts forward a competent 
statement. He also is confidently looking forward to a 

definite breakdown! of the present capitalist machine ; and 
he IS preparing plans for immediate use as occasion arises. 
For he clearly states that no ” capitalist government ” is 
likely to effect the changes in local government which he 
desires. By virtue of its composition and of its other 
duties, the State, he says, is a bad administrator, and, in 
any future desirable form of society, the huge mass of 
administrative duties that have grown up around the State 
must be transferred to other regional forms of social 
organisation. In every area—local, regional or national— 
Mr. Cole desires 

“ a body which 1 wall call the ' Commune,' in which all these 
groups of elected persons (guilds, co-operative societies and local 
functional organisations) will be brought together for the common 
determination and discussion of vital questions of policy in 
which they arc all concerned." 

All of which would be very stimulating and helpful if 
all of us were convinced that the present system was break¬ 
ing up, and we were determined to rear some sane structure 

upon its ruins. But all the evidence we have seems to 
indicate that the people with the power to initiate vast 
changes are convinced that these changes are not required. 
The others, to be quite frank, are almost in despair. What, 
for example, could be more frantically hopeless than Mr. 
Penty’s conclusion ? He sums up his case by stating that, 

finally, only one thing in the universe is capable of supply¬ 
ing the necessary new principle, and that is religion. ... I 

Perhaps he is right; but, if so, at our present rate of 
increasing %rrel\gion, the future seems likely to be worse 
than even the worst of us had imagined ! 

Rowland Kenney. 

IRovel flotcs. 
SCARAMOUCHE* By Raphael Sabatini. 8s. 6d. net. 

(Hutchinson.) 

By far the best chapters in this novel of Mr. Sabatini'sare 
those which deal with Andr^-Louis Moreau's adventures 
with the Binet company of players. There is something 
of the rascally gaiety and scoundrelism of Scarron's 
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romance ; the life of the strolling players, their spasmodic 
generosities and heroisms, their servitude and baseness is 
very vividly rendered. Andrc-Louis is the bastard son of 
a great Breton nobleman, who takes a leading part m the 
anti-revolutionary movement in those stirring, early days 
when Mirabeau was the lion of the reformers. His conflict 
with the Marquis de la Tour d’Azyr is one of those vendettas 
which is apt to weary the reader. Mr. Sabatim makes it 
more tolerable by his device of making Moreau revengeful 
not for his own sake, but for that of his friend whom 
d’Azyr has murdered. There arc many scenes of rhetoric : 
Mr. Sabatini has great skill in the picturing of crowds and 
the rendering of crowd-psychology ; and his account of 
the early days of revolutionary fervour at Nantes and 
Kennes are full of life and colour The lovc-.story is a thought 
incidental, and we seem to have met Almc’s rather tiresome, 
mannered type a hundred times before : she never once 
surprises, never is startled into natural behaviour. One 
turns gladly from the brief pages of love-making to those 
in which Mr. Sabatini writes well and sanely about the 
revolutionary ardour which travelled so ijuickly through 
France, like a fire wliich, at times misdirected, did, at any 
rate, burn on its journeys a great deal of very noisome 
rubbish. 

GETTING RID OF ANNE. Bv Thomas Cobb. 7s. od net. 
(Nash) 

Anne Strickland had a passion for the cinema and tried 
to introduce its romance and scn.satioii into her quiet 
country life. Being also radiantly pretty and only nine¬ 
teen she captured young men as easily as a llvpapcr catches 
Ihes. Always on the look-out for sentimental adv’ciitures, 
she throws herself into Gervase hmicry's path by sinking 
down at the roadside just as he is approaching on his motor- 
cvcle and pretending that she has sprained her ankle. 
Gervase falls into the trap ininicdiately, and narrowly 
escapes making a fool of himself He is thankiul that ho 
does escape, though, when he meets l-'cncUa I.awson, whom 
he has not seen for a numlx^r of years, and realises that 
she IS the one girl in the world for him. Everard Ncwlund, 
a friend of Gervase's and I'cnclla's, happens to have been 
chums witli Anne’s father out at the front and, Strickland 
being dead, Everard wishes to sec “ Miss Strickland to tell 
her what he knew of her relative Fcnclla, like a good 
pal, offers to go and interview the girl in advance—not 
suspecting that Gervase has previously made her acquaint¬ 
ance—and impetuously invites Anne to stay in her London 
flat while looking for a job. When Anne and Gervase 
meet face to face there are amusing complications and 
Anne’s yearning for romance becomes a source of great 
anxiety. It is altogether a delightful comedy written in 
Mr. Cobb’s usual light, happy vein, with Anne in the 
centre, a lovable minx, despite her many failings 

THE TOLL OF THE SANDS. By Paul dc Lanvy. 7s 6d. 

net. (Fisher Unwin.) 

The novel of adventure never lacks a public when it tells 
as good a story as “ The Toll of the Sands.” A well-built 
plot and vigorous character-drawing take this romance of 
the Colorado desert very pleasantly on its way. Its gold- 
miners are men fashioned in the rough, with a large-limbed 
humanity and a healthy openness in their virtues and vices. 
Life in Death Valley is a struggle for existence, a game in 
which the smallest slip may be fatal. Nothing succeeds 
like success, but it takes men and women of fibre not to 
go under. Ruby Mooring, the attractive hcioine, has 
personality and courage, and Mr. de Laney thoroughly 
interests us in her love affairs. We are pleased when 
retribution stalks and captures John Mooring and we have 
a schoolboy's enthusiasm for the discomfiture of the 
villain, Andy Brush. The sun-glare on a tide of restless 
sands is no forcing-ground for the graces of civilisation, 
and we look for characters whose outlines shall be easily 
recognisable. ” The Toll of the Sands ” would go well on 
a cinema screen. By an easy reversing of the process 
which Mr. de Laney has employed, his pen-pictures would 

turn back into actual desert scenes. 

A Novel that is being widely Read 

AN ENTHUSIAST 
ay £. (£. SOMERVILLE, 

Joint .Author, with M.AKTIN BOSS. <*f ” Sonic Experiences 
of an Irish K M etc . etc Crown X\o 8s Od net 

The Bookmav says 

“ It IS j storv full ol LiiiKhtiT anil tf.in. ami cli.tmi . . . One of the books 
It lb d joy to liiitier o\ci, ami in n’lnemlM i k-iij; alter it is road " 

Punch says . 
All Kiithiisi.ist ' ion'll banlK have l>ceii more fortunate in the hour of 

Its a|>praratiii' 1 have loiiu Ihoiiirht that a couiM' of SOMKKVILLE-ROSS 
IiHjkb sliouki he presiiilH'd lor all those of us who have anything to do with 
our other nI.iikI " 

Country I.ije says : 

Dnlhant in conieptioii and terhniqne. this l>ook is not only fine literature, 
but a revcLitioii of the meiitalily ol a javple suili as no mere writci of history 
could hope to tJiM' the world 

STREAKS OF LIFE 
Bt ETHEL SMYTH. Mus.Doc. 

Author of'■ Impressions that Beniained “ Rvo los 6d.net. 
]nipresston 

The Queen .says : 
■' I)i Ethel Snivth h.is lived everv mi'iiieiit of her strenuous life, hence the 

VI tall tv th.it euiati.'itVK trvkiri hvr l>ui*k " 

The Times says . 
•' One hesitates to n-vel with too miuh eiithnsi.ibiii m the slieer fun ol this 

book, lest one .honld seem to overlook the intense interest of murh that it 
tells. When Miss 5in>th sets out to ns all (iroidi- she knew welt she makes 
them live lK*lorc her reailer with .istonishinp tone *’ 

LONGMANS. GREEN CO. 
39. PATERNOSTER ROW. LONDON. E.C.4 

ALLIED SHIPPING CONTROL 
Ao Experiment in loteroatiooal Adminutretion, by 

J. A. SALTER, C.B. 
Coiniiiandeur de la Legion d'honneiir. 

CKAItMAN or AILISP M.KITIHk TKANsVuRI iXIIlVIIVE. 

IOb. 6d. net. 

Mr J a Spender, in Weslmtnsler Gazette of July 14 
and Saturday 11 H.t/ff of J uly 16 (full page review) : 

“ , . fascinating story and brilliant economic study. 
. . . Bare ability and great skill in the handling of 
material that must be dil'licult. have gone to the 
making of this book, which, unless we are greatly 
mistaken, will long stand as one of the classics of the 
war. not only, etc. . . . Great romance.” 

Times (July 22, three-quarter column) 
” Illuminating and authontativc account.” 

Times I.itcrarv Supplement (July aR, two columns) • 
“ . . . The accomplishment was great The achieve¬ 
ment has worthily been put on record by Mr. Salter 
in his highly interesting contribution to the history of 
the war ” 

Mr. G. Lowes Dickinson in Nation and Athenaum 
(July 30. li pages) : 

■' . . . is likely to be a classic ol the economic history 
of the w'ar. 
” A main object of his book is the application of the 
experience of international combination gained during 
the war to the problems of the League ol Nations. 
This is, so far as we arc aware, the first contribution 
to that question of an able, trained and deeply 
experienced official, and it deserves very careful 
and thoughtful consideration by all who care for the 
future peace of the world.” 

The book is the first of the new series, The Economic 
and Social History of the World War,” published for the 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 

Of all Booksellers 

HUMPHREY MILFORD. Oxford Univenity Press. 

Amen Comer. Loodon. E.C.4 
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father time stories. By J. G. Stevenson, B.A. 5s. 
(R.T.S) 

Here are some of the lessons cleverly conveyed by these 
attractive short stories ; " When you notice that father has 
done anything well why not tell him so ? He is sure to be 
pleased if you arc pleasc<l with him, and it’s a wise child 
that encourages father. ” " Some children are always 
raking with the teeth up. Dallying with lessons, gaping 
all over the place m class, doing sums anyhow—that’s 
just raking with the teeth up. . . . Mouth open, and bird- 
watching at half-back." “ Strange how many people would 
be sorry to break an hour-glass ! Yet how much precious 

time they ruin, and cast away, without regret! " From 
these extracts it will be seen that Mr, Stevenson has set 
out with high purpose to work into the young and plastic 
mind some big lessons. We have tried most of the pleasant 
little stones on a .small boy, who is very pleased with them, 
saving Beppo," which is rather far-fetched. 

PROMISE OF DAWN. By E. 1< Punshon. 7s. net (Ward, 
Lock.) 

The outbreak and first days of the Rus.sian Kevolution 
have provided Mr. Punshon with a dramatic background 
for his latest novel. His knowledge of Kussiau rural life 
and Russian characteristics lend the book a strong note of 
realism. Boris Markovich Vickcr, with hi.s insincerities 
and aimless e.xistence, stands in sharp contrast to the keen, 
hard-working Englishman, Michael Welton, who is in charge 
of a Russian munition factory. Although revolution is in 
the air, few suspect that the country is on the verge of it, 
and it breaks suddenly, like a thunderstorm, sweeping into 

ruin the great families who have dominated tlie peasantry 
for generations. Michael has developed an infatuation for 
the beautiful daughter of Count Uskov, while Boris o]icnly 
confesses his admiration for an English governess. Each 
man in turn has the chance df saving one girl from dcatli, 
leaving the other, as lie l>eheves, to a tragic fate How 
each acts in the circumstancc.s. how each emerges from the 
difficult test, forms the conclu.sion of a ilinlhng and 

SIGNS 'AND WONDERS. By J- D- Beresford. 5s ud net. 
(Golden Cockerel Press.) 

There is a renaissance of the short story—that form ol 
a great art which has been vulgarised by the iacilc writers 
of the fiction magazines J. I). Beresiord is a faithful 
craftsman who never descemls to the stereotypeil. " Signs 

and Wonders " is not an impeccable collection of tales an<l 
episodes ; but one feels, with the least satisfactory of them, 
that there is an impelling i<lea, something significant and 
momentous. The mystery of the Ihiiver-se and the 
freakishness of humanity give to Beresford’s completer 
creations something elemental which goes back to the 
vague and chaotic fears of men m the first twilight of the 
world. Such suggestions would be morbid but for Beres¬ 
ford’s ironic and compassionate humour. ‘‘ 'The Appearance 
of Man : A Play out of Time and Space," in wluch two 
men and a woman indulge in the mo.st casual small-talk 
while the marvels of creation and the slow dawn of history 
are unrolled before them, is a triumph in contrast between 
Immensities and nonentities. The subject is treated with 
a shudder of terror in " The Hidden Bca-st." In a little 
village a strange and surly man is asked by a curious visitor 

*what impels him to the closest solitude and what to the 
occasional company of the tavern, while he is shunned by 
the village and by the very animals in it: " His face 
pleaded with me. ‘ There are times when a man is glad Of 
company,’ he said. ' I live between two worlds, the wild 
and . . . ■—he paused before he rejected the obvious 
antithesis, and concluded—‘ the restrained.’ " The man is 
an af^vist, recognising that he is too wild and dangerous 
fc«: the common life. Between the dusk and the dawn 

iadulges in primitive cruelties. He cannot restrain 
the savagery that is latent in the heart of the tamest 
civilieatioxL. 

THE MYSTERY OF THE SYCAMORE. By Carolyn Wells. 
6d. net. (Lippincott) 

A detective story in which no less than three people 
" confess " to having murdered the same man. The reader 
is led to believe that each of the three is trying to shield 
one of the other two, but the mystery remains unsolved 
until Fleming Stone, the detective, takes up the case. 
The circumstances under which the murder is committed 
are most improbable, and indeed the whole scheme of tW 
story strains the credulity of the reader to breaking point. 
The book is packed with dramatic incidents, but one rather 
loses heart m following the adventures of people who behave 
always in the manner best calculated to further the plot, 

and not as they would do in real life. 

Zbc Bookman's Uable. 

THE PAGEANT OF PARLIAMENT. By Jlichael Mac- 
Donagh. Two vols. 36s net. (Fisher L'nwin ) 

It is well for Westminster that Ireland, in breaking away 
from its benches, has not broken with its gallery. That 
calamity would have robbed us of a useful icaven in the 
debate reports served up in the pa]>ers day by day, and 
might easily have deprived Parliament of its gayest 
annalir.t. Mr. MacDonagli has written freely and often of 
Parliament before, and the previou.s volumes to his credit 
on this theme alone are testimony that though its speeches 
are a nuisance, the British legislature remains one of the 
most fertile and entertaining topics in Die woilJ. This 
fact, of cour^e, is capable of concealmciit at the hands of a 
dull chronicler, and it would l»e fair to say that uf many 
descriptive writers who handle it to-ilay, either in the London 
or the provincial papers, there arc not more than half a 
doztm who are roail for anything but the news they have to 
convey or the parly case they have to put. For one thing, 
there are not manv departments of news where the condi¬ 
tions and the eti«iucite arc so stringent, from tlic rules of 
privilege to the party or sectional inlcre.st a jiarticular 
paper has to bear in mind Reading Mr. .MacDonagh you 
forget tluit there are any hiuitatious whatever. Accuracy 
IS so natural to him. and lie is so willing to make the best of 
everything, even in a discredited worhl hkc parly politics, 
that ho puts upon things a rosy complexion to nluch they 
had long been a stranger, and this without the slightest 
strain upon our .sense of probabilities. His chapter upon 
the Speakership brings to bear around the subject an 

atmo.splicre of dignity and history which might easily 
disappear in the course of a fuU-sized treatise, aiul there is 
no doiilit that he excels in the vignette or rounded sketch 
which is one of the finest arts of journalism. He is brimful 
of anecdote without allowing his stones to burden him 
or the reader, and he has a masterfy sense of variety, 

proportion and arrangement. 

PURE THOUGHT AND THE RIDDLE OF THE 
UNIVERSE. By Francis Sedlak. i8s. net. (Allen & 
Unwin.) 

Schopenhauer, it will be remembered, was very rude 
about the Hegelians. He called them the most impudent 
of mortals and he declared that unintelligibility was intro¬ 
duced by Schelling, perfected by Fichte, and carried to 
transcendent heights by Hegel—very profitably. Mr. 
Francis Sedlak here presents, not so much a digest as a re¬ 
integration of the Hegelian logic, and it must be confessed 
that he is as obscure as his master; but at least he knows 
that profits will not accrue. The treatise, which is descried 
as Volume I, has for its sab-title, “ The Creation of Heaven 
and Earth.” A second volume called " The Creation of 
Man on Earth ” is to follow. In the first section of the 
present volume Mr. Sedlak discusses Quality, from Origin 
to " The infinitised finite and the finitised infinite." The 
next part deals with Quantity, and plunges us into Hegelian 
mathematice till we reach the fundamental Unity of 
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Quality and Quantity as transitory aspects of Measur¬ 
ableness. An elaborate clisciis.sion of mcastirablencss and 
its application to the solar Jiniversc fills the concluding two 
hundred pages. It is impossible to discuss such a work 
in a short space. Students of philosophy, and especially of 
the mathematical philosophv we now’ associate with the 
name of Bertrand Russell, will not fail to make themselves 
acquainted with Mr Sedlak's tlaboratc treatise. 

a 

MOODS OF LIFE. Bj' Arthur Lyiu-h. Os. (Cassell.) 

Mr. Arthur Lynch is a surjinsinglv attractive writer. 
Without many of the graces of the literary artist, his essays 
appeal by straight, kindly sayings. His new book, " Moods 
of Life," IS the very salt and savour of modern journalism. 
Here are fifty-two essays on nearly every aspect of the 
mind of modern America and Rngland, and all of them such 
as a man might read with pleasure and no great effort in 
the train from suburb to city. Mr. I-ynch, the es.sayist, 
is not exactly a Stevenson in style or a Bacon in depth. 
His is tlie muse of common sense rather than of philosophy. 
Yet with him common sense is nevcr.that creed of the dull 
and vulgar that so often passes by the name : he has a finer 
sense of the value and nobility of life. " Politeness is an 
aid to efficiency,” he quotes, and then goes on to show that 
it is something far more than that—some radiant covering 
to the inner .splendour of man’s soul. His book ends not on 
the note of worldly success, but in praise and defence of 
poetry. ” All that is worth living for is the poetry of life ” 
is a tine creed for the champion of common .sense Mr. 
T.ynch looks life straight in the face, and seems very well 
pleased with what he sees. More imjiortant, he gives the 
same impression to the reader He fully realises that man 
is a pun^• creature whirled through .space 111 a minute world. 
What a splendid adventure, is his comment. One word 
more—for the raconteur. Tlie book contains a most 
excellent collection of well-told stones. 

AUTHORSHIP 

lill.HliKT FRAKKAU 
Who wrote IVtei 

Jarkson.” 

litcrarv talent ami to _ . 
jcctcil MSS. toll their own talc. 
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STACV AUMONIF.R 
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Course 
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Ciintnlnilors to the Course 
itichule — 

•Ir Philip Qi»kl (I'ditor 
Kei’ini- nj Rex’ietti) 

QIINrf FrtnkM (author of 
■’J'eltr J.ickMUl.” "1 hr 
Si fils of FiKh.iiittiiriit."rU ) 
ttaey Aiimanitr (author ot 
" 'J'hf Lo\e-a-lJu< k and othei 
Stones '■) 
Elinor Merdaont (author of 
'■ The l.ittle Soul '■) 
" lapptr ” (author of “ Bull¬ 
dog 1 inimiiiond ’). 
H. at Vtri Itacpoolt (author 
of ■•Tlie Blue l.iigotin,'' 
‘ Satan,' etc.). 

£60 IN PRIZES 
^ One Mcll-kiiown lAuidon r'liiorik>>o 
tI roiiMiiredof the nienlb ol the CoiirM' 
that he offris iKk) m iiioiiey prires to 
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the A.B (• 
W T 1 t c r ' s 
Course. 

The Course 
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readers of 
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them as students. 

^Thr Course is 
'J conducted entirely 
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lime study. Imltvtitual 
luihan lb ({ivcii to every 
btudeiit The number 
of btiiilciits IS liniited. 
All work IS corrected 
and cntiribcd by a 
pructiial journalist 
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editorial ekpenenre. 
Airjtijiemeiits can be 
iiiaile loi sections of 
tlie t mil sc to be taken 
separalrlv if desired. 
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The A.B.C. Writer’s Coarse (Dept. 32), A.B.C Correspondeoce 

Schools, Paternoster House, E.C.4 

A BOOK OF ENGLISH VERSE ON INFANCY AND 
CHILDHOOD. l lioMMi >iy 1. S Wd.hI ,ts 6tl. m-t 
(Mdcmillan ) 

.-Vn iinthologv of l-Jiglush vcrsi- on chiMliood slioultl fill 

a loug-fflt w.iiit on llu' siiflvi's ol Ihosc liook-lover>i wlio 

aro lovt'vs. ol chiblrvu a'- vscll ” J’ocm> on cliiitUiootl arc 

compauilivcly Jew’ in number anil many ol tlicm arc little 

know’ll.'' savs Mr T.. S WikhI, ibc compiler, in liiw prcfac-t 

to this anthologv, in'*! atUlciI bv Mcs.srs Macmillan to tlicir 

Golden Trva.'>nry series. ■’ They are scalliTccI m maiiv 

volumes b\’ manv writers, and the liglu lluy tlirow on the 

most beautiful }XTiod of human life is thus lost to ju-rsous 

who arc interested in children but wlio are not regular 

readers of )ioetry.’' ll is not a book for children, but a 

book about chililrcn winch covers a wule range of time 

and ideas. It i.s too difficult to pick out for special ineiitioii 

any one jwcm from a book that i.s packed from cover to 

cover with freshness and charm 

PLAYTIME GAMES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS. By 
Emma C. Dowd. 5s- (Harrap.) 

Parents, you must really endeavour to raise five shillings 
to purchase this most thrilling and happy book. In story 
form we arc told all about many delightful games that are 
quite unknown to the average family, games that will 
engross your small folk on sunny afternoons, and games that 
will keep them gaily occupied on the disappointing \vet 
days that chain them up indoors. There is a pretty young 
Aunt Ruth in these pages who really thinks of the most 
ingenious ways of amusing bored little boys ami girls. 
“ Hop and Hold ” is a fine sporting game, which can be 
played outside or in an empty garret, providing you can 
raise a bit of chalk and a bit of stone to hold. There is a 
fascinating play called “ Little Bo-peep.” with sheep, wolf 
And mastiff, to be tried when guests come to tea, not to 
speak of descriptions of writing games and games of mental 

calculation. 

D. APPLETON & COMPANY 

THE MAGNIFICENT 

MR. BANGS 
JOSEPH C. LINCOLN 

A good plot, a little mystery, enough romance 
and plenty of hearty laughs, go to form the 
story of the magnificent Mr. Bangs—the sort of 
story for which Joe Lincoln has become famous.' 

8/6 
A little booklet giving the interesting life story of 

this wcH-known author, can be obtained free on 
application. 

THE UNSEEN EAR 
N, S. LINCOLN 

For a baffling mystery that keeps you guessing 
this novel is unsurpassed. 8/6 

PLAY THE GAME 
R. C, MITCHELL 

An entertaining novel with a fresh and absorb¬ 
ing plot. 7/6 

25, SEOrORD STREET, LONDON 
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ASTARTE. By Ralph Earl of Lovelace. New Edition, with 
many additional letters. i8s. (Christophers ) 

A new edition of the late Lord Lovelace’s uncommon 
book entitled “ Astarte '' (which first appeared in a limited 
issue sixteen years ago) has revived the ancient controversy 
concerning the relations which existed between Byron and 
his half-sister. It is a curious and unpleasant topic to have 
occupied the public mind on and off for over a hundred 

years, but when the accusation involved attaches to a 
distinguished literary man, who is also a peer, it is not 

altogether surprising that the subject remains one of 
perennial speculation and interest. It furnishes too a good 
battle-ground for those who like controversy. The evidence 
for the prosecution is not altogether conclusive—it would 
be difficult to adduce evidence in any case of the kind 

except an actual confession signed and witnessed. But 
when Byron’s grandson, the late Lord Lovelace, felt it his 
duty (in the interests of the reputation of his grandmother, 

I-ady Byron) to prove the charge, there can be little room 
to doubt its accuracy, especially in view of the docu¬ 
mentary evidence that has been published in the new 
edition of " Astarte.” Nevertheless there are still those 

who remain unconvinced, among them Lord Ernie, whose 
views will l>e found in a current review. 

WHITE HORSES^ AND OTHER POEMS. By L. A. Hurst 
Shorter. 5s. net. (Humphreys.) 

Mr. Shorter's pen is very facile and too often runs away 

with him : and he is always a little too ready to adorn his 
tale with a moral : 

” How better can a man devote his life 
Than to the service of humanity, 
By using every energy to try 

To lessen all the suffenng that's rife ? ” 

These are typical lines—from a poem entitled " The 
Doctor.” And here is the last verse of a poem in praise of 
” The Covenant ” : 

" Which covenant is named the League of Nations 
And, if fulfilled, will change the face (^f earth ; 

Bless and enrich those future generations, 
Recipients of the firstfruits of its birth. 

O brother men, in divers lands and stations, 
Of willing converts let there be no dearth ! 

Allow no to prove inimical, 
But let yoiir watchword ever be ' it shall!' " 

That is excellent propaganda, and we heartily subscribe 
to it. But is it poetry ? 

(Kbnsic. 

THREE MUSICAL INNOVATORS. 

By A. Eaglefiei.d Hull. 

II. Alexander Scriabin. 

Alexander 

NICOLAS 

SCRIABIN was 

born on Christmas 

Day, 1871, in 

Moscow, in his 

grandfather's house. 

The father, a 

young lawyer from 

Saratoff, and the 

mother, a piano 

medallist of the 

Petrograd Con- 

Alexander Scriabin, servatoire, did net 

number forty years 

between them. When the baby was two years old the 

mother died of consumption, and the child was reared 

by its grandparents. 

The boy revealed extraordinary talents at an early 

age. At five he could play from memory the smaller 

classics after having heard them once.* At eight he 

composed pieces, wrote poems, and manufactured 

miniature pianofortes, thus manifesting a precocious 

sense of form and accuracy, tw'o qualities which charac¬ 

terise all his work. From nine to sixteen he was able to 

study music along with the ordinary curriculum at the 

cadet school for officers’ children. Apart from Arensky, 

who refused to see any remarkable musical gifts in the 

young man, Scriabin was particularly fortunate in his 

music tutors ; Conus, Zverieff, Safonoff and Taneieff. 

^onus was one of the greatest teachers of orchestration 

who ever lived, Zverieff had many famous pupils, 

•Tfcrfs easily superseding the marvellous cases of recording 
memory given by Bernard Shaw on p. xxix of his "Back to 
Methnselah,” 

including Rachmaninoff. Tanciefi's reputation as a 

teacher of counterpoint and polyphony is immense, and 

Safonoff's broad musicianship and knowledge of piano 

effect has a world-wide recognition. 

Scriabin was fortunate also in his patron, Michael 

Belaieff, the millionaire merchant who founded a great 

music publishing house. He placed Scriabin in such 

circumstances of financial ease as allowed him to do 

his best work from the outset, and this practical friend¬ 

ship only ended thirteen years later with the death of 

Belaieff in January, 1904. 

His compositions up to this date include the lovely 

Piano Concerto, the Reverie for Orchestra, the first 

three symphonies, the first four sonatas, and scores of 

preludes, nocturnes, mazurkas and other pieces for the 

piano. 

This year marks the division between his first and 

more characteristic periods. In 1903 he left his tutorial 

post at the Moscow Conservatoire, the duties of which 

were not congenial to him, and abandoned (a particularly 

good word in his case) himself to composition. He lived 

for a time in Switzerland (at lovely Bcattenbcrg), and 

then domiciled in Brussels, where he married again, 

and became a keen theosophist. His circle included 

Delville, Schure, Verhaeren and Mahrhofer. He played 

and conducted in New York, London, Paris and Moscow, 

and travelled up and down the Volga with the great 

and generous conductor, Kussevitseky, in , pursuance 

of his mission for taking the finest of orchestras with the 

finest of music to the great cities of the Russian provinces. 

It was just before a repetition of this great enterprise 

that Scriabin died suddenly from blood-poisoning. 

Between 1904 and the year of his death (1915) he 

had created his orchestral masterpieces, “ The Poem of 
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Ecstasy” and "Prometheus,” the Piano Sonatas. 
Nos. 5 eighty-five other pieces in every 
conceivable style, form and colour. 

Scriabin was born in 1871 and died in 1915 : forty- 
four years. Debussy was born in 1862 anil died in 
1918 : fifty-six years. It is instructive to compare the 
French master's contribution with that of the younger 
Russian. 

After we have discussed the special qualities of 
Scriabin s music, w'e shall be bound to ask the question, 
Why is Debussy’s music so widely known, and why is 
Scriabin’s so little known ? Comparisons maj' perhaps 
be odious; thej’ are often helpful in arriving at 
a true appraisement in an art where true standards of 
criticism are so rare. 
***** 

Although the 108 pieces up to Opus 30 cannot be too 
highly praised (and ignorance of them is a great loss 
to the true music-lover), in deference to my title I only 
propose here to make a few passing comments on such 
features as point forw-ard to his finer creations. 

I will fir.st refer to what mny be called his " harmony 
of rhythm.” his polyphony of time-groups. Brahms 
has juggled with combined rhythms : so too have 
Reger, .Vrensky and Debussy ; but no master of music 
has ever achieved the wonders of Scriabin in this direc¬ 
tion. We find the prophecy of his great rhythmic powers 
already in the Concert " Allegro Appassionata,” (>piis 4, 
and we sec it again in the spirited combination of the 
quintuplets of the right hand with the triplets of the 
left, in the second of the 12 Etudes, Opus 8, and in 
the odd rhythms of the third study in the same set. 
Here, by rhythmic means alone, the composer obtains 
that curious vibrational lle kcring which hi‘ achieves 
by polvchromatic harmonx* in the later works, such 
as Opus (17. No. 2 (Preludes). In the 7tli Etude of 
Opus 8 we already find the curious overdriving of the 
bass triplets ; and long ere this we meet the downward 
drive of the bass arpeggio. The 8 Etudes of Opus 42 
arc all highly interesting in rhythm—-nines against fives, 
threes against overdrix’en fives, nines and threes, throes 
against twos, and so on. 

His harmonic achievements are suggested in innumer¬ 
able passages in these early works, where one hears 
him continually experimenting with the natural over¬ 
tones, pushing forward a note here and a note there, 
towards his new chord formations. Right from the 
very beginning we feel that whereas uith Debussy wc- 
have merely a manner, with Scriabin we have a deep 
spiritual mes>age. " Wings, wings, always wings, with 
Scriabin,” Miss Hcyman writes in her new book,* and 
Scriabin is already in etheric regions in that lovely 

“ little prelude, Opus 2, No. 2, written during the cadet 
period. There too can be found his wcaltli of tenor 
melodies in perfect freedom yet closest accord with 
the treble melodic line; for Scriabin is always tlie 
polyphonic composer. How could a pupil of Taneieff s 
be otherwise ? 

« * * * * 

Scriabin’s harmony is an altogether new clement in 
music. Whether he achieved it through his scientific 
experiments, through the esoteric channels of his own 

* “ The Relation of Ultra-modern to Archaic Music " : Small, 
Maynard & Co.. Boston. 
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ideas on mysticism, or through an accident in his search 

for a union between sound and colour, matters little to 

us who arc content to revel in the beautiful realm 

which he added to the world of sound. His harmonies 

have “ a strange force and sweetness and eloquence, 

a new colour that seems to be compounded of the 

rarer vibrations of the ether."* This is because he 

concerned himself more with the u/^cr-tones than with 

the actual chords struck. He thus gives the piano a 

new singing quality never imagined before, supplying 

to a large extent the deficiency of sustaining power 

inherent in the nature of all percussion instruments. 

With each w'ork he focuses the cosmos anew. Not¬ 

withstanding the perfection of form and the fineness of 

meaning in his music, his singleness of aim—a higher 

consciousness—leaves nothing for the interpreter to 

feed his vanity upon. There is no ornamentation, no 

superfluity in his music, complex though it looks. He 

had to advance against opposition and discouragements, 

even ridicule; but he never wavered in his belief in 

the religion of art. He concludes his First Symphony 

(written at the age of 18) with a choral epilogue which 

is a Hymn of Glory to Art. In the Second (about 1900) 

we see the significant rhythmic ideas of the “ Ecstasy " 

and "Poem of Fire” (Prometheus). The third, 

entitled " The Divine Poem ” (1903), has a Prologue 

containing motives of Divine Grandeur, the Summons 

to Man, the Fear to approach, and three movements— 

" Luttes,” " Voluptes " and " Jeu divin,” representing 

various stages of spiritual evolution, the liberation of 

the spirit from fetters, and the self-affirmation of 

personality. The Fourth Piano Sonata (of the same 

year) has a similar cosmic view. The prologue contains 

two musical mottoes—the striving towards the ideal 

and the languor resulting from the struggle. We then 

have a movement of divine rhythmic play, and the 

ecstacy of the free, untrammelled spirit. 

Five years intervene between this Symphony and the 

"Poem of Ecstasy” and the Fifth Sonata, both founded 

on a poem by Scriabin himself, from which he quotes : 

“ Je vous appcllc a la vie, o porce$ uiys,th’n'Hscs ! 
Soyfes dans Ics obscures projondeurs 
De I'csprit crcatciir, crainiives 

Ebauches de vie, d vous j'apporte I'auiacc.” 

The Sonata is in advance of the orchestral “ Poem 

of Ecstasy,” just as Sonatas 0 to 10 go immensely 

fon^'ard from the orchestral " Poem of Fire ” (1909-10). 

The Sixth and Seventh Sonatas belong to 1911, and the 

last three to 1913. The " Ecstasy ” represenfs a series 

of continually baffled spiritual struggles, each however 

one stage nearer its goal. " Prometheus ” is a nutshell- 

cosmic philosophy portraying the evolution of the Ego 

from embryonic life to perfect realisation. 

Each of the later sonatas would require an article to 

itself. Sufficient has been said to indicate the strange 

spiritual content of Scriabin’s music, a content which is 

seldom grasped by the numerous piano " recitalists '* who 

play his music merely for the sake of being in the swim. 

« * * * * 

In a lecture given early this year I asked how it 

\^as that Debussy’s music was so widely known and the 

far finer and more important musip of Scriabin was 

<^ili|^ratively little known. One ans>frer was given : 

• E. Newman. 

" French music has been exploited by publishers, 

performers and teachers in a very practical way. The 

Russians have always, in these things, been the most 

unpractical, unworldly people on earth.” Another 

answer I received in June when, in the space of two 

days, four recitals were devoted entirely' to Scriabin, 

without the recitalists having any knowledge of one 

another’s intentions. 

THE ENJOYMENT OF MUSIC. By Arthur W. Pollitt. 
With an Introduction by E T. Campagnac. 5s. net. 
(Methuen.) 

This agreeable volume is meant for the untrained hearer 
—the kind of man who rather likes the sort of noise he 
hears at a symphony concert, but doesn’t understand any¬ 
thing about music, and wishes he did. He will find here 
a great deal to enlighten him. He will find, chief of all, a 

fiercely sincere author, who contends firmly and grimly for 
what may be called the intellectual aspect of music. Music 

to him is not merely a collection of sounds producing (or 
preventing) slumber after dinner, but a great emotional 
art, built upon strong and sure intellectual foundations. 

And so he takes the reader through the main forms in 

which music is written. Some, like the sonata, he explains 
very elaborately ; some, like the fugue, a little inadequately. 
The chapter on fugue begins excellently, but it leaves off 
much too soon, and our supposed unmusical hearer won’t 
get a great deal from it. We think the author’s manner a 
little lacking in persuasiveness, but on the whole he has 
done well. The beginner needs to be told something very 

definitely and clearly. Mr. Pollitt is ver\- clear and his 
book is therefore very helpful. 

NOTES ON NEW MUSIC. 

MIDSUMMER. By Michael Felton {Schott ) 

I'ull of movement, these are indeed " ^ix bright pieces,” 
though wc wish the cover had not announced this fact 

before we found il out for ourselves. 

TWO STUDIES OF BELGIUM. By John C Holliday. 
(itencUbsance Mumc Co) 

Though none too easy for the average jdaye’’ these }>iece.s 
are to be recommended for their descriptive qualities, and 
the iecling and .sense of atmosjihere they convey. 

POE nCAL STUDIES. By .Mcc Roulev. fluhvm Ashdown.) 

Dainty and tuneful, these five descriptive pieces could 

be rendered eltectively by those who. while lacking great 
technical efficiency, yet have moderate skill and imagination. 

FOUR HUMORESQUES. By John R Heath (Enoch) 

Vanety and originality distinguish these four Humor¬ 
esques. They are of medium difficulty to jilay, and will 

repay careful study. 

PICTURES. By H. W Chutcr. {Collard Moutric ) 

Five charming little pieces, full of melody and atmosphere. 

A CHILDREN'S OVERTURE. By Roger Quilter (Winthrop 
Rogers.) 

A medley of Old English nursery rhymes is w’orked into 
this sparkling overture by Roger Quilter. It is a delightful 
and refreshing piece of work which should be a great 
lavourite with children of all ages. 

" ONCE UPON A TIME-” By Herbert Howells (Stainer 
& Bell) 

An expressive suite for piano. ” Once Upon a Time-" 
includes such fascinating subjects for children as " A 
Lonely Princess,” ” The Dark Forest,” '' An Angry King,” 
“Shepherd Boy,” “Good Fairy,” “And They Lived 
Happy Ever After.” The themes are well conceived, 
attractive and full of imagination. 

FOUR MINIATURES. By Reginald Thatcher. (Augener.) 

These four Miniatures by Reginald Thatcher are 9II short, 

simple and effective. An admirable quartet for those 
who desire the not-too-difficult picturesque. 
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THE RUSSIAN BALLET. 

By Anthony Clynf. 

/ 

The philosophy 

of dancinc. 

Mile. Anna Pavlova. 

1 of dancing, 

from the aesthetic 

and all other 

aspects, has not yet 

been thoroughly 

explored, though 

Plato, Diderot, and 

Herbert • Spencer 

have all made 

paitial examina¬ 

tions of the subject. 

Tlie lack of any 
Anna Pavlova, comprehensive 

treatment of it is 

brought to our conscitnisness now as never before by the 

Russian Ballet. I'«>r this is a wonderfully beautiful crea¬ 

tion, surely tlu' mosl heautifiil that has ever api)oar(‘d 
on the stage. Many \olumes have been filled with the 

results of ]).itieiil investigation into the principles 

w'hich underlie, foi example, the art of music. '1‘here 

is no real dillerence in tlie suhtlet\’ of any of the arts, 

only in our degrees of insight into their fundamental 

law's. Coiisidei the histories of music, the careful 

studies of its phases, the analvsos of individual com- 

jioseis. ll.ul darning e\'olved in the same manner, 

as it might in other conditions have done, it would 

have achie\('d as mu<*h fui the human spirit, and as 
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mill'll thought might have been devoted to its study. 

feels this especially now, because in the Russian 

H.illvt (lancing manifests itself in the most jierfect form 

it has vet att.iined, and it dot's so by amalgamating 

itself witli the other arts. Painting, dancing, and 

music are combined as never before, and by their 

amalgamation .1 now and trornendonsly eftoctivc art- 

form is broughl to birth. At the end of last centuiy 

the idea of appealing to the spirit through all pos..ih!e 

artistic chiiimels at once, of fusing the arts to weld 

them into one instrument with multiplied loice and 
delicacy, was a favourite dream of a h'w Erencli enthu¬ 

siasts. The Russian Ballet is the nearest approach 

to their ideal yet made. 
Dancing is as ancient as any art, but this is the 

entry on a new .stage, when the possibilities of move¬ 

ment and gesture arc made manifest as were those of 

music by the invention or discovery, for both words 

are accurate from different aspects, of the scale. The 

Russian Ballet is not so much the latest and finest 

exposition of an old art as the first and inspiring begin¬ 

ning of a new' one. The old ballet was discredited and 

lifeless. It was discredited as a crude music-hall 

display, popular only with the type of audience whom 

an exhibition of female legs and busts attracts, the 

more or less skilful movements of the dancers being a 

mere excuse for the introduction of this exhibition. 

It was lifeless as a feeble survival in certain operas. 

Its movements became conventionalised. It was con¬ 

tent to copy preceding models, until all vital inspiration 
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faded. It was accompanied by music, but it was not 

indissolubly wedded to music. The music was ballet 

music, but the relationship was not much closer than 

that between the words and the music of the countless 

ballads to which suburban draw'ing-rooms resound. 

“ The Good-Humoured Ladies,” for example, has 

Scarlatti’s “ pattern ” music, music very lovely in 

itself, designed with dainty fascination. But for the 

comedy of Goldoni any other might have been sub¬ 

stituted, so long as it had daintiness, exquisite, senti¬ 

mental, pretty allurement. There was no marriage of 

the spectacle and movements on the stage with the 

music, merely a pleasant adjustment. One might 

have fitted another plot to the same music, or other 

music of the same period and nature to the same plot. 

Their parallel appeals were cleverly joined. In the 

Russian Ballet the appeals are not parallel ; there is 

no fitting together. There is only one appeal: the 

ballet as a whole, music, dancing, and decoration 

making one indivisible art-form. 

The decay of the old ballet was largely caused by 

its association with opera, in the more attcMiuated of 

which it survived ivs an antiquated nuisance. In the 

” Huguenots,” an excellent example of the preposterous, 

irrational pre-Wagnerian opera, in which, as (ieorge 

Sampson candidly expresses it, '' what was t(Mf stupid 

to say was sung,” it was an incident endured patiently 

as in keeping with the senselessness of tlie rest of the 

opera. In “ Carmen ” most of the audience were more 

resentful, deeming it an illogical intrusion into the 

action. In ” Faust ” it ceased to be tolerated as a 

boring interruption, and was discarded. The reason it 

survived even in a feeble fashion was that tlie operas 

themselves were Imilt on such ridiculous foundations, 

that an irrelevant diversion in a conglomeratif)n of 

irrelevancies was allowed. }3ut Wagner rationalised 

opera. The generations tliat succeeded him hav'e 

learnt to demand a marriage of words and music, 

not merely a parallel movement, an artistically sym¬ 

metrical and rational plot intimately related to th(^ 

music. Ballet in such music-dramas became an excres¬ 

cence no longer to l)c tolerated. Imagine a ballet in 

” Fedora ” ! It i^ unthinkable. A hero in Norfolk 

tweed suit and plaid stockings dancing in a ballet ! 

Operatic ballet died. It had come into existence onlj* 

as the union of two things utterly conventional, artificial, 

irrational, ridiculous, one supporting the intellectual and 

cEsthetic feebleness of the other. When ont;_ emerged 

into genuine artistic power, it discarded the other. 

Only when ballet was ousted from opera could it 

come into its own. Freed from the bonds of dramatic 

singing, it began to exhibit a vitality of its own. Even 

Wagner and his school have not entirely subdued the 

tremendous difficulties of wedding words and music, 

a combination which is condemned to travel near the 

verge of the absurd, and by one false step, so easily 

taken, cuter the ridiculous and be plunged to destruc¬ 

tion. Only in a brief lyric can words and music possibly 

be free from this danger, simply because of its shortness. 

In any longer action, in any love-making or despairing 

or, dying or revenging or envying, duets and solos are 

imperfect modes of expression. Words are too definite 

to airfalgamate with the perfect fluidity of music. 

But dancing itself is perfectly fluid. Wlien emancipated 

from the intellectualism which opera demands, because 

of its verbal form, it becomes possible to amalgamate 

it absolutely with music and painting as an expression 

of emotionalism. 

This was accomplished in Russia by a fortunate 

concatenation of circumstances. The clearest exposi¬ 

tion of the reasons for the Russian origin is to be found 

in Ellen Terry’s ” The Russian Ballet,” published some 

six or seven years ago. At the same time there hap¬ 

pened to exist in Russia all the ingredients of success— 

a people in whom enthusiasm for its peculiar qualities 

could be evoked, owing to their racial temperament, 

the essential patronage of the Imperial Court and the 

wealthy nobility, a school of highly-trained expert 

dancers to interpret the ballet, brilliant artists of 

precisely the required nature of talent to provide its 

decoration, composers of precisely the required nature 

of genius to supply the music, maestros of unrivalled 

skill to arrange the themes. 

Ballet of the type of The Good-Humoured Ladies ” 

was but dainty, fascinating, graceful, like a fine lady in 

silks and satins. Any deeper, darker emotions were 

impossible. They would have fractured the delicate 

cup of sparkling champagne. Th<* R\issian Ballet 

became capable of expressing other things —fear, 

re\’onge, horror, the abandonment of passion and its 

I)ainful ecstasy. It was at times terrible and majestic 

as a warrior armed and fighting bl<u>dily for life. Into 

it was poured draughts of greater potciuy, intoxi¬ 

cating, viscid, dark, as well as merel\' effervescent and 

exhilarating. 

This is the significance of the Russian Ballet and its 

immense artistic importance. Pavlova, Ni3insky, Karsa¬ 

vina, Lopokova, and the others are m)t successors of 

Taglioni, (irahn, and Cerito. They are cxpfuicnts of 

a new art-fonn, in which tluTe is an ovoipowering 

amalgamation of arts, and the music of Rimsky Korsa¬ 

kov, Stravinsky, and the rest is no longer the accom¬ 

paniment of the old ballet, but an organic ])art of the 

whole. The whole difference nniy be realised by 

comparing ” The Good-Humoured Ladies ” with 

” Petroushka,” in which colour, movement and sound 

are blended to bring a flow of impressions—a crowd 

at festival time, now of pity for these half-human 

dancing dolls, now of the grotesque and hitter irony 

of their fate, of love and folly, luxury and human 

sadness. Better still is comparison with ” Schehera¬ 

zade,” passionately barbaric, grimly humorous, gor¬ 

geously ghastly. Words might partially crystallise 

these fleeting impressions, but they would destroy 

their peculiar power. The wild passion of abandon¬ 

ment in that scene where the white women of the 

harem let in their dark-skinned lovers and the whole 

stage is riotous with colour and rhythmic movement— 

what have w'ords to do with this ? 

THE CRAFT OF “QUALITY STREET." 

A rather dangerous experiment, the revival after a tale 

of years of Sir J. M. Barrie’s " Quality Street ” at the 
Haymarket—but an amazing success. One had expected 
that the emancipated girls of to-day would have had 
nothing but contempt for Miss Susan Throssel and her 
sister, ” Pheebe of the Kinglets," trembling with fear and 
delight In the presence of " dashing Valentine Brown 
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a simple, h^Tnless creature enough—but the women in the 
audience enjoy those quaint old tremors of the Peninsular 
and Waterloo days immensely, ami every one laughs 
heartily while liarric is laughing at himself. 

Barrie has been always, to his own infinite disgust, an 
inveterate sentimentalist, and even went to the length of 
killing himself in the jierson of “ Sentimental 'lommy.” 
The subject of “ Quality Street,” with its air of decorum, its 
poti>purri and spinet music, must have l)een a tremendous 
temptation to him to revel m sentiment, and he did. 
That period of utterly lielpless women whose lives were 
corroded if they did not marry before twenty-five at 
latest, ajipealed to Harne’.s sensitive heart , and then wlien 
he had got the sighs and the tears exactly, he esi.apeil 
mawkisliness hy a gentle riilu ule of the airs and graces of 
an epoch as artificial as the age of Anne. W’e love Pha-be, 
not because of her silly misunderstamhng of X'alentine 
Brown's intentions, hut liccaiise of her vivacious malice in 
tricking Captain Mrown when he returns from the wavs, 
majestical and lacking an arm, into the In-hef that she is 
her own niece, Livvy - a niece who does not exist We 
admire Miss Susan not liecause she is a hojiclcss failure as 
a school teacher. Init because sh<* is more than a niatcli 
in artfulness for the incjuisitive Missiis Willoughby and 
all the other (hudity Strei't gentlewomen 

J noted with siirpnst* that .scvithI of the critics of the 
ilaily Press commented on the old-lasluoiuslnoss of 

Quality Street,” and were most sujK*nor alxuit its out-of- 
dateness. As a matter of course, this is a ]>lav tliat will 
not age. It is one of those comedies of manneis wluch 
marks the cliaracteristics and Ints off the foibles ol a period 
In tile days when ix-ople in Knglaiul talked with hated 
breatli of the Corsuan Ogre’s apjietite for babies, many 
im|H)ssil)le things w(“re iK-heved in. To us the idea of 
middle-aged Ph<x‘l>e so snccessfullv disguising herself as 
the girhsli Olivia that stic ileceives all sharp-eyed Quality 
Streid as well as alert ('aplain lirown, is absurd, hut siicli 
a device was one of the i>c*nnitted ruscs of the age One 
might as well lil.ime Oliver (loldsmith for turning Kate 
Harilcaslle into a harmaul in ” She Sloops to Coiupier.” 
” Quality Street,” if it had its full complement of Harne 
wit. would take rank with Sheridan’s ami (hildsimtli's 
comeshes : hut Ilarrie elected to throw m his lot with the 
unhumorous «-harm of Susan .ind Pha-l>e, ami has giviui us 

a couple of prose cameos better than Fanny Burney's and 
e(]ual to Jane .Austen's. 

Mi.ss hay Conniton was altogether fascinating as PlueU*, 
but had scarcc’lv enough vivacity and fragility lor the 
earlier sciuies. Miss .Mary jerrold's .Miss Susan was an 
unforgettable piece of c'xcjinsite acting. Slii* was an 
adorable ehlcTlv spinster. lx*on Quartermaine’s Cajitain 
Valentine Brown—"so dashing''—■was a manly peiform- 
ancc. He s|K)kc tlic most sentimental hues as d he dctually 
meant them. Hihla Trcvelyau’.s Patty is tlxe triunijih of 

great art in a small p.irt 

HOW SYNGE WROTE ** THE PLAYBOY.’" 

The revival of J. M. Synge's ” The Playboy of the 
Western World ” was a happy insiuratiou of Mr. J. B. 
F'agan's. Put on at the Court J’heatre for a month, this 
masterpiece of our modern day still draws intellcetiial 
London, and will run well into the autumn while incivt 
comedies, vulgar farces and brainless reviu's aio falling 
like shrivelled autumn leaves. Maire O'Neill a.s I’egeen 
Mike, Fred O’Donovan as Christie Mahon (” The 
Playboy ”). Sara Allgood as the Widow Quinn, and Artliur 
Sinclair as Michael James, Pegeen's father, arc a marvellous 
band of players, displaying that splendid unconsciousnes.s 
of an audience and implicit attention to the business of the 
play wltich is the essence of true dramatic art. I-ooking 
at them one was not aware that the four walls of a theatre 
existed. It seemed as though the playgoers were trans¬ 
ported to the rich life of a little country where romance and 

realism walk hand in hand. 
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Changes have been made in the cast to provide for 
the production of the play in America, but the level of 
acting at the Court has not diminished a jot. 

"The Playlioy of tlie Western World” is made of 
the fantastic stuff of " Hon Quixote " and “ Cyrano de 
Bergerac," but it has an elemental rustic simplicity that 
Cervantes and Hostand did not reveal, though the former’s 
Sancho Panza has the peasant’s craft and jollity. " The 
Playboy of the Western World " has an appeal to the 

whole world, though its characters centre round a rough- 
and-ready }>ublic-house m a small village in Mayo. The 

play owes nothing to scenery and less to costume. The 
whole wonder of it is in its language. There are parts of 
Ireland still where Elizabethan English is spoken with the 

idiom of the Gael. It is quite certain, however, that in no 
corner of the si.ster island is such dialogue spoken as Synge 
puts into the mouths of his characters. Like all great 
artists, he sifted the gold from the sand. The Aran 
Islands, where he spent his last years, were his treasure 
ground, and he extracted from the racy, poetic talk of the 

dwellers there the wonderful fabric of the most virile play 
that Europe lias known for generations. As his most 
defiant admirer, Mr. Ernest Boyd, suggested, he so com¬ 
pletely identified himself with the life of the people, and so 
thoroughly coloured his vision with the Gaelic sjurit of his 

original conception, that he could create where others 

rejxirted. 
Synge was the interpreter for whom Ireland waited. 

He was a linguist, a critic, a traveller, and in all his roam¬ 
ings he studied speech as painters study colour; but 
he admitted that nowhere except in Ireland hatl he the 
material of his dreams to his hand. " In countries,” he 

wrote, “ where the imagination of the people, and the 
language they use, is rich and living, it is jxissible for a 
writer to be rich and copious in his words, and at the same 
time to give the reality, which is the root of all poetry, in 
a comprehensive and natural form.” 

That is Synge's golden secret, but its application will 
remain a mystery to all but those who have the genius to 
transmute scattered sayings into dialogue tense, yet easy. 

Half a dozen unlettered peasants, including a would-be 
parricide, a shrew, an evil woman, a weakling and a 

drunkard—these are difficult figures to write a great play 
round. Synge, the magician, <lid it, and fashioned Ireland’s 

greatest poetic farce. 
. L. J. McQ. 

THE EDGE O* BEYOND. Garrick Theatre. .Adapted by 
Roy Hornimaii and Kuby Miller from the novel of the same 
name by Gertrude Page. 

I have never been.to Rhodesia, and after seeing this play 

I have no desire to go there. Apparently the air of that 
country has something in it that causes nice young English¬ 
men to smoke cigars during tea ; to take semicircular bites 

out of enormous pieces of cake and then talk with their 
mouths full; to utter cheap cynicisms and melting senti¬ 
mentalities alternately ; and generally to behave themselves 
in a manner that I have never seen equalled—even tu a subal¬ 
tern appointed Assistant Provost-Marshal in a rural area. 
This dreadful atmosphere casts its blighting influence also 
on a woman {" Dinah ”), arousing in the audience a wild 

-desire to spank her and put her to bed—if only to stop her 
breathless enthusiasm. One woman, however, is proof 

against the poison—Miss Doris Lloyd,whose Joyce is like rain 
on a parched plain. From the beginning she remembers that 
she is impersonating a human being, and at the end of the 
second act she rises to a painful situation with real power. 
The other members of a large cast are " easy victims ” to 
the disease ; one feels that they are struggling more or less 
gallantly against influences too strong for them. The 
agotiy of the " rollicking fun ” is only exceeded by the 
torture of the solemn crises which occur at almost regular 
intervals. The play should run for quite a long time, for 

'it contains a lot of extraordinarily dull dialogue of the 
^{dimatory type and a vast number of utterly improbable 

Situations. 
F. D. G. 

SECOND PLAYS. By A. A. Milne. 7s. 6d. net. (Chatto & 
Windus.) 

" Mr. Hilaire Belloc 
Isa, case for legislation ad hoc. 
He seems to think nobody minds 
His books being all of different kinds.” 

Thus Mr. Chesterton : the same genial compliment (for 
in these days of jxjpular writers, each exploiting some 

commercial ” stunt ” ad nauseam, it is a compliment), is 
due to Mr. A. A. Milne, whose new book contains a children’s 

play, two widely different types of fantastic comedy, and 
two little studies of a grimmer kind : each quite distinct, 
yet all shot with that delicate unmistakable personality of 
authorsliip which, as Mr. Milne suggests wisely in his ' 
preface, is inseparable from genuine creative art. 

In the same preface (which it is a shame to quote: if 
you want to know why, read it !) Mr. Milne complains that 
“ the difficulty in the way of writing a children’s play is., 
that Barrie was born too soon.” Yet his art has little iu\ 
common with that of Barrie ; Barrie's strength lies mainly 
in the born dramatist’s gift of visualisation, in little telling 
touches of stage " business ” and position, on which 
Mr. Milne relies hardly at all. His ” Make-Believe ” is u 
delightful story, rather than a play ; but it i.s a story of 
real children, seen with a child’s eyes, not through the 
spectacles of a grown-up and (dare we say it ?) slightly 
cynical uncle. 

Of the more serious plays, " The Cxinibcrlcy Triangle ” is 
"How He Lied to Her Husband” brought up to date. 
But it is finer stuff than Mr. Shaw-’s ; w'hat it lo.ses in lianl 
brilliancy it gains in sincerity—that kind of vital simjilicity 
which looks so easy till one comes to do it. It has some 
brilliant dialogue too, as when tlie returniu.t; war-husband 
surprises a lover with his wife : he suggests ilial each shall 
have five minutes alone with her to state his rase. . . . 
The Lover : ” Five minutes m winch to tell her lies about 
me, eh ? ” The Husband : " l>amn it, you've Jmd a whole 

year in which to tell her lies about yourself; you oughtn’t 
to grudge me five minutes.” From a dramatic standpoint, 
" The Camberley Triangle ” is the best thing in the 
collection. 

The two fantastic comedies, " The Romantic Age ” and 
" Mr. Pirn Passes By,” will be, to playgoing readers, the 

most familiar section of the book. Here again Mr. Milne’s 
realism is the dominant note. Now "realism,” like 
” bigamy ” in " Mr. Hm,” is " an ugly word, isn’t it ? ”— 
suggesting slum life, sordid passions ami the like. But 
Mr. Milne’s is not that kind; it is the mellow fruit of 

loving observation, the romance that lurks in little well- 
known daily things—swindlers and stockbrokers, bread- 
sauce and bacon-fat and bull's eyes, old gentlemen whose 
idiotic absentmindedness leads very nearly to disaster— 
but not quite. For the sunny tcmpieramcnt of Mr. Milne 
shines tlirough his work, outbluffing melancholy. Ever 
loath " that Youth's sweet-scented Manuscript should close,” 
he prolongs make-believe to the full prime of adolescence. 

He is the apologist of youth. 

Gkatiam Sutton. 

PLAYS TO BE SEEN. 

'■ Quality Street,” by Sir J. M. Barrie. At the Hay- 
market. 

" Abraham Lincoln," by John Drinkwater. At the 
Lyceum. 

” If,” by Lord l)un.sany. At the Ambassadors’. 
'■ The PlaylxDy of the Western World.” by J. M. Synge. 

At the Court. 
“ The Knave of Diamonds,” by Ethel M. Dell. At the 

Globe. 
” The Beggar’s Opera,” by John Gay. At the Lyric, 

Hammersmith. 
" Threads,” by Frank Stayton. At the St. James’s. 
" A Bill of Divorcement,” by Clemerfce Dane. At the 

St. Martin’s. ^ 
" Bull-Dog Drummond,” by " Sapper." AtWyndhara’s. / 
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flews flotcs. 
T)te literary contents of tlie November Bookman 

will include articles on “ Lord Rosebery as 

Essayist/’ by the Right Hon. Augustine Birrcll ; 

on " The Poetry of W. H. Davies," by Thomas 

Moult; ‘‘Portraits of the Ninctic.s/' by R. Ellis 

Roberts; "Rabelais/' by C. E. Lawrence; “The 

Craft of the Short Story," by Douglas Newton; 

‘‘Stravinsky," by Dr. Eagleficld Hull, etc. 

The " Life of Robert Marquis of Salisbury," by 

Lady Gwendolen Cecil, will be published this 

autumn by Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton. 

Mr. John Masefield’s new poem, " King Cole of 

England/’ a short story in verse, will be published 

this autumn by Messrs. Heinemann. It is to be 

illustrated with pen and ink sketches by Judith 

Masefield. 

In " From Private to Field-Marshal," which 

Messrs. Constable liave ju-'t published, Field- 

Marshal Sir William Robcrt.son has told tlic story 

<if his own life—a frank and delightfully intimate 

account of a romantic and brilliantly successful 

career. 

Mr. Frank Muniby is following liis history of 

"Elizabeth and Mary Stuart" with " The Fall of 

Mary Stuart : A Narrative in Contemporary 

Letters." The book w'ill be published by Messrs. 

Constable, who arc also publishing " Crowding 

Memories," by Mrs. Thomas Bailey Aldrich, wife 

of the American poet, who has recollections and 

anecdotes of Dickens, Mark Twain, Lowell, Oscar 

Wilde, and many another. 

" Oliver Cromwell," Mr. John Drinkwater’s new 

play, is to be published this month by Messrs. 

Sidgwick & Jackson, W’ho are publishing also 

his new book of poems, " Seeds of Time." 

Most men before they write their reminiscences 

wait until they grow old, and so, forgetting some 

things and having lost touch with others, get 

everything out of perspective. Mr. Stephen 
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McKenna has taken Time by the forelock and in 

" While I Remember,” which Mr. Thornton 

Buttenvorth is publishing, has wntten down his 

recollections before the bloom has gone from them. 

In particular, he gives a view from the standpoint 

of youth, by a man still young, of the social, 

political and literary aspects of the time we have 

just come thiough 

With the death of Mr. Austin Dobson, in his 

eighty-second year, we lose one of the most charm¬ 

ing and distinctive of the lesser Victorian poets 

and essayists. The 

eighteenth century was his 

province; his “Horace 

Walpole ” and “ H e n r v 

Fielding” arc little 

masterpieces in biograph\, 

the Fielding especiallv, 

which drew an enthusias 

tic eulogium from James 

Russell Lowell; his 

“ Eighteenth Century Vig¬ 

nettes,” “ Old Kensington 

Palace,” “At Prior Park.” 

and other essays in 

eighteenth century life and 

literature have the famihar 

ease and graciousness that 

belong to Goldsmith and 

Addison; but it is as a 

poet perhaps that he will 

remain, at last, in the 

world’s remembrance. And 

in his verse, too, he has 

caught the finer' spirit of 

the eighteenth century— fmo by uitou s-Fry 

its airy wit without its 

coarseness, its grace, its courtesy, its delightful 

artifices of manner and style, and to these he 

added a tenderness and delicacy of feeling that 

are all his own. He is of the line of Prior, but with 

a more exquisite fancy, a daintier touch. He did 

not aspire to tread the liigher walks of poetry; 

he knew the measure of his gift and was con¬ 

tented to cultivate his own fragrant garden on the 

lower slopes of Parnassus, and has made of it a 

thing of beauty that in its quiet fashion will remain 

a joy for ever. 

*An anecdotal and descriptive account of Algeria 

g^en in “ Barbary: The Romance of the 

“l^earest East,” by A. MacCailum Scott, M.P., which 

Ur. Thornton Butterworth is to publish this month. 

The Oxford Press published last week “ Minor 

Poets of the Caroline Period.” Professor Saints- 

bury explains how fifteen years have passed since 
* 

the last volume appeared, and that he has been 

obliged to exclude some poets on whom he has 

bestowed more or less labour. As it is, this final 

instalment includes John Cleveland, Thomas 

Stanley, Henry King, Thomas Flatman, and 

Nathaniel Whiting 

The next addition to the Clarendon English 

series will be “ Cowper: Poetry and Prose,” in¬ 

cluding essays by Hazlitt 

and Bagehot. Mr. Hum- 

phi ey S. Miltord, who 

pubIli^hcs the series, has 

untten an introduction 

and annotated the book. 

“ Cowper” in the Oxford 

Poets was edited b\’ Mr. 

Ml If Old 

“Tlic Fruit of the 

Tree,” a new novel by Mr. 

Hamilton h'yfe, dealing 

acutely and humorously 

with the glowing distaste 

of the intellectual woman 

for the burdens of mother¬ 

hood and the distuibmg 

ronseiiuences of that re¬ 

volt, will bo published this 

autumn by Mi. Leonard 

Pdisons, wlio IS publishing 

also “ Socialism and Per¬ 

sonal Liberty,” by Robert 

Dell, author of “My 

Second Country.” 

Mr. Austin Dobson. 

“ A Letter Book,” by George Samtsbury, D. Litt., 

LL.D , which Messrs. G. Bell & Sons, are pub¬ 

lishing forthwith, contains a selection of letters 

ranging from Syncsius to Stevenson, with bio¬ 

graphical and critical notes and an Introductory 

Essay on the History and Art of Letter Writing. 

Messrs. Heinemann are publishing this month 

an edition of Milton's “ Comus,” with twenty-four 

colour plates and black-and-white decorations by 

Arthur Rackham. They are adding to their 

collected edition of Fiona Macleod's works, “ The 

Hills of Ruhl, and Other Stories.” illustrated in 

colour and black-and-white by Marjory Lawrence. 

q-79^ 
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The same firm, in addi¬ 

tion to the collected 

edition of the Work', of 

Max Beerbohm, are pub¬ 

lishing this autumn ‘ A 

Survey Fiftj-onc (aitoons 

by Max Beeibohm ’ these 

being the drawings recently 

exhibited at the leiccsUr 

Calienes, with "Max’s’ 

comments on them. lhc\ 

are also publishing " Max 

Beerbohm in Perspe(ti\e,’’ 

by Bohun Lynch a critical 

study^ of Mr Beeibohm s 

woik from his first apptai 

ante in tlie YtHou hook 

to the pitscnt day, tlu 

illu'.tiatioii'. including ten 

of his c incatuies that 

ha\(. nextr] befoK b(in 

published 
i! 

" The Tower of Oblivion." 

which Messrs Hodder & 

Stoughton are pubhshing 

immediately, is a pow'erful, 

fantastically imaginative 

sloiy of how Derwent Rose 

at forty-five, instead of 

continuing to grow older, 

started to grow younger, 

mcntallv and phvsically 

“ Weird Islandb,” which 

Messrs (liapman & Hall 

are to publish this month, is 

a fantastic fairy tale which 

M Jean de Bosschere has 

w ntten and illustrated with 

a hundred and twenty 

bU(k and white drawings 

in his own characteristically 

fanciful and grotesque, 

manner 

Jloobx L O II M 

nh sp HLW n v I It More than a tluid ot 

■* * \n \ntIi<)log\ of \cis(. 

whuli Henn \cwbolt has compiled and t-dittd 

foi Mo-.si'. George Bell '^ons consists of potms 

b\ modern wiitL’s 

Ml T“hn I int hi-^ ]ust published The Return, 

aiidOtlui Poems, a new book by Mis Mau^aut I 

\\ oods 

' Pot ms igi() loao b\ ]olin Middleton 

Mum which Air R t obdtn "'andcison publishc 1 

last week, is the first collection Air Aluiry his mule 

of his verses, which have hithcito appciud onlv m 

small piivate editions <iiul in vanous pciiodic ils 

MiM Sheila Kaye>Smith' 

I C lit! ((as cll) IS i<*\ic\vp.l 11 Ihia N itolKtr " Litcratme and Life," 

a collection of essays by 

]. B Osborn, will be pubhshed shortly bv Messrs. 

Methuen _ 

■ The Island of Aoutli,"a new volume of verse 

bv Idward Shanks, will be published presently 

hy Messrs Collins 

The sixth and last volume of Kail 

" History of Theatrical Art, which 

Messrs Duckworth Iiave published 

deals with the stage under the 

Jtembles and Kean in England. 

Talma in 1 lance and Goethe in 

■Germany 

Mant/ius s 

“Smoke,” by Thomas Burke 

which Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton 

are publishing, is a senes of vividly 

impressiomstic sketches of the great 

industnal towns of the Midlands 

and the North 

Mr. Ohver Omons’s new novel, 

• 

Mr Eveleigh Nash is to bt' congratulated on 

the excellent stait he has made with his new half- 

crown senes of popular novtN llie first volumes 

Include " Rodnev Stone “ liistram of Blent," 

" Red Pottage " " The I oiu I cathcis, ' " Almayer’s 

roily,” and ‘ In Kedar s lents ’ Well pnnted 

and well bound, the books arc especially 111 these 

times, a maivel of cheapness 

k wai novel, which Messrs 

Putnams aie publishing this 

autumn, is “ The Way of Revela¬ 

tion," by Wilfnd Lwart, whose 

woik IS said to challenge com- 

paiison with Tolstoy 

Mr«. Lilian Arnold, 

«ho«F new novel The Somethin* Better, ‘ 
Mr John Long i» publibhiu* 

Mn ^molii IS editor ol The FwW 

A new edition of the perennial 

Omai Khayyam will be published 

this autumn by Mr. Leopold HiU, 

with a senes of very sinking 

illustrations in colour by Dons M. 

Palmer, the wife of Mr Cecil 

Palmer, the well-known pubhsher. 
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Mrs. Palmer has 

done admirable 

work in book 

illustration and 

decorative design, 

and in these Omar 

pictures, so far her 

most ambitious 

work, slie shows 

originalitv and 

imaginative 

Mr. Frederic Chamberlin, po\v(‘r • they have 
whis'‘*rriv.Ui Chirict«i orQuffii lli/ibfth” -jc 

Ml I..hn Lain-IS ruWishii.K DCaUl\ tls WtlJ ds 

that touch of 

Oriental mysticism and the bizarre that arc 

inherent in the poem. 

Mr. Frederic Chamberlin has distilled manv 

vears of careful and disinterested st\idv into liis 

“ Private Character of Oucen Elizabeth,” and when 

Mr. John Lane issues his book early in October it 

is certain of a brisk and controversial reception at 

least. But it bids fair to present a mass of carefully 

collected evidence, sifted b>’ a man who has spent 

years in the study and practice of the law, and 

done notable service in American and ICuropcaii 

journalism, and issued some vivid books of travel. 

Mr. Chamberlin lives in the Balearic Isles, and tliis 

has given him access to those Spanish archives 

which bid fair more and more to be the happy 

hunting-ground for the English historian, espcciallv 

of Tudor times. But he sa\’s there is no spot in the 

world, of the many he has dwelt in, that attracts 

him like a certain patch of 

London that lies between 

Hyde Park and Temple 

Bar. 

"The Old House,” 

which Mr, Philip Allan 

publishes, will introduce 

to the British public an 

author who has already 

met with an extra¬ 

ordinarily successful re¬ 

ception on the Continent. 

Miss Cccile Tormay is 

an aristocrat, of a very 

ancient Hungarian line. 

During the recent up¬ 

heavals she was arrested 

by the Bolsheviks, tried, 

and sentenced to be 

hanged in front of the 

Parliament House in r 

Budapest, but I--- 

happily circum- 

stances intervened 

to prevent the fp 

sentence from 

being cariied out. 

She is connected 4 

with most of tl)e ^ 

one - time ruling 

her ^ 

country. Counts _ 

JuU\ls Andrass\ M*"- Percy Moore Turner, 

and Albert Apun- .f Pa.nt.np (S.lwy^ 
X A liioujit), rcvicwt I tn tbib Ntimlicr. 

nyi arc ajnong her 

friends and she w'as well acquainted with the lat(i 

Count Tisza, of w'hose assassination she gives a 

detailed account in her Diary. This Diary, which 

Mr. Allan hopes to publish next year, recounts her 

experiences during the late debacle of Hungary, 

following the armistice, and is described as one of 

the most human documents that have appeared 

for many years. " The Old House,” Miss Torniay's 

first book, sokl 2(),ooo copies within a year of its 

appearance; a (iemian translation ran tlirougli 

six editions ; and it has already been translated 

into Norwegian, S»vedish and Dutch. He’’ second 

book. ” Mon Between Stones,” which Mr. .\llan will 

publish next spring, sold over 30,000 copies within 

tw’o and a half months of its appearance, and has 

already been translated into almost all tlie literary 

linguages of hhirope, the h'rench version ^eing 

done by the famous novelist, Marcello Tinayre 

” The Second Pioson 

Singular,” a volume of 

reprinted literar\ essays 

by Mrs. Meynell, will be 

published almost imme* 

diatcly by Mr. Humphrey 

Milford. 

Sir Robert Baden- 

Powell has written and 

illustrated an Introduc^ 

tion to ” Practical Things 

with Simple Tools,” a 

book for boy mechanics 

which Mr. Herbert Jen¬ 

kins is publishing shortly. 

MIm C^te Tormay. 

Mr. R. James Minney, 

whose first novel/'Maki,” 

Mr. John Lane is pub¬ 

lishing, wVs b[orn at 
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Calcutta in 1895 3- few days after the arrival of 

his parents in India. His father worked for many 

years as a medical practitioner in Calcutta and 

Darjeeling, and the son was sent to school in 

Darjeeling, and later home to hingland where he 

continued his studies, ultimately entering tlie 

University of London and joining King’s College. 

It was at first intended that he should stiidv for 

the Indian Civil Service, but his bind was towards 

a literary career as show'n by sundry contribution^ 

to his school and college periodicals, and abandoning 

the idea of studying for the Civil Service, he ro- 

turned to India and took to journalism. He 

worked for a few vears on the editorial stab of 

r joined tlie 

Calcutta 

/: ngl I i.h~ 

man. Mr. 

lil i n n i‘ y 

w r o t e a 

gocxl deal 

for t lii s 

paper. His 

earliest 

collection 

of articles 

r) n t li e 

night life 

of the city 

of (' a 1 - 

cutta w(‘re 

put t o■ 

g e t h e r 

bet e e n 

covers by 

a local 

publisher, and the book had a very brisk sale. His 

next book was descriptive of a ride to the passes 

to Tibet,,a book that revealed an excellent narrative 

style. Next some skits and sketches on Indian 

life, social and political, were issued in book form 

by Kipling’s first publisher, Messrs. A. H. Wliccler 

& Co. of Allahabad. Mr. Minney's next book 

dealt with his flight from Calcutta to Bombay the 

time the journey was undertaken aerially. 

It was entitled “ Across India by Air.” Then 

followed " Maki,” his first venture in fiction, 

though he had written a number of short stories 

that were published in India. Not a bad record 

for a writer who is still well under thirty. 

the Pioneer at Allaliabad, and late 

Mrs. Florence Barclay 
)>v ]i<*r d.iuchter. I'utii.iinv aic 

tins autumn 

No one who knows Mr. James Bowden would 

guess he has reached the seventy-third year of his 

age, but he says that he has, and for this reason 

and be¬ 

cause his 

health has 

failed a 

littlelately 

li e h a s 

decided to 

resign tlic 

position lie 

lias held 

for the last 

t w c 111 - 

iliree;\cars 

a s L a 

S i' c r e - 

tary and 

(j C‘ n e j- a 1 

M a n ager 

of t li c 

K 0 ligious 

r r a c t 

Society. Tliose who liavc tlie best mean^ of knowing 

bear testimony to the tine ideaUsin and nnassuming 

organising ability with which he has conducted and 

developed the business tjf the K.T.S. for nearly 

a quarter of a ctmlury i)ast. It is grxxl to read 

of liis relations with liis staff, and the mmierous 

authors with whom lie lias had dealings, in the 

ai’tieles b\' Mr. Conlson Kernahan, Mis^ Flora 

Klickmann and Dr. (Irinton Berry in tlie current 

numbers of the (iirVs Own Paper and tlie Sunday 

at Home. Always a strenuous worker, Mr. Bowden 

began liis career at tlie age of sixteen in tlic pub¬ 

lishing firm of Messrs. S. (). Jh-eton ; later lie 

The late Mr. Claud 
Lovat Fraser. 

uJiosf illiistrali (I i'<litinii of Ga> “ IWuj'.ir’'. O^jcra " 
(ill 111! iiiannj iv r<-\ u wed i ihis N uinber 

became 

managing 

partner of 

M e 6 s r s . 

Ward, 

Lock & 

Bowden, 

and with¬ 

drew from 

that firm 

to start a 

publishing 

business of 

his own, 

which he 

gave up in 

order to 

devote 

himself 

entirely to 

the work 
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of the R.T.S. Also for a time, whilst he was conduct¬ 

ing his own publishing business, he was managing 

■director of Messrs. George Routledge’s affairs. He 

takes with him into his retirement the affection 

and good wishes of a multitude of friends, these 

including all ^\ho have worked with him and, as 

he will find it difficult to be idle in the spare time 

he has from those religious activities in which he has 

■always been engaged, it is to be hoped he will write , 

his recollections, for he has known many famous 

authors and, as Miss Klickmann says, “ his ex¬ 

periences have been of unusual interest, and cover 

years that have seen wonderful changes in every¬ 

thing appertaining to Fleet Stieet " 

In “ Labour,” w’hich Messrs. Collins announce, 

Mr. Shaw Desmond makes a cntical anah’sis of 

the Labour Mo^■ement from the inside, and give« 

character sketches of some of the leading Labour 

figures of the last generation. 

Mr. \V. L. George has written a book of satincal 

sketches of I.ondon people and places which Messrs. 

Collins are to publish. It is illustrated bv Mr. P. 

Forbes-Robert'son. 

Messrs. Harrap are pubhshing immediately, in 

two volumes, ” A Textbook of Geology,” by 

Professor Amadeus \V. Grabaii, with over two 

thousand illustrations and maps 

RAoto by UtUar & Sealt. ** PeufAMe ** 

(Mr. K«na«th Bird). 

Aibwii u a contributor to Punch aitd otha perlodle*)S. 

A odioetlon ot hi» delightfully humorous dnwugs, *' A 

GtUkaj el Gsmw,” has just been publtihed by Mr. JoasUua 

Cepe. 

Ml . M. 

C. Wxeth 

has done 

eight 

colour 

1 1 lus- 

t r a 11 o ns 

and many 

lifie draw¬ 

ings lor a 

charming 

edition 

of Long¬ 

fellow’s 

“The 

Courtship 

of Miles 

Standish,” 

which 

Messrs. 

H arrap 

have just 

published. 

"Jewels 

in the 

Dust,” a 

new novel 

w i t h a 

\\’ c I s h 

set ting, 

b y Edith 

Nepean, 

IS an¬ 

no u n c ed 

by Mr. 

Stanley 

Paul. 

WIio is 

Allan 

Dare? He 

is said 

to have 

w’ r i 11 e n 

some 

popular books under another name, and in " Killi- 

grew,” which Mr. Herbert Jenkins publishes, he 

unfolds a romance of a new’ Admirable Crichton 

who gets, and does not fail to take, the chance to 

prove himself w'hen he and his party arc wrecked 

on an uninhabited island. 

Mr. Dornford Yates* 

whose new novel, “ Anthony Ljveden, h.is just been 

published by Messrs V\ard, Lock A Co. 

We have received the September Number of 

T. B. R.” (is.), which means Trav’el by Road, 

and is the monthly motor omnibus guide and 

charabanc directory published by Messrs. Rieu, 

Wiley & Co., of Pall Mall. It is a most exhaustive 

and well-arranged compendium, and the separate 

large map with precise directions for travel about 

London is a particularly helpful guide to the 

intricate methods of getting quickly from one part 

of our overgrown metropolis to another. 

” A Singular People,” a novel of Jewish life by 

Mr. Sidney A. Moseley, will be published shortly^ 

by Mr. Stanley Paul. 

Many strictures have been passed—usually quite 

deserved—on the lack of taste and suitability of 

many of the war memorials and monuments 

recently erected. It is a relief to turn to an 

when monumental art was usually dignified and 

gracious, and frequently ventured to be elaborate 

without being pretentious. This is apparent as we 
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look at the succession of Mediaeval Tombs and 

Effigies which figure in Mr. F. H. Crossley’s “ Eng¬ 

lish Church Monuments of the Gothic Period." 

shortly to be published by Messrs. B. T. Batsford 

Ltd. This book promises to be as illuminating as 

its predecessor, the first of the Church Craft series, 

which dealt with English Church Woodwork between 

1250 and 1550. 

The Birmingham Public Library has issued a 

special " Catalogue of the War Poetry Collection " 

presented to the Library by an anonymous donor 

in memory of Private William John Billington, 

successively of the South Midland Field Ambulance 

and the Queen's London 

Regiment, who fell in 

Palestine in 1918. The 

collection includes the 

work of French, Italian 

and other poets an 

anthologists, but is 

mainly devoted to pf)ets. 

anthologists, historians 

and critics of Englisli 

poctrv concerned with 

the late w^ar. We arc 

unable tf) detect any 

omissions from the 

English section; no. 

doubt, as Mr. Walter Powell, the chief Librarian, 

suggests in his preface, there are omissions from 

the Colonial and especially the Foreign sections, 

but it is hoped in time to make these complete. 

Looking Fonvard is a new two-shilling monthly 

which will appear on October 6th. It will be 

edited by Mr. Hamilton Fyfe, who will contribute 

to each number notes on the events of the month 

and their bearing on the New Order of which the 

League of Nations is the most hopeful sign. The 

history of the moment will be fully and divertingly 

illustrated by reproductions of cartoons and cari¬ 

catures by artists of all nations. Looking Forward 

wrill approach all questions with a generous desire 

to abate national animosities and smooth away 

misunderstandings, and eminent writers from all 

countries will contribute articles on topics of inter¬ 

national importance. Thus in the first number 

Lord Meston will write on the Indian question ; 

Sir Geoffrey Butler, the great Cambridge jurist, 

will review the International Law Congress recently 

held at The Hague; the Belgian scholar, Dr. 

J. 0. de Gruyter, describes " The Flemish Move- 

^ent^n Belgium.” Character-studies of prominent 

world-figures will be a feature, and to the October 

issue Lord Woardalc contributes a fascinating 

study of " Dr. Nansen ; The Man and His Work.” 

The magazine also contains stories, poetry and 

critical essays. Other important contributions to 

the October number arc the first part of a new 

long narrative poem of present-day life, ” The 

Divine Tragedy,” by A. St. John Adcock; a 

" post-w’ar story” by Captain Reginald Berkeley 

{author of " French Leave ”); and " A Defence 

of Films," by Frank Rutter. 

In " Martin Conisby's Vengeance," which 

Messrs. Sami)son Low ha\’e just published, Mr. 

Jeffcr\ Farnol continues 

the story of "Black 

Rartolmy's Treasure,” 

and from a first glance 

wo do not hesitate to say 

it is to the full as gallant 

and striking a romance 

of adventure as was that 

glamonais first tale of 

Black Bartelmv. 

NOIKS t)X NEW BOOKS. 

Quite a pood many 

cultured readers seem unable 

to realise that, as there are many .sorts of birds- and 

flowers, so there are many sorts of jxicts. There are other 

birds beside iiiphtingales and larks ; other flowers beside 

roses and lilies ; and other poets lieside Shelleys and Keatses, 

to sav nothing of Shakespeares. The failure to recognise 

this has led, for some while to the depreciation of 

Bryon, and one is glad to find Professor H. J. C. Grierson 

in "Lord Byron: Arnold and Swinburne " (2s.; Oxford 

Ih-ess) taking the right broad view, and not afraid to give 

tlie name of poetry to more than one kind of verse. He 

does not think Tennyson, Rossetti, Morns, Swinburne 

" represent all the qualities that make poetry great and. 

satisfying " ; much of their beauty seems to him " a 

beauty of things .somewhat remote from life " ; much of 

their art, and of Keats’s and Shelley’s, seems touched with, 

decadence, " and some of the qualities they want I seem 

to rediscover in the less finished, more obviously faulty 

poetry of Byron—life and strength, passion and vinlity, 

wit and humour.” Probably Byron suffers, as Hood does, 

because he mixed humour with liis poetry. This is one of 

the things that is not done in the best poetical circles. 

Scarcely any poets since Chaucer, except Byron and Hood, 

and occasionally Browning, have had any humour, or if 

they have, for some inscrutable reason they have kept it 

out of their verse, and so perhaps have brought the general 

reader to the erroneous conclusion that there must be no 

humour in poetry because there is no poetr>’ in humour. 

If Professor Grierson’s brilliant and discriminating defence 

Mr. C. L. Graves. Mr. E. V. Lucas. Mr. George Morrow. 
Ml K V. Lut js s iipvv iKucl. kf «e Rose.' has just been puhliKheil l>v Messrs 
Mcthiii-n, and Mr. Georpe Mottow's nov bonk of Drawinps, “More Morrow 
(Mi'Uuion) and “Mr Punch’s Historv of Modem England,' hv Charles L. Graves 

(C.rsscll) .nc r<\neweil in this Number. 
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ol Hvron sends our too-scrious, too-niggling lovers of verse 

to a reading of him, they will have reason to be grateful, 

for it is true that " in the house of poetry there are many 

mansions ; and if Byron has been overestimated and under¬ 

estimated, Knglish jxjetry would be greatly the poorer 

without his iiassionatc, humorous, in all its register, 

essentially human v'oice.” 

" The Book-plate Annual for 1921,” edited by Alfred 

Fowler, and issued by him at 17, Board of Trade Building, 

Kansas City, U.S.A., may be strongly recommended to all 

who arc interested in book-plates and the reviving art of 

the woodcut. The book-plates reproduced have a wide 

range in style and idea ; several are very beautiful examples 

of the skill of both artist and engraver. The literary 

features of the Annual include an article on “ The Book¬ 

plates of Frank Brangwyn," by Haldane Macfall; an 

essay on the recent discovery of what is apparently the 

earliest book-plate used in America ; a historv of the 

American Book-plate Society from its inception in 1913. 

The Annual, which has an admirable etched frontispiece 

by Stanley Harrod, is large quarto in size, printed in large 

type on Old Stratford paper, well bound in artistic boards, 

and sells at five dollars a copy. 

" With the Huaker.s in France," by D. Owen Stephens 

(2IS. : Daniel), is the journal that was kept by an 

American Quaker who served behind the lines in France 

from September, 1917. till March, 1919. He gives a very 

interesting account of the work he and his party did in 

building shelters and supplying food for the French 

peasants who w'ere rendered homeless by the war ; of his 

experiences among soldiers of divers nationalities in the 

■different places to which his duties took him. He tells 

some capital anecdotes and has a slircwd sense of humour. 

" The Wrong Twin,’’ by Harry Leon Wilson (8s. 6d. net; 

The Bodley Head), is a typically American book, alive with 

typically American humour. The twins are first intro¬ 

duced to the reader as youngsters of nine, starting out on 

•a • blackbcrrying expedition. The expedition terminates 

in an adventure which tears them asunder—sending one 

to be adopted by the Wliipples, the noblesse of the neigh¬ 

bourhood, and leaving the other to be brought up in his 

own inferior station. But it is the wrong twin the Whipples 

have chosen, as time proves. Merle evolves into a vapour¬ 

ing, rather contemptible young man ; W'ilbur, though in¬ 

articulate and less intellectual, has enough sterling qualities 

for both of them. The earlier is decidedly the better 

portion of the novel; when the war comes, with its magical 

effects on the little town, the merit of the story falls off. 

Perhaps over here we have had so much of the real thing 

we are finding it now a little wearisome in fiction, and the 

transformation is, in one case, too drastic to carry convic¬ 

tion. Nevertheless, the book is one to be read ; it is 

extremely well written and full of quaintly wdiimsical, 

shrewd little human touches. Those who enjoyed " Ma 

Pettengill," " Bunker Bean" and the author’s other novels, 

will find " The Wrong Twin ’’ on the whole a worthy 

€iic';^3sor to tho.se delightful books. 

There has been in the last year or tw’O a revived interest 

in wild birds among people who do not claim to be nature 

students in the ordinary way. For these “ Our Resident 

Birds," by E. F. M. Elms (6s. net; Thornton Butterworth), 

supplies a real want. It aims to help the umnitiated 

to identify the resident birds of England at sight, by 

means of a very simple method of Tables, classifying the 

various birds to be found in (i) garden, orchard and cul¬ 

tivated districts; (2) woods and well-wooded distnets; 

(3) commons, downs, moorland and mountainous districts ; 

(4) streams, rivers, lakes and marshy districts; (5) birds 

of the sea, seashore and cliffs. Anyone engaged in an 

elementary study of bird-life should carry this book about 

with him and refer to it if he secs a bird he is unable to 

recognise. He will find, in its proper Table, a very clear and 

complete description of every bird he is likely to see. Numer¬ 

ous excellently reproduced photographs from nature add 

considerably to the attraction and helpfulness of the volume. 

"A. E." offers a temperate, unequivocal, suggestive 

contribution towards settlement of the Insh problem in 

" The Inner and the Outer Ireland " (2s. Od.; Fisher 

Unwin). Briefly, he contends that the question of what 

form of government should Iw set up in Ireland is a question 

for Irishmen to decide. If England does not deserve all 

the harsh things he says of her, slic deserves too many of 

them to l>e able to complain ; in the main, he is serenely 

just, and is not blind t6 the sins of Sinn Fein, though he 

most eloquently interprets and justifies its ideals. 

'■ Media'val Heresy and the Inquisition." By A. S. 

Turberville, il C , M A., etc. (los. 6d. net; Crosby 

Lockwood). The nature of his undertaking, its motives and 

conclusions are summarised with all clearness by Mr. 

Turberville in his brief preface. The work is concerned with 

doctrine rather than history : it was undertaken " with no 

other object in view than honest enquiry " ; while the lesson 

drawn from the study and enforce<l thereby is opposed alike 

(1) to ■' ultra-Protestant conceptions " and (2) to certain 

tendencies of recent Catholic ajiologists. Ecclesiastical 

intolerance did not force " a policy of jjersecution on an 

unwilling or indifferent laity in the Middle Ages," while 

the power and influence of the Church, in this as in other 

directions, must not be underestimated, and the modern 

humanitarian sense cannot be read into that period of the 

Christian J’.)isj^cnsation. The chapters which lead up to 

these conclusions are most informing, disabusing and there¬ 

fore valuable. The consideration of penalties imposed by 

the Inquisition is beyond praise, for the manner in which 

facts are marshalled and a reasonable mean reached 

between conflicting views. The result is an exoneration 

of the Church where that course is possible—chiefly over 

distortions of fact—and a definite sentence pronounced 

on the ecclesiastical institution in which such a scheme of 

things was possible. Vet the reader rather than the author 

is led to find the verdict. For Mr. Turberville it is modern 

apologists for the Church, inspired by modem humanitari- 

anism, and not Inquisitorial authorities who seek to disclaim 

" moral responsibility for the stake." That is a clear issue, 

and it is also a ground of judgment. In the chapters devoted 

to doctrinal studies, not unconnected with history, there 

arc excellent accounts of the Everlasting Gospel problems, 

Averrholst influence and fourteenth century movements. 
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SIR WILLIAM ROBERTSON NICOLL. 

Hy Sidney Dakk. 

The more we realise the power of literature to 
widen, illuminate and explain life, the more 

«ager we must surely be to enlarge the area of apprecia¬ 
tion and add to the number of readers of real books. 
The man, therefore, who succeeds in introducing the 
wayfarer to the quickeniTs of imagination and tlm 
inspirers of hope is performing 
social service of supreme imiior- 
tance. There is to-da\- (on this 

subject I can speak with Nome 
authority) an ever-increasmg 
number of men and women, most 
of them necessarih- 

during the greater part of then- 
days with the material aftairs of 
this world, eager to read the best 
and. at the same time, gifted with 
a Certain untiidned, cnlical appre¬ 
ciation that enables them at least 
to recognise tiie best when they 
find it. The existence of this armv 
of the cunous is, I Miggest, a haji]i\- 
portent in a wcnld where the 
Jeremiahs and tin* Cassandras can 

easih’ lind a very wilderness of 
texts for their lamentations. 

No one man has done more to 

quicken the tlesire to read, to 

popularise the bi^st and to guide 

tlie iiiexpcneneed than Sir William 

Kobertson Xicoll, who created The 
Rt)f)KMAN thirty years ago and who 

is celebrating his seventieth birtlulav on October loth. 

Literary criticism in the past was generally dcstnutuc. 

Wc remember the critic for his dennnciations. Who 

would ever think of Croker had he not assailed Kiats ? 

The general attitude of the critic re>embled that of 

Punch's famous navvy—“ 'Ere's a man wot calls Insself 

a poet. Let’s ’eave ’arf a brick at him.” The atino- 

•sphere of such criticism was essentially aristocratic. 

Literature existed for itself—and for the critic, hrom 

the beginning Sir William Robertson Nicoll had an 

acute realisation that the public also existed ; that there 

were men and women in the street, in the shops and in 

the offices, and in the back parlours to wliom the 

imaginative writer might have something to .say that 

would brighten lives and make it easier to solve problems. 

With this in his mind, he has always approached the 

literary artist, not with the idea of putting him through 

a sort of literary' trial, not with the sardonic hope of 

putting him in his place, but with an inquiry. He has 

always been eager to discover whether the writer has 

something to say which it would do the world good to 

hear. The old aristocratic conventions have been 

brushed aside. A new democratic conception of the 

mission of the literary artist has been created and, while 

otlier men have had their part in the creatifm, as I 

lia\e .said, no man has done more than Sir William 

Robertson Xicoll. 

.\s all the world knows, Sir William is a Scotsman, 

He* was horn at Lumsden. Aherdeenslnro, and was 

educated at the (irammar School, .\herdeen, and at the 

.\berdeen Ihiiversity. His father 

was a Presbyterian minister and, 

after graduating, he himself 

entered the ministry and for 

eleven years held livings at Duff¬ 

town and Kelso. Sir William was 

always a delicate man, and a 

severe attack of pneumonia with 

the subsequent physical weakness 

convinced him that he would never 

again he able to hear the strain 

of constant public sjieaking and 

that he must find a new vocation. 

While lie was still in the ministry 

he had ilone occasional writing 

for Messrs. Hodder X* Stoughton, 

who were then mainlv religious 

juiblishers. and in 1S84 he was 

a])pomted editoi of the Expositor, 

a perKxlK al which lie has directed 

ev(T since. Hin illness occurred 

in iScS^. A stay 111 Switzerland 

consideruhlv benefited his health, 

and in iSSfi lu* came to London 

and started the British Weekly. 

Five years afterwards, in 1891, 

he started The Bookm.an. 

In addition to his work as editor and writer. Sir 

William Rolx'rtson Xicoll has been intimately concerned 

w'ith the development cf Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton’s 

business, w'hich has greatly Ixjncfitcd from his keen 

judgment and huNiness ability, for, as his intimate 

friend, Lord Riddell, has pointed out. Sir William is 

almost unique in the possession of poetic and commercial 

qualities. He has not been content merely to add to 

the popularity of established writers, he has been a 

discoverer of tali'nt. Years ago he was fascinated by 

the conversation of the Rev. John Watson, a Presby¬ 

terian minister at Liverpool, with a genius for telling 

Scottish stories. Sir William felt that a man w'ho 

could talk so well must also be able to write, and he 

persuaded Mr. Watson to try his hand at a novel. The 

iKH’el was written and was published under the title 

of ” Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush,” and the Rev. 

John ^^’atson became the well-known novelist ” fan 

Maclaren.” Miss Ellen Thomeycroft Fowler was 

another of Sir William’s finds. She was the daughter of 

Lord Wolverhampton, a member of the Gladstone 

cabinets, and she had the rather unusual experience of 

being a Wesleyan Methodist and also inside the rails of 

concerned 

Sir W. Robertson Nicoll 
C.H., D.D.. LL.D. 

1 luiii a pliolograpb tiki'n Di'CrmbcT 19201 
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London society. Sir William 

felt that thefre was a considerable 

demand for a novel that should 

deal truthfully with Nonconfor¬ 

mist life, and he was persuaded 

that Miss Fowler was one of the 

few persons who could write such 

a novel. The. result was “ Con¬ 

cerning Isabel Carnaby,” which 

was published in 1898 and 

achieved a great popular success. 

This incident is an example of 

Sir William’s sensitiveness to the 

literary market, his understanding 

of what the public wants. 

Many of his fellow Scotsmen 

have received from Sir William 

invaluable help in their literary 

careers. The late S. K. Crockett 

was one of them,. Sir James 
Barrie is another. Colonel John Sir w. Robertson 

Buchan is a third. Sir William is particularly proud 

that he was able to be of some use to Sir James Barrie 

at the beginning of his 

life in the south. Barrie 

had written for some time 

for a Nottingham paper 

before he settled in 

London and Sir \^■illianl 

first came into contact 

with him through reading 

some humorous Scottish 

sketches which he was 

writing for the Edinburgh 

Evening Dispatch. He 

asked him to do some 

similarwork for thv.Britis/i 

W R N Weekly, and it was in the 

at the ago of nine, columns of that papei that 

' the whole, of “ When a 

Man’s Single ” and parts of the ” Auld Licht Idylls ” 

and ” A Window in Thrums ” first appeared. 

Fiist, foremost 

and always Sir 

William Robertson 

Nicoll is Scottish. 

He has lived in 

London for thirty- 

five years but he 

still speaks English 

with a strong 

Scottish accent. 

He spends his 

holidays in the old 

manse in Aber¬ 

deenshire where 

he was born, and 

where he preserves 

with pious care the 

great library of 

over 17,000 books 

t>e<^ileathed h i m 
bv his father and Photo hvWiium. Str W. Robertson 

NIcoli at about 
bought ^out of the twenty. 

W. R. N. 
at the ago of nine. 

/ - ■' 

savings of an income which never 

at any time was more than £200 

a year. Sir William has a 

splendid library of his own in his 

house at Hampstead, but these 

books in the old Scottish manse, 

every one of them representing 

a sacrifice, have a value to him 

which no other books can possibly 

ever have. No man has more 

completely made his own life. 

In the hey-day of his manhood 

he was faced with the threat of 

physical disability to fight the 

battle of life. He has carefully 

harboured his strength and 

evolved a method of life which 

enables him at seventy to do 

more work than most men are 
Rev. Harry Nicoll. fifty, 

Nicoll s father. William Robertson Nicoll 

is a wise guide in the world of letters because his 

interests are not confined to books and because 

he keeps himself in constant touch, not only with 

religion and philosophv. but with the great world of 

affairs. He is a born journalist. No man has a keener 

ear for information or an acuter nov' for news. He 

loves to gossip, but he never wislies to monopolise all 

the talk 

and, indeed, 

he likes to 

encourage 

the other 

man to talk, 

ever and 

again inter¬ 

polating his 

own com¬ 

ments and 

putting h i s 

o w n (|ues- 

tions. Sir 

William ' s 

friendsh i p 

with Mr. 

Lloyd 

George has 

enabled him 

more 

Sir W. Robertson 
Nicoll in 1877. 

Photo hv Wtiion, str W. Roborieon 
Aberdur. Nicoll Ot ftbOUt 

twenty. 

than one 

occasion to Sir W. Roberteon 
make most Nicoll in 1877. 

import an t 

political announcements in the columns of the British 

Weekly, and he has come to be regarded as a political 

as well as a literary authority. 

He is an optimist, and not in the least appalled by 

the difficulties of the times or by the lowering clouds 

on the horizon. He will tell you that he finds the 

world better and kinder than it was, and he declares 

that he feels that he is eminently justified in being 

cheerful, and that he regards it as his chief business to 

try and make other people cheerful too. i 

His literary' tastes are eclectic. He does not confine 
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himself to one brand or to one 

vintage, and he has a particular 

faculty for appreciating the 

artistic value of wTiters often 

sneered at by the highbrow- 

pundits. Mr. Phillips Oppenheini, 

fot example, has no greater 

admirer than the editor of the 

British Weekly, who declares 

that his novels are genuine literary 

art and who regards their 

popularity as a significant proof 

of the existence of a critical public 

taste. There is no greater folly 

possible than to denounce 

popularity as necessarily the 

outward and visible sign of 

cheapness and banality. There 

is of course a great mass of 

popular fiction that is mere 

sentimental drivel without any 

kind of literary significance. On the other hand it may 

be fairly said that there is no considerable wiiter of 

our time without a laige popular following, and it may 

be reasonably suggested that if GeorgcMeredith had lived 

a generation later (in the generation, that is to say, that 

knows Sir William Robertson 

NicoU) that, "difficult” as his 

novels may be, his genius 

w'ould have had a far wider 

reputation. 
Sir William Robertson NicoU 

is the author of many books, 

some of them religious, some of 

them biographical, some of them 

literary. It is regretted by some 

of his friends that his time has 

been so fully occupied that he has 

never written the magnum opus 

which he might have written and 

would have written had he ever 

had any real leisure. I do not 

take this view. I feel that no 

man of letters could possibly have 

done more splendid w’ork than Sir 

William Robertson NicoU has 

done in opening the window to 

the light and guiding so many to the threshold 

of great things. Those of us who. in our own way, 

are trying to carr>' on the great work he has begun 

will always cherish his long, brave career as encourage¬ 

ment and inspiration. 

“THE BOOKMAN”: A THIRTY YEARS’ RECORD. 

{October, —October, 1921.) 

By W. M Parker. 

WHEN the centenary of Keats’s death was 

celebrated recently the Press and periodicals 

freely quoted the poet’s well-known epitaph ; " Here 

lies one whose name was WTit in water.” It ^ 

difficult for the most confirmed optimist to blink the 

fact that these words might be taken quite litera. y 

as symbolic of the fate of many journalists. Journalism, 

by its very function, can rarely be considered as other 

than work of fleeting significance. 

It draws its nurture so largely from 

topical affairs that its bloom but 

flowers to-day and fadesto-morrow. 

Confined within a limited cycle of 

time its nature is ephemeral, 

burgeoning in the hour of heated 

interest and dying when that 

interest has passed away. 
Fortunately there are exceptions 

to this apparently pessimistic and 

not infrequent observation of the 

iournaUst’s fate, and one notable 

exception is the work of (iis- 

tinguished journalist, Sir Wilhain 

Robertson NicoU. who this month 

celebrates his seventieth birthday. 

That the occasion coincides with 

the thirtieth anniversary m the 

existence of The Bookman, one of 

Sir WUliam’s happiest ventur^, 

gives it an additional lustre. My 

interest in Sir WiUiam's journalistic uendtisnokn. 

work has extended over a good 

many years, and I have followed his career with 

avidity.* Since the inception of the Brihsh Weekly in 

1886, that journal has provided reading matter on 

literature, books, bookmen, journalists, publishers, and 

printers such as few other weeklies provide. As the 

late Dixon Scott wrote, referring to the Claudius 

Clear articles and the Rambling Remarks of a Man of 

Kent, " WTiat Claudius Clear reads on Wednesday, half 
Scotland and much of England 

will be reading before the end of the 

week.” In short, Sir William is 

one of the most widely read and 

widely influential of modern 

bookmen. If I had not been 

forbidden to go into such details, 

I should have liked to mention 

the many authors who owe some¬ 

thing of their first success to Sir 

William’s early and prompt 

recognition of their gifts. As it is, 

I pass over those matters here, 

but in due time and place they 

cannot be forgotten. 

How amidst his multifarious 

activities Sir William has found 

time to write some score of books 

of his own, and edit at least - as 

many, perhaps no one unacqumnted 

• Four years ago I had the oppor¬ 
tunity of dealing more fully with this 
work in an essay on Sir W. Robertson 

e|f RoS>ert»on NicoU in my book. “ Modem Scottish 
Nlcoll'ln 1896. Writers’* (W. Hodge). 
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with his 

methodical 

habits and the 

rapidity with 

which he 

works can 

understand. 

His “Literary 

Anecdotes of 

the N i n e - 

teenth Cent¬ 

ury” appeared 

in 1895, and 

that I believe 

was his first 

book. Of 

the striking 

and deeply 

suggestive 

books on re¬ 

ligious sub¬ 

jects that 

have come 

from his pen, 

1 think I 

would rank 

first, “The 

Key of the 

Grave”: of 

biographies, 

“My Father,” 

though I do 

not forget 

“ James Mac- 

donell,” nor 

“Ian Mac- 

laren.” Then 

there are three 

volumes of 

literary es¬ 

says, and no 

essayist of 

recent years 

has done work 

that more 

deftly and 

attractively 

combines true 

s.'holarship, a 

sensitive ap- 

Pfcciation of 

the fine things 

i n literature 

with the lucid 

ease and 

charm of a 

style that 

unaffectedly 

reveals the 

personality of 

the" writer. 

No loyer of 

what is best 

in the modern 

Sir W. Robertson Nicoll’s Library 
at Hampstead. 

From a drawint: by Harold Oakley. 

Bay Tree Lodge, 
Sir W. RoberUoD Nicoll's home In Prognsl, Hampstead. 

From a drawing by Harold Oakley. 

essay should 

fail to read 

“ Letters on 

Life” and 

“A Book¬ 

man’s Let¬ 

ters.” But'^to 

discuss Sir 

William’s 

books would 

need a separ¬ 

ate article, 

and here my 

chief concern 

is with the 

story of The 

Bookman. 

IV 0 r I d 

Lit eratiirc, 
the now de¬ 

funct jouriiiil 

of the Reading 

Guild and 

Kindred 

Societies, 

edited l)y 

W i 1 1 i a m 

Marwick, 

publislied the 

following note 

in Vol. I, 

{Septem b er 

15th, 1891) : 

"In t li c 

linti.'sh U’crfilv 
of September 
1 o t li a now 

literary journal 

IS announced, 
viz., the Book- 

uian. It will 

be edited by 
Mr. Robertson 
Xicoll, M.A.. 
LL.D., one 
of the most 
accomplished 
and able of 
London 
editors. . . . 
\Vc wish the 
magazine all 
success.” 

Constant 

readers of 

The Book¬ 

man scarcely 

require to be 

informed 0 f 

the later years 

of a literary 

monthly, 

which main¬ 

tains, with 

unabated 

freshness and 
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vigour, its appeal to book- 

readers, book-buyers and 

booksellers I am the proud 

possessor of the first number, 

dated October, 1891. It is 

only necessary to compare 

that number with the latest 

issue to realise the steady 

advance and development in 

its general format. 

While, at first, each number 

had only a frontispiece por¬ 

trait and occasionally other 

illustrations, the increased use 

of illustrations, chiefly por¬ 

traits ot authors, seems to 

have met with such appre¬ 

ciation that long before tlie 

war the variety of photo¬ 

graphs and reproductions of 

paintings and drawings had 

become an acknowledged 

feature. To give an idea of 

wliatTni-: Huuk.man \va>doing 

thirty years ago, among the 

prominent features were a 

frontispiece portrait of Tenny¬ 

son, the .innoiinccmcnt of Hall 

Caine’s “The Scapegoat,” and 

a rc\-iew of William Watson's Wordsworth’^ Grave, 

and Other Poems,” as well as articles on the Carlyles, 

Burton at Damascus. Thomas Hardy’s Wessex (with 

map), and on the work of Kudyard Kipling. All these 

items are contained in the first number. In the 

Notes occur the names of three literary celebrities, at 

that time active in their various spheres-Henry 

Drummond. Andrew Tang and George Mcredith-thc 

last of them to pass from 

our midst only nine years ago. 

These News Notes are written 

in that pithy style which still 

characterises them. 

Looking back through the 

files of The Bookma.n it is 

matter of surprise to find 

not only how many of the 

most famous men of letters 

of the last thirty years 

nave been, and still are, 

among its contributors, but 

how many now distinguished 

found an outlet for their 

abilities in its pages when 

they were still scarcely known 

to the general public. To 

mention fully all this brilliant 

company of men and women 

contributors would require 

far more space than is at my 

disposal, so I shall assume 

that its later history is 

sufficiently familiar to most 

readers and content myself 

with enumerating a few of the 

names I come across as I 

turn over the volumes of 

the first ten years. There 

are articles, reviews, 01 

poems by Thomas Hardy, 

Mark Rutherford, W. B. Yeats, 

G. K. Chesterton, William 

Watson, Neil Munro, I. Zang- 

will. Professor Minto, T. J. 

Wise, Richard Le Gallienne, 

T. E. Pjigc, A. C. Benson, 

Robert Buchanan, Professor 

Marcus Dods, Philip James 

Bailey, A. T. Quiller-Couch, 

Dr. Fleming, James Ashcroft 

Noble, Jane Barlow, R. M. 

Braclle\’, Sir George Douglas, 

Barry Pain, Walter Pater, W. 

E. H. Lecky, J. A. Spender, 

Professor Tvn da 11, Francir 

Hindes Groome, Professor 

Herford, Professor Ramsay, 

L. F. Austin, William Canton, 

Dr. William Barn-, E. K. 

Chambers, Beatrice Har- 

raden, Katharine Tynan, 

CouKon Kernahan, R. Ashe 

King, Andrew Lang, I>r. R. C. 

Maclie, Ernest Rhys, Pett 

Ridge, Arthur Symons, J. St. Loc Strachey, Frederick 

Wedinore, Professor W. P. Ker, Gerald Mas^ey, Benjamin 

Swift, Clement K. Sliorter. Professor Edward Dowden, 

Richard Garnett, Dora Sigerson, Walter Raymond, 

Harold Frederic, Frederick Greenwood, Fiona Macleod, 

.\Iice Meynell, Mrs. Thackeray Ritchie, Baring Gould, 

Mrs. Craigie, Dr. George Smith, Walter Besant, S. R. 

Crockett. Marriott Watson, J. M. Barrie, Oscar 

Browning. Conan Doyle, 

William Archer, A. E. W. 

Mason, Rev. J. G. Adderley, 

Mary Cholmondeley, Pro¬ 

fessor Max Muller, E. V. 

Lucas, May Sinclair, Mrs. 

W. K. Clifford. Gertrude 

Atherton, Elizabeth Robins, 

'rheodore W a 11 s- D u u t on, 

.\. C. Swinburne, Ian Mac- 

laren,Ste])henGWynne, James 

Douglas. Lionel Johnson, 

Thomas Seccombe, Professor 

George Saintsbury — one 

must make an end, and leav¬ 

ing it at that, I shall but add 

that it isdoubtfulwhetherany 

other literary magazine of 

our day could bring forward 

so long and catholic a list 

of remarkable contributors. 

Many of these have passed 

hence, but many of them 

still remain among The 

Bookm.\n’s ablest and most 

valued c r i t i c , and with 

the passage of time the new 

Phuto bv LautitUc. Lady Robertson NicoIL 

Photo by Dovtr street studvji. Sir W. Robertson Nicoll« 
at Ibe (Ime he was knigbced 
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Phctu by Eiiioii i-Fry. Dr, Maurice 
Nicoll. 

son of Sir W. Robertson Nicoll, and author of 

“ Dream Psychology.'' 

writers who prosperous, 

have succeeded and in vogue 

to the old well than it is 

maintain this to-day. 

record of its I f I a m 

past. debarred from 

The Book- praising Sir 

MAN can claim William as 

to be among freely as I 

the readiest would, I may 

of literary at least say 

periodicals to that it is an 

recognise and irrefutable 

encourage new testimony 10 

writers of his foresight 

promise, and and editorial 

it carries out powers that 

this policy as The Bookman 

consistently has departed 

now as in very little in 

former years. essentials from 

To scan its the scheme he 

Photo by KihiiH ir Fiy. Mrs. Mauricc 

Nicoll. 

early volumes is a lesson in the | 

transitory nature of many literary 

reputations. There are some whose 

names and works, once familiar to 

all readers, have had their day and 

are already almost forgotten. Again, 

it is gratifying to note how many 

who have been included in its 

gallery of new writers have since 

then taken their places among the 

foremost authors of our time. As 

a brief chronicle and summary of 

activities in the world of letters 

from 1891 to this its thirtieth birth¬ 

day, these sixty volumes of The 

Bookman possess an unique value 

and interest. During the years of 

the war it inevitably underwent 

Mr*. ElTfttan Miles 

ttr W. Robertwn Nlecll’i daughter aad her two 

aoDt, Harry aod Batll. 

Photo by lafayeiu. |||r. ^od Mrs. Grange 

Kirkaldy. 

sir W. Robertson Nicoll's younger daughter and 
her husband. 

the hampering quite Christ- 

difficulties of mas for many 

the times— of us without 

difficulties to the Yuletide 

which one or Bookman. 

two other This sumpt- 

joumals sue- uousandportly 

cumbed — but volume has de- 

it overcame veloped in size 

them in the and in literary 

right enter- and artistic 

prising spirit, scope until 

a n d. h a s so nowadays it is 

completely admittedly by 

survived them far the most de- 

that it has lectableandim* 

never been portant of lit- 

more alive, eraryannuals. 

originally laid down, and that on 

those lines it has grown, and still 

goes on growing, in popularity and 

influence. A word must be said 

on behalf of what may be termed 

its lighter side in the shape of 

prize competitions. To promote 

and encourage original talent among 

its readers all over the world, to 

stimulate curiosity and the taste 

for good reading, no happier means 

could have been devised. A recent 

innovation are the special sections 

devoted to Music and the Drama. 

Some years ago it became part of 

The Bookman’s regular programme 

to issue special and much enlarged 

Spring, Autumn and Christmas 

Numbers. Christmas would not be 
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When The Bookman commemorated its twenty-first 

birthday in October, 1912, Sir William said in a 

reminiscent article that his plan in starting the maga¬ 

zine was to make it as popular as he could and at the 

same time to maintain its literary quality, and that 

The Bookman is still a living and live journal is the 

most practical evidence that this plan has been success¬ 

fully carried out. Twenty-one years," he wrote on 

that occasion, “is a long life for a literary journal.” 

Well, thirty is a longer. 

One wishes that The Bookman may continue its 

prosperous career for many years to come, and that 

when it celebrates its jubilee the time maybe a more 

propitious and peaceful one than the present. 

THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
OCTOBER, 1921. 

Answers io tltese competitions {each on a separate sheet bearing the name and address of the sender) should he 
forwarded not later than the i^th of the month io 

“ The Prize Page,” The Bookman, Mess-s. Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd., Warwick Square, London, E.C.4. 

Colonial and foreign readers please note that Competitions II, IV and V arc the same each month, and that for the ne^i 
two months the first prize will he for the best original lyric. 

Special Notice.—Competitors must please keep copies of their verses ; the Editor cannot undertake to return them. 

1.—h Prize of One Guinea is offered for the best 

original lyric. 

II.—h Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
quotation from English verse applicable to any 
review or the name of any author or book 

appearing in this number of The Bookman. 
Preference will be given to quotations of a 
humorous nature. 

III. —It has recently been pointed out that there are few 
instances in literature in which the human nose 
has been adequately and elegantly mentioned. 
A Prize of Three New Books is offered for 
the most becoming reference in English prose 
or verse to the human nose. 

IV. —Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
review, in not more than one hundred words, 
of any recently published book. Competitors 
should give the names of Authors and Publishers 
at head of review. 

V.—A copy of The Book.man will be sent post free 
for twelve months to the sender of the best sug¬ 
gestion for The Bookman Competitions. The 
Editor reserves the right to use any sugg(‘stion 
submitted. 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR SEPTEMBER. 

I.—^Tlic Prize tiF 0.\k Guinea for the best original 
lyric is awarded to Helen Mitcham, of 163, 
Earlsfield Road, for tlic following : 

L'ENVOI : ON LEAVING LI.MEHOUSE. 

Let us go now, not bitterly. 
But with full hearts and land. 

Knowing what merry things and wise, 
Out of this maze of lust and lies. 
Live in the quiet mind. 

Wc may not look on Limchousc now, 
Save with a stranger’s face. 
Empty of dreams wc might not keep. 

Though the heart's roots be twisted deep, 
Round every stone of tlie place. 

The street-names and the names of shops 
Will be a song to me. 

And faces lit with the sky’s faint rose, 
At an alley's end, at day’s shrill close, 
Like a lost melody. 

The Old Manee. 

sir W. Robertsoa NleoU's borne at Lumsdeo, Aberdaenshire. 

Beauty we met in odorous glooms, 
—And shall not meet again— 

Where lamps like sombre jewels glow, 
Where you and I no more may go 
Light-hearted through the rain. 

Or sick at heart for many things. 

Stare at the sunset tide. 
For now the lights and faces start 
Only in highways of the heart 
Whose streets are deep as wide. 

Yet dearest, what if we had stayed ; 
—Who go with inward tears— 
Till this young passion for the right 
Were broken, and this fine delight 
Grown foolish with the years ? 

Let us go now, not bitterly, 
Though the old joy is dead. 

Say “ 1 learnt courage here, and laughter. 
And loves that go with me hereafter," 
And the last word is said. 
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We also select for printing : 

deirdre comforted. 

Deirdre the beautiful, the beautiful— 
Fairer than Helen, though .she too was fair. 
No man alive will ever guess how fair. 

Where is she flecl, Deirdre the beautiful ? 
• 

She was the woman that the fairies scut 
To show the world for once what beauty was. 
A drifting flame from God’s own fire she was ; 

To be the whole world's love-song was she sent. 

For she was like the morning in the woods. 
When the fresh dew liangs trembling on the leaves. 
And the low sun strikc.s glinting on the leaves. 

Casting long shafts into the quiet woods 

Christ keep her spirit, for she was most lovely— 
He will have charge of lier, to comfort her, 
And kiss the sorrows from the eyes of her 

He surely loved her soul, she was so lovelv. 

And she will take her place with all great lovers 
Who stand around the Tliroiie beneath (iod's Eyes. 
And worship Him in one another's tnes, 

For ever, two and two, tlie immortal lovers 

But wlirit of that poor Third who Io\-c.s jn vain ■' 
Must lie be jealous even of heavenlv lote 
Ah, 111 the arms ot G<m1 ho finds his love, 

And kiK»ws tliat none has ever loved in vam. 

Conor, once thirstv for the face of youlh, 
Envies no more their joy—he sees them not. 

Filled with the love he cravetl, he needs Jier not. 
His soul being watered froni the Springs ol Youth. 

O my lost love, for whom 1 cry to G()d, 
Which shall be mine—which were the greater bliss. 

The accepted, or the lonely lover's bliss. 
To worslup God iii vou, or you in God ? 

. . . —Tis an old song, Deirdre the beautiful, 
Deirdre the beautiful, the beautiful 

(Molly I'ogerty, Cartref, Parkslone Road, ruole } 

LOVE SON'G. 

There is no sun wlicre you arc not, nor any darkness where 

you dwell ; 
The stars of heaven shine in your eyes, and nightingales 

your praises tell; 
And O belov'd, if you should die. the light would fade 

from shore to shore, 
And Joy witli drooping wings wonhl hide her face from me 

for evermore. 

Earth’s beautv gleams but dimly now, since I have looked 

into your eyes ; 
Her liiils, her vales, her woods and streams, that once 

I loved no more I jirizu ; 
I only crave with parched mouth your kiss that warms my 

blood like wine, 
I only yearn to hear your voice and know that all your 

heart is mine. . . . 

(Mary C. Mair, Howceroft, Sandy Lane, Guildford.) 

Wc specially commend the lyrics by H. Ross (Hove), 
Doris Amy Ibbotson (Newport), A. W. Moore (Hoth- 
field), Maurice S. (Exeter), Caroline Coxhan (New 
Malden), G. Laurence Groom (Regent’s Park), Angela 
Cave (Bournemouth), Kathleen Ida Noble (Forest Rise), 
T. Kew (Southampton), Joan Worry (Sherborne), Muriel 
E*. Graham (Stirling), UnaMalleson (London, W.), Gwen¬ 
dolyn Wilkinson (Kensington), Norris Alcock (Leek). Enid 
Blj^on (Beckenham), Vera I. Arlett (Worthing), C. M. 

H od d e r 
(Nails- 
worth). 
Rev. 
C1 c m c nt 
E. N e w - 
comb 
(K idder- 
minster), 
E d w a r d 
P i‘ r c y 
(Nottiiig- 
ham), 
M argarot 
Brown 
(Harrow), 
Alice E. 
Oldac re 
(Stoke-on- 
Trent), 
G. (iw'yu 
(Bruges). 
I T a. z Q \ 

F y f f c 
(S o u t h 
Ki'iising- 
ton), 
T' e r e s a 
H o 1 lamy 
Noble 
(F o r s t 
Rise). 
J o h 11 
i’etersoi’ 
(S h et- 
land), 
C. Mar¬ 
guerite 
Goode 
( C r o y - 
don), Olive Hitchcock (King’s Lynn), A. A. M. B. (Hamp¬ 
stead), R. Fortcscue Doria (Cheltenham), Rev. Charles 
W. Limb (Huddersliehl), Beatrice Skilton (Forest Gate), 
Lorna Keeling Collard (Wiucanton), Laurie Pratt (San 
Francisco), Winnifred Tasker (Llandudno), James Paton 
(Natal). Louis Melton (London, E.C.), Doris Langley 
Levy (Ilkloy), M’iuifrcd Mudie (Darlington), Maud 
Slessor (Rottingdean), Cecil Thomas (Ouetta), Mary 
Bowers (Monmouth), “Moonstone” (Liverpool), Enid 
FitzHerbiTt (Dundrum), Mary Lorrimer (Los Angeles), 
Constance M. Shaw (Leeds), W. Nightingale Brown 
(Manchcsti'r), John \\’clsh (Motherwell), Adelaide King 
(Kanton Zurich), E. M. Dixon (Smallthorne), Olive 
Robinson (Gainsborough), Phyllis Howell (Carmarthen), 
Freda Isobel Noble (Walthamstow), Katliarine I. Monro 
(Lewes), F. J. Weaver (Braintree), Ernest F. Row 
(Felixstowe), N. M. ButterhcTd (Ilford), Margery Con¬ 
stance Nudd (Yicwslcv), Constance Ernest (London, 
S.W.). 

11.—^The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best 
quotation is awarded to Mrs. L. N. Thomas, of 
33, North Ham Road, Littlchampton, Sussex, 
for the following : 

THE 1‘NSEEX EAR. Bv N. S. Lincoln. 
(Appleton) 

*' I listened at the key-hole in the door.” 

W. S. Gilbert, The Story oj Prince Agxb. 

Wc also select for printing: 

PUTTING MARY OFF. By John L. Carter. 

(John Long.) 

** I’m not a single man.” 
Thomas Hood. 

(J. Pearson, 50, Savile Park Road, Halifax.) 

Sir W. Robertson Nicoll. 

From a caricature. 
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THE NEW LABOUR OUTLOOK. By Robert Williams. 
(Pazsons.) 

" Uncertain, coy, and hard to please.” 
Scott, Marmion. 

(John A. Bellchambers, i, Clifton Villas, 
Highgate Hill, N.19.) 

MEN AND MARVELS. By Halbert J. Boyd. 
(Elkin Mathews.) 

” He thought he saw a banker’s clerk 
Descending from a bus. 

He looked again and saw it was 
A hippopotamus.” 

Lewis Carroll, Sylvie and Bruno. 

(E. Theodora Herrington, The School House, 
Sacombe, Ware.) 

RICHARD RICHARD. By Hugh Mearns. (Constable.) 

” Who’s that a-calling ? ” 
{Coon Song.) 

(Kathleen Blyth, St. Joseph’s Secondary School, 
Victoria Road, West Hartlepool.) 

MEMOIRS OF A CLUBMAN. By G. B. Burgih. 
(Hutchinson.) 

" I came home late and tired last night.” 
Rupert Brooke, 1914 and Other Poems. 

(R. G. Jermy, Bancroft's School, W'oodford V'clls, 
Essex.) 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS IN AMERICA. By John Ayscough. 
(John Long ) 

" Water, water, ever\-whcrc ” 
Coleridge, The Ancient Manner. 

(Violet H. Summers, The Birches, Union Road, Shirley, 
Birmingham, and Mariquita Gutierrez, 25, Paeso dc la 
Coucha, San Sebastian, Spain.) 

III. —The Prize of Tiiree New Books for the best brief 
quotation applicable to the Washington Dis¬ 
armament Conference is awarded to W. Bernard 
Livermore, of Holmwood, 52, Stapleton Hall 
Road, Stroud Green, N.4, for the following : 

Lincoln : “I believe that the world must come to wis¬ 
dom slowly. It is for us who hate aggression to persuade 

men always and earnestly against it, and hope that, little 
by little, they will hear us. . . . Then we must act 
earnestly, praying always in our courage that never again 
will this thing happen. And then we must turn again, 
and again, and again to persuasion. This appeal to force 

is the misdeed of an imperfect world.” 

John Drinkwater, Abraham Lincoln. 

We specially commend the replies from S. S. Wright 
(Bromley), Winifred Herrington (Ware), Kenneth C. 
Bruce (Sheffield), Florence Parsons (Altrincham), Mrs. J. 
1. Ormsby (Gunnersbury), Edwin T. Giddens (Darling¬ 
ton), JoanT. Harris (Grange-over-Sands), George. Harris 
(Scarborough), J. W. Craw (Northwich), D. E. Lambert 
(Guisborough), May W. Harrison (Lincoln), B. H. Beard 
(Bexleyheath), J. H. Hutchinson (Drumcondra), G. 
Evan Jones (Norfolk), A. P. Pearson (Halifax), E. .\dams 
(Battersea), Mrs. S. Kirkland Vesey (Glenfarg), George 
Fawcett (Belfast), Miss Braddell (Bournemouth). 

IV. —The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best review 
in not more than a hundred words is awarded 
to Alan C. Fraser, of St. Edith, Albion Road, 
Ramsgate, for the following : 

MEMOIRS OF A MIDGET. Bv Walter de la Mare. 

(Collins.) 

In .this exquisite prose fantasy Mr. Walter de la Marc 
has achieved, not a mere novel, but a work of rare imagin¬ 
ative beauty. The life-story of the diminutive heroine is 

unfolded with an almost elfin delicacy of insight, revealing 
an uttfOTgettablc picture of the fantastie-. sensitive, wistful 
EOiil lunged in the tiny body, moving in loneliness through 
'a world of common-sized humans. Her intense love of 
Nature, and the continual solace and spiritual contentment 

which she draws from the great world of out-of-doors, form 
the molt/running through the story, filling it with a haunting 
beauty. 

We also select for printing : 

MOVEMENTS TN EUROPEAN HISTORY. 

By Lawrence H. Davison. (Humphrey Milford.) 

To compress into 300 pages the history of Europe from 
Roman times to 1870, and yet to make the narrative as 
attractive and readable as a novel, is no easy task. But 

Mr. Davison has approached nearer to this ideal than any 
writer we have met. Steering a happy middle course 
between an arid chronicle of events and a mere collection 
of picturesque stories, he has produced what is a real 

history, but at the same time a vividly descriptive one, 
glowing with colour, and written in an easy and interesting 
style. The volume contains a dozen excellent maps. 

(Ernest F. Row, Slcrnish, Orwell Road, Felixstowe.) 

PAMELA POUNCE. By Agnes and Egerton Castle. 

(Hodder & Stoughton.) 

Those arch-wizards, the Castles, have given us another 
delightful romance in their old, intriguing style—a style 

in which they have no equal, though many imitators. As 
we read we smell the mingleil odours of the assembly-rooms 
and the coffee-house, we hear the thunder of over-driven 
horses on cobble-stones, the clash of steel, and the rustle 
of silks and brocade, we see the passing show of fair dames 

and gallant gentlemen of a bygone day. The authors have 
never created a more alluring heroine than the pert, capable 

and always captivating little milliner, Pamela Pounce, who 
breaks so many masculine hearts. 

(James A. Richards, M.I.P.S., 10, Park Road, 
Tenby, Pembrokeshire.) 

THE SADHU. By B. H. Streeter and A. J. Appasamy. 

(Macmillan.) 

More fascinating than any fiction is tliis study of an 
Indian Mystic—our own contemporary—who, having 
embraced Christianity with passionate conviction, has 
devoted his life to preaching the Gospel as a sadhu—or 
” holy man.” With the ” orthodox ” sadhu India is 
familiar; but a Christian sadhu represents a daring inno¬ 

vation, and Sundar Singh’s adventures, persecutions and 
deliverances read like a chapter from the Acts of the 

Apostles. The man and his message have been portrayed 
with fine fidelity by the joint authors of the book, which 
—as the Sadhu himself has said of a Greater—is as ” a 

refreshing cool breeze ” athwart our heated atmosphere of 
discord and dissension. 

(Ouccnie Scott-Hopper, 25, The Crescent, 
Whitley Bay, Northumberland.) 

We specially commend the reviews by G. Ralton 
Barnard (York), Frances M. Noel Tall (Harrogate), 
Bertha C. Priestley (London, W.C.), Isabelle Griffin 
(Wolverhampton), Enid Blyton (Beckenham), G. 
Bouverie Alleyne (Canterbury), N. M. Butterfield 
(Ilford), R. A. Smith (Burton-on-Trent), G. Pitt (London, 
N.), Ivy Ray (Surbiton), B. Noel Saxelby (Manchester), 
J. A. Jenkins (Liverpool), Maude R. Flecson (Man¬ 
chester), Ethel Mulvaney (Dublin), Ruth Bevan (Bude), 
Bertie van Thai (Swiss Cottage), Edith Pearson (High¬ 
gate), Tom Elliot (Edinburgh), Mannington Sayers 
(Totnes), Mrs. M. J. Eayres (Hornsey), W. Swayne 
Little (Dublin), M. K. Boothby (Newby), M. Waters 
(Cape Town), Anne Richardson (Minehead), Mrs. Cubitt 
(St. John's Wood), Lilian M. Bridges (Salisbury), L. 
Mugford (London, S.W.), G. W. Bowes (Rishton), A. E. 
Gowers (Haverhill), T. Morton (Blackburn). 

V.—The Prize* of One Year’s Subscription to 
The Bookman is awarded to G. S. Purnell, of 
Holland House, Grafton Street, Sandown, Isle 
of Wight. 
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FROM HOMER TO DANTE.* 

By George Saintsbury. 

A CERTAIN 

misgiving 

has, on the part of 

the present re¬ 

viewer, attended 

the reading of this 

in some ways very 

interesting and (as 

some say) “ matter¬ 

ful " book. This 

is not due to an^' 

of the causes to 

which, in the old 

phrase, a \'ain 

people might think 

it to be due. Not even the fact that it is necessary to 

cut the pages not at top or side, as is usual, but at tlie 

bottom, though it is tremendous and soul-shaking, brings 

the misgiving about. Nor does the practice, almost as 

disquieting, of citing the titles of books without italics 

or “ quotes thougii as one reads, without any 

typographical assistance, the words “ Henry Adams’s 

Mont-Saint-Michcl and Chartres ” one may be excused 

for a moment's wonder whether some most fortunate 

American gentleman has actually become possessed of 

the “ guarded mount " and the storied cathedral. Nor, 

though tile vulgar might specially think it to be so, is it 

connected with a very becoming, if in his own case 

quite unnecessary’, initial remark of Professor Wendell’s 

to the effect that the task he proposed to himself is 

“ obviously beyond the power of any modern scholar ’’ 

to achieve completely. As a matter of fact the know¬ 

ledge it requires should not be “ beyond the power ” 

of any person who was fit to become a Professor of 

Literature and who has suitably employed the years 

of his incumbency. Putting that grim doubt aside, 

Professor Wendell himself has tackled it bravely. Let 

us see what the task itself is, and how it has been 

performed, before specifying the ugly thought which 

has accompanied the reading like the attendant fiend 

in Spenser and other tale-tellers. 

The title of the book is perhaps not quite happy, 

though it is easier to cavil at it than to .suggest a satis¬ 

factory substitute. It might be taken to mean—and 

to a small extent docs mean—the traditions which 

preceded the various developments of literature itself; 

the sub-titics of the books—' Traditions of Greece,” 

“ Traditions of Rome,” etc.—more particularly suggest¬ 

ing this. But what Professor Wendell has really under¬ 

taken to do is to deal with the things which Greece, 

Rome, the Dark Ages and the Middle as far as Dante, 

have themselves handed down to later times and 

especially to the present. 

“ Years of dealing with Harvard students ” (he frankly 
says) " had shown me not only that Americans now know 
little of the literary traditions of our ancestral Europe, 

• '“The Traditions of European Literature from Homer to 
Dante.” By Barrett Wendell. Emeritus Professor of English in 
Hazard University. (John Murray.) 

but also that they are seldom aware even of the little that 
they know.” 

Things may be a very little better than that in England, 

but they are certainly much worse with us than they 

were even a generation ago ; and with the present 

trend of education they are likely to become worse still. 

To improve them a little in his own country Professor 

Wendell has written a book of more than six hundred 

pages (with a useful bibliographical appendix) in which 

lie surveys most of the literature and some of the history 

which has been most prominent and effectual in the 

great torch-race of the life of Western literature, admit¬ 

ting also as an exception the Bible, because of what we 

may call its Occidcntalisation by Christianity. His 

readers arc, with rare exceptions, referred exclusively 

to translations ; and it is not quite clear Iiow far the 

author himself knows Greek literature in the original. 

His Homer may be first-hand, but there is a rather 

ambiguous sentence, about the ” Cyclops,” and another 

which seems certainly to imply that lie has not read 

Apollonius Rhodius. However this may be, there is 

nothing to which one can seriously object on this score, 

though it may be pointed out that \nK\eiw does not 

mean ” a cake of soap ” but ” a bottle of oil,” however 

closely the two things may approach each other in 

Greek and modern use respectively. As to Latin, on 

the other hand, the passages in regard to Lucretius, 

Tacitus and Juvenal, all of which are e.xcellent, could 

hardly have been written by anyone not in actual touch 

with the originals, and that on Tacitus takes pains to 

show (rather humorously on the main scheme of the 

book) how utterly inadequate any possible translation is. 

Anyhow, nobody but the most pedantic of martinets 

will find much fault with Professor Wendell from any 

such point of view. One may of course differ with him 

now and then. " Scott's conscious antiquarianism ” 

is not a happy phrase, for it is exactly in Sir Walter’s 

freedom from this that his superiority to most historical 

novelists consists. He had tried the trick early in his 

continuation of Strutt's ” Queenhoo Hall,” had found 

the mischief of it, and steadily avoided it afterwards. 

In speaking of English Pindaric our author seems to 

have forgotten even Gray, not to mention less judicious 

practitioners of the strict form. Wc sigh a little at 

finding that we have not even yet got rid of ” Conflict ” 

and ” Environment,” though surely they have had 

their time and might cease to be, like other fashionable 

critical conventions. It is also surely unnecessary to 

speak to novices (for whom alone the book is meant), 

about the “ limitations ” of Thucydides. It will take 

them most of their time to understand his greatness. 

*' Corked champagne ” is by no means necessarily or 

often ” lifeless ” ; it would be less treacherously disgust¬ 

ing if it were. It is difficult to imagine Shakespcaie 

losing his temper, but if he ever did so it would probably 

be at seeing himself accused of presenting Cleopatra as 

” an incarnation of damning harlotry.” It is sad that 

a Professor of English, even in the—alas !—sere and 

withered condition of Emeritus-hood, should ” forget ” 

rhoto l/y Moifttl, Mr. George 
Saintsbury. 
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where Coleridge enunciates the great principle of “ sus¬ 
pension of disbelief.” But we are all liable to such lapses, 
and the confession of them is generous and conciliating. 
Indeed, they are more than forgotten when he objects 
to the people who spell Virgil with an “ e ” and pronounce 
” Don Juan “ Hwan.” But after much approval and 
little shaking of the head we own to a grieved surprise 
at Professor Wendell’s admiration of two versions from 
Dante, one by the already mentioned ” Henry Adams,” 
the other by Professor Grandgent. To render 

Dame, merci ! clonez moi esperance 
De joic avoir," 

by 
Grace, lady ! give me comfort to possess 

A hope ono day," 

seems to us not so much an example of ” marvellous 
skill in translation ” as of marvellous unfaithfulness. 
'' Comfort to possess a hope ” and " hope of possessing 
a joy " arc—God bless us all!—quite different gifts, 
though one may follow the other. 

" I wish that they should ne'er their coming rue 
As I believe that we should ne'er be sad," 

is no doubt not so unfaithful for 

" E ciascuna di lor fosse contenta 
Siccome io credo che sariamo noi," 

but it is marvellous ungainly, and one cannot conceive 
how anyone can speak of such work as " the best repro¬ 
duction of this lyric of old Italian which has ever been 
made in our unsinging English" putting aside for a 
moment the two italicised words. Not putting them 
aside, one may indulge in an only faintly indignant 
chuckle over the memory of a thousand ” unsinging ” 
things from ” Alisoun ” to " Love laid his sleepless 
head.” 

This is, however, though not irrelevant, slightly 
digressive, and we must return to the general character 
of the book and the attendant doubt which was hinted 
in the beginning. On the main count, and making 
proper reserves, it may be very well spoken of. We 
have had no very serious faults of taste or knowledge 
to notice and there are few omissions or perfunctorinesses. 
Perhaps, on the strict specification of the book itself, the 
short notice accorded to I.ucian, and the mere mention 
of Longinus, are the worst of its blots. It is almost 
impossible to exaggerate the ” traditionary ” influence 
of Lucian on the great department of satiric criticism 
of life. It is not merely that (as is duly noted here) 
particular works like Shakespeare's “ Timon" and 
Swift’s ” Gulliver ” proceed from him. He is the first 

voluminous exponent, in various directions, of the ironic 
and disillusionising attitude in Western literature. As 
for Longinus, his influence was of .course more partial in 
extent, character and duration, but it was great. 

Once more, this does not touch the " doubt ” which 
may be thus put: ” Is a book like this, very fairly 
exhaustive as it is on its own scheme and mote than 
very fairly accurate, likely to do good to the class of 
persons whom it is intended to benefit ? ” Some 
considerable experience of that very class, and of their 
fellow-creatures at large, does not incline one to be 
sanguine about this, and may even incline one to fear 
that it will do mischief. The fear may be illustrated 
by an apologue-reminiscence of the ancient days—to be 
accurate, the latest fifties of the nineteenth century. 
Then, in a class-room not a hundred miles—or, for the 
matter of that, yards—off the Strand, might have been 
seen a not uncommon sight—a schoolmaster putting a 
” new boy ” to moral torture. The schoolmaster was 
not at all a bad fellow, and besides his scholastic rank 
rather famous in the art world as a collector ; the 
schoolboy was a numskull, though perhaps not much 
more so than the average. Interrogated as to what he 
had read, he named some of the ordinary school books 
and added one not so ordinary. But unfortunately 
he could not be sure whether it was Plato’s ” Phaedo ” 
or Phacdo’s ” Plato.” Now if this attitude of mind 
is not unknown (and nobody who has ever been a school¬ 
master or a professor, hardly anyone who has ever been 
a schoolboy or an undergraduate, will say that it is 
even very rare) after actual study of actual texts, how 
much more common is it likely to be when, without 
any direct knowledge of them, names and contents of 
books, names and characters of authors, are cascaded 
on the patient to the extent of libraries of matter, 
battalions of writers, and millennia of time ? The 
present reviewer would not be in tlie least surprised 
if some of Professor Wendell's readers were to go 
off with the idea that " Henry Adams ” wrote the 
” Odyssey” and that Apollonius Rhodius was a com¬ 
poser of chansons dc gestc. 

However, as Mr. Bennet says, let us not take such a 
gloomy view. The book is a creditable one to have 
written, and a pleasant—yea, and a profitable one to 
read when one is pretty well acquainted with its matter, 
grouping and focusing that matter as it does in an 
orderly fashion from a genuine if special point of view. 
And after all it is not impossible that some novices will 
be induced by it to go to the originals—in which case 
its author will be at once—and one hopes more than 
for once—justified. 

WORDSWORTH’S ONE ROMANCE.* 

By Major S. Butterworth. 

SOME five years ago Professor Harper published his 
” Life of Wordsworth,” in which was disclosed 

for the first time a most important fact—important, 
that is, from a psychological point of view—in the early 

• '* Wordsworth's French Daughter.^' By George McLean 
*^rr^er, Professor of English in Princeton University. 4s. 6d. 
(Princeton University Press and Oxford University Press.)— 
" The Early Life of Wordsworth." By Emile Legouis. los. 6d. 
(Dent.) 

life of Wordsworth, namely, his liaison with a young 
French lady during his stay in Orleans in 1791-2, which 
resulted in the birth of a daughter. The source of 
this information was a collection of unpublished letters 
written by Dorothy Wordsworth to her intimate friend, 
Mrs. Clarkson, the wife of the abolitionist, Thomas 
Clarkson; and also the unpublished portion of Henry 
Crabb Robinson's Diary. Professor Harper now gives 
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us in his booklet a few additional details as the result 

of further research, the most valuable of whidi are the 

certificate of the birth and baptism of the daughter, 

Anne Caroline, on December 15th, 1792 (the child was 

christened on the same day as she was born), and the 

certificate of her marriage on February 20th, 1816. 

V^ile. preparing his work for a new edition Professor 

Emile Legouis also continued the investigation, some of 

the results of which are given in an appendix, and we 

are promised a separate pub¬ 

lication on the subject. He 

tells us that his discoveries have 

been many. This announce¬ 

ment is good news and it is 

greatly to be hoped—now that 

the question has been opened— 

that a full explanation if pos¬ 

sible may be given of the 

reason why Wordsworth did 

not marry his first love. 

Professor Harper lays great 

stress on the fact that Marie- 

Anne Vallon belonged to a 

family notably Rovalist and 

Catholic, whereas Wordsworth 

himself, under the influence 

and persua.sion of Michel 

Beaupii}', tlie only re\olu- 

tionary mihlarv officer among 

those with whom Wordswortli 

formed an aiquaintancc in 

Orleans and Blois, became a 

whole-hearted beliexcr in lh<’ 

popular cause. Moreover, 

Wordsworth uas nominally a 

Protestant. From the stand¬ 

point of the girl’s family these 

two circumstances might be considered an objection 

to the marriage of the two lovers. But perhaps in 

themselves thev would not have been sufficient to jaove 

an insuperable bai, especially as the family disgrace 

might be to some extent mitigated and the honour oi 

the family less tarnished by a legal alliance. vSnch 

an alliance, however, was a difficulty. On this point 

Professor Harper’s comment is to the point; 

'■ Before the Itcvolution,” he writes, " marriage w.is 
in the hands of the Church and was treated as a sacrament. 
By a decree of the National Assembly on July 1700, 
known as tlie Civil Cxmstitutioii of the Clergy, all ])nesls 
and prelates were declared functionaries of the State. On]\- 
a few bishojis, and not quite half of the lower clergy, took 
the oath of office under this law, the rest choosing to remain 
faithful to Rome. It can readily be seen that each side 
would be reluctant to recognise the validity of marriages 
celebrated by the other. The ancient sanctity of Church 
marriages was further assailed in an article of the Constitu¬ 
tion of September, 1791 : ‘The law considers marriage 
as only a civil contract. ■ . . . Maric-Anne Vallon belonged to 

a family which would have considered a merely civil 
marriage null and void, and marriage by a cnusUtutional 

priest an insult to religion. ” 

Is this religious difficulty really the explanation, and 

did Wordsworth or his family offer no opposition ? 

That is the question, at present unsolved, and it may 

be that it will remain insoluble unless Professor Legouis 

in his forthcoming monograph umiddles the puzzle. 

It should however be stated that Wordsworth honour¬ 

ably admitted his fault, subsequently corresponded with 

Marie-Anne and her daughter, approved of the latter's 

marriage in 1816, gave her a dowry and visited her 

mother, herself and husband, with all of whom he was 

on the best of terms. But—and this is an important 

point for us—why, after the publication of the Concordat, 

April i8th, 1802, when marriage by a non-juring priest 

would hove been legal, did not Wordsworth regularise 

hisconnectionwith Marie-Anne, 

whom he visited in August of tha t 

year, about two months before 

he married Mary Hutchinson ? 

Some condonation of his moral 

lapse may be granted on 

account of Wordsworth’s youth 

and his imperfect knowledge 

of the world. Association, too, 

with a more vivacious, volatile 

and gay people than those of 

his own nation may have had 

no little influence on his out¬ 

look on life. And the revolu¬ 

tionary ferment must have had 

its effect. When he arrived in 

France ostensibly to learn the 

language, he was only in liis 

twenty-second year ; the young 

woman who fascinated him 

was the elder, being then in 

her twenty-sixth year. We 

know nothing of her personal 

attractions and we can only 

conjecture what she found in 

the young Woi d.sworth to 

engage her interest. If 

his sympathies had bee n 

with the Royalists that might have brought them 

together, but we know that “ his heart was all given to 

the people.” It was Beaupuy's burning zeal that fired 

the young Englishman's enthusiasm, and but for the 

” chain of harsh necessity,” which dragged him home 

at a critical time, he would—as he tells us—have made 

common cause with those who perished, and haply 

perished too. When Wordsworth parted with this 

honoured and revered friend in the summer of 1792, 

Beaujiuy was only a captain, but his promotion was 

rapid, for, in an unpublished official letter written by 

him to General Marccau in the second year of the 

rcpnhJique francaisc unic ci impcrhsablc, wc find that he 

was tlien a Brigadier-General. 

To those acquainted with Professor Legouis' fascinat¬ 

ing ” Early Life of Wordsworth ” no iccommendation 

will be necessary. Its first appearance in its English 

dress—it was translated by Mr. J. W. Matthews—was 

in 1897. It is an illuminating book and shows a wonder¬ 

ful knowledge not only of Wordsworth's poems and a 

thorough insight into his character both as a poet and 

as a man, but also of English literature in general. It 

is not, as the title shows, a complete biography ; it deals 

only with the poet’s life from birth to the year 1798, 

when the harmony between his mental and moral life, 

which was disturbed by the crisis through which he 

passed on the failure of hopes that were called into being 

William Wordsworth. 
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by the French Revolution—that heralded dawn of 

universal happiness—was once more restored. His 

early devotion to Nature returned, but without its 

aching joys and dizzy raptures, though for such loss he 

believed there had followed abundant recompense, and 

hisjfeelings, too, were humanised. The debt he owed 

for this restoration was due more especially to his beloved 

sister Dorothy, but in other and important ways he was 

also indebted to that friend whom he met at the most 

critical period of his life—Coleridge. We now know 

that the moral crisis through which Wordsworth passed 

was not entirely caused by politics; the love-episode 

had, in all probability, no slight or trivial influence in 

its production. 

AN AMERICAN TALKS WITH JOHN MASEFIELD. 
By Charles Hanson Towne. 

I HAD been at Oxford with some friends for several 

days, when suddenly I remembered that John 

Masefield lived at Boar’s Hill, just a little way out in 

the country; and I wondered why I had not thought 

of this before. 

Robert Nichols used 

to speak to me in 

America of the little 

colony they had— 

Masefield, Bridges, 

Gilbert Murray, and 

a few others. 

With a young 

friend who hap¬ 

pened along, I took 

a bus, and then 

walked at least a 

mile and a half, 

inquiring all the 

way if we were on 

the right road to the poet’s house. Yes, we were—keep 

straight on ; second house to your right beyond that hill. 

It was hot and dusty. No rain had fallen for days, and 

the panorama of the valley which spread at our feet 

when we reached the crest of the hill seemed burning up. 

The grass was like straw. The view in normal times 

must be enchanting. To-day it made my heart ache. 

There was his house, at last! A simple enough 

dwelling, the grounds of which we entered through a 

little gate. It was not unlike many of our American 

suburban dwellings, with no pretence, no anxiety to be 

greatly different from other houses round about. 

Yes, Mr. Masefield was at home ; would we step in ? 

the maid answered our query. We simply sent word 

by her that two American pilgrims, whose names did 

not matter, would like to say “ Good day " j;o a writer 

they had long admired. 

The message came back that Mr. Masefield would 

be happy to see us shortly ; but he was at work. I 

wondered if we had interrupted the composition of a 

sonnet, and I was not pleased to be the blunt instru¬ 

ment which would thus cut off a magical line. “ But 

he always comes down for tea,” the maid explained ; 

and made us comfortable in the dining-room. We 

looked about. The model of a ship first caught my 

attention. The author of ” Dauber ” would be certain 

to-make one with his own hands. Then paintings of 

his boy and girl, as well as a portrait of himself. A 

jew books, a littered desk, a hospitable fire-place and 

inviting chairs—these were enough to make the room 

tC09^ and habitable. Suddenly, through a French 

window behind us, Mrs. Masefield came in " from feed¬ 

ing the liens,” she laughed. Her husband would be 

in soon. He was putting some nails in a box in the 

barn. So it was not a poem we had interrupted! 

I told her how, on my first visit to England twelve 

years ago, I had read “ The Everlasting Mercy ” on a 

park bench in Chester, on my way to my steamer. 

The tattered copy of The English Revieu' was passed 

from one end of the boat to the other ; and when I got 

to New York I told a reporter who had come to interview 

Andrew Carnegie that I had a far more important piece 

of news for him : a new poet had arrived in England; 

and I gave him the torn magazine. In print, later, he 

agreed with me. And so did the whole world. Mrs. 

Masefield’s eyes filled with tears as I told her this ; and 

I recalled how I had, after a year, written myself to 

her husband to tell him of my joy in his poetry. ” Did 

I answer ? ” said a deep voice behind me. And 1 

turned to see Mr. Masefield smiling, his face sunburned, 

his tired eyes lighted by some divine inner fire. 

" You did,” I said. ” I'm glad of that,” he replied. 

And w'e all sat down and talked of America. I had heard 

Masefield lecture during the war; and he looked then 

as if the weight of the world were upon his shoulders. 

But now he looked rested and five years younger, and 

the resiliency had come back to his voice. 

” I love America—those busy, teeming cities like 

Chicago and Kansas City. And New York is wonderful. 

It’s so glorious to do as you do there—when you don’t 

like a street you tear it down and build it over again ! 

I have often wondered at .Americans constantly coming 

over here to see our ancient, crumbling walls, our worn- 

out relics, when your youth and fire and fervour are so 

much more worth while.” 

My young friend, w’ho had been ” doing ” Europe 

for a year, and doing it thoroughly, looked amazed. 

But of course, lover of young and growing cities that 

I am, Masefield’s words were a lyric in my ears. 

” It is true,” he went on. ” You have so much of 

energy to give, so much that is inspiring and new ; and 

that plays its part in the world, you know.” 

He liked American audiences ; but the long journeys 

tired him and interfered with his work of writing ; and 

he was not sure when he would tour the States again. 

But when he does go Mrs. Masefield is going with him. 

She has never been. America will be as cordial to her 

as it has been to her husband. 

They urged us to stay for tea; but a boom of thunder 

echoed far off, and the first rain of the summer began 

to sing in the garden, and we said we must run for our 

bus. Another guest had come in, so we hurried to the 

road, Masefield showing us to the gate and waving us 

good-bye. He looked like a ghost in his suit of white 

linen, but a healthy, normal ghost—as normal as. 

those robust songs of the ^sea he has sung so well. 

f'kotobyE.o. Mr. John Masefield. 
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A. S. M. HUTCHINSON.* 

By Loi’is J. 

NOVELIST is soon forgotten, but the six years 

that have elapsed since the publication of 

Mr. A. S. M. Hutchinson’s “The Clean Heart" but 

pave the way to a more eager welcome for " If Winter 

Comes, the most original achievement of 1921. This 

is the young writer who attracted a legion of friends bv 

his first light-licarted 

effort, " Once Aboard 

the Lugger." There is 

no need—Heaven be 

praised!—to commend 

“The Happy Warrior" 

to the world. That 

beautiful and chivalrous 

creation gained the meed 

it deserved. As a 

romance of altruism 

nothing in modern fic¬ 

tion has excelled it. 

Hutchinson had his heart 

on the Holy Grail when 

he uTote it. The story 

of self-sacrifice has often 

something sickly in its 

texture, hut the hero of 

“ The Happy Warrior ” 

was a genuine fighting 

man. There is a descrip¬ 

tion of a boxing encounter 

in that brave book as 

good as Doyle's pugilistic 

tour de force in “ Rodney 

Stone.” “ The Clean 

Heart ’’ came out in the 

month that war was 

declared and, as may be 

imagined, it never had 

a fair chance. Readers 

of Mr. Hutchinson’s most 

recent book, “ If Winter 

Comes.” will certainly go 

back to its predecessor. 

Before dealing with this 

fascinating and at times 

bewildering no\'el, I would like to convey what kind of 

person Hutchinson is, as he is never likely to convey it 

for himself, being stricken by that rare disease which 

is called modesty. Well, then, the novelist-to-be 

began life as a student at St. Thomas's Hospital, but 

medicine and surgery had no fascination for him, and 

writing had an overwhelming enchantment for him. 

He wrote and wrote and continued to write, and 

steadfastly refrained from reading. In that feverish 

period Hutchinson earned his first guiueas—it was 

thirty shillings—and he never got it. The magazine, 

The Ludgate, went smash after publishing his contribu¬ 

tion—a poem—but cause and effect are not suggested. 

When the unwilling student was two years behind 

with his exams, something had to be done, and he did 

• V If Winter Comes.” By A. S. M. Hutchinson. 7s. 6d. 
(Hodder & Stoughton.) 

McOuilland. * 

it by renouncing parent-aided education and setting 

out to earn his own living with the pen. 

How I lio.d the courage," Mi. Hutchinson whimsically 
confessed to me, " I can’t (now) imagine. 1 wrote all day 
long every conceivable form of article and short story. I 
got a regnlar fivit shillings a week from Scraps for comic 

Verse, anti then began to 
get random acceptances 
here and there. I believe 
I was only a very few 
months at tliis way of life, 
and then, astoundingly, I 

attracted the attention of 
Mr. 1*. W. Everitt, of 
Pearson's. He asked me 
to call, and I told him my 
anibition.s, and two weeks 
later came, most astonish¬ 
ingly. an offer to join the 
staff. I learned my trade 
at Pearson's, but 1 left 
Pearson's because 1 wanted 
to wnle a novel, and there 
is no room in a popular 
magar.inc for a young man 
who is obses.sed with the 
idea of writing a novel.” 

In the process of 

writing it the struggling 

author was offered the 

opportunity of doing 

leaderettes for the Daily 

Graphic. That was in 

1907, In 1908 he found 

himself, to his amaze¬ 

ment sub-editor of the 

paper, and in 1912, to 

his increased wonder, he 

became editor, and 

remained in that position 

until 1916. when he joined 

the army, finishing his 

military experiences with 

the first Anny of Occupa¬ 

tion in Germany. 

On demobilisation 

Hutchinson definitely did 

what he had determined on lor years—broke with 

journalism and set up as a novelist without any other 

preoccupation. “ If Winter Comes ” is the first 

splendid fruit of that undivided interest. 

“Once Aboard the Lugger” was rejected once, but was 

welcomed by Alston Rivers, who made a great success of 

it. “The Happy Warrior" wasagreater. Of “The Clean 

Heart ’’ Hutchinson says with his charming self-depre¬ 

ciation, “ I think it has some not bad stuff in it." 

From the manner of its telling and the evolution of 

its psychology, “ If Winter Comes " is an extraordinarily 

difficult book to do justice to in review; and I was 

strangely interested in Mr. Hutchinson’s account of his 

method of work when planning out and actually working 

on the novel. 

" 1 write,” he told me, " from character, not plot. All 
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the characters in ' If Winter Comes,' except Effie, were in 
my head years before I wrote about them. They just 
moved about in my brain from 1915 to 1919. doing nothing ; 
and nothing I could think of would make them do anything. 
Then one day came observation of the fact that the conven¬ 
tion which makes life grievously hard for an unmarried 
mother who will not be parted from her child, though 

superficially cruel in its application, is profoundly sound 
and just in its intention. I presented this to the obstinate 
characters. They simply jumped ! The rest was easy." 

It is in accord with Hutchinson’s vision of life 

that for him the best victoiy is in apparent defeat. 

. O Wind. 

If Winter comes, can Spring be far beliind ? " 

This eccentric novel is full of heartbreak, and yet the 

pulse of triumph predominates. Mark Sabre—called 

by his intimates “ Old Sabre ”—at thirty-four is married 

and apparently " done for.” He is a member of a 

prosperous firm and promotion is indicated for him, 

but his life is not destined for security. His household 

is already disintegrating in the sway of its mistress. 

Mark's wife is one of those humourless, literal-minded 

Englishwomen who make such good housekeepers and 

such abominable companions. He knows that there is 

something logical behind all the conventions she obeys, 

but is troubled and chilledby her sheer want of humanity. 

There is nothing on the surface romantic about Mark 

Sabre. He is just a good average man, fond of a joke 

and a frolic, holding women in respect, greeting children 

with a smile. He overtops the average man perhaps 

in his sympathy for the sufferings of others, in his desire 

that every one should be happy. 

Lady Tybar, wife of a very cruel type of epicurean, turns 

to Mark from her callous husband; Nona and Mark have 

been sweethearts from childhood; when she finds her bur¬ 

den unbearable Mark consents to share it in exile; but one 

gathers that the opening gun of the war which reconciles 

Nona with Tybar is an instrument of relief for Mark, whose 

loyalty to Mabel survives all affection for her. The little 

love scenes, however, between Nona and " Marko ” arc 

quite beautiful in their simplicity and comradeship. 

Mark is not an Ai life. He is refused time and again 

for the army, and finally, when the C3 men have a 

chance and he gets into Tommy's khaki, the well-bred 

Mabel thinks he looks rather a fool. The war experiences 

are told in a couple of admirable chapters. 

However, I must speed on to Effie. Sabre has placed 

this young girl—" Bright Effie," as he called her, from 

her sunny radiance of spirit—as companion to old 

Mrs. Perch when her Freddie had left her to go to 

France. With the death of the old woman Mark asks 

Mabel to take the girl to gladden the house when he shall 

have left her. Mark has no feeling for Effie but aAnira- 

tion for her youth and spring and courage; but Mabel 

is no believer in such abstract relationships. Her whole 

object when Mark is gone is to treat the girl in such wise 

as to compel her to leave the house. So when Mark is on 

the bidding of his country. Effieis driven from his roof-tree. 

She also seeks some kind of military service in France. 

Mark is wounded, very badly wounded, and is sent back 

to hospital and then to his loveless home. There comes a 

letter from Effie to Mabel Sabre—a hopeless, pitiful 

appeal for shelter. Effie is in disgrace; she has got 

a baby; and the baby has no father that Effie can 

boast of. 

Clumsy, blundering Mark, now a cripple, persecuted 

by the men he had worked with, the Rev. Sebastian 

Fortune, the oily humbug, and Mr. SlM?arman Twyning, 

who hates Mark like poison simply because the mean 

detests the generous, puts it to Mabel that the girl must 

be protected. Mabel leaves the house and Mark 

remains on. The rumour of divorce proceedings 

stupefies him. The voice of scandal gets busy, and 

when Effie kills herself to rid Mark of the burden on 

him, the nervous, overwrought man is driven almost 

mad. Mark's visit to the mortuary, where the hapless 

girl and her child are left exposed to the eyes of the 

curious ; the long torture of the coroner’s inquest 

which censures the broken Quixote, arc almost intoler¬ 

able in their agony. Mark finds a letter from Effie 

which absolves him of any share in her shame, but he 

cannot clear himself thus, as it will inculpate the sou 

of his bitterest enemy—that enemy calling to God for 

the son that has been taken from him. 

Mark Sabre collapses, and is only restored to life and 

sanity by the tireless care of Nona, now a widow,- 

The end shows the approach of a belated spring in 

the stormy career of this simple Galahad. This is but 

a rough sketch of a living, breathing book, compact of 

the very essence of life. " If Winter Comes " is the 

noblest book of the year. 

IRcw Books. 
WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES. 

When two books on such diflcrent subjects as boy 
psychology and the 
teaching of English* 

have to be included 
in the same review 
one naturally looks 
around for common 
points. In this case 

the closest contact 
is found in the 

• “ English for the 
English." By George 
Sampson. 5s. net. 
(Cambridge University 
Press.)—" The Psycho¬ 
logy of the Boy." By 

pkotohyEUioH&Fry, Mr. George F. A. Servant^, is. 6d. 
Sampaon. net. (Gay & Hancock.) 

spirit of jirotest that is present in Ixjth. Some sixteen 
years ago Mr. Frank J. .Adkins took for the title of a little 
book on the educational problems of the day the biblical 

" 'rckel.” This word might appropriately ajipear on the 
front page of at least a dozen books of the same kind that 
have since appeared, and nowhere would it be more in 
place than in the two books now under consideration. 
Whatever their differences they cordially' agree in proclaim¬ 
ing our present system of elementary education as a failure. 
At first sight it might appear that Mr. Sampson is dealing 
with mere literary instruction, while Mr. Servants specialises 
in moral training, but examination shows that " English 
for the English " is no mere treatise on method. Mr. 

Sampson has without doubt the wider scope of the two. 
He certainly keeps to lus subject, but he treats it in the 
broadest way, and in particular develops its social and 
artistic aspects. His pages will gratify the drafters of 
the Labour Party's recent memorandum on education, in 
which they strongly condemn any vocational traini^ng 
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^fore the age of sixteen. So far from seeking to prepare 

or e uture vocation of the elementary school pupils, 
Mr. Sampson would prepare them against it. In other 
words he wants to make provision for the extra-vocational 
part of their future life. To this end English has to he 
taught so as to realise all its humanistic possibilities. The 
classical teachers’ claims to a monopoly of humanism arc 
contemptuously brushed aside ; yet Mr. Sampson is no foe 

to the classics. He would indce<l introduce Latin as the 
first language to be taught in school after the mother 
tongue. But English must occupy the first place. 

Mr, Sampson is an iconoclast, but he realises the need 
for moderation in his destruction. He Avants many revolu¬ 
tions, but he has the sense to see that he cannot have more 
than one at a time. 'J'he revolution that commands his 

immediate attention concerns the teaching of the mother 
tongue. He does not mince matters. He would sweep 
away most of our present methods. In particular he would 
abolish the sjxjcific teaching of composition as a separate 
subject, and the essay would go by the board as a 
ridiculously over-difficult subject for average pupils. At 

the first blush the ordinary toadier of Englisli in the 
elementary schools may wcleonic all this as u liajipy release 
from rcsjxjnsibility, hut those who are in search of an easy 
billet are ill-advised to come to this liook for guidance. So 

far from the teaching of English taking a more suhordmato 
place in our si.hools, it is lo be raiseil to the place of first 
importance. It is no longer to be entrusted to the specialist 
alono. Ihe IccU-hint; ot English nnist Ik- regarihd in school 
as everyborly's business Every teacher in English is 
necessarily a teacher oj English This is sound <loctnne ; 

the intelligent juiblic will have little symi^atliy with tliosc 
teachers who decline all resjionsibilitv for anything but 
their special .subjects. The teacher of domestic science 
who luihgnantlv' refuses to be troubled about siicli matters 
as spelling and correct construction is above her business, 
and should lie released from her functions. We arc 
beginning to understand the sting of T.avisso's criticism 
that m school wi* too freipientlv have mendv a fragment 
of an educator addressing a fragment of a pupil—and, he 
might have added, about a fnigment of a subject. Mr 
Sampson might well have quoteil Mr H G ^^’ells’s claim 
that the first function of the school is to promote inter¬ 
course : all the otlicr functions are subordinate to this. 

l\Ir. Sami>soii rightly discnminales between composition 
as record and comjiosition as creation. In the first aspect 
evcrybotlv can compose, and tliis form of composition can 
be taught. On the creative side only a very limited 
number of ])u])ils should be called upon to jiroduce. Here 
Mr. Sampson is ]K'rhaps too jiessimistic -Vt any nile my 
experience seems to indicate that creative power is more 
widely distributed among elementary school pupils than 
he represents. Ho has, however, <l(>ne a valuable service 
in emphasising the danger of ncgh'cling tins distinction, 
particularly m the higher forms of composition. His own 
work here suggests a good way of stimulating the oreativc 
impulse, for his mellioil of nuluclion to lilfraiiirc—the 
process of “getting it over” to the juijiils—suggests a 
valuable training of the dormant creative powers. This 

section of the liook is of first-rate importance. 
It will bo seen that Mr. Sampson rises far alxivc mere 

technique. He is interested in llie souls of his jmpils, and 
is suspicious of psychology, for “ In spite of its name, 

psychology has nothing to do with the soul.” Tins must 
be regarded as a matter of opinion, ami we cannot expect 

Mr. Servantc to agree. It is natural that a man who writes 
as a clergyman and as the chaplain of a Boy Scouts 
Association should take a view tliffcrent from that of an 
experienccil and successful teacher. He 'vuiiis, for 

example, to speak of horme as a person, and uses tvho and 
whom when referring to it. But the two views are not 
antagonistic. Mr. Servante writes (perhaps too timidly, 

certainly too apologetically) from the psycho-analytical 
standpoint to people who arc novices ; Mr. Sampson writes 
(perhaps too trenchantly, perhaps even truculently 
though I hasten to add that I am on his side all the time) 
as an expert to experts who may or may not agree with 

Plwlo bv liubit HiiirniU, Hull. J. QucKroSe 

(Mrs. Falconer Jameson). 

him. Wc have something to learn from both ; but pro¬ 
fessional teachers will naturally be sjKaiallv giateful to 
.Mr. Sampson. 

John Adams. 

THE PRIVET HEDGE.* 

The jinvet lu“<lge whicli separated the {hvelliiig of the two 

out-of-date ladies, who share the honours of heroine with 
two othirs in this story, was symbolical. It shut the 
worhl from them . but the worlil. in the sh.ijie of Iniilders’ 
men, jnislied forward and invaded their seclusion. The 
hedge was at last <liig up, ami the constant lament of the 
two sisters that “ things will never be the same ” was 
justified. Those who ;»ie familiar with the autlior's work 
will know that any book from her jien is eertain lo “ grip,” 
and this charming novel is no e.xc.ejition. The scene is 
\ud in Yorkshire, at a watering-jdace from which the 
I'lamborough I.iglit can be seen, and the lour principal 
ladies of the story are most cleverly comcived tempera¬ 
mental studies, ('aroliiie, the young girl of the domestic 
class who arrives at a higher social jilaiie by constant 
striving and the defiance of lier homely surroundings, is 
given a jilace in the tu:ket-officc of the Tliorhaven dancing 
hall. She has two romances, one with a quite impossible 
young “ bounder ” of the tyjie which Mr. I’ett Kidge 
loves to delineate, the other with ii jirosperoiis business 
man of tlie town who is engaged to a wealthy and inde¬ 

pendent girl. This second love-affair piedommatcs, and 
the struggles of the two, caught in the net ol mutual 
jiassioii, to spare the feelings of the one who had the right 
of possession, arc depicte<l with a delicacy that only this 
author can convey. Eatc gives them to one another in 
the end, and in thus solving the problem we seem to touch 
a weak point in the story. We hardly feel convinced that 
Caroline was the suitable partner for a man of Godfrey 

•“ The Privet Hedge.” liy J. E. Buckrose. 7s. 6d. (Hodder & 
Stoughton). 
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Wilson’s character; nor do we see him so easily giving up 
the acquisition of the fortune that would have come to him 
through marriage with Laura Temple. However, after 
such an interesting tangle, compelled as we are to follow it 
without a break, no urgent ground of complaint is possible. 
In tliis class of story there are few who can captivate our 
imagination with more certainty than this delightful 
writer. 

THICK OR CLEAR?* 

Do you like Thick or Clear ? Do you prefer the puree 
of Mr. Clutton-Brock or the consommi of Mr. Walkley ? 

Both are good. Mr. Clutton-Brock apj>ears to be more 
nourishing, Mr. Walkley appears to be more digestible ; 
but we must not go entirely by appearance. The amount 
of nourishment in the thickest of Thick may be no greater 
than in the clearest of Clear, and the digestibility of both 

may be equal. If you are wise you will have both at hand, 
and take whichever the moment’s need suggests. At least 
they make an excellent contrast. 

Mr. Clutton-Brock’s essays will be familiar to many as 
4he first page articles in recent issues of The Times Literary 
Supplement •, Mr. Walkley's will be equally familiar as the 
initialled columns contributed to the more frivolous daily 
issues of that paper. Mr. Clutton-Brock is above all things 
serious. He seems anxious that you should think him in¬ 
capable of frivolity. Mr. Walkley, on the other hand, 
frisks very seduloudy lest you should think him capable of 
pedantry. Each is perhaps a trifle excessive. Mr. Brock, 
in particular, might unbend a little. He has delivered so 
many lay sermons that his utterance has grown to suggest 
the.pulpit; and the layman in the pulpit is apt to be 
plus royalisie que le rot. The late Father Stanton could 
crack jokes from the pulpit; the layman dare not. This 
is an example of what I mean. Mr. Clutton-Brock quotes 
Walt Whitman's familiar lines about animals : 

" They do not sweat and whine about their condition. 
They do not lie awake in the dark and weep for their sins: 
They do not make me sick discussing their duty to God—" 

And so on. Upon this he observes with some severity, 
‘ not merely that Saint Augustine and other great men have 

lain awake in the dark and wept for their sins, but that 

“ we do not know enough about animals to say what 
Whitman says about them ” ! Now that, I think, is a 
solemnity born of the pulpit. In places where one is 
allowed to laugh it wouldn't be said. I hope Mr. Clutton- 
Brock will not think I am raising frivolous objections. 
On the contrary I admire his essays, and I cordially recom¬ 
mend them to all good readers; but I offer myself to him 

as a specimen of I'homme moyen sensuel tending to grow a 
little restless under the strain of protracted earnestness. 
In fact I give myself away as an Awful Warning. It is 
not often a reviewer will do as much—intentionally. I 
should add that Mr. Clutton-Brock’s subjects in the present 
volume include George Herbert, George Meredith, Poe. 

Marvell, Vaughan and Tolstoy, and that the secret of his 
quietism in prose is to be found in a sentence that I take to 
embody his own aspirations: 

'* One dreams of a prose that has never yet been written in 
English, though the language is made for it, and there are 
minds not incapable of it. a prose dealing with the greatest things 
quietly and justly as men deal with them in their secret medita¬ 
tions, seeming perhaps to wander, but always advancing in-an 
unbroken sequence of thought with a controlled ardour of 
discovery and the natural beauties of a religious mind," 

Of Mr. Walkley's volume I will say that the first of it 
-is not the best. His pastiches, his little attempts in the 
manner of Aristotle, Addison, Fielding, Boswell. Sterne, 
Jane Austen and Dickens are not bad, but they are not 
important. Most readers will prefer the natural sprouts 

^ and flourishes of Mr. Walkley’s own wit to bis imitation 
of the wit of others, and of those sprouts and flourishes 

• ** More Essays About Books." By A. Clutton-Brock. 
6s.|0«t. (Methuen.)—"Pastiche and Prejudice." By A. B. 
^j^ldey. 7s. 6d. net. tHeinemanii.} 

there is an abundance in these pages. His subjects are 
precisely those on which we all prefer to hear him—matters 
of the theatre and aspects of criticism—and he discusses 
them with becoming gravity accompanied by redeeming 
levity. Having lectured Mr. Clutton-Brock on his besetting 
sin I don't see why I should let Mr. Walkley escape ; so I 
ask him to consider whether he does not overdo the allusion 
in general and some allusions in particular—whether some 
of his cloud of witnesses are not dragged in a little violently. 
" But things,’’ as Bishop Butler says, ” are what they 
are ’’—is it really worth while citing Bishop Butler to 
testify so little ? Is it worth while to call up twice within 
a few pages—even with apologies—the character in 
who remarks, " Le temps ne jait ricn d I’affaire ” ? Mr,** 
Walkley, as we know, is addicted to French, and I am sure 
would believe anything told him in the French language. 

But he calmly w'rites this English sentence, " It was for 
him that 1 should have liked to have thought of it." He 
would blush with shame if it were proved that he had 
written a sentence like that in French. He cheerfully and 
engagingly confesses that he has never even heard of 

Mr. X, Mrs. Y and Miss Z, English coterie novelists of the 
moment. I suspect that he would lose his tongue rather 
than confess that he had never even heard of Monsieur X, 

Madame Y and Mademoiselle Z, But this is ungracious ! 
What I should be telling Mr. Walkley is that his papers 
become the more delightful the more he lets himself go; 
and what 1 should be telling the reader is that the best 
pages of the volume combine wit, wisdom and the elegance 
of learning in a way tliat suggests the traditionally excellent 
table talk that no one ever hears. 

Gi:orgk Sami’son. 

THE TRIBAL GOD* 

Mr. Tremaine—or should it, in spite of the masculine 
Herbert, be Miss ?—has tried rather too much in this very 
readable novel. His main subject, the influence of family 
life, the snobbishness of certain English circles, was enough^^ 
without his also attempting the more difficult task of 
portraying the devoted love between Bridget and Susan 
or Bridget's confusion between the claims of Susan, Kit 
Gates and Paul Casslen. The author is not equal to 
this last task : neither Paul nor Kit are sufficiently char¬ 
acterised, and though Susan is an admirable portrait of 
the independent girl, whose affections are for her friend, 
Mr. Tremaine shirk.s the problem involved in»Bridget’s 
affection for Susan. On the other hand, we have read no 
recent novel, nothing since Thackeray, which gives more 
realistically the thick, stupid, cruel and heavy atmosphere 
of a family at once ignorant and arrogant. The deep 
despondency induced by reading about the Casslens is as 
real as the impression such a family makes if one meets 
it. ’■ The Tribal God " is a book of rare promise. 

JOANNA GODDEN.t 

A year ago, writing of Miss Sheila Kaye-Smith's '* Green 

Apple Harvest,” I said what so many reviewers have said 
and are still saying, namely, that her mind has been 
coloured, her philosophy strengthened and deepened, by a 

study of Mr. Thomas Hardy’s work. I now believe that 
criticism to be at best superficial. What similarities exist 
in these two writers’ methods of unfolding a story, and in 

their individual outlook upon life, are apparent rather than 
real. Mr. Hardy and Miss Kaye-Smith do not even share' 
the same cast of mind. Reverent though most of us must 
be towards Mr. Hardy’s genius, we cannot acquit him of 

* “ The Tribal God." By Herbert Tremaine. Ss. 6d. not. 
(Constable.) 

f “ JoatmaGoddeo.” By Sheila Kay«-S,mtth. 8s. dd. (CaspeU.) 
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perversely compelling all his multiform presentations of life 
to conform with his theory of life; his creatures are in¬ 
evitably the victims of the deliberate malice of destiny ; 

their unfulfilled lives meet with the crackling, ironic 
laughter of the gods. But in Miss Kaye-Smith’s books no 
rigid theory of life he.s implicit. Destiny may baulk her 

imperfect men and women of complete happiness, but she 
does not, cither by inference or innuendo, lay the blame 
for their lives’ futility upon a grinning all-malevolence. 

Mr. Hardy secs us all controlled and brought to nothing¬ 
ness by an elaborate machinery of blind accidents, by the 
wickedness of circumstance, by the miraculous “ fitting 
in ” of time, place and people ; that is to say, the individual 

is controlled from without. In Miss Kayc-Smith’s stories 
the destiny of most of her chief characters is evolved from 
within. 

It is so with Joanna Godden. The reader may object 
that Joanna’s meeting with Bertie Hill was an “ accident ” : 
but it was not so. Joanna issued from the Palace Hotel, 

Marlingate, that warm night in .\pnl, when the sea “ was 

a deep, glamorous grey,” for the purpose of finding Bertie 
or some one of Bertie’s kind. True, she had no knowledge 
of Bertie Hill's existence ; nevertheless she went out to 
seek him ; went out to seek a man upon whom she could 

pour her humble, abundant love. It was her need of him 
that created him. Almost any outwardly decent man, 

that hight, would have made for her a Bertie Hill. This 
quality of hers—the power to impose herself upon circum- 
.stance, to force circumstance to develop for her own 
undoing—makes her a human and a very credible creature. 

The good and the evil that befall her are the good and the 
evil of her own large, intolerant, loving, seemly yet showy 
nature. 

The book is a patient yet inspired portrayal of a group 
of people who, during the first twenty years or so of this 
century, lived on Walland Marsh, three miles from Rye. 
It has no “ plot ” in the old-fashioned sen.se of the term. 

The people are everything. As in life, the big incidents 
evolve naturally and slowly from the minor issues of every¬ 

day existence. Miss Kaye-Smith gives us drama without 
being “ dramatic ” There is no strain. The story un¬ 

folds itself as deliberately as a bud that hour by hour 
curves itself outwards into blossom. The characters blend 

with their environment so closely that when the vulgar, 
cockney-souled Bertie comes from London to Ans-dore, 
he is an offence to the land.scape. This unity of people and 
place, so constantly seen in life, is rarely’ encountered in 
fiction, for the imaginative writer is apt imperiously and 

disastrouvsly to provide, his setting not from a vast store 
of half-conscious observation, but by means of an easy' 
inventiveness that is unreal l>ecause it has no substantial 
counterpart in nature. Miss [Cay*e-Smith’s imagination is 
fed and nourished by her apprehensive and apprehending 
senses; the landscape she has observed—its colour, 
contour, smell—is transmuted into art, and by means of 

art gathers beauty and durability. 
Joanna, even to her neighbours, is an oddity. At tlie 

death of her father she manages her larm and, after a 
failure or two, begins to prosper. She is independent, 
experimental, loud. Though she sends her young sister 
•toa" select school at Folkestone,” in order that Ellen may 

become ” a ladv,” Joanna herself half falls in love with 
one of her humble employees, a man whose neck ‘‘ was like 

the trunk of an oak with roots of firm, beautiful muscle 
in the field of his broad chest.” But Sockernesh is ox-like 

in his slowness and sees not Iiis mistress’s yearning ; when 
one night she totters into his arms he thinks she is ill and, 
holding her by her shoulders, stupidly inquires if she feels 
better'now. Sockernesh is dismissed. Real love comes 
at the advent of Martin Trevor, the son of Sir Harry. Her 
coiutship of him, rather brazen though it is, has the beauty 
of deep feeling. To him ” she was like some sterling home- 

* spun piece, strong and sweet-smelling-^she was like a 
plot of the marsh earth, soft and rich and alive.” Their 

short engagement is terminated by Martin’s death just 
before marriage. Joanna's maternal instinct is spent 

kpi^sdigally on her little sister and on her farm. But Ellen 

returns only a cold, inefficient love for Joanna’s passion, 
and the farm, though fresh acres are added to it, is too 

narrow and dumb and unresponsive for its owner’s generous 
nature. Ill and despondent, Joanna goes to Marlingate 
and spends herself royally on Bertie Hill, the London 
clerk. She gives him all—she who has been loved by fine, 

loyal men of the Marsh. ” It's for my child's sake I won’t 
marry Bertie Hill,” she tells her ” respectable ” sister, to 

whom the statement is all the more incomprehensible, as the 
child is not yet born. 

Many of us who try to write fiction can produce a 
beautiful page, an eager, living paragraph. But it is given 
to very few to create a big work of art, rounded and 

symmetrical, full of richness and the nobility of truth, and 
alive in its every part with the glow of genius. That work 

is here ; if it is not a great novel, it comes within measurable 
distance of greatness. 

liKKALn CuMBliRLAND. 

THE TRAGEDY OF LORD KITCHENER.* 

Vox populi, vox del is the maxim upon which the 

world nowadays at least believes itself to be run, and 
fortunately the vox populi is generally cajoled into shouting 
the thing approximately necessary. But it is a curious 

commentary on the presumably more and more educated 
discernment of Democracy to reflect that whereas a century 
ago, when Democracy had little to say in the fashion¬ 
ing of its destinies, the great figures of the Napoleonic 
wars which the popular imagination adopted—Napoleon, 
Blucher and Wellington—did in jKiint of fact actually 

equal if not surpass the popular conception of their genius, 
the popular heroes of the World War—Hindenburg, 
Kitchener and Joiire—were all three of them merely 
myth-incarnations of the national spirit. In all three 
cases the nation set up an idol whose taciturnity was 

believed to conceal the supernatural wisdom of which it 
had need—and in all three cases the unfortunate man shut 
up in the idol suffered in the reaction from the deification 
which had not produced the thuntlerl>olts so earnestly 

prayed for. For not one of these three had that immense 
genius for war needed to control such a mighty conflict, 
that genius which waited, unconsidered until the eleventh 
hour, in Marcchal Foch alone. With Hindenburg and 

Joffre we have here nothing to do. But it is the tragedy 
of an honest and well-meaning man popularly accredited 

with a genius he did not possess and bidden to employ that 
genius under circumstances of enormous initial difficulty, 

in an undertaking vaster than the world had yet seen—and 
not that night of shipwreck in the North Sea—which is the 
theme of Lord Esher’s ” Tragedy of Lord Kitchener.” 

The key-note of that tragedy is struck at the outset. 

The Briti.sh public, uneasily conscious in August, I9*4» 
that its Government contained elements reluctant to fight 
Germany, clamoured for a strong man, about whom there 
could be no doubt, to express its will for war. It clamoured 
for Kitchener—and not unnaturally, for (except the aged 
Lord Roberts) Kitchener was the only soldier of tried and 
first-class reputation that England knew of. Was he not 
Kitchener of Khartoum, the avenger of Gordon, the 
conqueror of the Sudan, the patient victor of the Boer War ? 
There would be no nonsense with Kitchener in the saddle I 
His taciturnity betrayed none of the legends of ruthless 
efficiency which had gathered about him. The whole of 
Britain knew him from his portrait—an incarnation of 
stern and dogged will-power backing an intellect cold as 
ice and penetrative as a sword. That was how the Empire 

saw him, but, says Lord Esher ; 
*' No one knew better than Lord Kitchener his own limita¬ 

tions. . . . He was no longer the K. of K. of the Sudw and 
South Africa, and he only as yet was aware of the tragic fact. 
. ... The armour of his soul had rusted. . . 

It is doubtful whether at any time in his career Kitchener, 
given the opportunity, could have proved himself the 

• ” The Tragedy of Lord Kitchener.” By Lord. Esher. 
lOS. 6d. (John Murray.) 
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A Few Reasons Why The 

ENCYCLOP/CDIA BRITANNICA 
is Indispensable to You. 

It » a Univtnal Qaetlien-Aniwtrtr—the BhUiuik j 

telJs you quickly and dcruratclv what \ciu 

want t') kiiou Every Why?—Who?—When’— 

Where’—W hat ’ .md How’ can Ik: jiivweied 

from It. 

It (ifti a comalete Warld HIttory then- .m- 

faibtorKdl articles, rov<-iin); all |>eri<Hls, races, 

eountiKs, cities .iml iieoplcs; all wars, battles, 

aieges, treaties and coaveutions ; all revolutions .iiid 

great popular movements. 

■ritiih Hiltary and Pelitiei- -Iroiii the eailu-st (vi'iioil , 

sotial, poUtic.il. .iiul leligious developim-iit ol the 

Kntish people to the present century. 

9,000 Intarnatianal Bioiraphlit—the lile st'TKs >>( 

all the worlil's iiolalile men .mil woiuoii presented 

in gr.iphic and attr.n live sivie, with nianv portiaits 

A Oomplete Atlas—Hune than too ni.iivs, with 125,000 

gcngr.ipbii al eiitrns 

A Qazettoer at tht World io,KtK artnhs .diont ] 

plaies, states, proviiiios, eitu-s, sc.is, iiiounlaiiis, 

lakes, nveis, iialmnal vvoiidi-r^, tr.ules .nid iii.iull- 

Manutaetures and CamtPirce -<-vei\ l>r.ii>i h <>l mdus. 
iry .in<l ni.nnilai tiiri-, all .ills and er.iMs. iiiven- 
tioiib, ni.tehiiies, pniiesses .uhI r.iw iiMtoii.ils, 

>^.139 illustratiuiis. 

Beit Baekt an All aabjaeti—ilu- nnUnnic.) i«llb you I 

alxiiil famous l>iioks .uid plavs m all laiigu.ices : 

the drama, writing. piiutiiiK, arts 

A Univartal Book at Dates—telling you when any ' 

event took t>lare, when .1 f.-ttuous man u.is Ixirn or 

died, a Lx’ok was written, a law riia< ted, an iiivcnliuii 

• irothei iliM.tiv ei \ iimde, 

A CalUctien at Initructiva Plctaros—li.t.tq ilUis- 

tratiniis. iinlucling Iliid-. Aiunials. K«j>liles, 

3tachiiies, 'louts, llotks, Mndges, Vehick-s, l•■laRb, 

Ships, .krtilierv, Plants, Buildings, Woiks ui .\it, 

Jcwcllen , Trees, noiveis. Carpels, Costumes, f',las», 

Lace, Coins, 

Music, •iniini, Opera and Daneini—all the ereat 

composers, imisuiaiis, siiigi rv, ivety kind of niusn . 

musical instrument, form ol mii'iial ci>iiip<isitioi) , 

great operas ; dances ol all lands 

Quastiani at tha Day —what the uurld is talking 

about; iminigraliuu, Asiatic c.xclusioii, alcohol and 

the drink evil. <iutlrage, eugeiin heredity, divorce, 

msanilv, uagt-c, tanits, railioad rales, socuihsiii, 

coiiimunisiii, \i. 

Far Hama and Fareitn Travel—the things vou want 

to know before vou go .rbioad , people and < ustuins 

of all lands; seeiierv .ind routes of trawl, paiks, 

buiklings, luuscunis, art galleries; how to map out 

a trip to aiiv pai t 'if the wiuLl. 

A Library tar tOth-Csntury Women -whether it is 

pobtKs or civil matters, questions of public health, 

or political aflaiis, all atts and ciaits; child wel¬ 

fare; costunn, e.inbtoiderv, lace, decoration, the 

lives ol famous womeu. 

Far All Itadonts at tbo BIbli—the greatest author¬ 

ities ou the history of the Bible, its iranslatioas, 

aU of us b<K>ks and the men who wrote them; 

the Crusades and Reformation , ecclesiastical 

systems, &c. 

All Bparls, Bamat, and Paatlmat—260 articles, every 

form of recreation and athletics ; indoor games ; 

motoring, golf, tennis, rowmg, sailing, canoeing, 

swiinniing, ski-ing, mountam clinibiiig, riding, 

photography, taxidermy, &c. 

Tfca Foad Wt Eat —nutritive values of articles of 

food ; percentage of water; protein, fat, carbo¬ 

hydrates, mineral matter, refuse; comparative 

dlgestibihty of different kmds of food; dietaries; 

amount of food necessary for people at very hard 

work, for the sedentary, &c. ‘ 

WarM Prairan aad Tfcaaibt—rerording, explain¬ 

ing, and critidslng developments m pobtical, 
•oieotlhc, artistic, religious, social, commercial, 
and industrial history. 

Sciantifle Facts—things •ilic-jilv pioveil and tluxe in 

process of proving bv the woild’s ui.ister thinkers 

and disciivciep. m chciiiKtrv. geologv. phvsK-. 

iiimeralogv, biolngv, .islroiiomv, .iiul niatheni.itii s 

Pottery and Parcelain —iH-.iutitui colour lepioduc- 

turns Ilf represeiil.iltvc Chilli's*' .mtiquc {loni l.iiiis, 

also t>l J.ip.iiuse ,uid EiitupcMli ex.iiiiptes . i-vliaus- 

tive aiciiunl of ihe ecT.liuir ml in all l.iiids . 

miten.ils, liriiig, deioi.itiou, gl.i/e , 1 h.iiailerisiK 

liK'tllods <)l prodlli Hull 

A Handy Library lor Students-just nh.it .m am¬ 

bitious stiKleiit III eds 111 Ills room to help him 

siitn'lciiic-iit il.issi'Kiiii wiiik The Biit.iiiiiK-Hi'v 

41,000 arlii k-s me a uiiimtsiIv hi llieriisi'lvcs 

A Useful Book to Parents —wiib iii.mv -iiggi stions 

loi streiigtheiiliig tlie boililv .md meiit.il di.'ir.Ktcr 

ol i,hil<lreii . the pciiod ot iiii.iiiiv diet ; (.hildreirs 

disc.ises , how to tell how much a he.ilthy hal'V 

should weigh. 

Hunting and Fishing—wiili auOiontatiM- putuics 

ami descriptivi .irticU-s cm lug gaiiii. birds .ind lish 

of all lauds . guns, pistols, lishmg-rocls, , thi- 

tliaU lut liuiJ Uii^ aittl AbUiri^ uii etll ('(.tiiliiu ills 

Manntrs and Customs—explaining the «ngm ami 

liictorv ol soci.al usages, salut.itirms and tonus of 

.I'ldres., weddings, visiting eaids , ch.ii.u-leristiis 

ami ii.itive (iislonis ol jii-asants m remote districts 

Intsrier Deeeratien and Design -lull o' Miggestions 

lor iiiur.il eJeooratiun. caiviiig, liescaics , represeiit.i- 

tive examples of gUiss, luniiture, enamels and 

imbroiderv, dec (»n'.it iii.asteis ol deeniatioii and 

dt sign 

A Ready Relerenea Quide lor Country Dwellers— 

c.iie oi the lawn, ikmer lieds and vi'gelable garden ; 

jhiultry keeping, bee keeping ; how to raise .iiiv 

kind of flower, Ac 

A Tempsranee Library —the pii\ sical uitects ot .drohol 

.111(1 dnig habits , bodilv and mciiLil diseases caused 

by their use, liquor laws m all kinds, temiHT.mcc 

nio\ c'lnciits , alcoholism and (.rniie. &i. 

A Critical Ouide to Postry -.lesciiptivc and eiiiic.d 

accounts of all the world's great poems m .mv 

Idiigiiage .ind ot all .iges. In suits all lornis ot vi rsc 

Lives »f ixn'is, aiKK'ut and iiiodem 

Classical Literature—giving tii< best guides to L.itm 

and (■r''<.k <.lassii . and invlliologv, cle-ciib ug and 

cri'.ui 'iig famous pucias, dr.tiiias, hu'orical woiks, 

l>h'grj|>hi'". .ind speeches. 

All the Arts and Crafts -with beautiiul ilkuti.iiKuis 

(d faiuou . v.nikc of a-1 , ov cr 2,000 aiti< ks on painl 

nig. bcnljiture, diawiiig. eugi.iMiig, arcbit'cl,vr-, 

various kinds ol rraltsinauship , hve^ of all tlie 

grr.at aiti.>ts 

Exploration and Advontaro—Bulluonmg. mountam 

eeriiig, hie at sea, flight, pearl diving , stran:;'.- tribes 

and savage races , wild bca«ls The «tory ol I'oLir 

and cither exjilorations in all parts of the world 

Msntal Phonoaiena and Spiritualism —.irtn ic ou 

hypnotism, thought iransfcicncu, deniuniac jxjsses- 

sion, psychic icscarch, dreams, apparition;., hallu- 

cin.-ition, trance, second sight. Ac. 

Evory Man His Own Lawyer-giving the layman all 

the fiind.inicnt.ll principles about business law, rc.al 

es.atckiw,trade-inarkaiidpateiitlaw , marriage .and 

divorce, ointracts, sales, drawing .t sill. 

Intornatianal Law- uiteniational relations in peace 

and m war; neutrality; blockade; contraband, 

H.iguc Convention ; peace congresses ; laws ot war , 

prizes of war; search ; spies, Ac 

The Oatdaor Warld--Natura Study—giving authorita¬ 

tive facts'about uU livuig things, all growing 

things, and the wonders of nature; botamsmg , 

birds' eggs; butterflies; intelligence lu animals; 

ant» ; bees ; migration oi birds ; colours of the sky ; 

clouds; cyclones. 

Military and Naval HUtary and Seianea —with 

accounts of famous sea fights, land battles, and 

campaigns; armies and navies oi 18 nations; 

strategy; armour plate; naval construction ; how 

big guns are made ; famous soldiers and sailors. 

You can purchase the Encyciopiedia 
Britannica at HALF COST by order¬ 
ing the new Handy Volume Issue 
of the llth Edition. 

This new jssuo is m no sense ditlerent 
from the Cambridf^e issue, except that it is 

printed Iroin smaller type upon a smaller 

page Tlie Handy Volume issue is a 

wonderful achtevement in fine printing 

and a wonderful triumph of economy. 

It contiuns cverylliing that the Cambridge 
issue contains • ALL the reading matter, 

ALL the illustrations, diagrams, and 

majis: nothing' whatever is omitted, 

.iltered, or eurtailed : Imc for line and 

word for word each page in the one issue 

IS identical \«th the same page in the other 

issue Iiul by using smaller type and 
siiiallui pages the cost of manufacturing 

has been halved, and this economy enables 

the cost to the purchaser to be reduced 

by half. 

You can have the entire 29 volumes 
despatched to you upon a first pay¬ 
ment of only 21 - 

You complete the purchase at your 
contemcnce—.spreading the payments 
over J4 months or over six months, as you 
please 

This means that you can enjoy the 

benefits of the use of the Britannica tor 

two years whilst you arc paying lor it— 

a period dunng which you will derive from 

it ally valuable help in your business 

and in your home 

WHY NOT INVESTIQATE ? 

\Vv oiler rvj'bT- of Tin Dookma.v fat ilities for the 

lullol .iiul most rrilii.ll iiivi'«tig.itii.ii; ue arc ready 
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.III Order bunii showing the easy monthly payment 
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equal of such soldiers as. say, Wellington, Wolseley or 
Roberts. Here, in the heart of the greatest crisis that had 
ever convulsed the Empire, with such an opportunity for 
genius as no British soldier before him had ever had, he 
was merely the simulacrum of that sui>erman the nation, 
from Prime Minister to ploughboy, lielicvod him to be. 

Nevertheless he was more clear-sighted, had a firmer 

grasp of reality, than any of the governing personalities 
of that flurried penotl ; he had a juster conception of the 

nature of tlii; war than, in the inevitable reaction from 
excessive hero-worship, he was subsequentlv allowed, 
fie saw from the first that the war would last, not three 

months, but at the least three years He saw from the 
first the vicious illusion in the original French plan of 

campaign which let such a flood of misery into l-'rance. 
At the War Office, too, he commenced with a display of 

that energy which the country expected of him. The 

magic of his name called forth new armies whether or not 

he would have done better to have incorjiorated them in 

that Territorial organisation which notoriously he disliked. 

And he ha<l tlie great asset of being intolerant of red-tape. 

T'o take an illuminative example mentioned bv Ford Esher. 

At tlic time of the Battle ot the Aisiic the British arinv 

was utterly without any modern organisation for the 

transport or care of the wounded. There was not a. British 

motor-ambulance in the fighting i'one, and there was a 

ghastly shortage of hospitals The Bnti.sh Red Cross luid 

oflered 200 ambulances and 1,000 trained nurses as well 

as anv ncccssarv hospital.-'. .-Ml %\crc- ivbiscd “ Xo Rctl 

Cross aid was required bcvoiid Rouen Tluit was a decision 

from which apparently there was no appeal." 'I'he case 

was reported to Kitchener : 

” Within a few moment-' ol becoming acquainted of the 
facts he rang bis bell . . and in short, sharp sentences, with¬ 
out question or comment, issued verbal instructions ordering 
the Red Cross hospitals t(» be Ireed. and granting every request 
which the British Red Cross had made " 

Within a few’ hours there was a new head of the R A M C 

at the War Office " He w'as on that day," comments 

I^ord Esher, " the Kitchener of Khartoum." 
But this decisive K. of K. was soon smothered in the 

immense amount of admini.strative work he took upon him¬ 
self, and the higher conduct of the war was left to that 
Cabinet of twenty-three, " a vestry-meeting presided over 

by the vicar," which " thought about war as a blind man 
might think about colour ” and which looked pitifully to 
Kitchener for a strong lead that never came. 

" You walked away from I-ord K.'s room,” says Lord Esher, 
** feeling that although our system of conducting a great war 
was misguided and he knew’ it, he was iu> longer the K. of K. 
qualified to find a remedy." 

Lord Kitchener has to answ’cr at the bar of history, not 
only for the " Shells " scandal (of which Lord Esher, or 

anyone else, can only say that " he was unquestionably, 
in his loyal way, covering with lus high authority the blind 
complacency of his subordinates at the War Office "), but 
for his failure to back up Winston Churchill (until -it was 
too late, as Ixsrd Esher omits to mention) at Antwerp, and 
on the other hand for allowing that " whimsical genius ’’ 
(as Lord Esher calls him) to stampede the Cabinet into the 
mad adventure of the Dardanelles. He has to answer for 

allowing General French, whose incapacity was evident 
to him from the outset, to remain as C.-in-C. in France 
throughout 1915, and he has to answer for having, against 
his judgment, approved of the Salonika expedition when 

the time for it had gone by, (Kitchener believed in the 
flank attack from the Near East, but he did not believe in 
the Salonika venture at the end of 1915. which was merely 
an outcome of French parliamentary intrigue.) He has 
above all to answer for his obstinate resistance to conscrip¬ 
tion which cost Great Britain the best of her life-blood. 
Against all this must be set that without his heroic soul, 
sternly convinced of the inevitability of at least three 
years' w^, the British Empire might not have made that 
stupendous effort which, throwing off the dismay of that 
first retreat from Mons, supported France until victory 
could be made certain. 

Lord Eshei says that Kitchener cannot be summed up in 
two words, but Lord Cromer's judgment of him, which he 
quotes, perhaps conies near to a synthesis—" wliile in¬ 

capable of great initiative, he was a great agent." He was 
the agent through which the will-to-w’in of the British 

people, contemptuous of its politicians, first expressed 
itself. 

Lord Esher’s book is not only a brilliant study qf his 
central personage, but it is filled with life-like, if kindly 

and discreet, character-sketches of all the important 
Allied actors m the great drama. It is a piece of fascinating 
hteraturc. aixl at the same time it is an invaluable Inslorical 
document. 

F. Brittiv.n AirsTiN. 

ENGLISH ASSOCIATION ESSAYS.* 

Mr .\. C. Bradley has brought together a remarkablv 
entertaining volume ol essays on subjects connected with 
literature, written bv members of the English Association. 

It opens with a scholarly article on " The Cffdmonian 
Genesis." containing the interesting sjH'Culation that by 
some means Milton became acquainted with the work ol 
his unnamed predecessor, ami that " Paradise Lost " is 

umlor obligation to the nmth-centuT\ jxn-m . and it ends 
with a learned pajier on "Dialeits in Middle English" 
The volume is privileged also to include the address given 

by-Mr W T’ Ker belore the .\ssoi latioii at (Jxfoixl, in ron), 
on ■■ The Humanist Ideal," with its liiuunous amt con¬ 
trasted asjiects of study taken from RalxTais and Milton, 
set side by side in hapjiy ju.xlujKisinon , of which some 
will be glad to preserve a jK;rm;im-ni roiord Readers of 

Tin: Bookm.-vn. however, are likelv to be more generally 
interested for vanous reasons in the three midiile essavs of 
the book—" On Plaj’ing the Sedulous Ajx*," bv ^Ir George 
Sampson : " Trollope Revisited," by Mr. (Jeorge Samis- 
bury : and '‘Conrad," In’ Mr. i-‘, Mohan Stawell; and to 
these three papers I wish particularly to invite attention m 
this notice. 

Mr. Sampson deals with the sempiternal subject of style, 
taking Stevenson as a convenient jumping board. He is 

gravely concerned Avith Mr. Saintsbury’s judgment that 
only tow’ards the end of life did Stevenson acquire a style 
}>erfectly natural, free and his own. Mr. Sampson quotes 
the latter's famous confession as to having playe<l the 

sedulous apx’ to many iliverse authors, but lie does not 
quite believe in these reputed monkey tricks, despite the 
noveli.st’s habit of inviting the confidence of every mirror 
that he passed. He admits that Stevenson—^with Lamb— 

had the gift of assimilation, but (impenitent to the last) 
defends his position with the joyous observation that Lamb 
wrote the " Essays of Elia,” not because he admired the 
seventeenth century, but admired the seventeenth century 
l>ecaiise he composed the " Essays of Elia." Mr. Sampson 
is very brilliant and pungent, as is his wont. He remarks 
wittily that " style is the feather in the arrow, not the 
feather in the hat " : but I am not certain that he realises 
altogether the implication of his epigram, so far as Lamb 
and Stevenson are concerned. These modish writers are 

more manner than matter, more occupied about choiceness 
of phrase than with depth of judgment, and precisely 
beyond others wear the feather in the hat with an air. 
Possibly because the highest prose " has a certain quality 
of perfection almost independent of personal means," one 
esteems the prose of Newman above even that of these two 

delightful writers ; and I grudge that Mr. Sampson should 

find space to speak of the " occasional lapses of' Apologia.’ " 
In this he but repeats the criticism of the purist author of 
" A Mummer’s Wife ’’; and it seems but poor fun to point 
out some slight flaw in a diamond. 

Anthony Trollope, the theme of Mr. Saintsbury’s con¬ 
tribution, was a brisk popular novelist of the Victorian age, 
with no pretensions whatever to be considered as a stylist. 
Certainly he never distracted his reader's attention from 

• *’ Essays and Studies by Members of the English Association." 
(Vol. 6). Collected by A. C. Bradley. 6s. 6d. net. (Oxford 
Press.) 
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SAGAMAN.-^Here ■> onr of ihe mott 
primitive of ell irorr i.llert, ihe Sageman. 
who delighted our Vikmg ancrtlori with h» 
lalet of proweM and adventure 

JONCLI^UR—1b the age of eklv.liy, fhe 
jongleur wandered from Caallc to Caille. 
tel ing the l.adie. ii. their bower* and the 

knight* at their featlmg. marvrilout lalei 
of bravery, love and lomanee 

SCHEHERAZADE -The lameut 
Quaen ef Arabia, who prolonged her life 
irom night to night by telling the wonderful 
talei of the yfriibiti/i A'lffbfh 

TOLSTOY.—The great Rum lan reformer, 

ideafiet and noveiial. famout for hit fearleit 
courage, power and iineerily 

DICKENS.—The irntnertal noveiial of Lon¬ 
don life, crealor^ Mr. Pickwick. Lillie Nell. 
Oliver Twill. Mri. Gamp. Mr. Micawbcr. 

Mre A. St. John Adcock 

says in “The Bookman”: 
“ Thne is every justificaluni for flic claim that in no 
conniry has iherc appeared any siinilarivork comparable 
wifli this Libra/ y m ils u'orld-'iCide ra/ige and historic 
importance. It is a great possession^ offcrino not only 
a liberal edueation in the whole hislo/y and art of ihe 
short slo/y, bat a body of the most varied and delightful 
fiction that is anyiche/c procurable.The/e can 
be no question that this will take its place as the 
standard lih/ary cf its kind; the xvhole thing has been 
done so exhausth>ely and so well,^' 

•'THE BOOKMAN," April. 1921. 

From the child devouring (airy tales to the business man who relaxes at home 
over a book, stories throughoul our lives are the magic carpet that carries us 
away to Adventure and Romance. The art of the Story-Teller annihilates 

the centuries, and gives you. not the dry bones of historical fact, hut men and women 
in their habits as they lived, it brings you the knowledge of strange lands, vivid 
emotions, great deeds. 

If you live in the country, it keeps you in touch with the wider kingdom of thought 
and imagination. If you are a town worker, it lifts you clear of the monotony of 
your daily occupation, and transports you into a world thrilling with passion and 
drama, beautiful with the visions of the lover and the artist. And here is your 
opportunity to get the world's greatest Story-Tellers to practise the r art for you: 
to tell you in your own home the tales that have made them immortal. Write 
to-day for particulars of 

The Masterpiece 
Library of Short Stories. 

20 superb volumes containing the 1,000 best short 
stories of all nations and centuries, selected by a Board 
of the most eminent critics and writers of the day. 

Read in ihem the marvellous lales of love and of Ireland and 
intrigue lold 4,000 years ago m ihe racred walled H. C. Wills, f 
cities ot China, and in the palaces oi the Kgy|ilidti Hope. John Bi 
Pharaohs. Read the dark clones ol medieval Cable, Steplien 
Italy, s'ories ot poison and murder and (eud: real ihe most brilliani 
original conlemporary documcnls which no Grand Australasia, and 1 
Guignol thrill can rival. Read the splendid This colleciioi 
stories of old Scaniinavia, of Spam and Portugal. the best is here 
and the gorceous Courts oi France. Read the best authors m t 
work of Victor Hugo, de Maupassant. Pierre to last >ou a life 
Loti, Flaubert. Tolstoy, TurgenefI, Dostoyevsky, to read a diffeienl 
Maeterlinck. Jokai. d'Annunzio, Read the three it would lake you 
volumes of American stones hy su.h writers as lo finish these 2( 
Mark Twain, Thomas A. Burke. O Henry, and then you w< 
Jack London, Irvin S. Cobb. Read the stories to begin all over • 

Write for the FREE BOOKLET 

of Ireland and Scotland; stones by Hardy, 
H. C. Wills, Galsworthy, Zangwill. Anthony 
Hope, John Buchan. W. W. Jacobs, Boyd 
Cable, Steplien McKenna. Alec Waugh, and 
the most bnlhanl short-story writers oi Canada, > 
Australasia, and Soulh Africa 

This collection is a library indeed All 
the best is here The best stones by the 
best authors m the world, and enough j\g 
to last >ou a lifriime. If you were 
lo read a diffeienl story every day, 
It would take you nearly 3 years ^ 

lo finish these 20 volumes— x ^ 
and then you would want ^ 
to begin all over again I g 

Do not miss the chance of acquirtHi> this hiconipa/ - g .C'^~ 
able Libi.try for your very own. It will repay g 
you tis cost again and aqain in the absorbing X 
interest of the hundreds of stories it tells, g 
Cut out this couhon and get the free X O 
booklet which gives you full details of X 
the finest tohcction of sto/ies the X 

world has ever known. X/^ XX'fi 

^ X'XX 

s'Ts-v 

SOUTH AFRICAN reader* thould poil 
the coupon to Central News ABcncy. Ltd. 
P.O. Box 1033, lohanneiburg. 

AUSTRALIAN readers ikould ^ 
apply in Gordon 6c Colch g A 
(Auttialasia 1, Ltd. / 

IJ you atmp/y fill»» Ihe con port and $end it m on unteoied 
envtior-e, a ;.enny stomp la hufflctenl toatage. 
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the printed narrative to the feather in his hat. Trollope 
was a very comj>etent journeyman of letters, turning out 

his task at the rate of one thousand words an hour, for so 
many hours a day. He produced more than Voltaire, and 
more than twice as much as Carlyle, though not perhaps 
of the same enduring quality. He was always a favourite 

of Mr. Saintsburv’s. who in a previous work described him 
as the most interesting of all but the supreme noveh.sts of 

his century. Mr. Saintsbury has rc-read these novels 
recently, and in " Trollope Revisited " gives his revised 

estimate, written in his usual sturdy, forthright, and 
eminently enjoyable fashion. Trollope’s modesty led him 
to consider that he was unlikely to be read in the twentieth 

century, but here, fortunately, he was mistaken. Some of 

his novels may be unreadable, but others Mr, Saintsbury 
ranks very high indeed, and these not confined altogether 
to the Barset cycle. In fact, Trollop)e is very much alive 
to-day, and were various of his books easier to procure it is 
conceivable there would be quite a little boom in his work. 

Mr. Joseph Conrad, it is stated, was perusing Trollope 
the day he commenced to write ” Almayer's Folly.” Here, 
of a truth, is the modern miracle, that a man should u.se a 
foreign tongue with so perfect a sense of style. Mr. Conrad 
will not admit that he adopted our language, but rather 
that it adopted him, so that its idioms had a direct action 

on his temperament, and fashioned his still plastic character. 

He learned much also from Flaubert and Maupassant, both 
as literature, and in the conduct of narrative. Mr Stawcll's 
essay is a ver>’ illuminating piece of criticism on a Polish 
landsman who became first a British sailor, and later an 
English classic. It includes also analyses of several of the 

more famous romances, of a distinctly helpful order. 
This sixth series of ” Essavs and Studies ” can be recom¬ 

mended heartily to any student with a taste for what is 
excellent and varied in literature. 

Eugene Mason. 

THE APPROACH TO ART. 

As one guilty of authorship in this particular 1 am 

alw'ays comforted when booksellers assure me that there 
is still a demand for books on art, but at the same time I 

am ever a little surprised at the genial tolerance of a public 
willing to pick up by ear what should be learnt with the 
eye. Time was when 1 also took books upon art very 
seriously and diligently applied myself to their reading 
for instruction an<l self-improvement. I thought I learned 

a lot from R. A. M. Stevenson’s ” Velasquez ”—and I 
did. I learnt among other things that ” Technique is 

art,” and it took me nearly ten years to unlearn that 

dangerous fallacy. 
Mr. Percy Moore Turner has escaped that pitfall, the 

confusion of art with craftsmanship, and though he does 
not give Tolstoy all the credit that he should, he accepts 

the doctrine laid down in ” What is Art ? ” and defines a 
work of art as a vehicle that transmits emotion. In his 
zeal for painting Mr. Turner allows himself to be carried 
to lengths where I cannot honestly follow. I cannot agree 
that the ” emotional appeal ” of a Corot is ” more 
spontaneous and, as a consequence, immeasurably greater ” 

than a story by Dickens. There are very, very few 
pictures which, for their emotional appeal, could fitly be 
compared with ” David Copperfield ” ; Millet's ” Sower ” 
could be, Ghirlandaio's ” Old Man with His Grandchild ” 

at the I-ouvre, and there are a dozen others one might think 
of : surely if any sort of parallel be permissible the com¬ 
parison should be between Corot and ” Cranford.” 

Bui this excess of enthusiasm is a positive virtue in a 
writer whose avowed business it is to develop the emotions 
of^is readers, and I willingly concede that no recent book 
is better calculated to heighten the interest of the un- 
leamc# in pictures and to improve their taste than ” The 

Appreciation of Painting.”* 

• ” The Appreciation of Painting.” By Percy Moore Turner. 
15s. (Selvryn & Blount.)—“Sculpture of To-Day." Vol. I, 
By l(meton Parkes. 25s. (Chapman & Hall.) 

Mr. Turner’s book is valuable because it is in • the 
first part (which is also the better part) largely auto- 

psychological. The reader is beguiled to take an interest 
in painting by hearing how the author became interested 

in painting. Happily placed in Norfolk during his boy-, 
hood, Mr. Turner grew to love the work of Old Crom^ 
because the artist depicted the country he knew and loved. 

Familiarity with the work of Crome led to studv of* the 
work of Stark and Vincent, with comparisons not to the 

advantage of the two latter. Next came a natural reference 
to painters by whom Crome himself had been influenced, 
to Richard Wilson, Ruisdael, Hobbema and Cuyp. From 
these it was but a step to Rubens and Rembrandt, and so 
we learn, as indeed is the truth, that if you are keenlv 

interested in one painter this interest will gradually’ lead 
you to the study of other painters, and by the process of 
companson you will in time find out for yourself who are 
the best and the greatest. 

Unquestionably Mr. 'rurner's method is the right one. 
In art the line of least resistance must be followed for any 

good to result Begin by finding an artist who arouses 
your sympatliy. That is the first step, and all experience 
confirms Mr. Turner in his lielicf that it really docs not 
much matter with whom you start The essential is 
that you should be genuinely and keenly interested. 
Having found your man, then compare his works with 

works akin by hiv contemjioraries, his predecessors and his 
successors, (io on comparing all the time, keep it up, form 
your own judgments— -thev mav lx* wrong, hul they will he 
sincere—revise your judgments in the light of later ex¬ 
perience, and in the end all painting will be known to you. 

It IS jKTfeclly true that one painter leads to another, and 

progress is not the less cttective even when it is uncon¬ 
scious. By extraordinary good lurk I managc<l to jiick up 
a couple of colour-pnnts by Hiroslugi for eighteenjicnce 
each when I was a schoolboy. 1 have lived with them ever 

since, and though no doubt I appreciate them more to-day 
than 1 did when thev were first purchased, .still I liked 

them then And liecause 1 liked them, later on I liked 
Wliistler (much to the scandal of Ruskin-worshipping 
relatives), and because I liked Wliistler I soon got to like 
Velasquez (who was much more respectable)—and .so, like 
Mr. Turner, I got entangled in a chain that has no end and 
will have no end while pictures arc still painted. 

Nobody who is keenly interested in one picture or one 
painter need despair of properly appreciating one daj* the 
world’-■> ma.sterpieces if he will follow the line indicated bv 

Mr. Turner. But to progress there is one precept he must 
never forget : 

■' The method of companson must be unremittingly 
practised." 

These golden words should be graved over the entrance 
to every art gallery. 

I ver\’ much doubt if anybody who disliked sculpture 
could be got to like it by reading Mr. Kineton Parkes's 
” Sculpture of To-day.”* But to the person who is 
already interested in the subject it is a mine of information 
as to the birth, upbringing and achievements of con¬ 
temporary sculptor.s. Herein you will discover when Sir 
Thomas Brock and Sir Hamo Thornycroft were born and 
when they entered the Royal Academy; what Mr. Drury 
and Mr. Frank Lynn-Jenkins have done; who was the 

father of Paul Montford ; what classes Jean Milne attended ; 
and an enormous quantity of equally stimulating and 
fascinating instruction. The work is nobly planned. It 
is to be in two volumes, and in this first volume the 
sculptors of Great Britain and Ireland, of America and the 
Dominions, of Japan and South America are exhaustively 
treated. Everyb^y you can think of is here; even 
Epstein and Eric Gill are mentioned, though the author 
appears unable to perceive the significance of the former's 

Rock DriU. ” 
Both books are illustrated, and by unremitting practice 

of the method of comparispn, even more can be learnt 
from the illustrations in Mr. Kineton Parkes's first volume, 

than from those in Mr. Turner’s work. 
Frakk Ruttbr. 
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MR. GAY.* 

With something of Goldsmith’s humour ; much of his 
simple, attractive, appealing personality, and apparently 
all his carelessness in business matters, Gav nevertheless 
died leaving a resj>ectable sum of snoncy l>ehincl him He 
was a lesser man. as he was a lesser genius. He lacked the 
sturdy independence of character with which CJoldsmith 
toiled for the booksellers .mil fought for his own hand in 
Grub Street; lie wanted an easy life and was always touting 
for the patronage of the great and reiving on the snpjiort 
of his more successful friends Ah the same, as Mr. Melville 
says in this admirable ” Life an<l Letters of John Gav.” the 
devotion that Pope, Sw’ift, Arbuthnot, and others showed 
to him after he was deail no less than while he lived would 
seem to put it beyond question that he must have heeni ” a 
very lovable creature.” 

And Fame has been as kind to him, as unlailuigly 
assiduous in his interests, as his friends were. Xoiie but 
the literary student reads his poems now’. "Trivui” 
survives af'ter a fashion, not by virtue of any poetical 
qualities, but because it so vividly jireserves sonietlung 
of the outdoor life of the London of liis ilav. Hui what 
does the public at large know of his '* Rural Sports,” ” 'I'he 
Shephenl's Week ” and the rest of his verse --even ol the 
” Fables ” His plays were cither unsuccessful or had 
a very ephemeral vogue, witli the exception of ” The 
Beggar's Opera,” which scored a phenomenal .success on its 
first pro<lnction, was snccessfull\’ rcvivetl at intervals after¬ 
wards, hut seemed at last to have passed into the limbo 
of things that arc talked of occasionally but no more seen, 
when it was revived at the Jatic Theatre, Hainmorsmitli. 
over a year ago and is having a far longer run than it ever 
enjoycfl before The {lohtical allusions in it that helped 
towaids its first jHijuilaritt’ count for nothing now-; the 
tyjxjs of highwaymen, thievcb and tlucf-takers who serve 
as its characters have ceased to e.xisl . the Newgate Prison 
tliat supplies Its hackgrouiul and atmospliere has been 
riemohslied ami rebuilt, but as a prison no longer remains : 
all the topical interest that counted for so mucli has gone 
out of It : yet in spite ot these disadvantages the pla\' is 
no sooner jmt on the stage again than it jiroves as fresh 
as ever and reasserts all its first charm over an audience. 
Fortunately for Gay, whatever else has changed, human 
nature has remained the s.iiue, and his gibes at tlie dis¬ 
honesty, liyjKicrisv. artificiality, injustice of our social 
manners, customs and laws are as true as ever, and again 
and again hit the state of affairs prevailing among us at 
this hour witii surprising accuracy. 

As Mr. Melville reminds us, it was Swift who suggested 
to Gay that he should try his hand at a sort of Newgate 
pastoral, and so it was one of his friends who helped him 
to immortality, as all his friends were alw’avs ready and 
willing to help him in his everyday concerns. For the 
moment he is again more in tlie public eye than either of 
his greater contemporaries Swift and Pojre, and it has been 
found worth while to publish his biography and to issue a 
beautifully prcKluced new edition of his opera, with eight 
colour plates and numerous decorations by Claud Lovat 
Fraser, who designeil the scenes and costumes for the 
Hammersmith production. 

In spite of his weaknesses, perhaps because of them, it is 
abundantly clear from Mr. L^wis Melville’s '' Life ” that 
Gay was an interesting as well as a likeable per.son. Mr, 
Melville has done his work carefully and well: he has not 
concerned himself so much with criticism as with telling the 
story of Gay’s career and, from his letters, the letters of his 
friends, from a narration of his doings and anecdotes about 
him, recreating the character of the man. Its timeliness 
is the least of its merits ; it is a capable and satisfying 
biography, anti tells us all we are ever likely to know of 
Gay, and all we need to know. 

The new edition of *' The Beggar’s Opera ” is prefaced 
with a finely sympathetic essay on Claud Lovat Fraser and 

•'“Life‘and Letters of John Gay.” By Lewis Melville. 
8s. 6d. (Daniel O’Connor.)—" The Beggar’s Opera.” Written 
by Mr. Gay. With illustrations in colour and decorations by 
Claud Lovat Fraser. 15s. (Heinemann.) 
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his art by Mr. John Drinkwater: seldom has any man 
been so happy as to call from one who knew him so lofty 
and -so moving u tribute. 1 have other editions of '■ The 
Heggar’s Opera," but none which can compare artisticallv 
or has the completeness of this, wliich supjdies the music 
to each song. nn<l in its binding an<l in the beauty and 
quaintness ol its illustration and decoration is in such 
e?fquisitc harmony with the bygone age to whicii it belongs 

1'. H. 

MR. WADDINGTON OF WYCK.* 
In ■■ ]\Ir. Waddington of ^^■yck ' Miss Sinclair has given 

us a study of a country gentleman who did his licst accord¬ 
ing to his lights, but who.se lights were of the farthing 

dip sort—an isle of radiance in an ocean of night. He is, 
indeed, one of those whose development has bt*en checked 
by the conditions resulting from the inheritance of money , 
and at over fifty is still a youth hardly out of his teens. 
The poor fellow has the feelings and also the energv of 
youth, but cannot find appropriate outlets for cither An 
average sensual man, dull-witted but well-meaning, he 
would in other circumstanc.es have made good ; but being 
Mr. Waddington of the Manor House, with nothing 
particular to do anti all day to do it in, he cuts a jiitiablc 

figure. What makes our feeling for him more acute is the 
fact that while he is of an old-fashionetl tyiie —a type that 
is passing—he is surrountletl by people of a more modern 
kind. His wife Fanny, her cousin Ralph Bevan, the yonng 
secretary-companion Barbara Madden, even that lively 
lady Elise I.evitt, are far cleverer than he 'I'licy serve 
indeed to show up the simplicity of his mind and nature 

Mr. Waddington is the sort of man who makes love in¬ 
discriminately to every attractive woman that he meets. 
Dissatisfied with his home hfe—for his wife had marned 
him because he was the only man " available . . . and her 
people were badly off "—he .seeks distraction in the society 
of an extravagant woman, who tolerates him for the sake 
of the money it brings her. The scene with her, in which 
after a little playing at cross-purjioses, he makes jilam the 
condition on which alone he will advance the five hundred 
pounds of which she stands in need, is the best in the book. 
Mr. Waddington’s hopes and their dashing, the recovery 
of his dignity, his final lapse into childi.sh fear and childish 
behaviour, is a piece of excellent work. So is the scene 
in which Barbara routs this same lady when she tries to 
blackmail him ; but it is difficult to believe Waddington 
would not have realised that Barbara was in love with 
Bevan. His heart was comfortably large and no doubt 
he was tired of the egregious Fanny, but he could hardly 
have missed the fact that the young people were always 
together and on terms of considerable intimacy 

Mrs. Waddington has " a merry devil " somewhere in her 
which is amused " at her husband’s expense.” She is 
aware of the secretary-companion’s " amusement ami 
condones it.’’ Her son draws " other people’s attention ’’ 
to the fact that his father is ’’ making a fool of himself,’’ 
and these are the people with whom poor W'addington has 
to live. No wonder that in the end he takes refuge from 
them with his handsome old mother : 

" Dark eyes still brilliant in her white Koinan face, a 
.small, imperious face, yet soft, soft in its netw<*rk of fine grooves 
and pittings. An exquisite old lady in a black satin gown and 
white embroidered .shawl, with a white Chantilly scarf binding 
rolled masses of white hair.’’ 

Fanny says, " He's going back to his mother to be made 
* young again,’’ but Mr. Waddington is eternally young. 

He has only made good his escape from the disloyalty of 
the mm<ls about him, and returned to that simple, under¬ 
standing love which is the only one that life has given him. 

Some of the landscape descriptions in this book make 
one feel that Mis.s Sinclair comes the nearest of all now 
writing to Richard Jefferies in her feeling for nature : 

; ihp stared out abstractedly at the eastern valley, the 
,, deliqati. sreen cornfields and pink fallows, the muffling of dim 
trees, pil'washed in the pale eastern blue, rolling out and up to 
the blue ridge." 

• "Mr. Waddington of Wyck.” By May Sinclair. 6s. 6d. 
(Casseli.). 

I 

E. Phillips Oppenheim* 

Such passages suggest that some <la\' we may really have 
that " Kambhngs through the (otsw’obls " ol which she 
talks in ’’ Mr Wadrhngton of Wvck " 

I) S. 

JACOB'S LADDER.^ 

There are not many novelists who have the facility and 

the excellent style of Mr. Oppcnheim -lacility m devising 
a good iilot, and style in the telling , it is a combination 
winch ensures the pleasure not only of readers who simply 
want an interesting story, but of those who deniaiid that 
it shall pass a more or less severe cnlical test before they 
can ’’ enjoy ’’ it. " Jacob ” is a finely conceived character ; 
after a jienod of ellipse, owing to his own good-nature in 
backing up a si>eculative brother, be recovers his lost 
prestige by the fact that this brother s investments take a 
turn for the better —in short, he becomes a millionaire. 
He then devotes himself to adventure : but not in tlie 
usually accepted manner He takes aii office in London, 
and there, as he informs his friend and secretary Dauncey, 
the fly awaits the approach of the spiders—the people 
who.se one idea is to get some of his cash and give nothing in 
return. It is an original notion, and we congratulate the 
author on the adnuralile and amusing way m which he 
works It out. Jacob l^att wins all along the line ; he is 
just as astute as the motley set who try to " rush him, 
and some of the situations are very laughable, particularly 
the account of his imprisonment m a Scottish keep and the 
frustration of his enemies by a charming girl. Needless to 
say there are ladies in the story, and with great skill Mr. 
Oppenheim makes them nece-ssary to the development of 
his tale, not mere figures introduccil for the sake of a 
'■ love-interest.” The present writer, inured to novels, did 
not drop this one until it was finished ; and that this is an 
exceptionally clever novel will be the verdict of all. 

\V. L. R. 

STORIES BY LAFCADIO HEARN, t 

Apart from the intrinsic value of this volume—a value 
properly honoured by the excellent form of the series to 
which the book belongs—it suggests reflections upon its 
author’s work which it would need a good deal of space to 

• " Jacob’s Ladder." By E. Phillips Oppenheim. 7s. 6d. 

(Hodder & Stoughton.) 

t •' Karma, and Other Stories.” By Lafeadio Hearn. 58. 
(Harrap.) 
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record and consider. That is to say. it is a representative 

volume. For a while Tafcadio Hearn’s numerous and 

varied books attracted so much attention that his reputa¬ 

tion was threatened by a cult : and when that insuhous 

danger had passed, his due recognition also began to fail 

and other lights were annouiued for admiration The 

exoticism which had been a chief attraction cauu‘ to l>c 

accoupted a chief defect, until even the renioteiiesx of his 

subject lost Its charm for Fiighsh readers. They were no 

longer thrilh*d to learn how luaiiv times a gorgeous prose 

picture had l>cen rejiainted before its final sumjilnousness 

was attained , nor could the strangeness which still invested 

the writer’s jxirsonality retain tlie interi'st of a swift-footed 
generation, 

Vet I^fcadio Hearn’s is not a negligible figure, and the 

publication of this volume of hitherto iincollecleil stones 

and essays is a reminder of the extent of his activity ami the 

beauty of his best work. It is not a solitarv remindct, for 

within the last twelve inontlis we have received .1 large 

volume containing the substance of lectures (lehvered bv 

Hearn ut Tokio. These lectures were taken down as Hearn 

delivered them -slowly and carefully delivered tlieni to 

students but dimly acquainted with tlu* richiK'ss of iiiiglisli 

literature ; and the simjilicity. the clearness, the lullncss 

and the faithfulness with which he sought to bestow on tus 

patient Onentals an impossible familiarity with the uork of 

an alien imagination, provoke admiration ft was an 

astonislnng. a pathetic attempt, the courage of which can 

only be guessed by ourselves, to whom that literature is 

traditionally familiar “ Karma ” is a fur difterent book, 
written mainly in the elaborate style hv which Hearn is 

best known . but it bears echoes and hints of certain Ivnglish 

writers as clearly as iniiny of his other stones The first 

story or study, from which tlie volume rec.eives its title, 

recalls no less a writer than Dc yuiiicey, for it is aii ardent 

attempt m that niaimcT of impassioned prose to which 

Hearn only too lightly yielded himself. It is morbid and 

Its interest is slight ; the editor of the volume regards it as 

shadowing his own ex}x:ncnco, hut for most readers it will 

probably seem a mere allegory, wanting the circumstantial 

narration which is needed to make it either an inuiginativc 

or a reminiscent story of fact The trick of ajiostrophe, by 

which cluelly the recollection of De (Juincev is prompted, 

only serves to heighten the sense of unreality. 

I'ai more beautiful is the study called " The First 

Muezzin,” in which Hearn’s mind is at work upon the notc*s 

of the reiterated call to piayer from minaret to minaret 

of Moslem cities. Where the prose is simple it is fcdic.itous : 

■' Nothing IS left us but the privilege of a theory " , and 

where it is elaborate (as if the echoes of that solemmtv were 

still faintly heard), it is a thing of beauty : 

'■ And still there is a pnthctic and beautiful soleiniuty in the 
other and simpler chant, whose singular cadences seem to hold 
a pious intimation of the suggestion of the dutv of worship, 
eli'rnally beginning, yet never terminating— of the prayer that 
may indeed be suspended, yet never finished of the- adoration 
that may pause yet never end not even when the last muezzin 
shall have uttered the last call to prayer, and the last nioscpie 
shall have closed its gates for ever, and the .spider shall wea^•l‘ 
her ghostly tapestries unmolested, within the deserted sauciuary 
of the Kaaba.” 

Of his simplest charm two or three examples are hajipily 

shown in stories for children, which children will read not 

because they arc well written but liccause they are 

And I am left wondering whether T.^fca(lio mav not be 

longer remembered for his simpler inventions and pure 

impressions of sense, than for those eloquent, dithyrambic 

passages which extend without enhancing such a story 

as ' Karma. John 1'ri:i.man. 

SCOTTISH NATIONALITY.* 

Professor Terry’s book whets our interest from its first 

page. The frontispiece is a hitherto unpublished portrait 

of James the Fifth. And a posthumous dedication to 

• ” A History of Scotland from the Roman Evacuation to 
the Disruption, 1843.” By Charles Sanford Terry, Litt.D. 
20s. net, (Cambridge Press.)—” Domestic Life in Scotland, 
1488-1688." By John Warrack. 7s. 6d. net. (Methuen.) 

Helen of the Old House 
HAROLD BELL WRIGHT 

.\ stirrmg romance of lifet*>-day The story (*f a girl 
whose June swe<*t naliire is onK deojii-ned hy changes 
in her worldly jiosition 8s. 6d. net 

Tin. antliiii so-. ' 1 h.i\i- wntU'ii tin- •.tmv I'O .m»c- I h.i\' U'il th.it 

till i:r«‘.it iflf.Uv heiil ti|> tn u~ liuniii; imnt linn’'. iH •.InniW he 
.ll’jilirl to ciur fivii riH.uis ll wi i.ili tin ••l.iiicl.ini iil ml‘-iisi\»* 
liW.lltv .linl <o-opcr.ltIim lo IIh-'I’ IIMH' <>l |>i .nr. will thr\ iii.l vihc 

litain ol iiiir |>n>h1<'iii^ ’ 

The Magnificent Mr. Bangs 
JOSEPH C. LINCOLN 

' Mr l.iin-iilii iiiliiulf.. iiiiiiailir .iin! ni\'lei\ .iiiil I'nllirkliiC liuiuoin iii 
.1 l,i-.|ii<>ii tli.it I- 1 ■■vi.il>t\ III-, ••voi Wi I.iiikIi .mil JuiikIi .iji.iiii, hut in 

Dill l.tiiniiti i tlnii t-iiiniN. ton. .» Iiltii|> III till' tlim.it \Vr imist liiDk out 
Inr Ii'r l.iim.lii IhhiK' —I'ait .iivi fiillin- — tbirdei'ii lluilv Intintul 

8s. 6d. net 

Low Ceilings DOUGLAS NEWTON 

' Ml IViutil.i-i .NcwIdii Ii.iikUi-x Itis lliouw miIiUv, with hiniioMr :m<l a 
drain.itn onicitiim.il |Hmfi lli.it jrsiili in uti.ii ►. .it oiiiv .m .ahviihmijlN 
iiitrir'NtMut t.ilr .ind .i siiiiinl |■>l••^c .»t liKT.iluir --'Ike Uonkmaii 

8s. 6d. n<‘t 

The Unseen Ear natalies. Lincoln 

Here is a detective story in which a mysterious murder 
and robbery that threaten to be wrongly avenged arc 
finally solved by a strange tlevue 7s. 6d. net 

The Samovar Girl Frederick MOORE 

.\n absorbing tale ol grey Siberia, where men’s passions 
burn and .swift scenes move t<i a cliinax <tf romance 

7i. 6d. net 

The House of the Falcon 
HAROLD LAMB 

The romantic ami thrilling adventures ol a young girl 
in India, and her final cm ape and tninnph over her 
enemies. 7». 6d. net 

Play the Game R. C. MITCHELL 

Seldom have a young couple been l>eset by greater 
difficulties than those that threatened Honor and her 
lover, but how all were overcome is showni by the 
author in tins high-hearted story. 75. 6d. net 

Across Mongolian Plains 
R. C. ANDREWS 

Tells the adventures of the Asiatic Expedition of the 
.\niencan Natural History Museum in its journey 
across China. Fully illustrated 255. net 

Ernest Renan l. f. mott 

A complete biography of the great i-Teiich philosopher, 
his travels and literary iriendslups, with a lull account 
of his theological, political, philosophical and literary 
work. 185. net 

Face to Face with Great 
Musicians c. d. isaacson 

Group5 I and II. Two volumes 
A sene® of fascinating, intimate sketches of the world's 
great composers F.aih volume 8s. 6d. net 

The Truths We Live By 
J. W. HUDSON 

A study of the great trullis of morality and religion in 
the light of present tendencies, and an appeal from 
the moral conflict and scepticism of our times to a 
natural reconstruction of the ctlucal and sjnritual ideas 
ol civilisation. ISs. net 

Our Heritage from the Old World 
J. H. GREENWOOD 

A valuable study of the foreign civili.>ations that have 
influenced the New World. 85. 6d. net 

Your Dog and Your Cat 
R. H. SPAULDING 

Tulls in simple language how to manage your house¬ 
hold pets. 6«. 6d. net 

25, BEDFORD ST., COVENT GARDEN, LONDON 
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that prince of Scottish historians, John Hill Burton, some¬ 

time Historiographer-Royal, is touching and appropriate. 

Having peni.sed the more than seven hundred closely- 

printed pages into which the work has been compiled, it is 

comparatively easy to pronounce an opinion. This is one 

of the best-digested and most readable histories of Scotland 

that has appeared. Such indeed was to be expected from 

the pen of a researcher so indefatigable, so painstaking 

and particular as Professor Terrv is. 

Dr. Terry indicates that his object is to establish a sort 

of midway position between the largor-scale histories and 

the school textbooks. But the volume before us can 

scarcely be <lescnbed as " small-scale.” On a single page 

there can be counted 3^0 words, making for the entire book 

a total of at least 200.000 words, not including forty-four 

pages of pedigree tables and a copious index extending 

to twenty-four pages. Anything but ” small-scale ” ! The 

writer commences with the Homan Occupation—a mere 

episode, to be sure, though lasting upwards of three 

hundred years, but as to which we know surprisingly little. 

Probably the most illuminating essaj' on the subject is 

Mr. Curie's account of the excavations at Newstead, under 

the shadow of the Eildons, where the Romans had a 

considerable station. The Roman legionaries, however, 

effected nothing in the true making of Scotland. It was 

firstly the Christian missions of Ninian and Columba, 

followed by the conquests of Kenneth MacAlpin, which 

laid the foundations of the Kingdom of Scotland. Con¬ 

solidation assumed shape and exhibited potency under 

Duncan I—Shakespeare’s ” gentle Duncan ”—and between 

the reigns of David, the Sair Sanct, and Alexander III, the 

moulding process was continued and the ethnic composition 

of the country completed, Professor Terry tackles the 

period of the Contested Succession, following upon 

Alexander’s tragic end. with no small charm of manner 

and style, but his account of those two great national 

heroes, Wallace and Bruce, is somewhat stinted and 

disappointing. To Bannockburn there -is allotted only a 

line or two. The chapters on the early Stewarts and the 

Jameses are more elaborate, but Flodden, again, is summed 

up in half a dozen sentences. Killiecrankie is treated as 

scurvily, if one may use the word, and this from our greatest 

Claverhouse exponent! These are the chief sins in a book 

which contains, by way of compensation, let us hope, a 

wholly excellent narration of the Reformation and Revolu¬ 

tion epochs. The historian emulates the lines which 

Scotsmen love, and though he is a Southron (possibly 

also an Episcopalian) there is nothing to cavil at from a 

Northerner's point of view over those matters which more 

than any other evoke controversy on both sides of the 

Tweed. He is conspicuously fair and unprejudiced as 

regards the problem of Queen Mary, for instance, or when 

analysing the causes and consequences of the most 

momentous spiritual struggle almost any nation has seen. 

For some, the finest part of the work will be its penultimate 

chapter, concerned with the brilliant Renaissance when 

the stupidity of the Forty-Five had passed. Professor 

Terry is well acquainted with the social and literary land¬ 

marks of his adopted country, nor is he less intimate with 

its later religious annals. It is not seldom a difficult 

matter to convey to an Englishman some understanding 

of Scotland's intricate and manifolded sectarianism. But 

Dr. 'Terry has wrestled with it and prevailed—so much so 

that his optimism leads him to prophesy the projected 

Presbyterian Union as ” imminent.” A truly admirable 

account this is, and worthy to stand alongside any of its 

predecessors. Mistakes in the matter of dates, it should 

be said, and in the spelling of proper names, are practically 

non-.existent—a feat in itself! At page 586, however, 

Lady Grizel Baillie should be Lady Grisell Baillie. Her 

family were sentimental (needlessly) over that form of the 

natne. 

The department of Scottish domes^city hardly comes 

wfthiir Professor Terry's purview. Mr. Warrack’s brief 

but well-packed survey fills a niche which a more consider¬ 

able volume might well have occupied. For the theme is 
still possible of exploration—an unreaped field from which 

more can and must be gleaned. Meantime these Rhind 

Lectures are extraordinarily fascinating. Within the 

compass of slightly over 200 pages the lecturer has brought 

together a remarkable variety of illustrative information 

as to the furniture and fittings, the customs and fashions, 

of mediaeval Scottish life in town and country and among 

different ranks of society. It is curious to find that even 

up to the seventeenth century such a sensible thing# as a 

household chair was unknown. Hats were worn at meals, 

the common fork had not been invented, and food picked 

from the general dish was raised to the mouth with the 

fingers. Worse still, we are informed that water was no 

part of the morning toilet. The sense of cleanliness was 

not unfelt, however. ” Soft serviettis to make their 

handis dene ” and basins of water were seldom wanting 

in the better-class houses. Mr. W'arrack’s resuscitation of 

a Scottish castle interior towards the end of the fifteenth 

century and his delightful and revealing word-pictures 

of the grandeur and wealth of some of the Pre-Reformation 

manses (that of Stobo is given as illustration—itself a parish 

in Peeblesshire, but having a manse in the Drygate of 

Glasgow) helps us to understand the meaning—and the 

incubus—of a feudality long and happily dead, as well as 

the uprising of the commonalty against a Church—or 

religious system—whose fondness of case and luxury 

hardly made it a fit vehicle and exponent of the teaching 

of Him who was the lowlv Nazarenc. It is impossible to 

give quotations, though this is a book which richly lends 

Itself to quotation On every page wc come across the 

unusual and the noteworthy, often something to .smile over, 

but, not least, to thank one's star for the better fate which 

IS ours. Sixteen illustrations add greatly to the interest 

of a fresh and stimulating contribution to archieologv 

W. S. Crockhtt. 

AN . EGOIST * 

There are only three characters of any imjiortance in 

this novel. The title is derived from the name of the 

hero’s first wife, who is dead before the story begins. P'rom 

this the reader will correctly surmise that the interest of 

the novel does not centre in the plot, but in psychological 

analysis and irony. The novels of the season have already 

given us several outstanding studies of egotism, and it 

goes without saying that the author of ” Elizabeth and 

Her German Garden ” was certain to acquit herself with 

distinction in an exercise of this kind. She approaches 

her task with something like gu.sto, and long before she has 

finished with her victim we are filled with a desire of being 

present at his lynching. From this point of view the book 

is undeniably successful. It is only in retrospect that we 

can give free rein to the obstinate questionings that beset 

us occasionally when we read the book. The most obstinate 

and important questioning is whether in Everard Wemyss 

we have a real human being or only a personified " humour.” 

The egotism of Wemys.s is of the crudest variety. For 

him life has no subtleties. There are only two ways in 

everything, the right and the wrong, and Wemyss is never 

wrong. So it is liis mission and his hobby to keep other 

people right, and it is his misfortune constantly to be mis¬ 

understood. Vera had misunderstood him, and after 

fifteen years of marriage with him had been glad to fall 

from an upper window. The jury too had misunderstood 

him and had returned an open verdict. It was while 

smarting un<ier this unjust misunderstanding that Wemyss 

met Lucy Entwhistle, who was mourning the sudden death 

of her scholarly father. The sentimental stockbroker felt 

that fate had drawn two wofinded hearts together, and 

before many weeks after her death Vera was succeeded 

by Lucy. The story is concerned with the subjugation of 

Lucy to the Wemyss standard. Savage obstinacy, colossal 

conceit, fatuous vanity, absolute illiteracy and great 

physical attractiveness are the chief features of Wemyss. 

• Vera.” By the author of ” Elizabeth and Her German 
Garden.” 7s. 6d. net. (RCacmlUkn.) 
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“ He was like a great cross schooUx)y . . . b\jt unfor¬ 
tunately a schoolboy with power." That is the accurate 
diagnosis of Lucy's-Aunt Dot, whom he turns out of his 
bouse unceremoniously because she ventured on a word of 
criticism. There is no curtain to a story of this kind. We 
take leave of Lucy w'hile .she is partly disillusioned but is 
still under the spell of the egoist's physical charm. The 
title of the book is sufficient omen of the future, no less 
than the aunt’s caustic warning that Lucy's endurance is 
not likely to extend to fifteen years. 

There are many finely written scenes and episodes, some 
of which reach a high level of comedv. But on the whole 
there is not much of comedy for us. It is a single- 
eyed and mordant study of a hateful and contemptible 
personality The jHirtrait lacks shading, but there is no 
doubt as to it.s vigour of conception and skill in execution. 
The author writes as if with an intense and withering 
contempt 

MEN AND MARVELS.* 
The art of tJie short sketch, half essay, half stor>, is 

one in which failure is very easy : like blank verse, it looks 
perfectly simple and extremely tempting to the novice, 
but has uiisusjH'cted difficulties of its own. One inav <lro\i 
from the essay into moralising and come perilously near a 
sermon, or may indulge in humorous interludes until tlie 
story lose?, character and coherence. The author of Men 
and Marvels ’’ being, as we gather from internal evulence, 
a parson, steers clear of both of those rocky shores and 
navigates his ship of stars through the fairway in a manner 
whicli shows him experienced and skilful. 

His iiiatenal is often of the .slightest, but that is exactly 
what tests Inni as a writer. It is easier to tie a knot in a 
rope* than in a thread of gos.samer ; easier to hammer out 
a })lot with plenty of action than to portray a state of mind 
or a mood 'Juke the little twenty-page picture, for 
instance, entitled '' The Recovered Eden '' ; we have a 
kimlly young curate whose views are m a condition of fiux, 
and who is t.iking a short holiday to think out his position , 
his landladi-'s hlinil child, a rough but sensitive boj’ witli 
a kind of private inward life and vision, who talks of a 
garden with trees and flowers which brought him, some¬ 
how, mystical comfort. 'Fhe curates writes resigning his 
priesthoofl ; the boy, sent out to post the letter, is run 
over. As a direct result, the curate tears the unposted 
letter up and. we are left to assume, carries on his work. 
Such a liard outline does injustice to a story which is all 
in soft, tender half-tones and suggestions and inferences : 
but it us given as an indication ot the author's choice of 
theme. The talk of the dying boy is natural and unstrained, 
and it is this which changes the outlook of the listener 
A very delicate touch is needed to save so frail a story from 
disaster, and that it survives a critical though not un¬ 
sympathetic reading without a hint of reproach is sufficient 
praise. 

The mystical note sounds in several of the little sketches, 
or tiny harmonics, of this book , not always with such 
purity, but never with any sense of discord. There is a 
story—or rather one might call it an impression, a memory 
—of the trenches, mysterious and full of subtle significances, 
haunting in its beauty and yet containing not a word of 
■' gush ’■ or overdone sentiment; and another entitled 
*' A Prophet in the Ranks," which tells of a Scottish 
religious enthusiast under fire—tragic, but not without a 
leaven of grim humour. And the theme of more than 
one is that mood of bewilderment which overtakes all 
enthusiasts, when the dark deeps of doubt overwhelm 
them and they ask themselves miserably, " Am I doing 
right ? Am I true to my calling and my charge ? " In 
presenting these psychological tangles, without too confi¬ 
dently unravelling them and thereby weakening his work, 
the author claims our admiration for his artistry and 
compels faith in his sincerity. 

* " Men and Marvels.” ByH. J. Boyd. 3s.6d.net. (Elldn 
Mathews.) 

THORNTON BUTTERWORTH Ltd 

Books to be published in October 

WHILE I 
REMEMBER 

By STEPHEN McKENNA 
A bonk in winch one of the most IxillMot of oui iiovelisfh hds sot down 
his pcrsoii.il lerolki.tiiMi'' of thr moinontnii'. imthh) hi oni hKt<ir>' that closed with 
the IVaceCoiili'renre, and of people who pLivnl .in inipnitant p.<rt diinnff that period- 
H|,i R.tllerv of pirture< i? p.iinted lioin .ictnil life, fioiii the staiulpoint of vnuth. 
I>v a m.in still youiiK . pi< tun> «t Publa .Srh>>ol and ItiiiNorsity . of social and 
literary I.oiiiloii; of doniestic .iiid toicmn )>olili(s, ot the public services at 
home .-ind .tlimad A book of recollections and prlvste opinions, 
britllsntlF written, snd of tb* blithest siiniflcsnce, it .ilso 
lopiesentntive of the ev|ieiii'ii(cs, thought, aspir.ition^ of one itroup ol youiiR men 
which wj' .ilmost wholl\ olilitcrati'd bv the wji 

lK-iii\ Smi. 91, • m-1 

WILD LIFE 
IN THE TREE TOPS 

Bv Capt. C. \V. K. KNKiHT, 
I-.K.P.S., M.B.O.V. 

IlLISTKATED by a Skkiks OP Photocraph.s 

SiiKc ilcuiobili-atioii. C.iptain Kiiiiiht h.i- n''iiine<l. a-> wntcr .and lecturer, that 
work 111 iijtiiT.il histori w-hirh, Ik-Ioic the w.ir. he had made peculiarly bis own 
TIk-'C rvtrjordiiiari studies ot biid-lilc literally In the tree topa were not 
earned <’ut without coiisideiable iisk-, and the lesulls--with their intimate 
rewi.iiioos 01 bird-]>s\Llinitii:s ami tiaini- lllll■.|^au■Il tn a aerlea of yery 
remarkable photographs is a unique volume that bird lovera 
will find as valuable as it is entertaining. 

Cl (to. 91 . net. 

BARBARY : THE ROMANCE 
OF THE NEAREST EAST 

By A. MacCALLUM SCOTT, M.P. 
Ml Hichens has put much of the f.i'tination of liarbniy into his famous rouiaiire, 
" The (iardeu ot Allah," but the niiiiaiK v of the place i- a real thinR. and the fascina¬ 
tion of that rv.illtv is wondeifulK rewalnl in Mr. MacCallum Scott's 
picturesque narration of actual adventurss and personal 
experiences in th.it RUmorous laml nt the Moor- A bntliantlv entcrtainiiiR 
anecdot.il and deviiptive anount of one of the most biaairely interesting 
loimtue- in the world. 

EUROPE- 
WHITHER BOUND ? 

By STEPHEN (iRAHAM 
The store of a pilgninaRC throuRh the piiiHip.il ritir-, of Europe, finishing with 
I’aiis and London, and reveaitnR sigitihi aiilly the .ilter-war conditions prevaiung in 
all of them. We have no more independent outspoken thinker than Mr. Steven 
(•r.-ibam ; and. a» a contribution to the history of what tha war naa 
made of tha world and as a vividly antertainlng travellar'g tala. 
•' I'-ur.ipe—Whither Bound r ” i> ol altogvthei esaptioiml vamc and interest. 

Dcim 8vo. kO,'9 net. 

MARVELS OF THE 
ANIMAL WORLD 

By W. S. BERRIDC.E 
Illustrated with Photographs from Life 

A collection of strange and llttle«knewn facta written by an expert 
in bis subject. The book is divided into sixteen chapters dealing with such peculiar¬ 
ities as Animals which sham death -—-AnimaU a-- prize-fighters —Cunous domestic 
sheep of foreign lands.—Wild animals which are trained by Man to hunt.— 
Animals which eive electric shocks —Poisonous animals, etc., etc. 

Demv 8vo Cloth. 7/9 net. * 

FICTION 81- net 

THE HEART OF THE 
DESERT 

Bv HONORE WILLSIE 
Author of " The Forbidden Trail," etc 

IHE MYSTERIOUS 
MR. PICKERING 

By PHILIP CURTISS 
Author of ■’ Crater’s Gold,’* etc. 

« 
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Admitting that ht* tlcx*s not reach the higliest level every 
tune (which would bo almost iinjxisMble), and that here 
and there he js a triHe too “ sweet.” wo compass all 
that could be sahl on tlic side of detraction by any 
reader. Mr Boyil’'' ■' Verses and Ballads of North and 
South ” won high praise from many competent critical 
quarters ; wo shall not be '.urprisud to find these quiet, 
lifelike -sketches, so tree from all didacticism and so finely 

'■ on the side of the angels," making his name surely 
recognised among the writers whose work is real and 
permanent by reason of its underlying truth. 

Wilfrid I.. 1<.\ndell. 

ADAH ISAACS MENKEN: A SAPPHO 
OF THE CIRCUS? 

" When I am lying m my silent shroud, will you love me ’ 
When 1 am Wuned down in the cold, wet eartli, will you grieve 

that you did not save me ^ 
Will your tears reach my pale (ace through all the withered 

leaves that will heap themselves upon my grave •' 
Wdl you repent that you loosened your arms to let me fall 

so deep, and so far out o[ sight 
Will you come and tell me so. when the coffin has shut out 

the storm ’ 

Answer me—- 
Oh. answer me ! ” 

Was she a beautiful mind or was she a mcic tawdry 
incident, a wanton with a pretty face, a fine figure and a 
weakness for dabbling in doggerel and leading literary 

men astray ? The mystery of Adah Isaacs Menken has 
now had another tribute paid to it. This arrives in the 
shape of one of Mr. Richard Northcott's always valuable 
" monographs,” issued by the Press Printers (5s. net), and 
decked with old photographs of Menken, now with her 

arms round Dumas p^e’s neck, now gazing at the youthful 
Swinburne, now in theatrical costume—or lack of it! 

In a way it was unfortunate that Menken's life was in 
itself so full of ■■ glamour.” There are too many people 
who still remember the Swinburne scandal, and her appear¬ 
ance at Astley’s upon the ” fiery, untamed steed ” as ” the 

female Mazeppa,” not to mention her disastrous marriage 
with Heenan, ” the Benicia Boy.” Probably we shall 
have to wait until all tliis is forgotten for any fair decision 
upon Adah’s claims to being ” the Sappho of the circus.” 
To me there are lines in some of those free-verse poems of 
hers—her mastery of the mode itself was by no means 

negligible—that betray the truest imaginative power. 
It was small in itself, but perfectly fitted to what was to be 
expressed out of that “sad, bad. mad ” life of hers. As 
William Rossetti very well said, in including four of her 
poems in his American anthology, they " express a life of 
much passion, and not a little a.spiration, a life deeply 
sensible of loss, scU-baffied, and mixing the wail of humilia¬ 
tion with that of indignation—like the remnants of a 

defeated army, hotly pursued.” 
Yet the woman who earned this excellent piece of 

criticism—and Mr. Northcott clinches the proof that the 
poems were her own—had attributes vulgar enough in all 
conscience ! In Mr. Northcott’s little book one may read 
how the last of her four husbands, James Paul Barclay, the 
New York stockbroker, after she had squandered thirty 
thousand pounds of his money, was found dead within two 
months—penniless. There seems to be no doubt that 
her own poverty-stricken death in Paris, at thirty-three, 

had been prepared for by habitual orgies of drink and 
degradation. 

There must have been a better side. One need not 

grant virtue to Swinburne’s confessed ” Dolores,” or even 
to the admired friend of Dickens. Indeed, to attempt to 
v'hitewash a notorious ” bad lot ” like Menken would be 
merely laughable. But poor John Thompson, who was 
Swinborne's private secretary and ” worshipped the 
ground she trod,” must have had some reason for calling 
her ” the noblest as well as the most gifted woman I have 
ever known.” 

As the grossness fades away with time, both in her life 
and in her poems one reads a story of wounded passionate¬ 

ness turned to morbid self-pity. lYobably the ” romance ” 
of her life was in reality a product of temperament. She 
hungered for fame and adventure, and she got it! Dolores 
Adios McCord, the Irish-Creole beauty of Louisiana, might 

quite obviously have remained all her life the obscure but 
happy wife of her first husband, an excellent Jew, whose 
name she took, and in whose honour she chose to be buried 

as a Jewess, with ” Thou knowest! ” on her grave. Instead, 
she was destined to become known as a ” sensationally ” in¬ 
decent circus-rider, as the subject of three other unhappy 
marriages, as the companion of some distinguished 
writers’ indiscreet hours, and as something of a scribbler. 

The sordid irony of it! But there are scraps of real poetry 
which tell us that she would not now have chosen otherwise. 

S. R. Littlewood. 

FOUR FINGERS AND A THUMB.* 

^▼hen the books come Irom the library we look at them 
with the eager hope that under the bright wrappcri* may 
be one that will feed our secret need. As we read, in¬ 

stinctively we separate them into the big heap of novels, 
the tiny one of—books. 'J hc former are like sweets, 

pleasant trifles for in-belwcen times, but the latter are 
sustaining food. When the dark mood is on and we are 
wondering why the little bit of happiness—which would 
liave put us 111 accoril with spring and the arch of heaven 
and the tumultuous seas—has been withheld, it is to them 
that we turn for understanding and stimulus Here are 

minds which have felt as we feci, which have hnowu joy 
and sorrow, which have lived. Hero for every lonely 
spirit is a friend. 

Of these five stories. ” The Sleeping I'ire," " Breaking 
('overt,”.” (iarth ” and ” The Heretic ” fall into the first 

category. They have been wnltcn for our amiisenicnt, 
they are the ephemeral literature of the day , .and of the 

four ” The Heretic ” alone makes any greater claim. 
This carefully-written book should enjoy an honourable 

success. Mr. Whitham’s English is racy and ot the soil, 
but he lacks the ^lower to make the story tell it'-clf. He 
narrates it; he describes instead of letting us appraise his 

characters for ourselves. In other words Ins work lacks 
that fu.sion which is creative Neverthclc.-YS he talks of 
interesting matters. The story is concerned with a young 
man who, having manipulative ability, chooses to be a 

bone-setter rather than pass the examinations necessary 
to make him a doctor. Anyone who has considered the 
curriculum of the universities will not wonder. A man 

may have the surgeon’s hand and brain, may be an in¬ 
stinctive psychologist, and yet no good at languages or 
mathematics If, however, he cannot matriculate in these 
subjects he must not ho{)e to take a medical degree. In 
draM’ing attention to this survival from a less practical age, 
a survival which has resulted in psycho-analysts as well as 

surgeons practising without the leave of the Faculty, 
Mr. Mills Witham has done good work. 

” The Sleeping Fire ” is a pleasant book which is written 
round the usual storm in a teacup and is full of im¬ 
probabilities. The heroine goes to a ball, where she is 
kissed by—and, alas, kisses—a young man whose ” whole 
gait and bearing proclaimed him an officer in the Guards.” 
On the discovery by her good husband of this lapse, he turns 
her out of the home her wicked conduct has defiled ; and, 
without being much disturbed at having to leave him and 
her children, she begins a lively, adventurous life in English 
hotels, a life which grows more hectic when she goes abroad. 
She dines with Ckmnts, and men whom the typical novelist's 
Duchess tells her ” are rotten—through and through ! ” 
They inveigle her-into their bedrooms, but she drives ” her 

• ” The Sleeping Fire.” By W. E. B. Henderson. (Hurst & 
Blackett.)—” Breaking Covert." By S. P. B. Mais. (Grant 
Richards.)—” Garth." By Mrs. J. O. Arnold. (Leonard 
Parsons.)—” The Heretic.” By J. Mills Whitham. (Allen ft 
Unwin.)—” The Swing of the Pendulum.” By Adriana Spadoni. 
(Hatchinson.) 
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^ right fist full into his faqe.” She is really an unlucky 
woman, for when she kissed her Guardsman the guests of 
the ball turned up in time to be thoroughly shocked ; and 

when she ventures on her next kiss her husband, who has 
followed her to France to see if she is behaving better, 
comes into the room. When the poor creature turns she 
discovers Matthew’ " standing motionless with his back to 
the closed door.” This time he keeps his temper and 

merely alludes to her unfortunately public kisses as ” this 
tendency of yours,” and they talk it over frankly. In 

spite of a good deal of this sort of nonsense the book is 
cheery and vital and has an atmosphere of good sense. 

In publishers’ puffs all books are ” remarkable ” ; but 

Mrs, Arnold’s ” Garth ” is in truth an interesting if some¬ 
what sentimental yarn. The approach is slow, with a 

chapter to describe the house, another the guests, a third 
to introduce them—such nice, ordinary people—but at 
last w’e are all aboard, the whip cracks and wc are off on a 

series of exciting adventures , in fact there is sufticient 
of them to more than make up for the leisurely start. 
” Garth ” is a novel of incident rather than of psychology, 

and with its poachers, slave-dealers and deserters, will 
keep the reader, who enjoys this sort of story, absorbed. 

■ The idea of the monastic cellars under an eighteenth- 
centuiy’ house is original and interesting. 

Having assured us in the first section of the first chapter 
of ” Breaking Covert ” that it is a book about mediocrities, 

for mediocrities. Mr. Mais proceeds to justify his words 
by giving us a cheerfully vulgar extravaganza. The 
characterisation, especially of the women, is so slight that 

it is difficult to distinguish one of the girls from the others. 
They are there to provide opjiortunities for this sort of 
thing—■' Our lips met and mv eyes drank up the ]X)ols of 

love that lay in hers.” The scene is laid in Lincolnshire 
and. given the subject—that of a profiteer trying to make 
friends with what remains of the county—the book cannot 
avoid a certain atmosphere of .snobbishness. Nor has the 

schoolmaster been altogether eliminated. Compressed 
information, such as that given in Chapter IV, would be 

right for a lesson-book or encyclopedia, but is out of place 
in a novel. Mr. Mais is hard-working and conscientious ; 

his English is on the whole praiseworthy, though with 
occasional slips—as when he talks of ” riding Scarletta in 
pink "—and his detail has lieen elaborated with some care. 

If ” Breaking Covert ” succccd.s in amusing it will no 
• doubt have fulfilled the purpose of its being. 

In a different class from any of the foregoing is ” The 
Swing of the Pendulum.” After these four light novels 
chance has brought us that wonderful product of the human 

mind—a book that is in touch with reality. The story of 
Jean Herrick, the girl who married, as so many do, because 
marriage is the natural result of adolescence, who actetl 
throughout her life simply and naturally, is one on which— 
with a touch of respect—one can congratulate the author. 

C. A. Dawson Scott. 

SIX WHO SING. 

As one is increasingly aware of the infection of formless¬ 

ness rife in the world of poetry, the pleasure produced by 
verse .obedient to prosodial law’ tends to become more 
emphatic. True, a work so full of inspiration as ” Spoon 
River Anthology ” might persuade one, ignorant of the 
flexibility of language, that artistic truth in rags looks 
truer than a truth tirSe d quatre ipingles, but Mr. Kenelm 

Foss’s brilliant ” Dead Pierrot ” tells a different tale, and 
the ” Jericho Street ” * of Mr. Wallace B. Nichols is another 

proof that metrical hannony is compatible with brevity 
and naturalness. Mr. Nichols takes us to a street and, 
like another Asmodeus, enables us to see its tenants from 
the inside. Doctor, priest, demure prostitute, starveling 
clerk, mutinous flapper, demagogue, slavey, sparring 
spous^, and even (in the poet’s consdentious passion for 
variety) a self-complacent conjucide reveal themselves to 

r” Jericho Street, and Selected Poems (1908-1921).” 
By Wallace B. Nichols. 5s. net. (Grant Richards.) 

the curious reader. Here is a portrait worth reams of 
. ” official ” biography : 

” When evening comes she sits and sews. 
And what she dreams, or thinks, none knows.* 
Once she was young, once she wras wooed. 
But the end is shabby spinsterhood ; 
None probes what wound within her bums- 
Her mending done, she snips her ferns, 
Then waters them, and wipes their fronds, , 
And mutters of pawned diamonds. 
Her wigged head has begun to nod ; 
And she bears malice unto God.” 

When Mr. Nichols withdraws himself from the pressure 
and influence of fact and human laughter he is not only 
able to sing sujierbly but unwittingly to supply material 
for those who gird at ]x>etry as the language of affecta¬ 
tion. In an astronomic-philosophic love-j)oem of exalted 

eloquence the woman complains that 

‘‘ The booms and groynes of life are underpinned with 
sapture,” 

and although like Punch, delighting in the possible rhyme 

to Galilee provided by the .\frican chief Langalibalele, we 
e.xclaiin, ” O w’hat a perfect rhyme to rapture! ” we know 

uncomfortably that a better artist w’ould have brought in 
the (jueer word before and not after the jiopular one which 
rhymes with it. The reader, however, must understand 

that ” Jericho Street ” is a Ixiok of vital interest and 

outstanding merit. 

” Let us become as .\ngels, taking wings 
Of their essential flame,” 

sings Mr. Kitchin, * w’ho also sings ; 

” No mental process may refute 
The appetite's ontology ” 

His is a mind that flashes and peers ; almost it is the mind 
of a magician W’ho has half forgotten the wand which he 
has mislaid, yet complacently feels the deity within him¬ 
self ; but it IS not a mind that has alienated itself entirely 
from the anxieties of the feeble or the piety of the suppliant. 

Revisiting battle-fields gave Mr. Kitchin pictures and 
thoughts for some sonnets, but his response to the 
melancholy ap(>eal of Vimy, etc., is rather mechanical. 
There arc some artists w'ho require the gazetteer up to date 
and others who do not; he is one of the latter. He should 
check the impulse to set down every morbid freak of fancy 
(c.g., p. 31), and regard a trashy lyric like ’* The Balloon- 

Man ” as a slight on the dignitv of lus Muse. His literary 
talent is considerable and should carry him far if he has 
a taste for spiritual exploration. 

In the case of Mr. Eardlev Dawson® we have a poet 
grafted on to a man of facts, who is candid about himself. 
The robust Tennv'son would never liave experienced, at 
u dinner wuh Mr. Dawson, the dreadful temptation to utter 
shocking improprieties which assailed and defeated him 
when in the company of I-ongfcllow, that ” most particu¬ 

larly pure ” bard of genius. The Regency rhymer whose 
blood was ” hot and laconic ” would have got on very’ well 
with Mr. Dawson. His poems date from Anatolia, 
Mesopotamia, Constantinople, India, etc Cruelty, lust, 
disease, filth, the sorcery of the East, the whips of starving 
sensuality, impassion him as spectator or cxpcricncer. He 
does not minutely describe, but one feels that there is a 
cave in his memory which is a museum of horrors, while 

there is another cave too delightful for words. Like many 
nobly expatriated Englishmen he wishes he could make 
his nation more sensitive to the causes of disruption and 

decay, but 

”... will she never learn 
To leave behind aesthetics . . . ? ” 

IS surely a very peculiar question to put to ” inane old 
England.” However, I do not doubt that Mr. Dawson's 
incisiveness and vividness will appeal favourably to the 
plain man. His book tingles with emotional life and 
creates a kind of remorse if one lingers long at its 'weak 

passages. ‘ 

• ” Winged 'Victory.’' By C. H. B. Kitchin. 5s. net. 
(Oxford 1 Blackwell.) 

'•"Children of Circumstance.” By A. J. Eardley Dawson. 
38. 6d. net. (Grant Richards.) 
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2/6 net 
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One woiil(i feel tlie sting of that remorse particularly, I 
think, if one associateil at all malignly praise of Mr. John 
Haines * with ilisparagement of Mr. Dawson. Mr. Haines 
is a nature poet who can admirably assume the manner of 
Arnold and Wordsworth He is an excellent craftsman 
whoso charm almost IxiRuiles one into thinking that one 
has only to go out of doors to be in his ICngland, where the 
“ quaint " roads 

“ Wind thoir arms round all* the farms 
.\nd flirt with every lull,” 

instead of an England where the road, owing to its influence 

on taxation, is a kind of serpent devouring the substance 
of rate|viyers. whose domiciles have Ix'en protecteil bv 
the men enary builder from any such embraces (Gloucester¬ 
shire IS !\Ir Haines's “ Parailise " and Cntsall is " fasliioned ” 
by (God ■' as a bride," but be is aware of the visible horrors 
of " The Black ('ountry." and the pathos of an old land¬ 

mark scorned He should avoid any trifling with ixietic 
truth l-'or inst.ince it was a mistake to iKdittle foxglo\es 

as a rlielorieal device for enhancing llu- effect of a stan/a 
in wIikIj thc\ an* 

•\ hundred thousand purple torches 
Lighting the forest gloom.'' 

for a solitary foxglove is a verv beautiful object Some¬ 
thing might, perhaps, he done rlietoricallv with the apjiear- 
ance of a plantain after drought, because there ts no lierb 

which the eye is more ajit to behold as prosau in ordinary 
tin nnistances ilr Haines's humour is \er\' jileasanl 

Bradley Hill ' is a poem o| childhood wroughl with the 
cunning simjflicitv of a muster 

Mr Bromley is another jxiet in love with Nature, and 
in “ The Picture " ^ he runs the risk of seeming oblivious ot 

the real world in which saints live, so keemh <loes he feel 

the contrast between the " pillared chainlier. dimly lit 
and the " sunny countryside " His versification isgraccful 
and a quiet but intense love of romance shines and burns 
through his poems The lovely things that bloom and flv 
are as it were a living Bible of his gentle deism, and his book 

can be cordially recommended to people who like a sense 
of joy just rescued from iroH\- and of contentment won by 
sympathv. 

In reading '' The Child Dancer,” • .Miss Dorothy 

Roberts’s little book, one is close to tears, but not hers. 
It breathes a deep love of beauty and a spirit of fellowship 
with many creatures besides men. She has a quaint, delight¬ 
ful humour which makes '' The Thrush," though written in 
irregular prose, ” a j^erfect duck ” of a poem. 

\V. H. Chesson. 

■Kovel Kotes. 
QUIN. By Ahce Hegan Rice. 7s. 6d. net. flluddcr & 

Stoughton.) 

Though quite a different stvle of book from '* Mrs Wiggs 
of the Cabbage Patch,” Mrs. Hegan Rice’s l.itest story, 
” ^>uin,” has many of the qualities that distinguished 

its famous predecessor. It has the same charm and 
sympathetic understanding ; the same delicious humour ; 
the same quaintness and originality. A man fighting 
against great odds is always an arresting theme ; in Mrs. 
Hegan Rice's hands it becomes intensely absorbing. 
Quinby Graham, the hero of the tale, falls in love with a girl 
who is far above him socially. He battles desperately to 
educate himself up to her level, and to distract her from a 

youthfully romantic attachment to a worthless little army 
captain Eleanor (for that is the girl's name) is hedged 
all round by her family—a fearsome old grandmother, 
aunts, uncles—and Quin seeks a way to break down this 
family barrier. He decides that the only way is to get to 

' ' Poems.” By John Haines. 38. 6d. net. (Selwyn & 
Blount.) 

• ”'Ae Picture, and Other Poems.” By L. C. Bromley. 
58. net. (Elkin Mathews.) 

• ” The Child Dancer, and Other Poems.” By Dorothy 
Roberts. 2s. 6d. net. (Elkin Mathews.) 

know, and to get into the good books of the " whole darn 
family.” He sets to work. 

■' Now if there is one thing Destiny admires in a man. it is his 
courage to defy her. She relentlessly crushes the supine spirit 
who acquiesces, but to him who snaps his fingers in her face she 
often extends a helping hand In this case she did not mak^ 
Quin wait until the morrow to begin his colossal undertaking. 
By means of a humble tack that lay tn the way of the speeding 
automobile, she at once set in motion the senes iif eventk that 
were to determine his future life ” 

The old grandmother is wonderfully well drawn ; she rules 
her family w’lth a rod of iron, .and any man with a whit less 

courage than ()uin would have quailed before her and been 
compelletl to give in W’e follow (.Juin’s long struggle with 
increasing interest, ami are genuinely glad that it has a 

happv ending 

DAVID THE SON OF JESSE. By Marjorie Strachey. 
7s All net (Jonathan Cape ) 

That the Bible is full of excellent stories with (juite 

exciting ” jilots " all will admit : whether it is advi.sable 

to take them from their familiar setting and re-write them 

in modern language is a matter of ojniuon Tlie Iraiisfer- 

enee has rarelv been done with succcs%. ami we do not feel 

that Mi.ss Strachey lias suneiHled in gi\ing a convinemg 

aLiouid ot the life of David . jiartly because her clioice ot 

ihalogne. intendeil to imj'art reality. s|xnls the eftett 

” Well,” savs Joab. ' I must s.w we've had luck, David ; 

and look at that j)ile of plunder- -u'll ImiUl ten Ziklag'. the 

size of the one thev burnt, and stock them witli everything 

they want But thank gooilne.ss here’s something to cat— 

after that I shall slee]> sound to-night " ” Don't wasi<- 

your anger in throwing stones at me.'' savs I )a\id , ” you’ll 

want every ounce ol strength to pursue these devils ” Ami, 

speaking to Ehhii, he .says again, ” Well. Klihii. you iiaven't 

given me the message yet " ” Why. nor 1 h.ave ! ” e.v- 

claimeil Elihii . ” fancy my forgetting that ! ” Onr only 

surprise is that IChhu didn't say, ” Neither J haven't. Dave, 

old man—search me ' " Apart from this matter of 

dialogue—w'hich quite jxjssiblv the author regards as her 

strong point—the story is good and well told, cs|>eciaUy in 

the descriptive passages - the jiages dealing with David's 

early life, and the general rise and progress of the shejiherU 

boy to soldier and king It does not profess to follow 

accurately the Bible narrative ; Miss Strachey admits 

three sources—the Bible, the critics and her own imagina¬ 

tion '■ 1 have used whichever secmetl to suit me best for 

each epi.sode,” she tells us, ” and have sometimes blended 

all three together ” Prol>ably this is why ” David ducked 

and jumixid for the door ” when Saul threw the javelin 

at liini. It IS curious how the modern language can go 

against the grain when employed thus in an ancient story ; 

the reason, we suppose, is that the old tale has been ours 

from childhood in its unrivalled beauty of dignity. Pure 

prejudice on our part, perhaps ; but there it is ! 

RENEWAL. By JI. E Francis. 8s. 66. (Allen & Unwin ) 

” ‘ What! ’ cried he. ' You, Hester, married—married 
when you came among us ! ’ ' Wait, Kolxirt! Let me 
speak,’ insisted Margaret. ‘ She wasn't really married, I 
tell you, for the man had a wife already — and then, if she 
didn’t go away at once—and, poor lass ! she didn’t—it was 
because he took an unfair advantage of her pitying heart. 
He was going into battle—he told her he felt he was going 
to be killed.’ ” These lines reveal the whole secret of 
Hester; they are the pith of the book. To the charming 
Dorset farm comes the girl, longing to forget her sad past. 
She arrives to work on the land, engaged by the sturdy, 
respectable young Dorset farmer, Robert Ford. Robert’s 
mother, Margaret, is perhaps the most charming character 
in a singularly lucid and engrossing narrative. Even the 
wholly painful story of the coarse peasant girl, Jessie, whom 
dainty Hester longs to lift from the mire, fails to besmirch 
the pretty freshness of this highly conventional, skilfully- 
framed romance of Dorsetshire. Hester is left happy with 
her second and true love—the farmer, of course. 
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The BOOLEY HEAD LIST 
HOMES OF THE PAST 

By W. H. HELM. With 59 Illustrations by A. C. 
CHAPPELOW. Demy 4to. £2 2s. net 
“ A deLghtfiil book, admir.'iMe m design ati<l get-up . . . j han<lsome 
addition to the good bbrar>\' —Bookman 

SPANISH ROYAL 
TAPESTRIES 

By A. F. CALVERT. With 277 Illustrations. Crown 
8vo. 15/- net 

HISTORIC PARIS 
By JETTA S. WOLFF. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 10/6 net 
*' Thf best book on old PaiK we have mot' —Pall Mall i’Oiette. 

THREE TRAVELLERS 
IN NORTH AFRICA 

By the Hon. E. WARD. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 6/-net 
“Miss A\.ird siicoeeils m conveying vivulh and witbonl .ippjioiit cHort 
all sho M (- '• -T%me<. 

A CIVILIAN’S SOUTH 
INDIA 

ByClVIl.lAN." DemySvo. 12/6 net 

MONSIEUR BERGERET 
IN PARIS 

By ANATOLE FRANCE. Translated by B. DRILLIKN. 
Demy 8vo. Uniioim with the Bodley Head Library Edition 
of the Wor • s of Anatole France. 7/6 net 

Aii.ilole Fraiwo at hi« best —Ihiilv Exprfc^ “ A woik of all time. The 
traiisl.itioii lit e^treiiieU lein.iiKjblr '—Matickeslfr Guarduin 

THE GOLDEN AGE 
Bv KENNETH GRAHAME. New Edition. Illustrated in 
Colour and Black-and-White by LOIS LENSKI. Crown 
8vo. 6/* net 

NEW FICTION 

PRISONERS OF STATE 
By E. SHAW-COWLEY. 7/6 net 
A p.)Worlvr. nfivcl, ileahng «illi tin- iiijnstiros of oiir .niti<|iuited divone 
law. "A iioM-1 tli.it will rep.i' rv.idinc —"A \oiv intoiesting 
book ‘—OulUx'li. 

GENERAL BRAMBLE 
By ANDRh MAUROIS, Author of *• The Silence of Colonel 
Bramble.’' Translated bv JULHS CASTIER and RONALD 
Boswell, 6/ net 
“ The obseix atiou is as. keen as rvci — H filmtiisler hiizeUt- “ Slinws. all 
the old grate and huiiumr ' --'I lines 

TRIAL BY ORDEAL 
Bv EVAN MORGAN 7/6 net 
“ Contains quite sasven and sixpciiee worth of rivver eonvers.'ifion. qiiotatK.iis. 
onidition. ]K\ cbologv. theosophv and dccadcnre."—Nru’ WUnei’^. 

SOME PIRATES AND 
MARMADUKE 

Bv E. A. WYKE SMITH. Illustrated by GEDRCiE 
MORROW. 6/6 net 

SPANGLES OF 
EXISTENCE 

By ROBERT BLATCHFORD, Author of “TheNunquam 
Papers,” etc. 6/- net 
“Th»c very vivid glnii|s»es of life. -/vewMig Atandani. “ BlatchfonI 
has never done anything more dell and ndy. '—lJetly Skehb. 

MAKI 
Bv R. J. MINNEY. 
A'pictuiesque novel of ualixe Indian life. 

7/6 net 

THE HOUR BEFORE 
THE DAWN 

By JOHN KNIPE, Author of “The Watch Dog of the 
Crown.” 8/6 net 

TONY SANT 
By Mrs. C.S. PEEL, Author of “The Hat Shop,’’etc. 8/6 net 

JOHN LANE THE BODLEY HEAD LTD. 
YIOO STREET LONDON W.l 

48, PALL MALL, S.W. 

EARLY A UTUMN ANNOUNCEMENT 

H. B. IRVING’S 

LAST STUDIES IN 
CRIMINOLOGY 

Demy 8v<> Cloth. 15/« net 
Four brilliant studies of famous cases of miscarriage 
of justice. 

A LONDON MOSAIC 
15/. net 

W. L. GEORGE and PHILIPPE 
FORBES-ROBERTSON. 

senes of brilliant sketches of London places and 
London people by this, popular novelist, perfectly 
interpreted by Mr. Forbes-Kobertson’sillustrations. 

THE ISLAND OF 
YOUTH. POEMS 5/. 

EDWARD SHANKS. 
The fourth volume of ver.se by this brilliant young 
poet. 

THE RIDDLE OF THE 
RHINE net 

VICTOR LEFEBVRE. 
The first authoritative account ol chemical warfare. 

BRETT YOUNG’S 
GREAT NEW ROMANCE 

THE RED KNIGHT ,,,net 
Author of “The Black Diamond." This splendid 
romance marks a .still further advance in Mr Brett 

■^'ouNO’s imaginative power. 

THE ROMANTIC LADY 
7/6 net 

MICHAEL ARLEN. 
Four airy, cynical polished stories, by the author of 
“ Tlie London Venture.” Mr. Arlen knows London 
society intimately and writes of it from the inside'. 

SALLY VICTRIX 
KATHARINE TYNAN. 

7/6 net 

This is another of Katharine Tynan’s absorbing 
stories. Sally is one of the most attractive in her 
gallery of portraits and is the central figure of a light¬ 
hearted and lively tale. 

THE SUBSTITUTE 
MILLIONAIRE 

HULBERT FOOTNER. 
A splendid mystery story full of hairbreadth escapes 
and thrilling adventures. 

CONFLICT 7/6 net 

MRS. HENRIETTA LESLIE. 
A subtle study of a young extremist. 
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THE JUNGLE GIRL. By Gordon Casserley. 6s. (Philip 
Allan.) 

There was once a. young man who returned to India from 
leave heart-whole, to succumb immediately to the charms 

of a young married woman in the neighbourhood. She 
had a dull husband and a taste for music. They resolved 
to fly together, but found that the young man had not 

even the wherewithal to pay her fare. A paternal Govern¬ 
ment whisked the young man away to another .station 

where he met .some Really Nice Women who could shoot 

tigers, which appears to be an infallible protection to 
morals. He topples at the feet of the Jungle Girl and 
begins to wish he had not committed himself so far with 

the married lady. Luckily the married lady has an adorer 
with a cheque-book in reserve, and eventually decides to 

fly to him, and the Jungle Girl and the young man are 
pursued by sinister Chinese and rescued by a preter- 
naturally wise elephant. So all end.s well. It cannot 
be said that one worries seriously about any of the course 
of disasters, the .story being one that would achieve a happy, 

ending under machine-gun Are, and the characters so 
faintly realised that their fates are not matters of great 
moment to us. A kind of languor seems to pervade these 
Anglo-Indian stories. The writers talk of men being 

trampled to death with much less emotion than most 
authors would speak of a catch at cricket, and the lovers 

converse in parrot-phrases. That perhaps is true to life. A 
worker in the Censor’s office during the war complained of 
mnnntony berause all thp love-letters were so exactly alike. 

HIS CHINESE IDOL. By ('arroll P. Lunt. 6.s. net. (The 
Bodley Head.) 

Mr. Lunt’s characters have the mastery over him. Fovr 
of them, breaking loose from liis control, in turn seirt the 
chief part in his story. Each for a time is successful, and 

in the final count the reader has difficulty in giving his 
casting-vote. Liu-shih, a beautiful Chinese girl, loved by 

Harold Neville, a young American living in Peking, first 
holds the attention, but as the story goes on, her part in it 
is too negative to be heroic. Her death is an incident 
which makes possible the continuance of the plot. Neville 

struggles on through a mental illness to live without his 
Chinese idol, but does not long survive. In the prevailing 

gloom, the way is left clear for Lois Ridway, who has loved 
and married Neville, and for Charles Ludlow, who is telling 
the story. By force of circumstances Ludlow comes to 
bulk largest in the reader's view. We could have wished 
that he had been less tedious in the earlier chapters. If 
Mr. Lunt had been, kinder to him there, we should have 

had a clearer impre.ssion of what he meant us to think as 
we laid down the book. 

AN ISLAND WOOING. A. Safmni-Muldlcton. 8s. Od. 
(John Long.) 

East Indian seas—an island off the coast of Pajnia— 

form'the exotic setting of this strange story, and though 
the author gets something of the tropic atmosphere into 
his work, we cannot help thinking that his style of writing is 
against him. The mark of exclamation is too freely used, 
and, in spite of a quite original idea for a plot, the characters 

do not live with that vitality which convinces the reader of 
their reality. The strange girl washed up by the seas on 
the coast of Waigiou Isle, whose name is '' 0-Um6 ” and 
who talks pidgin-English, causes a great sensation among 
the natives, for she is a white girl, and the .story concerns 
her adventures, especially with a white trader. There are 
some excellent scenes, particularly one where the drum 
code of the natives is used. 

THE HALL AND THE GRANGE. By Archibald 
^ Marshall. (Collins.) 

Natural as real life, wholesome bread, is this true, 
tender, most human tale. It tells of the quarrel between 
Colonel Eldridge of Ha3rslope Hall, and his brother, his 

neighbour of Hayslope Grange, and of the pain that came 
from it to the men themselves and to their wives and 

families. The feud began over a bit of land, and raged 
till nearly the end of the Colonel’s life. Mr. Marshall has 
taken much trouble over this bit of work, and the result 

is that the story moves well and steadily, though permeated 
always with that comfortable calm which is the author’s 
especial atmosphere. He revels in descriptions of an 
English country day : An English family assembled for 
breakfast in an old-fashioiied country house : the nations 
of the earth may be invited to contemplation of it.” The 

pictiire of the rigid, anxious and upright old soldier is 
finely etched, and there is some young romance in the book, 
ending happily. 

MRS. BINDLE. By Herbert Jenkins. 7s. 6d. net. 
(Herbert Jenkins.) 

Mr. Herbert Jenkins in the rule of humorist juggles 
high-spiritcdly and boisterously with water-jugs and 
rotten eggs, mad bulls, stockinged legs, ruddy language, 
and kissable servants. The thousands who found Bindlc 
irresi.stible will welcome with equal delight these comic 

episodes in the domestic life of their hero and his acid- 
tongued wife. Take Mrs. Bindlc’s encounter with the 
bull, for example. It has been an unpleasant encounter, 
and she demands that the bull be shot. ” But dang it, 
ma’am ! there isn’t a bull like Oscar for twenty miles 
round,” prote.sts the irate farmer. “ Last year I had— 
let me see, how many calves-” ” Don’t be disgust¬ 
ing,” says Mrs. Bindle, whilst her brother-in-law turns his 
head aside, and coughs modestly into his right hand. . . . 
If you want to laugh you can be sure of an uproarious 
evening with the new Bindle volume. 

THEIR HEARTS. By Violet Hunt. (Stanley Paul.) 

In the closely-knit story of ” Their Hearts ” we have one 
of those modern novels in which technique is of very great 

importance ; but Violet Hunt differs from the majority of 
the school in that she employs her art on a story worth the 
telling. ” White Rose of Weary Leaf,” published some 
years ago by Mr. Heinemann, was, until Miss Hunt wrote 
” Their Hearts,” her high-water mark ; but the new book 

is more mellow—which is one way of saying it is the work 
of a mind now at the height of its powers. The tale is told 
through the consciousness of different members of a group. 
" Their Hearts ” is a continuation of " Their Lives,” and 
opens with the wedding of one of Henry Radmall’s 
daughters. This wedding can be skipped without detri¬ 
ment to the tale, and beyond it lie the enthralling stories 
of Orinthia and Christina, the wonderfully told death of 

Papa. Real people among real things, a study of life as 
it is, the book is no tour de force but a triumph of creative 
energy. Perhajis the most intriguing study m ” Their 
Hearts ”—the part which shows the unerring Jlair of Miss 
Hunt’s art—is the manner in which she has depicted 
Christina’s lover, Mr. Balfamc. An ego-centric creature 

of basic insincerity, she draws him by means of his letters 
and through the mirror of Orinthia and Christina. Only in 
that way, you feel, could his essential unreality, yet 
powerful effect, have been shown. This is one of those 
books in which the emotion mounts from chapter to chapter 
till it culminates on some peak from which all the countries 
of the heart can be .seen. Violet Hunt should be con¬ 

gratulated by those who know what gifts and self-denial and 
austerity have gone to the making of it. 

TRIAL BY ORDEAL. By Evan Morgan. 7s. 6d. (The 
Bodley Head.) 

“Trial By Ordeal” is professedly a first book; and displays 
one long parade of inexperience. All known rules of con¬ 
struction are broken, new characters appear in nearly every 
chapter, and some essential facts about the hero are not 
properly told until late in the book. On the other hand 

there are several points about the story which would seem 
to show the possession of a talent which, with a little 
pruning and drilling, might be capable of better work. 
The male characters show an essential unity all through 
the narrative (the women are imagined in a spirit of 
melodrama), and Mr. Morgan can describe a single scene 
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Jonathan Cape 
Eleven, Gower Street, London 

DRAMATIC TECHNIQUE 
G. P. Baker 

.An entiuiry into tho cnift of playwriting. 
Small Demy 8vo. iSs. net 

THE 
CRAFT OF FICTION 

Percy Lubbock 
-A critical examination of the technique of the Novel 
Small Demy 8vo. 9s. net 

THE COUNTRY-MAN’S 
LOG- BOOK 

Viscountess Wolsclcy 
An account of the ancient custom'', liabilf. and life of rural 
England. With 32 Illustrations. Demy8vo. 25s net 

MATHEW MARIS 
E. D. Fridlander 

Rcc'illcctions of Maris bj- one whose intimacy with him 
extended over some 17 years. With Illustrations in 
photogravure, etc. Crown 410. 15s net 

MOUNT ERYX 
Henry Festing Jones 

Travel sketches by the author of 
A Memoir," etc Demy 8vo. 

Samuel Butler : 
I2S. 6d. net 

' ANGELS & MINISTERS 
Laurence Housman 

Three I’lays of Victorian Shade and Character, 
copies only for sale. Crown 8vo ys. 6d. ys. ftd. net 

PREJUDICES 
SECOND SERIES 

H. L. Mencken 
Another vi>lume of critical essays by the author of 
" Predudices" : First Senes. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d. net 

DAVID 
THE SON OF JESSE 

Mar’iorie Strachey 
.A study of David as Man nnd King: the central figure 
of an Eastern <lrama. ys. 6d. net 

POOR WHITE 
Sherwood Anderson 

A story of the dreamer turned inventor, and of the forces 
which, originating in his own brain, finally crush him. 

8s. 6d. net 

Now ^ Then 
A Periodical of Books and Personalities. 

copy of the current issue will be sent by the Publisher 
gratis on request. 

MARY DAVIES and the 
MANOR OF EBURY 

CHARLES T. CATTY. F.S.A. 

An Amazing 
Career 

Tl><i nivslcry MiiiimiidiiiK M.irv Davi(*« anJ 
rOr the the i-Nlali's-.he Unmcht tu Sii Thomas Oriis* 

I nnHtsn I vcilur wlii-ii »Iic lii» wife IS herr solveil 
L.onaon leaver i|,w,ovcr«J manv 

IMTlmrilt luifukliiiK as pietty a 
roiiianrc as was evrr plavu-l in real life Thosr in o volumes .in.' >1 iiniie 
of inlonii.Uioii lo the Dniiloii lovei, .iinl .1 vahiaUIe coiilriliulKMi tu the 
histurv of the capildl ami ul tlir khmI f.iuiilies of the ii.ition 

Two Volumes With 8 Photogravures and 3f> other 
Plates The Set, 83 3/- net 

MY LIFE OF SONG 
MADAME TETRAZZINI 
MaJaine Tetr.i/riiii has had imiutiiirahle a<1* 
veatun.-' Ill .ill )>.irts of the kIuIm;. and hm- An ^mOXlng 
she telh in ra<-v l.iiiRiiace, full ul guiet Career 
huiiKiiir, the fa'rf mating storv nf iKT.imJsm^ 
career as an intematinnal pinna donna 
The bunk reveal-, the writer .!•» one ot the jnosl kliiOty .mil beaxitllul 
siiuls of this {.'cnciatioii. 

With 8 Plates 21/- net 

A POLITICAL 
PILGRIM IN EUROPE 

MRS. PHILIP SNOfYDEN 
AT 1 H 1> Thi', '“1%'. VAe '! imf\, is " .1 travel lKw>k of 
A I ravel oOOK new kmd," ■'<uil.iiniiii;, as the (ilasgow 
nf a )V#h> Kind Heralil reniark-, " -a.>mc eunou-. -av-rets of 

t.onUfmporarv liisiiTx ” Ibe.Sum/av 7'imes 
' < niuiiieiids II .1-. ' t lever uinl hiKhb enter- 
tainint;.'’ and it " .ibouinK ui K»<>d -lanes” (/>ai/v ExprfSs.} 

With Frontispiece 7/6 net 

WANDERINGS OF A 
NATURALIST I For Nature I 

Lovers 
SETON GORDON, E.Z.S.'- 
,\ biKik that '‘breathes the hills and the optn (ouutrv," savs The 
Craphit . a ” noble volunie,” de< hires the .Morning I’oil , and " a dc-» 
hiihtful blend of art. ssienrc and literature,” .Ihenlii'ii Free Fre\t. 

With 76 Phutognxphic Illustrations | 5/« net 

MAKERS of the NEW WORLD 
••ONE WHO KNOWS THEM** 
“ A linlliaiit piesr nt work." -sia's the llvslnnder, ' lull <if apt -Iniies 
and charactenstie lhuiiil>.|i.iil sketelK-” 

AVitli 16 Illustratioibs 7/6 net 

THE SECRET OF THE SAHARA: 
KUFARA ROSITA FORCES 
“One of till ihissii- ol ti.ivd and .KlMiitim ” i- the lomiuciit of tbe 
sphere, it is, tin Sundav I ime-. ' p<-rh.i]>- imrivalk-l in the 
history of dcseit exjiloraiioii “ 

With 78 Illustrations uiul one Map 25/* net 

CHARLES STEWART PARNELL; 
His Love Story and Political Life 

KATHARINE 0*SHEA 
{Mrs. C6arlej Stetoart Parnell) 

NcwuiuI Abridged Edition, with Froiitispace Jib net 

MR. PUNCH’S HISTORY OF 
MODERN ENGLAND 

CHARLES L. CRAVES 
Four Volumes (Vols. 1 tmtl II now ready. Vols III and 
IV, January, 1922) The Set, £3 3/. net 

SHEILA KAYE SMITH 
JOANNA GODD^AT 
'* Joanna," declares the Evening Standard, •' is a Masterpi;.ce ” ; " The 
book IS a Masterpiece of strone, .iinple and sincere writing," says the 
Glaxgow Herald ; the Datly Sketeh allude- to “ this MASTKnt,v character- 
study " ; the Sunday ChronicU says ' it is n book to be treasured and 
read twice" , and the Daily Express describes it as etIA npt 
“a magnificent study o( complex womaabood,” 0/0 u-i 

t [ft I H [ 11 
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or a character very well. In fact description is at once 
his strength an<l his weakness. It is very much easier to 
describe characters than to show them in action, and 
descriptions of rooms and scenery clog the progress of a 
story unless they are very brilliant and rapid. ” Trial By 
Ordeal ” has a large number of absurd and impossible 

moments. The characters lecture each other and exchange 
hackneyed quotations and talk an enfeebled kind of 

spiritualism But there is a description of a dance in a 
studio that is vivid and good and a good account also of 

a country cottage and garden with a voluble and in¬ 
competent servant. But Mr. Evan Morgan has a lot to 

learn about putting a book together and about describing 
women. His female characters recall nothing so much as 
an inexperienced actress who is exj>erimenting with “ make¬ 

up,” and combines everv blend of carmine and flesh colour 
on a small and crowdetl countenance. 

XTbe JSookman's ^able. 
MOROCCO THAT WAS. By Walter B Hams. Jns. net. 

(Blackwood ) 

Mr. Harris, the well-known correspondent of The Times 

in Morocco, has taken pains in this book to give a great 
deal of jam with the powder. What he does not know of 
the undercurrents of Moroccan politics and the mutual 
jealousy of certain European Powers is not worth knowing, 
but his cliief purpose here seems to be to entertain us. We 
may, in fact, complain that he does so too assiduously, for 
the various Sultans whom he holds up before us appear to 

have had no traits, or scarcely any, that were not more or 
less ridiculous. This method, wliich Mr. Harris largely 
employs for the Moor as a whole, looking at him with the 
cold eye of an Englishman, is not the method of Mr. Marma- 
duke Pickthall and it is not the method of ” Eothen.” 
But this is to judge Mr. Hams by too high a .standard ; in 

his own domain, that of a well-informed corresjxnident, he 
sits at ease ; he rolls out humorous and ghastly stories, 
and is wonderfully well acquainted with Morocco and its 
people. He has himself played no inconsiderable part in 

the modern history of that troubled country, having been 
the confidant of more than one Sultan. His advice to our 
own Foreign Office has been most valuable, and clearly he 
has been a persona grata to the French. On several 
occasions, notably in the matter of the torturing of the 
wife of the Governor of Fez, he has tirelessly and fearlessly 
fought for the right. He lias given us here a book with 
;many amusing pages*, and admirable in it.s kind ; let us be 
satisfied with that, and not ask for a book which some other 
writer would have given us. 

JOHN PATRICK, 3rd MARQUESS OF BUTE, K.T. A 
Memoir by the Right Kev Sir David Hunter Blair, Baronet, 
O.S B. i8s. net. (John Murray ) 

Could there be a greater anomaly than that "Jiresented 
by the birth into the British Peerage of such a man as the 
third Marquess of Bute ? Here was a wealthy nobleman 
who never gave himself ” a good time,” who hated Society, 
field sports and the racecourse, who took religion so 
serio'uely that on a purely internal compulsion, he exchanged 
Anglicanism for Catholicism, and who, neglecting politics, 
wherein his position and abilities might have ensured him 
a prominent career, devoted his whole life to the prosecution 

of antiquarian, architectural and liturgical studies. A life 
so secluded, so uneventful, and yet so thoroughly satisfying 
to the man who led it, could not have been described with 
more sympathy and more fairness than Sir David Hunter 
Blair has bought to his task. Sir David, w'ho is that rara 
avis, a Scottish baronet and a Benedictine abbot, magnifies 

Hpither his office nor his subject. His biography is planned 
quite on a modest scale, and his estimate of his dead friend 
i^nnt^nduly exalted. The result is that the reader peruses 
Sir David’s narrative with real pleasure and gets to feel 
q^ote an admiration for the great gentleman and accom* 
pushed scliolar whom he so charmingly commemorates. 

THE DECAMERON OF BOCCACCIO. Illustrated by 
Thomas Derrick. los. 6d. net. (Chatto % Windus.) 

To the good offices of Messrs. Chatto & Windus, or. we 
believe, primarily to the enterprise of Mr. .John Camden 
Hotten, whose business passed subsequently into the hands 
of the larger firm, we owed many years ago what may 

be called the first ixjpular English edition of Boccaccio’s 
masterpiece, belonging to a series which included Rabelais 
and the ” Droll Stories ” of Balzac. ” The Decameron ” on 

that occasion was illustrated by a few designs of Stothard 
and Turner, not of much moment, however, if recollection 
serves us rightly through a vista of forty years. In the 

present case they have given us what is to all intents and 
purposes another popular edition, but illustrated after a 

very difierent manner. The anonymous translation is that 
which served its purpose previously. The reprint is 
altogether w’elcome for those who cannot afford and 
probably do not need a critical text. The twelve illustra¬ 
tions in colour by Mr. Thomas Derrick are in the manner 
of the great ” entertainment,” embodying suggestions of 
the grotesque and humorous. There is nothing in the 
world of letters which is like the hundred novels of 
Boccaccio, divided into those ten days during which the 

narrators of the collection met together in a “ stately 
palace ” two miles from the city of Florence, in the year of 
the Lord 1348. to be diverted from and escajxj if possible 
the great plague then raging in the city. Imitations 
followed, as we know, in Italy, France and elsewdiere ; but 
” The Decameron” is sui generis, like that other memorable 
work of the Sieur de Brantomc and his '' gallant ladies ” 
in the times of Henri III. The day of Boccaccio was also 
the day of Dante, and there were other stars m the firma¬ 
ment of Italy. It was a wonderful and entrancing period, 
about w'hich much vet remains to be said -as to secret 
forces at work which brought fortli public events in their 
season later on. 

GIVE ME THE YOUNG. By Fdmond Holmes. 3s. net. 
(Constable.) 

Mr. Holmes is here writing once more from the text he 
has made familiar—the failure of mechanical docility, the 
triumph of spontaneous idealism. He has nothing very 
new to say, but his message needs to be constantly re¬ 
delivered. Certain interested ^lersons are always at work 
demanding that what they call ” patriotism ” should be 
taught in our schools—as if every school were not already 
a school of patriotism, as if loyalty to tlie nation (which 

the child cannot understand) were not l>om from loyaltv 
to the school (which he does understand) ! What these 
]>er.sons mean by ” patriotism ” is merely political sub- 
mis.sivene.ss. The little boys of I^incashire must be taught 
(and if necessary forced) to grow up into good, quiet 
workmen, who will never strike against the kind masters 
God has set over them, chiefly because strikes are so 
annoying to the nice people who live in Lowndes Square. 
There is no need to argue about the effect of patriotism 
by numbers. Patriotism by numbers was in practice In 
Germany. Do we like the result ? Was it even (on low 
grounds) successful ? As Mr. Holmes points out, the 
late Benjamin Kidd solemnly drew attention to the squad- 
patriotism of Germany as one of the most remarkable 
facts ever known in history ; but his disciples do not draw 
attention to the fact that the patriotic German navy 
mutinied and the patriotic German nation revolted! 
The British (unlessoned in patriotism) did neither. We 

don't want squad-drill in virtue here, and we hope that 
Mr. Holmes will go on repeating his lofty message of 
individual idealism. 

MAN'S DESCENT FROM THE GODS» OR THE COM- 
PLETE CASE AGAINST PROHIBITION. By Anthony 
M. Ludovid. 14s. net. (Hdnemann.) 

Are you a Promethean or a Dionysian ? If you are a 
Prohibitionist you are a Promethean and a very sorry 

fellow; if you are an anti-Prohibitionist you are a 
Dionysian and one of the best. Such are the conclusions 
of IV^. Anthony M. Ludovici tn this volume which, like so 
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many of Nietzsche’s offspring, combines some startling and 
subversive thought with a great deal of drivelling and dis¬ 
agreeable puerility. Mr. I.udovici permits himself to 
indulge in bawling and name-calling, all of which may be 
the good manners of the superman but must be called 
very simply the bad manners of literature Thus when 
we are told that " Thought . . . aotuallv stooped so low 
as to include a Tennyson, a Carlyle and a John Stuart Mill 
among the aspirants to laurels,” we arc told no more than 
that the author writes like a cheap-jack. These nineteenth 
century people may be utterly uiuvorthv of admiration ; 
but exclamations about the " inanity ” of ” poor old 
Lyell ” do not help us in the least to appreciate their 
defects. Mr. l.udovici’s case put verv biicHy is this : 
Modern Byronic and Shellcyan sympathy with Prometheus 
IS a gross misunderstanding of tlie story. Tlie gods of 
Greek mythology were a superior race living amongst an 
inferior rai-e—just as the gods in Wagner’s ” Ring ” arc 
shown to us living with, and making use of, the inferior 
giants and dwarfs. I’romctheus, a bohl. "inferior” 
person, stoic fire from the superior race and, equipped with 
this terrible weapon, the inferior hordes destroyed the 
great race J ire in the hands of the inferior race brought 
into existence the dreadfid crime of cookery. Pandora’s 
box being a stewpan or oven from which leaped out into 
the world all the loathsome diseases tliat now cripple il. 
To this world of suffering presently c,ame a saviour— 
Dionysius—bringing the juice of the grape and the secret 
of fermented liquors. 'I'he Bacchic juices are the antidote 
to the poisons of I’rometiieus, and the world must keep its 
li(|uors or else return to the locusts and wild honey of the 
vanished great ones whose bones we know and call Cro- 
Magnon man. This thesis Mr. Ludovici develops in a 
very interesting an<l stimulating volume marred l<v the 
excesses we have mentioned. 

A BOOK OF VERSE. 13y Mary Deane, js. fkl. (Elkin 
Mathews ) 

One of the first lines in Mary Deane’s book is 

" WJio adds to Nature only plays \ntli fire." 

This view the w'riter has kept modestly and reverently 
before her through all her verse. Such an attitude of 
mind, though not likely to produce great work, is at least 
a safeguard against 
the arrogance and 
assurance of the 
little-minded, and 
as such IS most 
refreshing. Miss 
Deane’s best mood 
IS the lync : 

" She will dip her 
fingers deep in the 
pool 

And bathe her face 
in the stream, 

And the world may 
pass as if in a glass, 

But she will follow 
the dream.” 

This is excellent. 
There are of course Misa Mary Deane, 
technical errors in 
the book. Such are occasional inversions and the use of 
” so ” as an emphatic. But these are immaterial compared 
with the writer’s humility and common sense. To write a 
poem on Mary Pickford, as Miss Deane has done, might 
conceivably be bathos, but there is no insincerity about it, 
such as there would almost certainly he in a modern elegy 
•on some Babylonish lady of long name and slight morals. 
We confess a great sympathy with the writer’s sombre out¬ 
look on Armistice Day. Most folk appear to have celebrated 
the occasion by a fit of insanity, yet there were some who 
■were compelled to turn from the tumult of the streets 

“to contemplate the measure of their grief.” 

With such Miss Deane’s attitude will accord. 

GEORGE ALLEN. UNWIN,Lm 
NEW FICTION 

One Woman A Romance of Sussex 
By ALFRED OLLIVANT. Author of “Ow'd Bob,” 

' 1'wo Men,” etc. 8a. 6d. 
"A line !.t'r\\ well ]>Liimcil, .iml writtiiii witli diBiiitv."— 

iStrmtngham Poit 

The Heretic a Study of Temperament 

By J. MILLS WHITHAM. 8s. 6d. 
“ Conspicuous not onlv (or its niKged .tiiJ ontim.il iii(('1li)2ciice. but also 

(or H lilKh level o1 lIItele^t '—OullwiK 
“ verv fine novel "—Mantke>lt-r <tiiarittan 

The Barn 
By EDWARD LEWIS, Author of "The Turning 
Point.” {/t'if Out) 8a. 6d. 

The Passionate Pilgrim 
By SAMUEL MERWIN. {Shorily) 8a. 6d. 
Being the narrative of an oddly dramatic vear in the life 
of Henry Calverley the third. 

Horace and the Bird 
Bv ROBERT A. HAMBLIN. Author of “Ann’s Fii^t 
Flutter,” •• The Lay of the 1-and,” etc 

(Just Out) 7a. 6d. 

Compensation 
By Mrs. HENRY HEAD [Oct 25M) 7a. 6d. 

The Ballad of Four Brothers 
(Verses) 

Bv GEORGE WI l.LIS, Author of “ Any Soldier to His 
Son.” Cloth, 3a. 6d. Paper, 2a. 

Full o( inelcj.liDUS cliur<U, .md \et Ircoch.inlly alive and truthful."— 
.S'Nisex Hatty News 

The Little Death 
By IRENE FORBES-MOSSE. [Just Out) 7a. 6d. 
Translated by Mis. HENRY HEAD. 

Mj!> Forbes-Mosse is a ;:i.«niti1>itiebter ot Gi>cthe's Brttin.s nrcnt.mo, 
and this book i^ n series ••( Ucsi:iipttv<- pn-tini-s •>( those (.intasiCk, dreams 
and emotional memories wh'.rh lor .i vv<jni.m ronslitiitc her just. 

The Soul of an Animal 
By T. S. HAWKINS [Just Out) 6a. 

A IxKik (or all tliose who are interested in birds .iml .iniiiials, in their 
tame and wild state, :ind the psychic side »t their lisrs 

Dancing for Strength and Beauty 
A critical and practical treatise 
By EDWARD SCOTT. With 16 lllustrati ns. 

[Just Out) 12a. 6d. 

Some Aspects of Art Education 
Foreword by sir james YOXall 5s. 

" Should be of considerable value at the present time to all education¬ 
alists whether teachers or not."—fducolwm 

Balabish 
By J. a. WAINWRIGHT. Illustrated. 42a. 
Describes explorations carried out in 1915 at Balabish 
some 303 miles up the Nile from Cairo. 

“ A memuir of great value to the Eyyptologist.''—(Vrslmmster QatetU 

The Origin and Evolution of the 
Human Race 

By DR. ALBERT CHURCHWARD, illustrated. 45a. 
This book embodies the author’s latest researches on 
this fascinating subject. 

Ruskin House, 40, Museum St., London, W.C.I 
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THE FRINGE OF IMMORTALITY. By Mary E. Monteith. 
6s net. (John Murray.) 

This is a book dealing with the evidences for human 
survival of death, based largely on the writer's own 
experiences and including three articles reprinted from 
The Nineteenth Century and After. Miss Monteith writes 
attractively, and her combination of scholarship and 
practical knowledge gives the book a special claim to 

consideration, for the blend is not common in this particular 

subject. Her experiences in “automatic writing" are 
specially noticeable, as in the instance where her hand was 

guided to write a message directing her to go to a special 
house in a street unknown to her and assist a family who 

were in distress, the results justifying the mysterious 
instruction ; or where a “ discarnate personality," writing 

through her hand, in the character of guide, philosopher and 
friend, gave her much useful counsel. He desired her to 

write articles on her psychic experiences for the Nxneteenih 
Century, assuring her that they would be accepted, which 

duly came to pass. There are of course many such cases 
on record nowadays, and although the cautious observer 
may hold his judgment in suspense as to the real explana¬ 

tion of these things in the psychological order, they at least 
answer Professor James's pragmatic test, by yielding 
substantial and satisfactory results. The chapter''^on 
“ Telepathy as a Natural Means of Communication " is 
a useful contribution to a phase of mental science wljich 

bids fair to take its place in the recognised modes of com¬ 

munication between man and man in the future, supple¬ 
menting, and perhaps even superseding at last, the 

mechanical methods of telegraphy. Many of the more 

critical minds, especially in the churches, who investigate 
psychical matters are much concerned about their religious 

and ethical values, and Miss Monteith takes due note of 
this phase' of the subject in her chapter on Religion. One 
of the useful features of the book is that it takes account 
both of spiritual and p.sychical values, which are too often 

confused. 

THE SONGS OF RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, 

By Rodney Bennett. 

Dr. R. Vaughan 
E. o. Hoppe. Williams. 

Turning to 

the record of 

the published vocal 

work of Vaughan 

Williams one finds 

two causes for 

surprise. The first 

is their fewness. 

Two pages include 

the whole, and of 

those two a large 

part is devoted to 

arrangements of 

folk-songs. Of 

original songs his 

average annual output for nineteen years works 

out at less than twD—a regrettable moderation. The 

second is the narrow field from which he has ciiosen 

his lyrics. From Shakespeare—or Fletcher ?—he takes 

one : from the other Elizabethans, nothing ; from the 

Jacobean and Caroline Ivrists, except George Herbert, 

nothing ; from the poets of to-day, except Hardy and 

A. E. Housman, nothing. His selection is" almost 

entirely confined to the Rossettis, William Barnes and 

R. L. Stevenson. Yet in spite of this curious limitation 

of number and range the list includes several of the 

most beautiful English songs of the century. 

This fact admitted, it becomes all the harder to under¬ 

stand why only one of them—"Linden Lea"—is 

frequently heard upon popular platforms, and why 

scarcely more find their way into recital programmes, 

nor even intd the private repertoires of intelligent 

singers. Certainly some of the earlier songs remain 

interred in the musical monthly, since defunct, in which 

they first appeared, together with some early instru¬ 

mental work of Holst, in a startling environment of 

rosy-tlPsy balladry ; but these are not the best and can 

he lefi out of the inquiry. The " Five Mystical Songs," 

again, and the " Wenlock Edge " cycle are limited in 

their performable occasions because they require 

respectively choir and orchestra and string quartet. 

No such fortuitous restrictions aj)ply to the remaining 

songs. It is probable that their limited appeal to 

singers is due to two causes, one technical and the other 

aesthetic. They are suited to comparatively few voices 

and they are so essentially simple as to be difficult, even 

to those few. Therefore they are passed by. So much 

the worse for singers and public. 

The first assertion is the easier to sustain. Of 

Vaughan Williams’s songs the majority are only suitable, 

either in words or character, to male singers, and of those 

more particularly to a rare class—the true baritones. For 

tenor voice and for the more common robust baritone 

and bass he has written little. Almost always the 

compass is small, but frequently within it so great a 

proportion of the vocal line lies in the upper half as to 

make the melody lie uncomfortably for the average 

voice. This difficulty, known to most singers but 

apparently to few composers, has probably limited the 

performance of more fine songs than any other. Another 

legitimate grievance of the singer is to be found in the 

strictly strophic form of many of the songs. In most 

cases this is artistically just, but in some it does produce 

an effect uncomfortable to the performer. The song 

does not march from beginning to end. It seems to 

fall into sections without cumulative interest. Each 

may be interesting and beautiful, but the whole is no 

more beautiful than the part. Why the singer should 

experience this sensation, so hard to explain but so 

easy to feel, in " Whither Must I Wander " and not 

in " Linden Lea " nor “ Blackmwore by the Stour," 

I do not know; but the fact remains that the first 

5ong—I have purposely chosen obvious and simple 

examples—leaves him with the painful sensation of 

singing the same thing to the same tune three times 

over, with three fresh starts and three necessities to 

establish his atmosphere. 

But the sesthctic difficulties are more general and 
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more subtle. The matter may be summed up, rather 

absurdly, in this way ; Vaughan Williams’s songs are less 

popular than they should be because the}’ are so peculiarly 

beautiful and—to repeat—so disturbingly simple. 

They splendidly lack complexity, rhetoric, grandiosity, 

parade. Their great quality is their serene calm. 

Here again it is worth while to consider the difficulty 

from the most utilitarian standpoint—the standpoint 

of the singer who wants to grip the audience from the 

outset to the end. He has his faults, but he has instinct 

and his opinion often locates a peculiarity. His first 

feeling about these songs is that they lack broad 

emotional sweep. They are so reticent, so delicate. 

They are lacking in anything that he can grasp firmly. 

To put it grossly, thev are not easilv effective. He 

knows that they breathe beauty, real, palpable, exalting, 

but of a kind that is apt to slip from him suddenly, in¬ 

explicably, irrecoverably. They at once intrigue and 

annoy him because the}’ are lovely and elusive—as 

elusive as the charm of Blake, a poet to whom it is 

surprising that the composer has devoted no music. 

He is in short confessing that they demand the 

highest capacities of the singer. In two words: 

they are never obvious and they are uniformly 

characteristic of an unusual and strangely unvarying 

personality. 

This permanence of atmosphere is one of the most inter¬ 

esting things about Vaughan Williams's work. He 

seems to liave found himself from the beginning. It is 

not iiecessarN’ to divide the songs into groups. The early 

exam]>le>. reflect the man as clearly as the latiT. They 

show the same restraint, the same power of ixMietrating 

to the heart of a lyric, the same structural simplicity 

and melodic strength, the same affinity to the spirit 

of English folk-song. Not one of the pocm^ chosen is 

unworthy of the attention of a poet-musician, and very 

few of the settings are less than worthy of their subject. 

That essential rightness inspires so early a song as 

“ Linden Lea.” It is as direct and satisfying a.s a folk¬ 

song. It is no countrified song written from the towns¬ 

man’s point of view. The countryman is there ; you 

feel his strength, his rooted love of the soil, his serene 

and unaggressive dignity, his inarticulate pa.ssion for 

his home, for growing things, for the richness of nature 

that is for him embodied in the apple tree that leans 

down low on Linden Lea. It is there in “ Blackmwore 

by the Stour,” a jolly, ample, richly humorous song 

that needs only to be heard to become widely popular. 

It is there—strange leap!—in the ” Five Mystical 

Songs.” particularly in the first, ” Easter,” and in the 

last, the still finer “ Antiphon.” It is there in the six 

songs, ” On Wenlock Edge,” in the unusually grandiose 

song from which the cycle takes its name, and in 

“ Bredon Hill,” one more setting of words that have 

probably been more often set than any others by a living 

poet. The reasons for their popularity are obvious. 

'They express a complete drama in little, with a poignant 

climax and a conclusion that leaves the hearer question¬ 

ing its exact drift. Above all there are the bells, so 

arresting, so descriptive, so dangerously enticing to 

easy imitative treatment. Here they do not get it. 

Instead there is a sense of space, the stretch of “ coloured 

counties,” the lark isolated in the broad lift of sky and, 

threading through sound and silence, the distant ringing 
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of bells, not of one peal but of many—beautiful, serene, 

callously insistent. 

But if Vaughan Williams is to become widely known 

as a song writer it will probably be by the two volumes 

of '' Songs of Travel,” by the sturdy stoicism of ” The 

Vagabond,” the unsentimental pathos of ” Bright is 

the Ring of Words,” the fresh and winsome loveliness 

of ” The Roadside Fire,” the serene mysticism of 

" Youth and Love ” and " The Infinite Shining 

Heavens” and, perhaps mOYe.,4^^ri all, by “Silent 

Noon,” unsurpassed among modern songs. 

•‘Stravinsky," the third of Dr. Ea^leficld Hull’s articles. 
“Three Musical Innovators," will appear in the November 
Bookman. 

CERTAIN SONGS OF THE DAY. 

Looking back upon the last five-and-twenty years, the 
lover of British music may note, upon the whole, an im¬ 
provement. The commonplace song, words and music, 
is still commonplace, but not quite so cheap and tawdry 
as of yore. No longer are we offered the once inevitable 
‘‘ waltz refrain "—no more do dying children rise heaven¬ 
wards in a blaze of arpeggios and heavy chords fff. There 

has grown up a class of song which did not appreciably 
exist in the fin-de-\i^clc period, as a branch of English art. 
The work of our best composers is of very high quality 
and'distinction. 

Unfortunately those songs always achieve the quickest 
succe.ss which are the stalest in melody and sentiment. 
The time-honoured phrase, derivative from a hundred 
reminiscences, is j ust as sale in song writing as the good old 
diche situation in story-telling. With either of these the 
average person feels sale. He or she isn’t called upon 
to experience perturbing new emotions. The mind is 
permeated by a restful acquiescence in the thing well 
known—perhaps the most deadly of all " dopes.” Hence 
the familiar will always be the popular ; and will assuredly 
pay far better than attempts at variety and sheer 
originality. 

Yet when one comes across a song like Cyril Scott’s 
■' The Unforeseen,”^ how admirable it is ! The nobility 
of his music is invigorating : its psychological insight 
strangely subtle. It.s virihty threatens to swamp Mrs. 
Marriott Watson’s wistful verses—yet ends by suffusing 
them with unexpected intensity of significance. Indeed 
the astonishing chord in the penultimate bar is almost 
overwhelming in its .suggestion of grief. A thoughtful 
contralto or baritone could create a sort of furore with this 
song. 

Another new work of Cyril Scott's is “ Afterday,”* which, 
though nobody can challenge its artistry, is perhaps not 
on the level of ” The Unforeseen.” A composer is rarely 
at liis be.st when setting hi.s own words : and the lines 

'* And from the glories of that goal just borrotv 
One sacred ray,” 

are curiously banal. But no audience, whether private or 
public, would carp at this minor detail: and so effective a 
song will never want an audience. 

Cyril Scott’s second-best is a long way ahead of many 
other people’s best. One recognises, one appreciates their 
honest striving : yet too often it is ” fundamental brain- 
work ” that is missing. Take, for instance, “ Life,”* by 
Ernest Austin. It is an attempt at better things, and not 
intended to tickle the ears of groundlings : Mrs. Barbauld’s 
famous old poem is here set to resonant harmonies. The 
par^mony which allows only one note to each word may 
assist the declamatory effect—yet occasionally one recalls 
Walt Whitman’s objection to ” plain-sailing ^ways,” and 
.l^ngs for some vehement break, or some big cantabile 

* “ The Unforeseen.” Words by Rosamund Marriott Wat- 
*ioa :/music by Cyril Scott. 2s. (Elkin.) 

* ' Aiterday.” Words and music by Cyril Scott. 2s, (Elldn.) 
* “ Life.” Words by Mrs. Barbauld; music by Ernest Austin. 

3S. (Larway.) 

passage. But the phrasing demands a complete over¬ 
haul : a heavy accent falling on But, And, or, TArougA, 
'Tts, " I own to me,” and^ worst of all, Per-haps (!)—surely 
these are amazing inaccuracies ? Yet a daring vocalist, 
by disregarding the accents as they stand, and treating 
the whole thing as a balanced recitative, might obtain an 
effect with ” Life.” The last bar is. to my thinking, too 
matter-of-fact; as though it were the old familiar workaday 
life which, encountered ” in some brighter clime,” .should 
” bid one good morning.” Somehow this bar suggests 
the smell of hot rolls, coffee, bacon, and the morning paper. 
Mr. Ernest Austin needed courage here, and a climax of 
chords in some extraneous key. ...” Aspiration ”* has 
been evidently concocted at the pianoforte, and noted 
down with a sublime disregard for such chromatic peril-s 
and pitfalls as alarm the unready amateur. There is here, 
again, a doling-out of one word per note, and a lot of 
sonorous chords to one ha’pennyworth of melody. Mr. 
Austin knows how to obtain an obvious vocal effect: but 
he obtains it by rather meretricious methods. 

With ■' Requiem ' ’* wc come to a song of simple sentiment, 
non-committal in words, and decidedly pretty in its own 
way—which is the line of least resistance. ” Sometimes 
I Seem to Hear You ”• is another example of the same class— 
the perennial ” safe card —in easy keys and of small 
compa.ss : saccharine in feeling : can be sung by either 
sex : runs smoothly under the voice. Has not one really 
novel or salient line in words or music. I'or all wJiich 
reasons it will probably be popular. In Herbert Oliver's 
■' O Mistress Mine,”* the verse has been subordinated to a 
reiterative figure in the pianoforte accompaniment, against 
which the not-very-distinguished melody tries to hold its 
own. This compo.sition naturally challenges comparisons 
with innumerable other renderings of the same lovely 
lync. 

i.Ast on our li.st, the amusing ” Parodies ”* of Mr. Herbert 
Hughes are comparatively a new departure. Jhey are 
settings of familiar nursery rhymes, which poke gentle fun 
at composers ancient and modern by ” taking off ’’ their 

resjxictive and unmistakable styles. Skill and humour 
are required for the interpretation of these clever jeux 
d'espr\t: which. a.s this is Book II, are evidently winning 
a deserved success. 

May Byron. 

NOTES ON NEW MUSIC. 

A DAY AT TrlE FAIR. By Easthope Martin. (Enoch.) 

Another delightful set of ” Fair ” songs, by Helen Taylor 
and Eastliope Martin, is sure of a welcome from lovers of 
their previous songs of The Fair. The present volume 
will not disappoint them—the songs are every bit a.s good 
as their predece.ssors, even if at times they are reminiscent 
of them. Each of the four songs that make up ” A Day 
at the Fair ” goes with a swing and a jollity that is 

infectious. 

SIX STANDARD ENGLISH SONGS. By Ernest Newton. 
(Enoch.) 

For the tenor and bass this book of duets should be very 
much in demand. The duets are arranged and set to 
new accompaniments by Ernest Newton. " Drink To Me 
Only With Thine Eyes,” “ A-Hunting We Will Go ” and 
” The Well of St. Keyne ” are among the old favourites 
contained in the book. 

LEFT BEHIND. By Herbert Oliver. (Larway.) 

A delicate and tender little song; very short, but with 

a haunting melody. 

* ” Aspiration.” Words by Berwick Sayers ; music by Ernest 
Austin. 28. (Larway.) 

* ” Requiem.” Words by Berwick Sayers; music by Cedi 
Baumer. 23. (Larway.) 

* *' Sometimes I Se^ to Hear You." Words by Edward 
Lockton ; music by H. Lyall Philips. 2B. (Chappell.) 

* ” O Mistress Mine.” Words from ” Twelfth Night ” ; mude 
by Herbert Oliver. 28. (Larway.) 

* *' Parodies." Nursery Rhymes re-set for voice and piano. 
By Herbert Hughes. 48. (Metzler.) ' 
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COURTING TIME. By Gerald Came. (Enoch.) 

The words of this song, by Helen Taylor, lack freshness, 
and as if affected by this the music humdrums along, 
conjuring up as it goes the ghosts of tunes that have lived 
before it. 

ALLIE. By John R. Heath. (Enoch) 

This is distinctly fresh and vivacu)us ; an excellent 
setting to quaint words by Rolx-Tt Graves. 

THE MOORS OF DERRYNANE. By Frederick Xicholls. 
(Larway.) 

A spirited song, with an atmosphere. The music is 
descriptive and fit.s well the .stirring words. 

Ubc H)tama. 
CHAUVE-SOURIS. 

By Francis D. Grierson. 

IN the days when the Great White Tsar was still 

the Little Father of his people, certain actors and 

actresses fell into the habit of meeting in a small 

restaurant in Moscow. These people were imbued 

with the tradition of the Russian theatre—what we in 

England would describe as “ playing for the side,” 

ratlier than the exhibition of individual abilities ur 

peculiarities. The Russian play—by which I do not 

mean a certain class of melodrama seen on the English 

stage—is not written for a person, but for persons; it 

is a background to be illumined by a constellation 

rather than by a single star. 

These people of the theatre, then, met happily 

together from time to time, and presently began to 

enact for their own amusement such dramas as they 

considered entertaining enough to be worthy of 

presentment. The fame of these private performances 

was soon noisjd abroad, and to be invited by one of 

the participants to make one of the audience was a 

privilege more easily sought than obtained. 

For a long time these entertainments were purely 

voluntary, the relaxation of professional players who 

loved their art: but one day they were persuaded to 

enrol themselves as a definite company of plaj'crs, to 

the public joy, but besprinkled uith the sentimental 

tears of those who had enjoyed the entree to the private 

performances of the old days. 

A small theatre was obtained, but had it been twice 

as large it would have been inadequate, for night after 

night it was crowded to the very doors. 

The company had chosen the whimsical title 

*' Letuchaya Muish,” which may be translated ” Flying 

Mouse.” The name is self-explanatory to anyone who 

has seen their performances, or has any acquaintance 

with Russia. The Bat (” flying mouse,” ” chauve- 

souris ”) flies in the twilight; it dashes hero and there, 

apparently without direction or motive, like a mis¬ 

chievous child; it is a butterfly of the night, an 

irresponsible puck owning no master save his own 

freakish fancy. 

Of course the Flying Mouse was offered great in¬ 

ducements to spread his wings and fly to Petrograd, 

but he resisted all blandishments; charm they never 

so wisely he remained in the shadow of the Kremlin, 

where he had first tried his wings, until days came 

in which the thunder of great guns and small was 

EUGENE GOOSSENS 
THREE SONGS FOR 

MEDIUM VOICE 

With String Quartet .Accompaniment 

Op. 26 

Price, Sb. net ceth 

ARRANGEMENTS FOR VOICE AND PIANO 

No. 1 No. 2 

The Appeal Melancholy 
(Sir Thomas Wyatt) (John Fletcher) 

Price, each 3b. net cCBh 

No. 3. Philomel 
(Richard Barnefield) 

Price, 2s. 6d. net cash 

J. & W. CHESTER, Ltd., 11, Great Marlborough Street 
London, W.l 

GOOD POEMS WELL SET TO MUSIC 

ROGER QUIETER 

Three Vaster at Songs 
Poema by JOSEPH CAMPBELL. 

Original Edition {Voice, Piano, Violm. aud ’Cello), 7». net 
Edition for Voice and I'lano only. 4a, net. 

1. I WILL QO WITH MY FATHER A-PLOUQHINO. 
2. CHERRY VALLEY. 
3. I WISH AND I WISH. 

y.i I'tt'o Mfiiiiiut tit ffinh I’oicc, 

*' Altogether the book is one to be bought lo haste and enjoyed at leisure, 
pretcrably with the stnng parts.”—Utnikman 

Some recent Songs by CYRIL SCOTT. 

INVOCATION. MARGARET MAITLAND RADFORD. 
D (D to H) an<l F. Sung by Vi.AniMiii Romng. 

IMMORTALITY. LORD LITTON. 
£ flat, F (C to F) and G. Sung b\ Madams Marchlsi and IIunexT 
UlSDELI . 

WATER-LILIES. P. J. O'REILLY. 
C, D flat (D flat to F) and E flat. 

THE WATCHMAN. JEAN HYACl.NTH IIILDYARD. 
B flat, C (D to F) and D. Sung by Astra Drsmosd. 

THE HUCKSTER. EDWARD THO.MAS. 
H flat (D to t) and C. Sung by IhiiLip Wilson . 

HAVE YE SEEN HIM PASS BY. 
GEOFFREY INHITWORTH. 

£ to E. Sucg by Anne Tkursfielo. 

The followuig songs, first published some years ago, are now is«ued in 
thru Keys initcad of two:— 

APTERDA Y. G, B flat (D to F) and C. 

THE UNFORESEEN. B fiat, C (C to G) and D. 

A thematic Ust of loortcen lavounte Cyril Scott tongs will be forwarded 
post tree on application. 

RLKIN d Co., Ltd. 
8 A 10, Beak Street, Regent Street, London, W.l 

And of ati Music Sollors 
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heard, and monstrous birds appeared in the air, the 

like of which the poor Flying Mouse had never seen. 

When a new order of things came about in his native 

land, the Flying Mouse—a gentle, old-fashioned, merry 

little thing—found himself uncomfortable in his new 

surroundings, so he spread out his wings rather timidly 

and flew many a weary mile. But a welcome awaited 

him. There was still room for the little Mouse in the 

hearts of those who loved, and love beautiful things. 

“ Mr. Charles B. Cochran," says the paper beside me, 

" has the honour to announce the appearance of The 

Company of the Theatre de la Chauve-Souris ” at the 

London Pavilion, but (as Nikita Balieff says) “ I don’t 

ca-are ! ” To me it is the dear little Flying Mouse. . . . 

The show ? Well, it is like going into a large room, 

the walls of which are covered with exquisite minia¬ 

tures ; you feel that each one is the finest in the 

collection—until you have seen the next. The moment 

M. Lucien Wurmser’s baton lifts the opening music from 

the souls of the wonderful orchestra, you feel that \'ou 

do not even wish to open your programme ; such music 

can only herald undreamed of delights. 

Then a man in evening dress parts the curtain and 

stares at you; blinks; stares again and in English 

that is broken with cunning skill, tells you things— 

you don't care what; you laugh when he laughs and 

are content, for you are still under the spell of that 

wonderful music. Tlien the curtains roll back and 

your dreams come true. Costumes, scenery, voices— 

these are words. It is a kaleidoscope of wonderful, 

harmonious designs. You laugh, you catch your 

breath, you long to whirl with the Tzigane, to weep 

very gently with Mesdames Birse and Ershova, to 

stamp your feet and wave your hands. . . . 

It is all wonderful, and one can only indicate one’s 

personal selections. If I enjoyed any things more than 

other things, they were (I must give them as they 

appear on the programme—even it is characteristic— 

only, for reasons of space, names of costume designers 

and even the names of the many actors are omitted 

except in the case of " A Night at Yard," in which 

nearly all of them appear): 

PoRCL'LEi.NE DE Sevres. Music imitated from the old 
P'rench Song, “ Sur le Pont d’Avignon.” 

Kussiax Songs or Sentiment. 

A Parade of Wooden Soldiers. 

“ Toi Qui CoNNAis.'’ An old French Song. 
Copenhagen Porcf.leine. A Dance designed by R6misoff. 

The Black Hcssars.” A group of the Characteristic 
Songs of Russia, designed by Remisofi. 

“ A Night at Yard." (A famous Moscow restaurant.) 
This scene, by Remisoff, depicts the life of Moscow 
about 1840 

M. Vavitch and Mine. Schischkinc, supported by Mmes. 

Birse, Deykarhanova, Diatuna, Davidowa, Karabanova, 
Rakowskaya, Fechner; and MM. Dalmatoff, Boreo, 
Gorodetzky, Marievsky, Malakoff, Makaroff, Stoyanovsky 
and Zotoff. 

" The Sudden Death of a Horse : or the Greatnf.ss 

of the Russian Soul.” A dramatic incident by 
A. Tchekhoff. Designed by Remisoff. 

The “ Parade of Wooden Soldiers ’’ is extraordinarily 

funny ; the “ pieces of porcelain " are exquisite in their 

delicacy ; the—but how can one mention everything ? 

M. Balieft quizzing is, like Trilby, funny without being 

vulgar. He never annoy.s his audience. I learn with 

regret that the show remains at the Pavilion for six 

weeks only, but London will beg Cochran to secure 

speedily a new home for it when it has to make room 

for the new Pavilion production. Tlie Grand Guignol 

has made for itself a place in the sun ; the Chauve- 

Souris, if there be any taste in London, will make a 

place for itself in the hearts of the people. 

STARLIGHT.* 

By Graham Sutton. 

Phoio ty 

C. Vandyk 
Mr. Matfaeson Lang. 

Amid the 
welter of 

slumps, optimistic 

foiecasts, shifting 

tastes, aspiring 

repertories and 

competing stars, 

Mr. Matheson 

Lang once more 

emerges in a 

characteristic role 

and feeds anew 

the ever-raging 

controversy on 

the vexed question 

of the " star "-lit play. 

It was the fashion for so many years to decry the 

star system and prophesy its wane, that to the man in 

the pit such prophecy began to seem a parrot-cry, 

a mere journalistic cliche which he considered (according 

to Ills lights) either too hackneyed to be formidable or 

toe-^good to be true. And then quite suddenly, by 

death or retirement, the thing happened: a whole 

• *' Christopher Sly." At the New Theatre. 

galaxy of the old planets swam out of his ken, and the 

most casual watcher of dramatic skies was forced to 

reconsider his t'erdict. 

Ask such an one to account for the star-manager’s 

disappearance, and in four cases out of five his answer 

will be that the star’s average magnitude must have 

decreased. But has it ? His history for the past 

century is one of progress and amplification rather than 

decline. The “ grand style" of Kemble, the un¬ 

compromising violence of Macready, are toned down 

by Charles Kean and Henry Irving; a new subtlety is 

introduced; the producer’s art is invented and brought 

to aid: Tree overdoes it ? No doubt; for the pro¬ 

ducer’s art is as yet confused with the less noble science 

of keeping the star-manager in the limelight. Autocracy 

is still the watchword; but the autocracy of Tree is a 

more liberal state than that of Kemble or Macready. 

But if (retorts my friend in the pit) your star’s 

light has steadily increased, why has he suddenly faded ? 

The answer is that he has not faded at all; he has been 

eclipsed. His supremacy was threatened long before 

the war, when Ibsen, Shaw, Barker, Galsworthy (to 

name only four) began writing plays in which he could 

no longer shine. Even the second-best plays of all 
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these dramatists are verj' difficult to produce on the 

star system ; their best work is starproof. Star Stock¬ 

mann, Higgins, Anthony, and you will make your play 

extremely obscure; star any character in “ The Wild 

Duck,” “ The Doctor’s Dilemma,” " The Madras 

House,” " The Silver Box,” and you will make it flatly 

unint^lligible. That is what the old manaijers really 

meant when they declared the new dramatists unactable. 

The new dramatists have won—first by the devotion of 

a small band of zealots who, despite risk, loss and star- 

inspired derision, persisted in letting the public see 

their plays; and later, by the shifting of power from 

star-managers to syndicates which, though they have 

given us much bad work, are at least free in theory to 

produce occasional good plays unhandicapped by astral 

considerations. All this has happened without any 

falling off in the quality of modern starlight, which is 

as good as ever. The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our 

stars, but in the fact that an advancing taste seeks 

something better than the best their system can give. 

" Then why,” pursues my friend with growing 

exasperation. ” keep harping on ideals whicli liavo gone 

down with honour ? Above all, why do so in connection 

with Mr. Mathoson Lang—unless indeed you are tiying 

to be gratuitously offensive to the best living exjument 

of the older school ? ” For this reason—that though 

I hold no brief for the star-manager, he has at least 

performed and still performs such vital functions in 

the drama that his wholesale extinction (should it 

ever occur) would be nothing less than a disaster. 

For consider the limitations of tlie ” all-round ” or 

” repertory ” cast that has begun to take his place ; 

Its plays are better, certainly : but its acting (with a 

few notable exceptions) is such as to make one wonder 

whether the old system, with its one good actor 

dominant in a cast, were not better than a cast contain¬ 

ing no good acting at all. By stressing realism and a 

prim restraint the modern '' repertory ” play has 

opened the profession to a large number of alleged 

actors, cast in real-life parts, who have no more to do 

than learn their lines and ” be themselves.” The effect 

is piquant, after the star system ; but it palls damnably. 

And if this fashion become universal there is a real 

danger that the genuine actor—the man who, like 

Mr. Lang, has been through the mill, has learnt his 

THE REAL 
OT long ago I had the pleasure of praising Mr. 

Fagan's vision in the difficult task of casting 

plays. In " John Bull’s Other Island,” at the Court, 

he has repeated his success. His company is ” The 

Irish Players, and Three English.” Irish players need 

no introduction now, for of all living managers Mr. Fagan 

has done most to kill that \'ile tradition of the ” stage 

Irishman ” which flourished like an unpleasantly green 

bay tree for so many years before his time ; but in his 

choice of Mr. James Dale for Larry Doyle his keen 

judgment is once more justified. There is a curious stage 

superstition that all grades of Irishmen have a uniform 

brogue—as though the English gentleman in a French 

play should be provided with a Cockney accent; Mr. 

Fagan, being an Irishman himself, has courage to 

ignore the fetish, and having found in Mr. Dale the right 

qualities of hard, incisive, slightly embittered common 

business from the bottom, can pla\' anything with good 

craftsmanship and his own line with ])rilliance—will pass 

out of memory, to the detriment of the English stage. 

Nor can the charge of fostering bad plays (so justly 

brought against the old star-managers) be laid at 

Mr. Lang's door. “ The Purple Mask ” was good of 

its kind ; ” Mr. W’u ” bettor ; ” The Wandering Jew ” 

perhaps better still ; if thev were all of a kind dependent 

on Mr. Lang’s fine personal acting for any real success, 

why, that is a vice inherent in the star system, and no 

fault of his. The star-manager has never inspired good 

literature, though he has often thriven on bad. (If 

you want to realise how great an actoi Irving was, sit 

down and try to read ” The Bells.”) ” But what about 

Shakespeare ? ” challenges my friend. Quite so, dear 

Brutus : but have you ever noticed Shakespeare's unique 

gift of writing plays that can be produced equally well 

on either system ? If not, 1 commend it to your con¬ 

sideration ; it is the sc*cret of his immortality. 

Mr. Lang’s own ” Othello ” will live long in play¬ 

goers’ memories : the part suited him admirabi}' and 

gave full scope to his fine, tender-moumful voice. For 

in the cult of Voice (another lost art) Mr. Lang follows 

greatly in the best tradition. His “ Wandering Jew ” 

was a triumph of voice, pure and simple—of voice first 

harsh and hostile, which with uncanny art grew mellower 

with the strange deepening spirituality of the Jew. We 

read that when Spranger Barry uttered certain lines in 

a play now deservedly forgotten, “ all the critics in the 

pit burst into tears ” ; critics nowadays are made of 

sterner stuff—yet in ” The Wandering Jew ” (lame, 

turgid stuff in print) Mr. Lang gained a comparable effect, 

and by sheer splendid resonance held us spellbound. 

There remains one other advantage of the star-pla}-, 

exemplified in all Mr. Lang’s productions, for which 

the system nowadays receives little credit; the star- 

manager is at any rate autocratic. He selects, casts 

and produces with his single brain ; in this lie practises 

the gospel of unity preached by Ml. Gordon Craig, 

whereas the syndicate's producer is too often hampered 

on all sides by author, actor, scene-painter, among whom 

he is no autocrat but a mere tcliow-employd. There is 

pathetic irony in the Aoiight that Mr. Craig's ideal 

should thus be most nearly realised by the one personage 

with whom he is mo^t implacably at variance. 

IRISHMAN. 
sense, has wisely availed himself of these esssentials in 

presenting I.arry, and let nationality go by the board. 

And yet —there is something missing from the play. 

Sometimes, in moments of his deepest bitterness, Larry 

smirks ; Matt Haffigan is plaintive where he should be 

blindly vindictive; Nora Reilly gushes a little, and 

where she laughs at her outlandish lover, laughs with 

the humour of toleration, not with the hysteria of 

despair ; Mr. Fred O’Doiiov an is saved to some extent 

by the tendei beauty of his own temperament in a very 

wonderful part, yet even he tends rather to senti¬ 

mentalise the grimness of the play. To say this is no 

reflection on the cast; such weakness as there is lies 

not in acting but in the production. For the play’s 

subtlest quality is a certain bitterness—not in the least 

political, but as it were ingrained in the mentality of 

nearly all concerned. Shaw is less beautiful than Yeats, 
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less real than Synge ; but he is more like the spirit of 

Ireland than eiilicr. Mr. Wade’s production (in opposi¬ 

tion, one felt, to the Irish cast’s own deepest instincts) 

is too tinged with the “ top-o'-the-moming ” jollity of 

the old regime; the house liked it. of course; yet 

amidst all the applause one seemed to hear the shades 

of Lever and Boucicault join in with ironic laughter. 

The outstanding personal success is that of Mr. .Alfred 

Clark as Broadbent. Paradoxically enough, this English 

part is {crede experto f) one full of pitfalls for any but an 

Irish actor. Your Englishman is apt to see in it no 

more than caricature, thereby missing the intense 

seriousness that underlies its buoyant froth ; Mr. Clark 

triumphantly avoids this error; may I implore him to 

go on resisting it, nor spoil so richly humorous a perform¬ 

ance by transgressing the borders of burlesque on which 

he hovers so deliciously for four arduous acts ? q 5 

WOMAN TO WOMAN. At the Globe Theatre. 

Mr. Michael Morton's powerful, emotional play intro¬ 
duces an actress unknown on this side of the Atlantic. 
She plays the part of a beautiful French dancer who for the 
sake of her war baby plunges into a heart-to-heart duet 
with her lover's childless wife, ^\'hen Miss Wilette 
Kershaw steps on to the .stage at the Globe Theatre the 
friendly round of applause that greets the first appearance 
of the other principals in " Woman to Woman " i.s con¬ 
spicuously absent. We are an audience of strangers, silent, 
critical, with expressionless faces, and hearts that have 

been presumably abandoned in cold storage. A few 
minutes pass, and we begin to move in our seats. A 
flutter of appreciation stirs the house. She is so alive, so 
sensitively alive, this warm-hearted French dancer with the 
quaint broken English. The inflexions of her voice, the 
play of her eyes, her quick expressive gestures captivate 
us, and by the time the curtain falls on the first act Miss 
Kershaw is securely enthroned in our hearts, and nothing 

less than half-a-dozen calls will satisfy us. S H W 

THE LOVE THIEF. At the Comedy Theatre. 

The story of ” The Love Thief " has been sufficiently 
told in the daily and weekly press and can be summarised 
here in a few words : it is of the matching of brain against 
brawn and the triumph of brain. From all we know of 
Florence under Lorenzo the Magnificent there is nothing 
improbable in the* violent and vivid play of incident: 
daggers, vinous braggadocio, courtesans, dungeons, seren¬ 
ades and more daggers—they arc all in the picture. The 
local colour, indeed, is excellent, even though the speeches, 
particularly those of the poet. Malespini, are often so 
impossibly verbose as to remind us of the page-long utter¬ 
ances of Miss Corelli’s earlier creations. The author. 
Signor Benelli, somewhat bowdlerised, we imagfne, by his 
translator, Mr. C. B. Fernald, achieves from the outset 
the atmosphere of brutal voluptuousness that we associate 
with Florence of the Medicis. In this he is ably assisted 
•by M. Komisarjevsky’s brilliantly-coloured scenes and 
general decor, which, though not a little suggestive of the 
Russian Ballet, is yet peculiarly apposite in its effect. But 
if is for the acting that Londoners will visit " The Love 
Thief,” and notably for the acting of Mr. Norman 
McKinnel. Mr. McKinnel’s interpretation of the Pisan 
bully, Neri, ranging as it does from jovial insolence through 
violence and suffering to sheer madness, is easily one of the 
most wonderful of his many fine performances. The play 
of his facial expressions, the strength and ease of his 
gestures, are a delight to watch; he is magnetic from first 
tq last, whether silent or speaking. Mr. Thesiger's study 
of the revengeful and neuropathic poet -is a fine and 
mtfficjjpDt contrast to Mr. McKinnel, 'while Cathleen 
Neitbit uses her powers admirably to convey the smoulder¬ 
s' fire and cat-like quality of the disputed mistress, 

’''tXncvra. W. K. S. 
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BY 

DORNFORD YATES 
Author of “Berry and Co.,” “The Brother of Daphne,*’ 

**Thc Court* of Idlensss," cte. 

This IS something more than a love stor)'. .\t Mr Vate«'» iiisUiin, we 
peer into the very smithy of Fate. With our own cye^ we witiifa- the (meinf;, 
the tempering, the proving of Love; we see the banimcr-pUy o) treiiien<lotis 
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come iMsaten into shape. And it is only when the smith abruptly lays dowm 
his h.-immer aud the completed artifice lies before us. that we tcalise that we 
have been something more than spectators aud that sonu’whcic irrctnevably 
bound up with the handiwork there is a bit ot our heail 

The Man from 
the Wilds 

BY 

HAROLD BINDLOSS 
Harold Kindloss has had a good iunings as a novelist, but be sbowv no 

signs of tiring. Instead of playing biinseU out he has played lamscK ui, and 
to-day IS scoring with more freedom than ever. His last novel, “ The Man 
from the W'ilds,” introduces us to John Wreay, a Caiiadiau prospector, 
who has come to England to undertake the guardianship of a young girl. 
Her property, which has run down, is restored by bis divcoverv of imiicraJs. 
Of course he marries his charming ward, but not until he has sustained adven¬ 
tures surpassing any he had encountered on the shores of St. James's Bay. 
It IS refreshing to learn that the Old Country retains such possibilities of 
enrichment and thrill, and is no more played out than is Mr Buidloss himkelf. 
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THE ENGLISH LAKE DISTRICT. 
By the late M. J. B. Baddelev, B.A (The Thorough 
Guides.) 6s. net. 

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS; ILFRACOMBE 
AND NORTH-WEST DEVON : AND 
CROMER AND DISTRICT. 

2s. each. (Ward, Lock.) 

Messrs. Ward, Lock & Co have in the past received tlie 
grateful thanks ot many English hohdav makers for their 
well-known (hades to 
English holiday resorts 
and districts, and they 
are getting into their 
full stride again after the 

war-time dislocation. 
They have* taken over the 
publication of the whole 
senes of Bad<lelcv‘s 
Thorough Guides and, as 
the hrst ol Iheir own 

work in tins senes, have 
reissued the famous 
volume which deals with 
the English Lake Dr;- 
trict Badtleley’s guides 
have had Jin einiable 

n a m e among serious 
hohdav makers, men and 
women who seek out the 
remoter beauties of coast 
and moorland, and there 
are many to whom there 
is no vy com})arablc. 
short of the lour itself, 
with that of taking out 
these little l>ooks. with 
their exquisite niajis. and 
recalling, mile by mile, 
the old tours and 
planning new ones. Ot 
all the senes, the first 
issued, that which deals 
>v i t h t h «■ Lakes, has 
always been tht best. It 

is an adnnrable example 
of the most patient and 
t h or o ugh a cconiplish- 
ment of its object, and 
it IS doubtful if it has 
ever been exceeded in its 
own jiarticnlar sphere. 
The new edition has been 
carefully re\ised and is 

. to the walking tourist a 
thing of beauty, with its 
carefully ordered tyjx)- 
graphy and its frequent 
colon re<l maps in 
Bartholomew s best style, beautifully clear and alluring. 
It is possible that some of the books of this series 
are open—by the very thoroughness and completeness 

of their absorption in the necessary details of direction 
in difficult mountain and coast country—to the cynicism 
of certain superior writers who are apt to scoff at guide¬ 
books. but any such criticism fails as against Baddeley’s 

• Lake District, for those who use it are best aware how 
often, and how' opportunely, there are brought in allusions, 

stories, descriptions, that give to the book, at every few 
pages, the human savour at the lack of which the gibes 
are pointed, and help to a more complete understanding 

of tile district. One could mention a score of such satis¬ 
fying passages, with which users ol the book are familiar. 
It may be “ Wonderful Walker ” ; the revival of cottage 
spinning and weaving , the storv of William Ritson of 
Wastdale ; or any one of many other such interpolations— 
the user knows and cherishes them all. It requires some 
hardihood to make suggestions in face of such , relative 
jierfection. but 1 cannot help wondering why Mr. Baddelev 
ditl not more clearly and persistently make known W’ords* 
w’ortli's essays on the l-ake scenery. They form perhaps 

tlie finest reasoned 
appreciation of the 
scenery of any single 
district in England, and 
as tliey have lately been 
rejnihhshetl by the Ox¬ 
ford J’rcss, anyone can 
gel the book. A concise 
but adequate sketch of 
the l^ke jjoets .would 
usefully supplement the 
scattered brief references 
t o their houses, resi¬ 
dences and associations. 
One feels, also, that there 

IS too little about 
Romney. Ruskin and 
Arnold, .and more 
ailequatc references to 
“ Robert Elsniere,” in 
which aj>j>ear some of the 
most exquisite modern 
impressions of Lakeland, 

would not be ungrace¬ 
ful. Something useful 

might well be added, too, 
about the flora of the 
district. The Red Guides 
to Ilfracomtx*. Cromer 
and the Channel Islands 
well represent this cheap, 
jxipular series which in 
summer ring the English 
coast with red. Of their 
kind they arc admirable, 
giving just the informa¬ 
tion that the not too 
ardent tourist or short 
holiday maker needs, in 
maps, plans, pictures 
and tlircctions. All 

series of books neces¬ 
sarily v'evry in merit. 
Ilfracombe and the 
Channel Islands are 
quite good, but the 

Cromer volume is not 
so satisfactory. The 
Cromer district, like 

every other English district, has a network of footpaths 
which are far more attractive than the roads. Yet holiday 
makers are sent along the hot and dusty roads—and they 

can be hot and dusty on the Norfolk coast. For the author 
of this volume the footpaths hardly exist, and such parts 
of the volume as describe the country excursions would 
do with a thorough revision. Expenenta docet. But one 
failure does not spoil a series any more than one swallow 
makes a summer, and from a long experience I offer thanks 

to the editor of these guide-books, for much useful 
iufovination and many plea.sant excursions. 

The Tramp. 

From Sculpture of To-Day, 
By Kineion pjrke® 

{Chapman Halt) 
Reviewed in this N’u iber. 

Lilith. 

(Allred Drury). 
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GENERAL BRAMBLE. 

By Andr6 Maurois. Translated from the French by 
Jules Castibr and Ronald Boswell. 6s. net. (John 
Lane.) 

To readers of "The Silence of Colonel Bramble" this 
book needs little commendation beyond mention of its title. 
That earlier lx>ok which M. Maurois gave us is one of the 
most abidingly attractive 
books of the war, and the 
arrival of a sequel marked 
w'ith all the ready wit, the 
kindly, smiling humour of 
its predecessor is something 
to be hailed with real 
delight. Our old friend 
the colonel has become a 
general, but the talk that 
takes place at Divisional 
Head-quarters is as amus¬ 
ing, as arriding, as sug¬ 

gestive as it was in the 
earlier volume. In setting 
forth the experiences of 
Aurelle, the French inter¬ 
preter attached to the 
Scottish Division, M. 

Maurois gives us w'lth 
characteristic French neat¬ 
ness character sketches of 
various British officers in 

a wonderfully effective 
fashion. If-his humour is 
frequently informed with 
satire, the satire is never 
barbed, it is of the kind 
at which the satirised 
themselves can smile, while 
wondering how it was that 
a " foreigner ” could get 
such insight into the ways 
and thought of those 
among whom he was 
stationed. This new book 
takes Aurette and his 
friends through the con¬ 
cluding stages of the war 
and well beyond, but 
though the war is the 
background to the book 
it is only the back’ground, 
it is but the occasion that 
brought this group of 
people together. The book 
is in anecdotal and con¬ 
versational fashion and 
showing of ourselves " as 
ithers see us," but ever in 
a friendly, genial fashion. 
M. Maurois should be a 
l>owerfuI factor—a n d 
literary liaison officer—in 
the maintaining of the 
Entente. 

SPANGLES OF EXISTENCE. 
By Robert Blatchford. 6s. (John I.a.nc.) 

It is a truism to say that the good short story is met 
with more .seldom than the good novel. The briefer any 
work of art the more unfaltering and skilful must be the 
hand that produces it. Imperfections of technique, 

ambiguities which only a little mar a good novel, as a fine 
fabric marred by a knotted thread is still a fine fabric, 
mf.y te the complete ruin of a short story. And the shorter 
the story the more complete the ruin. Thus we have few 

short story writers, and fewer still who attempt to give 
life and significance to such short sketches as these which 
Mr. Blatchford has just published under the title of 
" Spangles of Existence." It is obvious that a work of 
fiction which fills only about three and a half pages requires 
a ver^' high degree of technical excellence in the writing. 
Mr. Blatchford has a high degree of skill. He gives life to 
these small episo<lcs ; it is hardly to be wondered at if he 

fails, on the whole, to give 

significance. He is 
obviously a very close and 
sympathetic observer, and 
he has considerable powers 
of description, as may be 
seen from the following 
passage : 

" The big drummer of the 
Bulls was a line specimen of 
the English .soldier. Young 
and straight, spotless and 
smart, with a saucy smile and 
blue eyes, bright and very 
keen There was mastery in 
his firm port and cool 
regard. 

" He beat his drum as 
though he loved it. He beat 
it a.s one who understood 
it. . . He beat it with 
reticence and with discretion 
and with the swTftest forre 
and directness. A most 
gifted and accomplished 
dru m iner. 

And the side drums 
throbbed and the files 
chirruped and shrilled, and 
the music and the sunshine 
got into the Bonsors’ 
blood " 

There are fifty " Spangles " 
in this Ixiok, nearly all of 
them exhibiting the same 
dexterity, nearly all of 
them interesting ; and the 
whole fifty may be read in 
one sitting of an hour or 
so. But one closes the 
book and finds that, after 
all, it has made no impres¬ 
sion on the mind. Such 
little " sjxingles of exist¬ 
ence," such detached 
episodes, however adroitly 
presented, have necessarily 
very little significance by 
themselves. They are, in 
fact, the rough material 
out of which the story or 
the novel is made. One 
has the feeling, with Mr. 
Blatchford's book, that 
one IS reading the work of 
a very busy man who, 
delighting in all the aspects 
of our queer life, feels the 
necessity of communicat¬ 

ing his delight, yet cannot find the time to make 
any sort of synthesis of his impressions ; and so pours 
them out separately, leaving each impression to stand 

alone, as an impression and nothing else. One admires his 
zest and skill, one is grateful for the entertainment; but 
at the back of one’s mind remains the thought; " What a 
waste ! " Each little episode is sufficiently entertaining 
for an idle moment, but, reading, one feels that in its proper' 
place, fitted into the scheme of a short story or a novel, 
it might be not only entertaining, but significant and 

beautiful. 
W. J. 

From A General History Spanish : Buen Retino 

of Porcelain, (late istm or early 

By Wllllain Burton fSTH CENTURY). 

(Casse/l). 
Vase with bandies and cover In ormolu—gilt and palmed. Height }j| Ins., 

dlaieeter 9 Ins. (Vietcrla and Albert Museum.) 
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HENRY DUKE 
OF GRAFTON. 

By Sir Almeric Fitzroy, 
K.C.B. I2S. 6d. net. 
(Christophers.) 

Henry Fitz Roy, first 
Dtik^ of Grafton, was a 

son of King Charles II by 
Barbara Villiers, Duchess 
of Cleveland, who owing 
to i s birth obtained 

prominent posts in the 
army and navy, which 

he filled with comj>etence 
and promise of distinction. 
Ho marricMl Isabella 
Bennet, daughter of that 
intriguing politician the 
Earl of Arlington, won 
himself .some reputation 
in Tornngton'.s disastrous 
sea-fight with Toiirville, 
and was killed in his 
twenty-eighth year while 
commanding the marines 
at the siege of Cork on 
October yth, J Oyo His 
biographer. Sir Almeric 
Fitzroy, K.C.B , Clerk to 

the I’rivy Cxuincii claims 
for him that he was a 
young man of generous 
and chivalrous dispo.si- 
tion, a claim whicli the 
facts of tlic Duke's life 
do little to establish. A 
young man who was 
implicated in two duels, 

both with fatal results, 
who helped to spirit away his brother’s wife, '' a woman 
of lowly birth of whom her husband was tired," who assisted 
Churchill in crushing the rebellion of Monmouth and did 
nothing to save his half-brother from execution, and who 
finally dc.serted his uncle, King James II, for the I’rincc 
of Orange, is swrely hardly a pattern of generosity and 
chivalry as most of us know these virtues. Sir Almeric 
Fitzroy, in fact, lacks both the impartiality and the style 

which the composition of 
a sound historical mono> 
graph demands. His 
summing up of the char¬ 
acter of the Duke, given 
on page 84, is a glaring 
example of the worst kind 
of fine writing. An author 
wlio claims for his hero 
that " he had the dare¬ 
devil charm which dis¬ 
turbs the circumspect 
ceremonial of life with the 
recklessness of high 

emprise" is writing 
neither pro.se nor poetry. 

PAMELA 
POUNCE. 

By Agnes and Egerton 
Cavile. 7s. 6d. net. 
(Hiiddcr tV Stiiughton ) 

(,)iiite apart from the 
storvof "Pamela Pounce," 
winch IS by no means all 
sail ness, there is a jiatlietic 
interest iittached to this 

volume, lor it is the last 
wluch will show the com- 
binctl names of the two 
notable and distinguished 
collaliorators, .'\gncs and 
Kgerton Castle Those 
names have for a genera¬ 
tion stoo<l as a voucher 
for )>ure romance of the 
eighteenth century, genu¬ 
ine. daintv, and always 

thoroughly alive. " Pamela Pounce " announces itself to 
l>e " A Talc of Tcmj>e.stuous Petticoats," and indeed there 
arc many petticoats in it, and every petticoat, one might 
almost say, holds a heroine of tragedy or of comedy. 
Pamela lierself is a pretty and clever nulliner, and lier own 
love story runs " like a chcrry-coloiircd threatl through 
the warp and woof of those other existences, so far above 
heib, 111 which her profession Jia<l involved her." " The 

II»*I 

4’i/itJ.'iiu 

v'l.ifK'ii iiii}.'s*i*iiiim«i eci'umih* et pu 

i'hihi vMtiru i. 

'V’lu’rfMiT'Mfir' rum ouiiiif'u 

T'lltll* IVrfllliMllUH j 

From Henry Duke of Grafton Charles II. 

(Chrislophers) 

From a inintaiure on the patent oi the Duke of Grafton. 

From Pamela Pounce : A Tale of Tempestuous Petticoats, Cover Desioh. 

Bv Agnes and Keerion Caatle 

{Hodder S' SiougAlon). 
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Incomparable BeHairs '' of a former volume reigns again 
here as Lady Kilcroney, and begins her duties as lady-in- 
waiting to Queen Charlotte in Cheltenham. Hats and 
'■ heads ” are needed by all the ladies of fashion gathered 
about the coxirt. and into Pamela’s life eomes knowledge 
of the ambitions, the heartaches, the flirtations, the 
intrigues, the elopements, tKb honest loves and foolish 
fancies of her clientele. 
Pamela and her bandboxes ’ ' 
flit in and out of the several 
romances, and kind-hearted, 
fas cm at 1 n g, jntlej>endent 

young jierson that she is. 
we are relieved to find her 
doing her best for her 
repentant admirer, Jocelyn 
Bellair'., by marrying him 
in the last chapter. It is 
a dainty, picturesque storv 
and, on the whole, gay and 
amusing. 

THE SECRETS 
OF A KUTTITE- 

By Cavt K. O Moi'slf.y. 
R.F.A. 8s. 6d. net. (Jolm 
Lane ) 

The first impression of the 
average reader of Cajitain 

Mousley’s account of the siege of Kiit-el-Amara and of the 
subsequent desert trek and long imprisonment, w'lll surely 
be that he jiossessed many more than the proverbial “ nine 
lives ” of a cat. Shelled in the invested town continually, 
sniped at by dozens of Turkish marksmen as he carried 
out his various duties, bomlied from the air bv day and 

night, the only wonder seems that the devoted garrison 
was not annihilated. True, the.se experiences were common 

to the troops at the P'rcnch and other fronts ; but they 
were at least decently fed, while the inhabitants of besieged 
Kut grew weaker hour by hour. On April 24111, igib, 
the author wrote in 

his diary of the 
“gallant effort to 
w'alk and to carry 
o u t the simple.st 
routine by men dying 
and doomed.” -And 
the same evening 
the relief ship, loaded 
with provisions suffi¬ 
cient for several 
weeks, fouled a cable 
and ran aground 
just below the town, 
under the very noses 
of the Turkish guns, 
and w’lthin sight of 
the men W’aiting to 
unload her. “It 
appears,'’ says the 
entry in the next 
day’s diary, “ that 

this tragic but 
obvious end of so 
glorious an enter¬ 
prise IS a last hope. 
We have scarcely 
rations for to - mor¬ 
row." Four days 

afterwards Kut was in the hands of the enemy; but 
i^tead of the anticipated change to good food and a 
possible visit of recuperation to India on parole—which 
6ene^l Townshend had endeavoured to arrange—-came 
the looting of the hospital, the theft of every article possible 
Irom patients too ill to move, and orders for the tremendous 

journey on foot, on donkeys, and by rail when railways 
occurred, from Kut to Kastamuni, near the southern shore 
of the Black Sea, via Mosul, Aleppo, the Taurus, Aflon 
(the junction for Smyrna) and Angora. The account of 
this nightmare-trek is one of war’s wonder-stories. For 
fourteen months—from July, 1916, to September, 1917— 
the author and his companions were captives at Kastamuni, 

where life was bearable and 
a certain degree of comfort 
could be attained by persis¬ 
tence and tact in dealing 
with the authorities. At 
the end of that period 
Captain Mousley, by an 
appeal to the visiting 
inspecting officer of the 
Turkish Government, and 
in view of the fact that he 
was really suflering from 
spinal concussion due to the 
explosion of a shell long 

before in Kut, was moved 
to Stamboul for hospital 
treatment; this “treat¬ 
ment,” however, was a farce, 
and many more hardships 
were still in store. Freedom 
came at last with the armis¬ 
tice. and Kngland was in 
sight. This is a bare 

outline of a book which throws a clear, strong light 
upon the whole situation in the Ottoman empire, and 
particularly emphasises the extraordinary differences in 
feeling, points of view and motives for action between 
Occident and Orient. The author’s contribution to our 
general understanding of the political intrigues of 
Constantinople is most valuable; but the long stor\’ 
of amazing pluck, of refusal to be “ down-hearted,” 
of jests and amusements in the shadow' of deatii 
and disaster, is one which few readers will set aside 
unmoved. 

CRISES. 
By Maurice Level. 
6s net. (Philpot) 

Thc.se tabloid tales 
of mystery and 
horror form the first 
volume i n Messrs. 
Philpot's Les Fleurs 
dc France series of 
translations from 
celebrated French 
authors, and they 
are already in their 
third edition. Verv 
aptly the late H. B. 
Irving described the 
author as employing 

the methods of O. 
Henry in the service 

of the horrible. 
Indeed, for sheer 
dramatic surprise ut 

the climax, some of 
these stories out- 
Henry O. Henry. 
Always the surprise 
is planned to shock 
the sensibilities of 
the reader, and bowl 

him over with the authentic Grand Guignol punch. A 
man plotting a murder, for example, discovers that his 
place of concealment is the house of—the official execu¬ 
tioner 1 That is the type of shock tactics adopted by the 
author, and the imagination that doesn't leap (m reaching 
the pregnant paragraph must be unfit to carry wings. 

From The Secrets of a Kuttite, Baghdad captured at last. 

{John Lane). General Maude's entry. 

From Wanderings of a Naturilist, The Northern Slopes of the 

By Sewn Uurdon, F.Z.S. CAIRNGORM UNDER SNOW IN 

(Cassell). auNs. 
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THREE 
TRAVEL¬ 
LERS IN 
NORTH 
AFRICA. 

By the Hon. 
Emily Ward. 
6s. net. (John 
Lane.) 

To the average 
reviewer who 
cannot check the 

statements of 
travellers and who 
abhors the purple 
patches in which 
so many of them 
delight, most 
travel books are 
a sheer weanness 
to the flesh. And 
the most tedious 
of all such works 
arc those which 
avoid accounts 

of strange peoples 
and essay to 
describe scenes of 
natural grandeur and beauty. Fortunately the narrative 
of her adventures in Algeria and Tunisia which the Hon. 
Emily Ward has published under the title of " Three 
Travellers in North Africa " is pleasantly and unpreten¬ 
tiously written, and docs manage to tell some very 
interesting facts about the various races of North Africa— 
Arabs, Moors, Turks, Mozabites, Kabyles and Jews— 
about the ancient Homan remains at Tinigad Dougga and 

Tunis, and about such romantic or semi-romantic faun.i 
as bla< k sheep, long-liaired goats, shy gazclle.s, gaily 
caparisoned Arab horses and camels, and storks wlucli 
build their nests on church steeples, ^^lss Ward, indeed, 
deserves higher praise than this ; for her book will enable 
the man in the street to gain a very fair and complete 
idea of the progress which Algeria and Tunisia have made 
in development and prosiierity .since the two countries 
came under the ci\'ilising influence of France. An excellent 
map of North 
Africa and 
some very 

good photo¬ 
graphs en¬ 
hance the 
value of the 
narrative. 
Miss Ward 

tells us that 
there arc 
15,000 Rus¬ 

sians inNorth 
Africa work¬ 
ing for the 
French in the 
towns and in 
the fields. 

‘ They were 
part of a divi¬ 
sion who re 

fused to fight 
a t Salonica, 
and were 
promptly 
sent t o Al¬ 
geria." The 
book is well 
illustrated 

with photo¬ 

graphs. 

LORDS 
AND COM¬ 
MONERS. 

By Sir Henry 
Lucy, x 8s. 
(Fisher Unwin.) 

The Knight 
with the Silver 

Plumes who has 
so long thrust a 
lance through the 
absurdities and 
solemnities of 
Parliament is well 
entitled to yet 
another ride down 

the lists, and if the 
literal reader con¬ 

strues the ■' lists'' 
to the damage of 
the metaphor, 
well, we can meet 
him and say that 
few books on the 
publishers' lists 
this season make 
for conversational 

interest more than this. It begins with a chapter of 
autobiography, showing that the author picked up his 
first views of life in the hard school of a warehouse 
apjircnticcship lasting seven years, and distinguished by 
more than one escapade, chiefly in the way of unauthorised 
rides on the firm’s horses. It is consoling to learn that 
the concern which liad the temerity to engage the future 
“ Toby M.P.” at the age of twelve (for he had left school 
behind by then) is flourishing more than ever; more than 
one business we know has failed to survive an early associa¬ 
tion with genius. Like so many other ventures, they have 
gone to illustrate the old truth that exceptional powers 
may entertain the world and all that, but so far as private 
and commercial life arc concerned they too often leave 
ruin in their wake. It may be added that in this respect 
Sir Henry has proved a linlliant exception, for he has 

been a success himself. He has contributed largely and 

From Barbary : The Romance of the Nearest East 
By MaeCallum Seoti, M.P., which Mr. Thornton 

Buttetworth is publishing this iiioncb. 

Eu-OjeM: Thc Amphitkbatrb. 
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consistently to the of the late Austin Dobson—*' Fanny Bumey at Norbury 

success of Punch, Park." There are plenty of illustrations from sketches 
he has won sue- by the author's many artist friends, and the result is a 
cess as an author veritable arm-chair cargo of genial, well-informed and very 
and historian, and human reading. J. p. CoixiNS. 
h 6 lx & S IXE^l cL 

happy home life THE SORROWS OF GOD 
surrounded by AND OTHER POEMS* 
troops of friends. By G. A. Studdert Kennedy (" Woodbine Willie”)! 6s. 

As every one {Hodder & Stoughton.) 

knows, he has had This is a collected edition, with several hitherto un- 
the shrewd and published poems added, of the Rough Rhymes of the 

admirable idea of Padre who did such notable service at the front during 
embodying his the war and was affectionately nicknamed "Woodbine 
memory at his Willie" because he always had cigarettes in his pockets 
favourite club by for any man who wanted them. There is no secret, no 
leaving “an mystery about the extraordinary popularity of these 
eleven of all Eng- poems. Their views are at times daringly unorthodox ; 

land " on its walls. they are always fearlessly outspoken, but they are also 
He tells here the always profoundly sincere, both in the depth of their 
genesis of the idea reUgious conviction and their protest against social wrongs 
which has been and the cruelty and horror of war. The humour and the 
the means of pathos of them are real, and being real were bound to be 
pres enting the effective, so that the surprise and mystery would have been 
Reform Club with if they had not been jx>pular. 
a capital 

series of kit- 
cat portraits 
representing 
prominent 
contempo- 

raries with 
whom he has 
been brought 
into contact 
—men as far 
apart as 

From Kt. Pirn, Cover Design. Gladstone. 

By A. A. Milne (a novel founded on his play, I r V i n C 
“Mr. Pym Passes By"), which Messrs. , ° ' 
Hodder s Stoui’bton arepublisbinR. Chamberlain, 

B u r n a n d , 
Lord Morley, Tennicl. Kus.sell of Killowen. " Kandy," 
the late Joseph Cowen, and Lord Kosebeiy. Originally 

the intention was to make this gallery a posthumous 
bequest, but there was humour even in the alteration, 
for Sir Henry tells of qualms of reproach he fell when¬ 
ever brother-members used to meet and ask him how 
he was, as if, like Charles the Second, he was " an 
unconscionable time a-dying." On the other hand they 

might have, been actuated by a very different motive, 
and that was fear lest the line of painted celebrities 
should stretch out unto the crack of doom, as Macbeth 
remarked. We all know that the standard of illus- 
triousness has had a terrible tendency to drop of recent 

years, and we should not like to think of Sir Henry’s 
amiability descending to the perpetuation of some of 
the shoddy celebrities we see around us nowadays. 
There is point in the story that when Mr. Chamberlain 
was being painted for the series and the artist was 
following his usual rule—working in reminiscences of 
the men who had influenced the .sitter most. In this 

case Mr. Chamberlain insisted on having the figure of 
Gladstone put in the background. It was not easy 
because the canvas was already pretty full, so all 
susceptibilities were considered by the fact that only 
a fragment of the G.O.M. was inserted, showing him 
to be quitting the picture, and no wonder ! This, 
and more, is sufficient to show that Sir Henry has put 
a deal of refreshing personality into the passages that 
border on autobiography, and the book is rich in 
other interests. There could hardly be better or more 
vivid reading than his chapters on Sir Frank 
fxickwood, " Humour,” " How the King Travels," 
** li^ls in the Westminster China Shop," " New 

'Jooftialism,” and "Dollar Notes" (mving us his From Lords and Common*, Sir Toby. M.P. 

impressions of America). Best of all is a paper worthy {Fisher Unwin). 
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MORE 
MOR¬ 
ROW. 

6s. 

(Methuen.) 

There 
are ^rtists 

whose ideas 

are more 

hum o r o u s 

than their 

pictures, 

and artists 

whose pic¬ 

tures are 

more h u - u **.. 

■■ ^ ft^ U>^' 

was passing 

the notice 

that "whoso 

bloweth this 

horn chal- 

lengeth the 

Giant to 
mortal com¬ 

bat " ; and 

if you can 

look with¬ 

out laughing 

at the cat- 

as trophic 

result of 

squeezing a 

very fat 

Morrow that J^rom More Morrow {Methuen) 
t II 0 S 6 two 

The Visitor; “But you spoil the place 'ly liavinf' the public incmcr.«tor on (hat hill over there." 
qualities are The Town clerk ; “Pardon me, sir. That is my idea. It coiiipIeK-s (he resemblance to the Ba] 

■ , . . Insist on in all our adtectisemcnts.' 
united in 

his work and anyone who does not know that already may 

know it by taking .'t glance thiough tins new book tif 

his drawings. Whether he is quaintly and jiervcrselv 

interpreting phases of life in the Middle Ages and earlier, 

or illustrating Ins comments on the town and country life 

of our day, there is always imagination in hi.s humour and 

a curious realism in the jnctonal detail of its presentation 

There is that humour of idea and draughtsmanship, lor 

instance, in tlic gentleman getting through llie narrow 

street without jiassiug under either of the two ladders ; in 

the knight who has promised to be home for dinner and 

did not observe before he blew the horn at a castle he 

It *• . • * • • r I •• » •• rt' . 4 • • , T- ••wn , 

may take it 

ablic incmcr.itor on (hat hill over there." that yo U 
It coiiipIctcK (be resemblance to the Bay of Naples, vbicli we are nOt SO 

well as you 

ought to be. It is enough to say that Iuto arc nearly a 

liuiidied pages with at least two laughs 011 must of tlieiu 

and three on all the rest. 

THE LIFE OF A FOXHOUND. 

By John Mills. 12s. 6d. (Philip Allan) 

John Mill.s, who wrote " The T.ifc of a Kacehorsc " and 

" The Old English Genthnnan.” would doubtless have gone 

right tlirough the animal creation—or as much of it as a 

sportsman cares <iboul—il lime liad served and the market 

had " been so dispoged." He wrote in the Lmdsecr vein. 

From The Life of a Foxhound {Phtlip Allan). Thk Mxct. 

From a drawint; by Johu Leecb. 
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you may say, and 
made every animal 
of his affection or 
otherwise talk ex¬ 
actly as it would 
have done had it 
been a human being. 
He wrote too in the 
fashion of the period, 

when the essence of 
well-bred conversa¬ 
tion lay in the 
number of Latin 
polysyllables y o u 
managed to intro¬ 

duce. Obviously 
the result was in- 

whose new novel, “The Ramblin' Kid," was 
published last month by Messrs. Page & Co. lenor tO me CidSS 

of book in which 
■' Jorrocks ” and “ Hadley Cross ” are prize-winners ; and 
as for the delicate sensibility of “ Rab and His Friends ” 

or the tough and strenuous style of “ Owd Bob,” these and 
similar qualities are altogether lacking. As a matter of 
fact one suspects that the liking which the world of sport 
has always had for Mills's books was founded on their 
leisurely and gentlemanly manner, where even the stable 
hands talk a semi-Johnsonian lingo, and the dogs them¬ 

selves converse in a didactic and moral vein worthy of 
Mrs. Barbauld. But with all these old-fashioncd attributes 

the story does what it undertakes to do ; it interests us in 
the training and evolution of a foxhound of spirit, his 

early trials, misadventures, disillusions, triumphs, escapes, 
stratagems and spoils. There was therefore every reason 

for reprinting this genial old classic of sport, especially with 
John Leech's illustrations, and for dedicating tlus edition 
(the fifth) to the Prince of Wales. On the whole a most 

acceptable revival of a characteristically Knghsh book. 

Captain E. R. G. R Evans, C.B, 

whoM new book, “South with Scott," Mesirt. Collin* are publithlng. 
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BARBARA JUSTICE. ‘ 
By Diana Patrick. 8s. 6d. (Hutchinson.) 

Miss Diana Patrick's sympathetic knowledge of country 
life gives a background of reality to her heroine—an 
unusual product of the soil. Barbara is no ordinary child 
of poverty ; her appreciation of the beauties and mysteries 
of nature, her love of poetry, her thirst for knowledge, her 
wonderful skill at swimming, not to mention her personal 
charm, set her apart, a rare bloom, growing in a village 
on the fringe of a wood, prolonging her studies at the local 
school and, in her spare time, doing the housework of the 
school-mistress. Her girlish imagination transcends the 

squalor of her narrowed existence, and love comes to her 
from a social altitude far above her own—then disaster, 
tragic, overwhelming, shattering her dreams and her youth 

and driving her from her childhood’s home. Miss Patrick 
writes here with the captivating sentiment and sense of 
colour which won success for her first novel, ” The Wider 
Way.” 

TWENTY YEARS OF LAWN TENNIS. 
By A. Waklis Mvers. 10s. 6d. (Methuen.) 

Of recent years the game of lawn tennis has taken all 
civilised countries by storm, and we question if there is 
anything about it that Mr. Myers, the author of this volume 
of reminiscences, docs not know. At any rate he seems to 
have been 
present at 

all the great 
mate hes, 
whether in 
England or 
in other 

lands, and 
his book is 
es.scntially 

personal, 
consisting 

of his own 
recollections 

o f famous 
games and 
f a m o ns 
players. 

T h e game 
now claims, 
acco r d i 11 g 

to Mr. 
Myers, more 

votaries 
than any 
ball game 
yet ” in - 

vented.” 

WINNIE O’WYNN AND THE WOLVES. 
By Bertram Atkey. 7s. 6d. net. (Cassell.) 

” Be careful of all men. They're wolfisJi—some because 
they can’t help it, more because they don’t want to help 
it. Be on your guard, therefore, against all men.” This 
was the gist of the advice given to Winnie by her dis¬ 
inherited scapegrace of a father, and the extent to which 
she carried it out is the measure and the burden of the 
story. To do her justice, the heroine is not only masterful, 

but pretty and clever, and she cultivates an innocent 
demureness worthy of Sheridan's domestic in the play, 
who let other people pretend to be smart but preferred to 
play the simpleton herself. The book is not a love story, 
but a study in character whereby Winnie, starting with 
this parental warning, plays a varied and ingenious game 
of ” spoof ” with a dash of blackmail upon all the male 
folk who come under the spell of her charms. She winds 
up with a respectable fortune won on these disrespectable 
lines, but the telling is so gay and resourceful that the 
reader is robbed of any chance of chiding her. 

Mr. Bertram Atkey 

whose buiRorous novel, “ Winnie O'Wynn and the 
Wolves," is published by Messrs. Cassell. 
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THE ESCAPING CLUB. 

By A. J. Evans (late Major, R.A.F.). 7s. 6d. (John 
Lane.) 

Forced to come to earth within the German lines by 
engine failure in July, 1916, when on special reconnaissance 
duty with an observer, the author of this book became a 
prisoner, and after reading his account of the experiences 
of the next eleven months we are almost tempted to 
congratulate him. For he has given us a really racy story 
of life under most remarkable conditions, when for month 
after month the one idea, that amounted to an obsession, 
was to escape. So indefatigable were his eflorts tliat he 
became a marked character and was removed to a " strafe 
camp ” at Ingolstadt, a town of about 30,000 inhabitants 
on the bank-s of the Danube i liero, of course, his liobby 
of escaping once again took possession of him, thfuigh 

within the moated fort, with sentries passing and rejiassing 

Mr. Henry Williamson 

<>utsldc his eoUaKe at Georgehaven, North Devon. Mr. WilliamsoD S 

lirst novel, “ The Beautiful Years," which has won golden opinions troiii 
.Mr. J. D. Bcresfoid and Mr. de la Mare, will be published by Messrs. 

Collins early this month. 

the windows of his room, and guards, roll-calls, inspections, 
all calculated to frustrate his attempts, the reader imagines 
that he might as well have acquiesced in his fate of captivity 
until the lapse of time set him free. That is exactly where 
the reader is wrong. The greater the difficulties, the more 
determined became Captain Evans and his friends to over¬ 
come them. With extraordinary skill and craft they 
planned and plotted, and with astonishing perseverance 
they carried out scheme after scheme, often under the 
very eyes of their guards; and he will be a very stolid 
reader whose excitement does not nse as the little company 
of Britishers, Frenchmen and others put their fate to the 
test. It is enough to say that this is a thrilling record of 
adventure and hairbreadth risks of detection, which no 
reader will set down until he has reached the happy climax. 
We must congratulate Captain Evans most heartily upon 
his safe issue out of the many troubles which surrounded 
him, and place on record the conviction that this is one 01 
the finest war books, and one of the best stories of true 
adventure, that we have read. 

A CRASH IN 
THE CABINET. 

By “ Pagan.” (Putnams.) 

Whoever “ Pagan ” may be, he knows enough of modern 
politics and politicians to be able to get a good deal of fun 
out of them in this irresponsible story. It is all high 
spirits and broad farce, and yet that eminent but un¬ 
fortunate statesman Sir Edwin Tonks is not so much unlike 
the real article nowadays as perhaps he ought to be. You 

can’t take it seriously as a political novel, and do not want 
to ; it is meant to be amusing, and is that, and if you want 
an hour or two’s laughter you should read it. 

THE 
MAGNI¬ 
FICENT 
MR. 
BANGS. 

By Jo-SEPii 
C. Lincoln. 
Xs. (xl. 
(.\pplcton ) 

Cape Cod 

IS t li c 
^’an kccs’ 
^’arnioutli, 
with Corn¬ 
wall a n cl 
Pc g w cI 1 

iiavthrown 
in. Its 

characters 
and habits 

1‘hotu Ov n arstiuisi-$ki Sttiilin Mr. John L. Carter. 

whose new hnmoro.is novel, " I’litling Mary OO," 
Is published by Mr. John Long. 

and dialect are there ready-made for the liuniorist, and 
lie has simply to go and pick them up like shells u})on the 
shore. The marvel is that every other house around that 
broken bit of coast is not occupied with a successful novelist 

or ]>laywright yanking oft streaks of genius, as local speech 
might put it, for the tlieatres and jicriodicals of the eastern 
stales, wliilo the good folk of Boston and New York sail 
past through the Caj)c Coil canal ancl hek their lips in 

anticipation of the toothsome fan* to come. Vnfortunately 
for all such plans the Cape has all it requires in the person 
of Mr. Lincoln, and he keeps adding to liis score of volumes 

on its life and people with such steady jx?rsistence that 
nobody troubles to compete with him. J3oston last year 
produced a play from liis novel of ” Shavings,” and there 

Mr. a. j. Evans. 
the well-knewn cricketer, whose book,“TheEtcapini; Club" 

(John LaneX retched its fourth edilloD in a tortnl^bt. 
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at a glance one caught the ozone of this refreshing region, 
together with its fun and sunshine, its cheerful prepossession 
with its own concerns, and the ease with wliich a human 
oddity can settle there and vegetate in happiness and 
perfect suitability. That was the way 'with the Hon. 
Galusha Bangs, the Egyptologist, a middle-aged bachelor 
in the style of Mr. Todman, who drifts into the natty home 
and the warm affections of Martha Phipps. He saves her 
from having to leave the place of her affections first by 
becoming her lodger and then by buying up the “ dud ” 
shares she has been induced to .speculate in. The inevitable 
happens, and 
thanks to 
Galu sha’s 

banker cousin, 
who quells 
Martha's diffi¬ 
dence by an 
appeal to her 
good nature 
and common 

sense, these 
two Cheeryble 
souls pair off. 

Egypt is a 
long way from 
Cape Cod— 
perhaps that 
is why Mr. 

Lincoln chose 
it — but it 

seems to us 
that Mr. and 

Mrs. Bangs 
would brighten 

even the sun¬ 
shine of the 
Pyramids with 
their quiet 
heartiness 
and serenity, 

t h e ir genuine 
humanity and 

natural fund 
of homely 
humour. 

THE 
OBSTACLE 
RACE. 

By Ethel M. 
Dell. 
7s. 6d. net. 
(Cassell.) 

" The Obstacle Race ” is the story of a society girl 
who, having survived the aimless wdiirl of five London 
seasons, takes her courage in both hands, abandons 
the smart set and begins life anew in a small seaside 

village. Juliet Moore certainly lives up to Squire 
Fielding’s description of her as "a very remarkable 
young wopian," Not only does Juliet succeed in 
dropping completely out of London society, but she 
succeeds in dropping over the eclgc of a cliff right 
into the arms of the one man worthy of her. This 

serviceable hero, though only a humble village school¬ 
master, is a bom leader of men, and the bond between 
him and his deformed, half-witted brother is a fruitful 
source of emotion throughout the story. The novel 
contains many neatly-contrived melodramatic situations 
in which a delightfully wicked Lord Saltash plays an 

^intriguing role, and the reader who likes to wait until the 
final chapters for details of missing links and shady pasts 

^will^ find plenty worth waiting for in "The Obstacle 
Race." 

THE SILK INDUSTRY. 

By Sir Frank Warner, K.B E. 42s. net. (Drane.) 

A magnificent volume beautifully printed in clear type, 
with excellent large side-titles to the paragraphs. It’will 

appeal to those who know all the business side of silk, and 
to those who merely love its beauties. Sir Frank Warner 
originally intended this to be quite a small book, but when 
inquiries were set on foot it was discovered that the silk 
industry was at one time, and in one form, carried on in a 
very wide area and at places hitherto unsuspected of having 

any connection 
with it. Seek¬ 
ing, as was 
natural in the 

early days of 
its dev elop- 
ment, localities 
which provided 
water power 
and a supply of 
cheap labour, 
the industry 
became s c a t- 
tcred, and i t 
has so re¬ 
mained un- 
f o r t u n a tely 
ever since. So 
the book grew 
t o large pro¬ 
portions. " It 
is not the 
object of this 
work,” writes 
the author, " to 
attempt to 
prove that our 
past or present 
fiscal policy has 
been either the 
s a 1 V ation or 
ruin of the silk 
industry in this 
country. The 
facts must b e 
left to speak 
for them- 
selves." We 
have followed 
with eager in¬ 
terest the tale 
of the first be¬ 
ginnings of silk 
in England. 
One of the 

earliest records, mentioned in the Saxon chronicles, is that 
" Offa, King of Mercia, received a present of two silken 
vests from the Em|)eror Charlemagne in 790." Foreign 
traders brought in silks to England from the East, by way 
of Italy and Spain. This was followed later by the 

immigration and settlement of great numbers of skilled 
hand-craftsmen from the Netherlands in the sixteenth 
century, and from France in even greater numbers after¬ 
wards. There are chapters on the various towns and their 
records : London, Leek, Macclesfield, Coventry, Norfolk, 
Leicester and others. By the way, in Spitalfields to-day 
there are forty-six workshops still occupied by weavers. 

Reference is made at the end of the book to the labours of 
Sir Arthur Liberty, and we are also told of the interesting 
work now carried on at the Spinnery, Windermere, where 
many of the villagers work at their own homes in spare 

moments. Colour schemes are ^specially grown and 
planned in a garden; and—it sounds very joyous—the 
work is done in a quiet, leisurely way, entirely from an 
artist’s point of view. 

<c;' 

From The Silk Industry 
{Drane). 

LOMSE'S Mill, Derby. 

The fir&t sUk mill erected In l^mtlaud, 1717. 
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WESTMINSTER 

ABBEY. 

• By Mary Sturgeon. Draw- 
ings by Lowis Weirter, R.B A. 
20s. net. (Harrap) 

TUiis is a book whose handsome 
exterior is a fitting case for the 
material to be found within. 
It is a book of fine reatlmg, 
interesting, instructive, and 
unusual in that its writer not 
only presents a fresh point of 
view of the Abbey but also 
displays that rare and refreshing 
thing in a book of this kind—a 
sense of humour. The significance 
of the Abbey—the way it has 
come to represent “ the spirit of 
our race in all its various 
activity ”—is the )X>int dwelt on 
by Miss Mary Sturgeon; no 
detailed historical nor archi¬ 
tectural account will be founil 
in this book, but rather the story 
of “ the spiritual qualities wlucli 
have come to be focused in the - . ^ 
Ablx:y ''—the story of the Spirit ^ 
of a Nation. Beginning far back 
in the time when the site of the 
Abbey was a rough, wild place 
called "Thorny Island,’’ the Westminster Abbey 
author brings us right down (Harraf'). 

through the ages to that 
memorable daylastyearwhenan Unknown Warnor—symbol 
of the spirit of the English race in the Great War—was laid 
to rest within its walls. Packed with information and 
with interesting commentary, the book has a beautiful 
etched frontispiece and fifteen drawings by Louis Weirter, 
R.B.A. 

A HISTORY 

r / 
^ J 

was an English public scho(4- 
boy to the day of his death. 
The richness of his nature, his 
gift for life, the overwhelming 
fullness of his temperament 
that would express itself 
in every sort of laughter 
and practical joking, his essential 
masculinity too, together with 
his height and bigness generally, 
made up a figure that can never 

I be forgotten, and that was 

essentially English." Turning 
over the pages of this exhaustive 
and comprehensive piece of 
work, we can readily believe 
that enormous care was lavished 
over it. and all of it bears the 
priceless stamp of accuracy. 
The book shows proof of pro¬ 
found scholarsliip, and teems 

with tacts—witness the masterly 
chapter on the First Crusade— 
and there are traces of the 
writer's passionate enthusiasm 
for his subject even in the open¬ 
ing paragraph : " From the dim 
days liefore the Trojan War. 
when Pclops, coming from IHsa 
in Elis, founded the Italian Pisae 
on the marshy headland between 
the Arnus and the Ausar, the 
city's destiny was sealed beyond 

Reduced Reproduction recall. Of the sea was she born. 
PIECE. from the sea she drew her life¬ 

blood, and when the sea was lost 
to her she perished from inanition ... he who would 
understand her weakness and her strength, her splendour and 
her ruin, must never altogether get the sound of the sea out 
of his ears, nor the smell of the sea out of his nostrils." 
Naturally this history will be placed on the shelves of 
learned authorities on mediasval Italy ; naturally, without 
any praise of ours, it will take its place as a standard book 
of reference, with its notable bibliographical appendix. 
But we venture to hope that it will fall also into 

OF 
PISA. 

Eleventh 
and Twelfth 
Centuries. 

By William 

H E Y woo D. 

21s. (Cam- 
bridge llni- 
V c r s i t >• 

Press) 

There is a 

short bio¬ 
graphical note 

at the begin¬ 
ning of thi.s 
important 
volume. In it 
w'e arc given 
a sketch of 

the life of the 
author, and 
very attractive 

it is. "In 
many ways he 
may be said 
never to have 
grown up; he 

From A History of Pisa 
(Cambridge Vnwersity 

Press). 

Bas-Relief : S. Martin dividing his 
3LpAK with a Beggar. (Church op 
3. Martin). 

the hands 
of many of 
the ignorant 
who, when 
they read, 
will marvel 
at the amazing 
history of the 
ancient town, 
its sieges, its 
wars, its 
captures and 
raids, in the 
days when 
"the adven¬ 
turous heart of 
the race, lured 
on by the 

magic of the 
sea, its reced¬ 
ing horizons. 
Its danger and 
its change, 
spread the 
glory and the 
terror of the 
Pisan name 
from the shores 
of Syria to 
the Pillars of 
Hercules." 
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IN FARTHEST BURMA. 

By Captain F. Kingdon Ward. 25s. net. (Seeley, 
Service.) 

Anyone who imagines that the pursuit of botanical 
investigation is only a mildly exciting affair will have that 
illusion dispelled by reading Captain F. Kingdon Ward's 
narrative, “ In Farthest Burma.” It is one tiling to go 
browsing along the hedges gathering wildlflowers, but quite 
another to scale peaks 

from ten to fifteen 
thousand feet above 
sea-level after days of 
struggling through dense 
jungle where the heat 
weighs on one ” like a 
hot pudding cloth.” 

Those who have ex¬ 
perienced tropical tem¬ 

peratures will appreciate 
this homely metaphor 
and agree that it is an 
exceedingly apt one. 
The book will appeal 
strongly to those in¬ 
terested in botany, but 

it IS not a ” scientific ” 
work ; that is to say, it 
is not a mere catalogue 
of flowers with Latinised 
names. A long list is 
given of some of the more 
interesting plants which 
Captain Ward collected, 
including a number of 
new species. The reader 
who is not particularly 

concerned with the main 
object of the author’s 
travels will not look at 
this appendix, but he 
will read with the greatest 

interest about the 
expedition its^f. The 

d^criptions of camp life, 
of the manners and 
customs of strange 
peoples living in this 
curious corner of the 

world, of animal and 

insect life, are exceedijigly 
interesting. The op¬ 
timism of the explorer in 
the face of appalling 
difficulties and bitter disappointments, and his consistent 

good-humour despite the tropical heat and humidity (which 
eventually bowled him over for six weeks with fever), is 

something to admire—and to envy. In the concluding 
chapter Captam Ward deals with the political situation on 
the North-East frontier. He takes the view that there is 
a Chinese menace looming up—but space will not permit 
of even a summary of his argument. We shall content 
ourselves by expressing the hope that Captain Ward will 
write more travel books, even if China is ” an uncongenial 
neighbour." After all, can it be claimed that other nations 

have shown unfailing geniality towards China ? 

THE RUBY OF ST. BENEDICT: 
A COMMENTARY. 

By Abbot Delatte. Translated by Dom Justin McCann. 
218. net. (Burns, Oates & Washbourne.) 

Some years have passed since Dom Hunter-Blair pub¬ 
lished his useful edition of ” The Rule of St. Benedict,” an 
Kmglish rendering which had no more than a devotional 
purpose, so that it said nothing of the great accretion 

of m^ginal and historical interest which has grown 

around the ” school of service,” as its author called it, 

in the course of thirteen centuries. The same intention 
underlies the present commentary by the Abbot of Solesmes, 
a work of truly remarkable diligence and learning, and 
distinguished for its fidelity to the aims of his order and 
its founder. In its careful expansion of a familiar text 
it corresponds to the well-known work of another French 

Benedictine, Dom Gu6ranger’s ” L'Ann6e Liturgique," 
especially in its blend of piety and scholarship. Father 

McCann has given us 

here a full and enlight¬ 
ened translation, written 
in a spontaneous and 
expressive prose which 
sets aside the feeling 
that we are studying a 
text almost coeval with 
the Vulgate of St. Jerome, 
through the double lenses 
of French and English. 
Here and there a Latinism 
like ” dignity ” might 
well give place to a word 
of more stable meaning 
like ” worth,” but these 
flaws are rare, and the 
book may w’cll stand 
alongside another that 
hails Irum the same 

Abbey of Ampleforth, 
” The Black Monks of 
St. Benedict,” by Father 
Ethelred Taunton. Each 

goes far to explain the 
other in the separate 
character of history and 
interpretation, and to 
show how the Bene¬ 
dictines in their survival 
and spread warrant a 

paraphrase of Macaulay's 
famous flourish in re¬ 
lation to the Church 
they serve. The age of 
saints and legends was 
succeeded by the era 
of the Crusades, tlie 
Renaissance, systems and 
institutions, until we 
have now reached'^n age 

of maps and charters; 
and ‘' the big .brothers 
of the Church''”’are busy 
still. 

A QUEEN OF THE PADDOCK. 
By Charles E. Pearce. 8s. 6d. net. (Stanley Paul.) 

Violetta Vaughan, possessing Irish blue eyes and a 
handsome audacious mouth, is a fascinating heroine, for 
she has also an audacious character, and takes her ad¬ 
ventures as though they were part of the daily round. 
Daughter of Captain Vaughan, who was a friend and 

companion of ” bookies ” and hangers-on of the turf, she 
knows as much as there is to know about the seamy side 

of sporting life ; but her love for horses induces her after 
her father's death to turn to the race course for an income. 
Having an abnormal instinct for spotting a winner she 
does not come to grief. She is however handicapped by 
the men who know her through association with her father, 
and her adventures in love are thrilling. There are three 
men who bow to her beauty. Among the three Violetta 
has a lively time, but she ha^ such a wholesome mind, is so 
daring and straight, that her personality gives that zest 
to the story oi her doings which makes the reader, taking 
up the book, want to finish it before putting it down. 

Esther VanHomrioh. 

" VANKS^A." 

Reproduced ficom tbe painting by kind permiBsion of Mns.'Solly.Plood. 

This inter«stlnK portrait of Vanessn, which has noi been reproduced'beiore, now appears 
for the iir«t time in “ Vanessa and her Correspondence with Jonathan Swift, ’ edited by 

Mr. A. Martin Freeman (Selwyn & Blount). Recently reviewed in The Bookman. 
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From Historic Paris CouR oe Rohan 

{John Lane). 

HISTORIC PARIS. 
By Jetta S. Wolff. (The Bodley Head ) 

When next you pack up 3’our suitcase for a trip to Paris, 
put this compact volume in it; there is so much com¬ 
pressed liistory packed therein. Miss Wolff thinks nothing 
of setting a dozen dates on a page if needs be. and has a 
hearty sympathy with those who desire to learn. She 
proceeds in a very businesslike way at the opening of 
every chapter, hardly wandering from facts, but in her 
preface she begs the reader to look up to the roofs of Paris. 
'■ The roofs are never alike—wonderfully planned window.s, 
chimneys, balconies, gables, are to be seen on the roofs, often 
in the most unexpected corners in every part of the vieux 
Paris." There are useful indexes, one to historic persons, 
another to streets. Miss Wolff’s keenness peeps through her 
most solid paragraphs. The illustrations just lack that 
touch of charm we could have wished for them. 

DARK SIDE OUT. 
By Eleanor Acland. 7s. 6d. (Sidgwick & Jackson.) 

Here we are back in the sixties, when over the dining¬ 
room mantelpiece of the bourgeois usually hung a picture 
of Abraham and Isaac, when the windows were kept 
shut, when stern and unyielding fathers relentlessly crushed 
all independence of spirit in their offspring. William 
Atkinson, owner of a paper-mill in the north, could not 
abide his eldest boy’s goings-on, and so it came to pass that 
Lanty ran away from home and disappeared for ages, 

leaving the smug second lad, Joseph, to reign in his stead. 
After many years came a message from a prison, where 
Lanty lay dying. Joseph went, and was greatly taken 
aback to hear a confession from Lanty to the efiect that 
he had a wife and son. That son would get in Joseph's 
path, would spoil his inheritance, so after Lanty's death 
he stowed the awkward child away in a lonely farm. Miss 
Acland has a gift of even narrative, she is wholly mistress 

Of her large canvas, her placid story never lacks interest. 

WHEN WE WERE LITTLE. 

By Mary Fanny Youngs. 4s. 6d. (Dent.) 

These " Children’s Rhymes of Oyster Bay " are issued 
with an introduction by the late Theodore Roosevelt, and 
are dedicated to the glorious memory of Quentin Roosevelt 
—the little lad in the daisy field shown in one of the pretty 
photographs published with the book. Roosevelt writes 

affectionately of the poem.s. " When we were little we 
lived m an old grey house in Oyster Bay Cove," says Miss 
Youngs, and Roo. evelt tells of the fact that he and his 
children were her neighbours, and all lived the life of those 
who lived winter and summer in the simple pleasant 
houses beside the shore or ou the neighbouring hills of 
the northern Long Island country. What a wholesome, 
joyous existence it was ! Read this : 

" Then after tea we read iiwlule. 
And when I’ve gcmi'- lo bed- - 

When I am .safely lucked awny, 
And all my prayers are said. 

Katie upstairs and Orandjia down. 
They botli begin lo sitiK. 

And as 1 drift away to sleep, 
1 hear Ihcir voices ring — 

"‘From Greenland’s Ii>’ M«iimt.iins.' 
‘ .Vi'arer, my God, lo Thee,' 

'The Cliurch’s One Poundatum.’ 
‘ Jesus loves even Me,' 

And that's the very last I hoar. 
And this IS why 1 say 

I like my Sunday's difterent 
From any other day ! ” 

Miss Youngs has a real insight into the child's mind, 
" The Wise Playmate," musings of a lonely little girl, is 
proof of that, and the rhymes are full of the sun and smell 
of growing flowers; and the tale of happy, unclouded 
hours. A charming collection. 

From Dark Side Out, Wraprar DastaN. 

By Eleanor Acland 

{Sidgwick Jackson). 
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GOD’S COUNTRY: 
THE TRAIL TO 
HAPPINESS. 

By James Olivek Curwood. 

6s. net. (Duckworth.) 

Mr. J. O. Curwood’.s con¬ 
fession of faith, as set fortli 

in tliis book, is one of tlic 

happiest things lie has ever 
written. Broadly, it is the 
story of his life—a wash 
drawing, not a detailed etch¬ 
ing ; more particularly it is 
an account of liis conversion 

from the lover of nature who country, 
shows his love by hunting By J.O. Curwood 
and killing for " sport,” to (Duckworth). 

the lover and sympathetic 
interpreter of nature who hunts and kills only when 

his next meal depends upon it. It may sound far¬ 
fetched, but after reading this most lovable book wc 
feel as though we had sliaken hands with the author. He 
will make many friends through it—more perhaps than 
he has already made by his delightful studie.s of animal 
life in the great North-West. He writes from his home- 
built cabin, seated on a chair and at a table made by his 
own hands, in the heart of the wilderness, yet with the sense 
of the innumerable lives of tlie forest all round him ; and 
he imparts his gladness to the reader, irresistibly. Some 
of his experiences with animals are given in the course of 
the book, wonderful and beautiful enough; yet the chief 
beauty lies in the evolution of the autlior’s outlook, through 
periods of self-critical thought, until be arrives at the belief 
in the unity of all life and man's essential brotherhood 
with animals. The irreverent might ask his opinions on. 
let us say, the octopus and the cobra; we have no doubt 
that Mr. Curwood's answer would be sound and logical. 
We remain content with his tales of bears and wolves and 
birds, and are grateful to him for a book that provokes 
thought and brings him almost into the circle of personal 

friends. 

ALL HANDS ON THE MAIN SHEET! 
By B. Heckstall-Smith. 21s. net. (Grant Kichards.) 

M r . 
Heck- 

stall- 
Smith's 
new 
volume 
m a kes 
no pre¬ 
tension 
to be 
a COm- 
plete his- 
tory of 
contem- 
porary 

y ac fat¬ 
ing ; -nor 
on the 
other 
hand can 
it be 
called, 

like his 
” Helms- 
man's 
H and- 
J>ook." 

' the text- 

'b 0^0 k Ffufn All Hands on the Bilain Sheet 
O I t h e (Grant Rickards). 

JAMES Oliver Curwood 

AND THE Cabin in which 

HE WROTE THIS BOOK. 

Sport. It is a collection of 
a few personal experiences of 
yachting in the last thirty- 
six years, supplemented by 
valuable chapters dealing 

with the ■' America's ” Cup, 
Briti.sh Yacht Clubs, British 
Yacht Designers, and a 

general sketch of yachting 
from 1884 to 1920, The 

author accommodates his 
style to liis topic with admir¬ 
able felicity. He tells his 
yarns racily and breerily, with 
no literary flourishes and with 
no squeamish avoidance of 
slang; he writes of his highly 
technical subject with a wel¬ 
come absence of jargon and 
with the ease and clarity 

that distinguish the expert from the man who has 

merely ” mugged up ” information ; moreover he desenbes 
his persons and personages—the latter including King 
Edward, King George and the ex-Kaiser—with a depar¬ 
ture from ceremony which, while never offensive, is 
agreeably nautical. The writer of this notice, who is no 
yachtsman, is bound to confess that he became really 
interested in Mr. Smith's accounts of the racing at Cowes, 
of the exploits of the Dritanma, of German yachting before 
the war, of American and of Scandinavian cruises, and of 
the struggles for the ” America’s ” Cup. Those who are 
interested in and who have gone in for yachting are bound 

to find " All Hands on the Main Sheet! ” an enjoyable 
work. They will find that it reflects .some not too flattering 
sidelights on cx-Kaiser Wilhelm. 

LONDON AND ITS 

ENVIRONS. 

2S. (Ward, Lock.) 

The revised forty-second edition of this most useful guide 
is one of the things that every visitor to London should carry 
with him. It is the right size for the pocket and compresses 
into its two hundred and seventy-two pages an amazing 

q uantity 
of his¬ 
torical 
i nforma- 
tion and 
those 
practical 
d i r e c - 
tions for 
getting 
to all 
place.s of 
interest 
that are 
exactly 
what the 
visitor 
needs. 
The hiin- 
d r e d or 
so illus¬ 
trations 
and nu¬ 
merous 
maps 
add 
greatly 
to its 
useful¬ 

ness. 
Hunter's Quay. Sootuano. 

A tketeh by tbe'Anthor. 
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MACMILLAN’S LIST 
HUGH WALPOLE’S New Novel 

THE YOUNG ENCHANTED 
By Hugh Walpole. Extra Crown 8vo. 7a. 6d. net 

\lmmedtaiely 

VERA, A NEW NOVEL. 

By the author of 

• “ FJizabetli and her German Garden.” 

Extra Crown 8vo. 7». 6d. net 

THE FUGITIVE 
Poems. By Sir Rabindranath Tagore, author of 

Gitanjali,” etc. Crown 8vo. 7». 6d. net. [Oct. nth 

l,eSSAPS; CLASSICAL & MODERN 
By F. W. H. Myers, author of “ St. Paul,” etc. 
Rc-issuein i vol. Crown 8vo. 12*. net 

STUDIES IN CHRISTIAN 
PHILOSOPHY 

Being the Boyle Lectures for 1920. By the Rev. W. 
R. Matthews. M.A., B.D. 8vo. 12*. net 

The Drtiish The outstandioR merits of Mr. W. R. Matthews s 
‘ Studies in Christian Philosophy' are luudity and penetration ... It is in 
every way a pleasure to read a volume so competent, so modest and so 
unflinchinglyj-devoted to the fundamental issues of Christianity and 
philosophy." 

Macmillan’s Autumn Announcement I.ist with Descriptive 
Notes post free on application. 

MACMILLAN & CO., Ltd., London. W.C.2 

LEARN TO WRITE 
and 

Earn while you Learn 
Short stories and articles are commanding big prices, 
and the demand for contributions grows daily. You 
can qualify under expert guidance to earn money by 
your pen, and to make your spare hours profitable. 
Learn the secrets of successful writers! The journalism 
Course of the Regent institute will show you how to 
achieve success. In a series of clear, practical, and 
interesting lessons you will be taught how to write and 
what to write about, and helped to produce saleable work 
as early as possible. The instruction will be personal 
to YOU, and from the very start you will enjoy the use 
of an advisory service. The moderate fee is inclusive. 

Among th« Publications to which ourstudonts have contributed 
are the following:— 

The National Review, Punch, Chambers*s 
Journal, Sports and Sportsmen, The 
Spectator, Sooks of To-dap and TommorroW, 
Westminster Gazette, Manchester Guardian, 
Paily Mail, Daily NeWs, Daily Express, 
Daily Dispatch, Daily Mirror, Daily Sketch, 
Evening Standard. Pall Mall Gazette, 
Answers, Weekly Telegraph, etc., etc. 

|~]nterestuig j 
l^klet FREE j 

Write for a free copy ot “ How to Succeed 
lu a Writer," ao liiUireitliiK booklet which 
dcMTilics the upenintn for oew writers, 
ami the uiii<{ue aihaiitatcee of a postal 
course which u traiuiug men and women 
to write the kind of copy that editors 

want—and to earn while thep learn. 

Write TO'VA Y for FREE BOOKLET 

THE REGENT INSTITUTE 
(Dept. 93). 22, Bedford Street, STRAND. W.C.2 

SIDGWICK & JACKSON’S 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

NEW POETRY 

SEEDS OF TIME 
Cr. 8vo. 3/6 net. By JOHN DRINKWATER 

IN TIME LIKE GLASS 
Cr. 8vo. s/-net. By W. J. TURNER 

BEHIND THE EYES 
Cr. 8vo. 3/6 net. By EDGELL RICKWORD 

CATHERINE 
F'cap 8vo. 4/- net. By R. C. K. ENSOR 

With a Preface on Narrative Poetry. 

TWO YEARS IN KURDISTAN 
E.xperiences of a Political Officer, 1918-1920. Bv 
W. R. HAY, Captain, attached 24th Punjabis, Political 
Dept., Government of India. Wrth 2 Maps and 24 
Illustrations. 21/- net. 

DARK SIDE OUT. A Novel. 

7/6 net. By ELEANOR ACLAND 

3, Adam Street, Adelphi, W.C.2 

Old 
London 

Town 

“ Sir. lei us take 
a walk down 
Fleet Street ” 

Illustrated and described by 

Will Owen 
5/- net (post free 5/6). 

“ Ouc of the most delightful little 
books dliout the capital that wc have 
ever been given. ... It is not 
ineirlv that his draughtsmanship is 
first class; ... bis work is instinct 
with humour, and even bis buildings 
are filled with the life of the great 
city."—/‘all Mall aid Globe 

. A delightful '* Full nf the eiicliaiitinciit of I.ondon. . 
little book."—ffaiirt' 

“ A wcicuiiie addition to the London shelf. —Westnttn.'ilerGazeUe 

“ Tlie book must be bought. . . . Altogether n most 
rnchantiiig little book. Can any other artist portniv London 
types more giuiotty than Will Owen ? I doubt it.’’—Taller. 

** Together the descriptions and the sketches make up u very 
pleasaiitlv euteitaiuing book. —Hauiltok Kvpis, m the DatlyMail 

“ As cbaniiing as it i< origin.il. . . . All who love Art, and 
all Mho Invc London, sliould haste to possess this (ascm.itmg little 
book.’ - book Post 

"No bettoi guide around the miaint features of Old London 
Town could be desir^." - Liverpool Pail and Mercury 

“Most engrossing.*’—Dundee Courier 

'* One who knows the places depicted is tempted to linger over 
these sketches that tell sii well hy Old London Town has a charm 
for him. Let others take this ple.isaut book, go 00 pilgrimage, and 
verify the pictures. —Outlook 

" All who know anything about London will read the book 
with debght. and lovers of Dickens wtU find much to please 
Uian.'’—Aeu'casfla Chromele 

BriMtoi : J. AimOWSMITH Ltd. 

London : SIMPKIN, MARSHALL & Co. Ltd. 
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A HISTORY OF 
EVERYDAY THINGS 
IN ENGLAND. 

By Marjorie and C. H. B. 
Quennell. In 2 vols. 
8s. 6d. each. (Batsford.) 

That those unfortunate 
people who suffer under the 
terrible affliction of blindness 
arc enabled by the wonderful 
sy.stcm of Braille to read and 
enjoy the best of literature 
has become almost a common¬ 
place, but that it is now 
possible to present the blind 
man with a copiously illus¬ 
trated volume, which is 
perfectly easy of comprehension 
to one acquainted with Braille's 
characters, seems little short of 
miraculous. As is well known 
the characters of Braille’s 
alphabet are formed by an 
arrangement of dots in relief, 
consisting of varying combina¬ 
tions of from two to six dots in 
an oblong of which the vertical 
side may contain three and the 
horizontal side two. Sixty- 
three combinations are thus 
possible, covering the alphabet, 
punctuation marks, abbrevia¬ 
tions, musical signs, etc. The 
Braille characters are easily 
written by means of a metal If Winter Comes, 
pointed style with which the Mr. a. S. M. Hutchinson s new Novel 

dote arc impressed on the paper. .tsISS. 
The writing is done from right 
to left so that when turned over the dots arc in relief and 
can be read by anyone with a knowledge of Braille 
characters. George Eliot once said that “ Blindness acts 
like a dam, sending the streams of thought backward 
along already travelled channels, and hindering the course 

accompanying reproduction of 
an example taken from the 
Braille translation illustrates 
the character of this extra¬ 
ordinary achievement and is 
of especial interest when com¬ 
pared with the illustration as 
it appears in the ordinary 
edition. Such an achievement 
must indeed do much to 
mitigate the danger of melan¬ 
cholia which accompanies the 
loss of sight, for it must be a 
great relief for the studious 
man who is blind to find that 
he can continue his learning, 
that the blind architect may 
be enabled to exercise his 
critical faculties upon plans 
and elevations, that the artist 
deprived of sight may still be 
able to enjoy some appreciation 
of the beauty of form in 
pictorial art, when translated 
into the Braille system. 

GOING HOME. 
■Ry ■Rariiv Patk. ^r. 6fi- 
(Werner Laune.) 

This is not Barry Pain at 
his best, but it !■> lietter than 
the best of most of our 
humorists. It is a humorous 

Cover Design. extravaganza with a streak 
of seriousness underlying it, 
and there are some delightful 
characters in it — especially 

Kate" Mason, the bohemian artist, and her maid, Lucy 
Ellen. If it is a trifle, it is an interesting and amusing 
trifle, and will serve to pass the hour after dinner very 
pleasantly. 

onward," an old truism which has been greatly mitigated 
by the production in Braille of such books as Mr. and 

Ffom'A History of Pikkman, t 
. ETerydsy;Things in James I 
England [Batsford). Rbiqn. 

Mrs. Quennell’s popular 
work, " A History of 
Everyday Things in 
England." To say nothing 
of the text, there is an 
extraordinary charm in 
the simplicity of the 
Braille translation of Mr. 
and Mrs. Qiiennell's at¬ 
tractive drawings. The 
skilful way in which the 
essentials of these draw¬ 
ings are preserved infuses 
a considerable degree of 
the spirit and character 
of the originals in a 
manner whereby the blind 
may, by very little men¬ 
tal effort, appreciate the 
pictorial side of an 
excellent book. It is 
obvious that the Braille 
rendering of these draw¬ 
ings is the work of an 
artist, but it is curious 
to notice that in cases of 
architectural subjects no 
attempt is made to 
depict the buildings in 
perspective, but only to 
give an elevation. The 

As the Sketch appears in the Braille edition 0( pIKCMAN 

A History of Everyday Things in dAMM|liR«iOH. 
England [Batsford). 
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|-ELKIN MATHEWS'NEW LIST-| 
BOYD (HALBERT)i Men and Marvels, 7«. net. 

These Tales, told by a Padre, show vision and power. 

MOORMAN (F, W.), Tales, Plays and Songs of the 
Yorkshire Ridings, With Memoir and Portrait. 
Collected Edition. 9s. net. 

“He has. raised the Yorkshire dialect from the level of an uncouth 
palots to that of a literary language, a height to which it has never 
mounted since the eremite days of Richard Rolle, the Christian 
mystic.7'»mrs 

JOHNSON (LIONEL), Reviews by. Edited with a 
, critical Introduction by Robert Shafer. 6s. net. 

CASSON (STANLEY), Rupert Brooke & Skyros. 
Illustrated with Woodcuts by Phyllis Gardner. 6s. net. 

“Mr. Casson's dainty and impressive book . . . the distant island— 
now and for ever part ol England—is described so skilfully that learning 
is nised into pure simplicity. Miss Phyllis Gardner's woodcuts art: 
Singularly noble and suggestive ... a beautiful in<-inoriat.'—/iii;t«t>ei 

NOGUCHI (YONE), Poems: Including Selections 
from his published Works. Portrait i28.6d.net. 
*•* copies autographed bv the Author, 15s. net. 

CORKERY (DANIEL), I Bhreasail: Lyrics. Ss. net. 

BARNEY (DANFORD), In the Comet's Hair. ss. net. 

FOX SMITH (C.), Rovings: Sea Songs and Ballads. 
Illustrated with Drawings by J’hil Smith. 6s. net. 

“ Misf Fox Smith has man) moods, and stirs or touches us in all.'— 
_ bpectalui 

GERARD (W.), The King of Thule, Ss. net. 

MASSY-BERESFORD (Hon, Mrs.), An Invasion of 
Fairyland. with Pictures m Colour bj' Jessie 
McConnell. 7s. 6d. net. 

RAY (WALTER), Poems of Yesterday and To-day. 
3s. 6d. net. 

WEDMORE (MILLICENT), In Many Keys. 3s. 6d. net. 

URCH (M. C.). The City of Dreams. With Illustratnms I 
by M M tlell Ss. net. 

“ A woniicrfiilly complete expression of the artistic spirit * —GnariiiaH 
" A little Inok o( dicaiiis and delicately lanciful vinous -—Spiutalnr 

■London : Elkin Mathews, Cork Street, W.l ' - 

COMEDY & TRAGEDY 
6/- 

BEARD FRANCIS 

AiiUior of “ How Like a Man," " Higg<'—A. PotU-r" 

“A book* of smiles and tears . . . full of pathetic, 
realism and keenly comic obsorwition.”—Rejerce 

A remarkable clironology of the 

Great Upheaval, in that it sets out 

to show, by means of luimoroiis 

story, the changing mentality of the 

people, together with the feverish 

comedy and underlying tragedy of 

those amazing years. 

“ Its boisterous razzle-dazzle humorous s^riis are in tunc 
with the tempestuous temper of the times they portray, 
and move with a vigorous and compelling .swing tlut is 
certain to confirm the writer’s popularity as a strenuous 
and entertaining painter of people who cannot settle 
down."—The Scotsman 

HOLDEN & HARDINGHAM LTD. 

ADELPHI - - - LONDON, W.C.a 

READY OCTOBER IJth. 

A HISTORY OF 
THE GREAT WAR 

BY JOHN BUCHAN 

IN FOUR VOLUMES, 25s. NET EACH. 

(To advance subsenbn^ the price will be £4 4s. Net per Set). 

Volume 1.—From the Outbreak of 
War to the Battle of Neuve Chapelle 

Mr. Biidian's “Nelson’s Hixloiv of the W.ir.’’ issued m twenty-four 
volumes l>ctwticii Pebmary ir)X5. .mU Julv igiq, had probably the largest 
circulation of any war bmik piiblishdl in anv language The new edition 
has been complcteK revised aii<l laigcly re-written The aiithoi s aim has 
been to present in a reasonable oum|xiss a history of the whole war on its 
naval, mihtaiy. iH'ilitiral, ecniioiinc and social siiles; to prirsent it m tbu 
form of a narr.itive which can be read with interest by all classes; and to 
offer upon the great stinggle the judgment ol a cuntnn)ximiy observer w^ 
lias no obhg.itiun to spcual pleading. 

BY THE SAME AUTHOR. 

Third Impressinn. 

FRANCIS AND RIVERSDALE GRENFELL: 
A MEMOIR. 

With a preface by Field-Marehal LORD GRENFELL. Q.C.B., aC.M.Q. 

CLOTH, ISs. net. 

" I do not think th.it even the most phlegmatic of Englishmen could read 
* Pr.-mcis and Rivcr&iJali' Gienlell A Menioii ' without a quickening of the 
pulses. Thl-, IS not to siiggc.st th.it Mr John Huchan has saiught to make 
an eiiiutioiial appeil - indeed, he has told the talc Of these devoted brothers 
with a snnplicitv beyond pr.aisc— hut it is .i tale so fine that it must fill the 
heart, even of those who weic strangers to them, with joy and pride."— 

THOMAS NELSON AND SONS, LTD. 
LONDON AND EDINBURGH 

R^attv Sfiort'jr 

PORTRAnS PAINTED WITH A MERCILESS BRUSH I 

MIRRORS 

WASHINGTON 
Anonymous jn 

Illustrated with Portraits and *** 

with Fourteen Cartoons by 

**CESAR£“ 

15s. net 

Even more so than the "Mirrors of Downing Street" 
here, this book has caused a veritable sensation in the 
Slates. Like " A Gentleman with a Duster " the author 
perforce remains anonymous — and no wonder S From 
President Harding, whose sole defect is a "lack of 
mentality." to Mr. Wilson, who is described as "A 

Round Head in a Ford," no one goes unscathed. 

The New York Evening Post says : 

“ Contains indiscretions enough to satisfy the most 
exacting.” 

A BOOK THAT HAS TAKEN AMERICA BY STORM! 

G. P. PUTNAM’S SONS. LTD. 
24, Bedford Street. Stresd. W.C.2 
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DOGS OF CHINA AND JAPAN 
IN NATURE AND ART. 

By V. W. F. Collier. 1-2 2s. (Heinemana.) 

If the real dogs of China and Japan were too much like 
the dogs in pottery and bronze that they send us for our 
mantelpieces and cabinets, the domestic hearths and homes 
in those countries would look something of a nightmare. 

The pug- 
dog and the 
Pekingese 
are odd and 
grotesque 
enough, 
some of 
them more 
than others, 
but in real 
life, so far 
as one has 
seen, they 
are seldom 
so fantasti¬ 

cally curi¬ 
ous as they 
appear i n 
certain o f 
the paint- 
ings and 
modellings so beautifully reproiluccd in this book. But 
the same delightful senes of illustrations show that the 
mastiffs, hunting and other dogs of Cliina and Japan have 
the beauty and grace that delight us in the fine breeds of 
Western nations. Japanese literature, the author tells 
us, has rather neglected dogs, but Chinese makes ample 
amends. Starting with a geological historj' of the dog 111 
Europe, the author passes to accounts of dog-worship in 
Egypt and elsewhere, and so to the story of the early ages of 
the dog in China and Japan, of how both countries used 
to reverence the animal, even though the former made 
culinary uses of it. There are chapters on dog lore and 
superstition in the East ; the dog-kind in symbolism ; 
historical references to the Pekingese and the development 
of that type ; on dog breeding ; sporting and guard dogs ; 
on the Chinese pug and his introduction into Europe ; on 
toy dogs in Chinese art, and other aspects of the subject. 
An admirably written and most interesting book, and 
one that cannot fail to appeal to all dog lovers, both by 
reason of that interest and for its historical and technical 

value. The numerous illustrations in colour and black- 
and-white add to the’value and the attractiveness of an 
entertaining, informing and artistically produced volume. 

SISTER SUE. 
By Eleanor H 
Porter. 7s. od 
(Constable) 

Mrs. Porter dedica¬ 
ted her last book to 
“ the innumerable 
Sister Sues all over 
the world who. patient 
and uncomplaining, 

Uved their. ‘ barren ’ 
lives with the life 
worth while ever 
beckoning them irom 
afar.” Mrs. Porter 
was adware that to 
women there is no 
theme of such eternal 
interest as that of the 
self-sacrificing house- 

■•'’wiffe. TiLcn may turn 
from such tales lightly 
in their ignorance, 

but women never. Here the tragedy is poignant enough yet 
never too terrible, as plucky Sue floats daintily through her 
most difficult times. She is about to embark on her career 
as a successful pianist when the troubles begin. Her father 
becomes a bankrupt and has a nervous breakdown; 
motherless Sue is obliged to stay with him. And so on. 
Her lover fails her. She is called on to endure all the 
vicissitudes of misplaced love. The characters in this 

sprightly 

little novel 
are natural 
and up to 
date, the 
plot is even¬ 
ly rounded. 
Wholly un- 
ambitious, 
it is yet a 
success inits 
modest way 
and will be 
a useful and 
cheerful 
companion 
for many 
a w o ma n 
throughthe 
autumn 
evenings. 

JESOP’S FABLES. 
Illustrated by F.dwin Nobi.e (is fHarrap ) 

Children will revel m this edition ol ” .Iv.'-op's Fables,” 
with its beautiful clear tvjxi, anil clean tlnck-line drawings. 
Some of the pictures are in colours, rich, bold colours, 
satisJ)’ing to the eve. Mr. Edwin Nohlr is to be cmi- 
gratnlated on his share in this dehghtfnlh- ariislic book. 

A PICTURE OF MODERN SPAIN: 
MEN AND MUSIC. 

By J. IJ Trend isis (Constable 1 

” .4 Picture of Modern Spam ” furnishes English readers 
with information alxiut a variety of Spanish topics—the 
grow’th of modern educational methods, the work of the 

essayists and novelists of the 1898 revival, the character 
of ancient and modern secular music, and the ramifications 
of the Catalan i^uestion. But while it is manifest that 
the author, Mr. J. B. Trend, is widely conversant with 
the various manifestations of the intellectual movement 
which, syni hronising with the loss of Cuba and the Philip¬ 
pines, has breathed new life into the spirit of Spain, it is 
equally obvious that his main interests and lus main 

sympathies are con¬ 
cerned with music, 
more particularly wi th 
the music of the early 
eighteenth century. 
This predilection im¬ 
plies, of course, no 
limitation of outlook 
or of insight; for 
the chapters devoted 
to an account of the 
work of Don Francisco 
Giner do los Rios and 
of his fellow educa¬ 
tionists are models .of 
lucid and illuminative 
exposition, while the 
analysis of the fiction 
of P^rez Gold6s and of 
Pio Baroja and the 
examination of Cata¬ 

lan traditions and a^ 
“pirations seem as 
open-minded as they 
are exhaustive. 

Cn'OU'ERH (Smelt). Hab-pah dog. Length 
ol body X It. 7 ui. Height b 7 m. 

From Dogs of China and Japan in Nature and Art 
(ffftnemann). 

Pao-bkh (Preuous). Lo.sze dug. Length Hsinc-erm (.\prtcot). Hah-pah dog. Length 
of body 1 ft. 4 in. Height 6‘S in. of body t ft. 6m. *' Mother croa.<-l>rcd." 

Mu'Hai (lukstand). Lo-sae Dog. 
P’lNC-ERH (Bottle). Hab-pah dog. Length 

of body I ft. S'5 in. Height 6-5 111. 

From JEsop*s Fables 
{Harrap). 

OnK or THK BLACK-ANO- 
WHITC lULUSTRATIONa. 
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THE PACE OF THE OX. 

By F. E. Mills Young. 7s. 6d. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 

One of South Africa's favourite poets, Mr. Cullen Goulds- 
bury, furnishes the appropriate title for Miss Mills Young's 
latest novel of post-war life in 
Natal. She gives us a typical 

children presently go back to the coast and comparative 
luxury. Gwen's old hold upon him reasserts itself (she 
is married but childless, and still fascinating), and the 
climax of the story lies in the quiet way in which the 
triangular’problem is .settleil for a weak man by the quiet 

and unhysterical character of bis 
wife. She saves the situation 

pair of ex-service men tlirown 
together, and running a cinema 
show in Port Elizabeth. Tom 
Radcliffe, however, is unequal to 
sustaining his creditable war 
record under the seductions of 
a peace-time e.xistcnce; the 
departure of war-time discipline 
sends him back to dnnk and the 
native savagery of his vile ill- 
temper. He fhngs a sneer at 
Martin Cranmer's one link witli 
the old level of society he had 
never lost through any fault of 
his own — his attachment for 
Crwen Kobertson, the rather 
spoiled daughter of a successful 
man. Here cnils for a time the 
romance with Gwen, for the 
sneer leads to a quarrel, and 
Martin emerges from the tent 
leaving Tom to be found dead. 
(twcii swears at thi; trial that the 
))istol shot sounded after Marlin 
hail left, iin<l though this contra¬ 
venes the lact there is a nuiral 
truth in it, for RadcliHe had 
comiiutled suicide m a fit of rage 
and despair, as a letter was to 
show long years filter. .Martin, 
.'icquiltcd but cmbitterctl, goes 
up-country, takes a post in u 
lonely store, and marries the 
owner's daughter, Millie, a plain 

I'rom The Rajah's Daughter, Cover Design. 
Hv Mrs F. E. I'unny 

(Hodder Sloughtoii) 

and the happy ending without 
any breach of probabilities, and 
this last chapter should be a 
reproach in its admirable art and 
cogency to some of those hectic 
and reckless craftsmen who are 
setting the fashion in the alleged 

“ love tale ” of to-day. 

RUPERT BROOKE 
AND SKYROS. 

By Stanley Casson. With 
woodcut illustrations by 
Phyllis Gardner. 6s. (Elkin 
Mathews) 

Mr. Casson went to Skyros 
lust April to take out the marble 
monument that has been placed 
over the grave, of Rupert Brooke, 
ami this is a record of his visit 
lo till- island. He gives a brief 
account tif its past, describes it 
as it IS to-day and touches in 
vivid w'ord-skciches of its people. 
A very interesting booklet, very 
beautifully illustrated vi'ith six 
woodcuts inaile from photographs 
tafien bv Mr Casson during his 

Slav III Skvros. 

MR. PUNCH’S HISTORY 
OF MODERN ENGLAND 

and faithful helpmeet who brings him children and 
ha])piness and ultinuitely wealth. For by one of those 

By t'HARi.LS b Graves Vols. I and II. Complete in 
4 vuls 3s. tlie set (C.uisell.) 

chances that occur evtui in life, the storekeeper's holding For a history of the Victorian era, particularly as it was 
proi es lo be an oilfield, .so Martin and his wile and rcllected in the life of Lomlon, there is no truer and no 

From The Black Circle, Cover Design 
By Cuthbert Edvrud Baines, theinovel ihAt was awarded the prize la Messrs. Hodder ft Stoughton's First Nove Competition 
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Ml rmir’ pleasanter historian 
than Mr. Punch. 
Every social and 
political development 
of those times is 
recorded in the prose 
and verse and especi¬ 
ally in the pictures 
that were gathered into 
his pages. Usually he 
dealt with matters jn 
a flippant or satirical 
vein, but it is notice¬ 
able how often in Ins 
earlier days he took 
off the gloves and 
attacked abuses in 
fierce earnest and with 
mordant seriousness. 
He exhibited radical 
and even revolutionary Mr. Punch’s History of 

tendencies that are not Voi 11 
at all characteristic of (Cassell). 

his staider, maturer Aum: “And how’s Louisa, my dear ^ 
Tf ie Sarcaatic YounRcr Sister (fancy free): 

jears. 11 is not these two hours. She's wrleinR to 1 

strange that Hood’s library with 

'■ Song of the Shirt'' 

made its first appearance in his columns, for in those days 
he was a fervent and outspoken champion of the poor, and 
did not mince matters when he came to deal with those 
who kept them so. High and low life, art, literature, the 
drama, music, sports, pastimes, politics, education, religion 
—every phase of human activity came under his search¬ 
light, and he expressed his opinions about them with pen 
and pencil and moved his readers to laughter or indignation 
without fear or favour. Von 
may follow tin.* changes of 
fashion in his pictures: a 
series of his cartoons are in 
themselves a political history. 
Mr. Graves’s selected illus- 

trations and his quotations 1 JxS 
and running commentary |\ y 

make these the first two | « ' 
volumes of an abstract and i 
brief chronicle of the times \ 
that one reads for amusement \ SM 
and is all the while taking in .1 

knowledge without realising 1 
it. The books arc admirably \ ^ 
printed and artistically 
bound. Mr. Graves has done 
his work of selection and 
arrangement skilfully and his 
volumes are a veiy desirable ' 
possession, whethcryou t 

regard them as a source of | 
entertainment or as a delight- ' 
ful means of obtaining a 
liberal education without tears 
in the home and public life of 
latter-day England. [ 

THOUGHTS 

ON WAR AND 

PEACE. 

'Jests at Scars— 

Aum : “ And how’s Louisa, my dear ’ Where Is she ’ " 
Sarcastic YounRcr Sister (fancy free): “Oh, pretty well, but she won’t be on view 
these two hours. She's wrltinR to her ‘ Dear Fred ’, at least, I fancy i saw her 

come out of the library with Tupper’s poems and a Dictionary’" 

who are seriously concerned for 
tho world. 

this thoughtful *and 
searching b0.0k he 
gives sound, practical 
reasons for the unfaith 
that is in him. He 
argues that " the first 
step towards a new 
order of things in 
international relations 
is to remove from our 
political thought the 
existing conceptions of 
war and peace—that is 
to say, all conceptions 
which make the 
political life of a 
nation contradictory 
to tho ideals of 
humanity.” He looks 
facts squarely in the 
face, and his outlook 
and the hope that he 
has are sane and 
inspiring. It is em¬ 
phatically a book tor 
the time and should 
be read by all 
the future welfare of 

scene 

o 

mm 

By Professor 
Petrescu. 5s. 

Nicholas 

(Watts.) 

^Professor Petrescu has no 
great belief in the efficacy of 
the l.^gue of Nations under 
present conditions, and in 

From Sport in a Nutshell, 
By C. E. HuKhes and 

Fred Buohnnan 
(Jarrolds). 

THE NEXT CORNER. 
By Kate Jordan. 8s. 6d. (Evelcigh Nash.) 

Paris. New York, Spain, Venezuela—a sufficiently 
distributed ” scene to give some expectation of special 

qualities ; and the reader of 
tliis quite fascinating story 
will not be disappointed. Tlie 
heroine, Elsie Maury, comes 

witlnn a hair’sbreadth of 
taking the wrong turning and 
wrecking lier life by yielding to 
the wiles of a young Spanisli 
roue . and the haunting theme 
of the whole tale i.s the dread 
which follows her that her 
husband, after she has re¬ 
joined him, will hear of her 

escapade and believe that she 
has been unfaithful to him. 
Fate intervened just in time 
to prevent her actual sin, but 
in a letter written •when it 
seemed imminent she con¬ 
fessed, as it were, before the 
sin had been committed; 
and tlie disappearance of this 
letter, addressed to him, 
poisons all hrr liappiness. 
The plot is ingenious, and the 
descriptions of a certain not 

- , — . too reputable side of Parisian 
' society life are brilliant in the 

^ U extreme, Robert Maury and 
^ his dreadful gorgon of a sister 

are carefully drawn. The 
author does not lose sight 
of her central thread in the 
windings of tho story, but 
tracks it onward with much 
skill, and carries the reader 

I Terris-Correct STANCE her. In addition, she 
THE AMERICAN SACN-HANO wntcs Well, With a sound 
ii-cuT HALF-NELSON SMASH scDse of the value of words 
CE WITH LIFT. and the effect of restraint. 

Lawn Tennis—Correct stance 

FOR THE AMERICAN SACN-HANO 

UPPSR-CUT HALF-NELSON SMASH 

SERVICE WITH LIFT. 

Receotly reviewed The Bookman. 
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flews flotes. 
The December Bookman will be a special Clirist- 

mas Number, and, in addition to all usual features, 

will contain a portfolio of pictures in colour , a large 

number of presentation plates in colour and bhiek- 

and-white, and four large and fully illustrated supple¬ 

ments dealing with the new books of the season. 

The literary contents will include articles on “ Two 

Plays by John Drinkwatcr," by John Freeman ; 

“ Cromwell and Lincoln,V by Professor John 

Adams; “ F. W. H. Myers," by A. E. Waite . 

" Children in English Poetry,” by GilbciT 1'homasj 

“ Flaubert," by R Ellis Roberts; “ Fireside 

Fairies," by Katharine Tynan ; “ Beethoven," by 

George Sampson ; " A. P. Herbert." by C. S. Evans ; 

“ What Poets—especially living Poets—and which 

of their Poems should be included in the Golden 

Treasury of the Future ? " by Harold Munro, witli a 

symposium on the same subject by Professor Oliver 

•Elton, Professor Hugh Walker, G. K. Chesterton, 

Lady Margaret Sackvillc, (icrald Gould, Siegfried 

Sassf)on. Thomas Moult, etc , etc. The Number 

will make a hancKoinely bound, beautifully produced 

volume, and, though a large edition is being printed, 

readers arc urged to place their orders at once, as 

there is every indication that this year, as usual, it will 

be sold out immediately after pubbeation, and owing 

to mechanical dithculties it is impossible to reprint. 

To commemorate Sir William Robertson Nicoll’s 

seventieth birthday on October loth. Sir Ernest 

Hoddcr-Williams and Lady Hoddcr-Williams enter¬ 

tained at a special dinner, at the Hyde Park Hotel, 

Sir William and Lady Robertson Nicoll and the 

members of their family, and a few of Sir William’s 

intimate friends, including the Prime Minister and 

Mrs. Lloyd George, Lord and Lady Riddell, Sir 

James Barrie, Colonel and Mrs. Buchan, Miss Beatrice 

Harraden, Professor and Mrs. John Adams, the Rev. 

T. H. Darlow, and Dr. and Mrs. Burnett Smith. 

At a reception held later Sir William received the 

congratulations of a large and very brilliant assembly 

of authors, journalists and distinguished politicians* 

It was a thronged and pleasantly informal gathering 

of fellow-craftsmen and friends whose presence in 

honour of the occasion Sir William very warmly 

appreciated. 
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In " Pen-Drawing and 

Pen Draughtsmen: Their 

Work and their Methods,” 

Mr. Joseph Pennell make.^^ 

a studv of the art of 

pen-drawing, surveying 

the best work of the 

past and giving teclmical 

suggestions as to the most 

effective ways of doing 

such work. The book, 

which is illustrated with 

numerous examples of the 

drawings of famous artists, 

Mull be published imme¬ 

diately by Mr. Fisher 

Unwin. 

“ Eskimo Folk Tales,” 

by Knud Rasmussen and 

W. Worster, which Messrs. ^ 

Gyldcndal publish, have 

been taken down at first¬ 

hand in various parts of Greenland and are the first 

collection of such stories ever made. The book 

contains illustrations bv native Eskimo artists. 

Mr. Stanley Paul is publishing ” Success,” by 

Lord Beaverbrook, a book which promise^, to bo an 

inspiration and a guide for 

the young and ambitious. 

Mr. John h'reeman, wiu) 

was awarded the Haw- 

thornden prize la^t year for 

the best w'ork ol imagina¬ 

tive literature, has written a 

new book entitled " Music,” 

which is being published by- 

Messrs. Selwyn it Blount, 

Ltd. The volume com¬ 

prises about cighty'^ lyrical 

and several long narrative 

poems, some of which form 

a new element in his work. 

“The Thoma's Hardy 

Book Calendar,” which 

Mr. Cecil Palmer is pub¬ 

lishing, contains extracts 

from the works of Mr. 

Hardy for every day of the 

ye^rt It has a portrait and 

introduction, and is very 

tastefully produced. 

Sir Sidney Colvin’s 

“^Memories and Notes of 

Persons and Places,” which 

we announced a few 

months ago, is to be 

published immediately by 

Messrs. Edward Arnold & 

Mr. A. MacCallum Scott, M.P. 

whose new book, “ Barbary: The Romance of the N< a-est East,** 
has just been published by Mr. Thornton Biitterworih. 

“The Book of Fair 

Women,” by E. 0. Hoppe, 

which Mr. Jonathan Cape 

is publishing, contains a 

series of thirty-two por¬ 

traits of beautiful women, 

several famous in our time, 

and others that Mr. Hoppe 

has seen on his travels in 

remote parts of the world. 

The photographs are 

^ , . reproduced bv a special 
Mr. Stephen Leacock, ^ . r 

K„sl.n.l on . lecnro .our. photogravuro p r (I C C S S . 

Mr. Richard King has 

written an introductory essay on the beauty of 

women. 

After unavoidable delays, Mr Jolmston Abraliam 

has completed a successor to “ The Surgef)n's Log,” 

and relates the remarkable adventures he went 

through in the early 

days of the war in 

“My Balkan Log.” 

which Messrs. Cliapman & 

Hall are publishing imme¬ 

diately. 

A new publishing firm, 

Messrs. Chapman & Dodd, 

Limited, have opened 

premises in Denmark 

Street, W.C. For the 

moment, they are chiclly 

concerned with cheap re¬ 

prints, but they have 

already made arrangements 

for a number of new books. 

The managing director, Mr. 

G. P. Chapman, who was 

until recently with Mr. 

Werner Laurie, comes of a 

famous publishing family, 

Edward Chapman, the 

founder of Messrs. Chap¬ 

man & Hall, having been 
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liis great-uncle, and the late Frederick Chapman 

his cousin. 

“ Sarah and her Family,” by Bertha Pearl, whicli 

Mr. Leonard Parsons is publisliing, is a story of 

New fork's Ghetto, sliowing a Ghetto family as it 

lives from day to day. 

Mr. James C. Welsh, of Low Waters, Hamilton, 

who has lately been elected Vice-President of the 

Lanarkshire Mineworkers’ Union, is the author of 

that powerfully realistic story, ” The Underworld,” 

which Mr. Herbert Jenkins ])ublished about a year 

ago. His book has gone through live editions in 

Great Britain and a large edition in .America, and 

has been translated into French, Dutch and Scandi¬ 

navian. Mr. Welsh has almost completed another 

novel, which will 

be published next 

spring. 

novelist 

Mr. James C. Welsh. 

Hardly an}’ 

is quite 

satislied with his 

sales ; the larger 

tlu‘}’are the larger 

he thinks the\’ 

ought to be ; but 

Mr. Harold Bell 

W right , whose 

“ Helen of the Old House ” lias just been publislied 

by Messrs. A]>plcton, must be one of the rare 

exceptions. For he has written nine novels, and 

they have had an average sale of over a million 

copies apiece, and when that liappens to an author 

he lias t<f look round for somctliing else to complain 

about. In liis early days Mr. Whiglit worked as a 

painter and decorator and at divers other trades, 

when necessity drove liim. He has known llie 

horrors of unemployment and the misery of going 

hungry. Before he was twent}' lie had resolved to 

enter the ministry; when after a period at Hiram 

College his health broke down, lie went to regain 

it to the Ozark Mountains and served as minister 

to the mountaineers, who presently came to regard 

him as their friend and adviser in material as well 

as in spiritual affairs. He pursued his calling for 

some years in divers places, and his first novel, 

“ Tlic Printer of Udells,” was not planned as a book 

but to be read in instalments to his congregation in 

Pittsburg, Kansas. His people urged him to publish 

it, and its success moved him, while seeking health 

in the Ozarks, to write " The Shepherd of the 

Hills.” His readers already numbered hundreds of 

thousands, and long before his ninth novel, “ The 

riioio hv (tuiiui Mr. W. L. George, 
whosi* new novel, •' The Coiiiessions of CiMila Trent,’’ has lust been 

\fy MtA lIoH, «ind his " 
b> Messrs Cullins. 

Re-creation of Brian Kent ” (lyiq). cstab- 

lished as the most popular novelist in America. 

” liach of mv books,” lie recently told an inter¬ 

viewer, ” lias be(“n written for a very debnite pur* 

pose. ‘ Helen of the Old House' was written 

because it grew upon me since the close of the war 

that some one sliould declare that tlie ideal held up 

during that struggle should be applied to our own 

affaii-M ill ju-ace. I thought, ‘ What would happen 

if we Cfuild ajiply the standards of intensive loyalty 

and ci)-()peration to tliese times of peace ? Would 

it not sol\’c many of our problems ? ’ ” 

Mr. Harold Bell Wright. 
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Messrs. W. Paxton & 

Co.,. the music pub¬ 

lishers, to help people 

over the difficulty they 

experience,on goinginto 

a music shop, of choos¬ 

ing exactly what they 

want, are issuing 

a useful and attractive 

booklet entitled “ New 

Issues." This shows a 

comprehensive range of 

new publications i n 

vocal, instrumental, or 

dance music, the music 

being reproduced in 

miniature, but suffi¬ 

ciently large and clear 

to be tried over at home 

before you decide what 

music you will buy. 

" Mendoza ajid a 

Little Lady," a talc of 

Chelsea life by William 

Caine, will be published 

forthwith by Messrs. Putnams. 

Miss Adelaide Eden Phillpotts, the daughter of 

the distinguished novelist, is known in her own 

right as the author of two charming books of verse. 

She has lately been trying a 'prentice hand at fiction, 

and her first short story, " The Goat Girl," a tale 

of the moors, is to appear in the November Number 

of Lloyd's Magazine. 

“The Warwick Re¬ 

wards" is the title given 

to a new lialf-crown 

scries of popular books 

for boys and girls, 

which Messrs. Jarrold 

are publishing. The 

volumes are well 

printed and attractively 

bound, and the first six 

include two admirable 

stories by Robert 

Leighton, "The 

Cleverest Chap in the 

School " and “ The 

Perils of Peterkin " ; 

"The Treasure 

Hunters," by John 

Mackie, and" A Hand¬ 

ful of Rebels," by R. 

Jacberns. 

With " The Street of 

Faces" and "Way¬ 

farers in Arcady," Mr. 

Charles V-'ince has 

proved himself one of 

the most charming and individual of latter-day 

essayists. He has completed a new book, " Barrie 

Marvel : His Dreams and Adventures," some 

chapters from the childhood of a solitary and 

imaginative boy, which Mr, Philip Allan will 

publish next <=pring. 

A new novel by Miss Muriel Hinc, “ Torquil's 

Success," will be published on November 4th 

by Mr. John Lane. 

Mr. Hamilton Fyfe, 
whose new novel. “The Fruti of the Tree,” Mr, Leonard Persons is 
publUhnig. Mr. Hamilton Fyfe Is editing the new montiily, hooking 

Forua'd, which hs describes as “ a review of what is being done, said 
and thought ail over the world, from the standpoint of the man who 

Is out to end War." 

THE BOOKMAN GALLERY. 

SIR BASIL THOMSON, K.C.B. Though to many people the name of Sir Basil 

Thomson may mean chiefly the one-time Governor 
of Dartmoor and Wormwood Scrubbs Prisons or the 

head of the Special Branch of the Metropolitan Police 
at " the Yard," he has a high reputation quite apart 
from that gained for his work in connection with crime 

and its correction. He is indeed, I would venture to 
claim, primarily a bookman—though he himself might 

not perhaps agree with that particulS.r finding. Wlien 
I spoke to a fellow-writer of Sir Basil as being author of 

some fascinating volumes on life and affairs in islands 
of tli^ South Pacific I was met with an assured, " Oh, 
but that is another Basil Thomson.” Though I contra¬ 

dicted my friend with as much courtesy as is consistent 
with the consciousness of superior knowledge, I fancy 

that he remained of his old opinion still. The man who 

is now head of the Special Branch at Scotland Yard was 

in 1890 Prime Minister of Tonga, and had been born 

twenty-nine years earlier, just a year before that 
distinguished divine, his father, had been preferred to the 
high office of Archbishop of York. 

So much of a true bookman is Sir Basil Thomson 
that his experiences whether abroad or at home seem 

to have promptly moved him to rendering them in 
literary form. (When called to be Governor of 

Dartmoor Prison he seems to have been soon inspired 

to become the historian of the place.) That after 
all is surely one of the most notable characteristics 

of your true bookman—given an experience, it 
is his instinct to render it in words, to ” make a 
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book of it." And very excellent are the books which 

Sir Basil Thomson has made of his experiences. I 

recall the plea.sure which I had in reading more than 

a quarter of a century ago, as reviewer, one or two of the 

earlier of these volumes, and I have been re-reading 

them with no less lively interest. So well do they stand 

this supreme test of re-reading that it may be hoped 

that \he author will some day^ive us a collected uniform 

edition of those of his works embodying studies of the 

South Pacific. The writer shows himself possessed of 

such powers of observation and sympathy, gives evidence 

of interest so keen in the people among whom he lived, 

that his books have a peculiar 

vividness and an actuality 
that place them among the 

best of their kind. 

It was in 1894 there came 

the first of that series of 

intimate, observant volumes 
which showed that a new 

travel-writer had appeared 

—a writer to whom it had 

been given to enjoy exper¬ 

iences in some of the least 
exploited of places. Having 

been educated at Eton and 

Oxford and called to the 

Bar at the Inner Temple, the 
son of the Archbishop of 

York had got an opportunity 

of far travel under the 

authority of the Colonial 

Office and wont out with an 

expedition to New Guinea, 

and then to Fiji where, first 

as Commissioner of the 

NativeLanclCourts and later 

as ActingHead of thcNative 
Department, he had unusual 

opportunities of studying 
the Fijian folks. The first \’olume in which he gave 

his readers something of the fruits of his experiences 

was a capital collection of " South Sea Yarns,” and 
then in the same year came ” The Diversions of a Prime 

Minister,” wherein he tells, with sympathetic under¬ 

standing and humour, of the period he spent in Tonga, 

the last native state in the Pacific, putting straight the 

affairs of that island kingdom. It is a delicious example 
of the travel books in which our literature is particularly 

rich—delicious both for the pictures it gives of un¬ 

sophisticated life in the island of queerly Christianised 

Polynesians, and for the rendering of personal 

experiences of an Englishman in a queer position--" at 
the age of twenty-nine elder brother to a monarch of 

over ninety ”—among remarkably unconventional and 

distinctly interesting people. 
This was followed by " A Court Intrigue,” and then 

by " The Indiscretions of Lady Asenath ”—a wonderful 
Fijian woman the narrative of whose “ indiscretions ” 

affords capital reading, and in the presenting of which in 

the outward seeming of a novel the author manages to 

give much of the inner matter of folk-lore and of his own 

travel observation. Later came '* Savage Island ”— 
that Niue which lies, " the loneliest spot ia that part 

of the Pacific," one thousand miles N.N.E. of New Zea¬ 

land and three hundred miles S.S.E. of Samoa. In 1900 

the one-time Prime Minister of Tonga had returned to 

that island to negotiate a British protectorate over it, and 

it was then that he visited Savage Island togive the people 

there a favourable answer to a petition, that had reached 

England thirteen years before, for the sending of " the 

powerful flag of Britain to unfurl in this island of Niue." 

“ King Fataaiki’s fetter reached its destination, and 
England, ‘ the first kingdom of all the kingdoms of the 
world,’ England, the earth-hungry and insatiable (as others 
SCO her), took thirteen years to think it over, and then, 

having received a second 
letter more precisely worded, 
reluctantly consented. It is 
an object-lesson of the way 

in which wc blunder into 

Empire.” 

It may be added that it was 
only when we surrendered 

any claims to Samoa to the 

Germans that we took over, 

and then by way of com¬ 

pensation, the little island 
that had already sought 
our protection ! 

Later works inspired by 

the ten years or so that the 

author had spent in the 
South Pacific were " The 
Discovery of the Solomon 

Islands” (written in colla¬ 

boration with Lord Amherst 

of Hackney), .and " The 

Fijians: a study of the Decay 
of Custom,” a fascinating 

book showing the way in 

which the levelling tendency 
of modern civilisation is at 

work in the Pacific Islands— 

a levelling tendency which, as the author secs it, is going 

on all over the world, and one which will bring .about 

something of a racial ecjuality with individual in¬ 
equalities. This volume presents a wonderful assem¬ 

blage of matters concerning the Fijians and their 

customs, and is a v.ahiablc contribution to the literature 

concerning primitive peoples, their habits and beliefs. 

Such mav indeed be said of the whole series of these 
books concerning the South Pacific Islands and islanders 

that the author has given us. These books are at once 

engagingly attractive in style and valuable in their 

contribution to our knowledge, and are likely long to 

be read by all who would know of life and customs in 
far places. It may bo hoped that Sir Basil will write 

some reminiscences of his experiences in New Guinea, 

which he visited with Sir William McGregor in 1888 

when the interior of that tripartite island was largely 

land unknown ; while .another book which it would seem 

that he .alone could write would be a full and particular 

narrative of the life and doings of that remaikable 

adventurer whose name crops up again and again in the 

pages of the books that Sir Basil has written—“ the 
Honourable and Reverend Shirley Waldemar Baker.” 

W.^LTEK JtKKOLU. 

Phoiaby MuhH c-hox. 3I|. Basil Tbomsoti, K-C.B. 



THE READER. 

LORD ROSEBERY AS ESSAYIST.* 

By Augustine Birrell. 

Lord ROSEBERY, Whatevef else he may be— 

and his title to be called a literary critic is, I 

observe, disputed in some austere quarters—is an 

Author, for has he not written Books ? But what is 

more, he is one of those lucky authors who, to cmplov 

once again Mr. Bagehot's happy phrase, “ keeps his 

own atmosphere.” Lord Rosebery alwavs writes like 

Lord Rosebery ; and so it conies to pass that when 

anyone who has by chance read one of his books or 

Addresses takes up something new by the same hand, 

he finds himself at once as much at home as if he were 

sauntering down a country lane he has frequented for 

years. Books of this rare kind are always agreeable 

to a reader with a palate, and happily, despite the 

Niagara of output, and the multiplication of literary 

Binns, Bottles and Blends, such a thing as a reading 

palate still exists ; and we love to be able to “ taste ” 
a book. 

But it must be admitted we live in a serious age. and 

one which demands to know your " qualifications,” ere 

you venture to write on such matters as books and 

reading. What are your qualifications to be a critic ? 

The fact that Lord Rosebery would as likely as not dis¬ 

claim the very name, and most certainly would fail to 

present himself for examination in order to obtain his 

diploma, is accounted beside the mark ; for the sugges¬ 

tion is that, being by habit, training and temperament 

an ” unqualified'' critic, he has no business to allow 

Mr. Buchan to present him to the world even partially 

in that character. 

It never does to turn your back upon the age vou are 

condemned to live in, and it is wise to snuff the perfumes 

of the future even though they may wrinkle your nose. 

WTien 1 was much younger than I am to-day I was, 

in what I took to be a happy hour, turned loose 

npon the ” Causeries "of M. Sainte-Beuve. and in my 

enthusiasm I hailed him as a w'cll-nigh perfect critic ; 

but to-day I notice younger and'much keener intellects 

than mine think lightly of this Frenchman, and assign 

as their most exquisite reasons the very things that 

made me dote on him. He is, so it is now said, far too 

full of biography and history, and the locus in quo ; and 

there is far too little of the pure, undiluted effluent of 

criticism. 

From a recent book of rare merit called '' The Sacred 

Wood,” by Mr. T. S. Eliot, I cull the following two 

passages, not to dispute them, but by way of record : 

“ A literary critic should have no emotions except those 

immediately provoked by a work of art—and these are, 

when valid, perhaps not to be called emotions at all.” 

* " The progress of an artist is a continual sclf-sacnfice, 
a continual extinction of personality ! ” 

As it is very doubtful whether, if Lord Rosebery were 

to.be judged by these standards, he-would emerge as 

• ''Miscellanies; Literary and Historical.” By Lord Rosebery. 
Two vols. jos. net (HudUer & Stuughttiii.) 

a literary critic at all, and being very anxious, as I 

always am, to avoid controversy, it may be best to say 

and at once, that in my opinion the author of these 

Collected Papers should be regarded as a “ miscellaneous 

writer ” on men, books and events, who exhibits, when¬ 

ever the occasion warrants, a genuine and at times a 

passionate affection for books and reading, and is able 

b}'^ virtue of his kept atmosphere to instil into the minds 

of his readers something of the interest he feels himself 

in the subjects he has chosen to illustrate. 

In order to create these desirable impressions it is 

essential for a “miscellaneous writer” about books, 

and men who have written books, to be strictly honest 

with his readers and never to feign a sham emotion. If 

a “ miscellaneous writer ” does not like “ Tristram 

Shandy.” let him say so and stand the direful conse¬ 

quences. Whv, Charles Lamb did not like “ Gil Bias ” ! 
Hazlitt, one of the greatest of our miscellaneous writers, 

tells us he could not away with Sir Philip Sidney’s 

Sonnets, but could read with pleasure Blair’s “ Grave ” ! 

.\m I to quarrel with Elia and Hazlitt on these ai rounts ? 

Certainly not, though I adore “ Gil Bias,” abhor Blair 

and am in love with Sidney’s Sonnets. So when 1-ord 

Rosebery assures me that he never wishes to read 

” Rasselas ” again, and that all the Ramblers and 

Idlers are dead for him, I applaud the sincerity of the 

avowal, taking it as evidence of strict good faith in 

other matter'-i, and at once sit down to reread No. 55 

of the Rambler with a delight that I never before 

thought was capalile of increase. 

The truth is, despite Mr. Eliot, we like criticism to 

be individual and not “ standardised,” and to carry 

on its surface evidence both of strict good faith and of 

the personality of the man from whom it proceeds. 

Hazlitt, Lamb and Arnold were full of personal 

prejudices, of exaggerated loves and dislikes, of whims, 

fancies and mannerisms ; but we should be unworthy 

readers of these distinguished writers if we cannot, 

whilst reading them, “ allow for the wind.” Indeed, 

” allowing for the wind’’ is half the excitement of 

reading. 

But notwthstanding all this, I have an uneasy feeling 

that some time, not my " time " but other people’s, 

Mr. Eliot may prove to be right and the stream of 

criticism will be found flowing a pure white, purged of 

the discolorations of personality. But in the meantime 

how beautiful is a “ brown ” stream, particularly a 

Scottish stream! 

Lord Rosebery appears before his readers in these 

volumes as a bookish man. “ I mean,” so he tells us, 

” by bookishness the general love of books—reading, 

buying, handling, hunting them.” 

He was probably born with this love or very early 

acquired it, and it has stood him in good stead. But 

though by nature or grace a bookish man, he has not 

lived the bookish life. Hence perhaps his freedom from 
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the tyranny of the schools and, possibly, his too hasty 

judgments. Like Horace he ha> led the vita magistra 

and has looked to books to help him along the stony 

path, and to teach him either to enjoy life or to endure 
it. This is not the attitude of the professed critic, but 

it is one which makes an author especially attractive to 

educated men whose occupations liave forbidden the 
student’s life. 

But I must not forget that one of Lord Rosebery’s 

tests for bookishness is a love of “ handling ” the 

volumes themselves, so I take up the “ Miscellanies” 

and discover that the first 

volume begins with a sensitive 

and most feeling address on 
the greatest of Scottish 

poets, whose name and fame, 

though all his masterpieces 

were written in a provincial 

dialect, have reverberated 
throughout the civilised 

world, and to-day Burns 

ranks with Hoiacc and willi 

Heine. How better could a 
good Scotsman begin his 

” Miscellanies ” ? A little 

lower down the list (^f contents 

I ol)served tlie name of 

Burke, and when I came 
read tlie ” Burns ” and the 

” Burke ” I found I liad read 

them before in iSqq in a 

little book railed ” Appre¬ 

ciations and Addiesse-:,” 

pul)lished by Mr. Lane and 

edited by m\’ sorelv-missed 

friend, the late Charles Geake. 

Then I fell to musing upon 

the strange fates of books, 
and how this little ad\ enture 

of my old friend’s fell a victim 

to the House of Lords, which decided judicially 

{dissentiente most emphatically, I.ord Robertson) that 
it {or large portions of it) infringed the copyright of 

Mr. Walter, the then proprietor of The Times. Mr. 

Walter had employed, at his own charges, stenographers 

to attend at Dumfries or Bristol, or wherever else Lord 

Rosebery was announced to deliver an address, and 

take down his words pieciscly as they fell from his lips, 
and then, writing them all over again in longhand, to 

send them up to Printing House Square, to be repro¬ 

duced in the columns of the famous newspaper. 
As against the Speaker himself it was admitted, in 

the course of argument, that Mr. Walter had no case, 
but as against Mr. Lane, who had registered ‘‘ Apprecia¬ 

tions and Addresses ” as his own copjTight, an injunction 

was issued, and consequently the little book has gone 

from the public gaze, rather like that acquaintance of 

Sidney Smith’s, who was seen last at the time of the 

Assizes. 
Nevertheless I cannot help remarking that though 

Lord Rosebery still observes the same attitude of 

“benevolent neutrality,” no less than seven of Mr. 
Geake’s papers reappear under Mr. Buchan’s editorship. 

Let it not be for one moment supposed that 1 am 

desirous of .stirring up past litigation. It would be too 

late to do so ; and besides, 1 have retired from practice ! 

My wigs, including the “full-bottomed” one which I 

wore, greatly perspiring, whilst fruitlessly arguing the 
defendant’s case in \^'altei• v. Lane, have all disappeared, 

whitlicr and how I know not. 

Still when, suddenlv, whilst “ liandling ” these hand¬ 

some \'oIumes I came across seven of mv old friends— 

clients I had almost called them—betkoning to me, as 

it were, and claiming old acquaintance, I could not 

but acknowledge that salute and wish them many 
visitors in their new and 

splendid quartei>. 

Amongst the “ Apprecia¬ 
tions ” contained in the first 

volume, the one that made 

the strongest appeal to my 

inherited sympathies bears 
the once resplendent name 

of Dr. Chalmers. 

Tinu? was when it could 

have been trutlifully said 
that whilst Burns rej)resented 
one half of ever\' true Scot, 

for the other half few names 

could have put in a better 

claim than Thomas Chalmers. 

This I suppo>ic could hardly 
be said now. for of late years 

the author of the once 

famous “ Astronomical Dis¬ 

courses ” and the hero of the 

clisni])tion of seems to 

have siiflered an eelij)se. 

I had noticed this with 

a growing ?.ailne>'>. for my 

earlv days were spent in 

an atmosphere furiously 

charged with the contagion 

of this great name. My 

fathci had been a pupil at Glasgow University of the 

eloquent divine, and whenever he heard talk going on 

around him about Newman. Pusey or the like, he 
behaved, though he was neither deaf nor took snuff, 

in the same spirit which Goldsmith reports Sir Joshua 

to have exhibited when the studious chattered of “ their 

Raphaels, Correggios and stuff.” 

Consequently, though I felt persuaded Lord Rosebery 
would prove “ sound on Chalmers,” it was with just a 
little perturbation of spirit that I began to read. The 

first lines made me happy, for they rar as follows : 

” \Vc Scotsmen do well to take every opportunity of 

revenng and Imrning incense before the memory of Dr. 
Chalmers, for he was one of the greatest of our race ; a 
commanding chaiacter, a suporb orator, the most illustrious 

Scottish Churchman since John Knox. His memory 
remains green and vivid with us when statesmen, writers 
and jihilosophers are, if not forgotten, languishing in the 

shade. It is a noble and blessed life, how more enviable ” 
(Vol I, p .>38) 

And f^ain : 

“ His base was character. Through all the splendours 
of his speech, through all his activity of administration, 

through all his piowerful and voluminous wTitings, there 
llanicd the glory of a living soul ; a supreme, unquenchable, 

Phoio 6v c- Sons The Earl of Roaebery. K.G. 
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fervent soul. For him Christianity was everything; 
his faith inspired every action of his life, every moment 
of his day, every word that he uttered, every letter that 

he wrote. That was the real secret of his power that drew 

dll hearts to him. He wrote enormously, he spoke con¬ 
tinually, he revealed his inner .self in every possible way, 
but after his first struggles and victory, every word that 

remains on record seems instinct with a pervading, un¬ 
doubting, eager Christian faith. ... It is not breaking 

the tenth commandment to covet his spirit ” (Vol. I, p. 245). 

Of all Mr. Arnold's unseemly jests the unseemliest 

was his saying of Chalmers that he reminded him of a 

Scotch Thistle trying to look like the Rose of Sharon. 

It was ill-said and ill-conceived. Had Mr. Arnold 

known anything at all about Chalmers he must have 
recognised how absurd was the suggestion that this 

great divine was in the least “ prickly.” A thistle is 

prickly, and so I dare say are many Scotsmen, but 

Chalmers was all love, solicitude and tenderness. 
Carlyle reports how Lord Jeffrey said that the only 

way he ever discovered that ill-conditioned people had 

tried to make Chalmers think that he (Jeffrey) was an 

unbeliever, was by the extra-affectiOn and wistfulness 

of manner exhibited in Chalmers’s demeanour towards 

him. Lord Rosebery recalls that one of the rare 
occasions when Sir Walter Scott w^as touched by praise 

was when he was told of the admiration of Chalmers. 

Lord Rosebery dwells with an admiration some may 

think excessive on the triumph of Chalmers's oratory, 
saying: 

" We who have seen the great mass meetings, wonderful 
as they were, addressed by Mr. Gladstone at the height of 

his fame and popularity, have nothing to record like this. 
There can be but few parallels to it in history.” 

The whole Appreciation is aglow w’ith a noble 

enthusiasm for a truly great and pious man. A younger 

■generation of Scotsmen has now no excuse for letting 

Thomas Chalmers become the shadow of a shade. 

The first volume concludes with a reprint o^ the 
famous sketch of Lord Randolph Churchill. I am glad 

to see it there, for the more people read this e.xquisite 

piece of portraiture the better, but so perfect a gem of 

short biography is best read in an independent volume. 

Gems are not seen to advantage in a crowded cabinet, 
but singly. If this be the foppery of bookishness, 

” and upon me proved,” I am content to be a fop. 

The work of portraiture demands a delicate touch 

combined with a rare mixture of good, sound sense, good 

feeling, genuine affection and a strong though restrained 

tinge of amusement at the vagaries of human characters. 
Lord Rosebery possesses this touch, as this sketch of 

Lord Randolph proves. Carlyle had it, as is exemplified 

in his ” Life of Sterling ” and in his inimitable portrait 
of Lord Jeffrey. Andrew Lang had it to perfection, as 

his short memoir of his teacher. Professor Sellar, will 

prove to the satisfaction of most readers. I oteerve 

with trepidation that my three examples are all Scots¬ 

men, and so, as I desire at all costs to be impartial, I will 

run the risk, often a serious risk, of praising a friend in 

print, by adding the name of Lord Morley. 

I hav'e left myself no space to ” handle " the second 

volume, one section of which, containing six papers, is 

full to overflowing w^ith the very marrow and fatness 

of Scottish history and character. 

I imagine that Lord Rosebery can never be more 

completely at home than when presiding over or address¬ 

ing the Scottish History Society, in Edinburgh, for 

whatever other doubts may beset him he has none about 
this Society. He bids us believe ” that there never 

were such publications,” and goes on to say that he 

does not believe “ anyone can find any serious fault 

with anything the Society has done or with any publica¬ 

tion it has put forward,” and winds up triumphantly 
by inquiring, ” Of what other Society can so much be 

said?” (Vol. II, p. 64). 

As it must be supposed that the President of the 
Scottish History Society has read all its production's, 

no Southron who reads the six papers just mentioned 

but will admit that if Lord Rosebery has derived any 

portion of his inspiration from the labours of his Society 

it deserves all the praise he has bestowed upon it. 

Amongst these ” Miscellanies ” I find no record of 

any of their author’s ” Travels.” 1 cannot but think 

this a pity. A small book of ” Travels ” from Lord 

Rosebery’s pen could hardly fail to be delightful. We 

possess few such books of travel as those I have in mind, 

and I have long pined for one I could place alongside 

that adorable account given by the author of ” Vathek ” 

of his visit, at the end of the eighteenth century, to two 

abbey?, in Portugal and of his companions on that 

expedition. Is it too fanciful to suppose that the 

writer of these “ Miscellanies ” might have produced, 
had he tried his hand, something akin to the production 

of that strange genius, so happily described by Afr. 

Charles Whibley as the " Caliph of Fonthill ” ? BUt 
to write about the books that have not been written is 

outside the scope of this paper. 

SIR HALL CAINE: FORTY YEARS A NOVELIST. 

By John A. Steuart. 

WHAT is the secret of popularity in literature ? 

Is it merit, is it chance or just a passing vagary 

in public taste ? The question has long been a crux to 

critics and a subject of anxious inquiry to authors. 

George Henry Lewes, a writer of some note in his day, 
boldly asserted that success is an absolute test of merit. 

* ” We may lay it down as a rule,” he wrote, “ that no 
w^rk ever succeeded, even for a day, but it deserved 

that success ; no work ever failed but under conditions 

which made failure inevitable . . . Success, temporary 
or enduring, is the measure of the relation, temporary 

or enduring, which exists between a work and the public 

mind.” According to this doctrine the secret appears 

to lie in the relation of an author to the general body of 
readers, that is to say, in his sense of the public likes 

and dislikes and his readiness or ability to sup^y what 
at the moment happens to be most demand. This 
however must be qualified by the fact that a strong and 

original writer will impose himself on the public and, 
within limits, mould and dominate its taste.. Browning 

and Meredith are recent instances in point. In a 
different way R. L. Stevenson is also an instance. 
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The truth is that the secret so called is not a secret at 

all, but a gift. As there is a genius for friendship so 

there is a genius for popularity. Scott and Dickens, 

Dumas and Hugo (to mention no more) had it in a 

supreme degree. They wrote what they would, what 

their gifts impelled them to write, and the public made 

haste to buy and read. So it was in the past with 

those possessing the magic faculty ; so it is now ; so 

it must be in the future. 

To-day Sir Hall Caine possesses the enviable gift in 

a larger measure than any other British novelist. If 

he is not absolutely the 

most popular novelist in 

the world he is certainly the 

most popular in England. 

The aggregate sales of the 

English editionsof his novels 

have already reached the 

enormous figure of five 

million copies, a total very 

considerably in excess of that 

credited to any other writer 

on this side of the Atlantic. 

Indeed, since the death of 

Dickens no other novelist 

in this country has had 

anything like bis vogue with 

British readers of fiction. 

For ncarlv forty years he 

has been prominently before 

the public, and throughout 

that long period he has 

increased his popularity 

with every book he has 

published - - a unique dis¬ 

tinction so far as I know. 

That such a feat implies rare and remarkable qualities 

is a truth which need not be laboured, since it is 

self-evident. 

What, then, are the gifts which have gone to the 

making of Hall Caine's immense vogue ? I answer 

briefly: A bold and picturesque imagination, great 

emotional force, an unfailing sense of the dramatic, a 

direct and graphic style, and a skill in construction 

unequalled, as it seems to me, since the death of Wilkie 

Rollins. His novels have great amplitude, great wealth 

of detail and many characters; but there is no con¬ 

fusion, no congestion. Every character, every incident 

is fitted into its place with almost mathematical pre¬ 

cision. Nothing is allowed to impede the dramatic 

progress of the story, obscure the motive or divert 

the attention of the reader. Nor must we forget a 

sympathy as ardent and penetrating as that of Dickens 

himself. Sympathy is indeed the golden key with 

which the novelist unlocks human hearts and reveals 

recalling as an item of literary histoiy that its original 

publisher, a man of wide experience of his trade, assured 

the author his book would be dead and forgotten within 

five years of publication. That was thirty-five years 

ago. To-dav one sees “ Tiie Deemster ” on the book- 

•.talls marked " 52nd Edition.” So are expert prophecies 

falsified. Tlie present writer lecalls the thrill of 

exultation with which he first read the story among 

the Welsh mountains, and there are still moods in 

which he is tempted to call it Hall Caine’s best book. 

But that may be mere prejudice due to the vividness 

and permanency of youth¬ 

ful impressions. Certainly it 

has what Lowell calls the 

large stride of the elder 

race." What was written 

of It many years ago in a 

volume which shall be name¬ 

less may appropriately be 

repeated here. " The book 

belongs to the big, the 

broad, the strong and im¬ 

pressive order of fiction. It 

has a spaciousness of air 

and a reach of imagination 

rare among recent novels. 

. . . Effects are rendered 

with almost unexampled 

rapidity. The imagination 

seems all aglow and will not 

be checked in pouring out 

its shapes.” Here at least 

critic and public haveagreed 

with some emphasis. 

Sir Hall Caine The qualities of pictur- 

by A. jonniau*. csquencss, impetuosity and 

dramatic intensity which distinguish " The Deemster ” 

are conspicuous in '' The Bondman also. The scene 

of the main action changes from the Isle of Man to 

Iceland ; but the style and method are those of the 

earlier book. Planned on epic lines and moving with 

an imaginative sweep which carries the reader along 

breathless and eager, this story contains some of the 

most powerful and moving situations which Hall Caine 

has ever conceived or depicted, notably those concerned 

with the two half-brothers in the penal settlement. 

The characters have an antique grandeur and impres¬ 

siveness which give them a place apart in their creator s 

work, and indeed in modem fiction; while the events 

are often such as make the reader shudder in dramatic 

suspense. These two romances—“ The Deemster " and 

” The Bondman "—mark the culmination of Hall Caine’s 

eailier method and ideals of art. 

" The Manxman ” marks the transition to the later, 

and. as multitudes of readers think, the real, the char¬ 

them to themselves. Of that key Hall Caine is master. 

Finally he deals with elemental passions and emotions 

in language which most men and all women instinctively 

understand. The truth of these statements may be 

agreeably verified by reference to the “ Collected 

Edition ” of his novels now in course of publication. 

With " The Deemster ” Hall Caine leaped into the 

forefront of " best sellers ”—a position which, as we 

have seen, he has retained ever since. It is woith 

acteristic. Hall Caine. With that book he plunges into 

the seething turmoil of modern life. The saga method, 

the saga theme, are abandoned for good, though it 

must be remarked the author is still at heart a romantic. 

A romantic in truth he remains, as " The Master of 

Man ’’ testifies ; but the romance is now imbued, at 

times overlaid, with what, for want of a better name, 

we call realism. It is not, however, the realism of 

Fielding or Thackeray, still less is it the realism of 
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Zola or Tolstoy; rather is it the realism of him who 

gave us that marvellous blend of the real and the ideal 

known to the world as “ Tes Miscrablcs.” Hall Caine 

has, in fact, many traits in common with Victor Hugo, 

traits which the curious may easily trace for themselves. 

“ The Manxman ” indicates the passage into a new 

genre, hut the old graphic power is carried over un- 

diminislrdd. The love story of Kate Cregecn, with all 

its tragic turns and complications, is told with the old 

force and verve, and a pathos which is new. An 

eminent reviewer has remarked that it goes very straight 

to the roots of human passion and emotion. It does. 

So do its successors ; and that, it ma\- be said in ])assing, 

is another reason for their great and long-continued 

popularity. “ The Christian,” ” The Eternal City,” 

■' The White Prophet,” ” The Woman Thou Gavest Me,” 

” The Master of Man,” are all, with essential differences 

of plot and circumstance, dramatic expositions of the 

same vital theme, done with the same penetrating 

power, the same uncompromising directness of manner. 

Some novelists treat passion shamefacedly, as something 

to be indicated bv nods and winks if it cannot be entirely 

hidden, an unfortunate relic of aboriginal human nature, 

to be discreetly veiled for the affected squeamishness of 

modern drawing-rooms. Hall Caine puts it boldly and 

openly on the stage, so that all may observe its fateful 

workings, unobscured and undisguised. 

For this he has not escaped censure. Certain subjects 

connected with the deepest instincts of humanity he 

is told are taboo to the polite artist. Everything that 

is true must have its place in {esthetics, says Renan, 

on the other'side. 'Fhc basic idea of ” Hamlet,” for 

instance, is horrible ; the basic idea of ” The Heart of 

Midlothian ” is as sordid as anything in fiction ; yet 

” Hamlet” and ” The Heart of Midlothian ” arc master¬ 

pieces of creative imagination. The Greek and Roman 

classics are often a melange of horror and indecency; 

yet they live by virtue of their beauty and their truth. 

The fact of course is that art is justified not by subject 

but by treatment, a truism which ought to be remem¬ 

bered in judging all novelists who deal frankly with the 

primordial desires and impulses of human nature. 

Hall Caine is Manx, and good judges hold that his 

best novels are those wholly or mainly confined to the 

Isle of Man and its people. We know best what we 

know early, what is ass(x:iated with childish affection, 

wonder and veneration ; and what we love and venerate 

the imagination reproduces most truthfully and effec¬ 

tively. Hall Caine’s studies of the Manx people are 

done con iimorv, from the heart out. Like some other 

novelists he has gone far afield in search of material, 

but he is happiest at home. He has stated that ” The 

Master of Man ” is the last novel we shall have from 

him. The decision, if final, will be accepted with regret 

and reluctance. But at any rate this significant fact 

will be noted, that he ends as he began with the little 

island whose life, char{icter and traditions his genius 

has made a world-wide possession. 

JOHAN BOJER AT HOME. 

By Hen'rietta Leslie. 

IT is no easy matter to visit Johan Bojer, the widely 

known Norwegian writer, in the mountain home 

where he seeks every summer the seclusion necessary 

for his work. 

Seclusion ! Up and up and up from Vinstra in the 

Gudbrandsdal climbed the automobile along a mountain 

road surely never intended for such vehicles de luxe, 

and although the’” Hil ” as the Norwegians amusingly 

abbreviate, took the rocky track piirringly, it was forced 

to give in at last and relinquish its passengers to a light 

little cart drawn by a honey-coloured snub-nosed 

mountain pony. 

At walking pace we jolted and swayed over stretching 

heaths and through resin perfumed piiiewoods. The 

only signs of life we met were two peasants in blue 

smocks and a drove of cows and shaggy goats whose 

bells made music as they raised their heads to gaze at 

us from among the undergrowth. It is perhaps not an 

inevitable accompaniment to the pilgrimage that the 

vehicle should go to pieces in the progress, but on this 

occasion it did so neatly. With a crash in the treble 

and a groan in the bass the body of the cart parted from 

its foundations. At this moment our host appeared 

providentially at a turn in the path, and the rest of the 

journey was completed briskly on foot. 

> The country that Johan Bojer has chosen for his 

summer home is one of great sweeping pine and birch- 

g.own uplands topped by distant snow-capped peaks. 

A more inspiring and invigorating environment it 

would be hard to find. 

The little mountain saeter was reached at last. Beau¬ 

tifully it .stands abo\’e Gaalaa lake wlicre the blue of the 

vast stretching sky deepens to an even more concen¬ 

trated blue ill its rippled suiface. A great stillness 

rise.s from the pineclad slopes of the opposite shore ; 

there are no houses for miles, only a rare hut where 

pe{isants come to live in summer time that their cattle 

may find jxisturage. 

Under the reindeer-antlered entrance, across the 

porch strewn with fragrant juniper sprigs wc entered 

the sunny house. Wood everywhere, fresh unpainted 

unstained wood—walls, ceilings, floors, furniture—all of 

the same creamy pine, and in the corner the ” peis," 

or cosy hooded open hearth of Norway. A friendly 

place in which one felt at home at once, and its owner 

saw to it that one should not be otherwise. 

” You may like to see these books and pictures of the 

Lofoten Islands,” he said, introducing the topic most 

interesting to his visitors. ” I am hard at work re¬ 

vising my next novel which will deal with the people 

of those parts. They have hard and tragic lives, 

fishermen there. I know it well, for till the age of 

sixteen I was one of them. They go far out to sea, 

and in the wildest weather in open boats differing not 

very greatly from those of the old vikings. I think 

there is living matter there that should be of interest 

to every one.” 

“ It is a far cry from fishing to literature. Was- 

writing always your ambition ? ” 

Johan Bojer's eyes twinkled. 
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" No—but then I have a pet theory that authors 

resort to the writing of fiction to take tlic jiaco of some 

other but thwarted desire. Mine ? I had always 

longed to be a gtmeral under Napoleon, so you see . . 

and he laughed, " for me writing was inevitable. But 

now for lunch where I shall introduce you not only to 

my tvife and daughter, but also to one of N<)rwa>'s 

most famous dishes.” 

The delicacy in question turned out to be a d(‘licious 

concoction called “ Cream 

Porridge," a dainty eaten 

by the peasants at marriages 

and other special festivals. 

Made with cream and flour 

instead of with oatmeal it 

is served hot in great bowls. 

Sugar is sprinkled plentifully 

over it, and a dusting of 

cinnainou, while as a final 

touch comes the golden 

" smor ’’ or butter which lias 

been extracted from the 

cream used to manufacture 

the dish. 

I am glad you like it,” 

said Johan Bojci, pouring 

out for eacli of his guests a 

tinv goblet of cool crimson 

wine prepared from the iuice 

of the cranberries wliich grow 

in scarlet piofusion on the 

hills around. " Cream Por¬ 

ridge IS an essentially 

national dish. You will find 

it nowhere outside of my 

country." After hiiicli we 

sat 'u the shade of the 

little balcony. I'lie smoke of 

Johan Bojer’s cigarette curled in a blue spiral np into 

the golden air. His eves were fixed dreamily on. tlie 

lake which, as the afternoon advanced, glowed e\(’i 

more and more like a jewel. " I love it," he said sud¬ 

denly, " I love this lake, and these mountains. Though 

I am working tremendously hard, harder perhaps than 

T have ever worked before. I feel free, absolutely free." 

" And when you are not working ? 

" Oh. there is plenty to do Life up here is some¬ 

thing of a primitiN’e buMiie^s. Von see, food is a problem 

—we have to hunt to live. We go fishing, my daughter 

and I, in the tarn behind the saeter. Then to amuse 

ourselves we take long walks 

over tile hills, and wc sail 

upon the lake." 

Later in the afternoon we 

wandered ii]i among the pine- 

w<k)(K whirli cloak the 

swelling hill sides. Through 

tin- stiaight stiong tiunks 

shimmered the sparkling 

snrl.ue of tlu* tarn, and 

aliovi- the tops gleamed the 

silvery summits of Peer 

(ivnl’s distant country- The 

jiliice w.is condiien’c to 

fnendshij), and Jolian Bojer 

talked of his boyhood in 

the north, )i 1 s student 

days in Paris, and of his 

country. 

We left him reluctantly at 

last, as the sun was setting 

behind tli<‘ shoulder of his 

beloved moun tains, turning 

them into the semblance of 

a many-tmtc'd amethyst. 

But more vivid than even 

the memory of that serene 

be.inty was (he impression 

cre.ited by the man himself -- 

cordiality, a d<‘ep humanity, activity of mind and body, 

and the simjilicitv of human greatness which can rise in 

such rare instances to the Icxel of understanding. 

Johan Bojer and his wife 
and daushter, at Gaalaa 
Saeter. 

WILLIAM H. DAVIES. 

By Thomas Moui.t. 

A DAY IS to come in the history of the Hainnu i - 

smith Lyric Theatre when William Henry 

Davies, poet of our own age. will succeed Mi. (lay, 

satirist of the eighteenth century. It depends entirely 

on the favour of the public how soon or late that day 

may be ; and if it is tlie atmospliere of vagabondage 

they are so loath to lose the assurance miglit well be 

theirs that Mr. Davies’ introduction to the theatre is to 

take the form of an opera concerning beggars who are 

just as jolly and lovable as the Lyric players have 

made John Gay’s, though showing a few shreds more 

of virtue, as becomes the twentieth century, to redeem 

their ragged roguery. It goes without saying that 

Mr. Davies knows his beggars as well as Gay knew his. 

And in the period of waiting until his work is staged 

we can turn back to the " Autobiography of a Super- 

Tramp " and capture the spirit of it in advance. 

It is from the " Autobiography " that Mr. Davies' 

central incident is taken—an actual episode of Ins own 

early vagabondiige, j>resented with all the rich ability 

of the later period 111 which he has become famous the 

w'orld over as a poet. Lyrical poetry, indeed, is to 

triumph for once m a waj' on the London stage ; 

" On what sweet banks were tliy pure lancies fed ? 

\V’hat world of .smiling light has been thy home ? 

In what lair land of rainbows wort thou bred ? 

Prom what green laml of cuckoos art thou come ? 

" By all that great blue wonder in thine eyes. 

Baffled an<l vexed I stand bclorc thy smile , 

Thy thoughts, like angels, guard thee from surprise. 

We see them not, yet feel them all the while. 

“ That sinilc which, like the sun on every thing. 

Now falls on me with no increased delight, 

.Must either go behind a cloud and bring 

Doath to my hopes, or give my love more light." 
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An opera that contains fifteen to twenty lyrics of such 

genuine nature as that is from the literary standpoint 

unique. In the fourteenth year of his career as an 

author Mr. Davies has taken a step in his development 

which must surely bring him nearer the recognition to 

which lie is properly entitled. 

But the present year is to be regarded as of especial 

mark in another direction, so far as Mr. Davies is 

concerned. October has seen his first appearance in the 

role of editor, for, with Mr. Austin Spare as his art 

colleague, he has taken charge of the newly-resuscitated 

Form, a magazine which gave cause in pre-war years 

to be remembered impressively and which hencefor¬ 

ward will be issued monthly by the Morland Press. 

Form is to be welcomed and bidden good speed for 

many reasons, but for none 

so much as that it is pretty 

certain to entice Mr. Davits 

into the writing of prose 

again as well as poetry. 

Few of us seem to realise yet 

that in this author of a 

dozen volumes of poetry we 

have one who will sooner or 

later come to be accepted 

as a link in the long chain of 

considerable poets who are 

also masters of prose. 

The “ Autobiography,” for 

example, enshrining both 

his tramping memories and 

his best prose writing, 

possesses qualities which 

are likely to ensure its 

permanence among the 

works of earlier prosateurs. 

The worth of the book 

from this aspect lies in its 

genuinely traditional style 

—that style indeed which is 

now almost totally vanished 

from English prose: 

“ I wandered alone about the town, and as I went here 
and there in this enchanted place, ambition again took 
possession of me, stronger than ever. It filled me with 

vexation to think that I was no nearer my object, for I was, 
comparatively speaking, penniless. Two months had I 
wandered, during which time 1 had not been able to concen¬ 

trate my thoughts on any noble theme, taking all day to 
procure the price of a bed, and two or three coppers extra 
for food. True, I had by now some £$ .saved, the income 
that I had not touched, but at^this rate I would never be 
able to attain my ends. November was here, ancl I wa.s 
suddenly confronted with a long winter before me, and I 

pictured myself starving and snow-bound in small out-of- 
the-way village, or mercilessly pelted by hailstones on a 
wild, shelterless heath. Side by side with these scenes I 

placed my ideal, which was a small room with a cosy fire, 
m which 1 sait surrounded by books.” 

Truly we have here a confirmation of Shelley’s axiom 

that the distinction between poets and prose writers is 

a vulgar error. If Mr. Davies, being human, must 

‘own to derivations, we may trace them to Defoe and 

Bu^yan, and a little more definitely to the Authorised 

Version of the Bible ; which proves the soundness of 

his instinct, for above all other books it was these that 

combined to make the English language beautiful. 

But a more obvious model for that most characteristic 
• 

and earliest of his prose writings was his own budding 

poetic self. He is always his own unique self—a joyous, 

lyrical self—no matter how little it has become the 

fashion among others to be joyous or lyrical. “ My 

heart has many a sweet bird's song,” he writes in what 

has been called the loveliest of his many lovely lyrics, 

” and one that's all my own.” In another, the most 

triumphant of those now gathered into his “ Collected 

Poems,” he bids his soul sing out those songs of joy : 

” Such as a happy bird will sing 
Beneath a Rainbow’.s lovely arch 

In early spring. . . .” 

Or, as at the equally definite close of the invocation : 

” Such a.s a Brook sings in 
the wood 

That all night has been 
strengthened by 

Heaven's purer flood.” 

It is from these few 

simple lines that we derive 

as complete a statement as 

may be found anywhere of 

the poet’s aim and motive. 

We are assuming of course 

that such a writer can have 

a tangible aim or motive, 

for no thrush has been 

more spontaneous, more 

vocal purely for the song’s 

sake. We think of the 

thrush’s voice indeed when 

we consider Mr. Davies' 

voice, far more than we 

recall the other simplethings 

of existence—the Provencal 

peasant answering peasant 

in lovely strain across the 

olive groves, or the boys and 

girls of Greece singing in 

the villages at the spring¬ 

time—aye, even more than we think of the instinctive 

lullaby of our own English mothers croodling to their 

babes at evening. No less lovely than the thrush’s 

voice, with its clear note of health and gladness in 

the mornings of sunny June, is his voice ; no less a 

miracle before which we marvel in a manner to which 

we feel impelled by no other poet of our time. 

Yet if the thrush flashes across the green arbours a 

single perfect jewel of song, Daviesgives us fifty, andmore 

than fifty, of finest lustre. He too, as the birds are, is 

beloved of thosemen and women whoaregrownasfamiliar 

with his work as with the childhood which, in their own 

deepening manhood or womanhood, has persisted—they 

are familiar with their own childhood, perhaps, only 

because they have read the poems of Mr. Davies. He 

is accepted as the birds are accepted, and, as they, so is 

he to be understood and^appreciated even by the actual 

child : leaves drinking Rain; 

I hear rich leaves on top 
Giving the poor beneath 

Drop after drop. 
'Tis a sweet noise to hear 
These green leaves drinking near.” 

W. H. Davies. 

Reduced, trom an oil palotirg by Augustus John. 
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Plitih'I/V U alu-r lltiiiHKl'’ii Davies 

Froii] A I'list in llpstein. 

'I'lK’re .110 momont-s we read tht' j'>oenit. of Davies 

when thf mail or woman is the cliild. lor whicli of us, 

sopJiistirated thoui'li our period inevitahU compels u.>i 

to he, can resist tlie slieer inexhaustible delight of such 

pieces as " The Moon,” ” Leisure,” ” I'lie Sluggard ” 

and ” The Muse ” in the collected volume, 01 ” ( ome, 

I-et us I'lncl a Cottage. Love,” "On Healing Mrs. 

W’oodhouse lMa\’ the Harpsichord ” and ” LoveK 

Dames ” of his more recent work now jniblished, as are 

the majority of his books, l>\' Jonathan Cape. W'iin'h 

of us has not experienced in ourselves that cr\' of child- 

pleasure that gradualh’ floods the heart as we read 

■■ how rich and groat tlie times are now,” just because 

the poet has experienced in tlie one moment a rainbow 

and a cuckoo’s song -wonders that may ne\er come 

together again ; ” may nc\'er come this side the 

tomb ” ? 

One might go much further in this elevation of Davies 

to a high place among the natural singers of our beautiful 

green earthlv life, were it not more vital to attempt to 

show how’ a poet was born into and moulded by 

surroundings which have made lus work sometlung 

different from tlie mere cqunaleiit (with none of its 

mighty significance) of a blue tile from ancient Eg>'l>t 

or a vase from old Athens, as so much cuntemporaiy 

poetry, and good poetry withal, is content to be. If 

we w'ish to find an artistic equivalent for these lyrics 

let us rather look for it among the Elizabethans in 

Mr. Davies’ own genre, with their lustiness of life, their 

earthen humour, their directness of utterance and gift 

of legitimate surprise. In his autobiography we may 

discover their inspiration. He has told his story so 

frankly and so roundly that there is nothing left to 

speculate upon. 

Born in Wales, in a Newport public-house, his erratic 

youth commenced not simply with the usual truancy 

from school, but with prison, where he was birched 

as the leader of a gang of boy-thieves ! No sooner 

was he out of his apprenticeship as a picture-frame 

maker than lu' crossed the Atlantic. He had made the 

acquaintance of a man who inflamed his ambition with 

an extraordinary exaggeration of the merits of America. 

At the end of the \’oyage he fell in with a professional 

tramp and made his way to ('hicago, begging food from 

the farmsteads (w’hen none l)nt tlie soft-hearted farm- 

wixes were about) and stealing an occasional ride on 

the railwa\'. It was because this vagabond way of life 

gave no opportunity for the enrichment of his mind 

that lie finalh- relmquwhed it, though not liefore he 

had the misfortune to lose a foot and. through it. the 

leg to tlie knee, while attempting to boar<l a Canadian 

rail-truck when the tram was m motion. He returned 

to England and learned that he had inherited a legacy 

of eight shillings a week, losoh’ing as a consequence 

that he would devote himself to literature. ” I was 

determined,” he wiites, ” that as my bodv had failed, 

my lirams should now }ia\e the (bailee they had longed 

for, when the spirit had been bullied into submission 

by the body’s activity.” 

Tlie tramp’s life, as he himself has stated, was not 

for him. He often had to go for davs without reading 

m.itter, and knew not what the world was saying or 

doing. The beauty of nature was for ever before his 

eyes, but he was certainly not enriching his mind, for 

” who can ('ontemplate Nature with anv profit m the 

presence of others ? ” He had no leisure to make notes 

in hope of future use. and he was so overpacking his 

memory with scenes that wlien ilieir time (amc for use 

they would not take definite sliajie. He resolved 

thciaTore that lie must go to work for some months so 

that lie miglit live sparingh' on his savings m some large 

citv where he could cultivate his mind. 

His home on reaching London was the cheap lodging- 

houses on the south of the Thames, wheie a bed might 

W, H. Davies. 

Ftoin a portrait by Harold Knlgbt. 
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be had for fourpence, and 

he spent the day in the free 

libraries, reading, and writing 

a tragedy in blank verse 

which he was dismayed to 

find rejected by one publisher 

after another. Sometimes 

he would go on tramp, and 

the money accumulated by 

begging enabled him to 

meet the expense of printing 

his first volume of verses. 

It was a long while, how¬ 

ever, before his efforts to 

gain attention for them met 

with any success. Mr. 

Bernard Shaw tells of these 

efforts in the preface to 

“ The Autobiography of a 

Super-Tramp " : 

" In the year 1005 1 received 
by post a volume of poems by 

one William H. Davies, whose 
address was The I-'arm House, 
Kuiuiiiigtuii, S.E. 1 was sur¬ 
prised to learn that there was 

Still a f a r m - h o u se lelt in 
Kennington ; for I dul not then 

suspect that the I'aniiliousc. 
like the Shepherdess Walks 
and Nightingale Danes and 
Whetstone Parks of Bethnal 

Green and Hollxirn, is so called 

W. fl. Davies. 
From ‘i drawing by W. Rotbenstem. 

And, as Mr. Shaw adds, they 

actually did. 

It is futile to label a writer 

as a “ tramp-poet,” any more 

than we might call him a 

” bill-poster poet ” or a 

" bank-clcrk poet.” But it 

would not be very difficult 

to say how' many or how few 

of those poems that have 

come since Mr. Davies’ 

South London days were 

brought into being as a 

consequence of that early 

hardship, that life of the 

road, that contact with raw 

earth. Certainly there are 

lines which betray those 

influences in practically every 

poem he has written. And 

even if w'e had not such 

passages as: 

" Tlie Sea trying 
With ?«ava,j?c jov, and cllorts 

wild. 

To smash ins rocks with a 

dead chihl,'■ 

or that containing his invo¬ 

cation to the moon, about 

the birds 

nowadays with iront-, and is, " that sing this night 
in fact, a dosshousc, or hostelry where single men can have With thy wlnie beams across tlieir throats ” . 
a night’s lodging for, at most, sixpence.” 

The book was marked ” price, half-a-crown.” An 

accompanying letter asked very civilly that if Mr. Shaw- 

required a book of verses would he please send the 

■' I think of that .\rmada wliose piilied sails 
Crrecdy and large, came swallowing every iloud " ; 

author the half-crown ; if not, would he return the 

book. 
or a hundred others equally e.xpressive of a rare 

personality that onre lived irresponsibly and lavishly 

“ Instead of throwing the book away as I have thrown 

so many, I wrote him a letter telling him that he could not 
live by poetry. Also I bought some sjiare copies and told 
him to send them to such cntics and fanciers as lie knew 
of, wondering whether they would recognise a poet when 
they met one.” 

among the modern freebooters in two continents, 

William H. Davies would still be, and would still reveal 

himself in some unique way as of the direct line of sons 

of God who, while the morning stars shouted together, 

sang for jo}'. 

THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER, 1921. 

Answers to these competitions [each-on a separate sheet bearing the name and address of the sender) should be 
forwarded not later than the i^th of the month to 

” The Prize Page,” The Bookman, Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd., Warwick Square, London, E.C.4. 

Colonial and foreign readers please note that Competitions II, IV and V are the same each month, and that for the next 
two months the first prize will be for the best original lyric. 

Special Competitors must please keep copies of their verses; the Editor cannot undertake to return them. 

I,—^A Prize of One Guinea is offered for the best 

original lyric. 

II; Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
quotation from English verse applicable to any 
review’ or the name of any author or book 
appearing in this number of The Bookman. 

; Preference will be given to quotations of a 
humorous nature. 

III.—We offer a Prize of One Guinea for the best 
two-hundred words criticism of and additions 

to a symposium in The Bookman Christmas 
Number on What Poets—-especially living 
Poets—and which one or two of their Poems 
should be included in a future edition of the 
Golden Treasury of English Poetry. 

IV.—A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
review, in not more than one hundred words, 
of any recently published book. Competitors 
should give the names of Authors and Publishers 
at head of review. 
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V.—copy of The Bookman will be sent post free 

for twelve months to the sender of the best sug¬ 

gestion for The Bookman Competitions. The 

Editor reserves the right to use any suggestion 

submitted. 

• 

RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS 
FOR OCTOBER. 

—^The Prize of One Guinea for the best original 

lyric is awarded to Ci. Laurence Groom, of i, St. 

Mark’s House, Regent’s Park, X.W.i, for the 

following: 

A SINGER AT DUSK. . 

Lo, I have been beyond the stars and through the singing 

silence.s, 

Beyond the finite gate that bars the soul from hidden 

fantasies, 

Lo. 1 have ploughed the fields ot llame and seen each 

furrow surely sown. 

For others’ reaping, since you came from harvests that 

I have not known. 

J.X), I have robbed the brows of night to weave vou veils 
r»f lr»vf'hiif‘ss. 

Brought you to fountains of delight beguiled of life’s 

loneliness, 

Sung when the music mocked m\’ lips, laughed with Ihe 

laughter close on tears. 

Because you asked of me heart’s ease from all the wisdom 

of your years. 

Now would 1 tread once more the stars, but have forgot 

the olden way . . . 

Voiir hands have set the bolls and bars, your eyes have 

shuttered out the day, 

"Where neither moon nor sun mav shine, through the grey 

fields of dusk I pass, 

A soul that was for vou divine . . . less than a shadow on 

the grass. 

also “elect for printing • 

SONG. 

There is no spell to bind the wild winds’ blowing , 

No charm to soothe tcmjicstuous seas to sleep , 

No jwwcr to stay the passionate tears from llowing 

When Love lies down to weep. 

There is no comfort for that bitter crying ; 

No opiate lulls that ceaseless jiain to rest, 

Or ever shall till I^ve and I be lying 

Deep in earth’s dreamless breast. 

(Margaret K. McEvoy, 3, Claremont Road, 

Crickicwood, N.\V.2.) 

I NEVER KNEW ! 

I never knew love was so sweet, 

I never guessed such joys could be ; 

Blindfold 1 groped, content that he 

Should guide my unaccustomed feet 

Along the path he trod so free. 

And now I count the dragging hours 

Till dusk again my lover brings. 

I cannot think of common things : 

But sunshine through my bosom pours. 

And in my heart a throstle sings. 

(J, E. Simpson, 34, Woodsorrel Road, Birkenhead.') 

THE SECRET FLOWERS. 

The sea unerring silence keeps 
Hushed in its secret place ; 

No whisper comes through windless deeps 
Of forests none may trace. 

The tapers of the seasons burn 
But faintly in those woods : 

Only strange ocean flowers return 
To light the solitudes. 

l>imly as they the heart renews 
Its solitary fires— 

Puts forth, in gloaming avenues, 
The unuttcred, deep desires. 

Mysterious heart and fathomless — 
Thy necils are never told ! 

In an eternal loneliness 
The secret flowers unfold. 

(Cyril G. Taylor, 35. Castle Street, Edinburgh. 

AUTUMNAL. 

The sun IS waning westward. 
The year is growing old, 

And Weedon \\’oods arc re<l now 
With rich October gold 

Above the withered blackthorn 
A robin stays to sing 

Of bygone days of rapture 
And <lear remcml>cred Spring. 

The song that thrills the woodland 
Is bitter-sweet to me 

For we wonhl lx>th recapture 
The things that cannot be 

The robin mourns a lost love 
And "^’outh and Sjinng in vain, 

And I—the child 1 sought for 
Who will not come again. 

(H. I. Strand, KnovK*, Seaton, Devon.) 

W. H. Davies. 
By Wtirer Sickert. 
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But for its feeble sixteenth line (the " stolen food ” 

there is very bad) and one or two later flaws of phrase, 

we should have awarded the ])rizo to Margery Hunter 

Woods (London, W.C.) for “ Love and Sin,” and have 

not printed it because we hope she will revise and send 

it in again. We specially commend her lyric, and those 

by Margaret Brown (Harrowl, Freda Isobel Noble 

(Walthamstow), N. Langton (Muswell Hill), Winifred 

Mudie (Darlington), Eileen Carfrae (Brixton), Rev. 

Frederic Warner (Auckland), H. Elrington (Hook), 

Agnes Dewar Scott (Woolwich), S. S. Halliwell (High 

Lane), M. J. Lewis James (Barry), Fey I'laxman 

(Leytonstone), Muriel E. frraham (Stirling), Dorothi-a 

Humphreys (Manchester), Una Malleson (West Kensing¬ 

ton), Margaret K. McEvoy (Cricklewood), C. A. Macart¬ 

ney (Austria), Charles Rogers (Sunderland), Dons Amy 

Ibbotson (Ncwj)ort. I.O.W.), Winnifred Tasker (Llan¬ 

dudno), Frederic Warner (Auckland, N.Z.), G. C. Comfort 

(New Barnet), C. H. Cuddv (Kirkdale), Edna I. 

Norman (Windlesham), “Cecil Thomas” (Quetta, 

India), Helen do \'eor (Alsace), lia Hearn (Croydon), 

Molly Fogerty (Boole), R. Purchas (N'ictoria, Australia!, 

Margery Constance Nudd (Yiewslev), James Patou 

(Natal. South Africa), Ivan Adair (Dublin), Pearl 

Luscher (Rochester, N.Y.). L. I). C(»sgrove (Acton), 

May Bowers (Monmouth), Kathleen Douglas (Ipswich), 

May W. Harrison (Lincoln), S. H. Jellicoe (London, 

S.W.), John A. Bellchanibers (Highgatc Hill), Thomas 

J. Hardy (I.ondon, NAY), John Petersiin (Shetland), 

Norman Treliviug (Leeds), E. A. S. (London, E.), 

Blanche Adeline Watson (Hull), Kathleen Ida Noble 

(London, E.), L. M. Pri-st (Norwich), Kathleen Chevis 

(Walford), C. M. Ilo.ider (Nailsworth), G. Ciordon 

Salmon (Canterbury), Lettie Cole (Pontrilas), Ethel M. 

Mannin (Merton Park), C. M. Willmott (Enfteldj, 

M. L. H. (Balham), Do.-othy L. Warne (Buxton), Lena 

M. Dyer (Norihwood), E. M. Smith (Oakliampton), 

Violet Dismore (Southend-on-Sea). 

II.—^The Prize of Half a Guinea for the best (juotation 
is awarded to G. S. Purnell, of Holland House, 
(irafton Street, Sandown, Isle of Wight, for the 
following; 

WHILE I REMEMBER. By Stei-hkn- McKenna 

(Thornton IJnttenvorth ) 

" Ltst wc lorgct " 

H. KiPi.ix<;’s licdssional. 

We also select for printing : 

THE SECRET POWER By Marie C orelu 
(Mcthiicn ) 

'* What porridge had John Keats ^ ” 

Browning, Pof>iilarily. 

(N. M. Butterfield, 163, Coventry Road. Ilford.) 

IF WINTER COMES By A. S M. Hutchinson, 
(Hodder it Stoughton.) 

“ Wrap me up in my tarpaulin jacket.” 
Old Suitg. 

(Christine M. Pocock, Clevedon House, Burnham-on-Sea, 
Somerset.) 

COUItAGE. By Kathlvn Rhodes. 
(Hutchinson.) 

” The boy stood on the burning deck.” 

Mrs. Hemans. 

(R. Moody, Salem House, Uflculme, Devon.) 

DIVORCE. By C. Gasquoine Hartley. 

(Leonard Parsons) 

'■ Since there’s no help, come let us kiss and part.” 

M Drayton, Love's Farewell. 

(Dorothy Barton-Eckett, 50, South Street, Dorchester, 
Dorset.) 

C.IVE ME THE YOUNG. By Edmiinp Holmes, 

(ilodder vS: Stoughton.) 

'■ Steal a little kiddy from its dad ” 

W S. Gilbert, Gentle Alice Brown- 

(Mrs. M. .M. Snow, Northdown Hill School, Cliftonville, 
M argute.) 

AN EGOIST. (Page 36, October Bookman.) 

’■ He })ut in his thumb and pulled out a plum, 
.And said ‘ Wliat a good boy am 1 ! ' ” 

Xiirscry Itliyiiie. 

(\‘iolet Dibinore, 80, Wliitegatc Road, Southend-on-Sea.) 

in.—The Prize of Three New Hooks for the most 
elegant and adequate reference in Jinghsh litiTa- 
ture to the human nose is awarded to E. M. 
Webster, of '1‘he Hermitage House, Burlington 
Street, Bath, for the following : 

, . . ” .And the fincIy-cut outline of her straight nose 

produced an iiiqiroNsion of s])leiulid beauty, in spito of 

coininonplaco brown eves . . - ('rroR'',i: Eliot. 

Scenes of Clerical Life : Mr. Gillil\ l.occ-.Story. 

Some thirty comjietitors hue sent us Tennyson’s 

Ti{ -tilted like the petal of a flower,” and nearly as 

many have sent his “ Least little delicate aquiline 

cur\’e . . .” We specially commend all these, and 

C. Stanley (Sak-), Priscilla Medwav (Bristol), Caroline 

Coxliain (New Malden), Oli\e Edwards (Birmingham), 

H. Legge (.Mresford), G. McMullen (Hainjislead), P.. M. 

Beard (Bexleylieath), Raymond Bruton (Southamjiton), 

Miss M. A. Lotz (Wimbledon Common), Isobel Simpson 

(Dundee), Jessie Oliver ((irinisby), Gwendolen Leijon- 

hufvud (Bournemouth), Sidney S. Wright (Bronilev, 

Kent). Priscilla Medway (Bristol), L. N. Thomas 

(Littlehampton), Edward Wallis (London, W.), James 

E. Soresby (Cambridge), Ann F. Henders<m (Chester), 

J. B. Harrison (Bath). William G. Booth (Edinburgh), 

Samuel Thomas (Hastings), D. W. Evans (Hornsey), 

John K. Matthews (Bedford), Sybil A. Dodsley (Goole). 

IV.—The Prize of Half a Gui.nea for the best review 
in not more than a hundred words is awarded 
to B. Noel Sa.xelbv, of 43, Claude Road, Chorlton- 
ciim-Hardy, Manchester, for the following : 

QUEEN VICTORIA. By Lytton Strachey. 

(Chatto & Windus.) 

From the vast mass of his researches Mr. Strachey 
has unerringly skimmcil the essential cream. Though his 
bnlliant, irreverent pen has pricked the rather overblown 
halo surrounding the name of Victoria the Queen, it ha.s 
drawn, in few but masterly lines, a living portrait of 
Victoria the woman, with her vehement prejudices and 
equally vehement affections, her obstinate will yet suscep¬ 
tibility to flattery, above all, her passionate adoration of 
her husband and its effect on her home and public life. 
With equal sureness, and as brilliant brevity, the characters 

of many ” eminent Victorians ” are sketched in these 
scintillating pages. 
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We also select for printing : 

AVHERE THE-PAVEMENT EXPS. Pv John Russkll. 
{Thornton Rutterworlh ) 

These twelve tales of the Southern Seas atxl the East are 

handled with a power and literary art that reveal a new 

master of the short story Thev tell of str.inge adventures 

an<i cpieer linnian dramas enacted under trojue skies in 

remote corners of tlie vorhl, lH.‘yond the ])ale of civilisation 

Plot, character, narrative, are woven into each tale \Mtli 

a virile, clcan-cnl style, giving it .i distinctive vitality and 

finesse. “The l-*oiirth Man,” a vi\id. terrible stor\’ of 

four men adrift on a raft, doininutes the book, aiul will 

Tank Hiiiong the finest short stones of our time. 

(Alan r. Fraser, kj, Cumbeiiand Park, Acton, W.) 

MARTIN (ONISBV'S VENCil'.ANCE 

iiv JiiKFF.KY l-AKNOi.. (Satiipson Low) 

7n this stirring tale of the Sjianish Main and ” old, 

unhappv, far-ott Mr l-'amol has given us a seipiel 

vvorlhv of its forerniiiiei Against a background of battle, 

murder and sudden death Hashes a tropic.al-natiired love- 

pirate. Joanna, wlio is regrcttablv removed when we .ire 

ii danger of forgetting the milder heroine, ewii as tli.it 

\erv gallant gentleman, Sir Kichanl Praiidon, who com- 

pletelv dw.irfs the dour but convincing hero 'I'hi-i la-it 

of Mr. Farnol's niav not be his best, but is un<loubted)\ 

a romance ” to drive tli<* night awav,” .ind taken as 

such, will doubtless servo its ]nirjK>se 

{(i. Gonloii Salmon, Clcadon. Canterburx ) 

THE THIRTEEN TRAVELLERS Hv Hn.ii WALi-or.i , 

llhitcluiisou ) 

\fter the w ir ” IS Mr \Val|>ole‘s kev-note 1 le impresses 

ns bv Ills .iniazing under - landing ot the cnmjilcx natures 

with which he ileals. shrewd observer, he mingles pity 

with not a little contempt Probablv Absalom Jay is the 

most )>.itlH‘tic of the ” travellers ” Here we have a wonder¬ 

ful insight into the miiul of an old m.in wliose social world 

disappeared with the war ; but who is optimist enough to 

Miss Bertha Pearl, 

whose Dew novel, ** Sarah and her Dauebter,” Mr. Leonard 
Parsons is publishing. 

Miss Edna Ferber, 

(soilinr o. the f.imous “Emma VlcCht‘sne> ' 
storipsi. whose new book, “ Tin- On Is." Mesbis. 

I li’inetiiann are publishtnt; ihis autumn. 

liope for the return of the old routine with Peace. I'here 

IS no great tochm(|ue in th(“ Iniok, such as plot, climax. 

Jbit the characlerisatioii is great 

(Stanley Stokes. ;Park Koad, Heavitree, Exeter.) 

HERL:, TIIERF.. AND EVERYWHERE. 

jiv Loki> I'lti.niiRit H-vaiti-Ton 

(Hochler iV Stoughton.) 

'rtic'^c reniims.cnces aic not the tyjie that .after a few 

months ol jiubhcation will be obtainable at a seeond 

liand bookshop 'I'liis i.s the thinl volniiio of some of the 

most eiilertatning rcminiscciie.es publi-hed within recent 

vears The most dehglitfnl ingredients arc ” Colonel 

J.larnard’s Stfiry.” "The Llesh Coloured Stockings” and 

an exceedingly neat reply by the Hisho|> of I’oterborough. 

Indeed we are grateful to Lord l■'rederlc for giving iis 

” a dish so extremelv wc'l-iiavonrcd ” • 

(Berhic VMii Mai. jl Helsiz • Square, Swiss Cottage, 
N'.Wj, 

Wo select for special i-onimmulation the reviews by 

Jessie Jackson (Beverley), Sidney S. Wnglit (Bromley), 

L. Fraser (Sonthsea). J. W. Welister (Ipswich), Maude 

H. Fleesou (Manchester). Reginald Arthur Smith 

(Burlon-on-Tn'Ut), Winifred M. Davies (Derby), Roy 

D. S. Murray (Buenos .\yres), F. T. W«'st(m (fireat 

^’armouth), Ernest F. Row (Felixstowe), Clarke Howar<l 

(Wallasey), X. M. l^ntterlield (Ilford), Lili.an M. Bridges 

(Salisbury), Mabel Etchells (Wallasey), \. K. MacPhail 

(London, S.K.). ('. M. Hodder (X'ailsworth), Lucy 

Chamberlain (Llandu<lno), T. Taylor (Ware). W. Swaynt' 

Little (Dublin), Ethel Webster (Bri'.tol), Mrs. Wm. Earle 

Mickey (Washington, L'.S.A.), R('v. (i. Swaine (Halifax), 

D. M. Kerr (.Micheldean). Mrs. (Irace (i. Webb (Southam), 

A. E. (fowers (Haverhill), F. Darlington (Leigh), 

Frederick Willmer (Ramsey), Wilfred Leicester (Welling¬ 

ton, Now Zealand), Dons M. Pillitz (Hampstead), 

E. MacB<‘an (Bristol), Kathleen Rice fHarpenden), 

James A. Richards (Tenby), Septimus Manton (Bir¬ 

mingham), J. H. Heath (York), Edward M. Grant 

(Rugliy), W. Artliur Pippit (Leeds), B. J. W, Warren 

(Grimsby), Alan F. Smith (Glasgow). 

V.—The Prize of On*e Year’s Subscription to The 

Bookman is awarded to G. Gordon Salmon, of 

Clcadon, Canterbury. 
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■fflew jBoohs. 

GEORGE CALDERON AND THE 
TAHITIANS* 

" The world was a great and beautiful museum once, 

full of beautiful things, all of different kinds. Then 
Euro}>eans, grow^ng hungry for new foods, new places to 
live in, new places to sell goods in, new folk to teach their 

reUgion to, went round with sticks and broke all the 
precious things on the shelves of the world. " That w’as 

bad, wicked, mischievous enough, but there was worse. 
Take Tahiti, with which the late George Calderon is immedi¬ 
ately concerned in this fascinating volume. Into this 
Island of Love, this Garden of the Pacific, this Gera of the 
Ocean, European and Amencaii civilisation (save the mark) 

has introduced " mice, mosquitoes ” (a bottle of these was 

landed by a manner out of sheer spite), " fleas, bicycles, 

concertinas, cotton frocks, corrugated iron. Chnstianity, 
Mormonism, Munyon’s remedies, mouth-organs, tubercu¬ 
losis, syphilis and other amenities, which have flounshcd 

exceedingly in that virgin soil." 
That is a terrible indictment—" if ye have <lone it unto 

the least of these My children ye have clone it unto Me "— 

the more terrible that from the remnant which even now 
remains in the hinterland, left over from the depredations 
of the western invaders, left over liccause not yet worth 
destroying, we learn how swect-chspositionecl were these 
islanders, how wholesome, how beautiful their lives in 

this weU'tcmpered climate. Indeed, this book persuades 
me that there is more to learn that is really worth while 
from Mana, Tahiri. Amaru and their gentle fellows than 
ever we Westerners can hope to teach to them. In their 
sweet company there might still be hojic of washing oneself 
free of the w'orld’s slow stain, of learning to laugh again, 

of becoming again a little child. There is a voracious grey 
shark that infests the Pacific which is said to " love ’’ little 

children. That is the sort of love (’) we, to our everlasting 
shame, have showra to these little children of nature. 

Take one of the best days that the late George Calderon 

ever knew, a day before which the scholar's triumph 
of reading his paper on " Slavonic Elements in Greek 
Religion " before the International Congress of the History 
of Religions at Leyden paled into insignificance : 

" We spent it,” he writes, ” eating oranges and playing hide- 
and-seek. Eating oranges was a very slow process, because at 
the end of every mouthful you had to hold out your clenched 
hand and say, ‘ How many pips have I here ? ' while the others 
guessed, and whether they guessed right or wrong there was a 
shout of laughter.” 

That was a day indeed. He had caught again the spirit 

of pure laughter with all it connotes in this world, and 
what better than that ? Indeed, laughter and gaiety is 

the key-note of this delightful people. They laughed when 
suddenly the almost tideless Pacific that washes their 
shores took it into its head to rise of a sudden, stirred by 
a submarine volcano, tumbled house after house to pieces, 
swallowed great mouthfuls of the main road, flowed up the 

river beds and lifted bridges from their foundations. ” It 

was one of the gayest nights which Papa-e^ had ever 
known—a night of splashing and laughing and making 

merry.” 
Again, take so simple a thing as a woodstack. No 

Tahitian outside the towns has a woodstack ; as far as he 
is concerned the tiling has not been invented. 

” Life would lose its savour fev Amaru if he had a wood pile. 
It is a real pleasure for him to find the wood for the fire each 
time: he grins good-humouredly as he returns trailing a long, 
crooked dead branch after him; the children look pleased ; his 
wife comes out and grins at the door, and I grin too. All look 
pltesed. They have a collector’s pleasure. There is no pleasure 
m gettmg a log off a wood-pile.” 

•“Tahiti” By Tahoti (George Calderon). 25s.net. (Grant 
Richards.)—"George Calderon; A Sketch from Memory.” 
By Percy Lubbock. 14s. net. (Grant Richards.) 

Indeed, so heartbreaking is it to compare the simple 

lives of the few remaining unspoiled aborigines with the 

filthy town life of the invaders that, were it not that 

Gaugain with his brush and Pierre Loti with his pen have 

in modern times done most of the mischief, I could almost 

wish that this charming book had not been written, tempt¬ 

ing as it surely will others to follow George Calderon’s 

example and intrude on their privacy. Were they all 

George Calderons it would not so much matter. Were 

they indeed all like the Frenchman who, adopting their 

simple life, now regards himself as the most fortunate of 

men, who once in Pans had much money, many wants and 

was always poor, but now has very little money, few 

necessities and is always rich. Unfortunately the average 

globe-trotter is not like that. He is out to seek, not to 

learn. 

It is no little tnbute to the charm of tlus book and erf the 

people with whom it tleals that one revnewer at lea.st has 

read it twice through before he has put pen to iraper. and 

then, oblivious of his obligations, has hied him to a friendly 

anthropologist with a Scheme. Is there not, he asks, at 

least one millionaire with iniagination who would be 

willing to make a sanctuary for the few true Tahitians that 

remain, who could 'be fired to create a Yoscniitc for un- 

sjioiled human beings ? That. I ailmit, is going outside a 

reviewer’s province, but it emphasises the Ixiok’s stimulating 

vitality. It IS a book that should be widely road both 

for its intrinsic beauty and its sane coinnion sense. 

It stands well by itself, but, coming into the reviewer's 

hands companioned by Mr. Perev Lubbock's well-meant 

but jejune sketch of the gifted author, it fmcLs a foil which 

throws its excellences into powerful relief. 

The whole wnting of the book is strong, delicate and 

subtle. An occasional arresting and une.x.jK'Cted phrase— 

” the mirror-backed toilet table with dainty curtains 

parted like Liane de Pougy’s hair ”—startles one by its 

clever incongruity—the Western mind imposed on the far 

Eastern with a vengeance. 

True, this book is not st) good as its gifteil writer would 

have made it had he lived. He might for instance have 

learned that Easter Island script reads zigzag, first from 

right to left and then upside dowm from left to right. He 

would also assuredly have corrected the statement that 

the Marquesans and Tahitians speak sister dialects of the 

same Maori language. Surely Polynesian is the main 

stock of all three. But these* are minor blemishes in a 

remarkable volume. 

Let me leave a taste of the book itself in j'our niouthi. 

It is of the little prostitute, Tupema, a victim of civilisation, 

but still in spite of all simple-hearted, unworldly and un¬ 

practical. 

" I told her,” writes Calderon. ” what a rhanmng person I 
thought her. ’ Mais . . . il y a une belle fille en Angleterre, A 
laquelle j’ai promis dc iairc Ic tour du mondc suns embrasser 
personne.’ 

” ‘ Ah, e’est beau 9a,’ said Tupema; ’ je le ferait un chapeau 
pour 9a ' ' ” 

Which indeed she did. and a very handsgrae one it was. 

G. S. Layard. 

THE KNIGHT ERRANT.* 

*' The Wanderings of a Spiritualist ”—Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle has given his book its challenging title for an evident 
purpose. But his latest rfile as the missionary of a ” New 
Revelation ” is far from disguising the Conan Doyle of 
earlier days, so that the admonition in the first few lines 

• " The Wanderings of a Spiritualist.” By Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle. Illustrated. 12S. 6d. net. (Hodder & 
Stoughton.) 
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of the book, addressed to the reader who has no interest 
in psychical matters, is hardly necessary. Certainly any¬ 

one who puts the volume down at that point, in order 
to avoid a subject against which he may have quite under¬ 
standable prejudices, will miss much m the way of witty 
and picturesque descriptions of men and things, a really 
fine account of a voyage to the Antipodes, and a sheaf 
of anecdotes, reminiscences, views and opinions, some of 
them highly interesting and valuable. That these matters 

of general interest should be interspersed with accounts 
of supernormal hapi>emngs of all kind.s may be a new 

departure in books of travel. Hut they are all told in 
graphic phrases, and with various little touches of that 
acute observation which was the es}>eci.il note of the 
Sherlock Holmes stones. These accounts are for the 
reader to take or leave as he chooses Thev at least reveal 
the author as intensely human—a philanthropist after 
the pattern of Terence to wdiom nothing that was human 
was without its appeal. Sir Arthur may be coiisidertHl to 

err in his psychic views, but we have the I'rcncli jiliilo.sojiher 
to assure us that " Error lias its merits —especially 
perhaps when it has its source in the afiectious. The largo 
heart is always preferable to the long head, where it is 
a choice between one and the other, which is not the ease 
here. Both are in evidence. With that rellectiou we may 
dismiss this part of the book 

Sir Arthui gives many shrewd opinions on the social 
and political life of the countries he \-isited. Mere is a 

note on the fallacy of State control • 

“ The lonKtT one remains in .Australia Ihe tinue one is struck 

by the failure of S^ate control Wheiiexev yni T(st it. in the 
telephoms. the telegraphs and the p«)st, it staiuN lor iiiclti<lency. 
with no possibility that 1 can .see of n-mc-dj The u.nn serMce 

IS better, but still far from good On the face of it. it is 
cvalent that in cacli case there is no diiect ri-sponsible nuisti-i. 
and that there is no real means of cnlorcing (hstjplinc 1 have 
talked to the heads of large institutions wlio have .issurcd 
me that the conduct of business is becoming almo.st im¬ 

possible ” 

And ho gut's on to give some cogent inst.iucos of the way 
in which commercial business is handicapi>ed i>y 
State ofticiahsm. We are still sore from some 

of the eflecls of it in England 
On the personal side, tlie author tells a story 

against himself While <lressing one morning in 
an Australian hotel, he hoard a melancholy and 
monotonous whistling proceeding from an adjoining 
bedroom. Tlunking it was his eldest son, Denis, 
Sir Arthur put his head outside the door and called 
out, “ Look here, old chap, consider other pooide's 
nerves, and give up that rotten liabit of whistling 
before* breakfast.” A deep voice answered, ” All 

right, Sir Arthur, I will.” It was the Minister of 
War, General Sir Granville Kyrie ! 

He finds the Australians generally good fellow.s, 
kindly, domestic, straight in speech and dealings. 

But he deplores the heavy dnnking and the'' eternal 

horse-racing.” 
His observations on New Zealand and the 

Maoris arc of distinct interest, so likewise arc the 
notes on Ceylon, an ” earthly Paradise,” which 
M. Clemenceau happened to be exploring very 
thoroughly when Sir Arthur and lus party w’ere 

there. 
The closing chapters give us some vignettes of 

France after ’the war, for the ” pilgrims ” lanucd 

at Marseilles on the return voyage and \tent on 
to Paris where, by the way. the quest of the 
supernormal took a highly scientific turn. The 
illustrations, of which there are a baker's dozen, 
lend considerably to the interest of a book, about 
which, whatever else may be said of it, there is 

one verdict to which no one is likely to raise 
objection. It gives a clearer and truer picture 
of Conan Doyle as a man than any of the books 

which have preceded it. 

D. Gow. 

THE CONTENT OF ART.* 

What is illustration ? In the broadest sense every in¬ 
telligible picture is an illustration, whether it be a fresco 
by Michael Angelo in the Sistinc Chapel or a drawing in 
this week’s Punch Even in a narrower sense, now that 
reproduction is possible of any graphic medium, from full- 

boched oil colour to the most delicate jiencil drawing, every 
picture IS a jxjtcntial liook-ilhistration. 

Mr. Edmund j Sullivan, who is not only one of the most 
accomplished of living illustrators, but a scholar and a 
thinker as well, has promptly fastened on this truth, and 
has taken all jneture-making from Botticelli to Beardsley 

as the real subject of his liook. His scholarly survey of 
the work of ilhisirators from Hollnun and Diircr to Abbey 

and Nicholson, his illuminating discussion of the limitations 
ami possibilities of black-and-white, of the suggestions for 
pen-drawing to be found in co])|)er})latL‘ engraving, and of 
various other matters of great technical interest to students 
- —all these arc a means to an end That end is to ascertain 
what IS the Content proj>iT to pictorial art. 

Kiglit at the beginning Mr. Sullivan i>rojx)unds a sort of 
conundrum, \\ hen is a jncture not an illustration ? And 
tile replv would appear to Ik*, Never, if it is intelligible : 

” Among ttie greatest artists of all lime have been many 
who htxve been hut jll-cotitent with the realisation of Beauty 
alon«‘, hut have ihargeil tlioir art with a burden of fact, story, 
.symbol or idea, tfi<- <arrving of which in many cases has been 
tile first motive imj« llmg them to e.xpressioii lu grapliic or plastic 
form ’■ 

How can this Ik* reconciled with Whistler’s emphatic 

declaration . 

".Art should be independent of all cl.iptr.ip — slioukl stand 
alone, and appeal to tin- artistic sens«- of eve or car. without 
confoiimUng this with emotions entirely foreign to it, devo¬ 
tion. jnty. love, patriotism ami the like '' 

It looks like a blind-allev. If Whistler is right, then it 
would apjiear that Micliael Angelo, Durer, Blake, and a 
host of other great artists are wrong. No artist would 

• " The Art of Illustration.” liy 1-xlniund J. Sullivan. 
25s (I'hapman iV Hall) 

Austin Dobnon &ooK>plate. 
From “ The Art of lllustratioo " (Chapman & Halt) 
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admit this, yet few wouhl care to say that Whistler was 
entirely wrong. Mr. Sullivan gets out of the difficulty 
very cleverly by saying they arc all right; only he draws 

a subtle distinction. Whistler was right “ ior the time 
being ” ; the others arc right V for all time." 

I'ortunately Whistler’s practice was better than his 

theory. Of lus masterpiece, the " Portrait of Carlyle," 
Mr. Sullivan pertinently in<(uires, " What else is this but 
Illustration in one of its simplest manifestations ? " hovaltv 

to an old love has made the author very gentle witli 

Whistler To say that he was right for the time being, 
hardly means more than that Whistler w-as right in pro¬ 

testing against " claptrap " being made an excuse for feeble 
craftsmanship, and that in his day there was need to cm- 

phasi.so the decorative as distinct from the illustrative 
element in pictures. 

Here w’o approach as near as wc are likely to get to an 
answer to Mr. Sullivan’s conundrum. It is just possible 

that a picture may remain a picture, and yet not be an 
illustration, when it is a decoration 

" Art," Mr. Sullivan tells us, " consists of three factors 
in varying proportion—Intelligence, Emotion, Craftsman¬ 
ship." Illustration, at a pinch, can drive its message lionie 
with remarkably little of the last. Decoration can make 
a show’ w'lth remarkably little of the first. Decoration does 

not need to lx* charged with a burden of fact, story 

or idea. There is a disposition to regard il as all the 
better w’heii it is tree of them. Mr. Sullivan is bold 
enoxigh to say that Michael Angelo’s frescoes in the Sistine 

Chapel, fli decorations, arc nothing but a stupendous 

misconception." 

" Whistler with a choice of two or tlircc simple tones, and 
the disposal of a restful pattern, would have produced au effect 
infinitely’more pleasant to the .xsthetic sense i] that alone is io 
he considered.” 

The italics are the reviewer’s, and here is the point 
Now wc see w’hcre and to what extent Whistler was right. 

He is right in so far as we ask nothing more from art than 
a certain kind of beauty that satisfies our irsthetic sense. 

We may be content with this much in a carpet or a porce¬ 
lain jar, but in a picture we ask for more : and that " more ’’ 
is—Illustration. This battle between Docoratioii and 

Illustration has been going on for centuries . il is at the 
bottom of all controversies as to the relative importance 

in art of subject and treatment, that is to say of the thing 
expressed and the manner of expression. Neither can be 
ignored, neither of itself will lead to salvation. 

" Rhythm pursued for its own sake will lead to e.vcc.ss and 
weakness . . ‘ ('ontent ’ on the other liaiid maj land its 
pursuer into a formless ejaculatory tatalogue without coherenct. 

The two mu.st ^ brought into harmonuius relation to 
evolve a work of art—until one can hardly be said to exist with¬ 
out the other, as though they had been worked up together 
into an indissoluble jiaste." 

The truth has been uttered before, but Mr. Sullivan has 

rephrased it admirably. Are our artists any wiser to¬ 

day ? They do not appear so : 

" The present tendency is to endeavour to enlarge''the scope 
or at least change the methrid of expressum. rather to the neglect 
of what may be expressed—to create a new and unlaimhar 
language in order to make a restatement of old and familiar 
facts. Yet why invent a new language to tell us that a body is 
solid, if it is a fact we already knew ? It only adds a new voice 
to B^bel, and gets no nearer the truth.” 

Mr. Sullivan's argument is unanswerable. There is no 
sense and no merit in inventing a new language unless 
thereby it becomes possible to express that which by no 
other means can be expre.ssed. Invention unniothcred 

by necessity is a bastard form of art. The art-student may 
be grateful to Mr. Sullivan for a book that will materially 

assist him in appreciating and overcoming the difficulties 
of his profession : the layman will be still more grateful 
for a book which reverently unbares the high mysteries of 
art. I'or indeetl, as our author says, " Art is a sacrament," 
and the pity of it is that there are so few artists whose " out- 
wari'and visible signs " are, like his own, illumined by an 

“ inward and spiritual grace." 
Frank Rutter. 

THE CRAFT OF THE SHORT STORY.* 

I used to wonder how’ the people who profess to teach 

the writing of short stories managed to bring off the 

miracle. 1 have never, either in person or in print, met 

a practitioner of the craft who could offer anything helpful 

on the point. Ivach has the incommunicable instinct for 

the art, and if each has a technical routine, it is so in 

variance with other routines that the hope of getting, a 

reliable system for the mechanical creation of a story 

seems hopeless. (Jne author drafts a model as tight and 

as solid as an architect's blue jiriiit before he starts writing. 

Another cannot move until he has his climax, and can 

build up to It—I im.igine O, Henry and Ambrose Bierce 

w’oro of this school. Vet another scorns draft and climax 

and works entirely to character with but the faintest 

notion of what is going to hai>i>cn in the last thousand or 

so words—Barrv Pain, a perfect stylist in the sliort story, 

has, I fancy, confessed to this metliod. 

It was only wliile reading " lister Grayling, K.C.” by 

Mr. Leslie J. Lynwood that I rcaliseil that the teachers 

of the short storv might alter all fill a useful office. They 

can, at least, teach .a man how not to write one. Mr. 

Lynwood, 1 believe, knows a great deal about the law. 

He IS probablv correct in feeling that he has a mass of 

special material that woiikl do splendidly as the basis of 

stories ]>ivoting round Ins barrister Sherlock Holmes. 

But that has not made him the writer of goo<l short stories. 

1 can see the teacher reading a severe lesson over the hrst 
yarn, which deals with a senes of bank frauds. He woulil 

say that the dutv of a short storv is to lx* swift, compact, 

direct, but tliat this story is pedestrian with long speeches, 

clogged with fat descriptions and pas.sages of moralising 

that have not the slightest bearing on the narrative, that 

there is no direction in il at all, that the jilot does iiol come 

out clearlv, that there are no explanations or connecting 

links It IS al.so full of jiassages like " ‘ I am asliamed to 

trouble you.’ saul Sir Henry. ' Thanks,' said (iruyling 

as he raised lus hand deprecatingly " The man who reads 

short stones does not wish to he hung u]) bv trivialities 

like this. .\11 that sort of thing must be cut out All 

clescri])tions unless they colour or affect the verv thrill 

of the story must be cut out .^lul when Mr Lvnwood 

had cut all that, he miglit cut an adilitional hiiiulre*! or 

two hundred worrls out of every thousand Tliat. by the 

way, IS part of the technuiue of one story writer He 

rigorously prunes lus stones in this manner when lie has 

finished. A crude method, apparently, hut the cflect in 

lean power is remarkable Mr J.ynwood would profit by 

the idea 

Miss .Mary Chohnomleloy and Miss Marjorie lk>wen. 

both in their <lillerent ways understand their job Miss 

Cholmondelcy is leisurely, graceful, ironic and glowing 

with beauty. Miss Bowen more sharply and violently 

dramatic, more highly tinted and broatlerand more pojiular 

in lier effects. But each writes a good, clean short story, 

wasting nothing on side issues, letting the stream of the 

story carry the reader along. Each knows that the whole 

dutv of a short story writer is not to be clever, but to " get ” 

the reader. Just as the crisp after-dinner speaker is our 

friend, and the prosy one an unutterable bore, so the vague 

woolly writer is a failure. 

Miss Cholmondelcy, in " The Romance of His Life," deals 

with emotions rather than actions, but she makes those 

emotions dramatic, In the deliciously ironic title story’— 

which tells how a popinjay professor was led- into writing 

love letters to a girl which some pleasantly wicked friends 

invented—in the tragic talc of a prisoned soul called 

" The Goldfish," in the ironically mystical " The Ghost 

of a Chance,” and. indeed, ail her tales, all her wit, her 

delicacy, her touches of narrative move towards the climax. 

Each story goes up like a good house, which captivates 

with its complete charm, though it is built of many details 

• ‘‘ Lester Grayling, KC." By Leslie J. Lynwood. 7s. 6d. 
(Bale & Damelsson.)—" The Romance of His Life." By Mary 
Cholmondeley. 6s. (Murray.)—" The ' Pleasant Husband." 
By Marjorie Bowen. 8s. 6d. (Hurst & Blackett.)—'* Tempta¬ 
tions." By David Pinski. 7s. 6d. (Allen & Unwin.) 
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in material. Miss Cholmondelcy never savs " Thank you, 
you are very kind ” meaninglessly She says it because 
■she wants to show that this act of kindness leads up to the 
next point of the tale. 

MLss Howen, in " The J’leasant Husband.” jiroves that 
just as much craft can be emploved in the popular maga¬ 
zine story as in the more literary effort When one recog¬ 
nises that Miss Howen has to get an historical tang and 
•cdlour into her yarns as well as a clean ntory, one sees 
what a good workman she is It is interesting to watch 
her at it. In several tales oi pre-Norman davs she gets 
her effects liy a curious, (.ho])pecl dialogue, tliat is us 

useful as any purple patch in imparting local colour. In 
some rather nice and iairy-like stones, ” Three I.iltle 
Chronicles,” she conveys the sjiirit of her period by writing 
as though she had copied her tales from an old monkisli 
chronicle. She gets her j>;riod indeed, evcellently, always, 
whetlier it is niedueval, Kestoration or modern (as several 
of the stones arc), and she gets it by tacking her desiriptions 
on to her dialogue, or making it part ol her action--that 
is. if her liero gallops along a road, it is a road ol his penoil 
with houses and costumes to matt h A line or two, .1 fc‘w 

words are all she needs and they all go with the swing of 
the storv. Tliere are scarcely any ” passages ” at all, but 
thcTe is no mistaking her colour, and no halting m tlu- 

sharp slab of her drama 
Mr David I*inski, who has a great reimtation in .Xnienca 

as a Jewish playwright and story-teller, is more snccesslul 
when he is writing what in this country is called ' the long- 
short ” than in the true short story ” DrabKin.” the 
best attempt in ” Te.mptations,” is more lik • tlic f.rst 
draft of a novel dcahng with the evolution of a socialist 

into a sweater than anything else Hut it is o leclive 
It is lean It is built up in crisp short chapters that 
stand .Is a senes of smiji-shots of emotion or action, 
and bulked togidlicr bmkl up the whole character of the 

fiiucl little Jew ” .V Tale of a Hungry Man ” has tlie 
power of massing detail ii})on (l«*t.iil in the Russian manner, 
and crushes the miiul witli its overburdening acc-unuilation 

of miseries It has the essential ciuahties ol all good short 
stories 111 that its every triviality leads to one end 

i)orc.L.\s Nkwio.v 

ONE WOMAN.* 

Sussex at last is more than coming into her own \part 
Irom several worthy books of late in the field ot topography 
and the novels of Miss Ka>-e-Smith. the Shire ol Slow 
Speech is beginning to engross the pen of a man who has 
tried many forms and kinds ot literature and in nearly all 
succeeded. ” Owe! Hob ” alone looks like making his 
name last Hut with all deference one ventures to tlunk 
it IS easier to make a niasterjaeee out of a sheep-dog on 
the bordcT moors tlian it is to build up a whole ” southron ” 
community and make them live out a modern drama 111 
successive volumes Mr Ollivant In'trays his old and 
familiar projamsities -enthusiasm for the moors, the 
army, India, tlie medical profession, and the* toiling poor, 
and a hatred for the gnnding commercialism of tlie period. 
But in this trilogy of Sussex in which the inesent volume 
is the second member, he weaves a new passion and a new 
enthusiasm for life in general, together with a new com¬ 
passion and chivalry for woman in particular. In ” Two 
Men ” we encountered the abrupt and growing contrast 
between Ernie and Alf Caspar, the sons of a .lisappointcd 
scholar fallen contentedly among peasant surroundings. 
One duly noted the balance of fortune : marriage, offspring 
and poverty for Ernie . jealousy and prosperity for his ill- 
conclitioncii brother, the motor-mechanic who swells into 
a village ” somebody.” In this liook the w-ar plays the 
part of retributive justice, for Ern, who has drifted into 
a slacker with a tinrst, goes back to the ranks ; while 

Alf is mortified by seeing his business collapse and conscrip¬ 
tion coming to claim him. More than this, Em’s wife, 
the comely and buxom Ruth, is restored to all the old 

• "One Woman.” By Alfred Olhvant. 8s.6d.net. (Allen & 
Unwin.) 

Mr. Alfred Ollivant. 

admiration for her husliand and is rescued from the snare 
of infidelity with his fneml joe Hurl, a manlul Ratlical. 
It IS impossible not A.o tlunk of Tess as the archctyiie of 
Ruth, and Marnes Newconu* as the exemplar ol tlie snivel¬ 
ling Alf , but they remain original and convincing, these 
Siissc-V lolk of Mr Ollivant's, ami he fits them into a 
c.ommunitv interest which is full of colour and variety 
an<l realit\- There is one !>lenush in the book. In the 
endeavour to be faslmmable and strenuous, the author 
brings in marital juissagcs winch were quite unncce.ssary 
and certauilv <lo not iinjirove the book. N'o man who can 
create charactei an<l express it jii liiinioursoiiu*, crackling, 
vigorous dialogue like Mr. Ollivant's lias aiiv need or lall to 

leave the broail highway of universal interest for a de.sccnt 
into details whicli can only take witli an ultra-modernist 
majority Thev lessen our svmjiathv with Ruth's early 
lapse in life, and reduce the artistry of a .great romance. 

j- H. C. 

THE TRAGEDY OF WILLIAM COWPER.* 

.\ new edition of .Mr Thomas Wright's excellent bio- 
grajihy of Cowjier is very wehonie, for, ajiart from the 
intrinsic merits ot the original iKiok, the author has Ilad 
access to nuich nev material since the work was first 
jniblished in 180^. In particular, he has U'cn able to make 

use of many new letters written by (.'owper, incluthng 
sixteen which have lH*en {daced by .Mr. Oeorge Avcnell in 
the Cowpor Museum, located in the house at Oliiey where 
the poet lived for nineteen years, ami where he wrote 
‘ John Ciilpiii and Ihe task. J he house in question, 
known as ” Orchard Side,” was prc.seiite<l to the nation 
by Mr. W H. Collingridge in i<k>o, the year the Cowper 
Society was foundcil by Mr Thomas \\ right, who has done 
as much to keeji green the memory of the melancholy 
recluse of Olncy as he has tliat of John Payne, the recluse 
of Kilbarn. 

The life of Cowper makes sad reading for. apart from 
a few light epi.sodes and some jK-riods of pleasant quiet 
existence, the record is one of desolating gloom. As is 

well known, Cowper siiftered from iicrioilical melancholia 
and perpetual delusions ; he imagined he Iicard mysterious 
voices uttering such cryptic phrases as " He shall eat 
eleven days longer or thereabout,” and *' I heard a stone 
in the w'all say, ‘ I am God' ”; he believed that God had 

• ” The Life of William Cowper.” Bv Thomas Wriglit. 
Second edition. With Thirty Illustrations. ijs. od. 
(Fai iicombc.) 
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forsaken him for ever and that there was no escape from 

his doom of eternal perdition. For the last twenty-seven 

years of his life the terrible hallucination continued. 

Sometimes a ray of hope illumined his clouded mind, but 

alas ! it was but “ a flash in a dark night, during which the 

heavens opened only to shut again." As he wrote to his 

cousin, Lady Hcsketh : " I have nothing left to wish, but 

the wish of many years, that I had never existed. Hunted 

into this terrible state of mind so long since, what now can 

I look for . . . Oh, that there could be pity, or if not that, 

at least forbearance for the most forlorn of all men.” And 

this from one who in earlier days had been a deeply religious 

man and the author of many beautiful hymns, such as 

■' Hark, my soul ! it is the Lord," “ Oh for a closer walk 

with God." and " God moves in a mysterious w’ay." 

Yet in the intervals of his dreadful affliction he found 

some compensation in fnendship and family aftection. His 

tender tribute to his mother's memory, " On the receipt 

of my mother’s picture," is one of the most beautiful 

things in poetry. He was hardly six years of age when 

his mother died, but as he said in one of his letters to Hill : 

■' 1 can truly say that not a week passes (perhaps I might 

with equal veracity say a day) in which I do not tlunk of 

her : such was the impres.sion her tenderness made upon 

me, though the opportunity she had for !5howing it was so 

short." 

The predominant factor of Cowper's life, putting aside 

his mental trouble, was his cajiacity for fnendship with a 

succession of clever women. He was never gregarious, and 

he was by nature a recluse ; but he felt the necessity of 

feminine society and correspondence. Marnage he never 

desired, and he had but one serious love aflair, when quite 

a young man, with his cousin, Theodora Cowper. Hut the 

family and Fate were against the young lovers. They were 

parted, and neither ever married. 

Cowper’s long residence with Mrs. Unwin ; his corre¬ 

spondence with Lady Hcsketh and Mrs. Madan ; his event¬ 

ful friendship (and final quarrel) w’lth l.ady Austen (who 

was the suggester of " John Gilpin ” and " The Task ") ; 

his brief period of social intercourse with the Throck- 

mortons and Hayley ; and a vivid account of his quiet 

life, his rural pleasures and his afflictions, are all presented 

with narrative skill by lus biographer. 

S. M. Ellis. 

BUCHAN’S HISTORY OF THE WAR* 

Those twenty-four little red volumes which appeared 

at short intervals from 1915 to 1919 under the unpromis¬ 

ing title of Nelson’» " History of the War " (for what 

experienced reader does not distrust a volume where the 

publisher’s proprietorship displaces the author’s responsi¬ 

bility ?) were immediately recognised by the great public 

as what it wanted—a clear, reasoned, vivid presentment 

of those all-important events, of which, thanks to an 

unintelligent censorship, it had but the vaguest and most 

muddled cenception. The great public bought them in 

immense numbers, but—undoubtedly owing to the un¬ 

fortunate prominence of Messrs. Nelsons' imprint—all too 

few recognised the work for the phenomenal achievement 

it was. As the product of a group of minds harmonised 

by ah enterprising publisher, the history would have been 

remarkable for its excellence. As the production of a 

single m^n, busy (though this is not the reader’s aflair) 

with other important duties, it is probably without a 

parallel. I^or, in the thick of the m616e of events, of the 

apocryphal legends and fragmentary, contradictory and 

deliberately falsified accounts of those events which then 

were the current and almost the sole chronicles of the time, 

Mr. John Buchan wrote a history wluch was not only 

marvellously comprehensive in its all-embracing study of 

e\pry theatre of the war, brilliant in its anal3^is and vivid 

in its description, but which remains substantially accurate 

ta thi^ day. 

• *' A History of the Great War.” By John Buchan. In 
four vols., each 25s. net. Vol. I—From the Outbreak to the 
Battle of Neuve Cnapelle. (f>^elson.) 

Nevertheless, the immense amount of knowledge which 

has become available since the end of the war naturally 

necessitates the revision of what, to a vast proportion of 

the English-speaking peoples, has become the familiar 

handbook to the world-wide conflict. Mr. Buchan has. 

not merely revised his history, he has largely rewritten it, 

and it is to be reissued to the public in four large volumes, 

of which the first, going as far as Neuve Chapelle, is alreadjr 

published. 

But he has retained the viewpoint of his original volumes. 

It is still the history written by the contemporary spectator, 

recalling the judgments, ambitions and illusions which 

influenced the world at the moment of action, but many bf 

which, even to-day, have already almost passed out of 

memory. ^ *•* 

" The details of this or that battle may be clearer in the- 
future when war-dianes and personal memoirs have multiplied, 
but 1 believe," says Mr Buchan iil his preface, ’’ that the mam 
features of the war can be more accurately seen and more truly 
judged by those who lived through it than by a scholar wnting 
after the lap.se of half a century. . . . The bonk is the opposite 
of an official history It does not pretend to lay open sealed 
archives ; it is a personal, not a professional record, a chronicle 
of individual observation, private study, personal assessments.” 

So Mr. Buchan, but the book is more than a record or a 

chronicle, it is a history in the fullest and most philosophic 

sense of the term, a history where a vivid and accurately 

informed imagination rcpeoples the world-stage with llie 

actors as they lived—and died, where a jienetrating analysis 

informs the reader with the deep piirjiose of fhn plot, 

where there is no bias against the adversary wliom he 

might be tempted to make the caricatured villain of the 

piece. 

Mr. Buchan’s history, however, is not one of those 

books that open up controversies. It is—magnificently 

told—an epic of achievement. He is only inten-sted in 

what hapi>ened. Therein no exploration of the " might- 

have-beens," no harshly critical condemnations of those 

who, for this historian at least, were doing their best in 

the great drama. He secs the positive and not the negative 

aspects of the responsible generals, and does not ask of 

them to be more than they were. If he hints at a defect, 

it is with such gentle asperity that it might almost pass 

unnoticed. For an example that is typical of all his- 

personal valuations, he says, writing of Joflrc ; 

*' He was not, like Foch, a great military stiulcnt and thinker, 
and he accepted what was given him in that line, devoting him¬ 
self to the concrete preparation in detail which he understood. 
He represented character rather than mind, and, as it happened, 
it was character that France needed most in the hour of crisis, 
ills honest}' was to enable him to make the drastic changes for 
which events clamoured ; his modesty and intellectual candour 
allowed him to revise plan after plan ; above all, his steadfast 
courage, his infinite patience, and his kindly simplicity gave to 
his countrymen a leader whom they could regard with confidence, 
respect and love. We shall see him unchanged both by sunshine 
and shadow, in good and evil report the same bluff, shrewd, wise, 
paternal being—one who, as Bossuet said of Turenne, could 
fight without anger, win without ambition, and triumph without 
vanity.” 

This is in pleasant contrast with the bitter criticisms 

some of those countrymen of JoSre have since passed on 

their late leader 1 But who does not recognise it as a life¬ 

like portrait—not less true because deficiencies of supreme 

importance in such a position as Joflre’s are merely hinted 

at. with discreet sympathy, as the possibly inevitable 

corollaries of his best qualities ? 

, But Mr. Buchan is concerned with personalities only 

in so far as they were the chosen instruments of the Fate.s 

who stage-managed millions of human beings into situations, 

of immense horror, of incalculably momentous intellectual 

dilemma, of superhuman irony, and of sublimely human 

heroism. His presentment of them has the lofty detach¬ 

ment of Thomas Hardy in '' The Dynasts.” It is the 

procession of the events then woven into the tapestry of 

time, their causes and their ‘effects, that are his theme. 

He describes a campaign with such succinct vividness that 

the rea(Ur not only sees it as from a point of vantage, but 

looks inf^ the minds of the opposing generals and. with a 

fascinating ease, appreciates their motives. Hie military 
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student.may quarrel with a few of his statements—for 

instance, that at the Marne " Sir John French convinced 

Kluck that there was no alternative to retreat." a flattering 

estimate of our part in that critical battle which is in 

direct contradiction to the Continental opinion on the 

matter—but, in general, though later knowledge may 

amplify, it is scarcely likely to alter in essentials Mr. 

Buchan's careful and highly visualised narrative of the 

Gyrations of war on land and sea. 

Beyond all controversy are those chapters on the 

psychology of the ' peoples of this world in conflict. 

Brilliantly analytical yet summing up their subject in a 

masterly synthesis of all that is significant, th(*y w’lll 

remain, undoubtedly, the supreme cxjxisition of the 

thoughts and fe^ngs, fears and ambitions, of humanity 

in the greatest crisis of its written history. To those 

chapters the historian of the future will turn for an un¬ 

rivalled .statement of the fact that he cannot do better 

than to (piote. 

Written in a noble Knglish that ri.ses loftilv to the dignity 

of the unequalled theme, yet never overshoots itself, 

dispassionately just to friend ami foe alike, profoundly 

penetrative m its elut.ulation of confused moinAts of 

crisis, magnificent in its grasp of the whole, Mr Huclian 

has created a history that will rank as a classic to be read 

for its own sake long after our personal interest in its 

subject has receded to the horizon of time. 

1''. Hrittk.n' Austi.w 

FROM PRIVATE TO FIELD-MARSHAL.* 

Sir William Foberlson may justly be regarded as a 

reniarkalile person ; he is the only man who has risen from 

a iroopi-r in a cavalrv regiment to a field-marshal of the 

British Arniv ; lie has held .such posts as Coinmamlant of 

the Start College. Director of Militar^'^ I'raimng, (Jiiarter- 

mastcr-GeuerHl. B.IC 1'. an<l Chief of the Imj)crial General 

Staff: atul he luis written a Ixiok in which he sets down his 

experiences without malice or bitterness. Perhaps the 

last IS not the least of his aclucvcmeiits. 

It IS not only an intensely interesting book . it is a valu¬ 

able contribution to the real literature of the war Sir 

William’s modesty is liest illustrated by the following 

extract from his preface : 
■' The only 

justification fur 
publishing this 
book IS that it 
describes the 
climbing of a 
soldier from the 
bottom to the 
top of the 
military ladder. 
. . . Energy and 
determination 
are usually 
essential to 
advancement in 
any vocation. . 
. . Given the 
exercise of these 
qualities and the 
same help from 
real friends as I 
enjoyed . . . any 
man can equal 
what I have 
accomplished. ” 

It is in this 

spirit that Sir 

Wiliam has 

written a 

• ‘‘From 
Private to Field- 
Marshal." {By 
Field - Marshal 
Sir William 
Robertson, 
Bart., G.C.B., 
etc. 2IS. (Con¬ 
stable.) 

narrative that becomes more interesting from page to page. 

Of course one is tempted to discus.s that portion which deals 

w’ith the events that immediately preceded and followed 

the year 1014, but to do so w’ould be to lose sight of one of 

its most impiortant features—the opportunity' it affords 

the reader of companng the soklier of " the old days " 

with the modern type, and of following almost minutely 

the processes of evolution which have resulted in the 

production of an entirely new fighting unit. The events 

of the last few years have taught the most ardent lovers 

of peace that it is well for a nation to be able to place her¬ 

self quickly in a posture of defence, and Sir William 

Robertson's hfe-.story is the vehicle by means of which he 

conveys a number of ileeply interesting comments on 

military affairs in their relation to the preservation of 

national life, and suggestions for the improvement of that 

relation. It is not jxissible to tliscuss here problems that 

Sir William himself has only been able to approach in the 

course of many pages of tvjx*: the book should be studied 

with the leisured lonsideration it merits. One may, how¬ 

ever, seize a point here ami there without injustice to the 

whole. 

lake " Stonewall Jackson,” Sir William is—and was 

many years ago - keenly alive to the absolute necessity of 

eflicionl staff w’ork if war is to lx* conducteil succes.sfully. 

|->y start work, be it iimlerslood, is meant not merely the 

iS'inng of operation oulers. but the tliou.sand and one 

duties the elfu-ieiit aiul rajiid ]x*rforniauce of which are 

essential if the man with the bayonet is to be given the 

ojiportunily of using it at tlic jisychological moment. First 

as .stmlcnt and later as Commandant at the Staff Cxillege, 

Sir William gained imjircssions, and made acquaintances, 

which were to prove of great assistance to him when the 

struggle with Germany—which he had Ixien one of those 

to predici—tested the theories vhich he and others had so 

often discii.sscd. 

It IS plea.sanl to note how frequently the luekl-Marshal 

finds occasion to use sucli phrases as " 1 was greatly helped 

by-'■ The success of this scheme owed much to the 

efforts of-ami so on . never have I read a " great 

man's Ixiok " in which the great man paid such grateful 

and graceful tribute to those who servett under his banner. 

And not alone his sulxirdinates : he acknowledges in plain 

ferms the hclj) and siijiiiort of soldier and of civilian—and 

of none more than that great leader, the late Earl Kitchener. 
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Sir William, at least, is not one of those who believe that 
Kitchener had shot his l>olt and had no more arrows in 
his quiver when the Hainf>shire sank. In one of several 

frank references to the Earl, Sir William says : 

“ hike some other great men I.nrd Kitchener was exacting, 
and had no use whatever for those who raised petty difficulties 
at a time ivheii prompt action was lequircd : while as to his 
alleged habit oi overcentralisation all I can say is that it was 
never displayed during the six months 1 had the privilege of 
working with him . . . Nor did he disclose any sign of that 
ruthless and doniiiieenng disposition attributed to him by those 
who wished to injure his good name. On the contrary, he was 
a kind and delightful chief to serve, once his ways were under¬ 
stood ; and I know that he many tiine.«. stood up against 
opposition in high quarters so as to protect officers who were 
threatened with unfair treatment.'' 

And again ; 

■' On the whole I would say that the achievements and fore¬ 
sight of Lord Kitchener jihicc him m a clast, entirely by himself ; 
and they justify the conclusion that no man in any of the Entente 
countries accomplished more, if as much, to bring about the 
final defeat of the enemy.” 

In discussing subjects which are intimately connected 

with the proceedings of ministers and other politicians. Sir 
William treads warily ; but it is the •w’anness of a man 
who declines to assist in the w'ashing of dirty linen in jiublic 
rather than the timidity of the faint-hearted. One is 
grateful, m these days of mutual recrimination, to Sir 

William Robertson for producing a w'ork at once so interest¬ 

ing, so valuable and so free from bad taste. 

Frakcis D. Gkierson' (Captain). 

THE QUEEN MOTHER.* 

When Princess Alexandra of Denmark came to England 
to marry that Prince of Wales who was afterwards King 
Edward VII, she. a tall, slim, fair, blue-eyed, beautiful 
girl, won the suffrages of this nation, which has ever since 

held her in the highest esteem It is easy for Royalty 
to be popular, but few royalties have been so popular as 
this lady. Her youthful charm and grace appealed to all 

sections of society, and secured for her an enduring regard. 
The life of a Princess of Wales is usually uneventful—the 
case of Caroline, the wife of George IV is a notable and 
unfortunate exception—and even the life of a British 
queen-consort is usually devoid of any great interest. The 

biography of a royal lady who is still alive, or only recently 
dead is, indeed, very difficult to write. Few jx;rsons who 
have essayed such a task liavc done so successfully. Huish 
was always scandalous and dull, and the rest for the most 
part laudatory and dull. Mr. Trowbridge has been clever 
enough not to be dull. He has made no attempt to give 
a detailed account, full of dates, names, descriptions of 
ceremonies, addresses, and such things ; very wisely he 

has confined himself to dealing with those events, political 
and personal, which principally influenced her life. He 
tells us of the Princess's early life at the Court of her father ; 
of her regret at the decision of this country not J:o support 

Denmark in the war with Germany over Schleswig-Holstein, 
and so on. He dwells upon the important place she held 
in society by virtue of her position as the wife of the Heir- 
Apparent. and how perforce she became more prominent 
after Queen Victoria became a widow and, for all practical 

purposes, a recluse. Her influence on the social life 
of this country was beneficial in the extreme, and, in 
later days, the Edwardian Court became the Court of 

Europe. 
Mr. Trowbridge is never sycophantic, as too often happens 

in the case of "biographers of royalty : but he is. it must be 
said, consistently and invariably eulogistic. Also highly 
appreciative is the introduction by Walburga Lady Paget, 
who has been long and intimately acquainted with the 
Queen-Mother. “ Her charm has not waned,” she writes : 
^ it has been kept alive by the Queen's kindness of heart, 
her ifnselfishness, simplicity, and unswerving truthfulness, 

• '' Queen Alexandra’ A Study of Royalty.” By W. R. H. 
Trowbridge. With an Introduction by Walburga Lady Paget. 
2is.net. (Fisher Unwin.) 

which have swept away all that is mean or base from her 
environment. The Queen has, in her long e.xperience of life 
and events, acquired a great knowledge of the world, 
which, with her inborn common sense and tact, gives her 
judgments and acts exceptional weight.” During the war, 
this lady tells us, ” Queen Alexandra’s physical courage 
was sustained by her steadfast soul.” Mr. Trowbridge 
IS true to his sub-title of ” A Study of Royalty,” and he 
gives in his first chapter an account of royalty, its history, 

and its functions which is distinctly valuable. Particularly 
interesting are his remarks on the evolution from auto¬ 

cracy to democracy, anil one detects a pleasant flavour of 
irony in the following passage : ” The French Revolution 
was the deification of democracy. Henceforth it mattered 
little whether kingship was hereditary or elected ; kings 

or presidents, or whatever they were called, it was the 
people only who wore divine.” This is a book which will 
appeal to the innumerable admirers of Queen Alexandra. 
It contains a number of portraits and illustrations taken 

from various sources which undoubtedly cnhance.s its 

Lewis Melville. 

TEMPERAMENTAL STUDIES.* 

There are some authors to whom the short story comes 

naturally, by whom it is written naturally; tliere are 
others who give us the impression tliat they have been 
studying the rules—the arresting opening, the hrief develop¬ 
ment, the •jwift eliina.x. 13ut lules of art are like creeds— 

they are meant to guide, not to bind, and the really com¬ 
petent artist can break them witliout sin or reproach. 

Miss Beatrice Harraden occasionullv neglects the rules 
of the siiort story, simply localise her artistry is sound 
and her genius sure. I use the w'ord ” genius ” in tlie 
sense of iiisjnralioii ; those who are inspired bv a mooil, 
by the mysterious and irresistible de.sire to write, can 

hardly fail to convey to others the thrill—tliey take the 
stage and ” get across the footlights ” without apparent 
effort One feels, in reading this collection of short stories, 
thirteen in all, that their very various themes ” came ” 
to the author, just as a verse will come to a poet’s waiting 
mind, or a meloily will haunt a musician, and that she 
sooner or later had to record them in this form. Remem¬ 

bering her previous work, it goes without saying that 
delicacy of treatment prevails , delicate almost to frailty 
IS the subject, tor example, of the first story. " The En- 
chanicil House," and I do not know anyone who could 
have so softly harmonised this simple jihrase. Regarded 

from the jiractical viewpoint, the story is extremely 
improbable , as written, the reader is beguiled into thinking 

that after all it might have happened. The third little 
ejiisocle. entitled ” Bondage,” is one of the best studies 
in teinjx'rament in the book ; it tells of an artist, married 

to an uncomprehending wife whose ta.stes arc entirely 
different, and of his struggle with the forces which he 
feels welling up within him—the forces urging him to do 
the work for which he was intended, and to cut himself 
away from his unhappiness. It is a well-known theme, 
but again we find its treatment distinctly individual. 

The fact is that the mind of the author transmutes each 
little incident into something with a suspicion of the 
ethereal; a gossamer veil is interposed between us and her 

characters which endows them, not with unreality, but 
with delicacy, a softened outline. 

This may not be the highest art of all: there are readers 
who prefer the short story that explodes like a cracker, 

or brings a shudder, or dazzles by sheer brilliance. Such 
work would be impossible to Miss Harraden ; she avoids 
the heavy touch, the “ trick ” story, the dazzle of clever¬ 
ness without heart, preferring to keep beauty intact and 
simple rather than to elaborate it and deform it in the 
attempt to achieve an exotic effect. It must not be 
assumed, however, that she has no recognition of the 
value of dramatic climax or surprise; in several of these 
stories it is introduced with skill, though the skill is not 

• ” Thirteen All Told.” By Beatrice Harraden. 7s. 6d. 
(Methuen.) 
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obtrusive. 1 he la.st one, ” The Little Grev Home in the 
West, is an instance of this : a singer who has ma<le that 

song familiar to the men at the front is su(l<lenly inijicUcd 
to sing it at a troublous lalxuir meeting, and the result is 
instant silence as the memories crowd home, and the 
chorus IS taken up with a swing, and tliere can be no 
bickering after such a quick unity of spirit, 'I'o many of 
the stories there is a much more complex “ |)lot ” than 

this : but all are jx^rvaded by the same spirit I am glad 
to find another memorandum from the career of " 'I'amar 
Scott,” the lady whose rudene*ss was only eipialled by her 

genius for judging precious stones ; this jiarticular storv 
is one of the Ix-st in the collection, and its element of 
the siqxTnatural is not too strongly emphasised. 

llus, then, is a slight summary and appreciation of Miss 
Harraden's latest Ixiok : and inv own o]iinion is that if 
she will not give us another novel on the line-> of '' Sj>ring 
Shall Plant,” then her sliorl studies in temperament arc 
the next lx*st thing Of late years we have ha<l jilentv of 
the inaga/ine-type of short story, the i-ollection of inculeiUs 
sentimental or entertaining into volume form witliout anv 

apixircnt personality behind them Kxccllenl enough an* 
those, in their wav . but their place within mag.i/-uie- 
covers. not within the <-ov<ts of a book. It is a pleasant 
thing to perceive, bi-hiiid a mimiK'r of stones such as this 
grou]) by Miss Harraden, unrelated and ilisconnecled from 

one another though they are, a distinct {lersonahtv, a sense 
of hai'ing sympathetic toiuh with the author It i*. lier 
gift to bf able to inspire this f<-iling {pos-^iblv williont 
being aware of it) , and wc mav hope tlial tlie sens.*, 
however slight, of h.ivmg made nianv unknown and unseen 
friends bv her work, will coiivt'v to her in lioiirs o' V('\*en(* 
some* of till* pleasure she h.is given to others 

WiLiKiri L l<.\Mna.i. 

THE ROMANTIC AGE.* 

It is a common delusion, because we happen to be 
ah\’c 111 Hi2i. wear similar garments and exchange kiiulied 
platitudes, that we are for tiiese reasons repn'seiUatives 
(however modest) of the present remarkable era Such a 
conception will, 1 hav<* no iloubt, be demolished vitv 

shortly bv oni* of tho’^c ver\- eminent persons wlifun the 
Church has come to ri*gard as regrettable .since the dawn 
of worshi]!. He will jioint out that whereas som«* indi¬ 
viduals are living in the future and therefore lK*yond our 
judgment, a mimlier throng the jiresent, a majorit)- walk 
in tlie twilight of the ])ast, and the re.st—the ratepayers, 
workers, and the hke -are static, and have always hecii 
so .since the l.sraehtes asked for straw and did not get it. 
Then wnll a numlxT of things, so extremely obscure at 
present, be understood, and not merely accepted iti the 
spirit of wonder or Christian fortitude but actually ad¬ 
mired. ^ly great-aunt whose behaviour has caused us 
all so much pain and disuppomtmeiit will, as a fine specim<*n 
of the Inquisition ixiriod in Spain, lend to our otherwise* 
commonplace family circle a new and gratifying prestige. 
Our cook 1 clcarlv tx>rccive for the first time is later .Anglo- 
Saxon in a state of magnificent preservation • one know’s 
at once by her vast, partially-ccxiked joints and solid 
Gargantuan puddings. The Vicar is not a little weak- 
minded. as some have unpardouably suggc‘v*-ed, but a 
type, very rare indeed to-day, of the most elegant and 
remote eightcenth-cenliiry workmanship. It is witliout 
pressing the matter further surely a pleasing explanation 
for our several infirmities. Take a case in ]>omt. A man 
of letters remarked to me the other day that he had 
cruelly misjudged Mr. Cunninghame Graham. ” I have.” 
he said, blushing a httli*, ” until quite recently taken it 
too much for granted that he is seventeenth century. He is 
not. He is without any question whatever pure sixteenth, 
and I am uncertain whether the fifteenth won’t ultimately 

prevail,” 

• " Mogreb-el-Acksa.” By R. B. Cunninghame Graham 
r8s. (Duckworth.) 

r 
ritoh'hyi Cunninghame 

Graham. 

In rejuiblishing '' Mogrcb-cl-.-Vcksa ''—a journey in 
Morocco -Mr Cunningliaim* Graham has jirovcd the 
]H*rmancnt character of Ins craftsmanship Ho has 
rclunird over tweiitv vears and there are none of the 
recognised and, one might have added, iiievitahle signs 
ol dei.iv How m.inv living \\ritcr'> of to-<lay couUl so 
wnti* of ain’thnig at all—novels, nK'molr.^, studies—that 
twenrv ve.iis or twent\ weeks later it would not be an 

act of follv to disinter their de.id oflspinig ^ I’pon Mr. 
Graham tiu* Inals that he lie.ivy ujh)u liis fellows 
rest \erv liglitlv indeed What are Iwentv years to a 
writer who is eontemjKirarv in sjiirit with Walter Ralegh, 
ap'l whose imjiression of the value of our civilisation i.s not 
disguised in tlu* words ” Guns, gm, powder and .shoddy 
cloths . . . new wants, new ways, and discontent with 

what th<*y know and no atteniiit to tea< h a jiroper com¬ 
prehension ol M'hat thev introduce—these are the blessings 
KurojK-ans bike to Iiastern lands ^ 

A second tlisastcr of the years that leaves this writer 
iniscarrcd but levels lus colleagues like a row of smitten 
siinllowers is crcateil bv tin* changes lime reveals not 
merelv in the fashions of contemjHirary style Ixit in the 
accuracy of data. .Mr. Cunninghame Graham moves 
bovond sucli things He produces with baffling ease and 
adroit dexterity ellccts that more con.scientioiis and more 
intellectual writers would give all their labour and their 

knowledge to achieve. He can within a f<*w swift strokes 
reveal a character, whether it lx* a Scottish lady of lost 
years or an .Arab chieftain, with a delicacy, a humour, 
and a humanity that will jircscrve his sketches when the 
soundiug names of to-day have Jong since slipped into the 
twilight of oblivion. 

That ” AIogivb-el-Acksa ” is well worth republishing is 
without question, but the significance of the narrative is 
not historical, or geographical, or social, or any of the 
things that arouse in our universities vague desires to 
Ix'stow an honorary degree. Nor will a public nourished 
upon Pelmun and short Ixioks on large subjects be certain 
that .Mr. Graham appreciates sufficiently the gravity of 

life and the supreme importance of the English race. 
Indeed his deep and adamant contempt for the more 
obvious crudities (his is a satirical but not a subtle mind] 
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of our modem civilisation with its shoddy ideas of happi¬ 
ness. its adoration of cinema stars, its concourse of chars- 

^-bancs, its detestation of aH forms of art and music, its 
tepid faith, lies at the bedrock of all Mr. Graham’s work. 
The knowledge haunts him in every line he has ever written 
that even to-day (or was it yesterday ?} over the wide plains 
of South America and the blazing sands of the East a race 
of men astride their lean horses are carrying on. however 

heedlessly, the dying tradition of silence, dignity, freedom 
of passion and fervent belief. Men like those he wrote 
about in that memorable tale of “ Consulheiro," the 
Brazilian mystic. Men such as pass across the pages of 
this book as substantial and remote as ghosts “ asking their 

way," as Mr. Graham so suggestively puts it, " from those 
they meet who answer them as wise as they, ' Ride on to 

the lone tree on the horizon, then bear a little to the right, 
and if you keep the line you cannot miss the houses, for 
the barking of the dogs will guide you, if it falls dark.’ " 
In that sense and in that mood it has fallen to Mr. Cuninng- 

hame Graham to proclaim the passing of the old ways, 
to pipe over such things a commemorative pibroch which 

is a-thing difficult to undertake at any time and to quite 
a number of jxjrsons an enigma always. 

But to the reader of even average intelligence who is 
not at all interested in the personality of the author or 
tlfe peculiar flavour of his work, the narrative must attract 

by its spirit of raillery, its acute observation, its sustained 

quality of casual comment, and its rare beauty of occa¬ 
sional description. I suppose in these stern times one 
should quote a passage to prove that Mr. Graham's know¬ 

ledge of conditions in Morocco will warrant (the subject 
is topical just now) a run on the library. IJnhappil}* I 
can recall no political titbit, no reminiscence of an eminent 
person, no adventures amongst Bedouin, no profound 
reflections on local conditions. The ap>ologia of it all 
had better be left in the words of the author himself 
who has " brought together a sack of cobwebs, a pack 

of gossamer, a bale of thistleilown, dragon-flies’ wings, of 
Oriental gossip as to bygone facts, of old-world recollec¬ 
tions, of new-world practices half understood. ’ 

That he must stand hesitant between the centuries 
is, I suppose, the destiny of Mr. Cunninghame Graham, 

and that he has ndden a solitary figure over the 
deserted valleys of the worhl to gather in his slender 
harvest would have brought perhaps a smile to the face 
of a Dickens or a Scott, but to each his path where so many 
roads lead to the unchanging soul of man. 

pREDiiRicK Watson. 

“ DOWN HERE THE HAWTHORN’* 

A somewhat ill-considered argument is heard nowadays 
with dangerous frequency ; we w’ant harsh criticism and 
the discouragement of too-popular versifiers : let us hark 
back to the good old slashing days of Blackwood's and the 
Quarterly. Before pleading for a tyjie of criticism whicli 
advised Keats to go back to pill-making and which branded 

Shelley as an immoral lunatic, it would be well first to 
escape from the mood of excusable impatience generated 
by the late flood of war-poetry." and to consider this 
question soberly. Second thoughts about it lead one to 

the conclusion that merely harsh criticism may immensely 
weaken a good poet’s impulse to write, but no kirtd of 
•criticism. has ever prevented the poetaster from writing 
pfeeudo-poetry. Unfortunately also good poetry does not 
win popularity so soon as many imitations of it, and the 

favour these enjoy will not be clouded by the critic’s frown. 
These thoughts occur to me as I close " Down Here 

the Hawthorn." the book which contains Mr. Thomas 

Moiilt's first collection of poems. A critic whose ambition 
was to '■ put some pep" into his review could bash the 
bjg stick into Mr. Moult's hawthorn blossoms with great 
effect: for Mr. Moult is undisciplined. He thinks nothing 
of willing : 

" With the moor-mists swifting, 
As they have swifted ”— 

• " Down Here the Hawthorn.” By Thomas Moult. 5s 
^Hei^mann). 

in a poem where verbal eclecticism is essential to realise 
a half-heard recurring rhythm as of music veiled away. 

He is quite shameless in dealing out big and little chunks 
of poetic prose in the curiously winding path of the longer 
poems. He has included one piece of horrible nonsense 
(" The Old Men ") in this book. And then comes the 
remembrance of poems here and there, one in the 
Atheneeum, one in Colour, one in Voices, one in Time 

and Tide—poems appealing to sensitive imaginations, 
which Mr. Moult has not included in this first collection. 
Also they were poems in which the author’s delicate sense 
of rhythm operated within the boundaries of metrical law. 

But is this book now disposed of ? Oh, not at all, 

Mr. Severity Critic! The man who is simultaneously 
author of this first collection of poetry and that first 

novel, Snow Over Elden,” is a man who, in spite of 
numberless difficulties, will win his entry into the eternal 
gardens of English literature True, he has not yet paid 
his debt to art in full. More labours and more accom¬ 

plished feats await his progress. But no one interested 
in poetry can afford to pass by " Down Here the Haw¬ 
thorn.” The author has not put all his store of honey into 
this hive, but the gold and amber glow is unmistakably 
here. The two pieces on the manhood we sacrificed in 
war, " Truly He Hath a Sweet Bed ’’ and " How Beautiful 
They Are," will not fade into oblivion so long as English 

is a living language. A poem like " Mamborough Head ’’ 
reveals the happy success Mr. Moult can make of a feather- 
light play of fancy swinging to seemingly irrespnnsihle 
rhythms. The love ixDems in this book are lovelv with a light 
all too rare, and in a certain austere manner of employing 
images from nature they rank with the lie.iutifiil reiiuiems 
for dead soldiers. " Chayah. my Beautiful " is an example 
of this exquisite thought clad in images of a delicate 
loveliness, though the verse-inedium itself is far from 
satisfactory. 

Among the still unmentioned contents of " Down 

Here the Hawthorn ’’ is the warm humanitv of the ballad, 
" Heart of a Seamstress," the savage sternness of 
the " Invocation " to the harsh hills of the Peak ; and 

the shock of sublime vision in the fierce sonnet entitled 
" Labour." 

Such work in these mammon-hustled times must be 
encouraged and not simply kickerl into a corner by super¬ 
cilious reviewing. I wish every reader of this article 
could be depended upon to buy or to make their library 
buy a copy of " Down Hoie the Hawthorn,” and a copy 
of every other new volume of poetry on a level with it. 
Their purchases would not be very frequent. 

R. L. Megroz. 

RABELAIS.* 

The publishers of the " St. Martin’s Library " are to be 
thanked for the addition to their series of this prodigious 
book. Type, size and format arenas nearly perfect as is 
possible to a fallible world. Rabelais in any other guise 
than in this handy, pocketable, well printed and attractive 
form, is so much the less acceptable to the jieculiar public 
that wants to read him. He is not for every man and not 
for any woman : but for the select or improper public 
who can rejoice in his spirit, here is the right edition ; 
and though this commendation may seem to reflect some 
ingratitude for that larger volume, with Dora's illustra¬ 
tions, which we have hitherto best known, it is not really 
so. It is the reviewer’s duty to cry good fish when he 
finds it. 

Rabelais is not for every man, because no form of humour 
is for every man ; and his form of humour needs a charit¬ 
able spirit and a strong stomach. Yet there is still a 
goodly following for his gusto; and the ringing cheerful¬ 
ness which helped to clear hearts and minds of mephitic 

* " The Lives, Heroic Deeds and Sayings of Gargantua and 
His Son, Pantagruel." By Dr. Francis Rabelais. 3 vols« 
los. fid. (Chatto & Windus.) 
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vapours in the old times are helpful now, when the times 
•are not so different, after all. Out of the Middle Ages 

it comes in great peals, the loud mirth of the strong spirit, 
■which is yet not the noisy laughter of the empty mind. 
It is as well to recognise the dominant note of the book 
at once; for not to get atune with it, not to realise that 
this is a work of joy—however darkly that joy may some¬ 
times be expressed—is to mis.s the whole point of it.s 
purpose and to make the reading a mere jiloughing of 
uncertain sands : 

“ One inch of joy surmounts of grief a span ; 
Because to laugh is proper to the man 

is the original prescription. Sincere laughter, such as that 
of Gargantuan proportion which rejoiced the diaphragm 

•of Dr. Francis Rabelais, is, and has been ever, the moral 
oxygen of the world ; and even although its cause or excuse 
in these pages is frequently of the kind unheard in drawing¬ 
rooms, such humour and such wit were true of the time, 
and are not to be measured by the standard of the flapper at 
Margate. 

The note of his work is described bv Rabelais as Panta- 
gruchan ; and on a nunilicr of occasions he defines that 
parlicidar. It is, says he in the Prologue to the Fourth 
Book, ■' a certain jollity of mind pickled in the s<-orn of 
Fortune," and that we may feci preltv sure is something 

of the true meaning of the extraordinary Herb, J’aiUu- 
gruelion, which, though in the text it is said to lie lieinp, 
is assuredly sometlunt* more magical and less <lcfiiiile. 
That detail, which lias puzzleil not only the “ little, envious 
Prigs, snarling, bastard, puny Cnticks,” hut all else who 

liave tried to read the full ruklle of this amazing book, must 
be left in that vast limbo of lo.st things, the key lo which 
is buried somewhere under the mists of the Middle Ages 

And what an amazing Ixiok this is I ,\o wonder that 
DrvastUisl. with his jiurbhnd omniscience, has gcncrallv 
left it alone . for it is not to be measured by any rule 
of exactitude It is anything, and it is everything Satire 
•of course, here and there, especially wlien the \’ilc old 
monkish svstems of Rabelaisian limes conic to the writer's 
remembrance ; farce frequently ; angry irony often , and 
sometimes mere fanciful narrative, as in that " Quest of 
the Holy Bottle," with its adventures inspired by Lucian, 
and the impish mirth of Panurge to point its hilarity as 

well as its purpose ; yes, and many things else .\llegory, 
comedy and jolly nonsense, with often a serious note as 
the shadow of the laughter. Incomprehensible to the 

■serious in a bald spot and spectacles, it sheds something 
of its immortal encliantment on those who, in the right 
sympathy, .sail with Pantagrucl through the wandering seas. 

It is the work of a keen mind and a great human heart. 
Bating the pomps and vanities whicli fettered so in^ny - 
and fetter them still—there was a gentleness, a sjnril of 
good nature, even a beauty of thought, which like a silver 
flower sprang from, and glowed amidst, the filth and the 
beastliness : for, after the verbal not, the noise of the 
clinking cuiw and flagons and tlie hiirly of inciccent word-,, 
bellowed and roared with lungs of leather, comes Panta- 
grnel’.s simple plaint that the great God Pan is dead. 
And then, with a characteristic whimsicality—how Puck 
must have frolicked in the heart and brain of Rabelais !— 
the pagan deity is associated and identified with another 

who " died near Jeru.salem " 

'* Pantagruel having ended this Discourse, rem.mn'd silent, 
and full of Contemplation ; a little while after, we saw the 
Tears flow out of his Eyes ns big as Ostndge’s Eggs. God 
take me presently, if I tell you one single syllable of a Lyc 
in the Matter." 

Such contrast successfully wrought, as it is managed here, 
is of the rare fruit of genius and proof of a gentle and 
tender human spirit. Pantagruel was Rabelais himself, 
drawn to the dimensions of the Titans, a being of all kinds 
of humour, niafl, sad, merry, and sometimes stinging ; 

but always there is a gentleness behind the scorn and 
something of that soul of pity which is the sign of the 

truly great. Rabelais is not for every man. and never 
will be so; but to others—it may be few or many, who 

can say ? for humour is something beyond the census- 
taker—he will remain not only the jolly companion of a 
firelit hour ; but an influence moving towards the finer 

and more permanent things, what Carlyle called the 
" Eternal Verities "—and in any tribute of this kind his 
translators. Urquhart and Lo Motteaux, must have their 

due. Without them Rabelais might have been as hard 
to swallow a.s an Ostridge s Egg. 

C. E. Lawrence. 

THREE WOMEN IN A COTTAGE.* 

Just as Mr. Jerome Klapka Jerome called his most 
popular book, " Three Men in a Boat,” so what promises 
to be Mi.ss Klickmann’s most popular w'ork might be 
entitled " Three Women in a Cxittage." Mr. Jerome told 
of the jolly adventures of Harris, George and himself on 
the river ; Miss Klickmann tells of the equally jolly and 

joyous doings of Ursula, Victoria and herself, in a cottage 
overlooking a river. No suggestion is intended to the 
effect that the work of either writer might be described 
as " Bv Jerome Klapka Klickmann " or " Bv Flora Klick¬ 
mann Jerome still le.ss that Miss Klickmann’s book was 
suggested bv, or owes anything to Mr. Jerome’s. The 

latter is a humorist, but he is also a thinker, who has 
written wisely and with wnle outlook on many pressing 
problems. Behind his humour is always a grave and 
earnest personality- Miss Khi kniann can, on occasion, 
be as grave and earnest as Mr Jerome, who turns aside 
from humour to consider national, social, sex and economic 

problems, whereas Miss Khekmann's heart--apart from 
humour—is all with Nature The comjianson which has 

been dratvn moans no more than tliat, just as tlie surface 
of the liiflorent rivers of which either author writes, rises 
into npjilcs, so humour ripples mernlv iu the pages alike 
of Miss Klickmann and of ^Slr. Jerome. The former’s 
charlady, Mrs I’oddics. bids fair to Ixicome as oft-quoted 
a tvpe as the latter's Uncle Podger. 

" ' 1 can’t .say that I’m exactly ill.’ said Mrs Poddies. ' and 
T don’t suffer nothing, but I feel 1 could be ill, very easy if I 
tried ’ I assured her that quite a lot of us felt like that. But 
she was not to be comforted No matter what one wanted 
done, her feeble health invariably intervened She couldn’t 
carrv travs as she was weak in the arms ; she couldn’t go up 
and down stairs, as she was weak in her legs ; she couldn’t 
cut ilnpping or margarine as .she was weak in the .stomach ; 
she couldn't do scrubbing as she was weak in her back; the 
only thing she did not lay claim lo wjis fjoing weak in the head, 
f>ut before many hours of her society I was .so it squared 
things ’■ 

This brief extract gives only the smallest idea of the 

good charlady as drawn by Miss Klickmann. Not by 
scant quotations but by reading the book is the comicality 
of the charactcr-studv to be enjoyed. Thus far. no more 
than mention has been made of the memorable and beau¬ 
tiful nature pictures which many readers of " The Trail 
of the Ragged Robin ” will count as its chief joy and charm. 
In nature-reconls, nature-observation, and nature-reve¬ 
lations, Miss Klickmann not only excels and delights, but 
succeeds by her pictures in delighting every nature-loving 

reader 
In a military sense. Miss Khekmann's place in author¬ 

ship may be defined as that of a " liaison officer *’ between 

the two corps of the novelists ami the naturalists. She 
IS something of a novelist, more of a naturalist, and a 
humorist nearly all the time. One character in her book 
reminds me of a lodging-house keeper who had his own way 

of " putting things.”' A friend of mine came down one 
Saturday morning to spend a week-end at the lodging- 
house in question. 1 called upon him on Saturday after¬ 

noon, and while I vas there a telegram came to say that 
his son had been killed. While my friend was upstairs 
packing his bag to return to town by the next train, the 
lodging-house keeper turned to me and remarked tragically ; 
“ There you are. sir—spoilt ’is ‘ohday ! ” Miss Klick¬ 

mann’s holiday in her hill-side cottage was practically 

• " The Trail of the Ragged Robin.” By Flora Klickmann. 
7S. net. (R.T.S.) 
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spoilt for hor by an iminviled guest named Bella Bellairs, 
but in this case there was fortunately no tragedy. As 
recorded in “ The Trail of the Bagged Robin ” the incident 
IS turned into the drollest of comedies. Like Sir 1'. C. 
Gould who once said : " What cannot be endured, must 
be caricatured.” Miss Khekmann’s ]ihilosophy of life may 
l>e summed up as : “ To those with an enduring sense of 

humour, nothing is unendurable, except that in which no 
humour eiulurcs ” As the fabled philosopher’s stone 

turned Icail to gold, so, by the alchemy of her happy and 
whimsical humour. Miss Klickmann’s worst ills are trans¬ 
formed into pure joys for herself and her readers. 

CortSON KrRNAHAN. 

A GREAT COLLECTOR.* 

Collectors as a rule are rather unfriemllv peojde, except 

when they hapix’ii to meet one w'ho ” collects ” in the 
same '' line ” ; and then, unless jealousy intervenes, they 
become sociable, even enthusiastic. This is of course a 
mere gonerahsation, and it befits us to leave a loojihole, 

to insert a saving clause relative to the many collectors 
we have known who have walked anfl talked with us an<l 

kept their affliction—or their pride—to themselves. Dr. 
Williamson is one who loves to share his treasures and Ins 
knowledge with others . to conceive him as selfish or 
unsociallv minded after rearhng this book is impossible. 
He has a wide outlook, and Ins themes \ ar\- from notes on 

Oiiula and Swinburne to the origin and growth of Hrad- 
shaw's Railwav Guide , but he never fails in creating lively 

interest, and all that he has to say is worth saying If 
such praise could lie given to every book the critic's task 
would be pleasant indeed. 

The three short essays on Oiiula, George Gissing and 

Swinburne come under the category of jiersonal experiences. 
I>r. Williamson, being m the neight>ourhood of Sant' 
Alessio, had been asked bv Oiiida's London publishers to 

call and arrange terms concerning the issue of a now book, 
correspondence having failed. ” I was received,” he 
writes, ■' by a little, excitable old ladv, dressed in greyish- 

white silk, and standing upon a largo white Ix^arskin ” : 

■' Her skirt was cut short, so as to reveal her exceedingly smalt 
feet, of w’hich I had already been told she was inordinately v.-un. 
She wore silk stockings to match hor dress, and j^ale blue salin 
shoes, and presented a striking appearance ... 1 stayed a long 
time with her. and we talked well into the evening, till it was 
time for me to return to my carnage, drive back to Lucca, and 
home to Florence, ahd it was c.xccedingly late before I readied 
the latter place. I had one of the most interesting convorsations 
that 1 ever had in my life , it was uninterrupted, and I really was 
unconscious of the passing of time. . . .” 

And the famous writer never offered him even a cup of 
tea! For this she apologiseil afterwards handsomely, 
professing herself ” shocked.” In subsequent letters to 

her interviewer she constantly referred to her one great 
hobbv, <logs ; ” If I were to come over to England,” she 
wrote, ” I should shoot Walter Long. I so hate him ” 

She was a difficult person to deal with, and the author’s 
memories give an excellent glimp.se of her at her own home, 

revealing her quite intimately. 
The brief chapter on Gissing is in praise and memory of 

a friend ; there is more to be said about that on Swinburne, 
whose family the author knew well. Of the poet he 

savs : 

He used to come fluttering in. quivering like a great butter¬ 
fly, and moving with that extraordinary dancing movement 
that was so characteristic of him. Suddenly, and with much 
elaborate ceremony, he would bow, and then, as a rule, relapse 
into silence. . . . He was always, to me, a mysterious and un¬ 
approachable being, and even from his sisters, in later years, 

*by reason of his deafness, he was very much apart.” 

W.irhave given a prominent place to these literary essays ; 
but the greater portion of Dr. Williamson’s book is 

• ” Behind Mv Library Door.” By Dr. G. C. Williamson, 
los. 6d. net. (Selw-yn & Blount) 

concerned with his quite delightful collection of books and 

papers and miniatures. ” The First One-Man Picture 
Show in London ” ; " John Locke’s Pocket Book '' ; 

” Old Quaker Watchmakers ” ; ” Some American Book 

Clubs ”—such are some of the titles which lure the reader, 
and the matter contained in them does not disappoint 
anticipated enjoyment. Many, wc imagine, will envy the 

opportunities which the author has had of handling works 
of rare art; for instance, mentioning the collection of 

watches in the Guildhall, he alludes to the Hermitage 
collection of the Empress Catherine at Petrograd—“ the 
best examples in existence of the craft of the greatest 
horologcrs botli of France and England. I have had them 
all in my hands,” says Dr. Williamson, ” and examined 
them closely. 1 wonder where they now are ^ ” 

One fascinating chapter deals with the publications of 
Vc Setlc of 0(1(1 \'olumcs.” '' I have been collecting 

these dainty little volume.s for a long time,” .says the 
author, ” and I think I am nearer to perfection in my 

series of Odd ^'olurnes than any other member of Ve Sette 

can claim lo be , and yet one can never tell.” It is part 
of the charm of the born collector that he glories m in¬ 
completeness as well as in the fullness of his store ; he 
ncvei knows what may turn up iu some unexpected corner 
to give him one of the thrills of his life. And for the story 
of a sensational ” find ” we must refer our readers to the 

capital account of ” How a Book was Lost and J\)und,” 
which tells how the author came into |H)sse-,sion of a volume 
that cannot be bought and is never issued to the public. 
Few collectors have been so fortunati; as Dr Williamson ; 
and few can love their rarities more or write alaml them so 
interestingly. 

W L. R. 

AN ENGLISHMAN ABROAD* 

Lord Frederic Hamilton is a man w’lio has met every 
one, been everywhere, and knows all the stones Tins 
i 1 itself IS much, but wdiat is more from the standjioint of 
the reader is that he has the gift of narrative and doserq)- 
tion, as, indeed, he has alrcad\- shown in his earlier t>c»oks, 
*' The Days before Yesterday ” and ” 'J'he N’amshei! Pomjis 

of Yesterday.■' Lord Frederic Haniillou's new work, 
” Here, There, and Everywhere,” is. as he tells us in a 
brief Foreword, le.ss a iKiok of rcininisceiices than a 

recapitulation of various j>er.sonal experiences in many 
lands, some of which may lx* viewed from unaccustomed 
angles, ^^'e wander with the author all over the glolie, 

to Java, to ('oloinbo, to little-known Macao, down the 
"Volga to Southern Russia, through India, up the Canton 
River, to Colomlx), Hong-Kong, Jamaica. an<l the Sj^ianish 
Mun, to mention only a tithe of the places of which men¬ 
tion IS made. We are tol<l of tarpon fishing in Colon 

Harbour, of a big-game shoot organised by the late Maha¬ 
rajah of Cooch Behar, and of sport of all kinds in all sorts 
of jilaces. 

Wherever Lord Frederic Hamilton has been he has 
noted something that others have not noted, and liis book 
is full of most interesting information, of which an example 

may be given : 

” The inhabitants of Canton arc, I believe, mostly Taoists 
by religion, but their lives are embittered by their constant 
struggles with the local devils. Must fortunately Chinese devils 
have their marked limitations; for instance, they cannot go 
round a corner, and most mercifully they suffer from consti¬ 
tutional timidity, and can be easily frightened away by fire¬ 
crackers. . . . The Chinese, as a safeguard against their devils, 
have adopted the peculiar ‘ cocked hat ’ corner to their roofs, 
which we .sec reproduced in so much of Chippendale’s work. 
It is obvious that, with an ordinary roof, any ill-disposed devil 
would summon some of his fellows, and they would fly up, 
get their shoulders under the comer of the eaves, and prise the 
roof off in no time, with the peculiar upward curve of the corners, 
the devils are unable to get sufficient leverage, and so retire 
discomforted. Most luckily, too, they detest the smell of 

• ” Here, There and Everywhere.” By Lord Frederic 
Hamilton. 15s. net. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 
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incense-sticks, and cannot abide the colour red, which is as 
distasteful to them as it is to a bull, but though it moves the 
latter to fury, it only inspires the devils wnth an abject terror. 
Accordingly, any prudent man can, by an abundant display 
of red silk streamers, and u plentiful burning of joss-sticks, 
keep his house practically free from these pests. A rich China¬ 
man who has built himself a new house, will at once erect a 
high wall immediately in front of it it obstructs the light 
a^jd keeps out the air. but owing to the inability of Chinese 
devil.s to go round corners, it renders the house as good as 
devil-proof." 

Very amusing is the story of M. Bayol, a Frenchman 

resident at Pondicherry, who had l>een married five times. 
His first four wives were French, and not one of them had 
been able to survive m the unhealthy climate, so finally 
he married a native, " ne pouvant vivre seal, j'ai tout bonne- 
ment epoitse une tndigdne.” Later, M. Bayol said to Lord 
Frederic Hamilton : 

We have become friends on the voyage . T will now show 
you the room which enshrines my most sacred memones,' 
and drawing a key from his pocket. h<* unlocked a door, admitting 
me to a very large room perfectly bare and empty except for 
four stripped bedsteads standing in the centre ‘ These, mon 
ami, are the beds on which my lour French wives breathed •tiieir 
last, and this room is very dear to me in consequence,’ he said, 
and burst into tears " 

It is a constant reproach made by foreigners that 

the Briton is an lasular person. Books such as " Here, 
There, and Evert-whero " are a pcrjietiial negation of such 
a charge It is, of course, not to be contended that Lord 
Frederic Hamilton is a typical Briton as regarcls his wander¬ 
ings, for he has had sjxjcial advantages—the son of a duke, 
a member of the i)iploinatic Service, the editor of a maga¬ 
zine which under his guidance became famous But in 
this book there is everywhere proof that the insularity of 
the Briton exists only in the minds of those who know him 
not. He IS probably, taken as a race, the most cosmo¬ 
politan of any. In any club smoking-room the conversa¬ 
tion shows this, as docs the daily correspondence in The 
Times. Sometlungis said, .say, of the harliour at Rio; at 
once some one will speak of the harbour at Naples, another 
of that at Hobart, and so on. Lord Frederic Hamilton 
gave a dinner-party at his hotel at Bermuda to eleven 

people, all officers or wives of officers. 

" The conversation turned on birthplaces, and the answers 
given were so curious that 1 wrote them all down.” he wntes. 
" Not only were all my guests soldiers and soldiers' wives, 
but they were nearly all the sons and daughters of soldiers as 
well One major had been born at Cape Town . his very 
comely wife in Barbados The other major had been born at 
Meerut in India, his wife at Quebec, and her unmarried sister 
in Mauritius , and so it was with all of them Of those twelve 
people of pure Bnti.sh blood, I was the only one who had been 
born in F.ngland or in Europe ; even the subaltern had been 
born m Ilong-Kong. I do not think that stay-at-homes quite 
realise the existence of this little world of people journeying 
from end to end of the earth jn the course of their duty, and 
taking it all as a matter of course.” 

" Here, There, and Everywhere " is a most interesting, 
informative, anrl often amusing volume, written by a man 
of culture with wide exj>ericnce and knowledge. 

Lewis Melville. 

MR. MAUGHAM ON THE WHITE 
MAN’S BURDEN.* 

In his latest work of fiction—a collection of seven talcs 
to which he gives the general title of ” The Trembling of a 
Leaf ”—Mr. Maugham again takes Polynesia for lu.s scene 
and the mating of white men with native women for his 
subject. But whereas in " The Moon and Sixpence ”— 
a novel founded obviously on the career of Gauguin, 
the French painter—the withdrawal of the wlute man 
from the society of his own race was self-imposed and 
eremitical, in these " little stories of the South Sea Island.s " 
it constitutes an ostracism—an ostracism made all the more 

• " The Trembling of a Leaf." Little stories of the South Sea 
Islands. By W. Somerset Maugham. 7s. Od. (Hcincmann.) 

intolerable by the consequent enforced association of the 
outlaw with his wife's native or half-caste relations, and 
rendered definitive by liis inevitable resort to the solace of 
drink. According to Mr. Maugharti the attraction of the 
South Seas for the European or American consists in the 

triple lure of delectable climate, beautiful scenery and 
lovely and exotic women So long, then, as a white man 
is coarse in grain, dcficK’Ht in imagination, steady of nerve 
and irrespon.sive to nostalgia, lie can lead a comfortable 

life, more particularly if, like the gro.ss Administrator in 
" Mackintosh " and the sailors in " Red " and " Honolulu," 
he is promiscuous and fickle in his love-making. But if 
he be fine in mental and temi>eramental make-up, his man¬ 
hood gets sappi'd and he goes to pieces. Either lie becomes 
a lotus-eater, an outcast from his race, a white native, as 
in the case of ” Edward Barnard.” Or, like the victim of 
" The Pool,” lie drugs with drink aiul teriuiiiates by suicide 
a life made horrible by the knowledge of his wife's furtive 
infidelities and bv the consciousness that his children are 
black and prattle in their mother's native tongue. If, 
however, imitating the Swede in ” Red ” (who, by the way, 
has certain affinities with Mr. Conrad’s hero in ” Victory ”) 
he remains the captain of liis soul and retains his interest 

in books, music and the arts, he is none the less solitary and 
incomplete. For he has no one to have a ” crack ” with 
al>out such subjects ; wdule liis once pretty wife has grown 
old at an age at which most Eurojiean women arc in their 
prime. But even if a white man, living m Samoa or 
Tahiti, kcep.s clear of all entanglements with native women, 
he is still not immune from the cnmitv of fate. If ho be 
a sub-ailministralor, like '' Mackintosh,” he is as likely as 
not to liate his chief, whose joviahtv, olx*sity, obscenity and 
bullying get on his nerves. In which case he connives at 
his a.ssas'-'ination by a native and then blows out his own 
brains. If he l>e a missionary, vide " Rain,” he endeavours, 
with supreme evangelistic fervour, to convert from the 
error of her ways a white prostitute, a straggler from 
Iwclci, the Red Jaght district of Honolulu. But instead 
of converting his seeming proselyte—wliom, with true New 

England ferocity, he intends to deport to a San Francisco 
penitentiary—he succumbs to her wulcs one evening and 
the next day cuts his throat. Such is the picture which 
Mr. Maugham paints of the White Man’s burden in the 
South Seas, a picture as savage and as gripping as some of 
the paintings of Goya. But why he should choose as a 
motto for the picture the following remarkable pensee 
from Sainte-Beuve—" L’extreme f^heite ^ peine separ^ 
par une feuille tremblante de I'extreme desespoir, n’est-ce 
pas la vie ’ ”—I cannot quite make out; for the only 
person in the.se tales whose existence oscillates between 
extreme happiness and absolute despair is Lawson, the 
dipsomaniac who ends his life m " The Pool ” in which he 
had first met his wife. Moreover, I cannot think that the 
author has made ” Rain ” quite the successful tale it might 
have been. This story of respectable passengers held up 
in a little village and forced into a reluctant intimacy with 
a prostitute who eventually is compelled to grant her 
favours to a man she hates is of course a variant on the 
theme of ' Boiile-de-suif,” and a most ingenious and 
powerful variant But De Maupassant's conte is 
pathetic for all its irony; whereas Mr. Maugham’s, 
cleverly as it catches the suspense and irritation of the 
detained respectables, is somewhat inhuman in its depiction 
of the missionary and the prostitute, both of whom seem 
a little too ferocious to bo true to type. Indeed the Rev. 
Mr. Davidson, as an example of the parson in whom the 
spirit is continually warring with the flesh, is rather melo¬ 

dramatic, reminding me of the erring clerics whom Mr. 
Henry Artluir Jones used to depict. Surely even the 
starkest of New England clergymen W’ould draw the line 
at spending whole nights in the bedroom of a prostitute, 
in the effort to reclaim her ? The Puritan, whether 

English or American, is not exactly a fool; whereas such 
" hypocrisy against the Devil " as Mr. Davidson was 
guilty of is obviously the crassest folly, sheer asking for 

trouble. 

Lewis Beha^v. 
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POLITICS AND PASSION IN PARIS.* 
Wiiat IS thcro to say ;if>oiit the writing of M. Anatolc 

I'runce that luis not lx*en said a hundred tnnes before ^ 
There is after all only one vvor<l that conveys the perva<hng 

motif o{ everythiiiK he writes • it is the word “ Sympathy.” 
Monsieur Meryeret. the dearest of (piaint. philosophising 
profe.ssors. is a typical ■' France ” character Of course 

tlie book IS not n-ally about M. Bergeret at all. It might 
just as well have been called ” The Affair ” (for L'Affoire 
Dreyfus throws its shadow heavily over it) or ” A Some¬ 
what Satirical but Wholly Delightful Exposure of Political 
Methods and Human Weakness,” or something eipially 
brief and entertaining ’ The name does not matter a bit. 

but the l)Ook matters tremendously It is full of good 
things, which we can only mention disconnecteillv I'or 
instance, says M. Bergeret: 

“ \Vli\ CKHipIain that the Rreatesl culprits e\:uh' the law 
and retain their despicable honours ^ That doesn’t nialter 
uuder the pre.sent social system, any more that it mattered, in 
the days of the earth’s infaney. when the great .sannans of tin' 
primeval oceans were disappearing to make wav for cre.itnres 
more beautiful and of happier instincts, that there still reinanieil 
stranded, on the slime of the beaches, a few monstrous sur\ j\ois 
of a doomed raee ” 

And again, cuncUnling an eloquent exposition of liis 
ideal republic : 

"The timid man fears, as he would a future cataibsm a 
change whu h began before he was born, winch is going on betore 
his unconscious eyes, and wlmh wdl become noticeable only m 
a century’s time ” 

Skctchcil by M France's pen, the characters are not 
merely intnguing politicians and blatant iigitators ; they 
present themselves as living men anti women—amlatioiis, 
modest, unscnipidous, shameless, noble, according to their 

dispositions. Intrigues of passion are intenvtiven with 
political plots. The beautiful Clotilde discusses elections 
almost literally in the arms of a lover ; the young Laensse 
assaults equally the virtue aiul the purse of his adoring 
Baroness. At one moment a duchess holds the .stage ; at 
another a working carpenter explains to M, Bergeret that 

” Socialism, which stands for truth, should also stand (or 
justice and kindliness, that everything just an<l kuidiv nui.st 
come from it as naturally as the apple comes from the apf>le- 
tree ” 

For the rest, the only w'ord.'? one reads with regret arc 
those on page 286—" The End.” 

F DO 

IRISH POETS OF TO-DAY.t 
It is difficult to think that Miss Walters’ antliologv can 

supply any considerable demand. There is nothing m it 
which will cause any admirers of Irish poetry to prefer it 
to Mr. Gregory's faf fuller collection winch appeared just 
before the war ; and .Miss Walters’ selection, meagre though 
it is, does not show any particular signs of a rare or {lilUcult 
taste. All one can hope is that this little }>ook falls into the 

hands of some readers who are still unacquainted with Irish 
contemporary poetry. If it does, they will get a very fair 
introduction to the be.st of A. E. and of Mr. 'V’eats and to the 
minor poetry of their followers. Miss Talbot uu hides 
some dead poets, including some as remote as Lionel John¬ 
son ; it IS the odder that .she should not have any verse of 
Emily Lawless ; while among living poets the omi&Mon of 
Mrs. Lynd is inexcusable, and Miss Mitchell should 
certainly have more than one poem in an anthology which 
gives four specimens of Miss Letts’ verses for recitation 
Vincent O’Sullivan, too, has claims to be included, and it 
is ridiculous to have nothing by any of the Graves—.4 P., 
C. L. or the younger Robert. Apart from the two great 

names of George Russell and William "V'eats, the best poets 
arc undoubtedly Padraic Coliim and James Stephens. To 

end, with a note of praise is pleasant, and we are glad that 
we can congratulate Miss Walters on giving ample space to 
the whimsical, individual talent of Mr. Stephens. If he 
were English, and lived within the call of coteries, he would 
long ago have been acknowledged as the little master he is. 

' R. E. R. 

• ” Monsieur Bergeret in Paris.” By Anatole France. 
7s. 6d net. (John Dane ) 

t " Irish Poets of To.Day." By L. D.’O. W'alters. 8s 6d. 
(Fisher Unwin ) 

ESSAYS IN THE OLDEN STYLE* 

This is the elev’enth volume of Mr. Paul Elmer More’s 
'■ Shelburne Essays,” a series I have often heard of, but, 
till now. have never actually known. Reader, mock me 
not ' I know I ought to have ri'ad these volumes. I know 
that everybody cKe has read them ; but consider, in your 
turn, all the books you arc assumcil to have read, and 

haven’t. At least I can say that, having read the eleventh 
volume of ^Ir More, I am heartily ready, and even resolved, 
to read the precedent ten. 

America is a dear old oimntry. It clings to all the old 

institutions, oven to tlio e.ssay in cnticism. In our own 

vigorous go-.ihead land we have shed all that sort of thing. 

We rattle uji the old reputations in a weekly ” middle,” 

and. intimating in brief asides that Milton is a scream, 

Wordsworth a guv, F».ich a Ixm- and Beethoven a bogov, 

piococil to laud the works of Snook for the dynamic im¬ 

manence of their rlivlhimc incertitiules America, in its 

courth' leisure, prefers the older fashion ; ami here we 

have -Mr Paul Flmer More calmly handing out eleven 

vohmu's of quiet constructive criticism, wide 111 r.inge, 

comprehensive in learning and entirely free from hvsteria, 

gvration. jierversity, uii<l other admire<l iiiuderii virtues. 

It couliln’t bo done on this side ' 

The first essay in the jiresont volume. <leals with a subject 
new to most ri'aders m Old England, namelv, tJie earlv 
poetry ol New Englaml This soems to me a model ji.ijier 
of Its kind It tloes just what the thirty-page essay should 
do . It brings a ihltuse aiul uncouth sulncct withiii the 
limits of genuine intere''t and stimulating information 
No one is reipiiretl to know .i great deal about the literary 
asjnratums ol seveiiteeulh century enUluslasl•^ inlialiiting 
jirimitive settlement', on the Atlantic coast, but wi* are all 
the better for knowing as much as .Mr More tells us, 
Ospeciallv as he calls our .itteiilion to liie po'.iiixe (jiialities, 
as well as to the deficiencies, of the origin.iting Puritanism. 

1-rom jJOetrv the author passes to tlie great and terrible 

prose figure of Jonathan Edwards, apostlt: of hell-fire, 

whose treatise on fr<*e-\vill <in».i necessity Ha/litl (son of a 

I'nitanan exile) declare', to Ik- written with more iKiwer of 

logic and more spirit of philosophy than any other meta¬ 

physical work in tlie language. Emerson, Chailes Eliot 

Norton and Henrv ..\<lams have interesting essays to 

themselves and then .Mi .More turns to our suU' of the 

Atlantic, and, ignoring the George Borrow jiromised u.s 

on tiu' outside wrapper, ihscu'.ses Samuel Butler, LonI 

^lorlev, and the ancient and modern tions of Oxford. 

I'pon the prcipliel Samuel his hand is rather heavy , and 

voung men who have dated the. liegmmng of literature 

from '* I'hc Way of all Elesh ” may therefore be cross at 

fimhng i\lr More pronouncing it ” biller, malignant, base, 

dishonourable ami dishonest ” even wlulo he calls it ” a 

powerful Ixjok, even a great Ixiok in ci way.” I think 

Mr. More's view is very sane. People should not try to 

make a philosojihcr out of an eccentric who had no 

philosophy. Butler was a male spinster, full of odd and 

wlunisicuil ideas, .some of which were piercingly true, and 

some merely silly. As usual with eccciilncs he was most 

attached to .some of tlie silliest. Young j>eoplc think they 

are being like Butler if tliey throw mud at old reputations ; 

it might be well if they tried to be like Butler in knowing 

how to write. 

Our essayist is curiously hostile to Lord Morley and his 
” Recollections.” I confess I find those celebrated volumes 
almost loo good to lie true—a httlc too composed, too 
sedulously serene, and lacking in human impulse and 
frailty. But Mr. More’s charge is dilTerent. He finds a 
fundamental insincerity in Lord Morley. as shown in his 
acceptance of Oxford’s traditional culture and his rejection 
of Oxford’s traditional religion, in his hostility to the 
House of Lords and his being a member of that House, 
in his praise both of Burke and of Rousseau, in his calm 
enjoyment of English aristocratic elegance and his political 
doctrines inimical to aristocratic elegance. I think Mr. 

More is a little too exigent and detached in his virtue. 

• ” A New England Group and Others.” By Paul Elmer 
More. I2S. net. (Constable.) 
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We do not, in fact, live at extremes, 'lliere is no in¬ 

consistency in a philosophical Radical’s practical enjoyment 
of tha country house that the jihilosophical cxtrcniiiy of 
his Radicalism might theoretically tend to destroy One 
is a fact and the other a logical extreme It is the old 
dilemma alxmt lilK-rty o\er again I believe whole¬ 
heartedly in jiohtical lilK-rly, although jxililical lilierty 
nviy conic to mean the tyranny of a maiority that will 
deny me libertv. Mr More s cJHintrvnun i>eheve that \vc 
are all born free; but they wc>n t allow an\bod\- freedom 
to drink a glass of wiiu- and, in some states, not e\en 
freedom to smoke a cigarette. I’ersonallv 1 think then pro¬ 

hibitions fundamentally wrong, thongli I think the lil)erty 
that leave.s them free to jtrohibil furulamentalh ngln 

Mr. More himself is eerlainly sincere, am! liis essavs 
have just the quality that is laiking in the jireseiit woild— 
they hav'c character He writes with ease and a Tondi of 
distinction He h.is. moreover, his own j»lnlosoj>]iv oi the 
universe, which lie intihiates clearly witlunit forcing it into 

lirominence. I musHcrlainlv get tiioso other ten volumes 
(?{ oRiii; S.\MI*soN 

1Flot>el IRotes. 
MR. PIM. by A. \ Miine »•»! MIiKidcr a- St<mglitoti ) 

^VJlen we saw the ])lay on wIik )> this novt-l ha- lu-en 
framed we could not helj) woiulenng if Mr. Milm- had 

taken lus idea, or the germ of il, from browning s " J’ljipa, ’ 
and jierluips the very sound ol I’mi encourages tlie guess 
Where llie original touch lotnes iii is to turn tlie poet's 
lcs,son m optimism mlo a whimsnal iliame interference 
where llie interlo]>er in tin- action is an eiaentm and chntt\- 

old odtlitv, and tluTe is no jiossible opening tor resentment, 
but with the true instimt of an artist, .Mr .Milne know 

that it was of no use turmiig an old guntlcman loose into a 
nest of young jieopU- ami disturbing tilings geiierallv with¬ 
out bringing him in a1 the end Too iiianv ol our jilay- 
wnghls invent characters, just as cooks take down kiiilien 
saucepans -witli hardlv a lare as to wliat is to lieconie of 
these humble and heljiless instruments afterwards We 

venlnro to think then* was Iiardly a \isitor to the theatre 
while this j)lav w'as on who failed to listen, bv a sort of 
jiremonition, for the final toiuh of iinexpctiedness or wlio 
faileil to enjov it at the elo-i* W<* have all Iniight'il afore¬ 
time at tiu* ITonch jicas.iiit wlio was unable to direi i the 
inquiring passer-bv. and then, alter disapjieaniig with 
apologies, came nmmng to o\criaki- tiu- lra>'eller ami 
apologise because liis brother was as uninformed as himself 
That IS Mr Pini all o\ei We shall desm- his better 
acquaintance, or certainly w-ith Ills kiml, and Mr Milne 

will not find fault with ns for taking casual asjK-cts and 
touches of his mam character, wdieii he has been at siuh 
pains to remiml us in the preface here how tlie dramatist 
must " know' all alxiul anvixxiy who steps into his play 
before he can show the least little angle of the character 
correctlv to his audience " In other words, tliere is no 
“ still life ” on the stage, no hit-or-miss, no improvisation, 
and thi.s is one of its secrets that a fine artist like Mr Milne 
has fathomcil with benefit to his audience ami success for 
himself—not to mention the entertainment of the reader 
now that he has turned his j>lay into a most diverting no\ td. 

MARTIN CONISBY^S VENGEANCE, by Jeffery Farnol. 
7s 6d (Sampson I-ow ) 

Mr. Jeffery I'arnol has more than justified the expecta¬ 
tions formed of him when it was announced that he was 

forsaking the leafy woods and riis.set-roofed hamlets of 
Kent for the high seas of adventure and the stirring days 
of the Spanish Main. That particular region has certainly 

had its share of stirring, and some of our venturesome 
novelists have put it in a state of ferment without bringing 
any new flavour or relish out of it, still less the real authentic 

wine of romance. But Mr. Famol has several qualities 
wliich the bulk of his rivals lack—invention and resource 

in the way of action, a true instinct for the jiopulai heroic, 

a rich vocabularv, and force and colour in the way of 
di.dogne. in " black bartlemv's 'rreasure ” it was im¬ 
possible to deny that he was following to a certain extent 
in tlic wake of “ The (iohl Bug ” ami “ Treasure Island," 
and the bloodthirsty revengi* he laid u})on his hero grew 
somewhat monotonous l>efore the end, as indeed it docs 
even m " Hamlet " but in the present seijuel he registers 

a deeuled iinjiroveineiit, ami the same hero rises to the full 
proportions ol idealism by renouncing Ins vengeance after 

all, chiellv tliroiigli pitv for his inlende<l victim. As a 
matter of tact there was a proliabihtv ol tins from the first 

when we learned that the hated and intolerable Sir Richartl 
P>ramlon was the father of Martin’s goildess Joan, and no 
romaiKer A’ct ever allowed a prospective soii-iii-law' to Slay 
ins sweetheart's relatives unless he was devising an unhappy 
ending, as in ' MamI ” Accordingly wc are pr<-parcd to 
liiul that when .Martin, after <lark ami troublous and 
clu'quercd exjicriences, hglits u|>on the long-sought Sir 
Ru hard m the torture cells of tlie Imjuisition, vengeance 

gi\‘es jilacc to pitv, ami Sir Richard perishes bv other 
causes, leaving Ins ble.ssing on the pair of parted lovers, 
but if there is no siirjiriso in this there is any amount 
throughout tlie Ixtok, and some of the author's contrivings 
m this hue rise tar .ihove the ordmury level of arbitrary 
misdirection ami cross-pur|>o.ses It is a story which 
jirogrosscs at a tremendous jxice through a succession of 
real atlventiires, ami the interest is sustained from the 
gloomy st.vrt to the triumphant tiiiish 

THE HEART OF THE DESERT, l^v Hoiiorc Willsie. 
Ss net (Thornton Butlcrworth ) 

'I'he interest of this novel centn's upon racial antagoni.sm 
-till' innate distaste of the white for tlie idea of marriage 

into a coloured jx-siple. t'artwidl, or " Kut-le.'' was a 
N' o r t h .American 
Indian, a tollcgo 
man, able to hold 
Ins own m a modern 
drawing-room ; but 

he ■' reverted ’’ to 
the extent of abtluc.t- 
mg by force the 

wlute woman he 
loved, and the story 
tells of the pursuit 
of this .^])ache bv 
the furiou‘> while 
j’COjile whom he had 
thus outraged The 
Indian had a .sense 
of honour, ami l)\ 
sheer knowdedge of 
the desert wav.'- ami 
skill on the trad he 

outwitted his former 
friends time alter 
time. Meanwhile, after a jieriod of intense suffering, 
Khoda, the girl he had cajitured, regained her health 
through the strenuous opcn-air life; and her gradual 
change in outlook, her slow realisation that her captor 
had a character not to be <lespiscd, is cleverly indicated. 
Till' finish IS the discomfiture of the white fiance, and a 
wedding, with all on friendly terms ; whether happiness 
could be the ultimate result is not at all certain. But 
that point doi's not enter into the scheme of the book, 
although it is not evade<l entirely ; and if the reader feels 

a sense of dissatisfaction at the idea of the victory of 
the savage who has at best a thin veneer of Western 
education, it is not strong enough to spoil his interest 
in a well-w'rittcn novel of stirring scenes and momentous 
adventures. 

THE MAN FROM TURKEY. By G. 15. Burgin. Ss. 6d. 
net (Hutchinson) 

We rather wish that Mr. Burgin had given us more of 
Turkey when planning this novel, for the first chapters are 

Miss Honors 'Willsie. 
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so full of action that, when the scene is transferred to the 
village of Little Hocklcigh, and normal life is presented, 
we miss the excitement. The two men who return, barely 
with their lives, from running a copper mine in Turkey, are 
Panmore and Dicky Spenser, his secretary. The latter 
goes to his old fnends in Little Hockleigh, the Delvincs, a, 
family of three, the third being a beautiful daughter. He 
possesses ^50 a year, and they, though credited with riches, 
have little besides enormous debts. They are the centre 

of an interesting group of people, whose ways and characters 
are described with Mr. Burgin’s familiar light and amusing 
touch. Of course Dicky falls in love, and w'hen Panmore 
comes to set things right at a moment of tragic crisis, he 

also loses his heart. Ihldick, “ a perambulating beer- 
barrel,” his enormous wife, who literally sits on her husband 

as a punishment for being drunk, and Mr. Rivers, the 
would-be village magnate, provide the comic element to a 
story which is in Mr. Burgm's usual optimistic and cheerful 

vein. 

WANDERING FIRES. By Dolf Wyllardc. 8s. 6d. (Hurst & 
Blackett.) 

All cinema aspirants should read this novel—as well as 

those many admirers of Miss Dolf Wyllarde’s work who 
tuxll read it without being advised to. It gives a shrewd 

insight into cinema life behind the screen, the sweet and 
the bitter of it; the hardships of the novice and the supers, 
the triumphs of the successful, in a manner characteristically 
free and buoyant, yet wdth touches of that stark realism 
always to be found in Miss Wyllarde’s books. The studio 

and the ever-shifting scenes of the movies form a fresh 

and attractive background to the experiences of Mary 
Trefusis who, thrown upon her own resources, decides to 
take up film-acting as a profession. She has beauty and 
charm to aid her, a radiant personality and a reckless 

impetuosity which make her a very fascinating, if not 
altogether convincing heroine. Her tlirtations, her daring, 

her zest for adventure, keep the reader on tenterhooks, 
wondering what she will do next. It is not surprising 
that she should not come out of the dazzling carnival of 
life unscathed ; for, as Eddie Thorne sa}^. she is bound 
to follow wandering fires—and wandering fires too often 
lead to disillusion and heartache. It is an excellent story 

throughout, even though severe critics may protest that 
on some points it falls short of the high standard wo have 
grown to expect from the writer—a story of intense lights 
and shades, of vivid characterisation, swift action, powerful 

emotion, and withal of kindly humour and large-hearted 

sympathy. 

THE OLD HOUSE. By Cetile Tormay. Translated by 
E. Torday. 8s. 6d. (Philip Allan.) 

“ The Old House ” is a novel dealing with life in Pest 
from about 1830 to 1870. It traces the flourishing of a 
great building business under its founder, and its decadence 
and bankruptcy in the hands of his incapable son and 
pleasure-loving grandson. A number of small, intimate 
touches give the story a certain distinction, hnd there is 

something pleasantly ironic in the conversion into an 
Hungarian hero and martyr of a fond old granduncle who 
is shot dead-one night by an Austrian bullet while signalling 
to his grandniece. But the tones in which Cecile Tormay 
composes her work are so low and the characters are so 
static that the present reviewer is bound to confess that 
he found ” The Old House '' rather dull. There should be 
pathos in the situation of the granddaughter fervently 
attached to the old house and married to an Hungarian 
magnate whose whole aim is to transplant her to his own 

domain in the country. Yet somehow or other the whole 
thing leaves you cold. All the dramatis personse, except 
^possibly the Master Builder, about whom after all you get 
to know very little, seem so very tepid and undervitalised. 
Yri/cannot help thinking what I^uis Couperus would have 

made out of so very promising a theme. Every page would 
have been alive with interest; every little incident and 
character would have gripped. 

THE MAN FROM THE WILDS. By ‘Harold Bindloss.. 
7s. net. (Ward, Lock.) 

Those who know their Harold Bindloss will anticipate the 
plot of ” The Man from the Wilds ”—a cumbered, badly 
managed estate in the Dales of Yorkshire with a mine 
which has not been worked so much as messed about. 
John Wreay, born in Canada, finds with mingled feelings 

that he has been appointed trustee. He returns to 
England and quickly realises that an education in the 
rustling of his own grub and the hustling of lumberjacks 

has not put him wise as to the best way of dealing with a 
high-spirited ward who lias previously decided that she is 
not part of the property to be managed by the trustee. 
Harold Bindloss knows his Yorkshire and Cumberland 
and the men that are raised there, and no less the fierce face 

of Nature way up by the Barrens and the demand she 
makes on soul and body. He has given us a stimulating 
tale of a man fighting not for position but for possession of 
himself and the girl he loves. 

A MAN FOUR-SQUARE, By William Maclcod Haine. 
7s. 6d. net. (Jarrolds.) 

Whether the ” Man ” of the title was Billie IVince, the 
cow-puncher who took the right turning and became 
sherift, or his great friend Jim Clanton, who took the wrong 

turning and earned fame as a ” killer,” is not quite clear; 

the point, however, is not impiortant. What matters is 
that we have a first-class novel of the genuine Wild West 
order, packed with hair-raising adventures and nanow 
escapes, and with a spice of real love to keep the balance 

fair. Not by any means would we convey the impression 
that this is a machine-made yarn ; for even tliough it may 
follow the familiar lines no reader who begins it will easily 

set it down, and there arc some good character-studies in it. 
Jim Clanton was a youngster with plenty of the right stuff 

in him, but his training was wrong to begin with, and he 
nursed a vendetta against the betrayer of his sister, .so there 
was every likelihood that he would gradually acquire a 
morbid outlook and come to gnef. There are some 
exceedingly tense situations between him and his enemies, 

and pages of dialogue that set the reader on edge to know 
what is going to happen when the shooting begins. Mr. 

Raine’s book is worthy of inclusion among the best of the 

Wild West class. 

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR. By Leonid 
Andreieff. 35- 6d. (Daniel) 

AND IT CAME TO PASS THAT THE KING WAS 
DEAD. By Leonid Andreieff. 2s. 6d. (Daniel) 

Leonid Andreieff is held in high esteem in Russia for the 
power of his prose. It seems a pity that Russian fiction 
as a whole is a procession of gloom. Andreieff displays not 
a gleam of light in “ His Excellency the Governor,” nor 
” And It Came to Pass That the King Was Dead.” They 
are written under the direct influence of Tolstoy, but have 
none of Tolstoy’s gentleness. Peter Iljitch. the Governor 
of an obscure Russian town, is a harmless, fussy old man 
who in an evil moment of irritation gives an order to the 
military which results in the killing, of many men, women . 

and children. The rest of his short time on earth is spent 
in a stupefied remorse for what he has done ; and he finds 
a welcome relief from his travails in his own assassination. 
Conditions in the town remain precisely as they were 
before, with the exception that a younger and more active 
governor comes along. The atmosphere of this little novel 
is like that of Tartarus, though there is dignity in the 
writing. ” And It Came to Pass That the King Was 
Dead ” tells of a revolution and the beheading of a 
king, narrated with tremendous force expressed in simple 
language. The scene of the execution is a simplification of 
Carlyle, a wonderful passage describing the guillotining of 
Louis XVI ; ” With sudden crash the drum-beat ceased. 
The tiny figure raised its little hand, let it fall, raised it 
again. Surely he speaks, but no sound comes. What is he 
saying ? The drums roll out. tearing the air in a thousand 
quivering tatters, making it impossible to hear. . . . 
Something moves on the scaffold. The little figure has 
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Edition limited to 50(1 numbered ropic- 

7.1, M vrl 
A New I’ldy 
only for sale 

HILL - TOPS 
Henry Bryan Binns 

Poems. " Give us c<msnlerablc pleasure, and in iheir 
gentle and whimsual lyricism suggest comparison with 
the work of Father Hopkins "—1 imes Lit Sup ■ 
copies only for sale “i Od vrl 

DAVID 
THE SON OF JESSE 

Marjorie Strachey 
A study of David as Man and King: the central figure 
of an Eastern drama. 7s. 6d. act 

POOR WHITE 
Sherwood Anderson 

A story of the dreamer turned inventor, and of the forces 
which, originating in his own brain, finally crush him. 

Ss 6d. Met 

0 0 0 

Now ^ Then 
A Periodical of Books and Personalities 

For two shillings will be sent, post free, the next six issues, 
/i copy of the current issue, post free, fourpcncc. 

PAGE & CO. 

The Story of a 
W Oman 

A revelallon of (he inner feelings of a cultured woman of 
the world who knows men intimately. Cr. Svo. 

7 6 net 

The Foolish Sex 
n.y “ANGELA MALLOWES” 

A revelation of the methods of the parasite woman. 
Cr. Svo. 7, 6 net 

*** The MSS. of both these books reached the publishers 
within a week of each other. Although there is no 
connection whatever between the books or their authors, 
together they reveal in an unusually frank manner the 
woman of to-day in her relations with men. 

Belsavage 
By HENRIETTA LK.SLIE, Author of 
“Conflict” 

Married to a crank with unusual ideas 011 marriage, 
Belsavage discovers, almost too late, that she still loves 
hei own husband. Cr. 8vo. 7/6 net 

Patsy in Bohemia 
By MAYELL BANISTER 

A picture of the torment of a girl, in whom honour and 
purity are inbred, who finds her ideal of herself 
tarnished and soiled. Cr. Svo. 7/6 net 

The Only Girl in 
the W or Id 

Bj LM>YI> WII.LIAMS 

A story which anybody could at any time read with 
pleasure. Cr. Svo. 7/6 net 

NEW NOVELS 316 net 

The Ramblin’ Kid h, k. w. 

BOWMAN 

Mrs. Brown’s Pearls By 
ARTHUR CRABB 

The Eyewitness b> ekic 
LEVISON 

Joanna Builds a Nest ny 
JULIET W'lLBOR TOMPKINS 

11, GOWER ST., LONDON, W.C.1 
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disappeared. They are beheading it.’' The purpose of 
tile narrative is revealed in a couple of sentences: 

Authority must die ! " says a regicide. “ Slavey must 
Ixj done to death,” says a philosopher. The^ .is no 

authority, there arc only slaves. There is a great spiritual 
truth in that last sentence of Andreictf’s 

THE LAW OF THE FOUR JUST MEN. By Kdgar Wallace, 
"s 6d not. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 

As readers of Mr. Wallace’s jircvious book. '' The Four 
Just Men,” will know, the papers described them as an 

organisation of four exceedingly nch men pledged to mete 

out justice to criminals whom the law failed to punish. 
This may pass, withal the organisation was more of a 

happy comradeship between men who followe<I their own 
individual methods of tracking the prev, and ha<I their 

own grimly humorous ideas of poetic justice for those 
whom the law failed to have or to hohl We shall surely 

have yet more accounts of their exploits, for there is no 

lack of criminals of the tyj'ie they love to hunt, and there 
will always be a public for a writer like Mr. Wallace wlio 
carries us along with a heartening swing from incident to 
incident until we reach the climax—-with never an anti¬ 
climax. Hi.s style, with its cusp, straightforward sentences 

void of all irrelevance of thought or suggestion, is admirably 

adapted to the work in lian<l The reader enters with keen 
zest into the spirit of the game, but—if ever 1 break the 
law I am going to rivc mv.self up to the jiolicc without 
delay lest worse befall me 

CONFLICT. By Henrietta Lc.die -f, Od net (Collins ) 

The conflict which is the theme of this well conccu’ed 
and well written novel is that waged in the spirit of Philip 
Basing between his ideals and his desires A jioor boy, 

the son of a .socialist mother who is devoted to ” the 
Cause,” he too. iH'COtne.s a socialist, and in time a leader of 

I.abour. Sent into Parliament, he develops as a sjx^aker 
and gathers weight in the House and in his own jiartv 
until he can legitimately look forwanl to becoming the 
leader of the Laliour partv in the Commons J-Jiit he has 

a fatal sense of beauty, the beauty of life, and ol material 
things, and forgetting his niolhcr's word ” IxNHitv is ser¬ 
vice,” he turns to external lieautv I'alling in love with 

Monica Menzies. daughter of a pillar of one of the opjiosing 
parties in the House, he allows her father to jxjrsuaclc him 

to secede from Labour as the necessary step to win consent 
■to his marriage with Monica. Monica, however, will not 

■countenance Philiji’s defection from what his soul tells 
him is nght, and he loses her. Some years later he marries 
a wealthy, selfish, ultra-modern woman who is unfaithful 
to him. Tribulation teaches him the lesson that a man 

must be true to his own soul, and he leaves his luxurious 
home, gives up his seat, and goes out alone, free of posses¬ 

sions, to try to find himself once more We are led to 
think that Monica, whose friendship comforts him in his 
last ordeal, may become once more central to his life, 
but a good deal is left somewhat vague, disappointingly 
«o. for the book contains no little wisdom, and is written 
with a great deal of witty phrasing, and the author shows 

considerable dramatic and creative power. 

Ube JSoohman’8 Uable. 

THE OLD LADY SHOWS HER MEDALS. By J. M. 
Barrie. 5s. net. (Hodder & Stoughton ) 

To the growing set of Barrie’s wonderful dramatic in¬ 

ventions we have now to add the four short plays formerly 
published as ” Echoes of the Great ’Wax.” Besides the 
•titular piece there are ” The New Word,” ” Barbara’s 
Wedding” and ” A Well-Remembered Voice.” In all of 
them the writer's uncanny dominion over our smiles and 

tears is quietly and irresistibly asserted. When conten¬ 
tious generals, ailmirals and ministers arc all struggling 

to show what the real truth about the war is, the great and 
decisive part they played in it, what a pleasure it is to turn 
to the real heroes of the war at home—to indomitable, 
great-hearted old creatures like the charwoman who is 
the heroine of the first play ! Barnc has now rightly 

removed the war-time reference from the title of his volume ; 
but his four playlets still remain as a precious contribution 
to the real soul-story of the war. 

LOVE AND UNLOVE. By Harold Child 6s (Duckworth.) 

Those who are disciples of Edward Carjxjnter and 
adherents to the newer sexual morality, will welcome 
the publication in Ixiok form of the articles on love, friend¬ 
ship hik! marriage whicli Mr. Harold Child has recently 

contributed to the Woman's Supplement of TJie Times. 
The key-note of these pajiers is to lie found m the intro¬ 

duction, where the author makes the very significant 
declaration : "I cannot see that the legal terms on which 
two people start living together matter nearly as much 
as the physical, moral and spiritual terms on which thev 
go on living together ” When you remember that ” Love's 

Coming of Age ” was publishe<l some twenty-five years 
ago you will realise how .slow has lieen the iienetration of 

the national consciousness bv conimon-scn.se views of sexual 
and marital relation'. In no other country in Europe 
would the recent athlress of Lord Dawson to the Church 
Congress have In-eii regarded as anything but a statement 
of me<hcal opinion long overdue. It wouhl never have 

fluttered tlie dovecot<*s of Paris, of Berlin, of Vienna, or 
of Brussels, but liave l>een recognised as a bclaied appre¬ 
ciation of incontestable tiuths Those who regard oui 
isolation from the mam tide of European thought on 

sexual matters as a lo.ss and not as a gain will And matter 
for much jxmdenng in Mr. Child's charming and sensitive 
essay ii. 

MAN: THE LORD OF CREATION, by I ,ow (I’lilnams.l 

In one sense Low, the .^lur cartoonist, surjiasses Shakes¬ 
peare he IS not only tamons enough to do without a 
Clinstian name, luit the man in the street does not even 
know what it i-. or whether he ever had one On the title 
jmge of his new Ixiok, “ Man • The Ixird of Creation,” 
he IS simplv Low one*' again, and in the series of 

drawings that follow the title l>Hge he is again the Low 
w'hose every-evemng drolleries have added so much to the 
gaiety of a nation that at jirescnt has not too much to laugh 

alKuit. You glance through the pictures once, and are 
tickled by their broad fun ; you go over them a second 
time, and become aware of a certain caustic touch in them, 
of an underlying homily, and one that is abruptly and 
forcibly dnven home by the coffin on the last page, which 

is labelled ” The End.” The sketches are clever, grotesque, 
too farcical for anything but laughter, and that is precisely 

Aiithnr nf “ Man : The Lord of Creation " (Putnams). 
What he is hke and what be is not like. Drawn by himself. 
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what man himself is as lonl of creation, when W strips 
the gilt off the situation, an<l jestingly shows yon the bare 
meaning of It; There is wisdom in Low's wit. and more 
truth in his blithe absurdities than in most of the teachings 
of more solemn philosophers 

furrowed earth. By Gi'rtnido Hone 6s 
(Chatto* Windus.) 

•■‘The Furrowed Earth,” unlike most modern books of 
yer.se. has a definite subject and purjxise Gertrude Bone 
may not be a great poetess, but if she maintains through 
life as definite a purjiose as she has through this book there 
is no particular reason why she should not become one. 
She has not a very ijuiek jHjrceplion of lH'aut> , yet, to her. 
loveliness wears rather the face of an old familiar friend’ 
like the furrowed earth of which she writes Often lier 
verse is rough and bare : 

Martin /o/ Results 
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List tree. Wanted, small ivodaks. 
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Established 1905.—Write first Instance. ** Authors." Box fSi, 
Sells, Fleet Street, E.C.4. 
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OSBORNE*S( Artist-Engravers. 

27, Eastcastle St., Oxford St.. London, W.l 
Modern ExetasWe Designs. 

Wluil spuimuR sea 
Sent forth those bitter arrowfli<»hls of rain,”-- 

and she is somewhat lacking in tin- lyric sense But iii 

understanding of metre, its beats, its digiuties, its hidden 

rej>etitioiis, Gertrude Bone stands far above tlie ordinary 

level of verse writers Excellent iii this resjK-ct is ; 

If 1 saw a child’s lace rai^wl lo the «'lerneiu. 
So.in lung the moon , 
Scanning her seas of Ir.imjudily, r.tinbows and revene ” 

As a i>ersonal choice one selects Lo\ e " as the best j)oeni 

III the book, wondering how inaiiv leaders will agree. 

Incidentally the illustrations by Ste])hen Bone are 
dedigJUfii] 

LAST STUDIES IN CRIMINOLOGY. B,\ H B Irving 
I ts net (( olhns ) 

These final stiuhes by the late H B, Ir\ing are in liis 

best nianiiei , but thev tell stones that .dniosl make us 

desjnur of manknul They all describe miscarriages ol 

liislH (• ami the sullenngs ot innocent men I raiue jirovuh’s 

three the cases of l.csun|Ues, I.;i Jtoneure and I’eler 

\’<i iix , and. to . het K atu assumjUion of iiisuKir snpenontv. 

we liav<‘ also Uu- linglish case of llet k Lesiircpies siillered 

in the eighteenth lentnrv. l.a Rontiere and \'.in\ in the 

first hall of lht“ nineteenth Beck's sentences were jiassed 

in iSoS and 1004 The storv is almost iiicieiiiidc Here 

\se have a man iwne ideiitifusl with another jierson to 

wJiom he iKire no resemblance One of the men wa.s a 

circunu iscd Jew. and the other uas not . but tlioiigh tiie 

real ciil{»ril's circumcision was tliily recorded in the jmson 

records, the uncinainicisetl man was calleil by the other's 

name, ami treateil as tlie same jierson with the same record ’ 

What .seems so terrible in all Mr Irving s stones is not the 

honest mistake that mav cost an innocent man his life, 

but the almost eager jileasure with wluch witne.sses will 

come forward and lightly swe.ir away innocent lives and 
characters with the virtuous air of jicrsoiis performing 

valuable public service A rea<hng of these terrible stones 

is not only enthralling but instructive It may help to 

make us think a little less of law ami a little more of mei\ y. 

The tendency of men to make themselvc.s judges over tlieir 

fellows IS one we must stmly to suppress Not every man 

is called to the slate and office of Rhadamanthus ; but 

most of us behave as if we were. 

TURNS OF FORTUNE. By Robert Holmes 7s. dd. 
(Blackwood.) 

Mr. Holmes has seen life as a jxilice missionary, ami his 
tales continue to be fresh. There is something singularlv 
attractive in his stones of men and women rescued from 
unpromising surroundings, and sometimes making good. 
He does not .set himself to write tracts. He is too wise for 
that. He tells us tales of life, and if he moralises a little, 
it IS sensible moralising. He has to help lame dogs over 
stiles. Some of them turn out curs, but that does not 
make him cynical. Some improve, but in telling their 
history he does not point the moral inartistically These 
eight or nine sketches are both good stories and social 
documents. Wo like especially Stevens and Son,” ” In 
Diamond Lane ” and ” At a Country Rectory.” 
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THREE MUSICAL INNOVATORS. 

By a. Eaglefield Hull. 

in Igor Stravinsky. 

The idea of 

taking a side 

in the wordy con¬ 

flict which has 

raged round the 

music of Stravinsky 

is very far from my 

mind. One party 

has lauded him to 

the skies ; and in 

consequence he has 

suffered badly in 

the awful smash 

over the Debussy 

“In Mcmoriam “ 

piece. A leader of the opposing party claims that he 

buried him effectually after the last performance of 

“ Le Sacre du Printemps “ at the Prince’s Theatre. Let 

the critics write as long as they like (I wonder 

the editors don’t stop them), and talk as loudly as 

they like (there is no help here, for the days of good 

manners are past and gone), the music of Stravinsky 

remains just where it was before (good music, like 

murder, will out), and this musical personality remains 

just as interesting, and not a whit more or less. 

In the midst of a continuous hurly-burly of words, 

which is nearly always taken up with mere matters 

of opinion, it is curious how the few emerging things, 

accepted widely as matters of fact, are hopelessly 

wrong. One of these cherished delusions is that Strav¬ 

insky eschews all that has been written—harmony, 

form, accepted melody, etc.—and “ starts afresh with 

Sound itself.” Bnt Stravinsky had to use some definite 

and acceptable scale system, just as Cesanne and 

Gauguin, great discoverers as they were, were compelled 

to use line and colour, like every' other artist in the 

world. It was the musical “ futurists ” of the little 

but noisy Marinetti-Pratella group who used Sound in 

the concrete; but they never got past the stage of 

children playing with tea-trays. 

A South Wales musician who gives hundreds of 

lecture-lessons for the Workers’ Educational Association, 

told me some years ago that he had an old school¬ 

master (an Oxford M.A.) in one of his course-classes, 

who said to him, after his explanation of scales, “ But 

they don’t write tunes on scales, do they ? ” Yes ; 

they all have to do so : even Stravinsky. 

We are curiously narrow-minded on the question of 

scales : and most people regard any scries outside the 

major or minor modes as new'. There are scores of 

wonderful scales, little used as yet, and hundreds of 

others which are sufficiently recognisable for use. It 

is t composer’s business to make his scale clearly felt. 

Stravinsky (like Scriabin, Debussy, Scott, Goossens 

and others) uses the dodecuple (or duo-decimal) scale 

provided for him by the piano-keyboard. He may^ 

or may not, imagine his chords on this system ; but 

he gets them played through that system, in any case. 

Another delusion about Stravinsky is that he is a 

composer of programme-music. It is a vague term, 

and Stravinsky uses it for refuting critics, in one sense, 

whilst his critics attach an altogether different meaning 

to it. The latter wrongly imagine that any music 

connected with a drama, or a ballet, or having a literary 

foundation is ” programme-music.” But programme- 

music as a creed began w'ith Liszt, was continued by 

Strauss and ended with—shall we say Elgar’s “ Fal- 

staff ” ? Programme-music depends upon some verbal 

description given in the concert programme-book in 

your hand, and it is based on the system of using leiU 

motiven, or representative themes invariably associated 

with a certain person, idea, or situation throughout the 

piece. Wagner applied it to opera, but Stravinsky 

uses it not at all. He saturates himself with a subject 

and writes—music. The musical tracts which Musorgsky 

only explored, were annexed and acquired by Strav¬ 

insky. Like Musorgsky he threw off the abstract 

theories of pattern, sequence, and figure development* 

He freed music from the e.xtra-musical philosophy 

(Strauss, later Beethoven), poetry (Wagner, Wolf) and 

pictorial considerations (Schumann and the Romantics) 

which placed shackles on its wings, and he lets his 

Muse soar, push, investigate, sing, or even disgust, 

as the stimulus urges him. This, of course, is. not to 

say that he uses no outside stimulus : but having 

obtained his incitement to musical creation, lie cither 

kicks away the preliminary* scaffolding (too strong a 

word), or is quite willing to have it kicked aw’ay. 

A third delusion is obviously the manufacture of 

the musical chemists, w'ho wi>h to label all the various- 

techniques of composers and who talk of Stravinsky 

as a past-master in the art of elimination, economy, 

and elliptic methods. But this is approaching the ques¬ 

tion with a biased mind. You cannot elide what w'as 

never there, nor ought ever to be there. Stra\ insky’s 

empiric methods take him to expression of the most 

direct kind and from this point of view he makes 

other methods seem conventional and verbose. But no 

one is more conventional than Stravinsky when he 

repeats some short savage rhythm for eighteen or 

twenty bars at a time. This is the convention of 

primitive man ; the other, of civilised man. Stravinsky 

is dealing with primitive subjects; but even so, he 

cannot get away from convention. 

As Stravinsky is only thirty-nine—much is still 

possible in the way of composition, if not in further 

innovations. He was born on the Or^nienbaum estate, 

near Petiograd, His father was a bass singer, taking 

PhotobyE.N.A. M, IgOr 

StravinsKy. 
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Varlaam (in “ Boris Godunoif ”) amongst many other 

parts at the Maryinsky Theatre. The boy was edu¬ 

cated for the legal profession, and for his piano-playing 

he was placed under the chaige of a Kubinstein pupil. 

Three meetings seem to have been all-important to his 

musical career—with Kimsky-Korsakoff at Heidelberg 

in 1^02, which resulted in regular lessons with him 

in composition ; with his wife, for it was in 1906, the 

year of his marriage, that he decided to devote himself 

entirely to composition ; and with Diagiheff, in 1909, 

as he commissioned many and produced most of tlie 

pieces which have made Strax inskv famous. 

Up to the present the works of Stravin>ky divide 

into two groups : those written before " The I'lre-Bird ” 

(1910) and those after. In the first group we find an 

early symphony (written when studying with Rimsky- 

Korsakoff), a Suite for voice and orchestra on I’ushkm’s 

" Faun and Shepherdess,” an orchestral ” Fantastic 

Scherzo,” inspired by Maeterlinck’s ” The Life of the 

Bee,” two songs to words by Serge Gododetsky, four 

piano studies, ” l-'ive Easy Pieces ” for piano-duet 

(played at the Sieinway Hall in July last by l.egiiiska 

and Catherine van der Koest) and two /jjVcc.s ci'occasion- - 

“ Fireworks ” (for tin- marriage of Soma, Rimsky- 

Korsakoff’s iiieec. to M. Steinberg the comjiosor), and 

“Funeral Song” in commemoration of his master’s 

death. 

It was in i<)oi) whilst he was engaged on the first 

part of ” The Nightingale ” that he attracted Diagiheff’s 

attention, and since that time the composer and this 

great Russian entrepnmeur have frequently co-operated. 

But before ” The Nightingale ” was finished, Stiavmsky 

had commenced and completed ” The Firc-Bird,” 

evidently at Diagiliefl’s suggestion ; for it was hokm 

who arranged the Russian fairy tale and invented the 

choreography. "The Fire-Bird ” music, belonging to 

the earlier period rather than to the later, ri'veals a 

certain relationship with (Timka's ” Russian ” (1S4.2) 

as well as Musoigskv’s ” llie Marriage-Broker ” and 

” The Fair at Sorotchin.sh.” The original orchestration 

demands two piccolos, three fiutes, three oboes, one 

cor anglais, four clarinets, one bass clarinet, three 

bassoons, two double bassoons, four horns, three trum¬ 

pets, three trombones, one tuba, percussion, celesta, 

piano, three harps and strings ; but the work has since 

been arranged as a concert suite for a conventional 

orchestra (which seems to me a ]uty). 

” The Nightingale ” (on Hans Andersen’s fairy talc), 

though begun in 1909, was not finished until early in 

1914, when it was given in Sir Joseph Beecham’s Russian 

season at Drury Lane. Stravinsky, believing that 

music ” may be married to gesture or to words, but 

not to both without committing bigamy,” called his 

work, not an opera, but a LjTical Tale ; and caused his 

chief singing character to be invisible. There are three 

acts, the first representing his earlier musical style, 

hardly being homogeneous witli the other two. It was 

probably this disparity which caused the composer 

to write a new version, transforming the original opera 

into a ballet in two scenes, where what is sung by the 

human voice in the opera is given to instruments. It is 

not intended however that one version shall supersede 
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The Phantom Fiddler 
AND OTHER POEMS DY CYRIL C. TAYLOR 
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the other, and there are still many who prefer the 

original vocal version to the Paris performance of 

1920 ; for the scenic action becomes somewhat difficult 

to follow without the words. 

Whereas in “The Fire-bird” the orchestral com¬ 

mentary takers a leading place, in the Inirlesque “ Pe- 

truscUka ” the actual ballet is taken whole-heartedly 

into the scheme of things, a fact which may be accounted 

for by the collaboration of Mr. Alexandre Benois in 

designing the four tableaux. The scene is laid in 

Petrograd about 1830 ; and in the midst of the carnival 

in Admiralty Square appears an old magician of Oriental 

aspect who displays to the crowd his three animated 

puppets -Petruschka, the Dancer, and the Moor, all 

endowed by his enchantments with human attributes 

and sentiments. Full of humorous touches, biting 

realisms, and picturesque events, and permeated with 

the true spirit of Russian folk-song, it is to my mind 

Stravinsky’s finest work. 

With the greater claims of the actual ballet in ” The 

Rite of Springtime,” the composer makes his music 

more direct, economical, increasingly physical and 

consequently more challenging. We have experienced 

the piece under three forms —with the original Nijinsky 

choreography in 1914 (unquestionably the most power¬ 

ful presentment), witli the new choreography by 

Massine (jirobably because the new and more cos¬ 

mopolitan members of the 1921 ballet do not know 

the original presentation) and as a concert version, by 

Mr. Eugene Goossens. Whereas it stood the concert 

test splendidly, the new choreography let the work 

down badly. 

At a concert of Stravinsky Chamber Music given by 

Mr. Ansermet in July, 1920, we heard the methods of 

“The Rite” applied to smaller and lighter subjects: 

” The History of a Soldier,” the ” Berceuses du Chat ” 

(contralto voice and three clarinets) and “ Pribaoutky ” 

(four songs for voice and chamber orchestra). Musically 

they add very little to the Stravinsky of the ballets. 

It is when we come to such things as the Symphony 

for wood-wind orchestra, in mt'mory of Debussy, that 

we pause. The excuse that it was badly performed 

at the Kussevitschky concert in June is disquieting 

when coupled with the conductor's explanation that 

it was only owing to the compo'^er’s last moment 

importunity that it was performed at all. 

” Ragtime” is frankly a skit, and a-satire at the 

same time. It is wTitten for the curious orchestra of 

two violins, viola, and double bass (no cello), flute, 

clarinet, horn, cornet, trombone, percussion and cym- 

balum, an instrument in whiclj the composer is greatly 

interested. It is a brilliant parody of a fashion whose 

force is now fortunately nearly spent. 

The arrangement of Pergolesi's ballet for the pro¬ 

duction of “ Pulcinello ” need only be recorded here. 

Amongst other recent publications, there are the “ Three 

Japanese Lyrics ” ; and rumour has it that the com¬ 

poser is now working at a new mystic ballet, entitled 

“ Svadebka.” ‘ 

Stravinsky resides in Switzerland where the beautiful 

scenery inspires him, just as it did Tchaikovsky and 

Scriabin in earlier times ; but though a cosmopolitan 

in general, his music is nearly always endowed with 

a strong tinge of nationality, none the less valuable for 

being more subtle than the methods of those who 

use actual folk-song material for their themes. 

PIONEERS OF THE KEYBOARD.* 

A famous I'rcnch critic once calmly proclaimed that 

the supremacy of England in the realm of })oetry is as 
indisputable as the supremacy of Greece in the realm of 
sculpture. That assertion (quite unquestionably true) 
may be commended to the notice of the hard-faced persons 

who consider that the supremacy of England is to In* 
sought in regions nearer to Throgmorton Street, or Dublin 

Castle, than to the twin peaks of Parna.ssus. In the realm 
of music we cannot claim supremacy : but, as I pointed 
out recently in a notice of 1‘urcell, wo can claim some¬ 
thing like priority. The historian of music, considering 

opera, has very soon to discuss Purcell ; and. consulenng 
counteriioint. he jxjsitively must begin with the almost 

miraculous ” Sumer is icumen in.” 
In what mav be called, roughly, pianoforte music (taking 

the existing piano to represent all the extinct tnbe of key- 
Iward plus strings, however the notes were produced), our 

priority is well maintained. Here, for instance, in this 
most admirable set of volumes, for winch we cannot find 
due words of praise, so excellently are tiny edited and 
])roduced, wc have John Blow, Ixirn in 1114.S ; William 
Croft, born in 1077 ; jerry Clarke, born m i()0*) . Ben 
Rogers, born in 1614. and others whose birth, like that of 

jeames, IS ” wropt in mystry” ; and the point to be obserted 
alxnit them all is that the pieces here gi\i-n are not 
curiosities or historical survivals, but genuine musical 
inventions, fit to he played by any pianist and to dehglit 
any audience. Here we have the kind of plec•.e^ that Bach 
was afterwards to make famous in his I'ronch and ICnglish 
Suites. Here we have the “ Grounds ” (pieces ion.striicte<l 
on a repeated ground biuss) that were to come to such 
later perfection in the mighty I^assacagh.i m (' minor for 

organ and the finale of Brahms’s b'ourth Symphony. 
But they are not mere anticipatory cm!>rvos. 'J'hey are 
fine and exquisitely moulded com|)Osilions. 

The two volumes of ('roft, in particular, arc «i real 
addition to the pianist’s library. Ivverybody knows one 
composition of Croft’s—the hymn tune “ St. Anne, ’ to 
the words ” O God, our help in ages past,” perhaps the 
best hymn tune we have ; but not everybody knows even 
one of the dozen Suites here made available. I really don’t 
see how any self-re.spccting recitalist can avoid including 

William Croft henceforth in his concert programmes. 1 
commend him and indeed all his fellows here collected, 
to the notice of Mr. Harold Samuel, most pious and 
musicianly of all our English pianists. 

Mr. FuUer-Maitland is entitled to the gratitude of every 

music lover for the care he has bestowed on the.se pieces. 
I admire specially his courage in rejecting some of the 
'• ornaments ” which were the only means by which a 

note on the old instruments could be prolonged. On a 
modern piano, with its considerable sustaining jxiwer, the 
continual “ shakes ” are not only unnecessary, but actually 

irritating. 
We must not forget a word of praise for Messrs. Chester, 

who, ever courageous for the ultra-modems, arc not un¬ 
mindful of the English ancients. These volumes are the 
most remarkable three-shillings’-worths now obtainable. 

George Sampson. 

• " The Contemporaries of Purcell: John Blow (2 vols.): 
William Croft (2 vols.); Jeremiah Clark (i vol.); Various 
Composers (2 vols).’* Selected and edited by J. A. Fuller- 
Maitland. 3a. net per vol. (Chester.) 
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LUTES AND LYRICS.* 
Strange it is to think that a mere three hundred years 

—*10 distance at all as Time's crow flics_the lute 
was as popular as the pianoforte is now. The lute, which 
shares with the organ the boast of being the first instru¬ 
ment for which music was expressly comi>oscd. is of immense 
antiquity. Originally an Arab invention, eVud, it began 
as a half-gourd fitted with a resonance-board—its strings 
of silk, played with a shell or quill plectrum Later, it 
developed into a more craftsmanlike affair, built of twentv- 
one majilc-wood pieces—flat-faced, round-backed, docked 
with three rosettes, and jiossessing eight strings, strung 
in pairs By the I-'lizabethan period, the lute, at the 
height of it.s glory, was an ornate jx-ar-shajicd creation 
charmingly decorated with ivory, tortoiseshell and mother- 
of-pearl, and with “knots'’ or roses patterned on its 
sound-board, h'or this beautiful structure with its mam- 
fold Strings, the great lute-masters of the seventeenth 
century composed tlieir finest “ ayres,” words ami inusK 
often treating the lute as a definite independent jiart 
rather tlian an obhhgotn 

The lute, Jiowovor, liavmg reached this zenith, fell 

into a slow decline Although J S Bach left a 

for it among las MSS , there is no instance of any engraved 

publication after i7f>o for the jxior neglected instrument 

It is now represented by guitars, mandolins ami the 

like—dim echoes, sh.i|H’s ami sluulows. 'J’he lute, bnefl\-, 

was the fine flower of a certain ora “ when Music, heavenly 

maid, was young “ — Music, still voungesl of all the arts. 

Br Kdmun<l H I'ellowos trans<'nlK*<I and i-, ro- 

pubhsliing, in several volumes, the best vocal works of 

the English luteiiists. He appemls to each song a s<»nicwha( 

modernised solo version with pianoforte ariompammenl 

.\nd the (jueslion arises, how far is he justified in this 

monunienl nl research Have these comjxisitions anv real 

appeal to the twentieth-ccntiir>- singer 

It must ahvavs remain a moot jioint, whether there be 

wisdom in the resustitation of archaic art. Because that 

art was the oftspnnt' of certain contemporaneous conditions, 

winch cannot iiossibly be reii’'0(luced. \Vlien the Sea of 

l-’ailh was at the full, painters portrayed, by the hundred 

and Ihonsaiul. Holv Eamilies, saints male and female in¬ 

numerable. ^\'ho depicts these now ' The original impetus 

is lacking In architecture, again, we cannot rediiphcnti- 

the splendours of long-dead days modern conditions at 

ever\’ point prohibit us . . . (Jreat literature alone a 

rock amid swirling waves, survives .iml su/lers no sea- 

change And hence, no doubt, the late A H Bulten's 

work in rescuing from lx>oks of “ ayres ” the enchanting 

lyrics of Campion, Kosseter, ami tlie rest, is more valuable 

to the woild at large than the reissue of these lyncs witli 

their musKal settings and lule-jiarts 

Dowlaiid’s songs show little or no altemjit at contra- 

juintal ingciuiity, being ])raetuall\- liarmoniscd tnnes 
But thev an* of great melodic iK'jiiity. by winch they still 

retain a vilahtv alxive that of all other Elizabethan com¬ 

positions. 'I'hoir very names are ex<]uisite ; “ Best awhile, 

you cruel cares”; “Sleep, wayward iJioiights “ ; “.Ml 

yo w’hom Ixivc or l ortunc hath betrayed ’’ .\iid here, 

frankly heterodox, I claim that these noble melodies 
deserve a better, a more modern treatm<*nt The bare 

])ianoforte arrangement of ]‘)owlamrs original liarmonics 

isn’t good enough for our present generation Harmony, 

circa 1590, was timid, tentative—somctim<*s positively ugly 

in its crudity. The habit of closing songs m minor keys 

iiixm major chords becomc.s, reiterated, almost maddening 

And I lieheve that to provide such vocal and beautiful 

airs w'lth fresh harmonics and accomjMmments. more 

consonant with mcxlern feeling, would not do Howland 

an injustice, but would give him a new lease of life 

Much the same remarks apply to 'Phomas I-'ord, whose 

“ Since first I saw your face ’’ and “ There is a lady sweet 

and kind ’’ are familiar to every amateur choral society. 

• "The English School of I.ufenist Song-Wrifcis’’ 'I'ran- 
scribed, Scored and Edited from the Hriginal Editions By 
Edmund Horace Fcllnwes. M.A , Mus.Doc. ; John Dowlaml, 
“ First Book of Airs,” 1507 (Fart II.) Thomas Ford, “ Airs 
to the Lute,” 1607. 6s. each. (Winthrop Rogers.) 

New Works by Arthur Bliss 

MADAM NOY 
Song for Soprano Voice, Flute. Clarinet, Bassoon, 

Harp, Viola and Double Bass 

Score and Parts. Price, 10s. net cash 

0 0 0 

Arrangement for Voice 

and Piano By the Composer 

Price, 4s. net cash 

Cover Design by E. WADSWORTH 

0 0 0 

Two Nursery Rhymes 
1. THE RAGWORT 

(for Soprano, Clarinet and Piano) 

2. THE DANDELION 
(for Soprano and Clarinet) 

Words by FRANCES CORNFORD 

Price, 4s, net cash 

J. 6 W. CHESTER, Ltd. 

11, Great Marlborough Street, LONDON. W.l 

GOOD POEMS WELL SET TO MUSIC 

"Rjoger Quilter 
THREE PASTORAL SONGS 

Poems by JOSEPH CAMPBELL. 

Original Edition (Voice, Piano. Violin and Cello), 7s. net 
Edition for Voice and Piano on y, 4s. net. 

1. —I WILL GO WITH MY FATHER A-PLOUGIflNG. 

2. —CHERRY VALLEY. 3.-I WISH AND I WISH. 

/ii Tien AVr,. ("' MtJium or IliRh 

" AhoRother the book i>nnc to hr hoiiKhI in haste and enjoyed .it leisure, 
preferably with the stnoc parts "—The Honkmnn 

Granville Bantock 
FIVE NEW SONGS 

Words Adapted from the Chinese by E POWYS MATHERS. 

THE EMPEROR. G minor (C to F. flat) ami .\ minor 

THE RED LOTUS. A minor, B minor (C to ]' sharp), 
and L minor 

IN THE PALACE, ll flat, V (C to F shar])) and G. 

THE PEACH FLOWER. G minor (1) flat to F.) and 
A minor. 

THE GARDEN OF BAMBOOS, c; minor, A minor 
(D to E) and C minor 

Price 2&. net each 
“The words have a life .iiul ih.inii that is uriinhirly fresh .is well as 

exotir, I’rofossiii lidiittxk, with Jiis subtle hartiinnies .in<l rhvthms, has 
icdcilven’d the piiems in imisie ih.it is .1 deliuht lender or leeeive " 

The H'Mikmmi 

ELKIN e COm ltd. 
6 ft 10, BeaK Street. Regent Street, London, W.l 

And of all Music \Sellers 
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But Ford’s " Not full twelve years twice told,” in this 
collection, would do credit to any song-writer. At present 
the green-gooseberry unripeness of its harmonisation 
debars it from most folks' repertories. ... As we don’t 
live in the Elizabethan age, but in the neo-Georgian, why 
need we revert, or adhere, to the narrow archaism of those 
so-called ” spacious ” times ? Wc do not delimit ourselves 
to three weeks of June roses, now that we can grow hybrid- 

teas and hybrid-perpetuals for some seven months of the 

year. May Byron. 

NOTES ON NEW MUSIC. 

ENGLISH FOLK SONGS. Arranged by F. Bcnmcke Hart. 
(Stainer & Bell.) 

This very good collection of English Folk Songs arranged 
for young pianists is preceded by an apt foreword to the 
young musician explaining what folk songs are and why 
they form an important class of music all to themselves. 
" They have lived so long,” says Mr. Hart, '* that we know 

they must be frug. All good music is true as well as 
beautiful. In fact good music is beautiful because it is 
true.” The book contains such folk songs as ” Go From 

My Window,” ” Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes,” 
" The Miller of Dee,” ” The Bailiff's Daughter of Islington,” 
and ” Early One Morning.” The folk songs are in three 

volumes—the songs mentioned above being in Book I. 

THE PEGASUS. By Paul F.dmonds. (Enoch.) 

■' An Imitation Nautical Song ” is the sub-title to ” The 
Pegasus,” and J. C. Squire's words Jirc ” .after Sir Henry 

Newbolt.” Both words and music are a skilful burlesque 
of the real article. 

BUTTERFLY WALTZ (from " Pnncrssa Ruususcsta ”). By 
Erkki Mclartin. (Augener ) 

D,ainty, fluttering and tuneful is the ” Butterfly Waltz,” 
by Erkki Melartin. A delightful little cameo. 

SUITE MIGNONNE. By Rudolph Friml. (Lcngnick ) 

A charming suite: not too difficult for the average 
player ; full of variety. 

AFTER SUNSET. By Dorothy Harris. (Schott) 

Three dainty, tuneful and easy pieces. 

ECHOES OF YOUTH. By t'ornclius tiurlitt. (Itcid) 

An allnim of moderately diflicult pieces that give scope 
for much exjiression in playing. 

Zbc H)rama, 

THE ‘ APRON "-STAGE AT THE OLD VIC.” 

By S. K. Littlkwdod. 

T HERE IS. of 

course, a 

certain justice in the 

light-hearted t.aunts 

levelled at London 

over the ojjcning of 

Mr. Nugent Monck’s 

little ” Elizabethan 

theatre ” at Norwich 

—that wc at the 

heart of things have 

nothing permanent 

in that kind. But 

the charge is at best 

a supeiTici.al one. 

Was not the very idea of getting back to Elizabethan 

scenic conditions born in London when Mr. Poel gave 

his Quarto ” Hamlet " at St. Cieorge’s Hall fort>’ years 

Photo by EHiotl fi- Fry- Mr. S. R. 
Littlewood. 

ago ? It is not lack of enthusiasm that prevents us 

from having in London that long-drcamt-of little gem 

of an ” Elizabethan theatre ” with an ‘‘‘apron ’’-stage 

jutting out into the audience, which all of us know to 

be absolutely necessary for the dovetailing of Shakes¬ 

peare’s scenes and the right speaking of his v'erse. 

The hindrances are solely of an tjconomic order, and 

will probably be overcome before long. 

Meanwhile we have an obvious answer in possessing, 

at the " Old Vic,” an ” apron ’’-stage (a yard 'or two 

of it, anyhow) bequeathed naturally from the past. 

'iTiere, too. we have Shakesi>eare played, if not exactly 

in accordance with Elizabethan method, at any rate 

in the true Elizabethan spirit—popularly, and vigor¬ 

ously, with no . costly outlay upon spectacle. It is 

delightful to be able to record that the new " Old Vic ” 

season which opened with ” Much Ado About Nothing,” 

followed up by " Richard 11,” is already proving a 

glorious success on both sides of the footlights. The 

old theatre has been erannned to the doors, and the 

applause has had about it a ring of passionate gratitude 

tliat one finds nowhere else just now. 

Mori-o\'er, as a producer, Mr. Robert .Vtkins is showing 

liiniself a creative artist and man of ideas with far 

more in him than anyone had expected. His ” Much 

Ado ” was a triumph in the use of very limited material 

to beautiful ends. The ” conventional ” arbour scene, 

with its flight of steps and onlv the tree tops beyond, 

was one of the most beautiful sienn* designs, as -^uch, 

that I have seen anx where. His use of the ” apron ” 

for the ceremonx’ of Claudio's \isit to tin* tomb of 

Hero, with the \-erses dropped actually over into the 

newly-sunken orchestra, could not have been happier 

or more ” impresisivc ”—to use a dreadful word. His 

” Richard II,” though to me not quite so memorable, 

was at any rate an astonishing conquest over conditions 

even more difficult. ^ 

At the same time, not to grow tedious in the eternal 

praise of the ” Old Vic,” and the maj|»ificent work 

Mr. Atkins is doing there, I must confess that—even 

with its ” apron ”—it does not ijuite fulfil our ” Eliza¬ 

bethan ” needs. 'J'he very fact that Mr. Atkins is a 

producer with special abilities and ambitions in design, 

suggests somehow that he will soon grow tired of what 

one may call ” bare-board ” work. Hu has before him 

a tough problem, too, in the undoubted fact that 

” Elizabethan ” Shakespeare will never be modernly 

” popular,” whereas the ” Old Vic ” is still a *' popular ’* 

theatre, and will probably always remain so. Mr. 

Atkins has used the ” apron ” most ably and shrewdly, 

in so far as he can ; but for the full use of it a highly- 

trained Shakespearean public is essential — a public 

who know Shakespeare, and the Elizabethan language, 

literature and environment, so well that it does not 

put too great a strain upon their imaginations. 

Also, a company permanently trained is needed^to 
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hold an audience with speech alone, and to give every 

word its due weight. Mr. Atkins lias not quite got 

either of these at the “Old Vic" just now. Miss 

Florence Buckton, the new Beatrice, spoke much too 

fast—sometimes almost unmtelhgihly thougli the men 

wore all good, very specially the I)oglx‘rr\ of .Mr 

Andrew Leigh. Lively Benedick though lie was, 

Mr. Rupert Har\ey seemed to me latlier too solid a 

Bolingbroke in “ Richard IJ," and Mr. Ernest .Milton's 

Richard too much of a picture. .\ soliloijuv spoken 

at the hack of the stage is just making a h.icl (on- 

vention out of what was perfectly natural under 

“platform” conditions. Still, thank Heaven for the 

Old Vic ■'! 

THE COMEDY OF HORRORS THE NEW 
PROGRAMME AT THE LITTLE 

THEATRE. 
Grand Guigtiol acting Ncurs the iniaginaTioii like a flame 

Its vivul realisms of tone, look and gesture lodge deep 

in the subconscious memory, and remain part ol one's 

emotional history- long after the scjiarate plots which they 

lit uj) have faded Iheir eflecl is cunml,itiv<- Miss 

Thorndike’s lender pathos, the riiggisl slrenglh of Mr. 

Bealby, the subtle irony ol Mr Casson, siirvivnig Jrom 

one senes to another, suj)ply the desired atmosphere from 

the very nse ol the t iirtain (a big gam in a .short-length 

play), and so secure for these artists a long start m their 

attack on the susceptilnlities of their audience. This 

cumulative powei is in all rejHTtory w’ork a most imi>ortant 

factor, as the Grand Gmgnol management knows . it was 

a hapf}^' ioca to clinch Mr Stockwell Hawkins's sueces.s in 

Shepherd's Pie ' bv the production of " Haricot Beans,” 

another episotle of .Mr. Gubb's pathetically disrepntabh' 

career , ami Mls^ Thonulike's hue work 111 ” Pear '* and 

“ The Unseen '' is strengtlienetl by inemories of her past 

excellence m similar ))arts Unfortunatelv tlu“ system 

works both wavs , ami Miss Golt, fresh from what was 

literally a <ticces foit in “ Tlie Old Women,” conus into 

“ Tlie Unseen ” trailing clouds of antipathy winch make 

her inijiersonation of a doling inollier. .seem strangely 

sinister and ri*piilsivc'—a result detrimental to her ])resc*ut 

pcrfornianee. however highly complimentary to its 

predecessor 

But if the lates rol> Miss Golt in ” Tlie I'nseeii,” in 

“ E. and O R ” they m.ike her handsome amends In this 

play, the last and best ol tin* new seru*Mr E. Cr.iwshay- 

Willianis blends the grotosipie, the ludicrous ami the 

horrible with a skill not far short of genius Wc are told 

there are 110 new jilots under the sun , but then- are new 

methods, new atmospheres, of which tlus author has found 

one. The savage motlier-in-law’, the shallow, sentimental 

wife, the husband dying sardonically, tlie Incnd whose 

■witty knavery makes their discomfiture complete-—all 

these provide a piece winch succeeds worthily to ” Shep¬ 

herd’s Pie” and. like that comedy, is rei'eivcd with even 

more marked enthusiasm than the ” horror ' plays In 

one of the latter the Grand tdiigno] breaks fresh ground 

by the introduction of self-satire, a method often branded 

by academic critics as a sign of decay. Butwdiat of that ? 

With such material to hand as ” E. and O.E ” Mr. Levy 

need have no fears for his artistic future, and the fact that 

the new comedy is in all senses “ original ” should bring 

ample comfort to those critics who have complainc<i of his 

too frequent dependence on translated plays. 

For indeed this Fifth Senes proves more clearly than 
ever that the Grand Guignol’s horrors are far more an 
aperitif to its pure comedy than the piece de resistance of 
its .bill of fare. The whole question is as much one for 
the post-war psychologist as for the dramatic critic ; for 

some reason the practice of fainting at the Little Theatre 
was suspended during my half-dozen visits, nor am I con¬ 

vinced that it has ever been so universal as the evening 
papers would have us believe. The only people likely to 
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indulge in it are the neurotic (and therefore abnormal) folk«i' 
who leaven all Jx>nclon audiences, and those elders who are 

sufficiently mid-Vjctonan to have preserved their mental 
make-up unaltered by the war. Our new w'orld is not so 

easily upset by make-believe—or rather, we have survived 
enough real horror to enjoy its fictitious reproduction and 
yet “ keep our hair on ” (if I may steal a phrase from the 

philosophy of childhood) at the same time. This clearer 
sanity, one of the few assets of our world-liquidation, is 
a real help to us in forming a detached judgment of 

the Grand Guignol’s art. and will not soon pass away ; 
for the fathers have eaten bitter grapes in bitter earnest, 

and the children’s teeth can no longer be artificially set 
on edge. 

E. Graham Sutton. 

DIFFERENT. At the Everyman Theatre. 

Not very—at first. Mr. O’Neill takes time to work his 
way into his theme , the action develops slowly, each point 
is underlined remorselessly, and the title is repeated till 

by the middle of the first act you begin to wish it could be 
expunged from the dictionary altogether. And then, bit 
by Ht, the author’s craft is justified ; it has been worth 

while to define very carefully his heroine's idealism, for 
the sake of the tragic irony of its denouement; her lover, 

the finest spint in her little village, is rejected for one 
lapse in living up to her ferocious standard, but vows to 
wait till she sees reason ; thirty years drag by ; friend, 
fathw, brother, amid the contemptuous tolerance of their 

womenfolk, pass out on their inglorious ways ; Caleb hopes 
on. At last, returning from his final voyage, he finds her 

long-pent passion squandered (as it were in the second 
childhood of desire) on as complete a scoundrel as one 
could wish to avoid. The end is suicide—but it is not 
merely sensational ; for the real tragedy of Emma Crosby 

is not death, but the declension from an impossible altitude 

to an incredible depth—the sardonic contrast between 
life’s continuity and the ideal's decay. 

The play was followed by an amusing satire on the 
psycho-analysts of New York (or was it Hampstead ? The 
audience's obtuseness to the main point of the dialogue 
set one thinking !) Mr. Maedermott’s setting was sympa¬ 

thetic ; and if his sky-piece was more suggestive of a 

glorified “ area," the impression only strengthened the 
confined, hot-house atmosphere of the play. Miss Margaret 
Carter was splendidly decorative as Henrietta ; but the 
success of the evening was Mr. Leslie Banks, both here and 
in the earlier play, where he was extraordinarily effective 

in a very difficult part; his Benny Rogers, indescribably 
repulsive even before his contemptible character is revealed 
in words, was a fine, genuine piece of acting, and his return 

to the Everyman is a recapture of which the management 
may well be proud. 

Ibsen, Hauptmann, Georges Courteline and Emile 
Mazaud are among Mr. O'NeiH's successors in the Inter¬ 

national Season which the Everyman, under the auspices 
of the League of Nations, will present during the winter. 

We shall await eagerly the announcement of the " many 
others " whom we are promised. Strindberg, p>erhaps ? 

Not the trite, hectic Strindberg of " Miss Julie," but some 
play in which his mordant humour is focused on a more 

normal theme—" Comrades,” for choice. Above all, 
Tchekov’s " Seagull " or " The Cherry Orchard ” would 
be a remarkably interesting contemporary to " Heartbreak 

ARAMINTA ARRIVES. At the Comedy Theatre. 

Having read, reviewed and thoroughly enjoyed 
" Araminta when that amusing and clever novel first 
appeared some years ago, I have wondered more than once 
.why- the heroine had never made a stage appearance; 

but here she is at last, beautifully impersonated by Miss 
Eileen Beldon, with Lady Tree as the terribly acute and 

ancient Countess of Crewkeme. The story stands the 
test 01 the footlights well, my one complaint being the 

entirely unnecessary minute or two of farce introduced 
when Araminta's pet ferret escapes in the Countess's bed¬ 
room, and people stand on chairs and the audience thinks 
it is funny. Apart from that injudicious interlude, the 
tale of the " goose-girl ” and her progress from the dairy¬ 
maid stage to the living Gainsborough is delightful to watch. 
Her lover, the young artist, is excellently studied by Mr. 

W, Cronin Wilson ; Mr. Lyall Swete as the dandy, Lord 
Cheriton, gave an artistic and flawless interpretation of 

a difficult part: and Mr. Roy Byford'.s Duke of Brancaster 
was a full-blooded and clever caricature, deliberately 
amusing. Miss Margaret Halstan and Miss Louise Hamp¬ 

ton acted with fine taste in the parts of Mrs. Lascelles and 
Miss Burden respectively. The play is one of the prettiest 
in town at the moment. Mr. Snaith, the author, has a 

neat touch in dialogue, and the skill of the actors in making 
the points tell is indisputable. To render brilliant conversa¬ 
tion without hardness or artificiality, as is constantly done 

in " Araminta," is a triumph. 
W. L. R. 

MODERN DRAMATISTS.* 
Professor William Lyon Phelps is one of the most dis¬ 

tinguished of American critics. He has escaped that 
provincialism which is the leading blemish of the literature 
of the Umted States, and he avoids, with beautiful fas¬ 
tidiousness, the least trace of what may be called the 

tongue of the cinema. 
Every dramatic critic, every lover of the theatre, in 

this country will heartily agree with Professor liielps's 

unnecessary apology for his latest book on the play¬ 
wrights : " The last thirty years will probably be regarded 
by future historians as a great creative period in the 
drama. Perhaps any contemporary criticism gains in 
intimacy what it loses in authority. If some of the 
Elizabethans had only wntten less about Seneca and more 

about Shakespeare ! ” 
" Essays on Moilern Dramatists " are informed by deep 

knowledge of the lore of the stage illuminated by an en¬ 
thusiasm which warms the heart of the reader. There are 
flashes of fine anger in the book also against standard 
stupidities. "That literary men cannot write plays is a lusty 
myth,” Phelps says with splendid certainty. “ Authors 
of inane reverberating claptrap never tire of repeating it. 

Yet the three foremost playwrights of the modern Engli.sh 
theatre, Shaw, Galsworthy, Barrie, were all distinguished 
no^'elists before anyone thought of them in connection 

with the footlights. So was St. John Ervine ; Dunsany 
was a writer of prose tales, and John Drinkwater a pro¬ 
fessional poet. To command an excellent literary style is 

not necessarily a fatal handicap." 
Gilbert Chesterton proved this years back in his amazing 

” Magic " ; and Miss Clemcncc Dane, the most literary of 
literary women, has scored the deepest success for many 

years in her first play. " A Bill of Divorcement." 
It is often asked, and with great bewilderment, how Sir 

James M. Barrie leapt on to the stage, an instantly 
victorious harlequin. Professor Phelps is perfectly sound 
in his explanation that Barrie always speaks with his 
characters and is with them in their actions. They skip, 

quite alive, out of hiS brain. 
While full of admiration for George Bernard Shaw, the 

writer admits that that very practical man of genius evades 
analysis : ” He is a great teacher; and if you ask me. 
What does he teach ? I confess I do not know.” It is 
only a very wise man who can admit ignorance of any of 

his subjects. 
There is a tendency at the moment to regard John 

Galsworthy as a novelist gone astray. It is the old 
obsession of stagey people who distrust literature. It is 
sound comment on Galsworthy as playwright that his 
persons are the embodiment of ideas—they are flesh and 
blood, they are real, but we are more interested in what 

they represent than what they actually are. 
Louis J. McQuilland. 

• ” Essays on Modem Dramatists.” • By W. Lyon Fhdps. 
108. (Macmillan.) 
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flews flotes. 

The picture on our cover is one of Miss Mkiumr 

Fortescue Hrickdale's beautiful illustrations m 

colour from " The (iolden Hook of I'ainous Women, 

published by Messrs. Hodder »S: Stoufjliton. 

Messrs. William Blackwood arc pnblishinsr beforr 

Christmas a volume of “ Selected V’erse,” bv Alfred 

Xoycs. including “The Victory Hall,' a sinking 

poem which has never before been published in this 

country. 

Mrs. Watts-Dunton's book of personal recollec- 

tifins, “ rhe Home Life of Swinburne ’’ (some 

chapters of which have appeared in the Xini'/crii/h 

Centurv and olsewlierc), was to have been yniblished 

last montli by Messrs. Pliilpot, but it has been 

Mr. Gordon Bottomley, 

whose iwo drsmas, •‘GcuaelV and “BrfUln’s Daughter." mat 
pubUab^ by Messrs. Constable, are reviewed in this Number. 

found necessary to Injld it t)\er in order to com¬ 

plete arrangements hir simultaneous publication in 

America. It will 

be p n b 1 i s }i d 

towards tlie end of 

i'(‘bruarv next. 

.\ new 111 us- 

trated edition of 

(iav's “ Trivia, or 

The Art of M'alk- 

iiiK the Streets of 

London.■■ will be 

published tins 

moll til by Mr. 

Ihiniel O'Connor. 

Mr. C. V. Lucas. t’hoto bi' 
hllioll O hrs 

A new novel. " l<o>« Kuh-,'’ .iiid d colleciion of 
cssa)*. by Mr. I.iicds - erbdnities.’' were pub- 

tliiv auiiinin b> .Messrs. .Methuen 

Messrs. John Long have ju-'t i^Mied two more 

liitlierto unpublished nov’cK bv tlie late Nat (iould 

—“ A Long Shot ■■ and “ The Blue Ribbon." Xat 

(iould lias had several imitators of late vears, but 

so far the mantl(‘ of his popularity does not seem 

tt> have fallen on any of tliem. 

As \>'e go to ])ress, we learn witli \ er\‘ much regret 

of till' death of !Mr. Tilkin Malhews. after a short 

iline'-'., at tlie age of 70. He started publishing 

in partni’iship with Mi. John L.uie in and 

since- the partnershi]) was dissohcd in 1804 has, 

like .Mr. Lane, carried on bnsiiies> alone. In Iiis 

time, he yjublished th(* first books of se\eral of the 

most distinguislied of our latter-day poets. Ho 

was a gracious personality with a touch of old- 

world courtesy about him. Without and within, 

his premisi-s in Cork Street were redok-nt of a more 

leisurelv. a more bookish age than ours. To stand 

ill his book-lined shop and look along the dark 

passage into his back room and see him seated at 

his high desk, silliouetted against tiie window, was 

to be transported into the eighteenth century and 

catch something of the sensation Goldsmith and 

Shenstone must have had when they called on their 

booksellers. It was a pleasant fiasis in a too-restless 

modern world and he harmonised pleasantly with 

his surroundings. 

The Xobel Prize for Literature has been awarded 

to M. Anatole France. 
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“Sounds and 

Images,’’ which 

Mr. Erskine 

Macdonald is pub¬ 
lishing shortly, is 

a book of poems 

by ^Ir. Govinda 

Krishna Chettur, 

a nephew of Sir 

('. Sankaran Nair, 
a member of the 

India Council. 
Both Mr. Yeats 

and Mr. Masefield have borne testimony to the 
promise in Mr. Chettur’s work which, without being 

Indian in outlook, is distinctively Oriental in 
M 

temperament. 

“ The Way of Revelation," by Wilfrid Ewart, 

which has just been published by Messrs. Putnams, 

is one of the most remarkable novels the Great War 
has yet inspired. No novel of war has been 

attempted on so large a scale since Tolstoy wrote 
“ War and Peace," and as Tolstoy gained his 

experience by serving as an officer of the Imperial 
Guard in the Crimea, so Mr. Ewart fought with the 

20th (Guards) Brigade, and afterwards as Captain 

with the Guards Division throughout the war with 

Germany. 

Mr. Wilkinson Sherren is busy on a successor to 

his latest novel, “ The Marriage Tie " ; meanwhile 
he has been writing a comprehensive handbook on 

“ The Rights of the Ex-Service Man and Woman," 

which is published at a popular price by Mr. L. J. 
Gooding, of Westminster. The Right Hon. C. A. 

McCurdy, K.C., M.P., has written a special intro¬ 

duction for the book. 

l^oaard van Noppen. 
Ltout. U.3.N.R., Md bis wlfs 
St Bsllsclo, Lsks Como- 

Mr. van Nopp«n*i book of war peama, “Tha Challenfa'' (Elldn MatliBwa)' 
Is oow in Its second edition. 

A first glance enables one to recommend “ John 

Rutland’s Romance," by J. P. Bessell, to all who 

are looking for a capital present-day tale of crime 
and mystery. Messrs. Sampson Low, who pub¬ 
lished Mr. Bessell’s first novel, “ Paid Out," have 
published this, his second. 

Wo have received the two first numbers of 

Fanfare, a new musical magazine issued twice a 

month by Messrs. Goodwin & Tabb. Its conten¬ 
tion is that “ the average musical paper pays too 

The late Mr. T. Troward. 
a new and unifouii edition ot whose works In mental 

science Metars. Phllpot Lta are publishlm;. 

little hee tod the human aspect of the musician, 
and contributes most inadequately to his general 
information and culture,” and it proposes to “ deal 

with literature, drama, painting, sculpture and 

theatre-craft as matters a knowledge of which 

forms a necessary complement to musical culture." 

This is a large and ambitious programme, and these 
two numbers proceed to carry it out with a gusto 

and liveliness that keep you awake and reading. 
The magazine is up to date and beyond it; its 

articles and notes on those varied matters to which 
it devotes itself are crisp and alive and well-in¬ 
formed ; its drawings are uncompromisingly futur¬ 

istic ; and its poems are the newest things in the 
new poetry line that we have come across. “ Ab- 
strait " leaves us gasping, and we don’t know what 

it means ; but there is no denying that Fanfare 
is interesting, amusing, full of pep, and with so 
much vigour and go about it is simply bound to 
succeed—^you feel that nothing can stop it. 
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Mr. Henry Danielson, one 

of the younger school of 

booksellers, made a very 

successful debut as a pub¬ 

lisher a little while ago 

with Mr. Bernard Muddi- 

man's " The Men of the 

Nineties,” and has compiled 

and recently published a 

volume of ” Bibliographies 

of Modern Authors.” He 

has just finished a ” Biblio¬ 

graphy of George Moore” 

for Messrs. T. Werner 

Laurie. 

Lady Scott, wife of 

Major-General Sir Arthur 

Scott, has written an ex¬ 

citing war novel, ” The Blue 

Vase,” which Messrs. Holden & Hardingliani liav'c 

published. It is a story of German spies and tlio 

lives that were lived in the trendies, behind the 

lines and at home in ICugland in the days when 

the submarine menace was at its height. 

We have received the 1922 issue of Mr. Joseph 

Shaylor’s charming little annual, the ” From Friend 

to Friend Kalendar ” (is. 6d.: Simpkin, Marshall). It 

is very tastefully produced and in addition to such 

useful features as a date 

calendar, postal regulations 

and a diary for the year, 

contains an original poem 

for each month, all the 

poems touching on some of 

the infinite aspects of 

friendship. Its literary and 

artistic quality make the 

” From Friend to Friend 

Kalendar ” a most attrac¬ 

tive as well as a serviceable 

substitute for the orthodox 

Christmas card. 

Mr. Henry Danielson. 
Vroni d (IrdWtng by J. Kerr Lawson. 

Meredith Starr, with a 

preamble by Mr. W. H. 

Chesson. The book is pub¬ 

lished by Messrs. Heath, 

Cranton & Co. 

Three new volumes that 

have been added to Messrs. 

C. W. Daniels’s ” Plays for 

a People's Theatre ” are 

“Old King Cole,” by 

CUfford Bax ; " O-Kai.” a 

fantasy of now and then, 

by E. C. Reed; and 

” ^'craz,” a sort of fantastic 

satire, by M. A. Arabian. 

All three are readable, but 

none of them reaches the 

level of the best in the series. 

,♦. ■ 

t: 

Over sixty well-known 

novelists have written of 

their own art, their methods 

of work, their views on 

modem fiction and its 

development in “The 

Future of the Novel,” a 

series of interesting inter¬ 

views conducted by Mr. 

r. 

s' • .V* 

Mr. Thornton Butterworth break.s new ground 

tins autumn with “ The Royal Road Library,” a 

new series of books for children which combine 

amusement with instruction and tell of the wonder¬ 

ful facts of science, history, natural history and the 

whole material universe simply, imaginatively and 

with all the charm of a fairy-tale. The first five 

volumes, some of which are reviewed elsewhere in 

this Number, augur well for the success of the series. 

Two are by that great Danish writer for children, 

Carl Ewald ; two by Miss Netta Syrett; and one, 

a story of the butterflies, by 

W. H. Koebel. Beautifully 

illustrated and artistically 

bound, the books are attrac¬ 

tive to look at as well as to 

read. 

The February number 

of The Print ^Collectors’ 

Quarterly, edited by Mr. 

Campbell Dodgson, C.B.E., 

will contain an account of a 

curious discovery made by 

Mr. G. S. Layard which 

clears up the mystery that 

has, ever since Horace 

Walpole’s time, surrounded 

the equestrian portrait of 

Cromwell engraved by 

Pierre Lombart. The 

Quarterly is published by 

Messrs. Dent & Sons 

Mr. John Freeman, 
whose new book of poems, “ Music,” has just been published by 

Messrs. Selwyo A Blount. 
Prom a drawing by w. Kotbensteln. 

“ The Film ; Its Use in 

P.opula‘r Education,” by 
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Jackson 

Wrigley, 

will be 

published 

shortly by 

Messrs. 

Grafton «S: 

Co. The 

book will 

have a 

foreword 

by Sir 

(j i 1 b e r t 

Parker. 

A book 

that should 

appeal t o 

a 11 bird 

lovers and 

students ol 

ornitho¬ 

logy, “Wild Life in the Tree Tops,” by Captain 

C. W. K. Kniglit, is publislied by Mr. Thornton 

Butterworth. It is illustrated with a series cd 

remarkable photographs that have the double \’irtue 

of artistic charm and scientific value. 

The Oxford Press have issued a delightful bijf)u 

edition of Thomas a Kempis’s “ Imitation ” in a 

Mr. £. Kay Robinson. 

whose new book, " Tht Country Jt.iy by Day ’’ (Holcien & 
HatdtnKhaiii). is re\iewe<l tn our second Sin>]>lcttient. 

Mr. W. B. Maxwell. 
wbo&e new novel. “A Little More," was recently published 

by Messrs, Hutchinson. 

very tasteful ecrasc leather binding. It is a tiny 

booklet of 576 pages, beautifully clearly printed— 

so small and slight of bulk that two would go easily 

into a waistcoat pocket. Other devotional and 

prayer books are included in the series to which 

this belongs, as well as the works of standard poets 

and other writers. 

“ The Later Periods of Quakerism ” brings tlic 

Standard Quaker History series to a conclusion. 

Dr. Rufus Jones, the general editor of the series, 

and Iiimself the author of the last two volumes, 

has proved himself, as The Times recently said, one 

of the two ablest 

and most interest- 

ing of Englisli- 

speaking writers 

in philosophy and 

religion, t)ie otlier 

being W’ i 11 i a m 

James. 

“The Story of 

the Mikado,” 

written by Sir W’. 

S. Gilbert some 
Mr. Rufus M. Jones. 

fourteen years ago and now first published, will be 

issued immediately by Mr. Daniel O'Connor. The 

book has been illustrated in colour by Miss .\lice B. 

Woodward. 

M. Aurel Kolnai, whose remarkable book, 

“ Psycho-analwsis and Sociology.” was recently 

published by Messrs. Allen d: I'nwin. was born at 

Budapest in 1000, and is the son of a Jewish bank 

director. He matriculated in tiie Gymnasium at 

Budapest in 1918, went to the Budapest I’niversity 

to study law, but on the outbreak of Hungarian 

Communism had to give up his studies there and 

has since been studying under difficulties in Vienna. 

He has contributed numerous scientific and political 

articles to Hungarian newspapers and reviews, and 

has two ne^v books in preparation. 

NOTES ON NEW BOOKS. 

“ The Woodcutter’s Log ” (Daniel O'Connor) is a simple 

eighty-year-old story translated from the French of Charles 

Nodier, and telling of the wookcutter’s faithful curly-haired 

mongrel, Bichonne, and how she gave her life to save her 

master's children from a wolf in the Forest of Lions. A 

slight episode, told swiftly and with the bare simplicity of 

phrase that appeals to children. The quaint coloured 

woodcuts of Lovat Fraser add not a little to its charm. 

Volume in of ' English Prose," chosen and arranged by 

W. Peacock, has been added to " The World’s Classics " 
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(2B. 6cl.; Humphrey Milford), and brings the selection down 

from Walpole to Charles I^nih Mr Peacock has done his 

work of selection admirabb-. and when the two further 

volumes have completed the senes {- T^iudor to Holmes ■’ 

and •' Mrs. Gaskell to Henry James ") he will have com¬ 

piled a real golden treasury o( I-nghsh prose that will deseive 

to take rank as a standard anthology of its kind. 

That he lias a light, dell hand for telling .1 story ami 

touching ill Ins characters Mr Clive Desmond lias proved 

already in Derek Ciaseoyiu-." and in that ingenious tale 

of German espionage, "Intrigue” lbs third book, 

\ anislie<l (>ods (7s 6d . Hodder iV Stoughton), has the 

same qualities of construction ami narrative .skill, but Ihcie 

arc deeper, moie poignant notes of romanct; and of passion 

in it. There is not a more buriimg and eager spirit of 

youth in the love of Romeo and Juliet than in the instant 

love tliat drew Bruce Chaloner and SJieila Tempest lo 

each other from tlie 

moment ol their 

m <• e t 1 iig Sheila s 

ncsilatio'isand fears, 

ami til. ' asciiirv lor 

them : the sudden 

barrier lliat is raised 

between her a n d 

Bruce bv the re- 

iccted, di-sappoiiitcd 

l.cckv, an hour alter 

their wedding, aii<l 

the bitter onstrangc- Mr. Aurel Kolnai, 
.lulhor III ‘‘Psvchn-analysis and Soc<i>li>K> " 

lAiieii 4 Unwiiii. ineiit that results. 

are as sensitiveh' and effectiveiv handled as is the moving 

scene of tlieir reconciliulioii. when Slieila breaks down her 

pride and returns to take her }>lace by her husband at the 

crisis ol the great fight he is making for his rights against 

a powerful and unscrupulous ring of ciqutahsls Slicila 

is a remarkably able stiuly lu tenimine temperament ; her 

brother, Kit, Chaloner. Lecky, and all llie minor characters 

are very naturally and cleverly drawn, i'lie interest ot 

the slorv is cumulative . it grows an<l quickens from 

chapter to chaptei to its c.vihmiiation. when Chaloner finds 

his vanished gods return lo him A charming love 

romance, ami the more charming liecauso the romance of 

it nags true. 

^ Mummer's Tale, ’ by Anatolc I'raiiee (7s. ou. not, 

John Lane), is a study in emotions Pehcie. an actress, 

falls in lov'e with Ligny. Clievalicr. her former lover, 

mad with jealousy, blows his brains out almost on 

her doorstep. His accusing ghost thereafter stands 

between Felicie and Ligny and eventually parts them for 

ever. That is M. Frances story summarised with the 

concise horror of a railway time-table But the naked 

narrative is clothed with a warm garment of words that no 

mere quotation of a line or two could picture. Great 

writers there have been who, in order to explain their 

characters to the reader, dissected them with the merciless 

precision of the surgeon ; but M. France presents his heroes, 

his heroines, even his minor figures with a rare tenderness 

a sympathy bom of undcistanding, equally revealing and 

Mr. Carl Ewald, 
tlie famous Danish writer of iiatiirc stories for children. Two 

of bis ne» books “'luo Leus" .ind “The Old Willow 
Tree ‘ (Thornton Uimerworih), are re\ie»ed 

in our Childrens Siipplemeni 

infinitely more attractive It may bc‘ said that little 

Trublet, the phv’sician, made a vehicle for psycho¬ 

analytical reflections which are not altogether new. Is 

there anything new ' The present reviewer, for one, is 

quite content to listen to the fat man's phdosophv. The 

pictures of the Frcncli stage and tliose who live by and 

about it are flrawn with jxjuerful strokes of a master's brush. 

One IS aware of the enormous chfficullv of translating such 

a book witliout destroying its atmosphere Nevertheless, 

" wangle '■ and" fed uj) '■ grate Tliey may be expressive, 

they are umloubtedly colloquial, but they are inharmonious. 

Mr. Selwya Jepaon 
(son of Edgar Jepson), whose first novel, “The t]uelUied 
Advciuiuicf'' (Hutcbinson), la reviewed In ibis Number. 
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Beyond this, the trans¬ 

lation has been done 

well. 

When the cold eye of 

the reviewer lights on a 

book written by Mrs. 

Victor Rickard, it 

softens, and hope 

springs up. She has 

proved herself to be 

mistress of a delicate 

art, which was ex¬ 

hibited clearly in 

"Cathy Rossiter," and 

which reached its 

height in that absorb¬ 

ing drama called " The 

House of Courage.” Be¬ 

side these two books. "A 

Fool's Errand” (8s. 6d.; 

Hodder & Stoughton) 

is slight and unpreten¬ 

tious, but the plot, such 

as it IS, is carefully 

woven. Tired momen¬ 

tarily of life, the hero, 

Quentin Dillon, resolves 

to go on any old adven¬ 

ture. He is delightfully 

described : a thorough 

English gentleman; 

with sensitive face, and 

dark, audacious eyes. 

We remain uncon¬ 

vinced when Mrs. 

Rickard tells us that he went to stay at an unsavoury 

commercial hotel in Paddington, on his search for some¬ 

thing to do. Chance presented him with a new acquaint¬ 

ance, one of the same name—Dillon ; a wretched little 

10 
man just off to Ran¬ 

goon to assist a shady 

character called Rad- 

stock, who is “ trading'' 

(otherwise, gambling). 

Bored Quentin offered 

to go out in his name¬ 

sake's stead and met 

on the boat sweet 

Marian Keith, also 

innocently bound for 

the Radstocks' evil 

home. She is exquisite, 

Irish, an orphan, a lamb 

among the wolves of 

the world. Follows 

the misunderstanding. 

She’d like to love 

Quentin the gallant; 

but how comes he to 

be employed by her 

villainous relative 

Radstock ? Quentin, 

when he gets into the 

routine of his loath¬ 

some new duties, 

sickens, but does not 

wish to be far from 

Marian. Result—great 

misunderstanding and 

great misery on the 

part of Marian, who 

believes the tale that 

Dillon is married, 

There is a nice, 

cheerful ending in the home of an old professor, who 

is fond of quoting Nietzsche; there are no dull pages 

and nothing need be skipped, which, after all, is 

praise ! 

From *D, A. Thomas, Viscount Rhondda” (Longmans), reviewed 

in second Siipplenient. 

THE BOOKMAN PRIZE COMPETITIONS. 
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER, 1921. 

A nswers to these competitions {each on a separate sheet bearing the name and address of the sender) should be 
forwarded not later than the 14//1 of the month to 

“ The Prize Page,” The Bookman, Messrs. Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd,, Warwick Square, London, E.C.4. 

Colonial and foreign readers please note that Competitions II, IV and V are the same each month, and that for the next 
two months the first prize will be for the best original lyric. 

Special Notice.—Competitors must please keep copies of their verses; the Editor cannot undertake to return them. 

I.—Prize of One Guinea is offered for the best 
original lyric. 

II.—A Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
quotation from English verse applicable to any 
review or the name of any author or book 
appearing in this number of The Bookman. 
Preference will be given to quotations of a 
humorous nature. 

III.—We offer a Prize of One Guinea for the best 
f two-hundred words criticism of and additions 

to the symposium in The Bookman Christmas 
Number on What Poets—especially living 
Poets—and which one or two of their Poems 

should be included in a future edition of the 
Golden Treasury of English Poetry. 

IV.—Prize of Half a Guinea is offered for the best 
review, in not more than one hundred words, 
of any recently published book. Competitors 
should give the names of Authors and Publishers 
at head of review. 

V.—A copy of The Bookman will be sent post free 
for twelve months to the sender of the best sug¬ 
gestion for The Bookman Competitions. The 
Editor reserves the right to use any suggestion 
submitted. 



THE READER 
JOHN DRINKWATER: THE PLAYS OF A POET. 

By John Freeman. 

IT is the task of a chronicler to record, but of a 

critic to expound, to enlarge, to concentrate, to 

pursue tendencies, to recognise not only what is subtle 

and remote but also—a harder task—what is plain and 

immediate Why 

is “Abraham 

Lincoln “ popular •' 

has been asked by 

m a n y p ii zz 1 e cl 

heads, simple and 

cynical cpiestioners 

alike being con¬ 

fused by the succe^^, 

which th<*y had 

never anticipated. 

.\lv own answc'r is 

Nimpk'r than aiu' 

Mr. John DrinRwater. suggestion, 
a n (1 It is that 

“ .Abraham Lincoln *' succeeded for a single rate, dt- 

lightful reason- It deserved success even while it was 

never alhiwed to jiaiider to success. 

For there.’ is a loathsome kind of success which is 

secured bv debasement, and it would be easy to name 

novelists (for example) who, capable of a moderate 

ac.hievcmenl, have deliberately betrayed their art and 

their personal gifts, in order to satisfy an unlawful lust 

for money and a transient praise. But “ Abraham 

Lincoln ’’ surprised success, as a traveller, passing 

musing over yellow long-untravelled sands, may surprise 

an undreamed-of treasure, lying exposed and neglected 

in his path. Easy enough is it to despise the riches 

which are bevond our reach, easy enough to pretend 

that onlv the worthless is wanted ; but the pretence 

is often false and dishonourable. Propliecy may be 

blind and the elements ot success incalculable ; but in 

examining a work of art which lias evoked a vast welcome 

it is neither iust nor wise to assume the existence of 

intellectual dishonesty in the author or general folly 

in his public. 
From this cautionary preamble let us turn to John 

Drinkwater’s first famous play, “ Abraham Lincoln," 

and ask more precisely what are its merits. They are 

both po.sitive and negative, and they arc intertwined 

one with another (as arc the virtues of any human 

being) so closely as to be almost beyond disentangling. 

First there is a great simplicity and no cleverness. The 

play is a series of straight lines, without those inveterate 

convolutions which we suspect in a "poetic" play, 

and without the cunning criss-crossing of purposes with 

which cleverer men find it so easy to spoil their best 

inventions. Next, like the old chronicle plays, " Abia- 

ham Lincoln " seizes the advantage ol the half-familiar 

and builds upon a tradition. In most ages traditional 

art is followed by some and despised by others. Tradi¬ 

tion gives something like dignity to dullness, and pro¬ 
vokes something like rage in heresy ; and it is the artist’s 

great difficulty to accept tradition wliilo preserving an 

aesthetic freedom—to modifv even while he obeys, 

just as a few lines of verse become intolerable if they 

too exactly repeat the precise iamliic movement, so in 

a larger aspect form becomes intolerable if the theme, 

as well as the manner, of the artist are utterly subdued 

to it. Equallv in a line of verse and in the whole scheme 

and shape of a play, it is the continual slight infraction 

of the rigidity of law that enables the artist to follow 

the freedom ol his mind without hindrance and without 

bewilderment; 

" ’Tis but in siicli <-aptivitv 

The unbounclt’il Heavens know wliat they be." 

That imagination should voluntarily subdue itself to 

law, and yet genius not he cramped by the submission, 

IS hardly surprising when we consider how the spirit is 

hounded yet not crippled, expre.ssed but not exhausted, 

by the body. Unhapjiily the obscure, aspiring suitors 
to Fame are too often persuaded into a belief that 

excess is liberty, and extravagance fulfilment. 

That easy persuasion has never been Drinkwater's, 

and indeed in his lyrical poetry there may perhaps 

be found a little too decorous a discipleship, too un¬ 

questioning an acceptance; the essential slight infrac¬ 

tion of law being infrequent, and his poetry often 

wanting in the spontaneous movement which is the 

voiy life of verse. But even those who hold this view 

might well pause before extending it to "Abraham 

Lincoln.” The simplicity and directness of this play 

liring to mv mind tlie free yet not quite unconstrained 

movement, the slight angularity indeed, of a happy 

child in whom nature and civility are reconciled. My 

own first sight of the play at Hammersmith gave me an 

impression which subsequent reading wonderfully con¬ 

firmed ; nor could anv play be negligible which survived 

the test of the stage, severe enough in one aspect, and 

the test of tlie study, at least equally severe in another. 
On the stage, something may have been due to the 

vivid and singular apparition of Lincoln himself, as 

presented by Mr. Rea, but when that impression has 

been dimmed by tlie passage of time it cannot be due 

to the admirable acttir alone that the same force is 

felt in reading. The impression is skilfully prepared 

and sustained from the moment w’hen Lincoln’s old 

humble friends are introduced in the First Scene 

and followed by the delegation which offers him the 

power and the glory of the United States ; and it is 

reinforced when—greatly daring -a meeting of Con¬ 

federate commissioners with the new President is set, 

and perfected when that in turn is succeeded by a 

cabinet meeting, and once again the moral domination 

of Lincoln is so easily asserted. In that single phrase, 

" the moral domination of Lincoln,” the open secret 

of the play's importance is revealed; for that is the 

quality which dictates the movement, breathes a grave 

undertone through all the strife, and inspires the whole 

atmosphere of the play and its public performance. 
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Seldom i'- a moral issue tlie occasion of a dramatic 

siircess, and it is surely John Drinkwatcr's chief praise 

tliat he lias enlarged the stiff boundaries of English 

drama. In the Third Scene, indeed, that issue is 

deliberately and ironically heightened by a passage 

between Lincoln and the women ; 

Mrs Oini'.ui.Y • Tiiank you. .Mr T’rcsident, for what 

you've said. I must tr>’ to think about it. But I always 
iH'licvtsl war to Ik* wrouK I cluln't want my boy to go. 
becau.se I bcilievcd it lo Ik* wrong. But he would. That 
came to mo last week. {Sin- haiich a paper to Linc oln.) 

Lincoln (/uoA-i at it, rises, and hands it hack to her) : 

Ma'am, there are times when no man mav speak. I grieve 
for you, I grieve for vou. 

Mrs. Otherlv {rising) : I tlinik I will go. You don't 

mind my saying what I did ? 

r.iNCoi.N . We are all poor creatures, ma'am. Think 
kindly of me {tie lakes her hand.) Mary ! 

[Mrs. Li.ncoln goes out with .Mrs. Onir.Rr.v 

Mrs. Blow . Ol course it's verv sad for her, poor woman. 

But she makes her trouble worse by these perverted views, 
doesn't she. .\ncl 1 hope you will show no signs of weaken¬ 
ing, Mr. President, till it has been made impossible for 

ttiose shameful rel>els to hold up their heads again. Goliath 
says you ought to make a proclamation that no mercy will 
lie shown to them afterwards. I’m sure 1 shall never ^peak 

to one of them again. {Rising) Well. I must be going. 
I'll see Mrs. Lincoln as 1 go out. Good afternoon. 

Mr President 

For John Driakwstcr's play. 

Poster 
br C. LoTBt Fr»«*r. 

“AbtahaiQ Lincoln. ” 

The Los Cabio in Keatucky 

where Lincoln was born* 

l'\o.) Mv .Magazini'. Uy periiiisbion of Mr. Arthur Mee. 

[She turns at the door, and offers Lincoln her hand, which 

he does not take. 

l.fM OLN : (rood atternoon, madam. And I’d like to 
otter ye a word of advice. That poor mother told me 

what she thought I don't agree with her. but I honour 
her. She's wrong, hut she is noble. You've told me what 
you think—1 don’t agree with you, and I’m ashamed of 
you and your like. You, who have sacriftciKl nothing, 
babbie about destroying the Soutli while other j>eople 
conquer it. I accepted this war with a sick heart, 

and I've a heart that’s near to breaking everv dav. 
I accepted it in the name of humanitv. and just and 

merciful dealnig, ami tlu* hope of Iom; and chanlv on 
earth. And you come to me. talking of revenge and 
de.struction, and malice, and emluring hate. Thes«* gentle 

peojilc arc mistaken, but thev are mistaken cleanlv, and 
in a great name. It is vou that dishonour the cause for 
whicli we staml - it is you who would make it a mean and 
little thing. 

It is easy, with such echoes of eloquence pursuing 

one’s thoughts when the play is done, to understand 

why the Lyric Theatre at Hammersmith and the huge 

Lyceum in the Strand should havi* attracted people 

whom the theatre foi so long had failed to allure. 

Jereniv Collier himself might rub his hands if it were 

given him to revisit the blinsfu! glimpses of the moon. 

Moral questions arc acute enough in Mr. Shaw’s plays, 

but Mr. Shaw does not fill the Lyceum ; for it is not 

the ab.stract moral question but the incarnate moral 

attitude that arrests the thoughts of men and women. 

Thus the modern home of innocent melodrama 

became a slieltcr for what is really a dramatic study 

of an historical character whose influence upon English 

people has been remote and slight. Even the faults of 

the play have scarcely limited its attraction. The two 

Chroniclers may seem as grotesque on the stage as in 

the study, and their reminder of Mr. Hardy’s “ Dynasts ” 

too insistent : and many who have seen the play have 

lamented the interruption of such an effusive lyricism 

as : 

“ You who have gone gathering 
Cornflowers and mcadow.sweet. 

Heard the hazels glancing down 
On September eves. 

Seen the homeward rooks on wing 
Over fields of golden wheat, 

And the silver cups that crown 

Water-lily leaves.” 

And even the much better verse of: 

“ A wind blows in the night. 
And the pride of the rose is gone ” 
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might have been spared without hardship for the 

audience. Another fault, if it be fault (for I cannot 

urge it), has been alleged against the author’s treatment 

of history. The cavil is a dull one. If art imposes 

obligations, thick as the thorns of a hedge, it offers 

liberties as many, and the truthful presentation ol a 

greal figure, viewed imaginatively, is not dependent 

upon the accurate observance of the calendar; else 

that useful term, the Chronicle Play, would possess too 

deadly a meaning. A more sensible objection is that 

the tone is inadequately relieved; but here again 

criticism herself remembers that the very subject of 

the play is a character of exceptional loftiness and 

sustained seriousness, moving slowly through a grave 

era. Sensitive reactions, gusty passions, romantic 

weaknesses, gross abasements, sudden raptures—these 

form no part of l.incoln’s history ; and it is to the 

author's credit, not to his dispraise, that the historical 

character has not been 

imparting life and vigour to a play which reads a 

little primly. 

Yet suspicion is precipitate, and I must hasten to 

the manifest excellences, leaving aside once again any 

questioning of the poet's right to make what use he 

may of that supple jade, the Muse of History'. “ Oliver 

Cromwell ” opens with an admirable domestic piece, 

a piece that strikes the key of the play and suggests 

that the Great Rebellion was a vast family feud— 

truly a domestic calamity in which brother was set 

against brother, father against son, and honest English¬ 

men on both sides opposed in extreme contention. 

“ There’s always something wrong. It keeps men 

busy, J suppose,” says Oliver’s mother, with a kind of 

humorous sadness; adding to the impression with 

another brief sentence: ” Oliver’s like somebody out 

ol the Bible about to-morrow as it is. This will make 

him worse.” Her remarks about recent and current 

falsified or sentimentalised. 

Negro slavery does not 

quicken our sympathies 

now, and the temptation to 

heighten the subject and 

arouse faded sensibilities— 

if ever the autlior felt the 

temptation—was put by 

with dignity. I rejoice that 

this ha?, been so, especiallv 

since I have a painful mis¬ 

giving that ” Oliver Crom¬ 

well ” indicates a vielchng 

to the sentimental, and 

therefoie presents a le?:^ 

faithful likeness to ils great 

subject. 

The passage to “ Oliver 

Cromwell” compels an 

admission concerning 

” .Abraham Lincoln ” whicli 

I have been loath to make, 

namely, that the real flaw in 

* the earlier play is the slug- 

gishnessof dramatic action— 

another matter than the 

question of uniformity of 

tone. The flaw' is disguised 

by the moral brightness 

and clarity in which 

Lincoln moves, and it has 

not appeared a conspicuous 

flaw, neither has it proved a 

hindrance to the general 

working of the play. But it 

has touched more seriously 

the new drama, and I am 

the more anxious to see how 

far the splendid inventions 

of the stage, and the 

presence of Mr. Henry 

Ainley in the part of 

CrcmwcU, may succeed in 

Drawing by G. C. Drinkwaitr. The Aeeaeeination. 

Sceaa outside the door ot the box la which Lincolo was slitlne. 
One of the poetm drawn tor Mr. John Orinkwttet's pUy, “Abraham Llaeoln.* 
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j)octrv about Shakespeare and Herrick and Donne 

.incl Herbert are scarcely the remarks we should expect 

fiom an old lady of eighty, but her precocity can be 

forgi\cn for the sake of a witty rebuke to Hampden, 

xs ho complains that Hei nek's poetry is not very serious 

" Don t ho silly Mr Hampden—if vou excuse me for 

si\ing so Mr Hciiick is very serious indeed, only 

he isn t al\\a\s telling us of it ” 

Ciomwdls entrance into the plav is admirably 

managed, and his signifuant 

attitude announetd in a 

doc time uhich is no longer 

a mattei of political doubt, 

but still a matter {in these 

tU>s of abundant perplexity) 

of philosophic doubt “ I 

have a faith that the people 

of this countn are born to 

be undei God a free people " 

But even m the decline of 

political doubt the Second 

Scene remains vigorous and 

impressive, for there the 

Commons aic assembled to 

hear Cromwell s Vindication 

of the Rights of Man Mer 

are still concerned with 

such problems as vexed 

the heart of the seventeenth 

centuiy, and although 

Cromwell's doctrine is idly 

accepted, its fulfilment 

lemams obscure and difficult 

It IS stated m fresh terms 

to-dav, but it is not done 

with The exigence of Crom¬ 

well's assertion thi oughout 

Dnnkwater’s play somewhat dulls the edge of action, 

and except for a moment of heat in the scene at Naseby 

the whole play, in its eloquence and dignity, seems, to 

possess more of the magnificent gravity of an Imaginary 

Conversation by Walter Savage Landor, than the swift 

movement of drama Even the visit of Cromwell to 

Charles at Hampton Court (where the discovery ot the 

King’s, treachery is so artlessly contrived), although it 

IS a conception of the highest value for the occasion, 

does not wholly redeem the play from its static coldness , 

and another unfortunate touch, from which humour 

might have saved the author, is noticeable in the last 

scene—a scene heaving with tenderness and human 

kindness—^in which Ohvei’s mother, now aged ninety, 

listens appreciatively to Marvell's subtly metaphysical 

poetry and bids her son * " Be kind to all poets, Oltver 

They have been very kind to me They have the best 

doctrine ” This dying adjuration, though its abstract 

truth IS a point for which 

I could willingly bleed, is 

disastiously uiidramatic lor 

the conclusion of the play. 

Theie is, to end all my 

complaints, a thought too 

much of the feminine in 

“ Olive I Ciomwell I would 

not be h\ percritical, but 

it seems that Cromwell has 

been conceived in terms of 

\braham Lincoln C romwell 

was no Lincoln his great¬ 

ness was a greatness of his 

own. ant? lit could not be 
great in anothei s way He 

was subtle his mmd was 

active and acute he was 

nearer to Napoleon than to 

Lincoln, he was a master 

of men, a master of Engl ind 

when England needed a 

master, and ot all this 

variable gre atness, this 

upland irrcgularitv of genius, 

there aie but faint tiaces m 

John Drinkvvatcr’s p1a> 

But like 'Abiaham 

Lincoln,” it has the moral domination which it is 

this poet's special purpose to illuminate He has 

portrayed Cromwell as he sees him, the Elder Biother 

m a family from which a weak and intellectually 

dissolute father is with difficulty expelled , and no one 

will complain of an absence of seriousness in his 

conception, or of a want of that rare skill which is 

necessary to the achievement of honourable success 

in dramatic work 

CromwelPa Death Mask 
In tht* Iir:tish Muieum 

CROMWELL AND LINCOLN. 

By Professor Johm \dams 

SINCE Mr, Dnnkwater has selected for purposes 

of dramatisation two such grim personalities a£ 

Ohvpi Cromwell and Abraham Lincoln, it is permissible 

to wonder why, and to look into the two cases to find 

the source of attraction Perhaps the best plan is to 

make a comparison of the two men after the manner 

of Pliitaich 
J Toj begm with, neither of them 46 a very promising 

aibject if the dramatist has in view the love interest. 

It is true that Lincoln had affairs—strictly strai^t- 

ard -v and honourable affairs—with three women; 

but none of them lent itself to dramatic treatment No 

doubt a romantic poet of determmation might make 

something out of the case of Miss Ann Rutledge and 

her early death, with its sliock to Lincoln But not 

enough is known about these affairs to make them win 

a place in the public regard ; at all events, this is not 

the aspect in which Lmcoln appears as a significant 

figure in life. There is a curious matter-of-factness 

about the information handed down to us concerning 

the three women who have kron their w^^iato the 

intimate st<»7 of this greal ftofnance fincK 
* ft/ 
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it difficult to survive the statement of their weight avoir¬ 

dupois. Wlien we are told that they weighed respectively 

one hundred and twenty, one hundred and fifty and one 

hundred and thirty pounds, there does not seem to be 

much more to say. On Cromwell's side, an early and 

happy “marriage, with a serene domestic life, does not 

pro\fide an attractive opening for the romantic dramatist. 

The truth is that these two worthies are men's 

inen.fightingmen, 

dominators. They 

attract by their 

actions, and draw 

their dramatic 

value from what 

they did in war 

and statesman¬ 

ship. 

There ai'e ccr- 

tain obvioup 

resemblances in 

the careers of the 

two men. Each 

had a long pre¬ 

paratory period, 

and came to his 

own at a late 

stage. Each had 

a long spell of 

country work 

among quiet sur¬ 

roundings. Each 

passed through 

that distressing 

time of darkness 

and doubt that 

falls to the lot of 

so many who 

afterwards reach 

distinction. T o 

be sure, the storm 

and stress differed 

in the two cases, 

as was only 

natui'al in Wcw 

of the contrasting 

conditions, but 

this interlude of gloom and mental fight produced the 

same sort of result in both. 

Both came of intrinsically good stock, though the 

American began in poverty and the Englishman in 

comparatively easy circumstances. It is claimed that 

Lincoln had all the advantages associated with that 

rather meaningless phrase, " racy of the soil," while 

Cromwell had whatever benefits come from hereditary 

squirearchy on his father’s side, and the suspicion of a 

royal descent on his mother's. In a way it is reason¬ 

able to call both of them self-made men, since the 

difference between ttieir beginnings and their glorious 

endings is so “great that only their personal merits can 

account for it—apart from chance, which, so far as they 

are concerned, may be regarded as negligible. Perhaps 

the advance made by Cromwell is more notable than 

that made by Lincoln ; not that the Presidency of the 

United States is a less dignified position than the Lord 

Protectorship of England, but that the passage from 

country lawyer to President is more in the nature of 

things than from gentleman farmer to Lord Protector. 

Such elevations are provided for in American organisa¬ 

tion. In England a leap to the highest place was, till 

Cromwell’s time, regarded as impossible ; it was one of 

those things that, in the emphatic English expression, 

" is not done." 

C enerally speak¬ 

ing, the phrase," a 

self-made man." 

implies also a 

self-educated 

man. This im- 

]) 11 ( a t i o n is 

ju.stified in the 

case ot Lincoln, 

but not of Crom¬ 

well. The young 

squire had a good 

education in an 

ordin ary grammar 

school at Hunting - 

<lon, and we hear 

quite a good deal 

about Dr. Beard, 

his schoolmaster 

there Further, 

after leaving 

school young 

Cromwell went up 

to Cambridge. 

No doubt he did 

not complete the 

(ourse there, since 

domestic duties 

called him home 

after little more 

a year at 

Uinvirsity. 

\v li e n all 

IS said, he had 

the ordinary 

education of his 

class, and could 

meet any English 

gentleman on equal terms. Lincoln, on the other 

hand, had practically no formal education at all. 

He himself estimated that all the time he ever spent 

in schools of any kind amounted in total to " some¬ 

thing under twelve months." He really taught himself 

the three R’s, and by and by' with the aid of Kirkham's 

Grammar, familiarised himself with good English. 

Considering the difference m their t-ducation and in 

the circumstances under which they were brought up, 

it is remarkable that both men should have developed 

a strong conservative bias. Events forced each to 

become a violent innovator, but neither of them at the 

beginning had any pleasure in interfering with things 

established. At first it is clear that Cromwell had no 

desire to attack royalty as such. Like his fellow squires 

he wanted freedom and fair play; but these seemed to 

him quite consistent with perfect loyalty to a consti¬ 

tutional king. It took long to educate him up to the 
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point of maintaining that in battle he would pistol the 

king just as he would any ordinary man. 

We are familiar with the reverence with which the 

Americans regard their constitution. It is difficult for 

us to understand why they take pride in tying them¬ 

selves up m such inextricable knots as those written 

statutes impO'»e. Hut there it i>, and Lincoln was no 

exception. He stood by tlic constitution as the basis 

of all his actions. Perhaps this was only natural, seeing 

that the purpose ol the war was primarily to maintain 

the constitution. As it proceeded, however, emergencies 

arose that could be met only by what were at an\- rate 

technical ]>reaches. No doubt the abolition of slavery 

could have been accomplished by a change legitimatelv 

effected m the constitution. But no change could be 

made during the war, since the constitution was itself 

at stake. It went sorely against the grain with Lincoln 

to have to anticipate this legitimate method of effecting 

abolition. Nothing but the irresistible logic of e^•ents 

could have forced him to the proclamation of Emancipa¬ 

tion. It was a repetition of the process that led Crom¬ 

well to the pistolling stage. In the nineteenth century, 

as in the seventeenth, there were found fighters who 

were afraid of winning outright. It was when Cromwell 

began to discover that some of the highest parliamentary 

officers were unwilling to deal a knock-out blow, that 

he reached the stage of identical treatment of all enem\- 

combatants. A somewhat similar force was at w'ork 

in the earlier American campaigns, though Lincoln 

From • palotlng by 

himself was always perfectly clear that he w'anted to 

win, and to win as quickly as possible. 

Indeed, the winning parties in the two civil wars had 

the same motive. In both the ultimate aim was to 

crush those who claimed privilege for a special class. 

We must of course admit the American contention 

that their war was not begun on account of slavery, 

but in order to maintain the Union. Nothing could 

prove this more clearly than Lincoln’s long delav in 

adopting Emancipation. But from the beginning of 

the w'ar the slave question was vital, and soon became 

predominant. The real fight was for potential equality. 

Common experience shows that there never car be 

real equality among men as men ; but there may easily 

be equality among men as citizens, and it w’as for this 

civil equalitN’ that Lincoln stood. The oneness of motive 

in the tw'o wars is illustrated by the curious fact that 

Lincoln selected for purposes of exposition the claim 

represented by the phrase, “ the divine right of kings." 

It was a vigorous leap in thought to pass from the 

claims of the slaves to the pretensions of kings, and to 

demand identical treatment in the two cases. As 

Cromwell and his follow’ers would have no class privilege 

at the upper end of the scale, so Lincoln and his party 

would have none at the low’er. 

One of the most striking contrasts between the two 

men has been held to be their attitude tow'ards blood¬ 

shed. Lincoln w'as pre-eminently a man of peace. It 

is true that he had had experience in actual frontier 

4 

Cromwell dlctatlac to hto oecretary, Milton. 
F. N«waiibtoi. 
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soldiering, but he was 

never the genuine 

acting soldier that 

Cromwell became. 

During the whole war, 

and ]>articularly at 

the jtime when Grant 

was carrying out his 

chessboard policy of 

wearing down J.ee’s 

forces, Lincoln suffered 

mental lorture. Me 

kept continually 

picturing to himself 

the daily toll of lives 

cxacterl Irom both 

sides. Of Cromwell 

we read ; " He was 

naturally compassion¬ 

ate toward ('bjects 

in distress, even in an 

cflcminaie flcgrec. ” 

But it must be 

admitted that his 

record docs not bear 

much trace of this 

amiable form of 

effeminacy. Tli e 

emfihasis lies clearly 

on the other side. It 

IS true tliat an ('.xcellent 

case can be m a d e 

out for OUver as a 

humorist, thougli his 

jokes often took a 

rather grim and 

practical form. In 

the index to Morlcy's 

“ Cromwell ” we have 

five references under 

the head of “ Compas¬ 

sion and tenderness.” 

But when all is said, 

it is the quality of 

ruthlessncss that 

stands out most 

prominently in the 

Cromwellian record. 

Oliver was entirely 

free from a weakness 

to which Lincoln 

Abraham Lincoln learns to write. 

From Anhiir Me«’s “Hem Eook" (dodder & Stoughton'. 

pled guilty—an almost constitutional inability to 

say " No.” The gentle Gray is perhaps a little 

unjust in his ” Nor shut the gates of mercy on mankind.” 

But while there is ringing in our ears the German 

arguments in favour of shoitening a war by frightful¬ 

ness. it would be unw'isc to push into prominence the 

ultimate life-saving virtue of massacres, even if the 

slaughter be limited to actual combatants. Lincoln’s 

attitude makes to-day a much more popular appeal 

than Cromwell’s. 

Naturally out of these considerations arises the 

question of the attitude of the two men towards religion. 

Thougli he declined to a-ssociate himself with any of 

the sects. Lincoln was an intensely religious man. He 

failed to reach the definiteness of Cromwell's beliefs, 

and thus lost some of the power that clear-cut religious 

views give in dealing with the people. He had a strain 

too of mild superstition that cannot be fairly included 

under religion. For example, on one occasion he had 

a profound conviction that he was about to receive 

good news about Sherman’s army, because he had had 

several repetitions of a certain dream that he always 

found to forebode good news. Similar suggestions 

have been made about Cromwell with regard to such 

matters as lucky days. But his religion was far too 

solidly organised to allow of such straggling excrescences. 
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His scheme of things immaterial was broad enough to 

And a genuine religious interpretation of all that 

happened. As raw material for the dramatist Lincoln 

here offers more scope than does Cromwell. With the 

American we have all the charm of uncertain 

expectancy; everj^thing is possible; with the 

Englishman we are able, because of his massively 

organised religious scheme, to “ make out and 

reckon on his ways.” In matters of thought as 

opposed to action the analytical historian will make 

more out of Cromwell, the analytical dramatist more 

out of Lincoln. 

SIR WALTER SCOTTS “SHAKESPEARE.” 

By W. S. Crockett. 

SIR WALTER 4iad his introduction to Shakespeare 

during his delicate boyhood at Bath about the 

year 1775. Thither, accompanied by his ” kind and 

affectionate Aunt Janet,” he had gone for the special 

treatment which it was hoped would reinvigorate his 

enfeebled limbs, in danger of paralysis. A month or 

two later came his uncle. Captain Robert Scott, of Rose- 

bank, whose arrival brought days of laughter and joy 

to the little invalid. Scott’s first visit to a theatre was 

made under his uncle's auspices, and it was then that 

” As You Like It ” enthralled and mystified him: 

" The witchery of the whole scene is alive in my mind at 
this instant/' he wrote in the Ashestiel Fragment. ‘‘ I 
made, I believe, noise more than enough, and remember 
being so scandalised at the quarrel between Orlando and 

his brother in the first scene, that I screamed out, ' A’nt 
they brothers ? ' " 

From that hour Scott was gripped by a passion for the 

great dramatist. All that Shakespeare wrote became 

extraordinarily familiar to him. A marvellous memory 

allowed him to quote quickly (if not always accurately) 

from that vast intellectual store-house which next to 

the Bible has yielded treasures of wisdom and spiritual 

comfort to the whole of mankind. Scott himself has 

been spoken of as ” our Scottish Shakespeare ” and ” our 

second Shakespeare.” Both writers had many things 

in common—in their freshness, their suggestiveness, 

their happy, innocent hilarity, their power of aphorism, 

their simple, human appeal, their majestic outlook on 

life, and not least,^ their intense religiousness. 

It is not generally known that Scott contemplated and 

actually began an edition of Shakespeare partly in 

collaboration with John Gibson Lockhart, to run to ten 

volumes at least. The story of the venture is interesting, 

and the steps which led up to it may be recalled. 

Apparently the proposal had its origin with-Archibald 

Constable, who wrote to Scott on February 15th, ,1822 : 

" In looking over a bookseller’s catalogue lately—which, 
indeed, is one of my amusements—I met with an extra¬ 
ordinary article, a collection of all that had been written 

about Shakespeare, consisting of no fewer than one hundred 
articles. I sent to inquire the price, but ... it was sold. 
Hadxit -remained, and not been enormously expensive, it 
was my intention, by hook or by crook, to have seat it to 

Abbotsford. ... An edition of the immortal bard might 
be brought out in twelve or fourteen volumes, with a set 
of readable and amusing notes. There ought, besides, to 
be .an introductory volume, written on purpose, giving a 
general view of Shakespeare's life, writings, times, and also 
an account of the labours of former editors; but there is 
only one individual into whose hands such an undertaking 
could be put, to embrace and secu^ all the advantages, 
whifli I would conceive it necessary to hhve accomplished, 

and to enable the publishers to propose to that individual 
sufficient remuneration for such a work. At present I 

shall not say more : but I trust you will give it your best 
consideration, and if you honour me by any reply to this 
or any other part of my letter, allow me to request that it 
may come to myself direct, here. I could, I believe, still 
get you nearly a complete set of all tliat has been written 

about Shakespeare, which, jxjrhaps, you might like to 

possess.” 

Scott replied on February 25th : 

■' A Shakespeare, to say truth, has been often a favourite 

scheme with me : a sensible Shakespeare in which the 
useful and readable notes should be condensed and 
separated from the trash ; but it w'ould require much time, 

and, I fear, more patience than I may ever be able to 
command. Then, when the world sees it, they would 
certainly be disappointed, for of a name of notoriety they 
would expect something new 011 a subject where there is 
nothing new to be said ; and when they found it was only 

a selection and condensation of the labours of former 
editors, they would be apt to conceive themselves imposed 
upon. Yet, so long ago as when John Ballantyne was m 
Hanover Street. I did think seriously of such a thing, and 

1 still think it a desideratum in English literature.” 

On October iqth Scott again communicated with 

Constable 1 

” The Shakespeare plan I like much better. I could 

conduct it without interfering with other engagements, 
since I could have Lockhart’s powerful assistance as to 
Philology, in which he is perfectly skilled—as much, indeed, 
as any one I ever knew, ... I have the matter very 
sincerely at heart ; it could go on slowly (for fast it could 
not proceed), and would scarce interfere with other things, 

for that sort of labour is rather an amusement to me than 
otherwise. Perhaps if 1 w'ere to bring a play or two by 

way of experiment, you could better judge what was like 
to come of it. 1 have most of the lxx»ks that would be 
necessary. . . . No doubt a most popular book might be 
made by putting the notes into an entertaining and popular 
shape, and with my son Lockhart's assistance for the fag. 
1 would have great pleasure in doing it. . . . It would take 
two or three years to bring out such a book creditably.” 

In February, 1823, came Constable's reply: 

" Although 1 have not liad the pleasure of communicating 
with you since receipt of your letter in October last, on the 
subject of the projected edition of Shakespeare, yet it has 
had a good de^ of my thoughts, and my anxious wish to 
see such a work executed continues unabated. Of the 
safety of the undertaking to the bookseller there cannot, 
I think, be any question, and in the hope that the terms 
and plan which have occurred to me may merit your 
further consideration. I would now respectfully beg leave 

to lay them before you.” 

The work was to consist of ten volumes, to be freely 

interspersed with notes, and to have at the end space 

sufficient for the Poems. The introductory volume, 

containing a Life of Shakespeare with other matter, was 

” as a matter of course to be the last printed.” As to 

terms, Constable os usual was gmerous. He offered 
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/2,5oo. The edition was not to exceed 1,500 copies, 

“ without any embellishment excepting, perhaps, a 

portrait of Shakespeare." Lockhart replied from 

Abbotsford (spreading the butter thickly), no doubt at 

Scott’s prompting: 

" I have had a good deal of conversation with Sir Walter 
Sccktt about the Shakespeare, and I believe there will be 
no difficulty to the plan started by either ot us, in case you 

have quite made up your mind. It is indeed quite im¬ 
possible that anything should be handsomer than vour 
proposed arrangements, and I can only say that I honestly 
believe you are the only bookseller the world ever saw that 
was capable of conceiving and executing such schemes. 
Long may you both conceive and execute ' '' 

But almost a year passed before anything ment- was 

said. Cadell was Scott’s correspondent on this occasion 

(March 17th, 1824) : " I am throughout friendly to the 

scheme, provided that your other and more valuable 

avocations arc not impeded by it." He mentions 

Lockhart’s part in the undertaking, and agrees that 

" while the press is occupied with vol. second and its 

successors, the work cannot be too soon commenced. 

If it could be so arranged as to appear in the winter of 

1S24-25 it would be well.” 

Thcic CtUi be no question that Scott took up the task 

with avidity, for on January 25th. 1H25. Constable 

wrote to Joseph Ogle Robinson, the chief partner of his 

London agents, Messrs. Hurst, Robinson & Co. : 

■ It glV(•^ me great plea.sure to tell you that the first 
sheet of Sir ^Vallel Scott’s Shakcs|>carc is now in tyite. 
It will make leu volumes. The lirst volume contains the 
Lilc of Sliakespcarc, by Sir Waller. Ho is to be assisted in 

tile notes bv Mr I.ockhart, who is perhaps the best 
plulologisl ol the i>rcscut dav. ^\ ^• shall print an edition 
111 foolftc a]") octavo, and perhaps afterwards one in a smaller 
si^e of the octavo In the meantime wc intend onlv 1.000 
copies —the greater portion of which I have no doubt will 

go vour wax This I expect will be a fir.st-ratc property ’’ 

And on September 20th of the same year we have him 

telling Scott that " Shakespeare is getting 011." The 

rest is silence so far as Constable’s printed correspondence 

is concerned. The crash came in 182O, when there was 

considerable disagreement as to the ownersliip of the 

bankrupt estate. In Andrew Lang’s " I.ockhart " 

(Vol. I, p. 395} there is an extract from a letter of 

Scott’s, dated January 26th, 1826, in which he says to 

his son-in-law ; " I am afraid you will suffer about the 

Shakespeare, but surely you will have retention on the 

book so far as it has gone, for recompense of your 

labour." And on May 30th Scott reverts to the matter, 

asking Lockhart : " What do you about Shakespeare ? 

Constable's creditors seem desirous to carry it on. 

Certainly their bankruptcy breaks the contract. For 

me, e'est egal: I have nothing to do with the emolu¬ 

ments, and I can with very little difficulty discharge my 

part of the matter, which is the Prolegomena, and Life 

and Times.” In 1827 the question of continuing the 

work was undecided. It was again mentioned in a letter 

of March 24th, from Scott to his coUaborateur : " Cadell, 

I can see, is very desirous it should go on.” On 

February 20th, 1830, however, Lockhart tells Scott that 

Cadell’s enthusiasm had waned, " but Mr. [John] 

Murray is now ready to take it up." That is the last 

we hear of it. The enterprise begun so zealously was 

abandoned. 

But what became of the printed sheets or of the 

numerous made-up copies } Thoma.s Constable (Archi¬ 

bald’s son) declares that " three volumes of the edition 

were completed before the sad crisis of 1826, but then 

laid aside ; and ultimately. I have been told, the sheets 

were sold in London as waste-paper ! " (the italics are 

Constable’s) " It is even doubted whether one copy 

be now in existence." “ I have never been able to 

find any trace of the three wasted volumes," says 

Lang in his " Lockhart" (Vol. I, p. 309), adding: 

" The enterprise was one for which Lockhart, with lu.s 

admiration of Shake.speare, and liis knowledge, was 

well adapted, and, when all failed, he might have said 

with the Man who was Crafty. ‘ Venly m\- fine gold 

hatli perished.’ ” Elsewhere Lockhart’.s biographer 

says : " The fate of the ‘ Shakespeare ' remains a literary 

mystery. One would have expected to find copies 

of the throe volumes, finislied. at Abbotsford." The 

copies are not at .\bbotsfoid, as 1 can testify. 

Like most of the Manuscripts of the Waverley Novels, 

the Ihrei' volumes of Scott’s unpublished Shakesjieare 

have found their way to America, when* thev are among 

the treasures of the Barton Collection in Boston Public 

Library, .\ftor a careful expiscation of all available 

ex'idonce I am satisfied that the claim made on behalf 

of these three volumes iy, trustworthy, and that they aie 

probably the sole extant volumes of tlie series whicli 

Scott and Lockhart undertook to prepare. To be 

sure, they are bound up witliout title pages ; tlie 
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I'l r. '11 ' i; au lla' book' 

Facsimile page from Shahe«peare 
edlt«4 by Sir W»lt*r Scott. 
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commentary contains nothing that would wdicate its 

authorship ; and they carry no date. But the condition 

of the books, their broken number, especially in the 

light of what has been now said, and the imprint, 
'* Edinburgh : printed by James Ballantyne and Co.”, 

seem legitimate argument forlheir genuineness. Further, 

on the two fly-leaves of Vol. II is a note written by 

Thomas Rodd, a London bookseller, in which he says: 

“ I purchased these three volumes of Shakespeare’s 
Works from a Sale at Edinburgh. They were entered in 

the catalogue as ‘ Shakespeare's Works, edited by Sir 
Walter Scott and Lockhart, Vols. II, III, IV. All printed, 

ttnique.’ That Scott entertained the design of editing 
Shakespeare I know from Archibald Constable, who 

mentioned it to me more than once, and I sent him a little 
book of memoranda for Scott's use, but as he, Constable, 

informed me, it never reached him. 'fhe bankruptcies of 
Scott and Constable prevented the completion of the work. 

The book bears marks of Scott's usual inaccuracies, as I 
find on casually opening these volumes.” 

The date of Rodd's purchase is unknown, but it must 

have been in the forties or early fifties of last century. 

In i860 Dr. James W5mne compiled an account of the 

Private Libraries of New York, in which he devoted a 

section to the Thomas P. Barton Library and quoted 
Rodd's note on the purchase. The Barton Collection 

became a part of the Boston Library in 1873. Justin 

Winsor, writing to the Boston Advertiser of March 21st, 

1874, soon after the publication of ” Archibald Constable 

and his Literary Correspondents ” (1873), said : 

RUDYARD 

By R. Ellis 

IT may be of deliberate intention that the arrange¬ 

ment—bibliographically deplorable—of this com¬ 

plete edition of Mr. Kipling's poetry reminds the 
reader how Victorian the great author is. Too many 

of our modem poets, if we look at their collected works, 

remind one of a perfectly arranged room, done in the 

approved mojiern style, with no jarring note, no dis¬ 

harmony of colour or rhythm, and, in time, a maddening 
monotony of effect. If you have read one poem you 

have read all. With Mr. Kipling precisely the opposite 

is true. He does of course repeat himself; no author 

so copious could fail to do so; but there ^ about his 

work a variety, not merely of mood, but of thought, 
of experience, of material and manner which make his 

work unparalleled except among the great poets. To 

read Kipling is a general education : and like all educa¬ 

tions, it .is to the young he will appeal most strongly. 

To read him, especially in this editiem^ is like wandering 
about some enormous drawing-room a hundred- 

clashing tastes have been let loose, oiie^t^u>se drawii^ , 

rooms in which things have been kept they ait 

beautiful, or because they are quaint, ca’-hecause they 

are familiar, or bec^e they were given in friendriiip, 

or because they have always been there. To readTum 
is to make a journey to the unacknowledged and too 

often decried fountain-head of many more recent rivers 
pi song. To read him is, fonyouth eq>ecially, to be 

• ” Rudyard Kipling’s Verse.” Inclusive Edition, 1885-1918. 
25s. (Hodder 6t Stoughton.) 

” The account of the Barton Collection, which was 
printed fifteen years ago, contained the earliest public 
mention, 1 believe, oj the supposition that Scott ever 

engaged in such a woric, which this life of Constable now 
renders certain. later corroborative statemen+s 
give a pt»^liar interest to the volumes which are now in 
this Librii^, and whieh are perhaps the only ones of the 
edition now in existence.” 

a 

Mr. Charles F. D. Belden, the Librarian at Boston, 

has kindly furnished me with a description of the three 

volumes for my Bibliography of Scott, now nearing 

completion: ” The volumes are numbered Vol. II, 

Vol. Ill, Vol. IV, on the half-titles of the first Plays in 

each. Each Play has an introduction of a page or two, 
and notes, not very voluminous, at the bottoms of 

pages. There is no general editorial matter, and no 

illustrations. The binding is half morocco, red, with 

marbled paper sides. The height is twenty-two centi¬ 

metres [about nine inches]. Vol. II (438 pp.) contains 
” Two Gentlemen of Verona,” ” The Comedy of Errors,” 

'' Love’s Labour’s Lost," " The Merchant of Venice.” 

Vol. Ill (474 pp.) contains ” A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream," " The Taming of the Shrew,” " As You Like 
It,” " Much Ado About Nothing.” Vol. IV (524 pp.) 
contains “ Tlie Merry Wives of Windsor,” ” Measure 

for Measure,” ” All's Well That Ends Well," ” The 

Twelfth Night.” On the last page of each Volume is 

the imprint: "Edinburgh: Printed by James Ballantyne 

and Co.” 

KIPLING.* 

Roberts. 

forced into a tolerance for characters and moods, 

beliefs and traditions which are repugnant or alien, 

or merely bewildering. The modern young poet seems, 
as a rule, to be an only child : he has never had to 
trim his opinions or curb their e.xpression to suit the 

convenience or convictions of brothers or sisters. To 

read Mr. Kipling is to realise that we are children of a 

large family, and that people with strange habits, 
loud voices and disturbing tastes are entitled to call 

us bfothers and sisters. You cannot read Kipling, 

whether in verse or prose, without having a world of 

infinite immediacy and diverse richness forced on your 

consciousness, a world packed with a ‘' di\'ersity of 
creatures,” our fellow-men, scallawags and saints, full 

of worldly wisdom, given to coarseness, to meanness, 

to cowardice, to loving-kindness and to heroism, a 

world which seeks out many inventions and which yet 

steps aside for the dresiiker, the dreamer whose dreams 

come true. How gfiod a corrective these poems are 
to youth’s hard contempt for all-the square pegs which 

will not be fitted into th^e tiny xound hole of a world 

!, which* has been fashioned in the image of his own 

temperament; that contempt must break or soften a 
little when it SMiQts the men who " took the' Bolivar 

safe across the hay/' or the man who honoured Fuzzy- 

Wuzzy or sang the praise of Gunga Din. 
The n^Bdern impatience with Kipling is largely 

a pditical impatience: yet who would turn trom 
“ Lycidas/* "Comus” or "Paradise Lost" because 
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Ode to a Niohtinsale (Keats). 

‘ My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains." 
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She was n phantom of delight 
When first she gleamed upon my sight . 
A lovely apparition, sent 
To be a moment s ornament . 
Her eyes as stars of Twilight fair , 
Like 1 wilight s too, her dusky hair , 
but all things else about her drawn 
From May-time and the chep.rful dawn , 
A dancing shape, an image gay. 
To haunt, to startle, and waylay 

W. Wordsworth. 
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“Bid me to live and I will live.' 
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he <^shked Mitton’s attitude on divorce dr his attack 
on Charles I ’ No age has prated quite so much as 
OUi% about the need for aesthetic criticism, and few 
have practised it less Kiplmg has of course been 
praised for wrong reasons—no smceie lover of poetry 
would mind if" Ulster ” or " The Fem iU of the Species *' 
were lost altogether but I am son \ foi the UadiL.al 
who cannot di'cein the poetic passion in ‘ The Flag 
of England ” or " Tin 
Ballad of East and West 
Yet Kipling's trr isui 

poems or siiious 
ot ii< 

by politics Ifln had written 
less—had liis output fot 
instance been as scanty 
as Mr A E Housman’s— 
there would no doubt In 
a cult of Kiplmg as devout 
as tint which adnmcs the 
exquisite numbers of The 
Shropshue Lad With 
Kiplmg, to return to mv 
drawing-room metaphor 

one h IS to seek out the little 
quiet things which we lovt 
purely tor their beaut^ 
and when we hnd them 
what icfreshmcnt thev 
bring 

Take of L n g 11s h 

flowers tilts* — 

Springs full faeeci 

pnmroses 

Summer swild wide- 

hearted xosi f^^io e, »oppi 
Autumn s wall 

flower of the close, 

And, th> darkness to illume 

Winters bte-thronged i\\ bloom 

Seek and serve them where tlu\ bide 

From C mdlenias to Chnstmas tide 

1 or these simples used aright, 

Can restoie a failing sigl t 

I am not one who thinks ill of the poems which we 
conuder more characteristically Kipling but fcff 
those who dislike his rhetonc, his emphasis, his drum- 
mmg, unrelenting rhjthms and insistent tunes, there 
are many quiet closes m which he will pick > ou flowers 
as fragrant as any in othei anthologies And looking 
tluough this \ast collection, 1 am striuk again by his 
litm place in the old English tiaditiou i place long ago 

lecognisul b\ Tennyson. 
In -'pit* *)f his variety and 
ou asumal t ccentricity, 
K'pling u more definitely 
tlassical tiian anv living 
pot I ol I (jual rank except 
the Poet Lauieate How 
<U I p th 11 (lassical traditiwi 
IS m him and how mceJh 
It nuaus was shown in 
tlu ‘ 1 lataphs, ’ when he 
wedded a superb reticeow 
with a liigh emotion ah 
tlx\ have not been 
w 1 dded since Landor wrote. 
We must not forget that 
the p o I t who wrote 

The Ilssoii" and "The 
\bstnt Minded Beggar" 
ilso wrot( "The 

( ow nd " 

1 loiihl not look on Death, 

which lieing knowm, 

1 111 n It (1 me to him, bhnd> 
fold in<l alone ” 

4nd that other, even more 
heaitbrcak’ng, which could 
have come from no mai^ 
except the author of 

1 h c V and "Wee 
Wilhc Mmkie" 

On tht hrst hour of inj. fust day 

In the front french I fell 

Children m boxes at a play 

Siaud up to wat*h it well ) ' 

Mr. Rudyard Kipling. 

CHILDREN IN ENGLISH POETRY. 

By Gilberi Thomas 

ONE of the most hopeful features of our time is 
the revolution that xs takmg pi ice m education 

It is tru( that the revolution does not move so quickly 
as some of us would like to sec it Mill, “ it moves ” , 
and It IS possible that in liftv \cais’ time much that 
IS still too genu ally prevalent in the traming of the 
young, such as mass ' crammmg" m schools and 
repressive discipline, will be looked back upon with 
as much horror as we now regard the days when children 
of tender years were sent to bt cak their bodies and hearts 
m the coal mines We have still a long way to go befoie 
we gam an adequate insight into the little folk who 
live in so wond^ul a fairyland of their own—before 
we properly appreciate their immense and infinitely 

varied potentialities But we may well gam confidence 
by realising how far along that way we have already 
trav elled, and we can hardly gauge that distance better 
than by turning the pages of ' A Book of English 
Verse on Infancy and Childliood,' edited by Mr. L S. 
Wood and recently jiubbshtd in Messrs Macmillan's 
Golden Treasury series Moie vividly than all the 
textbooks of the professional historians, this anthology 
of poems about childi en reveals the gradually broadening 
light of understanding that, through the centuries, has 
come to shine upon the lives of the small people 

The earliest child poem m the language dates from 
the fourteenth century, and is called “The Pearl.” 
It desenbes how the poet, fallmg asleep from sorrow 
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upon the grave of his young daughter, “ visits in dreams 

a strange country, where he meets a white-robed maiden, 

whom he eventually recognises as his Pearl.” The 

great length of the poem and the difficulty of selection, 

however, excluded any portion of it from the antholog5^ 

which opens with the exquisite fifteenth-century carol : 

•’ He came al so still, 
There his mother was, 

As dew in April 
That falleth on the grass. 

■' He came al so still 
To his mother's hour, 
As dew in April 

That falleth on the flour. 

“ He came al so still. 
There his mother lay; 
As dew in April 

That falleth on the spray. 

" Mother and maiden, 
Was never none but she ; 
Well mav such a lady 

Goddes mother be.” 

The sweet simplicit}' and tenderness of expression which 

mark these verses arc found in greater or less degree 

in most of the child poems of the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries: 

" Sleep, baby, sleep 1 What ails my dear ? 
What ails my darling thus to cry ? 

Be still, my child, and lend thine ear. 
To hear me sing thy lullaby. 

My pretty lamb, forbear to weep ; 
Be still, my <lear ; sweet baby, sleep ” 

So sings George Wither, and a similar note, often 

combined with a strain of religious mysticism, recurs 

again and again in the poems of such men as John 

Skelton, Robert Greene, Thomas Dekker, William 

Drummond, Robert Herrick, and Richard Crawshaw. 

But, while these early singers of childhood make an 

irresistible appeal to us, we cannot overlook the fact 

that, in the light of modern standards, their tenderness 

and their mysticism are essentially sentimental, and 

therefore superficial. The tenderness is all in the 

melody, and it is.significant that most of the child 

poems of the period arc either lullabies or laments over 

children who have died. Of any genuine sympathy, of 

any comprehension of the thouglits and feelings of the 

normal, waking, rollicking youngster, there is hardly 

a trace in these songs. There is nothing that more 

surely betrays weakness than sentimentality, 5nd these 

early child poems, with their pretty " conceits,” would 

of themselves be evidence enough that children were 

neither understood nor greatly considered in the times 

when they were written. And such we know to have 

been the case. During this period, as Mr. Wood reminds 

us, were not boys and girls of 5e\'en to nine years 

" bound to hard service as apprentices-in the houses of 

other people, whence they seldom returned ” ? 

It is surprising that Shakespeare, to whom the hearts 

of men and women are open books, has so little to 

contribute to the interpretation of childhood. It 

is not until we come to Henry Vaughan that we find 

a'poet who has enough inner light to enable him in some 

measiire, as he thinks of his early years, to : 

•' Travel back 
And tread again that ancient track/’ 

But if Vaughan recaptures something of the atmosphere 

of childhood, his contemporary, Thomas Traherne, 

does it far more successfully : 

" Rich diamond and pearl and gold 
In every place was seen; 

Rare splendours, yellow, blue, red, white, and green. 
Mine eyes did everywhere behold. 
Great wonders clothed with glory did appear, 
Amazement was my bliss, 

That and my wealth was everj’whcre; 
No joy to this ! 

***** 

" Proprieties themselves were mine 
And hedges ornaments. 
Walls, boxes, coffers, and their rich contents 
Did not divide my joys, but all combine. 

Clothes, ribbons, jewels, laces. I esteemed 
My joys by others worn : 

For me they all to wear them seemed 
When I was born.” 

There at last we have a real glimpse into the heaven 

that lies about us in our infancy. 

Blake is the child poet of tlic eighteenth century, and 

it should be remembered to his greater credit that he 

wrote during the worst days of the Industrial Rov'olii- 

tion, with its callous cruelty to children : 

“ Is this a holy thing to see 
In a rich and fruitful land — 

Babies reduc'd to misery. 
Fed witli cold and usuroiis hand ? 

And their sun docs never shine. 

And their fields arc bleak and bare, 
And their ways are fill’d with thorns : 
It is eternal winter there.” 

After Blake come Lamb and Wordsworth. Few of 

us, probably, would dispute Mr. Wood’s claim that 

Wordsworth is the Laureate of Childhood. Was it 

because he kept so close to the heart of Nature that 

he remained so near to the heart of the child ? Be 

that as it may, his multitudinous pages abound in 

true and simple pictures of children, and no poet more 

often or more faithfully brings back to us : 

" The hour 
Of splendour in the grass, of glory in the flower ” 

that was ours before the ” shades of the prison-house ” 

closed upon us. And it is in Wordsworth that the 

sanctity and the deep spiritual significance of childhood, 

which only in our own day are beginning to receive 

something like general recognition, first find clear 

utterance : 

*' Thou, whose exterior semblance doth belie 

Thy soul's immensity; 
Thou blest philosopher, who yet dost keep 
Thy heritage,-thou Eye among the blind, 

That, deaf and silent, read'st the eternal deep. 
Haunted for ever by the eternal mind— 

Mighty Prophet I Seer blest! 
On w'hom those truths do rest 

Which we are toiling all our lives to find. 
In darkness lost, the darkness of the grave ; 
Thou, over whom thy Immortality 
Broods like the Day, a Master o'er a Slave, 
A Presence which is not to be put by : 
Thou little Child, yet glorious in the might 
Of heaven-bom freedom on thy being's height. . . /* 
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But quotation is superfluous: has not every lover 

of children and of poetry this immortal Ode perpetually 
upon the lips of his heart ? 

From Wordsworth’s day we have an ever increasing 

volume not only of beautitul, but of wise and pene¬ 

trating verse about children—the most prominent 

names of the period being Landor, Keble, Barnes, 

Longfellow, Whittier, Mrs. Browning, Patmore, Steven¬ 

son, Swinburne, and Francis Thompson. Stevenson’s 

child poems are among the first to appeal to children 

themselves as well as to their elders. “ The Lamp¬ 

lighter " is certainly a poem for children, but equally 

surely Mr. Wood is right in including it in his anthology 

as a poem about children. Stevenson lias had many 

disciples, and it may be expected that, in proportion 

as we approach yet more accurately to the heart of 

childhood, the type of child poem that pleases old and 

young alike will become more common. 

Mr. Wood includes in his volume a fairly representa¬ 

tive selection of contemporary verse. His choice will 

not please the fervent partisans of any one poetical 

camp, and obviously he has been prevented through 

lark of space from doing honour to many poems that 

deserve a place in his pages. It is not, how’ever, to 

our present purpose to criticise his judgment. It is 

enough for us to rejoice in the fart that the poets of 

our own da\ are writing freely about children from 

many points of view, happily reflecting the still growing 

light of imaginative sympathy with wliich, to the quick¬ 

ening of our own souls no less than to the benefit of the 

small people themselves, we are learning to ilium’ late 

the cradle and the nurserv. 

THE GOLDEN BOOK. 

By Harold Monro. 

Let us supj)use 

our Golden 

Treasury to be the 

Golden Book of 

Enghsli Poetry, 

an antiiolt;gy 

chosen, and 

enlarged from time 

to tune, by a body 

of elected persons, 

called either a 

ComnuttiR' or a 

Jury, consisting ol 

the wisest and 

most impartial 

human beings who, with a religious apprehension of their 

intellectual responsibility, and with their minds riveted 

to their enjoyable task, would spend their lives investi¬ 

gating poetry, and revising and adding to the Corpus, 

or Poetic Bible, with a discrimination that would be 

e.xact, and an imaginative powder that would be able 

to adapt itself to the fluctuating mind of the race. 

Our Committee should have access to all poetry that 

may appear in print. The nature of their charge 

would be such that they must be men of learning, and 

of impartial taste of the non-academic kind. They 

may be philosophers, psychologists, scientists, historians, 

or mere literary experts : but they must be what is 

known as “ men of the world.” Their intelligence must 

be able to grasp the human requirement, namely, that 

sagas, legends, war-songs, love-songs ; wise, romantic or 

pathetic tales ; proverbs, rumours and sayings, tradi¬ 

tional or sentimental or personal, be preserved in their 

most appropriate, concentrated and enduring form for 

perpetual enjoyable repetition. 

They would consist of seven persons. Gaps caused 

by resignation or death would immediately be filled 

by election (on what system I do not know). Their 

responsibility would keep them wise; for is it not 

a universal assumption that the most complete 

representation of the mind of every human race is 

Mr. Harold Monro. 

contained in its pueti_\'. uhich is Ihciufoic sacred, and 

should be passed ou from generation to generation with 

a literary carefulness almost, if not quite, amounting to 

a holy care ? 

Probably the Golden Book would be kept up to date 

by the addition of an Appendix at the end of every 

decade, which would consi<^t of poeiu'i selected, though 

not necessarily pioducecl. during the ten preceding 

years. Let us hope that it would always have been, 

and would always remain, an anthology of poems, not 

of poets. 1 mean that no wise Jury would ever decide 

oil the inclusion of any poems because their authors 

happened to be imjjortant men who had made names 

for themselves, and whose omission might be con¬ 

sidered a social error ; nor, indeed, because they were 

all acquainted with anv given poet, and were afraid 

of hurting his feelings. 

The decennial ,\ddenda would no doubt provoke 

much controversy and jealousy. The successfulness of 

the Jury would dejiend in some degree on its method. 

Each member, I imagine, would make up his own 

provisional selection, consisting, however, of many 

more poems than he could hope to see embodied in the 

eventual Appendix. He could ponder on these until 

he felt his mind becoming quite clear, gradually adding 

or eliminating, and not forgetting that it has often 

taken a hundred years, or more, to decide the poetic 

value of a literary work. Exclusion might of course only 

mean postponement of decision for another ten years. 

Meanwhile tlie private anthologist would continue 

his labours ; but his selections are usually regulated 

by his idiosyncrasies, or he is influenced by his 

personal friendships, or dominated by commercial 

considerations. 

Let us imagine our Jury to have brought the Golden 

Book up to the year 1850 (the death of Wordsworth), 

a date which marks the definite close of one of our 

greatest poetic periods. The controversial questions 

arising out of that period would mostly have been 

settled, and a certain mental readjustment will be 

necessary. Very difficult cases will soon be coming 
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under considera¬ 

tion ; and there 

will be numerous 

temptations to 

resist. A new type 

of poetry is gaining 

rapid popularity : 

the school of 

artifice is winning 

its centennial 

victory over the 

school of nature. 

The appreciation 

of the Jury should 

be slow and late. 

They will be con¬ 

fronted with the new poems of Tennyson, besides 

Browning, the two Rossettis, and, far. more difficult, 

Morris and Swinburne. But think of the difficulty 

of judging some of the minor poetry; the wisdom 

required, for instance, to recognise, at such close 

quarters, the humbug in Stevenson. There would 

be Coventry Patmore and Meredith. They would 

have to try to make up their minds about Sydney 

Dobell (a first class poet surely, with a third class 

literary reputation). And there would be such others 

as George Macdonald and William Allingham. It 

requires more than a single mind, even though it 

be that of a Palgrave, a Ward, or a Quiller-Couch, to 

arrive at the broad and fair solution of such diverse 

problems. 

Our Jury, being in charge of the bible of the race, 

would hold itself apart from all social or literary con¬ 

troversy. It would have to think of all poetry as 

anonymous. Any members who found themselves 

becoming too conservative, or too liberal, or too 

patriotic, or merely too chatty, would make it their 

duty to resign. 

Their ideal, I suppose, would be to collect such 

poems as they knew for sure to be definitely inter¬ 

pretative of the mind of the race in its successive stages, 

embodying and illustrating its customs and habits, 

and revealing its intellectual ideals and religious super¬ 

stitions or beliefs. A right sense of humour should be 

one of the more important governing factors of their 

combined mentality. 

The symposium which follows is, I understand, to 

deal chiefly with living poets. I propose to- excuse 

myself the mention of individual names, confining 

myself to the con¬ 

jecture that, if 

our imaginary 

Jury had com- 

pleted a new 

Appendix at the 

end of the vear 

1920, it would 

have included 

about one hun¬ 

dred and thirty- 

five poems by 

a-bout twenty- 

seven living 

E£Sfi%. Squire. poets. 

PkotobyE o.Hoppd. Mr. Laurence 

Binyon. 

PROFESSOR OLIVER ELTON* 

I can make no horoscope for the living, and can 

only offer guesses as to the dead; nor have I troubled 

you with an anthology of poems. The list I send is 

not meant to be exclusive; but it enumerates some 

of the poets who in my belief ought to figure in a good 

anthology of the year 1970. I take 1900 (about) for a 

limiting date. 

W. Allingham 

M. Arnold 

W. Barnes 

The Brownings 

J. Clare 

A. H. Clough 

W. Cory 

R. W. Dixon 

T. L. Peacock 

C. G. Rossetti 

I). G. Rossetti 

Alex. Smith 

C. Swinburne 

R. L. Stevenson 

Lord De Tabicv 

*1. x/uDson 

E. Dowson 

S. Dobell 

Sir S. Ferguson 

E. FitzGerald 

Gordon Hake 

W. E. Henley 

J. Ingelow / 
C. Kingsley / 5 R .u*. 

H. Kingsley 

W. S. Landor 

F. Locker- 

Lampson 

Sir Lyall 

_ 

PMobyE.O.Hoppi. Ml*. John 

J. C. Mangan 

P. B. Marston 

Maeefleld. 

G. Meredith A. Tennyson 

W. Morris C. Tennyson-Tumei 

J. H. Newman W. M. Thackeray 

Roden Noel J. Thomson 

A. O'Shaughnessy 

C. Patmoie 

Margaret Veley 

0. Elton. 

LADY MARGARET SACKVILLE: 

I think that Miss Charlotte Mew should be repre¬ 

sented in any future anthology. Her poems possess 

passion, restraint and originality to a high degree, and 

are, in my opinion, the most interesting verse ever 

written by a woman. 1 would specially include “ The 

Farmer's Bride,” " The Quiet House ” and ” Madeleine 

In Church.” 

Margaret Sackville. 

G. K. CHESTERTON* 

I scarcely remember the titles of any poems, but 

there are several which have caught my fancy, and 

which I think deserve to be better known, but I can 

only remember them by their first lines. One worthy 

of mention, I think, is Mr. J. C. Squire’s, beginning: 

"The dead man’s dead, the live man's sad." Then 

there is one of Mr. Noyes's about King Solomon and 

his ships, and an absolutely perfect poem, I think, by 

Mr. de la Mare, "Here lies a most beautiful lady.*’ 

I consider also that the whole of Mr. Yeats and the 

whole of Mr. Belloc should be included. 

G. K. Chesterton. 
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Mr. Thomas 

Moult. 

SIEGFRIED SASSOON: 

A lyrical poem by a living? author, to be added to 

the Golden Treasury of English Poetry When I set 

out for Lyonesse,” by Thomas Hardy. 

SiEGFKiEn Sassoon. 

THOMAS MOULT: 

Many are the naines that liave burned their 

golden ways into the scroll of Englisn poetry since 

Francis PalRra^•e closed his Golden Treasury, and it 

is reasonable to suppose tlial many at the present 

moment are burning them equalh' golden. But our 

judgment is so enfeebled when we attempt com¬ 

parative estimates of the writings of oui own time 

that vve are unable 

to decipher these 

later name^ witli 

anything like the 

contidence which is 

ours as we survey 

the glorious list 

down to Swin¬ 

burne. and even 

]) a s t him, to 

Francis Thompson 

{with Ills " Ode to 

the Setting Sim 

and “ The Hound 
Mr. Thomas He;iven"), 
Moult. I ■ 

Stevenson (with 

the " Requiem " and little else), Oscar Wilde (thougli 

which of Wilde's poetry is worthy of his name it is still 

uncannily difficult to say), John Davidson (" Ballad of 

the Nun ” and a short lyric, perhaps ” Serenade "), 

Richard Middleton (" The Glad Nights of Spring " and 

" Lullaby '), and Stephen Phillips, with a fragment or 

two from his earlier plavs. It is when w'o come to the 

poets still living that our task takes on a greater interest, 

for it is not so much a transcription as a speculation. 

Thomas Haidy, Robert Bridges. W. B. Yeats, William 

Watson—these names are plain enough; as plain, indeed, 

as Swinburne’s and Thompson's ; so are Mrs. Meynell’s, 

Mr. Chesterton’s, and Mr. Sturge Moore’s. But for the 

rest. . . well, some may regard them as puielyandrashly 

speculative. And yet for my part I believe that W’e shall 

find the names of Mr. Masefield and “ The Everlie-ting 

Mercy,” Mr. W. H. Davies and half a dozen lyrics 

(" The Moon.” ” A Great Time.” ” On Hearing Mrs. 

Woodhouse at the Harpsichord,” and three others), 

Mr. de la Mare (" The Listeners,” ” Arabia,” ” The Three 

Cherry Trees ” and ” An Epitaph ”), and Mr. Ralph 

Hodgson with that unforgettable " Eve.” And specu¬ 

lation, that ends for me with these four ' Georgians,” 

may be additionally cheerful or gloomy, according to the 

way we view these things, by the doubt lest certain 

other names, glamorous to-day, will be found to have 

burned their way into that scroll at all! 

Thomas Moult. 

PROFESSOR HUGH WALKER: 

As I have not to bear the responsibility of editing 

&n anthology of poetry subsequent to Wordsworth, but 
am asked merely to make a few’ suggestions, I shall 

... lUf •• 

Mr. Walter 
de la Mare. 

pass over almost 

completely those 

poets ol the past 

whose place on 

Parnassus may be 

taken to be fully 

assured. W i t h 

regard to them 

there- is just one 

remark 1 wish to 

make. 11 I wen- 

editing Mich an 

anlliologv, in mv 
, ' Photo bv I-.IU'A! e-Fry. Mr. Walter 

selections from ^ 
c- . 1 Till de la Mare. 
Swinburne I should 

try to find room for one or otlier of tlie two great 

Jacobite poems-"A Jacobite’s Farewell” and “A 

Jacobite’s Exile ” ; because they are supieine of their 

kind, and they illustrate a phase of Swinburne’s genius 

which is far less familiar than that which we see in, 

say. the choruses of ” .Xtalanta.” 

Sivinburnc's two poems liring to mind a third, the 

” Jacobite’s E])itaph,” for the sake of which I think 

Macaulay deserves to be admitted of the company. 

It would be indeed an exacting standard that should 

reject Landoi’s “Rose Aylmer” and “I strive with 

none.” I think Noel Paton should be included for 

the sake of ” There is a wail in the wind lo-night,” and 

Ernest Myers for the noble sonnet, ” Achilles.” From 

John Clare I should select ” Last Lines ” ; from Beddoes, 

" Dream-Pedlary ” ; from Sydney Dobell. ” Keith of 

Ravelston ” ; from William Cory, “Heraclitus” and 

” Mimneimus ” ; from George Meredith. “ The Lark 

Ascending” and “Lucifer in Starlight”; from Lord 

de Tabley, “ Misrepl•e^cnlation ” ; from K. L. Steven¬ 

son, “ Requiem ” and " To S. R. Crockett ” ; from 

Francis Thompson, “ The Hound of Heaven,” " All 

Flesh ” and “ Daisy.” Among the w’omen should be 

included not only Cliristina Rossetti and Mr^. Browning, 

but Emilv Bronte. My selection from her small handful 

of noble poems w’ould be “ Often Rebuked ” and “ No 

Coward Soul.” But I would include also Augusta 

Webster, w'ho probably of all the poetesses is the least 

adequately appreciated. Her ” Love’s Mourner ” (from 

“ Mother and Daughter ”) is worthy to rank wdth all 

but the very greatest of English sonnets. 

Though Rupert Brooke is no longer alive his place 

is really with the poets of the present day. From him 

I should select the familiar sonnet, “ The Soldier,” and 

perhaps “ Grant- 

Chester ’ ; from 

Drinkwater, “ The 

Dead Critic ” and 

“ The Vagabond”; 

f r o m Masefield, 

“To His Mother”: 

from Alice Mey- 

nell, “ The Shep¬ 

herdess ” ; from 

Newbolt, “The 

Vigil ”; and from 

Gilbert Frankau, 

“The Inn of pkoiobyE.o Hoppi. Sir Henry 

a Thousand NewboH. 
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Dreams.” Kipling 

must of course be 

represented, and I 

think ” Reces- 

s i on a 1, ' ’ " The 

Flowers” and 

'' Mandalay " \\ ould 

illustrate well three 

w i d e I y different 

phases of his 

genius. It would 

be unpardonable to 

omit l^ogcr Quinn’s 

great sonnet, ” To 

a Skylark Singing 

Above Barnhill Poorhouse,” though I know nothing 

he has written except this solitary specimen in the 

” Edinburgh Book of Scottish Verse.” And there 

are a few ]>ieccs printed from time to time in the 

course of the war, the loss of which would leave 

us appreciably poorer. I know of nothing finer in 

this class than Canon F. G. Scott’s ” Requiescant ” 

{The Times, June 19th, 1915). But for one or two 

phrases w’hich are rhetorical rather than jjoetic, the 

same writer’s ” On the Rue du Bois ” [The Times, 

April 2ist, 1915) would be of equal merit. 

I do not think H. M. Vaughan's ” Sonnets of Italy, 

and Other Poems ” is widely know'n, and from that 

small volume should be culled ” The Merciful Knight ” 

” King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba,” by Chamelion 

(privately printed), contains a majestic piece on 

" Death." All Souls' Eve,” by Michael Barrington, 

an exquisite translation of a Highland lament, is quoted 

in Miss E. M. Tenison's “ Alastair Gordon.” And finally, 

as I-ovelace’s " To Lucasta ” holds an honoured place 

in the original Golden Treasury, ” From Lucasta,” by 

Mrs. K. Mann (” Old Songs of the Elizabethans, with 

New Songs in Reply ”) ought to appear in the new 

Golden Treasury. Darlcy caught the tone once, and 

has been justly praised for it. What is due to Mrs. 

Mann, who has done it a score of times ? 

Such, Sir, are “iny suggestions towards a Golden 

Treasury of recent poets. 

Miss Charlotte Mew. 
photo by Uasil, 

Hugh Walker. 

MURIEL STUART: 

The following poems, quoted at random, and mostly 

from memory, I consider should be included in any 

further edition of the Golden Treasury. 

Francis Thompson. 

“ The Mistress of 

Vision,” “The 

Hound of 

Heaven,” “The 

Poppy." " To a 

Snowdrop,” 

“ Dream Tryst.” 

Swtnhurne. “The 

. Leper,” “The 

Triumph of 

Time,” “Hymn 

to Troserpine," 

• A ve at que 

Vale.” 

Rossetti. “ The Portrait,” “ Sister Helen.” 

Christina Rossetti. " Remember,” “ Goblin Market.” 

Emily Bronte. " Last Lines,” " The Prisoner,” ” The 

Linnet in the Rocky Dells.” 

T. E. Browne. “ Mater Dolorosa,” “ My Garden,” 

“ The Well,” “ Vespers,” “ The Bristol Channel.” 

George Meredith. " Theodolinda," “ Love in the 

Valley,” “ \\’e Saw the Swallows Gathering in 

the Sky.” 

Wm. Watson. " In I.aleham Churchyard,” “ .\utumn,” 

“ Estrangement.” 

Wm. Blake. “ The Tiger.” 

Wm. Morris. " The Defence of Guenevere ” 

Stephen Phillips. " Marpessa.” 

John Davidson. “ The Ballad of a Nun,” “ In Romney 

Marsh.” 

Wm. Henley. “ Out of the Night that Covers Me,” 

“ ToM. E. H.,’ 

R. L. Stevenson. 

“ Requiem,” “ I 

Will Make \‘(m 

Brooches,” “ To 

S. R. Crockett." 

Thomas Hardv. 

“ Hap,” “ The 

Ballad Singer,” 

“In Time of 

■The Breaking 

of Nations,’ ” 

“ The End of the 

Episode.” 

Ernest Doicson. 

Cynara. 

Robert Bridges. 

“On a Dead 

Child,” “ My 

Delight is Thy 

Delight,” “ Elegy on a Lady." 

W. B. Yeats. “ Acdh Wishes for the Cloths of 

Heaven, ' " The Lake Isle of Innisfrcc,” “ Rose 

of the World.” 

Alice Mcynell. " A Girl to Her Own Old Age, ’ “ Re¬ 

nouncement," “ To a Daisy,” " To the Beloved.” 

Margaret L. Woods. “ Gaudeamus Igitua.” 

Muriel Stu.\rt. 

Margaritae Sorori.” 

rhoiohy\ Mr. G. K. Chesterton. 
< mtrul Afus.' 

GERALD GOULD: 

In answer to your invitation to suggest w-hat poets 

and poems should be added to the Golden Treasury, 

I would suggest of the recently dead the following. 

(I mention particular poems only where I think my 

choice might probably difler from that of most 

anthologists) : 

Rupert Brooke 

John Davidson 

(“ BaUad of Hell ”) 

J. E. Flecker 

George Meredith 

(Extracts from 

" Modern Love ”) 

Wilfred Owen 

R. L. Stevenson 

(“ A Visit from the 

Sea ”) 

Edward Thomas 

Francis Thompson. 

Mr. Hilaire Belloc. 
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“I Of the living : 

Lascelles Aber- 

ciombio 

HiLaire Belloc 

Laurence Binyon 

Edmund Blunden 

Gordon Bott<)mley 

Robert Bridgis 

G. I>. Chesterton 

(Extracts from 

“ Tile Ballad 

of the White 

Miss Muriel Stuart. , 

I’adraie. Colum 
Pholo bv Kalblten Murray. 

W. H. U:i\'ie-- 

john Drinkwater alter do la Mare 

W. W. Gibson Charlotte Mew 

Robert Graves Alice Meynell 

Thomas Hardy Harold Monro 

Ralph Hodgson Henry Newbolt 

A. K. Honsnian Max Plowman 

E. M. Hiiefier (" Up Siegfried Sassoon 

Hampstead Way ") J. C. Sqnne (“ 1 0 a 

Kudvard Kipling Bulldog ”) 

(“ Song of Diego James Stejilnaw 

Valdez ' ) Herbert Trench 

Rose Macaulay W J. 'rurner 

John Masefield William Watson 

('■ Biography ” and W. B. ^ eats, 

extracts from “ Rey¬ 

nard the Fox ") 

The majority of these names will, 1 think, command 

such general assent that comment would be waste of 

your space ; but I should like to insist on nn belief that 

almost any poem from Mi>s Charlotte Mews small 

collection would be worthy of a place m almost any 

anthology- 
The limitation of your questum to one or two poems 

for each poet makes a difficulty in the case of so rich a 

field as the poems of Mr. de la Mare or Mr. Hodgson. 

I suppose the general choice from Mr. Hodgson would 

The 

The but 

no 

be 

pletc 

from long poem.. Margaret L. Woede. 

I hope so, becaust' ^ ^ p,mrait by Sir W. B. Richmond. 

M r. ('hesterton, 

for instance, is so rniicli at his best in his longest 

])()ems. 

.An objection might be raised to the length of my list 

on tile ground that it wouUl overweight the Golden 

Treasury with poems of this jieriod as against those of 

former periods e\en richer m j^oetry. But to that I 

think there are two answers. In the first jdace, eon- 

temporarv jioetry. on which posterit\' has not yet had 

a chance of passing judgment, has alwa\'s a special 

interest, and in judging it loo narrowly we cannot be 

sure that we are iK^t missing beauties which w'ill be 

apparent to future generations. It is better to east our 

net too wide than not to cast it wide enough. 

Secondly, it is a characteristic of the present gencTa- 

tion to prodnee a great lumibcr of poems which, though 

not equal to the greatest masterpieces of the past, are 

certainly better than the second-rate poems of the past. 

.An anthologv which admits 'I hoinas C anqibell could 

not reasonably refuse admis.sion to muc'h less gifted 

poets than any of those I have mentioned. 

I am conscious* too that my list has one or two con¬ 

spicuous omissions. But this means rather that I am 

not sufficiently familiar with the work of the poets in 

(jnestion to advocate their inclusion than that I should 

wish to pass a hostile verdict on them. 

Gek.-\i.1) Gould. 

GUSTAVE FLAUBERT. 

By K. Ellis Roberts. 

There can be no worse introduction to Flaubert’s 

genius than “ Madame Bovary.'' which is perhaps 

his greatest work. By a series of accidents, accidents of 

time, of temper and of mere circumstance, Madame 

Bovary " is still one of the most difficult novels in the 

world to judge simply, and on its own merits. We know 

so much of the great Norman's seven years of industry, 

too much of the scandal and success at the book’s first 

publication, too much ot Flaubert’s own theories of 

craft which are so easy to coijfuse with others’ theories 

of art. If you begin your reading of Flaubert with 

that great novel you will be in danger of regarding 

him as a reaUst. as the greatest member of that school 

of w'hicli Zola was the most formidable. That there is 

a realism in Flaubert is obvious enough ; but if you 

would know its true nature you will approach his work 

either through the great gates of Carthage to watch the 

passion of Salammbo, or by that desert of horror and 

agony where St. Anthony was tempted. To read 

“ Madame Bovary ” first is to give the mind a bias from 

which it is quite unlikely to recover, and that bias will 

either make vou put Flaubert too low or “ Madame 

Bov’ary ” toohigli. 

There can be no novelists, there are few authors, who 

have so undisputed a position as Flaubert on so exiguous 

an output. He was writing for thirty years and he only 

published five novels, a book of three short stories and 

a play. In which of these does one find Flaubert at 
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his most representative ? All have the mark of in- 

defatigable honest\-, of acute sense of style, of keen 

judgment of character ; but Flaubert was far more than 

a stylist and an analyst. He was a man for whom 

ecstasy in control was the sign of life, just as for 

Dostoevsky, his contemporary, the promise of fuller life 

was ecstasy uncontrolled. Wliere Flaubert is far greater 

than any of his contemporaries in the Naturalistic 

movement is precisely in this sense of ecstasy which for 

him was often symbolised in the discovery of the right 

word, the necessary epithet, the unforeseen significance. 

If one seeks the more essential Flaubert one may im¬ 

mediately dismiss " Le Candida!,” his play, and 

Bouvard et Pecanchet," the novel of his failing years, 

and “ Madame Bo\-ary,” because it is too bound up with 

the movement of which it became the manifesto. There 

are left then “ vSalammbb.” '' Le Tentation de St. 

Antoine,” ” Trois Contes,” and ” L'Education Senti- 

mentale.” The three tales, beautiful as they are— 

Un Coeur Simple ” has something of the serenity of 

“ Silas Marner ” and is far more effective in composition 

—do not form the best introduction to Flaubert. 

The Temptation of St. Anthony is on a different plane. 

It was the first thing of Flaubert's I read, and I would 

not quarrel with anyone who argued that it should be 

the first If anyone 

docs begin with it he 

will never be able to 

believe that Flaubert 

was a dutiful realist 

whose main interest 

was in his provincial 

Normandy, and in a 

woman who is, with 

H e d d a Gabler, the 

supreme proof that a 

quite worthless life can 

be turned to beauty 

and wonder. Yet the 

remote atmosphere of 

the St. Anthony, its 

absorption in those 

strange times when 

early Christianity was 

meeting and slowly 

vanquishing the 

obscene cults of the 

desert, remnants of 

pagan ^yorship, 

memories of ancient 

and terrible rites by 

the Nile—render it a 

book which needs 

almost special study 

properly to under¬ 

stand. It is worth 

remembering that 

Flaubert began this 

book when he was 

still occupied with 

“ Madame Bovary." I 

can' see in its wilder 

pages, in its hot 

colours, its passionate 

and arid sensuality, a reaction from the deliberate 

commonplace of the Norman bourgeoisie. Flaubert, 

too, in this one book only was mastered by his 

material. He evoked powers which were too great 

for him: beginning the book in a mood of pure 

fantasy, he gradually gets pK)ssessed, as does the 

reader, by the real magic, black and white, of 

it; and as a spiritualist who resorts to fraud, he is 

ovei^'helmed by the arrival of genuine phenomena. 

“ L'Education Scntinientale,” the greatest analytic 

novel in the world, is unsuited as an introduction 

for that very reason. The great traditional novels keep 

analysis implicit. The more elaborate problems are 

worked out in the author’s study, and he gives us the 

results as Flaubert did in hi? other work, as Tchehov does 

so amazingly in story after story in which one tell-tale 

moment reveals a character. The book of Flaubert's 

which should be read first is " Salammbo,” the great 

novel in which, from the hints of antiquarians and the 

impress on his own mind of the ruined and desolate 

places, he has recreated for us the civilisation of a 

forgotten and conquered empire. 

II 

Two criticisms are generally brought against 

Salainmbo's ” claim to be a great no\ el. One is generic. 

A school of criticism, very fashionable twenty ^•cars 

ago or so, was fond of denouncing ail historical novels 

as such. Mr. Arthur Symons once put the objection 

thus : 

" We are at best only half conscious of the reality of the 
things about us, only able to translate them approximately 
into any form of art. How much is left over, in the closest 

transcription of a mere line of houses in a street, of a 
passing steamer, of one's next-door neighbour, of the point 
of view of a foreigner looking along Piccadilly, of one's 
own state of mind, moment by moment, as one walks from 
Oxford Circus to the Marble Arch ’ Tlunk, then, of the 
attempt to reconstruct no matter what period of the past, 
to distinguish the difference m the aspect of a world perhaps 
bossed with castles and ridged with ramparts, to two 
individualities encased in chain-armour ! ” 

There is a double fallacy in this criticism. First, all 

literary art is based on the assumption that our judg¬ 

ment, our asthetic vision of other people, has a certain 

validity: and no one would ever claim absolute validity. 

Secondly, there is no reason why a great artist, who 

studies the period, should not write a far more truthful 

novel about Julius Csesar, or Solomon, or Queen Eliza¬ 

beth, than about William Montgomeiy^ofGIenlivet,North 

Finchley. Indeed, in a sense, all fiction is historical 

fiction, and the novelist who chooses for his charactei^ 

personages about whom there is already in existence 

a large body of criticism and appreciation has the 

advantage which so often accrues to an indirect method 

of approach. Then it has been complained of 

" Salammbo'' that the figure of the heroine is insuffi¬ 

ciently individualised, that she passes through the 

amazing scenes, painted and hieratic, like a figure in 

some ancient tapestry. Flaubert himself said that “ the 

pedestal was too large for the statue.” No doubt there 

is something in this; but I am not sure that it would be 

felt by a reader who read tiie book without thh^ung' 

of Salannnbd herself as the i:hiel figure. That privilege * 
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really lielongs to Matho, the 

madd(Mied lover who rushes 

througli the story, inhunu\nl\- 

if you will, but with an 

inhuniamtv of visitation, a 

portent of the tierce woishij) 

of Ashtarotli in the heart" of 

savagi' people. “ Salainnibo " 

has all the realism, all the 

devoted method of “ Madame 

Hovarv.” a n d .something 

which, though present in 

“ Madame Bovarv,” is less m 

evidence. It is a cjualit'’ 

djftieult to state. Much good 

literature—iieaily all luench 

and Knghsh eighteenth eentnr\- 

literature, for instaiici-. excejit 

a little of Swift—is without it 

It is a qualitv more spiritual 

than emotional, and it may be 

evil a" well a" good. It has 

bt-en called, by Mr. Machen in “ Ilicrcjgb jihu''." 

Lesta"y : and I do not know that anyone lui" invented 

a better word for it. Tl is that in literature and art 

wliiih removes them from the ordinary acli\ ilies of Iif<-, 

which ni'-ist'-, by statement or assumption, on the 

fact" of man’s cajincitv for living elsewhere than in 

time and space, ll is even more than that, M Us 

highest 111 ■■ King l-ear.” in some of Hlake's '.ongs, m 

“The King and the Hook," in Ibsen’s greater pla\s, it 

IS an insistence that man ne\er reallv lives exieiu when 

he i.-> lifted above the things of this world. It is, in 

brief, the sacramental aspect of ait, the svinlmlic 

content, .ind it is more easiK' perceived in “ Saiammbb ’’ 

than in any other of Tlaubert’s books. It is not often 

explicit : but there is one sentence which convt't' this 

symbolic .significance with curious force. In lh<- last 

chapter Salanimbo is watching the ajqn'o.ich of Matho 

after he has been flogged through the city: 

■' \Vith the first stc]» he hud taken she had risen to her 

feet: then, as he.grtuluall\' drew n#*ur. she had litlle bv 

little invoUnitarily approachcil the edge of the terrace , 

soon all outward thing" became blotted out, and siic had 

eyes only for Matho A silence had descended upon her 

soul—one of those unfathomable depths in which the whole 

world vanislics beneath the weight of a single thoiiglit, a 

memorv, a look.” 

Ill 

“ The whole world vanishes ’’—that is the sentence 

which it is profitable to remember when one reads 

“ Madame Bovarv ’’ and “ ^’Education Sentimentalc.” 

They are books, to all outward apj)earance, terribly 

preoccupied with the world. As I read again tliosc 

early chapters of “ Madame Bovary ’’ which relate so 

methodically the drab provincial life of Normandy, 

the daily routine of Charles Bovary’s round, the extreme 

earthiness of the human animal almost overwhelmed 

me. In all that opening for Emma’s appearance, Flau¬ 

bert may seem to forget that there arc alw^ays moments 

Flaubert’s Study at Croisset, near Rouen. 

l-'roiii a clrawuu! by Lucomie. 

wlic-n tlu* world vauisho-^. \ ct it i< precisely what 

■' Madame Bovarv ’’ shows no less than “ Salammbo/’ 

no loss than the ^t. .\nth<m\. For it is the peculiar 

lniim])h of !‘Iaubcrt's tiist novel that it, by sheer 

alchemy, linds beaiit\- and something eternal in the 

Ihnd-i.Ue selhsh. si-nsual, piovincial woman. Wherein 

it lies. It is hard to say. as in tin* case of Hedda Gabler. 

if in the mere ihssatislactioii with life--a dissatis- 

fai'lion wliirh. iiowever ignoble, is \ et a remote relative 

of the hunger an<l thiist of the saintly ? Is it 

111 the desire, howex'cr shallow, for some beauty which 

c.umot be descril.>t‘(l. some standard which cannot be 

measured 111 inone\ orsuci<‘s«,? ()i n it merely in the 

sheer humanitv of tlii" derelict soul, wlnise verv passion 

is a paslichc, whosi* verv sentiment is pinchbeck and 

unreal ? Whatevei it be, it is there. I defy anyone 

of itnaginati\e sensibility to read “ Madame Bovary ’’ 

and not admit, as he must admit in reading “ Hedda 

(iabler,’’ that there is sorrow and sympathy in his 

lieart, not contempt or misanthropy. That sorrow' is 

plirased beautifully and tenderly m the Trois Contes, 

as it is proclaimed rhytimiically and sonorously in the 

novel of Carthage and the great monodrama of the 

desert. And in “ L'Kducation Sentimentale’’ it is 

analysed with a sureiiess, a swiftness of reaction to the 

niceties of the modern phases of accidie, which has 

never been excelled, not even by the great Russians. 

FrediTic is not a magnificent hero: his loves are as 

pitiful as hate, but in the acute and unrelenting analysis 

of his life Flaubert has exposed once more the common 

humanitv of us all. Some will always prefer more 

full-blooded novels, an art more careless than Flau¬ 

bert’s : but the most critical can admire the consummate 

skill with which, alone among the perfect craftsmen 

of fiction (and arc there more than three?), Flaubert 

never forgets that there was something which his art 

could not render, that there come moments when “ the 

whole world vanishes beneath the weight of a single 

thought, a memory, u look.” 
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A CHRISTMAS BUDGET. 

By Katharine Tynan. 

Not such a Budget as that with which the Chancellor 

of the Exchequer distresses your parents, dear 

children, but a budget of honest delight, a pedlar’s 

pack of dreams and adventures to sell and to be bought. 

First, since old friends are best, here is Perrauit, the 

French peer of Grimm and Andersen, with the delightful 

Fairy Tales* that age cannot wither nor custom stale. 

Long, long after we have embarked on the last adventure 

of all, golden boys and girls will be drooping their heads 

and curls over that benefactor of the young, Maltre 

Charles Perrauit, who gave us “Cinderella,” ” Puss In 

Boots,” “ Blue Beard,” “ Red Riding Hood ” and all 

the immortals. This beautiful edition, edited by that 

whimsical prince of fantasy who has himself travelled in 

realms of fairyland, Mr. W. Heath Robinson, has given 

* " Old Time Stories ’’ By Charles Perrauit. Translated by 
A. E. Johnson. 15s. (Constable) 

what he has seen so that the Fairy Tales may be more 

fully realised. To praise Perrauit at this day would 

be to paint the lily. Suffice it to say that here are the 

beloved things offered in a golden casket. In addition 

to Perrauit there are here Madame Leprince de Beau¬ 

mont's “ Beauty and the Beast,” with a couple of tales 

from that other fairy godmother, Madame D’Aulnoy. 

There will not be a better book this Christmas nor 

many Christmases. 

“ The Empire Annual for Girls ”* is one of those big 

Annuals which extort praise, whOe a professional writer 

feels that she and her writing brothers and sisters are 

rather heavily handicapped by such an amount of 

things that girls want to know, gathered together and 

presented to them at a most moderate price. I have 

actually known a grown-up girl, who is writing and 

publishing stories herself, take this book to bed with 

her and lie awake to read it. 

By RoMnsoH. He Set off Over the Country-eide. 

Froui “Old Time Stotiw” (Consuble). 

The stories are good and not 

namby-pamby. These Annuals 

seem to be edited by very 

capable people. The names of 

the writers are doubtless as old 

friends to the girls who will read 

this Annual. The quality of 

their stories is generally so good 

that many of them will doubtless 

be known in time grown-up 

public as well. 

“ The Green-Faced Toad, and 

Other Stories assure one. that 

others beside the immortal ones 

have been to fairyland and have 

come back again. It is not quite 

the same atmosphere as that of 

the great wizards. There is a 

little flavour of modernity, a 

certain laughter on the part of 

the author which they never 

allowed themselves to indulge in, 

for they were wide-eyed children 

themselves. But Mrs. Birch’s 

whimsicality is in the picture and 

never descends to the fooling 

which disturbs and offends the 

grave-eyed children. Lois 

Lenski's illustrations are most 

ingenious, quite in the atmos¬ 

phere of fairyland and of a quick 

imaginativeness. 

"Old English Nursery Songs ”* 

will bring a Merry Christmas 

when it comes. Here are all the 

* "The Empire Annual for Girls." 
(Religious Tract Society.) 

* " The Green-Faced Toad.” By 
Vera B. Birch. Illustrated by Lois 
Lenski. (The Bodley Head.) 

* *' Old English Nursery Songs." 
Sb. <3d. (Harrap.) 
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“William had no idea how you picKed 

cabbage leaves with a trowel.*' 
From "Th** P»-ek-a-Doo Gardeiiors ’ (Osford I'nivursnv I’ress). 

old beloved 

rhymes, from 

“ Hey - Diddle - 

Diddle” to “ 

Saw Three 

Ships,” thirty- 

seven of them in 

all, with a special 

musical setting 

by Horace 

Mansion and 

beautiful pic¬ 

tures by Anne 

Anderson. It 

will be the very 

thing for Christ¬ 

mas festivities. 

Miss Anderson’s 

delightful title 

page of a ring of 

children moving 

to these rhymes 

is a sage and 

happy anticipation. There is no reason why the book 

should not go to grown-ups as well—to choral societies 

and village glee-clubs and all such honest lovers of 

music and that first of instruments, the human voice. 

” The Peek-a-Boo Annualis for the littlest ones, 

as its name indicates. It is written and illustrated 

^ “ The Peek-a-13oo .\nnual.“ By Clilotf Preston. 6s. ocl. 
(Oxloid University Press.) 

**The old man alammed the door." 
From '* The Last of (he Baron " (Oxford University Press). 

by Miss Chloe Preston, the pictures very American 

in the immortal Buster Brown manner. Herein 

shall large-eyed babes discover the adventures of 

other large-eyed babes and tlicir large-eyed dogs, all 

of an irresistible comicality. This will be a book for 

grannies and godmothers to give to those whose little 

feet are not yet ov'er the borders of the Kingdom of 

Seven Years Old and earlier. 

‘‘ Peggy and the Giant’s Aunt ”* follows the some¬ 

what familiar lines of the Child who slips away from the 

Nursery on a witch’s broomstick or something else, 

and lids the most wonderful adventures in the strange 

lands over the mountains and under the sea before 

finding himself or herself back in the nursery cot. It 

is a story that ne\'er palls, for it is in the line of the 

stories the children make for themselves. Miss Hillyard 

I’as told her tale with freshness and vivacity, and it will 

give much happiness to the child who receives it. The 

illustration.', are very quaint and amusing. 

” hiloen's Adventures in W'ordland comes to us 

from America. I wonder if it is all that the publishers 

claim for it—” One of the rare childhood books which 

children steadily groic' itp to and into, because each year 

discovers a new interest and a deeper appeal.” Well, I 

wonder! It is a quite ingenious tale of a little girl lor 

whom the dictionary words come alive and make a fairy 

kingdom. The illustrations are adequate. Miss Zillah 

Macdonald’s acknowledgments to the learned men who 

have helped her with the book suggest a deeper meaning 

than appears to the reviewer. Perhaps the child will 

discover it, and not discover a pernickety design to 

teach something, if the design is there. 

” The Last of the Baron ”• is the story of two boys 

who lived in the time when London was a little town. 

Tom and Gerald have a great many thrilling adventures, 

but there seems a certain humorous intent on the part 

of the writer, as though he was travestying some old 

• " Peggy and the Giant's Aunt." By M. D. Hillyard. 3s. 6d. 
(Black.) 

" Eileen’s Adventures in Wordland." By Zillah Macdonald. 
(New York ; Frederick A. Stokes ) 

® “ The Last of the Baron.” By E. A Dyke-Smith. 5s. 
(IVUlford.) 
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bombastic romance. Boysmay enjoy thisor they may not. 

I should think the former unlikely. If they want to read 

aboutknightsand heroistlicyliketheni to have noshadow 

of ridicule. Not cnxtv man is a Cervantes and not every 

knight can emerge more kniglitly from being laughed at. 

The illustrations by George Morrow arc very good. 

“ A Child’.s Chaj)lct <n Stories, Retold from the Greek 

Mythology will appeal to the imaginative boy and 

girl and will make them want to read the classics for 

themselves. The book has educational value as well, 

but there is no need to wrap up these splendid stories 

in a sugar-coating of make-believe, for the stories them¬ 

selves arc the sugar and the honey, and they will be 

sweet on the palate. These great stories cannot be 

told too often, and here thev are well and simply told 

by an anonymous story-teller. 

® Child’s Chaplet of Stnrie.s. Retold from the Greek 
Mythology ” 5s. {Miltord) 

Bew Books. 
MATTHEW PRIOR.* 

Mr. Wickham l.cgg has made an exhaustive examination 

of such sources, both jirmted and in manuscript, as were 
likely to yield information on his chosen subject ; he has 

prosecuted his researches not only in Kngland, but in 
Paris and at The Hague; and the result of his labours is a 

book which is at once an interesting study of Prior's public 

career—a career, by the way. winch was often the reverse 
of public—and a valuable lontribution to English diplo¬ 
matic history, especiallv in connection with the tortuous 
proceedings which resulted in the Treaty of Utrecht 'I'o 
say that he touches but lightly on those details of J’rior's 
jirivate life winch muv lx; gleaned from the delightful 
personalities wherewith Matt was wont to enliven even 

Ins letters on attairs of slate -for mv part, I hope that 

Mr. Wickham Lcgg considers this asjxct of the matter to 
have been adcijuatelv tlealt with elsewhere- anrl that he 
enters into no particular (.riticism of the }X)ctry. though he 

justly cmpliasises the excellence of Trior’s prose, wliethcr 
in its epistolary or m its more formal manifestations, is no 

adverse criticism of his Ixjok , for to do so was not Ins 

purpose, wluch was ratlier to illustrate the diplomatic 
relations between France and England, in the reigns of 

William and Anne, from the career of one wdio playetl an 

imjKjrtant, if not a sujircmely imjiortant, part in shaping 

them. 
Nevertheless it cannot be doubted that it was Mr Wick¬ 

ham l^egg’s interest in Prior’s character which jxompted 
him to write the book lie has wTitten, and not the history of 
foreign affairs from Rvswick to V trccht whicii he is obviously 

well qualified to wTite. And ceilainlv that character is 
one of extraordinary interest, 'i'hat a bo\' wlio w’as a 
peasant by birth (though he was actually born, as ha.s now 
been conclusively proved, in London) and whose first 
profession was that of drawer in a tavern, should hav'c 
risen to hob-nob with princes and to give his name to a 

treaty, implies remarkable qualities. The initial hick of 

his attracting Dorset’s kindly notice must be granted, 
though had it not been for his native cleverness U'at piece 
of luck would not have befallen liim; but thence onward 
his advancement was due to himself. All liis life^ it is true, 
he was helped by powerful friends; but there was no 

reason why they should have helped one who by his natural 

connections was so friendless and uninfluential had it not 
been for the intelligence and the personality which made 

him attractive and useful to them. That lie never made 
himself absolutely essential to his masters renders his 

success only the more remarkable. He was no Wolsey— 
that other “ honest poor man's son "—to grasp the reins 
of government. Favourably inclined to him as was 
King William, it was not worth his while to carry his favour 
to 'tte point of thwarting Galway in the matter of the 
Irish secretaryship; nor were Bolingbroke and Oxford 
prepared to insist on their friend’s inclusion among the 

signatories of the Treaty of Utrecht when the proud Lord 
Strafford refused to set his name beside that of the 

0 

• *' Matthew Prior: A Sketch of his Public Career and 
Correspondence.” By L. G. Wickham Legg. 22s. 6d. net. 
(Camlmdge University Press.) 

cx-iK)tbov M()ri“ovtT, Prior was often kept in ignorance of 
tin* inner meaning of the negotiations in which he was an 

agent; it seems fairly certain that he knew little of Bohng- 
broke’.s dealings with the Pretender. 

Vet in spite of this comparative lack of imjx>rtancc, the 
men in power constantly found it convenient to employ 
him in clil'licult and tlclu.ate work, when there must have 
been nianv sons of the groat political houses whom it would 

have been in the order of the dav to jirefer to Inin The 

chief reason for this was no doubt I’rior's great clever¬ 
ness, Ins supreme readiness of wit ; hut it is hkely that a 
weighty .second.'iry cause was his honesty h'or in spite of 
the fierce invectives of Duchess Sarah, Prior would appear 
to have been an honest man Witli the exception of 

Jersey, he was ]»robahlv Ixniiul to none of his employers 
bv stronger lies than those of interest and gratitude, but 

he served them faithfully. ^Ir. \Vickhani Lcgg nghtlv 
takes the view that liis vote for the impeachment of the 
managers of the Second Partition 'I'reatv was not an ad of 
trcacherv. He had lum.self had a share in bringing tliat 

treaty into being, but, even if he disai>pro\ed of it. it 
was not his business, as a ihplomatic underling, to take 

account of his own opinions As a member of Parhanient. 
on the other hand, that was precisely his business Whiit 

is more to the })omt. he had to choose between the King 
and his ministers, and he chose lor tin* King. As is shown 
hv the interesting letters to Portland in winch lie adum¬ 
brated the ulea of a I'alriot King, he was alreaih’ three 
parts a Torv His ^xjhtical philosophy perhaps thd not 
go very deep, but it was inevitable that it shouhl wear the 
'forv complexion For Prior, it must not be forgotten, 
was an artist, and art in his dav meant form rather than 

lilierlv. His spiritual affimty, moreover, was certainly 
more with Bolingbroke than with Halifax. 

The force w'hicli shajied Prior’s career, however, was 
something more material than a political ideal. Nor w’as 
it anything so lofty as ambition. I’nor was a good deal of 
an heilonist and something of a snob. He loved creature 
comforts and the society of the well-born. One taste may 
have been partly due to, or at any rate developed by, his 
bad health; the other was a reaction from those humble 
early circumstances over which he was at such pains to 

draw a veil. But he also loved the diplomatic game for its 
own sake. It gave him obvious pleasure to hoodwink 

Villeroy or to fence with Torcy. 
Mr. Wickham Legg is severe on Prior’s moral character. 

It is an unkind suggestion that his cough was the result 
of intemperance. He was undoubtedly consumptive, but 
the oripn of the disease is unknown and there is nothing 

to show that he drank more heavily than most of his 
contemporaries. As for his love affairs, Prior, as Pope 
said, was ” not a right good man ” ; but it should be 
remembered that he had neither the wealth nor the personal 
attractiveness which might have found him, in spite of his 
birth, a wife in the class with which from boyhood he had 

been accustomed to associate, and he can hardly be 
blamed for not seeking a permanent, and from the point 
of view of his career disadvantageous, alliance in the 
class from which his talents had lifted him. 

Frakcis Dickley. 
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STEPHEN McKENNA MEMORIES* 

In taking '* While I Remember ” as a title for his studies 
of men and manners of the last dozen years, Mr. Stephen 

McKenna unconsciously but inevitably holds out a prosjx'ct 
to Iiis reader.s of something personal and autobiographical. 
Disappointment awaits them. The only passages of auto¬ 

biography are contained m a page or two describing his 
experiences as a schoolmaster at Westminster, in another 
page—a most delightful one—describing his relations with 

the head of the Intelligence Section m tlie War Tradt; 
Department, and in a line here and there of his diarv of 
the doings of the Halfour mission to the United States. 
Mr. McKenna, prides himself on setting down his memories 

without the introduction of the jK’rsonahtics, winch give 

piquancy to an autobiography, but which he wholeheartedly 
condemns. It is ojien to que-^tion whether such person¬ 
alities are more deplorable tlian a stream ol iiiilimiteil 
invective poured on Cabinet .Ministers. 

From his vantage jioinl of tiurtv-three years, and witli 

all the brilliant rapier jilav to he 
expected from the author of 
“ Sonia,” Mr. Mclvenna as a 
good Liberal attacks .Mr J.loyd 
George and the Coalition (ioviTii - 
ment in half a hundred pages. 

(-arricil away by the exulxT.iiice 
of tiic fray he occasionallv con¬ 
tradicts limisell. In one ol his 
most brilliant efforts lu* <le«Iares 
that llieir ” f'lghtfnlne.ss ” in 
Belgium and France ” makes 

the name ol a German stink ” ; 
■■ (uTinany must remain branded 
with tlio mark of bestiality, ” and 
the (“K-Kaiser iiiiisl Jio hanged, 

the fear of making him jxijuilar 
by martyrdom is groundless. 

Yet when the Premier adopts 
this view he is severely and 
satirically nifornieil tliat thirteen 

years’ tenure of office ought to 
have told him that the e.\- 
Kaiser’s asylum in Holland 

cannot be disturbed. Again we arc instructeil that by the 

peace terms Turkey ” is first vilified and then skiiineil ahve. ” 
Litter on we learn that she is “ estabUshed in Constantinople 
with licence to misgovern and to massacre as freely us in 

the past.” The two jiiclures are not wholly inconsistent, 
but their conjunction is somewhat unusual. 

In justice to ,\Ir. McKenna it must be said that, loyal 
Liberal as he i.s, Mr. A.squitli is arraignetl by him wellnigli 
as fiercely as his [Xihtical op|xinent In fact here again his 
fierceness sometimes carries the critic off lus legs. '' Mr. 
Asquith’s friends began to wonder whether the highest 
statesmanship consisted in overcoming one crisis by creating 
another, by exchanging an Irish crisis for a European cnsi.s.” 
Heretofore such charges have been made m Germany alone. 

Other men of renown suffer from this master of .satire— 
Bishop Furze with his opinions on the supply of shells, and 
Mr. Birrell, ” too busily engaged in concealing his defects 
as an administrator under his brilliance as an epigram¬ 
matist,” but the worst fate is reserved for the judge in a 
famous trial, whose conduct is viewed “ with less disgust 
than pity.” 

Fortunately there are two Mr. McKennas, and nothing 
could exceed the charm and humour and delicacy of the 

greeting sent to his old pupils at Westminster : 

'* Sometimes I blush to recall the lessons that I taught. , . . 
My incompetence wa.s incurable. ... I should be well pleased 
to think that your memories of me are a hundredth part as 
kindly as my memories of you. . . . Does it comfort you to 
know that my awe of yoo continued for three terms ? If 
ever the prayer-hell had not rung before 1 showed that I could 
not solve some diabolical equation ! If you could have seen 
into my mind during the first week, when I ranged you in 

• "While 1 Remember.” By Stephen McKenna. 21s. 
(Thornton Butterworth.) 

alphabetical order and guided myself despairingly by the two 
red-hcad.s in the form ' ” 

The whole description of Westminster deserves to become 

a clas.sic. Almost equally good i.s the impressionist sketch 

of life at Oxford in ” Tlie House,” the joyous sense of 

jiosse.ssion when a freshman enters into occupation of his 

own rooms : 

” 'I'hough the carpet were thrcai]l».ire and the curtains dingy, 
lliongh .sola and chair.*- needed reioveniig, and the meagre 
blankets on one bed bore the name of ' .\rthur Bourehier ’ and 
a <late four years lieforc tlic new owner was born ” 

The author goes on t<i dwell foiullv on the mystery of 

a scout’s digestion, willi ils jxiwor ol assimilating all sorts 

of scraps and remains, indiuhng (ln‘ssed-LTal) and ” un- 

inortised halves of menngiic^s ” In the third fragment of 

autobiography, the diarv kept during the Ikdfour mission 

to .\merica, mention is made ol the fact, whiih reflects 

credit on the German intelligence sei*vir«', that the night 

tile mission was due to sail ” every Brilisli west-coast 

jKirt Mas carefullv mined.’' 

Me get into near touch with 

the r)rigiiis of " Soma,” when 

the author dilates on the changes 

III l.ondoii society during this 

jHTiotl, on the ilisa])pcurancc of 

the old liarriersot good breeding 

and decency, ” thealirogationof 

all moral standards,’'culminating 
m the ” orgy ” of jor8. But the 

wisest as well as ihe wittiest 

jiart c)f tile book is devolcil to 

the thenn’ ol modern literature, 

rile leading ^liaracteristics of 

tlu^ foremost writers are touchcil 

off 111 a low words witli the 

insight of the expert, and the 

most })ointed sliafts of ndicnle 

wmg their way towanls celebrity 

hunters and those who ” try to 

found a salon and only succeed 

ill ojiemng a restaurant.” 

\V A. J ox. 

A POET OF SCIENCE.* 
The life of Jean-Henri Fabre, the great I’rovcn^al 

naturalist, provokes the familiar comment upon the 

stupidity of a society which iguor<*s its finest and most 

Inghly gifted spirits wliilc they arc alive and raises monu¬ 

ments to them after they are dea<l. .\ lew years before 

the war there was hardly an Englishman who had even 

heard of Fabic’s name. In F'rance, where his work was 

done and his Ixioks were published, he was jx'rmitted to 

languish m poverty and obscunty until he was worn with 

weight of years and laliour. It was not indeed until 1910, 

when the groat scientist was cighty-seven years of age, that 

any national appreciation was accorded by France to one of 

the most illustrious of her sons. In that year Fabre’s 

” scientific jubilee ” was held in the little village of 

Serignan. and a great company of poets, scientists and 

pliilosophers came from every province of France to do hom¬ 

age to the man whose patient and inspired researches into the 

livc^ and habits of the insects had revealed wonders of 

nature hitherto unsuspected, had shaken the citadel of the 

great Darw'in himself, and had entirely revolutionised 

the theory of instinct. The recognition, so far as any 

influence upon Fabre’s work was concerned, came too late. 

His work was done, and the record of it .set down in the 

ten volumes of his ” Souvenirs Entomologiques,” a work 

destineil to immortality as surely as the “ Origin of Species.” 

* " The Life of Jean-Henri Fabre.” By the Abbe Augustin 
Fabre Translaterl by Bernard Miall 15s. (Hodder & 
Stoughton.)—‘‘ Souvenirs Entomologiques ” Edition definitive 
Illustr^e, Par J. H. Fabre En onze volumes. (Paris : Libraine 
Delagravc.)—■' The Works of J. H. Fabre.” Translated by 
Teixeira de Mattos. Each volume 7s. 6d. net. (In progress.) 
(Hodder & Stoughton ) 

Mr. Stephen McKenna, 
From irdwing by R. J. Sw^n. 
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For over sixty years I'abrc had struggled against difficulties 

that would have crushetl a less indomitable spirit. Living 
and rearing his family on a pittance no greater than that 
of a worker in the fields, without scientific apparatus 

except such as he could construct himself from a few bits 
of wire gauze, flower-pots and wooden Ixjxes, he yet achieved 

one of the greatest scientific conquests of our age, and his 
work, already the basis of one system of philosophy, may 
have incalculable results both upon the knowledge and the 
material welfare of mankind. 

The only life of Fabre hitherto available to English 
readers has been Bernard Miall's translation of the excellent 

biography by Dr. C. V. Legros, published by Fisher Unwin 
under the title, “ Fabre, Poet of Science,” in 1913. At the 

time of the S6rignan jubilee, however, it had already 

occurred to the Abb6 Augustin Fabre, a distant kinsman 
of the great naturalist’s, that the many personal reminis¬ 
cences contained in the ten volumes and four thousand pages 
of the “ Souvenirs Entom<^ogiques ” could be linked 

together to form the most fascinating biography, or rather 
autobiography, imaginable. There were gaps of course, 
but these could easily be filled in by the concisest chronicle. 
The poet of science, who in addition to all his other gifts 
w’as one of the greatest masters of French prose, could be left 
to tell his own story, and to record in his characteristically 
simple and unaffected style the ardours and triumphs of a 

life that must be an example and an inspiration to all upon 
whom fate presses liard. 

The result was a series of article.^ which appeared in the 
Journal d'Aveyron. They were written in the first place 
purely for local readers, but forming as they do the most 

intimate biography of a man in whom the whole cultured 
world is now interested, it w'as inevitable that they should 
be ’rescued from the files of a provincial newspaper and 
issued in book form. They have been translated by Mr. 
Bernard Miall, and are rounded off by' a chapter specially 

written by the Abbe Fabre forthc English edition and dealing 
with the last years of the naturalist's life, from igiotoiyi.S. 

In the space of a review so short as this must be it is 
impossible to illustrate by' quotation the vivacity and the 
humanity of these personal records. Readers of Mr. Teixeira 
de Mattos’ admirable translations of the “Souvenirs,” 
now in progress of publication by Messrs. Hodder & 
Stoughton, will be glad to have the autobiographical 

portions thus collected, while those who have the mis¬ 
fortune to know nothing of Fabre's work will be led by this 
biography to make immediate acquaintance with the 
master. Fabre was ninety years old when he died, and 
every outstanding phase of his remarkable career is touched 
upon with a rpodesty that is only equalled by tlie l>eauty 

and vigour of his description. We see him first of all on 
his grandfather's lean farm on the bleak Rouerque table¬ 
land. an urchin of five or six in wooden clogs and a soiled 

frieze frock with his handkerchief tied to his belt by a 
piece of string. There it was that he made his first scientific 
discovery', learning by deliberate experiment that he 

enjoyed the sun’s radiance with his eyes, and not with his 
mouth, as he had supposed. The announcement of this 
discovery to the peasant circle at home was the occasion 

of loud laughter at the inquirer’s simplicity', but the incident 
was characteristic of liis whole future life. 

Then we have a picture of the .seven-year-old Fabre 
at the village school of Saint-L6ons, kept by his godfather, 
who combined the office of schoolmaster with that of 
bailiff, barber and farm-labourer, and wound the village 

clock -between times. The school itself was at once a 
kitchen, a bedroom, a dining-room and, at times, a chicken- 
house and a piggery, but its walls were embellished with 
a number of halfpenny prints in crude colours, which gave 

• the lad his first vague notions of art, and formed in later 
years one of the most cherished of his early memories. 
At ten years old he proceeded to the Lycee of Rodez, 

getting his education free in return for his functions as 
,serving boy in the chapel. There he learnt his Latin, and 

^ began that love of Virgil which was to become so apparent 
in the writings of his mature years, a love that was depen¬ 
dent perhaps upon the exquisite details of life in the woods 

'4 ihip 

and fields enshrined in Virgil's sonorous verse. Fabre's 

studies at Rodez were interrupted by a family misfortune 
which sent him out into the world to earn a scanty living, 
but a few years later he entered for a bursary at the Normal 

College of Vauclusc and won it with ease. One of the 
most interesting sections of his memoirs is the account 

his life at this time, and the record of the developme^ 
which led him, through the medium of a schoolmastershT] 
in Carpentras. to the Chair of Physics and Chemistry first 

in the Ly'c6e of Ajaccio, and afterwards at Avignon. It 
was during this period of his career that he attracted the • 
attention of Victor Duruy, the enlightened Minister of Public 
Instruction, who obtained for him the Legion of Honour and 

forced him to attend the reception at the Tuileries to receive 
the decoration from the Emperor's own hand. Duruy would 

gladly have retained Fabre in Paris, giving him a position 
which would afford both leisure and the means to pursue 
his studies in comfort, but Fabre's one thought was to 
get away from that whirl of humanity in which he suffered 

” tortures of loneliness ” and return to his own thyme- 
scented hills and the grey olive-yards rich in grasshoppers. 

Then followed thirty years of arduous and unceasing 
labour. The needs of a growing family made him interrupt 
his naturalistic studies to write more popular expositions 
of science for children which are still a model of their kind. 
Some of them have been translated into English in Me.ssrs^ 

Hodder & Stoughton's series. The first volume of the 
” Souvenirs Entomologiques ” was published in 1870, the 
year of his removal to S«*rignan, where the work was d( 
with which posterity will always associate his name 
biography henceforward is the history of his researcl 

and its background is his beloved Provence, which sax 
“ the unfolding of his rich and vital nature, and lavished 
upon him all the beauty of its sky, all the brilhanco of its 
Latin soul, all the savour of its musical and pieliirosqiie 
language, and all the entomological wealth of its sunny 
hills." C. S. ICvANs. ' 

the 

4 

A BAYARD OF LIBERALISM.* 

Lives of editors remind us we can make their ” Lives ” 
sublime, perhaps, but w'e can rarely make them active or 
adventurous. Mr. Saxon Mills recognises at an early stage 
of his faithful and loyal chronicle that its material must 
needs be uneventful. Education, search for work, the 
successive control of three Liberal papers, occupation with 
a great edition of Ruskin and sundry biographies, and 
finally the acceptance of a thankless task as Director of 
the Press Bureau—-these things hardly provide those sen¬ 
sations which make the staple of popular reading to-day. 
Again, Mr. Mills can hardly conceal the fact that Sir Edward 
Cook was to all intents a misapplied and disappointed 
man. He never found the recognition at Oxford 

which his pow’ers and facility demanded, and there 
were three failures at the close of his academic years there 
which must remain wholly, unaccountable. Journalism 
afforded as ready an outlet as any other calling could— 
perhaps better than most—for his exceptional faculties of 
quick and penetrating thought, clear and characteristic 
expression, and views which in the main were liberal but 
vigorously independent at that. Journalism and politics, 
like Oxford, brought him warm and serviceable friendships, 
but, like Oxford, they proved as ungrateful as they always 
must to the man who preserves his own liberty of mind. 
Without those friendships, and the personal magnetism 
pervading the author's estimate, this book would be 
a bitter record. That he has kept it steadily along lines 
of optimism, and subdued the note of irony to an under¬ 

tone, is not the least among its elements of success. 
It must strike more than one reader of this book that 

lives of editors never seemed to crowd upon us until lately, 
when most editors have ceased to count. When Cook 
began his career as a newspaper man, his exemplar, now 
Lord Morley, could make terms which in their defiance of 

arithmetical equity, read like romance to-day. They are 

• “ Sir Edward Cook: , 'A Biography.” By J. Saxon Mills. 
16s. (Constable.) 
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given here in chapter seven, and Cook tried to keep their 

spirit alive. An editor with a consistent political record 
was a known factor to be relied upon, which was more than 
could be said for proprietors ready to sell the paper over 
his head and into the dark. Papers and politics have 
not improved in consistency since , commercialism occu¬ 
pies the front benches, and editorship sliivcrs in the cold 
shades of opposition. The story of Cook’s passing from 

the Pall Mall Gazette to the Westminster Gazette, which he 
helped to found, is one of the most dramatic in the annals 

of Fleet Street, and the gist of it. as given here, is in his 
own inimitable telling. Before a first-hand version of events 
lieconies available, Mr. Saxon Mills is liable to go astray. For 
instance, he represents Mr. Frederick Cireenwood leaving the 

P. M. G.” in 1880 rich in “ accumulation of manuscript, ” 
all pigeon-holed for use, and Mr. Yates Thompson, the new 
owner, at a loss to find a suitable successor. Lord Morlcv 
could tell a different story on both these points, and the 
only other man aware of the circum.stanccs, Mr. Henry 
Leslie, told them all to me lK*fore he died. Otherwise Mr. 
Mills's account of the pajx’r is interesting and unexception¬ 
able. and makes a valuable addition to the inside history 
of Fleet Street and what it stands for, or did once. 

Cook's thirty years of active piess work formed a period 
of splendid ardour in furtherance of aims in which lie 

believed profoun<lly, consequently it was punctuated witli 
more than one tragic disillusion. Chief among them, per¬ 
haps, was that Lilicrahsm is a synonym for ingratitude 
towartls her advocates unless these enter Parliament. 
Cook's temperament was all against entering Westminster, 
aii<i few men knew tlieniselvcs better. He had lieen a 
brilliant debater in the Oxford I'mon—too logical, jHirhaps. 

if anything—and no man ever makes himself jxipular who 
leave.s his adversaries no rag of defence. Light withoiit 
heat IS the best way of describing his debating manner, 
and It might fairly .stand as a summary of his journalism. 
Like Morley and Milner, he had .sailed into a difficult 
profession on lus university connection, as so manv do 
who never get beyond the amateur stages ; but Cook had 
a talent for detail as well as a passion for broad pnncijiles. 
Men who came up from the provinces, primed in the 
all-round training that only the provinces attonl, had a 
poor opinion, even a quarter of a century ago. of the tech¬ 
nical equipment of any journahsl who had never worked 
outside London ; but Cook changed that opinion rapidly 
on contact, as I can vouch, for one. He entrusted a task 
to me once where there was occasion to sjieak of Ruskin 
and his influence, but lx*causo 1 ventured to question the 
infallibility of this idol of his, there was thunder. It 

was a strange fate that took him from the editor’s desk 
in daily practice, and set him down at the bulkiest 
edition since the Abbe Migne overhauled the range 
of patristic theology. Mr. Wedderburn, his Ruskin col¬ 
laborator, IS only one of many friends, many of them of 
first-class importance, who testify how pleasant Cook was to 

work with ; and men say the same who went down with 
him into the limbo of the Press Bureau. It was a pitiable 
finish for a life of strenuous fighting for the liberty of the 
press to lend lumself to this, the worst ignominy it 
has suffered since the vile old days of Sir Roger 
I’Estrange. He fought throughout the South African 
war to keep men and i>apers sane and far-seeing, and 
yet in a war that was infinitely greater and more 
creditable, he was the Torquemada of a futile and absurd 
Inquisition. It was the last round hole lor this squarest 
of men, and his apologia, " The Press in War-time,” shows 
him in a characteristic aspect, a good man struggling 

with adversity. J. P. Collins. 

PERSONALITY IN FICTION* 
For many years Mr. Milne has filled a valuable and 

prominent place in literary journalism. As editor and as 

literary editor he has watched and studied the daily and 
eternal procession of books and men, in infinite variety ; 

and, from the knowledge so acquired of those very human 

• “ The Black Colonel.” By James Milne. 7s. (Lane.)—"The 
Voyage Home.” By Alan Graliaui. 7s. 6d. (Blackwood.) 

things, hasdeveloped aphilosophyof life, genial, sympathetic, 

of generous ideals, which, coloured by his own bent and applied, 
comprises a most attractive personality; aye, and a com¬ 
pelling personality, marking its particular impress upon 

everything he ha.s written and said. Indeed, Mr. Milne is 
one of the writers whose individuality so clearly discloses 
itself, that even when his articles are not signed one still 

can say. ” A bob to a bawbee, that's by Jimmy Milne ! 
'■ The Black Colonel ” is his seventh volume, in a series 

most admirably diversified—biography. Tommy Atkins' 
letters, American notes, our wonderful London, and so on. 
This is a romance of Jacobite times in the Highlands. 
While it tells a full, round story of love, adventure, fighting 
and the artful maiuinivring of persons—true romance 
speeding on wings of thought and wit to the right ending 

of marriage-bells and babies—it is also of interest to those 
who know the writer, liccause it expresses—him ! And 
therein dwells so much of the joy of it. Braw Jock Farqu- 
harsoii of Inverej', with loyal Ian Gordon, the red-coat, 

and Margot Forbes, a girl of humanity and charm, play out 
their time-old comedy of Jacobitisni an<l rivalry in politics 
and love, with dirk, strathspey, an<l divers meetings in 
midnight darkness ; and all the while arc speaking the 
philosophy of Mr. James Milne of Dceside and the Street 
of Adventure. It is rather remarkable, so modern are his 

spirit and his thought, that he sluuihl have filled the mouths 
ot the.seseventecnth-century Highlanders with liissentiments 
and —avoided anachronism. While, therefore, we would give 
him or anyone else a red bawbee for the original version of 
that ” French chanson,” ” It's Love that makes the world go 

round,” wc congratulate him sincerely and heartily on the 
way he has joined himself to his picturesque company—in 
their tartan and their scarlet—ami not proved out of place. 
It iiui.st, however, not be thought that Mr. Milne has 
neglected the purjxjses of romance His Jock is a bonny 
fighter, dancer, lover and adventurer, read\' with those sharp 
blades, his sword and lus tongue, to meet his rival, Ian, and 
readv to retire promptly on discovering that their lady 
loves the prettier man. A gracious bcxik is ” The Black 

Colonel.” It IS exceptional in its cla.ss, for the simple reason 
that it appeals to the intellect as well as to the fancy. 

We ])ass to Mr. Alan (iraham's ” The Voyage Home,” 

which lacks such well-knit art as Mr. Milne i)Ossesse.s. The 
book shows an op|>ortumty lost through inexperience. 
Paul Brown is a kind-hearted detective, whose duty it is 
to arrest in Egypt and bring home a gentlemanly thief, 
one of the adventurers misled by reading ” Raffles,” who 
has taken po.sse.ssion too frequently of the over-displayed 

jewellery of wealthy people, and is caught. Frank Honiton 
IS an attractive fellow, with weaknesses and, alas, even a 
touch of cowardice. When he discovers that he is to 
travel home on the steamer in which friends, including the 
girl he loves, have taken berths, he naturally pleads with 
Brown to hide the fact of the arrest and allow it to appear 

as if they are companions travelling together. Influenced 
by his attractiveness, the detective consents. Before the 
vessel reaches Malta, however, the over-displayed jewellery 

of a rich woman disappears and—from that point the theme 
is too much for Mr. Graham’s powers. An excellent idea 
is brought to nothing ; whereas our emotions might have 

been touched and roused to excitement if a maturer hand 
had been at work. Insteail of marching definitely and 
with speed to a climax, the story drifts to rather loose 
ends. The character-drawing is ambitious yet bald \ 
whereas much might have been made of the pawky Scots¬ 
men, Murray and Scrymgeour, of Joan, the distressed wife 

of the dipsomaniac, of the mean-hearted Corns, and of the 
others. Mr. Graham w-rites lucidly, and with experience 
should do excellently well. C. E. Lawrence. 

THE AUTHOR OF "THE ROSARY.”* 
Countless readers know of Mrs. Florence L. Barclay 

from her novel *' The Rosary,” but to only a limited num¬ 
ber of persons could her real self, her everyday personality, 
be known. Now, in this volume newly published, written 

• " The Life of Florence L. Barclay.” By One o{ Her 
Daughters. With lUustratiuns. 8s. 6d. net. (F^tnams) 
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by ” one o£ her daughters," the intensely interesting though 
coqiparatively uneventful life of the authoress is revealed. 

' “ Of course this book is not meant to be clas^ed with formal 
biogzaphies at all,’’ says the writer, “ anything as conventional 

' aS thert would seem, somehow, out of place to those who knew 
.lAnd loved the vi\id, unconventional, child-hke personality that 

ray mother. Tliat is wliy 1 have callcrl the book just ‘ a 
;<*'8ttidy in personality ' . . Her pei.sonality was like the sim. 
"... She had a radiant and irrejiressible joy in life ; an un¬ 

quenchable enthusiasm lor everytJnng and everybody ; a firm 
• l^th in God and in man’s iiossilnhties ” 

' So, in this informal labour ol love \vc see first, niul very 
clearly, the hltie child m her rectory home at Linijislield, 
merry, active, clever, often <larmg. and at llie s.ime lime 
thoughtful, and quuk 
in imagination even 

in the early years think- ^ 
ing stones and some- . 
times writing them. 'V 

authoress W'Hs s e e n 
years old she Itad to 
exchange the Siirrev 

for 
in Limehoiise, making 

in {Hin\- 

lier 

passing mile I 

from tile I 
to the 

bustle of East 

WhcMi jjlOSlilMI 
future 

Barclay, and soon after 
her eighteenth birthday 
she was married. Pass- 
mg again from London 

parish to country 
parish, her life at Hert- . 
ford Heath was in 
way remarkable. 'I'he 
first task that fell to ^ 
the lot of this eighteen- ^ 
year-old bride was to V 
form a Hible-class for 
men on Sunday after- . '’ ^ ^ 
noons, and before long 
practically every man 
in the village was a ^ 
member of it. The 

fame of it had sprea.l, Fro... - 01.11. 
too, into the country 

beyond, and a group of men walked up from Hertford 
every Sunday to atten.l it. The membcrnhiji was 
over a hundred. Vear alter year of busy life passed 
without sign of the work which was to make I'lorcnce 
Barclay a public woman. With classes and incetHigs, with 
schemes for helping the parish m every way, with eight 
children in the home, and not robust health, there was 
little time for imaginative work The daughter who so 
lovingly describes her mother’s life has made the centre 
figufe live, and has conveyed the sympathetic charm, the 
force and beauty of her character, the tireless energy of 
her days. But it was ill-health, after all, that gave Mrs. 
Barclay the chance she needed, and during the months of 
enforc^ idleness, while suffering from lieart-strain, she 
wrote her most famou.s book, ” The Rosary.” 

"lt'w« one uf her elder daughters who was nursing her 
through this illness She had gone for a moment into a room 
adjoi^kig my mother’s. . . . Presently niy sister heard her 
call: 'what song shall Jane sing?' ‘The l<o.sary ’ called 
Jjticlt my sister, remembering that the American song had ]>leascd 

mother before the commencement of her illness, and that 
to play it and sing it herself .\nd so Jane sang ‘ The 

• and gradually the song got interwoven with the story, 
nbrwvd more. But Jane might equally well have sung some 

^loibnr^Mng, and the book still have become a ' best seller ' under 
title. The incident clearly show.s that the book was 

' round the song,' as is so often supposed, nor 

'«v 

‘ inspired by the song,' but that the song was quite accidental to 
the story.” 

The reception of the book, the letters that came from all 
countries to the author, her generous use of the money 
which '■ The Rosary ” brought—^forni one of the most 
interesting chapters of a book which is a brightly written 
ami artless ” study ” of an all-too-short life. 

OLD INNS AND OTHER HOUSES.* 

Mr. \\'. L. George lias been telling us lately that he takes 

no interest in faniinis hou.scs. Well, it can’t be heljicd . 

some don't, and some ilo TIutc was a celebrated curate 

\\ ho didn't like l.ondon. 

^ Some arc suscejitible to 

‘ llie Jascmation of goll : 

jZ '/■ olheis., win. are bored 

^ charm in 

tiiidlv-wmks 'J liese 

things just h.i])])en, .md 

It is better not to uoriA' 

:d>oiit it 

m\ jiart, coii- 

SBHSSBsBBPCSjl&llBIIR. 1 oiten find old 

in- 
so now 

■ ” tlieii ill.in 

jvople u h< I In e 111 them 

fB -'"id I h<ip]>en In know 

d tll'.-\ il.l \ e HSMH'ia- 

ll tions with men and 

^ women of ihe past who 

lia\<- taken anv liold «>ii 

•x ' ■ ■' niy iniaguMleni, Midi 

a- it is. 1 1,111 go .ind 

browse about tliem and 

•■' get iis much pleasure 

Irom rclillmg them with 

llieir vamslicd lives as 

1 can troiu remling four 

I books out ot five 1 
V wouhl sacnfici- a good 

manv lirw.ks to ret<iiu a 

^ i r t a 1 11 I o 11 r t up 

h’enchiiich Street when' Cr ' J lliat dejilorablc an*l for- 
4^ gotten poet, Joseph 

‘ Blacket, once went to 

"The George." Huntingdon- ^ 
(Honcn...n), another court opposite 

the Poetry Bookshop, 

in l)e\on,slure Street, where you may still see the queer 

little Georgian house 111 which Blacket used to live. 

That old cottage up Colebrook Row’ means a good deal to 

you if you know anything ot Lamb, but if you don’t it 

will mean nothing at all to von, and you will naturally bo 

unable to understand what it can mean to others. 

Wherever you go about J-ondon you are treading in 
the footprints of Dickens, whether you are aware of it 
or not: and you may as well be aware of it, for a knowledge 
of the facts adds something to the colour and life of the 
streets and of <hvers of their houses. Therefore I feel 
that Mr. B. \V. Matz deserves handsomely of his fellows, 
for he has done more than any other man living to identify 
and make known the places in London and all over England 
that have associations with Dickens and his work. In 
his new book, " The Inns and Taverns of ‘ Pickwick 
he has strictly limited the scope of his inquiries, as his 
title indicates. Nevertheless these Pickwickian hostclries 
number over thirty, and take you not only into various 
parts of London, but as far afield as Dorking, Rochester, 

• ” The Inns and Taverns of ‘ Pickwick.' ” By B. W. 
Matz. With Illustrations, los. 6d. (Cecil Palmer.)— 
■' Old Inns.” By Ceal Aldin. With numerous Illustrations in 
Colour and Black-and-White. 253. (Heinemann.)—" Old Bat¬ 
tersea." By Ethel Woolmer and Molly Power. 28. 6d. (Wise.) 

"The George," Huntingdon- 
From “Olil Inns ' (Htmemsin). 
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J 1 h f c- 
-aiul Mr 

Cobham, Ipswich, Bury St. 

Edmunds, Chelmsford, Tewkes- 
bury, Bath and Birmingham. 
Incidentally he ha.s discovered 

the hotel — though it ha.s 
long since ceased to be one— ^ 

in which Dickens gave a HKl 
dinner to his friends on 
the completion of the " Pick- 

atones for an inadetpiai \ m 

a full account of Iho place .incl 
the dinner. III 

Then he proceeds to disi ourse 

at Charing Cross. ‘'TlielhiH" 

Hill, "The .Martinis oi Cir.iiibv " 
at Dorking ; and all those otiu-i 
inns and places of refn-sinnent 
that were visited 1)\* tiie pc'oplc 

of "Pickwick.” .Old l<*tinecl 
hackgroiinds for smiie ol ilie T ^ 

most mem ora l)le o| {heir -/ 
.idvcntiires Many oj these- _X 

houses still .surv ive, aiul Mr 

gossijn aci()iint>*f then liistorv “*|*j 

a]).'irt from the Diikensutn ion- “oi.ii 
mvtions that are Iheir •. liicf ami 

most endiinng glory I h.ive enjoM-d a lony evi-niny 
making an arin-chair ])ilgrinMgi- witli Inin to tin- niis- 
cellaiicons mn.s of “ Pickwitk." and t .in wanniv rei oininend 

I'ther Dll kens lovers lo do likewise, ‘»r. belter still, to 

make the pilgrimage in re.ility with this fnemlK enli-i- 
laiiimg book tor guide. 

I think the only Dickensian inn in .Mr I ei il .Mdin s 
"Old Inns" i.s the “ .May}>ole " at Clugwetl . but .Mr 
Aldin is not concerned with sucli associations, The gliost 
of I’epys Iiaiints one ol Ins lunises , Oneen I-'li/.ilieth and 

other liistinguished jicisons hover about one or two, Inii 
he takes his inns for their own sakes, and Hie glamour ol 

age that is over them. He was fascniateil bv the oildiiies 
of an 1831 e<litioii of " Patterson’s Jtoads.” ami it piomjited 
him to travel the conntrv- .nid visit all the vet existing 

inns mentioned in that obsolete liamlbook. d'lie storv 
of his jouniey- 
ings makes the 
crispest, liveli¬ 
est reading, 
and the 
sketches he did 

by the way to 

illustrate his 
book are 
beautiful 
enough to 
move even a 
Prohibitionist 
to recant. In 
colour and 
black-and- 

white, with 
the most ex¬ 
quisite delicacy 

of touch, Mr. 
Aldin reveals 
thei-quaintncss, 

the homeli¬ 
ness or quiet 
dignity,theold- 

world charm 
and beauty of 
over forty of From “ inot and Taverns ot 

J 

S! iii'ti 

✓ MdvS.SC 

From “ inoB and Taverns ot Pickwick ” (Cecil Palmer). 

these ancient English inns. I 

have turned again and again 
to his paintings of “The George " 

nt Salisbury; " The King’s- 

Head," Chigwell : " The Mer- 
m.aid," Kve. "The Golden 

(T<kjs," Oxford; "The New 
Inn." Gloucester; and others, 

liu- sheer delight 111 the loveliness 
(it sill I) iinliqiic buddings, the 

gr.icioiis life and colour and 
.ilinosphere with which Mr. Aldin 
h.is coniiired them on tohis pages. 

There is that s;ime feeling and 
alimi.sjilii-rc. .im! a subtle sense 

ol colour in the numerous black- 
.iml-whilc iliMwing:. -'-surely as 

r-cnsitue .iml lmcl\- limshed work 
ol ihc kind .is .in\- 1 have ever 

Ivxielleiit, loo. ill Iheir w’idely 
■ diMerent manner, and with a 

^ I .piaim I h.irni ol their own are 
‘ X ""''d'liis with which Miss 

B ^ C I ^loll\ Power has ilhistratetl 

' . ' - ''' I 'b'''' hdhel \\dolmer's booklet 

I y'^\ '' ' ^^''1 o’iuerimig " OUl Battersea." 
L riiice ol the eight engravings 

• '> s “* “hi inn-« 'I'hat so rouih 
inn - and 

The Raven," Battersea. hleraliiie it Pussyfoot had been 
“oi.lB.ituisea "(Wisf'. iMirn heloie Ins tune shouki give 

some ol us pan.sf* Others of 
Ihe-e woodi lit-'sliow llu-hoiist m wlmli Bohngbrokc lived 
when Pope, Swill and ( lie'.terlield were .imong his visitors ; 

a windmill on the river limilv , the siis])ension bridge; 
some old cottages, .iml ttie p.irish church They are adrair- 
alilc and verv olfeitive examples m an art that had fallen 

into neglect, but ol late seems to lie in the way of revival. 
-Viiv of these hooks is more Ih.m sufbeienl of itself to 

account lor one s interest in old hoiisi-s, f.iinous or otlier- 
w'lse , and all lliree together obviously leave one who finds 
no interest in .such things witli something to account lor. 

A St. John Adcock. 

A BROAD CHURCH DEAN* 

Dean Fremantle w.is not a ])ariy man, hut his affinities 

w'erc with tliose who h.ave been called the Broad Church 

j>arty among 

the Anglicans. 
Mr. H. D. A. 
.Major suggests 
that " the best 
IKipular pre¬ 
sentation o f 

the Dean’s 
view ot the 
relation of the 

Church to 

the State, and 
so of the religi¬ 
ous to the 
secular life, is 
to l>c found 

i n Professor 
Henry Drum¬ 

mond’s little 
book, ‘The 

City Without a 
Church.The 

* " Kccollec- 
tions of Dean 
Fremantle." 
With tlirt-e 

»i»m. «» „ * » « , Illustrations. 
The ‘ White Hart Inn,'* Borough. 75. fid. net. 

wick ■’(Cecil Palmer). (Cassell.) 

The "White Hart Inn," Borough. 
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odd thing is that Drummond quotes Fremantle in that 
very pamphlet. But the Dean’s influence was rather that 
of a personality than of a thinker. The interest of 
these reminiscences, which have been woven together 
by the Master of the Temple, lies in their record of his 
career. 

Fremantle came to Kton in time to sec the last celebra¬ 
tion of the Eton Montem, " that curious and unmeaning ” 
function, ^\'hen he went to Balliol in 1849 he belonged 
to the serious set in the University. Evidently he was 
not impressed by Jowett. though he acknowledges his 
enthusia!?in and diligence for the college. “ When I 
came to know him there was nothing to mark him 
as distinctive, except his intellectual power and his 
devotion to his work.” One reminiscence of the Master is 
strange : 

“ I remember on a certain Saint's day in which he had been 
called upon unexpectedly to read the Epistle his saying to me 
in a walk in the afternoon : ‘ Did you sec what happened to 
me in chapel this morning ? I read the Epistle in a black 
tie’—which 1 certainly had not noticed.” 

Was this an instance of Jowett’s sensitivene.ss to outward 
propriety, or was it ironically said ? Fremantle got his 
first class, along with Lewis Campbell and (ieorge Brodrick. 
He w’as elected a fellow of All Souls, became a curate, and 
finally rector of I^ewknor in Oxfordshire. He then went 
to be v'lcar of St. Mary’s in Bryanstone Square for seven¬ 
teen years—the most successful part of liis clerical career 
It was during this incumbency that he published his Ixiok 
on ■■ The Gospel of the Secular Life.” Archbishop Tail 
finally took him to be a canon of Canterbury, and Jowett 
made him clerical fellow and tutor at Balliol. But the 
latter post did not suit him. Jowett was unsympathetic. 
Fremantle shared Jowetts theological position, but he 
complains that he did not get support from the Master m 
what he conceived to l>e his duties at Balliol He delivered 
his Bampton Lectures, but he admits that he should never 
have gone back to Balliol. He was an object of suspicion 
to the High Church party, and Jowett was indifferent to 
his function inside the college. There is much behinil a 
statement like this : 

” Jowett was glad when any of my pupils got a first class 
in the schools, but he did nothing to help on the work. He 
very rarely, even m private, inquired about it. Indeed, when 
I was working on my translation of Jerome’s treatises he <mcc 
wished to say a kind word It was only : ‘ How do you get on 
with the works of St. Chry.sostom ? ' ” 

No doubt he .W’as glad when Lord Rosebery appointiMl 
him m 1893 to be Dean of Rijxjn. Bishop Boyd Carpenter 
was sympathetic, and the Dean was able to cultivate 
friendly rplation.«? with nonconformi.sts anti to work for the 
broadening of religious interests. He must have been what 
the Americans call a good ” mixer.” He was criticised for 
Erastianism, for heterodoxy and for undue friendliness with 
dissenters, by many of his fellow Churchinen. But at 
Ripon he was happy. 

The general impression left by the book is pleasant. 
Fremantle's life fell in the period when the Broad Church 
movement was coming to its own, as Newmanism faded. 
He w'as not a bookman. He was not a man who said good 
things. But he lived for large, Christian ideals. And he 
is candid about himself. People who write autobiographies 
are often candid—about other people. He is candid about 
his own failures. For example, he admits that, as a 
preacher, he sometimes failed : 

" Chiefly because of a habit I had formed early of attempting 
to say too much and consequently demanding too much from 
the attention of the congregation. This, I feel strongly, might 
liave been remedied by greater care and self-control, and the 
absence of these qualities Ls rightly to be blamed.” 

&lf-criticism like this is honouraWe, and it was only one 
Of the honourable notes in Fremantle’s character. 

James Moffatt. 

THREE FARCICAL AND A FOURTH.* 

I have heard it said that ” jackets ” are much more 
potent as agents in the securing of popularity for novels 
than are reviews the most discriminating or laudation 
the most enthusiastic. The remark probably originated 
with an artist w'ho was designer of such “jackets,” and 
as reviewer, of course, I cordially disagree with it. Judging 
by their pictorial wrapjiers, indeed, these four volumes 
would all come under the heading of ” humorous,” which 
would not be wholly correct, and what is more, though 
an avid reader, I cannot say that more than one of the 
four wrappers would of itself have served to whet my 
curiosity to the point of wanting to know what it was all 
about. However, the wrapper is but as the bush hung 
out to hint at the entertainment to be had within—the 
story is the thing, and varied as they are in themes and 
treatment each of these four volumes has its merits as a 
means of entertainment, though readers might well differ 
as to the order in which they rank as entertainers. 

Mr. Hamblin has won warm commendation for his 
earlier humorous stories and his farcical narrative con¬ 
cerning ” Horace and the Bird ” will be found to provide 
some pleasant amusement for readers who can appreciate 
broadly drawn characters and somewhat exaggerated 
episodes. Horace Dodley went down into East Anglia 
from the suburban home which he shared with a giggling 
mother and two giggling sisters, to make himself known 
to relatives there at a most inauspicious time. Despite 
the queer reception that he got. he went again, and yet 
again -though he had acquired the reputation of a pilferer, 
and the reputation was justifietl to the extent of one 
photograph ami one maiden's Iieart, but quite false 
in respect of the silver sjxion and a certain cuckoo clock. 
The idea of the lady who wishetl to evade the death duties 
that would .some day fall due on her estate, and who had 
a hobbv for hiding money presents in the houses of the 
relatives whom she visited is very good, and tliough the 
hiding place chosen on one occasion caused a inort of 
trouble, it also brought about the undoing of the un¬ 
worthy Hubert Cheeseman and the happiness of Horace. 
It is a diverting story, in which the humour is of that some¬ 
what superficial kind which is associated with farce. 

Something of the same kind might be said of the very 
different story in which Miss Caroline Lockhart tells us 
how ” ' Gentle Annie ' Makes Goo<l.” Here we liave an 
American yarn concerning one Wallace Maephonson, who. 
as the nephew of a rich woman, is coiileiit to go with her 
from one ” resort ” to another, admired for his good looks 
and his dilettante accomplishments. Then he happens 
upon Helene Spenceley of Wyoming, and stung by being 
dubbed a “ Gentle Annie ” quarrels with his aunt and goes 
off to make a fortune in Wyoming. He does not make a 
fortune, but the attempt to do so makes a man of him, 
and it is no ” Gentle Annie ” who faces first those who 
try to freeze him from the homestead he has taken up, 
and then the chapter of accidents that attend on his 
taking a party through the Yellowstone. If Miss Lockhart 
is on the farcical side in the presentation of many of her 
characters and incidents, she has also many passages of 
that humour which compels the reader to chuckle aloud 
involuntarily. 

There is farce, comedy and something of rollicking fun 
in Mr. Motley Roberts’s volume “The Mirthful Nine,” 
which comprises that number of stories. There is further¬ 
more a skill in the mere act of the story-telling which is 
lacking in the work of many writers of humorous fiction, 
a skill which while setting forth happenings that are 
in themselves humorous or ludicrous, invests them as 
it were in a fitting atmosphere. Too often the writer of 
a designedly humorous story is like the artist who is able 
to render a beautiful scene only in flat colours; less often 

• ” Horace and the Bird.” By Robert A. Hamblin. 7s. 6d. 
net. {Allen & Unwin.)—" ' Gentle Annie ' Makes Good.’* By 
Caroline Lockhart. 78. 6d. net. (Fisher Unwin.)—“The 
Mirthful Nine." By Morley Roberts. 7s. 6d. net. (Eveleigh 
Nash & Grayson.)—" The Substitute MilUonaire.” By Hulbert 
Footner. 7s. Od. net. (Collins.} 
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is he able to do as the more gifted artist does and make 

his scenes more actual by the addition of " atmosphere.'* 
Mr. Morley Roberts has certainly devised a series of enter¬ 
taining extravagant yarns in which, though farcical exag¬ 

geration plays a considerable part, the skill of the story¬ 
teller is such as to make us accept the incidents for a reading- 
while and, doing so, to find some hearty entertainment. 
From the wild happenings when a goat made havoc in a 

drawing-room because the polite host thought it belonged 
to his guest and the polite guest thought it belonged to 
his host, up to the last story—which will surely shock 

any surviving “ Grand Aunt Pamela ’—all is lively and 
enjoyable reading for lighter moments. 

With " The Substitute Millionaire,” we get back to 
America, and here wc leave our company of humorists for 
that of a sensationalist. Mr. Hulbert Footner tells the 
store' of a young New Yorker who, reading of the murder 
of a multi-millionaire, toys with the thought of being his 
heir, and under the influence of his imagination " cheeks ” 
his employer and so loses the job for which he was receiving 
twelve dollars a week. Then comes the astonishing news 
that he IS the heir, and that not only to some eighty million 
dollars but also to the threats and hatred of the murderous 
anarchists He determines to destroy tlie destroyers, and 
to eflect his purjxise gets another man to pose as the new 
millionaire, and m consequence there are many thrilling 
happenings Ixjforc the due happy ending is attained. It 
is an excellent yarianl ol the crime and its detection story, 
neatly woven together aiul capitally told. 

WaI.'M.K jl.KKOl.l) 

BARBARY : THE ROMANCE OF THE 
NEAREST EAST* 

Mr Mac('allum Scott in this lively honk describes a visit 
to Niutliern Africa an<l some wanderings in that liistoric 
land that once was pojiulous, jiroduclive, civilised, but is 
now h:u kward and fallen from its fertility It is above all 
things clear that he enjoyed himselt immensely, and lie '■et 
himsclt Ti- convey to his readers as much as jiossible of tlic 
zest and delight evoked in him by the things he saw 

Well, he has succeeded adniir.iblv in doing so Whether 
he IS desonlmig liis own exjienenc.i*s in visiting dead cities, 
once full of hie, of people, of noble buildings, beautiful 
works of tireek art or the derived imitative art of Koine, 
how lie scrambled about the ruins noting the massive walls, 
the beaiitilully wrought stone, the visible fragment.s that 
give the imagination wherewithal to reconstruct the glories 
that had been ; or giving rein to his own imagination and 
conjuring up the return of a local magnate from some f§tc 
in an evening, with the sun ” sinking into a lai-spreading 
zone of orange, deepening into fiery tones of russet, bronze, 

rose, scarlet and crimson. . . . Against this background 
rises the massif of Clienona, purple and violet, dun and 
dreamlike, witli a slummenng ojialescent Hush on its 
summit ”—exactly what may be seen at the present day ; 
or telling of his almost arctic expedition from Biskra to 
Timgad ; or describing some of the peojile with whom he 
was thrown m his travels ; or giving pictures of modern 
ways of shopping in Tunis ; or a rapid survey of the rise 

and fall of the state of Niimidia, with its Rome-trained 
native prmcehng Juba, and lus wife, the dauehter of Mark 
Antony and Cleopatra; or of Carthage, or its stupendous 
remains ; always he is bright, vivid, crisp and entertaining. 
We must not look for any profound discussion on 
antiquities, for new theories on history, or the relations of 
the peoples that successively occupied these territories ; 
he has no views on art or architecture or government, all 
is plain sailing. He is the visitor only, not the would-be 
savant. And a visitor with quick observing eye and 

admirable powers of expressing what his eyes set before 

his brain. 

• " Barbary : The Romance of the Nearest East ” By 
A. MacCallum Scott. M.P. Illustrated. iJs. (Sd. net. 
{Thornton Butterwortli.) 

It may perhaps not be quite clear why he should devote 
a chapter to a review of Hichens's '' Ciarden of Allah,” and 

another to an account of Flaubert's '' Salammbo.” They 
would hardly be m place in a IxKik of this kind, if it was a 
book quite of the usual kind. But one feels that Mr. 
MacCallum Scott put them into his manuscrijit because 
they interested him very much, and so, although the reader 
may know them as well as the author, the reader still 

enjovs the author's ciijovment, which is a great thing. 
But above all else, it is clear that Mr, MacCallum Scott 

was interested in the work done by France in attempting 
to restore to ICuropean civilisation these lands that Rome 
held for five centuries, and which in the end broke away 
and became Oriental, barbarous if you like, African once 

more. Naturally France has not yet nianagetl to do in 
Africa what Koine did, for her occupation has not yet filled 
a hundred years, comparcil with the Romans’ five hundred. 
Jbit mucli has been done, and much more will be done. 
Mr MacCallum Scott thinks J'rance ha-> been politically 
more successful in Algeria than England has been in Egypt, 
while economically England has done better m Egypt than 
I'rance has. But while he sees the problem and owns it-s 
fascination he does not venture on more than a very 
cautious statement of it. Will h'ranee succeed where Rome 
faileil ^ Perhaps—perhaps not. Our author, perhaps 
wisely, docs not attempt any serious study of what h'rance 
is doing, what she aims at and by what methods. There is 
a great deal of material for such a study, many theories 
loiild be propounded, much discussion might be set afoot. 
He IS cautious, ami is clearly sceptical as to whether Europe 
can ever hope to bring Africa into her borders politically 
or in civilisation But we might hope that his ghmjise at 

northern Africa and I-Vunce's task there might inspire him 
to study the (jueslion in detail ami profoiimlly, and to give 
us an essay upon it from the point of view of a statesman. 
Sucli a book would be a happy jiendant to the present very 

attractive volume. 
I' .M Atkinson. 

MRS. INCHBALD.* 

I)unng her lifetime, which nearly readied its seventieth 
year, Mrs. liichbald was actress, playwright, author and 

editor of several lollectious of plays. Ajiart from her 
friendship with those of her first calling, she was on terms 
of more or less intiniacv with many of the cclebnties of 
the time—Godwin, Holcroft, Dr. Wolcot (Peter I’intlar), 
Mrs. Opie and Charles Lamb. Her jH*rsonal and other 
attractions, too, led to her intrmliiction to jxKijile of higher 
rank. In the memoirs of the period her name is occasionally 
to be found (icorgu Dyer gave a short biographical sketch 
of her m ” Public Characters of 1790-1800,” from which 
one gathers that he was not unacquainted with her. ('harles 
Lamb refers to her ” as the only endurable clever woman 
he ha<l ever known,” though elsewhere he classed her with 
Mrs. Barbauld as one of the ” two bald-women,” and in 
one of his notes to his ” Eha ” essay, ” On Some of the 
Old Actors,” he shows that lie knew her edition of 
collected plays (” The British Theatre ”). Further, we 
know that he liad reail her ” Nature and Art,” which he 
charactensed ” a dainty, sweet book.” It was Coleridge 
apparently who called his attention to it on its publication 
in 1796. 

Modern playgoers have no opportunity of seeing any of 
her plays, wliich are as if they had never been, though in 
their author’s day some of them were fairly popular. 
Readers of Jane Austen's ” Mansfield Park ” will remember 
that it was one of her plays—” levers' Vows ”—adapted 
from the German of Kotzebue which the amateurs were 
to have played at Sir Thomas Bertram’s but did not. 

To serious students of the theatre her editorial works— 

” The British Theatre,” etc.—are not unknown, and copies 
now and then turn up in secondhand booksellers’ catalogues. 

Her two novels, ” A Simple Story ” and ” Nature and 
Art,' ’ have occasionally been re-offered to the general reader. 

• "Elizabeth Inchbald and Her Circle.” By S. R Little- 
wood. los. 6d. net. (Daniel tl’Connor.) 
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.'fhe former was reprinted by the Clarendon Press in 1908, 
but it does not appear to liave reached a second edition. 
" Nature and Art ' was one of the volumes of that most 
treasuretl senes of reprints, “ Cassell’s National Library," 

but that was thirty-five years ago. Both are really interest¬ 
ing stones, though they do not make much appeal to modern 
taste. The jirescnt writer remembers the intense pleasure 
with wluch he read the latter work when a boy of 

seventeen or thereabouts, which may or may not speak 
much lor his taste, but the recollection remains as a de¬ 
lectable po.sscssjon. Whether a reperusal would renew or 

diminish that pleasure is doubtful. 
Tliere was a spice of romance in Elizabeth Inchbald’s life, 

and Mr. Littlewood has wntten a pleasing and interesting 

sketch of her story. He states that he has made no 
attempt at a minute record. 'I'hat is certainly the case ; 
so much so that w’c wnsh he hatl been less sjiaring. He 
does not burden his readers with dates, at any rate, for he 

gives us only two the date of Mr.s. luchbald's birth and 
that of her ileath. No <loubt a careful reader could with 

due attention supply the others, but some concession 
to his ease would have l>ecn not too great an indulgence 

to indolence. 
.\s the author has been so chary of minutue he might 

at least have shown just a little less carelessness in the 
composition of the book. One glaring mistake is made on 

page eighty-two, where, s])eaking of the one dramatic 
incident in " .A Simjile Story." he makes a statement which 
proves either that ho has not recently read the novel or 
has misread the i>!issage. 

Of the SIX ]X>rtraits which he gives us. one -that of Fanny 
Kemble, the daiiglitcr of (diaries Kemble—has no con¬ 

nection whatever with Elizabeth Inchbald's life story. 
A Fanny Kemble married a friend of the latter, but she 

was the aunt of the other Fanny. 

S. liUTTl.KWOKTII. 

JAMES HUNEKER’S SUCCESSOR* 

Mr. H. L. Mencken is at last being introduced to us 
by an English publisher, and w-c find in him a cntic of life 
and letters whose enthusiasm, sharp and spiced and sting¬ 

ing, reminds us of no one among modern literary observers 
so much as the late James Huneker. Not that Mr. Mencken 
is discovered beaming across the dinner-table, as Huneker 
was, with talk that actually identifies artistic master- 
works and the wine, the dishes, the cigars—very seldom 

indeed docs Mr. Mencken’s dissertation take ])lace, meta- 
phoricallv, of course, on that common ground of social 
fellowship. His gusto is of a different kind ; for while 

Huneker was the epicure of American letters, docketing 
his artistic heroes as madmen, wits, saints and sinners 
just as the epicure of another sort will docket the various 
brands of wine, Mencken is the castigator, with far more 
antipathies in literature than preferences, finding huge 

relish in the ridicule of other people’s prefereniTes. Huneker 
made us warm towards good art. Mencken makes us 

hate bad artists. 
With Huneker he shares the ability to endear himself 

to his readers or to send them away reviling the country 
that produced him. It must be confessed at once that 

such writing as his in the volume before us is at first liable 
to shock those who have been reared exclusively on the 
output of litterateurs who write their criticism sadly—our 

own zestless authoritarians. Here, for example, is his 

estimate of the American short story : 

"The same hollowness that-marks the American novel also 
n^arks the short story. Its great masters, in late years, have 
been such cheesemongers as Davis, with his servant-girl 
romanticism, and O. Henry, with his smoke-room and variety 
show smartness. In the whole canon of 0- Henry's work you 

* will not find a single recognisable human character; his people 
are unanimously marionettes; he rn^es Mexican brigands, 

cowmen and New York cracksmen talk the same highly 
ornate Broadwayese. The success of Edward J. O’Brien’s 

• "Prejudices: Second Series." By H. L. Mencken. 7s. 6d. 
net. (Jonathan Cape) 

' Best Short Stopr' series throw.s a vivid light upon the feeble 
estate of the art in the land. . . . He has yet to discover a single 
short story that even the most naive professor would venture to 
mention in the same breath with Joseph Conrad's ’ Heart of 
Darkness,' or Andrieiff’s ‘ Silence,’ or Sudermann's ‘ Das 
Sterbehed,’ or the least considerable tale by Anatole France." 

His criticisms are always made as frankly, and without 
any of the customary .sitting on the fence, although in these 

second essays there arc fewer personal criticisms than there 
were in the first series. There Mr. Mencken made mince¬ 
meat of our leading contemporaries—Mr. G. B. Shaw, 
Mr. H. G. Wells and Mr Arnold Bennett. Here he aims 

(apart from the devastating essay on the late Theodore 
Roosevelt) rather at principles. He seems to be a genial 
materlalisr, believing that all human activity is physical 

m origin. J-ove, for example, is a biological manifestation, 
inspiration a metabolic function, idealism a form of in¬ 
sanity. Anti he ridicules in turn the general, or. as he 
would put it. the Puritan conceptions of them. So 
thorough is his knowledge of the Puritan attitude to all 
these things that we can only suspect he once suhsenbed 
to It and w’as somehow rapped on the knuckles hard enough 

to bring about lus present revulsion. He is saturated with 
the thought and aspect of modern Anienea as only a 
Puritanical .\nierican can Ixj. One would almost say he 
has a complex almut it. 

Mr .Mencken’s )udgment in literature is generally sure and 
sound, but he makes his approach to it more as a critic of 
Ide, and thereby combines with his rutlilessiioss a rigidity 
which narrows liis outlook instead of. .is he Inmsell IIn.l^lnes, 
W’Kleiiing it Hy the possession or lack of ideas a writer 
does not always slainl or Jail -he lerUiinly does not if he 
IS a creative artist. .Mr. Mencken is loo nnpetnous to 
realise that there are times for withholding Hu* test as well 

as times for applying it But he has an uncanin instinct, 
none the less, for detecting the spurious m cre.itiv’c art ; 
he jilays ducks ainl drakes among the " best sellers ’’ m 
American letters. And. alternatively, he doe.s not hesitate 

to proclaim the merit of men whose work may have tallen 
into such neglect or disfavour that they are never mentioned 
in the fashionable drawing-rooms. Writers like Profcs.sor 
Saintsbury and Mr. Frank Harris may, and we hope will, 

with such an influential personality at their side, find 
themselves once again coming into their own. 

Thomas Moult. 

F. W. H. MYERS* 

The poet Myers is worth understanding, and to do so it 

is requisite in the first place to set aside his autobiographical 
fragment, having made two or three mental notes there¬ 
from. The influence of Hellenism in his youth left little 
behind it. He tells us that he was converted by the 

Pluedo " and not by the Gospel; but the proper word 
is tinctured, and even then not deeply, not so deeply at 
least as he seems to think in the fragment. Through 
Josephine Butler, of happy memory, it came about, how¬ 
ever, that he was converted later on by the Gospel, and 
'■ in a potent form," as he tells us; but again the word 
IS tinctured, and not in the sense of regeneration, not in 
a lasting sense. After writing " Saint Paul " and " Saint 
John the Baptist,” both memorable poems within their 

particular measures, the " creed ’’ which gave them birth 
uplifted its light yoke in the normal manner of that Victorian 
time. Myers refers it to increased knowledge of history and 
science, and to a wider outlook on the world. He uses 

also a more pregnant term, namely " insufficiency of 
evidence,” which notwithstanding he clung eagerly to 
" the implied promise of immortality.” In turn, however, 
it failed him, and he was now in the mode of agnosticism, 
otherwise ” virtual materialism.” The fragment speaks 
eloquently of the dull pain of this period, when all hope 
had failed him in respect of the spiritual order, when he 

saw too deeply for common or exotic subtleties to deceive 
him, the indifference of the ” gay licentious crowd,” 

* " Collected Poems, with Autobiographical and Critical 
Fragments.” 12s. net. (Macmillan.) 
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taking its joy in the moment, or the sentimental <lu!^t and 

ashes of the Positive Philosophy. He was on the threshold 
of this state when In- wrote the “ Promise of Immortality, " 
though it remained 111 manuscript for quite a number of 
years. It is like a "lone ocean,” full of sublinie .sorrow, 
but instead of a poem ol intimations, such as the great 
ode of ^\ord^^vorlh, il is the record ol <i curious research 

in thought, a ” faltering message,"' errant in a realm of 
doubt, and giving forth "" wavering words at one ])oiiU 
and another ol the desolate track. If the soul emerges 

for a moment as "' parcel ami part of sempiterniil tilings," 
it reappears as a severed fragment of the .Master Will ’ 

and lamenting any immortalily wliich il mav own as 
such. That is no gospel, nor again is tlu' ice-bound (on- 
solation which suggests with hall a heart that soim* assur¬ 

ance may he gained jierchanci* by n'liounciug all hope 
and falling into an abyss ol silf-forgc‘tfnlness wliicb seems 
relieved of any counsel resjiecling others. “ Forget, 

forswear, disdain,” but the jmrjiose does not ajipear, 
though there is a suggestion of giving We hear other- 
wi.se of love, ciuloweil witii divine jirevisioii and crving 
for eternal things, but its concern is w'oishij) rather than 
iiinoii The* }'ronnse settles saillv into dubious lio}»e and 
closo.s on a despairing note, in jilace of anv jiromise exqircssed 
or imjilied. 

A ]).issionate a.spiration after (hid semis up its hinibeiit 
Hashes through the best jioems , tlie motto is ” 1 imisi 

have Tlioc,” that ever eUK|uent line of the ” Last -Ajipeal ” 
It is as if faith in tins primary *hreetion Jiail n<-s-cr *jnite 
f.ulod him, as if lie recognised and fell that tlie siiri‘ ground¬ 
work of an\- docfiiie coucermng imniortalUc- e our need 
of (iod I he very bc'antliiii ))oem i.illeii ” Lo\e and 

r.iith ” otters another typical example, e.vctmg .i "Iiueiii 
laddei, tr.ivelled up and down b\ angels ^■ct tliese and 
the rest are moods, the )>roof of which is lliat Myers c.inie 

out ihcielrom, feeling that ” the hope of the whole world 
w.!s winislimg ” .itul not Ills own oniv. That ” promise 

on will'll 1 h.ive dw<-!t is a register of moods, and a little 
Ivnc on piv-existcncc ri'presenls a mood of .iiiollier kind 
it <lo(?s not derive from 'onvictioii and is tluMelore |)o\ver- 

Icss to communicate Altei much the same manner ami 
for imicli the same re.ison Mvers comoi\es m a reverie — 
and rclleits m so doing Iroin the " Promise ” —how it 

might lie possible tor <me like him to be " homeless ni the 

heart of I’.iradise ” ami lot the IMesscd N'lsion to cimsc 
from being a \'ision that bli*sses, when coiUemplaletl wirii 
” cxhau.sled eves’" 'I'o varv :i title ol J.\-tlon's, these 
PK'ces and others like them —for thev are man\ —are but 
i.onversations ol an ambitious student i»i sore ill-healtli of 
the soul Ho ha<l seen God outwardly as a niciital possi¬ 
bility. and there is no question fhal he loved the Image, 
but he had not conceived Him uivv.irdlv. Now, tlie imiid 
tires of its images, and moreover thev shift and change , 
but there is such a state as the realisation of that (Lxl 
Who is an Abiding Pre.seuie within. This is the state 

when the thing called faith, having fulfilled itself, is nierge'l 
in experience, so that the .soul says no longer 1 m isi 

have Thee,” but rather ” Thou in me and I in Thee,” 
looking towards a det'per onene.ss, wJicrcin there is no 
distinction between the soul and the Hoi}' One—a state¬ 

ment which w'ill not of necessit}' eoiitravene the theo¬ 
logical <listiiiction betwt‘en the Creator and the creature, 
But it docs not appear from his Lite or writings that Myers 
had any aw’akenings into the world of mystic life. 

He was destined, however, to take a long journey ni 
another direction, and it is on account of this travelling 

tliat his poems—which have their place in Victorian 
literature—are themselves a fragment only of his intel¬ 

lectual life. There came a time when he ceased from 
poetry and follow'cJ his quest of the one and immortal 
life in paths of psychical rc.scarch. Those who would 

understand Myers—and I began by saying tliat he is 
worth the pains—must take up his literary record in this 
direction, being one in w'hich he sought a living reality, as 

it was bodied forth to him. With all his powers he explored 
that difficult and problematical region, and it is known that 
he returned with light in his niiiul and something of peace 

in his heart, for lie hail reached what to him was experi¬ 
mental certitude on the soul's survival of the event ot 
death. In the decades winch have cl.ipse<l since lu; died, 

the research has gone much further, but Ins Imoks aliout 
it are memorable. The age viliuh scotted and ileiiied has 
passed with him MalenaliNtic science itself is dead, and 
a reign of the spirit is beginning m all worlds of knowleilge. 
IMyers i.s one of the precursors, am! reading over, in the 

light of this fact, the somewhat faded but ever beautiful 
ami fragrant leaves of his |xjem.s, one is thankful for the 
quest which he followed and that as a result ot it.s leading 
he w.is ” tired ” no longer ” of all the years eaii give."' 
and regarded lilc no longer iis all but ileath.” 

A !•:. W.^i-tr. 

FIVE BOOKS OF VERSE.* 

Here are five IhjoUs of verse, ami in e.ich of them are 
some grams ot real poeir\-. In two, ” The Eternal Helen ” 
and '■ 1 niireasail,” the rarer element is bright and treijuent. 

In "lorquil Argcstoilc's ” Lovl- i.vrus,” ” Non Aiitel,” 

a long poem m J 'rench, is of distinctly liigher quality than 
auv ot Ins English work Were tlie author to eonfinc him¬ 
self to the other tongue I believe his verse would be more 
successful Frem h is far Indter smti'd tfi <'xpres.s the 

almost exiessively delicatf thought of Toupiil .\rgostoih-, 
lor whicli ICngbsli is too boisterous and vigoioiis a inode of 

speei II 

■‘(' est Id i|ue m'attiiv, a la ]uiiiile dii |um-, 
l.i- doux cli.int lies oiseaiix. jMiur veisi r luoii amour."’ 

is expressive and |ikMsantl)’ turiiud 

” I'luni 

KeHei test lutes (M)il(lLislit 

is not, but one more hidioiis warning tlial m our rough 

English the use ol eoiicrete images m.iy smceed, but the 

worded abstract never 
.Neville Brand, like too maiiv ot lii.s ioiiternporaries, 

would In; more etiectivi- with the hel)i ol a little metre. 
In many moderns 1 suspeet tins lack is irremediable, but 
in this writer there are traces that the singing sense is not 
altogether absent I wish he would use il There seems 

to he no reason for the form and rhythm (if there is aii\) 
of las first pa.Mi. 1 hoiie Mr. Brand will think it no critical 
impertineiuai if I refer him to another jioet wlio, m the 
days ol ins pride, turned lor a wjule from the straight path 

ot I'.uglish versi* to dally with timeless discords thi; noble- 
minded Suliiev. Our poet, despite this lault, has two tine 
virtue.s • an obvious sincerity, sometimes almost painful, 
.ind, more jirecious, a love of the sea and slu]>s 

Daiiforcl Barney is an interesting writer Nearly every 
poem in his book holds the reader's attention and makes 

liim think In style there is a Havour of Kqiling and 

.Swaiibiune, and at times this is effective I nhapjiil}- these 
two poets are like onions, e.xcellent in themselves, but 
when transmitted secoml-iiand. nauseous. N et this is a 
minor matter, and Mr. Barney's virtues outweigh Ins 

faults. Particularly I commend a certain qmet reverence 
lor those dead, whom the Englaml of sometime> 
appears to have forgotten : 

” J<wcls that under tloddcii meailows lie ” 

I like Daniel Corkery. 1 don’t know what 1 Bhreasail,” 

the title of Ills book, means, but suppose from a chance 
reference that it is some Irish place-name. Our author is 

not a Mangan or a Lcdwulgc, yet among his Celtic fore¬ 
runners he seems to stand near 'I'om Moore. I know it is 
now the fashion to depreciate Tom Moore, but it is a bad 
fashion. Mr. (dorkery has something to write of besides 

* " Love Ljtics ” By Torquil Arpc'stoile (EdiiiburKh : 
William Brown )—” Perspective Poems ” By C Neville Brand 
IS 6d (John Wilson.)—” lu the Comet’s Hair” By Danford 
Barney. 5s (Elkin Mathews.)—I Bhreasail.” By Daniel 
Corkery 5s. (Elkin Mathews )—’" Kternai Helen.” By Pearce 
Sturm, js (Oxford . Basil Blackwell ) 
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his own soul, and his work is refreshing for that—and also 
for a certain Celtic mysticism : 

*' Wc cannot tell, though hard we try. 
Whither our feet are bound.” 

In the primitive Irish style Mr. Corkery is not so successful 
as in the modern. He has tried the old theme of the 

■' Gentle Maiden,” but somehow I prefer the words of the 
original song: perhaps because so many a gentle maiden 
lives in the memory of that sweet old air. 

Pearre Stiirm is altogether a modern. I do not know if 

he would be flattered or offended by such a label. He 
writes of Helen and Maeve, and ” dream dark heavy 

Egyptian eyes ” ; in fact he writes too much of these. 

But he writes of them well, though he lacks the polished 
grace of a Keats or a Yeats. The conception worded in : 

1 tliought I saw the changeable forms of Gods 
Moving at high noon in an ilex grove” 

is nobly planned, but the execution is not perfect. At his 
best Mr. Sturm is a translator. Here he has laid fast 
hold of brevity, that soul of wit and all poetry. In a 

translation from the Chinese he writes : 

” I sought her while a thousand years took flight, 
Through lonely hours too bitter to recall; 
I held her in my arms for one brief night 
.And was repaid for all.” 

This is admirable. 

.Arthur Bryant. 

PROLETARIANS AND PEASANTS* 

We are most of us glad to meet the quiet, cheerful man 
who is what is termed a Sane Optimist. He may seem 
to be a little perverse at times, to ignore what are to us 
definite and certain indications of coming trouble, but he 
does generally help us to carry on ; for to him the evil day 
was always yesterday. But, unless he is a great artist in 
words, he must be met in the flesh and not introduced to 
us through the medium of print. We must feel the glow 

of his personality ; he must impress us as a figure of some 
power, competent to deal with life’s difficulties in as cheer¬ 
ful a manner as he belittles them, otherwise we may be¬ 
come critical of his sane optimism. And that is our trouble 

with Mr. Gilbert Stone. Diligent, good-natured as a 
writer—though not an artist in words, an enthusiast where 

modern progress is concerned, his latest work. ” A History 
of Labour.” fails to satisfy us. In spite of all his efforts 
he leaves us, not merely in a critical, but in a hypercritical 
mood. 

Beginning with the slaves of ancient civilisations, he 

loosely but -laboriously works his way through the cen¬ 
turies to the present day. The Feudal System, the freeing 
of the serf, the medieval Guilds, the early factory system, 
the agrarian and industrial revolutions, and the rise of 
trade unionism, are all passed in review in Part One of the 

book ; Part Two being devoted to the present - the factory, 
the home, reforms and general tendencies. In the nature 
of things these many difilcult matters cannot be exhaust¬ 
ively dealt with, and in the effort to give as wide a survey 
as possible, Mr. Stone fails to achieve anything definite or 
convincing. His canvas is too wide, liis conception too 
vague, his interests are too narrow. His admiration for the 
work of dead reformers blinds him to so much of what is 
ugly but living reality. Entirely preoccupied with sen¬ 
timental and much advertised political reforms and philan¬ 
thropic efforts, he largely ignores the more brutal economic 
and financial facts which are making quite a large number 
even o^ ” sane optimists ” apprehensive regarding the near 
future. The blessings of Old Age Pensions, the Factory 

Acts, Poor Law Reform, Workmen’s Compensation and 
other measures designed to ameliorate the lot of the sick, 
the aged and the unfortunate, will be belittled by nobody, 
and if we heard Mr. Stone descanting on their benefits we 

might feel a glow of pleasure ; but on reading him in cold 
print we are forced to meditate on the fact that millions 

• “A History of labour.” By Gilbert Stone. 158. 
^Harrap.)—” The Fall of Feudalism in France.” By Sydney 
Herbert. 7s. 6d. (Methuen.) 

of workers are to-day unemployed or partly employed, and 
to speculate on what is likely to happen in the future when 
already policemen’s batons are needed in half a dozen towns 

as arguments to remind the unemployed of their duty to 
starve and suffer in silence. 

One of Mr. Stone’s difficulties is, of course, that he is 
obsessed with the political idea. Is not political power in 
the hands of the masses ? They have the vote and can make 

whatever laws they desire ! He apparently fails to realise 
how limited is the power of the masses to affect legislation, 
and how limited is the'power*of-Parliament itself in the 
face of determined economic and financial interests. Finance, 
which can make or break governments,-does not seem to 

interest him at all. How long can manufi^cturers hold 
out against the hostility of the financial inter^ts, politics 
or no politics, and W’hat can Labour do but tr^mp the 
.streets when these great powers go to war ? ' Tllese are 
questions vitally affecting Labour to-day, but they are 
questions Mr. Stone does not seem inclined to consider. 

From 1832 onwards the centre of all our activities seems 
to have been the ballot box. A century ago, we are told, 

” Whatever the evils of the system might be, however 
much the worker might object to the rough and abrupt 
change he was compelled to make, he had but little option 
in the matter. He had either to fall in with the new order 

of things, or go to the parish, or starve.” That was at 
the beginning of the industrial revolution, and most of us 
would agree that the position of the industrial worker 
has vastly improved since those days—but hundreds of 
thousands of our countrymen who are now trying to rear 
families on the unemployment dole—so grudgingly paid ! 

—would disagree with us. 
From Mr. Stone’s generalities it is a real pleasure to 

turn to Mr. Sydney Herbert's clear and competent survey. 
His exhaustive examinatioa of original document^, his 
cool judgment, and a true appreciation of real values have 
enabled him to produce a history of that part of the French 
Revolution which has been most positive and durable, the 
peasants' revolt. On the political side, French feudalism 

was destroyed by the monarchy. ” The royal armies 
overthrew the feudal fortresses ; the royal law courts filched 
jurisdiction from the feudal judges ; the royal tax-gatherers 
thrust themselves between the noble and liis vassals ” ; 
but the economic power of the nobility was strengthened. 
With the extent and effect of the economic oppression 

of the nobles, their continual cry to the unhappy peasants 
of ” give—more and yet more,” and the consequent final 

destruction of feudalism, this book deals. 
After outlining fully and clearly the state of the country 

under feudalism in 1789, Mr. Herbert steadily leads us 
through the first peasants’ revolt, the insurrection of 1790, 
to the rural revolution of 1790—1 and the end of the feudal 
system. One conclusion Mr. Herbert draws from his study 
of the period should be seriously considered by every con¬ 

servative-minded man to-day, when not merely a country, 
but a continent is cluttered up with clinging, outworn 
institutions. “ The primary cause of revolutions,” says 

Mr. Herbert, ” is the survival of institutions, whether 
political or economic, which no longer fulfil their original 

function.” That statement may not be entirely new, but 
it is profoundly true. When such institutions have out¬ 
lived their utilfty, impeding the growth and hindering the 
development of the social organisation, it must free itself 
or perish. As French feudalism became functionlcss and 
yet remained obdurate, whilst the peasantry outgrew its 
oppressive and obsolete spirit, a clash was inevitable, and 
in the resulting struggle feudalism was shattered. It is 
the custom nowadays to pretend that the French Revo¬ 
lution was merely an orgy, achieving little but a welter of 
blood and misery ; but that is merely a pretence. As Mr. 
Herbert so succinctly states, ” Governments have come 
and gone; France has changed from Republic to Empire, 
from Empire to Monarchy, from Monarchy to Republic 
again, but two things have never changed : the peasants' 
grip upon French soil, and the rule which makes all French¬ 
men subjects of an equal law.” 

ROWLAND Kenney. 
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SIR SIDNEY COLVIN’S 
RECOLLECTIONS.* 

The sloven style, the trivial matter, of so many of the 
reminiscences, padded out into large volumes, which every 
publishing season pours forth, makes all the more welcome 

' by contrast a book of memories that is both rich in interest 

and itself a piece of literature. Such is Sir Sidney Colvin's 
“ Memories and Notes.’' It is a pleasure to read from 
beginning to end, if only for the exact and vivid jihrasing, 

the sustained felicity of cadence, at times touclnng emotion 
and imagination at once with ju.st that kind of beauty of 
sound in the words which is jiropcr to hne prose. " \Vith 

the deaths of these two, Trelawny and Severn, the groat 
romantic age seemed to many of us to have rccedcil out of 

living touch and reach into a past nearly intangible and 
remote.” How much is conveyed through these (jmetly 
modulated w’ords, and how movinglv ' They collect, too. 
as it happens, the ])crvading fascination of these pages. 
.\ny man who has lived through the Victorian era to this 
present day of ours has tasted an <‘xj)eneiice of world- 

change such as probably no other generation of men ever 
knew. But to have known so well so many of the great 
figures of that past time, already so quccrly distant, to 
have been on terms of iiitinialc and aficctionate friendship 
with some of the most brilliant and most lovable among 
them : this is indccxl an experience to be envied. Sir 

Sidney Colvin is familiarly known to all lovers of letters as 
the author of a classic hlc of Keats and an admirable and 
authoritative monograph on I^ndor ; to an even wider 

circle as the dearest and closest friend of Louis Stevenson. 
To special students he is well known for his scholarship and 
learning in the historx’ of the arts, the writer of works of 
research and insight on certain chapters in that history, 
esi>ecially the early engravings of Italy and of England, 
and the drawings by old masters of all the European 
schools. He is equally at home with classic literature and 
witli antique sciiljiture. But even had he none of these 
acquirements aiul interests, he would have found material 
for fascinating rcmimsccnccs in a life rarely enriched by 
the genius for friendship. 

In the opening of one of the best of these papers- that 
on Meredith—there is a beautiful description of Box Hill 
and of the asscxiiations called up by those slopes—" the 
steep, chalky declivities and gullies thickctcd with jumper 
and boxwood ”—which crowded on the writer’s mind as he 
wandered over them alone on a clear autumn evening after 
storm ; and he reminds us that when Meredith first settled 
at Flint Cottage it was just half a century since Keats 
made that fruitful stay at Burford Bridge, close by, when 
he wrote the last five hundred lines of ” Endymion ” It 
IS over half a century now since Mcretlith settled on Box 
Hill; and the reminder of the <lates seems somehow to 
bring Keats nearer, since it seems so short a time ago that 
Meredith pa.ssed ” from his green hill.” But to have 
shaken hands with Trelawny, to have grasped the hand 
which snatched Shelley’s heart from the fire and still boic 
the scar of the burning on it, and to have heard that okl 
rebel rouse himself from the lethargy of his eighty-eight 
years and recite. ” with the full force of his tremendous 
voice,” stanzas from Blake’s ” Songs of Experience ” (how 
interesting to hear of Trclawny's enthusiasm for Blake, a 
poet only revealed to him through Gilchnst and Rossetti 
and unknown to Shelley and his circle) ; this is indeed a 
wonderful experience which seems to bridge the ages. Sir 
Sidney is master of a terse and vivid touch in portraiture : 
he makes us see as with our own eyes this strange and 
formidable figure of legend sitting in the parlour of hi.s 
Sussex cottage, with his "face of ashen colour, the rough 
grey hair and beard ahd firmly modelled mouth set slightly 
awry, the hard, clear, handsome, aquiline profile, the 
masterful scowling grey eye ” : an embroidered red cap 
•with a stiff projecting peak of the fa.shion of Byron’s day 
was on his head and two black-and-tan terriers at his feet. 

It was 1881, and Trelawny hoped the Boers would beat the 

• " Memories and Notes of Persons and Places, 1832-1912.” 
By Sir Sidney Colvin. (Arnold.) 

PhoivbyL o.mppi. Sir Sidney Colvin. 

British ; he shouted defiantly, " I would fight for the Boers, 
I would fight for the Boers ! ” But this is only one of 
many living portraits that the book brings befiire our eyes. 

Hero is Gladstone, whose electnc personality was so 
forcibly jiresent to the English mind while he lived, and 
whose tremendous prestige must seem rather difficult to 
account for to generations which only know him bv name. 

" The sffc.re. erect, commanding figure, the grandly modelled 
and deeply furrowed features, the vivid, almost luminous 
alabastor-hke pallor of the skin, with the pure tint, even in 
extreme age, of the rare flush when it came, the formidable 
roll and far-rcachuig flash of the eye, like that which I have 
seen an old condor in captivity cast from his ruck-pcrch in the 
public garden. . . .” 

It is to be noted of Sir Sidney'.s portraiture that while his 
pen is not pointed by malice (so often a promjHcr to graphic 
wit), he is no soft ideahser, nor one who adorns the dead 
with haloes to contra.st them with degenerate successors, 
Xo, it is a keen veracity, a profound belief that nothing is 
so interesting as human character in its full complexity of 
strength, weakness and good will, which gives so real a 

presence to the figiire.s that apj>ear in these pages. Of 
some, like George Eliot, wc have only glimpses : but Sir 
Sidney Colvin, while still a small boy. made his first visit 
to Ruskin. whom hiS parents knew, and with whom he was 
never to be quite out of touch, though early enthusiasm for 
lus writing became: tcmpcrecl by critical knowlt<lge : he 
was consultt“d by Rassetti when preparing his poems for 

publication ; he was a yet closer friend of Bnrne-Joncs : 
he knew Browning, he knew Victor Hugo (the chapter on 

Hugo contains an unforgettable, a pnccK^ss anecdote), and 
better than any of these he knew George Meredith. There 
is a chapter on Sir Sidney’s boyhood in Suffolk, where 

Edward Fitzgerald was a familiar figure; another on the 
British Museum, in which he lived and worked for thirty 
years, and on his senior colleague. Sir C'harles Xewton, to 
whom classical archicology m England owes so much and 
of whom no biography has l>een written. But the chapter 
to which perhaps most readers will turn first, and the 
longest in the book, is that on Stevenson. .Already Sir 
Sidney finds that a legend is growing up about R. L. S., 

effacing or blurring the real image of the man as wa.s. even 
as regards his personal appearance. We are assured that 
his complexion was never pale, nor his figure shadowy, 
nor his hair black. " The main physical fact about him 
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was that his heart was too bij; and its blood supply too full 
for his body.” W’ell, whatever false pictures may have 

become current, they should be wijicd out by the brilliant 
portraiture of these fascinatiup fifty pages. They contain 
several things which are new and unknown, and though 
no man of letters of our time is more familiar a personage 
than Stevenson, this chapter adds a bloom and sjiarkle to 

the picture ue have of him in our minds, we who never 
knew that ehild of romance in the flesh. Nc» reader will 

close this book without envying Sir Sidney the many 
friend'lup. of a full life, but this friendship most of all. 

I.AfRi.xei: Binvon. 

THE JUNIOR TRENCHARDS* 

Having now a settled foundation to work upon—person¬ 
alities already created and characters already forme<]- - 
Mr. Hugh Walpole can carry on the familv history of 
the Trencliards until time or disinclination puts an end 
to his task. We shall not complain if, after this novel 

which takes Henry and Ins sister Millicent through their 
first struggles to earn a living and their first love-alfairs, 
he continues until Henrv's children and Milhcenf s children 
have grown old enough to have love-stories of their own. 

Henry, as a father, would be a fa.scinating stmlv with his 
sudden weakiie-ises, his quick impulsive actions. Ins dreamy 
industry; and Millicent, practical and strongly-loving, 
could hardly be loss interesting. 

In the present volume we have two di.stinct stories— 

that of Henry and of Millicent, which is a fault in (on- 
struction : but the two are linked so finely by the beautiful 

synipatln- between them that only academic and in¬ 
human criticism ccnild ciupliasisc it as detracting from 
the pleasure or efiec't of Hu* book as a whole 'Phe letters 

of Henrv to Millie, of her to him, stitch or weave together 
the plots into one piece, we feed how closely the two 

lives - the Trenchanls- are united, and it is significant 
that in trouble they turn to one another as naturally as 
children to niotlierlv arms. The scene where the girl, m 
a crisis of mental and spiritual anguish following the 
revelation of her lover’s dec*eption, fiiuls her relief and 
salvation in Henr;^'s sudden appearance and instant 
comprehension, is the finest thing in the novel, and the 
complete episode, covering two chapters and IX) 
forms perhaps the best and most moving climax of enudion 
to be found in any ot Mr Walpo’.’s n v.K. 

Henrv is a '' queer" fidlow, and into wlu't shap.- life 
will finally mould him is uncertain. His first fixid position 
IS as secretary’ .to an aristocrat of the old and outwardly 
chilly school: here he muddles the historical letters which 
he is engaged to set in onler, but shows his genius in wniing 
up the ponod and getting the " afmo.s]>hore.’’ and hi.s 
employer and friend, who ilic’s, leaves him enough money 
+0 keep him for three years, by which tim<', presumably, 
the work contemplaied will be published Mi-anwlulc 
Henry has fallen iii love—with the face ora young girl 
seen in Piccadilly Circus, and though ho follows the girl 
and eventually rescues her from a moth.r whose profession 

is clearly indicated, she, we arc given to understand, has 
no awakening, and can respond only by friendship and 
gratitude. We feel that something better must be in 
.>tore for the gentle, lovable Henry'; it will be difficult 
to find the right mate for him, for he is of the class which 
<jften makes a failure of married life simply because he is 
too capable of entering into the feelings and moods of 

others, too responsive to sudden appeals. 
For Millie, there remains the sturdy Peter Westcott. 

whose poor frail wife reappears for awhile, only to die 
in his rooms, sarcastic and uncomprehending to the last. 
Again we hardly see happiness on the horizon ; but they 

are not yet avowed lovers. 
The novel is one of a set, of equal value with its fore- 

ri^nners, neither greater nor less;' but conceivably of a 
iftmer, fuller texture. In the new characters introduced— 

• ” The Young Enchanted ” By Hugh Walpole. 7s. 6d. 
(Macmillan.) 

the household of Victoria Platt, Millie’s employer, and of 

Sir Charles Duncombe, among whose family archives Henry 
delved- ■ Mr. Walpole’s humour and interpretative gifts 

are admirabl}’ toned to produce sonie remarkably enter¬ 
taining .scenes which never touch an exaggerated note. 
Whether these people will reappear upon a fresh stage 
we do not know ; but the whole storv leaves us with a 

distinct impression, not definitely explicable by any 
particular evidence but caused by the richness of the 
general picture, that in Mr, Walpole's next essay in the 
lustory of the junior Trencliards wc shall have something 
e.xccptionally fine 

^\'TLFR1D I., RaNDELL. 

LEADERS UPON LEADERS.* 

*' Since the Tlntti-h Weeklv was founded in 1886 I have 

been in tin* habit of writing tributes to notable figures in 

the Christian worM.” Sir William Robertson Nicoll 

geiu'rallv did this when the man died, or when his biography 

was published One of these ajiprcciations was elicited 

by the centenarv of F. W. RolK-rtson’s birth, but the rest 

are practionllv coiitemporan- estimates, often penned 

under the immediate sense of loss It is hardly necessary 

to say with what skill they are done The salient points 

arc seized, in a few deftlv-drawn lints the figure is recalled 

to the memory, and the desired impression is made. It 

seisms easy. How hard the art is, we only know if we road 
the recurring uttenijits to excel in it, frequently blurred by 

adulation or convciilionahtv I'liis book is a short collec¬ 

tion of first-rate e.xaniples, and Us nients arc more than 

literary Its pages bring back to the mirul men like 

Father Stanton. R W Dale. Henrv I)rumnu>iul. Martiiiean, 

and Eightfoot Scotsmen predominate in the senes, but 

its range is cathohe When D M Moir died in 1851, 

Blackii'ood paid a generous tribute to its old contributor, 

remarking at the end that " Bright as the flowers may be 

which arc twined for the coronal of Uie p(K*t, tliey ha\’e 

no glory when placed besule the wreath which belongs to 

the departed Christian.” It is the Chnslian quality m 

these men which Sir William singles out, and to which 

he pays deheati*. <liscriniinaiiiig homage The result is a 

delightful book, which stirs reminiscences, and pleases 

bv its a<curate pera'ptum and fresh plirasing 

" .S w’cll-wntten life is almost as rare as a well-spent 
one ’■ Cailyle’s grumble is ecjioi'd by anyone who has 
ha<l t. thp into cccle.«iastical biographies. Hood men are 

often buried hopelessly in a dull, inartistic biography 
compiled by some one who has never learned the art of 
compression and never realised how to use letters. In 
speaking ot the biography of Dr. Begg, the truculent Free 
Cluircli leader in Scotland of last century, Sir William 
notes, lor example, how badly the great leaders of the 
l>isruption have fared in their official ” Lives.” ” With 
two or three exceptions they are deplorable, presenting the 
imagci of fussy, bigoted ecclesiastics, always making 
speeches or taking part in petty quarrels, and completely 
dissociated from the larger world of culture. In comparison 
with Dr. Hegg’s life, however, the Vr’orst of them is a classic. 
The book is, in short, a heap of hay and stubble with one 
or two needles hopelessly lost therein.” Dr. ^!artineau's 
composite biography was an Fiiglish counterpart 

It IS the preaching genius which is hailed as a rule in 
men like Dr. Parker, Canon Liddon and Mr. Spurgeon. 
But Dean Church is singled out for his journalism. It is 
well to be reminded that he shone as a Christian journalist, 

and that his main interest lay in the Guardian, “ w’hich 
he helped to found, to which he w'as a constant contributor, 
and by which in many anxious crises he-virtually shaped 

the policy of the Church of England.” 
1 find it difficult to share Sir William’s regret that 

Lightfoot was not spared ” to accomplish the next labour 
he had proposed to himself—a commentary on Ephesians.” 
Lightfoot. as Sir William admits, ” does not yoke liimself 
with the mind of St. Paul.” His interpretations of Pauline 

• ” Princes of the Church.” By Sir William Robertbon 
IficoU, C.H., LL.D. 7s. 6d. net. (HoUder & Stoughton.) 
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thought are never equal to his historical estimates of 

evidence. Hort was right in missing the effort to collocate 
Paul’s thought with the facts of life, such as is made in 

Jowett's pages. And Ephesians has soaring passages 
which would not have appealed to Lightfoot. Consider 
how little even Westcott made of them in his edition ! 
What Lightfoot would have done superbly well w^as an 
edition of Acts. 

One of the incidental pleasures of reading this book is 
to come across remarks like these. *' The public ear, 
though easy to gain, is hard to keep. ” “ Drummond did 
justice to that restfulness of Christianity which lies behind 
its spiritual sharpness and searchingness " And this on 

personal injuries—" We may sin by resenting them, an<l 
we may sin by forgiving them.” ” We cannot think,” 
says Sir William, ” that such a book as ‘ Types of Ethical 
Theory,' can easily be dethroned.” 

We are told that the biographer of Professor Flint 
” does not tire us with the dreary drip of incessant 
panegyric, but he knows, and makes it clear that he knows, 

how great and noble was the man he is dealing with.” 
These estimates are real and appreciative We arc 
grateful to Sir William Robertson Xicoll for what he has 
done, and for the style and spirit in wluch he has done it. 

J.\Mi:s Moi-fati. 

Iftovcl "fflotcs. 

THE FRUIT OF THE TREE. By Haiiiilt..!i Pyfe. 6i\ 
(Parsons) 

The ideal of the fir.st woman in this storv is intellectual 
advancement, independence ; that of the second woman 
is maternity. The first detests cluldren: the second 
adores them. Given a normal, healthv man, married, 
as one might say under false pretences, to the brilliant 
unemotional first, meeting afterwards at a critical point 
the sweet, physically attractive second, and we have the 

framework upon which Mr. Hamilton h'yfe has stretched 
a canvas for his picture of life. If the framework is familiar, 

the picture is one that few novelists could have painted 
so unfalteringly, and the last strokes, where we almost 
held our breath lest his hand should fail, arc the strongest 
and best of all. To betray any more of the plot, or to 
hint at the emlmg, would be unfair ; it is enough to say 
that with fine courage, skill and clcaincs.s the author 
handles a situation which could have been irremediably 
spoiled by a false touch or a concession to the conventional. 
This of course we saj' in the name of art ; how the problem 
thus solved would work out in actual life depiends upon 
the temperament of those who might be concerned : con¬ 
ceivably it might lead to happiness, but more probably 
the position would be one of unstable equilibrium. In the 
exposition of his principal characters notliing could be 
better than Mr. Fyfe’s method of conversational lucidities. 
Muriel fascinates Halstead, the rising barrister, by her 
ability, her knowledge of the law, her taste, her quick 
response to intellectual stimulus ; Margaret wins him by 
her glow of womanhood; she is the potential mother 
personified. Every other person is placed clearly in 
relation to these two principals, and m the good, bewildered 
Bishop, whose wise and well-meant counsels become so 
irritating to everybody in turn, is a figure who may well 

stand for conventional morality w’ith its back to the 
wall-when- confronted by a puzzling proposition—the 
“ hard case ” which makes ” ted law.” or, as Edward 
Halstead says, the ” bad laws which make hard cases.” 

The book is an acute social study, w’ith none of the ” dry¬ 
ness *' usually coupled with such a phra.se, and it is written 
without the slightest levity, yet wth a constant sense of 
the humorous. Behind it all there is the perception of 

serious matters’’ which sooner or later will demand more 
attention than to-day is given to them, and we extend 

cordial congratulations to Mr, Fyfe for presenting a complex 
situation so cogently and brilliaqi^}. 

THE QUALIFIED ADVENTURER. By Selwyn Jepson. 
8s. 6d. (Hutchinson.) 

At the outset Peter Duff was a journalist; sub-editor 
of a popular series of ” Adventure Novels ” in a large 

publishing house which we think it would not be difficult 
to identify. But he was not contented to edit and occasion¬ 
ally write stories of adventure; he was always hankering 
to live such stories as he had read and written, and one 

day he was offered the chance to do so and took it. As 
agent for a soft-voiced, mysteriou.s little man whom he 
met m the cafe where he always took his lunch, he went 
a voyage in search of a lost treasure, the secret of whose 
hiding place the little man had bought; and with such a 
captain as Captain Fellowes, .so charming a girl as his 
capable, unmanageable daughter Jimmy, such a treacherous 
ruffian a.s Weames, and that excellent Chinese cook, Yen 
San, keeping a surprise up his sleeve, all aboard with him. 
things were bound to happen, and they did, before the 
treasure was secured, and especially afterwards. It is a 

capital talc of love and adventure among lawless people 
and in wild places. Well contrived, written crisply, 
vividly, with a touch of humour and a sense of character, 
it is as glamorous and exciting a sensational romance as 
any we have read for .some time. 

MENDOZA AND A LITTLE LADY. By WilUam Caine. 
6s. net. (Putnams) 

Mendoza bids fair to become a character in fiction who 
will live outside the confines of the novel in which he is 
placed. He IS a rare creation. ” If he was drawing slums 

out of doors for his own amusement, until the impulse to 
draw slums out of doors for his own amusement should 
leave him, it was a thousand to one he would decline to 
undertake any sort of commission. Yet one never knew. 
Success was always possible. The proposal might say 
something to him, whisper some happy idea ; and then 
he would drop his slumming (or what not) at once and 
resume money-making. He refused work, now because 
he disliked the way it was offered, now because his mood 
was for a pen-picture story and a coloured poster was 
wanted, again because he was busy on an etching.” Yet 
no less real, and only a little less magnetic, is the careless 
Raymond Adkin—besieged, if anyone was, with the 
artistic temperament. And no less real, and scarcely less 
lovable, the little lady herself, who drew minute pictures 
of the decorative type and ” liked to see how much she 
could get on to the back of a postage-stamp.” These 
three form the trio in a romance where humour and pathos 

mingle in a manner essentially Mr. Caine’s own—a romance 
in which Punchester, the Righteous Man—with whom ” to 
have to pay a fair pnee for a beautiful thing robbed it at 
once, in his sight, of all desirableness ”—plays the rdle 
of ogre, keeping Adkm and Ottilie on tenterhooks, between 
hope and despair, that he may get good material dirt cheap 
for his influential journal. The Useless Magazine. Pun- 
che.ster is a masterpiece—so suave, so contemptible, that 
we share Adkin’s triumph to the full when, instead of 
agreeing to the Righteous Man's low terms, he is able to 

treat iiim airily and refuse to take on any further work 
for him at the moment. Of course he has to thank the • 
little lady for that glorious independence, and Mendoza 

too—for Mendoza, at some personal inconvenience, is 
adept at executing the duties of guardian angel. Yes, 
Mr. Caine has achieved another novel that is sparklingly 
alive : something real, not in the sordid sense, but with the 
reality of laughter and tears. 

ANTHONY LYVEDEN. By Dornford Yates. 7s. net. 
(Ward, Lock.) 

For it«s abundant wit, never due to the fortuitous use of 
cliches, and never ” cheap,” the discriminating reader will 
thank the author of this delightful novel. Major Anthony 
Lyveden as footman, in love with a society girl who know’s 

all about his state of mind, presents opportunities for farce 
which might easily tempt the unwary and unwise ; we are 

pleased to see that they are ignored and that the truer 
humour of situation and clever dialogue is developed. 

^ Tliv full, however, is merely incidental to an absorbing 
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story which contains some very serious work ; and a word 

or two of praise must go to the style of the prose. Without 
pronouncing that double-edged dictum to the effect that 

the author has '* evolved a style of his own," we may 
express pleasure* at the fact that Mr. Yates can apostrophise 
the reader and use the first person singular without inducing 
—to put It mildly—annoyance, and that the interludes of 
the fate-buflclcd Major with " Patch," his beloved terrier, 

are not introduced at haphazard. The dog in fact is charm¬ 
ing, a splendidly drawn portrait, a character having his 

lawful place in the plot: he is on the first page, and on the 
last. The end is not a " conclusion ”—it is on the note 
of crisis, with promi.se of a sequel. To this all readers, we 

believe, will look forward eagerly. 

GENTLEMAN—UNAFRAID. By M. P. Thomasset. 
(Drane.) 

The theme of the wounded soldier requires delicate 
treatment if it is to serve as the basis of a novel. Jimmv 

Charteris, the hero of this story, has been very badly 
wounded, so sorely that he cannot speak, but has to write 
w’hat he wishes to say ; also he is on crutches, having lost 
a leg. As " a remnant of a man " ho feels that any definite 
advances to the girl he loves are out ot the question ; 

he becomes morbid, and is inclined to isolate himself from 
all healthy friendships. The story tells the method of his 
healing ; it traces the slow* change in his outlook, until at 

the finish we find all misunderstandings cleared up and 
the lovers at peace. C'onsidcrcd cnlically, there is too 
" sweet ” an atmosphere, too generous a sprinkling of 
pathos and sentiment, especially in the scene where Charteris 

visits the church. 'J'his lack of strength and restraint, 
however, does not materially hinder the reader’s appre¬ 
ciation of a gentle, pleasant tale, and there are jiages in 
which a quiet humour gives colour to some excellent 

dialogue. The various adventures of the pnncipal char¬ 
acter in his wanderings arc well described, and there is 

much skill in the gradual development of his attitude 
towards life, from the misanthropic stage to optimism and 

sanity. 

THE RED KNIGHT j A ROMANCE. By F. Bicit Young. 
7s. 6d. (Collins.) 

For his new novel Mr. Brett Young has lut upon an 
excellent idea, which he has handled most happily. He 
imagines a Mediterranean island, called Trinacna, the 
ancient name of Sicily, revolting against and massacring 
its hereditary king and subsequently submitting to tin* 
dominion of a-fanatical Communist who quickly finds 
himself compelled to establish a dictatorship and to rule 
by fusillades, executions and bombardments. A voung 

Englishman, whose mother was a native of the island and 
who had been a friend and di.sciple of the dictator when he 

was an exile in London, manages to get to Trinacna and 
promptly enters the Bolshevik service as secret agent. 
The course which the narrative sub.sequentTy runs every 
practised lover of romance will easily guess. Robert 
Bryden, the agent-provocateur, falls in love with Macldaleiia 
Farace, the very girl on whose movements he has to spy. 
In the end, distracted between love for his Royalist sweet¬ 

heart and loyalty to his Communist chief, Bryden blows 
out his brains just as Enrico Massa, the dictator, is return¬ 
ing triumphantly from the thirteenth attempt to assassinate 
him. The interest is tense from start to finish, the desenp- 
tions are admirably graphic, and the scenes between the 

lovers are highly wrought but never hectic. " The Red 
Knight " indeed is a thoroughly lifelike and absorbing 
romance. With Henry Ainley for hero and Cathlccn Xe.sbit 

for heroine it would make a fine stage play. 

HELEN OF THE OLD HOUSE. By Harold Bell Wrighl. 
8s. (3<1. (Appleton.) 

(^Distinctly a novel with a lesson, if not with a " purpose," 
“ Helen of the Old House " will make a very strong appeal 
by reason of its clever treatment of love and labour 
questions. It is a strange mixture, but not altogether 

new : Robert Herrick, Jlr. Wright's compatriot, has dealt 
with the same theme, if we remember rightly. Helen, the 

daughter of a null-owner, is brought into contact with a 
lower level of existence when she makes friends with two 
ragged children whose father is employed in the null; 
through her talks with them she begins to think things out 
for herself. Her brother John, with ideas which compel 
him to fraternise with the workmen, is a well-conceived 

character, and the story of the labour crisis and strike 
engineered by a foreign agitator is \ividly told. There is 
rather too much " talk " on socialistic matters and the 
relationship between capital and lalxmr, several people of 
the Ixiok committing Ihenuselvcs to pages of platitudes ; 

but apart from this the change in Helen’s views and the 
general situation between the employers and the union 
of null-workers is conveved with skill. The love storv 
of John, who wins the (laughter of one of his father’s 
employees, and ol Helen, who cmphasi.scs the po.sition by 
falling in love with one ot her father’s workmen, give a 
ploiising thread of colour to a novel w'hich is constructed 

on the most apjiroved lines of transatlantic " ujilift." 

TONY SANT. Bv Mrs. C. S. Peel. S.s. 6d. net. (The Bodley 

Head ) 

In spite of the quiet liuniour that pervades this book, 
its theme is essentially .-'ad : the innocence of a young 
girl misinterpreted so that her whole hie is embittered 
and she herself driven to the iiifainv for whicli she was 
blamed. The truth that Tony Sant learns from this hard 
lesson compensate- in some measure tor lier unjust suttcr- 
ings—in that, and in the excellent character studie.s, lies 

the chief motives of the novel. Tony, driven from her 
native town by a cruel misunderstanding, accepts the help 
of a man who later demands more than mere fncndslnp; 
ill-hcalth and inability to find work force her hand, and 
she accedes to his suggestion, only to be left friendless 
and j)cnmle-s when he dies. l*’rom a guileless, weak, 
unthinking girl, the woman 'lony develops, and wo follow 
)ier progress with interest to the realisation of licr life’s 

philosophy. That the book is written with charm and 
artistic finish goes without saying—it is a worthy successor 
to Mrs. Peel's previous novels and should secure her an 
even larger circle of admirers. 

THE RAJAH'S DAUGHTER. By F. B. Penny. 7s. Gd. 
iHoddur Stoughton.) 

Mrs. Penny has long ago established herself as one of 
the most faithful and vivid writers upon Anglo-Indian life, 
and her vide knowledge of its inner phases has enabled her 
to keej) her work fresh ami interesting. In her new novel 

she has once more taken a real as well as a modern problem 
lor her central ilienie. and lias woven around it with her 
accustomed skill a deeply intere.sting and human story. 
We should not be surprised if " The Rajah's Daughter ” 
proves one of her most popular, as it certainly is one of her 

best books. In this novel Mrs. Penny is rather more con¬ 
cerned with native life than Anglo-Indian life. But 
readers are unlikely to grumble because at the present 
time native India and its mliabitants bulk large in the 
public eye. Most readers will fall m love with the chief 
girl character, the Princess Charma, whose misfortune in 
a sense it has been to have received a Western education, 

and to have tasted the sweets of Western freedom. She 
is exceedingly well and clearly drawn. One understands 
her and knows her. She has spent the war years in 
England, and when the story opens is about to return to 
her native land. She has acquired much during the years 
of her stay, but Mrs. Penny's picture of her shows very 
plainly that Kipling was right when he gave us the dictum, 
" East is East, and West is West, and never the twain 

shall meet." It is not easy perhaps for the Western 
reader to accept the fact that ten years in England and 
the freedom she experienced should leave the little, dainty 
and charming Princess to fall so easy a victim, on her 

return to India, to the rules of her caste and creed. But 
one grasps in Mrs. Penny’s pages at least some idea of the 
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futility of struggling against the traditions of an Eastern 

people. Not the least interesting feature of the story is 
the vista one gets of the inner life of Indian women. The 
members of the Rajah’s family are described in some 
detail. In Raman Das. the secretary who, like the little 
Princess, has received a European education, one has a 
finely-drawn character. There is pathos indeed in the 

picture of the little Princess, who at first has sonic con¬ 

siderable liberty given her. until she is purified from the 
contamination with a Western rate and can be received 
again into the zenana, and go to her elderly husband by 

whom she was espoused as a mere child. As the matter i.s 
left it would apjiear at present that a Western education 
can only lead to tragedy in the case of an Indian woman. 

ROMANCE TO THE RESCUE. By Dems Macail rid. 
net (John Murray) 

Elizabeth Smith has (hsappt'are<l and left no atldress 
with her frieiul.s, and John Ormroyd is thinking of inserting 

an adverti.scmeiit when he romes across one alreadv in 
The Tiiiu'i. He brought it to Mrs. Cartunglit. ‘‘ ‘ ^\■hat 
do you think of that ? ' asks John, in the tone in which 
Michael .Angelo mav be imagined to have shown visitors 
the ceiling of the Sistinc ('hapel.” To say the least, Hus is 
not the most natural comparison, and mav be taken as an 
illustration of how the author is continiiallv draw'ing Ins 
reader's attention awav from the storv. Ol course to 
some such a reference will be illuminating and add its own 
flavour, but to the many it will be just an irritation. This 
IS to assume that even the general reader is not )ikelv to 
skip much of this story, whilst the more ])cnetrating reader 
will quietly add one more character to the book —the 
author. Mrs. C-artwright very quickly realised that she 
must leave her husband She was hard hit but not broken. 
One by one, beautiful things passed out of her life, but she 
believed in the light that had failed for her. Disillusioned, 
she was not dismayed and thus her heart kcjit young 

though the years were added. In a gripping story which 
takes us not only behind the footlights but within the 
intricacies of theatre management, the author show's how 
light aiul healing comes to tho.se who sit in darkness—but 
with their face toward the east. .\s >011 linish tlie book 
you think of the sun rather than the si>ots. 

Xlbe ffiookman’8 Cable. 

IN MANY KEYS. By Milhccnt Wcibnove. 3s fid. (rJkm 
Mathew s ) 

How to allot, in right and ju.st proportion, his judgment 
between intention (which may be taken as always good) 
and performance (which is often poor) when poising bis 
pen for the verdict on a volume of poems, is often the 
critic's serious dilemma. By the performance, the actual 
printed verses, the poet asks to be judgeil by tho jniblic ; 
and it is a happy case when, as in the present slight but 
not negligible book of varied lyncs, intention and its fruit 

are not easily separated. Miss Wedmore fails here and 
there through lack of sufficiently stern self-criticism, but 
she has inspiration, the faculty of intcrprctirig a scene 
or an event in terms of more than mere physical vision, 
and, in some of the poems here collected, she gives clear 
proof of creative power. A few of the poems arc sug¬ 
gested—not inspired—by the war, and m the colloquial 
method used, for example, in “ The Connaughts at Cam- 
brai,” there is little distinction. It has been done too 

often, and rarely with a thrill; Gilbert Frankau’s " Rifle¬ 
man Brown ” was one of the striking instances of recent 
years. But in a grimly moving lyric such as the one 

entitled " Concussion,” Miss Wedmore reaches a higher 

plane ; she touches the reader’s heart; dread, tenderness, 
pain, the relief of death, are entangled in the mesh of 

living, simple words, and the reason is that it was inspired, 
not suggested only, by a familiar yet never insignificant 

riioto by Elliott Fry. Mifts MilUcent 'Wedmore. 

c.xperiencc of war's horror. Turning from the.se jxiems 
to those on gentler themes, we find the appeal of tho West 
Country strongly expressed in .several charming stanzas, 
full of feeling for beloved Cornwall. it> -pacious seas, rocky 
coasts and heathery moorlands. If a critic wlio loves 
Cornwall is confronted with a jioct sharing that love, 
what hard words can be said ? None, obviously, if the 
jKiot has any right to the name ; and Miss Wedmore 
has the indisputable right. ” Cornwall in Hospital” i.s a 
little picture, a miniature of incmorj', which leaves a 
smile and a sigh ; and ” A Grave in the Sand Dunes ” has 

the mysterious call of the West m everv line. In the 
purely lyrical vein one of the best poems is ” Pisky 
(Tardens.” It has the real melody, and the whole poem 
IS successful. With a little determination to make " good ” 
into ” better,” we shall have from Mi>s Wedmore more 
that is creative, and less that is merely the recording of 
imnres.sions in a beautiful manner. 

THE EVOLUTION OF CIVILISATION. By Joseph 
McCabe. 3s. 6d. (Watts.) 

Mr. McCabe is doing splendid work in bringing a com¬ 
prehension of evolution within the reach of those who 
have not leisure to make an exhaustive study of the sub¬ 
ject. To many the somewhat heavy and technical volumes 
published on this all-absorbing question ajipear too for¬ 
midable for intimate acquaintance, and they are satisfied 
with a rough idea of the principles of evolution, regarding 
it as dull and tedious in detail. Mr. McCabe’s writings are 
a direct contradiction to such an assumption. His little 
book last year, " The A B C of Evolution,” whetted the 

appetite for a fuller knowledge of the causes and develop¬ 
ment of the life teeming around us. Several who read 
that have since gone probing deeper and deeper for them¬ 
selves, and will be eager to piossess the sequel which goes 
on where the “ABC ” loft off, and traces the evolution of 
society. The volume comes at an opportune time, and 
concerns itself with vital matters of to-day. Its point of 
view is sane and unbiased : "It is knowledge of reality 

tliat counts. We have created a social environment which, 
however little it may promote fine sentiment or fine char¬ 
acter, does beyond question promote intelligence.” Mr. 

McCabe argues that we have far outdistanced every pre¬ 
vious civilisation in knowledge, science and intellectual 

development. The book concludes on a high note of hope 
for the future : the end of life is what man chooses to 
make it. ” We are going to develop what is most clearly 
worth developing in us. . . . We are going to eliminate 
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pain, unhappiness, ignorance, coarseness, violence and 
poverty, as far as possible. 'V^’e are going to have a hun¬ 
dred commonwealths, ten thousand cities, competing with 
each other in, realisation of this ideal . . . when the 
war drums beat no longer and the strong have ceased 
to exploit the weak.” With so much of promise in the 
progress of science he makes us feel we dwell in a dark 
age indeed, where the light of to-morrow has only just 
commenced to glimmer. 

AN ENGLISH COURSE FOR EVERYBODY, By S. P. B. 
Mais. I'S. net. (Grant Richards.) 

All the usual defects of Mr. Mais are here, for he seems 
to be quite incorrigible. He quotes profusely, making his 
essays another mode of anthology, and he is slangy, rowdy, 
and confident. He tries to show us how to read, how to 
speak, how to write, how to criticise, and how to enjoy 
books, and his own writing is an example of how not to do 
it. But the point not to be overlooked is that Mr. Mais 

really does enjoy good stuff, and is energetically fervent in 

his attempts to make other people enjoy. He feels that in 
this age of low pleasures he must get down to the lowest 
level to find his converts, and he therefore talks to his 
readers in their own slang, and tries to jazz them into 
seriousness. Perhaps the safest thing we can say about 

the volume is that readers for whom this sort of thing is 
suitable will find this very suitable. 

THE HISTORY OF THE 9th (SCOTTISH) DIVISION, 
1914-1919. By John Ewing, M.C. Illustrated. 36s. net. 
(John Murray.) 

Everybody knows Ian Hay's ” First Hundred Thousand ” 
which describes life and training in a Scottish battalion of 
the new’ army raised in response to Kitchener’s call in 1914. 
That battalion later formed part of the famous 9th Division, 
whose plain, authentic history is here set down from its 
beginning to its close, when the division—then part of the 
garrison of defeated Germany—was dissolved in March, 

1919. It went to France in May, 1915. Keen, home 
trained, eager to take on itself some of the burdens that 
weighed so heavily on the British troops, after three 
months’ training in trench warfare it was entered in the 

battle of Loos, and bore a splendid, stubborn part in that 
enterprise of mingled success and failure. Having 
measured themselves against the best of Germany at its 
height, the men were imbued with the sense of superiority 
and esprit dc corps that went on growing and deepening 
throughout the course of the war. The division shared in 

practically all the important actions of the struggle except 
Messines and Carabrai—Vimy Ridge, the Butte de Warlen- 

court, Arras, Passchendaele. It was immortally part of 
the immortal Fifth Army under Gough in March, 1918, 
and on March 24th the South African Brigade, reduced to 

500 men all told including Head-quarters Staff, after three 
nights without sleep, held up the whole line of German 
advance for over seven hours. Completely surrounded 
but unconquered until all their ammunition was gone, 
the Germans flooded over them still desperately fighting, 
the Brigadier himself still firing a machine gun as the enemy 
laid hands on him. The whole narrative is a sober epic, 

balanced, critical, candid as to mistakes, ripe and complete 
in information—^indeed it.is almost a model of what a 
divisional history should be. The illustrations in colour, 
after paintings specially made by Captain Hodges, are 
remarkable records of the places with which the division 

and its heroic feats were conspicuously connected. 

SEX AND COMMON SENSE. By A. Maude Royden. 
4s. 6d. net. (Hurst & Blackett.) 

At a time when there is so much loose talk of ” super¬ 
fluous women,” Miss Royden’s book comes as a light in 

darkness. Those who attended her Sunday evening 
addresses in the Kensington Town' Hall will remember 

the controversy and enthusiasm they evoked. Here the 
lectures are reproduced , almost in their original form, 
tc^ether with further matter on the same subject. She 
iUtaclks questions which prudery and convention gloss over 

and try to ignore, with a courage and clear-sightedness 

that compel admiration, taking up cudgels on behalf of 
the '' superfluous " women, and stating in plain terms 
what is so obviously common sense that it seems impossible 
any should dispute it: 

” I want to combat with all my power,” she says, ” this 
ancient but un-Christlike belief that women miss their object 
in life if they are not wives and mothers. ... I ask you to 
consider for a moment what your attitude to men on this subject 
IS. ... If a man does not marry, or if there are more men than 
women in a certain country, as lor instance in Australia or 
Western Canada to-day, nobody speaks of those men as though 
they were ‘ superfluous.’ as though they had ceased to ha\jp 
any real object for existence. People will realise that it is a 
hardship—a very great hardship—in their lives; they will be 
apt to excuse them for getting what they can get if they cannot 
get eveiything; but no human being talks of the ‘ superfluous 
man ' in an)* of our great Dominions. People always realise 
that a man has a Auman value, and that however great the 
influence of the sex side of him, he still is a human being, he 
still has his value in the world, even supposing that he should 
live and die celibate. It you can try to put your mind into 
that attitude towards women, you will, I think, see . . . that 
a woman ma)* and does suffer if she does not fulfil the whole 
of her nature, and yet that it is a monstrous fallacy to afllrm 
that, because of that, she ceases to have any reason for existence ; 
that she is a futile life, a person who does not really ' count.' ” 

Miss Royden opens a way out to the woman whose natural 
instincts have been thwarted ; she has a message for the 
woman who must look for her vocation in the world, and 
not in the home. And her personality which has made 
itself a pxjignant factor in the church and on the public 
platform, finds expression here in a difficult and much 
misunderstood problem. Every thinking man and woman 

should have a copy of her book; it says the tilings that 
ha^•e been waiting to be said for a long while ; says them 
boldly but with a tolerance and largeness of heart such 
as we expect, and never fail to discover, in this pioneer in 
spiritual and moral thought. 

A HISTORY OF THE CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 
By S C Roberts, M.A. 17s. 6d. net. (Cambridge Press.) 

Mr. Roberts has not merely told the storj'^ of his own 
University Press, but made a pleasant contribution to 
literary history. Merely to handle the finely printed 
volume, with its excellent paper, print and illustrations, 
is a real pleasure. The author begins with John Sibcrch, 
printer of the first Cambridge lx>ok in 1521—in the very 
daw’n of English printing—and brings us right up to the 
present year, telling us something about such famous 
persons as Erasmus, Fuller, Milton, and Sir Isaac Newton. 

His lists of printers and publications at the end of the 
volume are of high bibliographical value. How accurate 

the press-work and reading can be at Cambridge is known 
to every one who has had occasion to use that press. An • 
American professor records with gratitude in one of his 
volumes that five hundred quarto pages of elaborate mathe¬ 
matical tables were set up with less than a dozen printers’ 
errors; and, recently, the compiler of a large dictionary 

printed at the Press insisted on presenting a copy of his 
volume to the reader whose eagle eye had contributed so 
much to the accuracy of the work. The present volume 

is a thoroughly enjoyable piece of reading. 

THE BOOK OF THE PISTOL AND REVOLVER. 
By Captain Hugh B. C. Pollard. :ss. (Philpot.) 

As a history of the small, handy firearm, and a guide to 
its practical use, this well-written and arranged volume is 
invaluable to those who are Ukdy to require the aid of 
” powder and shot ” in an emergency. Full descriptions 

of the various t3rpes are given, special chapters dealing 
with “The Automatic Pistol” and "The Pocket Auto¬ 
matic and Revolver" in a very clear and interesting 
manner. The sections on " Learning to Shoot" and 
" Speed Shooting ” are thoroughly up to date and instruct, 
tive; in fact no point which can be of use to the stndenjt 
appears to have been overlooked. With this reissue of an . j; 

excellent book to consult, and a fair amount of practice^' 
we can imagine the most peacefully-inclined citicein tempt^ , 
to become a ” crack.” •- . ■ ■’ 
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ilDuslc. 

BEETHOVEN TO-DAY. 

Bv George Sampson. 

IT is given to a 
few of man¬ 

kind to become 
immortal tlnough 
the enduring life 
and energy of 
their deeds or 
creations ; and of 
these human 
immortals some 
three or four arc 
raised higher still 
in heaven’s hier¬ 
archy, as part 

From a pamunR by Klucber. . 
of the world s 

mythology, typifying for ever the whole art or activity 
of which they were a portion. Thus, Socrates is more 
than a philosopher: he is Philosophy; Newton is 
more than a scientist: he is Science. Dante is more 
than a poet with e.Ntant works: he stands for the 
" something after death.” as Shakespeare stands for the 
whole, human comedy of loves and griefs and terrors : 

“ Qmcquid agunt homines, votum, timer, ira, voluptas, 

Gauclia, discursus, ...” 

and more even than that. So, when we imagine a 
figure who shall body forth the beauty and majesty of 
music and its mysterious power over man, it is of 
Beethoven that we think, and of no one else. Beethoven 
is not only a musician, he is Music. 

This deification of mortal man is sometimes hard on 
the innocent person. Even the Roman emperors found 
it tiresome to be gods. Man not only deifies instinc¬ 
tively, he defies instinctively, and rebels against the gods 
he cannot help creating. And so one mocker denounces 
Socrates as the arch-humbug; another declares of 
Dante that his reputation will never wane, because no 
one ever reads him. The denials of Shakespeare would 
need a whole book for their record, and even then a 
multitude of minor rebellions would be left unregistered. 
Thus, recently, one man, a doctor of letters and a 
power in the world of education, informed me per¬ 
emptorily that he preferred Webster to Shakespeare, 
and regarded the matter as officially settled. Another 
enthusiast confessed to preferring Otway. There were 
some who even preferred Sheridan Knowles. 

We need therefore be neither alarmed nor surprised 
that there exists at present a reaction against Beethoven. 
His most vociferous opponents are to be found among 
the ultra-modernists (mostly very young), the disciples 
pf Stravinsky and the disciples of Satie, who correspond 
in music to the numerous and irreconcilable groups of 
tebels in the world of pictures. Living art cannot stand 
still repeating the utterances of the dead. It must 

always go forward, and it will go forward by means of 
the young, who, with the impetuosity of youth, will go 
not merely forward, but go too far, and sometimes get 
lost. For such there are no search parties. The 
impatient ytiung will always be found denouncing some 
or other of the mighty dead, whose calm, statuesque 
supremacy appears to obstruct the revolution they are 
in such haste to effect. Wlien a Gainsborough and a 
Reynolds are sold for two hundred thousand pounds can 
we be surprised if a wail of horror goes up from Chelsea ? 
Youth is always eager, hasty, anxious to clear the ground 
for its own accomplishments by destruction and exter¬ 
mination. It is the story of all progress, of all 
revolution ; and those who know even a little about the 
history of human art and society will be able to recall 
many l isings and reactions, advances and retreats, that 
have ended in giving mankind just as much actual 
progress as mankind can safely put to use. It is 
certainly better for music in England that Lord Berners 
and Arthur Bliss should go on composing their own odd 
stuff than that they should follow the Victorian com¬ 
posers who sheepishly imitated Mendelssohn and 
Brahms, and left nothing really English, except the 
comic operas of Sullivan, which were deplored by the 
academics as a degradation of talent. There is nothing 
extraordinary in the exuberance of youth. Musical 
young men decry Beethoven as sporting young men take 
to ski-jumping, or doing the Cresta Run, for the sake of 
the sensation they make. Those whose instrument is 
the pen indite a Swan song to help their friends; and 
these are sometimes geese. 

But the plain man is disconcerted by what may be 
called the election literature and political riots of art. 
He has just enjoyed the Leonora Overture or the 
Allegretto of the Seventh Symphony, and then reads 
with distress and discouragement that Beethoven 
is a back number and his music nothing but rhetoric. 
Here are two mild examples of what I mean. One 
musical critic, who takes a serious view of his duties as 
a public educator, warned the readers of his column that 
it is impossible to be interested in Beethoven’s Adagios 
now except historically. Another (and this a wit, you 
will perceive) observed something to this effect; ” But 
then I remembered that Beethoven was dead, or, rather, 
I reflected that he had never been alive.” The music- 
lover need not, I repeat, be perturbed by utterances 
like these. They are no more than what I called them, 
samples of election literature, or coterie criticism. They 
are impotent against greatness. 

Certainly there is nothing fresh in a revolt from 
Beethoven. 

ti The world rolls round, mistrust it not, 
Befalls agaiu what once befell.” 
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The noble ideals, the sense of national exaltation and 

spiritual destiny, called out by the tragedy of 1914, 

have collapsed and left us bankrupt and desperate. 

But it was the same in 1814. The high hopes that 

thrilled good men at the great uprising of 1789 were 

gone. No longer was it “ bliss in that dawn to be 

alive” ; and witli the hopes of the lofty had gone the 

fears of tlie ba^e. The hungry kings were brave again, 

and sat round tlieir board in Vienna to part mankind 

once more among them ; and in that false, heartless 

capital of an omjnre about which history can hardly say 

one good thing, the trivial hearts of the princelings 

turned from Beethoven and found their measure in 

Rossini's " Taucredi.” Beethoven and Mozart were 

denounced as pedants, amusing only through their 

stupidity. “ Fidelio ” was discovered to be not only 

w'eartsomc (as some later persons have found it) but 

utterly unmusical ; and melody was declared to have 

been restored to the world by the roulades of Rossini. 

I should be loath to say a single word against Rossini, 

whose light frivolous music is delicious everywhere, 

except in the ” Stabat Mater.” But, after all, the great 

heart of mankind know’s in the end the difference 

betw’eeu ” T)ie Barber of Seville ” and the C minor 

Symphony. Even Vienna returned to Beethoven. But 

the Vienna of 181C hadn't the evcr-delightful " Barber,” 

it had only the would-be tragic ” Tancredi ” ; and 

declaring Beethoven and Mozart unmelodious, it went 

mad over “ Di tanti palpiti.” 

What is it that we of to-day find better than 

Beethoven ? I sat not long ago in the stalls of a theatre 

when a new Russian ballet was produced. Immediately 

in front of me was a young woman with short dyed hair 

and with her back naked almost to the waist. In the 

interval, in the full glare of the theatre lights, she 

produced a mirror and a stick of carmine and publicly 

coloured her lips ; she then took out a comb, and 

proceeded to comb her unnatural hair, calmly and 

elaborately. On the stage, a woman {known by the 

audience to be a young man in disguise) was “ married ” 

to a drunken merchant, whose amorous attentions 

became so persistent, that the young man feigned an 

attack of diarrkcea and fled hastily through the window. 

The music, ultra-modern, cleverly and faithfully accom¬ 

panied all the incidents presented on the stage, and the 

audience laughed in enjoyment. Well, the preference 

of the Viennese may have been unw’orthy but it was 

not detestable. “ Tancredi ” does not need disinfection. 

The Overture may still be heard tinkling under the 

hands of elderly lad3' duettists in remote rural drawing¬ 

rooms, and men have been know'n to recognise ” Di 

tanti palpiti ” when they hear a phrase of it in the 

Mcistersinger. It is not surprising, then, that the elec¬ 

tion agents for Prokofiev find it necessary to denounce 

Beethoven as the abhorred leader of the ” rhetorical,” 

the ” subjective,” the ” emotional ” realm of music. 

It is his glory, not his shame, that he is so denounced. 

Beethoven was, in the noblest sense, a Puritan and a 

Republican, a singer of the liberty and dignity of man, 

a lofty spirit who stood proudly erect among the German 

lordlings when the supple and successful Goethe was 

bareheaded, bowing to the ground; a reverent Pagan, 

ta^reat lover of nature in all her moods, tender to every 

living thing, and almost a worshipper of trees and 

flowers and rural beauty. In personal rectitude he 

was a ” man of Plutarch,” the noblest Roman of them 

all, and his life, under the closest scrutiny, shows, 

indeed, the weaknesses of a proud spirit and a heart 

almost dog-like in response to affection, but nothing, 

not a trace, that can be called mean or base or unclean. 

It was his fate to love man, woman and child, not 

wisely, but too well, and never to have love returned 

to redeem his tragic isolation. Deafness larks the 

romantic appeal of blindness; but a deaf musician is 

stricken in the \'er\' heart of life, and so deaf Beethoven 

lives always in our minds with 

Blind Thamyris and blind Maeomdc.s, 
And Tiresias and Phinen.s, prophet*; old ” 

Play over the "Grave” introduction to the " Sonata 

Pathetiqne,” written when, in the dawn of maturity, 

he first realised the incurable horror of his fate, and you 

will hear the cry of a great heart, just as in the " Adagio ” 

—the despised, historical " Adagio ”—you will hear a 

great heart’s resignation. Note the “ Grave ” passage, 

too, for another reason. It is the first time that note is 

heard in music, and its utterance is so deeply tragic, 

that Wagner remembered it and used it when he came to 

write " Tristan.” 

I-et the healthv music-lover of to-day, then, haunting 

the Promenade Concerts on Friday e\ eiiings or making 

accpiaintance with the finer pleasures of chamber music, 

pay no mon* heed than he wishes to the election litera¬ 

ture of the latest candidates for fame. Beethoven 

remains where he was, master of masters, the initiator 

of modern music, making old forms live again and 

filling them with unimagined significance. Compare 

the great “Fantasia” Sonata of Mozart with 

Beethoven’s last Sonata in C minor and observe how 

much furtlier into the infinite the music has gone. If 

" difficulties ” attract you. there are difficviltios enough 

here for any virtuoso. I have heard many pianists 

play at or with this Sonata, but only one have I heard 

play it. Consider the " Adagio ” {another despised, 

historical " Adagio ”) of the " Hammerklavier ” Sonata, 

and ask if any other musician before or since has got 

that measure of music out of two hands on a keyboard, 

even though the piano has conquered new worlds 

since Beethoven’s day. Think of the Sonata called 

" Appassionata,” and the irresistible march of its 

dramatic utterance. Or turn to the Sonatas for violin 

and piano, especially the C minor, the popular A major, 

and the G major, and find, if you can, anything finer for 

that combination of instruments. In the world of 

quartet music Beethoven's supremacy is indisputable. 

With all their difference of scale and scope, there is 

scarcely one, from Op. 18 to Op. 135, that cannot be 

called great, and there are some that must be called 

greatest. Let us be definite and say, for instance, that 

no finer music for strings has ever been written than the- 

three quartets forming Op. 59. Even the quartets do- 

not exhaust his chamber music, for are there not the 

great piano Trios? It is now almost unnecessary to 

speak of his orchestral music, for the symphonies of 

Beethoven have become part of Everyman's music ; 

but among the shorter pieces let us not forget to notice 

those perfect tragedies in little, the " Coriolan ” and. 

" Egmont ” overtures. 
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But Beethoven was hunjan. remember, and sometimes 

wrote beneath himself. We do wrong to a great 

memory if we try to pretend, for instance, that “ The 

Mount of Olives" is interesting for any reason— 

except perhaps for some surprising reminiscences of 

Mozart’s operas and some even more surprising antici¬ 

pations of Gilbert and Sullivan. Yet though he wrote 

things that are inferior, he wrote nothing that was bad. 

In the many works his patient industry put forth he 

touches upon all that is best in us and upon nothing 

that is worst. He is tragic, sublime, reverent, serious, 

passionate, romantic, consoling, cheerful, gay and 

humorous ; but he is never petty, or hectic, or abject, 

or sordid, or vile. His music, like his mind, is 

essentially clean. To man, as to Lc^onora. in the 

depths of despair, he darts a ray of light m the moving 

strain.s of “ Koinm lioffnung'*—not vain, delusive 

Expectation, but a sure and certain Hope ; and to all 

the world of living things his message comes in the 

magic of “ Freude I Fieude ! ”—not mere gaiety, or 

pleasure, or emptv mirth, but Joy begotten of the 

gods. 

A great writer for the voice-u Mozart or Wagnt-r— 

Beethoven is not, e\ en though the memory turns with 

gratitude to a few beautiful songs, and at least one that 

is great. Nevertheless it is m two vocal works that 

we find his most sublime achievement. The ('horal 

Symphony and the Mass in D arc among the world’s 

greatest possessions. In the region of art. whcie the 

loftiest and deepest aspirations of man find their em¬ 

bodiment, where man, though man, is made conscious 

of his divine soul and spiritual supremacy, these works 

of Beethoven stand almost alone—almost : for. a c enturv 

before, Bach too had touched that height, and, earlier 

still, another, in a different medium. To the greatest 

of Beethoven's work there is one expression of the 

spirit of man strangely comparable—strangely, because 

to sound we find a parallel in silence ; and we find it in 

that bare and almost overwhelming sanctuary of San 

Lorenzo, where the enigmatic and elemental figures of 

Michelangelo body forth the destiny of man from the 

Dawn of his beginning to the Night of his end. Since 

Beethoven, many new things have been accomplished 

and the limits of musical art extended ; but tlic height 

he touched has never again been I'eached. Beethoven, 

tender, mysterious and mighty figure, stands erect and 

pre-eminent, not merely a musician, but Mu-i'\ 

SONG STUDIES IN SIMPLICITY.* 

The difficulty of simplicity is that it appears .so simple. 
Reading a song which really achieves simplicity, it seems 
the easiest thing by reproducing its methotls to reproduce 

its delicate charm. The result is usually either pale empti¬ 
ness or, what is worse, a self-conscious naivete as distressing 
as the attempts of forty to imitate the simplicity of sixteen. 

On the other hand the song-writer with a simple subject 
to treat, distressed at its apparent baldness, ma}' be 
tempted to achieve a meretricious importance by over¬ 
loading his material. This last vice is only too well 
exemplified by Oskar Merikanto in two songs—" Evening " 
and " Merella." Judging by the translations, the lyrics, 

• ” Evening"; ‘•Merella." ByOsknrMerikanto(Augener.)— 
• Villanelle." By Misr.ha-Leon. (Augener) —" The Stranger" ; 
“ The Morning Moon " (2keys). By D. M, Stewart. (Augener.) 
—. ‘yiPetite-. Litanies de J6sus." By Gabriel Grovlez. 
(Augener.)—" Seven Choruses from the Alcestis of Euripides." 
By Gustav Holst. (Augener). 

without being bad, are of no particular importance ; and 

the set^^s do not assist them. The former has at least 
the ad>^tage of bre^•ity, but even in its two pages the 
repeated right hand chord becomes wearisome. " Merella ” 
is much worse. Of its ten pages four are occupied by 
piano solo, which not only effectually breaks the song into 
halves, but sounds m itself like a bad adaptation of cinema 
orchestral music. Mi.scha-Leon’s setting of- Passerat’s 

" J’ai per^ ma tourterelle ” is better than these, in spite 
of a dully conventional piano part, in that it has pleasant 
words and a vocal line grateful to the tenor voice. It 

represents well enough the deliberately simple type of song. 
To real simplicity lu song-wnting there is only one road 

—literary perception. The simpler the poem to be set, 

the more acute the penetration necessary to realise its true 
almospliere. It is good to see the attention which is at 

last being paid to the exquisite art of Mr. dc la Mare. 
Scores of his verses call in their fragile voices for setting, 
and doubtless will get it. The majonty of the results 

will probably be cither feeble or bad because they will 
attempt to paint the lily. In " The Stranger ” Mr. 

I). M Stewart has wisely avoided that folly. The song 
is interesting and oi a certain charm. It does not attempt 
great things but it achieves its aim. Mr. Stewart himself 
would probably be the last to claim that his song exhausts 
the atmospheric jHxsibilities of the i>oem. He recaptures 

little of that curioiis elfin quahtv so characteristic of this 
aiillior's work—the nivstcrv of the Stranger who lield in 
one hand " the fruit that makes men wise," of the earth 
that became " wondiTfully strange to see" ; but he 
achieves a just richne^^ of texture and a tranquil atmo¬ 
sphere. His other .-ong, " fhe Morning Moon," is le-s 
interesting because it tits admirably the Ivnc bv Eli/.abc-tli 

Bridges. Both are ]>leasant enough tonfei:tiou.s, but some¬ 
how the old romam.e of a Tennysonian 

■' Lily-lady 
Dreaming st-u neh’ alone m cloud-garden .shatly " 

seems nowadays somewhat pale. The chief interest of tlie 
verse IS metrical and ot the song its deft workmanship 
The result is a song that will please baritones aiul tenoi s 

capable of delicate singing 
In " Pctites latanics de Jesus " Gabriel Groules achieve" 

by an admirable economy of means the effect indicated 
by his initial direction : " naif, tendre ct fervent." He 

catches the spirit of the girl kneeling before her htth- 
image of painted wood witli its robe sprinkled with stars 
and flowers. The words are delightful, the translation is 

adequate, the harmonic method interesting, and the voice 
part, sung by the nght '•ort of soprano, should be a winsome 
thing. 

A very different "ort of simplicity is achieved by Mr. 

Gustav Holst m liis ' Seven Choruses from the Alcestis of 
Euripi<les," translated by lYofessor Gilbert Murray, .set 
to music for voices in unison, with accompaniment lor 
harp and three flutes. It is impossible in this short space 
to attempt to catch the flavour of so notable a work. The 
qualities that stand out upon a first reading of the choruses 
are those that make the composer’s Hymns from the 
Kig Veda so impressive—-their directness, the austere 
dignity that never falls to pomposity, the economy of 
means, the absence of the sort of mannerisms which are 
usually the downfall of composers attempting to reconstitute 

the atmosphere of a past age. The choruses march forward 
with a fine momentum, massive, broad, suitable to the 
work upon which they are based. 

Rodney Bennett. 

SIX SINGABLE SONGS.* 

Vocal compositions which are varied in style, choice in 
selection of lyric, possessed of an originality and distinction 

* " The Ringdoves. ’ By O. Merikanto. English version by 
Elisabeth M. Lockwood. 2S. (Augener.)—" Give a Man a 
Horse He can Ride." By S. J. Rowton. Words by James 
Thomson. 2s. (Augener.)—" Four Songs by S. J. Rowton." 
Wurils by Rupeit Brctokc. 4s. (Augener.) 
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which raise them well above the rank and file—these 

arc by no means as plentiful as blackberries. When, 

in addition, they are sympathetically written for the 

voice and considerately instruinentated for tlie average 

pianist, they constitute a real find. 

So here is a small trcasurc-trove for the iTHisic-lo\er ; 

not of dazzling and superlative value, but decidedly desir¬ 

able to acquire. In '* The iiingdoves,” by Oskar Mcn- 

kanto, we have a gentle, contemplative, wistful httli' 

song, very much akin to ” tiir moan of doves in iinniomonal 

elms.” What the original W’ords were, is not staled . 

but Elisalxith M. I-ockwood has supplied a verv sweet and 

suitable “ English vension.” .-V prettv figure in the aiioin- 

paniment is also to lx? noted. This is a fascinating iioi- 

turne for a voice of 110 great compass. In " (ii\e a Man 
a Horse He can Ride,” S J. Rowton has essaved a new 

setting of James Thomson’s spirited words, and has treated 

them in a spirited faslnon, with a bold, swinging molodv. 
and excellent opjKirtnmties for tlie v<icaliat I wisli he 

had broken away a bit in the last vcrsi*. becausi ” .i hoise 

he can nde ” and ” a pijK- he can smoke ” aie not autlu'iiiu - 

ally in the same category as '■ a girl he can lo\'e ” Rut 

this, perhaps, is hyjK'icnlical. \Sitli ” h'our Songs ' liy 
the same composer, words by Rupert Brooke, we find 

remarkable variety of subject and reiulering ,\o. 1. 
Sjiring Song,” is light, simple, graceful ; it is reimnisient 

of Mendelssohn's ” Maiglockchcn ” and other < lassical 

■' Frulilingsliedcr.” but is nom; the worse for that. The 

finale is clever and lourhing No l\', ” Tlie W.iy liiai 

Ixivers Use,” is a dainty little* ihttv—wonls and innsj<- 
an admirable ]>air lint S J Rowton is not v< t, as a 
musician, wh.it Kupert lirooke was as a )>oei . and I 

feel that lie is inclined to be loo meticulous It is because 

Ihcnse songs arc so good that one wants to warn the roin- 

l>oscr against over-elaboration In setting tin* lovely 
opening hues of ” Dav that 1 have l.oved,” why must he 

spoil all the tender nuances by a stariling aneiil and 

chromatK. eflect on ” told your iniN dea<l hands ' •’ And 
again, m the last verse, ” we who held you dJ-ai^ ' Tlie 

thing hurts: and yet, as a matter of fact, theie is ” no 

causi to make lament, or beat the brow ” in this (puete-t 

of requiems In ” Night and the Woods and You 

intnnsically the b<rst song of the four, Mr. Rowton tries 

to convey the subtle gradations of atmospheric <*flccts by 

means of disturbed tonality ; and, knowing the secret 

identities of colour and pitch, 1 hesitate to say that tins 

can't be done at all. Only, in this particular instaiic’, he 

hasn't quite achieved it But here is a composer stiangcly 

susceptible to colour, and to the beauty of words. He Itas 
charm, insight, quahty, deep feeling : may his future be 
commensurate with his gifts ! 

May Byron. 

NOTES ON NEW MUSIC. 

SUNBEAMS AND MOONBEAMS. Bv Percy Elliott. 
(Leonard.) 

Hero are four contnistiiig '■ pictures.” slarling with a 

graceful .uni vivavious glimpso of ” Dannng Sunbeams” 

and ending with ' Aloonset,” a stiuly in traiujuillity. The 
third jncce, ” Idaming June, ’ is a wait/, of much chaxm and 
' goes witli a swing,” 

HUNGARIAN SUITE. )-5y •stcpaii ]-:.sipolf (R<nd Bros.) 

lo the casual iiiumc lover peasants and sliepUcrds must 
seem to be vety well looked after witli regard to their 
danec innsic. i iiey apjH*ar to lx- a never-failing source of 
itispiralion to i oniposer*', aiul it would la* interesting to 
know how many dame'. pi*.is.ints and shepherds have had 
iiisciibeil to them, and how ni.inv comjxjsius there are who 
d«I not jilead guilty to .it least one (published or unpublished) 
jicasant or sluplieid d.im e In his Hungarian Suite Mr. 
Stc*pan J:.si}K>ff lias daiu«*s Jor both. Aiul churlish indeed 
would be the jiea'ant «.»r sliepherd who was not grateful 
for these tieliglitfiil adilitions to lus stock of music. 

QUAND IL PLUT. . . . liy I.«*tf Ptiuishnoii (Enoch ) 

A rallier dilliiiilr l)iii i lever <lesenpti\'«* piece for tlie 
piano. 

O WESTERN WIND. li\ May 11 Bi.die (Ivnoch.) 

There is a jilaintive, liauntmg atinosjiherc alxjul tliis 
song, which is by the c<*mjM>ser of ' 1 J>assed by ■^’our 
W indow '■ riie wortls ol ” (.) We.stern Wind ” are adapted 
from a fifteenth century Kiic by Helen Taylor, and the 
composer has set them with true appreilation and feeling. 

FIRST A.DVENTURES ON THE KEYBOARD. By Ernest 
-Austin iT.avw.iv ' 

Mr. I'.rnest Austin, who h.i-. donemiich v-ervdistinguishccl 
work in musu . ii.is ii re« ognised place also as a composer for 
the young, ami in his two albums, ” I-irst Adventures on 
the Keyboard, lie ileiiioiisTratcs how music lessons can be 
easy, interesting and jolly. The Iwoks should be an 
invaluable aiil to music teavhers, am! any child wlio tloes 
not find them absorbingly interesting doe*j not deserve to 
■' learn the piano ” at .ill 

XLbe 2)vama. 

BOOKS OF THE THEATRE. 

Those who 

remt-nibci 

the acting of Henry 

living niay feel 

inclined lo dispute 

Karl Mantzius' 

“ ” History of 
Theaiiical Art.” By 
Karl M a n t z i 11 s . 
Vol. Vr. j«s, net. 
(Duckworth ) - " The 
World of the 
'J'huatrc ” Hy J. T. 
ti r e 111 . () s . net. 
(Hcincniann.)—” The 
Comedies of Harold 
Chapin.” 12S 6d net. 
(Chatto iV Windus )— 

” Six Short Plays.” By J. Galsworthy 5s. net. (Duckworth.)— 
" Angels and Ministers.” By 1-. Housman. 7s. 6d. net. 
(Cape.) 

statement that with Kean s death passion in the 

grand style died from off the English stage ; but on the 

whole his history of theatrical art is as remarkable for 

the .soundness of its judgments as for the fullness of its 

information. Apparently Mr. Mantzius does not intend 

to carry his work any further than tlie limits set by 

this volume, which ends with the early romantics, not 

even including Macrcady in England. I hope he will 

be j)ersuadcd to give us another volume which will 

discuss the theatre of the nineteenth century ; for the 

romantic movement which began with Kean and Talma 

did not end till the last years of last century, with Irving 

and Coquelin ; and is not one of its greatest exemplars, 

Sarah Bernhardt, still with us ? This volume is to the 

full as interesting as its predecessors ; perhaps the most 

exciting section is that which deals with the P.iris 

theatres during the Revolution. The translation is not 
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always very happv : Mrs. Sidclons's well-known respect¬ 

ability is not Well t oincyed by such a sentence as “ on 

the erotic side she was unapproachable.’' 

Mr. Groin's record of the plaw produced in London 

(luting the post \ear will be useful to those who collect 

the annals of the London stage. Mr. Grein is not as 

serious as Mr. .\rchcr nor as amusing as Mr. \Valkle\‘; 

hut he has a good eve for acting, and a genuine liking 

for a good plav. He is perhaps unduly severe on such 

ex])eiiments as the Everyman Theatre, whose opening 

max’ \ et be recorded as marking an epoi'h in the nmeh- 

iieet.led and long delayed reform of the London theatr{v 

Ii 1-, indeed, a-' my other three books show, onh’ the 

tiieatre, not the drama, which now needs reforming. 

\\hil(' in Vienna and Berlin, Schnitzler and Shaw and 

Wedekind are being played to crowded house'-, we still 

liave the dreary spectacle in London of iheatn‘s giv(‘u 

o\er to prettines-, emotional poltroonery and debased 

nnisic. All the while there are pla\s, light or serious, 

by dramatists living and deceased, which all of u-. would 

like to see. How long is it siiu'.e Hankin was ropre>ented 

in a T.ondon theatre ? Why should we not have a 

revival in nineteenth century social comed\ and domestic 

drama, as displaced in the plays of Hankin. Barne. 

Pinero, Jones. Davies. Carton and Chamber> ■' The 

E\ ervman Shaw season pro\'cd how keen an audience 

there is for such a revival. Meantime a start might he 

made with the jilays of more nvent authors. Chapin 

earlv death deprived ns of a pla\wright who was, a> 

Sir James Barrie says in his preface. “ the born 

dramatist who did not know how it was done, but could 

do it." The four plays in this \olume '^how a very 

varied talent. The best is certainlv The New 

Morality," one of those dramatic meditation^ m 

character which derive ultimately from Molieie. through 

Wilde and Shaw. There is a minimum of action, hut 

what there is is relevant and even piquant. It is true 

that Chapin relied a little too much in his play on the 

intelligence of his audience, thereby correcting his own 

tendency m " The Marriage of Columbine," when he 

stresses his points with a youthful eagerness, ploasaiu 

in spirit but dramatically laborious. In his assumption 

of cvnicism he recalls Hankin, and his mosi ambition-- 

plav. " Art and Opportunity.” is almost a rewriting, 

from a different angle, a naiasancc-di’-sieclc point of 

view, of Hankm's ” The Ca^silis Engagement ” The 

gradual meeting of thos(‘ two comrades in arms 

Bentlev, the pushing iiolitician, and Pauline Cluwerele, 

the pretty, candid, untruthful advcnture.ss, is wittily 

and delicately managed. Chapin’s dialogue is not 

quite equal to Hankin's or Mr. Milne's : it is a little 

too much of the theatre for our natural taste, but 

in moments of emotion it is more serviceable than 

the extremely plain style now al'tected by most 

dramatists. 

To that plain style no author is so tied as Mr. Gals¬ 

worthy. He only breaks away from it m his new 

\-olume—in one play, "Defeat,” a tragic and moving 

liUlo episode between an officer on leave in London 

and a German prostitute. It is by far the best piece 

in the volume, though " The First and the Last ” might 

seem as good if I had not too sharp a recollection of 

the story in " Five Tales,” from which Mr. Galsworthy 

lias taken it. In the lighter pieces—" Hall-Maiked ” 

and '■ Push And Go ”—Mr. Galsworthy fails ; and it is 

not surprising that the author of “Justice” and the 

" Silver Box " should fail in farce. Mr. Galsworthy 

cannot frivol easily, and the subjects he has chosen here 

must be taken frivolously if at all. Remain " The 

■Sun ” and " The Little Man,” which are striking as 

e.ssays rather than plays ; and it is a pity that the hero 

m " The I.ittlc Man ” should have the futility without 

the* fascination of St. Francis. Or is that perlnqis tlic 

cur>.e of our modern world—that the weak have no 

longer tlu* spiritual strength they jiossessed in a time 

when Chii-tianity was at any rate the tomhstone of 

\ aliies, if not the standard of practice ? 

'I'lie r.ire and various talent of Mr. Hoiisnian finds 

fre-.h i'\press)on in thc>e witt\. graceful and inter¬ 

pretative little dramas of Victorian history. He 

writes of Oueen \’icloria, John Brown and Disraeli 

—of the d\ing Beacoiisfiekl dreaming of primroses— 

and of Ml. and Mrs. Gladstone on the eve of the 

Statesman’s final retirement. All the plays are good, 

fanciful with a mannered elegance whicli itself helps 

to produce the illusions of the age of the sofa and 

the Inistle, 'file liest is perhaps "The Coinfoiter.” 

The (Jiieen ' God bless her ! ” runs it In 

" The Comfortei " \vc are shown John Morlex' lireaking 

the news to Mrs. (iladstono They are dNc listing the 

situation madi'- by the Pieniier's resignation 

JIuui.T'X' . . Ireland remains , and the* pnil»leni will 

get worse. 

Mi<s ('t. Blit indeed \ou are wrong, Mr. Mmlex ' It 

not Ireland that kept iny husband m fK>liiU' it wa> 

•Ml Chiimlx'rlain 

MoKl.iV. 'riiar is a view which, I tonk-s- had not 

occurred to me Ctianiherl.im '• 

Mi<s (i No one could liavc kept Mr (')i.indn*ri.on from 

loading the Liberal Party, e.xcept Mr (iLnl'toue .Vinl 

now lie iu-\er will ' 

-Mori.i.v. That. «eiiainly. is a tnuinjih ot a kind ^ ou 

tlnnk that influenced him • Chamberlain wa- a friend ot 

mine once-is -Udl. m a way (Hr tiicn adds 

}ifrfiil{\ I Politics are a cruel game ! 

(He sigh.'' and sils depressed, hut tnentiau of hn 

huibaud's great antagonist has made the old /adv bri>li 

again ) 

Mrs (1 l>o YOU know. Mr. Morh*v, tlial if Mr. Glad¬ 

stone had not made me pray for that man everv mglit ol 

mv life, I should positively have haled him ? 

Morliiv (with a touch of mischief). You do that •' -still ^ 

Tell me —I am curious—do you pray for him as plain 

" Joe Cliamberlain ” or do you put in the “ Mister ” ' 

Mrs, G. I never mention his name at all; 1 leave that to 

Providence - -to be understood. 

The naturalness of the dialogue, the careful avoidance 

of anv artificial aid, the reliance on the intrinsic interest 

of the subject, make these plays remarkable in modern 

drama. I suppose, under our present regulations, there 

is small chance of getting any of them publicly acted, 

but I hope we shall have them presented by some of the 

private societies. Henry Ainley should make a most 

interesting Disraeli, and how fascinating Itileii Terry 

would be as Mrs. Gladstone ! 

n. F. R. 
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“IN THE RUSSIAN MANNER.”* 

By E. Graham Sutton. 

The de'>])ciir of 

some dramatic 

critics, the day after 

' ' H e a I't b r e a k 

House " was pro¬ 

duced, was both 

I u <1 i c r o u s and 

pathetic: ludicrous, 

because one might 

reasonably expect a 

dramatic critic to 

b e t r a >■ some 

acquaintance with 

mode 1 n drama ; 

pathetic, because 

their l>ewilderment arguefl a complete national in¬ 

difference to Mr. Sliaw's sources, ideas and achieve¬ 

ment which to a later age will seem not onb' a reproach 

but an enigma. A prophet is not wilhuut hoiioui, and 

SO forth -his play had already been produced in \'icnna, 

Stockholm and New York ; yet the many years winch 

had elapsed since lie first came before us. and the fact 

that this play and preface had been availalde m print 

since iqiq, had surely earned him better consideration. 

But first, a word of warning. It may be objected 

that the ]>r(“face. like other-s by Mr. Shaw, has too little 

obvious connection witli the plav. Eet anyone who 

has ever tried to write a plav reflect upon that painful 

process, and he will find Mr. Shaw’s method explained. 

Playwriting require*' compression, selection, even narrow- 

nes.*' : there are endless by-products of philosopln’ 

and imagination which for lack of space,” as the 

editors say, must needs be scrapped ; tliat is wii\ each 

Shavian preface contains many ideas arising out of the 

play, but not necessarily coincident or even harmonious 

with it. Yet in this instance at any rate Mr. Shaw 

give> us a clear lead, not only by using the sub-title 

whicli heads this article, but by the deliberate specifica¬ 

tion of Tolstoy and Tchrkov as his models. 

All three have shown us over Heartbreak House, 

and each characteristicalh*. The implied reverence of 

Mr. Shaw for Tolstoy’s method is a little misleading, 

because—well, frankly, his own method is so much more 

effective. Both preach one gospel : but the Russian’s 

” Fruits of Culture ” (though a light, frivolous affair com¬ 

pared with his more well-known ” Powers of Darkness ”!) 

is worked out in a. depressing gloom which, by repell¬ 

ing so many readers, must in the end w'in far fewer 

proselytes than the Irishman’s more sprightlv treatment 

of the same theme; for the best gospel, preached 

unattractively, falls on deaf ears. Tolstoy uses the 

steam-hammer to crush his butterflies; Mr. Shaw’ 

breaks them on the wheel of laughter : Tchekov again, 

no less clearsighted as the same wheel flies round, weeps 

over the futility of his victims’ beauty and the inevit¬ 

ability of its decay. That is the main difference of 

the three. 

• "Heartbreak House." At the Court Theatre.-Vncle 
•Vanya." By the Stage Society. 

The recent production of Tchekov’s ” Uncle Vanya ” 

has put all students of ” the Russian manner ” in the 

Stage Society’s debt. If Mr. Maedenuott can find 

room in his Int(;rnational Season for the same author’s 

‘‘Seagull" or "The Cherry Orchard.” we shall be 

fortunate indeed. These three arc all studies of 

Heartbreak House: they may be true to Russian 

life—though it is not easy for anyone lacking the 

advantage of a fortnight in Russia to be dogmatic 

about this ; what is abundantly clear i> their fidelity to 

the psychologN* of coiintry-liouse e.xistcnce, irrespective 

of nalionalitv. Read Tchekov's trilogy, and you 

will see that no mere caprice has built Heartbreak 

House in the country ; indeed, its events are hardly 

imaginable in town. It is a study of couutiy-house life 

(not country life, a very different affair which the three 

dramatists haNC all treated elsewhere). In his preface 

Mr. Shaw analyses its two main type*', the intellectual 

and the philistine, Heaillneak House and Horse¬ 

back Hall : but from his play, as from these three of 

Tchekov, Horseback Hall is eliminated. True, both 

writers include characters not quite at home in Heart¬ 

break House : there is Telegin in " Uncle Vanya ”— 

poor Ti^legm with his guitar, his routine, his cheap 

reach-me-down sentiments, who is too unimaginative to 

catch the infection ; there arc Elbe Dunn and Trigorin, 

both Heartbreak Housers, but both exiled by the 

necessity to labour definitely in their respectixe voca¬ 

tions ; there is Lady Utterword, who escajies Scylla 

in time, and by the mere accident of not marrying a 

country squire avoids falling into the Charx'bdis of 

Horseback Hull. It takes all sorts to make even the 

microcosm of Heartbreak House; “ people don't 

have their virtues and vices in sets ’’ c.xplains Hesione : 

" they have them anyhow, all mi.xed.” And Mr. Shaw, 

by greater variance of the type, achieves a wider view 

than Tchekox’, though at the price of that discursiveness 

of wliich some critics complain. He also complicates 

things further b\’ the introduction of flat incongruity 

in Mangan and the burglar — the latter frankly 

irrelevant in the best Shavian, not the Russian, manner. 

Tchekov used such contrast only once in a central 

character—in Lopakhin, a sort of peasant Mangan- 

Broadbent xx’ho buys up the cherry-orchard to build 

X'illas there. Mr. Shaxv has too impish a humour to 

be obsessed exclusively by his main theme. This gain 

in contrast connotes better craftsmanship: but it 

makes ” Heartbreak House ” more baffling than any of 

Tchekov’s plays. 

Yet both he and Tchekov are concerned chiefly with 

Heartbreak House itself—these aimless, amiable folk 

(" colourless shadows,” Helena in " Uncle Vanya ” calls 

them) who live on imaginary fantastic emotions, not on 

the real struggles, hardships, aspirations of Captain 

Shotover’s lamented youth. Their tragedy is their 

awareness of their own futility, the great future they all 

have behind them, the impossibility of their escape. 

Treplev relapses from success to suicide: Serebrakov’s 

wife flies headlong from one hell to another; the 
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WITH A NEW* METHOD OF IDENTIFICATION 

By J. MACLAIR BORASTON 

Contains 136 Coloured IllustmtionH. 

Ta. Sd. net 

Hans Andersen’s Fairy Tales 
Edited by WILLIAM WOODBURN 

12 Illustrations in Colunr and 2U Black-imd White 
Illustrations by Gordon Kohinson. 

An important featU'e of thla volume la the aluipiifyinc of .the laoKuago, 
ao that even yonug tiiildren -will read the atorlea for thenaelvea with 
uodentaodlog aud delight. 

21a. net 

Traditions of Edinburgh 
By ROBERT CHAMBERS, LL.D. 

Mr. Jamks Riddel, R.8. W., has provided for this superb 
eilition < neries of 3U tmlyartistic Pictures inColonr and over 
60 dainty Pen-and^Ink SKetcheH. 

12a. 4d. net 

Adam Bede By george euot 
With 16 Original Drawicgs in Colour and 40 Dainty 

Ren Hiid-Ink Sketches by GoRDOM Browne. 

lOa. ed. ne« 

Loma Doone By r. d. blackmore 
A Chanuing Edition, with 13 Original Drawings in 

CAour and 6ti Pen-and-ink Sketches by GORDON Browne. 

. B R. CHAMBERS. Ltd., 3S, Mo Sq.. London. W.l t 

•nd 339. High Street, Edinburgh 

WELLS GARDNER. DARTON & GO.’S 
Ann ounoBmontB 

WHAT HAPPENED 
THEN ? 

By W. M. LETTS, author of “Corporal’s Corner" 
(4th Edition), " The Mighty Army," etc., etc. Illustrated 
in Colour and numerous Black-and-White Pictures 
by Honor Appleton. A most attractive Gift-Book, 
charmingly Illustrated. Cloth, 7/6 net 

Uniform In price with : 

MARTIN HYDE By .fOHN MASEFIELD 

THE SLOWCOACH By B. V. LU( AS 

THE RAILWAY CHILDREN Bv E. NESHIT 

THE BOOK OF KING ARTHUR 
Bv MARY MACLEOD 

CHICKABIDDY STORIES 
By EDMUND MITCHELL. Cloth, 6/- net 

THE LITTLE BROWN 
BOOKS 
BUNNIE BROWN 

THE SCARECROW 

BROWN MOTH 

THE BROWN LOAF 

Charming Booklets, daintily printed and produced by 

“COLITH." 7d. each 

HAPPY HOMES IN 
FOREIGN LANDS 

HOW THE WORLD 
TRAVELS 

Two additional volumes by A. A. METHLEY, F.R.G.S.. 
and Illustrated in Colour and with numerous Black-and- 
Whlte Pictures by W. H. Holloway. 2 - net each 

5 Most Popular Annuals 

CHATTERBOX 

EVERYDAY . 

THE PRIZE 

S/6 and 7/6 

5/6 and 7/6 

2/6 and 3/- 

LEADING STRINGS 2/6 and J/- 
{Thc Bmby^s AnnusI) 

CHATTERBOX NEWSBOX 2/- 

There is every prospect that these Five Popular 

Aanuats will go out of print-^ORDER EARLY. 

Wells Gardner, Darton & Co. Ltd. 
3 A 4, Paternoster Buildings, London, E.C.4 



Design by the late Lovat Fraser for Blake’s “Lore’s Secret,” 

published as a Rhyme Sheet 
(Poetry Bookshop) 
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GRUACH AND 
BRITAIN’S DAUGHTER: TWO PLAYS. 

By Gordon Bottomley. 15s. (Constable.) 

Mr. Gordon Bottomley's dedication of “ Gruach " to 
two famous painters contains not only an interesting 
confession of his preferences in art, but also a declaration 
of literary ideals of peculiar interest to his readers. In 
this dedicatory poem Mr. Bottomley explicitly rehearses 
his creed: 

” I desire from 
art 

And from crea- 
tio n not 
repeated things 

Of every day, not 
the mean con¬ 
tent 

Or discontent of 
average help¬ 
less souls, 

Not passionate 
abstraction of 
loveliness. 

But unmatched 
moments and 
exceptional 
deeds 

! V 

i 

V 

And all that can- '»\ 
not happen yt u 

every day 'i'. 
i' 
1. 

And rare experi¬ 
T . ? ♦ 

. % 

ence of earth's i- •9' 
chosen men , V 

In which I can¬ 9, -9 1 
not, by my )f 

intermitting i t a f 
1 Ai. 

And narrow- I} 
1A '* 

powers, share 
unless they are 
held 

Sublimated and 
embodied i n 1! 

beauty.” 
»• 

I make no 

apology for 

quoting these 

lovely lines, not 1 r 
alone because it 

: >* f 
d 

ev' 
* fH 
’ i v 

^ h" 

is always of con* 
cem to hear a 
poet speak of 
his craft, but 
rather because, 

* with them, Mr. 
B ottomley 
gives us the 
very key of his 
secret. It i<5 
just by reason 
of his search 
for*'unmatched 
m oments,'' 
“exceptional 
deeds," " rare 
experience," all 
"&u bli mated 
and embodied 
in beauty,'' 
that his dra- 
aiatic poems 
derive so fre¬ 
quently from 

.the c'nronicles 
- of old time. 

He loves barbaric periods when men were more frankly 
themselves for good or evil than to-day, and flaimted 

^ their passions nakedly. He is no devotee of the fine shades, 
^fiarns to clothe his heroines in Liberty art fabrics, 

f they can go in rich primarj* colours. Moreover it 
Bottomley's persuasion that Imagination furnishes 

beings of more djmamic equality than does Life itself. 

From Splendor Solis 
{Kegan Paul). 

An intensity of vitality far beyond the anaemic condition 
of commonplace humanity is exhibited, for example, in the' 
characters of Shakespeare. There was never a maid like 
Miranda; no kiss so perfect as that of Romeo and Juliet; 
no laughter so huge as Falstafi's; no jealousy so searing 
as that of Othello. Consequently Mr. Bottomley has come 
to brood -much upon the overwhelming and tragic figures 
of the Shakespearean stage. His best known drama 
deals with Lear in his lusty prime, before the king sank 
into the foolish, fond old man ; and pries curiously into 

the shaping of 
the personality 
of G o n e r i 1. 
Now, in the 
volume under 
notice, the 
first play, 
“Gruach,” 
may be con¬ 
sidered almost 
as an intro¬ 
duction t.o the 
study of 
“ Macbeth." 

" Gruach ” 
i.s the story of 
the meeting of 
the unwedded 
Lady Macbeth 
with the king’s 
envoy, des¬ 
tine il to 
become her 
groom. Quite 
plainly the 
interest of the 
writer i.s con¬ 
centrated on 
the enigma 
presented^ by 
Lady Macbeth. 
What fashion 
of woman was 
she who so 
(l^o’m 1 n a t e s 
Shakespeare's 
mighty tra¬ 
gedy ; who 
swayed so im¬ 
periously her 
hesitating 
husband ; who 
marched s o . 
firmly through 
evil to a 
throne ? |What 
was she like as 
a girl, before 
she was so 
dreadfully 
caught in the 
coil ? In two 
short acts of 
remarkable in- 
terest Mr. 
Bottomley 

Tmi »th Treatisk. Pt. 1, siio Cnaptcr, propounds the 
ridd le, and . 

answer. The girl, Gruach. is Lady Macbell in chrysaKs . 
according to the opportunities her' 

hidden life affords. She fascinates the king's messenger ' 
by her phpcal beauty, beauty enhanced by herV 
ap^arance before him in the castle gaUery wearing lieT •. 
wading gown of heavy white silk and gtdd, together 
a flowered veQ of golden tissue .falling to her feet. , 

. . ' If.. 

M ^ r 

t 

; ■ T-- 

y 
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very weaknesses fight for his .favour Gruach is a sleep¬ 

walker, and in a scene adequately prepared and cunningly 

realised she comes in her nightdress to the guest in the 
hall, and innocently confesses her love. The scene is ai\ 
excellent example of Mr. Bottomley's gift of dramatic 

dialogue, presented in the form of jiassionatc and lovely 
verse. Gruach's attitude to her lover in the scene of 

their escape is convincingly suggc.stivc of the domination 

exercised later by l^idy Macbeth over her husband. 
The thane does 

everything 
that this fair 
stranger urges, 

for “ the pro¬ 

vocation of all 

disquieting 
women'' is > 

upon her. At j 
her word he 

abandons the 

horse that •[ 
.saved, his lite ; 
h e ctmnives 

di>honourablv 
at the tamper- 
i 11 g with 
I > u 11 c a n ’ s 

letter com¬ 
mitted to his 
charge; he be¬ 
comes ydedged 
to destroy her 
kinsman’s 
home to gratify 
her hate. \Vc 
I an but follow 

a story S(' 

richly motived 
with the live- 

lie.st attention: 
and the two 

sluirt acts are 
so full of 

I o1o u r, of 
pjK'lry and 
of tense situa¬ 
tion tliat it 
would be of 

uiiicli interest 
to see them 

u p o 11 the 
boa r rl s . for 

Mr Bottom- 

ley’s know¬ 
ledge of stage¬ 

craft seems 
verv consider¬ 
able. 

The second 

play included 

in the volume, 
entitled “ Bri¬ 

tain’s Daugh¬ 
ter,” must be 

<l eal t with 
more sum¬ 

marily. Itde« From Splendor Solis 
rives from the Paul). 

history of 
Boadicca, Queen of the Iceni, and narrates the treatment of 

her daughter Nest by the Komaii conqueror. The play is 

intolerably moving, and almost hauntingly beautiful, but 

its effect is that of a picture rather than that of a drama, 
for through nearly the w'hole action, and afterwards when 
the boojc is closed, the eye is filled with the pitiful and 
patient figure of the young princess, tietl by the wrists to a 

post higher than her head, a pale, blood-bedabble<l cloak 

lianging about her shoulders. Somehow it seems painter’s 
canvas, even more than drama. I have occupied myself 

with the qualities of Mr. Bottomley's work rather than 
with its defects. It niav be flaws can be found. The verse 
i.s sometimes c.xyienmenial : servants liavc an odd habit of 
talking like queens ; the character of (iruacli is not indicated 

sufficiently on the si<le of ambition ; but when the 

outstanding merits of a performanee so far exceed a 
few t r i fl i n g 

faults, the 

critic may w'ell 
be excused for 

filling his 
allotted space 

with praise. 

Efci Ni; 

Mason*. 

THE 

THOMAS 

HARDY 

CALEN¬ 

DAR. 

fompilcil b\- 

(■ T Js. 

(rialmer) 

The ” Calen¬ 
dars” compiled 
bv ” C. P.” 

are verv 

attractivelittle 
books, meant 

of course for 
occasional 
dipyung into, 

not for steady 
reading. Few 
people, we 
suyiposc, will 
actually «.s e 

them as calen¬ 

dars, reading 
the selected 
'' verse” for 
each day in 
the manner of 

t h c ” text- 
boo ks ” of 

\’ i c t o r i a 11 
times; but 

that does not 

matter. , They 
act as refresh¬ 

ers, bringing 
back to mem¬ 
ory choice 
passages, 
quoting others 

Tm* 6TH Trkatisk, Pt. 1. 9ND CHAPTER, "hicli iiiav be 
u n f a m i 1 iar; 
and the present 

calendar is obviously the work of one who took a pleasure 

in it. The only drawback is the lack of any title to 

signify from what novel the prose quotations are taken. 
Many of them, and most of the ver.se. we can locate; 
others are less easy to place, and the name of the 

novel after each passage would have been a welcome 
additLon. 
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LIFE: HOW IT COMES. 

By Stephen Rbid*Heyman (Mrs. Laurence Parsons, 
M.D., Ch.B.) 5s. (Blackwell.) 

With a perfectly clear and tactful series of gradations 

the author of this study in elementary biology leads the 
reader from the methods by which the simplest forms of 
life reproduce themselves to the processes preceding birth 

in the highest’forms, the concluding chapter being entitled 

“ Man, the King of the World." The treatment of these 

vital facts is 

beyond 

praise, and, 
the book be¬ 

ing intended 
primarily for 
children, 
great care 

wasneededin 
the choice of 

easy and yet 

unambigu¬ 
ous language 
that should 

convey the 

essential 
knowledge 
in a pleas¬ 

ant man¬ 
ner. Many 
sketches and 
diagrams are 

included, all 
being well 
designed to 

a.ssist the 

comprehen- 
sionofyoung 

readers 
who are ap- 
proaching 
these impor¬ 

tant, but 
too often 
n eglected 

matters for 
thefirsttime. 
Nothing but 
good can 

come from 
the placing 
of this most 
useful little 

volume in 
the hands of 

a child at the 
age when it 
is so easy to 

gain dis¬ 
torted know¬ 
ledge in dan¬ 
gerous ways. 

The Bishop 
of Birming¬ 
ham contrib¬ 

utes a brief 
and appre¬ 
ciative foreword. 

A TEXTBOOK OF 
EUROPEAN ARCHiEOLOGY. 

By R A. S, Macaustbr. Vol. I: The PALiEoi-iiHic 
Period. lUustrated. 50s. (Cambridge University Press.) 

Professor Macalistrr is professor of Celtic Archeology in 
University College, Dublin, and the present work is based 

upon lectures given from year to year in that college. It 

is. naturally enough, a work of immense scope, difficult and 
dangerous, for there are innumerable schools of thought 

in this department of knowledge, and guessing and con¬ 
jecture must necessarily play a large part in many con¬ 

clusions arrived at. Professor Macalister prefaces his 
book by a masterly introduction in which he describes 
briefly the course and progress of archaeological studies, 

which properly speaking began in the nineteenth. 
century, and very clearly indicates the essentials for 

the proper 
purs uit 
of those 
studies, the 

obtaining of 

true materi¬ 
als, theiden- 
tifleation 
and classifi¬ 

cation of the 
materials, 

and the most 
desirable 

way of dis¬ 

posing of 
them. It is 

not within 
the scope 
of this very 

brief notice 
to describe 
any of Pro¬ 
fessor ilac- 
alister' scon- 
clusions. It 

is enough to 

i s a y that 
he has ap¬ 
proached Ihs 

subject with 
:'great know¬ 
ledge. land 

jhas treated 
I it with V hat 
,m i g hjt be 
described as 

[constructive 
jsc epticism. 

His style is 
I clear, flexi- 

I ble, e V e n 
I witty, and 

! this gives a 
I great charm 
I to his hand¬ 

ling o I a 
subject upon 
which it is 

^very difficult 
to make 
definite au¬ 

thor itative 
pron ounce- 
ments. He 
is above all 

most cau¬ 
tious not to 

make positive assertions based upon data and materials 
that are debatable and conjectural, and in consequence 
he wins the reader's confidence in a way that makes us 

look forward with the greatest eagerness to the other 
volumes which are promised, to deal with the 
succeeding ages of pre-history. His work is above 
all solid, competent, enduring, and seems to offer 

the best foundation for the acquiring of genuine 
knowledge. 

Frym Wild Life in the Tree Tops “ Subpicion.** 
(Thornton Butterworth). 
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FOUR BIBLICAL PLAYS. 

By W. H. T. GAIRDNER. 5S. (S.P.C.K.) 

These pla3rs are respectively " Joseph and His Brothers,” 
** Passover-Night,” ” The Last Passover-Night ” and ” Saul 

and Stephen.” They may be obtained separately. Full 
directions are given for the dresses to be used in *' Joseph 

and His Brothers ” (” Jacob—stripy waistcoat, loose baggy 
trousers, or 
a skirt to 

the toes; 
fur lining to 
a long flow¬ 

ing cloth 
coat with 

long loo.se 
sleeves ” 
The stories 
that Mr. 

Gairdner 
has chosen 
are in them- 
selves so 

■intensely 
d ra m a t ic 
that he will 

forgive \i s 

when we 
say he has 
not luid a 
very diffi¬ 
cult lusk. 

But he has 
carried i t 
out w I t'h 

• 

muchvigour 
and enthusi¬ 
asm ;Jacob 
{holding 
Joseph away 
from him) : 
■ ‘ J.ct my 
old eyes see 

him. Is it 
Joseph, 
Joseph o i 
my I, heart, 

my Joseph ? 

Oh. apple of 
my eye! 

Oh, my life I 
Oh, son of 

my heart! 
Surely it is a 
dream ! Oh, 

is this thy 
face, thine 
eyes, thy 

cheeks ? Is 
it Joseph? ” 
“The Last 
Passover- 
Night ” is 
simply the 
dramatisa¬ 
tion from Edersheim of the scene in the Upper Room on 

Good Friday Eve. The author's object in writing it is to 
stimulate the imagination; he does not feel the play will 
ever be acted, as the figure of our Lord appears. 

4 

DOGS, BIRDS AND OTHERS. 
Natural History Letters from “The Spectator.” 

Chosen, with an Introduction and Notes, by H. \V. Mas- 

SINGHAM. With a Preface by Sx. Loe Strachey. 8s. 6d. 
net. (Fisher Unwin.) 

I>og lovers, bird lovers, lovers of animaU of every kind, 

should not be without this book. It will afford them 

endless amusement, endless food for cogitation, it will 

supply them with endless anecdotes to repeat whenever 
the occasion warrants—and it's rarely a good dog story 
or a good bird story fails to ” go down.’' Genero.sit>’ among 
dogs does not seem to be such an infrequent occurrence as 
some would imagine. Numerous letters, here reproduced, 

testify to their altruism. One terrier, Rough by name, 
always 
shared his 
master's 

breakfast, 

rec ei ving 
throe pieces 

of bread 
spread with 
cream. Two 

he ate, of 
the third he 
licked the 
cream, then 

carried the 
crust to a 

hen, who 

each morn¬ 
ing waited 

at the gate 
for her 
friend's 
arri\al. If 
other hens 

appeared, 
Rough 
drove them 

off while his 

favourite 
devoured 
her portion. 

In another 
case a dog 
presented 
his master 

and mistress 
every morn- 
i n g with 
two biscuits 
saved from 

his sujipcr ; 
when a 
visitor ar¬ 
rived he m- 
creaseil the 
number to 

three. 'J'here 
are bird 
stories, 'cat 

Stories, 

squirrel 

stories, and 

a delightful 
story con¬ 
cerning a 

pig that was 
" a ■ perfect 
gourmet for 

sentiment ' and developctl a marketl attachment to Six 

Walter Scott. The book may be included in the pleasant 
bedside variety which can be picked up and dipped into 

indiscriminately, with the certainty of finding a choice 
morsel to create laughter or amazement. 

BRITISH INSECTS. 

By Arthur O. Cooke. 3s. 6d. (Jack ) 

There is a certain period in the progress from infancy to 
manhood when " bug-hunting” (a term of scorn, signifying 

From Wild Life in the Tree Tops Th« Hkrons. 
{Thornton Butterwortk). 
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a preference for natural history studies to football and 
cricket) is looked upon with contempt; but for children 
who liave not reached that age, the teeming life of the 
earth possesses a fascination, second only to fairies. It i.s 

for this taste that Messrs. Jack’s admirable “ Show’n to 
the Children ” scries, which is edited by Louey ChLshoim, 

caters. The latest 

volume. “ Hntish In¬ 
sects, "provides children 

witli exactly the sort of 
information tliey wJinl. 

The author deals with 

insects m the house, in 
the garden, in the 

orchard, in the fields 
and woods, and by pond 
and stream The tortv* 
illustrations frttm 

photo.s bv Harold 

Bastin are wonderful 
examjiles of how the 

camera can be brought 
to the aid ot natural 

histon- studv 

STORIES 

OF 

COURSE. 

liy Fi.vxf.mork 

Illustrated by GnoKtiE 

Morkow. -•> ^id 

(Blackwell ,1 

With a clever play of 
language and some in¬ 

genious conceptions the 
author lias written a ' 

charmingly inconse¬ 
quent scries of episcnles 

and convcrsationswhich 
would be jollitv itself, 
even unassistinl bv 
pictures; but when 
such an artist as Mr. 
George .Morrow adds his 

merry drawings im 

youngster who cairrcad 
passably wi.dl will leave 
this book —e.xcept, jier- 
haps. for a n:.*al And 

even after that interval 
the reader wall return 
to finish the story of 
John - a - l-)rc*anis, the 

Weather Man. the Top Hat Man. Mrs. Frog, and a 
number of other entertaining folk wlicisc doings arc 
recorded so quaintly. 

MEN I HAVE PAINTED. 

American, he expresses his views with frankness ; it might 
have been better had he occupied the space with more 
details upon his art or method of work, a theme upon 

which we can listen to him with more pleasure. However, 
there is not a great deal to complain of, and when Mr. 

Hamilton retails some of the conversations he had with 

- i,;.,y, 
'y»m The Sport of Oui Ancestors 

(Couslnhlc) 
The Fox. 

men such as Tyndall, Spencer, and other giants of intellect, 

we can forgive him his digressions, even the political 

"essay" which is entitled “Arthur Jan.es Balfour.” 
The reproductions of his work are lifelike, and often happily 
unconventional. 

By J. McLl're Hamilton. 30s. (Fisher Unwin ) 

An artist who has painted many of the celebrated men 
of his generation naturally has a store of memories well 

worth placing on record for the benefit and entertainment 
of others. Mr. McClure Hamilton tells us, in this handsome 
volume, of his famous subjects, wluch range from King 
George V to Mr. Glad.stone, from George Meredith to Bis¬ 

marck : and of them all he finds something to say which 

bears the critical light. One of his best and friendlie.st 
sitters was the King, who gave him a very pleasant and 
intimate hour. Xow’ and then the author makes a gratui¬ 
tous excursion into the field of politics, and being an 

RING-ARING OF FAIRIES. 
By Madeleine Nightingale. (Blackwell) 

The fairy-verses in this little book are “ real ” poetry, 
and not merely jingling rl^mes ; they have a lilt which is 
quite charming, and are very happily conceived. With 
these, and some of the cleverest and prettiest of woodcuts 

by Charle.s T. Nightingale, also a little dainty music by 
Elsie Hart, a book is composed which is far above the 

average of the children's rhyme-books. The illustrations 
themselves are dainty poems of fancy upon which we 
especially congratulate the artist. 



THE SPORT OF 
OUR ANCESTORS: 

Being a Collection of Prose and Verse setting forth the 
Sport of Fox-hunting, as they knew it. 

Edited and Selected, with Introduction and Appreciations, 
by Lord Willoughby de Broke 21s. (Constable.) 

In a beautifully-produced anthology edited by T.ord 
Willoughby de Broke—" The Sport of our Ancestors 

we find ourselves confronted with the confident assertion 
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author of " Handley Cross.” Indectl, in each case the 

extracts are prefaced by an informing and reasoned chapter 

of biography and appreciation. Warburton is rcpre.sented 
by his ballads of ” Tor Wood ” and ” Hunting the Fox.” 

and Whyte-Melville by apt ejuotations from ” Market 
Harliorough ” and from ” Holniby House.” ” Whyte- 

Mclville's heroes and lieroines are usually like himself— 
without fear and without reproach,” is tlie editor’s com¬ 

ment, and he happily includes the late Lord Hosslyn’.s 

touching tribute to the poet-novchst's tragic death in the 

Front The Sport of Our Ancestors • Now let your huntsman throw 
{Conslable). ih his hounds.’* 

hunting field ; 

' But them, dear George, 
111 tlnnc own sport 
thus ta’en. 

Ill all the pnde of man¬ 
hood, and the swing 

Of gallant gallop, struck 

stone-dead —the 
thing 

Appals, and petrifies the 
mind with pain ” 

l-’rom Bromlcy-Davcn- 
jxjrt we get his ” Dream 
of an Old Meltonian ” 

and his irresistible 
jiarody of Tennyson's 

■■ Locksley Hall ’’; from 

13 e c k f o r d "A Fox 
Chase”: and from 
■■ Nimrod ” his lengthy 
dissertation on ” The 

Hoad,” which, as Lord 

Willoughby is careful to 

jxniit out. Is ” the only 
extract in this Ixiok 
which lias no direct 

reference to fox-hunt¬ 

ing.” (It occupies up¬ 
wards of fifty pages.) 

Keeping one of the most 
enjoyable things till 
last, tlie editor con¬ 
cludes with several of 

the l>est hunting pas¬ 

sages in Anthonv Trol- 
lojic's novel, ” The 
.\mcncan Senator,” 
prefaced by a particu¬ 

larly sympathetic 

appraisement of that 

writer’s art and the 
neglect of it. One of 
Ixird de Broke's hap¬ 
piest conclusions is that 
■■ the new yeoman class 

. . . are the best friends 
to fox-hunting, and are 
a class more cs.scntially 
English than any other 
that the Britisii Isles 

can prcKluce ’ A word 
must Ik* said for Mr. 

(L D. Armour’s delight¬ 
ful illustrations, several 
of them in colour. 

that ” fox-hunting will revive, and the generation born 
about the beginning of this century will enjoy their lives 

just as keenly as English sportsmen can, but the setting 
will be different <Uffcrent. that is to say. from the 
environment of the Golden Age of fox-hunting in England. 

We have called Lord Willoughby’s book an anthology, but 
in truth he contents himself with extracts from half a dozen 

writers, viz., Whyte-Melville, Egerton Warburton. Beck- 

ford, Bromley-Davenport, ” Nimrod ” and Anthony 

Trollope. As for Surtees, instead of including extracts the 
editor conliues lumself to a charming little essay upon the 

THE EDINBURGH LECTURES 
ON MENTAL SCIENCE. 

By T. Troward. 6s. (Philpot.) 

T'pon so finely-wrought and competent a metaphysical 

study as this series of lectures it is impossible to pa.ss 
adequate judgment in a note that is perforce brief. We 

can only say that the late Mr. Trowanl posses.scd to an 
exceptional extent the power of psvchtilogical analysi.s, anti 
that his choice of language, his selet'.tion of parallels and 
illustrative examples of physical jirocesses, whereb\- hjs 
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arguments were elucidated, was wise^nd well considered. 
The book is one for the thoughtful reader, anxious to learn 

something about the mysteries of his own mentality, and 

our highest praise will ^ the assertion that these lectures 
are worthy to stand by the side the memorable and 

closely-reasoned expositions of the late William James.^ 

MODERN 

DECORATIVE 

ART 

IN 

ENGLAND. 

By W. G. Paulson 

Townsend. Vol. I. 

(Batsford.) 

The purpose of the 
series of volumes of 

which this is the first 
is to sltow the charac¬ 

ter and development 
of British decorative 
and applied art from 

the end of the last 

century to the present 

day; and if each issue 

maintains the excellent 
standard set by this 

one, its success is sure. 

Mr. Townsend is a 
well-known authority 

on the subject, and he 

here deals with textiles, 

printed fabrics, wall¬ 
papers, lace, and em¬ 

broidery. A very fine 
collection of plates is 

an integral part of the 

book, and will interest 
all; from them it is 
clear that the old 
country is by no 

means played out in 
matters of art, hoy,-- 

ever prosaic some 
critics may consider it. 
With some of the 

work of Mr, Arthur 

Wilcock the present 
writer is familiar, and 
the r eprod u ctions 

here of hi.s very 

beautiful treaxments 
hi printed linen give 
a very fair idea of 

this ,artist’s^ skill and 
taste, though naturally 
the final charm of the 

fabric itself cannot be _ ^ 

captured on paper. IBatsford). 
I'he introductory 

essay on "Embroidery and Lace” is a tightly com¬ 
pressed and competent study of the subject, with some 

sound hints upon the necessity for a thorough training 
in drawing and design when the work is taken up 

as a permanent means of earning a living. The whole 
lX>ok is an ideal example of exposition and instructive 
Ulust^ation on which both publishers and author are to be 
eong^tulated. 

SELECTIONS FROM THE 
PASTON LETTERS. 

Arranged and Edited by Alice Drayton Greenwood, 
F.R.Hist.S. 15s. net. (Bell.) ' ' U 

The famous Paston Letters were first published in 1787, 

and were edited by Sir John Fenn.f^^'Another edition was 
brought out in 1874 by 

the historian, James 

Gairdner, Assistant 

Keeper of the^Public 
Record’ Office, and a 

final edition, consisting 
of six volumes, ap¬ 

peared in 1901. The 

letters numbered be¬ 

tween ten and eleven 
hundred. From these 

Miss Greenwood has 

made an excellent 
selection, consisting of 
a little over three hun¬ 

dred, and her aim has 
been, as she states, to 
exhibit " the home life 
and ordinary occupa¬ 

tions of a middle-class 
family of good standing 
in -what was, in the 
fifteenth century, a 

principal manufactur- 
ingand business county 

of England, and to 
show', from their 

■letters, how the public 
and political disturb¬ 

ances of tlieage affected 
them.” These letters 

of the Paston' familj-, 
their friends, and de¬ 

pendents, were written 

in the reigns of Henry 
the Sixth. Edward the 
Fourth, Richard the 

Third, and Henry 
the Seventh, and are, 

besides being of interest 

for the general reader, 

of great importance for 
the historian of the 

period. The first mem¬ 
ber to establish the 
fortunes of the family 

was SirWilliam Paston, 

Justice of Common 

Pleas under Henry the 

Sixth, who was suc¬ 
ceeded in his posses¬ 

sions in Norfolk by his 
son John. By jhis 

marriage the latter 
added considerably to 

the family's position, 
which was also en¬ 
hanced by his succes¬ 
sion to the various 
manors of Sir John 

Fastolfe, though his 

claim to these was contested by others, and led to disputes 
and armed conflicts during not only his own. life but also 

that of his successors. Miss Greenwood has performed her 
part excellently, and in her useful introduction has given such 
details as are necessary for an understanding of the state 

of England during the fifteenth century and of the various 
references to events in the letters. We wish she had added 
an index. 

Embroiobrsd Panbu for a 

Piano Front. 
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THE TIGER IN THE HOUSE. 
. I 

By Carl Van Vechten. 25s. (Heinemann.) 

Why have so many bookmen taken pleasure in the 
society of cats ? Mr. 
Van Vechten is the 

latest of a long line 
of literary men who 

have written in 

praise of those grace¬ 

ful and enigmatic 
creatures, and his 
book, which is a 

compendium of the 
cat-lore of all times 
and all| countries, 
can be placed with¬ 

out hesitation on the 

same shelf as Champ- 

fleury and Moncrif. 

Within its pages we 
can renew our ac¬ 
quaintance with 

most of the famous 
cats of life and 
letters. Dr. John¬ 

son’s " Hodge ” is 
here, a cat for whom 
his master, as Bos¬ 
well tells us, " use<l 

to go out and buy 
oysters, lost the 

servants, having the 
trouble, should take 
a dislike to the poor 
creature.'' Here, 
too, are Sir Walter 

Scott’s “ Hinse of 

Hinsfeldt, ” "a 
venerable tom-cat, 
fat and sleek, and 

no longer very loco¬ 

motive "; Southev’s 
‘ ■ never-to-be-enough 
praised ' Rumpels- 
tilzchen ’ and tlui 

cqiially-to-be- 
admired ‘ Hiirlv- 

burlybuss,' ” whose 
stories are written in 
the " Memoir of the 
Cats of Greta Hall." 
But the roll of 

famous cats is almo.st 
as long as the list of 
shijis in the " Iliad,” 
andMr. Van Vechten 
does not forget 
Pierre Loti’s ” Mou- 

mette Blanche '' and 
■'Moumette Chi- 
noise,'' Anatole 
France’s ” Hamil- 
car," Borrow’s 
Llangollen ” ecclesi¬ 

astical cat.” Victor 

Hugo’s ■' Chanoine.” 
the favourites of 
Thdophile Gautier 
and Alexandre 

Dumas, or Jeremy 
Bentham’s mouser, 
whose company wa.s 

preferred by the utilitarian philosopher to that of Madame 

de Stael. 
A cat, as Mr. Van Vechten reminds us, shared Petraicli's 

heart with Laura, .and poets, i^rhaps because they can 
mount into the more recondite realms of thought and 
fancy, seem to be in closer touch with the spirit of 

pussydom than are writers of prose. In English litera¬ 
ture, Horace Wal- 

” was 

shared 
Di.stant 

Pros|)cct of Eton 
College ” the dis¬ 

tinction of inspiripg 
one of Gray's odes, 
while Matthew 

Arnold’s portrait of 
” Atossa ” : 

" Cruel, but composed 
and bland, 

Dumb, inscrutable. 
and grand : 

So Tibenus might 
have sat, 

1-fad Tiberius been 
a cat," 

the late Dr. Richard 
(iarnetfs hne.s to 
■■ .Marigold,” and the 

poems on cats by 
C o w p e r, Christina 

Rossetti, Prior and 
Swinburne; all 
deserve to be re¬ 
membered, For the 

best cat joetry we 
must, however, turn 

to France. Baude¬ 
laire ami Theophile 
Gautier, as every¬ 
body knows, cele¬ 
brated their pets in 

undying verse,^ but 

Taine’s poetic flights 
in praise of his feline 
fricncl.s are less 

familiar. That dis¬ 
tinguished historian, 
essayist, and critic 
wrote no fewer than 
t w c 1 v^c* charming 
sonnets to his cats, 

tnbutes from ” their 
friend, master, and 

servant, Hippolyte 
Taine.” In this in¬ 
deed he was but 
following a well- 

established t r a d i - 
tioii, Moncrif has 

ilemonstrated that, 
from the days of the 
cats who purred and 
arched their backs in 

the salons of the 
ancient r c g 1 m e— 
” Menine,” ’’ morte 
viergo an j)rin temps 
dc la vie,” owned 

by the young 
Duchesse de Les- 
diguUres, was one of 
them — poets in 
l-'rance have not dis¬ 

dained to lor>k for 
inspiration to cats. 

What could be more 

wistful, suggestive and pathetic than this epitaph : 

*' Ci-git une Chatte jolie : 
La Maitresse qui n'aima rien, 

pole's ” Selima 

a cat who 
with "A 

Frtntt Modem Decorative Art 
(Batsford). 

Wall Paper. 
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L’aima ju8qu’& la folie; 
Pourquoi le dire ? on le 

voit bien.” 

“ When I play with my 
cat, who knows wIicUkt 

she diverts herself with 
me, or 1 \vith her ^ " 
Thus, as Izauk Walton 

comments, “ freely 
speaketh Montaigne con¬ 
cerning cats.'■ Perhaps 
this enigmatic character¬ 
istic explains the lascina- 
tion which the cat has 
for so many minds. A 
god in ancient Egypt, 
endowed with r o a 1 
attributes in modern 
Siam, ]iersecuted in 
mediajval times with the 

sorcerers whose secrets 
she shared, adored alike 
by Mohammed and 
Cardinal Richelieu, the 

favourite of Popes, pre¬ 
lates, and poets, the pet 
of old maids, and the 
admiration of all men and 
wonieii of discernment, 
“ the tiger who eats from 

the hand," as the cat is 
called in Japan, con¬ 

descends to live among 
mankind, graceful, 
mysterious, elusive, and 
even those who know 
and love her best have 
no secure feeling that 
their warmest efforts to 

please or propitiate her 
are not regarded with 

something not far re¬ 
moved from tolerating 

From Sculpture of To-day The First Breath op SPRiNa 
By Klaeton Farkes 

(Chapman &■ Hall). 
Vol. 1 recently reviewed in The Bookman. VoI. il just published. 

becomes betrothed to 

her with the benediction 
of parents and relatives 
on both sides. Espdrance 
nevertheless falls in love 
with the handsome, 
witty, gallant Duke de 
Morlay-la-Branche, and 
after a long .struggle con¬ 

fesses as much. The two 
men fight and Styvens i.s 
killed, but we are left to 
expect that in time 
Esp6rance will find happi¬ 
ness in a love-marriage. 

There is immense naivete 
in the storj', and yet a 
curious appeal in the 
gentle simple girl and the 
really gallant gentlemen 
who surround her, and 
Madame Bernhardt has 
more than once a sincere 
and J strong word to say 
in defence of the theatre 
against the common 
accusations of vice and 
baseness. "In this 
temple vice is punished, 
and virtue rewardeil ; 
the great «ocial problems 
are presented. In this 
temple instruction is less 
abstract, and therefore 
more profitable for the 
crowd. The apostles ot 
this?temple arc full ot 
faith and courage ; they 
have the souls of 
missionaries m arc hing 
always toward the 

ideal.” 

contempt. [*• 

A'. W. E. 

THE 
IDOL OF i 

PARIS. 
By Sarah Bernhardt. 7s fsl. 

(Cecil Palmer.) 

A novel of the French .stage 
written by Sarah Bernhardt cannot 
fail to excite curiosity and atten¬ 
tion. It tells of the career of 
Esp^rance Darbois, the fifteen-year- 
old daughter of the philosopher, 
Fran«;ois Darbois, whose secret 
longings and ambitions impel her 
to the theatre. Rcluctantlj' her 
father agrees, and the girl enters 
the Conservatoire, achieving*im¬ 
mediate success, so much so that 
Sardou writes a play for her in 
which she has a great triumph, and 
almost at once is invited to join the 
ComMie Francaise. Her beauty 
and oharm attract lovers, one*of 

whom, Count Albert Styven.s. a 
Belgian noble, young, wealthy, 
honourable, athletic, but in spite of 
liis re.^y beautiful and admirable 
chara'.fer, repugnant to Esp^rance. 

KING ARTHUR 
AND THE 
KNIGHTS OF THE 
ROUND TABLE. 

By Doris .\shley. f.>s (kI. 

(Raphael Tuck ) 

The fascination of the legends 
which centre in King Arthur never 
fades, but it is not always that 
younger readers can wrestle with 
the story in its customary form. In 
this beautifully illustrated volume 
the language is simplified and to a 
certain extent motlerniscd — a 
difficult task, but carried out wth 
good taste and a feeling for the 
period ; and the exquisite illustra¬ 
tions by Mr. Arthur A. Dixon give 
a real amplification of the magical 
and mysterious atmosphere. Some 
of the full-page colour plates are 
works of art on a very high plane, 
particularly those depicting the 

encounters of the knights, '\^'e 
assume that " Linet " should have 
been '' Lynette," but Arthurian 
critics may differ ; in any case, the 
point'is not an important one, and 
does not detract from the artistic 
value of this fine production. 
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THE 

WRINKLE 

BOOK. 

By Archiualu Wil¬ 

liams. 7s. fkl. iK*t 

(Nelson.) 

Mr. Williams contends 
that though a little know¬ 
ledge may be a dangerous 
thing, it is “ vastly pre¬ 

ferable to total ignor¬ 
ance." Few will dispute 
the’a ss e r t i on. It is 
certain that the ten 
thousand hints in his 
gorgeously fat, yellow- 
covered volume will 
prove invaluable to many 
a budding house wi f c, 
mechanic, cook, gardener, 
smallholder, sportsman, 
entertainer, hostess, and 

indeed almost everv sort 
of person under the sun. 
If you want to do any¬ 
thing and arc not sure 

of the way, you just turn 
over the pages, an<I it 
will be the exception to 
the rule if you don't find 
any mention of it. Here 
is compiled an amazing 
collection of titbits of in¬ 
formation, each subject 
presented in heavy tyjie 
under a variety of head¬ 
ings, such as 'Fhc House, 
Clothes, l-aundry. Medi¬ 

cine, and so on, and 
reference is thus made 

1-rom Sculpture of To-day Famine Relief. 
B>’ Kineton Parkes 

{Chapman &■ Hall) 
Vol 1 recetui) revkued in Tit Bookman. VoI. 11 jubt publislie<t 

of diagrams and line 
drawings by the author 
herself. The lists of 
roses, giving the bt'st 
bedding effects and 
recently introduced 
varieties, chapters on 

1 a n ti n g. p r u n i n g. 
grafting, budding, dis¬ 
budding, feeding, layer¬ 
ing, watering, on the 
e n e in i e s of the rose, 
in e t h o d s of protection 
and curing ills, roses in 
jxits and roses in the 
house—in fact, every 
conceivable tlung relating 
to roses, will undoubtedly 
help to establish the 
Uiok as a standard 
work. It IS a very 
handsome production 
and will l>e highly jirized 
by every lover of a garden 
who numlicrs it among 
his |)ossessions. 

URBANITIES. 

By E. V. LrcA.s With 

a pictona! commentary 

by G L. Stampa. 

/S. 6d. (Methuen ) 

The char m of Mr. 
l.ucas's essays is a charm 

of personality. Subject 
IS of no consequence to 
him. They have the 
lightness, ease, intimacy 
ol casual and jileasant 
talk. This new volume 

as quick and easy as possible. I'or 
further guidance there are any number 
of sketches and diagrams, and draw¬ 
ings indicating the best method of 
doing all manner of things. Those 
who come bv this bcxik will have 

cause to apjireciate the care and 
patience expended on it, and will 
derive real help from the result. 

ROSE 
GARDENING. 

By Mary Hampdek. ;s 6d. net. 

(Thornton Butterworth.) 

Surely Miss Hampden has given us 
the last word in rose culture. Her book 
on the subject is a most exhaustive 
work and wall prove invaluable to both 
the amateur and professional gardener. 
Yet it has none of the dull, textbook 
manner, but is written in a light, 
pleasing vein which makes it delight¬ 
ful reading apart from the w'calth of 
information it contains. All the know¬ 

ledge of roses and rose-growing up to 
date is set forth, emliellished with 
many beautiful illustrations in colour 
by Miss Maud A. West, and a host 

From Drawing from Modelled ey 
Memory a Youth. 

[Pitman). 

IS made up. as the title page tells 
us, of essays new and old ; but 
the old will l»c new to some and 
others will find a new’ pleasure in re¬ 

reading them, and the ilelightfully 
whimsical drawings of Mr. G. L. 
Stampa give an air of newness to the 
whole Ix)ok How is one going to 
decide whicJi are the best of these 
essays, having enjoyed them all ? If 
it must be done, let us say " The 
Cabman aiul the Com,.I'he King" 
and ■■ Komance While ^’ou Wait" 
arc that, and for the old ones—what 
could be better than the genial whim¬ 
sicality of " The I'atherlv Force ” 
(surely the most wonderful tribute 
ever paid to the London police), " A 
Little Child " and " Some of Our 
C-onquorors ’■ ^ But all .such selection 
seems in \ idi<»us and unnoccssarv. 
Here is a book you don’t want to 
criticise but only to read and enjoy. 
Lucas is Lucas, and if he has cast 
his spell ujxm you. you don't care 
what he writes al>out—he has the 
gift of making any .subject entertain¬ 
ing, and It is enough to say that 
" Crbamties ’’ is airily alive with the 
true Lucas humour and laughing fan¬ 
tasy, ami one of the most happily 
entertdimng books he has written. 

II 



THE RUBXiyAT of 
OMAR KHAYYAM 

Illustrated b> Doris> Pai mek li is (Leopold B Hill) 

upon yet another, but you will not have turned over more 
than a few of these pages before you wiU recognise that 
they were justified in having that courage Omar has 
suffered at the hands^of some bnlhant draughtsmai who 

^here have been so many editions of Omar, beautified 
by soy many distinguished illustratort, that it needed 
cdiira^ both in the artist and the publisher to embark 

have been much more bent on exhibiting their own eccen¬ 
tricities of style and doing something startling than on 
literally translating the hfe and significance of the poem 

12 
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into their pictures. Mrs. Palmer has not attempted any Oriental habit, and with the deliberate, unhurrying'metrical 
vagaries of that sort. She would seem to have set herself beat of the poem. She has dipped her brush into the 
simply and whole-heartedly to interpret to the eye in bright hues, the bizarre loveliness, the sleepy laughter and 

From Omar Kha]ry4m “And look—a THOusaNO blossoms with thb oav 
{Leopold Htlt). WOKS 

colour and line the magic and beauty that the old Persian fantasv of the East, and touched them sensitively into*her 
poet and his translator have so wonderfully revealed in paintings. Perhaps the richest and most beautiful in 
word and phrase. Her figures suggest the leisured move- design is that which illustrates the quatrain beginning, 
ment and gracious dignity that harmonise at once with " Look to the Rose that blows about us . . but those 
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for “ Ah, my beloved, 
fill the cup . . and 

“ Think in this battered 
caravanserai . . arc 
scarcely less finely im¬ 

agined, and arc e<|nHllv 
tnie|( to the lines that 
inspired them ; nor could 
anything be more satis¬ 
fying and effective than 
“ Oh, Moon of mv de¬ 
light . . with its blue 

lake, sharply reflecting 
the long, solitary bul¬ 
rushes. and the quaint, 
long-legged birds loiter¬ 
ing on its bank. The 
charm of all these things 
lies in a certain largi* 
simplicity ot design and 
treatment that seems 
submis.sively and happilv 
to recapture the chang¬ 
ing moods of Omanan 

thought and philsosphy. 

The book is handsomely 
produced, with decora¬ 
tive title pages and 
ornamental borders, and 
may justly challenge 
comparison with any of 
those many artistic 
presentations of the 
Rubatyat.tHhfhclVe pre¬ 
ceded it. 

THE 

PRESENT 

STATE 

OF 

OLD 

ENGLISH 

I'roin The Present SUte of Old Caaiwax bhowinq Italian and 

English Furniture French influences. 

{Duckworlh). 

mahogany, and satin- 
wood pieces. The chap¬ 
ter on “Mirrors” is 
exceptionally interesting, 
and supplies evidence in 

plenty of the thorough¬ 
ness with which the 
whole book is per¬ 
meated. 

THE 

SPANISH 

ROYAL 

TAPESTRIES. 

By A. F. ( ALVERT. 

15s. (The Bod Icy 

Head.; 

A valuable addition to 

the imixirtant “ Spanisli 
Series ” issued by Mr. 
John Lane. It is neces¬ 
sary to distinguish be¬ 
tween tapestry and mere 
embroidery. Tapestry is 
woven all in one piece, 
the worker weaves 
<lirect!y from a dc.''ign 
or cartoon, which is 
supplied to him. As 
onginally used in ancient 
buildings, it was hung 
some feet from the walls 
to serve as a draught 
screen ; or was susixmded 
between pillars to shut 
off one apartment from 
another. It was generally 
liung, therefore, in un- 
d 111 a ting folds. The 
decorative value of such 

FURNITURE. 

By R. W. Symonds. 

63s. (Duckworth.) 

The collector of 
old specimens of 

English furniture 
will receive this com¬ 
prehensive treatise 
with delight. It is 
not only descriptive 
—the author deals 

thoroughly with the 
subject of .spurious 
and “faked” furni¬ 
ture, and gives mo.st 
interesting hints on 
how to detect these 
frauds, whether 

wholly bad or only 
partially ‘ ‘ d octored.'' 
Historical surveys 
are given of various 
periods, and there 
are ^over a hundred 
finely reproduced 
photographs of oak, 
walnut, lacquer, 

From Spanish Royal TApestries Sanoho marches to Toboso. 

(John Lane). 

li a 11 g i n g s—as Mr. 
falvert points out 
in Ins impressive 

hrst chapter—was ot 
course seized on at 
once by the wealthv, 
who alone could 
afford them, and, 
from the earliest 

times, tapestries be¬ 
came things of 
beauty. Dull and 
sombre colourings 
arc bad. "The 

richest dyes, cli¬ 
nched with metallic 
threads of gold ami 
silver, should glow 
against the back¬ 
ground of the cold 
stone pillars." We 
are given a wonder¬ 
ful series of plates 
at the end of the 
book, numbering 
nearly three hun¬ 
dred, in which work 
by Raphael, Van 
Eyck and Goya is 
represented. 
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IN WHIG 
SOCIETY. 

By Mabell Countess of 

AiRLiE. 15s. 
(Hotlder & Stoughton.) 

That hi.story repeats 

itself is a truism aptly 
illustrated in the Countess 

of Airlie's book, conipile<l 
from the hitherto unpub¬ 

lished correspondence <»f 
Elizabeth Viscountess Mel¬ 

bourne, and Emilv Lamb, 

Countess Cowper. after¬ 
wards V'iscuuntess Palmer¬ 
ston. The situation of this 

Cfuintryatthe close of the 
Napoleonic war was in 

many respects similar to 
that of the present lime, 
and the utterances f>f 
statesmen, jHiliticians and 
others during the Regency 

were very like those tti 
which, for our .sins, we are 

conipelleil to listen to-day 

'l lie book is a mixture of 
political and social gossip, 
mid m the latter respect 

Is by no means llatlenng 
to the morality of the 

period it describes (1773- 
i.SiS). I.ady Melbourne 
was a woman of remark- 

.ible mental powers. Jiyron 
saul of her that she was 

the best friend he ever liad 
and the cleverest of women, 

aiifl her son William- -who 
was (,)iieen Victoria's Prime 

Minister in after years- 
ilescnbcd her as “ not 

merely clever and engag¬ 
ing, but the most sagacious 
woman I ever knew. She 
Uept me straight as long 

as she lived 

From The Present State of Old Cabinet in Enolish black 

English Furniture and gold lacquer. 

{Duckworih). 

relations with her husband 

were very unhappy. Her 

flirtations, not only with 
Byron, but with others also, 
were the subject of bitter 
rc*crimmation : on the other 

hand. I.a(ly Caroline, to her 
confidante, Lady Morgan, 
complains : " He (\^■i^iam) 

cared nothing for my 
morals. I might flirt and 

go about with w'hom I 
pleased. He was privy to 
my affair with Lord Byron, 

and laugliecl at it." Again 

i n a letter .she says ; " Some 
hea<ls may bear perfect hap- 
jiiness and perfect liberty, 
mine cannot, and those 

principles wliich 1 came to 
William with—tliat horror 
of vice, of ileireit, of any 
tiling that was the least 
improper, that Religion 
which 1 believed in then, 

without a doubt and with 

what William pleasedto call 
superstitious enthusiasm— 
merited praise and ought to 
have been cherished. . . . 
William himself, though still 
unconsciou.s of what he 

has flone, William himself 
taught me to regard with¬ 
out liorror all the forms and 

restraints I hail laid so much 
stress on " I.ady Caroline's 
behaviour became more and 

more eccentric and culmi¬ 
nated m a painful scene 
when Byron cut her dead 

at a reception at I-ady 
Heathcote’s house. There 
are too many interesting 
things in the book to be 

dealt with here, but one 
must lust refer to the de¬ 

lightful (!) Mrs. 

Byron, of course, 
hkcKingCharles’s 

IkmcI in Mr Dick's 
wntings.obtrudcd 

himself in the 
Melbourne 

menage, and not 

the least interest¬ 
ing feature of the 
book is the way 

in which Lady 
Melbourne hand¬ 
led this erratic 
genius and his 
acquaintance with 
her daughter-in- 
law, Lady Caro¬ 

line, the wife of 
her son William. 
Lady Airlie has 

treated the sub¬ 
ject with com¬ 

mendable d e 1 i - 

cacy. Lady Caro¬ 

line unfortunate¬ 
ly was a difficult 

person to live 
w i t h, and her 

From Spanish Royal Tapestries 
(John Lane). 

** Don Quixote is bnclobbd 

IN A CAOC.** 

Hawk, LadvCow- 

per’s head nurse, 
who ruled the 
nursery with a rod 
of iron. " Was a 

child naughty ? 
‘No child is 
naughty if it is 
well,’ said ' Haw¬ 
key ’ ; ‘ bring me 

the Jalap pot,’ 
and plunging her 

thumb into the 
nauseous mixture 
she held it out for 
the child to suck." 

And again: "Miss 
Tomkinson was 
like a governess 

in a book. When 
she wished to tell 
her pupil to shut 

the ^ano. she said, 

‘ Fanny, close the 
instrument ’ ; and 
when she wished 
her to ring the beU 
flhc said, ' Fanny, 
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agitate the communicator/' But, as Lady Airlie says, 
those were days when the best people said " chaney " for 
china, “ yaller " for yellow, and sent to the " chimist" for 
th^ medicine. 

Fras’cis D. Grierson. 

ARTHUR MEES 
HERO BOOK. 

los. 6d. (Hodder i Stoughton.) 

; How R. L. S. would have smiled 

had he known that one day he would 
take his place among the company of 
heroes! Has his genial ghost, we 

wonder, peeped between the covers 
of this brave 
bb o k and 
read the 
gl o w i n ^ 
tribute to 

his mem¬ 
ory ? Well. 
Mr. Mee did 
right to put 

him there; 
it is certain 
that it must 
be the fate 
of some of 

the count¬ 

less bright 
children 
who w’ i 11 
r e a d this 
book, to 
light against 
delicacy 
and lassi- 

t u d e, and 
here they 
can read 
how one 
man fought, 

and made 
the best of 
things. 

What an 

eye Mr. Mee 
has for gal¬ 
lantry and 
pluck! He 
swoops 

down on his 
characters like a benevolent 
hawk and, hastily stripping off 
all the human weakness that 
doesn't count, he extracts a 
body of pure gold. We are 
grateful for all the modern folk 
in tliis book. After all, we were 
reading books of heroes which 
gave Joan of Arc and Drakemany 
years ago, and dearly though 
we love them, we are pleased 

^to hear r)t people with whom wc are not so familiar— 

Benjamin Harnson, collecting stones on the North Downs 
and alive to-day, the man who has proved to us that the 
world is older than we thought; Sir Ronald Ross, and 
Sir Walter Reid, battling with mosquitoes and yellow 
fever. By the way. the chapter on " the Panama Gang " 
is one of the best in this admirable volume. It is told with 
a rush and an enthusiasm that carry the reader with it. 
The facts are not taught as a rule in school, but it is a tale 

^Mortk the telling, -^gain, the section on the great war 
is amazingly well done, the poets are briefly sketched (not 

/T 

From Collecting 
Antiques 

(JVgr/ier Laurte). 

Walnut Marqubtry 

Clock. 

From Collecting Antiques 
ilVerner Laurie). 

forgetting Hodgson and Sorley), and also there is a set of 
thrilling and almost unknown anecdotes of courage. His 
faithful public ought to present Mr. Mee with a pair of 
jewelled scissors. No one but a prince of cutters-oiit 
could amass so much treasure. He gives us records of 
beautiful deeds that would otherwise lie forgotten in the 

files of country newspapers. This is 

_a book for our troubled times. It will 
rotjse endeavour and purpose in boys 
and girls. To the ohstinate. cynical 
grown-up wc recommend a perusal of 
the talc of the noble Socrates (page 115). 

DAVID 
COPPERFIELD. 

By Charles 

Dickens. 
izs. 6d. 
(Harrap.) 

The familiar 

illustrations 
t o Dickens, 
which have 
been repro¬ 
duced times 

withoutnum- 
b c r. must 
often have 
struck manv 

readers as un¬ 
duly exagger- 
uteci. They 
fascinate, of 
course; over 
some of them 

onecanspend 
an hour in 
studying the 
maze of fig¬ 
ures, picking 

out charac¬ 
ters here' and 

there, noting 
the quaint- 
ne^s of cos¬ 
tume and at¬ 
titude. Here, 
however, i .s 

an e tl i t i o n 
of “David 
Copperfield *' 
witli sixteen 

illustrations in colour, byfJertrude 
Demain Hammond, R.I., which 
really convey the impression of 
human beings, not caricatures; 
some of them bring quite a thrill, 
and seem to persuade the reader 
to go through the ever-welcome 
story once again, to see it in 
a fresh light, 
his great scene 

Nbbdlework Banner 

ON TRIPOD STAND. 

Walnut Manouetrv 

Clock. 

Micawber, in From CoUectii^ Antiques 
with Heep, for (IVerwr Laurie). 

instance, is exactly as we might 

anticipate him to be—not a battered nondescript with 
a ragged coat and bashed hat, but a slightly eccentric- 
looking middle-aged gentleman; and the grim expression 

on Uriah's face is a triumph for the artist. Each illustra¬ 
tion is on the same high plane, and for her insight into the 
story, and her courage in getting well clear of the traditional 
conception of Dickens’s characters—^who, we may be sure, 
were very like the people we meet every day-^-she is to 

be heartily congratulated. For the very beautiful pro¬ 
duction of this handsome volume there can be nothing but 
praise. 
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“PUNCH” ^ 

DRAWI^^. 

H. Townsend. With 
a Foreword by J. ^enard 
Partridge. 31s. Sd. 
(Cassell.) 

For sixteen years, from 1904 
to 1920, the pages if Punch 

were enriched by the work of 
F. H. Townsend, and the 

drawings — nearly three 

hundred of them — selected 
from those pages and gathered 

into these form a repre¬ 
sentative and very worthy 
memorial of the genius of 

one of Mr. Punch’s mo.st 
brilliant artists and his first 
Art Editor. They range over 
social and political affairs of 
the time, sports and pa-stimcs, 
town and country life, and 
his draughtsmanstup was as 
shrewd and finished as the 
wit and humour of idea that 

he put into Ins pictorial 
comment on the world a-s he 
saw it. He could be 
grotesque in caricature when 
occasion required, but he was 
not dependent on extrava- 

Fio)» Collecting Antiques A Directoire Clock. 
{Werner Laiirtc). 

for. more coucentration-^even 

though there were beauties yet 
unachieved as the reward; 

restraint is not his strong 
>K)int. He has the poetic 
sense, however, and his ideas 
and images come plentifully ; 
for this reason, no doubt, his 
work has been accepted and 

jiraised by the Greek 

Academy, which may be 
assumed to lack no critical 
(jualities when judging any 

form or expression of art. A 
life siH'iit in the endeavour 

to render in verse the classic 
stories of olden time and the 

events of our own day, in 
addition to the composition 

<if hymns, rhymed epigrams, 
and miscellaneous pieces. 
besi>caks a whole-heartetl 
ilovotion to poesy which needs 
no further tribute of praise. 

THE 
JOYOUS 
TRAVELLERS- 

By Maud Linusav and 
l-'MiLiF. PouLSSON Cjs. net. 
(Harrap.) 

gance or raw eccentricity of line for raising a laugli. His 
humour is not of the broad pantomime type—it is the 
subtler, finer humour of liigh comedy, and his drawings 

both move you to laughter and to arlmiratiou of their 
beauty and delicacy of treatment. This handsome volume 
IS an altogether 
desirable posse.s- 

sion ; the art and 
the wii of it arc 
each the real 
thing. Mr. 
Bernard Partridge 
in his foreword _ 

pays an admirable xJ 

tribute to the ^ 
to the 

man. 

NEW 
POEMS. 

By Ci-ii-'KORo 

Kixg. Vols. I. 
II, and III 
i8s. (Drane.) 

A n enormous 

amount of work, 

and much study, 
must have been 
devoted to the 
production of 

these three 

volumes of verse. 

Lyric, dramatic, 

" Once in the month of .May, when the cuckoo 
sang and the hawthorn bloomed, certain Joyous 
Travellers met at an inn by the King’s highway. 
And . . . they agreed to travel together. . . . 
And so It befell that when they stopped to 

rest •at inn, or 
brook, or ’neath 

some grccn- 
wood tree, first 
one and then 
another told a 

tale to please the 
Squire’s Little 
Son." And every 
child who hears 
these stories told 
by the Nurse, the 
Elder Sister, the 
Farmer, the Aunt, 
tlie Scholar, the 
Scotch Maid and 
all the rest of the 
Joyous Travellers, 

must indeed btf 
hard to satisfy if he 
IS not a.s pleased 

and interested as 

the Stpiire's Little 

Son himself. The 

tales are charm¬ 

ingly written by 
.Maud Lindsay 

and the verses by 

Emilie Poulsson, 

and both are illus- 
epic, all come From Collecting Antiques 
easily to Mr. {Werner Laurie). 

King’s Muse, and 

^ unwearying pen transcribes her message with no 
illiberal measure. Naturally no poet with abundant ideas 

can hope to maintain the sacred fire at glowing heat; there 
are periods where it may be said to smoulder. And it 
would be of no use to ask the author for greater re.straint. 

Charles II Lacquer Cabinet trated very 
ON CARVED STAND (OPEN). beautifully by 

W. M. Berger. 

TEXTILE DESIGN AND COLOUR. 
By William Watsox. 21s. (Longmans.) 

The first edition of thi.s treatise appeared in 1912 ; in 
the .second edition, here briefly noticed, some coirections 
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From Samplers and Stitches. 
By Mrs. Archibald Christie 

(Bfl/s/ortf). 

have lK?en made, and a new chapter in the form of an appen¬ 

dix on Standard Yarns, Weaves, and habnc.s •• has 

been added. 

Altlioiigh this IS 

not the place 

for a lengthy 

review of a book 

which is essen¬ 

tially somewhat 

technical, it 

must be said 

that the work is 

produced and 

illustrated in a 

style and with 
a clearness 

which could 
hardly be 
rivalled, and 

that even to 

the reader who 

may not be a 

s p e c i a 1 i st on 

textile matters 

there is much 

fascination i n 

following out 

the details 

of various pygm Textile Design and Colour 
“weaves” and [Longmans), u 

designs. Many 

ofthemare 
veW beautiful indeed. As.superintendent and lecturer in 

textile; manufacture at the Royal technical College. 

Glasgow, and formerly head of important centres in the 

V "5; ^ ^ 
) .. * 

■■ 

r 
' fm] , , 

fA lj \ 

■I «<?*'!?? M 

S h ■: ' 
k * f; m >!? * ?/■ . 

4'.- 'U •'/ 'f, 

Sampler V.-Tme Park. 
Worker throughout in Buttonhole stitch. 

same industry, the author has had every facility in lii.s 

work, ami has spared no efforts to secure authentic and 
up-to-date in¬ 

formation. The 

result IS a very 

valuable book 

winch will con¬ 

stitute for many 

years to come, 

we imagine, a 

work of refer¬ 

ence to those 

engaged in the 

more advanced 

branches of the 

textile industry. 

T here are not 

very many books 

•:l 

/’ i s 
y'l -t 

P .1 
■.'F’ f l 

; i IV.,;r 

in exi.stence 

dealing with the 

wonderful and 

complex pro¬ 

cesses by which 

single threads of 

various colours 

are arranged in 

such a way as 

to represent 

elaborate pat- 
F».RIC D<s,». 

mratary treatise 

on weaving often 

stops short just at a point where the curiosity of the 

student is aroused ; from this point the present work 

carries on the interest skilfully. 
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From Samplers and Stitches. 
Dy Mrs Arcbibald Cbristie 

{Batsford^. 

Sampler XX.—Drawn Parric PirriNos. 
Outline of leaves and scrolling stems In Overcast 

Chain. Marginal lines In Ziezag Chain. 

VERSES OF A HOUSE-MOTHER. 
By I‘AY Inchkawn. js (R T.S ) 

The “ house-mother ’* has what the psycho-analysts 
term a desire for introversion ; but she is by circumstances 
forced into extroversion. To put it more plainly, she is 

a Marv by nature, obliged to play the part of Martha. 
Her case is that of 

tens of thousands of 
women, to whom the 
kitchen, the dehn- 

quencies of the general 
servant, and the 
drudgery of washing- 
up, are not all- 
sufficing. This little 
volume of verses, 
therefore, will make 

a wide appeal ; 
they breathe a keen, 
fresh and plucky spirit, 
and a great deter¬ 
mination to make the 

best of things and to 
keep near Reality. 

" Chained ? Not a bit 
of it! I’m free ! 

It is m}’ attitude to 
things. 

^Vhjch makes them 
bearable or not.” 

*• What a Mere Man 

Said ” would be an 
excellent poem to 
recite at any women’s 
meeting : 
“ Then can you peel an 

apple, bake a pie. 
Or wash your pots and 

pans vnthout a sigh ? 
Can you scrub your 

sink, and never stop 
to think 

You lose somewhat of 
dignity thereby ? " 

** Submit and create ’’—create something fine out of the 
material life puts before you ; that is Miss Inchfawn’s 
admirable message. 

POEMS—GOOD, BAD AND 
INDIFFERENT. 

By Edith Allen. 3s not. (Daniel) 

It is not often a poet’s modesty runs ,to the extent of 
including only a blank page under the heading of "Good 
Poems.” followed by the quotation from "As You Like 

It ” : "I pray the gods make me honest.” Miss Allen 
has net merely done this, but has classified her work as 
Bad and Indifferent, leaving to the critic nothing except 

From Textile Design and Colour Fabric Dkbiqn. 

{Longmam). 
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remonstrance at her own devastating criticism. An LOYALTY. 
intense love of nature and sensibility to colours and By Hamilton Drummond. 7s. 6d. net. (Nash.) 

fragrances characterise the verses thus gathered together; A thrilling story of Spain under that Philip whose queen 

From A B C of Indian Ait Inside Qateway. Zenana, Ramrur. 

[Stanley Parti). 

she is conscious of “ sharp spears of silver rain,” ” lamp 

reflections wrinkled on the road,” and 

”... the mist-drenched winds up on the fells, 
.\nd wallflowers after warm ram 
When the sun comes out again.” 

was Isabel of I'rancc, ” Loyalty ” is packet! with intrigiios, 
plots and counterplots, and has a final ‘•cenc which should 
appeal strongly to the film jirtiduccrs. The author ha-- 
captured the spirit of the times, ami uses his niafena] to 
such advantage that the reader is kept thoroughly mterested 

Old Southern India 

BRASS ELEPHANT WITH 

IDOL INSIDE. 

From A B C of Indian Art 
(SlaiUey Paul) 

She writes with fervour : 

" I have breathed be.iuty to-day, 
And for it I thank Cod 
Who gave it; wind and skies, 
Browu sails, like butterflies. 
Driven clouds and restless trees 

* And a thousand beauties, dear a.s these. ...” 
Thi^e are fre.sh breezes and a wholesome gladness of life in 

her poems that make them pleasant reading. 

from beginning to end of the .story. With considerable 
.skill the characters are shown each willi certain likeable 
qualities in them, w'hich humanises them and adds to the 
reality of the tale. Mr. Hamilton Drummond has now a 

good many historical novels to his name and deserves all 
the popularity he has achieved ; he has a considerable 
vogue with the public that delight in real live romances of 
old times, and ” Loyalty ” cannot fail to add to it. 
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A POLITICAL PILGRIM 
IN EUROPE. 

By Mrs. Philip Snowden. 
7s. 6d. net. (Cassell.) 

In her wide wanderings 
through Europe dunng the 
two years that followed the 
armistice, Mrs. Snowdon had 

splendid opportunities of 
meeting and exchanging 
views with some of the most 
interesting European per¬ 
sonalities. She made l h e 
most of her opportunities, 

ART, POETRY AND 
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sort—Charlie Chaplin. Given Charlie’s creased trousers 

and big feet, the picture would be complete.’’ Such men 
as Hjalmar Branting, Camille Huvsmans, the ill-fated Kurt 

Eisner, Count Karolyi, 
Trotzky,' I*residcnt ^\■llson, 

rcluclierine, Uabbi WLsc, 
'IVleki, I’rincc \\ied, Hugo 
Slimies, Ginoviev, and a 
host of others are passed in 
review. W e in e e t t h a t 

myslerv-man of the Second 

Intcnuitional. John dc Kay, 
ol tin; I'rcnch, Swiss and 
.Mo.Mi'.in palaces, for ever 
promising millions to all sorts 

M 

r 

i V.*. • •••' *, vsC 

>'•1 '» viv 

I,'.*.' 
I:*:-?' ■ 

/•>am English Jewellery 
(Mtlkiuni. 

ryum English Jewellery 15; an iiiforina- 
(.Mclhueii). , , , , , 

live and enicrlaining t)ooK 

Her gallery of portraits is i fascinating one : indm-;! it 
must be said that her ]X;n is much surer and mm li more 
convincing when tlescnbing individuals 

than when discussing policie.s ami attairs. 
Sheintroduccs 
us to all sorts 
and c o 11 d I - 
tions ol men 
w 11 li CO m - 
m e n 1 s o 1 a 

frank ii n d 
engaging can¬ 
dour. U1 M. 
Jean Eonguel, 
the rrench 
Socialist 
leader, grand¬ 
son of Karl 
Marx, a well- 

known figure 
From Engli^ JeweUery . ^ London 

{MetnucHi. Socialist circles, we learn that 

when excited “ he assumes an attitude and appearance 
which remind one irresistibly of a genius of another 

>1 V.. 

From English JeweUery 
{Methuen). 

y 1 ’iy ' rz r^i I ,•/ 

From English Jewellery 

of caiisi s millions w li 11 h Erem English Jewellery 
never materialised , l-*rei<lrK'h (y/et/nn 11). 

.\dler. " the man wlio killed Count Sturgh,” tlie gentlest 
imirdi'iiT ulio ever pulleil a trigger . and Rosika Schwimmer 

who, by the most ostentatious luxurv, 
stjuandeied so many of Ilenr\ Lord’s 
dollars tile dollars that were to liniig jicace 
to a slriiken world .\nd 4>o wv jirogress, 
a m o n g s t 
in o s t 1 ii- 
le r e h t i ng 
])eO])le.froin ''' 
the Cama- 
siis to lr«-- 
latid, from 
Moscovv to 
I'.iris. b.u k 
to the eon- 
elusion - 

reuLlieil hv 
a n o t li’e r 

y two thou- English JeweUery 
sand years (Methuen), 

ago— "that for the evils 

winch afflict mankind there is no remedy save the elimina¬ 
tion of selfishness.” 

k. 
■ ,1 
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from The Art of Drawing in Lead Pencil 
{liaisford). 

Asbkviuuk* 
Br labo RutUa- 

in the Roman 

Church who still 
regards Milner’s 
“ End of Religious 
Controversy” 
as a textbook of 
the faith that is 
in liim, he should 
put this latest 
'contribution to 
I^tin apologetics 
on the shelf beside 
it; but we may 
be doing scant 
j ustice to good old 
Milner. It is more 
comparable, per¬ 
haps, to that 
other c o n t r o - 
versial landmark 

of past days, 
"The Papist 
Represented and 
Misrepresented. ’' 
In other words, 
its kind of con¬ 

siderations no 
longer belong to 
the job : it i s 
nthtl ad rent, 

pace the Censor 

REBUILDING 

A LOST 

FAITH. 

By An American Agnostic. 

los. net. 
(Bums, Oates & Washboumc.) 

There was a time when a book of this 
kind might have been challenged on the 
score of sincerity by some forms of 
criticism. It would have been unreason¬ 
able then, and is out of all question now : 
were it possible, moreover, it would not 
be worth while. We accept every state¬ 
ment of fact, as, for example, that the 
writer drifted from American Congrega¬ 
tionalism to some variety of simple 
rationalism, without being rooted in the 
one or finding root and soil in the other. 
He fell naturally, like others, into a state 
which he terms torpor, until the world-war 
awoke him. The awakening connoted a 
quest, and the quest took him to Rome. 
His book on " rebuilding ” contains the 
whole story at very considerable length, 
including a record of his satisfaction in 
sharing " the warmth and light of God's 
Great Spiritual House." Whether his 
course of thought will convince anyone 
else is a very open question. He formulates 
almost unawares his historical position in 
a sentence, the question being " which of 
all the churches that profess to be Christian 
is the one which Christ established." He 
answers : " Assuredly the Roman Catholic 
Church, -for this alone goes hack to the 

Savxow's life-iime.” That is the kind of 
. ^story. It seems incredible that 220 

packed pages could miss so completely 
^the^^eal issues : they are worth reading 
from this point of view. If there is anyone 

from The Renalwanee of Romtn PbomNOi 1 Puamr on 8. CRoeA 
Architecture 

(Cambridge University Press). 
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depukUus, and is 

hence a bad con¬ 
tribution to the 
propagation o f 
the faith of 
Rome, as a new 
Ingetsoll or 

’ Bradlaugh, not 
to speak of a new 
Tom Paine, 
would be un¬ 
profitable apolo¬ 

gists of infidelity 
up to date. We 
excuse and sym¬ 
pathise, indeed, 
with the Ameri¬ 
can Agnostic, 
on grounds* 
which are clear 
in his volume : 
but wc have no 
words to ex¬ 
press our com¬ 
miseration for 
the C c V s or 

Deputatus a n d 
the V tear lu s 

Geveralts. who 
approve the 
work. From The Art of Drawing in Lead Pencil 

lDatsford\ 
The Anchovy Harbour, Lbkuwardbn, 

Bjr Frank L. Emanuel. 

F/om The Renanaance of Roman Boloona i Cantilb or Palaxzo Fava 

Architecture 
(Cambridge University Press). 

DRAWING FROM MEMORY 
AND MIND PICTURING. 

By R. Cattersos-Smith. ios. 6d. 
(Pitman.) 

DRAWING. 
By A S. Hartrick. ios.6d. (Pitman.) 

DRAWING FOR 
ART STUDENTS 
AND ILLUSTRATORS. 

By Allln W. Seaby. 12s. (Batsford.) 

THE ART OF DRAWING 
IN LEAD PENCIL. 

By Jasper Salwey. ios. 6<I. (Batsford.) 

Once regarded as little more than an 
elegant accomplishment, drawing has now 
become an essential element of primary 
education. Experimental psychology has 
proved it to 1^ one of the best of all 
means of training the young to observe 
and to compare, and comparison is at the 
root of all sound knowledge. Nobody has 
done more to prove the value of drawing 
in general education than Mr. R. Catterson- 
Smith, who has been a pioneer in revolu¬ 
tionising its teaching. His book on 
drawing from memory is at once a record 
of his work at Birmingham and a com¬ 
plete justification of bis system. Valuable 
and illuminating to teachers, the book is 
one which can also be recommended to the 
general reader, who will be delighted and 
astounded at the wonderful drawings made 
from memory by some of Mr. Catterson- 
Smith’s pupils. Mr. Hartrick’s book, to 
which Mr. Clausen contributes an intro¬ 
duction, is more deliberately written for 
art students and teachers. He rightly 
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insists on line as a vital 
Iirniciplc in drawing and illus 
Iratcs his doctrine with an 
adniiiabli* senes of drawings 
chronologicallv arranged Irom 
(iiook art lo the present dav 
Mr Si*al>y’s book is cnnnentlv 
practical. It begins at the 

liegmning and is a textbook 
which the novice will appre 

elate, but from which the 
advanced sUulenl can also 
learn much I’he amateur 
skelcher is tlie person likely 
to derive most benefit from 

Jlr. Salwey 's handboctk, though 
the profession^.! artist might 
well be stimulated by the 
author s enthusiasm lo make 
wider application of this 

charming medium. It is 

account o f 
the re-birth 
o f civihsa- 
t i o n in 
G r c c c c 1 n 
the seventh 
and sixth 
centu^ie^ be¬ 
fore Christ. 
I t de.scnbes 

rath c r 
sketi'hily tlic 
debt which 
C'rrecce owed 
to such 
earlier c u 1 - 
tiircs as those 
of Kg y jit , 

Mesopotamia 
and Crete It 
gives some 

1-rom The Greek Corinthian Vase 
Renaissance (Britisb Museum). 
IMethJien). 

(Kritls>h Museum). 

From The Greek Renaissance 
(Meikuen). 

• 

profusely illustrated with 
pencil drawings in all stages 
from the first rapid note 
to the completely finished 

work, and Mr. Salw'cy’s 
commentary throughout is 

helpful and illuminating. 

THE 

GREEK 

RENAISSANCE. 

By P. N. Ure, M.A. 6s. 

(Methuen.) 

The monograph on the 
Greek Renaissance recently 
published by Mr. P. N Ure, 

Professor of Classics at I'm- 
versity College, Reading, 
will provide the man in the 
street with a very useful, 
if summary and partial. 

idea of the arts, the crafts 
and the science of the time, 
while, m representing the 
economic revolution of the 
penod. it finds a ]iarallel for 
the capitalist tNTaniiies that 
resulted from it in the rise to 
power ol the great banking 
firm of the Medicis at 
Florence. The jiarullel thus 
traccxl isclistiin tly ingenious 
and illuminatiug and must 
be regarded as the out.stancl* 
iiig and original lc*ature of a 
useful but hardly compre¬ 
hensive manual. Mr. Ure 
indeed has by some strange- 
oversight failed to cover the 
whole ground of Greek ac¬ 
tivities. Of Greek religion, 
of Greek politics, of Greek 
literature and drama he says 
nothing save quite inci¬ 
dentally. True, he nicntioii.s 
Homer. Hercxlotus and 
Thucydides, but only as 
dcx'uments. 

From Silver ; Pewter ; Sheffield Plate 
' (RoutUdge). 
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ART, POETRY AND 
BELLES LETTRES 

THE TRUE STORY OF THE 
EMPRESS EUGENIE * 

By Tiin Count de Soissons Witli eight Illustratioiis, 
125. Od. net. (John Lane) 

The origin of the Empress Eugenic seems to be shrouded 

ingredients. Count de Vieil-Castel is quoted as char¬ 
acterising him thus : “ He knows men and generally 
despises them. He dissembles and communicates' his 
plans to no one. In all he proposes to do. or does, he 
shows an immovable will, and does not take into account 
any obstacles ; he would break them without emotion. . , . 

Fr. m More About Collecting Cut Glass. Early XIX Csmtury. 

{Stanley Paul). 

in obscurity. According to the Count de Soissons, the His suave and deep smile, his vague and veiled look 
Count Montijo, who in 1814 fought for France, cannot be indicate a man who would rather talk with himself than 
Eugenie’s father, as the official version has it. It is with those w’ho are around him, and who hears better the 
recorded that after an early disappointment in love, interior voice of his thoughts than the voices of those who 
from the unhappy effects of which she never entirely give him advice.” We think that the Count de Soissons 
recovered, Eugenic, while still a girl, decided to enter a greatly exaggerates when he asserts that the Empress 
convent. When she came to take her vows, an aged nun ” from the early days of her marriage aspired to political 
approaclunl her, stood still, looked at her with a vacant influence in the government of France, and beyond 

Prom More About Collecting Salt Qlaz* War*, plain tint and COLOUrko. 

{Stanley Paut), 

expression, and suddenly exclaimed: "My daughter! France if possible." It was well known that she 
do not seek for rest within our walls. You are destined detested politics and, as M. FUon wrote, she used such 
to adorn a throne." This incident caused the future influence as she possessed solely on behalf of her consort. 
Empress to re-enter the world. The personality of This book by the Count de Soissons does not compare 
Napoleon HI seems to have contained some curious in interest or ability with Augustine Filon s posthumous 
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narrative recently published 
by Messrs. Collins. It lacks 
the personal touch and the 
sympathetic understanding of 
his subject through which 
alone a complete literary por¬ 
trait can be constructed. The 
Count has exhibited a re¬ 

markable agility in amassing 
incidents that savour of 
scandal or intrigue, but his 

story merely touches the 
surface of the Empress's life. 
Whatever may be said of her, 
Eugenie was a woman of ex¬ 

ceptional nobility and 
purity of character, a 
woman with mag¬ 

nanimous and lofty 
impulses, whose con¬ 
duct was inspired by 
a sincere devotion to 
what she conceived 
to be ho- duty in 
the difficult circum¬ 

stances in which she 
was placed. 

CAMBRIDGE 

REVISITED. 

By Arthur 
B Gray. 

12s. 6d. net. 

(Heffer) 

As one naturally 
e*x]p*ects from this 

geni^ author, for 
whom the mi.sccllan- 
eous and unauthorised 
greenery on the 

Senate House steps 
does not flower in 
vain, this is a book 

which, in a delightful 
fashion, dallies with 
the lesser known 

things at Cambridge. 
He shows us what is 
quaint in man and 
customs and in 
architecture. There 
is, for example, no 

other book which 
treats of that most 
extraordinary of 
dentists, Dr. George 
Cunningham, whose 
merits in his own 
profession were apt 

From The Pageant of Venice 
{John Lane). 

Tail-pibck. 

/-rom The Pageant of Venice 
(John Lane). 

Titlk paqe. 

^to be obscured, for those 
whose acquaintance with 
him was merely social, by 
his weird philosophy. Mr. 
Gray does not allude to the 
high place occupied in this 
philosophy by the Collar 
Stud, but we should not be 
astonished to learn that 

Dr. Cunningham wrote a con¬ 
siderable epic in its honour. 
It is impossible in a brief 
notice to mention a hundredth 
part of the odd and interesting 

things which Mr. Gray dis- 
c;0*u rises on. His 
observations are 
illustrated by many 

reproductions of old 
pictures, play - bills, 

picturesque houses 
and so forth. It iS 
very much to be 
hoped that he will 
give us at least 
one more such book, 
for his memory and 
those of his friends 
are surelv not ex¬ 
hausted. Anil he 
has such a w a y 
with lum that if 
lie were describing 
R i fl 1 e V Hall he 
w’ould invest it with 
glamour. There has 

hitherto, it seems 
to one Cantab, at 
any rate, been far 
too much written 
about an educational 
establishment in 
O.xfordshire. Let 
Mr. Gray devote a 
whole book to " Cam¬ 

bridge Characters." 
and the world will 
see that " Black 
Morgan *’ of Jesus— 
not to speak of 
those who, like 
Whewell and Thomp¬ 
son, are more widely 
known — deserves 
to be ferried across 
the Styx in the 
same boat as—^well, 
not as Mr. Spooner, 
liecause he really di<l 
say what tradition 
places to his credit. 

Pageant of Venice 
(John Lane). 

Tail-pibok. From The Pegeant of Venice 
■ (John Lane). 

TAiLPPiBea. 
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HUTCHINSON’S 
My Own Life By MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL 

(BEATRICE STELLA COKNWALLIS-WEST) 
In onf large volume, cloth gilt, uilh numerous Illustrations, 24* net 

Twelve Years at the Russian Court (Ex-^l™?TH9feAL§^^5H 
Translated by F \PM.EBy Holt, illustrated by jq reproductions of photographs In one large volume, 24a. net. 

The Home of Fadeless Splendour Palestine of To-day 

By GEORGE NAPIER WHITTINGHAM 
With lO Ctihmgs jikI Maps, nid K rnlouK 1 I’Lites I \ sinil(\ linhlviKl In nm Nnlitine, 24* «tl 

With the Russian Army, 1914-1917 . By sir Alfred knox 
In 3 liri,t solninrs, «ith ss lllti'ti jtinns > n \rt popti mtl is liin> Vtps, d6s nrf 

Mexico on the Verge By DR. E. J. DILLON 
Author of Thi Imperul I’tiu Cimfiniuc " (t< < t< In otn ldic< vihiiiK, 219 net 

Memories and some Base Details By lady Angela forbEs 
In one vniuim cloth gilt, \Mth manv IlUistr-itions, 24a, tul 

The Emperor Francis Joseph and His Times 
Reminiscences by Lieut.-General ALBERT BARON VON MARGUTTI, C.V.O. 

Ill oin, Uipr handsome volumt, 248. »el 

THE “BEST NEW FICTION OF THE YEAR 

The Secret Victory bj Stephen mckenna 

\utbor ol ' Sonia,*' ‘ I be Education of Erie Lane " etc cir 
'One of the most bnllimt of our Nuungii novelists SunJiTi linn 

Ever since 'Sonia' was published a iie\% novel bv Stephen Mi Ktinia his 
been an esent'*'—i>etlv Mail TmcK donr, an (xampU nf Mi McKenna it 
his best "—Datlv felei;raplt 

Breakers on the Sand 
By WINIFRED GRAHAM 

\ second lirpi edition of Wnnfnd Graham’s new iiomI viaa called toi Ufoic 
piibhcation It i& an arresting ston. worths of the author of Tin Dmchtii 
l.rnble ’’ 

Courage By kathlyn Rhodes 

"'Tis not life th It iiiunt'.— tis the toui ipe you brniR to it is thi lc\ m U ol 
Kathlvn Khodos's new ronnnei, the popuhntt of which n, aln nh issiiit I 

The Qualified Adventurer 
Bv SELWYN JEPSON 

“ esccUcnt first novel Mr Edgar Jepsou may will ft cl pioud of 
bis son's initial effort and iinmediate recognition ”—Daily trpic-.s 

Humbug By E. M. DELAFIELD 

Humbug " IS a study of eJuialiun b> the brilliant author uf ‘ Itnsion -tiid 
' The Heel of VhiUes" Mis$ Dtlaheld is consohdatmg her position is oni. ot 
the foremost voung writers of the das 

A Knight in Paris 
By Mrs. HORACE TREMLETT 

A most amusing lomeds peivaded by an atmosphere of Frtnih guits is this 
new novel bv populai Mis Tremlett It is one of her most attractiM stones 

The Fruitless Orchard DypEaaY weblinq 

Peggy Wcbling's new novel tells the life story of a London gul It is an 
exeeptaooalls clever piece of wnting, distinguished by humour and shrewd 
charactesisation 

Venetian Lovers By philip gibbs 

“A bundle of excellent short stones distinguished byfinedescnptive wntmg ' 
—DaUy ChaoHuU. “ Very readable short stones,"—Dsifv Mail. " Each shows 
the band ol a master of his craft Sunday Ttmet. 

What Timmy Did By mi^. belloc lowndes 
Like her famous novel, “ Good Old Anna," Mrs Belloc-Lowndes’s new book 

IS typkal of English bfe. Love plays a big part id tlfe story and there is more thou 
a touch of mystery. 

Laura Creichton By eunor mordaunt 
Mis Mordaunt is ont of our gnat novehsls limk if < utstanding 

i|n<ilities j lemiikablc prescntinint of an unieni itkibli <itr\dd\ woman 
whose riHit ihaiactei ni<i ts advcisiti with stuliiu < ni ut 1 he w iild is full of 
I luia Cieuhtons"- Ladiii' Field 

A Little More By w. b. maxwell 
' Sir Arthui Conan Dovie has placed him at the bead oi ilmost at the head of 

liMiig novelists He is a man ol extra irdmirv gifts This is i one book, a 
\eiy lini book ' \ Man of Kent in th) Pnti h Weikli 

The Grass Eater phvllis Austin 
\ whinisteil ston b\ a new »nt<i Ihiu m in I nn i n dnrtn and 

In 'hill ss m this noM 1 whn h maki ii \i r\ pli i-. mi k i lm.„ 

What Woman Wishes 
U\ ANTHONY M. LUDOVICI 

\ tniiK luiiiiived passionite li ic affair betwein a | I tiei in nid a gul 
wl) jsc iim ii< \ nlgaritv is w holli rrdirmrd b) hi r ill nim dituii on tht altar nt 
live ~ iJi Lxprii 

Dusk Bv MARIE BJELKE PETERSEN 
\ no\r1 III 1 1 I'lii iiiiin luihoitss li is iln t i\ it t ,t p issuin and 

h s 1 thiiil III ils linal ihapliis not rcidiK toigotlin 

Raoul the Hunchback 
B> H. B. SOMERVILLE 

V driiudtie sK>r\ of Ih'OMiicc in the sixteenth c<iitui\ be ihc author of 
Asln s ol \ cngiaiK e ' The lose of the deformed H i ul (. nint 'f s atois, lor his 

brautiful cuiisin mikes an admirable roinanie 

B> CURTIS YORKE 
ihc stor\ of linons Carteret, an iiupnlsise gul ’f in<lc)ii.ndLii' spiiit, i» told 

m Curds Vorkt ' tamiliar engiguig t>tsl< Thiv t-a noselot uuislaiiding mteiest. 

Red, White and Grey By lady milbs 
\ brilliant new novel by the author of The Krd Flame It i» i story ot 

three women — Camilla, Popps and Felicits—with an Hiding which will uve 
the rculci thinking 

The Seventh Wave b^, tickner edwardes 
\ powerful story by the ‘ Ibonias Hardv of Sussex " li i:, a gripping novel 

with distinct individuality, admirably written ’ 

LONDON: HUTCHINSON O CO., PATERNOSTER ROW, E.C.4 
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From Arabian Medicine The Rival Physicians. 

(fiambnd^e University Press). 

ARABIAN MEDICINE. 
By E. G. Browne, us. (Cambridge University 
Press) 

III thi« book Professor E. (i Browne, widely 

known as a proioutid Onental scholar and as 

Sir Thomas Adams’s l^rolessor of Arabic in 

Cambridge I'nivcrsitv. has jnibhshcd llie lour 

Pitzjiatrick lecture'- he delivered at the Koval 

College of Physicians in November, 1019, and 

November, 1920 In a general fashion most of 

us are aware that in the dark centuries of 

lCnro|K*an turmoil, science and philosophy were 

fosteretl and survival thremgh the bnlhant 

culture ol the Mohammedan workl. anil we know 

such names ils .-Kvicenna and Averroes and 

lihazes and a lew others, the great medical 

authorities of mcdncval Europe. I’rolessor 

Browne gives a most lucid account of medical 

science iluring the eighth ami succeeding centuries, 

discussing where the Mohatnnicilans got their 

knowledge and just what contnbuticuis they made 

to the advancement of the healer’s art It 

would apiH'ar that the ongiii of Arabian medical 

knowledge was in the works of the Greek 

physicians, notably Hippocuites and Galen, 

who were translated into Arabic and who formed 

the toniulatiim of the Mohammedan theory and 

jiractice Prolessor Browne lues more praise for 

Riizi than for Avicenna :ls a jihvscian. lint lu* 

clearly shows the direction of their studies and 

what thev and their colleagues meant to medicine. 

It is interesting to lie remnuli-d that our know¬ 

ledge of many Greek medical works conies only 

from the .Arabic traiislation.s—the originals luiving 

vanished. Among the many go<«l things in 

wliicli the book aboumls is a note of the income 

of Harouii al-Kaschid’s doctor This eminent 

practitioner seems to have received from the 

Sovereign and the court nobles the quite com¬ 

fortable yearly i>ittance of a hmulied thousaiul 

pounds ! Of this the niumhcenl Barmecides 

provided nearly sixtv thousand. And then he 

had his wide bourgeois practice as well. So tliat 

he may be considered to have ilonc very fairly 

out of his profession. 



PHILIP ALLAN & Co:s Gift-books 
Royal 8vo. 2//- net 

WONDER TALES OF ANCIENT WALES 
Bt; BERNAJiV HENDERSON and STEPHEN JONES 
With Eight Illustrations in Colour by DORIS WILLIAMSON # 

The^e clcliylilful stuiics au* Ixjth olil and nou'. for tlie authors lia\'e ^M)ne to the folk-loto ot \\’alc“' 
and. lia'MIS' borrowed the uiidcilyui” ideas of certain atti.ictu'c stones, tiave lelold them in theii 
own. words and atroidui*; to tfieii own methods. It is a wlioliy delii(littul booK, and no pains 
ha\o been sp.ired in its prodiiriion. 

Derny M\o. 12,'6 net 

Dedicated bt, permission to H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES 

THE LIFE OF A FOXHOUND bp John mills ' 

Illustrated by JOHN LEECH 

A reissue (the lilili) of tliis sporluif' classic. The diawmt's liy John Leech appeared only in the 
eiiition ('I iSOi, a very scarce book that costs several pounds. 'Ehis edition is luxuriously bound in 
hunliii'' ‘•pink,” with ^old eiiibleniatic toohnj( on side and baik. 

Demy Svo. 12, 6 net 

A HISTORY OF FLY FISHING FOR TROUT 
Bp JOHN fVALLER HILLS. Af.P. 

Althouj'h many pens have occupied themselves with the history and antiijuilics of our angling 
liteiuture, this is the iirst book that attempts to trace the art of fly fishing from its befjinninj's. 
Hut ii is somethin}' more than a mere chronicle, for the author wields a gifleil pen, and from first 
pa'^c to last the book is a most entertainin}' one. 

To tire conlcmplative angler it will make an irresistible appeal.”'—Daily Chronicle 

‘ .Anglers who love thiar sport will welcome a valuable addition to fishing literature ”—Newcastle Chronicle 

'• The literature of angling has lieeii enru bed by this authoritative work. . . a fascmating volume—” 
Montrose Standard 

" \ wc.ilth of valuable and interesting information.''—Durham County Advertiser 

Crown 8vo. 8j6 net 

THE OLD HOUSE ■bd cecile tormay 
Miss Cecile Toiniay, the gifted Hungarian novelist, already enjoys h vogue upon the Continent, 
and the appearance of The Oid House in this country is likely to bring her u similar xogue in 
{'ireat Hritain. 26,000 copies of the library edition were sold within a year of its appearance: the 
(iernian translation has gone through six editions: two Norwegian editions have been issued, and 
\'ersions have just been put forth in Swedish and Dutcli. In this story, which concerns the fortunes 
of a middle-class family in Hudapest about 1S40, the characteis are so essentially hntiian that they 
belong to no time or place, but make an appeal that is univeisal. The book is a prose epic; style, 
atmosphere, story, characterisation are all the work ot a master hand. 

The scenes and pnrtrails arc drawn by a firm and subtle li.uul ”—Manckrsler Guardian 
The interest of the reader is held from the beginning to the end.’’ —Chun h T-amilv New'-papei 

l''oolsca[i S\o (<>^ X 4j). 6/6 net 

PENNY ROYAL »» j. a. morton 

Keadeis of Enchanter’s Nightshade, The Barber of Putney, and Gorgeous Poetry will welcome 
this second book of vagabondage from Mr. Morton s per. Here are stories and songs, days and 
nights in the open air, and the magic of hills and woods. It is a book of revolt against the 
cramping, narrowing life of big cities, and a challenge to cynics and gloomy psychologist*-. 

The Scemui Edition. Small Demy 8vo x 5^*). 7/6 net 

THE TREASURE OF THE ISLE OF MIST 
A Tale of the Isle of Skye By fV. JV. TARN 

This exquisite tale (which seems likely to become one of our minor classics) concerns a search 
for treasure on the West Cojist of Scotland. Hut the fairies play an important part, and bring the 
hero and heroine much more than doubloons! 

Messrs. Philip Allan & Co. will be pleased to forward their Illustrated Catalogue upon application 

QUALITY COURT, CHANCERY LANE LONDON, JV.C.2 
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Apples in numerous variety receive 
tribute, while Wassailing and cider¬ 
making are similarly celebrated in 
haunting metre and picturesque 
phrasing : 

" Then creak the rusty hinges, gape 
the doors 

Of cider presses, slumbering and dim ; 
And cobwebs tatter down 
To shrivel in the light.” 

Despite limitations of space, we feel 
we must quote in full the five 
stanzas of ” Cheat-the-Boys ” as 
fairly representative of a book that 
every lover of poetry and art will 
covet—and few w'ill be able to 
resist: 

'■ Of all the apples that I know. 
Or sweet or sharp, or harsh or mellow. 
This rubicund and devious fellow 
Arrides alike the liigh and low. 
By seeming honesty of show. 

From Rupert Brooke and Skyros 
(Elkin Malhews). 

Recenily reviewed In Thk Bookman. 

Thk Grave op Rupert Brooke. 

A DISH 

APPLES. 

OF 

Displayed upon a goodly bough, 
When August to September turns. 
His gold and scarlet splendour burns 

A .very master-jewel now 
For Dame Pomona's gracious brow. 

By Edbn Phillpotts. With Illustrations by Artiiur 
Kackham. 7s. 6d. net. (Hodder & Stoughton.) 

With Mr. Phillpotts’s poetry and Mr. Rackham’s pic¬ 
tures one may be sure of something choice and rare. These 
delightful " apple ” verses lend themselves admirably to 
the weird fancy that sees wizened old men in trees and 

elfish faces everywhere, and carry us away to the orchards 
of Cornwall and Devon, where ; 

'■ And did we leave him there, wc might 
Still wish him well and speak him fair, 
As something worthy, rich and rare, 
Respecting such a joyous sight 
Without a nudge from appetite 

'■ If we but walked the orchard shades 
.And satisfied our teeth and tongue 
With lesser. m<xlest beauties hung. 
Russet and lemon, in the glades 
Of apple-scented, sweet arcades ; 

” A silver dew lies on the Autumn grasses, 
Autumnal sunshine habits every tree ; 
From each bejewelled bough there slowly passes 
Immeasured scent and sweetness. . . .” 

" Then all were well ; but it annoys 
The thrifty soul to see such riches 
Tumbling ungarnered into ditches : 
We pluck their gay, deceitful toys 
.And join the other cheated boys.” 

Form, Vol. L No. 1 
(Morland A'«ss), 
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GENERAL LITERATURE 

The NEW WORLD of ISLAM 
Ky LO'|‘||R01» STODDAlll), Author of “The Risinj: 
Tide of t’olonr.’* I>erny lUx. net. 
'i'hu citllrc world of Islam is (o-da.v in profuuitd fenoont. From 
Morocco to China uud finiii 'I'lirkcstmi to I'le • onjiu, the :(M>,U0(i,OlX) 
followeisof tlic Prophet Mohaniiiied arc Blirri«K t<> new ideas, new 
inipulscB, new asinratioiis A Kiimiilic trunsfornia'ioii is tnkir'f; idacc 
whose results must sheet all nmiikiiiil 'I he sto'y ot that strung;)' 
and diaiiutie eruliitloii the autlior tells in these remarkable |>a cs. 

WEIRD ISLANDS 
lly Jkan I»K IJOSSCifKltE, Author of “The City 
I'nriouh.’ A fairy talc for y uiif' ami ohi, witli iiver 
I'ili hhick ami-wliitc ilIiislratioiiN and a coloured froiitU- 
piecc and Mrapjier. l^iiarlo. I2>. 6d.net. 
This is Mr dc nuaseheie's )>icturc hiiOk for this uutiimii. and c iitains 
a fantiiHtie htoi'> of grcjt cIiHI'Io. Thu ^jictiires are jiartieularly 
ntiructive 

The CHILD’S BOOK of FRANCE 
By SII>NKV Dark, ABsociiite-Eilltor of John u 
hondon's Week'y. With illii&trattuna. Demy Svo. 
10s. 6d. net. 

This is a historv of France for the Encliah child, dcahnit with 
the romantic cpliHatca In particiilui, and eiiduavoniiiii; to iiidn-ate 
the chas- lies which ahuuhl unite Eiiuland "ud Fruiice It is tie 
anthui’s pHiticitlio’ aim tu avoid the dull methods of the usual text* 
iHMiks and to conivntrate iiikui the human ns|>evt uf his Br.or.\ 

BEOWULF 
Rendered into Enjflisli by U. K. S('OTT MON(”UIEFF. 
With an intrmluc-tioii by Vist’OONT NoiniuxiFPK.* 
Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. 
Mr. .Scutt-Monmclt has here done fni the ureat luily Eiiplish Epic 
wliHt he did for ‘'Tin* *oii}; o> Kolaml As “lieowiilf ' is studied 
for the Eiiitlisli Literatuie Si-hiNdm mis vcisiiui will make a wide 
appeal tu all stmleiils of Eii};hsh hteiature. 

CRICKET AND CRICKETERS 
By Colonel FHILII* TREVtlR, C.R.E., Author of “The 
I’roMeuis of Cricket.*’ J)emy8vo. 12s.6d.net. 
t'olunel Trevor is not only one of the soundest rrilics > f the iiati-mnl 
tnmc, be 18 also a raconteur »f ilic liveliest qualitv. He has known 
every pruininent i-ricketei of the lust forty years and hiis new stones 
to tell of them all. 

ALONE: A BOOK of TRAVEL 
By NOKMAN DOUGLAS, Author of “South Wind," 
“ They Went,” etc. Demy 8vo. 12-. (id. net. 
Iliis huok will laiik with “Old ttNlabna," by the same author, 
which envoys the reputation uf a mudeni classic. It is (nil oi 
characterutic touches dealing! with Italian life ami character, as 
well lie with its sceber). 

MY BALKAN LOG 
By J. JOHNSTON ABRAHAM, Author of “The 
Surj'eon’a Ixig,” “The Nijtht Nnrw,’’ etc. With illus- 
trationa. l>eniy Hvo. ISm. net. 
The aiitlior of "The Suiveuu's Ia>«" went to ilerbia withhsuivhal 
unit In the Hni iiiontha of the war. He there eiicouiiteml 
remarkable odventnrra, and aaw life and death In their starkest 
■ipecta. Tins laaik lecounte, with cltaracterlstic vlvldneai. tlie 
Intimate story of Ins esi>erieiices. 

DEFENDING THE ASHES 
By P. G. H. FENDER. ISs. net. With many illus- 
tratioDfi from photugrapliB, and three cartoons by 
A. A. Mailev. 
Ur. Fender sivea the inside history of the M.C.t'. Tour In Australia, 
and describes the matcliea as utily one can who has taken part in 
tliera. It la a true sportsuiaii'a bo<>k for sportameii. 

FICTION 

The CONFESSION of URSULA 
TRENT: Ten Years of a Woman's 
Life 
By W. L. GEORGE 
iAiitbor of “Blind Allej',’* “A Bol of Ruse5>,” etc.) * 

8s, 6d. net 

GUINEA GIRL 
By NORMAN DAVEY 
{.Author of “The l‘il(»rim of a Smile.") 

8s. 6d. net 

THE PILGRIM OF A SMILE 
By NORMAN DAVEY 

8s. 6d. net (Third Impression) 

INTRUSION 
By BEATRICE KEAN SEYMOUR 

8s. 6d. net (Third Impression) 
• • • 

CHAPMAN & HALL’S UNIVERSAL 

ART SEklES 
Under the Editorship of Frederick Mai'riott 

MODERN MOVEMENTS IN 
PAINTING 
By CHARLES MARRIOTT 

21s. net 
With almut KMJ repriHluctioiiw of moileru masterpiecec. 

DESIGN AND TRADITION 
By AMOR FENN 

30s. net 
With hiiienil hundred illirntrations und deainiia. 

THE ART OF ILLUSTRATION 
By E. J. SULLIVAN 

25s. net 
With iiboul 1(K> reprotliictiouh of the lH.‘st illnatnitors of 
the past and present. 

SCULPTURE OF TO-DAY 
By KINETON PARKES 

In Two Volumes, sold separately 
Vol. I, 25s. net. Vol. II, 30s. net 
With altout InU l>e.autiful rcprodiivtiona of contemporary 
Sciilptui'e from all countries. 

Chapman & Hall, 11, Henrietta St*, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2^ 
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A LONDON 
MOSAIC. 

By W. L. George. 15s (Collins) 

Thousands of books liavc been written about London ; 

it has-^an irresistible appeal, whatever aspect of its life 
may be considered. Its history, its social whirlpools, its 
architecture, its amusements—whole volumes will yet be 
compiled on these things. But Mr. W. L. George 
chooses the great general picture for his scintillating 

MORAL EMBLEMS. 
By Robert Louis Steven¬ 

son. With 19 Woodcuts by 
the Author and a Preface by 
Lloyd Osbourne. 5s. 
(Chatto Windus) 

This little reissue of a treasur- 
able work is full of interest 
both from an artistic and a 
literary point of view, anil the 

preface, which tells the story 

of Its 
origin 

among 
the 
snows 

Initial M. 

From Ex-Libris and Marks 
{Morland Pre^s) 

rrom A London Mosaic 
{Chatto iS* iriHtfws) 

The Pub. 

and 
invalids of Davos, is a delicately 
e.xccuted prose picture in itself of 
a phase of Stevenson's life which 

has not come fairlv within the 
public eomprehensiou. The wood- 
cuts are quaint, some of them 
ob\’ionsl\’ untuloreil work, with 
that ver\- fact giving them an 

added value, and the verses we 
need say Utile alKiiit 'I'lie gift 
of R L. S. for queer turns of ex¬ 
pression and a certain pawky 
humour in rhyme is well known, 
and many readers will be glad to 

jiosscss tins little collei.tion in coni- 
])any uith the a]>propriatc and 
specially designed cuts 

THE PILGRIMS 
PROGRESS. 

loHN Jil'NY.AN \n I'.llllloll 
for Childu'ii andiigfil by JbA.N 
M.arian MAniiKW lus 6il net 

(S PC K ). 

The S 1’ C K. has rendered good 
servK'i; to iliildren in publishing 
tin-, abridged version ot ” The 
I'llgnin's Progress.” There is 
nothing essential missing from 
itunyan’s beautiful allegory, but 

Miss Jean .Marian Matthew has 

criticism, and makes us see it more vividly 
than any other ‘writer, sinqilv because he 
refuses to be bound by conventions. He says 
definitely that he will tell us nothing of 
” quaint corners ” or ” picturesque bits ” ; he 
will not recommend statues or gallcne'j, or 
any of the things one ” really ought'' to .see. 
Instead, he comments upon London life, _ 
I.onilon humanity, as seen in restaurants, as 
represented by the existence of the Zoological 
(iardens, as interpreted by the nuisic-halls, 

the streets and squares ; he secs beneath the 
surface into the significance of the changes of 
the last thirty years. ” We arc daily sinking 
deeper in the Joseph Lyons civilisation, where 
everything must be cheap, gilt, ami enormous.” 
he says. And, lamenting the decay of the old 

comedians, he commits an excusable, because 
]>erfectly irresistible pun ; “ He that was once 
a bull in a china-shop will soon become a 
Stqlled.ox.” Brilliant! and an excellent 
sample of the clever book. We would have 
preferred the drawings by Mr. Philippe Forbes- 
^obertson to have been less artificial ; they 
are original, and occasionally amusing, but do 
not 'hit off the author's mood. 

From Moral Emblems and The Pibate and the 
other Poems Apotmecabv. 

{Chatto <&> Windus). 
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NISBET 

•BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS 1921 
THE CAMBRIDGE 

ECONOMtC HANDBOOKS 

A new lerlee of pracilcel 
TetibooMe arnn^ed Jointly 
with the Cambridge Unlveralty 
Pree*! under the General Editor 
■hip of Hr. J. H. Keynes, C B , 
author of*'The Economic Con- 
eequencei of the Peace,” etc 

S/- net each 
KofnmeJ nobi Arody 

SUPPLY AND DEMAND 
By IL^DjIIeodeMonj^lj^, 
Fellow of Clare College. Cam¬ 
bridge; Untversity Lecturer «n 

Economics. 

MONEY 
By Dj_Hj_Roberfsonj_M^^, 
Fellow and Lecturer of Trinity 

College, Cambridge. 

Ntarif Ready 

THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF WEALTH 

By G^^^Shove^^MA^ 
King's College, Cambridge 

PUBLIC FINANCE 
By M. C. Robineon, 

Lecturer in Economics, Man¬ 
chester University 

THE CONTROL 
OF INDUSTRY 

By Barbiira^^^ootton^ 
Director of Studies in 
Economics at Girton. 

POPULATION 
By Harold Wridht, M.A. 

book you must haVe”— 
Manchester Vispatch 

PILLARS OF THE STATE 
By Herbert Sidebotham 

‘A Studeot of Politics/ 12/6 net 

Mr. G. H. Malr in the Voity Chronicle: 
“All the essays are brilliant,and they are so con. 
Btantly lit up with flashes of wit that It Is really 
impossible to quote without the risk of crowding 
out something which Is even better. 

Manchester Guardian: 
“ Very entertaining and provocative.' 

Evening Standard ; 
“Even those who do not see eye to eye with him 
will admit the Justice of his portraits.' 

riyo SEtv £pfr/o\j 

HOW TO SKI 
By _YjTien Caulfield. 7/6 oet 

A popular success. Just the present for your 
frieods who are arranging for winter sports. 

PRESS, PLATFORM AND 
PARLIAMENT 

By Speocer__Leigh_JiugIie8 (Sub Rosa) 

A book to keep. Of the first edition the 
Times said : ‘*Hc never fails to entertain.** 

6,'> net 

A KEW WAR HISTORY 

THE HISTORY OF THE 
TWENTIETH (light) DIVISION 

By Captain V. E. Inglcfield 

With an Introduction by Lt.«Gen. the Earl 
of Cavan, K.P. IK/- net 

PRESENTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 
NKW SCHOOL TALI'S. Hriniaiit Tlir4‘(‘-('oloiir Wrappcr.s. 

Six llhisfration.s. HI- not eufli. 

THE NEW 
PREFECT 

THE NEW PREFECT 
By Dorothea Moore 

Author of ■•The He.iel Girls 

Sister, etc 

Miw Moore i* ■ writer all 

jlirli love. ■' The New Pre¬ 

fect, ’ be,ides bciod a 

ebarmaad school talc, it 

packed full of adventure of 

the mo,t ihrillind kind. 

TMF. roURTB ruUM 

SCHOOLBOY PLUCK 
By Harold Avery 

Author of ' Caught Out, 

etc 

A new book by Harold 

Avery will please any boy. 

This it no exception. It 

is a jolly tele, which wil* 

hold Its readers to the 

last page. 

_DI itru 

THE FOURTH FORM DETECTIVES 
By Christine Chaundler, Author of ” The Reputation of the Upper Fourth,' etc. 

A writer all girls arc asking for. 

SNUFFLES FOR SHORT ' *• “ ALADDIN 
By Christine Chaundler 

Illustrated by Honor Appleton 

NISBiJS' BUSINESS 

MAN'S StRlES 
A Series designed to meet the 

needi of Business Hen, the titles 
of which will Indicate the wide 
ecope of subjects Included. 

12/6 oet each 

PROOEESSIVE 
COPARTNERSHIP 

By Ernest Walls 

Chairman of Chrietr. Thomas 
Bros , and a Director of Lever 

Bros, Ltd 

COSTING FOR 
MANUFACTURERS 

By Wj^Howard_^Iazell 

With an Introauction by Lord 
Leverhuime A book for large 
or small businesees. 

SUCCESS IN RETAIL 
ADVERTISING 

By Tboma^Rusee^ 

FACTORY MANAGE 
MENT WASTES (^iij Imp 

By J. F. Wbiteford 

SCIENTIFIC FACTORY 
MANAGEMENT 

By A. D. Puoning 

SCIENTIFIC 
DISTRIBUTION ' 
By Charles F.Higham.M.P. 

LOOKING FORWARD 
By Charles F.Higham.M.P. 

ColonredfroBliapiece. Sic half-tone llluatrationa. 
attractive ihrce-coloar wrapper. 7/* net 

A hook which will be popular with bpya and 
girb from 5 to 12. 
read to them. 

I'bey will love to have It 

THE BINKY 
BOOKS 

THE MOTOR 

BANDITS 

THE CIRCUS 

LION 

Illustrated by 

Will Owen 

1/6 net each 

THE ENCHANTED HORSE 
With coloured pictorca and many black and- 

while deiiina. Sisc Hi' Bl'. 1 ' net each. 

Fairy Stories arc always acceptable presents. 
And these new editions of two old iavouriies will 
delight the hearts of the children. 

THE BUNTY 
BOOKS 

SOMEONE TO 

PLAY WITH 

LOSING OF 

BABY BROTHER 

Illustrated by 

Anguaine Maegredor 

1/6 net each 

22, Berners Street, W.l 
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taken out some of 
the lengthy conver¬ 
sations setting forth 
various points of 
doctrine, which 
make the juvenile 

^reader impatient to 
get on with the .story, 
and are likelv to he 
considered b>- such 
as tedious and iin- 

' necessary, i'or the 
rest, it is ail pre 
sented in clear type 
and beautifully illus¬ 
trated in colour and 
line by H. J. Ford. 

HORSES AND 
MOVEMENT. 

By L. D. Luard. 

15s. (Cassell ) 

With eight beauti¬ 
ful plates m colour, 
and three times that 

number in half-tone, 
this book is a delight 
to all lovers of the 
horse. In every 

From Old Inns 
(Hetnemann) 

Rrviewei in ihis Nnnilier. 
“ 'The Bull.” Oartford. 

Decoration by the late Lovat Fraser 
for “The World,” by W. B. Rands, 

published as a Rhyme Sheet 
[Poetry Boohshop). 

picture, every sketch, 
the horse is the 
central feature, and 
we have never seen 
so fine a presentation 
of various aspects of 
equine motion. But 
in addition to this, 
the artist contributes 
a masterly essay on 
“The Drawing of 
Movement ” : few 
could have written 
it. and possibly no 
other could have 
cxpres.scd ideas on 
thesubject so lucidly. 
Mr. Martin Hardic, 
in a foreword, gives 
interesting details of 
the artist’.s career. 

From How the World A Car in Colombo. 

Travels 
[Wells Gardner) 

and, reading it. we 
are convinced that 
the depiction of the 
horse is Mr. Luard's 
perfectly-chosen life- 
work. 

PILGRIM 
PAPERS. 

From the .writings 
of Francis 'Hiomas 
Wilfrid, Priest. 

By Robert 
Keable. 

(Christophers.) 

Mr. Robert 
Keable's ^ hero is |a 
familiar figure—a 
young cleric who rnges his church. 

the case of minor 
^|>eis^alities, this is 

From Horses ahd Hovement 
(Cassell). 

' TOURWANT LB TOMBBRRAU.** 
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™ A Yutetide Lisr 
ETHEL M. DELL 

The Obstacle Race 
Alt enthralling liomaticc. 7.9. (></ ve! 

SHEILA KAYE-SMITH 
Joanna Godden 

A Maslcr/>iecr. 

of Cassell "Books 
If! 

Si (^d. net !fi 

BARONESS ORCZY 
Castles in the Air 

The aiiiwiin" advcnlnres of 
(I I'riisi'ttdociii 

Mr. PUNCH’S 
HISTORY OF 
MODERN ENGLAND 

Charles L. Graves 

.S', hj )ir( S (t'lils 1 (iiid _• V07I' rt’cidy. 
!fi 1 j/i X (iiiil 4. cdilv I'lJj) 

I, ui /' 

w 

RECOLLECTIONS OF 
DEAN FREMANTLE 

Chiefly by Himself 

lidifed hy thf Mii\lir of the '!i nif^lc. 
~k i>d. net 

THE SEA TRADERS 
Archibald Hurd 

.1 tii'.nihtlnig lecoid <•/ otir Mini/nne 
7' *></. net 

7 hi' iff o ;s mi 

WARWICK DEEPING 
The House of Adventure ^ DRAW^INGS 

A roiniutcc oj foist-nin- l-Knire S By p. h TOWNSEND 

S'.' <irf net ^ With d foii'ieonl bv I llei luiid l\n trid^r. 

<‘d mt NEW WORLD 
“One Who Knows Them” 

Hrit/iiiiif ( hiiniiier Stintiet ~i. (>d. mi 

lliiitory 

MAKERS OF THE 

' % WANDERINGS OF A 
I NATURALIST 
^ Seton Gordon, F.Z S 

S l>elr-h/liit letDid-, <<i II ild Sdlnir 

SCOUTS OF THE * 

JUVENILES 
■ft XV XIX WXNXIX^XOI 

MY LIFE OF SONG 
Madame Tetrazzini 

.ill .iimr.nif C (inri .’I5 net 

BAGHDAD PATROLS | FAMOUS PAINTINGS HORSES AND 
Li •Co! r. S Brereion » W iih iiili'utiuthui bv \Xe.e h^tir] 

II tih 4 I'/iiti", (k net S G K Chesterton 

# inn •'/ M(l■i/rlTl| ees 

BROTHERS OF THE | ^ ... 

MOVEMENT 
Piiinlinx'' inid lliineim;-, by 

L D Luard 

BROWN OWL 
Georges Carpentier 

II uh 4 ( ■d.oir lidfts 

4Js' mi \ 

t-vt/-''T'TT'C»ttc? u With a mi,-„n thi tnii.i-imi of Mo.iniriit 

S C.7jtxC>A. 1 X 1 U JtxX^O D^ /<) the llil^t, tllld II foil II by .Miilthl 

* GREAT PAINTERS 
'>•: net tfi 

THE SOCIETY OF 
THE TORTOISE 
MASK 

Major Charles Gilson 
Will. 4 Colony Plaits 

[ .Vcti’ /.ssH< I 

HKi l’■clnll■s b\ Ihe W'oild’i Lcitdni" ^ .hll'b, J'„o .‘.il:, 4.’.',' mi 

2 MARY DAVIES AND 

CASSELL’S NEW 
ATLAS 
Ldilrd by 

George Philip, F R G S 
144 /’tior^ of Miip\ and Index nf 
names 
Cloth 2\s net Hall lealhii ;i.' lif mi 

HUSSARS OF 
THE WOLF 

D H. Parry 

wall 4 C'n/oHi' I'lales 

FOR DRAKE AND 
ERRIE 
S. Walkey 

g THE MANOR 
I OF EBURY 
I Charier. T Oalty, F S .A. 

S Ihst onc.il lioii'iime T.vo lols i\X\ ml CASSELL’S 
CLASSIFIED 
QUOTATIONS 

W. Gurney Benham 

hidi^fieiihable and Inti feslin:; 
itolhi2'. (>d mi. lii/lfealhri 17s hd net 

N4S the COMPLETE 

O'! mi 

SA GENERAL 
I HISTORY OF 
* PORCELAIN 

William Burton 

® .1 lonifililr Sareev. diiii’hllnlly '..■iilten 

MERRIE ENGLAND of CHRIST GARDENER 

Il/nstrated mi ^ /?^v, « J Campbell. MA DD " " , 
.4 J’rartual Cnide fay Ihe (jiirden I.oxer 

BLACKHAND’S 
TREASURE 

Capt. Frank H. Shaw 

Illustrated. 

V I W a •«( trw .. a.M 9^. 

!fi .4 rrn’ deeh amt reeeieiit .•.liide of Ihe , , 

« Master. 12. int net 

StHE secret of the J* : 
I SAHARA: KUFARA A BIOGRAPHY 

William Stewart 
5.S. vet Rosita Forbes ,,n,oductinn by J liamsav 

.4 tconderfiil narrative of .I’ruan | Macdonald ' ' net 
FxfyloraUan 21s. net 

™E mistress of » PHunMiri THE TRUE-TONE 
PUkITY gap £ THE CHRONICLES . tttqt tm 

Bessie Marcbant I OF A GAY GORDON ' ^ w j parrell 

Charmingly Illustrated. 5s. vet 9 Brig.-aGen. J. M. Gordon, C.B. 1 ,.j Pyaitical and liavocaUve liook. 

S An Adventuraus Life. los (xd mi • ;.9. net 

AN ADVENTUROUS £ _ 

I l-MTCfiHouse oZ-Casseil 
a CUra,iasly UluFraUi. SAHVAGE. LONDON, E.C.4 & 
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From Mr. Punch’s History of TeRBiBLK result of the higher 

England, Vol. 2 {Cassell) education of women. 

By frrmisjion of the propnetors of PuncA, 

imperfectly trained in their seminaries that they 
are left, like Mr. Ward, at the mercy of any 
wind that blows upon them in after-clays. 
But, apart from this, the book show.s a true 
power of description, it contains some pungent 
criticism of the way in which European 
C hristianity is presented or misrepresented to 
the native mind, and it is brightly written. 
Mr. Kcable can write, when he has something 
tangible to write alxiut. as, for c.^amplc, the 
dawn. 

THE STORY OF THE MIKADO. 
By Sir W. S. ('.iluert Illustrated in tolour 
and black-and-white by B \\ oodw.^rd. 
Os net (Danu'l O’Connor ) 

Several years before his death Sir W. S. 
(hlbcrt wrote as a Christmas book • The Story 

of the Mikado." but a chapter of accidents 
}>ostponcd Its publication at first, and by some 
mischance it has been overlooked and remained 
unpublished until now new book by (hlhert. 
in these days, is an event ol no httie impor¬ 
tance, especially when in that book he tells in 

rarely a matter of very much conse¬ 

quence to the outside public, an<l it 
does not arrest us as we read Mr 
F. T. Wilfrid’s letters from South 
Africa. He appears to have gone 
out as a very High .\nghcan, so 
"catholic" that some of his fellow 
pnests take him for a Homan Catliolic. 
And this he eventually became. There 
IS practically no argument for the 
change of church. The " pilgrim ’’ 
moves under the stress of his tem¬ 
perament. He i.s a high-minded, 
sincere, devoted youth, who Ixrgins 
by feeling " that the i^eoplc who call 
ns poor Catholic-minded clergy of 
the Church of England hypocrites 
and traitors are rather hard." and 
then, having taught the natives the 
'■ straighlforwar<l Catholicism " of the 
mass, feels that he had better turn 
from " that very perplexing form of 
religion known jKipularly as High 
Church Anglicanism" to a com¬ 
munion where tbeological problems 
arc not raised. One cannot help 
feeling the pathos of the situation. 
Evidently men of this tvjie are so 

From The Roadmender Bright with Buttercups. 

by Michael Fairless 

{DuckU'OVlh), A iiLW edition lllusirated with » phoiosraphs by Will I*'. Taylnr 

his own way the story of one ol 
the most delightful an<l most 
popular of Ins iinraital?lo comic 
operas To outliii'; tliai story 
herewfiuhl bcsupcrlluous; cvery- 
b(Kly kiifiws jt - • or ought to. and 
for tliose who do anti an\’ who do 
not, here is a book of delectable 
entertainment. Koko's song 
('■ For they never wouhl be 
missed ”), " \ Wandciing Min¬ 
strel. 1.” '■ Three little maids 
from school," and the rc'.t of the 
familiar songs from the opera 
are deftly woven into the tale, 
which is as clever and amusing 
to read a:: the play is to see. 
The humour and oddity and 
daintiness of Gilbert’s fantasy 
are admirably captured in Miss 
Woodward’s spirited and beauti¬ 
ful colour pictures. 



STANLEY PAUL’S LIST 
SUCCESS. By the Right Hon. Lord Bkavkrurook Crown 8vo. Clutb. 2/6 net. 

ROYAL ROMANCES AND TRAGEDIES. By Charles Kingston, author of “ Famous Morganatic 
Marriages,” etc. Demy 8vo. Cloth gilt. 12/6 net. 

THE MEMOIRS OF THE DUKE DE SAINT SIMON. Kdite-i i-y fbaxcis ahkwrhjht. 
fii nix volumes. Demy 8vu. ('loth gilt, uith 24 illufttratioiiK in photogravure. 21/* net each. 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF BEHAVIOUR. By Dr. Elizaiiktii St.VLlJX. I.argHCrowii 8\o, Cloth. 8/6 net. 

WHO TOLD YOU THAT? The Story-Teller*s Vade-Mecum. Omipih'd hy of the 
h'mnmtf Xeufx. Fcap. 8vo. (’loth, 2/6 nei. 

THE UNDERWORLD OF PARIS. liy Harkv J. (ilUKKNwxLL (I’aii.s (h»riesin)ntlf!nt of the Itaily 
Crown Svo. Baper, 2/» ; Clotli, 3/6 net. 

HAUNTS OF THE GAY EAST. By SvnMii' .\. Mosklev. Crou n Svo. Pa|»er. 2/-net: Cloth, 3/6 net. 

A VISIT TO SOUTH AMERICA. By WlLt.j VM .1. MrKEXZIt:^. (”^o^vnS^o. Cloth. Illustrated. 3/6 net. 

SUNBEAMS. A bo<»k oi laughter P'c-ap. svo. ('lolh. 2/6 net. 

FICTION 
CrowiiKvo. Pi«*torial Jackets. 8/6 nei. 

THSIR HEARTS 

THERE IS A TIDE 

MAGIC EMERALDS 

THE FIFTH FIKGER 

Violet Hi nt 

(iUUXEIt (in.MAX 

K. ICVKUKT'l-liUKKN 

Wil.I.lAM l.K (p-EI'X 

A aUEEN OF THE PADDOCK Charles E. Pearce 

A SINGULAR PEOPLE Smixev .A. Mo^fley 

JEWELS IN THE DUST Kdttu Nei-eas 

STOLEN VIRTUE Chaim.fs Kingston 

A DAUGHTER OF MARTHA 
FLIZAnKTil STIRLIVo (LADV STliri.lXC Of (iLOU.VT) 

THE AZURE LAKE Cki ii. Admii 

JOSIAH’S WIFE Norma hoRiMEu 

THE HEART OF A SLAVE GIRL 
Anthony ARMsTRONci 

TRACKED BY WIRELESS \Villi.\m le (Jheux 

THE ATHEIST A. T. Lloyd 

CHATTELS H \mjlton Dri mmond 

THE CHRYSALIS Katk Horn 

AMONGST THE ARISTOCRACY OF THE 
GHETTO Adoli'HL'.s JiAYMOND ami Misn A. Bunin 

2 - Net Series 
The “Joy of Life ' Novels (Three-f'olour .Tacketx) 

UNDER THE INCENSE TREES 
THE SAILS OF LIFE 
THE DEAN’S DAUGHTER 
CANTACT7TE TOWERS 
THE QUALITIES OF MERCY 
GABRIEL’S GARDEN 

Cecil Adaiu 

Cecil Adair 

('KciL Adair 

(■-KciL Adaiu 

Cecil Adair 

Cecil Adaiu 

GWYNETH OF THE WELSH HILLS (l>cing tilmod) 
Kdith Nei'Ean 

BRANDED tl eing filmed) Gerald Bis.s 

ON DESERT ALTARS (being HInie«l) Norma Lorimeu 

CIFT~^OOKS 
LOST IN THE JUNGLE : A Btorr for Oirlt. By 

May Wynne. Cntwn 8vo. Illustrated. 5/- net. 

QUEEN’S MANOR SCHOOL : A Btory for Girls. By 
E. Everett-Grf.es. Crown Svo. Illustrated. 5/-net. 

CRYSTAL’S VICTORY; A Btory for Girls. By 
Ce<'IL Adair, author of the “Joy of Life” Novell. 
C'own Kvo. Illustrated. S/> net. 

STIRRING DEEDS IN THE GREAT WAR; 
OUR BOYB HISTORY OF BRITIBH HEROISM. By CiiA.s. 
K. Pearce, l.arge Crown 8vo. Cloth gilt. llhiBtrated. 

6/- net. 

PIP, SQUEAK AND WILFRED: Their **Luvly** 
Adventures. By “ I'.ncle Dick.” illustrated by 

B. I’AVSE. 2/“ net. 

The A*B C Series 
THE ABC AUCTION SA1.BS' BBCO&D : OKI SagUsti Silver. 

nv J. -* HUEY. »*r..\vn8V0. 5/> net. . 
THE ABC ABOUT COLLBCTING. Vy >*1R JAMKS ^oXAI-l.. 

Demv Svo. 16/-net. Koupih Eil'tion. _ _ 
THE A B C or COLLECTING OLD ENGLISH CHINA. Uy 

.1 f. BLACKER. Demy Svo. 16/- n»t. Thir«l Ktiition. 
MORE ABOUT COLLECTING. Uy SIR .1 a a Ks Vr>X ALL Demy 

Svo 18/- net. Thinl Kijitiuii. 
THE A B C or INDIAN ABT. By E. UI-ACKEK. Demy -vu 

16,'- net. 

In larire Cro*ii Svo. <ac1i volume very fully illustrated lo half-tone aucl line, 
price 10/6 net each. 

THE ABC OF WAB MEDALS AND DECORATIONS By 
W. Al'OUSri'^ H'l KVSAItO. 

THE ABC OF OOLLBCTING OLD CONTINENTAL 
POTTEBY. H} .1. K. BLACKER. 

THE ABC OF HEBALDBY. By OUY CADOr.AX ROTHEKY. 
THE ABC GUIDE TO MYTHOLOGY. By HELEN A. Cl.AEKE. 

THE^*A B*c" GUIDE TO MUSIC. By D. fiRE^oRY MA-DN. 
Third Edition. 

Practical Hints Series 
Feap. Svo. Cloth. 3/0 net. 

PRACTICAL HINTS ON ACTING FOB THE CINEMA By 
AONES PLATl’. 

PRACTICAL HINTS ON TBAININO FOB THE STAGE. By 
ADNBS PLA'll’. _ 

P&ACnCAL HINTS ON PLAY WRITINO. By AQNES BLATT. 

CINEMA PLAYS: Hov to Write Them: How to Soil Them. 
b7"sT^E HALS BALL. 

The Vade-Mecum Series 

Fcap. Svo Cloth, 2/0 net ; leather, 3/0 net. 

THE POULTBY-KEEPEB'S VADE-MBCUBK. By EDWARD 
HROWN, f.L.-S. 

THE BEB-KEEPBB8 VADE-MECUBL By HENRY GEARY. 
Third Edit! >11, 

THE TYPIST’S VADEMBCUM. By MARGARET B. OWEN 
(the Wurld B CoampKiu Typmtl. apecial Cnapters on Set(io(C Dut to all 
Branches by Mrs. »M1T1I t'Liiuou. 

THE DINEa*S-OUT VADE-MECUM. A Pocket “ Wliat'a What" 
Dll Ihr Matiiicra ami CiiSl.ina of .Society TUnctiOiiB, etc. By ALFRED 
H. MILKS. 

Over 200,000 Cep/oo moM 

The Everyday Series 
K«ch volume Rive* 360 reolpea ; one for every day lu the year, 

iiicindiug February 20tli. In Crown 6vo. 2/-uet. 

XHB BVEBYDAY CAKE BOOK. By D. P. CoutalnitiK orlsiiial 
reci|>c* by .Mm Lloyd Ueor»e, MIhs Burma Lorlmer, and others. 
.Si-ciiiid Kditiuii. 
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From Four Plays for Dancers 
{MaamUan). 

Old Man’ 

FOUR PLAYS FOR DANCERS. 
liy \V. H Vkajs I'lS M. (Macnnllaii). 

A clclu’alc, veiled e^oli'^ni, the echo of sigh of regut 
that other people cannot be as wise and exalted as hiniseit, 

Ffom Drawing 
{Pitman) 

Part of a Drawinq by Mbi 

seems to run faintly through the '' Notes" included 
in this book, in which Mr. Yeats expounds the “ plays ” 
and states his attitude toward life. They form a better 
comment upon these four poetic fantasies than any critic 
could compose, and wc are inclinetl to imagine their 
author as a shade in a world of shades, wandering round 
his chosen prison, and murmuring, “ How exipiisite is 
this gloom, how beautiful this subdued radiance ; how 

unfortunate are t!io.sc poor dear jicoplc out there in the 
veal world ! ” It is ungracious of Mr. '^’eats to “ rejoice” 

ni his '■ freedom frciin the stupidity of an ordinary 
audience ” ; it is iltdightfully inn(K*ciit of him to say, ” I 
am certain that I have 

found out the only way 
the subtler forms ol 
literature can fiml 
dramatic expression ” ; 
it IS bad taste on his 
part to refer to young 
writers lor the iinpers 
as '' pcriiaiis themselves 

nitolligent, uho must 

.ipplaud the (oinnion 

taste or starve " Has 

Mr. Neats a nwinopolv 

of intelligeiici*. a divine 

right as arbiter of 

dramatic expression, a 

<la/;/:ling brilliance of 

isolation from which 

the ordinary ph’i'saiit 

world of man and 

wonian-kiinl a p ]i e a r •• 

dull and brainless -■ As 

a lyric poet who has 

written inspired am! 

living verses tiiat llinll 

ev<-n in nioni(*nt.ir\ 

lenieiiiliraiice. w«- liave 

the’ most grateful 

tlionglils of Mr. N'oats ; 

vet It is preciselv his 

inleiise poetic nature 

wlmli makes him. when 

lie would write a plav, 

write a mystic poem, 

and H ]io<-m, lumcvcr 

h e a II11 I u 1 . does m >1 

hei oine a plav 

bv the furniture 

! of ( u r t a 1 n s . 

inasUs, flutes 

ami zithers, and 

a brooding at¬ 
mosphere. It is 
open to him to 

retort that it 
never was his 
purpose to pro¬ 
duce lines with 
that vulgar 

energy known, 
we believe, as 
''punch” or 
*' pep ” : but 
there are many excellent plays with tense 
situations and excellent art and technique which 

come very close to humanity. ” At the Hawk’s 
Well.” "The Only Jealousy of Emer.” ''The 
Dreaming of the Bones ” and •” Calvary,” the 

four poesies here collected, are tempting to read 
aloud, by reason of the music of their word- 
patterns. and the often beautiful imagery 
enshrined in the quiet, mysterious colloquies, 
and we are quite free to admit that could we see 
and hear " The Dreaming of the Bones ” in a 

From 
A Rich Citizen. 

Social Life in Britain 
from the Conquest to 
the Reformation 

(Cambridge University Press). 
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CHATTO & WINDUS 
announce that they publish this Christmas the following 

important and many other New ^ooks:— 

The poems of \\'1LLIAM REAKE edited and arranj;ed with 
a Preface by JOHN SAMPSON, D.Litt. Printed in the I'LORKNCi-: 
PRESS TYPE. I'nitorm with “Keats” and “Shelley” in the same 
series. Small 4to. Hoards, 15s. net. Full Vellum, 21s. net. 

Greek vase-painting by E. HPSCHOR. Translated by C. 
RICHARDS. M.A.: with a Preface by Prof. PERCY GARDNER, 
I'.llA. An admirable multum in parvo tracing the progress of the art 
from the earliest beginnings to the Hellenistic Age. \\'ith 160 Illustrations. 
Royal Hvo. 25s. net. 

VlR(iINIBUS PUERISQUE by UOi^ERT LOITS STICVIiNSON. 
Illustrated with 12 collotype plates in colour after designs by NORMAN 
WILKINSON of FOUR OAKS. Limited to 500 copies. .A beautiful 
gift-book. Decorated boards. Demy 8vo. 25s. net. 

MOR.AL EMBLEMS and other Poems by I^OBERT LOUIS 
STI’A'ENSON. With 19 Woodcut Illustrations by R. L. S. and a de¬ 
lightful and informative Preface by LLOYT) OSBOURNE. The first 
time these charming poems have been made available to the general public. 
Small crown Hvo. 5s. net. 

The pj.avs of Hubert henry davies. with an 
Introductory Memoir by HUGH W'ALPOLE. The Memorial Edition in 
2 handsome volumes, with a photogravure portrait of the author in each. 
Each volume contains 4 plays. Small demy 8vo. 25s. net. 

The comedies of HAROLD CHAPIN. with an intro¬ 
duction by j. M. IJ.AKRIE. Contains 4 witty and charming comedies. 
“ No modern English playwright has so fine a sense of dramatic dialogue.” 
—Daily Newi. Demv 8vo. 12s. hd. net. 

PE.\RI.. An JCnglish Poem of the .\lVth Century. Edited with a metrical 
reiuleritig into modern .English, glossary and textual and explanatory 
notes by SIR ISRAEL GOLLANCZ. F.B.A., together with lioccaccio’s 
OLYMPIA. The definitive edition. MEDIAEVAL LIBRARY. Post «vo. 
7s. f)d. net. 

CROME YELLOW by ALDOUS HUXLEY, Author of “LIMBO” 
(3rd Impression, 5s. net). Mr. Huxley’s first full-length novel marks an 
important advance on Ins pre\’ious works; it is a piece of literature that 
will be one ot the most discussed books of the season. Crown -Svo. 
7s. (>d. net. 

PATCHWORK by BEVERLEY NICHOLS, Author of “PRELUDE” 
{2nd Impression, 7s. net), hailed by the Morning Post as “the best of all 
latter day school stories." .\ novel of the new post-war Oxford, elociuent, 
witty, and audacious. Crown Svo, 7s. Od. net. 

GARGANTUA & PANTAGRUEL by ERANCIS RABELAIS. 
Translated by SIR THOMAS URQUIIART and PETER LE 
MOTTEUX, the classic Ivnglish version. 3 \ols., to be sold in sets only. 
St. Marlin’s Library. Pott Svo. Cloth, los. 6d. net. Leather, 15s. net. 

The SCHOOLMASTER by ANTON TCHKHOV. Vol. XI of the 
St. Martin’s Library Edition of the Tales translated from the Russian by 
CONSTANCE GARNETT. Containing 2g stories, many of them being 
in Tchehov’s humorous vein. Pott Svo. Cloth, 3s. 6d. net. Leather, 
5s. net. 

pLEASE write to the Publishers for Full Catalogues, 

Special Catalogues ^ Seasonal Announcement Lists 

97 & 99, ST. MARTINIS LANE. 
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From Drawing From Momory Sight drawino from lifr 

{Pilman). 

poesy may receive some recognisable 
outline is one of the first requisites for 
a play, and in his desire to emphasise 
the mystic and poetic aspect, Mr. 
Yeats is forgetful of this. We 
cannot but be grateful to him, how¬ 
ever, for his refreshment of the 
poetic content of our literature; 
and if he will only emerge from his 

intellectual monastery and rub 
shouldens with real people—even 

with the " ordinary audience ” 
from which he so daintily shrinks, 
we should have great hopes that 
some day he would compose a plav 
that might set the world talking, 
and carr^- his name <lown to future 
generations as something more than 

a ]H)et who strove to be too delicately 
dramatic. 

\V. L. n. 

MATTHEW MARIS. 

Hy Eknest D. Frikolander. 21s. 
(Jonathan Cape) 

Matthew Maris, creator of master¬ 
pieces thnt realised large sinus in the 
art sale-rooms, was an idealist. 
Painting for moiu*>’ interested him 
not at all. and tor work '■ done to 
please.” as lie styled it. he hail 
nothing but contempt His great 
longing was to evpress tlie beaiitv 
that he felt, the visions that he 
saw . he courted neither lame noi 
fnends. Therefore, for a great part 
of his life he was fated to solitude of 
spint, though at tlie last fortune 
smiled- almost too late—iijion Ins 

jjerseverance and his devotion. The 
book before us is the hrst work to deal 

small theatre, with the music that has been written font by 
Mr. William Morse Rummel, it mightfasematenssimply b\- 
its strangeness and murmurous charm. Ihit it would be— 
and this is the point—the charm of poetry and music, not 
the charm of drama or tdav’. A framew’ork from which the 

with Mans, and it is a record, rather than a biography, 
made bv a closc personal friend who knew him (hiring the 
long unrewarded years spent in London Stiulcnls of art 
will fitul it extremely intere.sting, not only because of its 
insight into the artist’s personality, but because some v'erv 

fine reproiliictions of Jus sketches ami 
drawing.s are included. The frontispiece 
is in photogravure, from a painting in 
oils, and the seven jilales are from 
tlraw’ings in ink, pencil, chalk and water¬ 
colour. It is* a hanilsome tribute to a 
sincere and iins{K>ilcd creative artist. 

A SHORT HISTORY OF 
ENGLISH LITERATURE. 

By Archibald T. Strong. 8s. 6d. 
(Humphrey Milford.) 

Mr, Archibald Strong, who is Associate 
Professor of English l^anguage and 
Literature 111 the University of Mel¬ 
bourne, has written a History of English 
Literature that is at once scholarly and 
so interestingly’ written that it will appeal 

\ to the geiieraJ reader. He justifies another 

such history by bringing liis treatment of 
' ' ' the subject abreast of recent research and 

criticism and by adding to biographical 
and critical details a consideration of the 
faith no less than the art of the great 
writers he passes under review. An 

• ^ 

From Matthew Maris 
y {Jonathan Cape), 

Drawikg OF A O.AD «.Y. admirable book, well planned and 
attractively written. 
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the author, "the 
ma<;tabas of the 
fourth, fifth and 
sixth dynasties 
consisted of a cere¬ 

monial chamber, 

certain retreats 
cii cl osi ng men ion al 
statues or images, 
and a shaft or well 

leading beneath the 
earth to the actual 
f unerea 1 a j la rt m cn t 
where lay the body." 
The book is an ex¬ 
amination of iiiscnp- 
tions discovered in 
these tombs, and a 
discussion of 

several debatable 
jxiints. Manv re¬ 

markably t lear 
photogra]ihs of the 

stones with their 
hieroglyphics a r e 
rt*})roduce<I in full- 

})agc })lates. ami the 

detailed e ii 1 a rgc- 
ments of jxjrlions of 
the drawings and in¬ 
scriptions are 

I urioiislv iasanal- 
1 n g , }m luring as 
lliey do the daily 
life of a biinoil age ; 
a hie. too. not so 
w 1 <l e 1 y tiifieriiig 
from our modern 
ways. The book is 
written in excellent 

I'rench, a n d is a 
yaluable piei e of 
rescan li. 

s 

\ ,, 

From Lt Mutaba E^ptieo 
• [Gyldendal). 
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Cambridge University Press 
A History of the Cambridge 

University Press, 1521—1921, 
By S. C. liOBIiRTS, M A. With jS illustrations. 
Demy Xvo. 17s f>d net. 

■' V riillviUK'iiiiicnliil hut (li'IiuhtliiMvrc.Kl.ihlchi'ti n of ttii'r.iiiil>iiili;o 
ttiiiviTsitv Pri'ss which Ih'«:iii iii ,i iiiodC'-t w.n foiii liiiiulrpil »c.ii> 

ill'll . rh<- ImkiK is not Unix the lii^loiv ol .iii .iniirul pn'ss, lull .1 

valiirihk' loiitnhiiliiiu tn the t-v iliiii: slon nl 1 nli |■r1I|Tlll^; It is 

wiitti'M with j lull- sense of IhiIH iitei.irx .mil hlstoiii.il inoii.iiii<>n. .iii'l 

it Is emlioclie I in .ni <ippinpriJtel> h.milsoine xoluiiie ” / hi Ohienrr 

A History of American Literature. 
Bdited hv W. V THKXT, LL D . J JCKSKIXK, Ph T> . 
S. J’. SllKKMAN. Ph D . and C VAN DORJ-X, Ph U. 
In 4 volumes Royal Svo 30s net each 
Volumes 111 & IV, Later National Lileratiire 

Part.s TI and Til, are now ready. A pnisjiectns 
Sivmfj particulars will be sent on leijuesi 

" It repn-si-uls the tlower ot Aiuini.iti s< hol.iislnp .nul nh .ihsin, iiml 

proMili's ,111 i'iitiii-l\ iiru h.isis fin the i iinsiili'r.itiim ot tiiii'iu.iii i uhiiii, 
.Is It h.ls expiess|.|| itsell m Jife .mil l<-lUis, iii.iie p.ii tli lil.n U siiii'i ijn 

liiiilillr of l.ist ii'iifiirx /'III > iicA'iiiri 

Beowulf, .\n liltrodiiclion to the stiulx ol the Poem, 
with a discvission of the stones of Offa and I'lnn U\' 
R W. ('H.\MBKRS Witli X plates Demy Xio 

3<'s net 
' Ml K W t h.iml-i rs has toi-iw il 111 the pii-si lit Miliiiiii ilu ilisi ussiinis 

whli h li.ive u.ilhl'lisl. .mil sniiieliini s mueil. thiiiiiii the l.i'l liimilii i| mmis 

.ilunil till- ui)ii]ue poem Im'w Jimii); silml.iis .iie In-iter ii|nip)iii| nilli 

ihe eriiilitirjii in inaiiv liilh'rciit helrls, (leiii.iiiili-cl 1>\ tin- l.isk I In 

liiKik IS ,1 I imn'i'iKtiiiiii '-I ' IhsiHiilf ‘ s( hol.iiship iml>S|ieiis.ili|e in ■ m 1 v 
si-i lolls siurleiit 111 OM l.iiglisb “ J he Vaiichc'/ir t/iinrifnei 

The New Shakespeare. i-dned i.v 
SIR AR : HVR (Jl lLLKR-rorCH and joHN DoVJ'.R 
U n.SOX The third volume is nnw re.nly — 

The Merry Wive* of Windsor. Cloth Ss net, leather 
I'ls 0(1 net 
Previouslv jmbhshed - The Tempest Cloth 7s fid net. 
leather Jos Od net. The 'J'wo (jnitlniini •)/ Wr'^ini 
Cloth fis net, leather los od net 

I he eilllinii ■' .1 R'.ll < cii'tlihutliin In schiil.itship It is .1 \ii\,u:e in 

the s|iiiit Ilf till l.h/.ll>i.-lh.iiis liver si js niil \ > I 1 li.iiK 1 h.irli'il . ,11 ni 

sohil l.iiiil 1- 111 sight nil the liiMi/nn-.i new si nli nn lit ni (In text nl 

ShakesjH-.ire ”—'/hi Times Lilcraty Siiftftlemiiil 

Matthew Prior, a iTAa[Llie«V JrrUJr, a stud\ of ins publn careei 

and corresixiiulence By L O WICKHAM l.LXit;, 
I'cllow and 'Jiilor of New Collefje, Oxlord. With a 

Irontispicce Demy Xvo .:_*s Od net 
\s .1 XXI III r Ilf light vein-. I'rinr si.mils si-cimil to innie 111 tin Viicusi.ui 

nge lit Kiiglish Litt-lnlille, liiit it is nnlx rei enllx tll.il iil> iilinii h.i» l>e< 11 

ilriuxii In him .is w vxiitei nl priisc-ot iiini'U.d e\»x-IK 11.1 li is 111 XX pussiM. 

Ill 111 niistl IM 1 111 il(-t.iil .mil til I stiiii.itx' till- X rtfin 111 tin \x 1 n k miiie In 

I’niir m the dl|il<im,Uii vixii e 

Rabelais, Readme's selected by W F SMITU.M 
sometime FVlIow ol St john's Collet;e, CaiiibrHlfte 
With a Memoir by Sii JOTIN S.VNDVS, l.itt I’ 
(Town Svo Xs fid net 

" Stiiili Ills III K.itH'l.ils Will XX ek nine tin si l,ist frill I - nl (hi liilmtlis nl ,1 

iii.istei 111 K.ilK'lnisi.iii h-animg .it nin e xx'ith gi.itilin))' .iint xx ilh n gr< 1 

The little xnliime should pmxer’cirediiigli ii-s till \ nfi s lOh/ {hiiiies 

Moliere, By AKTHI K TILT.1:V. M a . Felhm and 
Lecturer of King's College, Cambridge With a p irtiait 
of Mohere Crown Xvo i2s Od net. 

" Whdt Mr Tillex lins done is to t<iki- us linetlx- ihmugli tiii- lile .iinl 
then lit greater length through most nl Ihe )>l.ixs. .md in • ml \x itli txxn 
chapters nf general enlicisiii. Headers of his pr<-x luiis xxniK xvitl uei d no 
assiir.uicr that it is all well dune 7 /it 1 omi.s / iliriiri Mi/if’/riHiiil 

On Some Antiquities in the Neigh¬ 
bourhood of Dunecht House, 
Aberdeenshire, By the Right Rev. F 

BROWNE, D.D. With fxi plates. Demy 4I0. (i^s net 
" the present moment, wbeiibomuehislK-mg xx-nneiioii aiebieiiloKx 

,-ind sUrtbiig things iitlrred, as at Ihe recent meriiiigs nl the llntisli 
Association, it is opportune to see Ibis splendid work on groups ol pix-- 
llistnnr rem.iins lu the Duuorht drea, Uie interest, dixersiix, uml the 
number of xvhieh is so great. ... It is m evvrx wav .a luxik in xxhieb iill 
xvho have taken pait as promoters or helpers xvill hdxe gr(*al sati«faclioii.” 

7 Ai- AhfTilecti liailv Ji/uf>ial 

The Renaissance of Roman 
Architecture, part I, Ualy. By Sir 
THOMAS (iRAlIAM J.Af'KSON, Bart , R.A. With 
a fnm1is]>iccf in ctilour, 47 plates (rt in cfilour), and 
_'fi illustrations in the test. (Town 4(0. 

III this xxork the diiihiir < ontiniies his .iivouiil (U gun in /Irian/inetiiiil 

/iiimiiiiisiiHi \ri biliiliiii .iiid <i'>lhii Ihhiliiliiii) ot Ihi- oiiirse of .An hi 
ti-elme III ]'.mo|x. .md disiiissis Ihe .itUnipleil lelixal ot Koiil.ili 
ti. hitci mil ill llie jxth .nid iMhi mtunes 

Essays on the Latin Orient, iw 
WII.LIA.M MILLER, M.A (Oxon) Mith 7 plate.s, 
J illustration.s in the text, and a map Ro> al Xvo 40s net 

I hts volume i-niisists Ilf .irticles .iiid uioiioKr.iphs ui>.n tin I..1I111 On( 111 
•mil It.ilk.lii Histiirx, puhli-hed In-twren l«i>7 .md tin tin--.ciil x-e.ii AH 
Ihe .irli. lesh.iM-III III ri-Msi-d .md liroiijilit lip 111 il.iti lix tin hghl ol reveiit 
11 sI'.iilIi. 

Prehistory, A Study ot early iiiltures in lvtiro|>e 

and the Mediterranean Basin By .M C BI RKITT, 
•M A , 1' (j S With a short jireface by L'.MIBlv H. 
liRElTL. I’jdfcssor jit the Institute of Human 
Paliconlology, i’ans With 47 plates Roval Xvo .ts.snet 

" Mr Dm kit t is (n In-1 >iiigi,itiil.il«<l on hi' IhiuK II is mdo-it .1 fe.-K to 

li.ixe priidiiicd si, i-.iilx m Ins i.xreer .1 xxmk lli.it exirx sUhIxuI of pie- 

his'oriis XX ill 111 III eloi III U- lil.id to lux'e at his 1 llxixx Uliil'- ii'elul 

throiighoiit. Iioui-x I r. It is nl s|iei mI x.ilxn m so 1,11 ,is i( im orpor.ites tin 

xmiIm's tiist-liiiiid iiitoim.iiion .is .iii|umis| m ihe lomp.mx of ihesi 

liigli pii'-sts of the 1.1X1 limit Ilia M leiii e. Mi ssis llieiiil .iin! (•iK-rm.uei 

/hi / iinis / ileiurv 'siifiphiiinil 

Social Life in Britain from the 
Conquest to the Reformation, 
-A Senes of I-'xtracts from Coiitemporsiry Mrilers, com¬ 
piled by C. C. COLLTOX, M 4 
Re>is«ue with ao Index and 40 additional illustrations. 
Demy Svo 44.S net 

" It Is one of those delightful IxHik' Ih.il do nul dilii.iinl to In le.id 

stiaight through, hut iiisi.t. so rii h is the st.,|,. ,,1 x.iiioii. iiitinm.ilioii 

.Hill I'lili I t.iliiiiienl. on hiiiig le.iil sir.ughi oii liotu .mx page at xxhiili 

Nil- xviiiild-Iii di'siiltiDx reader iii.ix- o|ii'ii n Droxxsi m h. .md xou 

.ire I oiist.milx enti 1 l.iiiii-d ” 7Ai Jiniis / ifiigrv 'siippltmriil 

Studies in Islamic Mysticism, bv 
REYNOLD Al.LEYXH NR HOI.SOX. Litt l>.. LL D . 
Lecturer in lVr-»i.in m Hie I niversily of Cambndge, 
formerly Fellow of 'I'nniti College Demy Svo _’4s net. 

' Dr Nuholsiin, hv .1 long si-rii-s of eililiiiii'. Ii.uisl.itiiuis .md ess.ixs h.i' 
.Kiiuired .1 f-iii'iiM'dii repnl.iiioii .is .1 ni.isti r ot this siihgi-it l>r 
Nil hnlsMirs xxork le.ixi s nothing to In- desllxil lioin the |siiiil ol x lexv ol 
eilliii le.iriiinc or t.i'le "—'/ he ''iiliirilax- /<erii;. 

Twenty-Five Years in East Africa, 
Bv JOH-X KOSCOE, ^^.A . Rettoi of iKingtoi), Nttrfolk, 

hirmerK’ of the Chinch Missionary S'lcu-ty. M'llh 

ii) jilatts anil a map. Dciny Svo net 
.Ml Kiisi 01 s |. not Mil relx .1 missiiiii,ii x - n • ■■id -it is x ■ 1 x miii h more 

lli.in Ill'll It IS the stoix ol the i.iilx .l.ixs of l-.iitoiH'.iii v tili iiiiiii, .1 
ii.irr.ittx' 111 li.ixel. .md a lali luitiiii ot plliiiilixi iteople'..mil e.iilx* 
1 i unlit unis. XX huh I hi oidni.ii x in.111 (earing I'hi lillle hil uiissums pi-iluips) 
XX1II ii.id XXIII1 pli.isuii' \ IxMik .ihke fill III! I'Vpiorei. Ilii earnest 
xxiiikii. the I iiiisi ii'iitiiiU' ottii i.il. .mil 1lii iiilhiisii'l m • \p.msioii diid 
Iliel.irgil llli III till- l.illplii ' S.iHfA 

Travels of a Consular Officer in 
North - West China. By ERIC 
TFJCHM.AX.C LL , of H BM Consular Service in Cluna 

With 04 illustrations from pholtigr.ijihs taken by the 

author and 4 maps (two being original maps of Shensi and 

Kansu). Royal svo. a5s net 
" It Is |>is»ilile tn speak in the highe»l ti nils ol this .iilmiiable hunk, 

xxhirli Is at dill 1 St holarix, )udiei.il anil evin-melx in ten sung, evi 11 from 
IheordiiiJTx 111 i .isu.d tl.l^elle^^ juiint ol xiexx " /he Maiuhesiertiiiiiri/mn 

The Lands of Silence, A History of 
Arctic and Antarctic Exploratioa. By the late Sir 
( LKMEXTSR. MARKHAM, K.C.B., F.R S. Completed 
lor jinblication. and with a Prctace, by Dr F. li. H 
(U'lfJ.EMARD. Royal Svo. With a portrait of the 
author, jfi plates, and 25 mnpsand illustrations. 45s net. 

' (iimpleli leiorcl of the gradual irvxaliug ot the Polat regions to 
mil km 'i'hen-1 an be no doubt th.il this is (hi most .lutliontativv 
treatisi' »ii a >si>t and roiiipk-ix subject we <.,111 well hojK- to possess. . . . 
I Irnieiits .Maikham xxas, and xx-ill Im- n-memiK-ied .is, the Ciiblxin of FoLir 
Histoiy."- -'/he MvrmiiK I'osi 

Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4: C, F. Clay* Manager 
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Decoration, by the late Lovat Fraser, for “The World,” a poem by 
W. B. Rands, published as a Rhyme Sheet 

{Poetry Bookshop) 

Grethcl ” and " The Sleeping 
with some less well known, as 

Ch^ri ” and “ Tufty Riquet.” In 
ella ” we notice that the writer 
use the fairy godmother legend, 
bird brings the cinder girl her 
gold and silver and her slippers of 
silk. She goes to the ball and 

Beauty^" 
" Prince 

“ Cinder- 
does not 

A little 
dress of 
spangled 
notlnng 

1/ 

MY BOOK 
OF FAVOURITE 
FAIRY TALES. 

Retold by Cavt.vin Kokic VREOtNnem. and ofluTs. 

Illustrated by Jennie Harbol’k ds od. net. (Raphael 

Tuck.) 

” Mv Book of l''avouritc Fairy Tales ” is one of thirty 
volumes in the Raphael House Library of (iifl-books 
The senes is edited by Captain Ednc Vredcnbiirg and is 
illustrated in cohnir and in black-and-white by .sotne of 
the foremost artists of the day. Miss Jennie Harbour's 
pictures arc a delight to the eye, with their firm, graceful 
outlines and their original colour schemes ‘‘ Tlie Goose 
Girl ” and ‘ The Magic Mirror ” are our favourites Foi 
the stories themselves, there are our ohl friends, '' Little 
Red Riding Hood,” '' Snow-White,” ” Hansel and 

I.- 

f tf- 

U.. 

1^- 

.. • ••sari 

From First Aid to the A nateur 
Photographer 

(5<r/rv, Sercice). 

The Forum. 

Rome. 

St. CkCMBNta Danes, Strand. 
From a new Illustrated edition of “Trivia, or Tbe Art of Walking the Streets of London," by 
^ John Cay, which Mr. Daniel O'CooDor ia publishing. 
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can .stiri>a''S the tievotion ot 
the prince. ” He danced with 
her aiul no one else ; anti he 
never left her hand ; and 
when anyone else came to iislc 
her to dance, he said . ' This 
lady is dancing with mo ' ” 
The children will love this 
b(K)k. 

A BOOK OF 

DRAWINGS. 

By H. M Bateman. 

With an Introduction by 

G. K Chesterton. 

los. M. (Methuen.) 

No one can ” criticise ” 
Mr. H. M. Bateman. Either 
you don't care for his work, 
or you spend hours expound¬ 
ing him to your friends in 
the hopeless task of translating 
his drawings into words. And 
the strange thing is that you 
can ” read ” his sketches— 
can look at them for minutes 



CHRISTOPHERS AUTUMN 1921 

BIOURAPH-^ 4\l) \rhMOIR^ 

ASTARTE 
A Fragmen* of Truth concerning George Lord Byron 

By RALPH EARL OF LOVELACE 

Rcvieed aod* supplemented with much new material 
by Mary Countess of Lovelace. 

Medium 8vo, lS/« net. 
Edition de Luxe (very few remain) £3. 3s. 

I ad> I (jvelact was undti obliRatinn as wt sic the 
matter to do what she has cionc Iiun'- 

HENRY DUKE OF GRAFTON 
By Sir ALMERIC FITZROY. K.C B.. K C V O 

Demy 8vo. Illustrated. 12 6 net 

(.ivcs \is thi. M,t\ ai.lu>n and atmosplnu of the 
peiKKl \lormiitf 1‘ '•I 

I Hh^snA^ PHIIO'^OPH^ 

THE UNITY OF THE SPIRIT 
By G F. BARBOUR. D Phil. 

AllHOhOl- L PHII()sO|»HH A1 sIlDYOl cHKlsJUN 
PlUIi'- Ml 

Demy 8vo. 7'6 net 

A practical and popular expression of the conditions 
of unity and its relation to the ideals of varict} and 
freedom. The author shows how some of the hin> 
dranccs to the unity of mankind m^y be removed. 

7Hk PLil.W ENGLIiiH Ol P^'iClIV t.\tf^s/s 

DREAMS and the UNCONSCIOUS 
By C. W VALENTINE. M.A.. S Sc., D.Phil. 

Prcfeisor of Education in the University of Birmingham 

Crown 8vo. 4'6 net 

Its freedom from technicalities and its brevity and 
restraint make this just the book that is needed to 
render intelligible those points which are at present 
somewhat obscured in the minds of readers. 

THI. PI 1l\ I III m S*/f /SW 

SELF-TRAINING IN MYSTICISM 
By the Rev. H. L HUBBARD 

AtlHOIt*))- I in' \MLASh uh Kl*\Lin Kl< 

Crown 8vo. 4/6 net 

A book giving advice in clear and simple language to 
those who feel drawn to the interior life of prayer 
and 8elf*oblation. 

A I'} hi n I f.ri i hiiok 

VIATICUM : or Travellers* Scrip 
Chosen and arranged by 

J H. FOWLER 

Paper. 1 6 net. Quarter bound, gilt, 2/6 net 

An anthology of the best thought of all ages, approved 
by the taste of successive generations. It will be 
warmly welcomed as a Christmas souvenir. 

22, BERNERS STREET, W.1 

“EVERY OMARIAN MUST BUY 
THIS VOLUMES > A Splendid Christmas Present 

w 

I* ttiere la iiu illiislrntril edition 
of iiiiiar k.imv>iiiii whith 

lino s > iim„iiit)i uil i Arb 
a IKS il jilites Mf 

llii-. " an* ' 
I. K III ./ 

lu / 
j'' kphei X II,,, iMKiV IS priiilrl 

_-Wn y' III t>|)e or -OHt 

-gOJfcy' iM-aiiti Crt. h <in«li nil 
sMnT ^ Ret forth on i tiei c rateil 

vur Iiiil the e\niii>les 
y^ *'f < olour Vnutiiiit iii 'cr» 

•aVUK ^ due there »ir hiillin'i 
I III latriti maIII'I'l H*ilent «I 
\ ' ' ^ il I ir. with lie oi i 
V tile tith lu'e Uii. • 

. \ I'M'T IIS‘1 l* )f I 
‘ h I l IHIll 

iilth* i,ti Mrs t cell • hiBterttm 
III h I I fci\a 

' ‘^Rar****”*^ III thib e-lunii Mrs Viiltuei 
lufiieies wliBt s nmnt irtiats Iibm 

itti-iniitetl Mie iiiUipreta iiitlai til'll! ithiati ites 
i e teit nnu her iiiterinetatioii is iina/iiu m its Im iiiti 

III lU iliilteiiRe 

COLLECTED POEMS OF 
ELLA WHEELER WILCOX 

Crown 8vo Cloth gilt, 7/6 net 
Valvet Persian Tapp in box 16/«nst 

V '.^ttnenlr I dltion of thia iK>|>iilar AutUoieaaa Hiienia S[>eiiutlv drawn 
initisla title )iiuief iiid de (nations aloiiR witli ileni )iriiitiiiK and 
Rood |>ai>er make thia a liniidsome voliinie Ihe whole la printed 
111 two (uhnira 

□ □ □ O 

BOOKLJ^TkT for the CHILDREN 
Bite 3] X 3) 1/- net 

< Ilsi print, uii uood |M]ier witli atlnu tive illtislnited cover, make 
these idiNil .rifts for the little ones 

1. Alice in Wonderland 4. The Arabian Nights 
2. Andersen's Fairy Tales 5. Robinson Crusoe 
3. Grimm's Fairy Tales 6. Water Babies 

7. Young Folks* Birthday Book 

London i LEOPOLD B, HILL, 2, Langham Place, W.l 

THE 

ONE VOLUME EDITION 

RUDYARD 
KIPLING’S 
VERSE - - 

INCLUSIVE EDITION 1885-1918 

NEARLY 800 PAGES 

25/- NET 

HODDER & STOUGHTON, Ltd. Publishers, LONDON 
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F rom A Book of Drawing* 
By H. M. Bateman 

(Methuen). 

*Thky Would Have It." 

By permission of the proprietors of Puncfi, 

together while your smile grows broader, and can conic 

back for another look, with a still more keen appreciation 
and a smile that threatens to become permanent. The 

best'll his Punch pages are collected in this book, and with 

it the dullest, most depressing of days may be defied. Who 
OA" resist " The Boy who Breath^ on the Glass at the 
British Museum,” or *' Economy in Matches,” or " The 
False Income-Tax Return and its Rectification ” ? And 
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ART, POETRY AND 
BELLES LETTRES 

From A Book of Drawings ** They Would Have It." 
By H. M. Bateman iicrmissioii of the proprietors of I'unch. 

{Meihuev). 

“ there are others,” a great many others, which make for serviceable to carry a light train of argument, and we 
that subtle mirth which is the peculiar attribute of this gather from his attack on the existing conditions of society 
admirable artist. Mr. Chesterton's introductory essay runs and politics that he appreciates Mr. Bateman—which after 

on his familiar lines, now a trifle worn, but sufficiently all is the main thing. 
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From The Hills oi Ruel 
(Hetnemann). 

Head-pieck. 

famous masque, the present writer has 
not seen it. The volume is satisfying 
in its outward appearance — print, 
paper and binding are worthy of the 
poem they embody, and the colour 

pictures and black-and-white, drawings 
and decorations with which Mr. Arthur 
Rackham has illustrated and eml)ellished 
it mo.st sensitively interpret the beauty 
and biziirre magic of the poem and 
give artistic completeness to a book 
that will apjxjal not only to collectors 
but to all who like to jwssess great 
literature in a setting that is in keeping 
with it. “ fomus ” lends itself wonderfully 
to Mr. Itackham’s delicate, eerilv im¬ 
aginative art. Milton himself has said 
nothing more graceful and charming of 

Ins Wood-Nymphs, his howery-kirtled 
Naiads, nor of Sabnna fair than Mr. 
Rackham has put into his paintings, 
and always when it comes to presenting 
the elvish, ghostly things that haunt 

COMUS. 
By JoH.N Milto.v. Illiisirated by .\i<ihcr Rackham. 
25s. (Heineiuann.) 

the night or Conius's rabble of obscene monsters, the 
artist’s \ision and grim or elfin fantasy kccii pace 
with the poet's. This is high praise, but not too high. 
Mr. Rackham has found,a great subject for his lirusli 

If there has ever been a more beautiful edition of Milton's and pencil in “ Comvis’' and in the result is fully jnsti- 
lieil of his daring in choosing it 

THE HILLS OF RUEL 
AND OTHER STORIES 

Bj- Fiona MArcKon 

Illustraied by M. H Lawhrni. 1; 
I 5s net 
iHeincmann ) 

riicrc are seven stories and eight 
coloured illustrations, beside tlie liead- 
antl tail-jneces in black-and-white Miss 

.Margery H. J^iwrence is to be con¬ 
gratulated on her part of the work, for 
her pictures make a lair inarnage with 
the strange and haunting levl. An illus¬ 
trated Fiona MacRotl is gocKl to liave and 
to hold, .since this other side of William 
Sharp has often high claims on literature. 
If we take these stones, we may be 
drawn by one more than anothiT, by the 
■' Yellow Moonrock ” more than " The 
Sad Queen," and rhe terror of " Ih'in- 
Nan-Koii'■ is greater work than 
■' Ahez the Pale ” ; but there is little 
to choose between them, because there 
is nothing like any, unless it be other 
some in the gift of Ihona MacIco<l They 
are all echoes of that " long waihng 

shout" in the forest of Rronliande, 
which is heard by Ahez. and of Ihi.^- is 
their spell. M’e who have the freedom 
of Arthurian romance know well that 
adventurous wocid, but not asMirediy m 
the guise presented here, nor have we 
heard anywhere of such happenings 
among its " giant thickets of oak and 
beech." It is .so of the rest. The lore 
of " changeling.s " is with us m tales 
without end, but none of them are 
like Morag in " Fara (ihaol "—no. not 
among all the Morags, all the seal-women 
and women of the sea. Y'et if it be 
said that " The DSn-Nan-Ron " stands 
out in the whole collection, there may 
be no denial after all. So the counsel 
is, See and choose. 
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THE GREAT 
WHITE SOUTH. 

By Herbert 1’oniixg, F.J<c;S. .v»s. (Duckworth.) 

The British Anlap tic Ifxpcdition, 1910-13, was one of 

those magnificent ;>.-.i\iiUiires that go clown the ages as 

history, and il will never tail to arouse a thrill. Not one 

per cent, of the total miinher of applications to join it 

could be considered , and of the little company who set 

out from I’ort Chahners. New Zealand, on Novemlx'r 20th, 

loio, some were ne\er to return. The story of the w'hole 

expedition is told hy 

of this prolonged and undaunted fight against intolerable 

cold and fierce blizzards, with food inadequate and hope 

diminishing every hour; but it is an epic story, one that 

belongs to the world as surely as the stories of olden-time 

heroc.s. For the manner of its relation, and the skill of 

the vivid and often humorous pictures, the tales of the 

strange fauna of that icc-lxnmd continent, the general 

presentation of the life of the friendly little company on 

board the Terra \ova, we are beyond measure indebted 

to the author. To his companions he pays generous 

tribute of praise ; and in spite of disaster, we feel that the 

cud was in one very real .sense success, and that the world 

is the better for such 
Mr. Pouting, who was 

its “ camera artist ’* (a 

term well deserved), in 

ti.is hullvv hook, of 

wiiicli no reader can 

alTorci to skip a single 

page. '1'h c photo- 

gru) hs alone—there are 

175 e f them—would be 

worth the price : but, 

fascinating and beauti¬ 

ful though they are. it 

1.S tlic simple, straight¬ 

forward story that one 

dare not miss. And 

afttr troubles and 

hazards innumerable, 

the selected party 

reached the South I’ole 

at last on January lOth. 

H)ij, only to find that 

tile -Norwegians under 

I'Joald Aniunclsen iiad 

been there Indore. " It 

IS a lernhle disaiqioiiU- 

ment.' ’ wrote Ca}>tain 

Scoll in his diary, “ and 

I am very sorrv for 

niy loyal companions 

Then came the awful 

reluin, tlirough nicon- 

ceiyably bad weather, 

in tein]H’raUires rang¬ 

ing from sixty to cighlv 

degrees of frost ; the 

death of Evans ; the 

death of heroic Oates, 

who walked out into 

the blizzard knowing 

his certain fate, with 

the sole idea of n-lic\- 

ing the rest of the little 

band of an ill man ; and 

the death of the brave 

an adventure, so greatly 

undertaken. 

SISTERS’ 

QUARTERS: 

SALONIKA. 

Ry -M A K O U }•- R I T 1; 

J-'eiioen 6s (Crant 

Kicluirds ) 

Miss I'eililen, as a 

\' .A.D nurse, received 

lier .sailing orders for 

the KtCst III .May, it»i6, 

two others besides Jier- 

self being detached to 

proceed to Salonika and 

establisli a Ked ('ross 

Invalid Kiti lion .Ml 

she has to -..av ahout 

the jrnirnev. and her 

varied expenetu Os on 

aitive service, is lull 

of interest ; \vi- see Hie 

strange eastiun jihases 

of tlie war lioni a 

fresh viewpoint, and 

naturally many <leiails 

aie meiilioned winch a 

man would probably 

have passoil over, but 

which add greatly to 

the ileariiess of tin* 

picture. 'J'he prepara¬ 

tion of delicacies went 

on under tlifiiciilt con¬ 

ditions, for example 

in draughty bell-tents 

with obstinate oil- 

stoves for the only 

heating apparatus ; the 

tents fell down ; the 

leader him.sclf. Eight From The Great White"South 
months later the search [Duckworth). 

party found the bodies 

of Wilson, Bowers and Scott, and some of the photo¬ 

graphic films then recovered are rcpro<luced in this 

liook. The pathos of it is that the party had arrived 

within a very few miles of one of their camps, and for four 

days were unable to leave the tent owing to the gale. 

'■ No one in the world,” runs an entry in one of Captain 

Scott’s notebooks. ” would liave expected the tempera¬ 

ture.'? and surfaces which we have encountered at this 

time of the year. . . . Our wreck is certainly due to this 

sudden advent of icvere weather. I do not think human 

beings ever came through such a month as we have come 

through. . . . We are weak, w-riting is difficult, but for 

my own sake I do not regret this journey, which has shown 

tliat Englishmen can endure hardships, help one another, 

and meet death with as great a fortitude as ever in the 

past.** There is a heartache in the record of the final stages 

The Freezing of the Sea. whole scene was ” a 
mass of lialf-set jelly, 

lemonade and cornfiour 

well mixed with sand and dust, and affording a delicious 

meal for the flies.” Hut the Hritish girls and the British 

soldiers had the same genial philosophy, and, nothing 

daunted, they all got on with their jobs whatever 

happened, (ieneral Sir Bryan Mahon, K.C.B . K.C.\'.0.. 

D.S.O , contributes a pleasant foreword, and the woodcuts 

by Lieutenant F. \'. Carpenter, R.F.C., are excellent. 

THE BLOCKING OF ZEEBRUGGE. 
By Captain Alfred F. H. Cahpentek, V.C., H.N. 15s. 
(Herbert Jenkins.) 

One of the most striking and gallant deeds in naval 

history is described, from its inception to its tremendous 

climax, in this book. Plans, maps and photograph.s make 

everything clear, and the story is thrillingly told by one 

who knows it thoroughly. 
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HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY 
AND TRAVEL 

From Barbary : The Romance of the Nearest East CaRTHAoe. the Ancient Harbour 
Hv A. Maccalliim Srott, M.P. 

i^hornton BiiHerworth) Reviewed in this Number. 

SOUTH. 

By Sir Ernest Shackletox, C.V.O ios. 6d. (Hcine- 

tnann ) 

The adventurous journey of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s 
1914-1917 Antarctic Expedition, with th.c object of making 
the first crossing of the South Polar continent from sea 
to sea, is here recorded in a cheaper and handier edition 
than the large original book, and in view of the ailthor's 
recent departure for the far south once again it will be 

welcomed by the public, without doubt. In his preface, 
dated September last. Sir Ernest explains the aims of the 
expedition and disposes of the last vestige of prejudice, 
felt by some when the party sailed in the very opening 
week of war, that a .ship's company of fit men should leave 

their fellows to do the fighting. The whole company 
instantly volunteered, only to be told to " carry on ” with 
their exploration ; and “ finally,” say's Sir Ernest, ” when 
the expedition did return, practically the whole of those 
members V who had come unscathed through the dangers 
of the Antarctic took their places in the wider field of 
battle.” The story of those years of trial is well told; 
and one of its more enthralling incidents, which nearly 
culminated in disaster, will bear reading many times over 
—the life of the men who were marooned on Elephant 

Island, and their rescue just in time. At the fourth time 
of trying, the leader managed to reach the island, and 
his account of the welcome by the tiny black figures on 
shore bnngs a lump into the throat. For ten months 
they had not washed, since ” had one man washed, half'a 

From South ' O*** BLAeisiiB WB crobbed.* 
{Heinemann), 
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dozen others would 
have had to go with¬ 
out a drink all day " ; 
appalling weather had 
harassed them, and 
their food was peril¬ 
ously near the end. 
limpets, seaweed and 
stewed seal bones 

being the fare on 
the final day. That 
day was August 30th, 
1916, and the resolve 
was made that " we 
intend to keep August 
30th as a festival for 
the rest of our lives.” 

It IS a great and 
stirring record, and one 
of the world's splendid 

stones of courage and 
endurance. 

RUMANIA 

IN LIGHT 

AND 

SHADOW. 

By Ethex. Greening 

Pantazzi. 

30S. net. 

(Fisher Unwin.) 

To most of us 
Rumania is an un- 

* * JW/vV 

From Rumania in Light and Shadow Peasant oiru ooing to 
{Fxsher Umvin). the well. 

mode of life, and 

the various interesting 
and amusing features 
met with in - travel¬ 
ling, at festivals, here, 

there and everywhere; 
as a Canadian by birth, 
the author had a fresh 

viewpoint, and her 
comments are vivacious 
and full of excellent 
appreciation of the 
humorous side of 
things. Serious matters 
begin with the second 

portion—1916 to 1919 
—and we feel that out 
of the severe test 
Madame Pantazzi came 

heroically. The many 

excellent photographs 
add much to the 
reader's enjoyment of 
the valuable work of 
this gallant lady. 

THE 

RAINBOW 

BRIDGE. 

By Reginald Karrek. 

2IS. (Arnold.) 

A little over a year 
ago the author of this 
book died in the wild.s 

known country; it was 

the fortune of the 
author of this book to 
become thoroughly 
familiar with that land 

during years of peace 
and war, and it is our 
good fortune to read 
her vivid account of 
her experiences. As 
the wife of Commander 
Pantazzi she shared in 

the terrifying ovents 
which came thick and 
fast after Rumania 
became involved in the 
spreading Europtian con¬ 

flagration, and her account 
of the flight to Odessa, 
the rule—or rather mis¬ 
rule—of the " Reds,” the 
plots and intrigues and 

daily dangers, and Anally 
the entry of the German.s 
and her troublous journey 
back to comparative 
safety, form a sequence of 
exciting adventures which 
could not have been told 
to nearly such good effect 
liad a less simple and 
colloquial style tempted 
her. The first part of the 
book treats of the years 
from 1909 to 1916, and 
contains a very charm¬ 
ing ^ description of the 
pebple, their general 

of Upper Burma, on 
a journey of adventure 
probably undertaken 
with an object similar 

to that of his well-know'n 
Chinese travel s — the 
collecting of new 
species of plants and 
flowers. The " Rainbow 
Bridge'' is the bridge 
of his memories, and 

instead of his book 
being the kind of 
volume one might 
expect from a specialist, 
of interest only to his 
fellow-specialists, it is a 
record of all kinds of 
quaint experiences in 
districts of China and 
the borders of Tibet 
where the Britisher was 

a rare bird. Written 
throughout with a strong 
predilection for the 
humorous side of things, 
it has also a manner of 

its own in the u.se of 
words; sometimes 
almost conversational, 
and always just right in 
tone, never exaggerated. 
It is one of the best 
travel-books of the 
season, and many of 
its photographic illus¬ 
trations are exceptionally 
charming. 
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IN THE 

LAND OF 

LALLA ROOKH. 

By A. S. WAriA, M.A. 6s. net. (Dent.) 

A thousand miles’ tramp through the Vale of 
Cashmere—the mere idea of it sets us longing ; ami 
to read tlie account of this excursion as presented by 
“ one who did it " increases the desire of stay-at-home 
readers to see some of the lx*Hutifiil places—and 
people—hero commemoratcfl. Mr. Wadia has i a 
pleasantly-flowing narrative style, and he is wcdl 
informed in the literature of the district; he alsb 
loses his heart with charming nawcle evary now and 
again to ladies whom he meets on his travels, and 
the ability to do this graccfullv lends, as we all 
know, a gentle glow of human interest to any 

record. With such accomplishments it would be 
difiicult not to wnte a good liook. Tin; joitriiev 

From More Experiences of a New Guinea Magistrate 
{John Lane). 

BUSMIMAt. HIS WIFE, AND EON OlA. 

was not all tramping 

—it was varied by 
boating days and 
pony rules; and it had 
its moments of ex¬ 
citement and danger. 
There arc interludes of 
quiet jilulosophising 
wherom the author 
talks with refreshing 
sincerity, and lus des¬ 
criptive passages often 
reach a high level of 

heauty, especially 
when, after arduous 
climbing, he is reward¬ 
ed by views of “ the 
roof of the world ''— 
the giants of the Hima¬ 
layas. As the author 
kept no diary and 
writes, upon liis own 
admission, entirely 
from memory, his book 
IS something of a feat. 
A map. and two ex¬ 
cellent photogravure 
plates, add to the in¬ 
terest of the itinerary. 
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EARLY 
TRAVELS 
IN INDIA 
1683-1619- 

Edited by i l l 1 a m 
Foster, C I E 12s. 6d. 
(Oxford t’niversity 
Press.) 

In this well edited and 
well annotated volume 
we have the iiarrative.s 

of seven Englishmen who 
travelled m Northern 
and Western India 
during the reigns of the 
Emperors Akbar and 
Jehangir. Not one of 
these narratives appears 
to exist in manuscript 
form, and the editor 

accordingly has taken 
them from the earliest 
printed edition. That 
of Ralph Fitch first 
appeared in Hakluyt, 
the other six, the adven¬ 
tures of John Mildenhall, 
William Hawkins. Wil¬ 
liam Finch, Nicholas 
Withington, Thomas 
C o r y a t and Edward 
Terrj', appeared in 
Purchas m 1625, and 
are taken from that 
collection, except that 
Coryat’s letters are re¬ 
printed from the original 
pamphlets from which 
Purchas made his selec¬ 
tion, and Withington’s 
story is taken from a later and fuller version. All the.se 
travellers were concerned with opening up trade in India 
and the East. Thev were shrewd, energetic men, who 
described what they saw with so much close observation 
that their narratives give an invaluable picture of the 
gorgeous El J>orado then claimed by the Tortuguese as 
their own, and can be studied with profit and interest 
to-day. And the touches of humour and human nature 

are frequent and 

delightful, so that. 
besides a picture 
of India, we find 
materials {or un¬ 
derstanding the 
Elizabethan 
Englishman in his 
habit as he lived. 

WILD LIFE 
IN THE 
TREE TOPS 

By Catt. C. W. 
R. Knight, 
M.C., F.R.P.S., 
M.B.O.V. 21S. 
(Thornton 
Butterworth.) 

The real 
naturalist, in 
tliese days, does 
not content him- 

• self, with study- 
- ia» nature from 

b«ro,k6; more 

From All Hands on the Main Sheet 
{Grant Richards). 

Recently reviewed in Thk Bookman 

I 

I • . 

I 

ti. 

r;%- • 
sV . 

From Early Travds in India 
{Mil/ofd). 

often than not he goes 
out with a high-class 
camera and a stock of 
plates, and, by exercis¬ 
ing great cafe, " snaps ” 
his subjects while they 
are engaged in the most 
intimate details of their 

everyday life. So 
might some visitor from 
another sphere catch 

human beings unex¬ 
pectedly in the business 
of making the beds, or 

washing up, or setting 
the breakfast; and, 
unless the visitor was 
extremely tactful, we 
might object. Tact, 
however, was a strong 

point with Captain 
Knight in his wonderful 
t r e e -1 o p e.xpl oration s. 
Some of his photo¬ 

graphs arc surprisingly 
beautiful and strange ; 
be thought little of 
building a retreat, 
slowly, day by day, 
amid the branches of a 
tree, in order to occupy 

it and await with his 
camera the lavourable 
moment for a picture 
of avinc domestic opera¬ 
tions The result was 
nearly always worth 
wailing for, and the 
author’s descriptions 
show how deeply he 

has studied the bird-life wluch goes on in the forests and 
woodlands high over our heads. When we remember that 
every bird we see in spring has a definite home and. 
yrobably a family, somewlicrc not far away, and is bu.sy 
about very particular and pressing work'-jicrhajis ncst- 

building, or hxid-hunling, or giving lessons in flight to 
timid youngsters—we ran realise how much is to be 
learne<l by the man who has time, opportunity, inclination 

and patience to 
__  _ observe bird- 

■ ■ /■ . habits closely. 
The rook, owl, 
woodpecker, 

. " heron, bat and 
many other more 

. or less familiar 
flying friends 
have posed 
unknowingly for 
Captain Knight's 
first-class studies. 
He has added 
considerably t o 

the general store 
of knowledge con¬ 
cerning British 
birds and their 
ways, and only a 
siacere enthusiast 
i n photography 
could have se¬ 
cured such excep¬ 
tionally fine re-. 
cords under 
difi^culties. 

The KING'S Gutter. 

Thk Omate at ttatuwwa. 
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From Beautiful Ireland 

[Gresham Publishing Co.) 
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the condensed edition consists in the fact that the original 
seventy-two narratives have now been cut down to forty- 
five, and that these selcctwl stories have been rearranged 
and in a few instances shortened. As an attempt, un¬ 
hampered by discus.sion of tactics and of strategy, to give 

some idea of the character and courage of the men who 
served Jellicoc and Beatty in the one fleet action of the 
European \Nar, tlie book will be found an admirable 
supplement to the official histories of the action, British 
and German, a*, .showing the nature of the experiences 
that must be gone through in modem naval fighting. The 
illustrations to the volume, drawn by an officer who was 
himself present at the battle, should be useful in enabling 
the reader easily to 
visualise the matter of 
the text. The photo¬ 
graphs too are really 
illuminating. 

OXFORD 
POETRY: 

19174919. 
6s. net. (Blackwell ) 

CAMBRIDGE 
POETRY: 

I9I44920. 
73. 6<1. net. (Ilcffcr ) 

The Cambridge an¬ 
thology before us covers 
a much larger period 
than the Oxford volume, 

and consequently it con¬ 
tains more well-known 
names and more poetry 
of intrinsic worth. It 
includes the work of 
such men as Rupert 
Brooke, James Elroy 
Flecker, Mr. Martin 
Armstrong, Mr. Sieg¬ 

fried Sassoon, Mr. 
Edward Shanks, Mr. 

J. C. Squire and Mr. 
R. C. Trevelyan. The 
Oxford book, since it 
represents the product 
of only tw’o years, 
boasts but two or three 
poets who have already 
won some reputation in 
the big world beyond 
the quadrangle and the 
cloister; but to our 
mind an anthology of 

this kind gains rather 

than loses in interest by limiting itself to the work of 
young 'varsity men with their futures yet. to make. 

Much as we may admire the poetry of Rupert Brooke or 
Mr, Siegfried Sassoon, it is already available for us in 
many volumes; and for-ourselves we favour the Oxford #' 
custom of publishing an antholo^‘ at more frequent 
intervals, and confining it to the verse of men who are still 
actually “ in residence" or have only recently “ gone 
down.” After this criticism (with which not every one will 

agree) we have nothing but praise for both of these volumes. 
The idea that inspired them is excellent; they are both 
admirably edited and produced; and, though the number 
of contributors is large, the level of accomplishment is 
commendably high. Since in the two books together no 
less than one hundred and fifty poets find a place, it is 
jnanifestly impossible to do any sort of justice to their 
individual merits. We can only-^ point to certain 

' chAl^tenstics common to both collections. In spite of 

the period which they represent, there is in them both, for 
instance, a conspicuous absence of poetry even indirectly 
reflecting the war. Then, for the most part, there is a lack 
of experiment. Tliis is rather remarkable when one 
considers the popularity of the experiments and the 
eccentricities of some of the coteries in Londox. Indeed, 
we might have welcomed a little more adventurousness, 
as an indication of vigour; but we are grateful for the 
absence of the merely clever and the merely grotesque. 
The majority of the poems arc written around traditional 
themes and traditional metres, and the prevailing note is 
that of a quiet, tender, somewhat pensive appreciation of the 
hidden beauty of common sights and experience. It was only 

by coincidence that the 
first poem to wliich we 
turned in each volume 
was one bringing (and 
cacli by very similar 
methods) the breath of 
romance into the rail¬ 
way station. But that, 
we soon found, was but 
a typical example of 
the unity of spirit be¬ 
tween the young poets 
of Oxford and Cam¬ 

bridge, and of the sort 
of subject that is 
inspiring them. 

THE DAYS 

THAT ARE 

NO MORE. 

/•rom The Days that are No More 
(iVasA). 

By PRINCKSS P.^ULINE 
Mktteknich. 
I os 6d. 

(Nash & Grayson.) 

Princess Mettcmich, 
who niamcd Prince 
Richard Mettemich, son 
of the famous diplo¬ 
matist, made her first 
appearance in Paris m 

the outbreak 
of war between France 
and Italy. As the fore¬ 
most of the company 
of ladies who amused 
the court at the 
Tuilcries, at Fontaine¬ 
bleau and Compi^gne, 
and one who was in¬ 

timately acquainted 
with the principal 
figures of French 
history from that 

time onward, who was the guest of the Sultan at Con¬ 
stantinople in i8C<), and who has been concerned in 

the life of the political world to a greater extent than 
is generally known, Princess Mettemich was bound 

..to havqj^tiKtaptt ^ois.‘ttHlrusuaUy interesting reminis¬ 

cences. Upon that store she has drawn in this book, and 
chapter after chapter enthrals the reader. The great events 
that lighten or darken the story of nations often have their 
origins in the conversations of the salon or boudoir, and 
the Princess was not behindhand, we may be sure, in .her 
reception of state gossip and the rumours of commotion 
which mean so much more than appears on the surface. 
Stories abound, of all kinds—of Wagner and Franz Liszt, 
among others, and of Home, the spiritualist. All readers 
of taste will thoroughly enjoy this lively series of memories, 
and we are glad to hear that a second volume, ” My Years 
in Paris,” will follow. Mr. Edward Legge contributes some 

good explanatory notes in his preface. 

Princess Metternich, laei. 
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LONDON OF 
THE FUTURE. 

By The London 
Society, under the 
Editorship of Sir 
A s T o^ W E u B , 
K.C.V.O.. C.B.. 
P. R. A . 42s. net. 
(Fisher Unwin.) 

In this very finely 
produced and hand¬ 

some volume are 
collected the ideas and 

ideals of many clever 
and thoughtful men 
upon the artistic and 
commercial future 
development of the 
first city of the empire. 
So many arc the con¬ 
tributors that we can 
mention but a few , 
but there is hardly one 
view-point ovcrlookc<l. 
The smoke question is 
dealt with by the lat<‘ 
Sir William Richmond, 
founder of tlie Coal 
Smoke Abatement 

Society; the streets 
and traffic arc dis¬ 
cussed by Colonel R. 
C. Hollard, C.B., for¬ 

merly Superintendent 
of the London Traffic 
Branch of the Board of 
Trade ; Lord Montagu 
of Beaulieu writes on 
" Commercial Aviation 
anti London"; Sir 
Reginald Blomficld on 
" The Bridges of Lon¬ 

don '■ : the East End, 
the parks and open 
spaces, the railways, 
the Channel Tunnel— 
all receive the atten¬ 
tion of specialists, and 
the general result is a 
most suggestive book 
of incalculable value 
to all who have the 
interest of London at 
heart; of value also to 
those who regard the 
problem of the growth 
of the vast city as a 
civil problem to be 
solved by prolonged 
study and endeavour. 

The numerous photo¬ 
graphs. plans and 
diagrams are definitely 
chosen t o illustrate 
points of argument, 
and are not merely 

decorative or casually 
introduced; thus we 
find excellent pictures 
of the marred 
approach to London 
Bridge StatioH, of con¬ 

gested traffic in Brent¬ 

ford High Street, of. 
open spaces in the East 
End, of Hampstead 

Hr 

1-TOiii Queen Alexandra 
{Fis/ift Unwin). 

Queen Alexandra. is6& 

From The Book of Great Musicians 
(Milford). 

Edward Urico. 

From a palntlni; by Kihf Peterssea, 
National Gallery of Christiania. 

Garden Suburb, and 
other pertinent views. 

The members of the 
London Society and 
the editor have done a 
good work in planning 
and completing a book 

of such copious infor¬ 
mation and such varied 
and considered sug¬ 

gestiveness. 

THE BOOK OF 
GREAT 
MUSICIANS. 

By Percy A. 
SCHOLES. 4S. 6d. 
(Milford.) 

Within a few months 
of its first issue, a 
second edition of this 
useful little book has 
been called for; at this 
wo are not surprised, 
for in simple language 
Mr. Scholcs manages 
to convey information, 
biographical, technical, 
and incidental, with a 

j oily, companionable, 
colloquial air which 
relieves the y o|u n g 
student of cvery^ sus¬ 

picion of unrequited 
effort. As we read, we 
smile and learn—can¬ 
not help learning, when 
we have such a tactful 
and friendly teacher. 
Many photographs, 

portraits from old 
paintings, and musical 
examples are included, 
and for the technical 
expositions we have 
notlung but the highest 
commendation. If 
there is any writer who 
could put into more 
attractive setting the 
chapter, " All About 
Fugues, and How to 
Listen ,to Them,” we 
have not yet heard of 
him. 

DOWN 
THAMES 
STREET. 

By Mark Rogers. 
25s. (Robert Scott.) 

Thames Street is 
hardly known, except 

by name, to thousands 
of Londoners ; yet it is 
full of historical 

associations, and has a 
character of its own. 
The story of the street 
and its churches as told 
in this book forms an 
important addition to 
the library of the 
antiquary and archaeo¬ 
logist, besides being of 
great interest to readers 
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From Studies in North Africa Capitol. Douaaa. 
[Simpkitt, Marshall). 

SOME CAIRO MCK^OES 

AND THEIR FOUNDERS. 

By Mrs. R. L. Devonshire. Thirty-two IKu.strations. 

178. 6d. (Constable.) 

Mrs. Devonshire has already to her credit a quite 
excellent book on Cairo, wntten and intended largely for 
the information of soldiers quartered in the city during the 
late war. These “Rambles in Cairo” proved an excellent 
guide-book, and now she has followed it with the present 
volume, which gives more detailed descriptions of a 
number of the finest mosques in Cairo, with historical 
notes which .serve to explain something of the periods aud 
the culture out of which these beautiful buildings aro.se: 
the; Mosque of Es Saleli Talftyeh who became Wazir under 
romantic circumstances neatly recounted in this book, 
the College and the Tomb of Sultan Es Saleh Negun ed 
Din Ayub, who was defeated by St. Louis and his 
Crusaders at Damictta, but whose widow. Princess 
Siuigarat ed Durr, a woman of remarkable talents, held 
the power of the state together and even seems to have 
<lirected the military operations that ended in the smashing 
defeat of the Crusaders and the captivity of the French 
king, whose prison is still pointed out at Mansura; Queen 
Shagarat’s own tomb, the exquisitely beautiful tomb of 
y.cin ed Din Vuasef, variou.s biiildiugs of the epoch of 
Sultan Qaitbay, the Mosque of Khairbek, nnd the Mosque 
of Malika Safiya are the chief monuments inclutletl in 
these chapters. Beside.s the well-chos.rn Instono.il account 
of each, there is an adequate arti.stic and ardntec- 
tural description, while the really excellent photographs 
give the reader an opportunity of following the to.xt with 
understanding. The book cannot but prove a most 
desirable companion to any visitor to CAiro. 

who are not specialists in these matters. Mr. Rogers's 
exjiert pencil has aided his researches into the past of this 
waterside thoroughfare, and as several of the old churches 
which here and there rise above its rows of warehouses 
have lately been in danger of destruction, his book, if the 
worst comes to pass, \vill be of added value as a memorial 
of their dignity and beauty. It is a commercial age. 
and Wren's fine work cannot compete against our 
revised ideas of the value of space fur industrial 
purposes ; but w'e may hope that this aspect of the 
ant^r's artistry will' not need to be considered for 

some time to come. 

STUDIES IN NORTH AFRICA 

By Cyril Fletcher Grant. 8s. 6d. (Simpkin.) 

The history of Northern Africa, of its magnificent 
ruins and relics of lost and forgotten empires, is full 
of wonder, and in this book the author has' con¬ 
densed an astonishing amount of informatioii which 
appeared in a different form, and in a larger and more 
expensive edition, in 1912. Facts are here, copiously 
presented, but with the vivifying influence of a 
keen mind behind them. The photographs, clearly 
reproduced, arouse endless speculation up<m the 
subject of the vanished populatfons which once must 
have thronged these sandy wastes. With a store of 
learning which enables him make illuminating 
comparisons and to impart no small knowledge to 

,read(3rs who have not studied the subject, ^e 
author succeeds in his task of descrip'tioa 
^^idation admirably. His book would make good 
Adding in conjunction with certain sections of 
Gibbon’s famous History; and tiiis suggestion, we 
belief, he will accept as a high tribute of praise in a 
notice' necessarily brief. 

From Some Cairo Mosques MoMUa of Mauka Safuja 

(Constable). 
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A ^ISTOitY 

OF PERSIA. 
« 

By Brigadibk- 

Gbneral Sir 
Percy *6 y k e s , 
K.C.I. E., C.B.. 

, C. M. G. Second 
Edition. 2 vols. 

los. (Mac¬ 
millan.) 

The first edition 

•<# this well-planned 
and magnificently 
illustrated Hi.story 
appeared in 1915, 
and in the present 
issue the events in 
Persia due to ' the 
war are recorded, 
and the entire text 
has been revised in 
the light of more 
recent exploration 
and study. The 
result is an ex- 
•tremely valuable 
work, full of research 
and coninicred judg¬ 
ment — the more 
valuable becau.se it 
is practically the 
only one in existence 
with modern dis- 
cov'eries included 
which deals with 
Persia so compre¬ 
hensively. Sir Percy 
Sykes is the Gibbon 
of Persia; could 
higher praise be 
given ? 

I’Tom A History of Persia 
{MaLmillan), 

MY LIFE OF SONG. 
By Madame Tetrazzini. 21s. net. (Cassell.) 

Sydney Smith’s famous figure which reduced the notion of 
Heaven to eating pdtl de fate gras to the sound of silver 
trumpets, seems to pursue us remorselessly throughout this 
dazzling book. 
It traces our 
popular diva 

from a pre¬ 
cocious child¬ 
hood and a 
daring ofier in 
her teens to 
take the place 
of a failing 
prim a donna 
atshortnotice; 
and it carries 
her forward to 
the present 
sublime retro¬ 
spect where 
she has been 
received “ like 
a queen '' in 
-a round of 
capitals east 
and west. It 
is awkward to 
remember that 
some capitals 
which grow so 

From The Cathedrals of E^land and Wales 
(Laurie). 

effusive over visitors 
have a way of giving 
their royalties short 
shrift now and then, 
so the comparison, 
we hope, is only 
metaphoric and pro¬ 
verbial. One excep¬ 
tion to the welcom¬ 
ing chorus of fervour, 
one notes, is ILondon, ' 
and it seems just 
like the jierversity of 
the British race not 
to launch into 
ecstasies every time 
It finds that other 
capitals have done 
the same. Possibly 
.MiKlamc Tetrazzini 
nuiv find the cool 
beginning make the 
longer fricnd.sljip, 
and i^erhaps this is a 
case where, as Mrs. 
.Malajirop said of 
marnage, it was all 
the better for begin¬ 
ning with a little 
aversion. In any 
case, w h et h e r 
I.ondon was chilly 
in its first reception 
of the songstress or 
not, it has made 
amends since, and 
even if it never had 
done so, the diva is 
too robust of disposi¬ 
tion to take it long 
to heart. Saturation 
with success has not 

deprived her of a saving grace of humour, and her path is 
strewn with stories of all sorts of experience, from the days 
when in Mexico she saved a touring troupe in an evil 
hour, to the climacteric honours of Boston and New 
York. One of the most dramatic tilings she records is find¬ 
ing the walls of a dressing-room scribbled wdth strange 
legends, and learning that this was once the local chil¬ 

dren's prison. 

’-i The incident 
is one to make 
a theme for 
some ultra¬ 
modern com- 
jx)scr. Every 
one will admire 
the beautiful 
way in which 
Patti greeted 
Madame Tet¬ 
razzini on their 
first encounter, 
and the answer 
that is re¬ 
corded here— 
the hope to 
hail simi- 
larly “ some 
one who 
appeprs on my 
horizon, and 
so pass on the 
pleasure tliat 
Patti'smessage 
gave to me.” 

Pavilion of the Sirdars at Erivan. 

Lincoln Cathedral from 

THE South-West. 
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Under¬ 
neath all 

this glow of 
popularity 
there is, 
however, a 
real and 

sentient 
woman, 

with a truly 
Italian pas- 
s i o n for 
visiting the 

graveyards 
of her 

friends, and 
a disposi¬ 
tion to be 
frank and 

businesslike 
whenever 

she meets 
humbug or 
conceit. 
Better .still, 
there is a 
chapter o f 
advice to 
singers 

which contains the psychology of a real artist. The book 
is heartily welcome, and is assured in the vast literature 
of music of a deserved and ungrudged place of its own. 

DAYS AND WAYS OF AN 
OLD BOHEMIAN. 

By Major Fit2Roy Gardner. i6s. (Murray.) 

Bom in the year of the Crimean War, Major Fitzroy 
Gardner is still a young man, if good spirits and a lively 

interest in the world count for anything. He has played 
many parts, both in real life and in connection with the 
theatre; he has been a Government official, a journalist 
(editor, proprietor and contributor) ; he was Sir Herbert 
Tree's friend and manager; he has toured with theatrical 

companies in America and the Far East; he has under¬ 
taken all kinds of commissions and, at the age of nearly 
sixty, had the quite delightful effrontery to “ join up ” in 
19x4 as a man of under forty in order to serve in any 
position that might be assigned to him. From such a 

career good stories flow naturally; the style of the book 

From Kasnimr in :»uniignt Leavinq School. 

and Shade 
(Seeley, Service). 

9rom Days and Ways of an 
' * Old Bohemian 

A Theathical Tour 
IN THR Kart. 

{/ohn Murray). 

is that of the easy raconteur, and it is simply full of anecdotes 
and interesting comments upon persons whose names have 
been well known to the public—which means the public of 
thirty and forty years ago as well as of the present day. 
Perhaps the best chapters are those which centre on Tree 
and his personality ; the author gives intimate sketches of 
the famous actor-manager and brings him vividly before 
the reader’s eyes. There is something good, however, on 

almost every page, and we believe that many will envy 
Major Gardner the activity, the general enterprise and 
hearty enjoyment of life which has bestowed upon him 
such a store of memories and left him still eager for more 
experiences. 

A SINGULAR PEOPLE. 

By Sydney A. Moseley. 8s. 6d. (Stanley Paul) 

Mr. Moseley has written an extraordinary book in this 
study of the Jewish race, and there is evidently much 

1 
From Happy Hours in A Tree House in 

Foreign Lands New Quinba. 

{Wells Gardner). 

investigation and sureness of knowledge behind it. The 

young hero, a ^ 
honoured position‘mwte counsels of the nation, is so 
strongly and finely depicted that one is convinced, for 
the moment, of his reality and the integrity of his history; 

into his mouth the author puts some most* effective 
conversation, and through him illustrates the ever- 
recurring antagonism between the Jew and the rest of 
the British population of London. Incidental to the 
career of Avrom, this energetic youth, many events occur 
in the East End of the city wffich are related with skiU 
and a power of pathos, occasionally of humour, which 
places the author in a new light; and the later scenes, 
in Egypt and Palestine, are equally conceived. As 
novelist, Mr. Moseley proves his compe^Mice; that he is 
equally at ease in other spheres is w^ inown. 
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MANUAL 
OF 

MODERN 
SCOTS. 

• 

By WiLUAM 
Grant M.A., 
and James 

Main Dixon, 
M.A. 20s, 
(Cambridge 
University 
Press.) 

There arc tJiose 
who clamour for a 
consideration o f 
everything be¬ 
longing to the 

Scottish dialect, 
and who even 

think it should 
bo taught in 
schools. But this 
persistency in the 
matter fails t o 
r e c o g*n i s c the 
d i ffi c u 1 ti es in¬ 
volved. What is 
generally for¬ 
gotten is that the 
Scottish dialect is 

The Angami Nagas 
{Macmillan). 

NASA HAIRORESSINa (AOS). 

not a uniform entity but exhibits a vast vaiiety of pro¬ 
nunciation—the North differing from the South, and the 
Central district of Scotland differing from both North and 
South. The authors of this well-executed and scholarly 
manual have aimed at finding an average pronunciation 
which might to some extent represent all the above, while 
at the same time avoiding the more extreme peculiarities 
associated with special districts. It must be said, however, 
that some partiahty has been shown for Northern forms, 
as was to be expected indeed from writers who themselves 
hail from the North. An offset to this has been provided, 

however, by a large number of specimens of Scots dialects 
written in the 
alphabet of tlic 
International 
Phonetic Asso¬ 
ciation— an 

alphabet wliich 
is very fully 
explained and 
illustrated in its 
relationship t o 
Lowland Scots, 
in the first fifty 

pages of the 
book. These 
specimens com¬ 

prise selections 
from at least a 
score of cele¬ 
brated writers, 
past and 
present, in¬ 

cluding Bums 
an d Scott, 
Allan Ramsay. 
Robert Fer- 

gusson, Galt, 
Hogg, Susan 
Ferrier," Delta*' 

Moir, George 
Macdonald, Ian 
Maclaren; and# 

the modern 

authors, Logie Robertson, Joseph Laing Waugh. J. J. Bell, 
and Alexander Anderson (" Surfaceman ”). The best of 
the ancient l>allads and songb form also an interesting 
conspectus of phonetic transcription, and cannot but 
prove exceedingly helpful to all students of the subject. 

It may be pointed out that the example of Southern 
Scots extracted from Sir J. A, H. Murray’s classical mono¬ 

graph on the " Dialect of the Southern Counties of Scot¬ 
land ” is not now found in Teviotdale, but, curiously 

enough, in I-iddesdalc, with wluch Murray does not treat. 
In some respects, from a dialectical point of view, this 
is the gem of the book, though by only a native 

From KAshmir in Sunlight and'shide 
{Seeley, Service). 
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.pnhapB can it be best 
a]p]»«ciated. 

'Within recent years 
Scottish literature and 

■ lustory have been experi- 
enong a steady revival 
botii in England and 
America. One of the main 
d^culties has been the 
question of pronunciation 
and intonation. Except 
Murray's book there is 
probably no other which 
expiscates the matter so 
thoroughly as the book 
under notice. For all who 
desire to possess a perfect 
knowledge of that lingua 

Scotica which has enshrined 

itself in so much that is 
immortal of the world’s 
literature, or for those who 
seek to interest others 
therein, or to train them 

as reciters and prelectors of 
the Doric, this manual is 
indispensable. It appears 
at an opportune time, and it 
deserves a wide recognition. 

W, S. Crockett. 

From Chapters from Childhocd, Mrs. Ford Madox-Brown. 
By Mrs. Juliet M. Soskice Alter a Denril drawlnjr by 
ISelwyit Blount). Dante Gabriel Kctseltu 

are grateful to Mrs, Sosldce, 
and feel, at the same time, 
that stored in her memory 
there must be equally 
delightful records of the 
subsequent peri6d of girl¬ 
hood. Seven striking 
collotype illustrations add 
to the charm of the word- 
portraits. 

IN 

DENIKIN’S 

RUSSIA 

AND THE 

CAUCASUS, 

I9I9-I920. 

By C. E. Bschhofbr. 

With an Introduction 

by E. ZiMMERN. 

10s. 6d net. 

(Collins.) 

CHAPTERS FROM CHILDHOOD. 

By JuuET M. Soskice. ios. 6d. (Sclwyn «S: Blount.) 

Mrs. Juliet M. Soskice. being the granddaughter of the 
late Ford Madox-Brown, daughter of Mrs. Francis Hueffer, 
and niece of William Michael Rossetti, could not be other¬ 

wise than interesting in her reminiscences of childhood's 
days. As Mr. A. G. Gardiner says in his foreword, " to 
have lived in the Rossetti circle was to have an introduction 
to life of a quality that falls to few,” and it might almost 
be termed a duty to literature and art to recall those 
wonderfully full years. The 
author has wisely chosen to 
frame her memories and word- 
pictures with perfect simplicity, 
the child's eyes, and not the 
adult mind, being the medium 
through which everything i s 
seen; though we* suspect her 
of a considerable proportion of 
more than childlike penetration 
and criticism when she describes 
at some length, and . with 
infectious humour, her visits to 

various spiritualist meetings in 
search of ” something to believe 

in." A vein of irony, subtle 
and restrained, yet inherent, 
seems to come to the surface 
here and there throughout the 
bobk, and so far from objecting 
to it, we feel that it adds a 
piquancy which is undeniable. 
Rdr erperiences at a convent 
aIbhoN, and at school in 
Germany, are related in extra> 
ordinary detail, and almost every 
page contains this curious, provocative, ironic humour, so 
tnat the effect at times is really brilliant. To a great many 
readers, however, Uie most appealing part of the book will 
^ -the story’^of ‘the earlier days, when she was constantly 

**^ch with men* and wom^ who made literary and 
ic history, seeing and knowing them intimatriy. For 
pUcing before us vivid pictures of her childhood we 

From An Onlooker In France 
(IViUiams S' Norgals). 

This is a remarkable and unusually interesting book. 
It contains no "revolting revelations about the 
Bolshevists manufactured for the great newspaper- 
reading public that wants to read about atrocities 
and is therefore provided with atrocities to read 
about. It has nothing to do with reigns of terror 
in Petrograd or Moscow. It is the record of an 

independent person’s adventures in South Russia, the 
Crimea, Armenia, Georgia and Baku during 1919 and 1920. 
Some of it is amusing, and some of it is tragic. The 
amusing parts are provided by the semi-civilised barbarians 

of remoter Europe; the 
tragic parts are provided by 
the great civilised nations 
of the West. At times we 
seem to be in the realm of 
comic opera with humorous 
comic opera generals and 
comic opera armies of two 
men and a drummer who 
come round and round 
with impressive regularity; 
but at times we seem to 
be assisting at a sordid and 

shameful tr a g e d y with our 
noble selves figuring as the 
villains. Great Britain not. 
only raised hopes that she 
made no attempt to fulfil, she 
gave definite pledges and 
deliberately broke them. It is 
not only Turkish hands that are 
red with Armenian blood. 
The British public does not 
like to hear about these things , 
and so is never told them. • 
The nation that governs Ireland 

likes to be assured that she is the protector of the little 
nations; and so we cannot promise the author that his 
book will be popular as history, either here or in America. 
We are therefore compelled to recommend it as a mingled- 
yarn of travel and adventure, full of fascinating detail and 
exciting incident and illustrated by some woQderfuUy.dear ^ 
maps. 

' Goino home to 
■■ MARRiea*' 
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COMRADES 
EVER. 

By Escott Lynn. 
6s. (Chambers.) 

A stifling tale of 
adventures in German <>> 
East Africa during the 
recent struggle for its f /' 
possession cannot fail to '• 
absorb the attention of . ’ 
any normal boy, and as 
this book contains inci- fr 
dents taken from the '<»',. ^ 

diary of one who went ..- A- 
through that campaign ^ v-'. 1 
it has the added fascina- - ' 
tion of a basis of actual v.'. 7" 
fact. The night attack .■ 
on the big estate by [' 

frenzied natives, the 4'-’ ■iir ' 

plucky defence by the “ 

surrounded Europeans - ‘ • ' ^ ' 
and their followers, and ■ ' > ' 
the escape from the |. 
burning house into the ! 
bush, form an episode of 
thrilling excitement; but 
there arc several others 
in the book, and in some 
of them the tragic 
realities of war are cm 
phasised. The author _ 
has shaped his material 'laj.-..,. . --,!. 
into a well'wrought and From Edward Prince of Wales, 
fascinating story, and 
the illustrations by 
Percy Tarrant have caught the spirit of it compUtely. 

i^v- 

r. •'%- 0 

From Edward Prince of Wales, 
By G. Ivy Sanders 

(Nisbel). 

TRAVEL IN THE TWO LAST CENTURIES 
OF THREE GENERATIONS. 

Edited by S. R. Roget, M.A. l6s. (Fisher Unwin.) 

It was an excellent idea of the editor and part author of 

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY 
AND TRAVRL 

V book to collect'from P'family papers, [datiog. 
back to the era of.aailing 
ships and oU lamps, 

'‘■y.i- %-•; records of travel at home 
and on the Continent. 

. _-‘l* We are so accustomed to 

^ ■' pop across ” to Paris in 
■ •; • a few hours, to take 

through express trains 
from Ostend to Constan- 
tinople, to “run over" 
to New York in a few 
days, to breakfast in 
London and dine in 
Newcastle or Edinburgh, 

'^f*rL~'i jj- that we are apt to lose 
sight of the difficulties 
which surrounded a 

, ,. • '* journey even from 
. •■' ■" London to the north a 

' 'i ' hundred years or less 
ago. The records here 

. - I so judiciously preserved 
,• I include, among others. 

j a journey from Lausanne 
^ ■ . J to London in 1783; from 

1 London to Geneva, 
' through Paris, in 1802; 

a. tour on the Continent 
in 1844; and there are 
other extremely interest. 

. .j ing chapters, one 
_. . .—, extending the account 

The PmMce AO«D TWO MONTHB. beyond the general 
From *□ oriRlntl dnwifie by Uw v j • j j . • 

Duchess of RutUai Doundanes and dealing 
with a tour in the United 

States in the year 1818. The illustrations are unconven¬ 
tional ; some arc from ohl pictures, others are reproductions 
of sketches by Mr. Roget’s father; and a facsimile is given 
of the actual passport which enabled Dr. Roget to leave 
Geneva in 1803, when the English were detained and the 
good doctor had rather a strenuous time. The section 
entitled, “ The Transition Period, 1820-40,“ is full of 

Vv'N'^ 

The Phince aqbd two months 

From to otiRlnsI drawine bjr Uw 
Duchess of RutUai 

J-'rom Travel in the Two Lut Ceaturies of Maumboy, imi. 
Three Generations 

{Fisktr Unwin). 
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interest; we find the men¬ 
tion of travelling " by 
steam packet” in a 
" voyage ” from Liverpool 
to the Isle of Man, and of 
a fourteen • hour crossing 
from Southampton to 
Havre. The book, in 
fact, is a fascinating 
treasury of the olden days, 
for which every reader 
will owe Mr. Roget a 
debt of gratitude; it is a 
happy idea, well carried 
through. 

THE 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY 

OF AN 

INDIAN 

PRINCESS. 

By SuNiTY Devee, 
Maharani of Cooch 
Behar. I2S. net. 
(John Murray.) 

India is so much in the 
air just now that this inti¬ 
mate glimpse into the 
thoughts and actions of 
the daughter of a famous 
leader of Indian religion 
will be greatly in demand 
by all who wish to know 
more of that unsettled 
comer of the Empire. The 
Princess writes with evi¬ 
dent anxiety to make her 
meanings clear to English 
refers, taking pains to 

explain any obscurity, so 'that 
Indian life, will appeal even 

From The Origin and Evolution of the A Maori 

Human Race Talisman. 

By Albert Churchward 

{Allen Unwin) 

Religious Order in the 
modern sense of the 
term, meaning an organ¬ 
ised society, “divided 
nationally into provinces,” 
having each*^ of them 
their own assemblies, but 
with a central chapter, 
"wherein the whole 
Order met.” The founda- 
tion of St. Dominic was 
approved by Pope Honorius 
III, on December 26th, 
1216, and a General Chap¬ 

ter, held at Bologna in 
1221, the founder Mmself 
presiding, set up a Province 
in England, which was 
established accordingly by 
Gilbert de Fresney, who 
became the first Provincial. 

He was accompanied on 
his mission by twelve other 
friar preachers. They 
reached Canterbury, and 
were presented to the 
Primate by Lord Peter des 
Roches, then Bishop of 
Winchester. Gilbert was 
ordered to preach before 
the archbishop, who was 
so edified that he promoted 
the Order and its work 
during all his episcopate. 
This is how the Dominican 
Order began in England, 

and the Very Rev. Bede 
Jarrott's volume contains 
its history, onward^froni 

that date, to the year 
191O, when he himself, a 
Lector in Sacra Theologia, 

was chosen ITovincial. In 
her book, as a study of a few introductory lines he calls it a cursory survey and 

affirms that the fact will be 
to the most casual student 
of Eastern affairs. H'er 
accounts of the struggles 
against " caste,” of the develop¬ 
ment of the Brahmo-Somaj creed, 
of social functions, of her travels, 
and personal experiences at home 
and abroad, make extremely 
interesting reading. Especially 
curious is the docile attitude of 
the Indian wife to her husband : 
and the description of the 
betrothal and marriage of the 
Princess indicate the wide differ¬ 
ences that divide the East from 
the West. But it is just these 

* differences that make the auto¬ 
biography the fascinating docu¬ 

ment it is. 

THE 
ENGLISH 

DOMINICANS. 

By Bede Jarrett, O.P. 
. 18s. net. 

V (Bums, Oates & Washboume.) 

. -jhre are told that St. Dominic 
to establish a 

From Working North from Patagonia 
{Fisher (/nuiinl 

apparent immediately 
to any "real student of 

history.” It appeals to 
us as an excellent account, 
containing in its annotations 
all requisite materials for the 
few who may wish to carry 
the research further, but suffi¬ 
cient—as we should think—on 
its own merits for all practical 
puri>oses. It has the advan¬ 
tage moreover of being written 
in a simple and lucid style, 
while between the subject 

matter of the narrative and the 
mode of treatment, we are in 
'possession of a living story, 
reminding us in this respect of 
that other excellent book. 
" The Cistercians in Yorkshire.” 
Monastic life in England is an 
important subject, and those 
who enable us to know it 
better are doing good work. 

There are illustrations of 
historical interest, and the 
volume looks very well indeed; 
we wish only that the exigencies 
of printing -had made it possible 
for the pages to be set 
closely. 
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AND TRAVEL I of conflict and boredom and platitude into a sketch that 

can be read with enjoyment in ten minutes. The 
lobbyists, as he says in a preface on the Press 

Gallery, “ wear for the most part a sad and anxious 
look," or else the in-and-out occupants of the 

boxes over the Speaker's Chair are kept so busy and 
attentive that they have no chance of cultivating any 
looks whatever, unless it is a look of annoyance at the 
]X)or acoustics of the House. But the tliird class, the 
sketch writers, to whom Mr. Sidebotham belongs, must 

whether the debates are so or they 

humour the 
a super-phosphorescent sparkle 

the easy for 
any expert to up 
for a paper the 

gentlemen a puzzle more 
or to do properly the 

be in cons on 
the the He be ready to 
the when go 

when the or some other rule 
hung in Above he be a 

Parliamentary diction, never under 

In a he translate 
the a 

on nothing more than 
for to an 

few Latinisms " policy," 

Thatwayleads 
the 

is the 
Sidebotham 
together one for 

of Lord Law to was a 

From miars of the State Emu Grev 

PILLARS OF THE STATE. 

By Herbert Sidebotham. 12s. 6d. (Xisbet.) 

A gallery of contemporary jxirtraiturc is never easy to 

arrange. Even Hazlitt’s masterpiece, " The Spirit of 

the Age." suffered 
’ ^ -• . from this fact, and 

his disj)osition pre¬ 

vented him from 
treating party men 

and public cliaractcrs 
with anything like 

impartiality. It calls 
for a curious order of 
mind, to be interested 
in men as well as 

measures, to turn the 
cross-benches into a 
sort of barricade, and 
tackle the antagonists 
of Ixith .sides under 

the cross -fi re ot 
current politics. Few 

^ , men have occupied 
this No Man's I.a.nd 
to better purpose than 
Mr. Sidebotham. ?Ie 

Sir William Robertson. done brilliant 
From Private to Field-Marslial service in journalism, 

{Constable). and this by virtue of 

a sound political 
equipment. He has mastered a keen and incisive style of 
his own, and he has reduced a talent for the picturesque 
aspect of things into a delicate and admirable turn of 
phrase. Since he left, Printing House Square has discovered 
ho man who can equal him for distilling the essence of 
l^liament into a daily column, or condensing many hours 

Sir William Robertson. 

From Private to Field-Marslial 
{Constable). 

From Northmost Australia Prospectors Portrait op 

By K. LoffU) Jack AUTHOR. 

(Stm^AtN. Marshall)* 
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From Mary Danes and the Manor of Ebury 
iCassoll) 

8aiNT WlNIFRKQ'S WILL. 

dogmerates into ambiguity, bit 
onjnatity into a fitful tyninny 
and a syatem of personal rule. 
He is a Itowk that can no ^6nge^ 
swoop, but must flutter hke a tet 
amongst the Tory rafters ” 

" Office he loves ’«(this of Mr 
Balfour) *' not for the sake of 
exeraaing power, but for the 
feeling it gives him that he could 
exercise power if he chose to do 
so In fact, he no more influences 
the pohcy of the Coalition than 
Jonah steered the whale 

“ He *' (Lord Curzon) " has 
never quite got nd of the durbar 
manner He is heard at his best 
in the House of Lords, but even 
that is liable at any moment to 
become a gilded howdah sway 
ing in time with his stately 
head " 

" Power IS in the man himself, 
not in his office, and in a sense, 
Mr Asquith Im just as much 
(and just as httle) power now as 
when he was Prime Minister ” 

N^Tierever he is ” (Mr. 
Churchill) " there is bis party 
He IS even more dangerous as an 
enemy than as a fnend “ 

(Mr Austen Chamberlain is) 
" the best representative among 
pohtiLians of the Civil Service 
mind ” 

(Lady Astor) “ has the simple, 
direct logic that gets things 
done . The man is for ever 
balanang alternatives It 
was Lady Macbeth who said: 
‘Give niethe daggers ' Lady Astor 

fulcrum of affairs, and though his time had to, his 
mind never willingly consented to w'ear its fetters " 
Not even an eagle at Skibbcreen could wear the 
fetters of a fulcrum with any sort of dignity, and the 
sentence requires re-wnting But it is a rare event 
to catch oui author napping like this 

Our author's manifest success consists in his use of 
what the art cntics call the " pomtilliste ” style, and 
he accumulates a number of deft dabs and touches 
until the portrait is complete Any observant reader 
of the papers could fill out a dozen pages about a 
leadmg poUtician by assembling current anecdotes 
from the " London Letter ” the " Londoner’s Diary ” 
But Mr Sidebotham rarely descends to anecdote , 
his asm IS to confine hims^ to traits and turns of 
character, and say nothing of any man which could 
be said of anyb^y else This means the closest 
possible observation and a long memory, and here 
he does not fail us He is very nearly right when he 
tries to compare the Lloyd George of twenty years ago 
and reconale him with the Lloyd George of to-day. 

*' His tagitation against the Boer War reflected the 
coontry-bred man's dtshke of industnaUsm and "of the 
power of the purse in politics (a sentiment visible -^o 
ta*tbe country towns of England at this time), and l{as 
the passonate protest from a small nation against over- 
whtfming physical odds, not the expression of any theory' 
about Imperial questions ” 

‘Bne caoQot stow all history away m a paragraph^ 
but tbia View onuts the well-remembered fact thdt., 
some of the worst enmity towards the Boer War came 
from Exeter Hall and the Fabian group, which wei^e 
more metropohtan than provincial in their origin 
O^terwise, if there was affy part of the kingdom more 
,hd^e to that campaign than, either Wales or Ireladd 
it was Scotland, and this cUbfly from a sense of 
4ifefiDity between Presbyterianism and the Dutch 
Reformed version of Lutheranism. Enough of thi^. 

is much more effective to be motaphonc than 
iutoMtnatory, and a few of our authoi^ charactenstic 

will illustrate this quality: 

** Uoyd George’s) " gift of accommodation 

From The Ronaaoe of BuiUUng 
{Philip & Son). 

WaaTitiNWTM AbBBWK' 
HBMtiv Vifa 
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is like that when 
she is denouoc' 
ing the liquor 
trade." 

Anyone can 
see and feel 
that these are 
not chance 

flukes. They 
reveal accurate 
knowledge, 
close reflection, 
perception o f 
the kind of 

message that 
will " carry.” 
And the result 
is that since 
Mr. Gardiner’s 
books of char¬ 

acter • sketches 
years ago we 
have had many 
imitations, but 
few till the 
present so full 
of pithy things 
that are sure 
to be quoted 
far and wide. 

J. P. Collins. 

GERARD'S 

SCOTTISH 

ADVEN¬ 

TURES. 

By Ascott 
R. Hope. 
bs. (Black.) 

In the Boy's 

Own Pa per, 

more years ago 
than we care to From An Onlooker in France 
mention, the {WtUtams mrgate). 

stories of 
Ascott R. Hope were a feature to l>e watched for with 
unfailing anticipation ; and here, with his never-weakening 
skill, he delights the youth of another generation. Gerard 
Lumsley's time at Kippen- 
keith gave him some useful 
experiences, and enabled him 
to draw many contrasts 
between English and Scottish 
ways; some of the descrip¬ 
tions of life in the old- 
fashioned. strict household of 
his Uncle James are very 
amusing in a quiet way. 
Unintentionally, poor Gerard 
gets into trouble through 
going for a walk and having 
a bathe on Sunday morning. 
” I am not strict,” says his 
Aunt Joanna ; ” I don't say 
it is wrong to take a quiet 
turn in the afternoon, the 
length of the cemetery ; but 
in ^his country we don’t go 
abr/ut amusing ourselves on 

m 'T h: '^3 

Sabbath before' breakfast.” 
A.^d, although the boy 

ged to enjoy himself 

fa^ly well, it must have been 

From The West Kiding of ' 
Yorkshire 

{Cambridge UHiversity Press). 

a relief to get 
clear, and to 
hear the great 
news that after 
all his father 
bad not been 
lost in H.M.S. 
Thunderbolt, 

The dramatic 
meeting of 
father and son 
is an excellent 

finish to a good 
story. 

THE 

ROMANCE 

OF 

BUILD¬ 

ING. 

By Allen 
S. Walker. 
js. 6d. 
(Philip.) 

The ” New 
Era library,” 
a series of 
which this 
book is one of 
the most 
recent, is 
designed to 
meet the 
demand for 
educational 
works on 
special subjects 
which shall 
introduce the 
reader pleas¬ 
antly to the 

A Mbktino or the Peace Conference, ^ i n and 

easily - grasped 
principles, 

while not wearying him with much technical or advanced 

detail, l.'nder the modest title of ” The Romance of 
Building,” Mr. Walker gives a most competent little 

treatise on the evolution of 
architecture and the essential 
reasons why certain styles are 
suitable to certain countries 
or natural to particular dis» 
tncts. Many of us admire 
a cathedral, a church or a 
famous building without 
knowing why, without being 
able t<i give definite grounds 
for the faith we hold that the 
architectural effect is beau¬ 
tiful and pleasing. With this 
book as a guide we shall not 
be at a loss when on our 
travels we are confronted by 
celebrated specimens of 
arclutccture, and the pleasure 
given by the cathedrals, 
castles or churches with which 
England is so richly endowed 

will be doubled. The volume 
_ is well illustrated with photo- 

ouNTAiNS Hall. graphs and sketches, which 

add to its usefulness. 
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'rtcfi HEART OF 
THE WEST. 

« By Aktrvk L Salmon Illustrated by Fred Adcock 
8s. M (Robert Scott) 

To tile artist the appeal ol the West Country is a never- 
failmg source of inspiration, and when author and artist 
combine sympathetically in description and illustration the 

' result IS bound to be a book of value from every point of 
view Mr Fred Adcock’s drawings have caught the spirit 
of the western scenes admirably, and though the distnct 
covered by the book is fairly well known to many holiday- 
makers, fresh and interesting knowledge of the archaeo- 
l<^cal treasures of the locahties visited is added, and all 
who contemplate spending any time in England s lovehest 
comet should read and enjoy the work of these two artist 
travellers For both are artists, and both ^interpreters of 
beauty, each in his way. 

WANDERINGS IN 
WESSEX 

By Edric Holmes Illustrated b\ Margaret Viclrs 
Ss. 6d (Robert Scott) 

" Wessex " is a comprehensive term, and though Mr 
Thomas Hardy did not invent it or discover the country 
so named, many people probably think he did, and it is 
inevitably associated with him These " wanderings" 
take the reader through some of England’s most beautiful 
by-ways, and the pen-and-ink sketches by Miss Margaret 
Vigers are admirably calculated to enhance the apprecia¬ 
tion of -the visitor who has an eye for the charm of the 

From The Heart of the West East aATB. Totnm. 
{Robert Scott) 

country-side Nothing of interest is forgotten, and 
many new things are brought to hght The book is 
not merely a picture-book, but is a valuable addition 
to the shelf of the library devoted to home travel 

THE HOME OF FADELESS 
SPLENDOUR: 
PALESTINE OF TO-DAY. 

By George Napier Whittingham 

24s (Hutchinson) 

After the passing of twenty centuries, as the author 

of this book points out, there is little change to be 
noted in the habits and customs of the East ’’ Nothing 
in Palestine has really changed ” , yet m 1912 the 
journey from Cairo to Jerusalem occupied from eight 
to ten days, while to-day it takes from twelve to 
sixteen hours, and in a few years, for all we know, 
may be done much more spee^ly by aeroplane Still 
the title of " the changeless East ” maintains its good 
reason, and as we follow the author, with the help 
of the exceptionally beautiful illustrations, through 
his careful descnptions of the many classic centres of 
interest m the Holy Land, we can almost realise his 
own thnlls of pleasure The etchings are by Mr. B. C. 
Boulter, and there are eight plates in colour )7y Mr. 
Stanley Inchbold; both of these artists have caught 
the spirit and atmosphere, the efiect of sunhght, the 
vague note of the whole country, with great success. 
There wUl be many visitors to Palestine in the near 
future: we should recommend them to steep thein- 
selves in the story of the land as given ben. aa a 
pnparation for the journey that will double tb^r 

enjoyment. 
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THOMAS SMITH’S DIARY 
OF A HUNTSMAN. 

With an Introdaction by Loko Willoughby ce Broke. 
3 ZB. (Anu^.) 

Published in the second year of Queen Victoria’s reign, 
this book is*still a practical treatise on the science of fox¬ 
hunting, allowing for certain fads and enthusiasms which 
are now out of date. In the present ^tion, beautifully 
,produced and printed, and adorned with coloured plates 

after rare prints and original paintings, the non-hunting 
reader will find much to enjoy^ while the follower of the 
hounds should revel in the descriptions and instructions. 
It is a pleasure simply to look at the reproductions of old 
prints by contemporary artists, with their exquisite colour¬ 
ing, wonderful detail, and effects of distance; the whole 
book, in fact, is an artistic setting to the fame of a hunts¬ 
man of the olden time, and Lord Willoughby de Broke’s 
introduction provides an illuminating biographical and 
critical summary. 

From The Great White South 
{Duckwor(h). 

Thk Ckrkmonv ow 
CHANaiNG QUARO. 

From The Countryman's Log Book 
, {JotuUhan Cape). 

THE COUNTRYMAN’S LOG-BOOK. 
By Viscountess Wolseley. 15s. net. (Jonathan Cape.) 

Much industry and not a little discrimination have gone 
to the garnering of this extensive collection of old rural 
sayings and ancient customs, and the author’s illuminating 
comment on her subject-matter disclases the knowledge 

of a practical husbandman, as well as a heartfelt wish to 
do justice to the sturdy founders of our English farms and 
homesteads. “ In these pages," she explains. " I have 

endeavoured to bring together only those sayings 
and doings of the countiy’folk that bear upon the land. 
Many books record the customs that existed in towns, 
but none, so far as I am aware, have dealt solely 
with the hopes, the pleasures and the superstitions of 
the yeoman.’’ All who are stirred by the traditions 
of the farm and country-side will want to possess this 

delightful book. 

DIARIES OF 

COURT LADIES 

OF OLD 

JAPAN. 

Translated by Annie Shepley Omori and Kochi 
Doi. 21s. (Constable.) 

As through windows of delicately-tinted glass, we 
look through these intimate records at the life of 
'Japan nine hundred years ago. It is a most fascinating, 
varied picture, showing a period when poetry and art 
were an inseparable part of the intercourse of the 
people—a period when in this country we might 
have been termed semi-savage, almost barbarian, 
compared with the daintiness and beauty so carefully 
cultivated in the Mikado’s empire. Miss Amy 

J.owell contributes an introduction, also, we assume, the 
foot-notes, without which half the pleasure of the diaries 
would vanish for lack of understanding the many allusive 
phrases, the little poems that arc like a breath of perfume 
in a summer’s night. As a record of ancient customs and 
manners the book is valuable; as a romance of life in past 
ages it is full of surprising beauty. 

From Court Ladies ef Jopui 
IConstable). 

A Nobleman** Carriaab. 
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PROPHETS 

IN ISRAEL 

AND JUDAH. 
By E. B. Trist. 
4S. 6d. (S.P.C.K.) 

DAVID. 
By E. B. Trist. 
IS. 9d. {S.P.C.K). 

These are two Sun¬ 
day picture - hooks 
for children. In 
“ Fore • Runners of 
Christ” (surely 
rather a difficult title 
for the young) we 
have w’hat appears 
to be three difierent 
books bound to¬ 
gether, making quite 
an acceptable 
volume. We begin 
with ” Prophets in 
Israel and Judah,” 
pass on to ” Elijah,” 
and end up with 
” Kings of Israel and 
Jtidab.” There are 

some brightly 
coloured illustra¬ 
tions, such as chil¬ 
dren love. ” David ” 
will help any Sunday 
School teacher ; she 
has but to read it 
aloud to the class 
and show the pic¬ 
tures. There is a 
fine Goliath on the 
cover. 

From Wanderings of a Naturalist Uann»t and Yuuno 
(Ca.w^/). 

THE 

WANDERINGS 

OF A 

NATURALIST. 

By Seton Gordon. 
F.Z.S. With,70 
Illustrations. 15s. 
net. (Cassell.) 

The first chapter 
in this volume, " The 
Nesting of the Green- 
shank,” reveals the 
admirable quality of 
Mr. Gordon's work. 
We are at once 
impressed by his 
genuine love for 
nature and natural 
history, by his 
patience, the keen¬ 
ness of his observa- 
tion,his thoroughness 
and sincerity. Most 
of his wanderings 
have been among 
the hills and forests, 
over the cliffs and 
islands of the British 
Isles, and birds, fish, 
st^ and plants 
clum his enthusiasm 

From Flshini^froin tiie Earliest Times Pish on Pomrsun Mosaic 
^ohn Murray). (From 0. Kell^, Die ^ilke TIerweU, 

—but especialI'y 
birds. The green- 
shanks of Mr. Gor¬ 
don's first chapter 
were not easy to 
come by. Always 
shy, wary and sus¬ 
picious, they call for 
all the care and 
patience that a true 
bird-lover can corn- 
man d, and the 
author had almost 
begun to despair of 
a chance for his 
camera, when at long 
last he found a hen 
greenshank sitting 
on her nest. " Al¬ 
though we were not 
more than six feet 
away the bird 
crouched flat and 
absolutely motionless 
on her eggs, relying 
on her wonderful 
protective colouring 
and evidently think¬ 
ing she was invisible 
to our eyes.” Mr. 
Ciordon next day 
created a ” hiding 
tent,” but the greater 
pari of llie month of 
May was spent, with 
alternations of hope 
and fear as to the 
desertion of the eggs, 
before the wonderful 
photographs were 
procured which are 
reproduced in this 
volume. Another 
chapter which 
specially holds 
charm as well as 
information and 
description is "A 
Spring Day at the 
Haunt of the Grey 
Geese.” Butwhethcr 
we are climbing 
snowy hills, or sitting 
beside brooding 
lakes, or sheltering 
in green corries, or 
crossing calm or 
broken waters in 
imagination in Mr. 
Gordon's volume, we 
are doing it in com¬ 
pany with an inborn 
naturalist, notmerely 
a nature-loving sen¬ 
timentalist. And 
then the photo¬ 
graphs I The col¬ 
lecting of them has 
been a labour of 
love ; -the result is a 
fine and valuable 
series of uncommon 
subjects which are 
generally beautiful 
pictures as well as 
nature studies. 



Best Books for Presents 
Pen Drawing and Pen Draughtsmen 

Their Work and Their Methods : A Study of the Art 
To-day with Technical Suggestions. By JOSEPH 
PENNELL, author of " Etchers and Etching/' etc. 
With 417 Illustrations, including 10. Photogravures. 
Cloth, fj 7s. net. {Write jor Prospectus.) 
“ The book is d complete thesaurus of the black-and-white art of the 
•iges.”—Datly Telegraph 

Men I have Painted 
By J. McLURE HAMILTON. With a Foreword by 
Mrs Drew Illustrated with 44 Portraits m Photo¬ 
gravure. Cloth. 30s. net 
Mr. McLure Hamilton is known on both sides of the Atl.'tntic as an artist 
and raconteur. His spociahtv is {mrtraits, and probably lie has painted 
more portraits of celebrated people than any other artist ol his time. 

Portraits of the Nineties 
By E. T. RAYMOND. Illustrated. 15s. net. Third 
Impression. 
“ Only to glance down Mr. Raymond’s list of sub)ects makes one realise 
how many giants there were in those days. . . . To read Mr. Raymond’s 
bnUiaut and pcnctiating studies is to know them.’'—livening iitandard 

London of the Future 
By the London Society. Under the Editorship of Sir 
-ASTON WEBB, KC.V O., and with a Foreword by the 
Earl of Plymouth, G B E., PC. With 57 Illustrations, 
including Maps and Diagrams. Cloth. 42s. net 
Send to Mr. Fisher TJnwin Jor a free copy of the Illustrated 

Prospectus. 

Queen Alexandra : A Study of 
Royalty 

By W. R. H. TROWBRIDGE. With an Introduction 
by Walburga I.ady Paget, and Illustrations. 21s. net. 
Second Impression. 
“ Mr. Trowbridge has |icr(onned on exceedingly difficult task in a way 
wbiLli IS both useful and eiitcrtainiiiR ”—The Queen 

Venizelos 
By HERBERT ADAMS GIBBONS. Illustrated. Cloth. 
14s. net 
" Mr Gibbons IS happy in having a fund of personal knowledge and ]>orsonal 
cxponcnce upon which to draw. He is happier still in being able to 
understand tlic Uulganan point of view even while the hopes of Sofia 
conflict with those of Athens "—Ttmei LUerary iiippletnenl 

\ Lords and Commoners 
By SIR HENRY LUCY. Illustrated. iSs. ncf. 
•• With entertaining gossip and anecdote Sir Henry Lucy wanders from 
Parliamentary oraiuiy to the New Joum.ilism, .md introduces statesmen, 
artists, literary men, social celebrities, and a host of other mlereslmg 
people whom he was known."'—Saturday WeUminsler Oatelte 

Rudolf Eucken 
His Life, Work, and Travels. By HIMSELF. Trans¬ 
lated by Joseph McCabe, ('loth. lo.s. (kl. net 
This IS one of the most fascniatiiig and important biograpliies of recent 
years 

DI-AS LEIGHS AVTOBIOORAPHY 

Other Days 
By J. W. LEIGH, D.D. (Late Dean of Hereford). With 
a Preface by Owen Wisler, and Illustrations. iSs. net 
Dean Leigh's life has been adventurous and picturesque, and be is a very 
f.sscmating autobiography. 
•• Dean Leigh’s recollections are full of human and topical interest." 

—The Daily Mail 

Travel in the Two Last Centuries 
of Three Generations 

I Edited by S. R. ROGET. Illustrated. 16s. net 
" It is an agreeable and interesting book, illustrating the conditious 
of travel in the past DaUy Mail 
" Thete are many memories of quamt things seen."—Daily .Vnos 

M,A,B, (Mainly about Books) 
An Illustrated Qusirterly Magazine about books and 
their Authors. Annual subscription, is. post free. 

THE SVPER-VAG.ABOHD AGAIN 

Working North from Patagonia 
By HARRY A. FRANCK, Author of " A Vagabond 
Journey Around the World.” Profusely Illustrated. 
Cloth. 25s net 
This IS the record of a new Vagalwnd.igc by Mr. Ilariy Franck. It 
paints ail actual pictuie of the country just as we should see it if we had 
tlic physical strength, courage, insight and opportunity to travel as 
Mr. Franck docs. 

Among the Hill Folk of Algeria 
By M. W. HILTON-SIMPSON, B.Sc.. F Z.S. With a 
Map and 40 Illustrations. 21s. net 
" The book IS full of the most interesting details of the manners and 
customs and beliefs of a cheerful and kindly people ... In every way 
the book IS a moift welcome addition to the library of travel and ethnology.” 

—Pail Mall Gaeetlt 

Roumania in Light and Shadow 
By ETHEL GREENING PANTAZZI. Illustrated. 
Cloth. 30s. net 
" Tbe author has many stones to toll of the Roumanian Court as well as 
recollections of Bntish Ambassadors and mtiinate <letails of Koumauian 
bouse bfe, education, govemmeut, manners .-tnd customs." 

—The Times LUerary Supplement 

“ ANDKA " KIRKALDVS Mli.MORIES 

My Fifty Years of Golf 
By ” ANDRA ” KIRKALDY, of St. Andrews. Illus¬ 
trated. With intioductoiy Notes by J. II. TAYLOK, 
ALEC HERD, ABE MITCHELL, and HARRY 
VARDON. (2nd Edition.) Cloth. 12s. 6d. net 
" DeyonH all shadow of doubt this is the best golfing book that ever 
happened."—Illustrated London News 

Shakespeare*s Treatment of Love 
and Marriage; and other Essays 

By C. H. HERFORD. 10s. 6d. net 
“ There are few readers to whom these essays will not open fresh boriions." 

—Manehe^er Guardian 

E. F. BENSON S New Novel 

Lovers and Friends 7s. 6d. net 
" Shows Mr. Benson at his best in more than oue ol his many veins." 
" A very clever book."—The Morning Post —The r»M« 

PERCY J. BREBNER'S New Novel 

The Top Landing 7s. 6d. net 
" Mr llrcbiiiT can .ilways bo n-liod on fur a capital story, and in tbe 
' Tup L.inding ' he has given us uf bis best. . . It deals with an absorbing 
social prublciii inicUigeutly and sympathetically."—J-'tnanctal News 

MARGARET WESTRUP’S New Novel 

The Blue Hat 7s. 6d. net 
" The study Ixilh ol the wretched little Cockney exile, wildly jcaluus of 
her husband's art, and of his uwn enraptured and olistmali: ignorance, is 
a tnumph uf delicate ubscrvatiuii."—TAc Daily News 

.IN AUSTRALIAN PRIZE NOVEL 

The Ashes of Achievement 
By FRANK A. RUSSELL. A new volume in the 
" First Novel ” Library. 7s. 6d. net 
" Mr. Fisher Unwin has bail the felicity of brmging out one of the most 
remarkable first novels of recent times. . . . ’The writmg is vivid, tbe 
pi-rsonaLtirs real."—/iostem Morning News 

A THRILLING STORY OF THE WILD 

Alaska Mans Luck 
By HJALMAR RUTZEBECK. 7s. 6d. net 
" Twenty chapters of amaamg romance, of tremendously real escapade, 
pulsating with hie and energy.”—it/cfropufifan Review 

The ** First Novel** Library 
Unwin's ” First Novel ” Library consists of the " First 
Novels ” of those authors who show exceptional talent. 
The Publisher is always willing to consider MSS. with 
a view to publication in the series. 

T. FISHER UNWIN, Ltd., 1, ADELPHI TERRACE, LONDON, W.C.2 
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From EreiTday Life in the A Brbak«wino. 

Old Stone Age • 
(Bats ford]. 

sends his hearers to sleep 1 Hence in some of them there 
seems no reason why they should come to an end, a'ld 
ample room is allowed for elaboration and expansion. 
The names are troublesome for Enghsh readers , when we 
come across " Imarasugssuaq " and “ Qalaganguas^," for 
instance, we suffer pangs m the attempt to* pronounce 
them smoothly However, the interest of the story ts 
there, all the same, and the pctures by native Eslamo 
artists induce shudders of homfied appreciation, they are 
so uncanny , some of them suggest, m fact, what a “ ^thy 
tove ” might look like They are not drawn to illustrate 
any particular stones, but represent typical scenes and < 
incidents, and show the " magic " or supernatural aspect 
of Eskimo beliefs very clearly In a most interesting 
introduction the editor explains the construction of these 
folk-tales, and states his method of rendenng them into 
Enghsh. 

ESKIMO FOLKTALES 
By Knud Rasmussen and 

WoasTER Z58 (Gyldendal) 

The folk-lore of any land is interest¬ 
ing, auid that of comparatively unknown 
countries particularly so, since by the 
study of songs and stones whose ongins 
are lost in the deeps of time we can often 
gam a fairly accurate knowledge of 
habits and customs of past ages These 
folk-tales of the Eskimos of Greenland 
were collected from vanous parts of that 
unfamiliar country by Rasmussen, the 
Damsh explorer, and have been edited 
and rendered into Enghsh by Mr W 
Worster They are of a pecuhar 
character, being designed to pass the 
long period of darlmess pleasantly and it 
18 reckoned a triumph if the story-teller 

From Eskimo Folk-Tales Ansiut. a Hecpinq Spirit. 

SAINTS AND HEROES 

OF THE 

WESTERN WORLD. 

By Muriel O Davis 2s 6d. {Oxford University Press ) 

This small volume of 135 pages has for its aim 
' to tell the stones of the hves of some of the famous 
people who lived in Mediaeval and Modem Times.” 
The first in point of time and first in the book is Constantine 
the Great, who was proclaimed Emperor of the Roman 
world at York, and who in a d 330 transferred his capital 
from Rome to Byzantine, thenceforth known as Constanti- 
DOple Then follows Theodonc, the Ostrogoth, who did 
so much for Italy m his rule from a d 493 to 526 Then 
Saint Benedict and his rule under which so many 
monastenes were governed, the Emperor Justinian, 
who had the Roman laws codified, Gregory the 
Great. Charlemagne, the Emperor Henry IV and 
Pope Gregory VII, Samt Bernard of Clairvaux , Samt 
Francis of Assisi, Rienn, Samt Catherine of Siena, 
Erasmus, Luther, Savonarola and Ignatius Loyola. 
It will be seen that Miss Davis has chosen her fifteen 
subjects out of a great number, but her cbmce is justified 
by the close sense of the c<mtmuity of history which is 
strongly displayed m ha httie book. Her narrative is 
concise, clear and sympathetic, and admirably does the 
book show ” the importance ot Empire and Papacy in 
medieval times, and the central position of the Catholic 
Church in latter-day pc^tics.'* A most excellent book 
for young students and ennched with particularly wdi> 
chosen lUustratioos. 



COLLINS 
LONDON 

OLD ENGLAND 
BERNARD GILBERT. Royal 8vo. 20». net 
A G«d'S'Eye view of a village. Tbis book is unique in English literature 
botb io cooceptioa and treatment. Tbe author presents a whole com* 
munitv to tbe reader, taking for bis subject our largest social unit—an 
Bngllah village—where everybody knows everything about every one. 
He has taken a typical village during one day of the war and given a 
camera obscure presentment of the multitudinous intrigues, ambitions, 
desires, disputes, relationships, and interests which thread its fabric so 
cloMly* 

NOVEMBER 

LABOUR. The Giant with the Feet of 
Clay 
SHAW DESMOND. Demy 8vo. Cloth. 10a. 6d. 
Mr. ^aw Desmond is very well known as a versatile writer and as a 
great champion of the Labour Cause. His book, therefore, is of singular 
Interest at tbe present time. It is a critical and sympatbctir analysis 
of the Labour Movement from the inside, by a man who, after being a 
member of the Labour Party for fourteen years, is frankly disillusionised. 

IBSEN AND HIS CREATION 
Professor JANKOLAVRIN. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 7s. 6d. 
This is a furtlRr contribution to" psycboK:nticism " by Mr. Janko Lavrin, 
whose able study of Dostoevsky was so favourably received. 

A LONDON MOSAIC 
W. L. GEORGE and PHILIPPE FORBES-ROBERT- 
SON. 15a. net 
A series of brilliant sketches of London places and London people 
by this popular novehst, perfectly interpreted by Mr. Forbes-Robertson's 
illustrations. 

THE ISLAND OF YOUTH POEMS 
EDWARD SHANKS. 5b. net 
The fourth volume of verse by this brilliant young poet. 
Two ycar« ago Mr Shanks's " The Queen of China " won the Hawtboniden 
Price, and the present volume contains all the poems he has since written. 
It contains one long poem, a beautiful idyll in blank verse, and a number 
of short poems. 

SOUTH WITH SCOTT 
CAPTAIN EVANS. C.B.. D.S.O. Demy 8vo. 

lOa. 6d. net 
An intimate and racy account of this ever-memorable expeditioi\. 

FICTION 

THE RED KNIGHT 
F. BRETT YOUNG, author of " The Black Diamond.” 

7a. 6d. net 
" It is a fascinating book and likely to cballeage popularity with the 
' Prisoner of Ztmda.' Daily Ckrtmxcle 

THE ROMANTIC LADY 
MICHAEL ARLEN. 7a. 6d. net 
Four airy, cynical, polished stories, by the author of " The London 
Veoture." 

THE BEAUTIFUL YEARS 
HENRY WILLIAMSON. 7#. 6d. net 
A “ Collins First Novel ” by a young writer of the 
highest promise. 
" An especially good first novel."—Wttkly Dtspatek 

THE GHOST GIRL 
MARY MARLOWE. 7a. 6d. net 
" I (eel confident that when the time comes for Miss Ethel M. Dell to 
lay down the torch, Miss Mary Marlowe will carry it on." 

OUugotB CUum 

MARTIN PIPPIN IN THE APPLE- 
ORCHARD 
ELEANOR FARJEON. 
The rarest thing io modem literature is good fantasy, and Miss Farjeoo's 
" Martin Pippin ” will bear comparison with the best in this kind, cither 
modem or classical. She has given us six exquisite fairy tales, aod 
strung them on a delightful story that is full of surprise and sunlight, 
brilliant wit and charming invention. The play of '* Martin Pippm " 
and tbe six dairymaids who keep the six keys of the well-house make a 
story that can be read again and again for the sheer joy of its whimsical 
postry. 

MADE TO MEASURE 
Mrs. HENRY DUDENEY, author of “ Candlelight," 
etc. 
The scene of this popular author’s new novel is an old Sussex town, and 
the people with whom the dealt la that new villa population, tbe male 
element of which goes every day to work in tbeOty and the female element 
goMlpe, teandaUaee. plays bridge, tennis, and goU, and is utterly " made 
to measure " aod stereotyped. 

COLLINS 
GLASGOW 

BOOKS FOR GIFTS 

COLLINS’ 
CHILDREN’S ANNUAL 

SEVENTH YEAR OF ISSUE. €/• ant 

TOT AND TIM ANNUAL 
FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN. Second Year of Issue. 

5/- net 

COLLINS’ 
ADVENTURE ANNUAL 

SIXTH YEAR OF ISSUE, 7a. 6d. net 

The Famous ‘‘PLAY-UP” Series 
By HERBERT HAYENS 

PLAY UP, KING’S 6- ot 
PLAY UP, BLUES ! 6.. at 
PLAY UP, QUEEN’S 6. at 

THE GIRLS of the ABBEY SCHOOL 
By ELSIE J. OXENHAM 

6a. at 

CELIA WINS 
By EDITH E. COWPER 

6a. net 

THE ENGINE BOOK 
A perfect present for a boy. Pictures by Ben Smith. 
Written by CHARLES R. GIBSON. Printed on Fine 
Paper. Size, 12^ by rb in. 96 pages. 16 pages of 
Illustrations in Colour. 33 Line Drawings. 7a. 6<l. at 

There is no more fascinating subject to the mind ot^a 
boy than the modern locomotive. He stands amazed 
at its power and spellbound in wonder at the hidden 
forces which pulsate within. Mr. Charles R. Gibson, 
who has been sn successful in his writings on scientific 
subjects for young people, has answered, in his inimitable 
manner, the eternal question—" What makes the wheels 
go round ? " He has written this story in simple and 
interesting language, and has described with much detail 
every type of locomotive and all that pertains to the 
making of the great iron highways of the world. The 
book will be welcomed especially by those boys who have 
a bent towards mechanics. 

THE FINEST PICTURE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN 

COLLINS’ 

NEW WORLD Series 
24 pages - - I/- 
48 pages - - 2/- 

BEST VALUE ON THE MARKET 
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THINGS SEEN 

IN FLORENCE. 

By E. Grierson. 3s. Od. (Seeley. Service.) 

The series to which this little book belongs needs no 
introduction to our readers. As with other volumes which 
correspond, it is profusely illustrated from photographs 
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h'^vm The Home Life of Swinburne The room in which Swinburne oieo. 

By Mrs. Watts-Duoton which Messrs. Phllpct are publishing in January, 

which convey the real life of the people ; we are rather 
pleased than otherwise at the omission of the customary 

examples of Florentine art which can, at the best, give 
very little idea of the glories of the originals. The text is 
quite exceptionally interesting; there are some capital 
descriptive passages, and the account of the general eccle¬ 
siastical proceedings at the Easter Festival is excellent. 
Churches, palaces, streets, shops, homes, markets, are all 

given a share, and 
the reader who is 
not fortunate 
enough to have 
visited the " City 
of Flowers *’ will at 
least have spent 
some time in its 
atmosphere after 
he has finished this 
book. For anyone 
who intends visit¬ 
ing it at some 
future date, the 
handy little pocket 
guide and com¬ 
mentary will be a 
companion well 
worth having. If 
only all travellers 
to the famous cities 

and centres of art 
had so interesting 
a fund of know¬ 
ledge at their com¬ 
mand we should 
hear little of those 

human exponents 
of perpetual motion 
who "do" five 

The room in which Swineurns oisa towns in a day and 

ibiiahinK io Janutry. then" ask for more.** 
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The Ideal 
Christmas Gift 

Buy .this Book for your Boys 
Mr. P. Smith, Dalston, writes : " A father, wishinp to 

give his son a present, cannot do better than buy ‘ The 
Amateur Mechanic ' for him—something to read, something 
to learn, something to gain 1 ” 

Pay for it while they are using it. 

THE 

Amateur Mechanic 
THE COMPLETE SELF-INSTRUCTOR IN 

HOME HANDINESS 
containing 4,000 Money-Saving Recipes, with 

6,000 ** How-To-Do-It ” Illustrations 

TEACHES YOU HOW 
To paint and paper a room—To sole and heel and patch 
boots and shoes—To make a pair of hand-sewn boots—To 
restore colour to old brown shoes—To make household 
furniture—To re-seat chairs—To upholster sofas, etc — 
To install a speaking-tube—To clean a Pnmus or other 
stove—To repair bicycles—To overhaul a motor-car—To 
repair motor-cycles—To work in metal—To colour metals— 
To make a garden frame—To repair water-taps—To varnish 
a violin—To remedy damp walls—To repair the piano—To 
TTta.kf> a padded chair from an old cask—^To stuff animals— 
To dress furs—To stuff and mount birds—To do wood 
inlaying—To cure a smoky cliimney—To prepare working 
drawings—To renovate a grandfather clock—To make 
garden furniture, arbours, arches, seats, summer-houses, 
tables, etc.—To use metal-drilling tools—To renovate 
mirrors—To upholster furniture in leather cloth—To mend 
broken china—To do fretwork—To build a boat—To make 
a cauoe, etc.—To lime-whitc poultry-houses—To do gold- 
ydating and silver-plating—To clean a watch—To mend 
keyless watches and ordinary watches—To distemper ceilings 
and walls—To make picture-frames and frame pictures— 
All about curtain fittings—To make metal castings—To 
clean paint off glass—To fit up a motor workshop—To clean 
boilers—To fix an anthracite stove—To rc-gild and restore 
picture-frames—How to use spanners—To make doors and 
windows draught-proof—To paint walls—To make a garden 
path—How to do nickel-plating—To cure noises in hot- 
water pipes—India and glue varnishes—To clean and repair 
locks—All about plaster casts, etc , etc. 

THIS IS SOUND MONEY-MAKING 

KNOWLEPOi 
It contains many Specialist Articles for Young 

Engineers, Electricians and Motormen 
Over 85.000 Ciiteens are now using " The Amateur Mechanic.” 

Mr. Beard, Long Eaton, writes :— 
” I intend that this work shall be a free gift to 

me : for. by taking advantage of your instalment 
plan. I think I can see how to easily save the money 
on house repairs alone, as I find that quite a 
number of jobs I had intended putting out are 
treated of in the volumes, and arc by no means 
beyond my limited capacity. . . 

SIND FOR RREC DIEORIPTIVK BOOKLET 

•HOWriitO SPECIMEN PAGES FROM THE WORK 

To the WAYERLEY BOOK Co,, Ltd. (Dept. B.X.E.) 
96, Farrlagdoo Street, London, E.C.4 

Please send me. without charge or obligation to order, 
your Free Illustrated Booklet, containing all particulars as 
to contents, etc., of “ THE AMATEUR MECHANIC.” also 
information as to your offer to send the Complete Work for 
a nominal first.payment, the balance to be paid by small 
monthly payments after delivery of work. 

Name . 
(Send this Form or a Post card.) 

Writing 
FOR PROFIT 
IN SIX HANDY VOLUMES | 

I. The Handbook of Com¬ 
position 

II. TheHeohaniosofWpiting 

III. Practical Busineu Com¬ 
position, Oral apd WuU«n 

lY. Mews Writing! 
Tlie catlicripg, liandllug and 
writing ol iiewb stories 

Y. The Contemporary 
Short Story 

VI. Advertise! 

“Writing for Profit 
is Free to Ail 

*• who arc interested in 
K pencraft, and will be sent 

on receipt of the accom- 
__ jianying form, or a copy 

of It on a post card. 
Readers will be well advised to make early application 
because the edition is strictly limited. ” In Journalism,” 
to quote Sir W Robertson Nicoll, ” there is and always 
will be plenty of room at the top.” This booklet tells you 
how to get there. 

If you have a 
taste for writing 

you should cultivate it. It 
IS a duty you owe to yourself 
and to others. Free lance 
journalism in its many phases 
is a must remunerative diver¬ 

sion, and may be undertaken without interfering with 
your ordinary vocation in any way. 
” Prices have gone up and up and up,” says a prominent 
magazine editor, ” but the supply does not begin to equal 
the demand.” 

Natural talent 
Is of little use 

by itself, and seldom matures 
without training. In Writing jor 
Profit, many valuable suggestions 
are given to those who wish to 
enter the Republic of I^etters, 

either as a means of livelihood or of increasing his or her 
income. 
The brochure also contains full and detailed particulars of 
The Writers' Library, sold in complete sets only. The 
possession of the six handy volumc-s of this new work, each 
written by an acknowledged expert, will go far to eliminate 
the awful weariness of having your early manuscripts 
returned almost as often as the jiostman calls. 

The Writers’ 
Library 

reveals what master craftsmen have 
learned by travelling the rough road 
of experience. The scheme has been 
earned out on a thoroughly compre¬ 
hensive scale. It constitutes a veri¬ 

table encyclopedia—without the dullness usually associated 
with such compihatiuns—for the use of would-be authors. 
The mechumes of Composition, the Formation of Style, the 
Construction of Stories and Articles, the Development of 
Plots, the Gathering of News, and the Drawmg-up of 
Advertisements are a few of the many subjects dealt with 
clearly and concisely in The Writers' Libiary. 

Opinions worth noting 

Mr. Allen, Cbelinsford, writes •—“ NcwlJrss to say I am delighted with tb«ra: 
they aie the very books I have been Imkiiig lor (ui some time. They 
will provide hums of excellent reading for the student of liteiature." 

Thf Tfacher says (of the “ Handbook of Composition ‘ J —“ One of the best 
h.uiillHK'k-. on English it is possible to secure ; lull, practical and cheap, 
ktudciits will find It an excellent conipantun for reference.' 

The ir«sfminrlrr Casette says (of “The Contemporary Short Story"):— 
‘■In this book thrre are axionii, which any aulbui nggbt do well to take 
to heart.' 

Send for Free Descriptive Booklet 

To the WAYERLEY BOOK Co., Ltd. (Dept. B.X.N.) 
96, Farringdon Street, London, F..C.4 

Please send me without charge, “ Writing for Profit," 

containing all particulars of The Writers* Library, a/so . 
information regarding terms of paymevt. 

• 
Name . 

(Send this Form or a Postcard ) 

Address Address 

B.X.E. 1921 B.X.N. 1921 
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AMONG THE HILL-FOLK 
OP ALGERIA. 

/, ByM. W. Hilton'-Simpson, B.Sc., F.R.G.S., F.Z.S.. F.R.A.I. 
2X8. (Fisher Unwin.) 

Many English people know Algeria slightly; very few 
can Imow it as does the author of this genuine travel- 
book, who, with his wife, wandered and lived among the 
native tribes in the hinterland of the country. Even so 
comparatively near to centres of civilisation, the lady who 

shared the dangers and delights of these adventurous 
journeys was the first white woman many of the people 
had ever seen. Some amusing incidents are here recorded, 
as when Mrs. Hilton-Simpson joined in a game, at Menaa, 

closely resembling hockey, and to the immense astonish- 

ment of the 
S^awia girls 
scored the first 
goal, and imme¬ 
diately followed 

up with a 
second, thereby 
winning great 
respect. The 

book is a capital 
account • of the 
customs, indus¬ 
tries, and general 
aspects of little- 
known districts 
of Northern 
Africa, and it 

is illustrated 
copiously by 
photographs 
selected with 
taste and a 
skilled eye 

for effect. A 

SAUMARCZ in 1915. 

(From * photo|^4pb taken in Balllol Quad, 
by Mr. F. F. Urqubart). 

From An Administrator in the Making 
(Longmans). 

From My Life as Soldier and 
Sportsman 

{Grant Richards). 

Mr. John Gaunt. 

most useful appendix gives advice upon equipment to 
intending travellers in the Aurte Mountains of Algeria, 
and a second deals with sport. One remarkable and 
gruesome chapter describes the primitive, but often suc¬ 

cessful surgical methods 
of the native doctors; 

even trepanning is 
performed, without 
anaesthetics, the cutting 

jwocess being done by 

easy stages, and the 
whole operation' taking 

several days! It was 
partly to obtain some 
knowl^ge of this secret 
surgery that the journeys 
trere undertaken, and 
upon bis success in this, 
as in his general explora¬ 
tions, the author is to be 
heartily congratulated. 

D. A THOMAS 
(VISCOUNT 
RHONDDA). 

of the Ministry of Food; and certain qualities and 
characteristics of the man doubtless became known through 
this public service. But the full presentation of his genial 
and lovable nature to those who never knew him personally 
is reserved for this most capable biography. Several 
people who had intimate associations with him contribute 
to the volume, though the most illuminating and pleasing 

' Hxs Daughter and 
‘ OTBSRS. 31S. (Long- 

xxians.) 
, f 

Very familiar to tbfc 

public, during a part of 
period, was 

of Lord 
L Ittlliidda as Controller 

From D. K' Tboous, Viscount Rhondda 
(Longmam). 

At H 
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WACMiLLAN’S LIST 
ant VALENTINE CHIBOL 

/ittf/a Old oncf New 
By Sir VALENTINE CHIROL, author of "Indian 
Unrest,’"‘The Egyptian Problem/’etc. 8vo. lOn.net 

Uniph Walpole*0 New Novel 

The Young Enchanted 
A Romantic Story. By HUGH WALPOLE. Extra 
crown 8vo. 7e. Od. net 

S* The principal chancten of this novel are Henry and Millicent. 
vonoger members of the Tienchard family, which was so fully described 
in TIu Gretn Mtnot. 

Veran a Nov^i 
By the author of " Elizabeth and her German Garden." 
Extra crown 8vo. 78. 6d. net 

Rudyard Kipling’s Works 
UNIFORM EDITION. 32 vols. 78.Bd. net per vol. 
POCKET EDITION. 23 vols. Ump leather, 78. 6d. 
net: blue cloth. 4Sn. net per vol. 

• THE SERVICE KIPLING. 26 vols. Blue cloth. 
3s. net each 

RE-ISSUES OF COLOUR BOOKS 

8vo. 108. net each 

The Jungle Book 
By RUDYARD KIPLING. With 16 Illustrations in 
colour by Maurice and Edward Detmold 

The Brushwood Boy 
By RUDYARD KIPLING. With Coloured Illustra¬ 
tions by F. H. Townsend 

Alice’s Adventures in Wonder^ 
land, ana Through the Looking^ 
glass 

By LEWIS CARROLL. With 92 Illustrations by 

Tennisl, including 8 in Colour 

lllQStrated by Edmund Dulac 

Four Plays for Dancers 
By WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS. With lUustrations 
in black-and-white by Eduund Dulac. Foolscap 4to. 
lOs. Od. net 

/ Have Reason to Believe 
A Set of Little Essays. By STEPHEN PAGET, 
author of "I Wonder," "I Sometimes Think,” etc. 
Extra crown 8vo. 

Life of Bishop Percival 
By the Right Rev. WILLIAM TEMPLE, D.D., Lord 
Bishop of Manchester. With Portraits. 8vo. 188.net. 

Lectures on Anglicanism 
By the Right Rev. H. HENSLEY HENSON. Lord 
Bishop of Durham. Crown 8vo. 

The Tragic Sense of Life in Men 
and in Peoples 

By MIGUEL DE UNAMUNO. Translated by J. E. 
Crawford Flitch, M.A.Cantab. With an Introduc¬ 
tion by Salvador de Madariaga. 8vo. 

Mscmltlaa’B New Catmiogue of Booka suHabie ior 
Preaeatatloa poat tree on application 

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., LONDON, W.C.2 

S.P.C.K. Books 
ALCHEMY, ITS SCIENCE and 
ROMANCE 

By the Right Rev. J. E. Mercer, D.D. With four 
Illustrations. Cloth boards. 9s. {Postage 6d.) 

A HISTORY OF SINAI 
By Lina Eckenstein. With Maps and numerous 
Illustrations. Cloth boards. 6s. 6<1. {Postage 6d.) 

{The author has first-hand acquaintance with the country, 
where she has worked with Professor Flinders Petrie.) 

TURBINES 
• 

By Engineer-Captain A. £. Tompkins, C.B.E. 
Third Edition, entirely revised, with about 110 lUus* 
trations. Cloth boards. 8s. {Postage 5^.) 

THE PILGRIM’S PROGRESS 
By John Bunyan. Arranged by Jean Mariam- 

Matthew. With 4 Coloured and 42 Black-and-White 
Illustrations by H. J. Ford. Cloth boards. 10s. 6d. 

{Postage IS.) 

{The sermons are omitted and the entrancing narrative 
lejt.) 

Jewish Studies 
Edited by A. Lukyn Williams, D.D. 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE 
JEWS IN ENGLAND 

By the Rev. H. P. Stokes. LL.D.. Litt.D.. F.S.A. 
With eight Illustrations. Cloth l^ards. Ss. 6d. 

{Postage 3d.) 

THE JEWS OF EASTERN 
EUROPE 

By the Rev. J. H. Adbnev, M.A.. Missionary to the 
Jews in Roumania. With four Illustrations. Cloth 
boards. 3s. 6d. {Postage 3d.) 

Ecclesiastical Biographies 

SCHWARTZ OF TANJORE 
By Jesse Page. F.R G.S. With Photogravure 
Frontispiece and Illustrations. Cloth boards. 7s. 6d* 

{Postage 6d.) 
{This biography should revive interest in one of the 
greatest men \n the history of missions.) 

JACQUES BENIGNE BOSSUET 
By E. K. Sanders, author of " Sainte Chantal." 
Cloth boards. ISs. 

{This should be the English Bossuet for many years to 
come.) 

The Story of the English Towns 

THE CITY OF LONDON 
By P. H. Ditchfield, M.A., F.S.A. With Map 
and Illustrations. Cloth boards. 4s. {Postage 3d.) 

HASTINGS 
By L. F. Salzuan, M.A., F.S.A. With three Maps and 
seven Illustrations. Cloth boards. 4s. {Postage 3d.) 

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE 
London—9. Northumberland Avenue, W.C.* 

Booh Shops : 64, New Bond Street. W.i ; 

43. Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4 

Brighton : 129. North Street. Bath : 39, Gay Street 

Lists post free. A nd of all Booksellers. , Inquiries invited 
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details' come of course 
from the pen of his 
daughter. He possessed 
a fine, vigorous self- 
confidence, loved a 
“ straight fight,” was 
thorough in alt that he 
did, and in his home life 
and his love for the 
country-side found one 
of his gie.atest pleasures. 
The chapter wliich tells 
of the sinking of the 
Lusitania on her home¬ 
ward voyage gives a 
thrilling interlude ; he 
was almost the last to 
be saved, and his 
daughter, after hours in 

the sea, did not see him 
again until they met 
at Queenstown. The 
whole of his political 
and business career is 
here discussed and 
explained and, though 
shortcomings and defects 
are admitted, the reader 
can see how it was that 
men with whom he 
came into contact loved 

him and worked their 
hardest for him. He 
used to say that at the 
Ministry his mission was 
to substitute elastic for 
red tape, and that 
hon mot gives one 
clear clue to his atti¬ 

tude. Quite apart from 
its value as a study 
of a strong personality, 
the book has a special 
intere’st as a picture 
of a period, and for 

its glimpses of the inner history 
of the war. 

From Some Cairo Mosques 
(Constable), 

Madrassa op Sultan Qait. 

rising fostered by un¬ 

employed Turkish ex- 
officials and Bagdad 
nationalists, he was shot 
by a sniper, and died 
almost instantly. It 
wa.s a tragic end to a 
very promising career, 

for tlie many letters 
which form the principal 
portion of this book 
show him to have 
possessed abundantly 
the qualities which 
make for sound adminis- 
tration of justice— 
sympathy, and the 
ability to understand 
other points of view. 
The Arabs liked him 

and appreciated his 
work, and with his 
colleagues he was 
universally a favourite. 
Some capital photo- 

graphs are reproduced, 
and the descriptive 
passages, of which there 
are many, prove that 
the writer had no mean 
literary capacities. 
From all readers a 
sincere sympathy to his 
relatives and friends 
will certainly be given 
at the loss of so gifted a 
life at such an early age. 

FROM 
WATERLOO TO 
THE MARNE. 

By Count Piktro 

Orsi 15s. t^^ollins.) 

AN ADMINISTRATOR 
IN THE MAKING— 
JAMES SAUMAREZ 
MANN, 1893-1920. 

Edited by His Father. 
(Longmans.) 

15s. 

The late James Sanmarez 
Mann, who joined up in 1914, 

had only left Dulwich College 
two years before, and was a 
scholar of Balliol when war 
broke out. He was offered a 
commission, as a member of 

the Oxford O.T.C., on August 
13th, accepted at once, and 
during the next year saw plenty 
of the trench warfare in France. 
In July, 1919, he left England 
for Mesopotamia, via Bombay, 
hia knowledge of Arabic and 
other languages fitting him for 
an administrative position in 
tb^ British sphere of authority. 
Ih the siege of Kufa, due to the 

From Among the Hill Folk 
of ^eria 
(Fisim Unwin). 

INTKRIOR OF QUBLAA. 

The history' of Europe for the 
la.st hundred years is examined 
by the autlior of tliis book, and 
his keen observation of facts and 
tendencies does much to eluci¬ 
date the meanings of the im¬ 
mense picture. He approaches 
it from a fresh and unbiased 
point of view, stating very 
fairly the part played by each 
nation in the general develop¬ 
ment, social, political and mili¬ 
tary, but giving, as might be 
anticipated, especial emphasis 
to the kingdom of Italy; this 
however does not impair the 
value of his conclusions in the 
slightest degree. The skill with 
which he unravels the complex 
tangle of the relationships of the 

smaller states and races of 
eastern Europe is particularly 
noticeable. Nor is the bearing of 
the United States on world- 
politics neglected. The book is 
an illuminatiDg story, an en¬ 
cyclopaedia in miniature, of the 
causes which led up to the catas¬ 

trophe of August, 1914. and 
rarely has the century so 
acutdy analysed. 
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A SELECTION -U A nn A n9Q f OF BOOKS 
FROM O LtlO I BEAUTIFUL 

NOVELS VEAUTIFUL 
A new Series which is to present 

a choice selection of standard works 
of fiction in a format which is worthy 
of their place in literature. The 
Colour Illustrations are by Artists of 
repute, and the Publishers’ aim is to 
satisfy the highest standard of 
critic^ taste in all particulars. 

TWO NEW VOLUMES. 
Si2eg X 6 inches. Each with iC 

Colour Illustrations. Cloth, 12/6 
net: VclvctPersianYapp.21/-nct. 
Antique Leather, 25/- net. 

JANE EYRE 
By CHARLOTTE BRONTE. 
460 pages. Illustrated by MONRO 
S. ORR. 

DAVID COPPERFIELD 
By CIIARLTIS DICKENS. 860 pages. Illustrated by 
G. DEMAIN HAMMOND, R.l. 

Uniform with above 

LORNA DOONE. THE THREE MUSKETEERS 
WESTMINSTER ABBEY 

The story of the Abbey retold by MARY STURGEON, 
with Etched Frontispiece and 15 (lithographed) Plates by 
LOUIS WEiKTEK, R.B A. 105 x 8 inches. 240 pages 
20/- net. Antique Leather, 32/- net. 

"Tills i'l.<l<nr.it( 1\ Kcit'U|> volume rivcs a pictiirvbquo iicTuiiiit of tlx.' 
Alilxy .nnl Its story. TIh- .luthor has sekT.letl her maleri.il with some 
%kill Hrr |Ki|'iil.ir .nid viviil n-.iy of dcv.nhiiiK the ir.ithtions, assoii.i- 
tuiiis. .111(1 iiieiiuiiir< ()• the Ahliry anil iti toml>s Oioiilil file the lUl.iciii.i- 
tioii of \i>iinn readers Mr Louis Wenter’s fifteen larKC etclimc*' h.ivc 
.1 ilelicali nidividii.ihlv ”—Time\ Ltlerary SttpplemetU, Jiilv 21, 1921 

AN INTRODUCTION TO MYTHOLOGY 

By LEWIS SPENCE, 
F.K A I. W’ltli Photogravure 
Frontisj)iece and complete 
Index DemySvo. ^3(1 pages. 
12/6 net. 

This important book gives 
a comprehensive survey of the 
whole subject and devotes 
special attention to compara¬ 
tive mythology. 

• 
MvlhoIoKV IS fasciiiatinc, indeed 

Mr. Spence's book servis a» an 
excellent introduction to other mote 
dracnatiL vohimcb It n an incentive 
to the study of a most Migttcslive 
siibjci t O’ l.tmdon'i Werhly 

OLD ENGLISH NURSERY SONGS 
Thirty-seven Songs arranged and 
Illustrated by ANNE ANDERSON, 
uniform with “ Old l-'rcnch Nursery 
Songs." Size 11 x 8V inches. 
8/6 net. 

THE HOUSEWIFE'S ABC 
By WINNIFRED S. FADES and 
JANET HUNTER 
Large Crown 8vo. 288 pages. 5/-net 

An up-to-date Enquire Within 
Manual, covering all the problems 
likely to confront the average 
household. 

fK>CANY COLOUR *BOOKS 
Illustrated and Decorated in Colour and Line. 

GULLIVERS TRAVELS 
By JONATHAN SWIFT. Edited by PADRAIC COLUM. 
320 i>agcs. Size 8J x 6 inches. Cloth, 7/6 net; Antique 
Leather, Yapp, 12/6 net. 

THE KING OF IRELAND’S SON 
By PADRAIC COLUM. 328 pages. Size 8f x 6 inches 
Cloth, 7/6 net; Antique Leather, Yapp, 12/6 net. 

THE CHILDREN’S HOMER 
Retold from the llliad and Odyssey by PADRAIC COLUM. 
264 pages. Size 8J x 6 inches. Cloth, 7 /6 net; Antique 
Leather, Yapp, 12/6 net. 

TALES OF THE PERSIAN GENII 
Retold by F. J. OLCOTT. With 4 Colour Illustrations 
240 pages. Size x 6 inches. Cloth, 6/- net. 

NEVY 300KS FOR ^OYS 
To contain at least eight plates, with original Coloured 

Frontispiece. About 300 pages each. Size 7^x5^ inches. 
With Ihcture Wrapper. 

6/-net REWARD SERIES. 

THE SKY RIDERS 
By T. C. BRIDGES. Author of "Mai tin Crusoe.” 

THE WHITE HOUSE BOYS 
By R. A. H. GOODYEAR. 

3/6 net reward" ^RIES. 

JOE STRONG, THE BOY 
WIZARD 

By VANCE BARNUM 

THE BOY~ELECTR’iCIAN 
Practical plans for Electneal Apparatus 
for Work and Play By ALFRF.D P. 
MORGAN. Second Impression. With 
330 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 4 if) 
pages. 7/6 net. 

CIFT^'BOOKS FOR GIRLS 
FAVOURITE FRENCH FAIRY TALES 

A representative collection. With 8 Plates in Colour and 
Line Illustrations by Rll', 
CRAMER. DeinvSvo. 2sf'pages 
7/6 net. 

ANGEL UNAWARES 
By Q. SCOTT-HOi‘Pi:R. Aullior 
of " Rock Bottom,” etc. With 4 
lllustralioiis in Colour. Large 
Crown 8vo. (»/- net. 

ALL ABOUT PETS 
Told in stones by LILI.\N GASK, 
Author of " True- Dog Stones." 
etc. Size;'/ • 5-.: inches. Ulus 
trated. 6/- net. 

STORIES FROM FRENCH HIS'PUKY 
By ELEANOR C. PltU'E. With Frontispiece in Colour 
and iG Illustrations. Large Crown .Svo 256 pages. 6/-net. 

An unusually attractive book by a well-known author. 

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
ROBIN HOOD AND HIS MERRY OUTLAWS 

Retold by J."WALKER McSl^ADDEN. With 9 Illustra 
tions in Colour by N C 
WYETH. Sizeo x G inches. 
288 pages. 12/6 net 

This is undoubtedly the 
most beautiful Robin Hood 
yet produced. 

PUCK’S BROOM 
By E. CORDON BROWNE 
Illustrated in Colour and Line 
by KATHLEEN 1. NIXON. 
Demy 8vo. 224 pages. 
6/- net. 

The wonderful adventures 
of George Henry and his dog 
Alexander, who went to seek 
their fortunes in the Oiice- 
upon-a-Tnne Land. 

SEVEN PEAS IN 
THE POD 

By MARGERY BAILEY. 
Illustrated in Colour by 1'^ 
Crown 8vb. 224 pages. 6/- 

NIXOK YOUNG. Large 
net 

THE JOYOUS TRAVELLERS 
By MAUD LINDSAY and EMILE POULSSON. With 
Frontisx>iece in Colour and many Line Illustrations. Demy 
8vo. 1Q2 pages 6/- net 

A charming new volume by well-known authors about 
life in the Middle Ages. 

Harrap's List of Works in Oeneral 

Literature and of Books Beautiful is 

Now Ready and will be sent, post free, 

upon application. 

London; GEORGE G. HARRAP & Co. Ltd. 
Z ax PorUmouth Street, KINGSWAY. W.C.. and at 218-226. Clarence Street. SYDNEY 
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may say, however, that it ihoold ' 
become a standard work, not only 
because it has no rivals, but because 
of its thoroughness and its detail. 
Only those who have actually known. 
the East and its treacherous, semi- 
savage populations t:an really 
appreciate Captain Hay’s personal 
adventures in the administration of 
justice, and it is not pleasant to feel 
that after all the expenditure of 
energy, the self-sacrihce, of his 
fellow-workers, the British fair play 
will disappear from portion of the 
East. Often he was in risk of his life; 
often strained almost beyond endur¬ 
ance ; yet he pays tribute to some 
excellent an i loyal friends among the 
nati\ es, and longs to visit Kurdistan 
once more, the call of the land being 
strongly upon him. He has written 
ais records admirably, and the photo¬ 
graphs are of special interest; but 
ab( ‘ve this, the value of the book as 
history is unquestionable. 

THE COUNTRY 
DAY BV DAY. 

By E. Kay Robinson. 12s. 6d. 
(Holden & Hardingham.) 

As an observer of nature and bird- 
life, and as a lover of nature under 
her every aspect, there are few who 

.EAST CARELIA AND 
KOLA LAPMARK. 

Described by Finnish Sdentists and Philologists. 
Edited by Tueodor HoufiN. 21s. (Longmans.) 

The great Kola Peninsula, comprising the 
country between Archangel and a point three 
degrees east of Helsingfors, is almost un¬ 
known ground even to those who have fairly 
thoroui^y explored the world. In this very 
finely-produced volume a most comprehen¬ 
sive account of the land, its inhabitants, 
physical features, customs, language, etc., 
has been brought together by many com¬ 
petent authorities. The maps and photo¬ 
graphs are excellent, and no source of possible 
i^onnation has^ been neglected. It is a 
necessary hook for the ethnologist, and indeed 
for the student of almost any sphere, who 
may desire to know something authoritative 
about the northern races of Russia and 
Finland. 

TWO YEARS IN KURDISTAN. - 
By W. R. Hay. 21s. (Sidgwick & Jackson.) 

’ Capt^ R. Hay, after service in India 
and Mesopotamia during the war, and a 
y^ed e3q>erience in the Civil Administration. 
Uvlng learnt Persian, Arabic, Turkish and 
(later) iOirdisb, was appointed to official 
positi^XLB in that vaguely defined country 
known as Kurdistan, whicb, as he explains, 

part of northern Mesopotamia, of 
Persia, of Turkish and French-controlled 
territory. His experiences during the troub- 
Ipus two years foUofwing the Armistice are 
conbodied in this book ; bnt it is also a mine 
Of information on the people, the geographical 

^igod natural aspects of the country, and its 
'•^mhaAA. Onr only regret is that «Nre have 
}||iK.ifAce to convey to our readers an 

XiiltO impression of its great value; we 

Tm< Kabtkiin 
Mount Ksitva. 

Frtm Rift VeUeyt sad Csslogy 
of East Africa 

, Strvkt). 
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Wm. BLACKWOOD s SONS 
Sinn Fein and the Gunmen flourish in Ireland because 
Englishmen are ignorant of and bored to tears by the 

eternal Irish Question. 

READ 

TALES OF THE R.I.C. 
7/6 net (Rofel Irieh Gonstebularr) 

and you will there find THE FACTS and be no 

longer bored. 

THE HISTORY OF THE 51st (HIGHLAND) 
DIVISION, 1914.1918 

By MAJOR F. W. BEWSHER. With Portraits and 
Maps. 351. net 

FAR TO SEEK 
By MAUD DIVER. 8/6 net 

" The story is aa attractive piece of romaace, and tbe pictures of the 
Indian mother in her English home, and of scenes lu India, are all 
cleverly imagined."—Scotsman 

“ Mrs. Diver shows her accustomed facility of invention and difpisty 
of style for the renewed enjoyment of her wide public.”—The Outlook 

THE FUG OF THE ADVENTURER 
By SYDNEY S. GRIER, Author of " The Strong 
Hand/' etc. 7/6 net 

*'A verv CAOcllriit !>luiy. (ull of Uelail, but aho full of Iliovemeni, 
serious, yet threaded with humour, its characterisation varied, its 
workmanship sound."—Momtng Post 

THE VOYAGE HOME 
By ALAN GRAHAM, Author of " Follow the Little 
Pictures." 7/6 net 

" A good mystery story in a comedy atmosphere. Mr. Graham has a 
pawkv pen, and his bwk floats on a curient of buoyancy, bumour 
and pleasurable exatement from start to finish."—OAsm><r 

ON HAZARDOUS SERVICE 
By MERVYN LAMB. 7 /6 net 

" Tbrilliag story of tbe adventures behind the German lines in Belgium 
of a British aviation officer, who voluotanly landed there on ‘ intelligence 
duty.’ "—Wesimmster GazdU * 

THE HIGHUND HOST 
By ARTHUR FETTERLESS, Author of " Gog," etc. 

716 net 
Mr. Fetterless has shown great skill in tcliing a tale of two High¬ 

land fanning families parted by a bitter feud. It iv quite worth white 
to follow the fortunes of James and Hugh M'Douall in their hoiae life, 
which they leave for Edinburgh. It is a sincere and ncU written novel. 

TURNS OF FORTUNE 
By ROBERT HOLMES. Author of " Walter Greenaway. 
Spy and Hero,” " My Police Court Friends," etc. 

716 net 
There is something wonderfully stimulating in looking 

upon men who have experienced happy change of 
fortune, particularly when one has the 'smallest 
share in determining a step which led to a turning 
out of some singularly miserable lane. 

SELEaED VERSE lacladiBg " Tkc Victory Ball,' etc. 

By ALFRED NOYES. 5/. net. 

MORE SONGS of the GLENS of ANTRIM 
By MOIRA O’NEILL. 5/6 net 

“ Whenever tUngs happen there someone is sure to be who can pve 
well-known pictures, which seem, as a matter of course, to get into 
* Blackwood.’ "—Morning Post 

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE 
Snbneilbw Iwtli at bom* asd abroad can bar# “BliACX* 
WOOD* KAOASra" oont poM fMo yearly for 3to.. or 

Uo. for 9lM meatba. 

WM. BLACKWOOD ^ SONS 
46, GEORGE STREET, EDINBURGH 
37, PA’TBRNOSTER ROW, LONDON 

. . FROM . . 

WILIIAMS&NORGATE'S 
LIST 

An Onlooker in France^ 
1917-1919 

By SIR WILLIAM ORPEN, R.A. 
With 96 full-page Pictures and Portraits. 
Crown 4to. Bound Art Linen. 31s, 6d. iiet > 

" The most frank, unconventional, humorous, tragic, 
human book about the Great War that has been writtefl.*' 

Dos/y Exprsss 

The Life of Charles Haddon 
Spurgeon 

By Rev. W. Y. FULLERTON. 
Illustrated. Demy 8vo. Cloth 15s, 15s. net 

Prehistoric Times : 
Aa IHuatrated by Ancioot Remotna and the Manners 

end Cuatoma of Modem Sovoges 

By LORD AVEBURY. D.C.L.. F.R.S. 
Seventh Edition, revised. Large demy 8vo, 
cloth. With 3 Illustrations in colour and nearly 

300 other Illustrations. 12s- 64l- 

Works by 
PROF. SIR ARTHUR KEITH 

" Prof. Arthur Keith is tbe most learned of present-day anthropolo|itta. 
He IS also an exponent who has tbe rare and precious gift of bringing 
his sauDce down to the level of tbe street."—Datly Mail 

The Antiquity of Man 
With 189 Illustrations. 4th impression. 

12s- 6d. net 

The Engines of the Human Body 
An Introduction to the Study of the Humon BiMiy 

Illustrated with numerous figures in the text, and 
two plates. Cloth. I2s. 6d> 

Edinburgh • Aa Hiatorieol Study * 

By The Rt. Hon. SIR HERBERT MAXWELL, 
Bart., F.R.S. 

With a coloured Frontispiece and 64 pages of 
Illustrations of the past and present town. 

Medium 8vo. 12s. 6d. net 

London 
By SIR LAURENCE L. GOMME, F.S.A. 

With a number of Plates and other Illustrations. 

I.arge demy 8vo. lOs- 6d* 

The Herbaceous Garden 
By MRS. PHILIP MARTINEAU. 

Giving full particulars of how to Make and 
Arrange Hardy Borders, with an Alphabetical 
Index of most suitable Plants. Well Illustrated 
in Colour and Black-and-White. 3rd revised 
Edition, Cloth. 7s- 6d- net 

Rock Gardens 
How to Moke end Moiatoin Them 

By LEWIS B. MEREDITH. 

With an Alphabetical List of Plants, mth Notes 
on the Aspect and Soil they require. and 
Edition. Illustrated. Cloth. 75. 6d- net 

14, Henrietta St, Covent Garden, London, W.C2 



THE BOOKMAN 
CHRISTMAS 1921 

who loves the open country-side above everything, who 
is responsive to each heart-beat of the rhythm of life. 
And here, in a single sentence, is the attitude of the author : 

‘ Of what use is it to talk of British eagles, when every 
eaglet that foolishly wanders to our coasts is promptly 

t.''- 

• l-'-J 

0^ 

From Two Years m Kurdistan 
{StdgwicA (S' Jackson). 

On the Persian Road. 
From The Country Day 

by Day 
(Holden 6* Hardingham), 

January i after frost 

AND SNOW. 

can rival Mr. Kay Robinson. His opening words, in his pre 
face to this engrossing book, betray him ; “ No day of Nature 
is exactly like any other "—thus we find him writing the 

story of the year, from New Year's Day to December 31st, 
in the record of little things—the tiny, almost imperceptible 
processes and changes which signify so much and are 

entirely invis¬ 
ible to the 
man who only 
recognises the 
difference be¬ 
tween summer 
and winter, 
between a wet 

day and a fine? 
day. Most 
people miss the 

. finer delights, 
not perhaps 

through lack 
of interest, but 
because their 
days are per¬ 
force spent in 
towns; to them 
it will be a 

sheer pleasure 
to watch,' in 

these pages, 

the slow un¬ 

folding of the 

year, described 

ia choice and 

^rene Ian Pfojff Years in Kurdistan 
guage by one (Sidgwick & Jackson). 

welcomed with the shot-gun of somebody with a ten- 
shilling licence, and sold, perhaps, to decorate some jiubhc- 
house bar. staring with glassy eyes out of a square case at 
men nightly drinking beer ? ” The whole book, with its 
delicate, charming photographic impressions, is a treasure- 
store of nature's miniatures. 

1 «. 

Arril, from the South. 
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AU PUCES NET 

21/- 

10/6 

Style 1 

84/- 

Style II 

105/- 
Style III 

72/- 

21/- 

10/6 

6/- 

4/- 

2/6 

A new ANT volume §t Twinty MthOrtt UNPUALItNCD DRAWINA* IN OOkOUR kf the M* Kale Oraamvay. 

KATE GREENAWAY PICTURES 
From Orijinals presented by her to John Ruskin and other personal friends 

With an liitlierto unpiibliHlied Portrait of the Artist and an A|»preciation by 

H. M. CUNDALL, I.S.O., F.S.A. 
Ito expense has been sjiared in publishing this handsome volume The drawings arc rcprcxluccd in 

the exact size of the onginals by the highest class of workmanship Fach of the twenty pictures is 
mounted and plate marked on a stpaiatc page of handmade paper with deckle edges Size, 
I2j by lo ins special endpapers full cloth bevelled boards 

It IS well known that \Iiss Kate Greenaway enjoyed the friendship of John Ruskin and for many 
years, during the penod of her best woik she made a practice of sending him among other personid 
friends at Christmas and at anniversaries some of h(r most exquisite designs These are now for the 

first time published and lovers of her work will be wise m seeuiing a copy of the first edition which, Tor 
this country and the United States will be identical 

Other Voinmes of Kate Greenaway a are - 
UN1>ER THE WINDOW 

MARIGOLD GARDIjN <|<|. each net 4l<j Coloured Pictuies Boards. 
THE PIED PIPER OF HA>1ELI\ 

MOTHER GOOSE ] 2s. (W|. each net 
THE J.ANt.UAGE OP FLOWERS J Pictures. B lards 

THE QUEEN OF THE PIRATE ISLIL By •dRi I H\R1F 
____Gretnaway 3ti. 6d. net 

AN IMPORTANT NEW WORK IN “THE WAYSIDE AND WOODLANi» vERIEt" 

Small Ir 8vo Coloured 

Illustrated by Kate 

ANIMAL LIFE of the 
BRITISH ISLES 

A complete Pocket Guide to the Mammals, Reptiles 
and Batrachians of Wayside and Woodland, by 

EDWARD STEP, F.L.S, 
Within Plates from Photograjihs including 48 in Colour b\ W J Stokoe 

In Pocket size bj by 4Ains Lloth pit round corners marbltd idgcs 
Iht same method adopted lor The Wayside and Wotxlliml Senes has 
bcin lariitd 1 ut m this new \oluni( \cr\ ample description his bitn given 

to till tompliti langi of species 

THE t.KEAT WORK ON NATl R VL HISTOiTy 

WILD LIFE OF THE WORLD BMfraphinl Diitribution ol AiURial* 

By RICHARD LYDEKKER, B.A., F.R.S. 
With over G *> itij^ravings from onginal drawinijs and i-o studies in Colour Size iif by S ins 

I 400 jiagis and index of i-. ikki entius 
PuiiLisutn i\ SriLFs Si\]i I HI 3 vols» Cloth 4s. net brylc II, in 3 vols, half 

moiutco IK.T ox. net Style III, in 12 sections stiff art c«)\crs Os. net per section This form can be 
supphod in sections as lequircd spread ovei a reasonable ptnod proviehng a detimtc order to complete the 
purchase is placed 

AN AUTHORITATIVE WORK ON <EA ANOLINQ. By tlit Hon. locrottfy Britiib SM Anflort* Vocioty 

MODERN SEA ANGLING By f. d. holcombe 
In Demv 8vo With Photographic Illustrations Cloth gilt 21m. net 

Ibrrr 111 be few nii n in ihi-. i nuntrv brtu r ]Udlilii d tr> tell Ihr st n of its mi Uiii Soi ^Onling th.iii Mr Molcnmlir who tiesides 
being-1 kmi lod sun evsliil pidttitioijir c f the \dri HIS arts which It invi lvi« i<iietineHm Sre r t uv r f the Ontisb S< a Aiigkrx Society 
and U) d ISC t >U(.h with lU thi Icadmi, authintie'. 11 < vets brinch of the k iin< Vftci readin). his new book wp can hnneatly that 
there can be few iiitii ipart fr in pnctiial quilifirati us wh loiil I hi\( i npr m 1 on it tithti f r mUttr oi manner It is an admirable 
book instruclivt mtiiestiug ind well wnttui iiid the iitdivi lualilv if tl uitl r riMiled iii yithv ixpri m ns of opinion or 
Lumnent, sasts t\iii thesc\«.rrl> techiucil portioi Ir i 11 me hill JleFttH Pit Ur ill_ 

By EDWARD LEAR 
The Book of Nonsease, to which is added More Nonsense. With all the Ongined 

Pictures and Verses Copyright Ldition Size loj by ms. Cloth gilt bevelled boards 
Ke issue with coloured wrappci 

Nonsense SongfS and Stories He issue of the complete Edition With an introduction 
by bir Fdward Strachey Bart Size by 7 ins . C loth gilt bevelled boaids 

THE MAGIC FISHBONE (Romanet tram th* pan of Miaa Aliea RainWrd, agatf lavon) 

By CHARLES DICKENS, irem Hohdav Romance ’ Illustrated by F. D. BEDFORD* 
With Fight full page Coloured Plates and many Illustrations in the text Size by 7! ms , 
with Cover designed by the Artist, Cloth b ick 

THE ROBIN’S CHRISTMAS EVE 
A New Edition of this famous "story in verse'* By C E BOWEN With 15 Onginal Coloured Illus¬ 

trations by Winifred M Warne Size 8 by ms with coloured inlay picture cover, art paper boards 

Oar PubllcatloaM /nc/irtfe—the inimitable works of Edward Lear, Randolph Caldecott, Kate Qreenawsy. Walter 
Crane, L Lealle Brooke. Beatrix Potter, Lawson Wood, H. M Brock, and others whose art and genius have 
bnghtened and refined the lives of children of ^1 ages Booksellers throughout the world stock our Publtcattons 

CHANDOS HOUSE, 1-4, BEDFORD COURT, LONDON, W.C,2, and NEW YORK 
lir 
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WANDERINGS 
IN THE 
WESTERN 
HIGHLANDS 

AND ISLANDS. 

By M. F- M. DoxALn- 
SON. JOS (Gan.'ncr.) 

One fault fit is 

the only one) we have 
to find with this 

portly volume is the 
sectarianism which 

obtrudes itself over 
and over again. A 

book of topography 
one hardly expects to 
be made an occasion 

for setting forth 

ecclesiastical prejudices 

and preferences. It is t- .tl #. ^ 
.7. .. . Frotn The Country Day by Day 

a pity that cavillings <^IiarL!haml 

about ” orders *’ and 

■" the true faith” should mar what are extremely pleasant 
.and fascinating pages. Apart from this. Miss Donaldson 
'has excellent qualifications for telling the storv of the 

.VJv I. 

‘v 
^ ■ i'' ' 

■I *■ 

" si' ,> ' 

Western Highlands 
and Islands of Scot¬ 
land. She is Highland 
born (though wearing 

a Lowland form of a 

Highland^ name), and 
she has a thorough 
understanding of ” the 

Gaelic.” Highland 
place-names, perfectly 

incomprehensible to 
the mere Sassenach, 

arc child’s play to 
one who is so 
steeped in Celtic loro 
and legend. Miss 
Donaldson’s perambu¬ 
lations have taken 
her into some of 

the quaintest, most 
romantic and pic¬ 
turesque parts 

■■ M.RCH w,TH A “ "Sion /vcry- 
TCARiNO WIND.” whore beholden to 

the witchery of 
Nature and in which the histone spirit is abundant 
and overwhelming. She is not an ordinary tourist, seeing 
things, more often than not, at haphazard, aiul celling down, 

Boyne Antiquities in the Neighbourhood OfiuiD*o Tkmmjr Farw CutexM, Imvbmisoo. 
Dune^t House 

y , {Cambridge University Press). ■ 



CYLDENDAL 
BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
An assortment of the finest SCANDINAVIAN 

Literature would be s:reatly appreciated 

W»rkm by KNUT HAMSUN [Norwegian), 
Nobut PHm9, 1B21 

GROWTH OP THE SOIL 4/6 net 

“Abcautifiil woik of ('eiiliu . . . liyaproTeti inMter."— 
• WrttiiaiiKii'i 

PAM ' 7/6 nut 

“ A great novel . . . u brxik that has few eqn.Ua iu but )it°rAt 'i e." - 
Eefi.iivj Shnniard 

MOTHWiSE 6/> net 

“ A third niasterpiere hy tins gifted Nunvegian novelist Sf'iliiian 

WANDERERS 6/6 net 

Just published. 

SELMA LAGERLOF 
AOI>e/ PriMU, r909 

THE OUTCAST 816 net 

“ A l>eaut.iful cont-cptiou ... a retuarkahle novel."—/>aif,v T' leyrapfi 

LAURiDS BRUUN {Danish) 

VAN ZAMTEM’S HAPPY DAYS 7/6 net 

“Vivid and piutim'sijiie ... a roni.uicc related with insight and 
chann."—lAi'^rpool Cmirier 

THE PROMISED ISLE 7/6 net 

“ Clever, cntortaiinng. and full of Iltur.-iry merit "—Conrf Jvinial 

GUNNAR GUNNARSSON (le«/ancf) 

THE SWORN BROTHERS 7/6 net 

“ Real poetic feeling . . . the thrill of real romaDce."— 
Altfrdeen Fief I'remi 

GUEST, THE ONE-EYED 8/6 net 

. “A ronmnee of intense iiitere t . . . nmaziiiglj and arreetively line.' — 
Fi'riiiii'i Sewn 

ilOHANNES LiNNANKOSKi {Finnish) 
THE SONG OF THE BLOOD-REO FLOWER 7- nut 

“ A grv.it Siiandniaviaii story.' —I'ulilu' O^o.iooi 

SVEND FLEURON (Danish) 

GRIMt THE STORY OP A PIKE 6f- net 

“ A wonderfully told story . . . a lK>ok to enjo>."- -.?/«>if*i"n)i 

KITTENS 6 • net 

“ A wondurfiil iHsik, to be read with delight hy all :\niinal lovv s. 
John O'Li'iiiii'ii !• Werkhi 

S/GRiD UNDSET (Norwsglan) 

JENNY 7/6 net 

“One of the most striking slndtcs In feminine psychologi Ihut has 
ajipuared of late.Kni/lUhiruinaH 

BARBRA RING (Norwsglan) 

INTO THE DARK 8/- net 

“A Very human and pathetic story."—Kngtieh Recieie 

^ JOHANNES BUCHHOLTZ {Danish) 
EGHOLM AND HIS GOO 8/6 net 

“ Very perfect artistry, unforced, iinflinohing.' - Engluh Uti'ifir 

THE MIRACLES OP CLARA VAN HAA t 8/6 net 

Just piibl shed. 

ESKIMO FOLK-TALES 
By KNUD RASMUSSEN and W. WORSTER 15,- net 

Crown 4to. Illuitraled by Native Bskiiuu AitiiU. <hie of the most 
remarkable collections of stories ever Issued in the English laiig' age. 

DELPHI 
By Of. PREDERIK POULSEN 21/- uet 

, Wit ha Preface by Peof. Porey Gartfnor 

A survey of Delphic art, history and mylhulMgy. Rhdily Illustrated. 
C-owo 4to. 

PLEASE NOTC NEW ADDKESS— 

GYLDENDAL 
11, Hanover Square, London, W.L 

A. M. PHILPOT 
JUST OUT 

VOL. IV OF LES FLEUKS DE FRANCE— 

THE CRYSTAL COFFIN 
Translated Horn the French of MAURICE ROSTAND, 
son of the author of “ Cyrano tic Rorgcrac.” 

With frontispiece portrait of the author. 
Cr. Kvn. Stiffened French Vellow-back. f>s. not. 

Wntlen in tin' form of nii autohniBr.iphi, :tiid full ol Ihiiilvvrilcd dc«crlp- 
ti’iia of i)crM>nagc» m French socn-lv. ilii'- Ixmlc causeil u great i,eiisa(ion m 
France l.i«t vc.ir. anti 30,000 were sold at nnci' 

READY SHORTLY 

VOL. V OF LES FLEURS DE FRANCE— 

THE FOSTER MOTHER 
By ERNEST PIiRCK^HON. 

With Introduction by Richard le Galliennr. 
Cr. 8vo. Stiffened French Yellow-back. 6.s. net. 

This 14 a Cr.insbtion of “ N^ne." th«* liiKik th.it ti>ok the mnoliHiDveted Prix 
Ooiiuoiirt (iir 1920. It is a inastcrh •>lurlv of the iiialeni.d iiistmct among 
proplc and surrouiidiiies th.it rcrnll Ifaoh's " Tuss," and a grtMt book. 

. 100,000 SOI.!) IN FRANCE. 

.ill who are ttilercded in the dtffieull art of the Short Storv .s/a>u/if tnake a point 
oj procuring the firil three volumes of l.i Fleiiry de. France series of Iranslaiions. 

Unt/orm eJilton bs. net. 

Voi. I CRISES: 
Tales of Mystery and Horror 

By MAURICE LEVEL. 

Introduction by II B Irving. 
Six of these conle» have been dramatised and played at the Pans Grand 
Guignul 

VoL II 29 Short Stories 
Illustrating the typical style and themes of twenty-nine 
celebrated contemporary autlior^. 

Voi. Ill The Holidays 
A Book of Gay Stories. 

By HENRI DUVERNOIS. 

SOME INTERESTING GIFT-^OOKS 

THE YOUNG OBSERVER’S 
HANDBOOK 

With ISO Illustrations. 
By W. PERCIVAL WESTELL. F.L.S. 

Demy 8vo. los. (id net. 
•An iile.il gift-lM>uk foi any Imy or giil who keen to find an authoritative 
giiitJu t'l n.itiiir-study. Mr Wvxti'll ■. ii.tniv 1- a gti.vratitcr of interest and 
<]U<(lltV 

“ .\ dulightiul pri~»eiit.'’—Co«»i/rv / tie 

NEW EDITION 

A RUSSIAN GARLAND OF 
FAIRY TALES 
Woven from a collection of peasant chap-books, with six 
illustrations in colour by J R j>k Rosciszewski. 

Quad F'cap 7s 6d net. 
Channing t.iluH lull i>( vunous ideas .111.1 i-xprvssions 

THE BOOK OF THE PISTOL 
AND REVOLVER 

By CAPTAIN HUGH B C POLLARD. 
Fully illustrated with 27 plates and 13 appendices. 

Demy Xvo iss. net. 
The whole viilijecl of pistnU. from tho o.irln-st li.-iml-cannon to the latest high 
vclocitv .'lutoni.itic pi'.tol. 14 (*xhatistn<'b treated Tlie appendices are a 
vunt.ibk ininc of mforni.iltoii on Imhu-. proof-marks, c.'irtildgcs, scores, etc. 

JUST OUT 

RUMANIAN PROVERBS 
By M 13EZA, Lecturer at King’s College, London 

University 
Author of ■■ The Rumanian People and Literature.” 
Crown 8vo Decorated Parchment Cover. 3s net. 

.An iiitcre-iliiig collectKin of quaintly-expresseil wisdom, giving both tbe 
original an>l the transi.-ition. 

THE EDINBURGH LECTURES 
ON MENTAL SCIENCE 

By T. TROWAKD. 
Crown 8vo. Cloth and linen, 6s. net. 

A senes m In tinrs. every one a little gem of its kind, in which the author, 
who was ilrst nix'd by the late An-hd<-ai-nn Wilhurforce as“ one of the greatest 
thinkers ol our tunes.” mdicales the natural pniiciples governing tbe relatioD 
between mental .irtion and phxsical ronditions. 

A. M. PHILPOT, Ltd. 
69, Great Russell Street, IV,C,2 
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inore often than not, a some- 
w^t confused account of the 
same. Her book is the result 
of twenty years' j)ainstaking 
research and observation 
equal to that of any explorer 
in virgin fields. The work is 
packed with a mass of fresh 
and illuminating information, 
charmingly discoursed upon, 

and holding the reader's 
attention from start to finish 
As a matter of fact, one is 
disposed to say that this is 
probably the best popular 

book on the Highlands—the 
best guide to the Highlands— 
one has met wdth, but it can 
scarcely be reckoned amongst 
“ knapsack books," for it 
extends to no fewer than 511 

pages and it weighs about 
three and a quarter pounds 

Miss Donaldson has her 

prejudicesand her convictions, 
and she is not afraid to air 
them. She is an unrepentant 
Jacobite. Charles Edward is 
ever her Priiite Channing 

What a land of glamourie 

is that which embraces those 
glorious Western Isles, with 
their wealth of tradition and 
superstition, and their sur¬ 

passing and fiwe-inspiring 
beautifnlncss in coast and 
mountain scenery! Iona, 

'' island of the dove of the 
Church." is the pre-eminently 
sacred spot in Scotland—ite 

Palestine. Here the light 
which lighteth every man 
flashed into the soul of 
Columba, forcing him out of 
his solitude when his day of 
preparation was past, for 
that stupendous mission 
which by and by claimed the 
whole nation for Christianity. 
Iona has often been described, 
and it has an extensive 
literature of its own, but, 
bating her religious pre¬ 
dilections, it has never been 
described with such topo¬ 
graphical accuracy or with 

such passionate force and fire 
as licre. The chapter on 

the hero whose cause, she decs Hospitable England in the 
not hesitate to aver, merited Seventies 

a better fate. ^»To 
standard flown at Glen- 
finnan the Highlanders, 
and especially the 
Campbell clan {whom 
she now faithfully 

abuses) should have 
assembled with alacrity, 

for Miss Donaldson 
believes that the Stuarts 
were always fair to Scot¬ 
land, and that Scotland 

would not have become 
the “knuckle-end of 
England "if Charlie afid 
his men had succeeded. 

It is never easy to argue 
with a convinced Jaco¬ 

bite, yet the northern 
part of the island of 

Britain is surely a 
better place to live 
in to-dav because of 

the failure ol that 
rash attempt whuh 
was the source of 
so much misery and 
called forth so many 
unnecessary tears. One 
can be sentimental in 
the remembrance of 
what the gallant High¬ 
landers endured by their 
misguided enthusiasm 
—sentimental too under 

the spell of Jacobitism's 
rousing legacy of song 
and stor>', but the 
entire episode was bad 
throughout, and it is 
not a good philosophy 
which cannot see that 
|be end of a thing is 
alten better than t'.ie 
fenning. 

{John Murray). 

From A.HIftory of the Cambridge 
University Press 

{Cambridge University Press). 

Dean Stanley. Ion<i (strictly it ought to be 

loua) might be reprinted 
separately, with advantage 

to the thousands, of 
pilgnms - pious a n cl 
impious who visit the 
island everv summer, 
many of whom it is to 
be feared never behold 
a tithe of its true 
glories or realise how 
much Iona has in¬ 
fluenced the spirit and 
the life not of one 
nation, but of many 
nations over the face 
ol the earth. 

K i g g, and R u m, 
Stafta, and the misty 
Isle of Skye, Ardna- 
murchan, and .\ppin, 
Glencoe, and Lochaber, 
each with its own 
imperishable memories, 
are pictured in the 

same spontaneous but 
eloquent and arresting 
fashion. Nothing of 
note is missed. The 
writer's perfervidness is 
contagious, and the 
feeling one has, after . 

going through a book 
like this, is to get 

away at once (especi¬ 
ally at the heart of, 
the summer) to the ■ 
scenes themselves, End ' 
to reproduce some at 
least of the experiences 
which have evoked so 
lively and appealing 
a contribution to the 
literature of locality,. 

Richard Bentley. 
VV. S. Crockett. 
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A NOVBl, POR ALL WHO UKB THRILUNO 

ROfUANCB 

THE LA CHANCE MINE 
MYSTERY 

By S. CARLETON 
Cr. 8vo. 7/6 net 

A vury exhllKrAtin^ atury of odventiiro (ii viJd plAces, 
irftolviUK i>Iut«, luurilera, attai^ks by wolves. hiiiI iliu 
search for mold. A real itilveiitiire story. 

A SOYBL FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIATE 

CHAHACTBR DRAWl^ 

THE DEBT 
By G. P. ROBINSON 
Cr. 8vo. 7/6 net 

A remarkable “first novel," tellitiic of the fiiendshiiJ of 
tiiree men and Uieir effect upon cue another, at iiarriiw, 
Oxford, and afterwards. 

T THE '‘REAL THING •' IN CRICKET STORIES 

THAT TEST MATCH 
By SIR HOME GORDON, Bart. 
Large Cr. 8vo. 6/> net 

Tins story traces the career of h crirketer from si-l ckjI da.vs, at 
Kton and Cniubridzc, iii a lotiiiiv Teiiiii. on T"i» in the West 
Indies and in Aiisii.tlin, and ttinilly in .t Tml Match at the ovul 

“A hny'ts book, a man*s bnok. a woman's fcooA.*'--Iiaii.y_ 

THE GREAT WHITE SOUTH 
Being a Record of Experiences with 
Captain Scott's South Pole Expedition 
and of the Nature Life of the Antarctic 

By HERBERT G. PONTING 
Large Dy. 8vo. 30/- net 

Wli>-n Ml I'ontintr Icctnied and cxliilntcii In* films and slides 
—‘•The Hontiiijf l‘n imei.' —liefore Ihe wm, n was r<-c«>isiii»eii that 
he wan anioii){ the finest Iimiii! lundsca]n> |ihoio.'M]>hciH In 
this ivcoid of Iii4 c\|>eri>-n-<-H uie include<i 175 very remark, 
able photographs cf^ eunsetsi seasca oe, iceberae, 
pulls, aoals, penpuins, etc. iMb ileM'npiiuns ot ihe lue 
tif Ihe iicneains ifo wiih Ins inurvelloiib series of incluics of tliu 
birds, wooiiii;, tiKlilina, entiU)!. and leariiiK their >oUmi it may 
well be claimed that 

THE GREAT WHITE SOUTH 
IS 

THE FISBST BOOK OF THE SEASON 

A BOOK FOR ALL MUSIC LOVERS 

VIOLIN PLAYING AS I TEACH IT 
By LEOPOLD AUER 
Cr. 8vo. 6/- Det 

Irupolil Aiur, teacher of Mtsi-ha 1-.liiian, Katlileco Parlow, 
Eddy llruwii, Max Kosen, and a ho',t of others, is the 
greatest liviug teacher "f the violin. Here he ev|ilainB 
Ills methods and principles. 

A BOOK FOR THEOSOi*H/STS ASP OTHERS 

THE PROCESS OF 
MAN’S BECOMING 
By •• QUAESTOR VITAE.” 

With an lotroduction by David Gow 
(Editor of "Light”) 

Large Cr. Svo. 8/» net 

This work explains the TPeaning and purpose of human life, 
as revealed lu a series o' commumcntioiis from .-pirits who 
helped In the creait jii nt the World. 

THE IMPORTANT NOVEL OF THE SEASON 

THE NARROW HOUSE 
By EVELYN SCOTT 
Cr. Svo. 7/6 oet 

** As if the tlenie vision of Stnla had been added to the 
descriptive pxt>ence of Miss Dorothy Richardson. A 
remarkable iiovel/’-rAs Obtenttr 

y. HSNRIETTA ST.. COVENT GARDEN. LONDON 
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New LIPPINCOTT Books 
't he Whistler Journal 

By ELIZABETH lO and JOSEPH PENNELt- 
353 pages., Pliotogravure Frontispiece and i6g Illus¬ 
trations Crown octavo umforni with the Pennells' '' Life 
of Whistler ” 35s. net 

Limited Autograph l‘'dition One Colour Plate and 
three additional Photogravures. 63s. net. 

'f hi-« comiMnuiii w-nrk to Uir i.iinoiis ' I.ih-" ib lull <il the iii'ist uitunatc 
n-veliitnni-. ol \\ ill•.tl('r utui Ins trnn.Jv. tnUudina Kossetti, Willi.-nn Morns, 
and ni.'uiv olh'T nouhlr )M!rM>n.i|:<» 1 lie manv vxo-llent illiKtr.itioiia are 
<L if*iiiirr ih.ll will !«■ imml hv (dlliiinib TUev show Whi'ilcr's friends 
.mil i-nrimv', liisfvlvbratvd houses, i-sl'-iHirs and in tenors, inliricstiiiK sketches, 
I'll' . ,iU ol the niosi uni otnmun n.ituie 

The Song of Songs 
Being a Ctillection 0/ Love Lyrics of Ancient Palestine. 

By MOKKIS JASTKOW, Jun, PhD.. LL.D. Double 
Frontispiece by ALEXANDlvK 131DA. 260 pages. 
I2S. ^>d. net, 

.A» in " A r>ciillv C\nic " and '' '1 In- IkKik of Job.’’ the l.itc I’nilessor Jastrow 
Ii.is .mam proilumi a work ol unusii.il intcirst <tnd i;roat livauty. Ihc pub- 
liLation ot his last work roinplctes thr hililn.il trio which wine selected for 
t>ii|>ul.ii prcsL-ntatiiiii la'causv of lliou suiaimr literary qii.ilities and their 
hiiiii.in appeal * 

The People of Palestine 
By ELIHL’ CHANT, I rofessor of Bibl cal Lite.ature, 

Ilaverlord College. 45 Illustrations. los. 6d net. 
This (.onipanioii M.liimr lo I’roli'ssor (.r.inl's previous work. " The Orient 

in IJilile 1iini-s.” is .1 vivid putuio ot Palestine to-d.iy. hv <1 keen observer 
.ind .1 .'Iiiso stuiU-iit It Is an uiiLnciil cilition of the " reasaniry of Pales- 
tiiK..'' hie, nuiimers .uid ruslom« ol the vilL'me 

Seeing the Sunny South 
By JOHN T. FAHIS. author of " Seeing tlie Far West." 

115 Malf-tcmcs from original Photographs. Frontispiece 
in Colour iio pages iland.some octavo. 25s. net. 

'I Ills viihniie (ontiniK's tin' m'i\ p<i|>iil,ii senes of truirl Ixjoks licgun in 
1^11^ wuli " S.'triiii; I'l'ijiisxK.iiij.i." loll iii'ril 111 ii|jo liv '* Si'i'in^ tlio Far 
West.’’ II mveis e\<T^lbniK '■! niteiisl m hi>.i.es. jimiIs. traditions, entcr- 
1.11111111! simies .mil histoiii.il .ineidolis tioni diliiient pi,ices. As in his 
niliir biHiks, 111 I'.ins not onl% Kive- .■ vixnl ixirlraval of everylhinc worth 
SI eimt in the i-ounti \ Ihiouch whi'h lit p.isa's hut ;idds a human background 
uhii.li ni.ikis it .III <'iiti'it,itnini: iiilldHiok foi .mxoiie 

N€}V FICTION 

The Mvstery of the Sycamore 
By CAHOLY.N WELLS. Ciown Svo. Frontispiece m 

Colour. 7s 6d net. 
(..iinlvii Wells h.is nnsnrp.issisl pfiiiiis in rn-atmi: plots .md iiiculi'.nts that 

are iiniisu.il. htrarp' ami Ii.iiIImik l« the In vet ol nixsti'rv Ivach new " FlcintiiB 
Stone " sinrv is miuinal and dillen 111 A 1 rv ol lire, a niiirder. .ind a vnlun- 
t.n \ roiilcssimi ol ihiec people to Ihe 1 nmi. is ihe eiux of the latest and most 
Kni'pins' stnrx Irmii her |>en 

Princess Salome A Tale of Ibe Dayi of Cimel Bells 
By Dr BlUiKIS JENKINS. Crown Svo. Frontispiece. 

7s. 6d. net. 
Ii rme who li.iil lixed m the d-iys uf x.innl Ik'Us roul'l l■‘tnrn. tins mit'ht 

be the i.de he woulil unlold it is •.tailliimlv ri'al—ilead i itn s live af;ain 111 
nil till, ni.id. b.iilvini spleniioui ol the p.isl- like a puriile veil of witchery 
Ihe l.mKiiornus. ■itiuo^phere of the Last ih-M ends, ;mrl wc am thiillod ubhcrvers 
ol a lic.irl-inovuiK roinanre. set against the Uirkitroiind ol the wurlJ’»'Kreatest 
tiaiiedx and the mmlily d.iwn nt iinivniiueiable f.iitli It will be numbered 
.ooonR the ercAt hterarv proflin tions ol Ihe war It will lx- admired for the 
thnllinu' t.ile, diviissed lor the iii.ninei of the telling, .iiul i.heiished fur the 
lUbpiiation and l.iUh it will give 

The Tryst 
By GRACE LIVINGSTONE HILL. Crown Svo. 

Froniispiece in Colour. 7s. 6d. net 
Ml' Hiir< iioxela .ire the wished lot IxMiks in manv hunies They provide 

rnioymenl for the whole fainilv inrli-. Nothini.' imsaxnurv ever creeps 
between the pnK«. to mar her narratives " The 'I rest '' is the eripping 
slorx of Joim Treeves—how in hi» seckini; .liter (nxl he finds Hatty^Memli, 
.111(1 helps lo lie o the mvslcn' th.it suiToinuN bei Ute as well .is the mystery 
of a (Jeath Uy far the stronKest storv by this giopular wiitcr 

The Thing From the Lahe 
By ELEANOR M INGRA.M, uuthor of " Front the Car 

Belund,” etc Crown Svo. 7s 6d net. 
This story, the last from the }>en of the iiilted author, has been aptly'termcd 

“ .1 tale Irom the Ixirdcr Lind of dread '' For those who love.the weird, the 
occult .and the iiixstenous. it will brinn a in-w thrill Koticr laicke. successful 
comiviser buxs a farm in Connei Ikut. On the hrsi iiipht of Ins residence 
he is startled hv two iioctiin>,il xi'itnrs, one "a thmi: of ilread,’' aiici the 
other app-irentiv lant on saviiif! ills hie fnmi it Tp to the xerv List the 
sU'|iens< IS Mist.imed without a break, nntil in a sudden flash Ihe xx-hole as* 
toiindmi! liuth is revealed The reader ni.ix lake lii> xlioiie ni cither an 
oi'LUlt or seieiildk explanation ol the m.ittci. 

Apriily 
By JANE ABBOIT. aiithtir of *• Kcinetli." " Happy 

Hodsc." etc. 3 lllustration.s Crown Svo. 7s 6d. net. 
June .Abhotl. the writer ot hcalthv and '■nhx'eimij! fiction for girl'. i« often 

eompaied to Louis.i May .Aleott Her hiidi ideals of woinanhixid have won 
iier a crowmc impuLintv that will have .1 Dxed pLice m the be-irts and minds 
of her manv x-outhful readers. In ’’ .Nprilly," she tells the charming tale 
of a x'liunt! eirl thruxvn upon her own lesoiines and seeking to escape from 
the harsh treatment of a boardins-hoiise keeper with whom sJie has been 
left Fate takes her to the little town ol DIo'som and here, fortune smiles. 
From a total str.iiifiei she soon itaiiis a pla<e ol honour in the comm unity, and 
through a SC11C-. of dciighttul .idventiires. le.icbes the goal of her R eat happi¬ 
ness. The txKik IS lilk-d with that jux-oux spirit uf youth and spring that 
the title suggests 

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, 
16. JOHN SsREET, ADELPHl. LONDON. W.C.2 
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A 

HISTORY 

OF 

GREAT 

BRITAIN. 

l?y 1\. B Muwai. M a 

{Sertjcn I.—I'rojii the 

Koniaii Contiiiest to the 

Death of Kuhard Ill ) 

{Hunii)hicy Milford.) 

Ji^i 

History 111 the conven¬ 

tional manner, ^^■ell 

illustrated, })nnled in 

good typo on beautiful 

paper. Tlic hislorv is 

told in an adniirnblo, 

condensed way . it is 

really womlcrful how 

much information llic 

writer packs into a }>ara- 

graph. Ho e\eii gets in 

some Shakespearean 

quotation^, anil 

himself a few conimonls. 

Thus we have on 

Richard II : “ His jnir 

trait in the National 

Gallery of London show s 

a strong, iiitellec tnal 

face with lines of 

passion upon it, but it 

is not the face of a had 

man.” Iioulitlcss this 

history will be of nnicli 

use to the vonng sin dent 

who wislios to learn .‘,s 

much as he < an as 

quickly as he i an 

A 

HISTORY 

OF 

FLY-FISHING 

FOR 

TROUT. 

By John WallTiu 

Hills. 12s. Od (I’hilip 

Allan.) 

In his ” History of 

Fly-fishing for Trout,” 

Mr. J. W. Hills. iM.l'.. 

has written what is. we 

believe, the first attempt 

■ at telling the story of 

trout-fishing in con¬ 

nected form. In other 

words, he conducts the 

/eader by pleasant 

‘paths from the earliest 

J-tom A History of Great Britain The Tower op London in thb 

(Milford). XV Century. 

From The Rainbow Bridge Brioob near Tien Tano. 

(Arnold). 

recorded mention of this 

sport, in the tliirtecnth 

century, down to lattcr- 

dav literature, not 

excepting Lord Grey's 

classic cxchnplc. Mr. 

Ih!l.s, w'hose style is as 

lucid as the waters of 

wlncli he treats, divides 

lip his work so as to 

range from Dame Juli¬ 

ana Berners' cjiiaint 

” 'I'reaties 01 Fishing 

with an Angle” (1496) 

to I/aak Walton and 

after, fharles ('otlon, 

]). C. Stewart and their 

contemporaries receive 

the coinjiinnent of three 

ch>iplers. while two— 

nearly the host in the 

hook—are devoted to a 

\alna])le di.ssertalion on 

tile evohilicni of the 

trout-ll\- Speaking of 

John l>enn) 's” Secrets 

of .Vngling ” (loij), the 

a n t I10.V i om ni e n t s : 

” 'I'hib woik IS some; of 

the he.st poetry ever 

wnlleii on sport, and is 

one of tile lincst didactic 

poem.s on anV subject, 

liidecd 1 am not .sure 

that It iloc-s not eoinjdy 

with Swinhnnic's stern 

l>ul indisputable canon, 

that uoilung wlncli can 

jKissibly he as wc'll said 

in jirose ought e\er to 

be said in vc-rsc- ” Mr. 

Hills has had tin* wis- 

dcim to abstain from 

lu-edless tec hmcahtics, 

and in Ins ch.ijiter on 

the dr\-tl\ he c-nlliuses 

as cuilv ihc- devotee of 

a game or .sjiort can 

enthuse. Incidentally 

he claims that Hallord, 

the lustoiian of thedry- 

Hv. ” did for it what 

Stewart did for 
iipslreain fishing,” and 

jiasses on to a really 

c harming dc'scnjition of 

what lie calls ” the val- 

ley ” at the \arious 

seasons of the year. A 

last chapter on the 

literature of the subject, 

involving quotations 

Irom the choicest of 

angling jioelry, is fol- 

lowed by a bibliography 

of con.siderable value 

and wide range, the 

product of manifestly 

deep, research, and 

iiulicious arrangement. 

Tho bcxik is one for an 

angler to keep for refer¬ 

ence, in which task he 

will find him^ielf assisted 

by a good ind'e^. 
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SELWYN & BLOUNT, Ltd. 
APPRECIATION OF PAI>TIN(J 

By PERCY MOORE TUJ<XER With tw«*lvc illus- 
trations in Collotype Demy 8vo. Paper boariN, 
canvas back. I5s. not 
IX-M.nliine the aims of tin- \.inniis i^chooMlint h.ivr < (•lUnbiitnl (o th*- 
mam stream ni the of aits, from tli<- priiuitivi > to IhcjKisi- 
iniprrAiunists, tlu* ciiliist', <'l> 

(’IIAPTERS FROM CilILDIIOOl) 
By JUJ-IET M SOSIvlCl^ With a prot.uo bv 
A. G GARl>i\F.R and tllu'itiatioiis* in CiiMotvpo frutii 
unpublished jnttiiri-. by D G liDSholti. Ford Madox- 
Brown, I'rodonck Shields, etc Demy Svo 10s. 6d. not. 
ill ills [*r<'lac >■ Mi G.iiilm* i s.i v - ” \\ i li i\i-. I tlnuk, an 
addition ti> tin .iiiIIk nln liiiT.itui' «Ini DkhiiI ' 

MCSIC: EVKICAK AM) NAKMtATIVi: 
POEMS By JOHN fri;k.\i.\N' ( rown XvM. Cloth. 

7s. 6d. net With Portrait by Wiliiaiii Roiheiisteiti 
Tills IS .1 viilisl.iiMl.it xoliiiin- I III1|>I l-lliJ .S.. I\ii(,d .Hill si-vi I il 

n.iiraliM’ shuI' >i1 wlmli tiii<T)iiit •|.■t'>^(als iM-nts. .md ii.jm 
.( in w lit III till- ivi. t s w.irk 

1U:IIIM) MV LIlilCAin ])OOI{ 
By Dr (i (' WILL1\MS()N Wttli ilbistrations 
(lowuXv i 10s. 6d. net 

('OLEECTED ESSAYS 
By GEOKC.LC KDW \RL> W(>01)15KiO<V In mx 
\Tilnnics 15«. md ])(t voluuic l-::u h voluim sedd 
scp.ir.Helv and complete m il>i II 

EXIT HOMO 
Bv A St JOHN .\inoCK Clown S\o (.loth. 
3s. 6(1. net 
' III tills Ihn.k In h.i' .itl.iiiK 1 to .1 lie] a 11 ol %|ni ilu.il \ I-I. >11 an ! i pii • 

li*( ticM) ol util i.iDt« hi> li« >1^ iitip I tlirnnulBUit a i iiip imp] 
|1(| I Cl I .< Ill I Ml I nuli*lit (w If.»t \ % <4 /*<•</ 

THE 1)0(;F!SII AM) OTHEli FAIIIV 
T.\EES By V. P 1-\K1\H\ Willi illiislr.Hioiis 

Crown h'- ■ Cioth 7*. 6d. net 

HOW EMiEAM) IS OOVEliM:!) 
Bv The JU Hon C K G iLASTHR.M.AN Crown .Svo 
8s. 6(1. net 

Jills Is .III i-M>Ui-iil ix.iilv \.i IntiiT inlr.i.tiii till V 'tun i\isi- nl 

the Will kiiii; III tin. I’.i iti'li I •insiitlllliiii ' .\ iiO-.ii nn-t illii n.i iidi 

Kl EAE IHX’ONSTIU < TIOX 
By IH'.NRV W WOLFP Demy S\o Cloth, "ilt 
15s. U'-l 
" l'( vv |M opl. all- 111 ii> I til III. I II. ,( II -|N I iiiii Immi Mia "ii nii.il ii i i<ii. 

sli III I Mil III.111 M- U ■■lit Mis 111. ,il <1 niiii.itiil III III- 'I (1 i.d -jil.i.' I-, 

and thi w ido .in i lii.iii whirli h< .Ir.iH s Iiis iii1i.|i!i.iii<.n. . n.ildi Inni !-< 
I Mil tnm tlicr III 111- Mc-rk .■ in.i > ..i iii.it. ii.il wl.i. Ii n mil t.i iiii< 11 -t 
.iliil •>lll't;i slinii " I/ll / oil. ' y.il.-rw/i »«. ii.' 

THE DOMINION OE CANADA AS A 
MAKKET FOR BKITISH <H)OI)S 

W'lth Introduc lions by Sir W. PK'I ER R\’L.VXDb 
President of Ihc' Fedemtion of British Indiistiies, .ind 
Mr. ST.ANI.lvV M.VCHI.N. JP. PrcMdciit of the 
Imperial Council of Commerce Crown j^vo t loth, 
with map 7s. 6d. net 

LOVE AM) DIANA 
By CONCURDIA MIIRREI.. aiitlioi ol " Jnli.i 'I.tke-s 
Her Chance ” Crown 8vo Cloth 7s. 6d. ml 
Miss \t'-iii'[ li.is SI In (r I ,1 I haillilill' llii ini' .llid ili-M lM|if | ji m ,i in niin 1 
wliii II Is • iTl.im III <l< Imlit hi I II mill'lulls 11 .nil I' 

in BAIVAT OF OMAR KHAVV.\M 
Transl.ited into l-hit>li'<ti \eise bv FI)W.\K1> hll'/ 
G]CR.\LD P.ir.iMcl Texts ot llie Fust and Seiontl 
Kditioiis, with an Essay on i''itz>ieiald In ildwanl 
Clodd and some new notes I’.iper uner. js Od -tel 
Limp japon vellntn cover, 3s. 6d. net 

EPIPSY<’HIDION 
By J'lCRCV BYSSHE SHELLE'i'. J>einy b\o 
7s. 6d net 
5o<j vii]ni-> nidx fni s.il<- Ii.i\i- turn |iinit<d at itn- Sli.il.c s|>i ,i,. Ili.nl 

Puss. Strailcird-im-.\\i>ii nii li.ind in uU- imim i nl llii' loiUn.ii' 
Edit Inn A lew i miu s will In- issiicil m Iniiii m lliini . n\ i i - 

Two Charmiotl Books decorated by C. Lovot Fraser 

JIEEU'ON HIRE 
BeinR a Pleasant Posy of rather Wild Floweis gathered 
on tile loolliiils of ParnasMis, and judeed veiy meet 
tor the brows of contemporary rhymcis B\ 1m;1ix 
Folio, Gent, of London Foolscap Kvo Boards. 
28. 6d. net 

THE LITE OF DOVE 
Crown 8vo. 38. 6d. net. 
•• bound III (|iuiiit tovi-is of n-i an I vdlnw. the litlli- aiitliiil.>K\ ol old 
versa: i> jus.1 the thine lot lovcisot all juis, "--I’all Mall/iuzetlf 

21. York ButldtQgs, Adelphi. London, W.C.2 

A Selection from . 

CECIL PALMER’S 

List of New Books 

sforaA 'Bernfiordl's Stage Romance 

THE IDOL OF PARIS 
A Kom.inie By Sak.\ii Br.KNti.\Ri)r. Crown 8vo, 

"ft bd net 
■llilsistln Inst l me n a* Mli.it tin tii\im .S.ir.ili ■’ Jias wiitU-n. It 
|s ill" stin\ ol I I.>11111. Ii.iiir|s.iiii'' eiil'sc iil\ itiil wniidrrlill Slidi-ss as 
,in i.liiss V'i\11 lU-si M|.lMii<iot till 111 i.iiii* s.IcImiI III pl.ivsliv R.icme, 

M ilii'ii-. Hnniis .ii- i-imi whilst sui li liisioin |»-isiiii.ij!»-s as S.ir(lou, 

.M-.iii l-siilK .III 1 .•till IS laki lluii iMit 111 tin .1. \« lo|>iiK-nl of tlie sloiy. 

’ \ iMi.ilili 1M..I "I W 'lk, lilk-l With tin i.hiiiii and i-iitliiisiasin ni 

\imlli l>'ill\ I A>imui/i 

Bran;A'tin—t’.'difion de l.oxe 

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS ENTERTAINMENTS 
J'r.uisl.itcd lioni the .-Viabu bv !• W j.ANii ”lo 
whn h .ite .iddeil new tales fuiin the Fieiieh 'Iranslation 
ol .\ntninf (.atl.ind With six photo}*ravurc and 30 
oliuT illn.sti.ilioiis by 1'KAXK JJu.\.s«..\\vn, K A., 111 six 

Aiilumts 
.\ lame papei edition wttli speu.iIU de.si^ned borders 

b\ Fkaxk Hkam.wvn, R .-V . to e.ich paKc. printed 
in two (.ojouis, limited to j;ii sets. Medium Svo. 

ij> bs. net. 

For the Psckuick DeVot.’e 

THE INNS AND TAVERNS OF PICKWICK 
With some obsiTvatioiis on then other associations. 
By li W Maiz. editor of I'/if Jynkciisiaii. With 31 
illustralions liv C (.» I1.\kim;i<. .\k( ii Wkhu, and from 
old punts and pliotoj'rajiiis. l.aiye Crown 8vo. 

10s od net 

For the Shakesprare Scholar 

THE TEMPEST 
•\ Studv 111 Shakespeare's Mvster\ Play. By Colin 
Jmii-i- Deiiiv 8\ii jjs od iiel 

Tin-I’lii |“iM-I'f till'siu.U is|..sli'.w tli.il7/.« 1< a iiivsln v pl.iv 

wlilih ill ils with till it’i iii.iin 111 .in.l iiiil\.is.d leaUlus of s|.iritii.ll 
I \|v‘iii-ni 1 .nilI tU.it .IS si<< h It iiuisi iiii \ it.d.lv ri-si-nili|r vrt v 1 toM'ly 

tin diiu'iit nl\tlll'll•e^ .uid ritiul 

A Vital Soik of the Moment 

RE=INCARNAriON 
True Ctironulos of the Ke-btrth ol two AfFmities. 
Rei I inJeil by One of 'Jhem LtirRe Crown 8vo. 

los bd net 

Ki iiii.iin.iti >11 1- ll•ll.dl^ n‘i'.iid< 1 .is .1 m. ii- li<-U<'l .a tlir.irv (d n.istcm 
• niiini I'll I'l'i) inalc I l.v '] In (>s'>|>l.i*t- .uni olhi-i sihoc.lsnf llioiiKht 
In till' I > “'k til. all. Ill-I. hiiiist 11 ,1 in in ol i.-ln i:i\ >’s his own tx-isiiii.i] 

ixiMinii"-. Ill' sn|M 1 1 oiisi lolls ir. oiti-i tl'ili .illd thr lniit« of loilk' 
iiiilili' ii-si-il.li ini'- 111!' siiliiiit ol l< I'lllll 

' t nio.-l vxlr lor Ini.o ' l><»>k " will- - ,1 -In l.'i.l .-I 111.111 v vo.irs st.tn.liiii'. 

1 Ii I Vi' in-V' ) • '<111'' |. i-'ss a ti-i.-k ih >1 h,i ).nt ihv tin n v ot ii'-iiiuiru-l- 

lion - > i k-ii K -III 1 III so i iiiviiii I MV -1 in-iiiii>' 

.1 Notable Hook of Lssai/s 

IN A MANTLE BLUE 
I'ss.ivs of the OpeiMur Bv l.toNSUi) UiCK-OxLEY, 

liiloi, Keb!i‘( ollege. (.>xfoul (ruwnSvo l>s net. 

\ I- '»k '.I . - ■ iv • I'.iil ol • h irui »l ' \| II' -I 'll . --nifirahlc 111 cvety wav 

I'l '!>• .1'know I"'i"‘ 1 iiii'Ui' 

Jir Oeorge Greenwood's New Hook 

BEN JONSON AND SHAKESPEARE 
B\ SIR (.i.oKoL (..Ki.Lxwooii. aulhoi of " Sliake- 

s|ie.ir» s l,.iw,"eli Crown ^s tnl net. 

\ iT.ij'hn.l .11 - iiin-'iil t'' show O..1 wJi-i. I>*ii Joii'..oTi wri.ti lii» 
)' >'ii \ I n "I ' sli.iki s|N .III .1 I a ii-I- |.o III- I .■till. III was ix'iivc liv 

-iw.ii- I h.ii Sii il.i >|M iM ‘ w.i- 111 11 mil .11" I 111 j II [, I-lit a in.tsk n.imc 

|oi olln I uiilvi- 

tor the l.o.er of Thomas Hardii 

THOMAS HARDY BOOK CALENDAR 
\ nuot.ilion for eveiy it.iyin the ye.ir With Portrait 
ainl liilioiliu turn J'"«..ii> svo -'s n<-t 

■*, • JO other titles m this senes 

for the Dickens Leter 

THE CHARLES DICKENsS XMAS BOOKLETS 
A seiiis of Miineol the lesser known little masterpieces 
of Dickens, printed in dainty form Blustratcd in 
bl.n-k-and-white and colour by Doris M. Palmek. 
4 viilumes. IS (xi net each 

LONDON : CECIL PALMER. Oakley House. 

Bloomsbury Street, W.C.l 
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YOUNG 

ENGLAND. 

(Pilgrim Press) 

The forty-second annual 
volume of " Young England ” 
is, as usual, a feast of slorics, 
articles anti pictures suitable 
for boys. Thorouglilv up to 
date in its matter, dealing 
with sport, camping out, 
cricket, photographv. weather 
wisdom, natural history, and 
many other subjects m its 
articles, it is a book wdiich 
no normal boy will put clown 
in a hurry ; and we believe 
that no normal boy's father 

will mind if it is left about in his studv, though it mav mean 
the subtraction of an hour or two from serious work. 

From God’s Country 
(Duckworth). 

Ricentb reviewt'il 111 

The Author and his 

FAVOURITE DoO-TEAM. 

Tiih. Bookman. 

since Mrs. Woffington played 
in ‘ The Country Girl.' " That 
was the considered verdict of 
Mr. Folkard. the editor and 
dramatic critic of The Motn- 

tiig, on Sally Butke whose 
artless charms were bringing 
fortune to “ The Frivolity." 
Cynics called it the usual 
clever pose, but the discerning 
vowed it was the charm of 
real innocence. Young Lord 
Movlough of the Guards fell 
very much in love with Sally, 
and with the help of Mr. 
Folkard he soon had the bliss 
of her personal acquaintance. 
Sally's father was a some¬ 

ANIMAL LEGENDS FROM 

MANY LANDS. 

By Rose Yeatman Woolf. 

(Raphael Tuck j 

We consider this to 
be easily one of the best 
picture-books of the 

year; there is some¬ 
thing very welcome and 
uncommon about it. 
The stories, as the 
editor, Captain ^■reden- 
burg points out. liavc 
been culled from many 
sources. "We have 
taken them from the 
Golden Ea.st, and have 
crossed the great I’acifii- 
to pluck the luscious 
fruits from Fiji ... be 
they from East or West, 
North or South, the 
animals behave accord¬ 
ing to their natures." 
The pictures are quite 
remarkable in their 
vigorous line, they are 
scattered freely through¬ 
out ; crouching tigers, 
sturdy bears, f.it bun¬ 
nies, leaping horses, all 
are far above the avei- 
age. The coloured study 
of the fox looking up¬ 
wards and crying, " I 
am not well, and suffer 
greatly, good aunt," is 
splendid. The tales 
themselves every now 
and then smack faintly 
of ^sop, and what could 
Ije better ? 

SALLY 

VICTRIX. 

By Katharine Tvnan. 
78. 6d. net. (Collins.) 

<• 

The best ingenue the 
itondon stage has seen 

Illustrated bv Lowin N'oble 

From The Diary of a Huntsman 
(A mold). 

what disreputable ex-officer, of good Irish family, who had 
jiaid the usual penalty of addiction to cards and horses, 
but lie was still a man of good breeding and, as it proved, 
even yet capable of reformation and heroism. Moylough, 
in spite of the bitter ho.stility of his mother, married Sally 
and took licr from the stage for ever, and even before the 
wedding-day the victorious Sally had triumphed over 
all tlie family prejuthcos save one. Her second battle 
was to prove the hardec one—to overcome the narrow 

prejuthce and hostility 
\ I Irish county society 

and to rehabilitate the 
reputation of her father, 
who hatl letneveil him- 
stlf by gallantry in Ivast 
Africa ballv hail jjower- 
ful allies, and her victory 
was completed by a visit 
from the royal godfather 
of her husband. Tlus 
was a distinction that 
broke down even lier 
niotlicT-in-law's antagon¬ 
ism and brought a snob¬ 
bish county to lier feet. 
So ends liappily a very 
pleasant love story, a 
summary of which can 
rio little justice to the 
charm of the telling and 
the skill with which old 
situations and complex¬ 
ities are made fresh 
again by the strength of 
the characterisation and 
by the keenness and 
humour of the observa¬ 
tion. The satire too is 
trenchant, though it is 
always veiled in charity 
and humour. The story 
in fact reveals Katharine 
Tynan at her best. 

MY LIFE AS 

SOLDIER 

AND 

SPORTSMAN. 

By J. Robson Scott. 

15s. (Grant Richards.) 

Gossipy, anecdotal, 
personal recollections. A 
thoroughly entertaining 
volume, ^e chapters on 
racing being particularly 
good. 

Finish to a aooo run 

WITH THE HaMSLEOON 

Hounds. iSB& 
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Rider’s New Publications 
Mtr PuiusNCe 

THOUGHT-COIN 
By Bart Kennedy, with an lutrociuction by the 
Hon. Ralph Shirley. Crown «vo. cloth. Ss. net 
Ur. Bart Ktmnedy's gifts as a wntor arc xvrll knovtii His work i« tlie 
{voduct of clear thought, graphically cxprissnl, aii<l in(ornir<! nith a 
spirit oLbmad and gcnijl hiinidnity. In tins bonk nl ossass, outlooks, 
and pictures will be lound an inspiring lll(■ssagr lor .all who .111 alive 
to the vast possibilities of the m-w age iiou d.iu mug upon us. 

4UtT PMtLItKED 

THE SPIRIT OF THE NEW 
PHILOSOPHY 

By John Hermann Randall, nuthor of " A New 
Philosophy of Life ” etc Crown 8vo. cloth 6s. net 

A conception 0/ iinilv c.ipablc of bctnining .t i ital cspericnfe m the 
gi-owing consciouMiess of ni.iiikind is sot forth 1>> J0I111 Horiiianii 
Randall >is the b.isic soliilum for the v.iriuiis problems uiiiironUng the 
world.”—Nrolsinaii 

NOW READY 

THE SYMBOLISM OF COLOUR 
Crown 8vo. cloth. 3s. 6d. net 
The assiHi.ilion of tnlniir with idi'.is and rniutions is .itir.ictivelv 
itlustrateii by Miss Conro)-'> studies The svinlxjlisiii <j1 lolmir is self- 
evident. but there is a Luge lieM of interest ui the vaiietv of aaiKs.l> 
from wliith past ages h.ive viewed the sulijcct 

New Volume o> ihe X?:w Thougih Library 

HOW TO GET WHAT YOU WANT 
By Orison Swect Marden, author of " Rvory Man 

a King.” ■■ 'J'he Mir.ach* of Right Thovight," etc , etc 
Crown Mvo, crimson cloth 5s. net 
A new work lull of Mr .Mjiden’s vigon'us .iinl ius|nriMg philiiso|ili\. 

by wbivh he (onibats dis<-ouiageiueiii aiel t.iilure. diid |iomis tin lo.id 

to hdppiiivs' .lie I pn>s|H-iili- * 

IVrtte lor /fiJri'i. C'"t>if>h'le Catahigne nf Piil/hr^fions, 
tnehuUrg 'Hir. AJ-JH' 1!lOL C.HT LIBUA RY mid 
Works on PSYCIUCJI. RRSl ARCH i'- OCCri.'l 
PHJLOSOPIIY 

WILLIAM RIDER & SON. LTD, 8, Paternoster Row, 

London, E.C.4 

WHEELS 1921. Sixth Cycle. 3/6 net. 
Edited bv Koith Si lui ii. \n .inthologv of mivleiii veise Slnkes .1 
distinct leiie in poelii ti\'li(iii|He in these lUvs ol i.iiher loox’ .lud 
amorphous inielie currenev No stu<lrnl mv<lerii lluroiMMii veise r.in 
affoni to be without this most inteiesimi; volume which h.is istaldislusl 
Itself .«s a B'cogiii'sed lilerarv institution 

WHO KILLED COCK ROBINT Bv Oshfkt StrwLLi. A m.imfesto .md 
an exposition of the new s< hool ot imeirv ,is liMiuieil iti Wheels ” I' • 

THE HIDDEN WHIRLPOOL. Bv Davii. K (J'.Vfil This novel cK-ils 
powerfully with a great evil that exists 111 .ill log titles and icve.iU tlie 
inachinalinns ami sinistei methoil!. of those uho exploit it It is wiitien 
by a true Iminanist wliosc mi.tgin.tliun and des> nptive povieis c.uise the 
reader to follow the ch-aiii ol iiioideiits with al>s.iibing interest 7/- 

THE FITTEST PLACE. By Hfufs SMiKiiUN nsRi. .An .ttiuospherc ol 
youth, and the moral idc.tlism for which the thief elMrarters stand give 
great distinction to this store F” 

THE HATIONALIITI AND OTHER KTORtEI. Bv Lily Toiiias Stones 
mostly descriptive of Jewish and Wi Ish lil< and rli.irac.ler The .nilhot's 
remarkable gift fur presenting pathos and hiiiiiour gives these stories 
a great human interest 3/S 

MT LIFE AND OTHER STORIES. Bv Anton Tcri kiiov. Tr.msl.iled 
by S. S. Kotehansky and Gilbert t .iiiimii *' These stones show 
Tchekhuv nearly at bis l>est.''.-.)Iaii(/i<'vfcr (luarUian. ” AdnuraMy 
transUted.”—Spectator. I-'- 

SUNNVSIDE FARM. A story for children Bv Gi:ktxi i<f Wallis. 

With three coloured plates and nianv illustr.ttioiis m text hy K W 
Coales. 4 S 

SNAKES AND LADDERS. A child's fanta^v Bv W J PrRKAK IMus- prRKAK 

trated by Warsvick Goble Parents will be t.spnv.ited bv this U ok. 
and children will listen to .viniost everv p.ig<- with delight l.'S 

YERAZ. A Tale Within a Tale 111 four acts Bv M A Arabian 4/S 
OLD KINO OOLE. .\ Play lor Children >11 three ai ls. By Clifi oko Bas. 

3/S 
0*KAI. A Fantasy ol Now and Then m eight scenes. Bv EnwARu C 

Rbkd. 3/S 
LESSONS IN VERSE CRAFT. By S. (iRrtki'I'F Foko. The .luilior's 

ostonisbuig success in her several ” Poets' is hools ” has nta<le her le.dise 
the widespread demand lor a book leaching the teclinigue ol verse in 
language intelligible to the avcr.igc readci. 4 6 

THE APPRECIATION OF POETRY. By Eiven and Cvoah Paul In¬ 
tended to help others to undenitand why they Lke what thev <lo like 
Shows an exquisite taste for true poetiy 2 6 

WALT'WHITMAN. By Will HAVas. A new study of W.ilt Whiliu.m 
from his own point of view. 4, 6 

•HOOTS IN THE STUSDLE. Poems by Ma.x Plowman lliis I.oi k 
more th.m maintains the author's rcput.ition foi art .md ungiii.ililv 5/* 

THE PHANTOM FIDDLER AND OTHE^I POEMS. By C vmii. G 1 wluk 
•' There are graceful and charimng lyrics lu ' The Ph.iiitoin I idiiler ' . 
but Mr. Tavlor has also a gift ol genilc irony, which he uses virv dcltlv 
in such verses as • The Deceased.’”—The hookman 3 - 

AU books are pubtisM at ShT prtet^, to which should be added lo per cenl. 
for postage. 

ANDREW’ MELROSE LTD. 

THE HAUNTS OF LIFE 
By Professor J. AUTIIUK THOMSON, LL.D. Fuily 

illiuibratetl. Demy 8vo. Clotli. Price 9s. net. 
This frook consists of (hr trr.turfs dcHeered to the itoyal 

Society ttiuiirni'c in the first Kcek of this year. 

IN SONGLAND WITH CHILDREN 
A book of songs and music lor children 

CopioBHly illustniled. ('oiiipileil iiiul lliu Music mostly 
<oiii|i.)Keil byCAKKY UONNKK, .Antlior of “VliiW Soiijis,” 
etr. Demy 4to. Prlci's : Paiier. Ss. net : Limji Clotli, 6s 6d. 
net; Clollt Boaids, 7s 66. net 

THE CONTROL OF LIFE 
By Professor J. AKTIICK THOMSON, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 

Cloth. Price Ts. 6d. net. 

The “COMMON THINGS" Series. General Editor. Professoe 

J. ARTHUR THOMSON, LL D. 

COMMON STONES 
By Pro'e-ssor (JItKNVtI.LK A. J. COLI-:. Fully Hlus. 

tratul. (,’iown .Svo. Price 6b. not. 
The Phi'itiiin Sliiiiilniil tuirti---" . . n deliKlilfiil eii'l iiiicoiivetitlonsl 

s-TicH uf geoliigif il I'ss.iva h!iii-Ii will Iw r< mi by I he geulugbt and by the 
bi'iioolUuy with tin- eauiu keen ciijuyroenl " 

COMMON PLANTS 
liv Dr. Mi'f illl'Aif lit SKKNK. Fully ilhistiuted. 

Crown Kio. I’liiT 68. net. 

THYREA : A Sonnet Sequence 
Dv-IOHN FEUtlUSON’. Presfiit.itioii K.lition. CrowiiSvo. 

PrifiiSs 6d net. 

DISTINCTIVE NEW NOVELS 

THE DIARY OF AN “ ODD ” WOMAN 
By .MAUV F. Sl'OTT. Piiee 6s. net. 

THE SOUTHERN STAR 
By MOOHK KITflMl-:. author of A Woman of the 

DcmtI.’ Prh-e Ts. 6d net 

MELROSE’S “POCKET” SERIES 

Fca]i. Hvo. (tioth. Priec 3s. 6d. net eae.lu 
Liimhskiii, iiriee 7b. 6d. net ciieli; and V«l\ et Putsian, Yapp, 

in I o.\, prn-e 8a 6d. net eaeJi. 
]:oh vrfiVioM 

WOODCAWES OF ’LYMPUS 
By MAKY E. WALLKH 

lyA R'hlooi 

ADVENTURES IN CONTENTMENT 
By D.WID GRAYSf.lN 

IJf/l HllllXIII 

THE FRIENDLY ROAD 
By DAVID (UtAYSDN 

H’ll 

THE LOWLY ESTATE 
By CltA.NS’rOl’N METCALFE 

”111/ Kr/i’la" 

THE ROAD WANDERER 
By HHN’ItY SHAWCllOS.S 

EVERYDAY ESSAYS 
By JOHN CllAWLEY 

2)1'' Killin'. 

PROSE PICl'URES: An Anthology 
f'nni]iiled hy E. MAUCAIIET JONES, B.A, 

From the writings of Micliael Fairless, Richard Jefferies, David 
Grayson, Stephen Graham, R. L. Stevenson and other famous writers. 

C. W. DANIEL. Ltd.. 3, Tudor St.. E.C.4 London: ANDREW MELROSE LTD. 
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THE MIRROR 

IN THE DUSK. 

By Brinsi.ey Macnamara 

8s. (Maunsel) 

We hasten to coinmond (Ins lovoly and palJudio .study 
of life on the land in liinn It is tin* worh of a real attisi 

i n words. 

Mr. M a e - 
namani. we 
vent nr e 

to s a \-. 
has luni- 

self b c V n 
throng h 
the life lie 
paints, tile 

life 1 e <l 
among the 

sad brown 
fields. '"J'hc 
Darcys, the 
M o y I cses. 

the Grow- 

neys, a n d 
the Sorag- 

hans. They 
w .e r c all 
people 
whoso hve.s 
were firmly 
rooted i n 

the land, 
whose 

hopes and 
dreams 

held inevit¬ 
ably the 
colour and 

quality o f 
the laiul. 
Their every 
thought 
was sped by 
an agrarian 
rage, a 
clayey 
hope, or an 

agricultural 
dream. In 
them the 
heroic 
spirit of 111'* 

Gael had 
been degra¬ 

ded down 
to hold Its 
highest ex¬ 
pression as 
a tradition 

in' the 
shooting of 
a tyran t 
of the land 
from be- 

.hind a hedge.” We cannot remoinlicr any other bcolc in 
which the wild land-hunger is so well described, the slow 
tyranny of the land, and the gloom of the land. Here 
are'charming stories of fair Irish girls; Breedh, with her 
hopeless love story, Martha Keily, one of ” that Ixsautiful 
sisterhood in Ireland ; the girls who do not leave their 
inothers.” The whole book is informed with the very 
spir^ of poetry, and we trust it will have the great success 
it dteserves. 

THE MIRRORS OF 

WASHINGTON. 

.\nonymous. With Fourteen Cartoons by " Cesare.'*’ 

15s (I’utnams.) 

The men who figure largely in the politicaf life of the- 
United States arc not, as a rule, familiar to British readers. 
In this lx>ok a keen and lively sketch is given of fourteen 

typical 
A m erican 
politicians, 
among 
them 
being ex- 

Pr e sident 
Woodrow 
Wilson, 

Herbert 
Hoover, 
E 1 i h n 

K o o t, 
Henry Ca- 
l)Ot I.ocige, 
and Kobert 
Lansing — 

names we 

select 
a s repre- 
scii tative. 
Wh ether 
the book 
will make 

Washing¬ 
ton and the 
country at 

large "sit 
up” or 

not {that 
alarm i ng 
result is 

pre dieted 
by the 
publishers) 
w e are 
quite sure 

that it 
will prove 
popular; 
for tlnire is 

a. (|iiaiity 
about each 
e s s a v 
wdncli will 
ap|>eal t o 

all chscri- 
inin a 11 n g 

readers. 
The author 
does not 

hcsit ate 
when he 
has some¬ 
thing to 
say that 
may not be 
p a la t a ble 

or pleasant; he is direct both in praise and blame, and, judg¬ 
ing from our own knowledge, he hits the mark with unerring 
accuracy every time. Fourteen good reproductions from 
photographs are included, and the cartoons are remarkable, 
not so much for their skill in preserving a likeness as for 
their uncanny penetration, the way in which they ” hit off ” a 

personality. In this respect the artist and author work very 
well together. The book is enlightening, amusing, and, we 

believe, owes nothing of its pungency to exaggeration. 
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Simple 

Burnishing 

AND 

ARRANGEMENT. 

By Helkn and John C'li.OAr, 

108. (Duckworth ) 

H. G. Wells once wrote : “ A 
.large number ol houses deserve 
to be burnt ; most modern 
furniture; an overwhelming 
majority of pictures and books 
. . . one might go on for some 
time with the list." “ It is per¬ 
fectly true, although to-day we 
should find that a great amount 
of modern furniture would he 
set aside from the flames. 
New Art was a disaster. . . .” 
Thus the writers of this useful 
and delightful handbook. Their 
work abounds in excellent hints, 
and the pictures of Heal furni¬ 
ture assure us that some furniture 
of to-day is eminently worth 
having, The ghmjiscs of licau- 
tiful rooms given in the soft 
photographic studies arc stately 
and soothing, and will provide 
many a hint. We covet much 
the tallboy and " simple chest'' 
shown on jxige io(>, the pic¬ 
turesque mahogany and satin- 
wood Sheraton sideboard on 

page 79, and " Chimney-piece 
with bookshelves in recesses ” 
on page 125. There is a great 
sense abroad of the importance 
of charm in the home, and this 
book supplies adequately and 
skilfully a real public need. 

From Modern Sea Angling Topc. 
{Warm). 

reproduced to illhstrate the 
various points. The photo¬ 
graphy of moving objects, 
street scenes, landscapies, is 
all dealt with; in fact for 
so small and pocketaBle a book 
the amount of information con¬ 
tained is surprising. It is one of 
the handiest and best guides 
for the amateur that could be 
imaginetl, and its comments 
are most illuminating. 

MAKI. 

By R. J Minney. 7s. (Sd. 

(I-ane.) 

The perfumes of India lurk 
about this strange but truth¬ 
ful study of the life of an 
ignorant Indian girl—perfumes, 
spices, scent, sunshine, us well as 
squalor, misery, vice and 
desiiair. Maki is a rich man's 
daughter, betrothed to a boy 
she has never .seen He proves 
to be a foolish ami unsatisfac¬ 
tory husband, aiifl Maki drifts 
from inm, and goes through 
many vicissitudes. Her utter 
lack of worldly wisdom is 
vividly described, also her 
helpless passing trom trouble 
to trouble. Maki was courted 
at various times by the imbecile 
son of a would-be rajah, a 
wavt'-haircd youth, and a fat- 
waistcd theatre proprietor; 
finally, by the charming but 
faithless Hute-jdayer, Hira. He 
deserts her, anti she end.s as a 
beggar by the wayside, having 
blotted out her pretty eyes 

with red-hot spoons. 

FIRST AID 

TO THE 

AMATEUR 

PHOTO¬ 

GRAPHER. 

By Witx R. Rose. 

(Seeley, Service.) 

Most manipulators of 
a hand-camera learn to 
correct their mistakes by 
costly experience; with 
this little book to guide 
them they should have 
no difficulty in making a 
success of their hobby 
.from the very begin¬ 
ning. Full Instructions 
and advice are given 
regarding the most suit- 
aNe length of exposures 
^ any weather, both 
'indoor and outdoor sub* 

^ ject. bning treated, and 

actfaJ photographs are 
at* 

“ Maki hums softly the 
lays she had hummed 
with her head against 
Hira's shoulder. But 
her head is against the 
brick wall, and the 
mormng trams and 
motors dispel the 
pleasant reverie." A 
clever, curious book. 

AN 

INTERRUPTED 

ROMANCE. 

By Silas K. Hocking. 

7s. 6d. (Sampson Xow.) 

An excellent story of 
true love tliat did not 
run smooth, but, after 
exciting, menacing epi¬ 
sodes, came to happiness 
at last. A capital novel 
that will delight all Mr^ 
Hocking's multitude of' 
admirers. ' “ 
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THE WHITE RIBAND. 

.FICTION AND MISCELLANEOUS 
LITERATURE 

HUMOURS OF THE STREET. 

By F. Tbnnyson-Jesse. (Heinemann.) 

The novelist, it Ls said, may take any piece of life 
and so deal with it that out of the least promising materials 
he evol^^s the " thing of beauty,” and they arc 

From British Mammals 
(Low^mans). 

By G. L. Stampa. With an Introduction by W. Pstt 
Kidge. 6s. (Methuen.) 

People who like to argue about such matters may settle 
between themselves whether Mr. Stampa is, on the art 
side, de.scendod from I’hil Mav or Charles Keene ; he may 

have been to school to. both 
m his time, but he is well out 
of his pupilage and has now 

l>econic a master in a school of 
his own. His work is so 

strongly individual that even 
for those of us who are no 

experts it needs no signature 
to prove his title to it. This 
collection of his drawings from 
Punch is very appropriately 
nUrotluced by Mr. Pott Ridge, 
for Mr. Stampa does with his 
])cncil what Mr. Pett Ridge 
docs with lii.s pen ; he inter¬ 

prets the huniouis of every¬ 
day life, of everyday people, . 
especially the humours of the 
streets and of the London 
ragamuli'iu. He knows those 
urchins as thoroughly as a 
scholar knows his books. His 
liiimotii i> the more telling 
because of its freedom from 
exaggeration ; he can be funny 

without giving his characters 
inijxissiblc noses or dis¬ 
torting their faces and figures 
almost beyond resemblance 

Wild Cat anything human. You 

From British Mammals 
lLo»£waH5). 

right when the novelist -ot 
whom there are so many — 
is also that rare creature, 
the artist When tlio average- 
writer takes the grey stull of 
life and shajics it into a story 
it too often remains grey ; 

a wcll-wntten liook hut mi 

dull,” crvthe crilics, and the 
reader, yawning, lays it down 

unfinished. It could have 
been great but it bears the 
imprint of the mind wlueli 
produced it. In ” The; \Vlnl«- 
Riband ” Miss Tennyson- 
Jessc show’s us that great 
talent can take the simplest 
bubble of a story, a nothing 
which in other hands w'ould 
be colourless as a fog. anil 
make of it a thing of com¬ 
pelling beauty. A white ri¬ 
band and “the whole pageant 
of passion symbolised by tins 
insensate piece of satin ” 
” As passion is in the soul, so 
is beauty in the heart, ami 
hearts have differing vision 

The piece of white riband was 
Loveday's desire. Translate 
this paltry thing into terms of other ambitions and where 
is any of us then ? Unless indeed we are so bloodle-^. 
so without imagination, that wc cannot but be content 
with our lot just as it is.” When the last page of thi.s 
exquisite piece of literature is turned the reader’s one 
regret is that Mr. Heinemann, who published so many fine 
books, did. not live to see his firm give this to the world. 

laugh at Ills men and women not because they arc so unlike 
but because they are so like the men and women you meet 
and such delightfully expressive figures of < omedy that 
you can see the joke of the picture even without aid from 

the lines of dialogue under it. There is enough in this- 
book alone to establish him in the fiont rank of humorous 
artist.s and artistic humorists. 
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From British Insect Life Beetles. 
{Laurte). 

JANE EYRE. 

By Chaklotik TiROMv llhisliatid in Colour liv Moxru 
S. Okr. 12.S (xl illarra)*) 

Here we liave a lian<1*5»)ni(“ in-\v cihiioii. printed on 
good paper in jileasant type We find ourselves that 
this novel is best wiiliout illustr.itioii ; we do not know 
the artist wlio could ])rosent us with Jane as she dwells 
in the imagination ; .small, fiery, wistful Mr. Orr’s 
pictures, when they are not ol Jane, are very good ; bold, 
quaint, and coloured richly , but the heroine on page 152 
<*' What." he cxcluinied, ' arc you <|uittiiig me already : 
and in that way ^ ) i" quite insipid, .ind on page 2jo, 
with Rochester talking about the purse, is not at ail hcr.self. 
Rochester, on the otlu‘r hand, is lull of charact<T. Messrs. 
Harrap lay us under a debt of gratitude in giving us this 
new issue of the poignant story that cannot grow old. 

One has but to open it anywhere, and to read, and the 
compelling charm comes over one again, and the tascination 
of a style which was never diffuse. It is a great book 
about love, written by one who believed in it from first 
to last. 

VENETIAN LOVERS AND OTHER STORIES. 

By Sir Philip (iiiias f>d net (Hiitchinsoii 1 

Sir Philip Gibbs has won so much distinction 111 various 
fields of journalism that it wa.«5 hardly to be expected 
that he should ad<l to it success of the highest kind in fiction. 
To be quite frank, wc do not think tliat he has achieved 

'’.the unlikely. The ei.ght stories which make up this book 
ar^ full of good, solid work, but they all suggest that the 
author is working with a medium over which he has not as 

yet fiiirmastery. This is chiefly noticeable perhaps in the 
way in which the stones tend to revert to the older fashion 
of indirect narrative, of the kind, say, that was fashionable 
as " Talcs from Blackwootl " nearly a century ago. The 

stories have this in common-—that they all deal with post¬ 
war conditions in the countries chiefly involved in the 
war. Thus, for example, “ A Chateau in Picardy'*' describes 
how social barriers were broken down by the war. and how 
a peasant hero was married to the lady of the chateau. 
One of the most sucecssful stones describes poignantly the 
appalling poverty of the New Poor in Vienna. There is 
no doubt as to the general interest of the collection ; many 
laults of technique can be? overlooked in one who writes 

\ igorouslv .ind gives us the re.sults of first-hand knowledge 

and observation. 

TWO FROM MISS TIDDEMAN'S. 

13y E M CuA.x.soN (Clianibcn>.) 

■' People who don’t believe in fairies," says Mrs. Channon, 
" will be able, pcrhajis, to find some other exjilanation of 

what liappencil to Tony and Emd." But even anyone 
who doe.sn’t believe 111 fairies will be l>ound to admit that 
there must have been something strange about the box of 
ointment demv and F.nul discoicretl on their way home 
from school. Before then Enid ha<l been a prim, artificial 
little girl, ami 'lony had l>een a rather disagreeable, self- 

centred little bov, vet directly after Emd had put a bit of 
the ointment on her tongue, to if it was good to eat, 

and Tony had rubbed some 111 1 is eye, a wonderful change 
came over tlicin Enul fomul herself compelled to say 
truthfully cxacllv what she thought, and Tony tound him¬ 
self able to sec into the minds and feelings ot otliers as he 
had never done helorc Most .iin.i/ing thing', came of it, 
too—alt sorts of peojilc were made happy. Enid inherited 
a fortune, and Tonv himself got his heart's desire : and 

it is cjuite possible that those who sav thev don't believe in 
iairies when they start nwling, will alter their opinion by the 
time thev roach the etui of Mis ('hannon’s delightful liook 

iV • 

(Warne). 



FICTION,AND MISCELLANEOUS 
LITERATURE 

MIDDLE-CLASS. 

By Sarah C. Millin. 

7S. 6d. net. (CoJIins ) 

This is a clever study of a ml(l(^lo-c-la'^s household in 

Johannesburg. Robert Wendover. the father, was of the 

type generally recognised as worthy but nnsuei.esstul 

He was careful and frugal, and it was the fetish of his life 

that one-filth of his small income should be saved. It 

was altogether a somewhat grim and clieci-fcss household, 

and matters did not improve when the son, hrank, wlioin 

they had sent to Camhndge, returned from the w.ir and 

promptly liandicappcil his .success at the Har bv a loohsli 

and not very happy marriage. It was, however, on his 

sister, Tessa, that the largest share ol the family gloom 

seemed to fall. When her chance of <*scape presented 

itself she seized it with unconventional }>romptitiulo, and 

when she came back Irom her holiday at Cape I'own she 

prcscntwl herself to Iut astonished parents as Mrs Robert 

Rivers, the wife of a notorious voiiiig lalx»ur agitator. 

The study of Irivcrs is the best tiung ui a book that is 

rather strong in characterisation, and gives us a very 

clever analysis of disguistnl egotism aiul seU'ishiiess 

Rivers’s ethics wen; ot the most elastic description, and 

the fact that lie had a wif«* m J-'nglaiul trouble*! him but 

little till tlie secret was •lisc«)vensl. ('ircunisiaiu’es in due 

time ma<l<‘ Rivers a ]iroprieto\; and speculator, .'iiui iiis 

ra<lical toiuds slipped Irom hitn like a mantle. It \^as 

characterisin' ol ilu* two that wlnle to Kiveis piosperii\- 

and the death ol liis lir-t wile seemed to make .dl things 

«. leaf, to I'essa t ln-v hrought u-viiKum and the d<'lei ininatiou 

to l(‘ad her <iw ii hle 

From Animal Life of the Polecat at say. 
British Isles 

♦ {iVarne). 

l-'r<j)n British Insect Life Grasshoppebs. 
(l.aiiric). 

THE HOUSE OF ADVENTURE. 

15} \\ Aia\n.K ril.i'.ll.NG Ss Od net {(..as'^ell i 

Two Rntish privates w’ere overtaken by the first great 

(lerrnan oiirusli. and on the «U*ath fif one of thorn, a poor 

lnendIes^ tramp, the other, a lnisiiios.s man with an un- 

iortuii.ite past, resolved to lose liis own identity by the 

sim])le •‘xp(slieni of exchanging discs. It w’as thus that 

Paul P»riut dietl as an Englishman, an<l presently began 

lite anew as Paul Rame. In a ruined French farm he was 

siucoured l>v -Maiion faitonr ; but his relief was of short 

duration, for jirrsontly lie was a eajitive in the hands of 

the (ienii.itis In this resjuut k'atc was kind to him for 

iluiing his captivity lie learned to talk Freiuh like a native, 

so thill on his release he had no fhlfu ulty in ]>osing as a 

Frencliiiian Hut presently lu; found himself back in the 

niineil farm in Beaucourt, and soon lie and Manon were 

workiiu' jiartncrs m the great enterprise of restoring the 

shattcri‘d buiklings In England I’uul had been himself a 

builder, and all his energies and skill were called into 

requisition bv the romaiue of Ins n<-w' circumstances. The 

I'esi p.irt of the hook is a kind of Robinson Crusoe epic, 

des'nlniig Imw Paul iriiiinphed over all the difficulties, 

and found among the litter and wrei kage of war all that 

was necessarv lor the rebuilding of the House of Adven- 

tur** It was not diinc without opjxisition. There was 

the l(‘rril>le an<l truculent Bibi, a brutal but capable 

sp(‘eulator, wlio did not flinch even from attempted 

murder. The romance, however, ended happily after all, 

.ind Paul was accoj>te<l as a wortiiy naturalised Frenchman 

liv no less a person than M. Clenieiiccau. 
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From SUtct Prince, ‘'Suddenly the mass suroed 
By C Leoo^d DOWN THE CANON " 

{Appleton). 

THE MAN ON THE 

.OTHER SIDE 

By Ada Bakm i r 7s <k1 mt (Mlrn A I nwiii) 

Spintuabsm i'. plaving «i more and luon })ronmuiit pxii 

In modern novels- spiritualism in its \,iiious jih.ists Miss 

Barnett inlroducis it through the influence of a diad 

soldier around tlu faim house ^shlell has Ihui his lionu 

and which be has lo\e(l in all its ]« le and lx ail\ Kuili 

Soer, a spinster of fort^ lomnig into 1 loitiiiu l)vi\s tlu 

farm-house, furniture ard all and soon btioiiu s sensible of 

the spirit pervading it She finds hci mind linnionisiiiL 

with the mind of the dead man and is anxious not to 

desecrate the place that was so dear to him Ihck ( au\ s 

scientific fnend is (hs|>osed to siotl at Kiith s ixjx uenets 

at first, but giadnallv he* lonus to s\inpithisL with tlicii 

to share, her convictions 1 ht idea is full ol fascimition 

though perhaps handled with gitaUi dclieacj and eliarin 

in the earlier part of the book than latir on We think 

some effect is lost by allowing Ruth to see the man s 

presence, not merely to fed it tlu .ippantion of Dick 

seems somehow to lake from the wondti ami leahsm In 

spite of this, it IS a stoiy of singular ment and grips the 

imagination 'lo desenbe it as a novel without love in- 

^rest would scarce!) be .leeiiratc the stor) overflows 

with love in its widest interpretation love for all living 

creatures, all helpless things )o\e of bcantv, love of truth ' 

Miss Barnett has certaiuK achieved a story that should 

Sflke a peculiar appi d in these times 

4*^ 

X 
4 

AMONGST THE ARISTOCRACY 
OF THE GHETTO. 

By Adolphus Raymond anl Anna Bumv i 
8s fid 
(Stanley Paul) 

The reader who arnves successfully at the finish of this 

uncommon book will certainly deserve credit for plenty 

of perseverance if he has done so without seieral inter¬ 

ludes , for steady perusal provokes a sense of monotony. 

Practicallv the whole of it is in the form of conversation, 

and the best method ol dealing with it is to pick it up at 

odd times for a leisure quarter of an hour , so read, it will 

not lack entertainment ‘ Sketches drawn fiom life of 

the New Rich is the sub-titlc and we must assume that 

the authors know intimately the types of which they 

wiito but tnitli to tell they aie a class of people with 

winch the aveiagc rcadci will ha\c little acquaintance 

That is all to the gocKl, jicrhaps t\e*n thougli as a group 

the\ aie not piepossessing borne of the names detract 

from realit\ siieli .is Mrs Showolfski and Miss Brag- 

ger but the* intim itc rexelation and discussion of Jewish 

customs md beliefs eompciisates foi this It is a jxcuhar 

liook neither novel noi story and if the authors could 

ha\e condensed their material the (fleet would have been 

improvc'd The final chaptei depicts a geneial squabble 

between the unwcarving ton\ers<ition Uists tlic rc*snlt of 

which wc gathci will be coiiiiiu’iMorated in .mother book 

If the authors wdl accept a fruiulh hint this second set 

of records should be pulled togcthei and more strongly 

knit to give a more salisfving imptcssio 1 

rvom The Mistress of " Derek swung ths fellow 
Purity Gap out, oroppins him to ths 

[Cassell) QROUND." 

A 



lom Dwita b Curse Tharg 
{Jiobett St. //) 

TH£ house of 

THE OGRESS 

ByW E CiLE js 6d 

(Iselson ) 

I hough o b \ 1 o u s 1 j 

Nvntteii during the w.ir 

1 he House of the 

Ogress . innowaj suffers 

on this awtount Mi 

Gtoige Moriow s illustra¬ 

tions •would be anjwaj 

quitt sullic lent to destiov 

tlic nunioiics of that 

uiipicisint atmospheic 

His ',ol(luts indeed aic 

rtgulai Alonow sol 

duis who slftpc arms on 

the ii„ht shoiildtr and 

t iir\ tlieii rifles in i w \\ 

whuli would in ikt (the 

iveiage stigeant mijoi 

hi t ik 1 hit) (j (1 \ tsstl 

Mut tin best test of a 

thilds ston IS whethci 

oi no thildiin like it 

We hut subinillttl tin 

' llcuist of the Ogltss 
tt> this ILUI tc t Ultl WC 

not steal tbe toiasing 

pound-notes we arc 

of course certain 

but things looked 

very black against 

him and though 

the heail ni a s t e i 

backed him up ht 

had a vci\ bid tinu 

until the actual thitf 

was discocticd 1 ht 

authoi is in tht bt st 

traditions oi f ilbot 

liaincs Rt ( d iiul 

tlu artist Ml | K 
H u r p, t s s h IS sm 

ictdcd inmakin^ his 

schoolbo\s n itui il 

indliithkt • 

DWIFAS 
CURSE 

P\ Filt Well 
(Koltit 'StcU 

Iht suh lith ol 

this hook is \ 1 ill 

ol the Stoiu \gt 

ind i t tpil il 1 lit it 

IS Stii]) i mocltin 
loniintt. ol 'll! 

/ ; am Dwifa s Curse Vaia 

know hat tht ad 

\enturts of \\ il 

in hci It stilt t t 

Bo\ Haroltl lit m 

tht t^utthts oi i 

designing ging ot 

Cl immais was 

follow ed with 

breathless lutti 

est fiom the hist 

chaptti 

DIXIE OF 
THE COCK 
HOUSE 

B\ Kem Caki 
5S (Chambers.) 

Sinct \ Dog 

With a R a tl 

Name a n tl 

The Master of 

the Shell —titles 
that wall awaken 

we hope a res 

ponsive memor\ 

in some old 

bo\s "—we have 

read few school 

tides to n\al 

Di^ae of the 

Cock House It 

is hfe m minia¬ 

ture , suspicion, 

^e verdict of the 

;fcTOwd which 

accepts circum¬ 

stantial evidence 

as mfalhble, and 

courage of 

few who feel 
i^^Etker than know, 

itthcsuspected 

la innocent 

kt Dboe did 

99 

tummings of civi-* 

hsation place its 

thiiactersia 

piclnstonc sur¬ 

roundings where 

insttad of sitting 

in an othce anc^ 

t iking a salary 

and buying his 

dinner a man had 

to bestii himself 

111(1 kill some¬ 

thing before he 

could eat, and 

might possibly bei( 

killid himself 

ht encounteredi 

an enemy, andj 

V on have the idea.^ 

of the story VWe 

t innot verify thiTf 

authors con¬ 

clusions by any 

known evpeneu-*, 
cts but we have-' 

a notion that he 

IS perfectly nght 

in assuming that 

human nature la 

much the same m > 

cill ages Tharg, 

the hero IS a fine 

f( How and Vaia, 

Ills wife IS a vCTy 

lo\abl(> littte 

woman and theit 

adv tntures to¬ 

gether wheji.^ 

captured hy 

another tribe attk 

so well told thgt 

the book can 

hardly be set 

down unfinished 

The tribal war- 

teg^w^ its use 

13 
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<4 Joa^c, its councils, sallies, 
/^vasions, and its Axed areas 
'.<^r which no other tribe could 

>* • 
trespass or hunt with immunity, 

‘ is described witli the detail and 

reality of one wlio might acl ually 

' have been ]>resent Many 
excellent lino illu.>>tralions give 

a suitable atmosphere to the 

book, some ol tlunn Ix'ing 

remarkably sensjtiw and full 

of life. 

PARODIES REGAINED. 

By •' Kvoe ” 5s (Methuen.) 

There is no need to tell 

readers of that “F.voe*’is 

one of the neatest and most 

brilliant of living parodists, and 

in '■ Paro<lics Regained ” ho 

has collected some of the lies! 

parodies he has written. He 

does not score in the easiest 

way. by imitating the su]>erncial 

characteristic of his victim, but 

by catching the spirit ami indi¬ 

viduality ol his verse, and 

literally translating their seri¬ 
ousness into liuim»ur, ll«- does 

this With John M;isetield in 

"Tafty the Fox": with Vat hell 

Jazz”; with John l>niikwatcr 

W. B. Yeats m "" The 

Deirdrenoiight : aint T 
outrageously but exactly 

combines the tlistim live 

l-roni Parodies Regained Mr. Ezra Pound and M 

(Mi'tliitcin W. H. Davies on the 

Underground. 

their laughable colour-pages by^. 

a clever artist. Mr. Kettlewdl 

has entered into the spirit 

of these extravaganzas, in¬ 

creasing, if possible, their 

humour, and certainly 

enhancing our appreciation 

of it by their delightful 

absurdity, < oinical capturing oi 

the nglit e.xpressions, and genius 

for seizing tlie author’s inten- 

tions. The book should receive 

a double welcome with these 

irresistible u<khtions to its lirst- 

ela.ss'‘‘ nonsense ” 

THE WHITE WOLF. 

By Rlmer Russell Greook. 

"S. (.\piilcton.) 

The faseuiation of Red Inihan 

life IS one of the most potent 
.^pclls that sway the imagination 

ol all normal boys, and Mr, 

(iregor in tins tale recounts the 

ailvcntuifs of two voung 

Delau.ires, Running l’o\ and hi? 

Ineml Sputlrri Dcei Riinmog 
I'os H( iJif eailv age ol se eii- 

teeii has wtiji renown and 

Liiid.say m “I'lie Daiid bigli place in the village of whuli In., falher is tliiel, 

in '■ I-'idelilies " ; witli ami when llu-ir hiinling gioiiiuls .ir<- in\stj-rioiislv swojH 

_ _ ile.ir ol game and the 

' - . ■, trilx- Is joiied \(, seek 

bos] .it.thl V 1i otii.) V iltage 

of (heir km, t he \ oiilhful 

moods and styles of 

Thomas Har«iy and 

Alfred Noyes iii ' The 

Two Shepherils .\o 

parodies in th<* l>ook are 

cleverer or more amusing 

than ■' Spokes.'■ which 

hits off the nonsensic.ih • 

ties of the new jxietry 

to a nicety, and ” The 

Rovers,” whicli makes 

delightful play viiih the 

eccentricities of K / r a 

Pound and the charming 

simplicities of W. M. 

Davies. A witty and 
thoroughly'joyoiis book, 

and the moro joyous 

for the quainl, 

delightfully humorous 

illustrations of Mr. 

George Morrow 

NONSENSE 
NOVELS. 

By Stephen Lea«.o(.k 
Illustrated by John 
Kettlewell. lOs,. f>d. 
(Lane) 

'It is possible that 

some readers may prefer 

Mr. Leacock’s work un- 

*illustratetl, but they will 

be inclined to change 

; tbeir opinion when they 

■"stec this new edition of 

file evergreen “ Noii- 

i/fen.se No\;^s ” with 

I'rom Nonsense Novels 
{JohH Lane). 

” Henceforth you are no 

father of mine. I WILL 

GET ANOTHER.'' 

iliK'l dotrrmines to '•tav 

behnul a nil s 1 a v the 

Wltilr Medii me \\'o I I 

v\ liK li. :ic« oiding to the 

village niedu me ni.in, is 

rc'.poU'.iblL lor the loss 

of tin- g<iiMe Helj'cd 
bv Spotted |)eer. who 

n iii.nns to s li a r his • 

tneml's foriunes, Rim- 

iiing I'o.x kill.s the wolf, 
rest lies another of Ins 

hiciids from Sliawnces, 

.itiil alter cxeiimg en¬ 

counter'. witli tiieir bitter 

enemies the Mohawks, 

all three reach their own 
people 111 Iriumph. 

.Simple and .straight- 

lorwanl as it is, the tale 

IS a little naive, at times 

to a j)oi n t that will . 

challenge the incredulity 

of those keen young 

critics for whom it is 

meant, l^oys are not 

gentle judges, but the 

old medicine man’s 

story of how the Great 

M’hitc -Medicine Wolf 

came to be the enemy 

of the Leiiapc tribe, 

and how the wolves and 

Indians fell from friend- ■> 

ship to unending war, . 

IS not merely the best '. 

thing in the book, buf's 

is really very gop^-V,-,; 

indeed. 

JOO 



DANIEL O^CONNOR 
THE LUCK of the BEAN-ROJVS 

A FAIRY TALE FOR LUCKY CHILDREN 

ByCHARLES NODIER. Illustrated bv CJ,AUD LOVAT FRASER. 

THE WOODCUTTER'S DOG 
By CHARLES MODIER. Illustrated by CLAUD LO\’AT FRASliR. 

HISTORY of the PORT OF LONDON 
By Siii JOSEI’H BROODBANK. Two Volumes. Crown 4to. with 
8o Illustrations. 63/- net. Limited Edition piintcd on Hand-made 
pajHT and bound in full morocco. 25 guineas net • 

i Iu*s(! siijKTb voluim-s, vshiili lend thfinsclve& nimdi iiiorr roadil) lo niltiRv 
th.ui ciiUcism . ar«- <>1 Ri-ucral national siRnilicant v , tlicir siict css sli-nikl be 
iniiiicdiate, and tlicir rcimlatnni poriJKincnl ”—D<iil\ Vfhxynfh 

A bookt') l)p r<'a'1 l>v rill of iis wlio h.ivc 1 lx* hinioui ti > li vc in the Rrc.1l cst ol existing, nr n c»>i<le*l - • iln‘b ” —1 />»("' Lit, Supp, 
■' Never h.i*. Loiulon hail a more coiiscjcntions histoii.m J lie Port of J.oiuloii should l>c j>roud ot its history and grateful to 

its historian ” -F.eriim;; Standaiel 

" 1 have r.ircly rc.id so fas« mating a book ” l),ii/v ff /-/r -.n 

■'Tlierc uiuld be no iri.iii better ec|iiip(X'tl im telling it. who for nc.trly iiltv viars has Ikcii ass^si.ited with the Port 
ad minis tration. . The result is a « hroiiiclc »■{ .ihsui bing mUuest vivid, ai t iir.iip .md pirt ures(|ue f o say that the book 
la worthy of its subject is tlic Ic.isi jir.iisc 1 hat can l>c ai rouled " 7 mn ' I'tadr »/' et 

DISCOURSES AND ADDRESSES 
By Ills JvMi.NjixcE C.\Rl)L\.\L (i.VSorET, O.S.B. (rown 8\'o. 7-6 net 

BURA4 A A Handbook of Practical, Commercial and Political Information 
J^y SiK GJ-lORfiE SC-OTI. K.C I It. J’liirrl Itdilnni, lvL'\ist;d. Deinv 8\'o. 21 - net 

WEST AFRICA. I'.y ( .\i'j tiN II. n M:\VI.AM) md 1’. lA'WS LltWIN. Ihiiu Svo. 21-net 

JLIFR OF JOHN GA^ , Author of the “ 5 Opera.** 
By LI'AVIS MELVILLE. I>. tin .svo S,6 net 

» 

TRIVIA. By .Mr. JOii-N EAV. JCdited by 

l»lioKl■.^^ou W. H. WILLIAMS. I'ully Illustrated. 

Royal llo. 25- net 

THE SOUTH SEA BUBBLE 
Bv J.KWTS MI-’LVILLJ-L Demy M". 25 • net 

« 

■' \n .idinii.ibU' jnei e ol work il ha.-, l he fascination that, 

hniti.ui nature luiiig wh.il it is. hnks .iboni .dl gicat swindles."— 

/.x-i'nii'g Standard 
" .Vn cnlcrt.iiiuiig hook 'I Iw < yiin will 1»i ilivcrlcd by the author's 

I'l.d'or.itc .iciouiit I'l llic w.i\ Ml wimli I'.nlMmeiit de.iH with the 
'Calldal ' s/>< f/a/'M 

" riic hook IS one >if l.isi.iu.ition lo all mtciesU'd in the study o£ 
liii.Mue and spcculahon \\ c i iriiuncint iliis iiiti resting volume 
i>i our K'.ideis It IS a inomniient lo Mr ,Mei\ille's erudition and 
ucscaicli, ami il di-'Cives close stmli llisiori repeals itself mainly 
her.iiise we iieglecl its le-soiis t iiitimii*/ .Nc-i* 

THE HAUNTERS AND THE 
HAUNTED. A Collet tiuii ol .\mhentic Ghost- 

stones .'ad other tales of the cmcuIt «uid supernatural. 
JCdited b\ EK.N'ESr KH^'S. 

THE STOItY of the MIKADO 
By Sir W'. S. GILBERT. With lilu.stralions by ALICE B. 

WOODWARD. 6y- net 

London: 90, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, W.C.I 
lOI 



OKkKtAAJfi 
TUkS 1921 

tS SIMIAN WORLD. 
r-j CiARBNCE Day,* Jijnjor. (Jonathan 

|?S«^Cap..) 

author and ilhislraU)r of this witty 
graceful ajHjIogja for liunuunt\ - for it 

more of an aiKilof*)- tliaii a satire- is 
vpOjlOerned to dcnumstratc that, considering 
<WK. simian dosrent, v\e hninans liaven'l 

so badlv. Aiul.ulonslv he goes back 
•is: those haiiv amestors oi ours, " tliose 

e.'^rpwsy, nnlo\eh' liordcs ol apes an<l 
) monkeys," and tries to figiue out what traits 

of kingshij' thee jmssesscd abt)\e all otiier 
living creatures Would not, he asks, tlje 
^ees or the ants h.ive seemed more i)romi.s- 

'Mtg matetuil for the forces of eNuhdion to 
,• mould into the earth’s rulers ' Or tin- great 

oats ? " A IHC<“ of i.ivihseil beings descended 
•■'ftom these great cats would h.ive heen rn h 

• •.in hermits and solit.nv tlniikers. 'fhe 

recluse would not have been stigmatised as 
..peculiar, AS 

imposed upon us by our simian shackleiS; 
are shrewdly and sometimes devastatingly 
rubbed in. But the author is no pessimist, 
and if the sensitive reader finds a little to 
sadden him, he W’ill fiinl more to hearten 
him in this brilliant analysis of modern 
simian civilisation. 

WOODLAND 

liy Ernest Thomrsok 
(llndder & Stoughton ) 

TALES. 
Sf.ton 8s. 6d. 

I-rojK This Simian World 

{JijH(i/han (.'«/>()• 

us , ivf is b\ 

^i^ans. They 

.would not 

Jiave been a 
*1'* 
"t',i € d u 1 o u s 

.-p.e o p 1 e. or 

religiou.s. 

.FilSe prophets 

and • swindlers 

'•^.b p 1 d have 

“found f c w 

dupes. A n d 

'y'hat generals 

'^ey would 

Mve made ’ 

consum- 

tniajt e ]) o 11 - 

! . . . 

'^pt\sy would 

lia.ve been 

^jMMjU'teous and 

tf;uave. \o 

^u^gar crowd- 

idgWOuld have 

.Oocutred in the 

j^eets of their 

ties. No 

.mobs. No 

i,^i\ominious 

bUty^y • jams 

^^.^agine a 

'bV'i t i V a t e d 

coterie of such 

c n and 

<«omeD, at a 

bbll, dancing. 

few of us 

;|t'ttmans are 

gt^eful. They 

.would have all 

been PavloVas. 

. , They 

w 1 d have 

ba^-'iew come¬ 

dies >Dn their 

s tug e : no 

UrOlgs. Cats 

little for 

,jfub. In the 

super- 

rye acro- 

N o 

The 

s'H'^Xtations 

IS ti 

, aiul 
the 

Fnmi The Garden of Memories Covcr DeeiUN. 

A neu novel b> H. St. joltit Cooler, )ii8t published by Messrs. Ssnipsoa Low & Co. 

In the guiso ol fairy-hke sttmes, this 
well-known aiitlior of man)- liooks of wild 
life has told the tales of the flowers, the 
small aniinuls and creeping things of the- 
|•.ount^y-sule, of the stars, and the gencnii 
phenomena of nature, ]iriiiianly for children, 
but in the ailmitled eiulcavour to please 
Imnself , tlins tliey appeal to all (,)iiaint 
ami preltv conceits are chosen to charm 

t h e y ounger 
U'.iders ; the 

il.nulehon, for 

instance. be- 
I iiiiies '* The 
I ’rairie - G 1 r 1 

w 1 t h \ ellow 
II <1 I I ' • . the 

( been J'aiiy 
iMtii the Lon 
'I I'.im 
tinl Icrtlv 

s(t'!U- ot 

ti’i*" are re- 
u.iinsi-ri'f o f 
Kipling’s 

miagiuat i \ e 
n.Umt' - fan - 
uisies Tliere 

IS another part 
ol this hook, 
h 0 u e \ e r , 
M ill! li will en- 

iliial 1) ot s , 
ulii'ie wood- 

lore and the 

an ol track¬ 

ing various 

animals arc 

discussed,. 
indiaiisymbol» 

arc ilhistratetl, 

tests of sight, 

hcanng and 

quickness are 

gi\on. and any 

number of 

ficlightful 

“ tips ’■ r e - 

corded. Boys 

will not be at 

a loss to put 

into practice* 

the instruc¬ 

tions, for al- 

m o s t any 

country-side . 

contains the 

materials ; 

needed. M r. 

Sc t o n has. 

produced a;-;’ 

t ho ro u g hly,.*^^! 

c n j o y a bie ^ 

book. ‘ ^ 

lO'^ 



A HISTORY OF THE GREAT WAR. By john buchan 
In I oi I \ <•] I Ml s, M I I \ II I i<> »'h in< I >.111>‘( iiKi t•. lin jiii't « ill Ik •t4 tv. i < t |>' 1 vl ) 

Vol. 1.—From the Outbreak of War to the Battle of Neuve Chapelle. 
Vol II—From the Beginning of the Dardanelles Campaign to the Battle of Verdun. 

Ml IllPilws s llislnr^ i)t ilii U <1 i^sm (1 in tw e .1 \ hmi^nlmms IjiIwmii I(1iiiii\ I'M ml lul\ l*H‘) biwi ’■'■i 
pint* l)>I^ t li(‘ 1II _i '•l 4 >>< III ition III ui\ M ii ImkiK (I III m\ I m^ii I In in >' • hi i«»n ii i-- I * 11 < mi|>I li I> 1 ised and 
1 11* w I Ilf III i III lullioi mil h i>< 1mm 11 t > pi ( SI Ilf in i h is m ilili i up iss i Inst n \ nf I In \ Imli w 11 on 11 n i\ il iiiihtai^, 
politii 11 t ( Miiiiiiii tini siH I il Miili s t il pii s IK It in I In. loiiii III I II > 11 i11\ nil II ( III II I (' I I \4 It II ml 11 s| )iv (II I 1 is^r s , 1 inl (o 
otliM upon I In _i( iL sfiii^.li I II piiLiin 1)1 (if I niil 4 nip n in nils 14 1 i\ li 1 I 1 im lili.; it xm t sp < 1 il pli hImi., 

BY ARCHIBAI MAMS 

sHtl H( ( S 

I U Kl KISS 

4 tMAfiGJh tDinos 

The Woman’s BooK. ( oiit.iinv 4‘i‘^ thin;: .1 uoiii.tii oiitclit 

to know l.liidl 1)\ liolll'tj I. I \i K iihI lill\ sIKMss issiMt^d 
liN 111 (|]\ 1 out I il lUnls I lillM) in Mill I I k s >\i I I n |> I k I pi 11 III \ line t«) A 

I n I (•tiiin I 1 n \ lop 1 li i I iill\ Mi 'll it t 

( lot II 7 ><> •loiliik ( 1’ inn p IS I On. till. n t ; 

I pi il III \ line t«) A 

I On. till. n t 

4 i uirio\ 

The Parents’ BooK. \ ... wliith .iiiNuiTN (4iil<lron*g 
<|)l('vtioiiv, Witliintlii iiiiiipiss ‘ |M 1 II Mil In ii ii->i t il \ i\tliv into) 111 it mil 1h^ i 
t In finniii lliin in i Ilium it iniin \ limns | In | ikiK |.f«ik f 1 lls///o/tlim;;a % 
(11 / t Inn,.' 111* III 1 II / i/( t lim_s \\ I n it i is\ i 1 N i< in i \ lunik tot (hihlr^H 
I' \\ II (' p (K 111 ' '* 11 III.K ( In) Il II ) in 1 I < tN, till. Il 1 

The WrinRle Book. tiO.OOO llintN oli l.ttOO SiihjoofN, ivnll y 

1,000 lIliiNfi'atloiiN. \ No\ 15 >l 11' 'll' llll'i'l l» "II.IlWIs llie popular^ 
I (iiti I 111 tin 11(1" Il " iks S(||(S (In lloli'i' hoik <1 lull' illii'ti Il<(i C'oHv 
lulls I \ isi iiiioiinl lit iiiloi III (t loll on ilnio I <'<t\ oiiMoilik kiiIi|i t 

iMipiii v otln ( lor III 111 p 11 II sii \ <1 I il » U li " ’] p i 7 v. tui. n t 

' ‘ ;;eiierat 

JOf/\ SIC/f/tA'J 4SSlAL\OllMr 

Great Hours in Sport. t nii'iiiu'ti n. i tv. CMt.int 
Intln 1‘lJl ... Ml r.iii II 111 di i"s In iiin*' Inin tin Wmlrlot S|.,ii Is ilin imi 
iiilln mil 1 ills (it sin otiiu « luiiliiii, I 1 Inn vmIui. it« m told il lii'l Imi<Ii\ M\im 
If hski. nt I’l 11 It M n I n I I < 'iM M 'M'M I ‘ • \l 11 \is Mi (.1 n 11 n ' m m I m 
Wnim iii\ m r.M>M Mi I I " \i si i Mi hiii<> ''ii I.. sti 
!1 till' MsWMtl hisM'il 15li'"NI mlotlni 1 inniii spoitsimi 

CRtAT 
MUURS 

ir. SfKjRT 

Railways, i*' ‘•1‘Hm.i nn k^on ftmii ip *1 <N.i>«i,n.i 
s|„nil,| III I Intilih p'lpul II ;.'itl lio ik till lioS' H mdsotiK in si/i iinl ippi n in • tin 'olmm 

i out ini' 1J I ti_i pi Ml s in inloiii mil i 'iiii) k m t iiisliin Iim 'I i i ' "I < ut' illiisli it in/ tin 

inleii st III,, li St 

7V. tWl, in 1 

JJHI 
BUCHANS 
AMMt At 
VOl 

The Book of School Sports. •' ' , 
l.lili.I li\ (.11151 in n^MM- lint < \i’l SAIM(»M' loUbill (inkn ll'f' hov'in. __ 
14 iiiiis III I K ti ( (iiitnbutin 19 i 111 o_ni'< il .lutlioiilv m lnv subp 11 

III H II It IS «li 11 tli( „ I i1 I 111! t 'eo'f ' ' »i ' ■' M" '"'I ‘ I*''" "» *" ' " " *■ 

NEW STORY REWARDS . 
The Silver Blimp. B\ uh i w'immi' \iU<niii!.s m ti„ i].|i .*>8. n«ti*y 
The Path of Glory. K\ "ih i i i omnues' ii,.,is ..t tin i u m '' m .‘»h. 
House of the Ogress. 15> " ) ' i'* • '(lunnin. i ii< m 'dMiunt. toitini.ii.n :tN. (td. net‘1'' 
**Shoti?n to the Children'* Series. Insects. ' nc« 'i.iunn i.s \ «» ( ooki m.ni'iun.u lUSTiN . 

.*>8. oeb^y 

.*>8. 

J Id I k iiid N ( oliniiel riili' ( lolti J{s. till, nel 
TMt 

NELSON'S 'BEAUTIFUL ANNUALS ^ ’ 
I ' The Jolly Book, •'•s, un 

It, U i.itlii In Ills'll Moss md ( Ills "I l')i//l«s Iinl ill ks Hi imitiil ' 
i.'MllM'ikn mi,, .'inm/s md , m, j d ' I*-M" ^ 't-WiKUt 

\ The Chummy Book, ni 
/ r^\ Koi l,ittk lolk sslim tn pi't Iiad I .u/e i li u i> pi I.oi'otluii 1 n( n in/ I'u tarex 

The Nursery Book. ‘•v. n.i 

I i oi set' ^ oiitu ( Inl Iimi 

The Children’s Treasury. 

l!r L A »py of Ik. NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF NELSON BOOKS, or write Id PirkiiJc Works, EdiAwgfc 

THOMAS NELSON & SONS, Ltd. 'Incorporating T. C. & E. C. JACK, ^td.) 
LONHON AM» r.OIMtl K<ill_ ^ 
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THE BOOKMAN 
CHRISTMAS 1921 

BIRDS ONE 

SHOULD KNOW 

Hy the Rliv. (Anon Thkodokk Wood. 

/>d n«-t 

«iiiy i\ I l.iiiciicK ^ , 

I In- hill lillf ot tilts iKKik is " Mirtls One* 

Slioiild Kti()v\ lU'iu-Jicuil .iml Misclti\‘ve>ns,‘' ainl 

the ohjfct III ili«‘ aiillior is In fiivf a bnci 

accouiit ol snnii' ol tlu- InnK wliiih arc useful, 

or b.iiiiihil. tn larnuTs jiml j>ar(l('n<“rs. This is 

not ras\-. since many familiar hinis ai\* Ixith 

fjuMuls and enemies " Not more Di.in two ot 

lliree s]ieiu*s. ' s.i\s tin- jiri'lai.e, ‘’ail* wholly 

injiiinnis. niaiiv are etitin*l\‘ lie*nehiud. and 

miisl ')< the remainder, if not iu*iitr<il, do 

a yreal deal more good than harm.” So 

ne h.i\e a lairl\- ihan sheet to start with, 

ami we imist sav that t anon Wood has dom¬ 

in' work adnnralilv In aildilion to a chapter 

deiiited to eacli ol oxiT thirty kinds, he 

imhidev a list of the Imal and olhor nanir-- 

0} tlu-'e hnds. wlmii wdl be \ahied by l]i<* 

sindi-iii Some of om old lavontiUvs, un- 

torliinaieiv. have 1h<-ir chaiaeteis mined 

eonipli leiv lot tlu imlUinih wi regret lo 

liml, h.iidle .1 eis'd woid is to In- s.ud In 

liie 111.11' •rit'. <>t 1 a--e-.. ll0^^ev^•l. Ihi lilld \lslToi-- 

I0 oiir g.irdeiis an- hall Iih-iuI hall loi , dn idnig 

llieir atti-niioii' betwieii tin ni'it'-' .nid th<- 

seed' tir hint' \' lot iIh tmtik it-ell with 

Us vi'fx iilh loloiiie.'- iil.i*!' .lie! liiaiJ. and- 

whili.' illustratioii' b\ U ilaiul I /^ 

om- t.i'i li.iidl\- ']HMk toi. hi^hh <■) t'--- t.io 

wluili il.l' e\i<lent]\ been 1.ds.il. o\ ei its pio- 

(hiiiion. ,iinl II' nioiler.iie pine •' .1 pKisa'it 

surprise til this, e\pensi\e d.iys 



Edward Arnold & Co.’s 
New Books 

*‘Such dreams, such memories as these are 
treasures.’’—Tivim LU'-roro 

SIR SIDNEY COLVIN’S 

Memories and Notes of 
Persons and Places 

OiH* \«i| Sw). Tiice |S/»in'i 
jMiilti y‘'ir» ■ "Til- lUi'i.ii> aiiii ;uli'ii" ti-in-s m' i.i- \i:uvi(it 

Fliroiiult lilt iKiui's Will) ,1 f,is lll,lll•■ll wliiili »'11 .iiii|.h tlm—»lii< 
1iav<- nM.iiltil .itiiiii >i| Uit iH’iik lilt il'. ii.ll uiiitli 

"Till' wlliilr <i| til- tittv I'.lL.'-i III 'll'\ I l■>.l■lll,l -.'IVi .1 lli'ili r.'itilifiil 

pli'tUic •>) l> I III. I|•|l■:|l■ M'li lllllii .ili\ii|ii li.l'. Iiilliiilii Ixiii 
lllili- til '111 

New No^el l>\ Anne Se<l^wi4'k 

Adrienne Toner 
lt> .\NM-: l>Ot<M.\S Si:i><;\V1<K i>lrs. 

itasil (it* S«‘line<»ui't I. ... “'i.uit*- ‘ " Tlic 

IjH-iitnii'T ’ i'H 7 iivi 

• Aillli'!!' I••^^'l ■ I*. !.ii tl.i 1- it li 'I M 111, 
pi\<’n 11' 

Dtnhi }tio^ III* Millie I*.*!'' '«l 

The Soul and Body of an Army 
ny (;i:ni:i:ai. sii: i,\N iiAUii/roN. is-mt 

M'-iiiiii'i t‘‘-i \ (.•.•L .1' lull .Is tins ,,i 11 iiiMiis. I lx I s .inm.iii.^ 
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The Diary of a Huntsman 
TIIO.M.XS .smith, Huili.ir ..I ■ I'll, l.ifi *.r ii 
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W’lili .III liii l■.(tlH'l l•>ll l'\ Loitii W'li I oil ihiA HI I'i.’iiK'i . 
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lifirii-- \!k.‘i', J’l.H.ir.i, «*!'• 
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Thomas Smith's The Life of a Fox 
\\i'lU‘ti l.y limi'fli. Wiili tin Ill(l■•l1ll<'lll>ll 1>\ Liii;i. 
Wili.iii-li \ I'l l'•l..•l\I. anil .'oloiii.il |il.Lii" .iftf .Mk'ii 

tiiiii s'lii.;- '‘iMwii i|ii.irtii IS I - ii. I 

A Hundred Years in the 
Highlands 

15,\ 0S(«00|) >I <'K I'^Ny.11C. of IiwtTCwe 

Hi - ia>l 

/ <’..1 il hill'll '-!• 

The Rainbow Bridge 
Ity ItlCfilNM.H I'lUiiliMi I.I lii l.Hi- 
of t Ih' Ml 111. Mt.. i( li inn'll tilt i-ni'i iiixi Mill ]> iS I - net 

Mx I.. !'• I.II .l.'IIUIl- lll.il \l' l.lllil ii.l' '.'ll 111 

tlK ITHUt in.wtei • (il \ Ills i.i'i ln>*>k i' LiJ'.lt! uillj ')«!< 
<IH It ot T)i« I S'* 111! tl t 

Hinduism and Buddhism 
An Historical Sketch 

By SlU C H-Vlfl.ios ICLIOT. II li M. 
Aiuluissttiloi al I nkiii. \ol-. I *i'in\ Svo t4 4s. Hi-t 

War and National Finance 
By The IION. If. II. BHANH. i .M.i,. 

1 !.■» - in't 

The Promenade Ticket 
A Lay Record of Concerts 

Rj A. H. SlIKiWH'K, aiilliMi-ol ‘ Wiilkni:: l-^^ays.’ 

N»*m I'MiIioii. (i/- nrt 

The Mechanism of Life 
In Relation to Modern Physical Theory 

By tTAiHES •lOHN'STON E. 1‘imIi's«ik' nf 

OceaiKigiajihy m tin* L'nivoi.<'ily of l.i\uri>iM>I Witli 

nilliiRtoii'i illiistraituiis. 1.5- net 

London: EDWARD ARNOLD & CO., Maddox Street, W.I 

G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS 

Way of Revelation 
By WILFRID EWART. S-, iirt. 

.V Itii'u tl ti|>Hii i!i«' Will. 11)11*11 n hniatl m .tie, 

sliouiii,!: till- (iii-n III iIm- (oiilhet i*n ilie ininrls and 

«>n tin-I lMrii( t« ri oi tln-irnlial lignu-'. in tlie story, 

ft aiKth’srs till- |i( I'lou.il 'lOtnili* ‘HH <■ ■>( tin- slniggle 

both to thou- wild IoiimIiI .mil in tlm-M .it imnio. 

If The Words of the Play 
}5\ LORD 

Gd. niin 

DUNSANY. Spc'i i.il l-.dition, 

t)]<lituii\ l-!(lii)n]i, 3s Cd net. 

I hi- |>luin^iijih\ nf ilu- |>i.iv i> ni.iiiil\ b.tsi-d oji Ihi.- 

l.u I tliai iii.iiM atiMot I ntuml llt■^ (li-stni\' lx I'ause lu- 

oiil\- (nnsiili-r-. till- liiiii'lnd im|H>itaiil things, 

iH-Lrli-( tnii.' ihi- imllinii inxi.il, unmijiort.int ones: 

and aii\ oin- nl thn-.i- m.is lu.iU'-j a-N mmli .is iliost* 

wliosi- nb\ inii' uni*ni l.inr' lii- is abli to foii-si-i-. 

Erik Dorn 
B>- BEN HECHT. Ns (id m-t 

A liisi novi-i nl Mfi-.it )*n\\i't and nni:iii,dity. 11 

‘•"Hi (Ills ;i \-nlinM || Iiil llililsl ,i|id Ills Mie.ll |n\-<- foJ 

a wniiiaii ulin rdin.'s in'o his life altm hr is inarrieil. 

11. ) Ml III kill, th' \\i II kii.'wn .\ni.| iiMii riitte, 

.sa\s ni 11 "Jt Wnllld 1>'- lllld tn I'M.'rd tlir 

bnlll.mrx nt sojm n| Ms i Itlsnd," 

Mendoza, and a Little Lady 
By WILLIAM CAINE, nrt 

.\ Mni\ nf .\rr l.llr III < In |s< ,i nf Mriido/a, a 

t.inioils i .11 ir.il 111 ls|. .ilid nf t hi ' 1 It I Ir J,.l(I\ of his 

.llll-rt lolls.’' 

THE 

Life of Florence L. Barclay 
(Author of "The Rosary," etc.) 

li\ ONE OF HER DAUGHTERS. Jliustrated. 
8s Gd. nn. 

Thr sinrt of .*111- who'.i viisatilr ;4ifis iilird lipr 

lifr wuli iiui'lriit and \ai!iiv 'i s\nii'atlirtic. 

drliiK’atinii. nf a \rrv Inv.dili ■ liarai'ti r. 

The Mirrors of Washington 
ANONYMOUS. Illustraln! with I nmlrrii Por- 

11.Ills and I'ouMt.i-n < .irinons |i\ '' ( i >.vkp:.'' 
las. iir( 

Liki.' ' A (iriiilrmaii wilh a Hiistir" llir. author 
i'..I pi rfnri r to rnn.iii' .nmns iiimis nidri'd hi* is 

<-\ t n tiioir nuts)>nUrn than Ills n\ .11 I'l mn Piesiilrnt 

J l.il dinct, \\ hnsn -,nlr drfrrl is Iijs ' Lu k of nirniallty," 

tn .Mr \\ ilsnn's " \ Kniiiid Head m a J’ord," no one 
mx-s uiisr.ilhrd 

24, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2 
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JProm The Ship that Never 
Set Sail 

'L ■ {Watd, Loch). 

There was a plash op 

SILVER SPANGLES AS HE 

HURLED HIMSELP PORWARD." 

;the ship that never 
SET SAIL. 

By Jean Ccrlkwis ik-i iWard, LikIc \ 

, . Brenda Paling lived in a world ol her own ni.ikine She 

a pa.ssionalc longing to go to sea—" delvc<! dadv in 

•ijthe shipping tolnmns.” gloated over (argons of " irocas, 

'‘■^'pearl, shell, copra, samlahvood. inaiigvne bark and 

.b^ana.s,” ami loved the hot slnji smells clown by Sydney 

'^fiHafbour jiait galley, part i>aint. part tiir, ai.cl the rest 

“ipliepr m3*stery." Ihil being a schooigirj with home tle^, 

'^e could not f<jll(vw the dictates of her lieart, and had 

■ ;j>^(orCe ti build a sliip of .beams on wluth “ Blue iVtL'r," 

^ieTio was herscit, and a hypothetical i>erson named jolm, 

. sailed away to the Soul’ll Sea islands, lured on ever by the 

siren call of adventure. Miss Cnrlowi.s's story has ail 

the charm, all the wistlulness, conveyed m its title , a 

it^h understanding ot the mind ol a girl who j>refers the 

'..creatures of her iinaginalioii to human companions; an 

' oliginahty that sets it ajiart as a book of unique cjuahtj’, 

'.which not only girls, but <myonc' who has known the joy 

<sf pretending and has felt at some time oi otlier the thrilling 

Cldl of the tide, will read with iinboini<kil jileasure 

pkcK TO BILLABONG. 
. ' By Mary Grant Bruce 4a. 6(1. ^Ward, Lock) 

.'Atiybodv thinking of emigrating to Australia had better 

read this charming book. Bob and his sister d'ommy 

kxved the life. But wliat a time tlicj- had before they got 

there ! Tommy, you sec, was in tlie clutches of a terrible 

.^S^pmother. Bob had literally to run away with her to 

. ijfte ship at Liverpool. Just when the trunk was ready, 

.the moment drew near, the stepsister locked Tommy 

'op in her bedroom, and it looked as if everytlung was done 

for, One of the best touches in the book is when the ’ 
father, broken in .spirit by liis second wife, catches sight of ' 

Bob and Tomm\' (released b\' Bob’s strength) hurrying to ' 

the station, and pretends not to see. 'I'he colonial part of 

the book is wntten from knowledge and gives a happy 

picture, .\mmateil and read.ible througlioul. ‘ 

MOON OF DESTINY. 
By CiiEsXKK Keith 7s. (xl (.Allen .\r Tnuiii j 

Seleclmg very dillcrent ground from fliat ot his previous, 
roinautc, Mr. I hester Keith gives an even more acconi- 
jilished and siirring story ni ' .Moon ol T)e^tlny." It is 
based on history, but ihc history is ih.it of IMexuo in its 
e.uly jieiioil. eoircspomling to tlie JiJteent'li criitury of our 
er.i, , a Ihiillmg time indeeil. which i.s brought vividly 
before ilio loadi^r in page' alter jiage as tlie tale unfolds. 
l.ov(^ «ind fighting, intrigue, deieption'., escapi's, ..Nacrifices 
of living victims bv tortures of internal mgenuiiv, all enter 
into the plot, but nothing is meiely luonghl m for Ihc sake 
of ellcst. tndis<riimnately. .\(va)ni;il. file son of a king, 
whose rchabilifation ot his lalhei .s throne and power we 
lollow breatlilcssic. is .1 \ erv human < )i.ir.u ler, and his love 
loi llie beaunlnl .\ll.t leads liim to loinnul .1 deed com- 
p.iialde willi th<‘ sin ol l).i\id o\ ci 1. iiah, lor wliirh \tla 
]umishes him b' .1 long period ot j'lolciiion. 'i'cnvard.s its 
close, the author shows i ousi,li'ral>l<‘ skill in inierjireting 
motives, and the .nialysis of tlie mind-. <>1 the lovers is 
ileveilv jiiip.iiU*] vviilioni los.. of vlie thread of ilie .story. 
•Miogetlier this novel si.mds out well Iroin the ordinary 
li'vel. i>nh bv reason 01 ,ts |i|iit .md it* sl.ilJul treatment 

From Back to Billabong 
{Ward, Lock). 

' He SCRAMBLED OUT WlTti X 

THE QUILT AND BLANK^t^^ 

BUNDLBO ROUND 

THlNBR MB MAD BAVCa" 
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THE BOOKMAN 
CHRISTMAS 1921 

THE BEAUTIFUL YEARS- 
■ Henry \Vii.i.iAMsoN' -■< Od. not (Cullins) 

There is soinriliuiK tlu- Jove ot nature and tin- intimate 

u^erstandin^ ol .1 Imiv',-. imnd alvin t(j Jiultard Jvtfenes 

;,in this-charminii studv ot a hiylily ^t^lln>'. seiiMtive boy, 

half a little s.iv}ii>v, h.dl a iienoiis, ima'jinative ididd His 

mother clie- at hi-* biilln ainl William is l)roiij>lit np bv an 

indulgent lioti-.eke< per ainl an aiistcie, reserved tatlier to 

whom his son is ami one feeb mnsi e\er remain -a closed 

book. The in.in luis an ituense alteetion for the liov, 

mingled witJi .1 slight lontempt because the cinid is <itiaid 

of him ami loMgiie-lK'«l in his presente , the Ik)\' reg.irds 

the father as an liiiiniscient living to be avoided ;is imn.li 

as possibl*’ Jt 1* a p.itlietn -even iragu -relationship 

These e}>i'-o<les ot 

Wilhani Maddison's 

•youth, lull ol all tiu- ' 

THE CRYSTAL COFFIN. 
By Maurice Rostano. Os. fPlidpot.) 

Under this gruesome title .M. Mauriee Rostaml, elder 

son of Julinond T^ostand, has prodiieed a strange tale, 

whuh to some Knglisli reailcrs will seem hy.storical and 

nftecte<1. and to others will appeal strongly because of 

its ainios]>]iere ol })oetrv'. roiuaino and introspection. 

Tlie motive runmifg through the l>ook is a veiled 

antagonism between a father amt his son. tlie climax 

being leaciied when the father, as a protest against 

his son's refusal to be anything but a dilettante 

and pleasuie-seeket. joins the J''rench foiies ami is 

killed Kel.ileil in the hrst jierson, m the form of 

autobiograjihy, then- is ainjde ojijHirtiiinty for llie exalted 

.ijKisiropliising which 

tin- author jirefers to 

our nunc restrained 

important invi.ditu-s 

of childhood—the 

games, Irn-mlshijis, 

secret longing-, ol the 

h e a rt—s h o w l li e 

author to be an arti-i 

of no small nurii .iml 

with a knowhnlge ol 

rural things that en¬ 

ables him to j>aim tin- 

green ficlfls anti -.h;nl\- 

woods, the stioeptohl 

and the farm, with all 

their varicnl liiv ami 

changing colours, into 

the background of lus 

story. The for(“v\«>id 

tells us that " ' I he 

Beautiful ^'eal s ‘ 

although comj>lete in 

itself, IS Book i ol 

'The'l’laxol Hie.uns ’ 

—Book II of whnii 

is being spun ' \\u\ 

it'may bereiorded a-- 

a certauitv that all 

who read Book I will 

look forward with 

nietlnxis . and as we 

h.ive the imjiending 

suicnle of tin- “ hero " 

iK’fore Us tiom the 

verv beginning, it is 

lianlh' juissible to 

esi.ijie llu* inij»re-.sion 

of .1 ]>ose In I'leiich 

tills nowl or romance 

w o III d lead m u ( h 

bftti-i Ih-.n it doos 

.11 iiaiislation. though 

as iH-arlv .i-- wv (.an 

nidge till l-'nglisli 

leiidcriMg 1- la. tlidl\- 

.1 11 d ( o m p 1 !'• n 1 I y 

I ari led (>n t 

THE 

STITCHERY 

ANNUAL. 

\ol l\ 

liilncd l)\ 

pleasure to the (011- 

tiUuation of ^\■lllKlm'•' 

biograph\-. 

I lOK\ Kl-U KMANN. 

Wltll llhlsU.dlOllS. 

js net |J\.') S ) 

GINGER. 
By ISABLi. 

Peacocke. 

.4s. (Ward. L(k k J 

Maurice Rostand, 

lor of •''I'Ik Cr\Ri.(m ..fim •’ (I'liili i) 
r'luiii i>oili.iil 111 I 'I llc'i 

\\ e h a V e often 

lliouglit tli.it Miss 

KliLl..m;inii has done 

more th.in anyone 

we know to inspire 

amt encourage a lovo 

of m-eillcwork lu the 

The most poignant chapter- m the earlv i ar. ei ol 1>; .ul 

Copperfield, transterred to a New Ze.il.md svUmg with .i 

girl plajnng tlie jiart of Havid that is real)\ llie kc\ to 

“ Ginger.” ?o ions(.ious is the authoress of the rlebt .-.hi; 

owes to Charles Diekens that w lion Ginger's mother marries 

Mr.-Devenish .she makes her heroine say to lu-r slvjil.ilher. 

'* YbuTe—you’re like Mr. MurdsUau-, m ' D.ivnl C(;j>j»er- 

field.' If Charles Dickens had known von In-'d have jnit 

you in a storv ami called you scjine ugly ii.iiiu- hl.e 

Mutdstone.V As Betsy Trotwood referrerl to ^I!^s .Mr.rd- 

fftone as ” that murdering woman.” so Devcnish naUu.dly 

becomes transposed to Devilish. But despite wliat slm 

owes to Dickens, the authoress has succeeded in uilro- 

du(^g an original atmosphere 0/ her ow'ii. (»mger herself 

is. wholly delightful, and her stepbrothers arc well drawn. 

Gj^pper finds no aunt to whom she can fly, but Miss Irot- 

wd^'s place xs supplied by a retirerl -linger, and a ilelightful 

j^^i^o-Golonial in the person of T. Memton, Tlie 

story is one which all children will enjoy. 

lweiiiu-lli-tentiii\ woman ami girl She has most 

(vri.imlv taught lln-m //<»..■ to work, and lu.*l]»ed tliem 

to (lo it siuiessliiDv Tills new ‘'annual’ edilcd^by 

In 1 is paeked with j»uturt-s of garments and Iriminings, 

and dr-sirahk' jMissessions of great variety, and clear 

in.striielions liow to make them. 'J'o Inru the jxiges is 

to fi-el thrilled with the tle.sire to learn new .stitches 

and make fascinating and useful articles Hero 

an.* di.'Agraius and instruction.s for making Torchon 

Lu e , for tatting , for embroidering ; for making a 

tro(.k C|iin.kly -"on one siitnmcr’.s afternoon for wearing 

on tlie next"—for making .a rug from scraps; for 

iioclieling numerous things, from a filet jumjx-r to a 

rallia mat ; for knitting jackets and junipers and coats ; 

foi darning ; and for cutting-out from a paper pattern. 

Tins annual contains the four quarterly numbers—33 to 

3fi—of the Supjilement to the Gift's Own Paper and 
Woman's Magasme, and it is as attractive and fresh as 

the first that was published. 
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I THE MIRTHFUL NINE 
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Crown •''Vii One of the Best Sovels of 19^1 I’n.i net 
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By Kaii- Jokoa.v 
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Crown 8vo. 

Rupert Hughes s New Novel 
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By Kid’JiKi llfi-.iiivs 
Author of “ The 'I'lurleoiilli CanitmanJiiu'nt 
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A fine Romance of Spain 

I LOYALTY i ]'iu f 7 '■ Iiel 

By Hamilton Drummond. 

Author of " Kinji's Pawn," " Shoes of Child " 

EVELEIGH NASH & GRAYSON, Ltd., 148, Strand, London 

APPLETON BOOKS 

ACROSS MONGOLIAN 
PLAINS R C. ANDREWS 

Tells the afhentiires ol the Asiatic l''\]ie<litinii ol the 

Xtneiiean Natur.d l!isiiii\ .Museum in its journey 

.11 loss ('lima l-uliy illustriited 25i. nrl 

ERNEST RENAN l f. mott 
A complete hiotn .ijihv <»f the great l-'rench jihilosopher. 

Ills Ir.iM-Is and liter.iiv Itlendshijis, with a lull account 

ol Ins theologic.il politu.U, philosojihii.il .lud literary 

W'lik 18s. net 

GREAT MEN AND GREAT 
DAYS S LAUZANNE 

A notable vnluni'' "I politii.il nienniiis hv tin- Kditor 

of 7.1 .Uu/n\ 15s. 

FACE TO FACE WITH 
GREAT MUSICIANS 

C. D. ISAACSON 
Groups I anil II. Two volumes 
A series of I.im in.miig. intimate sketelies ol tile wurhi’s 

great i oiujiiimts I iu U \oluinc 8s. 6d. net' 

LESCHETIZKY AS I 
KNEW HIM E. NEWCOMB 

\ii iiU'-u-sliiig l>iogtapli\ of the w'lrlil-l.iiumis I heoihne 

1 .es(heli/’l<\. tin- le.uhei ot xuih o( tin- gieatest 

ijiusiei.iiis III the >1.11 18s. 

SHAPING THE WORLD 
OF TO-MORROW c h brent 

]><.)ls witli tht pr.KU'.il I'l.itioii "1 till (Iniii'li .'ind 

ri'hcious Jaitli to tli- ailu.il eveiid.u W'ltld of the 

futuii 129. 6d. 

The TRUTHS WE LIVE BY 
J. W. HUDSON 

A new volunu- <>n present-da\ leligK'iis and mor.ils, 

.SI eptii iMii .'iJi'l Its i lire 15s. 

THE WORLD’S GREAT 
RELIGIONS ALFRED W. MARTIN 

liiil.iuiin ('!iii-'ii.uul\ and Mohaiuined.imsin tliought- 

iullv aii'ilvsed iiiid explaiiK-d 8s. 6d. 

WEW FICTION 

Helen of the Old House 
HAROLD BELL WRIGHT 

Youth Triumphant georgegibbs 

The IVI AGNtFICENT Mr. B ANGS 
JOSEPH C. LINCOLN 

In Blessed Cyrus 
LAURA E, RICHARDS 

T he M AN IN Gray thomas dixon 

The Secret Stairs e. d deland 

Sporting Rifles j. caswell 

practn 'll in.iiiii.il o) rules aiul rille shouting. 218. 

Uncle Remus . 
SAYINGS JOEL C. HARRIS 

(.ill-hook edltn’ii J ull\ illusti.ited 2Ss. 

The Boy Scouts’ Year Book 
}'’;!lv illlisti.ited thi'iiighuut lOs. 6d. 

25, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON 
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!,;THE sunny side. 
W‘:T. •, 

By A. A. Mii Nii 

\>i\, 6s. nc-t. (MitlmciO 

.•S' - 
ft?''., Mr. l•(>ll•\s"nl 
;,compt“ls t, iIk'iil:!' it 

■ will VCTV f^rlHT-lllv pn r\ i iki' 

'/• dissent. 1*11 If 
•4 ' accustoinctl 1“ till lui- 

'ha]>]\v -jH’i i>i» le “I ii’-'ti*!' 

■ * ]agp[iii^ ■’npi rlinon-' on tln‘ 

■ staS'' tlial we ' Init 

adnnrt-tin i‘Hit.iue ol unf 

who Im*' ill Icimui' i! to 
run no ribk''. hut to ii-un- 

v'lnk* .still in the lull mie 
ot “ ilie iiTr'>pon'»il»ilitv 

and liiKii si'int'-of \oiitli 

• Mr. Milne, it iipii'-.ti-. Ini> 

now b<‘en j«-sUIil; ])r<)trs- 

sionally lor nMie\i-nr-. :unl , ^ Marvels of tlu* Animal World Strange Messmates 

this I'mal eollei non <>l In-. {/«.<»/<,n/ 
wit show^ no iraie ol the 

exception, none of the 

sketches have been pub- 
h.slicfl previously. Of Ihe 

original walcrrolonrs, some 

wore presented by the artist 

to Rnskm ain’t tlie rest are 
in the h.inds ol other pri- 

v.ito tnonds. To say that 

t)io\- lopievent KateGrcen- 

a'v.iv It her best may lay. 

ii> o|)cii If) the rejoinder 
Ih.itvlie wav jiniclically at 
her be.vi al\\a\v In any 

(.ivi- all arei'Mpiisiio.and as 
the ]>todni.ln>n ofllie work 
lx )ieilc< i tluTc- IS nothing 

li'lt h-r (»iir ili'Sire, A 
porti.iil b\ Misv I.ily I-A-ans 

I?, pi.II cl as .1 trontispieee. 
\\ «• li.ix (• n- nnir Cimdall’s 

' .ippii-< Kitifin " wiili real 
n'hvh . H ii'imnilv us ot 

nun li ili..t w wish to 

higli spiritv h.iMiii’ beeom.' ■'invelianu.il" ami Hie n-imniiln'i .iml tells iiv ,i tvw m w things W v .igrec 

irresponsibililx' " .i tru k ' Me ilonbt onr-'-ehes if it c with lum that Kate (iieeiMwav I’l-i.anie .i hoiisehf'ld 

fair to any collet lion ol liniiioron'. .-kei. 1k“s wiuiimi from wnril ,iinl this atiiiiit.ible imIIcciuiu slumlc! (.aii.se a 

week to week, to read lln-in '.ontnmoiisly in voliinie -octutd ''jiriiig ol hei rejiide 

iorm, bnf read |iidiiioitsl\ vw do .ittirni lh.it " Ihe 

Snniiv Side ‘ will ler.iptiin* for the iivider iJie .iniuse- 

nicnt whu.il he has lor long li-.iined to asMui.ite with 

the fannh.ir iiuti.ds. " \ .\ M ' ■ Ihe gn-aiei j'ait oi JOE STRONG—THE BOY WIZARD. 
Mr. Milne's work is pun- hunionr ai hu-ved be ins «-nvi,d)li' 

knack ol «hseo\enng the 

ludicrfnis .•side of llu- most 
ordinary fin unisiam.e'. <iiid 

■ characters His skill in <lia- 

. loguc IS const.niily app.ireiit 

d nnd suggest'; to us that wh.u 

Mf. Turn h mav lose theilraina 

, may gam Iroin the aiiihoi ol 
'* Mr. I'lm.'' Mt. .Milne is ,i 

: gentle satirist, but no re.ider 

wivof his war sUeUiies ami his 
. e-.literary and dramatie bun- 

' .brations (an h.'ive anv doubt 
.. as to his effeLtlv«‘lles^ Tin* 

■" title of the liook IS alluring 

.and 'vs’ell jnstiluifl. 

Sd KATE GREENAWAY 
/PICTURES. 

From Oiigiiials p stated 
■V. by Hfr Witli :.ei')ii 

'^7 by H M. CtiNOAii ISO. 
F.S A. -‘IS net ^Waine) 

A cordial welronie cannot 

to await tills eKfeedmglv 
, beautiful book, whn li i- one 
'of the best ctf the s,.,v,oji. 

Kate Greenawai' is not onl\- 

a delightful nieinorv of the 

past, but is slill among iis in 
,her work, foi at least .seven 
of her " Children's Hooks 
HTC in circulation uiuler the 

■ auspices of Mei-sis. ^'^edenek 

d ‘Wame ^ Co , whom we have 

"•-V^o thank tor this very real 
/■baradisc of flainty devices. It 

.belicvciJ that, with one 

The Young Observer’ 
Handbook 

(Pyjt/;>oO. 

Young Cuckoo being 

WEIGHEO, 

II 1)1..p ) 

l.is Stores 

1(11 J '.ov' ' rein lids us ol 
old-t.isliupiu-d !a\ nintvs such 

.1^ ■ V.d«iilim' \'ox, tin 
\'ei'tlilo'pU'-l ' Joe's gilts 

ol i.ai'lr\ uet( apparently 
he hiriiN, I 'V his father was 

..\elUii; iiutgiiian and 
hi I'lothei ;i (iicus-ridcr. 
( >1 e\.ii,n' a tin brnk(* out 

Th*' iire.foi k i.'( torv in Joe's 
low inp and Joe, single- 

li.it. <1 eih I led a very gallant 
le-A Mil' I'cisoii rc.scued 
])io\ed to be Pro t essor 

Kosello. ill lonjurer who 
tiad electnlK’d the town the 

pre\ imis evening, and had 
been u!)>.eni-imndedly en- 

g.iged in exjierimenting 

with .some firework effects. 
Joe’s ]mritanieal guardians 

disajiproved of his spoiling 
his best suit in rescuing a 

wizard, .ind the -l>oy lost 
no tune m running away 

Irom home and joining the 
prolessor's company. The 

book descnlies Joe’s early 

exjierieiues as a showman 

and tells with much detail 
the method and technique of 
Ills best ineks The volume 
has something of a double' 

appeal to boys: it is it 

once a story and a reliable 
guide to tricks of wizardry 
that should prove well with¬ 
in their power to imitate. , 



• WHILE I REMEMBER 
j., By STEPHKN jMrKEN’NA 

A book oJ recoIlection>- Jsul pnv.iK- oiiiiiiuhn. .it oiic«- hnlli.iiitlv wriircii .iii'l ol 
the hisbest interest and swnlir.inip li iiiiird> c-cit.mi i-i j 
life wbicii, in the author'a o]iini<m. ha\i- \ I'ji'.li. | fur t-vi-i 

‘The early (haptris nt \\ >■ mi] l ('liim h .m-ml [niii.u! 
reiuiiusrxMite T)i< roniiiiinn ■>! I ■i);l|.Ji ii.i ||ii,.|i. m.) ilii h.il-< I ii.di-h 
niemonos couir] ii^t t.i-ily Ik'.! uiili iii.iii diln u-.m 2 h, 2 - 

• Bettei than bi^ iic-Vi K Ml evrj\ «.i\ • -Jimh I i/ni . 21 iiet 

EUROPE-WHITHER BOUND ? 
By STEPHEN' OKAHAM 

/.jV 

Till' \ ilii> III •.mil 1 lui.ik III ii-. ti lUt i' iK.ii (u<>Ui:li Nu one will It 
MiClinuI ri‘.ili'iii.j mi'll- I le.ith . win ii lu' liK-k-- >• Un' iii.i|', >li< iiie.iiilti|.', aud soiofl* 
tliiii. till' nil II.Ill, III ill' lu .r lii'iiliii' all iiM'i I uii.;.i 

21., /;»!<•» irifritiv SupplemtUt 
llii ii:iliii-i' ii'ili.ii’- till III-I \i" 11. II. • d 11 In III.-ti.i'■ 11'I ’' 

12i. 2Jnli>2) IVieklv 
10'6 net 

BARBARY: 
THE ROMANCE OF THE NEAREST EAST 

T3y A iLuCALLl'M >(OTT. M ]’ 

Nut uiilv I »i II. - i.t I m.| |.i I, ].). mi.., ..I \|_|, I ,ii,.i till i'. II ii ii 'I .ii I'll 

n siiiiK III bivtuii. .d I'liii... |.b' /;., 2 

' I ew Ii.Mi'll. 1^ li.n. |.|..iii.(,i e- -ii. |. \)i i.| iii.].ii . i. n- ivn... l.| ..  u 

of lh« flllei. <il 15 111- m .1- 111. 1). 1,1 i] i\ 1 h. ,.n; 111,. |i.i_'. . II .11 III. '• \i .1.11'. 

Kntlrlv i;liiii|.'.- ml.. I -.ii.iii^. \i..il.!, .,iiii.i.t |..\..i,.i . ■ iiii.iit ,ii i. 1...1 

It I*. \i'i\ t.ilit.ill-.iiir III I-. i>.|.I Ui.d H.iili II \ l■■.nl\ ilii.. <1 11, |. Ill ,11 1 11. II I . I |i " 

/ . . I).l' ./rll.I 

' A I lei IT I HI. .k I Ii I. .Ir 1 l .i. i.. , iii, 1 liiii. . .ui .. \! i 11 . • . .. p.. 
ii<■ltI^ I|.■|II|'~.||I<•!' llU.-.||..l. .. I-.'K I'.'< /!/'/■ I 

12 b 1 

WILD LIFE IN THE TREE TOPS 
Jty C\i'i (.. W. \< KNU.II'I .MC.l-KI’s 

ILLI'-iIK \ 1 I i’ ri \ I \I<>I I '•'1 Itjl IIJ. J ’ll"lui .KAl'l' • 

I li.-si- evil.11.1.'ll .1 'III ‘111 !■ I..1II.I - I. I' 1. ! I'.. I.' '1 ' , . I', i 

.lie I Ii.JI'll- l..| *1. 1 .III..; I* ' . r.r.. 1 li it ).*i. i ' .i i u ill tin 1 . .' I- '' 

> lili I l.ilillli.' 21 I' 

MARVELS OF THE ANIMAL WORLD 
H\ \\ > l‘.| KKilK.l- 1 / S 

li,i.f''iK\ii.i' wnn 45 riii>u><.k.\rn- 11'>\. ij'i 

A 1 .ille. It- I' .■’ • •! .. . II .' Iil'i. -i ie.« - mill. II I'l .It ' 

' l’|.|-l i.it' ' ; -;i ‘1II.. pu. • i • Ii 111 1‘- .•!. ii ; • - '' ; . 

'll « .III I tin •• I. I I'.. 1 .III- ;l- li.‘.' II I. iliii- • • 1 .. i.ii i i . I ;. • I. 

iml!' ii It I- . •' 1 ii I i! I ... ill .1 /1. s ' III I 76''. 

TEN YEARS AT THE 
COURT OF ST. JAMES’ 

IMOS-IMO.S 

I’X' ll.ieiili lull It KKI'kh^'ll IN 

It loulliii' 1 .ii.ilrl. .if I. •.'Hill -Ill ..it K.-i lU'- ■ .u. 1 '., »!■ .ili.' 

ri vol I Ill'll- III r. t llpl.'in i i w Int 1. lin e llu 1. ."k .. i ilti .. n . ii ti i< ai i ir 

linond th.il '.l tii'. » t.iI d:).|-).!i ili. M' luun 21 mi 

! LOUIS COUPERUS 
(.inn- iiiiu 111-: 1.11II IV.til l iulisli t'M.l.Ta wh«'ii f il I I "ijili' a.id llie Things that 

.la 1 laJHl* <1 .1 

i • MASfjji'i’jn i: 

THE LAW INEVITABLE 
I 

1 mil I'l a It'.'•'•iiii'.C'l I ii 111 m tin Ii|. t if. y'.ir 

'Ml I I'l.. 1 .I'l'. III- 1 Ilk' ’ I.. la til. •I'.-i 'll!' 1' !■' - u ' 111 111 I lets diirloit 

'III 'MU-. M'ii 111- il,."ii'' ii|. I. iiiiii I" VIII'..'iii.iii Hill li.ive suiiictbing 

I I ' ' 1' I m I .11 .1 iiir'. I; hii!i >1.1 ii'i- I i"»v. I Mill- Ml t .riiiw i ti' -- chanu cd 

I'l.i.. • .11,1 -lui. 1' ' .'(i -Il I'l I 1 II.-. - I'l 111 ii • II.!. 1“ '111 i| i.ii--»d. . . . An 

' I > r t( 14 It)' • .t> i’. t Kttt t • • >1/ • * . 
8/- 

THE HEART OF THE DESERT 

\ .- || . \. III. 

V. Ill Ml-. .I_ » .1 . 

r.y ll'.iNttUi; U l! I sll-., 

.. III. ! ••. I.II'. . 11 I 1 iii.r' i\i«- .jt ilorf, 

2 ■■ 2 - 0^. net 

THE MYSTERIOUS MR. PICKERING 
111 rilJI.Ij’ I I liTIS> 

\i. i;i '■ I, --I- II I'.iii.iiiii, III 1 III 111 I t'l i'I--‘k ili.riA /■"'/ ' 

I le v- I - I -I.: Il ■ . J .1.. I I'l I M IM. - I ..III* II 1 Ii'i 1.111 'tl II-.' 
'.fnipi.e Ilerali 

' \ .111 c' \ .'T1 .' .|‘;i M . .1 am! 'll lo i' i . .-j'li'i '111..- m ii > I *- /liiiu/i t . j ifi.if iissf* 

8/- net 

‘ The Home Carden ' llcok.s 

No. 3. BULB GARDENING 
111 .\IA1<^ II Vill lH'-N 

.Nuiii'i’ - 'I ' ii"'i I ..ll•l<•lll:u•,. 7,6 1" >. iiH'l ‘ T'lwn (jarden- 
iii.i;, 6- tift Mil tin .'.ii’ii ru'" ivhn li liait- provt-Hi very 

]'i'))lUlll |ll>llK^ III! til' .Mll-Ul'lll 

iLr.Tt'STK\Ii''N - IN <'>i"ii' .\M> l.isi. 7/6 net 

BEAUTIFUL BOOKS FOR CHILDREN 
‘Beautifully illustrated and produced with that attention to detail which is u 
Books. Booksellers can .safely recommend them to discriminating custtimers 

THE ROYAL ROAD LIBRARY 

distin£uishintl feature of "Thornton Butterworth** 
Hh«> want somelhinS a little out of the ordinary.* 

I'ii2‘li-.2u>%' Circular 

FAIRY STORIES 

BtAUilFfl-I.V lilt •'IHMl-.l' JV ('<>1.01 k \M' IN I.IM 
4lo I.SA hv Mji. 7 6 II,•• i-aili 

Tbi' IS J si'iii b 11 I ■ In' li< 'I if .'ll Ih i«.. II 'i\ I 1'. ' 'i. 1 
to lombiiic- .1111UM nil 111 mill iii-,ti ti< Ik n 

THE FIRST TITLES ARE ; 

’I" 
Iranslatkil hv .\i.i.x\.si>i'U Tiixi.-li I'l M\ii>" 

TWO-LKIiS 

THE OLD WILLOW 'IR^' .i\ 
Carl EwaVl, tin* Kir.il ft.inl'li miUl-i. Iii- .i T 

tales have beco iMii'l.ilrd iiii" Kn 'i-ni. ‘'lu li'li, 
are destiiicil tn b**i'omc (-|.t»»i.'m ili< Ciikb'li l.m-. 

-OW 'IRl'': ,iV 1'ilii‘t Si< 

ilL-i. Il l - .1 I'''>/..niii I'l-'il.'i .11 

i.iii. ‘'iii-ii'ii, '/ji.i-Y' '' 
|jii.li'li l.iih: I- .* 

Siiint'- 

I III U II. 

II III- 1. 

THK NIOTTA SVinOT H 
I I 

3. TOBY’ AND THE ODD bJ-.'-.STS 

4. KACHEL AND THE SEAEX WOND1:Rs 

TIIK >V. H. KOIOItKL KOOKS 

\ i.....t 

ii- 1 . 
iiiiiii. Ill ii 

THE HOUSE ABOVE 
THE TREES 

i‘.\ I HILL I oi'K »r 

11 1 I .IK.Siri’ IN tul.ol K .ANI> i-INli liY 

\n\i. .-\niii KSON 

III . 111 !i 11 im'I 11 I' I I'l .l•l1.•!■l•’l■l. -I' liiilit Ni. 'lui V so unlike 
.I-I 111.- til-' II ..' 'll I II is altogvthcr 

7/0 net 

5. THE BlITTEKI'I-fES' DAY 

Send hr lUiistiaUd ■'] the 'Cum'.' .-J-'A/•» I i-‘ .\.j ; 

j:\ Il-t btllRl 

THE LITTLE HOUSE 
IN THE FAIRY^ WOOD 

Il 11 M i< \i i.i> IN Eoi iicii 1;\ H.\i r 

'111! ill ....I III.I II'. .iii.iiii- 'iiii'.: .'I till 'I’ll ,1.. ul-l iii.ikc It a (J)ildfeD's 
il »'ii It' i.il i.iim III' I'l till ’'iK-.iiiii.!. It I'lt-.itl.-' iiit.i ''veridav tbloas. 

[I I iir. . Ill ii.i \\iii"| lb' Il.. III- 11.mi—M bull ' 111 alter wiU be 

I I'll 11 ml" II I'l 1 liil'liei. il I'l ■*--M iIili. 
6/* net 



THE BOOKMAN 
CHRISTMAS 1921 

SOIL CONDITIONS AND 
PLANT GROWTH. 

By Edwaku J Ki ssi:ll. U-s net (Longmans) 

Dr. liussfll's book is tJie fmirth e\lituiii of one of the 

Rothamsled monographs onguuiliy puhlislicd in 

withaniodest ibi. pagi-s. the present volume is of over 400 

pages, jijuki'il with the very lalc-sl knowledge derued 

from the unvw.iiving <‘\|)ennients earned on not at 

Jiothjimsiiul niiK, Init tlirouglioiil ilie world What t)ic 

worhl oues, and will nltiniatelv owe lo the agiienltnral 

research si* splendullv eairie«l fni at Rothamsled and 

the admiration of his fellows by a scries of daring 

escapades. The timid, unhappy little “ new boy ” soon 

becomes admired—though hardly to be imitated—for his 

coolness and determination in breaking rules. A period is 

})ut on his proceedings by the narrowness oi his escape 

from a really serious scrape and the book eijds with the 

promise ol a complete change of front on the part of the 

hero. lie has in fact settled down into a more conven¬ 

tional, ihoiigli |>Hssil)Iy less cMiting, maiiniT of life. Mr. 

RJioades handles Ins materials well, and he writes with 

sjnnt and a genuine in-.ight into boyish character. “• In 

the Scrum ” is a capital jnece of school fiction. 

J'l'niu Soil Conditions and Plant Growth 
I / I"'' 

Inpuuence of medium on koot 

DEVEI-OPMENT OF LUPINES. 

Other similar -lalion'. as vet inijius-siblr to evuinat'.-, 

Viiit wliatecer piaise was «iltrird lo the man who could 

make two bLules of giass grow where one liad giown 

before is due a hiiiulrcdfol'l to the >1 leiite I'- utio h.i\ ' 

discovered and iiuiCe use o| so mans liai.i \miIi icg.iril b* 

the life and bioicigv ol jilauts, ami tlieir m'mK wliuh lia\e 

to be sausiied Jioin tlie soil and b. < otidilions thal giw 

better or worse- ■■csulis a<coiding lo llu-ii vaiialiou J )i 

Russell's is nnalu.dil'' lor all who are pra< tical 

agriculturists, and tt ordinarv imiei liim al rearh-i wil! 

find it neither iimmiresiii.e noi iiuprotitable lo rc.ul it. 

and see tfie comple.Mtv <>1 liu' jirolihnis (ic-all uitli .ind 

the acimirabh- results iln<id\ 

attained. 

IN THE SCRUM 
By \V.\LXKK RUOAOIs With } 
!llustration.s in ( oIdiii by ( 'roKi *'N 

Browne, U I. us m-t i.\hll.>rd ' 

Mr. Waller Rho.id<-.s knows how 

to tell a school story in a manner 

that will make a strong .ipjieal to 

boy readers. “ In the Scrum 

,dcscnlH‘s the experiences aiul 

scrapes of J>uk 'J'rcsiotr wlio. 

having made an inans))icious start 

at his first boarding-school, strives 

hard—and with success—to vviii 

I’toth Birds One Should 
Know 

{Guy i'>- }l-iiHock). 

THE BEST SCHOOL OF ALL. 
B\ I 'M.iw M l’\»>.i i-- S\.u-l. Link • 

I spclb-d t'liiii a sihoi»l. when tin- nilo\i< .iling bum's of 

alhli'ta. sii(<c->. lia-l I'l-eii too niut li foi Inm. Ilie luTo ol 
■' 'I he lies! 's()i.M'l ol \1! ' is scut ))\ his unpleasant sU'p- 
latlu'i lo ihc iival -< ho"l <»l St \ crgil s llr is able to 
topical his [ihiiiit\ bv iiic fait thal lie has always boeu 

Is no A11 b\ Ills sicpta t licr '• name of Llo\ d, ami now assuming 

Ills n al name ol ?smit)i, he is necessarily a soiin e of m5'stery 
lollieSt Veigil St hoollioys Tlieidoaol pl.iv mg agaiiisl Ins 
oJd St iiool is a thou gill 110111 w lilt li Still til slmiiks. and so at 
(nsi he refuses to jila^ .111^ gaiiK's at all Mow he is brc>ught 

uL at last .mil induK'd to take ins 
l«art 111 the life of St Wrgil's, Mi.ss 
.ilhan M [’yke lelates very t on- 

im niglv ami very gr.i]>hically. Like 
II Miss I'vke’s stones, the plot is 

( art'fullv I onstriicled, ami readers of 
her ]>ri“vious book, “ Jack ot St. 
N'ergil's." will be gUul to meet the 

hero ot tliat .story again 111 these 
pages. “Thelfest School of All" 
will have a curious interest for 
English readers, for it depicts life 
111 a big ,\iistralian public school 
where. it woiihl seem, the 
traditions of ]>iil>h(. .school life in 

lircat Hntuiii have been careiully 
fostered 

Young Jay. 

II2 



SMS XMAS GIFTS WORTH BUYING 
NOW flBADV. tO/eMct(by i)OSt1l/8) 

By H«F Late Royal Hl^hnea* the 

CROWN PRINCESS OF SWEDEN 
(Our Princess Margaret of Connaught). 

Thu new mnpanioii vnhime tci *• The i;ariJi'>i \\ <• 
Mh<Iu 

IN OOir FLOWER CARDEN 
Profusely llluxtrMtect with Coloured Pletes 
by tier Late Koyai HiKhnexs and from 
Pbotos by the Crown Prince and Princess 

Edited by FLORA KLICKMANN. 
“A ]>lciiii!ttiUv uritteti v'lliimr lik<ly to be of 

i-eal value t*' liorli<-ii|tiiriK(h --The Tonm 
The work, ntiih r .Mish Kloia Klickmuiui s able 

edltorsliiji, is a triuiii]>li of ti ilh art uud utility.” 
^Thc Jlookvuiit 

BIRDLAND STORIES 
ByCapt. OLIVER C. P1KE,F.Z.S.,F.R.P.S. 
llln8traU'<l with wi'ii'U-rfiil ri>otJi):ri>)ilia from 
Nature Attr.i'-tueK JtMiiuiin rieinn J{<iart{s 

k'cat) 11^1 6,* net (In 6 6) 
“Caiilaiii lllivi'i l> I’lke writes giri-flilv niiil 

takes I'lianiiini; iihotoKmidib. '—V'lilu S>irii 

FATHER TIME STORIES 
By J. C. STEVENSON, B.A. 

IlliiRlratiil h> ('ii\Ki.K9i IC'BiNsi’N Attiru-tivi 1% 
lituiml III 1‘ietiin- Itiianis 1- e.-ni 4to. 6'» tiet 

iht )H>sl 6 6) 
’ E'lill of tlinihiii; stones tliat uill debj^lit a 

eliiM’e In-mt '—fl.«e.-h 
‘‘ Nine uliiMivii • lit of leu It .iske<l llietro)iitiioii 

of this voinnie. w-oiil'l rtainli rijily, ‘ Livels 
— C/" ((!« II "< hi 

A NEW BOON OF CHEERFULNESS 

FLORA KLICKMANN*S 
New <'oiii],a(iioti voiiime to tlie 

“ Ftower-Patch Amorim the HlllSt'* 

whiuh Is now iu its iiinuieenth uditiou. 

THE TRAIL OF 

THE RAGGED ROBIN 

• l.ariie I'rowiiSvo. 7/» net (by post 7/6(. 

\ huok Ilf belli and Inuiilitur. As exInUiatuii; 
.1.' ilii- billh that furni its liaeki'rouiiil . as 
i<'.iful as tlie sous: of tile iiioiiiiuiii rlre.iiii lliul 
Is lieMnl till oiiu'liout Its jiiii'es; aiisl as i:ay jh 
llie fliitteriiii; junk Howeis that Jiave uiven tbe 
Ixxik Its name 

Perses that ore //Ae no ot/iere ewer 
written 

FAY INCHFAWN’S 
.Svvs Jiook of I plift. 3'* net (hi pu»t 3 3>. 

VERSES OF 

A HOUSE-MOTHER 
\ I oiii|i.inioii \ oliiiii' t'. 

The Verse-Book of a Homely Woman 
“A l"«'k for Maidia, «nlleii iii Ihe .•'lunt of 

M.in Tilt I iiihi 

III i\!ii. li << icditioiib have been bold in luoiiths 

THE HEW ART EDITION 

Illustrated by HAROLD GOPPINC 

10/6 net 

ih\ iHietll/S) 

CHRISTMAS CAROL 
With E’oreword liv Ar- lidcucoiiA. II liuriiLANl , 
M A , and 8 Cidoiiitd ami alioiit Ml Blnek-aiid- 
White Illustrations h> IlsKoi.p (.ueriBi]. Taste- 
fullv Uiiiiid 111 ilotli. 

At a Ohristmu book the Carol hu tew oevale. 
This Edition it Illustrated by Harold Oaerint 
with juet Ihe rlfhl tceeh, it admirably prinlad 
and daintily boand.'* /-.'■/!/> F.i'-mu-i liiiipatcK 

NEW 

POPULAR ANNUALS 
MD 1 lu'se shuulrl lit olden'd from any 

• b< lioukehop at oinv, tusui-ure eopies. 

The Boy’s Own Annual 
i-T'.: pp Lnve Demy Ito 1A/6net 

The Girrs Own Annual 
07J pp i HiEe l>em> 4to 14/0 net 

The Sunday at Home 
7(i8 p|i. ImiK-iial hvci 14/6 net 

Stitchery Annual 
rj*< ]>|i l<>Mi\ svo. 2/6 not 

Edited by FLORA KLICKMANN 

The RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY, 4, Bouverie St., E.C.4, and at all Bookshops 

J. W. ARROWSMITH LTD., BRISTOL 

Old 
London 

Town 
Fl^ I llu-sli cili”! .iii'l iUsiiiIim! ii\ 

|f' Wll.l, ((WIN. 

5 - net I post free S 6L 

' On.'ill III! to- t c!i iiju'!iil htlie 
i«sik».j(*'111 ’ju i.ij'itii *''>1 ii"' 

,III 1(1% 'Iw' h-' .h .lie 1.1-1.1 m-li’l' I- 
■'.Sir. ht t(-x liiht' lu-irl.i"} t h‘s "iii. i-m '-i 

O Ji’d/A dOiiM! iMlh 111 iiir.J.m' h'- hui.'U-ii' 

Flctl Slrcf’ ‘ i!" .. 

“ Pull «>i Ihe CIH ll.■■■tllK-|lt ot LL ,.|I •' I 
lilllc book Salirrdity AV.If..' i. 

A well Hill' Jildilioii to the LorV *Jj.. ~U 

••The ls.ok niiisl Is- Is.iijJ^- L V Miv.thir ■ m..st 
nichuiituii; liltle lav.k t'.in .‘ul, Hi I'J.ifi'st (..'i'i .% I'•u.l"ii 
types, iric.iu •iiiJiiillv iLtii Will f.W, n'ohl il f ("'’r/ 

•'Tocetlicr the d<s>i.iiplio'is j ;‘l-l-hc' t«-iKi ii]’ i 
plcjs.iiitly i'litr.ituuiim: IvKik —I -Aon r%Ti. tu tin ihiilvMini 

••-As chdtniiui; .1% It Is ..umii" ■i 'Ml mIm i. m \il. 
plcjs.iiitly i'litr.ituuiim: IhkiIc —I -Aon I-vri. tu tin l>iiilvM‘“‘ 

••-As chdtniius .1% It Is ..umii" ■i 'Ml mIm l. m \i1. 
nil who lose London, sl»>uld li.isis < ^sess this, t.is'uj.itui:' i'lil' 
book ' /f03% Poil 

•• No belter ijimle at mind f ^~7^i.iiiit li .ilui* d Ol'l I' ud' '. 
Town could be dcsue<.l ' Liur/fCi. /Mil rtiuf Mirmry 

“Most oiiisiossini: "—DunJer Cuiirt.-r 
'• line who knows the j-Lir.'s dtpn led is tennUi'd I" ..% 11 

these sketches tli.it tell .so well%\In Old l.ou.lou Towii li.is u ■ ii iiiu 
lurhini Let others bike this ph-.'s/iiir book, 1:0 on I'iLiiiu.ili . and 
verify the pictures '—Otill'Hik 

'• All who know >111% tliiiii: .ilKtut Loiidmi will k.uI tiu l.ook 
with delicbt. :iiid lovers o| Dukdis will find nun h to plc..-c 
them.' —.Vm-ffli/lf l hronicU 

I'l I i%\ ii 'll 0, .T 6 I .n 11 %\ lilt 'spii i.tl |>n I iiro \\ 1 .i}'pt.T 

Tin: rK*iSDM:i{ oi*' zi:MLVi bv 
■ Vs t IIONY 

Kl IM'.KT or IIKNTZXL I n<>ic 
AILV.MINTA hi. I iJ l-'iiu.‘ii], U' J ( SsAnn 

III' l.'lnk ,1/ III, /'hn . 11 ,IH!I ll.'il llll.l- 

■\LV>;.\LI\'L '■ I' t Itl-SlLKiUN 

Tin: i:\firiKv 
7'(> 11% T(iMI.\ ilHi.NtVSOX 

1 .iliiil.ii*' minu'i n iilK ’.In i "'tinili ti inl.'iiii.ili-ui which 

! li'i I 111 ,il .uiil Ml < li.iiiii .il M.iiml.i' 1 tin I s IK cl m tlicir 

( ciiqtiii ICS 

I \ ' I' 1 I' . nil. I -lioiild l-'t-’ - II !>• ‘Ill 1 'll I'l cl.'.' I 

' ilMi' ..I 'll' d' id.it'll I '-I-1.1:11 I It, 11II1;- 

s>ll • 1! i ..I I itb is-:sl 1 III II i.tv dll T.lli.iii 'll i iniliii II t/.i".i'"irj.'/.*l/!l'lf‘r 

% le ,% 1 'li'iii’ .n ''I •’ -l' III ilii 111 i thoioiii II 'I . hill I I. A1/- .Vi St s 

><)TKS ON INOIMiAMC LIILMISTKY 
For first year University Students 

' 111. mol, 1- <%.elliI't niliiM II. .111.1 <I.lit.iiii- i »• .diii'.1 iiiiiii.notion son- 

. I 11,111 ; tin "I i.l • tl•••m' il th. .'I I. . J.el di-s'iv. 1 u ' tint .v di interest many 

-tin. lit I 1 ,1 l.oii II ''I’ll 1 11.1%% tII lli.in till ,■%• I lue 1)1 •' %.. 
■ hiinuat Age 

(i f> net 1''% I’kui I- L'kanii^i, I’ji l> , D.Sc. 

\ivi?v I'LirroLM) ih M.^\lLLIAMs MAKV LLirrOKI) li> <; M. \\1LLIAMS 

7 6 net -’»n/ hut'x ">■»> \ 

COOK KKV'’ SI >! riJ FI i:i> ly-Madi l iuker 

2,6 Met * 

I 'll ilifits'^'d S%li""K dinl f "Ihjic-s. yiii'l I'T ‘lie frugal 

I locsi'wiir ! 

wjw.w. 

Bristiil; 4. >V. AKT^OWSMI'J'II LTD- London: Sl.MlMil^. MARSHALL 



^^KktECTRlC FURNACE. 

j. N. PRING, M.B.E.. D.Sc. 32s. (Longmans.) 

-1^ series of " Monographs on Industrial Chemistry ” 

I^IOl'srbScb this volumw belongs is well known to students 

^sf’-ttchnical matters as representing the last word on the 

applications of recent knowledge to modern manufacturing 

/.|)««ioedure. In these pages we cannot, of course, do more 

indicate the \itluc of such a book as " The Electric 

.Futnace " to those who follow the rapid invasion of 

marlcet-^ace; in the hope that his beauty may attract thif^ 

great ones' there and get hiih a place at court. The Luck 

sets forth, and is soon meeting with adventure, and instead 

of being back by nightfall he is away six years and when 

the old people see him again the dainty Princess Pea 

Blossom is his bride, and he and she and they are to live 

liappy ever after. It is all as strange as a dream and as 

pretty and as alluring as only a fairy tale can be. Those 

who arc wanting a Cbri.stmas book for the small folk would 

do well to look out for this. 

The Electric Furnace 
(LuHgmans). 

Saaheim Power House and Furnace house. 

j^ustrial processes by electricity Not until the eighties 

Teas it realised that the obtaining of intense and prolonged 

by electrical means might have far-reaching com- 

iBtliwcial possibilities : at the present time we find electrical 

^Qijaces of many tons capacity used in the prod action of 

Particulars of the ojieraliou of various types, 

' '^Migncd for differing purposes, are given in this book, and 

■ im* man}' fine photographic plates, with over two hundred 

“ bther drawings and diagrams, elucidate the text admirably. 

‘ '^^der the general editorship of Sir Edward Thorpe, C.B , 

■ jfcD., F .R.S.,-this group of technical volumes is ^cx>ming 

sA'rOece^ary addition to the industrial scientist's library, 

latest well maintains tlie high standard set by 

s issues. 

■9.!. \ 
\ 

BEAN-ROWS. 

* 'A"Fairj Lucky Children. 

/' Fraskr. (Daniel (I'Connor ) 

pervades this quaint fairy tale, 

• of its telling, and its old-world quaintness 

Krfitfullv ®tnphasiseti by the coloured woodcuts of 

Fraser tl'^^ strikes the right 

nSit the start^y beginning with " Oni^ upon a time.” 

akA'- froefi on in simple, picturesqutV fashion of the 

...'2^^fabulists { ^®“ 
in their bean^i come upffin a small and 

J and mak their own, and name him the 

thft Bean-R^^- 
s l^3Bhe world to a ®‘ty where Ihefe are elegant 

. ^ and ladies. and^®re he is to sell beans in the 

PEGGY’S ROMANCE. 
By Joan Lesuic. 6s m-i ;lluiiiphrcy Milford.) 

I’cggy tousidcrcd it romaiilio enough just to go to 

Venice for a liohday--and what girl of fifteen who had 

been brought up quictlv in England wouldn’t But she 

didn’t e.viX'ct to walk into a thrilling drama which con¬ 

cerned a kidnapped heiress, buned silver an<l a mysterious 

man who was alw'ays pla>ing the 'cello and eavesdropping 

and turning up when ho w’as least expected. When every 

one was resting in the heat of the day, Peggy sauntered 

on to the balcony of the old palazzo and saw a little girl 

on the 0})}X)site side c>f the water crying piteously. Going 

to find out what was.tie matter, she almost collided with 

the mv.sterious man, jtnt on the same errand, and they 

went over together ^ai nt juestioned the child who, although 

she was dusky-sk,^ncould speak and understand 

English. They fot^ Jfthe was a musical prodigy, and: 

Peggy's heart went to her when she met the vulgar, 

mercenary " Muzzar \ Mid *' Pahzar ’ who were exploitmg>, 

little Florizella’s wondtf ful skill on the violin. The m^' 

gave Peggy a card with the name of the Count of Merrin 

on it, and inscribed on the back were queer marks and 

cros.ses which showed, he said, where something was buried 

in England. But neither Peggy nor her brother coujd.^ 

read the puzzle, and when she got back home she had almost 

forgotten about the mysterious man when—lo and behold ! •• 

—he turned up as her aunt’s paying guest! She didn't-, 

like him and didn’t trust him, but her quick wits solved thejj 

problem on the card, restored little Florizella to her 

father, and found a husband for her unselfish, hard-workiii|[^ 

aunt. It is an excellent tale for girls. 

1 
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FROM ELKIN MATHEWS’ LIST 
Boyd (Halbert), Men and Marvels. 7net. 

Miss Sheila Kaye-Smitii says : 
" This IS a V.inei! C<illf( Ik'II of w.ir Srotlish r vloncs. ,ui<l 
SusM'x stonos. and it is tiiilknlt to sj\ in winch Mi I?o».| is hot He 
sees the war from an uikoninioii .malt- a lonilnn.itirm both of aciion 
and rcfloclion ; he has .in ••\liaoi<iiii.ir\ insi^lil into Ihp ihararlrr of 
the Sussex piMsant, and vet it is the Sc ottidi iwas.int whose nviiiahU , 
mitUmk. and hmcnai'i' he sctiiis to h.ive iiia<U' ji.iitn ul.n Iv his eswn 
One Lavs flown the hook uilh .1 fechiie ot pntilef;i'. with cratiliide for 
a truly svnip.ilhvtn- iiiicli rs(.ini|iii;r of the pra.-int lie art. r iniluTifd 
wilh a Klinii'sR of str.iiiu'i. more nn-.toiious. moje ic-niMi lhiii(;s, 
which vet jHihaps h.iv- 1 s]h.’i i.il kiiislit]i niih the Minpln it\ oi Hit- 
couiitryiii.in .iiid thi-ihiM " . 

Moorman (F. W.), Tales, Plays and Songs 

of the Yorkshire Ridings. Wall Memoir nnd 

Puitrail. ('tillfclud ICilition. 9;-net-. 

" 1I<‘ li.is r.ii'c'il the Viuk'hin* chalc'i't liom the l.ul of .in i.iicniilli 
f>uli‘i\ to that of .1 lil<T.ii> l.tiiitiiaei. 1 li'iehl to ulixti il h.i» inori 
iiiouiiti'd sini III'- vrnmtr d.it i of Kiih.iid Kidl.-, the ( liristi.iii nn stii ’ 

I Mill 

Johnson (Lionel), Reviews by. Kciitr i with a 

critical Introduction by Roboii Shafer 6'- iid 

Uniform with " Post Litriiiimm.'' ■ o m l, and the 

" Collected Poems " 

Casson (Stanley), Rupert Brooke and Skyros 

Illustrated with Woodcuts by Phyllis (•aiihier 6 net. 

Ml I'.i^son'- d.illlli .111.1 lioims-.IVi till ilislilil I'l.Ul.l — 
TI.'U .III'I lot < VI I I Ml I ol I III. 1 Old I ili-xi iil.i S.. skihiiiK !h |1 1. .1111 111. 

In (ll.i'.l Milo I •■II SUM I ill' III Ml s I'llV III . < ■ II dm ■ V\..odl IIIn .iIL 

sin;:II 1.11 >1 d'h' .Hid sii.. .i I|\ > .1 IhmIiIiIiiI iiK inori.ll /hiJUUi'T 

Noguchi (Yonei, Selected Poems. I'lirtrait. 

12/6 net 

(il 'iii'c' M- i> nth \\ I ill nil M  .In m I U illi iin Sh n p h 1 vi in tin 
|Mst , .11 li |. ••in'l .il lll■>s,.||l i. ■ Il 11 III. I. I> '111 *iii>l CKO. •'. Ill t lo V, I rK of 

tills p .c 1 

Corkery (Daniel), I Bhreasail . Lyrics. 5 - net. 

"M, i.<,k.i\ h'siii im ii-l.i-v ."I 111, tv|ic.!'!i" '•■'';iil' 01 tin 
nil'tin l.i III III o:. .•■ oi ihi I o < -i lii'l ni' iii.' . i- >. i*. h. c i' ■ 'I 
n.itiiii Hilh 'In kiiiii III III ill ill ■■■.illtt »iiiih I'liii.. .1 n.ii I' tin 
i‘\i ’’ - / lull ■ 

' K|si s .ilu.iv - t ■ .11' 1.11)1.11 II il •.l.iiiiic III I :i<liii-i i-'ii .\i’ the hiiiilii's 

IJi.lt ;:l,'Ct .1 VI .ili'l* it , .It l.il.. Ill * ttll • ' ;i III I *11 l.in • I. -m . 

.Si.njif II 

Barney (Danford), In the Comet's Hair. 5 - not 

Fox Smith (C.), Rovings, iiinstnitcti uuij Diawijjos 

bv Phil MiUtl: ft net 

1 h' wnti r . \oi .il'iil.ii V 111 SI 1 )i|ii 1 !•- 1- till III. 111. ■ • 1.. i.K II M-1 ic 

!lii II I iiiii. I lit II - I roc 11 Ml I .1 11 d -1.1 I>i\i 1 -1,11 d: 1 .' I "k'.ii .III' 
iiilv i \i "111 I l'\ till- lilt I'M III V I I -I • S.i . 

Gerard (W.), The King of Thule. 5 - nd. 
tllMi (Il I ml « j.iiA lull- Im'i.I Iii.iiii.iH \i.1i ■ ■ I/u iii a 

loii/|.vnv\ ..lid ■ Till «h.ilc'n.iii|, i .iliM uiiliiiii'i ’ Mil i.'iii lUmi 

.nnl iii'h )K ii'h III think ini' ” , .in.l tii" hlu i . //i / .o.Mi xi ix iliiiiv I ml 

pj.ii't I'll It " 

Massy-Beresford (Hon. Mrs.), An Invasion of 
Fairyland. With Jhvtme.s m t. I.lnin tie Joaiiiiie 

M< Connell 7 6 m I 

Ray (Walter). Poems of Yesterday and To day. 
3/6 net 

Wedmore (Millicent), In Many Keys 3 6 net. 

RECENT PROSE VO'MMHS 

Vaughan (Canon), The Music of Wild Flowers. 
S/t'i net. 

Will Im' t.niti.l .1 .l..li"lifliil < ..inpjiil.m <" I'.uiiiliv u.ill 1” III..-'' ol 

likr iiuikI .11x1 t.islis”- So>.‘v»irt« \'< li“P'' tt.i lutlioi will I'l.int 

iiiaiivnnin'ol In.vli.iniuiii; j».i|'i I'lii ‘ ii'ili-i it vl p.iliin ' -iml ■> i 'I " 

—.Ilhfuaeiim " Wlivii we uxl .i I Mi et hkx i .mmh \ .i.i 'h hi .uxl "iir 

who I .111 Wilti' So ( h.iluMlllily, "i:.^ a H'.nl Jin I |uioki .nnl l‘'' linixl I'.l 

—/''k/uiir <'$ii.ellt. 

Symons (Arthur), Ciiarles Baudelaire, a Study. 
With full Bihhoor.aphy, Portraits and F icsimiles 15/- m l. 

Wilde (Oscar), Fragments and Memories 
(m.-unly relatiiit' to his tour in .\merical by M\Hri\ 
Birnhaom. A hmilod edition primed at the Chiswick 
Press. With lllustralions. 7/6 r.et. 

The Works of Lord Dunsany :ind John Masefield 
may now be had in hall Congo morocco Puces on 
application. 

London: ELKIN MATHEWS, CORK ST., W.l 

DELIGHTFUL XMAS PRESENTS 
For Parents and Teachers 

Nature All the Year Round 
By J. ARTHUR THOMSON, M.A., LL.D. 

(Profetier oT Naisral Hiatorjr, Aberdeen University) 

With s.' llUisir.itK'iis sjHVialh drawn hii this woik by 

Ain (‘ .M IhividM'ii, .ttui colniiied l-'iontis}ii<’ct'. 

Ciov\n 4I0 12/6 net ( lulli Hoard': I’ostage !/■ extra 

If hut thf I'ri'ss <«'/.?'— 

'//li s.lV •I’Mllssiii rilolllsull IS I<.,llllr..l II lllir.lllst, who IS 

.iJscp ,i I.I....I I Mild r .. .NiltJlIlll, I Mill I In In I II r Ol l|s klldl Till' 

I. M t' .II- in ui .III IV si it< .i. .iMil thi st\ Il d siiii|.1, .III 11 lx.ir i lix 'lliisir.ilioiis 

l'vM|ss\|i.i M Ii.iM.l.oii .iri'.li.i.vn with iiiiieii il1.1)1 I'imIi'.smi I hoiiiMili 

II. ls I III .1^1 II III i|. l. ripti, 11 .in I 111 tlx • V|n" lll'.li of si x IItill! |,|llli llvli s " 

'Ihf /mil '.(\s ' 'I Jx' di liiii'tii .|x .1 Mm).lull I'imIisvii Ii.is .i sincul.ii 

I.II lilt \ 1"l |>.>|Mll 1] |s|||X \ Itlll ll Mlsl.il \ ' 

n-t (Wro.'ii.'i' Itii.il.l si\s,- ' sii. Il ' I ilks ■ mil II.|..I ii. .:ni ^.iiid.iiur .uid 

Sll.:yi'sll0|is to tl'.u lx J'..1| ■ N llHIl ’s'llll. . .ill I’I .llss.ll I II '111 son’s s|M < i.iIiIv ” 

I II, I >in I IIIII II.!»/ / i-iyb — I'.x 1 \ . I \ k 111 tin V' Il I’loii s.oi 11 loin'I 111 

1’1'iv id' > .1 .1' I {>lv II If II St mu t-ilk I< V, ill lx 1)1 III, vMsi ]i iri-iit m Ii-.k her 

I" t.ilk f I I liiM|. II with soi'ixl I lion k di'i ill. .Ill \.I'III r I >i 'I ti< nil soil t.iki'4 

.1 Ino |.| \ X III he stilijvs 1. .nxl oM' ii niit< - l.is< iii.iiiiuK ' * 

Young England 
Vol. 41 For “Bovs 

St TOUNtf^ 

ENGIANb 

' f 

.•\ii iip-lo-d.ite, enterlain- 
ino. i-M 4'Ii( III Is illirntnitcd 

Annual for English-speak¬ 
ing Boys all till' world 
os ei 

J ii'ii.'-f'lriiihti .St I III/ Shirifs 

The Box Ridge 
Rebellion 

A piiblii s,. Iiiii,1 tale. 
I)\ I I. .Moi g.in, aiillior 
n 1 •' ‘1 ss 1 \ t Rival 
jsi IfxiK '■ < ll . with 
illiist i.it ions bs’ Rex 

( Isb'illU' 

With Robin Hood as 
Friend 

'\ stuiv 'if >ll''l W 1 Kill 

1' •’ 1 < s 1 . bs' .M till r 11 e 
H.iids wiili illnsltillloii.k 
bs \\ i; If.imlfotth 

I Itlx I nil11 I'll l> 11 Ilf ■ of til- \ I-Inn II ,iii -i ix • >1 ,ii <ii 1. fv lidil i ink 
I \|'i'i I . - Id Sports anti Alblvlus, IIX hi.lni.. ' 11 nnnij ‘ li nnpi -n 11 <i siix ii," 
')\ ' 1.11. \ I’lii ll I* • 'I I’m III V " sv ,.i ( 11ni: u i S . no" 11* w I, i s," 1*\ 
(.'ll I' II kill I MX < -lull I ' Cull. 11 ^l-'llll Ml- II, I >.in n.l I'],i\ ' lis- \ | 
I,iinnili ll lilt. Ill ill 'll ll I - -I n lid I I tx I .m , w lx . k-. )-. < .i> - I ' l-i | I w.ii t 
I bra-llor. I 1 C > " I l-iw I.i ( .unp Oiil, I o' \\ illi.iii. I loii |,n ks. m , I'lx'In ■ 
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SPORT IN WILDEST BRITAIN. 

By H. Hesketh Prichard. 25s. (Hemcmann) 

Mr. H. Hesketh Prichard’.s activities have been so 

varied in the world <»f sjiort, from shooting big game in 

Patagonia and 

Labrador to 

playing pcactfiil 

cricket at Lord's 

and the Oval, that 

it IS not surprising 

to find him hold¬ 

ing forth, in Ins 

happiest vein, on 

the subject of 

“Sport in Wildest 

Britain.’' A II d 

the “wildest 

Britain “ of tins 

charming colour- 

book extends 
from the Scottish 

resort of the great 

seal to the wild 

duck of the Outer 

Hebrides, and 

from the curlew 

of the Les Marais 

beaches to the 

black geese of the 

wild Irish coast 

Each essay is 

touched with that 

intriguing quality 

of “ literary* inti¬ 

macy “ which has 

so long been a 

distinctive note 

in Mr. Ilcsketli 

P r i c h a r il ’ h 

pleasant <lis- 

courses upon the 

birds and Ivasts 

that he h a s 

hunted. He lias 

t ^\■ o c h a tors 

devoted to the 

seal, and, as lie 

rightly says, 
“there is some, 

thing intense)\- 

pathetic in iIm- 

idea that the gre' 

seal will retu) 1 — 

in ever-<lwindhng 

numbers it is trim 

—year after year 

to the blood-staiiU“< 

/« Sport in Wildest Britain 
1 '{■■nil 

led ̂ 4 's vluTeoi) his ancestors, Ins 

ridations and Ins ofispiiiig h.ive for decades, and even lor 

centuries, been done to dcMili .\1[ tli<‘ rest of the vear 

he gives man small ojiportunitv to hunt Imu with success, 

but in this one niontli . lie fallv a prey to the crudest 

of methods.” It seems lliat n was a direct result of 

this appeal that tin; late Mr itegmald Smith, K.C. (to 

whom Mr. B*. Pncharil's liook is '^h-dit.ated), and Mr. C. 

Lyall, M.}’., succeeded in passing tlie f'rrev Smis' Protection 

Bill. 'J'he author returns to the cliarge in a later rhaptei. 

which includes an adiniralilc description of a se.il-battuc, 

and he adds (the italics are his) his firm conviction that 

• “ absolute protection might be given to oil seals on the English 

coast without the very smallest fear of bad results." In the 

informing chapter on ptarmigan wc are reminded that this 

beautiful little bird is immune dunng the deer-stalking 

season, so that the firing may not disturb the ground 

sacred to the big stags. Of the curlew, again, the reader 

is not allowed to forget the lovely inscription of “The 

Stickit Minister” to R. L. Stevenson : " I dedicate these 

tales of that grey Galloway land, where about the graves 

of the martyrs the whaups are crying—his heart remembers 

how.” But the book teems with good stories, one of the 

best of which refers to the Lower Fifth Form aspirant’s 

pains and penal¬ 

ties for having 

stalked and shot 

green plover 

under the nose of 

the village con¬ 

stable. Apathetic 

.story attaches to 

the paintings of 

sea and moorland 

wildfowl of the 

late Dr. Edward 

A Wilson, which 

illustrate those 

3iages. One ot 

tjie world’s most 

eminent bird 
artists. Dr. Wilson 

hist his life with 

Captain Scott and 

his other heroic 

coadjutors on 

their unforgol- 

i a 1>1 (■ Antarctic 

march. It is by 

the courtesy of 

the artist’s widow 

th.it these paint- 

in,;s are iiu hided. 

SIGHT UN¬ 

SEEN AND 

THE CON¬ 

FESSION. 

i> y M \ K \ 

K<<i;i K IS JCiN I.- 

UAil'I. 

Oil. net. 
f 11 < ■ d d e r & 

Sionghton ) 

Mary Roberts 

K’lneliart has a 

large and faithful 

public in .America, 

ami IS gathering 

one on this side of 

the Atlantic. This 

WID3EON d* Mareca Penelope.”) bt ucccp- 
letl even by her 

ailmirers asa great 

book bv ally means, but they will expect, and find, the 

alert iniiKl uiul sprightly, vivacious spirit which is evidenced 

in all her work. The liook consists of two stones, the first 

of which could be| compressed to advantage. The Neigh¬ 

bourhood Club, select group of friends representing 

widely different tenqieramcnts and outlook, arc curious 

rather than scholarly and determine to hold a seance merely 

for the sake of the cxi>erience. Then the trouble and the 

fun begin. The medium gives hair-raismg details* of a 

murder or suicide which takes place even as they are 

gathered for the seance, and the rest of the story is the 

record of the attempts of some of the members to follow 

the somewhat broken trail thus outlined, resulting in a 

reconstruction of what happened which does not tally 

with the police verdict. The second story is a well-written 

study in fear, ” a study of the mental reaction of crime, 

of its effects on different minds, more or less remotely con¬ 

nected with it.” It is a fine bit of psychological analysis 

in the form of a story with both charm and real pathos. 
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131st-140th Thousand I Poems and Plav; 

Poems of To-Day 
An Anthology compiled by the English 
Association (first published in 1915) 

In stiff paper co\ ers, 28. net 

In cloth, with Biographical Notes on the 
47 Authors, 38. 6d. net 

TWENTY-SECOND IMPRESSION 

Poem8 of To-Oay-8ECOND SERIES " 
l8 in preparation 

For Younger Readers 

THE DAFFODIL POETRY BOOK 
Compiled by ETHEL L. FOWLER, B.A. 

Now issued in TWO FARTS, 18. net each. 
Also complete in dnxeen, 28. 6d. net. In 
cloth extra with picture panel, 38. 6d. net 

THIRD IMPRESSION. nih-\r>th THOUSAND 

New Impression 

EARLY ENGLISH LYRICS: 
Amorous, Divine, Moral, and Trivial 

Cho-»eu by E. K. CHAMBERS 
and SllXiWlCK. l''*cap Svo, 

78. 6d. nel 

E'ir'it published in ui('7 

Poems and Plays by 

John Drinkwater 
In single volumes, cloth, 38. 6d. net each 

VLAYS 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN Imprrs'tton 

Also in stiff paper, 28. 6d. net 

MARY STUART [3irf Imprcs&ton 

OLIVER CROMWELL [Atiinmji I 1 

PAWNS : THREE POETIC PLAYS. The Storm 
—The God of Qufet-X=0, A Nlgrht of tho 
Trojan War [^lli Impression 

VOEMS 

SEEDS OF TIME iAiiinm)}. 1931 

LOYALTIES. 1919 [-■»(/ Impression 

TIOES, 1917 [3ft/ Impression 

OLTON POOLS. 1916 {A‘li I mpresston 

SWORDS AND PLOUGHSHARES, I9i5 
[4//* Impression 

[Aii/nmn. 1931 

[jntl Impression 

[3rt/ Impression 

f4//j Impression 

POEMS, 1908 1914. Willi ,i Bortrail by 

wiLLi.\M ro'i iii:nsti:in. 

(.'loth, 68. nut Impnssion 

Qeneral 

TWO YEARS IN ^ 

KURDISTAN: 
Experiences of a Political Officer, 1918-20 

By ('apt. W. K. HAY. With 2 Maps ard 
24 Illustrations 218. nc-l 

THE GLORY THAT WAS GREECE 
(4th Impression). By j. C. S TOB.MvT. 
Uniform with the --anie aiiilioi s 

THE GRANDEUR THAT WAS ROME 
(New Eiiilion) 218. net each 

BRITISH PAINTING 
By IKICNL MAGUINN'ESS W h 
49 riliistrations lOS. 6di net 

A study of the evolution of native liritisli Art m 
historical perspective. 

OUTLINES OF MODERN ENGLISH 
LITERATURE, 1890-1914 

By HAKOLl) \VILL1.\MS 68. I’.cl 
Ao abridgment (with special attention to Poetry) of 

Mr. Williams's “ Modern English Writers,” now in its 
second impression. 

THE ROMANCE OF LANGUAGE 
ByALETHIt.V CHAPLIN. With ici Plates 
and 2 Maps 78. 6d. uet 

Intended for the beginner interested in the evolution 
of language and the use of words. 

tA{ew Poeirq 

A First Volume by 

EDGELL RICKWORD 

BEHIND THE EYES ss. g 38. 6d. not 

By R. C. K. ENSOR 

CATHERINE : a Romantic Poem 
With I'rvf.Uf. on .N.irrativf Foctiy. 4s.net 

The first ImoK pituhd lu this exuntry ni the 

CARAMOND'‘ type. 

By W. J. TURNER 

IN TIME LIKE CLASS ss.mt 
\ new \ulumc uf L\rirs ]<v tlie AiilliDr of 
“I’AKIS AND HI:Li:N’'’ 58. net 

By the late A. H. BUULEN 

WEEPING'CROSS and other Rimes 
W nil a Foiirail 58. iKtt 

3. Adam Street, London, W.C.2 
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SOME PIRATES 

AND MARMADUKE. 

By E. A. Wyke Smith. 6s 6d.' (The Bodley Head.) 

An odd story, lolling of a foolish and gullible youth 
who, in the period of Saiidfonl and Merton, ran away from 
home to seek ndventiires with pirates. “ Karcwcll,” ran 
his last letter to Ins jiarcnts, “ Driven from home, 1 go to 
deeds of blood and daring.” He falls into the hands of 

swindlers, and meets a really deplorably dishonest pirate 
chief. He goes to sea, and has some amazing adventures, 
amusingly illustrated by George Morrow. In the end he 
returns, inueh chastened, to his people, but not before they 
have been visited by the swaggering captain, and robbed 

of five thousand guineas and some gold spoons. Doubtless 
t'he author much enjoyed writing the ridiculous history 
of young Spinkley, but it lacks the point and sparkle 
necessary to make such an cflort successful. 

THEREBY HANGS 

A TALE. 

By George Rouev. (is (Grant Richards.) 

Mr. George Robey, reinforced by H. M. Bateman and 
Thomas Henry, is irresistible, oven in cold print. He tells 

us in this book of his allotment; of his experiences as a 
” special ” ; of the memorable night spent in the coal- 
cellar during an imagined air-raid and tlic unexpected 
arrival of several tons of coal at an inconvenient moment; 

of his efforts on behalf of a charity concert ; and of a 

A LITTLE BOY LOST. 

J>y \\ II. lU'DsoN .:is net (Duckworth) 

A r.ire and beautiful imaginative .story which should 

delight all whf» have ej'cs and cars lor the wonders of 

natiiie The J.ittle Bov, wlio lives witli Ins parents on a 

great plain in a country ” thousands of miles away ” from 

J'Inglanil, one d4iy runs away and gets lost ; and Ins 

ad\enliires among the str.uige i>eoi>lc, binls ami beasts of 

his country inaU<‘ fasi iiuitnig reading He meets sa\ agcs, 

and spooiibilis, seipents, ” black jicople ol the skv,” “the 

Okl Man of the Sea,” ” tlic J.ady ol the Hills,” and many 

other wondcrliil creatures, mclndmg the People of the 

Mirage 'Jhrouglnmt, the descrijnum.s are vivid, poetic, 

c-onvinciiig 'J'Jie end of the story is an uncommonly fine 

piece of work Many black-aml-white and coloured 

illustrations add to the attractiveness of tlie book But 

what docs the ” Note, 184 ” mean in the Contents page ? 

J’age 184 IS blank ! 

THE CRIMSON RAMBLERS. 

By Viotni Bkauev. 3s. 6d. net. (Humphrey Milford.) 

A caravan story has a ciiarm of its own—the charm 
of freedom and the open road, the happy spirit of don’t 

care, vvith every shower of rain an adventure and every 
sunbeam a benediction. The ” Crimson Ramblers,” too, 
are as representative a company as you could wish to meet, 
age and youth and young love all combining to make 
holiday, finding friends wherever they go, and encounter¬ 
ing all manner of experiences such as are likely to beset 
those who wander haphazard in a house on wheels. Miss 
Bradby writes lightly and without effort, her characters 
arc natural, lovable people. All who read her attractive 

book—illustrated by Albert Morrow in black-and-white 
with an enticing coloured frontispiece—will be tempted to 
hire a horse and van and go off on an expedition themselves. 
Well, if they do so, we can only hope they will have the 
luck, and laughter of old Uncle Mark and Midshipman Pat 
and Honour the art-student, and the rest of the joyous crew.' 

From Thereby Hangs a Tale "You dont expect 

{Grant Htchards). Mv *or8e to climb 

THIS ‘ILL P" 

dozen other weird and wonderful happenings that only 
he could have related in so piquant a manner. Those 
who have seen and heard him will enjoy his latest ex¬ 

travaganza exceedingly, for they will be able to imagine 
the sly smile and the lifted eyebrows wliich convey so 
much; but those who have never watched him in his 

apparently effortless task of making a large audience; 
vibrate with continuous and uncontrollable chuckles will 
enjoy it very little less. He “ gets across the footlights 
almost as well in a book, and the advantage of having his 
witticisms in print is that we can turn them up again and 

again when in need of an interlude of recuperative laughter*^ 

Fro-n Some Pirates and 'A Concise Scheme for 

Marmaduke skinning Mr. Barlow" 
{John Lane). 
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SIDONIE. 

By Pierre Coalfi-eet. 
78. 6d. (Collins.) 

A little French girl, 
brought up without sym¬ 
pathy, making step by step 
her own career, until at last 
she becomes mistress and 
owner of a chateau upon 
which she had gazed with 
envy in almost babyhood: 
such is a summary of this 
story. The heroine’s inter¬ 
mediate stages include a long 
period in London, and this 
will be found the most in¬ 
teresting part of the book. 
Arriving at Victoria Station 
penniless, having run away 
from her home in France, 
she gradually rises until as 
the landlady of a boarding¬ 
house she is in a condition of 
comparative affluence; but 
many ungentle experiences 
come between. Her love 
affaire as distinct from her 
one real passion for the lover 
whom she was never to meet 
again save once, and then 
without exchange of a word, 
are various, and her ways of 
treating them quite original: 
but through all the episodes 
she retains her ideals. The 
story is told appealingly, 
in the first person, and we 
believe it is a true one. 
It is at any rate the 
revelation of a very 
charming personality, 
which we should have 
been sorry to miss. 

THREE PICKLES 

IN AND OUT 

OF SCHOOL. 

By May Baldwin. 
(Qiambers.) 

Three more natural and, 
in spite of all their faults, 
lovable little sisters than 
Meg, Mary and Millie it 
would be difflcult to find. 
When their mother and 
fathetr went abroad it 
wasn't exactly an enviable 
^ob tb^ Aunt Dill had 
thrust'upon her; but she 
gaye up motor-driving in 
France and came home to 
look after them. Every 

' one said she spoilt them 
'and she wasn't used to 
children, and she was 
rather indulgent it is true, 

('.put then she was a jolly, 
,^fEec and easy girl herself, 

enjoyed getting up 
^jttfprises and having 

fnsties. One day she 

made . an indiscreet rema^: 
in jest which was overheard 
and repeated, and caund ‘a 
little scandal in the tittle* 
tattling neighbourhood. Aunt 
Dill thought Meg*s friend had 
been the eavesdropper, and 
she was somewhat unreason¬ 
able towards the innocent 
Nobby. Meg resented' it, 
and took a dislike to her aunt 
and became altogether disa-* 
greeable—preferring, even, to 
be a boarder at school instead 
of living with her aunt and 
sisters near by. Then she 
was very sorry for hers^ 
because she was lonely, and' 
she got it into her head that 
nobody wanted her. But of 
course Aunt Dill and Mary 
and Millie were wanting her 
badly all the time ; and Meg 
learned wisdom at last and 
returned to them. This is 
perhaps one of Miss Baldwin's 
best stories. The character- 
drawing is excellent' through¬ 
out. 

BITHA’S 

WONDERFUL 

YEAR. 

From Sidonle, . HQrra^ ou Midi. 
By Pleire Coalfleet 

(CoUins). 

By Katharine Tynan. 
6s. (Humphrey Milford.) 

But why Bitha, Miss 
Tynan ? Poor name for 
an enchanting young Irish 
girl, as shy as a fawn; 
dewy-eyed. Her • adven¬ 
tures make pleasant read¬ 
ing. Tom from her Irish 
home she came to London 
to earn her living ^with her 
old V.C. father. Bitha 
had much taste in decora¬ 
tion. In the gimcrack 
London house she came- 
to, she hung up the 
beautiful old faded 
chintzes from Castle 
O'Grady. A couple of 
brass pitchers held an 
armful of brown oakleaves' 
with a bunch of bennies, 
which were bought from a 
street hawker for a few 
pence. And presently 
Bitha went out arranging 

.flowers for rich foU^, with 
much success. Miss Tynan 
has written this book, we 
are sure, vdth extreme 
ease; it has a winsomer 
flow, and every now andi 
then flashes into a phrase 
which reveals the poebss.. 
Ther6 is a handsome,- 
-happy ending, such as We,, 
all love, perhaps fyotii^ 
girls parriculariy; schd 
is for them that 
story .has been'WTitt^U'''^- 
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. AND WIVES 

By ARTHUR BELLEVILLE McCOID 

Crown 8vo. Cloth. 
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First Time Published 

GEORGE GOODCHILD’S Thrilling Canadian Novel 
of the North-West Mounted Police 

^ 3/6 net 
TROOPER 
O’NEILL 3/6 net m 

= Strongly bound with sensational picture jacket in = 
g three colours. = 
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g open air the book cannot fail to make a lasting appeal. ^ 

= First Time Published M 

M PAUL TRENT’S absorbing Love Story g 

I 3/6 net CELIA 3/6 net | 

= CrowTi 8vo, Three coloured jacket g 
g As in Paul Trent’s novels,'• Delilah ” and “ Eve,” a woman is the = 
g central figure of " Ceha.” The heroine inherits a very great fortune = 
= whilst a youregirl, and becomes utterly bored with the adulation and ^ 
= luxury which have always surrounded her. A young man, Mark Hastings, g 
g has been inven authonty over her by her father. Manv and varied g 
=s are her tribulations, intermingled with the love that alwavs really exists g 
= between Mark and herself, but which pride causes each to conceal from = 
^ the other. g 

B CHARLES NEVILLE BUCK'S fascinating Romance g 

I THE TYRANNY OF | 
I 3/6 net WEAKNESS 3/6 net | 
= Large Crown 8vo. Tri-colour jacket. ’ g 

B ARNOLD FREDERICK’S New and Unusual Detective = 
^ Story g 

I , THE FILM I 
I . OF FEAR I 
M Third Impression On the Films = 

COLORADO JIM 
3/6 net 3/6 net 
GEORGE GOODCHILD’S Great Alaskan Novel 

Third Impression 

2/6 net DELILAH 2/6 net 
PAUL TRENT’S remarkable story and a worthy 

successor to "Eve.” 

On the Films 

MRS. HENRY WOOD’S World-famous Novel 

2/6 net EAST LYNNE 2/6 net 

PAUL TRENT’S AMAZING NOVEL, now in its 
7th Edition 

2/- net E V E 2/- net 
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Crown 4to. Decorated Cloth, with Attractive Coloured 
Wrapper. 10/6 net 

With 8 mounted Plates In colour. 
16 Plate.’i In Black-and-White. 185 Text lllusfratlone. 

DEUOHTPUL STORIES FOR CHILDREN 

TRAILS TO WONDERLAND 
By ISA L, WRIGHT. 

Attractivr Colniircd Wrapper and Frontispiece. 
With 4 Illustrations in colour by GbOFtaey Squire. 

Crown 8vo. Art Hoards 3/6 net. 

SMART EPIGRAMS OF LIFE, LOVE AND MATRIMONY 
Crown 8vo. Art Boards. 3/6 net. 

WHAT EVERY WIDOW KNOWS 
By HILDHIC DAVENPORT, author of" The Opinion Shop." 

With coloured Frontispiece and Wrapper by Ewp. Cols 
and la Illustrations by Oliver Herforp. 

2Ni> Edition—Just Pubhshed. 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE BOY 
By F. A. SERVANTfi, B.D. 

Crown 8vo. Paper Wrapper, 1 /6 net. Cloth. 2/6 net. 

POPULAR BOOKS BY 

KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN 
REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM 

Crown 8vo. 353 pages. Cloth. 
With attracbve coloured wrapper, 3/6 net. 

PENELOPE’S EXPERIENCES IN SCOTLAND 
Crown 8vo. 320 pages. 

Cloth, with attractive coloured wrapper, and 36 Illustrations by f 
Chas. E. Brock. 3/6 net. 

THE BIRDS’ CHRISTMAS CAROL 
Size 5} in. by 4^ in., with 4 Illustrations in colour and attractive Pictuie 

Cover. 2/— net. 

THE STORY OF PATSY 
Size si in by 4] m., with 4 Illustrations in colour and attractive Picture 

tkiver. 2/- net. ' 

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX 
UNIFORM EDITION. 16 vols. 

Cloth, 2/- net each. Velvet Yap, 5/- net each. 

POEMS—MORE POEMS Two am volumes. 
Size 8 in. by si >n. Cloth, 6/- net each, and vanous leather, 

bmdings from 11/6 to 17/- 

GEMS FROM WILCOX 4 Titles. 
Japon Vellum, l/-neteacb. Velvet Yap, 2/- net each. 

PASSION AND PLEASURE 
F'cap 8vo. Cloth with attracUve coloured wrapper. 3/6 net. 

PASSION AND PLEASURE 
8} in. by 6} in. With td Coloured Plates. Cloth. 9/- net. 

SELECTION OF 100 POEMS 
Cbtb, 2/-net. Velvet Yap, 5/-net. 

GAY e HANCOCK, Ltd. 
34, Heurietta Street. LONDON, W.C.2 
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J'rom What Every Widow Knows 
{(jay (a- liancoik) 

From Stories of Course 
{Blackwell). 

Investigator 
{Heath liobtnsuH tS' Ihrch). 

TROOPER O’NEILL. 

13y George Goouciiilu. 3s 6d. (Robert Hayes.) 

As a novel of tlic Great North-West quite off the usual 
lines this cxutmg story will apjical to all lovers of adven¬ 
ture—especially, i>crhaps, to those M’ho arc obliged to 
confine themselves to ann-clKur adventures. Trooper 
O’Neill, of that famous force the North-West Mounted 
Police, was up again.st life very badly when he changed 

his name and joined up at Regina, the headquarters ; 
and he won fame by his record of consistent success. Once 
on the trail of an evil-doer, his quarry might as well give 
in, so sure of hand and eye was this policeman-hero ; and 

comments on men and manners, ladies and love. He 

has the art of compressing wit and sometimes wisdom 
into a dozen words, and though some of the paragraphs run 
to a full page, most of them are brevities. They nearly ail 
c<Mitam sound sense ; as Jack Point says, “ if yon winnow, 
winnow, mnnow all my folly you will Jind a gram or two 

of wheat among the chaff." l-or example : " Leap before 
you look—or you won’t dare leaj> at all. After the 
honej'moon, four is company, two is none \outh, 
like the angels, wc entertain unawares . only after it has 
gone do we know that wc liavc lia<l it. And so on arc 
wc lured until we have rea<l the book, and laughed, and 
smiled rather seU-consciously sometimes, and suffered a 

his companion Rodd, whose shooting 

skill comes in extremely useful at 
several awkw’ard moments, is a 
character well worth knowing. T.hider 
suspicion, ami unable to clear himself 
with honour, O’Neill behaves as a 
man of spint, and the story of his 
love for little Mane Lestrangc is a 
very pretty and delicate ronianci* 
The adventures and the gun-play 
are not overdone , there is nothing 
incredible or strained in the Ixiok. It 
jHirtrays an asjicct ot life in the 

days wlien the Western territories of 
Canada were still only half civilised, 
and the only thing we have to com¬ 
plain of is the very conventional 
finish, when O'NejlI learns that 
through the death of a relative 111 

England lie has become a lord He 
was such an excellent fellow as merely 

Trooper O’Neill. 

WHAT EVERY 

WIDOW KNOWS. 
By Hildric Davenport. 3s. 6d. 

(Gay & Hancock.) 

Every widow may know the fads, 

inferences, witticisms, and mcmoramla 
contained in this collection of aphor¬ 
isms. but certainly not many widows 
could express them so tersely. Why 
the word " widow '' should occur we 
hardly know, except as a play upon 
the title of Barrie’s familiar episode; 

but the point is not of importance. 
An entertaining hour for the reader 
is ensured by the author’s pungent 

From Fanfare Arthur Burr. 
{Goodwtn <&* Tabb). 

See “ News Notes " psges. 

pang or two by the ruffling of some 
half-dead memory. A frontispiece 
m colour by Edward Cole and a few 
charming line drawings by Oliver 
Herford emphasise the tlaintiness of 

the production. 

TOBY AND THE 

ODD BEASTS. 

Bv NiiTT.A. Syreit 7s. (h1. ‘ 
(TlKjriiton liutlcrwurtli ) 

Miss Syrett has woven a good 
deal of mythology ami legendary lore 

into her children’s liook, " Toby and 
the Odd Beasts.” Toby is a little boy 
who travels on a tour abroad with his 
ab.sent-muulcd papa, a professor who 

goes about the world visiting old 
churches and famous ruins, and writ¬ 
ing books. At I*crugia. Toby meets 
theCnffin. The bird afterwards comes 
into his bedroom, and his beak is con¬ 
vulsed by a pleasant smile : " Don’t 
be afraid," he said. " I can’t help 
being this size, and 1 feel I should like 
a little talk with some one. lafe gets 
duller and duller in these days, and 
I'm so bored that my wing feathers 
are dropping out." Toby, thinking he 

looked lonely, summoned up courage 
to stroke his head, and in no time the 
two are flying over the city and hear¬ 
ing much of the past. There are also 
the adventures of " the Pheenix," 
" the Unicorn," " the Dragon ” and 
" the Eagle " : with a particularly 
charming picture of St. George and 
the Dragon by Miss Lilian Govey. 
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•From ROBBRT SCOTTY’S List 

THE ENCLfSH COUNTRYSIDE SERIES 

The Heart of the West. i.S’llii?,':.;';: 
By ARTHUR L. Salmon. Illustrated by Fbkt) Adcock. 
8S. 6Cl net. 

Wanderings in Wessex. 
By Kduic Holmejs. Tlliistratctl by M. M. Vhjkrs. 
8t. 6cl. net. 

England's -Outpost. '*■* 
By A. G. Buadlev. With Map and Illustrations by Khkii 
Adcock. 10s.6cl.net. 

Seaward Sussex, xh* south dowiw from Kod to End 
By Edkic H01.MK.S. \V'itli HKJ Illustratiotis by M. M. 
VIGER.S. Mapn and Pljin.s by the Author. 7s. net. 

By-ways in Berkshire and the Cotswolds 
By the Hev. P. 11. Ditciifjkld. M.A. IlluMiratetl. 
8s. 6cl. net. 

An Old Gate of England. the We.tcrn Cinque Porta. 

By A. G. |{RAPLKV. With Map and many IllnatrationK. 
88 6d. net. 

Down Thames Street 
By Mark IUiaER.s, R.B.S. Fully Illustrated. 25s. nel. 

Dwifa’s Curse. a T.Ie or ih. s.onr A«e. 
By “ Bi.us Wdlf.” lllii>tiatpd by the Author. 68. net. 

Apepi and Nefertari. with portrait, los. 6d. net. 
By the Bate (’ATTAIN Fuascis N. W. HirciiiNtis. 
“ A Flue Dninia boaer) on Kcvptmti iliatory." 

Complett Catalogue of General Literature poit Jtee 

Bondon t ROBERT SCOTT, Pateraostcr Row, E.C. 

BOOK-PRICES CURRENT 
CD.WPLF.Tr IN tlNI ALPHABbT 

VOLL’Alfc ' XXXV 3216 SHT 
The Third Decdsl INDEX to UOUK.PRICR5 CUKKENT, 1907 19IS 

Nii»» rea'ly. Priue s.l At. net. fiver JOU.ODU ii-feieiu ef. 

London : ELLIOT STOCK, 7, Paternoster Row, E.G. 

—JAMES CLARKE CO/S. 
. SELECTION 

A NEW WORK. By Prof. J. A. Robertson. M.A., D.P. 
Prtifrraor of New Teatumeiit Ijuikiwc. Literature and Theolufry, 
(;ii(t«il Free t'liiirehCollevr. Alienlreii; aiithur uf “'Hie Iliildei) Komaiice 
of the New Testaiiieiit, ’ “ The >piritiial Pili;rlniat;e of .lesiiB," etc. 

CONCERNING THE SOUL 
Crown Mvo. Cloth iNinnlR 6/- net 

“ Here i» u style iih .tii'l n-ve.ilniK iu> helit . . . Dr. Ui>U’rtB<>H drives 
lioiiif the triilli that, after alt. the tnnin hnsiiieM of a man on this planet is 
to hIikIv Ii»w best he mar tirow a suiil - Tll•■ .1 lirrilreii Daxlii Jiuiriutl 

THE CHRIST OF FAITH AND THE JESUS 
OF HISTORY 

Jiy D. M ROSS. D D Crown Hmi Cloth lK>arda. 6/- net. 
“Dr )!og8 writi'D uilh hnowluiliie mid vaiidoiir Ilia pnirra carry a flnu, 
stcaiiviiii.' )ii(-hs.ii{c and oiiuht to he of tnn- Hcrvicc Ui a coiibtitncncy whluti 
IS luruc ami >n iici-d of itiRtriii.'lioii.’'-- Vhe ISr\iifh Wreklij 

NEW ILLUSTRATIONS FOR PULPIT AND 
PLATFORM 

CotntitU-il hr D B KNOX Crown Hvo. Cloth Uiartlr 6/- net. 
’I'luH liooK I'ont.iiiis carcliillv sclolcti llliistratioiiB, freoh, draiimtic, illu- 
iniiiatnu; and arrest uik. that mil iiii]iart \itality ami interest to sermoiu 
aii'l mliliei'sea. 

THE PERSISTENT WORD OF GOD 
lly JOHN \ HUTTON. O.D . niitilur of “ Diseeridtiic the Timet," 
“Dll Aetl'|•^lll|-Diirhelve'i," elc. (Town hvo Cloth hoanis. 5/-net. 

“Till- iNKik «ill mill bi Ur. Huttons alreudv liiiih rt‘|>utatluu, and 
evervuiie who re.ads >l cannot but hnd it sliiiinlatniK and liolpful, as well os 
instnutivc.' —Mrlhtiiluii 

SHEILA’S MISSIONARY ADVENTURES 
The Sb'rv of a Child « t l«ll to India Hv J. SINCLAIR STEVENSON, 
M A , b l>. author of “>torieh of the Irish .Saiiits,' “The Friend of 
l.ittle cliildrni. etc. Ci-i>un ^vo. Cloth lMKir<ls, aith Four Ittustra- 
tioiia on \ri I'iiiht 4/- net 

“The hiKik nivcH a vunl acconni of niix-.ion work Kcncrnllr 
AlfriUrn ./onruaf 

THE ROSEBUD ANNUAL FOR 1922 
'J’hc Meal lio<ik for the Niiiwn. Coloiireii FroiitiKpiece on Art Palter, 
nuJ 111 i %tlr»nr JUiiiPils, vNrnuhed. 
5/- m-l 

“A prince .iinoMK >iiil<lrcii i. aniinalx. whose powei to interest and deliKlit 
the lutir ]icople secnis to men.ea' .1$ the ve.ir. no hr " 

— 7’/ii’ .S'Oii/nt/ SrIiiHil (’.hroiticle 

JAMES CLARKE if CO.. LTD.. 13 flf 14. Fleet Street 
LONDON. E.C.4 - - - And of all Booksellers 

■□■□■□■□■□■■□■□■□■□■□a 

■ THE ART OF STARR WOOD - 

Q Contains 50 pictures by this great artist, 
_ whose (drawings have that snap and go 
^ which has made this publication the 
^ leading Annual o( its kind. 

° STORIES, JOKES,? AND SATIRICAL ARTICLES 

^ BY >\ELL-KN0WN WRITERS 

AT ALL BOOKSTALLS AND SHOPS 

_ net 

° ANGOLD'S, Ltd. 
10, BOLT COURT. LONDON. E.C.4 

BnBDauaa bb DBOBaBna 

Cloth. Demy 8vo Price 21/- net 

PISTIS SOPHIA: A Gnostic Misosllany 
beim; for the most pall l-.\tniits froiii the IhKiksof the S'aviour, 

to will. |i arc .idded exi erpts from a i-o)'n<ile literature. 
Kiictislieii lull'll an liilrmlm timi and Aiinutated lbl>liot;raphy) 

by O. R. S. MEAD [New Edition) 
I'he liilrodiietioii lus |M>e,i eiitirrlv reuritteii ami the test coio* 
]ilelel\ reused, cinlMidMiiii. Uic icMiIts ot llu- l.tU'sl Bcliuluralilp. 

Cloth F'cap 8vo Price 3/6. Postage 3d. 

THE REASON of the BEGINNING 
AND OTHER IMAGININGS 

by NEST A SAWYER 
CDNrnN'l."’—A Tlioiiulit Till- Ur.iKoii of the IteitinniriK —The 
^•hlIll —Tlic V a) of It—'I'lir Sliudou—'Ihi* Voiiiaii willi the 
('ntoki-il ‘Siiiih-—'I hr Au.tsi iiiTi^ of IWoliier Hilary—'I'he Wise 
AV oiiiaii — I'lic I'rcuiii — IokU on the Par.tprt ilnniaiiity—The 
l.ulittU)* oi a i-irr-Ni“ht l.iti U.tr and miiik—Deatli and the 
Kiimhc of,-sticks ' l-'ain lands - V sin-ct s|fe]ileiisiienK—A Winter's 
Day 111 Kviikiii'.'loii iinrilriih Xspiration Hie l.iltli: Kikiiii- .Mist 
— A l.ri'cml-Thi-Taj .M.iliiil—I In -■•illy Isles—Michael —J/jiieliiicss 

Cloth F cap 8vo Price 3/6- Postage 4d. 

THE PRODIGAL RETURNS 
by the Author of “ The Golden Fountain ” 

and "The Romance of the Soul ” 

Crown 8vo Price 3/6 Postage 4d. 

DR, BEALE, or MORE ABOUT 
THE UNSEEN 

by E. .M. S., Author of "One Thing / Know” 

In the Press Cloth Crown Bvo Probable Price 7/6 

THE BOOK of the HOLY GRAAL 
by A. E. WAITE 

JOHN M. WATKINS 
21, Cecil Court, Charing Crons Road, LONDON, W.C.2 
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1-rom Bnttsn i^iw^ys and tne 
Great War 
(Selwyn & JJ/ount). 

THE BOOKMAN 
CHRISTMAS 1921 

WILD ROSH 
TO THE 
RESCUE. 

ByE. E. COWPKR 

8s. net. 
(S.P.C.K.) 

Millie Faniiinj», 

though oul>- 

fifteen, had the 
responsibilities of 

a household on 

her willing young 

shoulders. She 

had to look after 

her uncle’s farm¬ 

house, cook the 

meals, do the 
washing, and, in 

addition, mind his 

little adopted 

nephew, J i m— 

because it so hap¬ 
pened Dora Gail, 

the servant, had 

scalded her foot 

and h a'd been 

obliged to go 

home and lie up for six weeks. Think of it! Six weeks 

of drudgery—six weeks of harassing responsibility, with 
a none too amiable uncle to keep in a good temper 

and a baby of four to watch and guard from mischief— 

and only fifteen years old ! No wonder Millie, however 

willing, was not able to " keep up ” with the work. And 

behind her everyday worries lurked a fear of gipsies, for 
she knew several were camping in the neighbourhood, 

and her uncle had treated them harslily and offended them, 

and Dora had 

warned her how 

revengeful they 

could be. She did 

not know, you 

see, that friends 

as well as enemies 

were camping 

in the neighbour¬ 

hood, and her first 

intimation of the 

fact was when she 
overslept herself 
one morning and 

rushed downstairs 

with a quaking 

heart to prepare 

her uncle’s break¬ 
fast before he set 

oS to market, to 

find everything 

ready-^t b e fire 

lit, kettle boiling, 

bacon fried, table 

.8^. It was like 
a fairy tale. And 

the fairy tale 

didn't end there, 

either—it went on 

through a series of 

exciting adven¬ 
tures, skirmishes 

with gipsies and 
,^nany mysterious 

events, which 
calminated in a 

and lasting 

Oouod Porters on the South Eastern 
AND Chatham Raicwav. 

From British Railways and the 
Great War 

(Se/wyn «&< Btount). 

fri^ndshi^be¬ 

tween Millie and 

the h a^p p y , 

healthy, f^iusrful, 

plucky members 
of the Wild Rose 

Patrol *bf the Girl 

Guides. 

ROBINSON 
CRUSOE'S 
RETURN. 

By Barry"! Pain. 

IS. 6d. net. 
(Werner Laurie. 

Mr. Barry Pain's 
latest book of fun 

deserves to have 

its title quoted in 

full. He calls it 

'* The Return and 
Supperizing Re- 

ceptn. of Robin¬ 
son Crusoe of 

York, Parrot- 

• tamer; who left 

a good place 
on an uninhabited island near the moutli of the Great 

River of Oroonoque, and booked for^ Civilisation, with 
an account of his sufferings and Providential escape.” 

What a subject for the satirist! But the reader must 

not look for anything so serious as satire in this little 

volume. It is just a riot of nonsense‘Hhrown off in the 

author's mo.st irresponsible mood, thus’: ” I then took my 
bearings as best I could, but, sinful wretch that I am— 
did I say that before, by the way ?—I had forgotten to 

wind up the 
compass the night 

before. However, 
so far as I could' 

tell, 1 was in lati¬ 

tude 78° Centi¬ 

grade, with 5 per 

cent, oft for cash, 

the wind S.S.W., 

and a new moon 

on the first Sun¬ 
day in Epiphany. 
But what with the 

compass having 

run down, and the 

salt water having 

got into the 
cyclometer, I was 

in a state of most 

miserable un¬ 

certainty about 

these, and, in¬ 

deed, about all 

other matters." 
After 'this 

example, it is 
superfluous to add 

that Mr. Crusoe's 
adventures in this 

tight little island 

of ours, whither 
he returns armed 

with the secret 

of eternal middle 

age, are] enough 

to make his parrot 

weep. ? 

CouLiaiON BiTwaaN thrbb Ammunition 
Trains in Rkdbtonb Tunnbu Rbdhilu 
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Messrs. BELL’S 
GIFT-BOOKS 

Antiques* Genuine and Spurious. By FREDERICK 
LITCHFIELD. Medium 8vo. Second impression. 
NiAnerous illustrations. 25s. net. 
“He wnles on porcelain, furnituio, cuuiucU and lironrc«." s.i\> thi* 
ConnotsseuT, “ alwavs wilh j lucidity that i-.onAnn« hi-» liijih n-put.iticw 
as an expert, and with the charm ol a prartisi d unK r “ 

The HoWr • to Sorics for Collectors and 
Connoisseurs. Post 8vo. With numerous illustrations 
How to Colleet Old Furoiture. By FREDERICK 

LITCHFIELD. Sixth edition. 8s. 6d. net 
How to Identity Persinn Rugs. By C. J. DELABERE 

MAY. 6s. net. 
How to Understand Sculpture. By MARGARET 

THOMAS. 6s. net. 
How to Identify Old China. By Mrs WILLOUGHBY 

HODGSON. Twelfth thousand. 8s. 6d. net. 
How to Look at Pielurcs. By R. C. WITT. C.B E.. 

F.S A. Revised and enlarged edition 7s. 6d. net. 

STANDARD DOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE 

A History of French Architecture, 16611774. 
By Sir REGINALD BLOMFIELD. K.A.. Litt D.. 
F.S.A. 2 vols. Illustrated. ^^4 4s. net. 

A History of French Architecture from the reign 
of Charles VllI to the death of Mazarin. By the 
same author. 2 vols. Illustrated. 50s. net. 

These 4 vols. arc sold together at £0 6s. net. 

A Short History of Renaissance Architecture 
in Fng^land. By the same author. Illustrated. 8s6d.Dct. 

A Textbook of Gothic Architecture- By g. h. 
WEST. D.D. Illustrated. 7s. 6d. net. 

Hellenic Architecture. By edward bell, m a.. 
F.S.A. Illustrated. 7s. 6d. net. Paper covers, 6s. net. 

The Architecture of Ancient Egypt. By the same 
author. Illustrated. 7s. 6d. net. 

FaVoarite Classics at Reduced 1*rices 

The Queen’s Treasures Series, smaii 
Crown 8vo. Each with 8 Colour Plates. 4s. net each. 

" GoMeii book<iwilhin aud without.”—GefUlfwotnan 
The tweiity-three volumes m this wrll-known senes include Stones l>y 

Mts. Lwing, Mrs Molesworth. Mrs. Gaskell. Louisa M Alcott, CcoriiO 
Eliot, Charlotte M Yonge, Frances M I’eard, and l-cwi-. Carroll. A 
lull prospectus will be sent on request. 

Peter Pan Picture Book. 47th Thousand. 6s. net. 

The Story of Peter Pan. 07th Thousand. 3s. net. 

The Story of Peter Pan for Little People. 
70th Thousand. 2s. net 

Id these thiec books Sir 1 M. IJjme’<. cvcr-popular play i% ictold tor 
cblldren by DANIEL O’CONNOR Lacli conUin-i delightful Coloiii 
Plates and black-and-white Illuilratioiis by ALICE 11. WOODW.tUD. 

The Story of Santa Claus for Little people. 
By MARGARET L. COLE. With i6 illustrations m 
colour and numerous blark-and-wlute Drawings by 
ALICE B. WOODWARD. 2s. net. 

Ideal Christmas Gifts 

In Tune with the Infinite. By kalph 
WALDO TRINE. 5s. net; also Popular Edition, witli 
portrait, 2s. 6d. net. 
This famous book has been trauslited iatu aodiflereotlaogujgcs. and 

over 830,000 copies have now been sold. 

JUST OUT 

My Philosophy and My Religion. 
By RALPH WALDO TRINE. 4s. 6d. net. 

Mr. Trind's new book cootaios a simple, concise st.itemrot ut his 
sunny, vet essentially praitical, philosophy 

Write for full hst 0} Mr. Trtne's Works 

"A Lihrarp in Itself" 

Webster’s 
New International Dictionary 

Combines in one volume the best features of a dictionary witlx 
the essential ones of an encyclopaedia. Post-war Edition. 
2,700 pages, 442.000 entries, 6.000 illustrations. 

Attractive illustrated prospectus post jree 

G. Bell & Sons, Ltd* York House, Portugal St., W.C.2 

BEOReEAllENi UNWIN,Ltd. 

AN INSTANT SUCCESS 

Modem Men and Mummers 
By HESKETH PEARSON. 10s. 6d. 

” Mr lVar>oii h.is humour to recogni-.e iiironpnittics and can cxprrss their 
funnv side ncatlv and dianiaticallv . . \\c should be sorry to lose the 
chapters on Mr. Sh.iw or on Mr. H.arns . . . aiul the chapter devCtcd to Sir, 
lli-rlicrt Tiee is full uf good stones uarr.ilcd with the geniabty which is so 
essential to thcimijoviiient ”—Ttmti Liletary Suf’plcme*il 

“ Mr. Pearson does not niinrr matU'is ... he has cert-aiuly caught the 
big men ol fiur day • on the hop.'' —Oatlv Exptfsi> 

Essays and Addresses 
By GILBERT MURRAY, LL.D., D.Litt. 10*. 6<l. 

Yorkshiremen of the Restoration 
By J. S. FLETCHER, Author of “ The Making ‘of 
ModerA Yorkshire,’' etc. 10*. 6d. 

Twenty Years in Roumania 
By MAUDE PARKINSON lOt. 6d. 

Mostly about Trout 
ByMAJ.-GEN. SIR GEORGE ASTON, K.C.B. 8>. 6d. 

'* A lascmating liook ... be ha-, the authentic touch—a touch not un¬ 
worthy of Kir.hdrd jeflenes himself. M.any others besides fisbennen will 
enjoy this really charming little work.”—Irulh 

Dancing for Strength and Beauty 
By EDWARD SCOTT. With 16 iUustrations. A 
critical and practical treatise. 12t. 6d. 

” His illustrations ... arc cxhihrating, and he has many sensible things 
to say about popular modem dances and about fashions.”—Timms 

The Little Death 
By IRENE FORBES-MOSSE. Translated by Mrs. 
Hbnry Head. 7s. 6d. 

“ Her remarks on taste prove that she possesses that quality to a much 
greater degree than our latlerday pnests and priestesses ol the cult. We 
shoukl like to become better acqu-ainted with “Mamma," who was evidently a 
darling."—Times 

The Soul of an Animal 
By T. S. HAWKINS. 6». 

“ The rca value ol the liook consists in the wealth of evidence it adduces 
for the belief that, spintuallv as well as intellectuallv, the diRerence between 
men and animats is one of degree, not uf kind . . . bis book forms a reasoned 
and powerful argument."—.tfoming Poit 

NEfV FICTION 

Compensation 
By Mrs. HENRY HEAD. 

“ As a char.'ictcr stiidv it is adnurable."—Times 

The Bam 
By EDWARD LEWIS. 

A novel with a high theme—that of the modem form 
of the great struggle between Christianity aud Paganism. 

Horace and the Bird 
By ROBERT A. HAMBLIN, Author of " Ann's First 
Flutter,” etc. 

•' It'jid the first paragraph maiiife>t cunicdy.”—Times 

Moon of Destiny 
By CHESTER KEITH, Author of ” Queen's Knight." 

“ This thrilling volume "—Daily CMromtlr 

The Passionate Pilgrim 
By SAMUEL MERWIN. 

A story uf modern American life, which tells of Henry 
Calverley, journalist, novehst, and lover. 

Ruskin House, 40, Museum St., London, WX.l 
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}-/nm Drake's Drum 
{ftni'i/d-). 

Close Quarters'. 

From The Dean's Daughter 
{Stanley Pau{). 

THE BLUE VASE. 

By Lady Scott (Alkc Holmes). ;s. 6d. (Holden & 
Hardinghani.) 

When we dLSCovercrl tlial llu.s wa.s a tale of the ■war, of 
secret service, spies, hidden passages, stolen documents. 

the art of arranging and " working up ” sui h 
Cover Design. materials, and has written a very engrossing 

story, calculated to keep the ordinary fiction 
r<-a<ler up until a very late houi if he is at 

all responsive to thrills of excitement The style itself 
might be improved, but the jilot, and its working out, could 
hardly have been bettered. 

From Robin Hood and his 
Merry Outlaws 

[liarrap). 

Reproduced from one 

OF THE COLOURED 

ILLUSTRATIONS. 

ROBIN HOOD AND HIS 

MERRY OUTLAWS. 

i-s 6d. (Harrap) 

W'c shoiikl hardly say, as does .Mr. J. W. MeSpadden in 
Ins introduction to the story of the famous outlaw, that 
“ Robin Hood Ikls been the one great popular hero in 
I'.ngland for centuries ''; but that trifling disagreement 
does not affect our pleasure at seeing him commemorated 
in so handsome a volume. The story is retold from old 
ballads by Mr McSpadilen and .Mr. Charles Wilson, and 
illustrated in delicately tonetl colour-piatc*s by Mr. N, C. 
Wyeth, some of them extremely beautiful from the scenic 
.standpoint, others full of vigour and the sense of action. 
Whether it be legend or fact, the well-compiled tale of 
adventures and e.scapadcs will not lose its appeal, and it 

has histone value as a picture of the life of England in 
centuries jiast. The days of l>ow and arrow, of lance and 

.shield, lend themselves more to the spirit of romance than 
our modern high-explosive times; no one, as far as we 
know, has commemorated revolvers and hand-grenades in 
ballad or romantic song. The figure of bold Robin Hood 
stands for those olden days, and the authors have made 
him live again in the pages of this book. The book itself 
is produced faultlessly and would make an admirable gift at 
the Christmas season. 
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LEONARD PARSONS’ | 

NEW BOOKS I 

— First ImpressiQtJ Oct. 27th Second Impression Oct. 31st. 
= • ' 

Another Clever Novel by HAMILTON FYFE 

THE FRUIT OF 
THE TREE 

By HAMILTON FYFE 
7/6 net 

Mr. Hamilton Fvfo sees that the cowint: ilistastc of the more 
intcllcctii.il kind nl women <ui niutbcrhuod is bound to have 
disturbinit cotiseqiicnres 

Without taking udrs, Mr. Fyfc describes siii h a use willi an ever* 
pre.scnt hiiuioui. 

The Times—“The problem i> intcirstiiic. .and is hjndk'd bs 
Mr. Fyfe so .as to provide much cnlertaiiimeiit ' . . 

An Absorbing First Novel by a g 
Gifted Young Writer m 

SARAH AND HER 
DAUGHTER 
By BERTHA PEARL 

7/6 net _ 

This IS .1 stoiv of New ^'ork'-. Gliillo, slum me the Cihello l.iiiiilv a^ ^ 
It lives, fioni d.iv to da\ 

A wmk of Lvnitme liiinioiir and iiiidetst.indine re.ilisiii ^ 
The Eveimis SlaiiilurJ—“More nithralliiiK Ih.iii imicli so i.illi-d ^ 

rnni.im' • . • KeaiK like .1 rh.ipler ln«iii n .il lilt-" ^ 

• • "iS 

An Important New Book by the ^ 
Author of ‘Women's Wild Oats” g 

DIVORCE I 
uv p. 

G. GASQUOINE HARTLEY | 

6 - net 5 
This book deals with fine of the nKv.t alisi.rhme i>ii'l>l<-iiis ol the 

day 111 .1 fi.aiik aii.l outspoken ni.miici The .iuth n i>oiiits In a - 

possible solution of this veved ipicstion :— 

The Making of an Optimist P 
By HAMILTON rVEE. 12/6 nci 

Ci.Aurmt< Clear in The Drilish'JVi'eklv . “ Mr llJinillon I-vte h.is 
written a remjtk.iblc volume ’ 

Garth By Mrs J. O. ARNOLD 8/6 not ^ 

The Times; “A thonjURhlv well-told ftliost sloiv'' = 

The Quest of Michael Harland g 
By NORA KENT. 8/6 net ^ 

WeslminsterCasene . " Miss Kent has the rare crit of thclMinistorj- “■= 
teller." == 

LEONARD PARSONS, Ltd. p 
24. DEVONSHIRE STREET, LONDON. W.C. m 

Mr. Murray’s New Books 
LIFE OF THE 1st MAKQUESS OF KIFON 

By LUCIEN WOLF. The chict feature of this Life 
of Lord Kipon is the full story of lus Indian Vice- 
royalty. With Illu.stratious. 

DAYS AND WAY.S OF AN OLD BOHEMIAN 
By MAJOR I'lTXKOY GARDNER. O.B.E. An 
amubini{ and effective record of a varied life. With 
Illustrations 16s. net 

THE ArTOBKXiBAIMI V OF AN INDIAN 
IMIlNtlF.SS 

By SGNITV DEVEE. M.AHAR.\NI OF COOCH 
BEHAR The author .speaks with authonty on many 
sides of Indian life illuslralcd. 12s. net 

SOME POIJTH Al. IDEAS AND FEBSONS 

By JOHN BAILEY. Mr Bailey's first pohtical 
volume includes essays on Queen Victoria, Disraeli, 

Henry Fox, Lord they, and Lord Randolph Churchill. 
Os. net 

FISHlNti* FHOM THE E.\ltLIEST TIMES 

By M'lI.LIAM R \1)CJ.II''FE Mr Marston says in 
The J-'nhinf; Ciocelic ■ “ The best and most interesting 
work on ‘ l'i.sliing from tlic Earliest 'limes ’ tliat has 
ever been wntten ” With Illustrations. 28s. net 

OFT OF THE WOULD NORTH of NItJ EltIA 
By Captain ANGUS BUCHANAN, M C., Author of 

“ Wild Life 111 Canada,” «-ti.. With an Introduction by 
Loko Rornsciiii.u. With llliisliations. lOs net 

A WAYFAUEIFS lAUAVAN 

By ALEXANDLR. Mi Alexander dcscnlies a 
journey by road and tells of the joys and tJic mis- 
iortuiies met with over wild moors, valleys, mountain 

1 pa.sses and lonely bogs los ()U. net 

CHAUTEUIIOISE IN LONDON 

MONASTF.RY, MANSION, lUiSFlTAL, SCHOOL. 
1340-1X7-’. By GEKAI.D S DAVlliS, MA, Master 
of Charterhouse. Willi 43 illustrations 25s net 

HOSIMTABIiE ENfiL-AND IN THE 

SEVENTIES 
By RICIl.ARI) 11 DANA. An intimate and breezy 
diary of the Victorian age With Illustrations. 

21S net 

THE G.VIN OF FICUSONALITV 
A I’ojiular Psychological Statement cif the Practical 

Values ol Peisoiialitj By W. ('IIARLES LOOS- 
MORE, M A , Author of ” Nerves and the Man.” 

Os net 

THE VAN EVi KSjiiHl THEIR FOLLOWERS 
By Sir MARTIN CONWAN', MP Tins new volume 
nichides a resume of the discoveries madeduitng the 
la.st thirty jears. With 07 Illuslratioii.s /j 2s. net 

BONNIE vIO.ANN AND OTHER I'OEMS 
Bv V1(.)LET J.\COB Those who have appreciated 
"Songs ol .Angus” aiul " ,Moie Songs of Angus” 
will welcome an addition to those highly appiccialed 
books by the sanu hand 3s (kI. net 

AVADE’S BO.VT 
A Poem By E H. \V Mb.VICRSTEIN With a 
Foreword iiy Horace A Vacjif.i.l A cometly ol farm 
life in the Middle Ages. 5s. net 

A New Volume In the Wisdom of the East series 

BID1>HIST FSALMS 
Translated from the Japanese of SHINRAN SHONIN 
By S Zamaisk and L Auams Beck 3s Od net 

Notable New Novels, 7/6 net each 

HER FATHER’S DAUGHTER 
By (IFNE STKATTO.S rOKTFK, An Him i.f ■ brc tkli^ “Laililie, ctc^ 

THE BELOVED WOMAN 
By KATHLEEN NOKUlh, Aullior ol •• Juli.i I’.iisr, < u 

THE BRIDGE ACROSS 
Bv I. ALLEK HAKKI-K. Aiillw*r uf “ Mi--s l>pi rJnri and Mi. 
Wycbcrlv.' *• J.ni and Hi i Job.' ili. 

THE ROAD TO ROMANCE 
By ANDKIiW .SOl'TAk, Autliui ol “Ibe Cii-rn Orchaid, ‘"Charity 

Conirr." cit. 

ROMANCE TO THE RESCUE 
Bv DENl.S MACKAIL, Author ol •• Mliat Nf.\t ? ' 

A S-TRANGE DELILAH 
By li. B. 

THE FLY-BY-NIGHTS 
By Major-Gcnn.il CHAKLFS KOSS, C.B , I> SC. 

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle St., London, W.l 
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Aoolkscknck (aov) 
From The Stages of Human Life 

{John Murray) 

THE STAGES 
OF HUMAN LIFE 

By J Lionel Tayler M R C S 
18s net (John Murray ) 

In the work before us Mr J 
Lionel Tayler. M R C S , takes Scott, 

the vanous stages of human /u**?j*^ ^*** 
hfe m ^evlew-ante-natenc^, ^ 

natency, infancy, weanhnghood, childhood, pubescence, asillus 
adolescence, maturity and old age—and descnbes them as typ 

as they might be if lived hygienically Ihe result is age as 
pretty much what might have been expected The pages 
earher—and biological—chapters those deahng with the geniou 

life of the infant and child, are interesting and informing, speare 
but those which are concerned with the later sWges i ict th 

of human hfe are marred by an unattractive and un- unven« 
scientific idealism The chapter devoted 
to adolescence and modesty and the 
general references to sexual feeling and 4 
sexual intercourse suffer from a tendency 
to substitute mysticism, romanticism 
and sentimentalism for frankness * 

realism and practical common sense 
while the continuous evocation of seer' 
and prophets who have lived most ol 

From The Stages of Adolescence 

Human Life (girl) 

{John Murray) 

them, above the ordinary needs of 
human nature, invests Mr Tayler's 
own conclusions with an unreal, semi- 
poetical character which is far from 
making foi clear thinking The author 
in fact has a weakness for describing 

“T* ^ hfe not as he knows it to be but as he 
** , . would like it to be Ihe consequence 

® ' of this IS that he regards adolescence 
as illustrated by some such j'outh as Euripides Ion, maturity 

as typified by a man who neither smokes nor dnnks, old 
age as represented by a Martineau or a Gladstone His 
pages on old age constitute indeed a very lively and in¬ 
genious description of an ideal senility, like that of Shake¬ 
speare s old Adam but they aie inclined to overlook the 
f iCt that this final stage of human life must inevitably be 
unvenerable associated as it is wnth a gradual decay of 

every function Old Age as dis¬ 
cussed by Mr T.iylcr is a very 
different thing from Old Age as 
analysed in Twentuth Century 
Practice Mr lavIcrsbooK then, 
IS instructs e, ekxjucnt and sugges- 
ti\e biititis too Utopian in outlook, 
too much 111 debt to the mvstagogue 
c*,nd the idealogue to rank as an 

infallible textbook to Depaitmental 
Hygiene As a biased contribution 
to that branch of science it is. how- 
tvei, well worth studying 

George Qoodchilo. 

Author of “Trooper O Neill 

(Hayes). 

Wm. McLeod Rainb. 

Author of “A Men Four Squere,' “The Yukon 
Trell," end other populer tales of the open atr 
Mr McLeod RMne us really lived the life he 
•o vividly deaerlbea la hla books 

Robert Keable, 

Author of “The Mother of AU Livfag * 

(Constable), 



From Partridge's Children's Annual 
{Partridge). 

The Ab8ent*minobo QiaNT.' 
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BLACKIE’S NEW GIFT-BOOKS 
Beautifully Illustrated. Charming Bindings. Artistic Coloured Wrappers 

Two New Books by PERCY F. WESTERMAN 
T/fi’ THIliU OFFICER, A Story of the Pacific. 

SEA SCOVTS AHUOAiy 
fih 
5/- net 

THE HOYS OF CASTLE CLTFF SCHOOL, By R. A. H. 
Goouyear, the author of “ Forge of Foxenby ” (?/- net 

FORCE OF FOXEIfRY. A School Story for Boys. R. A, H. Goodyear - - ,jgj 
ANGELA BRAZIL’S School Stories. Two New Volumes 

LOYAL TO THE SCHOOL 
A FORTUNATE TERM 

t — 

Two New Books by BESSIE MARCHANT 
A GIRL OF THE PAMPAS 
ISLAND HORN____ 

LADY MIDDLETON’S NEW BOOK 
THEIR LONDON COUSINS 

Two New Books by E. £. COWPER 
THE MYSTERY OF SAFFRON MANOR 
THE ISLAND OF SECRETS 

fij- net 

/>/• net 

f>/- net 

i>;- net 

(il- net 

f> - net 

- net 

.7 - net MERVYN, JOCK, OR JOE. By May Wynne .7 - net 

MARGERY FiNDH HERSELF, A School Story by 
Dokis A. Poc<iCK .T/- net 

WONDER TALES OF GREEK AND ROMAN MYTHS 
Gladys Davidson 51- net 

WONDER TATES OF SCOTTISH MYTH AND LEGEND 
Donai d Macke.n^'iu f7/- net 

INDIAN FAIRY STORIES, Mackenzie .7 - net 

G. A. HENTY’S BOOKS FOR BOYS 
Now Popular Fdilion. 

ST. HAimiOBOMEW’S EVB 

10 net. Ten New \’objnjes 

I FAC:iN<; J>li:ATII 
UNOKlf WICLLINGTON’S CM)I>1IVIANI> LION OF TilK NOltTlI 
WITH Moonic AT CORUNNA 
ST. <iKOR<;K FOR ENGLANI> 
WHFN LONI>ON mTRNEl» 

AT A<;iNCOl'ltT 
BY PIKK AND DVKK 
LION OF ST. MARK 

THE RIG ROOK OE NIRSERY RH YMES, Selected and edited 
l)y Walter VV'itli Illustrations on cvciry page, in Colour or lilack- 
and-white (nearly 400 in number), by Charles Robinson. Large 4to, cloth, 
I'i O net : art boards, J‘i O net 

THE RIG ROOK OF JOSEPHINE. A Collection of the delightful 
stories by Mrs. ('raddock. Illustrations by Honor C. Arplkton. 4to, cloth 
extra, 10,0 net 

,10LJjY old sports. With 36 full-page coloured Illustrations by 
Frank Adams. Oj- net 

THE TWO BEST ANNUALS 

BLACKIE’S CHILDREN’S ANNUAL 
Eighteenth Year of Issue. The Original and the Best. Finely Illustrated in 

colours. Picture l)oards. 67- net 

BLACKIE’S LITTLE ONE’S ANNUAL 
Third Year of Issue. Picture boards. 3/0 net 

BLACKIE 6 SON, LTD., 50, OLD BAILEY. LONDON, E.C.4 
AND AT GLASGOW AND BOMBAY 
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CHILDREN’S 
BOOKS 

CHILDREN’S HUMOUR. The contents of this book of “ Children’s Humour ” is so 

By J. C. Wright. 2s. net. (Harrap.) 

To all lovers of children tliis little book should provide 
much interest and delight. It is divided into eleven 
parts, and cfeals with such subjects as " Children's Chatter,” 

The Modern Child,” ‘‘ Children's Logic,” ” CJiildrcn's 
Realism,” and so on. Ihe author has (‘Vidently 

great sympa- ’ 

varied that it should appeal to a wide public. Just the 
ideal substitute for a birthday or a Christinas card. 

BABY’S BOOK- 
Pictures by Mabel Lucie Attwell (Raphael.Tuck.) 

We really feel as if this handsome volume was 'the 
last word in baby-books, the pictures arc so jolly ; such 

thy with and 
understand¬ 
ing of child- 
r e n, and 

writes of 
them in an 

easy, pleas¬ 
ant way. and 
with much 
soundreason- 
i n g. The 
book is 

packed with 
quaint and 

humorous 
little stories 
and sayings 
of children, 

some old and 
some r*ew. 

The follow- 
iiigillustrates 

one of the 
problems of 
life that pre¬ 
sent diliicul- 
lies to the 
child mind (a 
problem that 
present? 
difficulties to 
everymaturc 
mind as well): 
” I wonder 

what we're 
here in the 
world for ? ” 
a little boy 
said to his 
sister. "Oh,” 

replied tlie 
girl, some¬ 
what i n - 
differently. 
” We're here 
to li c 1 p 

others, of 
course.” 
" Uni! ” he 
ejaculated, 
‘ ‘ Then w'hat 
aretheothers 
here for ? ” 
We have all 
come across 

i’i'om Baby’s Book 
{Raphael Tuck). 

Blindman's Buff in Fancy Dress. 

the dogmatic child like the little girl who was drawing a 
picture “ out of her head.” ” What are you drawing ? ” 
asked her mother. “ God,” replied the child, simply. ” But 
you can't draw God,” protested the mother, ” because y<ni 
have never seen Him, and no one knows what lie is like ” 
The small child licked her pencil, and put on anotlicr touch. 
" They will know when I've finished it,” she said. The 
author has something to say about the education of cluldreii, 
their games, and toys, and refers to Canon Ainger’s idea 
that ” one of the chief faults of some of the most famous 
children's books of our time is that they are written with 
one eye on the child and the other on the grown-up iierson.” 

round faced Bobbies and Peggies, and such darling 
animals. Pasted on real stout boards suitable for 
little hands, with just a dozen or so large lines of 
explanatory print opposite. ” J-ook at poor Spot 1 
How unhappy he is, and all patched u]> too. I will tell 
you what he has been doing ” Occasionally there is 
no story, just a couple of gaily coloured pictures—at 
that age they arc nicer than any reading. May going 
to her lessons in a red round cloak through the snow, 
is really adorable. Suitable for the smallest child; 
seven or eight years old will not despise it; we have 

put this to proof. 
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From Wonder Tales of Ancient Wales 
(I'hilify AUaw). 

The Little Men. 

and help you.” Sea maidens. Welsh 
music, silver birches, ancient priest*, 
gallant youths and Druids, play 
their parts in these gay, enchanting 
romances of elf-land ; which, by the 
way, are excellently illif.strated in 
colour by D. Williamson. 

ALL-TIME TALES. 

Arranged and Adapted by Eliza- 
HE1H I.iiwis. 3R. <k1 (Lippincott.) 

Familiar and unfamiliar tales and 
fables, redressed in simple language 
for the children, arc here collected 
under a happily-chosen title, and arc 
very prettily illustrated m lolourand 
black-and-white by Philip Lyfonl. 
.•lisop and Grimm are rcprescnteil 
by well-selected c.^amples, and 
many less knowm stones arc included 
It was a good idea to jdacc at the 
beginning of each little tale the nujrc 
<lifficult words, ami thus help the 
younger <mes in their unaided read¬ 
ing! 'J'he book makes an excellent 
introduction fi>r any child to t)u; 
laii'v and folk-loic of tlie nations. 

CHATTERBOX. 

I* (>d (W (■Us (i.irdni'j ) 

One always ran pick out “ Chat¬ 
terbox ” from any pile of books ; 
there is something ilistinelivc about 

its ajipearance . a nice fricndlv shine 
on its cover. Here is our old pal 
again in green witli a pretty seashore 
picture on the cover Two quite 
gf)od serial stones occiqiv a coji.suler- 
able amount of spai e-—" The I'ep- 
perv Oh! Colonel’' and an Indian 
tale from the skilled hand of Mrs, 
Jlohait llamjKlen ^^'e are }5leascd 
to find some jiicturc puzzles—they 
are rather out of dale, but children 

always love them, in our experience. 
Wc only want one alteration in 
dear old Chatterbox ”—we should 
like larger print. But that’s only 
because reviewers arc old folk ! 

WONDER TALES OF 

ANCIENT WALES. 

By Bernard Henderson and Stepiien Jones 

2IS. (I’hilip Allan ) 

'J'he authors of this charming collection went to 

Welsh literature, and having borrowed the under¬ 
lying ideas of certain attractive stones, placed them, 
so far as language was concerned, in an English 
setting, which, allowing for dilTereme of idiom and 
word, represent.^ sufficiently the sentiment and colour 
of the Welsh original. There are thirteen talcs here ; 
beginning with quite a new one calle<l ■' Llew,” a 

pretty fantasy of a httlc shoemaker and a friendly 
fairy—■' I’m one of the large family called the 
Tylw’yth 'Jog. We live somewhere not far from 
here, and we love all jicople who are kind ; and 
hate those who arc cruel ; and since there is kindness 
in your heart, so that you have done me good 
service: whenever you may chance to be in trouble, 
sing to us, and my kith and kin will be sure to try 

From Friend of Little Children 
[filackwcll). 

Su page t86. 
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CHILDREN’S 
BOOKS 

THE ENCHANTED 
FOREST. 

By Ida Rentoul Ootiiwaite 

and (iRENBRY OUTIIWAIIE. 

I2S. t>d. (Black.) 

It is clear that the kind Ida and 

Grenbry, who made tins book, under¬ 
stand just what httlo children like 

—that is, a jolly fairy story (jollv 
without ever getting too horrible), 

and accompanied by many, many 
pictures. There are fourteen chap¬ 

ters to this delightful talc, and twice 

as many ijlustr.ations. The coloured 
ones arc really lovely, without 
being loo subtle ami too grown uj) 
(as are many of the illustrations 
wo lind m fairy books nowad.'ivs. 
drawn by artists who might know 

better). The Jazz band that .\nne 
saw in her wandiTings m the 

enchanted land is charmingly 
done—such a nice green frog con¬ 
ducting ! And we very much like 

the study called " Anne rides on a 
Nautilus Shell,” in its delicate 
blues and greens ” Anne jilav'' 
the i>ipes ” sliows us four aiigchc 
bunmes. It was all because Potty, 
the white rabbit, got lost that 

Anne had her great lug adventure . 
Vmt for the j)lot you must look 
yourself within the d.untv blue ami 
mauve chock covers of what is sure 
to be one of the most jHipular faiiy 
books of the 3'car. 

THE OLD WILLOW-TREE 
AND OTHER STORIES. 

Bj' Carl Ewalo Tianslatcd bj' 

A. Tli.ycira df, AIauios 

Drawings by Helkn .M Jacous 

and G. E Lkk 7s Od iiel. 

(The Royal Road Eibr.iry—No .• ) 
(Thciinlon Butlerworth ) 

To learn of the womler-s of nature 

through the writings ol the great 
Danish n.itnrahst, Carl Ewald, is 

From All-Time, Tales 
(Ltppin'colt). 

They both ran after the boy.' 

i-roin Wonder Tales of Ancient Woles 
(Philip Allan). 

to learn in the most delectable manner it is 
possible to (onieive Tiecs and flowers, birds 
and heists, jirosidc the dramatis person® of his 

stories, eaili sill'll character being endowed with a 
vigorous peisonahlv, so that not anv more can wc 
loiter 111 the gaideii or wander m the wood 
without a suspicion that the rose is watching 
us, the blackbiid cnfaising us, tlie little sjiecsl- 

well we tnish imderfo<.)t gossiping about us w'ltli 
luT neiglibcmr, or that the old oak m wliose shelter 
we pause, IS jilulosopliisiiig on the ilouigs of the 
sillv meii.iml woiiKui wlio arc ” always rimiung up 
and down.” 'fhe willow-tree, in the first of 
llu'se t.iles, was jil.vnted 111 mistake lor a jxiplar 

and iiiiite sjimlt the poplar avenue, as well a.s 
being a cuiislant disgrace to his jiroud relations. 
Me did Ins best to grow iij) tail, but the fact that 
he was a willow could not be disgiusr*d, and for 
a time life was rather a burden to him in con¬ 
sequence. Then strange things began to hapjien. 
and he brought so much happiness to the lives 
of others that his own early sufferings were 
more than atoiic*d for. ” The Mistletoe,” too, 
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shows how a crab-apple tree came to be treasured after 
being despised, and the theme of “ The Jdlac Bush ” is 
no less charming. Indeed each story deals with a different 
aspect of nature in a way that will bring cliildren in close 
harmony with the fairy world of living Hungs to which 
they belong, far more than any textbooks could do. They 
will imbibe facts not knowing they arc gaining know¬ 
ledge, only conscious of the keenest interest in the tale, 
and an ajiprcc-iation ot the joyous sense of humour 
which is ^ striking teatnre of all Carl Ewald’s works. 

THE ADVENTURES OF 

ROBINSON CRUSOE. 

.By Daniel Defoe. With 48 Colour Plates by A. E. 
Jackson. 6s. net. (Ward, Ixick ) 

QUEEN’S 
MANOR 
SCHOOL. 

By 
E. Evf.rett- 
Green. 
?s. net. 
(Stanley Paul! 

For girls" 
whose Christ¬ 
inas is iiicom- 
])lete witliout 
a book by Miss 

Everett-Green, 
here i .s cl 
pleasure 1n 

From Robinson Crusoe 
{Ward, Lack). 

From the top of the hill 

I. PLAINLY DISCOVERED A SHIP 

LYING AT ANCHOR.** 

Not all the new adventure books published for boys 
can oust Defoe's masterpiece ; and every fresh edition 
finds a ready and appreciative public. It is good for 
boys to read a story that has stood the test of time like 
this, and fathers and mothers, and all who are looking 
out for a Christmas gift for an intelligent boy, would 
be well advised to consider wliether he has a copy of 
" Robinson Crusoe.” If he ha.sn't, nothing would 
please iiim better than tliis sumptuous edition illustrated 
'by A. E. Jackson. Mr. Jackson's colour work is clean 
and bold—occasionally reminiscent of Harry Rountree ; 
he gets plenty of scope for blue-green seas, red sails, 
wind-swept fire, bright foliage and brilliant plumage, of 
which he takes full advantage. The book is altogether 
most attractively got up, and worth considerably more 
than the six shillings asked for it. 

From The Wonder 
Book 

{Ward, L'lch). 

She'S «iuST 

LIKE the real 

Peter Pan." 

store. The same group of lovable girls, the 
same healthy atmosphere and the same 
enthusiasm for work and play which have 
delighted us before m the author's writings are 

to be loimd again in her latest talc. Not all 
the characters are good and clever, that would 
be monotonou.s, but they arc all, with no ex¬ 
ception, loyal to their school. Even Laura 
Wyon, who acted meanly to win the essay 
prize, felt ashamed ot the dishonour she had 
brought on the name of Queen's Manor. 
Miss. Everett-Green writes W'lth a practised 
hand and with a knowledge of tho.se details 
which are dear to the .schoolgirl's heart. Her 
succe-ss IS due to her skill with her plot. She 
sets out always with a story to tell, with 
characters to dc-scribc and develop. The 
cncket-playcrs on tlie cover look very jolly. 
There will be much buying or borrowdng of this 

book next term. 

NONSENSE SONGS 

AND STORIES. 

(Warnc). 

Just the lively sort of book of nonsensical 
verse and prose that children love. A jolly 
book that will add to the laughter in the 

nurseries this Christmas. 

From Nonsense Songs and Stories 
{Warm). 

' Th8 Owl and thi 
Potav-CAT." 
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THE WONDER BOOK ANNUAL. 
8s. (Ward, Lock.) 

^ The seventeenth year of issue. Of course the children 
who have liad it regularly all their short lives are hoping for 

I 

I 

it again this 

year, ami wlial 

.1 feast tliev 

will h a VC if 

tliey got it ' 

*Tlierc IS so 

in u c h in it 

IC V on o n r 

I’y frieml little 

I'r^ula, \^•llo^e 

bad cokis I<eej> 

her i n d o o r s 

soiiietiincs lor 

a fortnight, can 

' Troop, children dear, out to the night, 
('lad in tlie moonlight silvcr-palc ; 
And in a world ol green and while, 
'Tjs yon shall licar the nightingale." 

THE WONDER BOOK 

OF WHY AND WHAT? 

Etlded by Hmikv (Ioldimj. 6s net. (Ward, Lock.) 

1 luMC 1*- a new volume m Mc.ssis. \\'ard, T.ork's " Wonder " 

seru^, .ind a uoiiderjiil M,\-shiUiiigswtirlh it is—beautifully 

jirodiu cd, bright with eolour-plalcs ami hundreds of unique 

]>holograplis, ami pa« Jred with entert.nnmg information 

on just tliose subjects about which rmlc Tlob, as w’ell as 

his nejthews ami meres. Icels every one ought to know at 

1im.4 somethyig Jiocs. for instaiue, and liieir work ; w’hy 

we .•'liner, liow we get oiir clothes, eoal. and what it 

'J 
Frcm The Wonder 

Book 
(Ward, Luck). 

'In her hands she 

CARRIED THE LIGHTED 

Chinese lantern" 

make the book last out. Loads 

of stories (w'e arc very grateful 
for those by hay Inclifawm), 
scores of pictures, some col¬ 

oured, some tinted softly in 
green and brown ; happy 
verses, on such themes as efogs, 
fairies and tomtits. This is 
indeed a pleasing volume. 

MRS. STRANG’S 
ANNUAL FOR 
CHILDREN. 

/S. 6d. 
(Humphrey Milford.) 

In a brave blue cover, this 
book will instantly draw young 
readers—quite little peojde up 
to about the age of eight. It’s 
just a fascinating mixture of 
stories and dainty verses, scat¬ 
tered over w’ith pleasing pic¬ 
tures, by people who know how 
to draw for children. The 
stories are by such c-ypcrienced 
old hands as Thora Stowell 
and Agnes Grozier Herbertson. 
Katharine Tynan has found 
time, among her many activi¬ 
ties, to write a pretty song of 

the Nightingale, which ends : 

“xt’HEN VOU SWEEP UP THE LEAVES, BE SUKE YOU I>0 NOT SWEEP UP AN ELF AS WELL, SAID TSB 

LITTLE VOICE. 

Frinn The Wonder Book (Ward, Lock). 

He's but a homely speckled bird. 
But he has gotten a golden flute; 
And when'his wondrous song is heard. 
Blackbird and thrush and lark are route. 

means to us; how a motor-car works ; what glaciers 
are ; and, indeed, there’s hardly a subject one can 

think of, from stars to carpets or gramophones, that 
hasn’t its own fascinating story recorded in this attractive 

gift-book. 
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From Mrs. Strang's Ann.-.a! 
{0-\fi>rd (h>iixr:.i/v t'l, .. 

‘ Ding-dong ! Oinq-oonq i 

RAILWAYS. 

• 

By (Ieorck S. 

Dickson. 7s 6<i. 

(Nelson ) 

\ No ordinary boy 
A will be able to resist 

tins I>oolc, with its 

^ inagnilicent colour 
jdates of monster lo- 

5'i comotives, bridges 
/ and other railway 
|k||H scenes; a n d we 

should not be at all 
^ surprised if i-lnldren 
^ of a larger growth 

took it aside for a 
V ij fjiiiet hour. I'or the 
^ te\t - matter is so 

well arranged, so 
thoroughlj' modern 
• cvcit to a cliajilcr 
on the mono-rad — 

J that oiu* glame led 
to anotln-r until wo 
hnind miiselves deep 

\ /j in It The history 
steam hnomotioii 

and its giaflu.il d<- 

•trS? \ eloj)iiiei!i rt'ieives 
ilose atteiition, and 

P'‘- 
hminarv pages tlie 

author deals with 

maiiv spt-{ lal aspei ts 

of iMil tiavel, tile 

r in e 1 li o d .. of en 

\ gineei's in preparing 

l \ the* way ol tin- iron 

\ Y .sl^'<sp amdeiits, the- 

^ I breakdown j^ang. 

, 6 y ele< tru rail w a v s. 
w '-A etc., in smn»le ami 

excoptionalK' lucid 
language Ho h a s 

* made a delightful 
book, ainl liis reador.s 
will certainly be 
m.uiv, and all of 
them will he grateful 

-rrx 

Ci. -• 

From Railways 
{Nelson). 

A Goods Train op Early Oava issa 
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From The Old Willow Tree ' You have disturbed my 

{Thornton Butterworlh). Scr f-agc 13} afternoon nap.” 

that it was a simple matter, but you 

have no idea of the complications I 
They hadn’t a penny as their money was 
all locked up in their money boxes' 
(because Theodore had been known to 
getsome 
pennies 
out once 
ortwce, 
and to 

spend 
t h c m 
on acid 
drops 
which 
always 
made 
him ill). 
So they 
went by 
Dobbin 
and the 
cart, 
and 
Dobbin 
kicked, 
and 
kicked; 
and kicked, and sent them all flying. 

Lots more happened after that. It is 
a thoroughly good story, and 1 the 
pictures are just splendid—coloured, of 
course, as well as plain. 

TEDDY TAIL’S ALPHABET. 
13yCharlesFolkarl). 2& 6d. (Black) 

Teddy is a securely established 
favourite by now, and Mr. Folkard’s 
idea of giving each letter of the alphabet 

a personality is excellent; good fun is 
obtained by the elaboration of tliis with 
suitable pictures, and the author-artist 
will have his reward in the appreciation 

of many delighted readers. 

Reduced Illustration. 

Front Angei Unawares 
{Ilarrap). 

38 
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TWO-LEGS. 
By Carl Ewald. Translated from the 
Danish by Alexander Teixeira we Matios., 

and Illustrated by Johan Brilde and Helen 

Jacobs. 7s. 6d. net (The Koyal Road 
Library: Vol. i.) (Thornton Butlcrwoiilj J 

• 

Judging by the first volume this is going 
to^ be a series that will greatly enrich the 
literature provided for young people. Carl 
Ewald’s graphic story of Two-Legs is a uniijiie 

blending of fact and fiction - - an allegory, 
yet something new in allegories. In the first 

story, T w o - 
i't'gS 
wile arrive in 
the forest to 
the wonder¬ 
ment of all 
the o t h e I 
animals, who 
watch their 
mov c m e n t s 
and arc 

amazed at 
their appar¬ 
ent hel})less- 

ness, yet lack 
courage to kill 
rhem. The 
stones go on 
to sliow that 
the strange 

Reduced Illustration. new animals 
From The White House Boys 

{Harrap). 
are not only 
far from 

helpless, but even a menace to the old 
animals, learning to slaughter them for food 
and warmth, and in self-defence, and to capture 
them for their own uses. Physical bulk, 

strength, agility, Lour.t as nothing against the 
indomitable power that has come into their 
midst —the power of tlie human brain. Show¬ 

ing liie ascendancy of man over the beasts, and 
the progress of avihsation, the book has a 

charm of realism and presents scientific truths 
in the guise of something 

/•roiii Two Legs “A huge number op visitors.** 
(7horiil'Hi lJutIciK'Oflh). 

akiii to a fairy-tale. The 
pictures—five plates m 

colour and fifty drawings 
in line—combine to make 
it a volume of exceptional 
worth. ‘ Two-Legs ” 
stands alone, quite out of 
the ordinary run of books 
published for children ; 

and appeals principally 
to the love of romance 
and the intellectual 
hankering after know¬ 
ledge, which are 

characteristic of the 
modern child. 

THE 

HEADSWOMAN. 
By Kenneth Grahame. 

Illustrated by Marcia 

Lane Foster. 

(The Bodlcy Head.) 

An illustrated edition of 
the slight but spirited tale 
of the lady executioner, 
which was first launched 
on a serious world by Fro The Little One's Annual " John goes A-HUNTma*' 

(litackie). 
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From Why and What 
{Ward, iMli], 

“ Going to Work.” 

merry Mr Grahamo in hoads of people, \vc 
suppose, will befiin by rcatbn" this d'r<prit with 
solemn faces. It's really meant to be ilroll and irr('s]M>nsibIe 
all the way through, and must be read in that humour, 
It was so ridicuh)us of Jeanne to wisli to be an execuliouer ' 

From The Headswoman Woodout. Chap. 1. 
{John Lane). 

She was so pretty, so supple, so full of blushes. She is 
full of feminine wilfulness, and one morning decides she 
will take a day off. “ Whoever heard,” exclaimed a town 
councillor, “of an executioner having a nervous head¬ 
ache ? There's no precedent for it. And ' out of sorts ' 
too ! Suppose the criminals said they were ‘ out of sorts,’ 
and didn't feel up to being executed ! ” On 'tins day off 
she meets a gay gallant. Alas, the very day after, it falls to 
Jeanne in the course of her official duties, to have to cut 
off hi.s head. Agitated at heart, she removes his lace 

From My First Fairy Cinderella. 

Story Book 
(Silsou), 

doublet, and points out a nick on the block. He, infatuated 
with Jeanne, is only too ready to die by her dainty hand. 
“ He hummed the last air from Pans during her ministra¬ 
tions, and when she had quite finished, kissed the pretty 
fingers with a metropolitan grace. ' Are you pretty 
comfortable ? ’ asks she. ‘ A bed of roses,’ replies the 
gallant prisoner, head on block. ' And what a really 
admirable view one gets of the valley and the river from 
just this particular point! ’ ” Of course the executioner 
is interrupted and the two made happy. Delicate fooling, 

and rich illustrations. 
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E(.CPH4NT blowinc 

t'lom How Lotys Had Tea 
with a Lion 
[lilacli). 

l-iom The Holiday Book ‘ I oon-t believe it 

(/'-/J-'/.'t/i,. ) MOVES AT ALI_*' J'roul How Lotys Had Qulls 
Tea with a Lion 

(lilm/i). 

HOW LOTYS 

HAD TEA 

WITH A 

LION. 

By F. H. Ktrkmax. BA 
IHustrali'cl by (.‘iiarlks 

l'OLKARl> f' 6d 
(Blaik) 

Slic didn’t rcalij’ have tea 
with the lion, but the dream 
was real enough to make 
Lotys think she had been 
through this startling ad¬ 
venture. and if the lion was 
as genial as llie artist has 
conceived him, he must have 
been very jolly company. 
Not only did I.otys have 
tea and buns with her leonine 
companion, but there were 

Little Udvship "She gave ahotmer squeeze 

{R T.S.) TO the bellows.” 

other juunls wliu.h all lier 
voiing friends — ai*d they 
will be m.iny—will envy; 
boat trips and bvis-ruUs, for 

instance, the story ol winch 
astijnishivl Lolys’s mother 
when she arrived lionic again 
safely, by wav of her little 
bcfl. T'lii' author has'made 
Lotys n jolly little girl, and 
her hon-(hinn (juitc a good 
< onversationahst, and, as 
long as our ow'ii little girls 
ilo not exhibit too much 
hurry to enter the lion-*’ 
house at the Zoo in emula¬ 

tion of the heroine, the 
story may be mo.st heartily 
recommended to them. Mr. 
Charles Folkard’s sketches 
arc as entertaining as ever, 
and Lotys was a lucky girl 

to find him, too. 
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From Queen's Manor School 
{Stanley Paul). 

/ From CiTstal't Victory TSm* aana mkii uttuk 
{Stanley Paul). •omo." 

KING ANNE. 
By Ethel Turner. 4s. net. (Ward, Lock.) 

Miss Ethel Turner’s stories have won for themselves a 
sure footing with girl readers, and Anne and her brother 
Anthony, brought from the wilds of Central Australia to 
the civilisation of a town, will easily secure widespread 
sympathy and interest. For Anne and Anthony hadn't 
been taught social etiquette ; they were used to a rough, 
solitary life, ^nd didn't quite know how to behave in com¬ 
pany, nor what to wear at a tennis party, nor how to mani¬ 
pulate the bewildering assortment of knives and forks at 
dinner—and the finger-bowls were a source of terror to the 
ignorant, sensitive girl and boy. They managed to survive 

From King Anne 'She accepted a cup of tea." 

{Ward. Lock), 

their debut into society, however, and quickly became quite 
familiar with town ways, although it was a puzzle at first 
to know how to spend all their money. Their mother bad 
brought them into a civilised area for the boy to get a career 
and the girl a husband; and for their sakes she endured 
being separated from her own beloved husband, left behind 

at the back o’ beyond. She was a quiet, unselfish woman, 
and didn't really intend to waste money. When the young 
doctor who worked in the slums came to see her, and 
accused her of wanton extravagance she was truly remorse¬ 
ful and would have gladly given some of her wealth to 
help the poor. But Anne ruled the roost, and Anne wouldn't 
let her. There was wordy conflict between Anne and 
the young doctor, yet in spite of it they fell in love. 
Principle held them apart—and which do you think con¬ 
quered, love or principle ? You will probably guess 

wrong, for Miss Turner’s ending is as unexpected as it is 
natural. But one thing is certain—you won't be able 

to leave the story alone until you have found out. 
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THE NEW PREFECT. 

By Dorothea Moore. 6s. net. (Nisbet.) 

Anyone who has had experience of girls’ schools will 
know the reluctance with wluch the girls themselves receive 
any change of system, and how difficult it would be to 
impose such a change ujion them without their consent. 
Yet Miss Georgia Harnsoii, when she took over Windicolcs, 
was determined to institute the system of prefects, and 
appointed Petronclla Carey senior prefect.. She knew 
that Petronella, or Peter, as they called her, was trust¬ 
worthy and courageous, and I’eter, having undertaken 
the new post, made up her mind to light clown all obstacles 
in her path. She had jilenty to fight, too, for almost the 
entire school was against her, led by Carol Stewart, the 
head girl. . Miss Moore writes in her usual brisk, sym¬ 
pathetic style ; her characters really live, and tlic story is 
one of absorbing interest. 

From The New Prefect “ Mv last." she said 

{Nisbet). BLANDLY. 

SCHOOLBOY PLUCK. 
By Harold Avery. (Nisbet.) 

Tilings happened this way. Young Scarf believed that 
he was going to leave Rockfield College at the end of a 

certain, term, so he determined to vent the pcnl-up indig¬ 
nation he cherished against a certain master, by writing 
down what he thought of him. This scathing mes.sage was 

neatly inscribed on a blank sheet in a tear-off calendar 
belonging to the master. Judge then how miserable Scarf 
was when he had to put in one more term at school. Didn’t 
he just want to get hold of that calendar, and tear off the 

piece of paper. Mixed up with Scarf’s story is that of 
the engaging and modest hero, Fred Maple, w'hose cricket 
was so wonderful. This tale is a triumphant success. 

From Lost in the Jungle * Their captors had thrust 

{Stanley Paul). back a curtain concealinq 

A SECRET DOOR." 

From Schoolboy Pluck ** I’m awfully sorsy." 

{Nisbet). 
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LOST IN THE 
JUNGLE. 

By May Wynne. 
58. net. 

(Stanley Paul) 

Nita and Munel CJas- 
ford, the youngdaiighters 
of an Indian army ol'ficiT. 
are going out to rejoin 
their father and mother 

in Bombav. Within 
sight of land the ship 
sinks in a storm, and the 
girls, clinging to a rail, 
are washed ashore. Thov 
are joined later by a bov- 
companion. Kex, who has 
also been saved. Tlie 
three set out, Rex leading 
the way. Nit a and 
Muriel have been (hrl 
Guides at home and know 
something, of scouting. 
Adventure followsbreatli- 
lessly u])on adventure 

The children find tlicni- 
selves m strange places - 

in an ancient hunting- 
lodge of the Rajah of 
Rangoni. in a grass-grow n 
well with a secret }>assage, 
and in a ruined teinjile, 
whose floor is thick with 
the slime of age-old 

offerings to its patron 
god. Kistna, a faithful 
native, who has more than 
once been their friend, 
rescues them, and all 

ends happilv. Quite a 
thrilling tale. 

From The Robin’s Christmas Eve 
{U'arite) 

‘ To SMOOTH ITS SCARLET 

PEATHER8 DOWN OUR 

HERO DID NOT FAIL." 

CRYSTAL’S 
VICTORY. 

A Story for Girls. 

By Cecil Adair. 

5s. net. 
(Stanley Prful.) 

Crystal Moncrieff, aged 
sixteen, has been working 
hard at school and has 
broken down after the 

scholarship examination. 
She is sent abroad for the 
i.akc of her health to live 
With an aunt^in Santa 

Serafina. Here she 
makes friends’ with the 
I )eloraines, two boys and 
two girls (the eldest, 

Beatrix, being about her 
own age). Their mother, 
a Portuguese beauty, has 
died, and their father 

allows the children to 
grow up as they please. 
Crystal soon finds that 
some mystery surrounds 
Mr. D c I o r a 1 n c, who 
^ipcnd^ most of hi.s tunc 
at the gaming-table, and 
that it is connected with 
her Aunt Amy. How .a 

reconciliation is arranged 
belw’eeii the two and how 
large is Crystal’s part in 
bringing it about, makes 
a pretty story. Crystal 
IS a lovable character and 

her ideals arc put into 
jiracticc in a cheerful 

wav. 

From The Arabian Nights “A maiden clad in 
{Cecil Palmer). tattered oarments. 

WHO KISSED MV MANa** 

Front 'Ihe Arabian Nights *Ano when he had 
{Cecil Palmer). shaved that man 

HE OAVB HIM A 
FARTHlNa*' 
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I'rom Lovat rraicr's Edition OJ John Cmy's " lie^gar's Ol>cra" 

WM. HEINEMANN’S 
CHRISTMAS GIFT-BOOKS 

Milton's 
Illustrated 

C^.OlVfCJS* A A/fn«slc Jllustra1«:dAvith::4rolom- \^KJi\L\JO . JA iViaSK. black- 

ancl-wlnlc text decorations by ARTHUR RACKHAM. 
Or. 4to, J5S. Also an Ldiiiou dr Luxe, mimbetcd aii<l 
signed 550 copies v3 .ts. 

REYNARD the’ FOX. 
illusLiiili'd ill «<iU»ur iiiicl lilaek-uml-wliile bv O J> Aru/uiir 
Cr. 4to I ss Also an lidilion dr mimlwml and signed 
by author and artist 3s. 

The HILLS of RUEL and Other 
Stones Hy loona Machod Illustrated in colour and 
blnik-and-wliile bv Margitv Laivvencr Cr 410 15s. 

For Dog-Lovers 

The DOGsTifCHINA and JAPAN 
in N?lurc and in Art Dcniy 4to /'3 rs By T M’ F 
Collier A detaiicfl a< count of the origin and breeding «-)f 
Oiiental clogs, iniluding T’ekingese BcMiitifulK illustrated. 

Gift - hooks 
John Gay's 

The BEGGAR’S OPERA. “T,100,11“ 
ted by C. Lovnt l-riisir, and ^\llll original airs 111 lasciinile. 
Tins edition follows the text «tf I7(>5 Jtyl. 8vo 15s. 
Edition dc l.tixr. 3s. 

T"^ tVtif Aldin. Illustrated with 
ir> Colour plates and many black- 

and-white skiadies by f-Vri/-JW/i/ Cr 4to. J5S Also an 
l■.(lltlon dr Luxe, numbered and signed by the artist. 3s. 

A miKVFY Fiftv-cuu* cartoons by 
owxvv j . boiitispiece. Ci 4to Jss. 

Also a T. I’ edition, numbered and signed by Max /{rcrljo/im 
with one added drawing 100 copies J3 3s. 

For Cat-Lovers 

The rJGER in the HOUSE. 
By Carl van Wrhlnt Iliustratid. Demy 8vo 25s. A 
complete, urbane, imiciue and most entertaining history of 
the manners, politics, ethics and character of Pii.ss. 

Travel, History, Literature 

G R E E N L A N Dt.'eP GEAR SEA 
13y KWD R -iSMi SSEN Preface by Admiral Sir Lewis Beaumont, (i.C.B., E'.K.G.S. 

The story of the Thule Ex])edilion from Melville Bay to Cape Morris Jesup—fxoo miles over almost 
impassalile ice-fiehis through undiscoveretl regions—anti at llic end a race with death. Not only is it a 
wonderful volume of Havel, hut it is a work of the highest scientilic importance. The illustrations are 

profuse and unique. 

San Cristobal de la Habana. 
By Joseph lieri’esheimrr The record of a happy impression 
of a city elusively lovely. 

The HOPE of EUROPE. 
A fearless analysis of European problems , written 111 his 
vivid style. ’5* 

New 
TO LET. John Galsworthy, The End of the 

Forsyte Saga. "-‘'• 

THE WHITE RIBAND. r Tennyson JF-SSK 

A Ballet in Words. bd. 

THE CHRONICLES OF DAWN HOPE. 
G. F. likAUBV. The .story of an Uji tO'Date Public School. 

7s t»d 

LATCHKEY LADIES. Marjorie Grsnt 7.S. (id 

36s. 

Sport in Wildest Britain. 
Illustrated with twelve colour drawings by the late 
l)r. K. .4. Wilson. 25s. 

The Cruise of the Dream Ship. 
By h'alph Stock. The story of a voyage half-way round the 
world »n a 40-f'x>t saihng boat. Illustrated. 15s. 

sovels 
THE TREMBLING OF A LEAF. W. Somerset 

Mai oham. 7s. (ki. 

THE HAENTIKG. c. A. Dawson-Scott. Thcthird 

<)l the scries of novels on the Handicaps of Life. 7s. (id. 

THE GIFT OF PAUL CLERMONT. 
Wakkinuiox Dawson 7s. dd. 

CROSSING PICCADILLY CIRCUS. WardMuir 
7s. (3d. 

Published at 20 S’ 21, 
Bedford Street, IE.C.2 

;4 Forty Page Autumn List 
Post Free on Application 
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From The Russian Garland 
{Philpoi). 

'The horse grew restive 

AND REARED HIGHER THAN 

THE WAVING FOREST.** 

Ffom Nursery Rhyme Alphabet 
^ (Black). 

CMA1U.VV 

Sing a Song of Sixpence." 
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NURSERY RHYME ALPHABET. 

By L. Edna Walter. B.Sc.. A.C.G.1. 
2s. 6d. (Black.) 

With three artists—Charlas Folkard, Dorothy 

Wheeler and J. H. Hartley—concentrating their 

skill on such a theme as nursery rhymes, the 

“ Alphabet " thus interpreted is a source of 

pleasure, hnd by no means a “ lesson," Each 

letter carries its appropriate nursery jingle, 

sometimes two or three of them, and the 

little folks will thoroughly enjoy studying the 

tinted drawings and picking out tlieir favourite 
characters. 

KEVIN AND THE CATS. 

By K. F. PuRDON. 3s. (S.P.C.K.) 

When " Black Beauty " has been read for 

the tenth time, when " Beautiful Joe’s ” well- 

worn pages have been turned over and over, 
the child¬ 

ren often 

demand 

the life 

story of a 

cat. We 

rejoice to 
find this 

one. It 

will take 

its place 

by the 

two other 
favour- 

ites. The 
very first 

paragraph 

—"lofteii 

wonder 

now if any 

c<it h a d 
more 

ups and 

downs 

in life than 

I can look back 
upon. ... I have been 

bullied and hunted. I 

than was good for me, 

starved. . , 

—claims the 

attention of 

the young 

reader and 

puss-lover. 

The kitten 

conics out all 

right, we 
hasten to say, 

after fearful 

vjcissitudes, 

which leave it 

lame, it is left 

comfy with a 

basket and 

good food. 

We are highly 

pleased with 

this unpreten- 

tious and 

engaging 
book. 

From Trails to 
Wonderland 

{O.iy ^ Haiuoc/c), 

petted, and 

have lapped 

and I have 

' He slew hard 

and HE SLEW 

SOFT.” 

I have been 

more cream 

been almost 

‘'THREE Bund Mice.’* 
Reduced from coloured illaitratlon by 

Anne Anderson. 

From Old English Nursery Songs 
(Harrap). 



TJie New World of 
T o-day 

Edited by A. R. HOPE HOJVCJl/EEf 

WHATEVJiK lie may have tfi nefilocl, the man 
who aspires to be tuhiired cannot omit 

some study of tiie world he lives in and of 
the varieties of men who shan* it with him To 
say that the ideal way of sliidvinf' one's world and 
one’s neighbours is to travel is a truism bot even 
to-day the number of people who can devote any 
great length of time to this method of sclf-cduca- 
tion is very small. Even the traveller is not 
independent of iMioks What his predccessois 
have discovered and recorded supplies him with 
the of knowledge wliich may give a meaning 
to the unfamiliar things he sees The man who 
has fo stay at home and would vet e.scape the 
reproach of homely wits must trust almost entirely 
to books to bring m review before him the distant 
lands and -strange pi-oples wlueh c ircumstances 
will not allow him tt» visit 

To such the present work. The Sen' World of 
To-Dc'v. publi.sheil bv TF^I•: G1<J*:SH.\M I’UB- 
LISHINC; rOMi'AXY. I.Tl), isinvaluable The 
writer of tins wonderful survev of the earth is 
Mr. A. K HOVE M( iNCKlIil'l-'. whose range ol 
travel and extraonlinanlv wide reading have 
given him peculiar fitness lor the dihiciilt work 
of condensing into a few volumes an immensi* 
mass <'f information, without being jirosv, and 
without omitting biich picliiresipie detail as 
crcat<^atmosphere and local colour 

Th^^vork IS fiillv illustrated and intludt's cIom* 

upon 50 Maps ot riie highest excc-lkuice Special 
features >f the work ar«‘ tlie Commercial and 
Statistical Surveys and Coniparative Tables and 
Uiagranis jircjiared by Vroiessor Lionel W Lyde 
These supply a wealth of information upon su' li 
matters as government, education, jiopiilation, 
mineral, agncultuial and industrial wealth 

1‘rospectus and full particulais will be sent on 
application 

The New Gresham 
Encyclopedia 

PROBABLY tew ccjual peruKls in the world's 
lnst<irv have witnes.sed such coni]>reheusi\e 

changes in tlie sphere ol human aflaiis as 

have the years ol the immediate past Not onlv 
the rapid march of sciknce, the new nisrovKRiF.s 
and iNVKNTioxs that have been made, but also 
the SOCIAL ANO MJi.irn ai. < haxc.ks that have bei-ii 
wrought everywhere, have given rise to a multitude 
of NEW TOPICS which demand treatment 

Thus it IS obvious that the time is higlih- 
opixirtune for the apjiearanee <»f the new work of 
reference now offered to tlie public by 1 he (iresham 
Publishing Co . Ltd 

The Sew Greaham Kuiyclof>edio is a vasi mokk- 

HOUSE OF HUMAN KNOwi.fcnoF., wliorcin tlie reader 

will find the most recent and aeeinate inlormation 

on virtually any subjc*ct in winch he ma\ be 
interested. 

The work contains carcluUy compiled Biblio¬ 
graphies to the number of over ,t.ooo , these have 
been selected by experts They contain the 
names of nearly vo.OfX) of the most autluinlative 
works. 

One volume will be devoted to an index whieh 
will be an invaluable aid to the .stud<-ni acting as 
it does as a key to the many topics dealt with m 
the Encyclopedia. 

Prospectus and full particulars of terms will lie 
sent on application. 

The GRESHAM PUBLISHl.Vt; CO . LTD., of 
66, Chandos Street. Strand, London. \\'.(' . will 

have much pleasure in sending illustrated 
Prospectuses of either, or both, of the above- 
mentioned important wi>rks. 

VARSITY 
SECTIONAL BOOKCASE 
C from the ordinary clumsy 
00 OlllcrWil t\pe of sectional bookcase. 
Beautilully designed m Oak and Mahogany. 

Buy as your Books Increase. 
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES 
Conpicie 3>$ectloD Slack In SOLID OAK X8 6l. 3d. 
Hookltl iiiul / iiics from tie Haitntte and ManufaUurtr, 

MINTY 44&45, High St. Oxford 
London Skowroow: S-7,SoDtkoapten Sl, Stimad. 

TTii^ 
'11"pi' I r 

iij'cn.x • ^ r m 1 til 11 f ^ 

London School of Journalism 
Petsonally Conducted b> Mr. MAX PEMBERTON 

Vatrons: 

The Bight Hon the VISCOUNT NORTHCLIFFE- 
The Bight Hon the VISCOUNT BUBNHAH. 
The Eight Hon the LORD BEAVERBBOOK 
The Bight Hon- the LuBD RIDDELL- 
The Bight Hoo- the LORD DAlZIEL- 
Sir ABTH "R PEARSON- Bt 
Kir OEOROE SUTTON. £t 
Sir WILLIAH ROBERTSON NICOIL. C-E-- 
bir ARTHUR QUILLER-CO jCH- M A . Litt D 
Sir CHARLES STARMER 
CE IL HARMSWORTH- Eeq • M P 

THE LONDON SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM was 
founded under the *gis of the profe&sion itself; the 
guidance offered to students is given by professional 
authors ot high standing. 

Writers are trained by correspondence in all branches of 
lOURNALISM, SHORT STORY WRITING, FREE 
LANCE JOURNALISM. 

Those who desire an unattached career are schooled in that 
side of their art which they can turn to the greatest profit. 

The School has enjoyed remarkable successes. Its 
students have been chosen for high positions, and their 
work figpires in the foremost publications of the day. 

Fortunate in the patronage of the great newspaper 
propiietors, the School enjoys unusual facilities for placing 
Its successful students. 

Contributors to tho Coufsos i 
K„ ir ROlihRTfiOS Sn OLL, r H. [Kitilor Wtfklv, Bookman, &c.). 
Sir -M^THl'K Ol'H.r.ER-CiU’CH. M.4.,LUI.D (Ktne EJu'ard VII 

of FHghik Ltlfralufi-. CambriJgf). Mr HAMILTON J-'YFE, 
\ r NEWM iN FLOWER. Mr. Ft.Tl KUX.E, Mr. HARRY PAIN. 
\fr HAROLII CHILI). Mr W H. MAXWELL. Mr. DION CLAYTON 
'(■4LTHR0P. Ikr lair .Mr. CHARLI..'' (tARVICF., Mr J. M. Bl'LLOCH. 
Mr r/MNLHS Sl’i:.\ShR ■'fARLli, .Mr ALL.XANDtR CAMPBELL, Mr. 

[s J PRYOR, Mrs. H’. K. ( LlFFVRl). Miss MARY BILLINOTON. 

Full particulars of the Courses of Instructions are given in 
the Prospectus, which may be obtained free on application 

* SECRETARY’S OFFICE. 

LONDON SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM, Ltd- 
110, Great Russell Street, London, W.C.l 
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THE ** 

YOUNG 

OBSERVERS 

HANDBOOK. 
, t 

By W. PERClVALNVESTELt, 

F.L.S. (Philpot.) 

To the boy who takes up 
nature-study as a hobby 

this book will be a trusty 
companion, and it may well 
persuade him to extend hie. 

hobby into a serious pursuit. 
TIu-ough the range of easily 
observed phenbmena the 
author takes his readers, 
treating of fossil traces, of 
birds and mammals, fishes, 

insect life, and other fomi.s 
of life which can be found 
in any ordinary garden, 
and always wnth the right 
touch making his informa¬ 
tion interesting. I'ull hints 
are given on the necessary 
equipment, and there is a 
capital section on various 
kinds of pets and how to 
keep them. The illu.stra- 

tions are very clear, adding 
greatlv to the usefulness of 

tlic text. The book has been 
taken over from McBride, 
Xast & Co. by Messrs. 
Pliilpot, and will in future 

be issued by them. 

THE 

SKY 

RIDERS. 

By T, C Bridges With 5 
Illustrations (one 111 foloiir) 

by G. Henry Evison. Os. 

net. (Harrap.) 

From Animal Legends from Many Lands " The Monkey at once became The greater portion of 
{Raphael Tutk). susPiCioua." y|i- T. C. Bridges' latest 

story for boys appeared as a ..^erial.in 
The Children's Magazine—which is 
taiitanioimt to saying that it is exactly 
the sort of thing that the public for 
which it is designed will appreciate. 
" The Sky Riders “ is indeed an ex¬ 
cellent adventure story, cramipedwith 
incident and hairbreadth escapes, 
breezily told, and unobtrusively im¬ 
parting scraps of out-of-the-w’ay in¬ 
formation. You w'ill find it—this is 
a note from personal experience— 
exactly the book to read aloud to your 
children, girls as well as boys, and you 
yourself will probably be almost as 
thrilled as they are. It is, howevet, 
advisable to begin the reading when 
you have plenty, of time on your 
hands, as you will certainly not be 
allowed* to stop until yon have 
finished the account of the voyage of 
the airship Avenger from England 
the central Sahara. The Chnstmas^^ 
holidays should just about suffix yoo. • 

From J,ittle People’s Annual 
[liaphaH Tuck). 

Two HARES IN BED. 



BOOKS LIMITED, PUBLISHERS 

THE RECONSTRUCTION of MIND 
★ ★ 

Edition 

ready 

¥ 4 

DR. ESMfe WINGFIELD-STRATFORD, M.A. 

A New Way of Mind Training. 

Croton 8Vo. Cloth. 6 - net. Post free S e. 

(Aulhorof “INDIA; POEMS,” “THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH PATRIOTISM,” elc ) 

'I'hl.s 1>i>ok is a (‘<»iiii>r4‘^liensive and prurtlcal systouk of iiiincl traliilnkf* 
oiiibodyinj; tlio most recent Ps.velkolo}(ieal Ueseur<'li. It treats of all the 
fiiiietioiis of tlio mind from I'ereeption to Creative (leiiiiis, and aims 
not only at effieien<*y, but at effi<rU*ue.v dlrc<'ted to the rlj;lit ends. 

★ ★ 

/*«/,.'> S l)PJ\lO\S 

The Timei —“Thi'i bonk i\ a rri>t’‘.htug contrail li> (i/rtvi'm 

IJie majoriiv of hook', mt tii,iilal training . 1*'= 

anJ essentially practical ll contains the Ri‘-t of Irani 
what the memorv -vcteins have to offer, amUof ,, ,, , 

. ... .... PiiMi',1. 
"ioinc much more v.ihulite tiuth-. whnli tliev ,j„„j 

Dinit *■ the ; 

(■/ff'l'oi." Hfruld —‘‘A verv Ki'iivil>lr Imh.I< ulurh in.iv 
bo ooniJii(‘n<1e<l to the notice of tliONC teiii|>ttil ty 
sjMTKl Riuiirjs on m-II-aihcitiMil Svstiiiis ol niin-l 
traiiiiiiR " 

Piibh\hfr-.’ Circular.—“Cont.iinv .i Kie.it deal of wisi- 
tliliikiiiK .111(1 Httiaets till. llioiiL-htliil ie.i(Ui tioni 
the »tJlt ’’ 

On sale 

all • 

Booksellers 

* ¥ 

FICTION 
Clown 8vo. Cloth. 7/6 net. 

With Picture Jacket. 

FAITHFUL FOOL 

By G. H. RirKtJiN 

CALIBAN ISLAND 

By S. N. Si-.DGWICK. 

YELLOW DEATH 

By Url Kky 

M* LORD OF THE WHITE ROAD 

By Cedkic D. Ffasek 

Also at 6/- net 

HUNTED HAN 

By Harold Becrie 

NEW FICTION 

SON of TWO FATHERS 
By A. MARCUS ENGLAND 

With Picture Jacket. 

Library Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth. 5/ net. 

A Remarkflhle Novel for which h hitf demand 

is anticipated. 

-VOW' It I-AD Y 

THREAD OF FLAME 

By Basil King 

liUAPy. 2/6 net. Clown 8vo. Cloth. 

FROM OUT OF THE SILENCE 

By BESSIE KYKFIN-TAYLOR 

It lb “Ghostly” and Thrilling. 

POPULAR 2/- net NOVELS 
F'cap. 8\-o. Cloth. HEADY. 

MEMBER OF TATTER8ALL8 

( 1.1 VK Pkmskxton 

BEYOND THE BLUE 

Stacey Blake 

THE MAN WHO WAS AFRAID 

William WK-siKur 

THE LADY PASSENGER 

A. W. Marchmcnt 

THE WOBIAN IN GREY 

C. N. Williamson 

UNMARRIED 

Secund Impression. Florence Spekd 

Ad.iplerl imm the famous 
.ill'HrMisI) leuttire fibn. 

SPORT OF FATE Stacey Blake 

NEW TITLE 

SON OF TWO FATflERS 
.\. MARCUS ENGLAND 

-Vua' licadv 21- net 

NEW EDITIONS 

3/6 NET LIBRARY NOVELS 

Crown 8vo, Cloth. Picture Wrapper. 

THE WHITE POPE . By S. R. Crockhtt 

JEW. 

OH» MARY I 

... lly David IIeli.er 

... ByD. aBKCKi rTTicRRiT.i. 

MASTER of the COMMANDERY By S. N. Skdgwick 

BERYL IN INDIA ... By B. WlNGKIFI.D.STRAlf'OKD 

RACHEL ... ... By L. Turn'ek 

Now Ready 

FORUM” COPYRIGHT NOVELS 

ART PAPER BACKS. PRINTED 
TRI-COLOUR. CLEAR TYPE. 

Rvadv. Full Length Stones, Size in. by 5J In. 

1. TWO WAIFS . 

2. GREEN RAY. 

3. CAVES OF SHEND ... 

4. RAINBOW MYSTERY 

s; TWO VANREVELS .. 

Ekkik Adklaidk Rowlands 

WfLLIAM Le Qukux 

David Hennessey 

... WiLiiAM Lr Qurux 

Booth Tarkington 

(>. DAVENTRY*S DAUGHTER Harold Bindloss 

0. THE MAN AT THE GATE Erl'IF. Adelaide Rowlands 

8. THE CLUE Carolyn Wells 

LONDON; 187, FLEET ST., E.C-4 and at LIVERPOOL & PRESCOT 
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rrom The Seven Champions of Christendom 
(liufihael Tuck). 

HALS BOOK AND 
PETER’S PAGES. 

THE SEVEN 
CHAMPIONS OF 
CHRISTENDOM. 

Told by Kose Yeatman 

Woolf. Illustrated by 
Howard Davie. (Raphael 
Tuck.) 

Tales of noble deeds and 
great adventures, of magic 
and mystery', always appeal 
strongly to youth, and in 

this charmingly produced 
book young readers may 
become absorbed in the 
most thrilling romance. St. 
George and the Dragon—for 
a vivid picture ol the im¬ 
mortal combat Mr. Davie’s 
frontispiece would be hard 
to beat—St. David of Wales, 
St. James of Spain, the great 
Tournament at Athens, anil 
many other s;^aiiits and events 
are ilepicted or described. 
The colour-plates have the 

fascination of old prints, and 
the biHik as a whole is an 
admirable gift for any boy 
i/r girl with a leaning toward 
old romance. 

PEPPERY PAT 
AND THE OTHERS- 

By 1. F. Tiddeman. 

3s (>d (Chambers ) 

We were hunting for a 
book to give a young friend 
of our.s just eight years old 
- a cliecrv, fair-haired, 
dauntless Margaret—when 
we came across “ Peppery 
J’al ” Wc had not reail 
more than a page or two 
before we became dvvare that 
this was the book. J'or it 
is written in just tlic right 
language, 111 simple words 
that any child can under¬ 
stand 1 i IS not a baby-book, 
nor yet a growm-up school¬ 

girl’s book, but is just right 
for eight. And Patience 
liersclf IS splendid, the doc¬ 
tor's merry little daughter, 
who goes 111 her daddy's car, 
makes friends with every¬ 

body, has a wonderful time at the Zoo, loves animals, her 
Xannv and her home A modest but verv real success. 

* The Dragon feli. to earth dead." 

By Annie Matheson and Charis V. Frankenul’ko. 

New Edition. Js. 6d fCursilor Publishing Co ) 

This is a new edition of a little volume of verses that 
makes a double appeal to the cluld-miiid and to those 
who love children. Fairy-poems are not easily written; 
they presume a considerable amount of sympathy with the 
fresh, unspoiled faith of the child in unseen playmates, 
and it is pleasant to find that the series hero entitled 

Hal's Book,” with the additional “Peter’s Pages” 
written by Peter’s mother, possess that indefinable com- 

' prehension of the early years of life which we so soon, 
as a rule, forget. The “ Sing-Song of Saint (Jeorge and 
the Dragoft ” would make an excellent recitation, and 
” A Present for the Prince ” is one of the prettiest fairy- 
Jyrics imaginable. Some attractive illustrations in black- 
and-white and colour will please the little folks. 

FATHER TUCK’S ANNUAL. 
(Raphael Tuck ) 

The splendour anil variety of ” Father Tuck,” who must 
be a visitor as welcome as Santa Claus himself in hundreds 
of homes, is more than ever in evidence this year. Merely 
to read the names of the contributors and artists is to feel 
certain of good things wrthin these attractive covers ; 
there is music, fiction of the most delightful juvenile 
brand, therc are verses that will make capital little recita¬ 

tions for little voices, and pictures from which we cannot 
even begin to select any for special mention, so jolly are 
they all. And the short natural history articles are written 
just in the right vein to appeal to wanderers who sometimes 
visit the Zoo and want to learn something about its popula- 

. tion. Any young critic who finds cause for complaint in 
tliis wonderful book deserves permanent indigestion from 
too much Christinas pudding. 



B. T. BATSFORD’S 
CHOICE BOOKS 

Everyday Life in the Old Stone Age 
I'V"■ -Id t II H QIT.VNKLL. authors of 

rhwiKS 111 J-iiKlaii.l ” Io.it.nriiiiK no pae^s, 
wuth a Coloured Frontisptoie and 70 drauiii(;>. bv tin- aulhors depn-tini; 
pffhiston* nian and hw f.tiniK In.-, .mim.iU, art, et< 8vo In 
paper lK>.mls. I*riu-. s.s net. {Ju^t p„hh^h.;l) 

\ simple and am-stinj! acronnl „f the c(f..r(s an.] .iclii.-vem.-nt« of 
earfirst nidii Illiislr.itrd and pn-sciiin] m ,111 attrartivc lonn. 

Everyday Things in England . 
Wntteii and lllusti.,tfd |,v U and C II n yiESNKI.l., In t«o 

parts I ail I IVri.Ki fr..in io(a.-j4<»'* JMitH IVn.id fr.mi isoo- 
I7M I-aril 1 ait . mt.iiiis fiom vi to icm llhistraliniis, siniir beiiiK m 
colour Inrf.hs it<| net ja-r pai t VUo issii.-1. omplcto     voluuii', 
pnc-c, K.s f)d iKf 

.^IthoiiKh Hrmeii prnnarilv Jot Iki\s and kmK .if pnl.lic M-hn.il aitc 
tfns account of the ciciv.lav life ..i ilir ICukIisIi people will be n-.ul 

.•njovnifut liv all ;.'r<mii-ti)> ii.lk Tin- a.cuiate an.I spmle.l 
illilst rat lulls inak(“ a siioiin ap|ieal to art stud.'iits and ollu rs interested 
111 ine d.-i i-loiitiient ot the stvli-a .>1 ISiiildiiiit, 1 *'•' oral ion, and Costiitm. 

The XVIIIth Century in London 
•"‘il Atts Hv 1; lllvKi.Sl-ORI) CHAN- 

CKLUOK. M \ , K U Ifi**! wilJi 

Iralioiis, lieaiililtilli ]iniiicd iii sepi.-i. m.isii, r.-|nodui<sl from rare 
prints .iiid drawiniis by loiitcuiporarv artists, in. hiding a iiuinlK-r 

liitherto iiiipiiblistM-l. toc.iher with a iiuiuIk-i of photoKraphs and .1 
broiltispi.-ie III Coloiii aft< r a .liawinc b\ Kulx rt DikIiIoii. Cruviii 4l(i. 
Clolli l-iice. IS' net 

la 10k thrnui’li tli.‘ jin tiin's, rca.l the stories of tin- old wind ill K streets, 
the tortuous w.iis, tin «>bs.iir< loiiiis. 1I1. K.iTli-neil inns, the splendid 

mansions ol that ai;.-, ainl \.iu will h-i\i- an iinpn-ssioii of a laiudoii 
w-.niderl«illv in. tiir.-s.|iie, . iinoiis, 1 in 111111111111, loniatilic, and set 
.lassii ami stateK - / Ac / iviiiuc Aca \ 

English Church Monuments, a.d. iiso isso 
A Stuijv nf_ Toml>s and l-.lfiKies of t)»- Mi-.li.-r-val p.-nod Itv F. It. 
CROSSI.T-.A , K S A . author of '• I-.nchsh ( hiireh \\ o.idwork " Coil- 
Ijinini: jso pnites. with U|mar.ls of tso ilhistr.iiioiis. many fnll-iJ.iK.. 
fmm sjMHial l>liotoEraplis. .hietlv tak.-ii by the author, and from 
UrawniKs liuwn 4I.J tl.dh itilt net. 

A History of Architecture 
• 111 the CoTiip-irative Method Hy Si RANISTI-R l-LKTCHI'U, 

I’ K I 11 A Sixth l-.ditioii, revised, rein.id. II.d. ami Ei..'llv enhiited 
W nil iii.inv new Ibaprams. sihs-uIIv pn-pan-d lor this .dition. eom- 
pnsiiic III all 4.5o» Illiisii.itioiis, r.-piiKluicii tioni Pliotopraidis of 
IntiMings of all .md Inmi i.ills-pifivtie-d Dr.iuio^s of 

Stinctive and Dniaiueiital Detail Tlmk Deinv kvo ‘ 'oth iplt. 
IVk'c, 2** net 

Samplers and Stitches 
A l|an(II>o,ik of the Kiiibroiderei s Art Itv Mrs. \I<1. HIMAI.D 
t. IIKISIII. C.nit.unini! .■ .oloiire.l l-rc>.itispiiee. a series ut 13 Phot.)* 
EMpliK Fl.it.-s ot eiiibioi.lei \ p.iiii K .uni s.impli-is, inostlv di"fi«ned and 
work.-1 sp«-iiallv lor tlie liivik . .iiid .riif Hi.u'i.liiis ol stil.lies, iin- 

broideiics and )>iai tn al details 410 Linen lioar.ls l•lne.4s^ in I 

The Child in Art and Nature 
■A eoiiiplete Chil.l Refer-n. i- lot \i lists, (i.iftsmen. Art Students, 
Photographers and Child laivei« H\ A .A. ItRANN Witli over 
.3ix> splendid lllnslralions ol t hlld Poses, nude an.l .lra)>eii. and ol la. i.d 
expressions. .1. lion studies, .dso an itnp<iTtant serii's ot pioilnc tions of 
the Child 111 Art by eixmI iii.ist.-rs ol paniiioE. s. nipt ni< . .mi) ips oi.ilive 
art, aiiil nuiueimis .‘vaiiiples of the iis. .if CliiM Pornis in nimlern .irl 

and design. 4to. lii decorative wrapiWT J’nic, lOs n.t 

Drawing for Art Students and Illustrators 
Bv ALLEN VS' SKAJlY ConlainniE ran p.ic< • with *0 allr.ictive 
lllusir.itiuns lairte 8v.' Cloth Imaids I'liie, ijs net 

■A thorouithlv |>ra. tiial an.l r-irefidlv iti-id. d .onise whi. h will lie found 
inv.iluable to all stud.-nts an.l .-']M.iallv t.i tin se who pursue thcir 
similes by the " 2>.-ll-tnui;ht '' iiiethu.l 

The Art of Drawing in Lead Pencil 
By .lASPER SALVVI'V .An extn-iiu Iv atira.tive inami.il, de.ilini; 

clearly ami fully with everv asp.-, t of th'- siibi.-rt from siinpl.- sk. I' he> 
to hiEhlv-tinished works ot .irt lllustiaied ]iv fine reprodu. lions 
of the work of le.iilniK .xi lists, nn hidmit Miiirh. .id llnne. > >il Kiiii:. 
F. L 13 GmsEv, Hedicv Futon. J L Kuiaiun I. I i-wis U.iiiiuei. Heath 
Robinson, Frank l>icks.s-, R .A . Ci D .Arnniur. VV.illei W.sl, etc 
Large 8vo. Cloth boanls Price, tir- <>d n. t. 

Figure Studies for Artists and Designers 
CantaininK a fine senes of los PhotoitT.iphi. Studies froni the liviiii,' 
inoitcl of leinale, iii.xle .tiiil ehild siibp-cts. sp.-iiallv )Hiscd and re|>r(> 

duced to a faitly l.-irge stale With aiial.vinical notes ami hints on 
attaming proficiency in Figure Drawing Hv (. M. LLl.WOtlD .mil 

F. R. YERBL'RY. 4to. Cloth. I’riic, i()>. net. 

The Book of the Dance 
By .ARNOLD GENTHlv. Containing 89 licaiitifii! Photogi.iphu. 
Studies showing a vaiioty of poses bv the .-liicf inodein l■\Iw•Il.•nls of 

schools of daiunig, including stinltes of Isi.lma Duoc.in. 
Ruth St Dcius, M.tnd Allan, .Anna Pavlova and the Russian Halid. 
Loir Fuller, the Hpantvb s.ihool, .tiiil other dassieal ami emotnmal 

dancers.EuropeanaiulAmeiicaii l.ar;eKvo. Cl.dh ITi..- i.jjsmt 

Batt/ord's ^u6/icaftons mdiide a /urge nunifjcr of iH/p«r/rt»r/ 
and nchly tlliulraitd hoak\ on ArrMilecturi. Inhnor IlnoralioH, 

J’urmlurr, and other branckt-i oj Fmc and Appltt'd Art. 

Illuvtr*t«d Catotoguc scat free on request 

B. T- B.VTSFORD, Ltd., 94, Hijb Holborn, London, WX. 1 

LAURIE’S BOOKS 
T. FRANCIS BUMPUS 

THE CATHEDRALS OF 
ENGLAND AND WALES 

New One Volume Edition. With Coloured Frontispiece 
and Wrapper, anti 52 Half-tone Pictures. Fcap. 410. Cloth. 

21/> net 
This i« .X now inrhisivi! edition ol Mr Bimipus s well-known work originallv 

published ill 3 volumes The boivk h.ts iH-en tlioionghly rev ived and brought 
up tn .laic-; it in. lu.h's Hiv lalest secs r.iised to epis<x>iva1 rank 

EDWARD STEP 

BRITISH INSECT LIFE 
A popul.tr introduction to fiitomology by the best known 
authority. 348 ilhisirniions. 10/6 net 

PIERRE LOTI 

THE SAHARA 
A novel of drsert hive. Demy Svo. Coloured frontispiece. 

• 10/8 net 

BARRY PAIN 

GOING HOME 
Tlie fantastic romance of the girl with angel eyes and 
the man who had wings. 3/6 net 

FELIX GADE 

COLLECTING ANTIQUES FOR 
PLEASURE AND PROFIT 

86 Illustrations. Fcap. ^to. ('loth. 18/- net 

A iKiok dealing with the t-\|V(-ri(-mcs u( the Authoi in the fascinating 
'seaich lor ■iiiti<|u(- fiuiiitnrv, prints. eU . dining the past twentv-five 
years, and profusely illustrated with miuh- fine examples puichascd by 
limi during this |iciiud an.l 'Ubs.-i|urnllv s.dJ by auction, giving ill many 
insiaii.-es the pri.i-s ii-alised 

T. WERNER LAURIE. Ltd.. LONDON. E.C.4 
5«n4 for l.anrit'i flook .Votes 

Kegan Paul & Co.’s New Art Books 
A MAGNIFICENT FOLIO WITH COLOURED PLATES 

SUBJECTS PORTRAYED tN JAPANESE 
COLOUR PRINTS; A Collector’s Guide to all the 

Subjects Illustrated, including an Exhaustive .Account 
of the " Uushingura ” and other famous Plays, together 
with a Causene on the Japanese Theatre By 
B.-\SIL STlvW.AKT, antlmr ' of ■■Jajianebe Colour 
Prints,” etc Illustrated with Keprodiictions of over 
270 prints, 23 of whiih ate in Colour. Folio 84/- net. 

THE POTTERY & PORCELAIN FACTORIES 
OF CHINA : Their Gettiiraphica) Distributifin and 

Periods of .Activity if) pp . with a Map in 3 Colours. 
By .A L arCTMEKJNGTf^N. 4t“- 10/6 net. 

.\ I'-.essarv Su|>plemetit b. Mh K I 1 lOHSON’S gre.it work (miw 

W'lnti .xlMiil £30) The iii.ip mdii-ilis tb.- (xoitnm c>t tin- van.ius 
l.i( tones there d.-si.nlK-d. ■J'lu- l entns ot J'r hIu. tion an distitigiushed 

m green, n d and brown. .11. ordmg to tln ir .late id origin ni the T aiig- 
Suiig, and Yuan, and Ming .iiid Ch'iiig Dvimsiics resix-ctivelv l.ists 
.ire als.> priiittd .maiiging tin- la. tones .i< .ordmg to i’roviiices and 

a..or.liiig to the Dvii.istn-^ in win. Ii lln v w. re in ojieMtioii 

SILVER, PEWTER, AND SHEFFIELD PLATE 
By F W lU'KC.ESS With 85 fine illustrations on 
art paper (" Home Connoisseur ' scries) ; 320 pp., 
'tvo, cloth gilt 12/6 net 

foil Unis historiial < h.xpbTs on ih.- .arlv uses of siIvit vessels .md Ihe 

simrce <d the metal it'elt . aicoimts .d famous silversmiths and of 
lheirgri-.it works, and ol .im n iil silv.-r v« ssels tin piototypi's of modem 

domesti. plan, tia.ing the .vulutiou of lable Sllvel l-.eilesi.istic-al 
plate Is I'lllv lU-.dt with, .xml Iber. .vn-1 hapl.-e- on Koval ami on Mutu- 
.ipal I’lite. as well .vs on that of loll.-gi anil 1 rail.- (.iiilds M.xiiy 

ina. U. al chapters imliaii the aiiiaUiii into tin- iii\stern-s .d the craft. 
SlH.’ial attenii..ii is devoted t.. Xmenean Flat., with interesting refer- 

eiufs, Tin ilhisiiatioiis i.irm a spec.ial feature ol th«* volume. 

Other N’ohjmf.s hy Mr. Hurclss in the Series » 

ASTIQUE FURNITURE. lJ/6 net 

ANTIQUE JEWELLERY AND_TRINKETS. 12/6 net 

POTTERY AND PORCELAIN {Rvpriulouj) 

KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH, TRLBNER & Co., Ltd. 
XaOMDOM 
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THE BOOKMAN 
CHRISTMAS 1921, 

sheila's • 

MISSIONARY * 

ADVENTURES. 

The 'StoVy of o 

Child's Visit to 

India. 

By J. Sinclair 

Stevenson, M.A., 

B.D. 4s. (Clarke.) 

“ Sheila's Missionary 
Adventures ” * is an 
attempt to help the 
modern boy and girl 
to enter sympatheti¬ 
cally into the actual 
life and work of mis¬ 
sionaries in India. We 
wonder the idea was 
not adopted before. 
We do not remember 
having met with a 

book of this sert. 

From Nursery Rhyme Alphabet 
{Black). 

" X IS FOR Xmas." 
Without doubt many- 
little children who 
cherish missionary 

tprom Little Foike' Christmae Volum* ** Th« trsaburk I Th« tmasurs 
{CasseU). at last 1" hk whispkrbo. 

Ikjxcs will like to read of 
this Sheila, who goes out to 
a kind aunt and uncle and 
immediately finds out that all 
missionanes are good to her. 
Many detail.s of the strange life 
are given—we are told how 
Sheila’s bath-room was just a 
Splashing place, and how there 
were no fire-places, and many 
open doors, and we hear [’all 
about the mosquito net. Happy 
and hopeful pictures arc painted 
of the mission schooK. and [of 
the little Hindu and Moham¬ 
medan boys singing of the love 
of Jesus. The mission work 
described is that of the Irish 
f’reshytcrian Church, in fthc 
(lujarati-speaking part of India; 
' but if Sheila had gone out 

to any other mission,” savs the 
author, ” I don’t think she 
would have noticed mucli 
difference.” The story is told 
very simply and will appeal 
strongly to young readers. 

THE ^ 

JUNGLE 

BOOK. 

By RcnYARD Kipling With 

Illustrations in colour by 

A V RI c E and Edward 

Detmold. 108. net. (Mac¬ 

millan.) 

ttf 
The classics need no review¬ 

ing. A ” good ” review or a 
” bad ” one would make no 
difference; there they ate, 
established, and there they wiQ, y 
stvy. So we greet ano^tf^sl 
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THE BOOKMAN 
CHRISTMAS 1921 

edition of MowgU and Kaa and l<ikki>Tikki-Tavi as we 

welcome an old friend who arrives with full confidence of 
his reception; we can read them again if so disposed, or 
can simply turn the pages to refresh our memory and to 
linger over the fine series of colour illustrations with which 
the artists have emliellished and brought out the spirit of 
the familiar stories. We should select the frontispiece, 

“The Monkey J'lght," “ Tlie Council Hock” and “The 

From The Jungle Book Mowqli and the Lone Wolf. 

{Macmillan), 

From Cornclli A little oirl with 

(Lipfyincotl). olowinq Cheeks. 

CORNELLI: A STORY OF THE SWISS ALPS 
By Johanna Spvri. 12s (k1. I'Lippincott.) 

Translated by Elizabeth P. Stork, and with several fine 
fulbpage illustrations m colour by Maria L. Kirk, thi.s 

story of children and for children by a Swiss authoress is 
a charming gift-book. The group of child-characters is 
well portrayed, and there is a good “ plot,” little Cornelh 

being in disgrace for a time ; but all comes right in the end, 
as it should for juvenile readers, at any rate. Having a 
different atmosphere from English tales for children, this 
description of a little girl’s dailv life among the mountain 
districts of Switzerland offers a pleasing variation from the 
ordinaiy type of story, and is produced in so handsome a style 
that it makes a very acceptable and decorative appearance. 

Village Club ” as specially 

good examples of the 

colour-work; but there 

are others which might 

appeal just as strongly 

to various reader s— 

*' Kaa the I^thon,” for 

instance, which is a bit 

of uncanny realism in 

painting. The great thing 

in illustrating such a 

volume as this is to 

get right away from the 

“Zoo” effects which 

often make "wild” 

pictures exceedingly 

/' tame ” ; this has been 

successfully done by the 

artists, and this particular 

edition of the ” Jungle 

Book,"in beauty of produc¬ 

tion and printing, reaches 

a very high standard. 
From Sheila’s Missionary Adventures 

{James Clarke)-. 

Telline the Good News. 
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HEFFER 
The TimefK says:—“One of the most 

iateresting' books which has recently 
appeared.’* 

CAJVEBRIDGE REVISITED 
Profusely illustratetl. 4t«). Clotli. 128.6d.ne(. 
Postage 9d. 

The IitfHtan.der says:—VThere is no 
town in the world quite like Cambridge, 
aod Mr. Gray, whose work in another 
SDhere must be known to thousands of 
Cambridge men, is full of the right sort 
of enthusiasm. All Cambridge men, and 
others besides, will welcome Mr. Arthur 
B. Gray’s book.” 

They aru siii)|ile in jilot as they arc siti)|)le ami Itenntifiil iti 
words: ami they have already beciii avteu hy village jdayer.s 
of many euuntiea. 

SIX PLAYS. Hy FLORKNCE HENRIETTA 
DARWIN, with an Introluetion hy CECIL SHARP. 
Crown 8vo. Portnait. 9a.net. Postage 8d. 

The Plays in Five Volumes. Art jiajier eovcr.s. la. 6d. 
each. Postuse 4d. 

Titles:—The Lovers'Tasks ; Rushes and Rriers : My Man 
John; I'lincess Royal and Tin* Seeds of Love; ‘I'he New Year. 

These six iilays .are all com-erned witli the life of eountry 
))eo|de, and tiiey are in some slight degree ha.sed on the Folk 
Snugs of Kiighiiid 

Lancet says:—Medical men might 
recommend this book to many anxious 
mothers.” 

STRING FIGURES. a„ 
for everylHMJy. Ry M . W. RoUSE MAi.L. M.A., Fellow 
of Trinity College, ('atnbriilge. New Edition. Crown .Svo. 
itoarils. Tllustrations. 2s.6d.net. Postage 3d. 

Mechanical Wocld says:—“There is 
sufficient to interest those who care for 
such pastimes without entering a plea for 
a study of string figures as a means of 
communicating with native tribes when 
other means fail.” 

poeiii jiuliMshed in Thr OhsenuT to coiiiiiiciiior.iie the 
proelaniatioii of the Ollicial Peace. 

THE BELLS OP PEACE. rv.k)hn 
(JALSW OUTHY. Dt'iiiy .S\o, s«*wed. Printed in rtd and 
hliick on ivory ]>a)a>r. ls.net. Postage 2d. 

The New Statesman says: “No one 
could possibly regret having added it to 
his shelves.” 

CAMBRIDGE POETS 1014-1020. 
An anthologyeonipiled hy E. L. D.AVIDSON. ('lownSvo. 
Cloth. 7s. 6d. net. Postage 8d. 

The Glasijow Herald says:—“ The whole 
possesses such beauty and poetic sincerity 
as should obtain it a generous welcome 
from the public ” 

Poetry Revivir—•• A striking jiiecc of work.’* 

RUPERT BROOKE PLAQUE 
barsiiiiile copies of u jdaqiie iikhIcHciI 1'.v Mjs« M.ASSEY 

from a ])hotogra])h frontib]>iece in •• lt)14 aii<l ntlicr Poems." 
Price in WJute 7.. 6d. net. Rionze Colour lOs. 6d. net 

I’ostage 2s. 6d. ill H|K)cial wikhIcii Iio\. 

For all lovers of Kiii»ert Rrooko. 

CAMBRIDGE; 

W. HEFFER & SONS, LTD. 
LONDON: Slmpklo, Marshill, Hamlllon. KenC S Co., Lid. 

Aad fron all Boolwallcri 

A Selection for Book-lovers 

FREEMASONRY 
AND THE 

ANCIENT GODS 
By Bro. J.S. M. 
WARD, B.A., 

F.R.Econ.S., 
F.S.S., etc. 

30/’ net 

With an Introduc¬ 
tion by Sir JOHN 

A COCKBURN. 
Demy Svo. Clo.th, 
profusely i11u s - 

trated. 

The book has been 
read and appioved 
by several of the 
G rand Lodge 
Officers of the 
Order, and will . 
occupy a foie- 
must place in the 
literature of Free¬ 
masonry. Should 
he in the hands of 
every Mason. 

RUDYARD KIPLING 
A CHARACTER STUDY 

By R. THURSTON HOPKINS 
Third edition re-written. Illus. Demy Svo, Cloth 12/6 net 

A critical and narrative review of Kipling's works and a 
record of his career, side interests, hobbies, favourite 
writers and books. 
A cumprehens've view of the subject. 

Northmost AUSTRALIA 
By R. LOGAN JACK, LL.D., F.R.G.S. 

2 Vols. Demy Svo, 16 Maps, and Illustrations. 63/* net 

Three Centuries of Exploration, Discovery and Adven¬ 
ture in and around the Cape York Peninsula, Queensland, 
with a study of the narratives of all explorers by sea and 
land in the light of modern charting, many original or 
hitherto unpublished documents, and sixteen specially 
prepared maps. 

STUDIES IN NORTH 
AFRICA 

By CYRIL FLETCHER GRANT 
New and revised edition. Iliuslrated. 8/6 net 
The History of North Africa from the coming of the 
Phienicirins to modern limes. An invaluable book for 
tourists to the North African coast. 

THE CHARM OF 
OXFORD 

Described by J. WELLS, M.A., Warden of 
Wadham College 

And Illustrated with 27 pencil drawings by W. Q... 
BLACKALL. Second edition. 21/~ net 

To be had of all Booksellers 

SIMPKIN, MARSHALL. HAMILTON, 

KENT & CO., LTD., E.C.4 
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*ALtCEfS 
IU>V£NTURES 

■tK WONDER- 
' tAKD AND 
THftOUGH THE 

'LOOKING 
GLASS. 

By Lewis Carroi.l 
108. (Macmillan) 

"Perhaps it ^va^ 

about time/’ we mur¬ 
mured, when we found 
this book on our table . 
the same old priceless 
story (with the " Look- 

, ing-glass ’’ happily 
tacked on) and the 
same matchless Tennicl 
drawings. Our own 

cbpy. you see, was worn 
out: the covers were 
off, and it leaned side¬ 
ways in the book-case 
with an exhausted air. 
Now here is the new 
edition in a handsome 
red cover, perfectly 
fuinted o n s'm 00th 
paper; and produced 
with all the elegance 
characteristic of the 
firm of Macmillan. So 
why do any more work 
at all to-day ? Draw 
up by the fire, and 
gaze on that charming 

picture of the mouse 
and Alice in the Pool 
of tears. (" Perhaps 
it doesn’t understand 
English,” thought Alice. 

" I dare say it’s a 
French mouse, come 
over with M'llliam the 
Conqueror.” Turn over 

leisurely, pause, and 
feast a little. ” All of 
them bowed low 
' Would you tell me. 
please/ said Alice, a 
little timidly, ' why you 
are painting t li o s e 
roses ? ' ’* Later, ' aiul 
a borogrove is a thin, 
shabby - looking bird, 
with its feathers stick¬ 
ing out all around. . . .’ 
Do you remember ? 

THE NURSERY 
BOOK 

(Nelson.) 

Versey ^d stories in 
simple ^^guage and 
l^ge type, with pictures 

colour and many 
i^lj^ver and amusing 
drawings, all go towards 
jpaldng this book a 
j^easure for the popula- 

' tiot^ tbe nursery. 

From Alice in Wonderland and Through 
the Looking-Glass 

(Macmtllan), 

“IPHE SMILED MUCH MOSE 

THE ENOS OF HIS MOUTH 

MIGHT MEET BEHIND, SHE 

THOUGHT.” 

From Off His Own Bat 
{^Wdrd. Lock). 

'The Vehicle was only savbo 
FROM TOPPLING OVER BY THE 
PRESENCE OP THB UAMP-POBT.** 

On dull, damp days 
there is little doubt 
that curly "heads • wiU 
cluster over its pages 
while one of the older 
children, or nu^e her¬ 
self, unfolds tile mystery 
of print. The nursery 
rhymes and their cor¬ 
responding illustrations 

are particularly good, 
while the animal stories 
have exactly the right 
touch of exaggeration ' 
without being spoiled by 
absurdity or caricature. 

OFF HIS 
OWN BAT. 

By St. John Pearce. 
4s 6d. (Ward, Lock ) 

A Zolaesque treat¬ 
ment of school life may 
have its uses, but from 
the point of view of 
the boy reader, such 
volumes sufler from the 
same disadvantage as 
so many modern child¬ 
ren's books--that is to 
say, they are about 
boys, rather than for 
boys. I'or the average 
youngster the Talbot 
Baines Rec<l tradition 
holds, and in ” Off his 
Own Bat ” St. John 
Pearce has provided a ' 
rollicking story of this 
class. A hoy runs away 
from school to see his 
father who is djing with 

the Army of Occupation 
on the Kliine. Left an 
orphan and, save for 
the possession of an old 
house, jienmless, the 
hero makes his way 
back from France, and 
arrives in the neighbour¬ 
hood of his ancestral 
home, where there is a 
big school called The 
Abbolts. Here he ob¬ 
tains the job of ground 
boy. The situation is 
an interesting one. 
Here is the late head 
>oy of a big public 
;chool occupying a 
nenial position ,in 
mother public school, 
■low he makes a posi- 
ion for himself largely 
>y his cricket, and the 

>art he plays in the 
ife of the school, " is 
idmirably told by the 
kuthor. The description 
}f the cricket matches 
ire particularfy good. ( , 
rhis is one of the most 
iiiginal and entertaining^. 
ichool stories we have. 
•ead for some tinie.^V,- 
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••LOVE’S SECRET,' )>i 11 si > 
Tba abo«a at 4d nat aach 

Also decorated by C LOVAT FRASER 
••THE WORLD,” Iv W K Hands (Ihi,. Bd I 

AM 
••SIXTEEN SONGS FOR SIXPENCE (I nu. Niirseiv 

•Ahevt Ni 1) 
A « atalogiie of Rhinu sheets nln 1 It issik I will l>e sent in ijj li iti 11 

35« DcFoaahire St.« Theobalda Rd„ 1 oodon, W.C 1 

Books Make the 
Best Xmas Gifts 

1 hey form the one 

and only present that 
never comes amiss, 

and in the shape of 
an Esteemed or Rare 

Edition a graceful compliment is reflected on the good taste 

of both the giver and the reapient 
' Call and see my speaal display of Books on the Fine Arts, 

Illustrated Books, First Editions, and Works in General 

Literature, or I shall _ 
be pleased to send 

you my new Cata¬ 
logue which contains 

many interesting and 
tare items. 

Henry Danielson 
64 Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2 

LANTERNS 
AND 

Lantern Slides 
you a Lecturer, or a Public Speaker ? Have 

you tned the effect of illustrating your subject 

by the Lantern and really good slides? We can 

give you sound and practical advice on this subject. 

Give us a call, or write to us We have a large 

stock of up to-date Lanterns—Gas, Electric, or Oil. 

Also portable Cinematograph machines Our stock 

of slides IS* second to none in the country. They 

include such subjects as Natural History, Science, 

Botany and other Educational Subjects, also 

Religious and Social We manufacture original 

slides from your own photographs, either plain or 

coloured. The very best work guaranteed, as supplied 

by us to the leading Educational Authorities m 

this country and abroad. 

LONDON LIST OF LANTERN 
SLIDES 

Part 1—Sacred , Part 2—Educational, 1 3 net each, 
[post free 

Scientific and Optical 
Instruments 

^EXPERIMENTS and Studies to be successful 
must be made with accurate and reliable 

instruments Our large connection in this branch 

of business makes it possible for us to supply 
instruments, accurate in every detail, reliable for 

service, of best materials, and at prices which vsrill 
compare favourably with any other house in London. 
Visit our showroom, or write us for anything you 
may require Inquiries are welcome Orders from 

abroad receive careful and immediate attention. 

Our customers include the leading Education and 
other Boards m this country and abroad 

We have a magnificent selection of 

Microscopes, Stereoscopes and Slides, Field 

Glasses, Opera Gasses, Compasses* etc. 

J. W. BUTCHER, 
2 & 3, Ludgate Circus Buildings, Farringdon Street, 

LONDON, E.C.4 

Oeneidl rJusiness Manager L W MOHTOJn C,EC)RGL 

Tdephont City 4014 
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collect specimens oi it: solved the difficulty by filling the 
inner tubes of his cycle, and started back for England 
shadowed by spies. The ga.s provetl to be of inestimable, 
value. Father and son determine to go back to the far-away 
spring to collect specimens for the British Government; 
they buy a blimp—otherwise an airslup, and ^art on a 
mo.st exciting tour. There is an adventure on every page 
and wc heartily commend the yarn. 

THE TREASURE HUNTERS. 

By John Mackie. 5s. fjarrolds) 

Stones of hi<lden treasure never lose their power of 

From Birdland Stories “Thk Ravkn was alone 

(r.T.S.) in HI8 Dinolk.** 

A From The Silver Blimp 
(Nelson). 

‘The Silver Blimp shot up 

INTO THE AIR.*' 

gripping the attention, and this one, in the excel¬ 
lent “ Warwick Rewards " series, is no exception 
to the rule. It tells of adventures on the other 
side of the globe, first in Australia, then in the 
tropical islands of the Malay seas, in .search of 
secret stores of value, and the excitement i.s 
maintained right up to the last. Ihe opening of 
the story, which describes a fracas with strikers 
over the harbouring of a sick stranger by a 
sympathetic squatter, is very well done indeed, 
and leads up capitally to the principal theme. 
The author i.s experienced in the treatment of 
material suitable for this class of adventure tale, 
and the boy who is not delighted to be the 

recipient of “ The Treasure Hunters,” or a 
similar volume of the series, must be ex¬ 
ceptionally hard to please; we doubt in fact if 

he exists. 



Seeley, Service &’ C8^ 
» Km.n<Usl ijQj 

THE GENTUE ART OF FAKING 
PircAiii>i> NoHii.t. Witii maiiT Illui 21/. m-t 

KASHMIR IN SUNLIGHT AND SHADE 
C. E. 1VNUALR Bimyik, M.A With iii&ny llliis. 12/6 nut 

THE RIFT VALLEYS AND GEOLOGY OF 
EAST AFRICA Hkok .1. «.«;rk«;oio,>'.k.s. 

A DIPLOMAT IN JAPAN sir e isksts^tow, «i.c m.u, 
, . I’A'., I.L. II. t)C [., 111118 .1?/. nut 

OXFORD Amiirbw Lavc. Uitlilllug. in r<>t.iiir 7/6 nut 

New ART UBNARY. - N»¥V Vot. 

•* All th« Volumaa In tha Hew Art Library era thorough in tbalr 
iSAShlotfbonlRsntJy srActloAl in ih«lr msnnsr of prosontlng U» and 

Bolsndidly lUustFaiodf*'— 

PERSPECTIVE R VICAT CoiK 18/- nut 

WATER COLOUR PAINTING a. w. rich. io/6m't 

OIL PAINTING S. J. SiLOHON. K A 10/6 net 
MODELLING ALbKRT Tokt. 15/- net 
HUMAN ANATOMY SIR AlV'BKIl KKII'I*. IS/. Iiel 

DRAWING ilAkol.h .Si’KKii. 10/6 nut 
ANATOMY OF TREES k Vii ATeoLK. 15/-nA 

FIRSTAID THE amateur PHOTOGRAPHER 
Will U K<wk of chuhter. 

'('Iii^ boiil: is inteii iml fur that \ast aintv uf araiituiir ]ih(>ti)i;i a)ihun> who 
lidiglit ill Ukii>|{ tli; i>i liiii', hiil iti»iiku the lulioui of liuvulojiiiii' it. 

RiiiIiiAuIr illnstriluil 3'« nut 

THtNGS SEEN SERIES.- New Vot. 

THINGS SEEN IN FLORENCE 
K. tlKiKltso.N. WiMiiiiAiiT JIliistiatioiiK. 36nut 

Tlieru aru la oihui voimnus in this suijw 

ROMANCE LIBRARY.-Naw I/O/. 

ROMANCE OF MODERN RAILWAYS 
1. W. coiiMiN With lllubirHiioiib. 7/.nul 

Some of the 35 other Vwlumea in ibis Scries are i— 
ASTRONOMY il. .MacI’IIKuhon THE SHIP 
OHEMISTRY Fiior. I'Hii.ii-. Y.lt.S. Kkki.k eHATTCRTuM. R.N.V.R . 
MiOHANlSiA A. WiLi.iAMS. n A. PHOfOORAPHY 
ELSOTRIJITY C. K. illBsos. K.K.S.E . <’ K. OlHRoN. I-'K S.E 
INVBMTION A. WILLIAMS. H A PLANT LIFE Rrok Si’oTT Bli.IOT 

TWO STANDARD RECITERS 

Eii'-li Vol run piu'us. 6/.iiut 'Jliin •liilioii, 7/6 nut 

THE GOLDEN RECITER 
THE GOLDEN HUMOROUS RECITER 

AN ANTHOLOGY. Hr - ' 

THE PILGRIM’S WAY A Litllu .'•ciipof CiMid ('oiincel 
(or Travellurr. IW Sin X 1. t^Lli.i.KK-CoUcii. 5/- nut 

"The vary flower ol a eulttvatad man'a raadlnf."- 'o.rH/rp, Ltie 

The Leading 

Literary Journal 

The Times Literary Supplement is the 

best guide to contemporary English 

and Foreign Books. It contains each 

week a leading article upon some 

matter of current interest, authoritative 

reviews and criticisms of recent fiction, 

and a complete index to important new 

publications. 

Readers should make a special point of taking 

regularly The Times Literary Supplement. Its 

columns will keep them in constant touch with 

everything of interest and importance in the world 

of literature. 

Cbe Record 
(EmtattllmheB over 92 yearm) 

THE CHURCH’S OLDEST 

NEWSPAPER WITH A 

MODERN MESSAGE. 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS-' 

Is. 9d. for 20 words and Id. for every 

additional word. 

Every Thursday, 

PRICE TWOPENCE 

Order it of your Newsagent or Railway Book¬ 

stall, or by post from the Publisher of The 

Record, 2 & 3, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, 

E.C.4 

Why not send a subscription now, either 

through a newsagent or direct to the Publisher 

Printing House Square, E.C>4, for the regular 

delivery of 

LITERARY 

SUPPLEMENT 
Every Thursday. Price 6d. 

Subscription Rates (Post Free, Inland 

and Abroad): 

3 months, 7s. 6d. 6 months, I5s. Od, 

/ year, 30s. Od. 
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From The Seven Glass Gooseberries 
{Grant Rtchards). 

Where ts the key. 

Faithful p” 

ISLAND BORN. 
By Bessie Makchant. With Illustrations by I.ko Hates 

5s. net. (Blackic.) 

Miss Marchant is a great traveller-- she must be! In 
past years she has told us girl-stories of Canada, Australia, 
India. New Mexico, Russia, British Columbia, Rocky 
Mountains, Persia, Tasmania, Montenegro, Vancouver, 
and so on, and now in “ Island Bom ” we have a story of 
Hawaii. If Miss Marchant has not been to all these 
countries, then she very certainly makes us feel as if we 

had. In " Island Born,” Violet Greville, the heroine, 
though born in Hawaii, liad been educatcil in England. 
She loved England and pleaded to be allowed to stay 
longer, but her father and her young stepmother wanted her 

iback, and, aUs ! by the time she reached home the beloved 
father was dead, and worse still, a cloud hung over his good 
name. A mysterious visitor to the house the night before 
Mr. Greville died, mi.ssing money and papers, and other 
inexplicable matters, quicken interest in the tale at once- - 
an interest which never flags. Everyday life jind extra¬ 
ordinary life in those far-off regions impress the country 
very clearly upon the reader’s mind. V'lthout intending to 
•be, the.&tdry is educational; it certainly is thrilling, myster¬ 
ious and- fa.scinating from beginning to end - a happy end, 
with a lifting of the cloud and the wedding of the heroine. 

THE DOGFISH AND OTHER 

?AIRY. TALES. 
By E. P. Larken. With Illustrations by M. R. Peacock, 
68. net. (Selwyn & Blount.) 

When the children have tired of the old fairy tales and 
are asking for something new, try how Mr. I^arken’s book 
win please. They will all be off-at once with Jack and the 

(who was really a prince,in disguise) to release the 
ii^acess Wild Rose frc«n her spell, or they will overhear 

tfan^vice which the W^ood Maidens gave to King Jasper 
- )ia^h-for the Woman at the W’orld's End. " Thrice 

only in liis life may a mortal seek her, and each time he may 
ask but one boon." Mr. Larken’s stories have wonderful 
happenings and kindly endings and his people are true 
fairy folk. He knows how to create the fairy atmosphere. 
Out and in of his pages little dark faces peer at us with 
inquisitive eyes, and shrill voices faintly reaclf our ^rs. 
The children will love the story of Prince Ash Stick,'*the 
little foundling, who goes through many adventures before 
he marries the Princess of liis dreams. • 

THE MYSTERY OF 

SAFFRON MANOR. 

. By E. E. CowpER. (Blackie ) ^ 

Elizabeth and Anne Fortescue, the descendants oi an 
aristocratic family and owners of a fine old English man¬ 
sion. were, for their position, desperately poor. Their 
Aunt Dulcibella, with her fading memory, and a little 
crii)pled sister, were dependent on their care ; and so, when 
some one offered to rent the house furnished at fifteen 
guineas a week, much as they hated the idea of letting it, 
they did not foci justified m refusing. Then the question 
arose : \Miat were they to do, where were they to go mean¬ 
while ? Hotels and boarding-houses were too expensive, 
the girls had not been brought up to useful employment, 
and they were in a dilemma, till the little cripple sister 
suggested that thev should remain at the house as servants, 
while she and the aunt lived secretly in the north wing, 
whicli, it had already been agreed, should be lockcil up. 
How the girls worked out their «lanng scheme, and tlie 
results of it, Miss Cowjier describes in a thrilling and cleverly 
planned storv—a storv that girls will rcail with the keenest 
enjoyment. There arc half a dozen charming illustrations 
by Gordon Browne. R 1. 

Fro'm The Jolly Book 
{Nelson); , 
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. AT THE 

KRAAL 
OF THE 

KING 

By J. WEEDON BIRCH 
’ Now romdy. Crowa Svo, 2S6pp., doth, 2a. 6d. net. 

G. Heath Robinson & J. Birch, Ltd. 
r 

17 and 18, TOOK’S <'Ot-KT, 

CURSITOB 8TKEET, E.C.4 

THE LURE OF THE HONEY BIRD 
■ By J. WEEDON BIRCH 

YVT HEN this now famous novel was originally published 

^ at 7s. 6d», no fewer than three editions were required 

within a month. It has now been reprinted for the first 

time in the New London Library at 2s. 6d. net. Though 

essentially a story of Love and Adventure it also deals with the 

fascinating but terrible problem of the conflict of ideas and ideals 

to be solved by a white man and woman after a childhood 

spent entirely with a black race. 

The call of the wild and of the blood, the difference in the 

point of view of savage and civilised, and the, vexed question of 

the half-caste* are voiced as never before, *and each is linked by 

the golden strand of a man's love for a woman and a woman's 

love for a man. 

Now ready. Crown 8vo, ^56 pp., cloth, 2s. 6d. net. 

Shis novel is one of the greatest mii l-.Wl'Nix 

ever written about the Hudson TRAVERSE 

Bay Territory. It possesses that By K. & R. PINKERTON 

indescribable charm that makes a book — 

remembered long after the reading of it is finished. 

To avenge his father and mother sent upon the Long Traverse 

—the terrible journey through the long Arctic wilderness back to 

civilisation—Bruce went North. 

There love came to him, and taught him a gentler law, and 

after a ** long traverse " of the spirit he found happiness. 

PENITENTIARY POST, by the same authors, is uniform 

with this volume. 

Now ready. Crown Svo, 2St pp., cloth, 2s. 6d. net. 

THE LONG 

TRAVERSE 

By K.&R. PINKERTON 
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From The Book of the Grenvilles “ These Dons of Seville 

SHALL GIVE ME ROOM.” 

THE BOOK OF THE GRENVILLES. 

By Henry Newbolt. 7s. 6d. net. (Longmans.) 

To Mr. Diannid, scholar and mystic and occultist, 
there came a request from an American publisher 
to wnte a study of some illustrious family through 
many generations, showing the pensisterfce and 
strength of the family spirit and tradition. In 
three typical modern schoolboys, who chanced to 
be his guests.* Mr. Diarmid found very Responsive 
mediums' for his experiments.- Pnder the force 

of his suggestion the l^ys projected themselves back 
into history and found themselves taking part in 

the last fight of the Revenge. 'They recaptured in 
the same way the history' of the great Grenvilles 
of the seventeenth century, Sir Bevil ^nd the 
second Sir Richard, and finally, in what'will for 
many be the most attractive part of the volume, 
thev afford ns a vivid sketch of the personality and 
the gallant deeds of the tlrenfclls of the Great War 
in whom, hv common consent, was united the gal¬ 
lantry of their Elizabethan ancestors with the finer 
♦•iilture and hiimanitarianisni of a later dav Sir 

From The Society of the 
Tortoise Mask 

{Caisell). 

'The wrist that connected 

THE DREEDV, CLAW-LIKE HAND 

WITH THE LONG BARS ARM 

WAS NEATLY BNCIRCUBD SY 

THE IRON RING.” 

From A Handful of Rebels 
(Jarrolds). 

Henry Newliolt's idea was a happy one, and his 
selection of a family could hardly have been 

bettered. 

THE COPPER URN. 

By Amy Pendrey. 2.s. Od. (S.P.C.K ) 

Here is the story-book to buy it you arc 
looking for something rather more advanced than 
a babv picture book, and for something, inexpen¬ 

sive. “ The Copper Urn " is really a capital 
tale. It relates the story of Violet and Tom, 
who ran away from their cruel stepmother. The 
kiddies went away into the country to find their 
uncle. At his farm the chil^en discovered 
the mysterious Copper Urn. fcsidfe- it. .were 
some verses on a piece of paper, prophesying 
much harm to the person vrho dared to polish up 
the urn. Of course this made Tom get some 
Brasso, and try. With extraordinary results.. 

Read and see. 



A lasting pleasure 
^ Qift-book, reflects the taste of the giver 

The ^ift of one, two, or the set of these choice 
volumes reHects excellent discrimination which 
will long bo remembered by the recipient. Of 
permanent value, these books are especially 
suitable for gifts. Literature, Architecture, 
History, Nature-Study—here is s(unething 
for every type and taste; books that will 
give, pleasure and insj^iration. 

PHILIPS’ NEW ERA LIBRARY 
Edited by ERNEST YOUNQ, B.Sc. 

Seven Volumes. Each volume about 250 pages 
Crown Octavo, doth Boards, Ollt. 
THE SET OF SEVEN VOLUMES 24/6 nel 
EACH VOLUME 3/6 net 

TITLES 
I«)OKLAM» 

THL. ROMANLi: OF m ilTiINt. ) 

COlfNTRY-MDi: KAMHI.Li> {lllu\ ) 
<iATi:U AYS (ir (.OMMiau 1. I iAin<.niiM 
WliAl.TlI AND WORK 
IvNtiLANI) IN III R DAYS OR 1*1 Al K 

THI-; NI,\V KRA IN I-DDIATION 

U H KING. I< \ 
All.kV S WAI.KIK 

\\ s r I'KM.AI X 

M A . A. I \orNG, II -C. 
OLUKGl V. t.OI (.11. M A 

LLLANOK IXIOKI Y, »t A 

I iOL'SC. 11 

Write for Jitllv detailed 1‘iospcilus l' Svaopst'^ ol reuli bonk 

Obtainable from all Booksellers or from the Publishers 

GEORGE PHILIP & SON, Ltd. 
32, FLEET STREET LONDON, EC.4 

We have a splendid select 
lion of High Class Atlases 
especially suitable for Gifts. 
All sizes and prices from— 

2/- to 12 Guineas 

Write for Illustrated Lists 

A NEW VEVARTUUE 

IN REPRINT WORK 

THE MANUL 
PROCESS ^ 

A MOST IMPORTANT dt 

VRINTINC DISCOVERY 

NO NECESSITY TO TIE 

UP CAPITAL IN MOULDS 

AND STEREOS p et ^ . 

Send us the book to be reprinted, 
and Estimates will reach you 
by return of post P P P 

All classes of Books reprinted 
cleanly and expeditiously from 
the printed page at a price showing 
a big saving on existing costs 

PRINTING WORK CARRIED 

OUT IN ENGLAND * * 

All enquiries to : 

THE MVSTON CONTANY 
4. Bell Yard. Temple Bar, LONDON. W.C.2 

Tflfp/milii: Jliillutrii J!,u7 

JOURNALISM 

GII.IJKRI’ M<\NK\t 

\\ I'll wmte ■' rcK'i 
J.K kxill " 

htiT.irv Irflmt .ir*i' lo 
jccteil MSs ti'II tlicii »«-n taV-. 

SI] The A DC 
^ \V I iti-iS 
CnaiM' ((iliiiw. 
von h(i» til 
c (> 11 > t r II ( I 
■.tiinc'. .iiiil 
hon to M I 1 
llu'in n li V II 
tliiiclicO. Itl% 
.1 tti(>i(iii;;liK 
«(> II n <1 ami 
r<itu|>i t'linisivi' 
(otirM' uliiili 

liidki k .1 pi.11 - 
IlCdl rtppi.ll III 
.ill mIki )>ossc&< 

u II ,lfielof>iU 

tl'lisr wIltiM' TO- 

Ini’ IxHikliit. 

'■ W’lirili r.ilt ’’ 
s»!o bo low) 
Thrso v.ihi- 

.iMo .Ilf 
• itlOIl-ll (> II 1 V 
to (if 
tin ADC 
\\ I 1 t o I ’ s. 
loUl'*- 

'Ilif Coiii'u' 
Is ilfOtl to .ill 

I • <1 il o I b ot 
1 iir It o n K> 
MAX j>|o% I- 
ilfil tiMt tlioir 
woi k imlic.iicx 

siiniriftit rroiniso to ji.stifyom dcceptiiig 
thorn ds stu'k'iits. 

SIACY ADMONIER 
The well known ihort- 

stor) Knier. 

sn W liv not .1 \ .11 1 
'il VOUIsflf 01 skllllil 
niiil s|H'r i.iUso.l ir.iiii- 

lii^ ' UUhoiil It \oii 
i III Ar.iiccl' liiipo to 

III .( k t- i: O IJ (1 1 Ills 
tr.niiini: is piovuloil 
.it .1 llliiilfl.llf Itr liv 
the A 1.1 \\ iitci s 

C.illlSf 

SIT '1 li ■’ III f t li 0(1 s 
'JJ ot MsliiM non .lie 

('.sfiiiiall V pi.ii 11, III 

.111(1 .ipproaili llii- Mili- 
)(.■( C (li Kiiisli m lint; 
sl.iiK's .klid .iTlliliS 

ultli .111 appifi I (tioii 
ot the a 111 .1 I ( III's 

■ llltICIllllCs 

£60 IN PRIZES 

^ Oiif ufll Kiiouii cdiloi i< 

^1 cotiviiii'f I ot the nicrits of till'Couisf 

tlldt lie ullfIX ilRI III IllOIK'V piizcs to 
ct'jiluiits CTiiiilluii: (Iiirint; this vcai (pai* 
tKiiUr’- sent to all who .'ipplj tor the 

^ llie Course It 
^iJ conducted entirely 
by rot rrapondeiire, 
which r^nnits of spare 
timebtudy. ftxlii’iifual 
fndioniAKtYcn to every 
student. The number 
of students IS limited. 
All work IS corrected 
and criticiscil by a 
practical }ournalist 
with la.'iuv vearb' 
editorial experience. 
Arr.-itiKcmcnls can be 
iii.tile for seciinns of 
the Course to }« taken 
scisir.itely if desired, 

You .are invited to 
apply lor a tree copy of 
'■\Nordcraft.'” This is 
a little book veu will 

w.oit lo keep 111 addition to full details 
ol the A 11 ( Writer’s Course, synopsis of 
IrsiMjiis. method oi instruction, fees, etc., 
ii (Oil tains interesting and valuable mfor<< 
■nation .ilviut many modem authors of 
note Write to-(la>-.^o not send a 
siHs; iinoii of work uulns vou wish to and 
Vou will receive a cope of “ Wordcralt ” 

well worth be letuni. It is wt vortb having. 

Ihe A.B.C. Writer * Coarse (Dept. 53), A.B.C. Correspoadence 
Schools, Paternoster House, E.C.4 



From Stories from French History [liarrap) 
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/■>oi>t The Doghsh and Other 
Fairy Tales 
(Seln'vn ■-> lihufU). 

‘ I AM Princess Rosina 

AND l*VE LOST MY WAY.” 

Stf pagr i6q. 

From Peppery Pat and the Others (Chambers). 

sense ol vjiliies, never painting a picture ior 
\ the sake of gaining a brilliant result, but simply with 

ffiHI the aim of filling the bare outline of known facts to a 

wH IHI '' recognisable reality. The photographs and reproduc- 
SHy' tions of paintings ancient and modern which are 
^ —— — interspersed a<ld much to the attractiveness of the 

Ixjok, and are chosen with taste. History, thus 
administered, loses all its possibilities of “ dryness '* 

— - ^ ^ —its dread attribute to the youthful student of kings 
and queens and dates ; it becomes living, taking to 

^ itself the character of present-day events, watched and 
• lived through and recorded by an interested eye- 

^ witness. For the care she has taken to preserve this 
V •— J. idea of proportion and realism without undue straining 

after picturesque “ stage-setting ” effects, we arc bound 

Seefiagt 150. to congratulate the author heartily. 



ALLEMSOrS SPLEMDID ClfT-BOOKS 
Jatt out. Crown 8to. ClotL, 8/- net 

CHARMING NEW STORY FOR CHILDREN 

OLD TIME & THE BOY 
OR 

1>REHIST0RIC WONDERLAND, 
BY 

LADY BRAT, 
WITH SEVEN FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS 

By Mrs. CHRISTIAN O'CONNOR-MORRIS 

Adajjtcd III/ sjicrial /iirmissiim from the 

Rev. N. Hutehiason’a “EXTINCT MONSTERS” 

•ad Sir A. Conan Doyle's “THE LOST WORLD” 

* An Amusing and Fascinating Story 

A Thrilling Tale of Treasure by Donald Maclean 

THE LUCK OF “THE COLD MOIDORE" 
_ l>y DONAliD MACLEAN, aiithoi of “ I lie Mnii rmtii Ciirilits 

KiviT, “ .loliti Kciiili’i. »•!. I'luwii htu, riutli, 7a €d. iici. 

Se"i'iiiiiii - ■•All «iilhi;illii>i( Uilf.” I.ic’i /m.h/ C""' A capiliil 

.varn, <'h'vtTl.\ lulil. It laoixMif the ln'*-! stmiiK •>( ihi- Mjft limt li.i\e 
niipt'iirc I ii>r a limit ••••asoii " ('••xit Ji'iiimil.—' Oui- «if llu' inost in- 
Culr-iMii;; iidvriit lire Uxik' of tlii'> 

NEW CATALOGUE, post free 

London: H. R.ALLENSON,Ltd.,RacouetCourt.Fleet St.,E.C. 
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LITERARY ASPIRANTS should read 
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TO AUTHORS 
Messrs. DIGBY. LONG & Co. (Publishers of '* The Author’s 
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Medical and Scientific 
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Gaskell’s Involuntary Nervous System 
Macbeth’s Organic Chemistry 
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For Messrs. HEINEMANN 
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Kidd’s Common Infections of the Kidneys, etc. 
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From The Legends of King Arthur “Came forth twelve 

and his Knights damsels and saluted 

{Warne). Kino Arthur by his 

NAME.” 

PUCK’SnIBROOM. 

By E. Gordon Browne. 

Illustrated by Kathleen I. Nixon. 

6s. (Harrap.) 

Children, this is a real fairy story, a godd fong one 

too. -with lots of adventure in it! We can’t describe 

the plot to you now, it would take-much too long, but 

in the pages of this fascinating book you hear how 

George HenVy came into the world, and what Puck and 

the fairies thought about it. How George was invited 

to a fairy party. About his visit to the Land of Dreams. 

About Alexander the dog, who could really talk (for 

barking is talking). About a dragon and a witch and a 

tower which came to life. About the path that*was like 

the letter S, and the giant with an umbrella. ‘ And an 

enchanted princess, a castle on a glass hill, and a ma^ic 
password are not forgotten. At the end of it all Puck 

(you know Puck, don’t you stood up on a tall thistle, 

and said, " George Henrt’ is a wonder-chiltl 1 said he 

was, and so he is His great-great-great-grandmother, 

YOU know, was (|uite half a fairy !" 

WHAT HAPPENED THEN? 

By \V. M Letts. 

I tiardiicr ) 

I-'ortun;iIt; will be the youij^ Intlv who lin<l;> .storv- 

bot'k by her side on Christmas intirning, lor it is e.vactly 

the right sort to charm every girl's heart It begins 

with a jolly cjiisode concerning a tortoise left in a 
waiting-room, a breathless rush across jilatfonns to 

rescue him, and the missing of a tr.un in consequence; 

this leads to the first adventure Others, just as gooil, 
follow ; and perhaps the one entitled " The Black Baby 

and the V.C.” (what a stimulating chajiler-hcadmg !) is 

the ^jest oi all f’amcla is an original character, and 

we congratulate her creator on a clc\ er and very pretty 

groiij) of stones, all about Pam and lu-r fneiuls, which 

will delight every reader. 

SNUFFLES 

FOR 

SHORT. 

By Christine Chaimu.er 

Illustrated by Honor .Aim-lkion 

7s. 6d. net. (Nishel ) 

Marmaduke Roderick Suflield \'aya.sour had been 

brought up by a fussy great-aunt; he had curly 

hair, and wore pretty clothes, and he really was 

rather a mollycoddle, as Gwen Marten declared. Hut 

that was before the boys nc.xt door took him in hand, 

and tried to turn him into a real l>oy. Mdrmaduke, 

or Snuffles, as they nicknamed him, had alwavs been 

a bit ashamed of being pamperefl, but he hadn't 

dreamt of rebelling, and it was a hard task breaking 

away from old customs and w'inning his membership 

to ^e Society for the Abolition of Smugs, It isn’t 

often a boy tries to get a licking and can’t, yet that 

was the disconcerting situation Snuffles found himself 

in, for his election depended on his getting a licking, 

and he couldn’t manage to get one, try a.s he would. 

Eventually, however, he became one of the spunkiest 

* of the society’s numerous spunky members, as Miss 

Chaundler recounts in that happy manner which 

endears her books to so many children. Miss Chaund- 

.ler knows what boys and girls want, and gives it to 

,them with a sure touch. The drawings by Miss 

Appleton, including a lovely coloured frontispiece, are 

perfectly irresistible. 
From Snuffles for Short ' He turned all the tam on.** 

(Nisbel)- 
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THE TWO FORM CAPTAINS. 

By Elsie Oxenham. 5s. (Chambers.) 

Although this is IVIiss Oxcnhain’s twentv-first l)Ook, it 

is singularly fresh, and unlike the ^tcreotylJcd school 

story. She puts her school out in Switzerlayd in a 

beautiful valley. The boys' building stands on one side, 

the girls' on the other, and so great is the success of the 

establishment Iluvt there are also lioarding-hou.ses for 

scholars in ,lhe village. To one of these, hitherto in- 

habiteil only by Ikivs, comes clever, cheerv, independent 

Anastasia—known as " Tasy." li is quite interesting 

to hear of all the pupils of various nationalities at the 

school; of the trips up to high Plat/, where so many 

of the parents are trying to gel over lung tr(.^^dile. A 

joyous tide, rovallv loailed with ailveiituri' au^d whole¬ 

some fun 

THE CHILDS COMPANION. 

(R T S 1 

'Ihe mneU-eighlh volume of this cheerful and ui;- 

jiretentious little maga/me Those wlio wuinot liniig 

much mon<*\' out of their (. hristinas juirses for their 

mirserv present will ilo well to tak«* note ol this inex¬ 

pensive book, for Ihev will iind in ii .ill th.U .i kiddn- 

reallv likes an exciting serial (" The I.e.igue of i >anng 

needs'), fair\ tales, ch.it'. .ibont ualnre. and ilcver 

and latchv verses 

From The Old Order 
{Oxjord UniversUy Press). 

THE OLD ORDER. 

B\- Hyl'ion Cleaver 

(one in ti'hnin l)v (’ 
(Milford I 

What is this, Merriam p 

Witli 5 llhislralions 
JC. Brock. Os net 

There is no end. one supposes, to the telling 

of school stones, but broadly sjieaking all ol 

them fall into tliree categories. There is a story 

of virtuous energy, in which—with more or less 

iidnuration in accoidance with his temperament 

—the reader follows the career of one of those 

prodigies who start l>\ being mildly hulhed and 

end as captain of the school in games aiul, as 

an afterthought, a P.alliol scholar ; there is the 

story of Harndess Naughtiness, in which the bad 

boy of the school, alter a .series of futile 

escapades, save.s the senior prefect from ex¬ 

pulsion on a charge of betting, scrajics the last 

place in the fifteen and scores the winning try in 

the last minute of the big match of the year . 

and there is the story of Keal School life. One 

has little hesitation in placing " TIic Old Order ” 

in the third—and infinitely rarest -i.lass. Mr. 

Hylton Cleaver is not aliove making use of .some 

of the cliches of situation of the writers of storiFs' 

•in the first two categories. But he writes so 

gracefully, he tells his story so interestingly and 

so well that, while he is reading it, no reader 

will wish for anything different. It is an ex¬ 

cellent talc—just as likely to be appreciated by 

his father as by the boy to whom you give it. 

. And it contains a really glorious account of a 

cricket match ! 
From Two Form CaptAins 

(Chambers). 
** Hers you are-^atoh r 
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or of the cricket match that was just saved by the rescue 
of Teddy, who had been locked in the gymnasium by his 
enemies, or of the scene on the cliff where Teddy scores 
heavily once again, or of the cup supper at the close of the 
book, where we leave Teddy as captain of cricket at Slapton, 

Froi. What Happened Then 1 “ I thouont my heart 
(MV//* Gmducr). would burst.*' 

without a thrill of pleasure. Anti it i.s .1 fompHnient to tlP* 
author which many readers, ohl ainl young, will jiay. to 
wonder where next we shall mecl the admirable Tcdtlv, 
and in what tieUls he will next win our })raisc lor hi*> 
great deeds and his coolness in emergencies. 

From The Fourth Form "With a desperate 
Detectives effort Joan touched 

{Kishci) the bar a moment 
BEFORE HER RIVAL." 

THE FOURTH FORM 
DETECTIVES. 

By Christine Chaundi.er (.Vishet) 

A gold bracelet, a moonstone brooch, and 
a schoolmistress’s engagement ring all vanishetl 
from St. Margaret's College, and Joan and 
Audrey, two girls of the Fourth horm, tried 
their hand at being detectives. They had 
very elaborate plans—one was to go into the 
town (out of lx>un<ls). and get some heptagraph 
ink, with which to smear various coins which 
should be lefi about. If taken they would 
stain the fingers of the tliief with an indelible 
mark. Things went wrong of course ; Audrey 
dropped her school hat-band in the street; 
the ink trap didn’t succeed, as two orderly 
prefects snatched up the coins In the end 
a wonderful thing hapj>ened, Joan discovered 
the whole of the missing things in a jackdarw’s 
nest. Lightly and gaily told, in modern 
schoolgirlese. 

TEDDY LESTER IN 
THE FIFTH. 

By John Finnemore. 6s. (Chambers) 

School stories arc the best of all stories, 
when written by a sympathetic hand, for they 

. are full of the joy of life and can be read by 
old boys (and girls, if we may ever call them 

4 “ old ”) as well as by the juniors. “ Teddy 
Lester" is a capital yam, with plenty of 
excitement, and the characters of the various 
boys at Slapton School—the familiar scene 

"of Teddy’s previous adventuws—are well 
difierentiated. No one will be able to read 
of the fight between the hero and *’• Foxy,” 

From Teddy Lester in the Fifth ' He just got hib hand to it.^ 
{Chambers) 
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JUVENILE CLASSICS CAPTAIN EDRIC VREDENBURO 

Twenty-e.ight beaulifulvolumes, profttstlyiilustratedincolourandblack-and-white. Pictoiial boards, Clolhback, Crown 4lo. 6/6 net 

A charming eeriet of volumes that certainly take a foremost place amonjtst the cherished classics for youn# people, aod alike 
appeal to children and their elders. The tales are told by able authors of to-day and celebrated writers of past years, with 

lavish and excellent illustrations by favourite and popular artists. 

Htr'HAtL TUCKt jC'iSL'E 

ANIMAL LEGENDS FROM MANY LANDS. Mv Ut.-i 

VnTM.w Wociir lllii>.ti.m.il bv liuwis Nomi jj liilj 

]MU<‘ toloOI Ill pp. 

KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND 
TASLE. lU l>i>Kis A->iii.i V llliivir.iii-il l>\ Amiii'k A 

UlNOS full-p.IlK iDlokir |i).ltCs 14111’ 

MY BOOK OF FAVOURITE FAIRY TALES. m CAr.Ms 
I-I’KII \ Kl lX.MII K(. .111(1 iiIIkT- Jllllvtl.ltfll ll\ IlSMI 
Hariioi'K ftiH p.!;.!'(oli.iii plalrs. ’ 11 vi> 

CHILDREN'S STORIES FROM OLD BRITISH ^EGENOS. 
)U M DdHClIil Itl.K.HAM .Itl'l Ihl.llA 11\NI Illu-tr.iti il 

1>\ IIaKK> (■ 'llllAMK lu tull-|i.l(l< llllolir I'i.’ll' 

«I«I'p 

CHILDREN'S STORIES FROM FRENCH FAIRY TALES. 
ilv I>0R|S \<IIIfV lllllsir.lli'rl ll\ Mmih Lt C tl .ATIWI'II 

CHILDREN'S STORIES FROM ITALIAN FAIRY TALES 
AND LEGENDS. I.u.ia Kovano lllusir.ilr<l l>\ 

How \HI> DaVII 1.’ full p.lllc (CjJdlll pl'llcs 144 PP 

CHILDREN'S STORIES FROM INDIAN LEGENDS. lu 

M HoNuTiiA Kfh.kavi .111(1 IIii.iiaHaki Illil'tr.iU-d Ipa 
Harra Cl THiAki'h ij lull p.ll;^ (oloiii pl.iiiA 11« p| 

CHILOREN'S STORIES FROM JAPANESE FAIRY TALES 
AND LEGENDS. 1'r.iii .l.iii.] .uni .irj.iptrri In \ I<aii> 

lllll'Tl.lU ■! Iiv HvIiRA (. Tilt AkLK HI fllil-l%ni:i Idll-I'l 
pl.ltcv 1 M )’1> • 

CHILDREN’S STORIES PROM RUSSIAN FAIRY TALES AND LEGENDS. 
rr.iiisUicil .111(1 .itUptcd Itv hi-RARHiMA I'm HAN lllu>tr.>l<'<l bv 
\Ki)ii K A. Dixon. >2 hill-p.ipc (olour pUitcs 144 ri’ 

CHILDREN’S STORIES FROM THE NORTHERN LEGENDS. Hv 
M lIOKOTHV illl.(.RA\l( Allil lllLllA Hart Jl'u>Uate(l by Hakry Cl 
TlUAKER. 14 full-page colour pDlts 152 I’P 

CHILDREN’S STORIES FROM SOOTT. Jly Doria \«iit.nv lllii!.tr.itc(] 
by Haroi.p C Karsshaw 12 lull-iMKe colour pDirs 1 U pp 

CHILDREN'S STORIES FROM THE POETS. Hv M Dorothy Heloravr 
.iixl liiLPA Hart UtusUaiod by I-'hank AnAU' 14 luIl-p.igL oulour 

plates. 1.S4 pp. 

CHILDREN'S STORIES FROM ENGLISH HISTORY. 1(\ i: Nfruii 
dii-l Doris Ashify. lllu>.trAt,-(l bv John M. Hacok, A 1C t , 1'oward 
Davie, jiuI otlii'i;. 9 full-pJgi colour plafo 14 i pi' 

CHILDREN’S STORIES FROM THE ARABIAN NIGHTS. lU Kosi 
Yiatman Wooi.i- Ulii-iti.iicd by Hahks (>. Tiii-akek 14 lullpagc 
u'lnuT plates 144 pp. 

OHILDREN’S STORIES PROM DICKENS. Kv Mahv \nc;lla Dickls!. 
Illustrated bv IIaroed Coppim. ii tiill p.iue colutii pl.ibs 144 pp 

CHILDREN’S STORIES FROM SHAKESPEARE. Itx I- N'fsiut llhis- 
tr.ited by J. H. Hacon. A K S . How aBo 1 »ami , and M M(oi o Coppivf.. 
10 full-page colour plates 144 pp 

CHILDREN’S STORIES FROM TCNNYSON. lU Noka Ciiesson. Illus¬ 
trated by John H. Haion. AKA. Akthi b A Dixon, Harold Coiti.no, 
and others. 10 lull-p.ige lolour pl.ites 144 PP 

CHILDREN’J STORIES FROSI LONGFELLOW. Dv Doris Asklev. 
lllusirju-d bv Arthi k A Dixon, Hakolu C'oppino, jiid otliprs. lo lull- 
p.ige colour pi it< s i4M’I' 

GLORIOUS BATTLES OF ENGLISH HISTORY. Hv Ma]or C. H. Wyllv 
With I'riii-wiiul by Sir .Arihl'R Conan l>ovLb liliMr.ited by Harry 
I’AVSK 14 lUll-p.lLT (.oloiii jdites m pp 

THE WATER BABIES. Uv Chari.i.n Kinonlev .Abridged Rdilion. Ulus- 
ti.atcd bv Madki. Li.( it \mw-fm 12 full pjgc colour pl.iies 144 pp. 

HANS ANDERSEN’S FAIRY TALES. IlbiNtt.itcd by Mabel Li.'Cic 
Atiwui.L 14 full pigr (Ol Jiir pl.ites ||4 pp 

GRIMM'S FAIRY TALES. Hl.-Mr.ibd bv Mali l J.icik Attweil. isfull 
I’.igc Loiour pl.iU s 141 pp 

ALiOE IN WONOEHLAND. Kv I.iwis Carholl Illustrated by Mvbkl 
Lt'Cii, AirwELi. 14 tiill pige (oK.ui pl.ites. 154 pp 

MOTHER GOOSE, illiisti.itril by Mabli. I.ceii Attwlll it full-page 
Coloui plates 144 op 

lESOP’S FABLES. llliictrjtfd bv Pdw-in N'oiu i. 12 full page colour 
pl.it($ u4 pp. 

CURLY HEADS AND LONG LEGS. Stone, bv llie Hditor. CKArB C 
i'l.ovii, and iiiliMs Illusti.itecl by Hii da Cdwii.vm 12 full-p.igc toluur 
plull-s 144 pp. 

GOLDEN LOCKS AND PRETTY FROCKS. Storii s by Norman Gale, 
Gracf. C b'l OVD, the Editoi, and otlicrs Illusti.ittHl by Agnes Kiciiaiui 
SOS 12 full-jvigi- -..oliiiii plates 144 pp 

TINKER, TAILOR. sforii«liv C.ipl.iiii l•■DRl^ Vrfdysruro Illustrated 
bv l.Duis Wain 14 tiill-p.ige < ilom pl.ites 141 pp. 

THE MOORFIELDS LIBRARY 
A series of six atiractive volumcf^, beautifully illustrated i 

THE SEVEN CHAMPIONS OF CHRISTENDOM. Kv K«si >kivian 
Woolf. Illustrated by Howard Davif S lull-]>.>{:e (oloiir pl.ites 
114 pp 5/- net 

ROBINSON ORUtOE. TIv Danipl Defoe Illustrated bv ilov vrd Davie. 
Abridged by Alfred H Miles b Iulb]i4ge colour pl.iU-. 21s pp. 
5/- net. 

ROBIN HOOD. Told bv Rose Ycatmak Wooi.f Illustrated by Howard 
Davie. 8 fuU-page colour pLale« iizpp 

THE TREASURE 

colour and black-and-white. Pictorial boards, cloth back. 

HEROES OF HISTORY. KvAirREoH Miies tlluslr.iU-d by Hovvaro 
Davie. S full-page loI lur pl.tles 114 pp. 5 I 

FAVOURITE FAIRY STORIES. Retold l.v Capi.uii 1- Vhf.dinri ro and 
otlitT>. Illustrated liy .M and A L Kowllv and (>lbcr». B luli-page 
coloiii [iiates ii4 pp 5 i> lu 1 

OLD FAIRY TALES. Retold bv Cai>l.im I, Nrcdenhurc and others. 
Illustrated by I-rastes Kkundage and otlier. B full-page colour 
pl.UtS lizpp. S '• Ill't 

HOUSE LIBRARY 
Comprising t;n beautiful volumes fur Boys and Girls. 6 full-page colour plates. I118 pp. leilerpress. Pictorial boards, 

Cloth hack. 4/6 net. 

ALICE IN WONDERLAND. Uv I.fw is «. arrull lllu-lr.itcd bv Maiill , 
Lucie .Attwell. ! 

FAIRY BTORIEB FROM FRANCE. Kv Doris Ashlev lllusir.vtcd bv 
Mabel Lucie Atiwell. 

INDIAN FAIRY TALES. Dv M. Dorothv Uelcrave and Hilda Hart. | 
Illustrated by Harry C. Tmeakkr. i 

GRIMII’B FAIRY STORIES. Illustrated by Mabel Lucie Attwell. 

HANS ANDERSEN'S FAIRY STORIES. Illustrated by Mabel Lucie I 
Attwell. ' 

SHAKESPEARE STORIES FOR CHILDREN. Ify L Nlsbit. Illustrated 
by John H Bacon, .AKA. Arthur .A. Ijixon and Harold Corrinc. 

STORIES OF CHILDREN FROM DICKENS. Retold by Lis Granddaughter 
and nibf.is. lllnslraied by Harold Cufrisc. 

STORIES FROM THE ARABIAN NIBHTS. Retold by Rose Yeatman 
Woolf, lllnstraied by Harry G. Tkkaker. ' 

MOTHER GOOSE. lUuvtratcd by Mabel Lucie Attwlll. 

STORIES OF ROYAL CHILDREN. By Doris Ashley. Illustrated bv 
J. H. Bacon, a I<..A , airl others. 

% RAPHAEL TUCK 6 SONS. LTD.. LONDON. PARIS. NEW YORK 
rnde Publishers by Special Appoitttmeni to Their Majesties the King and Queen 
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From Puck’s Broom 
(Harrap). 

Reproduced prom Colour 

Illustration. 

From Children’s Stories from 
the Bible 

(U'ari/. Luck). 

The Wise Men. 

CHILDREN’S STORIES 
FROM THE BIBLE. 

Retold by Blanche Windek ^Vltll 4S ( dIoui- 

Plates by Harkv (j Theakhk (Waid, Lcxk ) 

With consistent f4O0<l ta^te, and a happy 
feeling for the requirements ol the younger 
mem^rs of the family 111 the matter of lan¬ 
guage, Miss Win(l<T has inodihcd the t)c< asional 
difficulties of some famous stories of Scripture ; 
Mr. Theaker’s pictures in colour will be highly 
appreciated for tlicir vivid realisation of the 
Oriental setting. Jt is not a Ixiok lor the 
babies, nor for those who can only just spell 
out short W'ords ; it will rather be found 

suitable for the boys and girls who can read 
moderately well, but who cannot quite com¬ 
prehend the actual Biblical style. It accom¬ 
plishes its aim admirably, and should have 
its reward of success and a place 111 the 
children’s little library of favourite Ixjoks. 

BLACKIE’S CHILDREN’S 
ANNUAL. 

. (Blackic.) 

To name some of the contributors to 
" Blackie’s Children's Annual ” is to praise it. 
Among the artists are I-awson Wood, H. M. 
Brock, Alice Woodward, Frank Dart, h. K. 
Brightwell.and among the authors Angela Brazil, 
Mrs. George Wemyss, Ada Leonora Harris, Jessie 

From Rachel and the Seven Wonders 
{Thornton Builerworth).-‘ 

' TNia IS Diana of tns 

Ephssians.*' 
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* Pope, Sheila K. Braine, 
Lilian l||plmes — any 
full list would occupy 
too much space, but 
these are sufficient to 
indicate its quality. 
It is a large and de¬ 
lightful bull get ot 
stories, poems and 
p i C t u re.s—especially 
pictures—that will be 
rapturously welcomed 

^wherever there are 
children. 

WEIRD 

ISLANDS. 

By Jean de Boss- 

CHfeRE. lis. 6d. 

fCliapman A Hall.) 

Nobody but a 11 
artist could have 
written this quaint 
and fl e 11 g h t f u 11 y 
amusing book, for the 
story is told as much 
by the drawings as 
by the text—the first 
do not merely illus¬ 
trate the last, but 
work with it to tell 
certain details that 
without them would 
remain untold. It is 
a tale of how Bing 
and Peter. I'l ute, 
Melinda. Cod, the 
Carpenter ami others— 

ten in all—after meet¬ 
ing in the Green Park 
—set forth in search of 
adventure and trusting 

in the Blue Boat, an 
astonishing airplane, 

and a submarine, and 
after perilous voyages 
arrive in succession at 
a -variety of strange 
islands—the Island of 
the Long Women, of 
the Marionettes, the 
Silent Island, the 
Builder's Island—the 
queerest, oddest, most 

astonishing islands 
containing the most 
unexpected and fasci¬ 
nating people anybody 

. ever visited even in 
dreams. It is a lively 
and engaging fanta.sy, 
liappily imagined and 
happily carried out in 

. -.pictures and written 
^ords, and the wild 
adventuresand bizarre, 
irresponsiblehumour of 

• it all wiil keep readers 
of all ages unflaggingly 

* entertained fAim be¬ 
ginning to end. An 
altogether uncommon 
Christmas book and 

< an uncommonly enjoy¬ 

able one. 

From Daring Deeds of Polar An Adoition to the 
Explorers [Seeley. Service) Explorers* provisions. 

From Birdland Stories The Guillemot makss 

(R.T.S.) HO Htsr 

LOYAL 

TO THE 

SCHOOL. 

By Anoela Brazil. 

With Illust rations. 
6s. net. ^BlAkie.) 

Miss Tatham, the 
head mistress of King- 
field High School, 
attended an educa¬ 
tional conference dur- 
her holiday, and came 
back bristling with 
new ideas. The result 
was that at tKe begin¬ 
ning of the follovring 
term the Kingfield 
girls were astonished 

and delighted to find 
that tlicir school had 
wakened up, that there 
were to be Ihnlling 
innovations and oppor¬ 
tunities for self-expres¬ 
sion and the indulgence 
of indmdual tastes. 
The heroine of this 
-school story is 

Lcshia Ferrars, who 

lived with her kindly 
stepbrother, Paul 

Hilton, and his wife 
and three little chil¬ 
dren ; and I.o.sbia had 
an emotional nature 
and a thm skin. These 
two drawbacks led 
her into scrajies ami 
unnecessary siiflering. 
Some m i .s c 1m e V ous 
iiverlicard, chance 
words, for inslame, 
set poor l.,eshi a 
thinking that her step- 
brotluu' .s kindness was 
grmlged, and she felt 
lluit wlien she took 
her small stepnephew 

and nieces for a walk, 
she was acting as a 
downtroddennurseand 
enduring servi t u cl e. 
At school too she met 
with the ups and 
down.s that .such a 
nature would bring. 
L e s b i a, however, 
possessed some com¬ 
mon sense as well as a 
tlun skin, and she had 
a loyal heart and some 
courageous unselfish¬ 
ness, and these helped 
her through in the 
long run. The new 
classes proved that she 
was a genuine artist, 
and we leave our loyal 
young friend with a 
very bright prospect 
before her. The tale 
of Lesbia’s “ ups and 
downs" makes in¬ 
teresting and amusing 
reading. 

1/4 



THEBCDKMAN 
(Am*riean) 

Published in the United States by GEORGE H, DORAN COMPANY 

THE DQDKMAN appreciates the privilege of offering to 
the readers of this magazine an opportunity to become better 
acquainted with the new currents in American literature. As 
the only purely critical and literary journal published in the 
United States, THE BOOKMAN, occupies a unique position. To 
Americans it gives beyond any other magazine in the United 
States the literary news of England. To Englishmen it offers 
an informed and interesting survey of the world of books in 
the United States. Today as never before England and 
America are alive to a deepening intellectual sympathy and it 
is fitting that each know the thought of the other as expressed 
in the best books on both sides of'the Atlantic. 

Each month THEBQDKMAN contains six or eight leading 
articles on topics of special interest and its list of contributors 
numbers many well-known writers, such as Arnold Bennett, 
Frank Swinnerton, Hugh Walpole, Joseph C!onrad, J. C. 
Squire, Max Beerbohm, Mrs. Belloc Lowndes, among British 
writers; and Irvin Cobb, JosephHergesheimer, J. G. Huneker, 
Amy Lowell, Brander Matthews, James Lane Allen and Henry 
van Dyke among American authors. 

While always maintaining critical standards in its estimates 
of new books, THEBQDKMAN has no sympathy with dull > 
reviews. Its effort is always to make the criticism as y 
stimulating and enjoyable as possible for its own sake, 

In every issue THE BQDKMAN prints a list of the six 
books most m demand at the public libraries, six 
for fiction, six for non-fiction: the most reliable A*' 
and impartial record of its kind. / 

A most amusing feature is the Complaint / 
Department, where authors, editors and / / > 
plain folk give vent to their pet aversions, jry ^ / X 

The Gossip Shop, one of the pleasant-^^^:^®' / 
est and most informal features of ^ ^ 
THE BQDKMAN, is a literary bazaar^^^ 
filled with chat about authors X^a/ /iX ^ ^ 
and books the world over. 

^/& ^ J" „ 

INOiCATE VOUR CHOICK IN 
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!^fom The Third Officer 
(Blackie). 

' 8HC was a tlOHT CRUISER 
OF ABOUT 4,000 TONS." 

THE THIRD OFFICER. 
By Percy F. NVesterman. 6s. (Blackie ) 

The art, surely, of writing boys’ l>ooks, is of contriving 
]ust that extra adventure on the top of all the rest. When 
tiic situation is tense—;to make it intolerable ! Tliis art 
Mr. Westerman enjoys to the full. The fate of the passen¬ 
gers and crew of the S.S. Dombrisilc was indeed ghastly. 
They were approxiniately five hundred miles north-west of 
the Sandwich Isles when they caught sight ot the horrible 
pirate ship whfch signalled “ Heave to lu^ianllv, or 1 will 
lire into you.” ” They’re not bluejackets, thevTe Chinks,” 
exclaimed the alarmed i-'irst Officer, and so it proved. 
Tlicre was a. liattle and the crew, after y most gallant 
struggle, was forced to surrender '1 het' jirotecicd their 
fair girl jiassenger hv dressing her in sailor's clothes, hut 

hroui island Born ‘*The uava is coming over the 
[Blackie). EDGE OF THE CRATER." 

wliat a complication it made when llic\' arnx’cd in Ihcir 

]>nson-land ! really capital jilot, admirably worked out. 

A DOG OF THE WILDS. 
By George S Scrkev, With 5 llliislt.iiintis (one m enJour) 
by John Dt Walton, K \\ .\ (>s m-t (Milfoul ) 

Hugh Chester, a young Kiiglishman, is jirosix'cting for 
gold in North-West Canada and Iktojucs the owner of .1 

much-abused ” liusky,” w.hich has Ix'en shot and left for 
dead by the villain of the piece, Dan Mc'Swecney. Chester 
IS interestcil in the dog from inirely humanitarian motives 
at first but he is soon informed that it has a reputation 
among the Indians of Keewatin and is known by them as 
the Jvuck Bnnger. When it disappears, therefore, nnilcr 
suspicious circumstances Chester decides to try to find it 
—which necessitates a journey into Keewatin in winter 
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’tv. 

From Loyal to the School 
(Blackte). 

This wont do at all, 

MUTTERED Kitty. 

and the discovery that McSweeney is also on the trail. It 
is unnecessary to follow Mr. Surrey’s plot to its thrilling 
dlnouement; it is sufficient merely to say that, in spite of 
certain improbabilities, it ts a genuine thriller and that 

it is remarkably well told and well writtert. Although 
apparently designed for children in their teens, it will make 
an equally strong appeal to any adult who likes his fiction 

rather highly flavoured. 

SEA SCOUTS ABROAD. 
By Percy F. Westerman. Illustrated by Charles 

Pears. 5s. net. (Blackie) 

Lieutenant Westerman has already a long list of boys' 
books to his credit, and he is probably in the happy position 

of requiring neither introduction nor commendafion. He 

^Ptom Sea Scouts Abroad 
{Blackie). 

The Derelict. 

From The Mystery of Saffron ** There wab nothine— 
Manor no pearls P* 

{Blackxe). 

has already told the story of how the 1st Milford Sea 
Scouts came by their motor-boat. The Olivette. In the 
pre.sent volume he describes, with his wonted raciness and 
technical knowledge, a holiday expedition of the Scouts 
when they took The Olivette over to France. Those who 
imagine that such a journey was too short to be exciting 
underestimate the Milford Sea Scout, whose daily good 
deed was rewarded by an almost hourly adventure. Thus, 
for example, before they started their boat was seized by 
burglars. The Scouts were enabled to do a good deedjto 
Scotland Yard by returning the valuable loot and a photo¬ 
graphic record of the burglars' finger-prints. When other 
things failed the machinery inevitably broke, requiring, 
but not overtaxing, the Scouts’ resourcefulness. This is 

, a book that ought to popularise a good movement. It will 
gratify those who are in it, and will move to envy those 

who are without. 
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THE 

EMPIRE 

ANNUAL 

FOR 

BOYS. 

Volume XIJI (K.TS) 

This is the Ixjok we sliould advise you to purchase 
for that nephew of yours at boarding school. He 
is certain to find much to his taste within those 
crimson covers, be he eleven years old, or fifteen. 

We have nothing but high jiraise for the work 
here ; the short stones arc first class—notably 
“ A Cliange of Labels," an e.xciting yarn ot a 
chase for a heron’s egg, and the discovery of a 
mysterious pistol. " Uncle John’s .Magic rilms," 
which title speaks for itself, is also splendid. 
Thrown in among the fiction are one or two 

extremely interesting articles Father and mother 
will probably be found in the holidays with the 
book in their hands, reading all about Mr Jtassett 
Higby’s adventurous journey on the Mongolian 
frontier to see the Lamas, or about the Ibshop of 

the Macken/.ie Kiver ihstrict and his experiences 
" A Talk About Aerial Navigation of the I'lilure" 
IS worth reading. In it we hear that Hgypt ranks 
as the ‘‘Clapham Junction ot the air. ” tiood 

luck to this sound and admirable volume. It is full 
of amusement for boys of all ages, and contains 

much that is instructive as well as entertaining 
In the matter of books, Ixiys are much more 
efficiently provided for now than when their fathers 
were young, and no book more tlioroughly will 
provide for all tastes than this. 

From The Empire Annual for Boys How thky Fu.Vbu cmcMsi whom 
(i2.r.5.} Okorok thb Third was Kina 

(Cassell). 

THE 

HOUSE 

ABOVE 

THE 

TREES. 

By Ewiel Cook Eliot. 7s 6d. net. 

(Thornton Butterworth) 

Don’t cry. If you can keep the tears 
out of your eyes, you may see something 
splendid.” That was the thought that 

came to Hepatica when the rich little 
cliildren playing in the orchard Jeered at 
her and teased her and would not let her 
join in their games. For Hepatica was a 
“ charity ’’ child and washed Mrs. Home’s 
dishes. She turned away, forcing back her 
tears, and then she really did see sometliing 
splendid. She saw a Wind Creature and 
followed it into the forest and " went 
around the edge of the light ” and “ stood 
not just within the forest but within the 
within of the forest.” After that she 
encountered the Tree Mother and was taken 
to the wonderful house above the trees, 
and met with all sorts of beautiful adven¬ 
tures. The book is full of quaint fancies 
and picturesque ideas that will captivate 
the imaginations of the kiddies that read 
it; and Miss Anne Anderson's illustrations, 
if not always in drawing, make up for that 
deficiency by a very graceful line and 

exquisite colouring. 
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From No Man's Island “Ze tower p No. it is 
(Oxford Univsrsify Press), ruin, fall to pieces." 

NO MAN’S ISLAND. 

By Herbert Strang. 6s. (Humphrey Milford.) 

Countless lads look forward to a new Christinas tale from 
the pen of Mr. Strang; he is the modem Henty, and in 
his latest volume, " No Man’s Island,” his pleasant vivacity 
and real pow’ers of invention have not failed. He draws 
a very realistic picture of a lonely island, a deserted cottage, 

a curious face in the shadows, and strange footmarks, but 
we are not going to sketch the complicated plot here. 
Suffice it to say it is cleverly imagined and rounded ofi by 

a masterly hand. We quote only one paragraph, to whet 
the appetite : ” 'Rogers, my friend, I want yojjr help,' 
said Warrender. . . . ‘ Those foreigners are forging 

Treasury notes in Mr. Pratt's tower. They have Mr. Pratt 
himself a prisoner there. . . . My chums have got in, 
and are holding the place against them. . . . With your 
help we'll collar the whole gang. . . ” 

From Father Time Stories * Oettiho very 
(i?.r.5.) FRIENDLY WITH 

A FROQ." 

Front The Children's Annual ‘The Princess who was pond op muppins,** 
(Blackie). 
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CHILDREN’S 
BOOKS 

THE ADVENTURES OF 
WILLY AND NILLY. 

By Phyllis Morris. Illustrated by 
Hilda Cowham. 7s. 6d. 
(The Bodley Head.) 

A joyous book for little children, 
being the wonderful adventures of 
those happy twins, Willy and Nilly, 
at six years old. They did have a 

glorious time of it I They determined 
to see what happened where the 
moving staircase on the Underground 
slid out of sight at the top, and they 

did find out, too ! It was one day 
when their governess (w’ho was not 
so bad) 'went ofl shopping, and ikey 

went to Oxford Circus station. They 
just didn’t get off at the platform, 
and there was a terrific bang, and 
they rolled over and over, and then 
there came one surprise after 
another. A wood, a tiny river, and 
a tiny boat, " all made of silver 
with a yellow sail.” There appeared 
as well a Teddy Bear, a sailor doll, 
and a jolly ir/ermaid. Gay, bubbling 
over with quaint idea,s, this book 
will be much loved. And what a 
help it is to have Ilihlu Cowham’a 
dainty, intriguing, most modern and 
exquisite pictures ! Willy and Nilly 

have delicious clothes. 

THE CHILD’S BOOK 
OF FRANCE. 

By SiDNEV Dark. ios. 6d. 
(Chapman & Hall.) 

The old method of teaching history 

was to give “ principal events and dates 

Front The Adventures of Willy and Nilly ‘ Penelope beqan to turn 

(John Lane) paler and paler, and her 

SHAPE BEOAM TO QO. 



From The Child's Book of Trance 
{Chapman <■>- Hall) 

Richelieu at Ua Rochelle. 

of their occurrence," and vcrj’ little 
" story " ; and when the whole history 
of a nation had to be compressetl^between 
the covers of a school lc.sRon-book it is 
difhcult to see what else could be done. 
A more modem and human {method 
will in time prevail, where the story is 
made interesting and even exciting. 
This IS the way chosen by Mr. Dark in his 
account, written for children, of the 
French country' and nation. The whole 
book reads as though a kindly, wise 
teacher were talking to a child, and one 
only needs to glance through the 
" letter ” to his readers which forms a 
preface, to realise how excellently the 
author has caught the right note, how 
greatly he desires that his work shall 
emphasise the futility of wars and the 
value of living in friendliness with our 
neighbours. Lucidity and a straightfor¬ 
ward narrative style are characteristic of 
every chapter, and the concluding 
chapter, entitled " The Truth about 
France,” is one of the most well-con¬ 
sidered and fair statements of , the 
differences and resemblances between 
French and English customs, and 
between the two peoples, that we have 
ever seen. Naturally, in such a book, 
the recent war must have a place, and 
here again Mr. Dark is successful in 
summarising very clearly the chief 
events as they affected France in a 
well-balanced little presentment of the 

general situation. The sixteen full-page 
pictures, illustrating important episodes 
in French history, are chosen well, and 
we cannot imagine that any ordinary 
child, at a stage when history enters 
into the educative scheme, will 
fail to respond to the care and 
charm with which this book has been 
prepared. 



CHILDREN’S 
BOOKS 

THE PATH 

OF GLORY. 

By Sir Coward 

Parrott. With 

IllusMtions. 
5s. net. (Nelson.) 

The late Sir 

Edward Parrott 
was a skilled writer 
for boys, for whom 

he had already 
written a popular 
" Children’s Story 
of the War.” In 

this new volume, 
“The Path of 
Glory.” he gave 
himself, with the 

collaboration of Mr. 
A. O. Cooke, what 
must have been a 
signal plea.sure in 
picking out typical 
and memorable 
deeds of gallantry 
performed in the 

great war. Mo.st 

From The Path of Glory 
• (Nelson). 

The return of H.M.S. Vindictive. 

nf the lieroes whose stories are told in tins book were science a pleasure to young minds eager for knowledge but 
awarded in life, or after death, the highest and proudest nc/t yet ready for the serious lexlliook stage. In this aim 
badge of valour—the Victoria Cross. The 
range of the book is splendidly wide; it covers 
all branches of the services; it doc.s not forget 
the magnificent work of our Indian comrades , 
it pays the well - deserved compliment of 
inclusion to our various allies; and as a 
crowning instance of its catholicity the book 

concludes with a chapter on our dumb friends 
at the front. Tlie volume is well illustrated 
and very attractively produced, and it is 
written with a gusto and enthusiasm that 
deserves to win for it many friends. 

THE BUTTERFLIES DAY. 

Bv W. H. Koebel. 7s. 6d. 
(Thornton Butterworth.) 

Mr. Koebel as a writer for cluldren is new 
to us, but he certainly deserves a success in 
this sphere equal to his laurels in less flowery 
fields; for this is a very charming little book, 
with exactly the right delicate humour which 
a child will appreciate. The idea is happy, 
too; we have first an amusing conversation 
between various caterpillars, some of whom 
” don’t want to be butterflies ”; then come 
dialogues between birds and insects, and the 
advent of the butterflies follows. Excellent 
fun comes on many pages, and the problem 
for some small readers, we imagine, will lie 
whether the author was once a butterfly 
himself; and if not, where he obtained such 
delightfully intimate knowledge of their ways. 
They will be convinced, at any rate, against 
all probability, that he must have listened 
very attentively to the talk of the tiny winged 
fairies of the garden, and they will thank him 
unanimously for being clever enough to 
translate it and record it so well. The five 
colour plates and fifty drawings by Hilda T. 
Miller are valuable additions to the text and, 

in their way, are just as lively. We ought 
to mention that this is one of the " Royal 

Road Library,” designed to convey facts m 

a manner directly opposed to the Gradgnnd prom The Butterflies’ Day - A uittue boy was ohabinq a 

method; to make the study of nature and {Thornton Butterworth). marbled white.” 
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i t .succeeds 
admirably, 
and,- after 

bedtime, we 
believe the 
grown -ups 
will capture 
it for a sur¬ 
reptitious 
hour. 

THE 

FRIEND 

OF 

LITTLE 

CHIL¬ 

DREN. 

By Rev. J. 

Sinclair 

Stevenson. 

(Blackwell.) 

The story 
of [the life of 
Christ is here 
told in per¬ 
fectly easy 
language 
for the 
better un¬ 
derstanding 
o f younger 
readers, and 
is illustrated 
withcoloured 
plates by 
William 
Hole, R.S.A.. 
R. E., and 
many draw¬ 
ings in ex¬ 
cellent taste 
by C. T. 
Nightingale. 
As the Lord 
Bishop of 
Liverpool 
says in his 
foreword, 
the author 
has insight, 
imagination, 
and sym¬ 
pathetic 
knewl edge; 

he knows 
the East 
well.andthus 

i 8 specially 
equipped, to 
write such 
a book. It 
is a volume 
that should 
h a . a 
hear^ Wel- 

c o m e in 
*many homes 
for the sim¬ 
plicity and 
gibarm with 
jprhich i t 

' presents* the 
Bible story. 

From King Arthur and the Knights 
of the Round Table 

{.Raphael Tuck). 

' Sir Palomims was BARTisaa" 

ALL , 

ABOUT 

PETS. 

•T (^d i"n 
stories b y 
Lilian 
Cask. 
Illustrated 
by 
BarbAh A 
Briggs and 
S A V I L B 

Lumlby. 
(Harrap.) 

« 
This is the 

very book we 
have been 
waiting for. 
Miss Cask 

has woven 
into a fresh, 
bright, 
natural 
story all 
sorts of facts 
and hints 
about ani¬ 
mals, which 
every little 
boy or girl 

who keeps 
a pet will 
value. First, 
there is a 
jolly des¬ 

cription o f 
Dandy, a 
little white 
dog. Says 
the gardener 
to Geoff, the 

proud little 
master—“ A 
six months 
old puppy 
must have 
three meals 
a day; when 
he gets a bit 
older two will 

be a plenty. 
. . . Go(^ 
plain suet¬ 
pudding is 
the very 
thing for 
him ; spec¬ 
ially w^ e n « 
he’s a-grow- 
ing." Then 

there is the 
tale of the 
BlackQueen, 
a puss - cat 
*' Even if you 
want her 
chiefly as a 
mouser you 
must see she 
has plenty to 
eat. The 
best hun¬ 
ters are cats 

thorongblil^ 
weu w:’; 
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COLOUR WORKL 
— ^Ae Aes^ of Ah e Engraver. 

% 

It is of little avail to pay high prices to the artist if his 
work is to be spoilt in reproduction. Yet this is what^only 

too frequently happens. The taiaking of two- and three-colour 

process blocks is highly skilled work. It is the highest branch 

of the Engraver’s Art. 

We have specialised in Colour Work for many years and 

have a staff of skilled and experienced craftsmen, with every 

modem appliance to enable them to turn out the best work. 

ARC Process Blocks give facsimile results—the finest 

nuances of shade and tint being reproduced with faithful 

exactness and precision. 

Whilst we always advise our clients, in our own interest, 
not to “ rush ” colour work, we can when necessary give quick 
delivery without lowering the standard of our work. . 

We handle all classes of Block making—Line, Tone, and 

Combination; Mechanical Tints a speciality. Prompt Delivery 

and Good Service always assured. 

ARC 
ENGRAVING GO. 

4&6, Farringdon Avenue, 

LON DON. E.C.4. 
OeCegtramr 

HOLBORN 6044 **SNCRAVB DAR, 
(Z Lines) LONPON** 

also at" 

WIMBLEDON. PARIS S' GLASGOW^ 

LTD. 
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THE 
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GROUT 
ENGR^NG 
COMPANY 

LTD. 

DESIGNERS ILLUSTRATORS 
AND ENGRAVERS 

B'V' ALL RROOESSE.S- 

*t <y. 

yx' 

CHIEF OFFICES £ WORKS > 

7 BRIDEWELL PLACE 
LONDON E C* 
Telephone;-6762 CITY 

Telegrams '-GROENGRACO|tLfcb^lONDON. 

COLOR WORKS 
college road 
BROMLEY KENT 
Telephone 1013 bromley 
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W. ROWLANDSON 
& CO. LTD. Paper Contractors 

y WE \ 

/ HOLD STOCKS OF \ 

! White Art \ 

Tinted Art 

Super Calender and 

M.F. Printings 
ft 

Writings Tints 

, Covers Browns i 

M.G. Posters f 
• * 

V etc. etc. ^ 

SEND YOUR ENQUIRIES FOR 

LOWEST MARKET PRICES 

4 S^ PAUL’S CHURCHYARD 
Telcpho-e • 

C E N I U A L 

6024-5 

LONDON 
E C.4. 

Tcleftrsma s 

"ROWLANDSON 

CENT, LONDON” 
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Special Note 

to Publishers 

By the courtesy of the 
Proprietors we are privi¬ 
leged to announce that 
we supply the paper for 

THE BOOKMAN 

The present Number is printed on our be^ quality IMITATION 

ART, and we feel sure that after a close examination you will 

agree that we aie justified in saying it is the best procurable, 

combining as it does the special printing qualities, shade and finish 

of a real ART PAPER : a desideratum hitherto unattainable. 

GOOD S'POCKS AVAILABLE^ in all the usual sizes and weights. 

Wc also hold stocks of BRUCE’S EXTRA BULKY 

FEATHERWEIGHT 
which is acknowledged by all the leading 

book printers fo be the best. CL We are of 

opinion that if a book is worth publishing 

at all, it is worth doing well, and it is 

high time that all productions were restored 

to their old standard of excellence. Only 

BRUCE’S paper can give the required result. 

STOCKED IN 

Quad Crown - 60. 70. 80, 90, 100, 110, 120 Ib. 

Quad Demy - ... 80, 90. 100, 120 lb. 
Double Royal ----- 50, 60 lb. 

Double Cap - - - - - - - 60 lb. 
516 sheets 

fVE STOCK PRITISH TAPER ONLY 

Quad Crown 

Quad Demy - 

Double Royal 

Double Cap - 

Se7ia your requirements to 

W. ROWLANDSON CO. L” 
Book Paper Specialists 

4 ST. PAUL’S CHURCHYARD, E.C.4 

leleplione CENTRAL 0Oi4-r> Telegrams ROWLANDSON, CENT, LONDON" 
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MANAGERS 

ESTABLISHED 1803 # 

' TELEPHONE.NeS. 

FREDERICK RUSSELL 

ERNEST B. JUDD 

CRESCIT 

CLERKENWELL 2040 

KINGSBURY 24 

EUNDO 

NEVETT BOOKBINDING 
COMPANY LIMITED 

WHOLESALE BOOKBINDERS 

IN LEATHER AND CLOTH 

ESTIMATES AND SAMPLES 
SUBMITTED FREE OF CHARGE 

.* 

SPECIAL DESIGNS DRAWN = 
BY OUR OWN ARTIST 

t. 
LONDON 

60, 62, 64, IRONMONGER ROW, E.C. i 
•K * 

COLINDALE, HENDON, N.W.9 

REGISTERED OFFICES * • 

Tower Royal, E.C.4 
U 

'j'Ti-.l'i; lu. 
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ORROCK & SON, 

Bookbinders, 
% 

VICTORIA STREET, 

. EDINBURGH . 

TELEGRAMS :<d. *<ORROGK, EDINBURGH.*’ 
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WE INVITE your enquiries for printing of the highest possible 
grade. For over years we have specialised in and 

successfully produced, at competitive prices, work calling for the 
finest craftsmanship and utmost skill—work reflecting character and 
good taste—Editions de L.uxe. Illustrated, Antiquarian, Medical, and 
Oriental Publications; High-class Magazines an4^ Catalogues, 
School Books, and Works of General Literature. 

With two extensive and well equipped factories at our •disposal, 
we have special facilities for music and foreign language printing, 
while ■bookbinding and colour printing form an important part of 
our business. , 

f^ossessidfe our own fleet of delivery vans, we can assure, always, 
safe and prompt delivery of orders to all parts. 

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRY TO-DAY 

BILLING AND SONS, Ltd. 
LONDON PRINTING WORKS, GUILDFORD. SURREY.*^ 

THE ROYAL MILLS, 

HMd Office : 

1 N each High - class Printing Establishment to-day the 
standard rate of wages is recognised. Therefore the London 

53.^VICTORJA price of a "job** is much the same all over the country. Office : 

STREET, 
The factors which now decide the pfacins of orders are ; 

187. FLEET 

LIVERPOOL. 

And mt Prescot (a) Expert Workmanship 
STREET, 

LONDON, E.C 

« (b) Up-to-Date Machinery 9 

Our Machinery is Modem, and our Equipment cannot 
be bettered. 

* 

Oor Staff comprises all that is best in the Printing 
world. They are specialists in every department ol Printinff. 
They "think** and give you of thdr b^, and take a prid^ 
in their work. They are prompt and efficient. 

No matter whether your **Job’* is a handbill or a 
million edition of a book, we give the same indU 
vidua! attention to your work, , 

C. TINLING & CO., LTD. 
\ ^Printers who sIyo Service. 












